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PREFACE.

In presenting the Second Part of this Work to the

Public, I beg to return my best thanks to those kind

friends who have, on several occasions, rendered me

their aid in its execution. In drawing up the Historical

and Bibliographical Table, it is but justice that I should

acknowledge the assistance which I have received:—In

the Hindoo Department, from my friend, Professor

Royle
;

in Scandinavian Pharmacological Literature,

from Dr. Holst, Professor in the University of Christiana,

and in the American Department, from Dr. Wood, ‘Pro-

fessor of Materia Medica and Pharmacy in the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania,—to all of whom my best thanks

are justly due.
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EGYPTIAN MEDICINE.
Tiiout or Thaut (also called Hermes or Mercury) regarded as the founder of Medicine.

Medicine practised first by priests, afterwards by physicians who confined themselves to the

study of one disease. (Herod. Euterpe i.xxxiv).

The sick exposed in public places (Strabo).

Purges, vomits, and clysters, used for three days successively in every month. (Ibid lxxvu).
Dietetical regulations: the hog regarded as unclean. Baths and unguents.

Worshipped a bulbous plant (Kp6y.y.vov; Squilla?) to which they erected a temple (Pauw).

Employed a'etites, slime of the Nile, frictions with crocodile’s fat in rheumatism, and mucilage

of semina psyllii. Salt, viVpov (carbonate of soda'?), alum, plasters,and unguents; white

lead and verdigris occasionally entered into the latter.

Fumigations with Cyplii (Krnfx) a mixture of various drugs. (Disocorides, i. 24).

Spices, balm, and myrrh, carried to Egypt. (Gen. xxxvii. 25).

Embalming practised. Palm wine, aromatics, myrrh, cassia, and other odorous substances,

(not frankincense), as well as vtTpov (carb. soda?) and gum used in this process.

ET Consult,—Pauw (M. De), “Phil. Dissert, on the Egyptians and Chinese.” vol. 1. p. 130. 1795.

Alpinus (Prosper), “ De Medic. TEgypt.”

HEBREW MEDICINE.
The infliction and cure of diseases on various occasions ascribed by the Sacred Historian to

the direct interposition of God. (Exod. ix. 15. Numb. xii. 10.)

Remedial agents consisted principally in strict hygienic means. (Circumcision, dietetical

rules, separation, ablution, combustion of infected garments. See Gen. xvii. 10 ;
Lev. xi.

& xiii.
;
2 Kings, v.)

Medicine practised by the Priests. (Lev. x iv.) Gold, silver, lead, tin, iron, and brass (copper?)

mentioned by Moses.
Odoriferous ointment and confection

; the most ancient recipes on record. (Exod. xxx. 23

—

25, & 34—35.)
Music employed as a remedy. (Sam. xvi. 16.)

Sesquisulphuret of antimony used as a face paint. (2 Kings, ix. 30).
Fig poultice. (2 Kings, xx. 7.)

Physicians (not priests) referred to. (Jerem. viii. 22.) N.B. The so called Egyptian physi-

cians (Genes. L. 2 ) were probably Evracpiacrrai, undertakers, or embalmers.
The following substances are referred to in the Bible: the Olive, Saffron, Barley, Wheat, the

Fig, the Vine, Myrrh, Bdellium, Galbanum, Cumin, Coriander, Flax, Garlic, Balm of Gilead,
Olibanum (Frankincense), Cassia, Cinnamon, the Almond, the Pomegranate, Dill (in our
translation incorrectly called Anise)—Colocynth ? Ricinus ?

Herod -was let down into a bath of oil. (Josephus, Bell. Jud. lib. 1. cap. 33. § 5.)
Oil and wine applied to wounds. (Luhe, x. 34.)
Various superstitious practices. (Adam Clarke Comm. Note to Mark, v. 26.)

EL For further information respecting Hebrew medicine consult the “ Bible” ;—J. H. Horne’s “ Introd.
to the Crit. Study and Knowl. of the Holy Script, vol. iii. 8th ed. 1839;—K. Sprenge), “Analecta His-
torica ad Medicinam Ebraorum," Hal. 1796;—D. Carcassone, “ Essai Historique sur la Med. des He-
breux, anciens et modernes.” 8vo. Montp. ISIS.

ASSYRIANS.
The Babylonians had no professors of medicine. They exposed their sick in public places, in

order that passengers might communicate their experience as to the best mode of cure.
(Herodotus, Clio cxcvii.) Extracted oil from the Sesamtim. (Ibid, cxviii).

fcT Consult,—Smoll (D. G.), “ Venerandee antiquitatis Assyriorum Chaldatorum, Ac.
Iteguin et Princip. philosophica et Med. Principia.” 4to. Lubec. 1609 .

Philosoph. Med.

CHINESE MEDICINE.
Of its ancient state but little is known. The Chinese pretend that its study was coeval with

the foundation of their empire, and that their medical code was the production of Hoangti,
B. C. 2000. (Grosier.) Before the Christian era there was a constant communication
between China and India. (Asiat. Journ. July, 1836).

Medical science commenced with Chang-ka
; for all works before that (said to be dated B. C.

i

treat of medicine without giving prescriptions. (Trans, of Med. Soc. of Calc. i.
146 ,. As the Chinese have retained their ancient manners and customs, wc must judge of
what their medicine was by what it is.

/ un-tsaou or (Herbal), the most considerable Chinese work on Materia Medica, includes
minerals vegetables and animals. (Davies, ii. 278.)

Ching die chun eking, (Approved marked line of Medical Practice,) a celebrated work in
40 vols.

;
ol which, eight are devoted to Lug-fang ( Pharmacology). The articles of the

Materia Medica are very numerous. Ginseng is their panacea. Aromatics and gums in
apoplectic cases. Opium as an anodyne and in dysentery. Mercury both raw and oxidized.
Musk, rhubarb, tea, camphor of the Dryobalanops, asafeetida, spices, larva; of the silk
worm, bones of tigers and elephants, vegetable wax, horns, fins, &c. Moxa. Croton Tiglium.

ET Consult,—Du Hai.uk (J. It.), “ Drscrlpt. Geoer. el Hist, i
(L’Abhe), ‘ Dcscript. Gen. de la China.” t. Ii. p. t(Hi. 17K7;
p. 278 ;

Gutzlafk “Journ. of the Asiat. Soc.“ vol. 4. p. 134.

dc la China
; Daviks (

t. 3. p. 318. 1770; Grosikr
F.), ,r The Chinese.” vol. 2.
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HINDOO MEDICINE.

1. Ancient Medical Authorities and their Works.

Brahma the Hindoo Deity; author of the Vedas, the most ancient books of the Hindoos, and
next in antiquity to those of Moses. (Sir W. Jones, Disc. ix.).

Ayur Veda, the oldest medical writing of the Hindoos, forms a part of the 4th or Atharva
Veda (the least ancient Veda). It is distributed into eight subdivisions. (See H. H.
Wilson, Calcutta Orient. Mag. Feb. and March 1823; and Hoyle, Essay, p. 57).

Dachsa, the Prajapati, to whom Brahma communicated the Ayur Veda, instructed the two
Asavins or Sons of Surya (the Surgical attendants of the gods).

According to some the Aswins instructed Indra the preceptor of Dhanwantari (also

styled Kasiraja, prince of Benares); but others make Atrgya, Bharadwaja, and Charaka,
prior to the latter.

Charaka (Sarac, Scarac , Scirak or Xarac) mentioned by Serapion, Avicenna, and Rhazes.
His work is extant, but not translated.

Susruta, sou of Viswamitra, was pupil of Dhanwantari and contemporary of Rama. Treats
chiefly of Salya and Salekya or Surgery, and divides medicines into locomotive (animals
both viviparous and oviparous, and produced in moist places) and non-locomotive (plants
and minerals). Gold, Silver, Arsenic, Mercury, Diamonds, Earths, and Pearls, are enu-
merated

;
also Heat and Cold, Light and Darkness, the increase and decrease of the

Moon’s age, as remedial means. Lithotomy, the Extraction of the Fcetus, Venesection.
127 weapons and instruments. Actual cautery. Alkaline caustics. Heated metallic
plates. Leeches. Gourds used as cupping glasses. Astringent and emollient applica-
tions. Leaves, pledgets, threads, and bandages. Drastic and mild purgatives, emetics,
diaphoretics, baths, and aspersions of Avater, Stimulants, Sedatives, Narcotics, and Acrid
poisons all employed. Datura, Nux Vomica, Croton Tiglium, Myrobalans, &c. were
adopted by the Arabs.

ty Susruta (The); or System of Med. taught by Dhamvantari and composed by his disciple Susruta.
Vol. i. 8vo. Calc. 1835.

2. Early Translations from Hindoo Works.

a
. Tamul, by Maha Rishi Agiiastier, who is named in the Bamayana, the oldest Hindoo
profane work, and which is supposed to have been revised by the poet Calidas in the reign
of Vikramaditya, whose era commences B. C. 57. (For a classification of drugs iu

=
a

Tamul Avork called the Kalpastanum, see Royle’s Essay, p. 54.)

0. Cingalese. (See a list in Ainslie’s Mat. Ind. vol. ii. p.525; also Heyne’s Tracts on India,
p. 125—171).

y. Tibetan made in the eighth century. (See Csoma de Korbs, in Journ Asiat. Soc. iv. 1.) 715
substances are mentioned, most of which are indigenous in India.

3. Antiquity of Hindoo Medicine.

Cannot be determined by Hindoo chronology or authors : hence must be ascertained from
other sources. The great antiquity of Hindoo Medicine is proved by the folloAving circum-
stances :

“• Indian products are mentioned in the Bible. (Royle, p. 138). In early times commerce
Avas established betAveen India and Persia, Syria, and Babylon; also by the Persian and
Arabian Gulphs Avith Egypt, &c.

0- At a very early period India was peopled and in a high state of civilization. (For proofs,
see Royle, p. 150 to 179). As many chemical arts (e. g. distillation, bleaching, dyeing,
calico printing, tanning, soap and glass making, manufacture of sugar and indigo,) Avere
practised by the Hindoos, avIio were acquainted Avith, and their country contains, all the
chemical substances mentioned by Geber, it is not improbable that they and not the Arabs
originated Chemistry. The Grecian sages travelled in the East: hence the coincidences
between the systems and discoveries of the Greeks and those recorded in Sanscrit Avorks.

y- Indian products are mentioned by the Greeks and Romans, (e. g. by Hippocrates, Theo-
phrastus, Dioscorides, Pliny, Oribasius, j®tius, and Paulus). They Avere doubtless em-
ployed in the countries where they Avere indigenous before they were exported.

d " Ancient Inscriptions shew the Antiquity of Hindoo Medicine. A medical edict by King
Piyadasi, directing the establishment of depots of medicines, and the planting of medicinal
roots and herbs throughout his dominions and in the countries Avhere Antiochus and his
generals command. This, therefore, must have been issued and cut in rocks and metal
pillars as early as B.C. 220.

^
I he Persians translated Hindoo Works A.D. 531 to 579. (Royle’s Essay, p. 08).

• Hindoo physicians were in high repute at the Court of Harum al-Rashid and Al-Ma-
moon, fnnn A.D. 780 to 850.

l
1"’ Arabian authors (Rhazes, Serapion, Mesuc, and Avicenna) mention Charak, and quote

from the Susruta.

L7 Consult,—W".s°w (II. H.), “Orient. Mag.” Calc. 18J3; and “Trans. Med. and Pliys. Soc.” Calc.

Hii-riL J
K

.

V
,

N * “ Tracts on India,” l.»nd. 1814 ; Ainsi.ik (W.), “ Mat. Ind.” and \ol. I.oud. isaii;

ihi7 - i'
' K-> ’ Analecta Med." blps. 18.it; IIoyi.k (.1. I-.). “ b-mv on the Antiq. of Hindoo Med.”

' '

1

c uoKMKisTKH, “Scriptorum Arnbuin de relum Indlcis loci ct opuscule inedltu.” 8vo. Bonn. i838
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1398

1270

1263

1134

968")

907 V

884 J
617

5800—500

460—to 360

?

B. C.

380

354
341
336

304

285

384—322
371—286

290
240
230
140

135—63
158
138

160

100

A. D.

54?

GREEK MEDICINE.

1. Before the time of Hippocrates.

Mklampus, a soothsayer and physician. Cured impotence by iron wine (Apollod. Bibl. Fr.
transl. lib. i. cap. ix. p. 75); and madness by hellebore (Pliny, xxv. 21).

Chiron the Centaur, a physician and surgeon. Was cured of a wound by the Centaurea
Centaurium (Ibid. xxv. 30).

.iEsculapius or Asclepias, renowned for his medical and surgical skill. His sons Machaon
and Podilirios also famous surgeons; the latter practised venesection.

The first temple to iEsculaprus founded.
Asclepiadeje descendants of HSscul.apius and priests of his temples. Votive tablets suspended

in the temples.

Euryphon author of the T'iZjfj.tu Kvi&iai or Cnidian Sentences.

Homer mentions the Papaver somnil'erum, vuw£v0e; ( Cannabis indica? opium??), Moly (?),

&c.
Aristjeus discovered Silphium (see p. 1041).

Pythagoras employed Magic, Dietetics, Mustard, Anise, and Vinegar of Squills (Pliny
xtx. 30).

2. Hippocrates.

Hippocrates the “ Father of Medicine.” Born at Cos. The 18th by his father from iEscu-
lapius. Ascribes diseases to alterations of the humors (blood, pituita or phlegm, and yellow
and black bile). An antipathic. Employed diet, baths, exercise, bloodletting (venesection,
cupping, and scarification), the actual cautery, the knife, and a ver)' extensive series of
medicines. His materia medica includes:

1st. Minerals,—sulphur, lime, carbonate of soda, alum, common salt, oxide and carbonate of
lead, acetate (and sulphate?) of copper, oxide of iron, and yellow' and red sulphuret of
arseuicum.

2ndly. Vegetables,—acacia, allium, ammoniacum, anethum, anisum, cardamomum, cassia,

cinnamon, colocynth, conium, coriandrum, crocus, cuminum, cydonia, elaterinm (?), eu-
phorbia, foeniculum, galbanum, gallse, glycyrrhiza, gnidium, helleborus, hyoscyamus,
juniper, lactuca, laurus, linum, malva, marrubium, mastic, mentha, morns, myrrha, olea,

opium, opobalsamum, opoponax, origanum, piper, pix, pulegium, punica, quercus, rosa,

rubia, rumex, ruta, satnbucus, sagapenum, scammonia, scilla, silphium, sinapis, staphis-
agria, styrax, turpentine, and veratrum.

3rdly. Animals,—Kavdapis (Mylabris Fiisselini?), castoreum, sepia, ova, cornua, mel, serum
lactis, and cera.

£j" Dierbach (Dr. J. H.). “ Die Arzneimittel des Hippokrates.” Heidelb. 1824.

3. From Hippocrates to Galen.

ANCIENT DOGMATIC (or .Hippocrafearc) SCHOOL (Theory hi Medicine). 380. Founded
by Thessalus and Draco (Sons of Hippocrates), in conjunction with Polybius (their
brother in law). 354. Diocles Carystius (called the second Hippocrates), wrote on
plants and dietetics. Gave a leaden bullet in ileus. 341. Praxagoras of Cos (the
last of the Asclepiadeae)

;
vegetable medicines. 336. Chrysippus of Cnidus, opposed

bleeding and purging, and vegetable medicines.
Alexandrian School. 304. Erasistratcs (pupil of Chrysippus) opposed bleeding; used

simple medicines.- 307. Herofhilus of Chalcedony, a demi-empiric, used compound
and specific medicines. 285. Medicine divided into Dietetics, Pharmacy, and Surgery.

NATURAL HISTORIANS. 384—322 Aristotle; wrote on Animals (also on plants and
pharmacy). 371—286. Theophrastus, the founder of botany.

EMPIRIC SECT (Experience the sole guide)—290 founded by Philinus of Cos (disciple of
Herophilus). 240 Serapion of Alexandria. 230. Heraclides ofTarentum (“Prince
of Empirics”) used conium, opium, and hyoscyamus, as counter-poisons. Nicander of
Colophon, wrote on poisons and antidotes : his ©uptaxa and ’aXi£i<pap/xana still extant.

135 to 63. Mithridates; his supposed antidote (Mithridatium Damocratis) contained
54 substances. 158. Zopyrus employed a general antidote (Ambrosia) ;

classified medi-
cines according to their effects. Cratevas a botanist. 138. Cleophantus described
medical plants.

Gentian first used by Gentius, king of Illyria.

METHODIC SECT. 100 Asclepiades of Bitliynia rejected all previous opinions, and
termed the Hippocratean system “ a meditation on death.” 63. Themison ofLaodicea,
pupil of Asclepiades, founder of the sect. Explained all physiological and pathological
doctrines by the strictum and laxum of the organic pores, and regarded all medicines as
astringents or rclaxants. Employed leeches.

Dioscorides (Pedacius). The most renowned of all the old writers on Materia Medica. His
work is the best (of the ancient ones) on the subject, and for 1600 years was regarded as
the first authority. “ In him I counted about 90 minerals, 700 plants, and 168 animal
substances, that is 958 in all, without reckoning the different simples the same substance
often affords.” (Alston, Led. i. 15). Dr. Sibthorp visited Greece for the purpose of study-
ing on the spot the Greek plants of Dioscorides. (Flora Graca; and Prodr. FL Grade,
by Sir J. E. Smith).
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A. D. GREEK MEDICINE—{Continued.)

131—200 Galen (Claudius) a brilliant genius of vast erudition and rare talents. Explained the opera-

tion of medicines by reference to their elementary qualities (heat, cold, dryness, and mois-

ture), of each of which he admitted four degrees. This doctrine was held in the schools

until the time of Paracelsus. /

3li0

550
560

000?
700 3

1034

1100?
1300 3

1300?

4. From Galen to the fall of the Greek School.

(Minor Greek Authors.)

Okibasius.
Actios. Employed musk medicinally.

Alexander Tuallianus. First mentions rhubarb. Notices hermodactyl. Used mild laxa-

tives.

Paulus jRgineta. First notices the purgative properties of rhubarb. Distinguishes between
Rha and Rheon. Describes the effects of hermodactyl.

Seth (Simeon). Notices camphor.

Actuarius (John). Mentions capsicum (xavfaxov).

Myrepsos (Nicholas).

A. D.

23
13—55

ROMANS or ITALIANS.

In the early periods of Roman History medicine was practised by slaves and freedmen.
Mexecrates. Employed escharotics. Invented Diachylon plaster.

Celsus (A Cornelius). De Medicina. A methodist ? An elegant writer. Lays down hy-
gienic rules. Distinguishes foods according to the degree of their nutritive power and
digestibility. His remarks on these subjects, as well as on the use of remedial agents gene-
rally, display great judgment. Speaks of the use of nourishing 'clysters, gestation, baths,

frictions, &c. Employed in dropsy frictions with oil.

41 Scribonius Largus. An empiric. His work
(
Compositiones Medical) is the first pharma-

copeia known.
23 79 Pliny the Elder (Caius). A natural historian. In his work (Historia Naturalis) he has

collected all that was known in his time, of the arts, sciences, natural history, &c. He
displays prodigious learning and a vast fund of erudition. In botany and materia mediea
he has copied almost verbatim the remarks of Theophrastus and Dioscoridcs.

230 C/Elids Aureliancs. A methodist. The only one of this sect whose works have descended
to us.

B. C.

1491

PERSIAN MEDICINE.

Must be very ancient, but its history scarcely known. Products of Persia (ex. galbanum,
asafeetida, sagapanum, &c.) mentioned in the Bible or by Hippocrates : it is to be presumed
that the Persians knew the medical qualities of their indigenous drugs, previous to selling

them.
400

A. D.

272

Ctesias of Cnidus physician for seventeen years to Artaxerxes Mnemon.
Dschondisabour (Jondisabur or Nisabur) founded. Greek physicians sent by the Emperor

Aurelion.
Almanzor, the second Caliph of the house of Abbas, a great eneourager of the sciences and

medicine.

A. D.

707

ARABIANS.

Bagdad built. The sciences munificently patronized by the Caliphs. A college formed.
Hospitals and dispensaries established.

Schools of Damascus and Cordova.

622
Died 372
Died 880
Born 702

Died 846?
8655
900 I

742 '

1006 J

The doctrines of Hippocrates and Galen taught. Mild laxatives (as cassia, tamarinds, manna,
rhubarb, and senna,) substituted for drastics. Chemical medicines mentioned. Various
pharmaceutical preparations (syrups, juleps, conserves, loochs, robs, and distilled waters
and oils) contrived. Dispensatories published.

Aaron or Ahron (The Pandects).
Ebn-Sahbl (Sabor) A'rabadin, the first dispensatory.
Alk.hf.ndk (J.). Wrote on the proportion and doses of medicines.
Leber, “The Patriarch of Chemistry.” Mineral acids, alkalies, and many alkaline and

metallic salts, are noticed by him. (See Hindoo Medicine.)M esue (John). De simplicilms et de electuariis.

Serapion (John, jun.). De simplicilms medicinis.

Ahn Cukfith or Abhf.n Onefith. De simplic. medicam. virtut.
852 to 932 Ithazes. De simplicihus medicinis. One of the most celebrated Arabians. Employed mer-

curial ointment.
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978 to 103G

980
1179?

Died 11981
or 1199 V

1200 J
12th oriatli 1

Century >

1085 j
Died 1248

1055

1028

1009
1709

Died 1807
1100
1110

1150
1180

1259

1193—1282
1200

1214—1284
1240—1313

1235—1315

1295
Died 1320

1343

Born 1394

1418
1491
1492
1497
1508

1493—1541

1*30

1532
1542
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ARA BIAN S—(
Continued.)

Ebnsina or Avicenna, “The Prince of Physicians,” (Canon medicinal). For five centuries

his work was regarded as an infallible guide. Mentions croton tigliuni, camphor, nux
vomica, mace, nutmegs, &c.

Haly Abbas. (Almalek or the Royal hook).

Avknzoar at Seville in Andalusia.

Averrhoes, a native of Cordova.

Albucasis or Alsaharavius. Mentions the preparation of rose water.

Abn Bitar or Ibn-Beitar. His works have not been printed, but they are constantly quoted

by Persian authors on Materia Medica. (Royle, Essay, p. 28). He has a most extensive

influence in the East.

Consult,—Amoreux (P. “Essai Historique et Utter, sur la Medec des Arabes.” Montp. 1805. 6vo.

Reiske (J. J.), “Opusc. Med. ex Monum. Arabum et Ebrserorum.” Halie 1776. 8vo.

Oriental (Arabian, Persian, and Hindoo) Works on Pharmacology, which have been
translated.

Abo Mansur Movafik. Liberfundam. Pharmacol. Lat. Trans, by R. Seliginann. Viudob.

130—33.
Pharmacopoea Persica, ex idiomate Persico in Latinum conversa. Paris, 1081.

Shirazy (Nouraddeen Mohammed Abdullah). Ulfaz Udwiyeh or the Mat. Med. in the Arab.

Pers. and Hindevy lany. Eng. transl. by F. Gladwin. Calc. 1793.

Meer Mohummud Moomin. Toohft al Moomineen.
Mukhzun al Vdwick or Storehouse of Medicines. Hoogly. 1824. 2 vol. small fol.

Taleef Shereof or Indian Materia Medica. 8vo. Calc. Eng. Trans, by G. Playfair, 1833.

p*r* Consult,—Ainslie (W.) “ Mat. Ind.” 1826. A copious list of Oriental works in vol. 2. p. 191. et seq.

EARLY CHRISTIAN WRITERS ON MEDICINE.
(Dark Ages).

Medicine practised by Monks. Magic and astrology employed in medicine. The period of
superstition and alchemy. The grossest impositions practised.

The Neapolitan schools of Monte-Cassino and Salerno founded by Benedictine Monks.
Constantine the African. Wrote on diet, and simple and eye medicines.
John of Milan, Author of Medicina Salernitana.
Nicholas, surnamed Propositus. Dispensatorium ad aromatarios ; the first European phar-

macopeia.
Matthew Platerius. 1169 HEgidius of Corbeil.
Hildegard, Abbess of Bingen. Born 1098. Wrote on medicines. Mentions Christiana

(supposed to be Helleborus niger).

Gilbert, an Englishman. Prepared acetate of ammonia and oil of tartar per deliquium.
Extinguished mercury by saliva.

Albertus magnus An alchemist. Mentions zinc.
John of St. Amand. Commented on the work of Nicholas.
Roger Bacon. The most philosophical of the alchemists.
Arnold of Villa Nova. Wrote a commentary on the Medicina Salernitana. Prepared

the oils of turpentine and rosemary.
Raymond Lully. Prepared the oil of rosemary, acetate of lead, ammonio-chloride of mer-

cury, nitric oxide of mercury, and spirit of wine. '

Simon de Cordo. 1317. Matthew Sylvaticus. 1320. (death) Peter de Apono. 1328
Francis of Piedmont. 1343. Dondis, father and son.

Platerius (John). Antidotarium JYicolai cum expositions

.

St. Ardouin. Red oxide of mercury.
Basil Valentine. Prepared chemical medicines. Introduced antimonials (currtis trium-

pkalis antimonii). Was acquainted with the double chloride of iron and ammonia, and
the acetates of lead.

Valkscus de Tarenta.
Ortus sanilatis (first botanical figures).

Columbus discovers America. Tobacco and its use for smoking first known.
Mercury employed externally in syphilis.

Guaiacum introduced into Europe by the Spaniards
Paracelsus. A vain, ignorant, arrogant, drunken quack, fanatic, and impostor. He burnt

publicly the works of Galen and Avicenna, declaring that his shoe-strings possessed more
knowledge than those two celebrated physicians, and asserted that he possessed the elixir

of life! He was acabalist, astrologer, and believer in the doctrine of signatures. He con-
ferred several important benefits on medicine : he overturned Galenisra, introduced
chemical medicines (employed mercury in syphilis), and substituted tinctures, essences,
and extracts, for various disgusting preparations.

Sarsaparilla first appeared in Europe.
Early botanists in whose works several medicinal plants arc distinctly referred to, in some

eases for the first time. 1530. Bhunfelsius
; Cardamine pratensis ; Scrophularia nodosa

.

1532. Tragus; Foxglove (Campanula sylvrstris)
; Belladonna (Solanvm hortensc nigrum),

Dulcamara. 1542. Fuchsius
;
Stramonium

; Digitalis.
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A. P.

1579
1633

1674
1675

16S7
1691

1693

1697

1702
1718

1740

1742
1747
1751
1754
1758
1761
1763
1763
1768
1770
1770

1733— 1S04

1775
1775
1780

1781

1702
1783

1788
1788
1789

1790—94
1792
1793
1794-5

1794
1794
1797

1800
1800

1800

1801
1804

1805
1805
1809
1811

1812
1812
1813

1813

1815

1818

1824

1825
1826

1827—30
1829
1830
1830

1331

1831
1832

1832—3
1835
1835- 7
1836—8
1837

1838

GREAT BRITAIN.

Winter’s Bark brought to Europe.
Serpentary root noticed by Thomas Johnson.
Willis (Dr. Thos.). Pharmaceutice Bationalis. 8vo.

Sulphate of Magnesia obtained from the Epsom Waters by Dr. Grew.
Floyer (Sir J. M. D.). <J>ap|uaxo-Bacr£tvo? : or the Touchstone of Medicines. 2 vols. 8vo.

Bate (Dr. G.). Pharmacopoeia Bateana, by Fuller. 12mo.
Dale, (Dr. S.). Pharmacologia, seu Manud. ad Mat. Med. 8vo. 1093.—3tia ed. 4to. 1737.

Sulphuric acid made from sulphur.

Mead (Dr. Richd.). A Mechanical Account of Poisons. 5th ed. 1750. 8vo.
Quincy (Dr. J.). Pharm. officinalis. Svo. 10th ed. 1736.

Spigelia as an anthelmintic made known.
Senega introduced by Dr. Tennant.
James (Dr. R.). Pharm. Univ. ora New Engl. Dispens. 8vo.

Hill (Dr. J.) . A Hist, of the Mat. Med. 4to.

Lewis (Wm.). The New Dispensatory. Svo.
Kino described by Dr. Fothergill.
Lewis (Wm.). An Experim. Hist, of the Mat. Aled. 4to.

Bark of Salix alba used by Rev. Mr. Stone.
Receipts for preparing Ward’s Medicines.
Alexander (Wm.). Experim. Essays. Svo.

Alston (Dr. Ch.). Lectures on the Mat. Med. 2 vols. 4to.

Monro (Dr. D.). Treat, on Mineral Waters. Svo. 2 vols.

Priestley (Dr. J.) discovered oxygen, protoxide of nitrogen, and hydrochoric acid, annno-
niacal, and sulphurous acid gases.

Rutty (Dr. .!.). Mat. Med. Antiq. et Nova. Rotterod. 1775.

Withering (Dr. Wm.). Account of the Foxglove. 8vo. Birm.
Brown (Dr. John). Elementa Medicinal. Regarded all medicines as stimulants, and as dif-

fering from each other in little more than the degree in Avhich they exert their stimulant
power. (Brunonian theory).

Home (Dr. F.). Methodus Mat. Med. 12mo.
Saunders (Dr. W.). Ubserv.on Bed Peruv. Bark.
Home (Dr. Fr ). Clin. Experim. Hist, and Dissect. 8vo.
Monro (Dr. Donald). A Treat, on Aled. and Pharm. Chyrn. and the Mat. Med. 3 vols. 8vo.
Angostura bark imported into England.
Cullen (Dr. Wm.). A Treat, of the Mat. Med. Regarded all medicines as acting by

motions excited and propagated in the nervous system.
Woodville (Dr. W ) Me ical Botany. 4 vols. 4lo.

Moore (J.) Essay on the Mat. Med. Svo.
Alderson (Dr. J.). Essay on Rhus Toxicodend. Svo.
Beddoes (Dr. Thos.) and Watt (Jas.). Consul, on the Use of Factitious Airs. 3 pts.

Relph (Dr. J.). Lu/. into the Med. Effic. of Yellow Bark.
Pearson (Dr. R.). Thesaurus Medicam.
Pearson (Dr. It.). Pract Syriops. of the Mat. Alim, and Mat. Med. Svo. 2nd ed. 1808.
Duncan (Dr. A. Jun.). Edinburgh New Dispensatory. 11th ed. 1826. .Supplement, 1829.
Saunders (Dr. Win.). Treat, on Mineral Waters. 8vo.
Pearson fJohn'i. Observ. on the Effects of var. articles of the Mat.. Aled. in the cure of

Lues Venerea. Svo.
Pearson (Dr. G.). Arrang. Catal. of the Art. ofFood, Drink, Seasoning, and Medicine. 8vo.
Murray (Dr J.). System of Mat. Aled. and Pharm. 5th ed. 1828. 2 vols. Svo.
Hamilton (Dr. J.). Observ. on Purgative Aled. 8vo.
The existence of Cinchonia inferred by Dr. Duncan, jun.
A Pract. Alat. Afedica. Lond. small Svo.
Thomson t Dr. A. T.). The Lond. Dispensatory. Svo. 9th ed. 1837.
Stokes (Dr. Jonathan.). A Botan. Alat. Aled. 4 vols. Svo.
Paris (Dr. J. A.). Pharmacologia 8vo. 0th ed. 1825.
Ainslie (Dr. W.) Mat. Med. of Hindustan. 4to.—Mat. Indica. 2 vols. Svo. 1820.
Young (Dr. Thos.). C'lassif. and Lit. of .Mat Aled. in the Introd. to Aled. Lit. Svo.
Rootsey (S.). General Dispensatory. 12mo. Brist.
Gray (S. F.). Supplem. to the Pharmacopoeias. Svo. 3rd. ed. 1824.
1 hillips (R.). Trans, of the Pharm. of the Boy. Coll, of Phys. Lond. with Notes and Ulus.

Ditto, 1837. 3rd ed. 1838.
Bra n ijk (W. T ). Manual of Pharmacy. 8vo.
Rennie (J.). New Supplem. to the Pharmacopaiias. 8vo. 4th ed. 1837.
/'/ora. Medico. 2 vols. Svo.
Christison (Dr. Robt.), Treat on Poisons. Svo. 3rd ed. 1835.
Barker (Dr. F.) and Montgomery (Dr. W. F.). Observ. Chcrn. and Pract. on the Dubl.

j

Pharm 8vo.

j

11 6*ley (Dr. J. L.). Hospital Facts and Observations.
m;

H

enson (Dr. J.) and Churchill (J. M.). Med. Botany. 4 vols. Svo. Fig. 2nd. ed. by
G. Burnett." R (R. J.j. Elements of Pract. Pluirm.

• i.i Henson (Dr. J.). Iled. Xoolnyy and Mineralogy. Svo. 1832.

[,
^

l
r
.' A- T.). Eh m. of Mat. Aled. and Therap. 2 vols. Svo.

—

2nd ed. in 1 vol.

P»».!
TOII

/i
^r ' L). A Therap. Arrangem. and Syllub. of Alat. Aled.

o' ’ 1 '
'
,

)• Lect. on Alat. Aled. anil Therap. in Bond. Aled. (las.

0
' ” s,> ' "[• G. G.) Lect. on Mat. Aled. and Therap. in the Lancet.

1

• ,G ' t-O (I)r. J.) A Text Bonk of Mat. Aled. and Therap. small Svo.
Ll ndley (Dr. John). Flora Aledica. Svo.
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1838

GREAT BRITAIN—(Continued).

Ure (Dr. Alex.). Pract. Comp, of Mat. Med. adapt, for Infancy and Childhood.
1839 Brande (W. T.). Diet, of Mat. Med. and Pract. Pharm.
1840 Lane (Dr. J. H.). Compendium of Mat. Med. and Pluirmacy.

1542—4
FRANCE.

Sylvius (James).
1506 Antimony proscribed.
1600 Antimony permitted.
1072 Tartarized soda discovered by Seignette.
1086 Ipecacuanha celebrated in Paris.

1694 Pomet (P.). Hist. Gen. des Droy. des Plantes, §c. Eng. transl. 1712.

1697 Lemery (N.). Pharmacopee Universelle.

1697 Lemery (N.). Traiti Universel des Drag, simples.

1713 Simaruba bark sent to Paris.

1708 Tournefort (J. P.). Materia Medina.
1709 Chomel (J. B.). Abrege de I’Hist. des Plant, usuelles. 8vo.
1741 Geoffroy (S. F.). Tract, de Mat. Mid. 3 vols. 8vo.

'
•. 1756 Helminthoeorton sent to Paris.

1760 Goulard (Thos.). Traite sur les Effets des Prep, de Plomb. 8vo. 2 vols.

1762 Baum6 (A.). Elim. de Pharm. theor. et prat. 2 vols. 8vo. 9me ed. 1818.
1770 Lieutaud (Jos.). Precis de la Mat. Med. 2 vols. Svo.
1773 De la Beyrie et Goolin. Diet, raisonni-univ. de Mat. Med. 8 vols. 8vo.
1787 Venel. Precis de Mat. Med. 8vo. 2 vols.

1789 Desbois de Rochefort. Cours Elem. de Mat. Med. Svo. 2 vols

.

1803 Narcotine discovered by Derosne.
1804 Decandolle (A. P.). Essai sur les Propr. Med. des Plantes. 8vo. — . 2nde ed. 1816.

1805
Alibert (J. L.). Nouv. EUm. de Thirapeut. 3 vols. Svo. 5me ed. 1826.

Schwilgue (C. J. A.). Traiti de Mat. Med. 3me ed. 1818. 2 vols. 8vo.
1805 Bar bier (J. B. G.). Princip. Gen. de Pharmacol. — Traite Elem. de Mat. Med. 2nde ed.

1806
1824. 3 vols. 8vo.

Chortet (J. J.). Traite de Pharmacologie.
1811 Picrotoxiu discovered by Boullay.
1811 Yirey (J. J.). Traite de Pharm. theor. et prat. 2 vols. 8vo. Nouv. ed. 1819.
1811 Iodine discovered by Courtois.
1814 The existence of morphia confirmed by Robiquet.

Orfila (P.). Traite des Poisons ; ou Toxicol. Gen. 3me ed. 1827.1814
1817—20 Pelletier and Caventou discover emetine, strychnia, brucia, veratria, and quina.

1818 Menard (J. L. M.). Essai de Mat. Med. et de Therap. Svo.
1819 Martin (C. P.). Essai de Pharm. gin. 8vo.
1819 Caventou. Traite Elem. de Pharm. theoriq. Svo.

1819—20 Hanin. Cours de Mat. Mid. Svo. 2 vols.

1820 Virey (J. J.). Hist. Nat. des Midicam. des Alim, et des Poisons. Svo.
1820 Guibourt (N. J. B. G.). Hist. Abreg. des Drog. simpl. Svo. 2 vols. 3ine ed. 1836.
1821 Labarraque recommends the chlorides of lime and soda.
1821 Roques (Jos.). Phytoyraphie Midicale. 2 vols. 4to.
1821 Magendie (F.). Formulaire pour la preparation et I’emploi de plusieurs Nouv. Midicam.

1823
8me ed. 1835.

Richard (A.). Botanique Midicale.
1825 Begin (L. J.). Traite dc Therap. 8vo. 2 vols.
1826 Meconine discovered by Dublanc jeune.
1826 Edwards (H. M.) and Vavasseur (P.) Manuel de Mat. Mid. 1826.
1826 Bromine discovered by Balard.

1827—29 Chevallier (A.), Richard (A.), et Guillemin (J. A.). Diet, des Drog. 8vo. 5 vols.
1828 Jourdan (A. J. L.) Pharmacopie Universelle, 2 vols. 8vo. 2nde ed. 1840.

Fce (A. L. A.). Cours d'Hist. Nat. Pharm. 2 vols. Svo.1828
1828 Henry (N. E.) et Guibourt (N. B. G.). Traite de Pharm. theoriq. et prat. Svo. 2 vols.

1828
2me ed. 1834.

Martinet (L.). Manuel de Therap. et de Mat. Mid. 1828.
Bayle (A. L. J.). Bibliothiq. de Therapcut. 4 vols. 8vo.
De S m YTTeR i: (P. J. E ). Phytologic pharm. et Med.

1828—37
1829
1829 Ratier (F. S.). Traite de Mat. Mid. 8vo. 2 vols.

1829—34 Merat (F. V.) et De Lens (A. J.). Diet. Univ. de Mat. Mid. 6 vols. Svo.
1831 Chevali.ier et Idt. Manuel du Pharmacien. 2 vols. 8vo.
1831 Foy (F.). Cours de Pharntacol. 8vo. 2 vols.
1831—5 Richard (A.). EUm. d' Hist. Nat. Mid. 3 vols. 8vo.
1832 Codeia discovered by Robiquet.
1832 Narceina discovered by Pelletier.
1835 Cotteeeau (P. L.). Traiti EUm. de Charm. Svo.
1836 Soubeiran (E.). Nouv. Traiti de Pharm. 2 vols. Svo—2nde ed. 1840.

1836-39 Trousseau (A.) et Pidoux (H.). Traiti de Therap. et de Mat. Mid. t. i. 1836. t. ii. part Ire.

1839
1837. t. ii. part 2c. 1839.

Bouchardat (A.). EUm. de Mat. Mid. Svo.

Galtier. Traiti de Mat. Mid. 8vo. 2 vols.1839

Also Bulletin de Pharmacic, from 1809 to 1815. Journal de Pliarmacie, from 1815 to

the present time ; and Journal de Chimic Mid., from 1825 to the present time.
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1588

1631

1658
1666
1641

1079
1684
1681

1686

1701

1712
1714

1728
1740

1740
1741

1755
1758
1760
1762

1774
1774
1791

1790

1793
1793—7
1795—6

1797

1797
1300
1802

1803

1804
1805

1807—9
1808

1808 -24

1809
1809
1810
1815
1816

1816—17
1819—22

1820
1821-3
1824

—

30
1824
1825
1825

1825—31

1820
1826—32

1827
1827—28
1827—34

1828
1829—34

1329

1829

7829—33
1829
1830

1830—32

1830—37
1830

1831—39
1831

1831
1831

1832

GERMANY.

Camerarius (J.). Hort. Med. et Philosoph.

Emetic tartar mentioned by Mynsicht.
Sulphate of soda discovered by Glauber.
Phosphorus discovered by Brandt.
Schroeder (J.). Pharmacopoeia Medico Clvymica. 4to.

Wepfer (J. J.). Cicuta: aquat. Hist. 4to.

Wedelius (G. W.). Amcen. Mat. Med. 4to. 1704.

Nitric ether noticed by Kunkel.
Cascarilla mentioned by Stisser.

Rivincs (A. Q.). Censura Medicam. Ofticin. 4to.

KjEmpfer (E.). Amcentitates exotica:. 4to.

Zorn (B.). Botanologia Medica. 4to.

Stahl (G. E.). Materia Medica. 8vo.

Neumann (Dr. C.). The Chemical Works of; by Dr. Lewis. 4to. 1759.

Hoffmann (F.). Opera omnia physico-medica. 6 vols. fol.

Cartheuser (I. F.). Rudiment. Mat. Med. 8vo.

Losecke (I. L. L.). Mat. Med. 8vo.

Vogel (Dr. R. A.). Hist. Mat. Med. 8vo.

Storck (Ant.), on hemlock, stramonium, aconite, hyoscyamus, and colchicum.

Crantz (H. I. P.). Mat. Med. Syst. 8vo. 3 vols. ed. 2nda. 1779.

Spielmann (I. R.). Institutiones Mat. Med. 8vo. ed. nov. 1784.

Murray (Dr. J. A.). Apparatus Medicam. 8vo. ed. alt. cur. Althof. 1793.

Arnemann (Dr. J.). Prakt. Arzneimittell. 8vo. 6te Aufl. by Kraus 1819.

Arnemann (Dr. J.). Chirurg. Arzneimittell. 8vo. 6te Aufl. by Kraus. 1818.

Gren (F. A. C.). Handb. d. Pharmahol. 3te Aufl. 1813.

Baldinger (E. G.). Litterat Universa Mat. Med., &c. 8vo.
Schlegel (J. C. T.). Thesaurus Mat. Med. 3 vols. 8vo.

Gmelin (J. F.). Appar. Medicam. regnum minerale complectens. (See J. A. Murray). 8vo.
Segnitz (F. L.) Handb. d. prakt. Arzneimittell. 8vo.
Jahn (F.). Avswahl d. wirksamst. Arzmeim. 8vo.

Swediaur (D. F.). Materia Medica. 12mo.
Frank (I. S.). Vers, einer theoret. prakt. Arzneimittell. nach den Princip. d. Erregungs-

theorie.

Oberreich (C. F.). Umriss einer Arzneimittell. nach den Grundsdtzen der Erregungs-
theorie.

Morphia and Meconic acid discovered by Sertiirner.

Bertele (G. A.). Handb. einer dynam. Arzneimittell. 8vo.
Burdach (Dr. K. F.) Syst. d. Arzneym. 3 vols. 8vo. 2nd ed. 1817—19.

W urzer (F.). Grundr. d. Arzneimittel. 8vo.
Pfaff (C. H.), System d. Mat. Med. nach chem. Princip. Leipz. Bd. vij. 8vo.
Ebermaier (Dr. J. C ). Taschenb. d. Pharm. 8vo.
Muller (J. H.) Handb. d. Lebens—u. Arzneimittell.
Hahnemann. Organon d. rationellen Heilkunde.
Schone (K.). Prakt. Arzneimittell. nach d. Grundsdtz. d. Erregungsth.
Sprengkl (Dr. K.). Institutiones Pharmacologia:. 8vo.
Voigtel (Dr. F. G.). Vollst. Syst. d. Arzneimittell. 2 vols. 8vo. Herausg. von. Kuhn.
Schwartze (Dr. G. W.). Pharmacolog. Tabellen. fol. 2te Aufl. 1833.
Tiedeman!* (F.) and Gmelin (L.). On the absorption of Medicines.
Vogt (Dr. P. F. W.). Lehrb d. Pharmakodyn. 2 vols. 8vo. 2 Aufl. 1828.
Geiger (P. L.). Handb. de Pharm. 3 vols. 8vo. 5 Aufl. 1837.
Martius (Dr. C. F. P.). Specimen Mat. Med. Brasil. 4to.

Jorg (Dr. J. C. G.). Material, zu einer kiinft. Arzneimittell.
Sundelin (Dr. C.). Handb. d. spec. Heilmittell. 3te Aufl. 1833.
Bischoff (C. H. E.). Handb. d. Arzneimittell. 3 vols. 8vo.
Bergen (H. von). Vers, einer Monograph, d. China. 4to plates.

Richter (G. A.). Ausfulir. Arzneimittell. 6 vols. 8vo.
Dulk (Dr. F. P.). Die preuss. Pharm. iibers. u. erlaut. 2 pts. 2nd ed. 8vo. 1829.
Hergenrother (Dr. J.). Syst. d. allgem. Heilungsl. 2 vols. 8vo.
Goebel (Dr. F.) and Kunze (Dr. G.). Pharmaceut. Waarenk. 2 vols. 4to.
Dierbach (Dr. J. H.). Die neuest. Entd. in d. Mat. Med. 2te Aufl.
Hayne. Darstellung und Beschreib. d. Arzneigeuidchse tuclche in d. neue preussische Phar-

maktrpoe aufgnnommen sind. Von Brandt & Ratzeburg.
Hartmann (P. C.). Pharmacologia dynamica. 2 vols. 8vo.
Nees von Esenbeck (Dr. Th. F. L.), Weyhe (M. F.), Wolter (Dr. J. W.), and Funke

(P. W.) Beschreib. officin. Pflanzen. fol.

Brandt (J. F.) and Ratzeiiurg (J. F. C.). Medizin. Zoologie. 2 vols. 4to.
M ichaklis Dr.) Art. Arzneimittel in the Encycl. Wort. d. med. Wissensch.

!

Wendt (Dr. J.). Prakt. Mat. Med. 8vo.
Neks v. Esenbeck (Dr. T. F. L.) und Ebermaier (Dr. C. H.). Handb. d. Med. Pharm.

Botanik. 2 vols. 8vo.
Sachs (L. W.) and Dulk (F. P.). Handworterb. d. prakt. Arzneimittell. 19 Lief. A— St.

\i/
ea,0,c discovered by Rkichenbach.

Wibmer (Dr. K.). Die Wirk. d. Arzneim. u. G\ftc. 3 vols. and 1st part of the 4th vol.
pa fp (C. H.), Pharmaco]). Slesvico-Holsatica. Kilia:. 4to.
ierbach (I. H.). Abhandl. u. d. Arzneikrafte d. Pflanzen. 8vo.

r hof.bus (Dr. P.). Jlandbuch der Arzneiverordnunaslehre. 2nd ed. 2 parts. 1835-6. 3rd ed.
1839.1840. The first edition was entitled “ Specielle Recepterlmnst."

ZiEnker ("Dr. J. C.) aud Schenk (Dr. E.). Naturycsch. d. vorzilgliehst. Handelspfl. 2 vols. 4to.
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1833
1832
1834
1836
1837
1837
1837
1837—8
1838
1838
1839

1517—85
1577—1644

1605
1648
1674
1719
1740
1793

1797—1802
1799
1811
1817

1829

1640

1658
1772—1840

1788
1799

1800
1804

1809—10
1810—12

1811
1813
1828

1834—5
1838

GERMANY

—

(Continued).

Schrofp (Drs. E. S. & K. I).)- Arzneimittell. u. Receptirk. 12mo.

Martius (Dr. T. W. C.). Grundriss d. Pharmalioyn. d. Pflanzenr. 8vo.

Brandt (I. F.) and Ratzkihjrg (.1. F. C.).“ Deutschl. pturneroy. Gifteyeuiachse. 4to.

Radius (Dr. J.) Auserles. Heilform.
Dierbach (Dr. J. H.). Dieneuest. Entd. in d. Mat. Med. first vol.

Bachmann (W. L.). Tlandwdrterb. d. prakt. Apotheher. 2 vols.

Mitscherlich (Dr. C. G.). Lehrbuchder Arzneimittellehre. 1st part of 1st vol. 1837.

Grabau (Dr. W.). Chemisch-physiologisches System der Pharmakodijnamik. 2 pts. 8vo. Kiel.

Martius (Dr. T. W. C.). Lehrb d. pharmaceut. Zooloyie. 8vo.

Phoebus (Dr. P.). Deutschl. kryptoy. Giftyewachse. 4to.

Schwartze (Dr. G. W .). Allyem. u. spec. Heilquellenlehre. 2 parts. Folio.

A considerable number of pharmaceutical journals are published in Germany. The
following are perhaps the most important:

—

1. Almanack der Taschenbucli fiir Schiede-Kuntsler und Apotheker. 12mo. From 1780 to the

present time.

2. Berlinisches Jahrbuchfiir die Pharmacie und fiir die damit verbundenen JVissenschaften.

12mo. (From 1795 to the present time). Now edited by Dr. Lindes.

3. Trommsdorf (J. B.). Journal der Pharmacia. 8vo. 1794 to 1817. Neties Journal der
Pharmacie. From 1817 to the present time.

4. Buchner (J. A.). Repertorium fiir die Pharmacie. 12mo. (From 1815 to the present time).

5. Pharmaceutisches Central-Blatt. 8vo. From 1830 to the present time. Edited by Drs. A.
Weinlig and E. Winckler.

6. Annalen der Pharmacie. 8vo. From 1832 to the present time. A continuation of the

Mayazin fiir Pharmacie. From 1823—1831.

7. Archiv der Pharmacie. From 1822 to the present time. 8vo. Edited by R. Brandes and
H. Wackenroder.

8. Jahrbuch fiir praktische Pharmacie. 8vo. 1838. By Drs. J. E. Herberger and F. L.

Winckler.

HOLLAND.
Dodonjeus (R.).

Van Helmont (John B.).

Clusius (C.). Exoticorum. libri x. Lugd. fol.

Piso (G.). Be Medicina Brasiliensi. Mentions ipecacuanha, copaiva, tapioca, &c.
Marggravius (C.). Mat. Med. Contract. Amst. 4to. ed. 2nda. 1682.

Boerhaave (H.). Mat. Med. et. Rented. Form. Lugd. 8vo.

De Gorter (D.). Mat. Med. exhibens virium medicamentorum catalogue. Amst. 4to.

Balthasaar (A.). Verkorte, doch klaare en oefennende Materia Medica. Amst. 8vo.

Voltelen (F. J.). Pharmacolog. Univ. 3 parts. Lugd. 8vo.
Ypey (A.). Introd. in Mat. Med. Lugd. 8vo.
Ypey (H.). Handboek der Mat. Med. Amst. Svo.
Van Honte (J. A.). Handleidiny tot de Materies Medica, of Leer der Geneesmiddeln.

Amst. 8vo.

Van Water (J. A.). Belinopt doch zoo veel mogelijk volledig Handboek voor de Leer der
geneesmiddeln. Amst. 8vo.

SCANDINAVIA.
(Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Finland.)

1. Denmark.

Pauli (Simon), Quadripartitum botan. de simpl. facult. Rostochii 4to. Argent. 1667. 1668.
1674.

Bartholinus (C. Th.), Dispensat. Hafn. Hafn. 4to.

Pharmacop. Dan. Hafn. 1772. 1786. 1805. 1840.

Bang (Fr. L.), Pharmacop. in usum Nosocom. Frideric. Havn. 12mo.
Mangor (C. E.), Pharmacop. Paup. Hafn. 4to.

Mangor (C. E.), Armenapothek. Hafn.
Tychsen (Nicolai), Theoretisk oy praktisk Anviisniny til Apothekerkunsten. Udg. ved J. F.

Bergsoe. Kbhn. 1 & 2 D. 8vo.

Mynster (O. H.), Pharmacoloyie. Kbhn. 2 D. 8vo.

Wendt (J. C. W.), Anviisniny til at sarnie, torre oy conservere medicinske Planter og Plan-
tedele. Kbhn. Svo.

AVendt (J. C. W.), Anviisniny til Recepteerkunsten. Kbhn. 8vo.
Pharmacop. milit. Kbhn. 12mo.
Pharmacop. in praxi publ. a med. Ban. sequcnda. Hafn.
Djouup (M.), Haandbogi Pharmacologien. Kbhn. 8vo. 2 D. 2 Udg. 1837-8.

Otto (Carl), Haandbog i Toxilioloyicn. Kbhn. Svo.

#** Many articles on pharmacology will be found in the following Danish medical journals.
1. “ Itibllothek for Lager.” 1809—1839. —
2. “ Hypea.” Udvigel ved Otto. 1826-7.

bilothek for'Lmger." 1809—1839. Kbhn. 30 vol. Svo.

.
“ liyeira.” Udvigel ved (

3. “ Medlcinsch-chirurglsche Tidskrlft.”

4. “ Ugeskrift for La-gar.” 1839.

tT For further information respecting Danish and Norwegian works on pharmacology consult:

—

Winthkr (M. )
“ Bibliotheca Danorum Medica Hafniie.” 1832.
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SCANDINAVIA—

(

Continued ).

2. Norway.

The Danish and Norwegian literature was common to both countries till their political

separation in 1814, when Norway was united with Sweden. The language used in Norway

in writing, and by all educated persons, in speaking, is identical with the Danish. Hence

then every medical work published in Denmark till 1814 may be considered as also belonging

to Norwegian literature. Since that year no work on pharmacology has been published in

Norway. The King has, however, appointed a committee to prepare a new pharmacopeia for

that country. The Pharmacopcea Danica has hitherto been used there. Several articles on

pharmacology have appeared in the following Norwegian periodical -.—Eyr, et medicinsk

Tidskrift. 11 vols. Commenced in 1826, and continued by Dr. Holst till 1837.

1686
1705—1817

1749
1735—1784

1769

1742—1786

1771

1776
1789

1825—28
1834

1797

3. Sweden.
Pharmacop. Holm. Holm. 4to.

Pharmacop. Suec. Holm. 1705. 1775. Alt. 1776. Holm. 1779. 1817. 4to. & 8vo.

Linne' (C. A.), Mat. Med. Stockh. 8vo. ed Schreb. 1772. 1782. 1787.

j

Beugmann (T.), A distinguished chemist.

Retzius (A. J.), Kort begrep af grunderne til Pharmacien. Stockholm, 1769. 8vo.

Scheele (C. W.). Discovered Tartaric Acid in 1770, Chlorine in 1774, solid Citric Acid in

1781, and hydrous Prnssic Acid.

Retzius (A. J ), Primes linece Pharmacia:, suecico idiomate editce, jam Latine converse.

Giiuingte. 8vo.

Bergius (P. J.), Mat. Med. e Regno Vegetab. Ed. 2nd. 2 T. 8vo. Stockh. 1782.

Pharmacop. milit., nav. et eorum usui accommod., qui impensis publ. curantur. Holm
1789. 8vo.

Ronander (C. W. H.), System i Pharmakologien. Stockholm. lDeel;l, 2. Afdeling.

Pharmacopoea in usum Nosoc. milit. Holm. Holm. 1834. 12mo.

Berzelius.

*«* Besides several pharmacological papers in the following Swedish journals :

—

“ Svenska Liikare—Sallskapets Handlingar” Stockh. 1813—1833. 8vo. “ Nija Handlingar” 1 Bd. 1837.

“ Svenska Liikare—Sallskapets Arsberiittesser.” Stockh. 1813—1838. 8vo. 20 vol.
“ Tidskrift fbr Lakare och Pharmaceuter." Stockh. 1832—1838. 8vo. 6 vol.'

“ Hygsea. Medicinisk og Pharmaceutisk Monadskrift.” Commenced April 1839.

4. Finland.

Bjornlund (B.), Mat. Med. select. Abo. 8vo.

RUSSIA.

1534
1588
1665

1778

1784
1801

1803—8
1806
1807

1809—10

1819
1829

Herbal in the Russian language with figures.

Treatise on Medicines in ditto.

Apothecaries’ garden at Moscow.
Pharm. Rossica. Petropol. 4to.— 1782. 8vo.
Pharm. castrens. Rossica. Petropol. 4to.

Bacherach (A.), Pharm. Rossica navalis. Petrop. Svo.
Grindel (D. H.), Grundriss d. Pharm. Riga.

Russiches Jahrbuch d. Pharm. Riga.
Giese (F.), Lehrb. d. Pharm. Riga.
Pharmacopeia in usum Nosocomii Paup. Petropol. 8vo.
Giese (F.) & Grindel (D. H.), Russ. Jahrb. d. Chem. und Pharm. 2 Bde. Riga. 1809.

—

Dorpat. 1810. 7vo.
Grindel (D. H.), Med. pharm. Blatter. 8 Hefte. Riga. 1819 & 1820. Svo.
Horaninow (P.). Systema Pharmacodynamicum. 8vo. Petrop.

£7 Further information on Russian medicine may be obtained in the following works:

—

Grahl (J. F.), “ Diss. Med. sistem qumdam medicam. ltossor. domest.” Jence. 1790.
Richter. (W. M.), “ Gescliiclite d. Med. in Russl.” Bd. 3. 1813—1817. Moskwa.

1500—55
1501—77
1502—53

1502
1553—1616

1617

1707
1734

1791—5
1808
1824
1824
1825

ITALY.

Brassavola (A. M.). Examen omnium simplicium.
Matthiolus (P. A.). Commentarii in libros sex Uiscoridis.
Sf.rveto (M.)
Valerian recommended in epilepsy by Columna.
Alpinus (Prosper;. On the medicine and plants of the Egyptians.
Sala (Ang.).
Sugar of milk made known by 'I’esti. (Beckmann, Hist, and Invent, iv. 602).
Mazini (J. B.). Mechanica Medicamentorum.
Carminati (B.). Hygiene, Terapeutice, et Materia Medica. 4 vols. Svo. Papia.
Doctrine of contra-stimulus by Rasori and Borda.
Alhkrti (A.). Flora Medica. 0 vols. 8vo. Milan.
Am niiosiANi (FA Manuale por Droghiere. Pavia. 2 vols. 8vo.
Trattato delle Droghe semplici. 0 vols. Milan.
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1825
1826—7
. .1827

'• 1827
1827
1828
1830
1833
1833
1833

ITALY—( Continued.)

Stellati (V.). Elementi di Mat. Med. 2vols. 8vo. Napoli.
Taddei. Earmacopea generate, 4 vols. 8vo. Firenze.

Dizionnario de Medicament!. Modena.
Dizionnario farmaceutico galeno-chemico. Neapl.
Barzelotti (I.). Epitome delle istruzioni theoretico-pratiche. 8vo. Pisa.

Bruschi (D.). Institution! di Materia Medica.
Argenziano (P.). Elementi di Materia Medica. Napoli.

Vigna(C.). Manuale di Mat. Med. Milano. 8vo.

Giacomini (G.). Trattato filosofico sperimentale dei Soccorsi Terapeutici. 4 vols. 8vo. Padova.
Folchi (I.). Material Medicce compend. 2 vols. 8vo. Ad Thermas Agrippaj.

1569

1578
1615

1632
1729

1786
1787

1789
1798

1800

SPAIN.

Monardez (Nic.), Historia medicinal de las cosas que se traen de nuestras Jndias Occiden-

tales que sirven en medicina. Sevil. 4to. Lat. transl. by Clusius 1574. Antw. Monar-
des mentions Cebadilla, Sarsaparilla (garjaparilla), Sassafras, Balsam of Peru, Balsam of
Tolu, Logwood, &c.

Acosta (Chr.), Drogas de las Indias. 4to. Burgos.
Hernandez {Fr.), Nova plant, anim. min. Mexican, historia. Rom. 1651. Fol. (A Spanish

edit, by F. Ximenes in 1615).

Cinchona imported into Spain.
Pharm. Madritensis, 4to. 1794. 8vo. 1798. Lips. 1822.

Ruiz (Don Hipp.) and Pavon (Don Jose), Flora Peruviana. Cinchona, Krameria.
Tavares (Fr.), De pharmacologia libellus. Coimbr. 8vo.
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II. REGNUM ORGANICUM.—THE ORGANIC KIN

I. SUBREGNUM VEGETABILE.—THE VEGETABLE SUB-KING EfcCj]

Division I. Cryptogamia.—Flowerless Plants.

Cryptogamia, Linn.—Acotyledones, Juss.—Cellulares, Dec .—Acrogen.®, Lind.

Essential Character.—Substance of the plant usually composed of cellular tissue

chiefly, either in a spheroidal or elongated state; spiral vessels or ducts only present

in the highest orders. Stem either increasing by an extension of its point, or by a

regular or irregular development in all directions from one common point
;
not

increasing- perceptibly in thickness or density when once formed. Cuticle generally

destitute of stomata. Sexual organs, and consequently^2o?cers, absent. Reproduction
taking place either by spores or sporules [sporoc seu sporula], which are inclosed in

cases called theca: [sporangia], or imbedded in the substance of the plants; or else

by a mere dissolution of the utricles of cellular tissue
;
germination occurring at no

fixed point, but upon any part of the surface of the spores
(
Lindley ).

Fig. 68.

Structure of Cryptogamic Plants.

a. Longitudinal section of a stem.
h. Transverse section of a stem.
c. Stem of a moss with leaves and theca,

or seed-case.

d. Leaf of a moss magnified.
e. Leafy thallus ofa lichen with apothecia.

f Crustaceous thallus of a lichen with
apothecia.

g. Fungi of the highest tribe.

h. t. Fungi of the lowest rank.
h. Conferva magnified.

©

Order 1. Ai/gas, Juss.—The Sea-weed Tribe.
Algace/R, Lind .

Essential Character.— Leafless, flowerless plants, with no distinct axis of vegeta-
loTi, growing [with very few exceptions] in water, frequently having an animal
° an “ consjisting of simple vesicles lying in mucus, or of articulated filaments
f
0 t ron“s

» formed of uniform cellular tissue. Reproductive matter either
f
;gc or wanting, or contained in joints of the filaments, or deposited in theca ofnous orms, size, and position, caused by dilatations of the substance of the frond.

directionS

W
(£injy

r0per inte&umcnt> iu germination elongating in two opposite

° f tt)e
I
,lants of this onler are poisonous. A mucilaginous or

“ ou mattcr (carrageenin
,
pectin) and sugar (mannite

) render several species
0 O
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highly nutritious, emollient, and demulcent. Some Algee have been found benefici;|

in scrofulous affections and glandular enlargements. The good effects are referrib

to iodine, and in part, perhaps, to alkaline salts. A vermifuge property has be

ascribed to some species.

Laennec {Treat, on Diseases of the Chest
,
by Dr. Forbes, p. 369) tried the inflr

ence of an artificial “ marine atmosphere” (air impregnated with the vapour of fresj

sea-weed) on consumptive patients, and was impressed with an idea of its efficacy

but experience shows that the inhabitants of sea-coasts are as liable to phthisis a

those of inland districts.

Fucus vesiculo'sus, Linn. D.

—

Sea Wrack.

Sex. Syst. Cryptogam ia, Alga;.

(Herba cum fructu. Ph. Dub.)

History.—Theophrastus (Hist. Plant, lib. iv. cap. vii.) mentions s<l

veral species of Algae (cpvicog), but he includes under this name Rocellj

tinctoria. Fucus vesiculosus is sometimes termed Quercus marinuA

bladder fucus ,
and common sea-ivare.

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Frond plane, compressed or cylindrical

linear, dichotomous, coriaceous. Air-vessels [vesiculee

]

when preset)

innate in the frond, simple, large. Receptacles terminal (except in i\

pIG _ 69 .
wotfosws), turgid, containing tuberclejl

imbedded in mucus, and discharging

their seeds [.sporangia
]

by conspi

cuous pores
(
Greville).

Sp. Char .

—

Frond plane, lines

dichotomous, entire at the mart

Air-vessels roundish-oval in p
Receptacles mostly elliptical, ter:

nating the branches (Greville).

Hab.—Sea-shores. Very commoj
every where.

Physical Properties.—Its sul

stance is thickish, flexible, but veil

tough. Its colour is dark, oliyjf

ceous, glossy green, paler at the etjj

tremities, becomes black by dryin

Its odour is strong; its taste naii

seous.

Composition and Characterk
tics. — It has been analyzed 1

Stackhouse (Did. Scien. Nat. xv
500) ;

by Gualtier de Claubry (An
Chim. xciii. 116); by John (

Schwei

Fucus vesiculosus.

a. Upper part of a frond.

b. Section of a receptacle.

c. Tubercle.

d. Filaments and sporangia, of which ger's Journ. xiii. 464) ;
and by Fager

the tubercles are composed. trom
(Gmelin , Handb. d. Cliem. Bd.

e. I ilaments which issue from the pores o ioe-v
on the surface of the frond. .

*

T ,
.

’

It is composed of cellular tissu

mucilaginous matter (pectin?), odorous oil
, colouring and bitter matte?

and salts of calcium and sodium (iodide, sulphates, and chloride).

By treating the distilled water of Fucus vesiculosus with ether, a sent

solid white oil is extracted, which is the odorous principle. The aqueofj

decoction of this plant is neutral, and contains chloride of sodium, sii

phates of soda and lime, and a mucilaginous substance analogous
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pectin. It yields, with chlorine and starch, faint traces only of iodine. But

if alcohol he added, by which the pectin and a part of the sulphates are

thrown down, the alcoholic liquor evaporated, and the residue mixed

with potash, then calcined, and afterwards treated with hydrochloric

acid to disengage hydrosulphuric acid, we may detect iodine in the filtered

liquor by the deep blue colour formed on the addition of starch and

chlorine (Guibourt, Hist, des Drog. 3d ed. ii. 395). By combustion in

the open air, tins plant yields an ash, called kelp (vide pp. Ill and 323)

;

and bv incineration in a covered crucible it gives a charcoal, termed

vegetable etliiops.

Physiological Effects.—During the winter, in some of the Scottish

islands, horses, cattle, and sheep, are fed on it (Greville, Alga Brit, xx.)

Its local action is detergent, and perhaps discutient. Its remote effects

are probably analogous to those caused by small doses of iodine {vide

p. 113), modified by the influence of salts of sodium and calcium.

Uses.—Frictions of the plant, with its contained mucus, were em-

ployed, with supposed advantage, by Dr. Russel {Dissert, on the Use of
Sea-Heater, 5th ed. 1769, pp. 41 and 44), in glandular enlargements and

other scrofulous tumors : the parts were afterwards washed with sea-

water. He also gave internally the expressed juice of the vesicles in

glandular affections {op. cit. p. 99).

JEtijiops vegetabilis. Vegetable etliiops.—This is prepared by
incinerating Fucus vesiculosus in a covered crucible. It is composed of

charcoal, chloride .of sodium, carbonate of soda, sulphurets of sodium and
calcium, and traces of an alkaline iodide. It has been exhibited in

bronchocele and scrofulous maladies. Dr. Russel {op. cit. p. 98) says,

it far exceeds burnt sponge in virtue. It has been employed also as a

dentrifice. The dose of it is from ten grains to two drachms.

Chondrus crispus, Grev.

—

Carrageen or Irish Moss.

Sex. Syst. Cryptogamia, Algoe.

(Planta, Offic.)

History.—It was introduced into medicine by Mr. Todhunter, of
Dublin (Reece’s Monthly Gazette of Health, Jan. 1831).
Botany. Gen. Char.—Frond cartilaginous, dilating upwards into

a flat, nerveless, dichotomously divided frond, of a purplish or livid red
colour. Fructification: subspherical capsules [sporangia ?\ in the sub-
stance of .the frond (rarely supported on little stalks), and containing a
mass of free seeds [sporules ?] {Greville).

Sp. Char.—Frond plane, dichotomous, the segments linear, wedge-
shaped. Capsules subhemispherical, imbedded in the disk of the frond
{Greville).

On rocks and stones on the sea-coast : very common. For
dietetical and medicinal uses it is collected on the coasts of Ireland, is
washed, bleached, and dried.
Physical Properties.—In the recent state it is purple-brown or

purple-red, becoming greenish and ultimately whitish in decay. As met
\vith in commerce, it is dry, crisp, mostly yellowish or dirty white, but
intermixed with purplish red portions, inodorous or nearly so, with a
mucilaginous taste. It swells up in water. A calcareous meshy crust
(consisting of various species of Flustra) is frequently found on the frond.
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Composition.—It has been analyzed by Herberger (Dierbach, Die I

neuesten Ent.d. in d. Mat. Med. 1837), and by Feuchtwanger [American]

Journal of Science and Arts
,
xxvi.)

Herberger.

Vegetable jelly .

Mucus
Two resins ....
Fatty matter and free acids .

Chlorides of sodium and calcium,

potash, lime, &c.

No traces of iodine or bromine

791
9-5

0-7

traces

traces

could be recognized.

Feuchtwanger.

{
Pectin (a large portion).

Starch.
Jelly .

Oxalate of lime.

Compounds of sulphur, chlorine, ami
bromine.

No fungic, boletic, or lichenic acids.

The mucilaginous matter (called by some writers vegetable jelly, by others pectin

appears to me to be a peculiar substance, which I shall term carrageenin. It isi

soluble in boiling water, and its solution forms a precipitate with diacetate of lead andj

silicate of potash, and, if sufficiently concentrated, gelatinizes on cooling. Carra-

geenin is distinguished from ordinary gum by its aqueous solution not producing

a precipitate on tbe addition of alcohol
;
from starch, by its not assuming a blue coloui

with tincture of iodine; from animal jelly, by tincture of nutgalls causing no preci-

pitate
;
from pectin, by acetate of lead not throwing down any thing

;
as well as by na

mucic acid being formed by tbe action of nitric acid. Dr. Lucae (Berlin. Jahrb.xxxiv.

Abth. i.) regards carrageenin as more closely reseinbliug animal jelly than any otheil
substance.

>!

Chemical Characteristics.—The presence of carrageenin in the
|

decoction is demonstrated by the tests just enumerated. No iodine is

recognizable by nitric acid and starch. Oxalate ofammonia detects lime it

(or calcium) in solution, while nitrate of silver points out the presence ol |
chlorine. Guibourt [Journ. de Chinn. Med. viii. 663) could recognizajj

neither sugar nor magnesia.

Physiological Effects.—Chondrus crispus is nutritive, very diges-f;j

tible, emollient, and demulcent.

Uses.—It is a popular remedy for pulmonary complaints (especially I®

of a phthisical character), chronic diarrhoea and dysentery, scrofula,^

rickets, enlarged mesenteric glands, irritation of bladder and kidneys, &ci
As a culinary article it is employed as a substitute for animal jelly, in

the preparation of blanc-mange, jellies, white soup, &c.
Administration.—It is usually exhibited in the form of decoction i

or jelly

1. Decoctum Chqndri.—Macerate half- an ounce of carrageen in||

cold water, during ten minutes
;
then boil in three pints of water, fowl

a quarter of an hour. Strain through linen. Milk may be substitutedig

for water when the decoction is required to be very nutritious. By f

doubling the quantity of carrageen a mucilage is procured. SugarJl
lemon juice, tincture of orange-peel, or aromatics, as cinnamon or nut-

meg, may be employed as flavouring ingredients.

2. Gelatina Chondri.—Prepared by concentrating the decoction,
t

or by employing a larger quantity of carrageen.

Gigarti'nti Helminthocor'ton, Grev.—Cor'sican Moss.
Sex. Syst. Cryptogamia, Algae.

(Planta, Offic.)

History.—This plant has been in use for several centuries among thoi

natives of Corsica, as a remedy for intestinal worms. In 1756, Vauchefl
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j

;ent it to Paris (P- J. Schwendimann, in Schlegel’s Thesaurus Mat. Med.

! . iii. p. 181).

Botany. Gen. Char.—Frond homy or cartilaginous, filiform, cylin-

drical irregularly branched. Fructification uniform ;
spherical, sessile

capsules containing a globose mass of seeds [sporules ?] (
Greville).

Sp. Char.—Frond cartilaginous, terete, tufted, entangled. Stem
,

filiform, creeping : branches, setaceous, somewhat dichotomous, marked

indistinctly with transverse streaks.

Bab.—The Mediterranean Sea, on the shores of Corsica.

Physical Properties.—Under the name of Corsican moss is sold in

the shops a mixture of various marine vegetables and animals. The
essential, though usually smaller, part of the mixture is the Gigartina

I Helminthocorton ;
the remainder consists of Corallines, Sertularias, and

l Ceramiums, to the number of twenty species (Decandolle, Essai sur les

IProprietes Med. p. 348, 2d ed.) Lamouroux states he found the remains

i of eighty species of marine plants (Fee, Cours d'Hist. Nat. i. 147). See

ualso T. C. Martius,
(
Grundriss d. Pharmalcog. 12).

The structure of the frond of Gigartina Helminthocorton is “ very

;
peculiar, being exceedingly lax and cellular, with a consistence similar

t to that of the stems and leaf-stalks of some aquatic herbaceous phgeno-

.gamous plants, and having the appearance of articulations which do
; not actually exist” (Greville, Alga Brit. p. 146). The fructification is

> scarcely ever seen. The plant has a reddish grey colour externally, but

; is whitish internally. Its odour is strong, marine, and disagreeable : its

i taste is saline.

Composition.—Bouvier [Ann. de Cliim. ix. 83, 1791) obtained from
1 100 parts of Corsican moss , vegetablejelly (pectin ?), 60‘2 ;

vegetable fibre,

IPO
;
chloride ofsodium, 9*2

;
sulphate of lime, 1 P2 ;

carbonate oflime, 7’5

;

i iron, manganese, silica, and phosphate of lime, VI. Straub
(
Gilbert’s

. Ann. Bd. 66, S. 242), and Gualtier de Claubry (Ann de Chim. xciii. 134),
i have subsequently detected iodine, but the quantity is small.

Chemical Characteristics.—Corsican moss effervesces with acids,
i owing to the carbonate of lime which it contains. The brown watery
i infusion is deepened in colour by sesquicliloride of iron, and lets fall some
1 brown flocculi. Tincture of galls does not alter it. Nitric acid and
' starch give no indication of iodine.

Physiological Effects.—Its effects are not very obvious. The vege-
1 table jelly must render it nutritive

;
the iodine and saline matters alte-

rative. Mr. Farr (A Treat, explan, of a Method whereby occult Cancers
may be cured, 2d ed. 1825) says, that after using the decoction for six
or seven days, it acts as a diuretic and diaphoretic, and occasionally
produces nausea and giddiness : after some time the stools become darker,
present greenish specks, and are sometimes slimy.

Uses. It has been principally celebrated as an anthelmintic against
the large round worm

(Ascaris lumbricoides). Bremser (Sur les Vers
Intestin. 417) ascribes its efficacy to chloride of sodium.

Tn 1822, Mr. Fan- brought it forward as a remedy for cancer. He was
led to try it from the circumstance of Napoleon Bonaparte having stated
to Barry O’Meara, that it was used in Corsica for dispersing tumors.
Experience does not warrant us in ascribing any benefit to its employ-
ment in this disease.

Administration.—In powder it is given in doses of a scruple to two
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drachms, mixed with honey or sugar; but the more usual mode of exhi- jti

bition is in the form of decoction, prepared by boiling from four to six

drachms of Corsican moss in a pint of water ;
of this the dose is a wine- 1|

glassful, three times daily.

I. Alga: Esculent a:. - Esculent Sea Weeds.

Fig. 70.

Esculent Sea Weeds.

a

,

Rbodomenia palmata (or dulse).

b
,
Rbodomenia ciliata.

c, Laminaria saecbarina.

d, Tiidsea edulis.

e, A'laria esculenta.

f, Ulva latissima.

Several species of the inarticulated Algie are occasionally employed, in some parts of

the British islands, as articles of food, or as condimentary substances. Taken in this

way, they might perhaps prove serviceable in scrofulous affections and glandular en-

largements. Besides the species above depicted, the following have also' been used:

Laminaria digitata (or Tangle, p. 110, fig. 36, d), Porphyra laciniata and vulgaris (com-

monly called Laver), Laurentia pinna,tijida (Pepper-dulse)
,
&c. (For further details,

consult Dr. Greville’s Alga: Britannicce, xix.
;
Loudon’s Encyclopedia of Gardening

,
2d

ed. p. 886; and Plenck’s Bromatologia, pp. 171-3).

2. Sea Weedsfrom which Kelp and Iodine are procured.

These have been before referred to (uir/epp. 110 and 323). To the information

already given, I have only to add the following table drawn up by Mr. Whitelaw, a

manufacturer in Glasg'ow, from his own experiments, showing the proportion of iodine

contained in some of the most common Algue on our sea coasts (Thomson’s Chemistry of
Organic Bodies, 946).

Ratios of Iodine. Ratios of Iodine.

Laminaria digitata . . . . 100 Fucus serratus 20
Laminaria bulbosa .... 65 Fucus nodosus 15

Laminaria saccharina ... 35

The quantities of chloride of potassium were nearly in the same ratio.

Order 2. Liche'nes, Juss—The Lichen Trire.
*

Lichen Aceas, Lind.

Essential Character:.—Perennial plants, often spreading over the surface of the earth, !

or rocks, or trees, in dry places, in the form of a lobed and foliace >us, or hard and i

crustaceous or leprous substance, called a thallus
,
crust, or frond (receptaculum corn- *

mune). This thallus is formed of a cortical and medullary layer, of which the former i

is simply cellular, the latter both cellular and filamentous. In the crustaceous species

the cortical and medullary layers differ chiefly in texture, and in the former being

coloured, in the latter colourless; but in the fi uticuloseor foliaccous species, the medulla
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is distinctly floccose, in the latter occupying the lower half of the thallus, in the

former enclosed all round by the cortical layer. Reproductive matter of two kinds:

1, sporules (spondee), lying in membranous tubes (thecae) immersed in nuclei of the

medullary substance, which burst through the cortical layer, and colour and harden

bv exposure to the air in the form of little disks (apothecia)

,

which have received dif-

ferent names according to their forms
; 2, the separated cellules of the medullary layer

of the tissue (Lindley ,
with some additions).

Properties.—The lichens, at least the foliaceous ones, contain a starchy substance

(called feculoid or lichenin), which renders them nutritive, emollient, and demulcent.

They also .possess a bitter principle (cetrarin), from which they derive tonic properties.

Several lichens, by maceration in ammoniacal solutions, develope brilliant colours,

which. render them valuable as dyes. The colorific principle of Jttocella tinctoria is

termed erythrin, while that of Variolaria dealbata is called orcin.

Cetraria islandica, Ach. L. D. (Lichen islandicus, E.)

—

Iceland Moss.

Sex. Syst. Cryptogam ia, Algae.

(Cetraria, Ph. Lond.

;

Planta, Ph. Dub.; Lichen Islandicus, Ph. Ed.)

History.—The medicinal properties of this plant (usually termed
' Lichen islandicus) were probably first known to the natives of Iceland.

•According to Borrichius, the Danish apothecaries were acquainted with
’them in 1673. In 1683, Hi’arne spoke favourably of its effects in

I'haemoptysis and phthisis (Murray, App. Medicam. v. 508).

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Thallus foliaceous, cartilagineo-membra-

naceous, ascending and spreading, lobed and
Fig ' 71

' laciniated, on each side smooth and naked.
Apothecia orbicular, obliquely adnate with
the margin of the thallus, the lower portion

being free (not united with the thallus)
;
the

disk coloured, plano-concave, with a border
formed of the thallus and indexed [Hooker).

Sp. Char. — Thallus erect, tufted, olive

brown, paler on one side, laciniated, chan-
nelled, and dentato-ciliate, the fertile lacinia

very broad. Apothecia brown, appressed,
flat, with an elevated border (Hooker).

The apothecia are generally wanting on
the plant of the shops.

Ha

r

.—Dry mountainous districts of the

new and old continents. Although met with
in considerable abundance in Scotland, it is

never gathered there as an article of com-
merce.

I iiysical Characters.—As met with in commerce, Iceland moss is
M’ownish

P
1’ greyish white, with white farinaceous spots on it, but

nuelv having apothecia. It has little or no odour, and a slightly bitter
taste. Its powder (orfarina) is whitish grey.
Commerce. It is imported in barrels and bags from Hamburgh and

Ootlienburgh, and is said to be the produce of Norway and Iceland. In
18^6 o^OOibs. paid duty; in 1837, 12,845 lbs.; and in 1838, only

Composition.—It has been analyzed by Berzelius [Ann. de Chim.
Xc

\:
77

l\
'J'ho obtained the following products from 100 parts :—starchy

matter (lichenm), 44 ’6 ; Utter principle (cetrarin), 3 0 ; uncrystallisable
sugar, 3 0 ; chlorophylle, T6

; extractive matter
, 7*0; yum, 3*7; hi

Cetraria islandica.

a, The apothecia on the

Iargerlobesofthe thallus.
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lichenates ofpotash and lime mixed with phosphate of lime, T9
; amylaceous^

fibrin, 36'2.

The starchy matter (licheninjeculoid substance of lichens) is somewhat different fromjli

ordinary starch. No particles analogous in their physical properties to other feculas caul b

be observed. Water extracts a substance like amidin (the soluble matter of fecula).{jj

But as no boiling, however long continued, deprives the insoluble texture of Iceland fe

moss of the property of being tinged blue by iodine, Raspail
(
Cliim . Organ, i. 540) inferajl

that the amylin (the insoluble or membranous portion of fecula) remains enveloped inr fi

the texture in which it was formed; thus constituting, I presume, the amylaceous fibrim^ H

of Berzelius. Lichenin is composed of C 10 H" O 10
..

The bitter principle (cetrarin) is white, intensely bitter, soluble in alcohol (especially-

1

H

at a boiling temperature), ether, less so in water, volatile oil, and creosote. It is coloured^ k|

blue by hydrochloric acid when aided by heat, combines with alkalies, and forms a redl

precipitate with the salts of iron, and a greenish one with those of copper (Herberger,
j

Journ. de Pharm. xxiii. 505).

Lichenic acid is composed of C 4 H 2 O 4
.

salts of iron.

It forms a reddish precipitate with the per- (.

Chemical Characteristics.—Iceland moss swells up in cold water,,

to which it communicates a brownish tint. Boiled in water it yields a

liquid which, when sufficiently concentrated, gelatinizes on cooling.
]

The decoction, when cold, forms with iodine a blue compound
(
iodide of '

amidin)

;

with the sesquichloride of iron, a dingy purplish red
(
cetrarate

and lichenate of iron
) ;

with diacetate of lead, a copious whitish pre-

cipitate (amidate of lead)
;
with sulphate of copper and caustic potash,

a green precipitate (
cetrarate of copper).

Physiological Effects, [a.) On animals.—In Camiola, pigs, horses,

and oxen, are fattened by it (Murray, App. Med. v. 506).

[b.) On man.—It is a mucilaginous or demulcent tonic, without any
trace of astringency. If the bitter matter

(
cetrarin

)

and extractive be
removed, it is nutritive, emollient, and demulcent, like ordinary starch,

over which it has no advantage. Captain Sir John Franklin and his

companions tried it as an article of food, when suffering great privations

in America, but its bitterness rendered it hardly eatable [Narrative of a
Journey to the Shores of the Polar Sea, p. 414. 1823).

Uses.—Iceland moss is well adapted to those cases requiring a nutri-

tious and easily-digested aliment and a mild tonic, not liable to disorder

the stomach. It has been principally recommended in chronic affections

of the pulmonary and digestive organs, particularly phthisis, chronic
catarrh, dyspepsia, chronic diarrhoea, and dysentery; but its efficacy has
been much exaggerated.

Administration.—It is best exhibited in the form of decoction.

When employed as an alimentary substance merely, the bitter matter
should be extracted before ebullition. This is effected by digesting the

lichen in a cold weak alkaline solution (composed of water 300 parts,

and carbonate of potash 1 part), and afterwards washing it with cold
water. It is then to be boiled in water or milk. When the decoction is

sufficiently concentrated, it gelatinizes on cooling. It may be flavoured

with sugar, lemon peel, white wine, or aromatics, and then forms a very
agreeable kind of diet.

Decoctum Cetrarije, Ph. Lond.—Iceland moss, 5v.; water, Ojss.;

boil down to a pint, and strain. The dose is from f5j . to f5iv. every four

or six hours. The Dec. Lichenis Islandici, Ph. Edinb., is prepared by
boiling 5j. of the moss with lbij. of water to 16 ounces. The Dublin
college orders half an ounce of the moss to be digested for two hours in

'

(
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close vessel with a wine-pint of boiling water, then to be boiled for

fteen minutes, and the liquor strained while hot.

Rocel'la tinctoria, De Cand. L.D.—Dyer's Orchil or Orchella.

Sex. Syst. Cryptogamia, Algaa.

(Lacmus : Tliallus praeparatus, Ph. Lond. Litmus, Ph. Dubl.)

History.—It is the ttovtiov (pvnog (
Fucus marinus

)
of Theophrastus

Hist. Plant, lib. iv. cap. 7). By the moderns it was first employed as

, dye at the commencement of the fourteenth century (Beckmann, Hist,

f Invent, and Discov. i.)

Botany. Gen. Char.— Tliallus coriaceo-cartilaginous, rounded or

ilane, branched or laciniated. Apothecia orbicular, adnate with the

hallus
;
the disk coloured, plano-convex, with a border at length thick-

ned and elevated, formed of the thallus, and covering a sublentiform,

lack, compact, pulverulent powder concealed within the substance

Hooker).

Sp. Char.—Thallus suffruticose, rounded, branched, somewhat erect,

greyish brown, bearing powdery warts.

Apothecia flat, almost black and pruinose,

with a scarcely prominent border [Hooker).

Hab.—Maritime rocks of the Cana-
ries, Azores, southern coast of England,

&c.

Commerce.—It is imported in bags

from the Canaries (
Canary Weed), the

Azores
(
Western Island Weed, St. Mi-

chael’s Weed), Cape de Verde Islands and
Mogadore (African or Mogadore Weed).

That from the Canaries is the most valu-

able- In 1838, 567 cwts. of Rocella tinc-

toria and fuciformis paid duty.

Physical Properties.—Both Rocella tinctoria and fuciformis are

naported as orchil. I have met with the latter species in commerce
aider the name of Madeira Weed. It is distinguished from R. tinctoria

y its larger size, its paler colour, and its broader flat fronds.

Composition.—Rocella tinctoria was analyzed by Fr. Nees v. Esenbeck,
who found in it a brown resin (soluble in alcohol and ether, and becoming
irownish red with ammonia), wax, glutinous matter, insoluble starch,

'ellow extractive, yellowish brown gummy matter, lichenin, tartrate and
•xalate of lime, and chloride of sodium from the adherent sea water
Nees v. Esenbeck and Ebermaier, Handb. d. med.pharm. Bot. Bd. 1.)

The substance which, under the influence of ammonia and air, yields the purple
»
olouring matter of this plant, has been denominated, by Heeren (Thomson’s Org.
hem. 401), erythrin. It is white, tasteless, odourless, fusible, combustible, insoluble

s

£
ether, soluble in 170 parts of boiling water, and more soluble in alcohol. The same

5

demist has also obtained from this plant a crystalline fatty acid (rocellic acid), com-
osed of C 17 H 16 O4

.

Chemical Characteristics.—The aqueous decoction of Rocella
inctoria forms a copious precipitate with diacetate of lead, and has its
olour deepened by alkalies. Digested in a weak solution of ammonia,
a a corked phial, at a heat not exceeding 130° F., this plant yields a
ich violet-red colour. Phis is Hellot’s test for the discovery of a colorific

Fig. 72.

Rocella tinctoria.

a. Warts on the thallus.
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property in lichens (Berthollet, On Dyeing

,

by lire, vol. ii. p. 184 ; also!

Proceedings of Comm, of Agric. of Asiatic Soc ., April 8, 1837).

Preparation of Orchil.—Rocella tinctoria has been introduced inbj f

the London Pharmacopoeia as the source of litmus ; but this substancqj I

though formerly procured from Rocella, according to Ferber (Murray! I

App. Med. iv. 144), is now prepared Ifcm Lecanora tartarea (Nees arnj I

Ebermaier, Handb. i. 49; also Thomson, Org. Chem. 384).

Orchil ox Archil is the only colouring matter prepared from RocelL
§

finctoria in this country. Blue Orchil is procured by steeping the lichen] k

in an annnoniacal liquor in a covered wooden vessel. Red Orchil is madj|

with the same liquor in common earthen jars placed in a room heatei
Jjj

by steam, and called a stove. In one manufactory which I inspected, thi I

ammoniacal liquor was prepared by distillation from a mixture of limatl

impure muriate or sulphate of ammonia obtained from gas-works, anj 8

water
;
but I am informed, that some makers still employ stale mine and

lime.

Properties and Uses.—The liquor sold in the shops as orchil has

deep reddish purple colour and an ammoniacal smell. It is reddened b;

acids like litmus. It is employed for dyeing, colouring, and staining.

Lecano'ra tartarea, Ach.

—

Tarta'reous Moss.

Sex. Syst. Cryptogamia, Algae.

‘(Litmus, Offic.)

History.—The manufacture of a colouring matter from this plan]

was first started at Leith by Dr. Cuthbert Gordon, from whose name thi
\

word Cudbear originated.

Botany. Gen. Char.— Thallus crustaceous, spreading, plane;

adnate, uniform. Apothecia
{
patellulce

)

orbicular, thick, sessile, anil

adnate
;
the disk plano-convex

;
its border thickish, formed of the crus

{

and of the same colour {Hooker).

Sp. Char .

—

Crust thick, granulated, and tartareous greyish white; i

Apothecia scattered
;

.the disk convex, a!

length plane or tumid yellow-brown, in
dining to flesh colour

;
the border tliicli

\

indexed, at length wavy {Hooker).

Had.—On rocks in Alpine countries

Norway, Scotland, &c.
Commerce.—It is imported from Norway

and Sweden under the name of white Swi
dish or tartareous moss.

Preparation of Cudbear and Litmu*
—In this country, red and blue cudbear (in the form both of powde
and paste) are prepared from this plant. In Holland, litmus is made l'roi

it, according to Nees and Ebermaier {op. cit), and Thomson {op. cit.)

Cudbear (Persio) is procured in the manner of orchil, by the action C
ammonia. When colour is developed, the decomposed lichen is sol

either as paste, or dried and ground into powder.
Litmus {Lacmus, Ph.L.; Litmus, Ph. Dub.; lacca ccerulea, lacca musici

is made by the Dutch, and is imported from Holland. Guibourt (His*

des Drog. 3",c
ed. ii. 143) thinks that it owes its colour to the Crozophm

tinctoria. But on a microscopic examination of tho litmus cakes of coni

Fig. 73.

Lecanora tartarea.
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'

terce, portions of the epidermis and meso-thallus of some lichen are found.

[y colleague, Mr. Quekett, who has carefully examined them, cannot de-

[ Je whether they be the tissues of Rocella or of Lecanora. The precise

iode of obtaining litmus is not known
;
but there is little doubt the pro-

ess is somewhat analogous to that for making orchil. The lichen is

! aid to be fermented in putrid (distilled ?) urine. The substance which

[
idds the blue colour is either identical with, or very analogous to,

f rythrin.
_

- .

Properties and Uses of Litmus.'—Litmus occurs in small, cubical,

ght, and friable cakes of a dirty blue colour. Examined by the

I horoscope, we find sporules, and portions of the epidermis and meso-

:iallus of some species of lichen, moss leaves, silica, &c. When the cakes

re thrown into dilute hydrochloric acid, effervescence takes place, and
solution of chloride of calcium is obtained, shewing that they contain

Carbonate of lime. The blue colouring matter of litmus is soluble in both
rater and alcohol. It is reddened by acids, but restored by alkalies,

hlorine and the hypochlorites destroy it. Tincture of Litmus is pre-

[\ ared by digesting one part of litmus in about twenty-five parts of water.

Hue test paper (charta exploratoria ccerulea
,
Ph. Bor.) is made with

ibulous or unsized paper, which is to be. brushed over with, or immersed
i, a filtered infusion of litmus (composed of one part litmus and four

arts water), and w hen carefully dried, preserved in a well-stopped vessel

1 a dark cupboard. Both tincture and- paper are used as tests for free

cids : the former requires to be diluted before it is employed.

Other Esculent and Medicinal Lichens.

Fig. 74.

Tripe de Roche.

Fig. 75.

Cladonia rangiferina.

Several species of Gyrophora (as G. proboscidea and cylindrica
)
are employed by tbe

mnters of tbe Arctic regions of America as articles of food, under the name of tripe de
oclie (fig. 74). -They supported Capt. Sir John Franklin and bis companions in 1821
or many days. I. be bitter principle proved noxious to several of the parly

(
Narrative

,

tOS). Cladonia rangiferina or rein-deer moss (fig. 75) is a well-known example of a
lutntive lichen, supporting tbe animals after whom it is named when no other sustenance
:an be obtained.

Several lichens are employed as popular remedies for hooping-cough and pulmonary
inections. I hose usually kept by the herbalist are, Sticta pulmonaria (called oak lungs),
icyphophorus pyxidatus (cup moss), and Pcltideu canina (sold as ground liverwort). The
atter was formerly thought to be a specific for hydrophobia.
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Order 3. Fun'gi, Juss .

—

The Mushroom Tribe.

Fungaceje, Lind.

Essential Character.—Plants consisting1 of cells and fibres, always springing frori|'
[

organized, and generally decayed or decaying substances, not perfected when imj

mersed in water, bearing reproductive sporidia, either externally or internally, nakei

or inclosed in variously-formed cells, many of which frequently concur iu the repro

duction of a single individual, varying extremely in substance and duration, gend
rally soft and juicy, sometimes exceedingly hard, with or without a central gelatinou

nucleus, or dry and powdery (Berkeley).

Properties.—Extremely variable : some fungi being highly nutritious, others ver
deleterious. No anatomical characters are known by which the poisonous can b»

distinguished from the esculent ones. A few species only have been used in medicine
and these are not uniform in their properties. The proximate principles peculiar ti

this order which have been examined are— 1, Fungin
,
a nitrogenous, bighly-nutri

tious woody matter; 2, Amaniiin, the active ingredient of some of the poisonoui

Agarici; 3, Boletic acid j 4, Fungic acid. Mushroom sugar has been found identic^
j

with manuite. The active principle of ergot of rye (ergotin) may not perhaps residi

in the fungus (Ergotcetia abortifiaciens), but in the morbid growth which it givej

rise to.

Ergotce'tia abortifa!ciens, Pereira.

—

The abor'tifacient Ergotce'tia.

Sex. Syst. Cryptogamia, Fungi.

(Ergota, Offic.)

History.—This fungus was first described and named by my colleague

Mr. Quekett, in a paper read before the Linnean Society, Dec. 4, 1838
An abstracted' the paper was published in the Lond. Med. Gaz. (xxii

p. 606). . Mp-Quekett named the plant Ergotcetia abortans (Ergotceti

from Ergota

,

Ph. Loud., and curia, origin ; abortans, in all

sion to its cfejftroying the germinating power of the grain of grasses, an<

also to the' -Medicinal powers of ergot). The sporidia of the plant am
' depifeted by Phoebus [Deutschl. kryptog. Giftgewachse

,

Taf. ix.). They
were also noticed by Phillipar

(Traite Organogr. et Physiologico-agric
sur VErgot).

Botany. Gen. Char.—Sporidia agglutinated to surface of matrix]

Fig. 76.

00 0 © I

Different views of Ergotcetia abortifiaciens.

a, sporidia. n, c, e, f, g, h, different modes of reproduction. n, membrane <1

sporidium laid oyop. i, the fungus assuming a radiated form, and beginning U
develop sporidia upon its branches.
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'val or elliptical, pellucid, seldom containing more than two or three

veil-defined granules (sporidiola ?). Flocci

,

few, sometimes ramifying

r sporidiferous ( Quekett).

Sp. Char.—Only one species known.

JIab.—Floral envelopes, and ovaria of grasses: Europe, America.

Sometimes the sporidia are slightly contracted about their middle.

They contain usually one, two, or three, but occasionally as many as

en or twelve, well-defined green granules. The sporidia are, on the

iverage, about 1 -4000th of an inch long, and 1 -6000th of an inch

jroad. When placed on glass and moistened with water, they readily

terminate or produce other plants, though in various ways, as sometimes

)y emitting tubes (b)
;
by the development of buds (c)

;
and by the for-

nation of septa across their interior (e, f, g, h) [Quekett). This plant

jelongs to the Coniomycetes of Fries, tribe Mucedines

;

and to the Hypho-
nycetes of Berkeley, tribe Sepedoniei.

By the growth of these fungi upon or within the ovarium of grasses, a

diseased condition of the ovarium, involving the whole of the embryo,
ind sometimes partially or wholly the albumen, is produced, called the

ryot or spur
,
which will be described hereafter [vide Gramine^e] .

Properties.—The chemical properties and physiological effects of

his fungus are at present quite unknown. We have yet to learn,whether
he peculiar properties of ergoted grasses depend on the fungi, or on the
morbid products of the ovarium.

1 . Fungi esculenti.—Esculent Fungi.

Fig. 78.

Fig. 77.

Agaricus campestris.

J

Tuber cibarium.

Morchella esculenta.

flplifim?
a cjmsiderable number of species of fungi are edible—in fact several form

l
.,ri

a
-*
C CS ° * 0Ht*~ a small number only is in common use in this country. This

l? f
^reat measure, from the difficulty experienced by the public in discri-

snecies iiiiflnr

S°me fr
-°m Polsonous species. Nay, it would appear that the same

Jl
so

™!r circumstances edible, under others deleterious. This, if true, is a
V F0Un

V^. distrust -
“ So strongly did the late Professor L. C. Richard

tions
° 1

Ti
that altbou£b no orje was better acquainted with the distinc-

mushroom b? aTn'u
ne^r eat any, except such as had been raised in gardens in

most common usp in !)
•

e^’ at °f Hot. 2d edit. p. 422). The edible species in

c-u/tla”Tr XLnA
nS
V°[

int
-
y T’ ls

!* Agaricus campestris, fig. 77 (common field or
the ad

,

uIt “ employed 8i the preparation of

Pickle? 2dlv Molhelt
eUh
r fTd

°.
r

u
b
/
01,ed : the y°un §-V mushroom is

y. Morchella esculenta
,
fig. 78 (

common morel), employed to flavour gra-
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vies, ragouts, &c. 3dly. Tuber cibarium, fig-. 79 (common truffle), asuhterrareowl

fungus, used for seasoning. No less than thirty-three species are eaten in Russia (D*

Lefevre, Loud. Med. Gaz. xxiii.414).

2. Fungi occasionally used in Medicine.

Polyporus igniarus (Boletus igniarus, Ph. Ed.), commonly called agaric of the oaa *

touchwood
,
or spunk

,
is still retained in the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia. The internal

portion, cut in tlnn slices, and beaten with a hammer until soft, has been applied, as 11,

styptic, to restrain haemorrhages ;
but its action is mechanical, like lint: that is, ;1

absorbs the blood, and promotes coagulation. Polyporusfomentarius (real Amadou) hat
|

also been used for similar purposes. The substance sold in the shops as Amadou
,
c l

German tinder
,

is prepared from both species, by cutting the fungus in slices, beatinyj|

and soaking it iu a solution of nitre. Polyporus Laricis (P. officinalis
,
Boletus purgam

or Larch agaric) was formerly used as a drastic purgative, in doses of from a scruple t

two drachms, and it is still kept by the herbalist. Mr. Butler, of Covent Garde

Market, informs me that it is imported from Germany, but that there is very little sal

of it. The dust (sporidia

)

of Lycoperdon (Puff hall) was formerly used as a stypticM

the smoke is used for stupefying bees.

3. Fungi venenati.—Poisonous Fungi.

Fig. 80.be j

Poisonous Indigenous Agarici of the section Amanita.

a, Agaricus vernus, Bull. e, Agaricus nivalis, Grev.

b, „ pballoides, Fries. f,f, „ muscarius, Linn.

c, „ porphyrius, Fries. g, „ pantherinus, Dec.

d, „ vaginatus, Bull.

All poisonous fungi are called by the public toadstools. Those of the genus Agaricnj*

section Amanita
,
are the most important, because the most likely to be confounded will

edible species (as with Agaricus campestris). The Russians, who eat no less than sixteeli

species of Agaricus (Dr. Lefevre, Land. Med. Gaz. xxiii. 414), never employ any bo
longing to the section Amanita.
The symptoms produced by poisonous fungi are those indicating gastro- intestinal

irritation (nausea, vomiting, purging, and abdominal pain), and a disordered conditio*

of the nervous system (delirium, stupor, blindness, convulsions, muscular debilitv*

paralysis, drowsiness). In some cases, the power of the vascular system is remarkabl;

depressed, the pulse being small and feeble, the extremities cold
, and the body covered

with a cold sweat. At one time, local irritation only; at another, narcotism alone i|

produced. (For illustrations of the effects of particular species, see p. 15 of thij

work, and consult Phoebus, Deutschl. hryptog. Giftgewiichse,183S ; and Letellicr, Jounn'i

de Pharm. Aout 1837).

In some cases the active principle of poisonous fungi seems to be a volatile acri<^

principle: in other instances it is a brown, uncrystallizable solid, called by Lctcllic)

amunitin.

No specific antidote is known. The first object, therefore, is to expel the poison fronfl

the stomach and bowels. The subsequent treatment will depend on the nature of tp«
|
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vmptoms which manifest themselves, and must he conducted on general principles.

q'
0 P further information respecting poisonous fungi, cousult Christison’s Treatise on

*oisons ).

Order 4. Lycopodia'ce^e, Be Band—Tpie Club-Moss Tribe.

Fig. 81.

<

'fructification of Lycopodiacece

.

The powder sold in the shops as Lycopodium, witch-

meal, or vegetable sulphur
,
is procured from Lycopodium

clavatum (common club-mossj. It consists of extremely
small pale yellow particles, fig. 81, h (sporules? pol-

len? ?) which, in the plant, are contained in two valved,

one-celled capsules, a ( thecce , sporangia? anthers??)
lodged, in the axilloe of the bracteal leaves. It is some-
times employed in medicine as a dusting powder for

children; and, in pharmacy, for enveloping pills to

prevent their adhesion.

Order 5. Fil'ices, Juss.—The Fern Tribe.

(Filicales, Lind.)

•Essential Character.—Herbaceous plants with a perennial rhizome
,
more rarely

having an erect arborescent trunk [when they are called tree ferns, filices arborece ;

fig. 82] : trunk coated, of a prosen-
Fig. 82. chymatous structure, with the entire

cylinder of woody fasciculi divided

into two concentric parts, the one
narrow, placed between the bark
and the wood, the other larger, cen-

tral, medullary, sending fasciculi of
vessels towards the petioles, and com-
municating with the exterior hy
means of chinks in the woody
cylinder. Leaves [frondes] scat-

tered upon the rhizome or rosaceo-

fasciculate on the apex of the caudex,
with circinnate vernation, annual or

perennial, the base of the petioles

persistent, growing to the caudex
;

simple or pinnate, entire or pinna-

tified, [equal-]veined, (the veins

composed of elongated cells), fre-

quently having cuticular stomata.

Sporangia [theca:], placed on the

veins of the back or margin of the

leaves, collected in little naked heaps

[son], or covered with a membra-
nous scale [indusiurri], or transmuted

margin of the leaf, pedicellate [with

the stalk (seta), passing round them in

the form of an clastic ring
(
annulus)],

or sessile, unilocular, indefinitely de-

hiscent. Spores [
spondee] numerous,

A Tree Fern. free, globose, or angular, in germi-
nation at first elongated in every

direction, throwing out radicles downward, and the cauliculus upward (Endlicher,
Gen. Plant).

Properties.—The leaves are mucilaginous, and frequently slightly astringent and
aromatic. I he rhizomes contain starch, usually tannic acid with more or less bitter
matter, and sometimes both fixed and volatile oil, with some resin. They are mild,
astringent tonics. The rhizome ofNephrodium Filix mas is celebrated as a vermifuge;
that of Poli/podium Caliguala as a diaphoretic and diuretic in rheumatic and venereal
diseases (vide Lambert’s lllustr. of the genus Cinchona

, p. 125, 1821).
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Nephro'dium Filix mas, Richard (Aspidium Filix mas, L. E. D.)—Mat\\
Shield Fern.

Sex. Syst. Cryptogamia, Filices.

(Aspidium : radix, Ph. Lond.; radix, Ph. Dubl.; Aspidii Filicis maris radix, Ph. Ed.)

History.—This plant was known to Theophrastus, Dioscorides, anji

Pliny. The two first call it TcripiQ, the latter Filix mas.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Sori roundish, scattered. Indusium orbjj)

culari-reniform, fixed by the sinus.

Sp. Char.—

F

ronds bipinnate, pinnules oblong, obtuse serrated, thei*

stalks and midrib chaffy. Sori near the central nerve [Hooker).

Fig. 83.

A. Pinnule with nine sori (a).

B. Magnified portion of pinnule with the

sporangia, a. Stomata, b. b. Spo-
rangia partially covered by c. the

indusium.

C. Magnified sporangium, a. StalkM
b. Ring. c. Membranous sac.

D. Ruptured sporangium, with the spoil

rules escaping.

The rhizome is large, tufted, and scaly. The leaves grow in a circlejjj

to a height of 3 or 4 feet.

Hab .

—

It is an indigenous plant, frequent in woods and on shadyjl

banks. It is a native of other parts of Europe, of Asia, of the North o;U

Africa, and of the United States of America.
Description.—The subterraneous stem [rhizoma ; caudex ; fern root.H

radix filicis, officin.) lies obliquely in the ground. It varies in lengthjl

and breadth according to its age. For medicinal purposes it should bej|

from three to six or more inches long, and from half an inch to an inchiil

or more broad. It is almost completely enveloped by the thickened !

bases of the footstalks of the fallen leaves. These bases (sometimes*!

called tubercles) are arranged closely around the rhizome in an obliqu<3f|

direction, overlapping each other. They are one or two inches long, r

from three to five lines thick, curved, angular, brown, surrounded neaE h

their origin from the rhizome by two or more shining, reddish yellow,

thin, silky scales (ramenta). The radicle fibres (root, properly so called)

arise from the rhizome between these footstalks. The fern root of thai

shops consists of fragments of the dried thickened bases of the footstalks,;

to which small portions of the rhizome are found adhering, and of thei

root fibres.

Internally, the rhizome and footstalks are, in the recent state, fleshy,

of a light yellowish- green colour; but in the dried state, yellowish oc

reddish white. Iodine colours the fresh rhizome bluish black, indicating;
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tlie presence of starcli, particles of which may be recognized by the

microscope. In a transverse section of the rhizome we observe five or

. six or more bundles of woody fibres and scalariform ducts. These bundles

are arranged in a circle, are of a reddish white colour in the recent rhi-

zome, but yellow in the dried one.

The dried root has a feeble, earthy, somewhat disagreeable odour.

Its taste is at first sweetish, then bitter astringent, and subsequently

nauseous, like rancid fat.

Collection.—The rhizome should be collected in the month of July,

August, or September. The black portions, fibres, and scales, are to be

removed, and the sound parts carefully dried and reduced to powder :

his is of a yellowish colour, and is to be preserved in well-stoppered

oottles. Both the whole rhizome and powder deteriorate by keeping.

Composition.—Fem rhizome was analysed in 1805 by Vauquelin
Ann. Chim. lv. 31), in 1821 by Gebhard [Piss. inaug. in Pfaff’s Syst. d.

Mat. Med. 7
cr Bd. 219), in 1824 by Morin (

Journ . de Pharm. x. 223', in

'826 by Wackenroder (De Anthelm. regni Vegetab.), and by Geiger
i Handb. d. Pharm. 1829). Subjoined are the results of the analyses of

ieiger and of Morin :—
Geiger.

Green fat oil .... G -9

resin 41
Uncrystallizable sugar

^ 00.g
Easily oxidizable tannin )

~~ '

Gum and salts, with sugar
and tannin .... 9 8

Ligneous fibre and starch 53 3

Morin.
Volatile oil.

Fixed oil (stearin and olein).

Tannin.
Gallic and acetic acids.

Uncrystallizable sugar.
Starch. [and alcohol.
Gelatinous matter, insoluble in water
Ligneous fibre.

Ashes (carbonate, sulphate, and hy-
drochlorate of potash, carbonate and
phosphate of lime, alumina, silica,

and oxide of iron).

'he anthelmintic property of the rhizome resides in the oil
(oleum filicis

aris). Batso [Inaug. Diss. 1826, quoted in Goebel and Kunze’s Pharm.
Vaarenk.) found a peculiar acid [acidum filiceum) and an alkali

(filicina

)

i the rhizome.

Characteristics.—The presence of tannic acid in the aqueous de-
letion of fern rhizome is shown by the sesquisalts of iron producing a
ark green colour [tannate of iron), and by a solution of gelatin causing

!
yellowish precipitate [tannate of gelatin). No indication of the pre-

[

;

.

nce a vegetable alkali in the decoction, can be obtained by tincture
f nutgalls. If the rhizome be digested in alcohol, and afterwards
oiled in water, the decoction when cold forms, with a solution of iodine,
(”ngy blue precipitate [iodide of starch).
Physiological Effects.—These are not very obvious

;
but they are,

.ably, similar to those caused by other astringents. Large doses
tcite nausea and vomiting.
Uses.-— It is only employed as an anthelmintic. Theophrastus, Diosco-
les, Pliny, and Galen, used it as such. The attention of modern prac-
-loners has been directed to it principally from the circumstance of its
ang one of the remedies employed by Madame Nouffer, the widow of a
•viss surgeon, who sold her secret method of expelling tape-worm to

p p
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Louis XVI. for 18,000 francs [Trait, contre le Tcenia

,

&c. 1776, quoted

by Bremser, Sur les Vers Intest
.)

At the present time fern rhizome is but

seldom employed in this country, partly because the efficacy of Madame
Nouffer’s treatment is referred to the drastics used, and partly because

other agents (especially oil of turpentine) have been found more effec-

tual. “ It is an excellent remedy,” says Bremser [op. cit. p. 422),
“ against Bothriocephalus latus [the tape-worm of the Swiss], but not

against Tania Solium [the tape-worm of this country]
;
for though it

evacuates some pieces of the latter, it does not destroy it.”

Administration.— It may be administered in the form of powder, of

oil or ethereal extract, or of aqueous decoction. The dose of the

recently prepared powder is from one to three drachms. Madame
Nouffer’s specific was two or three drachms of the powder taken in from

four to six ounces of water in the morning fasting, and two hours after-

wards a purgative bolus, composed of calomel ten grains, scammony ten

grains, and gamboge six or seven grains. The bolus was exhibited to

expel the worm which the fern rhizome was supposed to have de-

stroyed.

Oleum Filicis Maris. Oil of Male Fern.—The impure oil of fern

(called oleum filicis Peschieri, extractum filicis cethereum, seu balsamum

filicis), recommended by Peschier [Journ. gentr. de Med. 1-825, p. 375) is

an ethereal extract, and is composed, according to its proposer, of a

fatty matter, resin, volatile oil, colouring matter, extractive, chloride of
potassium, and acetic acid. A pound of the rhizome yielded Soubeiran

(Nouv. Traite de Fharm. ii. 214) an ounce and a half of thick black oil,

having tire aromatic odour of fern. The dose is from half a drachm to a

drachm, in the form of electuary, emulsion, or pills : an hour afterwards,

an ounce or an ounce and a half of castor oil should be exhibited. Nu-
merous testimonies of its efficacy have been published (see Dierbach,

Neuest. Entd. in d. Mat. Med. l
er Band, 1837). By substituting alcohol

for ether, twelve or thirteen drachms of oil can be obtained from 2fibs,

of the rhizome [Journ. de Chim. Med. v. 2
ndc

Ser. 68).

a

0

li

til

a

1
O;

Division II. Phanerogamia, Auct.—Flowering Plants. i

Cotylbdone^, Juss.—Embryonatje, Rich.—Vasculares, Dec.

Essential Character.—Substance of the plant composed of cellular tissue, woody i

fibre, ducts, and spiral vessels. Leaves usually present: cuticle with stomata. Flowers \

with perceptible stamens and pistils. Seeds generally with an embryo enclosed l

within a sp^nnoderm, furnished with one or more cotyledons.

1. RHIZANTHEAL, Blume.—RIIIZANTHS.

Essential Character.—Parasitical leafless plants. Stem homogeneous. Vascular

system scarcely present. Flowers propagated by the agency of sexes. Seeds having
no embryo, but consisting of a homogeneous sporuliferous mass (Lindley).
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Order 0 . Rafflesiace.e, Endl .

Rcifflesia Arnoldi.

Fig. 84. In this Order is contained the

Rafflesia Arnoldi (fig. 84), one of
the wonders of the vegetable

world. The diameter of its flower

is 3^ feet, the weight 15 lbs. The
hollow in its centre is capable of

holding twelve pints! It grows
in Java, on the stems and roots

of Cissns angustifolia (videTrans.
Linn. Society, vol. xiii.)

A decoction of this plant is

used in Java as an astringent

application in relaxed conditions

of the vagina.

2. ENDOGENEJE, De Cand.—ENDOGENS.
JJONOCOTYLEDONES, Juss.

Fig. 85.

Endogens, or Monocotyledons.

|

• Transverse section of an endogenous
stem, shewing the absence of medul-
lary rays and of annual layers.

• Stem and leaves of an endogen, show-
ing the alternated sheathing leaves,
with parallel veins.

Germinating seed of Trudpscantia
cristata

, showing the plumule rup-

turing the coleoptilum, with the radicle

and radicels.

s. Section of a germinating seed, showing
the cotyledon remaining in the testa.

t. Germinating embryo of a grass, to show
the two alternate cotyledons of unequal

size, with the intermediate plumule.

ssential Character.

—

Trunk usually cylindrical, when a terminal hqd only is

j

developed, becoming conical and branched when several develope; consisting of cel-
lular tissue, among which the vascular tissue is mixed in bundles, without any dis-
tinction of bark, wood, and pith, and destitute of mpdujlary rays; increasing in

;

diameter by the addition of new matter to the centre. Leaves frequently sheathing
at the base, and not readily separating from the stem by an articulation, mostly

r
a l ter,ia, e, with parallel simple veins, connected by smaller transverse ones. Flowers
usually having a ternary division

;
the calyx anil corolla either distinct or undistiti-

guishable in colour and size, or absent. Embryo with but one cotyledon ; if with
two, then the accessory one is imperfect, and alternate with the other; radicle usually
enclosed within the substance of this embryo, through which it bursts when germi-
nating

(Lindley).
b b
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Order 7. GraminTle, R. Brown .

—

The Grass Tribe.

(Gramma, Juss. Graminacece, Lind.)

Essential Character —Flowers usually hermaphrodite, sometimes monoecious or

polygamous; consisting of imbricated bracts, of which the most exterior are called

glumes
,
the interior immediately enclosing the stamens

palew, and the innermost at the base of the ovarium

scales. Glumes usually two, alternate
;

sometimes

single; most commonly unequal. Palece two, alternate;

the lower or exterior, simple; the upper or interior com-
posed of two, united by their contiguous margins, and

usually with two keels—together forming a kind of dis-

located calyx. Scales two or three, sometimes wanting;

if two, collateral, alternate with the paleae, and next the

lower of them, either distinct or united. Stamens hypogy-
nous, one, two, three, four, six, or more, one of which al-

ternates with the two hypogynous scales, and is, there-

fore, next the lower palea
;
anthers versatile. Ovary sim-

ple; styles two, very rarely one or three
;
stigmas feathery

or hairy. Pericarp usually undistinguishable from the

seed, membranous. Albumen farinaceous; embryo lying

on one side of the albumen at the base, lenticular, with

a broad cotyledon and a developed plumule; and occa-

sionally, but very rarely, with a second cotyledon on
the outside of the plumule, and alternate with the usual

cotyledon. Rhizoma fibrous or bulbous. Culms cylin-
j|

drical, usually fistular, closed at the joints, covered

with a coat of silex. Leaves alternate, with a split

sheath. Flowers in little spikes, called loeustee, arrauged
in a spiked, racemed, or panicled manner

(Lindley).

Properties.—Almost every species is esculent aud U
salubrious. The nutritive property is especially re- H
markable in the seeds of grasses, which contain starch

, |

gluten
,
gum, aud sugar. The stems and leaves also con-

tain sugar, mucilage, and starch. Cane- sugar is procured from the stem ofa grass. Both
stems aud leaves are used as food forcattle. Even the subterraneous stems and roots of
some species (as Triticum repens and Cynodon Dactylon) abound in these principles.

Considered in a medicinal point of view, the products of the grasses are emollient and L
demulcent.
To these statements there are a few exceptions, some of which have been already

|
noticed (p. 3).

Odorous volatile oil is found in some species; as in Anthoxanthum odoratum ; Andro-
pogon muricatus. the fibrous roots of which are sold by perfumers under the Tamoolfl
name of Vittie Vayr ; Andropogon Schcenanthus

,
which yields the oil of lemon grass ; t

and Andropogon Calamus aromaticus,Roy\e (A. nardoides, Nees ah Esenb.), from which
the grass-oil of Namur is obtained (itoyle’s Essay gn the Antiq. of Hindoo Med. p. 34).

Flowers of Grasses.

a. The ovarium (with the two
scales at the base), sur-

mounted by two feathery

stigmata.

b. Two glumes ( the outermost

furnished with an awn
— the innermost has a

notch at the top, indi-

cating it is formed of

two glumes), aud three

stamina.

Spikelet, or locusia.

I 1

c.

Sac'charum Officinarum, Linn. E. D. (S. officinale, L.)

—

The Sugar Cane- j

Sex. Syst. Triaiulria, Digynia.

(Saechari fsex ;
Saccliarum : Succus praeparatus, Pli. Land. Suecus concretus, a. non purificatus, b. puri-

ticatus
; Syrupus empyreumaticus, anglice mnlasses, Ph. Pub. Saccharum non purificatuin ; Saccharuiuii®

purissimum
;
Syrupus empyreumaticus, Ph. Ed.)

History.

—

The manufacture of sugar is said by Humboldt to be oft

the highest antiquity in China. Cane sugar was known to the ancient!

Greeks and Romans, and was considered by them to be a kind of honey il

Possibly, Herodotus
(
Melpomene

,
cxciv.) refers to it when he says tliatl.

the Zygantes make honey in addition to that which they get from bees,

Theophrastus (
De Melle) calls it mel in arundinibus

;
Dioscorides (lib.

ii. cap. civ.) oaKyapov
;
Pliny {Hist. Nut. lib. xii. cap. xvii) saccharum -

Humboldt {Journ of Science and Arts
,
vol. v. p. 51) adopts too hastily, U
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Fir. 87.

/M)
tJ

i
4 >

think, the opinion of Salmasius, tliat the latter writers meant the siliceous

mxluct of the Bamboo, viz. tabasheer ; for, in the first place, ¥is they

irrange it with honey, it was probably sweet, which tabasheer % not
;

secondly, the Sanscrit name for sugar is sarkura (Royle’s Essay, p. 83);

thirdly,* a passage in Lucan (iii. 237) seems distinctly to refer to the

sugar cane—“ Quique bibunt tenera dulces ab arundine succos.” Surely

no one will pretend that the bamboo is a “ tenera arundo ?” (References

to passages in other ancient authors will be found in the notes to Valpy’s

edit, of Pliny’s Hist. Nat. vol. iv. 2193.)

Botany. Geh. Char.—Spikelets all fertile, in pairs, the one sessile,

he other stalked, articulated at the base, two-flowered, the lower floret

neuter, with one palea, the upper, hermaphrodite, with two pal etc.

Glumes two, membranous. Palece transparent, awnless, those of the

lennaphrodite flower minute, unequal. Stamens three. Ovary smooth.

Styles two, long; stigmas feathered, with simple toothletted hairs.

Scales two, obscurely two or three-lobed at the point, distinct. Cary-

psis smooth (?), loose (?) (
Kunth).

Sp. Char.—Panicle effuse. Floivers triandrous. Glumes obscurely

one-nerved, with very long hairs
Img. 8S.

011 the back (.Kunth).

The stem is solid, from six to

twelve feet high. Leaves flat.

Panicle terminal, from one to three

feet long, of a grey colour, from
the long soft hair that surrounds

the flower. Paleae rose-coloured.

Four varieties of the sugar cane
are admitted : a) commune, with a

yellow stem; (3) purpureum (fig.

88), with a purple stem, yielding

a richer juice
; y) giganteum, with

a very large light-coloured stem
;

S) tahitense, from Otaheite, said

to make the finest sugar (Porter’s

Nat. and Prop, of the Sugar Cane,

p. 28, 1830).

Hab .

—

It is cultivated in both

Indies. Its native country is un-

certain.

Manufacture of Sugar.

—

The
canes, when ripe, are cut close to

the ground, stripped of leaves, and
carried in bundles to the mill-house,

vhere they are, twice subjected to pressure between iron rollers, placed
ither vertically or horizontally. The cane-juice thus procured is an
•paque liquid, of an olive green colour, saccharine taste, and balsamic
•dour. Its specific gravity is 1*033 to P106. It consists of water,
vgar, gum, green fecala, extractive, gluten, acetic and malic acids,
'cctates of iime and potash, super-malate and sulphate of lime, and lignin,
n the form of fragments of the cellular and fibrous tissues of the canes.
Fiom the mill the juice is conveyed to a copper cauldron, called the
arifier, where it is mixed with lime, and heated. The clear liquor is

Saccharum ojjicinarum.

oo&

S. offic.

($) purpureum.
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then drawn off and put into a copper boiler
,
where it is evaporated and

sldnnned. It is then conveyed through a series of boilers, the last of

which is called the teache. When it has acquired a proper tenacity and

granular Aspect, it is passed into a wooden cooler, where it is allowed to

Crystallize or grain. The concrete sugar is then placed in casks (usually

sugar hogsheads) with holes in the bottom, each of which is partially

closed by the stalk of a plantain leaf. Here the sugar is allowed to

drain for three or four weeks. It is then packed in hogsheads and sent

to this country under the name of muscovado or raw sugar. The un-

crystallized portion is termed molasses
;

it is brought to England in

casks. In Jamaica a mixture of water and molasses, with the skimmings

of the clarifier and evaporating coppers, is fermented, and a vinous

liquid thereby obtained, whiclp by distillation and rectification, yields

rum (spiritus sacchari, vide pp. 196, 199, 204).

Sugar Refining.—Raw sugar contains several impurities, from which
it is freed by refining. The eye recognizes the colouring matter. In an

aqueous solution of raw sugar, lime is detected by oxalic acid, which
throws down the white oxalate of lime

;
tailnic acid by the dark colour

produced on the dddition of sesquichloride of iron, and by the precipi-

tate formed by gelatin
;

glutinous and gummy matter by diacetate of

lead ;
and free acid by litmus. By keeping, strong raw sugar becomes

weak
,
that is, soft, clammy and gummy. This change Mr. Daniell

(Quart . Jour'n, of Science, vi. 38) ascribes to the action of the lime.

The following is an outline of the refining method which I saw
practised at a large sugar-house in town :—Raw sugar is dissolved in

water by the aid of steam (this process is called a bloiO-up). The liquid

is then lifeated with bullock’s blood (technically called spice), and some-
times with hydrate of alumina (termed finings), and filtered through

canvas. Tile clear liquor is allowed to percolate slowly through a bed

Fig. 89. ,

f:

U

:fc

c

i

3

a, a, Charging measures, supplied by pipes, which descend from e, c, the liquor cisterns.a

'

d, d, are the vacuum spheroidal pans, the lower half of each being supplied with ac

jacket, as a case for the steam. At the sides of the neck of each pan are a barometer'

and thermometer. Below the neck, and just above the horizontal line b, b, is ibcf

handle of the proof-stick, which appears like a stop-cock. When the syrup i*»

sufficiently concentrated, it is discharged into the healer, c, e.
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of coarse-grained animal charcoal nearly three feet deep, placed on a

woollen cloth, supported on a false bottom of basket-work, and contained

in a large wooden vessel. The filtered liquor, which is nearly colourless,

is conveyed to a copper vessel (Howard’s vacuum-pan), where it is boiled

by the aid of steam, under diminished atmospheric pressure. The con-

sistence 6f the liquid is examined from time to time by taking out a

sample by the proof-stick, which is so constructed as not to admit air.

When the requisite degree of concentration has been attained, a valve

is opened in the bottom of the vacuum pan, and the syrup allowed to

escape into a copper vessel [heater), enveloped by a jacket, so as to enable

it to be heated by steam. The syrup is then transferred to conical

moulds (made of earthenware or iron), whose orifices are closed by a

paper plug, and the next morning, when solidified, these moulds are

carried to the curing-floor, when the stoppers are withdrawn, and the

i moulds placed in pots, in order to allow the green syrups to drain off

:

i these are made into an inferior sort of refined sugar (brown lumps). The
loaves are then either clayed or sugared. Claying consists in pouring

i clay and water on the base of the sugar-loaf: the water slowly percolating

1 through the sugar, a portion of which it dissolves, carries with it the

t colouring matter and other impurities. Sugaring is effected by substi-

i tuting a saturated solution of pure sugar (called liquor)' for the clay and
vwater: it dissolves the colouring matter but not the pure sugar. The
I loaves are afterwards dried in a stove, and put in blue paper for sale.

1 (For further details, consult a paper by Messrs. Guynne and Young,
iBrit. Ann. of Med. June 23, and July 14, 1837. Also Dr. Ure’s Diet, of
. Arts, art. Sugar).

The following may be regarded as an approximation to the produce
of 112 lbs. of raw sugar by the above process :

—

Refined Sugar 791bs.

Bastard 17

Treacle 16 (121bs. solid matter)
Water 4

Raw Sugar 112

Properties.—Common sugar, when pure, is white and odourless. It

is the sweetest of all kinds of sugar. By the slow evaporation of its

aqueous solution, it crystallizes : in this state it is called white sugar
candy (saccharum candum album). The crystals are colourless

;
have,

['
f°r their primitive form, the oblique rhombic prism

; and have two axes
of no double refraction. Their sp. gr. is T6065. Common sugar is

[' l)Cnnanent in the air, and phosphorescent in the dark on being struck or
nibbed. When heated, it melts, and soon becomes coloured. By this
process its tendency to crystallize is diminished or destroyed. Sugar
thus altered by heat and flavoured constitutes several preparations of
the confectioner

; as barley sugar [saccharum hordeatum), &c. If the
melted sugar be rapidly and repeatedly extended, it becomes opaque and
white : in this state, it is called penides (saccharum penidium). When

|

sufficiently heated, sugar becomes brown, evolves a remarkable odour,
loses its sweet taste, and acquires bitterness : in this state, it is called
burnt sugar or caramel [saccharum tostum). Caramel enjoys acid pro-

!

perties, and is composed of C a
‘ II

18 O 18
[Peligot, Ann. Chim. 67, p. 175).

Common sugar is very soluble in water : a saturated solution of it is
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called syrup

:

it is thick, adhesive, and, by drying on paper, forms a

kind of varnish. A watery solution of sugar, aided by heat, decom-
poses some of the metallic salts (as those of copper, mercury, gold, and
silver)

;
but several of them (as the diacetate of copper and nitrate of

silver) require nearly a boiling temperature to change them. Sugar pro-

motes the solubility of lime in water, and forms both a soluble and an

insoluble compound with oxide of lead. Sugar is soluble in alcohol,

but not so in ether. A dilute watery solution of common sugar, with

a little yeast, undergoes the vinous fermentation.

Purified, or refined sugar (saccharum
,
Ph. L.

;
saccharum purificatum

,

Ph. Ed.
;
succus concretus purificatus, Ph. D.) is met with in the shops

in conical loaves or lumps {loaf or lump sugar) of various degrees of

purity. The finest {saccharum albissimum) is perfectly white, and is

termed double refined

;

the inferior kind {saccharum album) has a slightly

yellowish tint, and is called single refined. Both varieties are compact,

porous, triable, and made up of small crystalline grains.

Broum sugar {saccharumfuscum ; saccharum nonpurificatum, Ph. Ed.

;

succus concretus non purificatus
,
Ph. D.) occurs in commerce in the form

of a coarse powder composed of shining crystalline grains. It is more
or less damp and sticky, and has a peculiar smell and a very sweet taste.

Its colour is brownish yellow, but varying considerably in intensity.

Muscovado or raw sugar has the deepest colour and is intermixed with

lumps. Bastard is a finer kind, prepared from molasses and the green

syrups. The Bemerara crystal sugar is the finest : its colour is pale

yellow, and its crystals are larger and more brilliant than the preceding
varieties.

Treacle [feex sacchari, Ph. L.
; syrupus empyreumaticus

,
Ph. Ed.

;

syrupus empyreumaticus, anglice molasses, Ph . D.) is the viscid, dark brown,
uncrystallizable syrup which drains from the sugar-refining moulds. It is

thicker than West Indian molasses, and has a different flavour. Its

sp. gr. is generally P4; and it contains, according to Dr. Ure, on au
average, 75 per cent, of solid matter.

Chemical Characteristics.—Sugar is known by its sweet taste, its

solubility in hot and cold water and in alcohol, its being decomposed,
with the evolution of charcoal, by sulphuric acid, its conversion into

oxalic and other acids by nitric acid, its fusing, charring, emitting a

remarkable odour (called the odour of caramel)
,
and inflaming by heat,

and, lastly, by its not causing, when pure, any precipitate with acetate or

diacetate of lead. Susceptibility of vinous fermentation and crystalliza-

bility arc properties not common to all varieties of sugars, as the following

table shews :

—

1. Sugars susceptible of vinous fermentation.
(a) Crystallizable. This division includes common sugars (viz. cane, maple . and

beet-root sugars

)

and granular sugars (viz. grape, honey, starch, and diabetic
sugars).

(b) Uncrystallizable. Called liquid or mucous sugars, as that in treacle.
2. Sugars unsusceptible of vinous fermentation. »

(a) Crystallizable. Here belong milk sugar and mannite (this includes mushroom
sugar).

(b) Uncrystallizable. Under this head are placed glycyrrhizin, sarcocollin, and
glycerin.

Composmon .—The foliowing is the ultimate composition of sugar :—

;

i

d

r

•i

>i

Si

l

fi
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F,q. Eq. Wt. Per cent. Eq. Eq. Wt. Per cent.

Carbon 12 ... 72 ... 44-44 Anhydrous Sugar 1 ... 162 ... 94-74

Hydrogen 10 ... 10 ... 6-18 Water- 1 ... 9 ... 5-26

Oxygen 10 ... 80 ... 49-38
Crystallized Sugar 1 .. 171 ... 100-00

Anhydrous Sugar 1 ... 1 62 ... 100-00

Peliffot (Ann. Cliim. 67, 124) says, anhydrous sugar is composed of’C 12 H9 O 9
.

Dr. Prout (Phil. Trans. 1827, p. 355) regards sugar as a secondary compound of

rbon and icater. Dobereiner (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. 2, 735), on the other hand,

;ws crystallized sugar as a carbonate of hydrocarbon. Dr. Prout found that while, in

? different varieties of sugar, the ratios of carbon to the elements of water varied, yet,

it the relative quantity of hydrogen to oxygen was always in the proportion to form

der.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On vegetables.—Sugar appears to con-

bute directly to the nutrition of plants : tlie saccharine juices of the

c gar cane, of the maple, of the beet-root, &c. must be regarded as

utritive. Yet, it is somewhat remarkable, and apparently inconsistent

th this statement, that saccharine matter is found in the excretions of

ants, as those formed by the nectariferous glands. Sugar appears to be

<
pecially adapted for the food of young plants, hence we find it generated

many seeds (as peas, barley, &c.) during germination.

(b.) On animals.—It is nutritive to some animals. Thus it is an
iportant constituent of milk, a liquid intended for the nourishment of

animals during the first period of their existence. Many insects

•specially the Lepidoptera, Phgmenoptera
,
and Diptera

)

feed on sugar or

Lccharine liquids. Its asserted poisonous action on some Annelida

,

r rds, and frogs (vide Murray, App. Med. v. 411) requires confirmation.
; lat a diet of sugar only is incapable of supporting the life of mammals
• d birds has been fully proved by the experiments of Magendie (Ann.
Chim. iii. 66, 1816) and Tiedemann and Gmelin (Muller’s Elem. of

'iys. by Baly, p. 482). Dogs and geese die when confined and fed

lely on sugar and water, with all the symptoms of starvation. Change
alteration of diet, with the use of a certain portion of nitrogenous
id, seems essential to the vitality of these animals.
(c.) On man .—Sugar is employed by man principally on account of

; agreeable taste, rather than as a direct source of nourishment
;
yet, of

. nutritive qualities few entertain any doubt. During the sugar season
the West India Islands, “ every negro on the plantations, and every

limal, even the dogs, grow fat” (Wright, Med. Plants of Jamaica). The
junous effects which have been ascribed to sugar are more imaginary
an real. Some individuals have consumed large quantities of it for a
ng series of years without suffering any ill consequences (Slare, Vindi-
dion of Sugars, 1715). Stark’s experiments (Stark’s Work, ed. by ,T. C.
unth, pp. 100 and 115, 1788) hardly admit of any legitimate conclu-
ons being drawn therefrom, as to the action of sugar. The fondness of
nldren for sugar may be regarded as a natural instinct, since nature, by
acing it in milk, evidently intended sugar to form a part of their
mnghment during the first period of their existence. The popular
)tion of its having a tendency to injure the teeth seems most absurd, as
r. Slare (op. cit.) has shewn. “ It has been alleged that the eating of
igar spoils the colour of and corrupts the teeth; this, however, proves
be a mistake, for no people on the earth have finer teeth than the
egroes in Jamaica” (Wright,pp. cit.). It is a generally-received opinion
at sugar has a tendency to cause flatulency and preternatural acidity
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of the primes vice. Occasionally, perhaps, it m£ty do so; but I have nevwj
observed it. Though a dyspeptic myself, and obliged to be careful aid

to diet, I have never experienced any injurious effects from the use Qri:

sugar, of which I am remarkably fond. In a medicinal point of viewy
sugar is to be regarded demulcent and emollient.

Uses.—The principal use of sugar, considered dietetically
, is fofl

sweetening various articles of food, whose nutritive qualities also it pro
motes. In diabetes, sugar and sweet foods should be carefully excluded
In dyspepsia, its effects are to be carefully examined, and if found to b>

injurious, its use ought to be prohibited. In some disordered condition

of the renal secretion, sugar is advantageous; in others injurious. Thill

copious use of unrefined sugar is likely to prove injurious in somijt)

nephritic disorders, on account of the lime contained in it.

Medicinally, sugar is but little employed. In the form of lozenges^

sugar candy, &c., it is slowly dissolved in the mouth to allay ticklin,

cough. As a chemical antidote, it has been recommended in poisonin

by the salts of copper, mercury, silver, gold, and lead (Vogel & Buchnei
in Schweigger’s Journ. xiii. 162 ;

xiv. 224). But any advantage pro
cured by its use, in these cases, is referrible to its demulcent and emol
lient properties, and not to its chemical influence. The same remark-
may be made with respect tt> the benefit said to have been obtained b
the use of the juice of the sugar-cane in poisoning by arsenious aci-

(Chisholm, Quart. Journ. of Science
,
x. 193). Powdered white sugar i

sometimes sprinkled over ulcers, to remove spongy granulations, deno
minated proud flesh. The Same remedy has also been employed for th

removal of specks on the cornea.

In pharmacy the uses of sugar are much more extensive. It serv

to greseiT<3j to give flavour, bulk, form, colour, cohesiveness, and co:

sisteimej tci; sub-divide and to suspend oily substances in aqueo
liquids.- Tp fulfil one or more of these objects, it is a constituent cj

sifi'itps-, elaOsacchara (p. 77), conserves
,
electuaries, confections, lozengejj

some pillffind powders, &c. L
Syr0‘us.— Ph. Lond. Syrupus simpler; Ph. Ed. & Dub. Syrujtjt

Simple syrup. Sugar [refined E. D.] tb x. [15 parts E., Sxxix. D.]
water, Oiij. [8 parts E., Oj. D.] Dissolve the sugar in the wrater by
gentle heat, Ph. L. It is used to give flavour, cohesiveness, and coul|

sistence.

Liquor Sacchari tosti. Caramel. —-This is a useful innocuou i

colouring agent. It is prepared by melting half a pound of brown suga
in an iron pot, and applying heat until the sugar blackens, and becomd*
bitter : then add a gallon of boiling water.

Hor'deum dis'tichon
,
Linn., L. E. D.

—

Common or Long-eared Barley.

Sex. Si/st. Triandria, Digynia.

(Semina integumentis nudata, Ph. L . ; Semina decorticata, E. D .)

History.—Pliny (Hist. Nat. xviii. 14), on the authority of Menandei
says, barley was a most ancient aliment of mankind. It was cultivate

in Egypt nearly 1500 years before Christ
(
Exodus ix. 31). HippocraW

mentions three kinds of barley
;
they were, probably, H. vulgare, H. di

tichum, and H. hexastichum.
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• Botany. Gen. Char.— Spikelets three together, the lateral ones

\ ually withered, two flowered, Avith an upper flower reduced to a sub-

i
ate rudiment. Glumes two, lanceolate-linear, with subulate awns,

ittish, unequal sided, at right angles [contraries] with the palese almost

lilateral, turned inwards [anticaf], herbaceous, rigid. Paleee two, her-

iceous; the inferior one (turned inwards), concave, ending in an awn ;

i Le superior one (turned outward) contiguous to the rachis, bicarinate.

lamina three. Ovarium hairy at the apex. Stigmata two, sessile,

imewhat terminal, feathery. Scales two, entire or augmented by a

teral lobe, usually hairy or ciliated. Caryopsis hairy at the point,

|
dong, with a longitudinal furrow internally, adherent to the paleae,

rely free
(
Kunth).

Sp. Ciiar.—The lateral florets male, awnless : the hermaphrodite ones
stichous, close-pressed to the stem, awned [Kunth).

Hab.—-A native of Tartary, cultivated in this country along with
ree other species; viz. H. vulgare [spring barley

), H. hexastichon

r
1inter barley

), and H. Zeocitron [sprat or battledore).

Fig. 90.

. Description.—The grains [semina hordei cruda) are too well known
need description. Deprived of their husk by a mill, they form Scotch

,

died, or pot barley [liordeum mundatum). Wheti all the integuments
the grains are removed, and the seeds are rounded and polished, they

institute pearl barley [hordeum perlatum
;
semina [hordei] integumentis

’idata, L.
; semina decorticata, E. D.) The farina obtained by grinding

3arl barley to powder is called patent baWey.
Composition.—According to Einhof. (Gmelin’s Handb. ii. 1344), 100

irts of ripe barley corns consist of husk 18*75, meal 70*05, water 1T20.
he same chemist obtained from 100 parts of barley meal

, fibrous matter
omposed of gluten, starch, and woody fibre) 7*29, starch 67*18, gum
62, uncrystallizable sugar 5*21, gluten 3 52, albumen 1*15, superphos-
late of lime with albumen 0*24, ivater 9*37, loss 1*42. Fourcrov and
auquelin detected an odorous acrid oil, to which the odour of spiritm raw grain is to be ascribed : it resides in the integuments of the
*ains. The hordein of Proust is said, by Raspail [Chirn. Org. ii. 112),
be nothing but bran more minutely divided than that which remains
the sieve. The grains of barley starch have the same form and
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appearance as those of wheaten starch: they do not exceed ’00098 of aij

inch in size.

Chemical Characteristics.—Iodine forms the blue iodide of starcl

when added to the cold decoction of barley. Decoction of whole baric

has an acrid bitter taste, which it derives from the husk.

Physiological Effects.—The husk of barley is slightly acrid an<

laxative. Deprived of this (as in Scotch and pearl barley) the seeds an

highly nutritious. Barley bread {yams liordeaceus) is said to be more diffij

cult of digestion than wheaten bread. The aqueous decoction of Scotcl

or pearl barley is emollient, demulcent, and easy of digestion. Wliej

used in soup, Count Rumford regards barley-meal as being three or foil

times as nutritious as wheat-flour.

t

Uses.-—Barley water is employed as a demulcent and emollient drin

in febrile disorders, pulmonic inflammation, and irritation of the al

mentary canal, whether produced by acrid poisons or other causes

Administration.—Scotch and pearl barley are used in medicin

Count Rumford [Essay on Feeding the Poor
, p. 291, 1800) says, the entir

grains of barley may be used in broths with equal advantage.

1. Decoctum Hordei
,
Ph. L. Aqua hordeata

;
barley water .

—

Barley [pearl barley], siiss; water, Oivss. First wash away, with wate

the foreign matters adhering to the barley seeds
;
then, half a pint of th

water being poured on them, boil the seeds a little while. This wat
being thrown away, pour the remainder of the water, first made hot, o

them, and boil down to two pints, and strain, Ph. L. The processes

the Edinburgh and Dublin Pharmacopoeias are not essentially different.

This is a valuable drink for the invalid in febrile cases and inflamm

tory disorders, especially of the chest, bowels, and urinary organs,

is usually flavoured with sugar, and frequently with some slices

lemon. It is a constituent ofthe Enema Aloes, L., Enema Terebinthince,

and Decoctum Hordei compositum, L.

2. Decoctum Hordei compositum, Ph. L. & D.—Decoction

barley, Oij. [Oiv.]
;
figs sliced, siiss. [aij.]; liquorice [root] sliced an

bruised, 5v. [ass.]; raisins [stoned], aiiss. water, Oj. Boil down
two pints and strain [Loncl.) The quantities, &c. within brackets are tho

directed by the Dublin College: no water is ordered bv the latter. Tlr

decoction is emollient, demulcent, and slightly aperient. It is employe
in the same cases as the simple decoction.

1. Maltum. Malt.—This is barley marie to germinate by moisture and warmth, ai

afterwards dried, by which the vitality of the seed is destroyed. When scorched it

called high- dried malt. During the process the quantity of sugar in the seed is increase

Wort (decoctum sen ivfusum malti) is nutritious, and lias been used as an antiscorbutic ar

tonic. Macbride {Hist. Account of a new Method of Treat. Scurvy, 1767) recommend*
it in scurvy; but it is apt to increase the diarrhoea. As a tonic it lias been used

scrofulous affections, purulent discharges, as from the kidneys, lungs, &c. and in pu

monary consumption (Rush, Med. Observ. 8f Inq. iv. 367). The decoction is prepar

by boiling three ounces of malt in a quart of water. This quantity maybe taken daily

2. Cerevisia. Malt liquor; beer and ale.—A fermented decoction of malt at

hops. It is a refreshing and nutritive beverage. Taken to excess it is iutoxicatin

Jt should be avoided, or at least used with great caution by the dyspeptic, by tlm

disposed to lilhic acid deposits, by plethoric persons having a tendency to apoplex

&c. For medicinal purposes bottled porter or stout ( cerevisia lagenaria) is in general

be preferred. It is used as a restorative in the latter stage of fever, and to support t

powers of the system after surgical operations, severe accidents, &c.
3. CEREVisjyn Fermentum, Ph. L. D.

,
Yeast, barm, or zumin. Yeast separaC

1
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L om must (mustum)
aiul ivort during fermentation, partly as a scum, partly as asedi-

; ,ent Examined bv a miscroscope it is found to be composed of minute vesicles, con-

lining globules. MM. Cagniard Latour, and Turpin (Billiotk. JJniv. de Geneve,

I ov. 1838) regard these vesicles as seeds (spores?), to whose germination the pheno-

I iena of fermentation are owing ;
for when they are placed in a saccharine fluid they ger-

j

dnate and produce little plants, which Turpin has denominated Torula Cerevisice (Nat.

I »rd. Fungi, Subd. Mucedines). The growth takes place at the expense of the sugar,

liicb is partly converted into alcohol, while the plant gives out carbonic acid. Turpin

elected these vesicles also in the cellular tissue under the envelope of the grain of

arlev. The remarkable and peculiar property possessed by yeast of exciting the

inousjfermentation depends, according to the above authorities, on the vital properties

f the microscopic vegetables of which it is composed. When boiled in water its vitality

s destroyed, and in consequence it no longer retains the power of exciting fermentation.

Considered in a chemical point of view, yeast possesses many of the properties of gluten.

Yeast has been administered internally as a tonic and antiseptic in typhoid fevers.

)r. Stoker (On Continued Fever, p. 121, l)ubl. 1829-30) states, that it usually acts as a

did laxative, improves the condition of the alvine evacuations, and is more effectual

i i removing petechia; and black tongue than any other remedy. It is admissible where
inchona and wine cannot be employed, on account of the inflammatory symptoms.-

'lie dose of it is two table-spoonfuls every third hour, with an equal quantity of cam-

hor mixture. Enemata of yeast and asafoetida are said, by the same writer, to be

efficacious against typhoid tympany.
Externally yeast is employed in the form of poultice. The Cat aplasma Fermentt,

. .. & D. is prepared by mixing one pound of wheaten flour with half a pint of yeast.

Expose the mixture to a gentle heat until it begins to rise. It is applied to foetid and
ougbing sores as an antiseptic and stimulant : it destroys the fetor, often cheeks the

ji oughiug, and assists the separation of the dead part. I have frequently heard
i atieuts complain of the great pain it causes. The carbonic acid is supposed to be the

:• ctive ingredient.

A poultice composed of the grounds of stale leer, and equal parts of oatmeal and lin-

ked meal, is sometimes substituted for the yeast poultice. Its effects are analogous to

i le latter.

Ave'na saliva
,
Linn. L. E. D .—The Common Oat.

Fig. 91.

Sex. Syst. Triandria, Digynia.

- iemina integumentis nudata, L. Semina Avenae sativae : Semina decorticata
;
Farina Avenae sativa: ex

seminibus, E. Farina ex seminibus, D.)
.

History.—The oat is not mentioned in the Old Testament. Theo-
hrastus, Dioscorides, and Pliny, speak of it.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Spikelets three, many flowered
; flowers

remote ; the upper one withered. Glumes
two, thin, membranous, awnless. Palece

two, herbaceous
;

the lower one awned
on the back, above the base, at the

point almost bi cuspidate
;
the upper one

bicarinate, awnless; awn twisted. Sta-

mina three. Ovarium somewhat pyri-

form, hairy at the point. Stigmata two,

sessile, distant, villoso-plumose ; with
simple hairs. Scales two, smooth, usu-

ally two-cleft, large. Caryopsis long,

slightly terete, internally marked by a
longitudinal furrow, hairy at the point,

covered by the paleae, adherent to the

upper one (?) (
Ivunth).

Sp. Char.— Panicle equal. Spifcelets

two-flowered. Florets smaller than the
calyx, naked at the base, alternately

awned. Root fibrous, annual (.Kunth).

a. The white oat.

b. The Siberian or

Tartarian oat.
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Hab.—Cultivated in Europe. •
I

Several varieties are cultivated in this country; viz. the white oat„ »

the black oat
,
the red oat

,
the Poland oat

,
the Friezland or Dutch out„ .

the potatoe oat
,
the Georgian oat, and the Siberian or Tartarian oatm

(Loudon’s Encycl. of Agricult .)

Description.—Oats (semina avenee cruda ) are too well known to need

description. When deprived of their integuments, they are called groats

{semina integumentis nudata, L- ; semina decorticata, E. arena excorticata
;

j

seu grutum) : these when crushed, are denominated Embden groats. Oat-

meal {avenee sativee farina ex seminibus, E.; farina ex seminibus D.) isT

prepared by grinding the grains. It is not so white as wheaten flour,, _

and has a somewhat bitterish taste.

Composition.—The grains consist, according to Vogel, of meal GG,,

and bran 34. The dried meal is composed of fixed oil 2*0, bitter matter
[j

and sugar 8*25, gum 2*5, grey albuminous matter 4*3, starch 59, husk t,

and loss 23*95,

Chemical Characteristics.—Iodine forms the blue iodide of starch fi

with the cold decoction of oats.

Physiological Effects.—Oatmeal is nutritive, though less so than
|

wheaten flour. “ It is especially the food of the people of Scotland, and E

was formerly that of the northern parts of England
;
countries which

g
have always produced as healthy and as vigorous a race of men as any ft

other in Europe” (Cullen, Mat. Med. i. 278). Unfermented oat-bread
j;

{panis avenacea), in those unaccustomed to it, is apt to occasion dyspepsia,*

with heartburn, and was formerly thought to have a tendency to cause
|

skin diseases, but without just grounds. Considered medicinally, groats, §

and oatmeal are nutritious, easily digestible, and yield an excellent diet »l

for the invalid.

Uses.—In medicine we employ gruel prepared from groats or oatmeal
|j

as a mild, nutritious, and easily digested article of food in fevers and ji

inflammatory affections. In poisoning by acrid substances, it is em- fi

ployed as an emollient and demulcent. It is given after the use of pur-
j{

gatives, to render them more efficient and less injurious. Poultices aresjl

sometimes made with oatmeal.

Decoctum Avenje ; Water Gruel.—This is prepared by boiling an *

ounce of oatmeal with three quarts of water to a quart, constantly stirring
;j

strain, and, when cold, decant the clear liquid from the sediment. Sugar*I

acids, or aromatics, may be employed for flavouring (Cullen, op. ait.)

Pulvis pro Catapj.asmate, D.—Linseed, which remains after theijj

expression of the oil, one part
; oatmeal, two parts- Mix. This is anit]

unnecessary formula. Moreover, it is a bad one
;
for linseed-meal should!

be prepared from unpressed flax seed. The Cataplasma simplex, D..|f

. .prepared by mixing this pow.der with as much boiling water as will!

forni a ^taplasm, which sliopld be smeared over with olive oil. It is* d

used as am^pmollient application to allay pain and promote suppuration.
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yit'icum vulgare, var. ft, hybernum ,
Ivunth, (T. hybernum, L. E. D.)

—

Common Wheat.

Sex Syst. Triandria, Digynia.

(Farina
;
farina seminum : Amylum ;

seminum, fsecula, L.
;
Amylum; ex Tritico hyberuo, E .

;

Farina seminum, D.)

History.—In the earlier ages it was an esteemed article of food
;

evit. ii.), and is frequently spoken of by Hippocrates (De Diceta).

iny (Hist. Nat. xviii. 12) describes several kinds of it.

Botany. Gen. C114R .

—

Spikelets three or many flowered ;
the ffuc-

1
erous rachis generally articulated, flowers distichous. Glumes two,

arlv opposite, almost equal, awnless or awned : the upper one bica-

uite
;
the keels more or less aculeato-ciliate. Stamina three. Ovarium

(Triform, hairy at the apex. Stigmata two, terminal, subsessile, feathery ;

• th long, simple, finely-toothed hairs. Scales two, generally entire and

iated. Caryopsis externally convex, internally concave, and marked
a deep furrow, distinct, or adhering to the palese (.Kunth).

'Sp . Char.—Spike four-cornered, imbricated; with a tough rachis,

; ikelets generally four-flowered. Glumes ventricose, ovate, truncate,

icronate, compressed below the apex, round, and convex at the back,

th a prominent nerve. Flowers awned or awnless. Grains loose.

mnth).

[.:. (Bstivum

:

annual; glumes a\yned.

5 i. hybernum: biennial; glumes almost awnless.

iHab.—It is a native of the country of the Baschkirs, and is cultivated

;1 Europe.

1 Besides the above two varieties, no less than five other kinds of Triti-

1 n have been cultivated for their grain.

Fig. 92 .

ff, T. vulgare, a. cestivum.
b, T. vulgare, $. hybernum.
c, 1 . turgidum, (compositum).
d, T. turgidum.

Triticum.— Wheat.

e, T. polonicum.

f, T. Spelta.

y, T. monococcum.

•SCRiPTioN.—Wheat (semina tritici , off.) is reduced by grinding^thu
nng in mills into flour (farina ; seminum farina ,

L. D . ;farina tritici)
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and bran
(furfur tritici). The same wheat yields several qualities o»

flour, distinguished as firsts, or fine flour ; seconds; and thirds

,

or mid\

dlings.

Composition^—The following are the constituents of several kinds o>

wheat (Vauquelin, Journ. Pharm. viii. 353).

French
Wheat.

Odessa
Hard
Wheat.

Odessa
Soft

Wheat.
Ditto. Ditto.

Flour of
Paris

bakers.

Ditto, of good
quality, used

in public
establishments.

Ditto,

inferior

kind.

Starch. . .

.

7P49 56'5 62-00 70-84 72-00 72-8 71-2 67-78

Gluten .

.

10-96 14-55 12-00 12-10 730 10-2 10-3 9-02

Sus^ar .... 4-72 S-48 7-56 4-90 5-42 4-2 4-8 4-80

Gum .... 3-32 4-90 5-80 4-60 3-30 2-8 3-6 4-60

Bran ....
2-30 1-20 2-00

Water lO'OO 12-00 10-00 8-00 12-00 10-0 8-0 12-00

100-49 98-73 98-56 100-44 100-02 100 0 97-9 100-20

The substance commonly termed gluten is a compound of vegetabU

albumen
,
which is insoluble in alcohol, of mucin

,
soluble in hot alcohol i

and of glutin or gliadine
,
soluble in both hot and cold alcohol.

Chemical Characteristics.— The cold decoction of wheat-flomb

forms, with tincture of iodine, the blue iodide of starch. If wheat-flow

be made into a paste, with water, and then kneaded under a stream o
j

water until the liquid runs off colourless, the residue in the hand is .

gluten . The water, on standing, deposits starch
;
but retains in solution i

gum, sugar, and some phosphatic salts. Nitric acid gives wheat-flour a
|

fine orange-yellow colour. Recently-prepared tincture of guaiacum form* I

a blue colour with good wheat-flour.

Manufacture of Starch.—Starch is procured by steeping wheat.*

flour in water for one or two weeks, during which time acetous fenneml
tation takes place. The acid liquor (sours) is drawn off, and the impur«b

starch washed on a sieve, to separate the bran. What passes through ill

received in large vessels, termed frames. Here the starch is deposited i

The sour liquor is again drawn off, and the slimes removed from thd

surface of the starch, which is to be again washed, strained, and alloweql

to deposit. When, by these processes, the starch has become sufficiently

pure, it is boxed, that is, it is placed in wooden boxes perforated wit!

holes and lined with canvas, where it drains. It is then cut in squar*

lumps, placed on bricks, to absorb the moisture, and dried in a stove

While drying it splits into prismatic pieces, similar to grain tin, o)

columns of basalt. The greater part of the starch used for stiffening line*

(called Poland and glaze starch) is coloured blue by finely-powdered

smalt, or by indigo. This is not adapted for medicinal purposes. White

(sometimes called French) starch should be employed. A fine variety

of this is termed patent white starch.

Properties of Starch.—Pure wheat starch (amylum, L. D
;
amylurA

ex Tritico hyberno, E.) is white, and almost odourless and tasteless. Ex*

amined by the microscope, it is found to consist of rounded or sphcricaff

grains, not exceeding the ‘002 of an inch in diameter. These graini;

consist of a membranous coat (amidon; amylin; tegument of the fecula*

enclosing transparent colourless substance (gummy matter; amicRxrii

When immersed in cold water, they swell up, but remain entire; i<

water, they burst, the gummy matter is dissolved, while tlidf

integument swells up, becomes transparent, and floats. Boiled in watcijl

boiling
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•.tarch yields a mucilage
,
which, if sufficiently concentrated, forms a jelly

hydrate of starch) on cooling. With iodine, a cold decoction of wheat

tarch forms the iodide of starch, the blue colour of which is removed by

dkalies or heat.

The starch of some plants {e. g. the potatoe) is composed of concentric

ayers (Fritzsche, Poggendorfs Ann. d- Plugs- Bd. xxxii. S. 129 ; also

Payen, quoted by Lindley, in his Introd. to Botany
,
3d ed. p. 557).

Composition of Starch.—Starch has the following composition :

—

Eq. Eq. Wt. Per cent. F. Marcet. Prout.

Carbon 7 .. 42 ... 43*75 ... 43*7 ... 42*80

Hydrogen 6 ... 6 .. . 6*25 ... 6*7„ ... 6*35

Oxygen 6 ... 48 ... 50*00 ... 49*7 ... 50*85

Starch 1 ... 96 ... 100*00 ... 100*1 ... 100*00

Physiological Effects.—Wheat surpasses all other cereal grains in

i ts nutritive qualities, in consequence of containing more gluten. It

ields the finest, whitest, and most digestible kind of bread. Flour is

: mployed in medicine to form emollient and demulcent preparations.

Wheat-starch, though highly nutritious, is not employed alone as an
rticle of food. Its taste is somewhat disagreeable, and it is more

!; ifficult of digestion than other starchy substances.

Uses.—Wheat-flour is rarely used in medicine. It is occasionally

iprinkled over burnt or scalded parts, and is a constituent of some
1 oultices, as Cataplasma fermenti

,
Ph. L. Mixed with wrater, so as to

i )rm a thin mucilage, it may be employed as a chemical antidote in some
ases of poisoning, as by the bichloride of mercury, sulphate of copper,

iodine, &c. It is used in phannacy for enveloping pills.

Starch powder is used as a dusting powder to absorb acrid secretions
: nd prevent excoriations. It is used as an emollient and demulcent
' lyster in inflammatory conditions of the large intestines, and as a vehicle

;r the formation of other more active enemata. It is an antidote for

oisoning by iodine, and is sometimes given in combination with this
i ibstance to prevent its local action (vide p. 121). It enters into the

Composition of the Pulvis Tragacanthce compositus
, Ph. L.

Decoctum Amyli
, L. Mucilago Amyli, E. D.

—

Decoction
,

or

mucilage of starch. “ Take of starch, 5iv. (51 ij. E.
; 5vj. D.)

;
water, Oj.

' tub the starch with the water gradually added, then boil for a short
1 me.” It is sometimes used alone, as an enema in dysentery, irritation
f f the rectum, &c. It is a constituent of the Enema Opii

,
L.

1. Panis Tuiticeus. Wheaten Bread.— Crumb of bread (mica panis) is sometimes

?
etl ,n formation of pills; but is objectionable for this purpose, on account of the

ills thus made becoming* excessively bard by keeping. Furthermore, in some cases,
ie constituents of bread decompose the active ingredients of the pills. Thus the
tloride of sodium of bread decomposes and renders inert nitrate of silver. Crumb of
read is most valuable for the preparation of poultices. The bread and water poultice is
repared by covering some crumb ofbread in a basin with hot water : after it has stood for
•n minutes, pour off the excess of water, and spread the bread about one-third of an inch
jtek on soft linen, and apply to the affected part. Sometimes lint dipped in oil is ap-

i p
beneath the poultice (Abernethy, Lancet, v. 5, 1824, p. 135). Decoction of poppy,

r Ixoulard s water, may be substituted for common water. This is a valuable applica-

In?
*°

S j

egmonous inflammation. A bread and milk poultice
,
to which lard is some-

es added, is also used to promote suppuration
;
but it should be frequently renewed,

Q Q
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on account of its tendency to decompose. Both poultices are used in the treatment of
irritable ulcers. Toasted bread

(panis tostus) is used iu the preparation of toast-water

(infusum panis tosti), a mild, agreeable drink in febrile disorders, and in some dyspeptic
cases. Brown or bran bread (panisfurfuraceus) is used by persons troubled with habitual

costiveness: it acts as a slight laxative. It sometimes causes flatulency and acidity.

Biscuit (panis biscoctus) is used by some dyspeptics as a substitute for fermented bread.

Sea biscuit
(panis nauticus) is preferred by some.

2.

Furfur Tritici. Bran.—Decoction or infusion of bran is sometimes employed
as an emollient foot-bath. It is also taken internally as a demulcent in catarrhal

affections. Its continued use causes a relaxed condition of bowels.

Seca'le cerea’le. Linn.

—

Common Rye.

Sex. Syst. Triandria, Digynia.

(Semina Offic).

History.—Rye is mentioned in the Old Testament.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Spikelets two-flowered. Florets sessile, dis-

tichous, with the linear rudiment of a third terminal one. Glumes two,

herbaceous, keeled, nearly opposite, awnless or awned. Palece two,

herbaceous ;
the lower one awned at the point, keeled, unequal sided,

broadest and thickest on the outer side
;
the upper shorter and bicarinate.

|

Stamina three. Ovarium pyriform, hairy. Stigmata two, nearly sessile,

terminal, feathery, with long, simple, finely-toothed hairs. Scales two,

entire, ciliate. Caryopsis hairy at the point, loose
(Kunth).

Sp. Char.—Glumes and awns scabrous (Kunth).

Fig. 93.

Secale cercale.

1. a, ovarium, with its hairs, b; c, c, the plumose stigmata
;

e, e, scales
; f,f, positiol

of palece
; g, receptacle.

2. mature grain, with the embryo at the base and the remains of the stigmata at tl

top.

3. f, f, palece
; g, receptacle.

4. entire plant.

Hab.—The Caucasian-Caspian desert. Cultivated in Europe.
Composition.—The grains consist, according to Einhof, of meal,

65'6

husk
,
24'2

;
and moisture

,
10 2. The meal is composed of uncrystallizabl1

sugar, 3’28
;
gum

,

11 09; starch
,
6L07

;
husky matter (woody fibre!,

6‘38
;
gluten

,
soluble in alcohol, 9 -48 ; albumen, 3’28

;
undetermined acii

and loss, 562 (Gmelin, Handb. 2, 1343).

h
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Chemical Characteristics.—A cold decoction of rye forms with

odine the blue iodide of starch.

Physiological Effects.—Rye-flour is nutritive, but less so than

rheat-flour. In those unaccustomed to it, rye-bread [panis se'calinus
)

is

aid to be apt to occasion diarrhoea : this is ascribed to its readily

; tecoming acescent (Cullen, Mat. Med. i. 277).

Use.—Rye-bread is in common use among the inhabitants of the

lorthem parts of Europe, but in this country is rarely employed. Rye-

i

lottage (
pulmentum vel jusculum secalinum

)

is said to be a useful article

f diet in consumptive cases (Pearson, Pract. Synop. of the Mat. Alim.

!)•

Seca'le cornu'turn.—Spurred Rye or Ergot.

(Ergota, Ph. Land.)

History.—No undoubted reference to ergot is found in the writings of

le ancients. The disease produced by it is supposed to be referred to

1 the following passage:—“ 1089. A pestilent year, especially in the

estern parts of Lorraine, where many persons became putrid, in conse-

Mience of their inward parts being consumed by St. Anthony’s fire,

heir limbs were rotten, and became black like coal. They either

srished miserably; or, deprived of their putrid hands, and feet, were
-served for a more miserable life. Moreover, many cripples were
iflicted with contraction of the sinews [nervorum contraction.—(Extract
om the works of Sigebert, in the Recueil des Histor. des Gauls et de
France

,
tom. xiii. p. 259*).

The first botanical writer who notices ergot is Loniceras
(
Kreuterhuch

,

285, Franckfort, 1582). It seems to have been employed by women
promote labour pains long before its powers were known to the profes-

»on. Camerarius, in 1683 (Dierbach, Neuest. Entd. in d. Mat. Med.
v»0, 1837), mentions that it was a popular remedy in Germany for acce-

h' rating parturition. In Italy and France also it appears to have been

J

ng in use (Bayle, Bibl. Th'trap. iii. 375).
i Botany.—The nature and fonnation of ergot are subjects on which
otanists have been much divided in opinion.

1 . Some regard ergot as a fungus growing between the glumes of grasses in the place of
? ovary. Otto von Munchausen

(Hausvater ,
i. 332, 17(54-1773); Schrank (Baiersche

ora, \\. 571,1789); Decandolle {Mem. du Mus. d’Hist. Nat. ii. 401, 1815); Fries
vyst. Mycol. ii.268, 1822); Wingers (Inq.in Secale Corn.8zc. Gutting. 1831, in Chris-
"on’s Treatise), and Berkeley

(English Flora, vi. Part ii. 226, 1836), have adopted this

;

" inion, and have described ergot as a fungus under the name of Spermoedia Clavusf,
(Clavaria Clams, Munch.

; Sclerotium Clavus, Dec.) Fries and Berkeley, bow-
er, evidently entertain some doubts respecting its nature; for the first adds to the
neric character of Spermoedia “ Semina graminum morbosa,” and the second says, “ it

pears to be only a diseased state of the grain, and has scarcely a sufficient claim to
admitted among fungi as a distinct genus.”
Against this opinion may be urged the circumstance noticed by Tessier (quoted by
icandolle), that a part only of the grain may be ergotized. Moreover, the scales of

A passage somewhat similar to the above, with the addition of the following,

i

-he bread which was eaten at this period was remarkable for its deep violet colour,”
quoted by Bayle

(Bibliolh . Therap. tom. iii. p. 374), from Mezerai, Abrige Chrono-
™ f cannot find the passage in the first and best edition of Mezeray’s

v ge Chron. 3 v°ls. 4lo. 1668; or in his Histoire de France

;

or in his Memoires Hist.
VV,

!

etJ)Cr or 1,0 b be l'1 the second and less perfect edition of Mezeray’s

^
<7 C hronologique, I am unable to decide, not having seen this work.

1 Erroneously quoted in the Pharm. Lond. 1836, as Acinula Clavus.
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the base of the ergot, the frequent remains of the stigma on its top, and the articulation

of it to the receptacle, prove that it is not an independent fungus, but an altered grain
(Quekett, in Proceedings of the Linn. Soc. Dec. 4, 1838).

2. Some regard ergot as a diseased condition of the ovary or seed. The arguments
;

,

adduced against the last opinion are in favour of the present one. Though a cousi- i

derable number of writers have taken this view of the nature of ergot, there has been
great discordance among them as to the causes which produced the disease.

a. Some have supposed that ordinary morbific causes, as moisture combined with

warmth, were sufficient to give rise to this diseased condition of the grain. Tessier {Mhn.
Soc. Roy. Medec. 1776, p.417; 1777, p. 587), and Willdenow (in Cbristison’s Treatise,

p. 829) appear to have been of this opinion.

0. Some have ascribed the disease to the attach of insects or other animals. Til let,

Fontana, R6ad, and Field, (referred to bj Christison, op. cit. p. 830) supported this view,

which, I may add, has subsequently been satisfactorily disproved.

y. Some, dissatisfied with the previously assigned causes of the disease, have been con- ij

tent with declaring ergot to be a disease, but without specifying the circumstances which
.

i

induce it. Mr. Bauer (MS. British Museum), who closely watched the dcvelopement of

ergot during five years (1805-13), and has made some beautiful drawings of it in dif- f

ferent stages, arrived at this conclusion
; as also Phoebus

(Deutschl . kryptogam. Gifte- j.’

H gjewachse, Berlin, 1838).

8. Others have referred the disease to a parasitic fungus. This opinion, which must if

no confounded with that entertained by Decandolle and others (vide supra), has been H
T»d and supported by Leveille, in 1826 {Ann. delaSoc. Linn, de Paris), by Smith i

Jgedings of the Linn. Soc. of Land. Nov. 1838), and by Quekett {ditto, Dec. 4, ,

|T8$gjmd Lond.Med. Gaz. vol. xxiii. p. 612).

Tic statements of Leveille, Phillipar,
(
Traite Organogr. et Phys.-A'grM

r la Carie, le Cliarbon
,
VErgot

,
&c. 8vo. Versailles, 1837,) Smith, and!

Quekett, leave, I think, hut little doubt that ergot is a disease of the grain r,

caused by the presence of a parasitical fungus. This view is supported J

by the observations of Wiggers—that the white dust (
sporidia

,
Quek.)®

found on the surface of ergot will produce the disease in any plan®
(grass ?) if sprinkled in the soil at its roots. Phoebus [op. cit. p. 104),

who has most accurately depicted these sporidia, denies that they are

spores, on the ground that they are of variable size, and enclose other

smaller bodies. But these objections deserve no attention, for, in the!

first place, by calling these bodies sporidia, we avoid deciding whether ,

they are sporangia or spori
; and, secondly, the sporidia of other plants,

of the fungic nature of which botanists entertain no doubt, alsc

enclose smaller bodies
(
sporidiola

,
Berk. See Sepedonium, in Eng. Flor

vol. v. pt. ii. p. 350).

Mr. Quekett, who has most carefully exaitiined the developement oJ

ergot, says that the first appearance of the ergot is observed by the youn
grain and its appendages becoming covered with a white coating, com
posed of multitudes of sporidia (fig. 76, a, p. 572) mixed with minut
cobweb-like filaments (Ergotcetia abortifaciens, see p. 572, fig. 76, h, i)

This coating extends over all the parts of the grain, cements the anthe:

and stigmas together, and gives the whole a mildewed appearance. Whe
the grain is immersed in water, the sporidia fall to the bottom ofthe liqui

A sweet fluid, at first limpid, afterwards viscid, is found in the affected

flower at this stage, and, when examined by the microscope, is found tqj

contain the sporidia just referred to (Phillipar, Smith, and Quekett))

Phillipar (op. cit. p. Ill) says this fluid oozes from the floral centre
;
b

Mr. Quekett thinks that it may have an external origin, and be, in fac

water (dew or rain) charged with sporidia
; though Phoebus had pr

viously observed that this source was very improbable.

If we examine the ergot when about half grown (figs. 94, 95, & Q6
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we fmd it just beginning to shew itself above the pale®, and to present a

purplish black colour. By this time it has lost in part its white coating,

and the production of sporidia and filaments has nearly ceased. At the

i

upper portion of the grain, the coating now presents a vermiform appear-

ance, which Leveille (Richards, Elem. d'Hist. Nat. i. 332), describes as

,

constituting cerebriform undulations. These are beautifully depicted in

Mr. Bauer’s drawings (figs. 94 & 95). Leveille regards this terminal

l. tubercle of the grain as a parasitical fungus, which he calls the Sphacelia

• Segetum. But these undulations are merely masses of sporidia ; for if

a little be scraped off with a knife, then moistened, and examined by the

microscope, we find nothing but myriads of sporidia. The ergot now
. increases in a very rapid manner.

Fig. 94. Fig. 95. Fig. 96. Fig. 97.

Magnified view of a transverse

section of a grain of ergotized

rye
,
about half grown.

The section is made about one-
fourth from the top of the grain.

( Que/cett).

a
,
Body of the ergot.

b, Reddish-coloured coat.

c, White coat composed of spo-

ridia, and forming the cere-

briform undulations.

' Vrgot half grown
, magnified about

twelve times.

From Mr. Bauer’s drawings in theBritish Museum. The ergotized
[rains are described as being not ripe, but advanced ; the ear being

[unripe. Fig. 94 is a lateral view of the whole grain, at the top of
• vhieh is seen the tuberculated portion with its vermiform appear-
|ice, constituting the fungus (Sphacelia Segetum) of Leveille.
ig. 95 is a view of a longitudinal section of the same grain.

Mature Ergot.

(Natural size.)

g, Receptacle.

h, h, Remains of

hairy crown and
stigmas.

The mature ergot (fig. 97) projects considerably beyond the pale®. It

las a violet-black colour, and presents scarcely any filaments and sporidia.
The number of grains in each spike which become ergotized varies con-

iiderably : there may be one only, or the spike may be covered with them
Phillipar, op. cit. p. 96). Usually, the number is from three to ten.

Besides rye, many other grasses (Phoebus has enumerated 31 species)
ire subject to this alteration, called the spur or ergot. In the summer
T 1838 nearly all the grasses growing in Greenwich marshes were
uund ergotized. But the disease is not confined to the Graminece

,
the

,

typeracete are also subject to it, and perhaps also Palmacece (Phoebus,
cit. 105).

To the agriculturist, an important subject of inquiry is the predisposing
-ahsos ol ergot. Very little of a satisfactory nature has, however, been
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Fig. 98

Secale cornutum.

ascertained on this point. One fact, indeed,

seems to have been fully established, viz.

that moisture, which was formerly thought

to be the fertile source of the spur, has

little, if any thing, to do with it (Phillipar,

op. cit. 126 ;
also, Bauer, MSS.)

Commerce.—Ergot is imported from

Germany, France, and America. Mr.
Butler, of Covent Garden Market, tells me
that about 1| tons were imported last year.

The duty is five shillings per cwt.

Description of the Ergot.—Spurred

rye, or ergot {ergota, L.), consists of grains

which vary in length from a few lines to an

inch, or even an inch and a half, and whose
breadth is from half a line to four lines.

Their form is cylindrical or obscurely tri-

angular, with obtuse angles, tapering at the

extremities (fusiform), curved like the spur of

a cock, unequally furrowed on two sides,

often irregularly cracked and fissured. The
odour of a single grain is not detectable, but

of a large quantity is fishy, peculiar, and
nauseous. The taste is not very marked,

but is disagreeable, and very slightly acrid.

The grains are externally purplish brown
|

or black, somewhat glaucous, moderately

brittle, the fractured surface being tolerably

smooth, and whitish or purplish white. Their

sp. gr. is somewhat greater than that of water,

though when thrown into this liquid they

usually float at first, owing to the adherent

air. The lower part of the grain is some-

what heavier than the upper.

microscope,When examined by the

glaucous condition of the grains is fomi

to depend on the presence of numeroui

sporidia of the Ergotaetia abortifaciens
The violet coat is made up of longitudinally-elongated cells. Thai
tissue of the internal portion of the ergot is composed of the rounded
cellular tissue, the cells having the form and regularity of the cells of tliejj

normal or healthy albumen, though they are smaller (Phoebus, p. 101)
In each of these cells are from one to three rounded bodies, which, Mr.l
Quekett states, are globules of oil, for they are lighter than water, are not!

made blue by iodine, but are soluble in ether. If the structure of ergofj

be examined after the grains have been dried and remoistened, the tissu

presents a most irregular appearance.

Phoebus {op. cit. p. 104) regards the inner substance of the ergot

the altered albumen, for the embryo does not appear to bo formed. Thu
violet coat he considers to be the external (or external and internal)}

degenerated seed-coat. The little heart-shaped body {Miitchen) at the to]

of the ergot (fig. 07, h

)

he regards as the remains of the degenerated am
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elevated pericarp, together with some other more external parts of fructi-

I fication, cemented together by the violet-whitish mass
(
sporidia

, Quek.)

! This mass, he observes, is obviously a new formation, originating from

the already-described saccharine fluid. But Mr. Quekett has shown the

bodv, at the lop of the ergot, to be the remains of the hairy crown of the

,

grain and of the stigma.

Deterioration.—The ergot of rye is fed on by a little acarus, which

I I have called A. Ergotce. It is about one fourth the size of the clieese-

mite. This animal destroys the interior of the ergot, and
leaves the grain as a mere shell. It produces much
powdery excrementitious matter (Quekett). In four

months, 7 \ ounces of this feecal matter of the acarus

were formed in seven pounds of ergot. I have some
ergot which has been kept for three years in stoppered

I

- '/®» glass vessels without being attacked by the acarus,

|

magnified 8o times.
anq ]ias aq characteristics of good ergot. It is

idvisable, however, not to use ergot which has been kept for more than

>.wo years.

Composition.—Ergot was analyzed, in 1816, by Vauquelin [Ann.

SChim. iii. 337) ;
in 1817, by Pettenkofer (Buchner’s Repert. iii. 65) ;

in

!1 1826, by Winkler (Christison, On Poisons
,
3d ed. 831) ;

in 1829, by
i
\ Maas (Schwartze, Pharm. Tabell. 2

er Ausg. 460) ;
in 1831, by Wiggers

fei Phoebus, Giftgewachse, 102) ;
and more recently by Chevallier (Dierbach,

\yNeue. Entd. in d. Mat. Med. 1837, p. 129). The results obtained by
i t Chevallier were analogous to those of Wiggers.

Vauquelin's Analysis. Wigget's Analysis.

;

' J
ale yellow matter, soluble in alcohol,

and tasting like fish oil.

b'Vhite bland oil, very abundant.

j‘ /iolet colouring matter, insoluble in

alcohol, soluble in water.

0 t fixed acid (phosphoric ?).

• ^ege to-animal or nitrogenous matter,

prone to putrefaction, and yielding
ammonia and oil by distillation,

j
"ree ammonia, disengaged at 212° F.

Ergotin .... 1-25

Peculiar fixed oil 35 00
White crystallizable fat . 105
Cerin .... 0-76

Fungin .... 46- 19
Vegetable osmazome 7-76

Peculiar saccharine matter 1-55

Gummy extractive, with red

colouring matter . 2-33

Albumen . 1-46

Superphosphate of potash . 4 42
Phosphate of lime, with trace of

iron .... 0-29

Silica .... 0 14

Ergot .... 102-20

Ergotin vvas procured by digesting ergot in ether, to remove the fatty matter, and
hen in boiling alcohol. The alcoholic solution was evaporated, and the extract treated

T water. I lie ergotin remained undissolved. It was brownish red, with an acrid
litter taste, and, when warmed, had a peculiar but unpleasant odour. 1 1 was soluble in
dcohol, but insoluble in water or ether. It proved fatal to a hen. Nine grains of it

verc equal to an ounce and a half of ergot. It appears then, that though a poisonous
mnciple, it is probably not the agent Which acts on the uterus, for the latter is soluble
n water, whereas ergotin is not. It is possible, however, that it may be rendered
toluble in water by combination with some oilier body.

J he substance called vegetable osmuzome deserves further examination, as possibly
icing the principle from which ergot derives its influence over the uterus,

r,
*‘ie °^} extracted from ergot by means of ether is said, by Dr. Charles Hooker, of

Connecticut (Dierbach, op. cit.y. 148), to produce the effects denominated ergotism,
about affecting the uterus. Hence, to promote parturition, the watery infusion is

i ways to be preferred to the powdc^ since it contains no oil, and, therefore, has no
Jiinoys action on the child. But these statements require further confirmation.
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There are no good grounds for suspecting the existence of either hydrocyanic acid or

phosphate of morphia in ergot, as supposed by Pettenkofer.

Chemical Characteristics.—Ergot is inflammable, burning with a

clear yellowish white flame. The aqueous infusion or decoction of ergot

is reel, and possesses acid properties. Both acetate and diacetate of lead

cause precipitates in a decoction of ergot. Iodine gives no indication of

the presence of starch. Nitrate of silver causes a copious precipitate

soluble in ammonia, but insoluble in nitric acid. Tincture of nutgalls

also produces a precipitate {tannate of ergotin?). Alkalies heighten the

red colour of the decoction.

Physiological Effects.—Great discrepancy is to be found in the

accounts published respecting the influence of spurred rye on man and
animals. While the majority of experimenters or practical observers

concur in assigning to it energetic powers, others have declared it

harmless.

[a.) On Vegetables.—Schiibler and Zeller have tried its effects on
plants, and I infer that they found it poisonous (Marx, Die Lehre v. d.

Giften, ii. 107).

(b.) On Animals.—Accidental observation and direct experiment con-

cur in shewing that in most instances spurred rye acts as a poison to the

animal economy. But, as Phoebus correctly observes, we cannot call it

a violent poison, since drachms and even ounces are required to destroy

small animals (e. g. rabbits and pigeons).

It has proved poisonous to flies, leeches, birds (geese, ducks, pigeons,

common fowls, &c.), and mammals (dogs, cats, pigs, sheep, rabbits, &c.)

Birds and mammals refuse to take it even mixed with other kinds of food.

Diez (quoted by Phoebus, op. cit. p. 106) gives the following as the

symptoms produced by it in dogs who are compelled to swallow it :

—

“ Great aversion to the ergot, discharge of saliva and mucus from the

mouth, vomiting, dilatation of the pupil, quickened respiration an
circulation, frequent moanings, trembling of the body, continual runnin

round, staggering gait, semi-paralysis of the extremities, especially th

hinder ones, sometimes diarrhoea
; sometimes hot anus, increased forma-

tion of gas in the alimentary canal ; faintness and sleepiness, with grea

Id

thirst, but diminished appetite, remained. Death followed under!
gradually-increasing feebleness, without being preceded by convulsions. !

To the less constant symptoms belong inflammation of the conjunctiva*!

and the peculiar appearance of turning round in a circle from right to^

left.” Similar observations as to its injurious operation have been made
by Robert (Christison, op. cit. p. 832). In some cases, abscess am
gangrene of various parts of the body, with dropping off of the toes, and
convulsions, have been noticed. A strong decoction injected into tho|j

vein of a dog caused general feebleness, paralysis of the posterior extre-

mities, vomiting, and death (Gaspard, Journ. de Phys. exper. ii. 35).

But there are not wanting cases apparently shewing that spurred rye

has no injurious action on animals. The most remarkable and strikin'

are those related by Block (Phoebus, op. cit. p. 107). In 1811, twenty

sheep ate together nine pounds of it daily for four weeks without any ill

effects. In another instance, twenty sheep consumed thirteen pounds and
a half daily, for two months, without injury. Thirty cows took togethci

twenty-seven pounds daily, for three months, with impunity
; and two fal

cows took, in addition, nine pounds of ergot daily, with no other obvioui
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fleet than that their milk gave a bad caseous cream, which did not

ield good butter. These statements furnish another proof to the

ixicologist that the ruminants sutfer less from vegetable poisons than

ther mammals.
Another interesting topic of inquiry is the action of ergot on the gravid

It terus ofmammals. Chapman (
Eletn . ofTherap. i. 489, 4th ed.) says, “ it

ever fails, in a short time, to occasion abortion.” We have the testimony

f Percy and Laurent, that a decoction injected into the veins of a cow
aused the animal to calve speedily

;
and in one out of three experiments,

lr. Combes has stated, the ergot caused the abortion of a bitch (Neal,

’.esearches respect. Spur or Ergot of Rye
, p. 90). Diez (Phoebus, p.

06) found that it caused uterine contractions in dogs, rabbits, and sows,

targe doses given to bitches induced an inflammatory condition of the

terns, and destroyed both mother and her young. However, in oppo-
tion to these statements, we have the evidence of Chatard, Warner,
illeneuve, and others, who failed in producing abortion with it (Neal,
r cit.)

I am indebted to Mr. Youatt, Professor of Veterinary Surgery to
• niversity College, Veterinary Surgeon to the Zoological Society, and
ditor of the Veterinarian

,
for the following note .respecting the effects

’ ergot on animals :

—

“ I have, for the last six or seven years, been in the habit of adminis-
ring the ergot of rye to quadrupeds in cases of difficult or protracted

irturition, in order to stimulate the uterus to renewed or increased
4ion. In the monogastric

,
if I may venture to use the term, I have

; ‘ver known it fail of producing considerable effect, even when the uterus
jt id been previously exhausted by continued and violent efforts. In the
iminant, with its compound stomach or stomachs, I have witnessed

1any a case of its successful exhibition. I have had recourse to it in
i e cow, the sheep, and the deer, both foreign and domestic. Parturition
is not always been accomplished, from false presentation or other causes,
it the uterus has in every case responded—it has been roused to a

r eater or less degree of renewed action. On the other hand, there are

|

.ses recorded by veterinary practitioners, in which it has been given in
ry large quantities without producing the slightest effect. I have

i
‘ ways attributed this to a certain degree of forgetfulness of the constrac-

j

on of the stomachs of ruminants. If the medicine, as is too often the
'sc, is poured hastily dowrn, and from a large vessel, it breaks through

|

c fl°or of the cesophagean canal and falls into the rumen, and there it

k mains perfectly inert. But if it is suffered to trickle down the
Mophagean canal, although a portion of it may still enter the rumen, the
s

eater part will flow on through the cesophagean canal and the
wanyplies into the fourth or villous stomach, and produce the desired
i -Cct.

ij (*•) On man.—These may be noticed under two heads : 1, effects of
igle doses

; 2, effects of its continued use as an article of food.
1. In single or a few doses.—Hertwig (Sundelin, Heilmittell. i. 513,
Aufl.), Lorinser

(Edin . Med. and Surg. Journ. xxvi. 453), Jorg
(Ge-

auch inn. Reizm. z. Refbrd. d. Geburt. 1833), and Diez (Phoebus, op. cit.
who have endeavoured to ascertain the effects of ergot by experi-

ent, agree in stating that, in doses of from half a drachm to two drachms,
|

lusca, inclination to vomit, dryness of the throat, great thirst, aversion
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to food, uneasiness or actual pain in the abdomen, occasionally alvineM

evacuations, weight and pain in the head, giddiness, in some cases stupor j:

and dilatation of pupils, have resulted from its use. It deserves, how- *

ever, to be noticed, that these effects have not been noticed by somei^

experimenters (Keil, Diss. inaug. de Secali Cornuto, Berol. 1822, quoted >

in Sundelin, Heilmittell

;

also, Dr. Chapman, Elem. ofThtrap. vol. i. p. j

488, 4th ed.)

The effects produced by . the use of single or a few doses of ergot may i

be conveniently arranged under four heads.

a. Effects on the uterine system. (Uterine contractions.)—The action of i

spurred rye on the uterus when labour has actually commenced
,
is usually f

observed in from ten to twenty minutes after the medicine has been taken,,

and is manifested by an increase in the violence, the continuance, and.

the frequency of the pains, which usually never cease until the child is.fi

born
;
nay they often continue for some minutes after, and promote the

speedy separation of the placenta and the firm contraction of the ute:

into a globular form. The contractions and pains caused by ergot an

distinguished from those of natural labour by their continuance : scarcely

any interval can be perceived between them, but a sensation is expe-

rienced of one continued forcing effort. If from any mechanical impe-
diment (as distortion) the uterus cannot get rid of its contents, the violence*

of its contraction may cause its rupture, as in the case alluded to by
Dr. Merriman {Syn. of Diff. Part. p. 197, 1838. Did the ergot cause*

1836-7, p. 824, bythe rupture, in the case related in the Lancet
,

vol. l

Mr. Hooper ?)

Ergot sometimes fails to excite uterine contractions. The causes o:

failure are for the most part conjectural. The quality of the ergot, pecu-

liarities on the part of the mother, and the death of the foetus, have been
assigned as such. The two first will be readily admitted

;
but why thai

remedy should be altogether inert “ where the foetus has been for som
time dead, and putrefaction to any extent taken place” (Dr. Bibby, i

Merriman’s Synopsis, p. 198), cannot be readily explained. Its occa-

sional failure has been urged by Dr. Hamilton (
Pract . Observ. relating v

to Midwifery, part ii. p. 84, 1836) as an argument in favour of his notion

that ergot acts “ in no other way than by influencing the imagination.” :•

But on the same ground the sialogogue poVver of mercury might b(j

denied. Dr. Hamilton’s erroneous estimate of the powers of ergot is

referrible to a want of experience of its use
;
for he admits that he hr

only had two opportunities in practice of making a fair trial of it.

There is usually much less hemorrhage after delivery, when ergot has

been employed, than where it has not been exhibited. The lochial dis)

charges are also said to be less : but this is certainly not constantly tin

case. Moreover, it has been asserted “ that the menstrual discharge

has not recurred after the use of the ergot in certain cases of protracted

parturition” (Dr. J. W. Francis, in the 3d Amer. cd. of Denman’s Mid\
wifery, 1829). But the inference intended to be conveyed here, vii

that ergot caused the non-recurrence, is not correct; at least, I ar

acquainted with several cases in which this effect did not follow tin

employment of spurred rye, and I know of none in which it did.

Ergot has been charged with causing the death of the child; but thj

charge has been repelled by some experienced practitioners as beinf

devoid of the least foundation. “ The ergot,” says Dr. Hosack (Essay*
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1. ii. 296) “ lias been called, in some of the books, from its effects in

• stening labour, the pulvis ad parturn ; as it regards the child, it may
th almost equal truth be denominated thepulvis ad mortem

,
for I believe

operation, when sufficient to expel the child, in cases where nature is

one unequal to the task, is to produce so violent a contraction of the

I omb, and consequent convolution and compression of the uterine vessels,

, very much to impede, if not totally to interrupt, the circulation

tween the mother and child.” However, Dr. Chapman (Elem. of

q hirap. i. 488, 4th ed.) strongly denies this charge, and tells us that in

)0 cases which occurred in the practice of himself and Drs. Dewees

id James, the ergot was used without doing harm in any respect; and
* adds, “ no one here believes in the alleged deleterious influence of the

tide on the fcetus.” It is not improbable, however, where the impe-

, \,
ment to labour is very great, that the violent action of the uterus may
attended with the result stated by Dr. Hosack. But where no diffi-

ii lty of this kind exists, no danger is to be apprehended. Dr. F. H. Rams-
tham [Loud. Med. Gaz. vol. xiv. p. 84) has suggested that the poisonous

t: fluence of ergot may be extended from the mother to the fcetus, as in

ee case ofopium ;
but if this were the case, the death of the child after the

e of ergot would be more frequent than it is.

I

i Given to excite abortion, or premature labour, ergot has sometimes

led to produce the desired effect. Hence many experienced accou-

i eurs have concluded, that for this medicine to have any effect on the

erus it was necessary that the process of labour should have actually

immenced (Bayle, Bibl. Therap. iii. 550). But while we admit that it

imetimes fails, we have abundant evidence to prove that it frequently

ccceeds
;

and most practitioners, I think, are now satisfied, that,

a large number of cases, it has the power of originating the process of
• couchement. Cases illustrating its power in this respect are referred

by Bayle (op. cit. p. 550) ;
and others are mentioned by Waller (Lancet,

* 26, vol. x. p. 54), Holmes
(
Lancet

,
1827-8, vol. ii. p. 794), Rams-

itham (Lond. Med. Gaz. xiv. pp. 85 and 434), Muller (Dierbach,

rrueste Entd. in d. Mat. Med
,
i. 139, 1837), and others.

The action of ergot on the unimpregnated uterus is manifested by
1.:,inful contractions frequently denominated “bearing-down pains,” and

'if the obvious influence which it exercises over various morbid con-
4ttions of this viscus

;
more particularly by its checking uterine

4: morrhage, and expelling polypous masses. Tenderness of the uterus,

a d even actual metritis, are said to have been induced by ergot (Dr.

1'Bgri, Lond. Med. Gaz. xiv. 369).

I ft. Effects on the Cerebro-Spinal System. (Narcotism.)—Weight and
* Til in the head, giddiness, delirium, dilatation of pupil, and stupor, are
e principal symptoms which indicate the action of ergot of rye on the
ain. Dr. Maunsell (Lond. Med. Gaz. xvi. 606) has published five cases
iz. two which occurred to Dr. Churchill, one to Dr. Johnson, and two
Dr. Cusack), in which delirium or stupor resulted from the use of

got (in half drachm and two drachm doses), and was accompanied by
eat depression of pulse (see also Dr. Cusack, in Dubl. Hosp. Rep. vol. v.

508). Trousseau and Pidoux (Traite de Therap. i. 546) found that,
ider the repeated use of ergot, dilatation of pupil was the most common

I
mptom of cerebral disorder. It began to be obvious in from twelve
twenty-four hours after the commencement of the use of the medicine,
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and sometimes continued for several days after its cessation. The cere- r
bral disorder is frequently preceded by the uterine contractions, and iff

usually remains for some time after these have subsided.

y. Effects of ergot on the circulatory system.—I have known increased;!*

frequency and fulness of pulse, copious perspiration, and flushed counte-in

nance, follow the use of ergot during parturition. But in some instances ip

the opposite effect has been induced: the pulse has been greatly !!

diminished in both frequency and fulness, and the face has become livid, d

In one case, mentioned by Dr. Cusack (Dr. Maunsell, Lond. Med. Gaz.M
xiv. 606), the pulse was reduced from 120 to 90. Dr. Maunsell has h
referred to four other cases. These effects on the circulatory system:

h

were accompanied with cerebral disorder, of which they were probably U

consequences. Similar observations as to the power of ergot to diminish

the frequency of the pulse have been noticed by others (Merriman,,

Synopsis
, pp. 201 and 203, 1838; Trousseau and Pidoux, Traite de\

Therap. i. 547).

3. Other effects of ergot.—Nausea and vomiting are not uncommon
consequences of the exhibition of ergot when the stomach is in am
irritable condition. Various other symptoms have been ascribed to the*

'

use of ergot, such as weariness of the limbs and itching of the skin*

(Trousseau and Pidoux, op. cit. i. 547).

2. Effects produced by the continued use of ergot as an article offoo

A

{Ergotism, Fr.
; Raphania

,
Linn. Vog. Cull. Good

; Convulsio rapliania*

and Eclampsia typhodes
,
Sauv. ;

Morbus spasmodicus, Rothm.
;
Morbus

convulsivus, malignus, epidemicus, cerealls, fyc. Alt.
;
Kriebelkrankheit.

or the creeping sickness
, Germ.)—Different parts of the continent, e. g.

France (especially in the district of Sologne), Silesia, Prussia, Bohemia,
Saxony, Denmark, Switzerland, and Sweden, have been, at various

periods, visited with a dangerous epidemic (known by the names abova

mentioned), which affected, at the same time, whole districts of country,

attacking persons of both sexes and of all ages (Tissot, Phil. Trans, vol fr

55 ;
Rothman, Amcen. Acad. vi. 430). So long back as 1597 (Tissot}

the use of ergotized rye was thought to be the cause of it. Various cir

cumstances have appeared to prove the correctness of this opinion!

{Mem.^de la Soc. Roy. de Med. i. 1777), which has been further con-

firmed by the effects of ergot on animals, as well as by the occurrenc

of a disease similar to, if not identical with, ergotism, in consequence ol

the use of damaged wdieat {Phil. Trans, for 1762). Yet, several intelli

gent writers have not acquiesced in this view
;
and the circumstance*]

mentioned by Trousseau
(Traite de Therap. i. 527), and by Dr. Hamilton

{Pract. Observ. relat. to Midw. pt. ii. p. 85), are certainly calculated t

throw' some doubts over the usually received opinion.

Ergotism assumes two types, the one of which has been denominate
the convulsive

,
the other the gangrenous ergotism. Whether these aris4

from different conditions of the ergot, or from peculiarities on the parj

of the patient, or from the different quantity of the ergot taken, we art

hardly prepared now to say. In convulsive ergotism the symptoms ari

weariness, giddiness, contraction of the muscles of the extremities, for4

mication, dimness of sight, loss of sensibility, voracious appetite, yelloij

countenance, and convulsions, follow'cd by death. In the gangrenffu\

ergotism there is also experienced formication, that is, a feeling as ijf

insects were creeping over the skin, voracious appetite, coldness ain
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i -sensibility of the extremities, followed by gangrene (Christison, Treat.

I k Poisons

,

:3d ed. p. 833 ;
Orfila, Toxicol. Gen.)

Uses.—To Dr. Stearns, of the United States, is due the credit of

I Producing ergot of rye to the notice of the profession as an agent spe-

|
fically exciting uterine contractions [New York Med. Repos, vol. xi.

307, quoted in the United St. Dispens .) In 1814 a paper was published

! y Mr. Prescot (Med. and Phys. Journ. vol. xxxii. p. 90, 1815), on the

i
fects of it in exciting labour-pains, and in uterine haemorrhage. It was

j

3t employed in England until 1824. The following are the principal

ses of it :
—

1. To increase the expulsatory efforts of the womb in protracted or

ngering labours.—When the delay of delivery is ascribable solely to

j
ie feeble contractions of the uterus, ergot is admissible, provided, first,

tat there is a proper conformation of the pelvis and soft parts
;
secondly,

: tat the os uteri, vagina, and os externum, be dilated, or readily dilatable,

und lubricated with a sufficient secretion
;
and, lastly, that the child be

resenting naturally, or so that it shall form no great mechanical impe-

t ment to delivery. A natural position of the head is not an absolute

••>sential for the use of ergot, since this medicine is admissible in some
uses of breech presentation (Dr. F. H. Ramsbotham, Lond. Med. Gaz.

iiv. 86). The circumstances which especially contra-indicate or pre-

I ude the use of this medicine are those which create an unusual

distance to the passage of the child : such are, disproportion between
i :e size of the head and of the pelvis, great rigidity of the soft parts,

i id extraneous growths. Moreover, “ earliness of the stage” of labour is

i id down by Dr. Bigelow (Quart. Journ. of Lit . Science, and Arts, ii. 63)

; a circumstance contra-indicating the use of ergot. The proper period
rr its exhibition is when the head of the child has passed the brim of

) e pelvis. Some practitioners assert that a dilated or lax condition of
1 e os uteri is not an essential requisite for the exhibition of ergot. It

us even been contended that one of the valuable properties of this

edicine is to cause the dilatation of the uterine orifice, and cases are

ot wanting to confirm these statements (Bayle, op. cit. p. 539).
2. To hasten delivery when the life of the patient is endangered by

\>me alarming symptom.— Thus, in serious hemorrhages occurring
uring labour, after the rupture of the membranes, and where the

acenta is not situated over the os uteri, the ergot is especially indicated
Dr. Blundell, Lancet for 1827-8, vol. i. p. 805 ;

Dr. F. H. Ramsbotham,
ond. Med. Gaz. vol. xiv. pp. 86 and 692). It has also been employed

|

accelerate delivery in puerperal convulsions. Five successful cases of
1 ? use are recorded by Bayle (Bibl. Therap. iii. 448 and 548), on the
ithority of Waterhouse, Mitchell, Roche, Brinkle, and Godquin. But
e narcotic operation of ergot presents a serious objection to its use in

' rebral affections,

3. To provoke the expulsion of the placenta when its retention depends
1 a want of contraction in the uterus.—In such cases ergot has often
•ovcd of great advantage (Dr. Blundell, Lancet, 1827-8, vol. ii. 259 ;

ayle (Bibl. Therap. vol. iii. 541) has recorded nine cases, from Balar-
ni, Bordol, Davies, Duchateau, and Morgan

;
and many others will be

und in the medical journals). When the hemorrhage is excessive the
got must not be regarded as a substitute for manual extraction, since,
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Fig. 100.

during the time required for its operation, the patient may die from loss!

ofblood (Dr. F. H. Ramsbofham, Land. Med. Gaz. xiv. 738). In retention

of the placenta from spasmodic or irregular contraction of the uterus, as

well as from morbid adhesion, ergot is improper or useless (Dr. Jackson,

Land. Med. Gaz. iv. 105).

4. To provoke the expulsion of sanguineous clots
,
hydatids

,
and polypi

from the uterus .—Coagula of blood collected within the womb after

delivery may sometimes require the use of ergot to excite the uterus to

expel them, as in the case mentioned
by Mackenzie (Neal, Researches, p.

88). Ergot is also valuable in pro-

moting the expulsion of those remark-

able formations called uterine hydatids

{Acephalocystis racemosa, H. Cloq.),

and which are distinguished from the

aceplialocysts of other parts of the

body by their not possessing an inde-

pendent life, so that when separated

from their pedicles they die ( Cruveil-

hier, Diet, de Med. et de Chir. prat.

art. Acephalocystes, p. 260). A suc-

cessful case of the use of ergot in this

affection has been published by Dr.

Macgill (Bayle, op. cit. p. 471). In

uterine polypus, ergot has been ex-

hibited with the view of hastening the

descent of the tumor from the uterus

into the vagina, so as to render it

readily accessible for mechanical ex-

f

i

Uterine Hydatids.

a, Membrane to which they are medi- tirpation (Dr. H. Davies, Lond. Med.
ately or immediately attached. andpw Journ ^ v. 54 p . 102, 1825)

;

’ pedkles
g‘"S “ 0 by

for it is well known, that until this is

effected, the patient is continually
subject to hemorrhage, which, in some cases, proves fatal. In some
instances ergot has caused the expulsion of a polypus {Lancet, 1828-9,,

vol. i. p. 24).

5. To restrain uterine hemorrhage, whetherpuerperal or non-puerperal.
—Ergot checks hemorrhage from the -womb, principally, if not solely,

j

by exciting contraction of the muscular fibres of this viscus, by which
its blood-vessels are compressed and emptied, and their orifices closed.

The experience of physicians and surgeons in all parts of the civilized

world has fully and incontestibly established the efficacy of ergot as a

remedy for uterine hemorrhage (see the list of cases in Bayle’s Bibl.

Therap. iii. 543). Maisonneuve and Trousseau {Bull, de Therap. t. iv.

also, Trousseau and Pidoux, Traite de Therap. i. 540) have shewn fhai

the beneficial influence of ergot is exerted equally in the unimpregnated
as in the impregnated state

;
proving, therefore, that the contrary

statement of Prescott and Villeneuve is incorrect. Even in a case of

cancer of the uterus they have found it check the sanguineous discharge
In females subject to profuse uterine hemorrhages after delivery, ergo
may be administered as a preventive, just before the birth of the chih
(Roche, Diet, de Med. et Chir

.
prat . art. Ergot, p. 455). Even in pla
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nta presentations, a close or two of ergot may be administered pre-

ously to the delivery being undertaken (Dr. F. II. Ramsbotham, Lond.

ed. Gaz. xiv. 660). To restrain excessive discharge of the lochia or

the catamenia, this remedy is sometimes most beneficial.

6. To provoke abortion .
—Under certain circumstances the practitioner

ids it expedient to produce abortion : as in serious hemorrhage during

•egnancy, and in deformed pelves which do not admit the passage of a

11-grown foetus. In such cases the ergot may be employed with great

,

Ivantage (Dr. F. H. Ramsbotham, Lond. Med. Gaz. xiv. 434
;
also, Dr.

r
eihe, in op. cit. vol. xviii. 543). When abortion has already com-

enced, ergot may be employed, to quicken the process and check

emorrhage.

7. In leucorrhcea and gonorrhoea .—Ergot was first given in leucorrhcea

Dr. M. Hall {Lond. Med. and Phys. Journ. May 1829); and was
bsequently employed by Dr. Spajrani [Lancet, Feb. 5 t.h

, 1831) with

ccess
;

and in eight cases by Dr. Bazzoni (Bayle , p. 509), seven of

ese were cured by it. Dr. Negri {Lond. Med. Gaz. xiii. p. 369)

iblished seven successful cases of its use. Its efficacy has been
nfirmed by many other practitioners. Dr. Negri also used it with

parent benefit in gonorrhoea, in both the male and female. He con-

ii ides that “ secale cornuttim has a peculiar action on the mucous mem-
.anes

;
but if exhibited when there is a state of acute inflammation,

e 3ir morbid secretions may be considerably increased
;
on the contrary,

nen a more chronic form of inflammation does exist, the secale comutum
i ly have a beneficial influence in arresting their preternatural discharge.”

>8. In hemorrhages generally.—The power possessed by ergot of

it citing uterine contractions, readily explains the efficacy of this agent in

>tdraining sanguineous discharges from the womb
;
but we can in no

t .y understand how hemorrhage from other organs can be influenced by
We are not, however, to deny the therapeutic power of a medicine

irely because we cannot explain its modus medendi, though we are

stifled in requiring abundant proofs ere we admit, it. It must be

Iknowledged, that a considerable number- of cases have beein published

proof of the power possessed by ergot of checking hemorrhage from
iier organs (as the nose, gums, chest, stomach, and rectum) than the

'3ras (see the cases of Drs. Spajrani, Pignacco, and Gabini, in the

fnncet for 1830 and 1831 ; of Dr. Negri, in the Lond. Med. Gaz. xiii.

11). But having found it unsuccessful in my own practice, seeing that

i the hands of others it has also failed (Trousseau and Pidoux, Traite

Thtrap. i. 546), and knowing how difficult it is to ascertain the

1 luence of remedies on hemorrhages, I think further evidence is required

1
prove the anti-hemorrhagic powers of ergot.

‘9. In amenorrhcea.—Some few cases have been published tending to'

ew that ergot possesses emmenagogue properties (Neal, Researches
,

l'79). It appears to me to be more calculated to cause than to relieve

icnorrhcea.

10. In other diseases.—Ergot has been employed in various other

leases with apparent success : viz. intermittent fever (Dierbach, op. cit.

144), paraplegia (Bayle, op. cit. p. 548), &c.
Administration.—

E

rgot is usually given in the form either of powder
infusion. The decoction, less frequently the tincture, and still more
rely the extract, are also used.
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1 . Pulvis Secalis coiinuti. Pulvis Ergot®.—This powder is onL
to be prepared when required for use. The dose of it, for a woman ii

labour, is twenty grains
;
to be repeated at intervals of half an hour foi

three limes: for other occasions (as leucorrhcea, hemorrhages, &c.) fiv«

to fen or fifteen grains, three times a day : its use should not be con

tinued for any great length of time. It may be taken mixed with pow
dered sugar. It has had the various names of pulvis parturiens (mor«

correctly parturifaciens) ,
pulvis ad partum, pulvis partum accelerant

obstetrical powder
, tyc.

2. Infusum Secalis coiinuti. Infusum Ergot®.—Ergot, bruised

sj. boiling water, f.siv. macerate until cold, in a slightly covered vesse

and strain. The dose, for a woman in labour, is one-tliird or one half

this, to be repeated, at intervals of half an hour, until the whole b

taken. Sugar, aromatics (as nutmeg or cinnamon), or a little wine o

brandy, may be added to flavour it.

3. Decoctum Secalis cornuti. Decoctum Ergot®.—Ergot, bruise

5j, ;
water, f.*vj. Boil for ten minutes in a lightly covered vessel, an

strain. The dose is one-third of the strained liquor, to be repeated a,

intervals of half an hour, until the whole be taken.

4. Tinctura Secalis cornuti. Tinctura Ergot®.—Ergot, bruised

5ss. ;
rectified spirit, g\ j . ;

digest for four days, and strain. The dose

lingering labours is a teaspoonful. This is the formula of Dr. Robe:

(Dierbach, Neueste Entd. in d. Mat. Med. i. 147, 1838). A tinctur

is recommended by Carus (
Lehrb . d. Gynacologie, i. 280, 1827).

Apothecaries’ Hall, London, tincture of ergot is prepared by digestin

ergot, 3ij. in proof spirit, Oj. Another formula has been publishe

{Lancet, 1827-8, vol. ii. p. 435) :—Ergot, bruised, sj. ; boiling, water, sijj

Infuse for twenty-four hours, and add rectified spirit, -iss. Digest fc

ten days. Half a drachm of this tincture is said to be equivalent ri

ten grains of the powder. One or two spoonfuls of a tincture of ergoi

(prepared by digesting *ss. of ergot in fir. of rectified spiiit) mixed witl

water, has been recommended as an injection into the uterus in difficu
-

labour. It is to be introduced between the head of the child and tli

neck of the uterus (Berlin. Jahrbucli. Bd. xxxviii. 234, 1837).

Antidote.

—

The proper treatment to be adopted in a case of poisonin

by an overdose of ergot has not been accurately determined. The fin

object would be, of course, to evacuate the poison from the alimentar

canal by the use of emetics or purgatives. As chlorine decompos
ergotin, Phoebus recommends the employment of chlorine water (p. 108

In the absence of this, nitrohydrochloric acid (properly diluted) might

"

exhibited. The subsequent treatment should be conducted on gener

principles.

Other Cerealia.

Rice {Oryza saliva, fig. 101) is the ordinary sustenance of many oriental natior

Being less laxative than the other cereal grains, it is frequently prescribed by medief

men as a light, digestible, uninjurious article of food in diarrhoea and dysentery

and in consequence it is, with the public, a reputed drying and astringent agent

Various ill effects, such as disordered vision, &c. have been ascribed to the use of rifl

(Bontius, Account of the Diseases
, Nat. Hist. fyc. of the East hid. transl. into Englisl

p. 129, 1709; and Brichctcau, in Tortuelle’s Elim. d'Hyyiine

,

4mc. cd.); but witborf
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mv just around*. Neither does there appear to he any real foundation for the

ssertions of Dr. Tytler {Lancet, 1833-4, vol. i.), that malignant cholera (which he

<S5®2jric. 101. Fig. 102. Fig. 103.

Oryza sativa. Panicum miliaceum. Zea Mays.

I Ms morbus oryzeus .’) is induced by it. Common Millet (Panicum miliaceum, fig. 102,)

id Italian Millet (
Setaria italica), are cultivated in Italy as articles of food.

< aize or Indian Corn (Zea Mays, fig. 103) is nutritive; but being deficient in

uten, is not adapted for manufacture into bread. It is apt to occasion diarrhoea
: those unaccustomed to it (Dunglison, Elem. of Hygiene, p. 289). In America, Asia,

id some parts of Europe, it is used largely for human sustenance. (For further

(formation respecting Maize, consult Cobbett’s Treat, on Cobbett's Corn; Quart,

'turn. Agric. i.
;
and lMem. de I'Acad. Roy. de Med. t. ii. p. 206, Paris, 1833).

*

Order 8. Acora'ce.®, Lindl.

—

The Sweet Flag Tribe.

i

AcoRO ideas, Agardli, Schott.

sential Character.—Flowers hermaphrodite, surrounded with scales. Spathe leaf-

like, not rolled up. Stamens complete, opposite the scales, with two-celled anthers

turned inwards. Ovaries distinct. Fruit baccate, finally juiceless. Seeds albuminous,
'with the embryo in the axis. Rhizome

j tinted. Leaves ensiform, embracing each

other in the bud (Schott).

opkrtif.s.—Acorus Calamus is the only plant of the family whose properties are

known.

Acorus Cal'amus, Lin. L. E .
—Common Sivect Flag.

Sex. Syet. Ilexandria, Monogynia.

(Rliizoma, L. Radix, E.)

I

History.—This is probably the uKopov of Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. 2).
'. Roylc says that in Persian works akoron is given as its Greek ap-
llation. It must not be confounded with the mXagoQ apiopariKoc of

oscorides, which, according to Dr. Royle (Essay on the Antiq. of
ndoo Med. p. 33), is Andropogon Calamus aromaticus

,
Royle (vide p. 580).

Lotany. Gen, Char.—Flowers arranged upon a spadix. Spaiha
R R
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none. Perianth of six pieces or scales, inferior. Stigma sessile.

sale indehiscent. (Hooker.)

Sp. Ciiar .—Ancipitate [two-edged] scape rising much above
spadix. (Hooker.)

Rhizome thick, rather spongy, with many long roots, aromatic, lil

every part of the herbage, but much more powerfully so. Leaves ered

two or three feet high, bright green, near an inch broad. Stalk like tl

leaves, except being thicker below the spadix
,
and not quite so tajf

Spadix about a foot above the root, a little spreading, two or thrij

inches long, tapering, covered with a mass of very numerous, thick-s<|

pale green flowers,
which have no scent, except when bruised. A vejl

narrow wavy membrane may be observed at the base of the spadix, whicj

perhaps, ought to betaken into the generic character as a spathe (Smit)\

Perennial ;
flowers in June.

Hab.—It is a native of this country, growing in watery places abo

;

the banks of rivers, and is very plentiful in the rivers of Norfolk, wheiyi

the London market is supplied. It grows also in other countries
;

Europe, in Asia, and in the United States.

Description.—The dried underground stem
(
rhizoma

,
L.

; radix
, E

radix acoriveri seu radix calami aromatici, Offic.) occurs in the shops!

flattened pieces four or five inches long, and about as broad as the thum
jointed, somewhat curved, of a spongy or corky texture internally

;
o

yellowish brown or fawn colour externally, and buffy, with a sligh

roseate hue, internally. Their fracture is short
;

their upper surface
j: |

marked transversely with the vestiges of the leaves which were attach]: f

to it
;
the lower surface has numerous dark points, surrounded by smlt

j
light-coloured elevated circles, from which the roots arise. Then* tajij

is warm and bitter
;
their odour is aromatic. In Germany, the rhizoils|

is usually peeled before drying it (rhizoma decorticata)

;

but the operatic

is unnecessary and wasteful. In this state the rhizome is greyish wh I
••

and easily pulverizable.

The rhizome should be gathered in spring or late in the autumn
dried quickly.

The rhizome of the Yellow Water Iris (Iris Pseud-acorus) is said to

sometimes substituted for that of the true Acorns.

Composition.—The fresh rhizome was analyzed by TrommsdJ' i
j

(Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1339), who obtained the following results

Volatile oil, OT
; soft resin, 23; extractive, with a little chloride

a

potassium, 3'3
;
gum, with some phosphate of potash, 5 5; start®]

Meissmatter (like inulin), E6 ;
woody fibre, 215 ;

and water

,

65
-

7.

found traces of copper in the ashes.

The active constituents are the oil, the resin, and the extractive

Oil of the common sweet flag (called in the shops oleum calami aromatici) is obtai

by distilling the fresh rhizome with water. Its odour is similar to, though less ag

able than, that of the rhizome. Its colour is yellow. It is imported by the whole II

dealers in perfumery, and is bought by snuff-makers, so that it is used, I presume, r I

scenting snuff.

Chemical Characteristics.—Iodine blackens the rhizome (especial

when it has been boiled), thereby indicating the presence of starch.

cold decoction of the rhizome forms, with a solution of iodine, the

iodide of starch. Acetate and diacetate of lead, and protonitrata ;.i

mercury, cause precipitates with the decoction. These precipitajj
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consist principally of metallic oxides or subsalts and tlie substance called

extractive. Nitrate of silver produces a precipitate (chloride of silver),

which is insoluble in nitric acid, but soluble in ammonia. The decoction

reddens litmus.

Physiological Effects.—It is an aromatic stimulant and mild tonic.

Vogt (
Lehrh . d. Pharmakodyn. i. 454, 2

te
Aufl.) arranges it with the

excitcintia volatilia, and regards it as approaching angelica root on the

one hand, and cascarilla and angustura barks on the other.

Uses.—It is rarely employed by medical practitioners, though it might

be frequently substituted, with good effect, for the more costly oriental

aromatics. It is a useful adjunct to other stimulants and tonics. It has

been employed in continued asthenic fevers accompanied with much
prostration of strength and greatly weakened digestive power. For the

cure of ague, the dried root powdered is used by the country people in

[Norfolk (Sir J. E. Smith, Engl. Flora
,

ii. 158). It is well adapted for

dyspeptic cases accompanied with, or dependent on, an atonic condition

if the digestive organs, and is especially serviceable in gouty subjects,

[ft has also been used as a local agent, viz. in the formation of aromatic

oaths, poultices, and gargles, as an application to foul-conditioned

i deers, &c. v

Administration.—In 'powder
,
the rhizome may be given in doses of

rom a scruple to a drachm. The infusion is perhaps the most eligible

r jreparation : it is made by digesting Sj. of the rhizome in *xij. of boiling

vater
;

the dose is two or three table-spoonfuls. The decoction is an

bjectionable preparation, as the oil of the rhizome is dissipated by
loiling. The tincture (Ph. Bor.) is procured by digesting oij. of the

ihizome in Sxij. of spirit (sp. gr. 0‘900)
;
the dose is a tea-spoonful.

Order 9. Ara ce^e, Schott
,
Lindl.

—

The Arum Tribe.

Fig. 104. Fig. 105.

Arum maculatum.

a, The spathe. Arum Colocasia.

b, The spadix.

This order is distinguished from the pre-

ceding one by its naked unisexual flowers,

arranged upon a spadix within a spathe.

Its prevailing property is acridity, es-

pecially remarkable in Dieffenbaclria

Seguina, or the Dumb Cane, a native of

the West India Islands, two drachms of

whose juice have been known to prove

fatal in two hours. Arum maculatum
(Wake Robin, or Cuckow-pint, fig. 104)

is the only indigenous plant of the order.

Every part of it is acrid ; but, by drying

or heating, it loses this property. From
the underground tubers is manufactured,

in the island of Portland, a feculent

substance, called Portland Sago. Arum
Colocusia (fig. 105) is cultivated in Egypt
for the nutritious matter got from the

tubers. Arum esculentum is cultivated

in the West Indies for a similar pur-
pose.
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Order 10. PalW., Juss.—The Palm Tribe.

PalmacE/E, Lindl.

Fig. 106.

Fig. 107.

Cocos nucifera.

a, shews the one-valved spathe, with a

Cucifera thebaica, or Doum Palm
,

remarkable for its dichotomous stem.

branched spadix.

b, The fruit, a fibrous drupe.

Essential Character.— Flowers hermaphrodite, or frequently polygamous. Periai

six-parted, in two series, persistent; the three outer segments often smaller, the ini|

sometimes deeply connate. Stamens inserted into the base of the perianth, usual!

definite in number, opposite the segments of the perianth, to which they are equal i

number, seldom three ; sometimes, in a few polygamous genera, indefinite in mnnblj
Ovary one, three-celled, or deeply three-lobed

;
the lobes or cells one-seeded, with

erect ovule, rarely one-seeded. Fruit baccate or drupaceous, with fibrous fleij

Albumen cartilaginous, and either ruminate or furnished with a central or vent

cavity ;
embryo lodged in a particular cavity of the albumen, usually at a distaii

from the hilum, dorsal and indicated by a little nipple, taper or pulley-shape

plumule included, scarcely visible
;
the cotyledonous extremity becoming thicken

in germination, and either filling
- up a pre-existing cavity, or one formed by ill

liquefaction of the albumen in the cent re.— Trunk arborescent, simple (fig. 106), oc*

sionally shrubby and branched (fig. 107), rough with the dilated half sheathing ba

of the leaves or their scars. Leaves clustered, terminal, very large, pinnate or fiat

liform, plaited in vernation. Spadix terminal, often branched, enclosed in a one

many valved spathe (fig. 106 a). Flowers small, with bractlets. Fruit occasions

very large. (R . Brown, 1810.)

Properties-—The stems of many palms (e. g. Sagus laevis and farinifera, Sagu

Rumphii ,
Phoenixfarinifera, and Curyota urens) yield a feculent matter, called

By incision into the spathe at the top of the stems of some (e. g. Cocos nucifera, Cajj

ota urens, and Saguerus Rumphii), a saccharine liquor, termed sweet toddy, is procuri

which, when fermented, constitutes palm wine, and yields by distillation arrack

rack. A waxy substance exudes from the stems of some (e. g. Ceroxylon Andidot

The fruits of the palms want uniformity in their properties: thus, some are ol

(e. <>•. Ela'is), some are saccharine and nourishing (e. g. Phoenix dactylifera), so*

are acrid (e. g. Caryota urens and Saguerus Rumphii), others are astringent (e.'

Latania borbonica), or acid (e. g. Calamus Rotang ). The seeds, likewise, are
-

uniform: those of Cocos nucifera are oleaginous, whi;

astringent.

\k

It,

K

bile those of Areca Catechu
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Sagus Rum'phii,
Willd. L.

—

The Malay or Rumphius's Sayo-Palm.

Sagus farinifera, Gtcrtn.

Sex. Syst. Monoecia, Hexandria.

(Sago; Fsecula caudicis. Sago; Medulla; faecula, Lend.)

Fig. 108.

History.—Sago is not mentioned by the ancient Greeks and Romans.

:em. Lopez [Hist. delV Ind. Orient. Yen. 1578) is the first author in

hose works I have found a notice of it. By the earlier writers it was
iriously called zagu, sagu, and saga (C. Bauhin, Pinax). In Java the

ord Saga signifies bread (Sir F. Drake, in Hakluyt’s Princip. Naviga-

io»5, Voyages, &c. vol. iii. p. 742).

Botany. Gen. Char.— Spathes many. Spadix (terminal) super-

ecompound. Male: Calyx three-toothed. Corolla three-parted. Sta-

ina inserted on the base of the corolla. Female : Calyx and Corolla as

the male. Stamina abortive. Style three-parted. Berry backwardly
imbricated with cartilaginous scales.

Seed solitary. Embryo lateral. [Rox-

burgh.)

Sp. Char.—Arboreous, armed, -with

strong straight spines. Leaves pinnate.

[Roxburgh.)

The stature of this tree seldom exceeds

thirty feet. Before maturity, and pre-

vious to the formation of the fruit, the

stem consists of a thin hard wall, about

two inches thick, and of an enormous
volume of tissue (commonly termed the

medulla or pith), from which the farina,

called sago, is obtained. As the fruit

forms, die farinaceous medulla disap-

pears, and when the tree attains full

maturity, the stem is no more than a

hollow shell. The utmost age of the

tree does not exceed thirty years.

Hab .

—

Peninsula of Malacca and the

Malay Islands. It is an inhabitant of

low marshy situations.

Sagus Rumphii.

a, The tree.

b, The shrub.

c, Fruit-bearing spadix.
d

,

Ripe fruit.

Sagus la: vis, Humph.— The Unarmed Sago-Palm.

S. laevis, Jack, in Comp. But. Mag. i. 2GG; S. inermis, Roxb.

(Sago
; Fa:cula caudicis, OJ)ic.)

Botany. Gen. Char.-—

V

ide supra.
£>p. Char .

—

Arboreous, unarmed. Embryo lodged in or near the apex
t the seed. Leaves pinnate. [Roxburgh.)
Bar. Sumatra, Borneo, and the islands between them. Grows
•ontaneously in low swampy lands.
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Sague'rus Rum'phii, Roxb.

—

Rumphius's Wine Sago-Palm.

Palma Indica vinaria secunda, Sag-uerus, sive Gomutus Gommuto, Rumph.

Sex. Syst. Monoecia, Polyandria.

(Sago
;

Foecula caudicis, Offic.)

Botany. Gen. Char.—Male : Calyx Ihree-leaved. Corolla three* I

petalled. Female : Calyx five-leaved. Corolla three-petalled. Ovariui\
^

superior, three-celled
;
cells one-seeded, attached to the base of the axiij a

Style none. Stigma three-dentate. Berry three-celled, with a singtj r

seed in each cell. Embryo in the back of the albumen. {Roxburgh.)

Sp. Char.—The only species.

Hab.—Islands eastward to the Bay of Bengal.

Manufacture of Sago.—A farinaceous substance, called sago, is sai|»

to be obtained from two species of Cycas {vide Cycadace/e). But tl} 1

sago of English commerce is obtained from one or more palms. All till
j

three just mentioned (viz. Sagus Rumpliii and Icevis, and Sagueru

Rumphii
)
yield it. Dr. Roxburgh {FI. Indica

,
iii. 623) says, the granil

lated sago met with in Europe is got from Sagus l;evis. Marsden [His\

of Sumatra), on the other hand, says the Sagus Rumphii yields the sago

the shops. The manufacture ofsago varies somewhat in different localitiei I

In the Moluccas it is procured as follows :—When the tree is sufficient! d

mature, it is cut down near the root, and the trunk subdivided into poitj

irtljtions of six or seven feet long, each of which is split into two pa:

From these the medullary matter is extracted, and, with an instnimei||

of bamboo or hard wood, is reduced to powder, like sawdust. This a
mixed with water, which is then strained by a sieve. The filtered liqu<ji(

deposits the farina, which, after two or more edulcorations, is fit for us j

This is raw sago meal. For exportation, the finest meal is mixed wi
water, and the paste rubbed into small grains of the size and form < (

coriander seeds. Within the last few years, the Chinese of Malacca ha>

invented a process by which they refine sago so as to give it a fine pear

lustre. The quantity of sago afforded by the sago-palm is prodigioul

Five and six hundred pounds is not an unusual produce for one tr<f(

(Crawfurd, Hist, of the Indian Archipelago, vol. i. 383 et seq. aq!

vol. iii. 348).

Description of Sago.—Sago occurs in commerce in two state}!:

pulverulent and granulated.

1 . Pulverulent Sago ; Sago meal {Farina Sagu).—This is rarely in

ported. It is a fine powder, resembling in several respects arrow-roc r

Its colour is whitish, with a buffy or reddish tint. Its odour is sligh

but somewhat unpleasant and musty. Examined by the microscope tl

particles are found to be unbroken : they are somewhat larger than tho; I

of arrow-root, and perhaps rounder
;
the hiluin of each is a mere lim

straight or curved.

2. Granulated Sago {Grana Sagu).—Of this there are two kinds, pea

and common sago. a. Pearl sago {Sagu perlatum

)

occurs in small hai

grains, not exceeding in size that of a pin’s head, inodorous, and haviiM

little taste. They are whitish, but with a greater or less tint ofbrownian

or reddish yellow, and are sometimes translucent. They swell up irw

cold water. Examined by the microscope, most of the particles all

found to be ruptured : the hilum of each is large, oval, yellowish browi >1
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defined by a fine line. b. Common or brown Sago {Sagufuscum
)
is met

with in larger grains, the largest being nearly the size of the grains of

pearl-barley. They are whitish or brownish white: the same grain

usually being white on one part of its surface, brownish white on another,

as if it had been partially scorched. Examined by the microscope, the

particles are found unbroken : the hilum of each is oval or round, defined

bv a thick dark line, and having a minute central point.
’ Commerce.—The quantity of sago on which duty was paid in 1838

was 26,988 cwts. {Trade List). It is brought from Singapore, in bags,

,&c. The quantity imported into France, in 1834, was 41,312 lbs.

(Planche Journ. de Pharm. xxiii. 116).

Composition.—Sago has not been analyzed
;
but its composition is

presumed to be analogous to that of other starchy bodies (p. 598).

Chemical Characteristics.—Sago possesses the characteristics of

ordinary starch. A cold decoction forms a blue compound (iodide of
starch) with iodine. A filtered infusion (prepared with cold distilled

water, of pulverulent sago, or of brown sago, undergoes no change of

colour on the addition of a tincture of iodine. But a similar infusion of

pearl sago becomes blue with iodine. This evidently depends on the

latter having been submitted to some process by which the starch-

:
globules have become broken. The cold infusion of brown sago is ren-

1 dered milky by nitrate of silver, diacetate of lead, and protonitrate of

t mercury
;
but the cold infusions of pulverulent and of pearl sago are

(scarcely affected by these tests.

Physiological Effects.—It is nutritive and easy of digestion, and
us an important article of food in some parts of the East. “ The Malay
' Sago Palm,” says Dr. Roxburgh, “ is the tree, the pith of which is the

:staff of life to the inhabitants of the Moluccas.”

Uses.—Sago puddings are occasionally brought to table. But the

• principal use of sago is to yield a light, nutritious, easily digestible, and
aon-imtating article of food, for the invalid, in febrile and inflammatory
cases. For this purpose it should be boiled in water (in some cases milk

• is preferred), the solution strained, and flavoured with sugar and spices, or

even with a little white wine, when the use of this is not contra-indicated.

Are'ca Cat'echu, Linn.

—

Cat'echu Palm.
Sex. Sy»t. Monoecia, Hexandria.

(Semen. Extractum seminis dictum catechu. Carbo seminis, Offic.)

History.—Areca nuts are not mentioned in the writings of the ancient

Greeks and Romans. Avicenna speaks of them under the name offufel
(lib. ii. p. 306, Venet. 1564).

Botany. Gen. Char.— 1 . Male : Calyx tliree-parted. Corolla
,

three-petalled. 2. Female : Calyx three-leaved. Corolla three-petalled
;

'nectary six-toothed. Ovarium superior, one-celled, one-seeded ; attach-

ment inferior. Drupe coriaceous. Seed single, ruminate. Embryo in
the base of the albumen. (Roxburgh.)

Sp. Char .

—

Trunk straight and slender, from forty to fifty feet high.
Pronds pinnate ; leaflets compound, linear, opposite, prmmorse. Spathe
erect, ramous. Male jlowers hexandrous. Seed of a roundish conic
form and obtuse. (Roxburgh.)
Hab .

—

Cultivated in all the warmer parts of Asia.

Description and Uses of the Seeds.—The fruit of the Catechu
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palm is about the size and shape of a small egg, yellowish, and smooth!*
Within the fibrous pericarp is the seed

(
Areca nut ; Betel nut ; Pinanm

nut). This is about the size of a nutmeg, roundish-conical, flattened’;

at the base, hard, homy, inodorous, externally reddish-brown, internally t

brown with whitish veins. The principal part of the seed is the mmil ;

nate albumen, at the base of which is the embryo (Roxburgh’s Plants oj
j

Coromandel, pi. 75). According to Morin (.Journ . de Pharm. viii. 449)s ,

.these seeds are composed of tannin (principally), gallic acid, glutin, rety\

insoluble matter
,
fixed oil, gum, oxalate of lime, lignin, ike. With limrtb

and the leaves of Piper Betel, these nuts form the celebrated masticatory^
of the East, called betel. They are usually cut into four equal parts ij

one of which is rolled up with a little lime in the leaf of the Piper Betel.. I

and the whole chewed. The mixture acts as a sialogogue, and tinges ;i

the saliva red. The Indians have an idea that by this means the teeth

are fastened, the gums cleansed, and the mouth cooled. Peron {Voyages,
aux Terres Australes) was convinced that he preserved his health, during;r

along and difficult voyage, by the habitual use of the betel, while hiati

Companions' who did not use it died mostly of dysentery. In this country, i

areca-ntii'charcoal is used as a tooth-powder. I know of no particular*

value it can have over ordinary charcoal, except, perhaps, that derived! I

from its greater hardness.

Manufacture of Palm Catechu.—From the seeds is obtained anifl

astringent extract, which constitutes two (or perhaps more) kinds of thet
j)

substance called catechu in the shops. It is largely procured in Mysore,u
about Sirah, in the following manner:—“ Areca nuts are taken as they!
come from the tree, and boiled for some hours in an iron vessel. TlievT
are then taken out, and the remaining water is inspissated by' continued.
boiling. This process furnishes Kassu, or most astringent terra japonica„|
which is black, and mixed with paddy husks and other impurities,

jj

After the nuts are dried, they are put into a fresh quantity of water,,

«

boiled again; and this water being inspissated, like the former, yieldstfj

the best or dearest kind of catechu, called Coury. It is yellowish brown,
^has an earthy fracture, and is free from the admixture of foreign bodies.”!

(Dr. Heyne, Tracts, Historical and Statistical, on I?idia.)

Properties of Palm Catechu.—None of the commercial extracts,,

called catechu, are distinguished by any name referring to the cate-
j

chu palm
;
and the description hitherto given of palm catechu is too

1

slight and vague to enable us to recognize it with certainty. (For an
account of the varieties, properties, composition, effects, and uses of

catechu, vide Acacia Catechu : also Butea frondosa, and Nauclea Gambir.)

Other medicinal
,
§c. palms.

Palm oil (Oleum Palmap is imported from the western coast of Africa, principally
from Guinea, where it is procured by expression from the fruit of the Blais guincensis

(fig. 109). It has a solid consistence, a rich orange yellow colour, a sweetish taste,

and an agreeable odour, somewhat similar to that of the rhizome of the Florentine orris.

By exposure to light it is bleached. It consists of Stearin 31, and Olein 69, besides

colouring and odorous matters. The Africans use it as butter. It is emollient and

demulcent, like the other fixed oils, but is rarely employed in medicine. By the

public it is occasionally employed by way of friction in bruises, sprains, &c. It is a

constituent of the common black bougie. Its ordinary use in this country is in the

manufacture of yellow soap. Oleum fixwn Coci hutyracece ex nucibus, Ph. Ed. also called

palm oil, is analogous to the preceding in its properties. It is procured from the fruit

of the Cocos butyracea, a native of South America, but I cannot find that any of it has

1
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it imported for some years past. Cocoa-nut oil is obtained by pressure, or by boiling,

m the seed of Cocos nudfera (fig. 106). It is imported from Ceylon (Bennett, The

co-nut Calm, its Uses and Cultivation, 2d ed. 1836).

Flo. 110.

1 The wax palm of the Andes ( Ceroxylon Andicola, fig
-

. 1 1 0) grows to the height of 1 60
' 180 feet. The stem shows, in its whole length, rings resulting from the fall of the
ves : the spaces between these are covered with a mixture of wax'and resin, which
inhabitants use for the manufacture of candles. From the resin, Bouastre has

rracted a substance which he calls ceroxyline.

i Dates, obtained from the Phoenix dactylifera, form an important article of food in

ii le parts of the world.

I The term Dragon’s blood (Sanguis Draconis
)
is applied in commerce to certain resinous

-stances which are mostly obtained from some palms of the genus Calamus. But the
it u is also applied to a product of the Dracaena Draco [vide Liliac'Ea;], as also to a

stance obtained from the Pterocarpus Draco [vide Leguminosm:]. Lieut. Wellstead
s, that in Socotra, Dragon’s blood exudes spontaneously from the stem of a tree

•

‘ henceum, May 16, 1835; also Journ. of Royal Geographical Society)'. Although
iugon’s blood is now never used in medicine, yet as the Resina Pterocarpi Draconis
-Mill retained in the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia, a short notice of this substance must
.given. The following are the kinds of Dragon’s blood which I have met with :

—

- st. Dragon's blood in the reed ; Dragon's blood in sticks j Sanguis Draconis in baculis.

is occurs in dark reddish brown sticks, of from twelve to eighteen inches long aud
m a quarter to half an inch in diameter, enveloped with the leaf of the Talipat

' m {Corypha umbraculifera), and bound round with slender slips of cane (probably

stem of Calamus petroeus). It is supposed to be obtained from a species of Calamus,

i

haps C. Draco.
• Idly. Dragon's blood in oval masses ; Dragon's blood in drops j Sanguis Draconis in

1 hrymis, Martius.—This occurs in reddish brown lumps of the size aud shape of an
ve, enveloped with the leaf of Corypha umbraculifera or Coryjdia Licuala, which thus

meets them together in a row, like the beads of a necklace. This kind is rare in

. glish commerce. It is obtained, according to Rumphius, by rubbing or shaking the

it of Calamus Draco in a bag. A resinous exudation is by this means separated, and
afterwards softened by heat, and made up in these masses.
Idly. Dragon's blood in powder.—This is a reddish powder of very fine quality, im-
ted from the East Indies. It is probably the dust obtained from the fruit of the

Draco, in the way just described.
lihly. Dragon's blood in the tear. Sanguis Draconis ingranis, Martins.— It occurs in

Aguiar pieces, not exceeding the size of a horsebean. T. W. C. Martius (Pharmakog

-

is) says, pieces of the fruit of the Calamus Rotang arc frequently found intermixed.
Lilly, l/ump Dragon's blood. Sanguis Draconis in massis.—This is of inferior quality,
occurs in large masses, which, when broken, present a heterogeneous appearance.

!
Ahcr varieties of Dragon’s blood arc described, but I have never met with them.
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Dragon’s blood is composed of red resin (called draconin), 90'7
\ fixed oil, 2-0

; benzot j

acid, 3 0; oxalate of lime ,
1*6

;
phosphate of lime, 3*7 (Herberger,Joum. Pharm. xvii. 225*

It is inert, or nearly so, but was formerly reputed an astringent. It is a constituent!
of some tooth-powders and tinctures, but is never prescribed by medical practitioners!]

Its principal consumption is for colouring spirit and turpentine varnishes.

Order 11. Melantha'ce^e, R. Brown .

—

The Colchicum Tribe.

Essential Character.—Perianth inferior, petaloid, in six pieces, or, in consequencsij

of the cohesion of the claws, tubular; the pieces generally involute in aestivation^

Stamens six
;
anthers mostly turned outwards. Ovary three-celled, many seeded

; sfyjl

trifid or three-parted
;
stigma undivided. Capsule generally divisible into thred

pieces; sometimes with a loculicidal dehiscence. (Seeds with a membranous testa

albumen dense, fleshy. (E. Brown.)
Properties.—Poisonous: operation acro-narcotic. This is well shewn in the genersj

Colchicum
,
Veratrum, and Asagrcea. MM. Pelletier and Caventou extracted wha .i

they considered to be veratria from each of these genera. According to Hesse an«
i

Geiger the active principle procured from Colchicum is Colchicina .

Col'chicum autumna'le, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Common Meadow Saffron

Sex. Syst. Hexandria, Trigynia.

(Cormus et semina, L. Bulbus et semina, D. Radix, E.)

History.—Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 84) speaks of Colchicum

and says it grows in Messenia and at Colchis. From the latter place it

received its name. Dr. Sibthorp (Prodr. FI. Graces, i. 250) found thre«ii

species of Colchicum in Greece, viz. C. autumnale, C. montanum, and Cii

variegatum. The first of these he considers to be the Colchicum o!

Dioscorides.

Botany. Gen Char .

—

Perianth single, tubular, very long, rising ffon;d

a spatha
;
limb campanulate, six-partite, petaloid. (Stamens six, inserted!!

into the throat of the tube. Ovarium three-celled. Styles, three, fihformJ

long. Stigmas somewhat clavate.] Capsule three-celled; cells united!

at the base. (Hooker, with some additions.)

Sp. Char .

—

Leaves plane, broadly lanceolate ,

erect (Hooker).

Root fibrous. Cormus (improperly Called rooi\

or bulb) ovate, fleshy, large, covered with a loosed

brown membrane. The leaves are produced inj

the spring along with the fruit, and disappear!

before the flower appears. Flowers several, lilaql

or pale purple, arising from the cormus by a

long, narrow, white tube. Fruit oblong, ellip-l

tical, composed of three cells, which may be

regarded as distinct capsules, with intermediate

fissures. Seeds small, spherical, with a roughs

dark brown testa, and large fleshy strophiola ;
in-

ternally they are white, and consist of a minute

embryo lodged in a homy elastic albumen. The*

flowers appear in September, and the fruit thd<

following spring or summer.

Hab .

—

Moist rich meadows in many parts oi
|

England and in various countries of Europe.

Collection.—The activity of the cormus varied:

j

at different seasons of the year. It is greatest

about the months of July and August, that idj

Fig. 111.

Colchicum autumnale.

a, The flowering plant.

b, Stigmas, with a por-

tion of the styles.

c, Leaves and fruit.
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I etween the withering of the leaves and the sprouting forth of the flower.

it this period the new cormus is fully developed, and has not exhausted

Ltself by the production of the flower. But many of the cormi brought

i 3 market have already pushed forth their flowers, which are broken off

I o as to prevent the circumstance from being observed. “ I have seen

lany cwts.” says Dr. Lindley (Flora Medica
, p. 589), “ sent to town in

l bis state, which nevertheless found a ready sale, and at the best price.”

?lie seeds shoidd be gathered when fully ripe. The London market is

Sruincipally supplied from Gloucestershire, but partly also from Hamp-
|
hire and Oxfordshire.

Description.—The cormus
,
L. (bulbus ,

D.
;
radix

,
E.

;
radix recens

,

)ffic.), when gathered at the proper season, is about the size of a chest-

\ ait, and somewhat resembles in external appearance the cormus of the

t

ommon tulip (
Tulipa Gesneriana). It is rounded on one side, flattened

n the other, where is perceived the fibrous germ of a new cormus, which,

f allowed to grow, shoots up and bears the flower, while the old cormus
rastes, becomes insipid, and inert. It is covered by two coats, an inner

eddish-yellow one and an external brown one. Internally, the cormus

5 white, fleshy, solid, contains a milky juice, is very feculent, and has an

crid bitter taste. “ Before drying the cormus, it should be cut trans-

f

ersely in thin slices, the dry coats being previously removed” (Ph . Lond.)

.lie slices are to be quickly dried, in a dark airy place, with a heat not

'xceeding 170° F. (Battley, Lond. Med. Rep. xiv. 429). Dr. A. T.

Thomson [ditto, p. 344) recommends the slices to be dried upon clean

Vhite paper, ivithout artificial heal
,
but the time required for this is an

Objection to it in practice. The dried slices (radix siccata, Offic.) should

( e about the eighth or tenth of an inch thick, rounded, oval, or with one
' otch only on one part of their circumference (not fiddle-shaped),

nodorous, of a greyish-white colour, and an amylaceous appearance.

The seeds (
semina

,
L. D.) are about the size of those of white mustard,

dourless, and have a bitter acrid taste. Their other qualities have been
- escribed above.

Composition.—The Colchicum cormus was analyzed in 1810 by
Ielandri and Moretti (Bull. dePharm. vol. ii. p. 217), in 1818 by Stoltze

1 Thomson’s Org. Chem. 846), and in 1820 by Pelletier and Caventou
IJourn. de Pharm. vi. 364).

Inalysis by Pelletier § Caventou.

1 atty matter com- 5 9,
•'

posed of j
Stearin,

poscu ot
. ( yolatile acid

ynergallate of veratria.
ellow colouring matter.
Jum.

1 -tarch.

nolin in abundance,
-ignin.

ushes, a minute quantity,

’olchicum cormus.

Stoltze's Analyses.

Cormi
gathered

in
March.

Ditto In
October.

Volatile acrid matter . trace rather more
Soft resin .... 004 006
Crystallizable sugar . 0 41 112
Uncrystal Jizabie sugar ) 591 i 2-72

Bitter extractive . . f i 217
Difficultly soluble extractive 1*30 0-52

Gum, like tragacaulh .

Starch .... 0-81 1-65
7-46 1012

Lignin .... 2-32 1 *61

Extractive soluble in potash 001 0-52
Water .... 8104 80-31

Colchicum cormus 99 90 10080
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Veratria will be described presently (vide Asu/jraia officinalis). The existence in colchi
cum seeds ol'a new principle, called colchicina , colchicia, or colchicine

,
has been announcetj|il

by Geiger and Hesse (Journ . lie Chim. Mid. x. 4 Go). It was prepared by digestion
eolchicum seeds in boiling alcohol : this dissolved a supersalt, which was precipitate!'

by magnesia, and the precipitate treated with boiling alcohol. By evaporation, col

chicina was deposited. The following are said to he its properties :— It is a crystal] jl;

zable alkaline substance, without odour, but having a bitter taste. Its hydrate ij

feebly alkaline, but neutralizes acids, and forms crystallizable salts, having a bittd

taste. It is soluble in water, and the solution precipitates the solution of chloride al

platinum. Nitric acid colours colchicina deep violet, which passes into indigo blue
and quickly becomes first green and then yellow. Concentrated sulphuric acid coloutjjj

it yellowish brown.
Colchicina is distinguished from veratria by the following characteristics :— 1st, it h|?

soluble in water, whereas veratria is not; 2dly, it is crystallizable, whereas pure veratrij

is not ; 3dly, it does not possess the acridity of veratria, and it differs from the latter in

this, that when applied to the nose it does not excite sneezing, whereas the least portions

of veratria occasions a most convulsive sneezing.

Colchicina is a powerful poison. One-tenth of a grain, dissolved in weak spirinji

killed a young cat in about twelve hours. The symptoms were salivation, diarrhoea
vomiting, a staggering gait, cries, convulsions, and death. The stomach and intestine!

were violently inflamed, and had extravasated blood throughout their whole course.

The above statements require confirmation.

Chemical Characteristics.—A cold decoction of the fresh corrn r

forms a deep blue precipitate
(
iodide of starch) with a solution of iodine is

Sesquichloride of iron communicates a faint bluish tint [gallate of iron'd

to the decoction. Acetate and cliacetate of lead, and protonitrate of merj

cury, form white precipitates with the cold decoction. Nitrate of silveij

produces a precipitate which is at first white, but becomes in a fe\yi

minutes black. Tincture of nutgalls produces a slight dirty-lookingf

precipitate, which is somewhat diminished by the effect of heat,:

Pelletier and Caventou [Journ. cle Pharm. vi. 365) regard this precipitate

as a mixture of the tannates of starch and inulin (and of veratrin ?).

When heated to 122° F. the tannate of starch dissolves, but not that ol

inulin. Fresh prepared tincture of guaiacum with a few drops of acetic |i

acid, produces a cerulean blue colour with the fresh cormus, indicating

the presence of gluten.

Physiological Effects, [a.) On vegetables.—Not yet determined.

(
b .) On animals.—Colchicum is a poison to animals. It acts as aloca t:

irritant, reduces the force of the circulation, and causes inflammation o:
j

the alimentary canal. Animals, for the most part, refuse to feed on it.

It has. however, been eaten by deer and cattle, and proved poisonous td

them (Wibmer, Wirlc. d. Arzn, u. Gifte, Bd, ii. 150). It is said tej

prove injurious at spring-time only (Hacquet, in Wibmer, op. cit.
;

also.

Want, Lond. Med. and Plays. Journ. vol. xxxii. p. 216). Moreover, we

are told that when dried it may be eaten in hay with impunity. Storck

[Lib. de Colchico, p. 17) and Kratocliwill (quoted by Wibmer) gave it to

dogs, on whom it acted as an acrid poison, and caused death. Sir E.

Home [Phil. Trans. 1816) injected 160 drops of a vinous infusion oi

colchicum into the jugular vein of a dog: all power of motion was

instantly lost, the breathing became slow, the pulse hardly to be felt.-.

In ten minutes it was 84, in twenty minutes 60, in an hour 115, with the

respiration so quick as hardly to be counted. In two hours the pulse

was 150, and very weak. The animal was purged, vomited, and very

languid : he died in five hours. On dissection, the internal coat of tlui

stomach was found inflamed,, in a greater or less degree, universally
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I From this experiment it appears that the action of colchicum on the

4 alimentary canal is ol a specific hind.

In opposition to the above statements it deserves notice that Orfila

(
Toxicol. Gen.) has frequently given to dogs, in the month of June, two

or three cormi without perceiving any sensible effects
;

from which he

i infers, that climate and season of the year have great influence on their

|
deleterious properties.

It is said in several works that horses eat colchicum with impunity
;

I but it is probable that this statement is erroneous. Withering '{Brit.

\
Plants, ii. 462, 7th ed. 1830) states, on the authority of Mr. Woodward,

^ that “ in a pasture in which were several horse's, and eaten down nearly

! bare, the grass was closely cropped, even under the leaves, but not a leaf

1 bitten.”

Some further information on the effects of colchicum on dogs will be

|

found in Sir C. Scudamore’s Treatise on Gout and Rheumatism, 3d ed.

J;
p. 477, 1819.

(c.) On man.—In small and repeated doses colchicum has a tendency

to promote the action of the secreting organs, especially of the intestinal

J mucous membrane. The kidneys, the skin, and the liver, are less cer-
‘ tainly and obviously affected by it. The most constant effects observed

1 from the use of larger doses are nausea,’ vomiting, and purging. Reduc-
tion of the frequency of the pulse is a common, though not an invariable

'

effect. Mr. Haden (
Tract . Observ. on the Colchicum Autumnale, 1820)

[

was, I believe, the first to direct attention to the advantages to be taken

I of this effect in the treatment of inflammatory diseases. In some expe-

I riments made on healthy individuals by Dr. Lewins [Ed. Med. and Surg.

Journ. vol. xlvii. p. 345, 1837), debility, a feeling of illness, and head-

! ache, were experienced. This feeling of debility is not, however, to be

|

referred to the evacuations produced, for, as Dr. Barlow
(
Cyclop . of

f.
Tract. Med. art. Gout

,
vol. ii. p. 371) has observed, the number of

|

motions is sometimes considerable without any proportionate depression

i of strength ensuing. “ I have known,” says Dr. B. “ even twenty stools

I

• occasioned by a single dose of colchicum, the patient not complaining of

the least debility.” The action of colchicum on the secretory apparatus
is not confined to that of the alimentary canal : after the use of three or

: four full doses of this medicine copious sweating is often produced,
' especially when the skin is kept warm. On other occasions the kidneys
are powerfully acted on. In one case, mentioned by Dr. Lewins, seventy

drops of Vinum Colchici caused the discharge of upwards of a pint of

I

I bile by vomiting. Violent salivation resulted in a case recorded in an
American journal (Wood and Bache’s United States Dispensatory

,
3d ed.)

1 Chelius, of Heidelberg
(
Loncl . Med. Gaz. vol. ii. p. 830), asserts, that in

gout and rheumatism colchicum occasions a striking increase in the

quantity of uric acid contained in the urine : in one case it was nearly
doubled in the space of twelve days. But this effect is by no means
constant, as Dr. Graves (Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. vii. p. 584) has pointed
out. Indeed, it not unfrequently happens, in acute rheumatism, when
the urine is loaded with uric acid or the urates, that the use of colchicum

1 diminishes the quantity of these matters in the urine; so that it would
seem rather to prevent the formation of uric acid in the system than to
provoke its elimination.

Ruder some circumstances colchicum acts as an anodyne: thus in
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II •

gouty and rheumatic cases it sometimes speedily relieves the pain in
j

most surprising manner.
In excessive or poisonous doses colchicum acts as a powerful poisoi

In a case related by Mr. Fereday
(
Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. x. p. 160), whei

two ounces of the wine of the seeds of colchicum were swallowed, tb

symptoms were acute pain in the bowels, coming on in about an horj

and a half after taking it, vomiting, acute tenesmus, small, slow, an
feeble pulse, cold feet, and weakness of limbs. The nausea, vomitinj

and pain in the stomach, continued with undiminished violence, th

pulse became also imperceptible and intermitting, the urine was sura

pressed, the respiration hurried, purging of copious liquid stools came oira

and loss of sight for a minute or two after getting out of bed. Th
patient died forty-seven hours after swallowing the poison. On a posi

j

mortem examination, the skin of most parts of the body was found to b
covered with a purple efflorescence

;
no inflammation was observed

the alimentary canal
;
two red patches were found, one in the stomach!

!\

and the other in the jejunum. These were produced by the effusion qla

a small quantity of blood, in the one case, between the muscular an i

mucous coats
;
in the other, between the peritoneal and muscular coat* <

Ecchymosed spots were observed on the surface of the lungs, of thj

heart, and of the diaphragm.

In this instance the only indications of an affection of the nervou
j

system were weakness of the limbs, the temporary loss of sight, and thj

slowness and feebleness of the pulse.

It is deserving of notice, that in this case, also in another case related

by Chevallier (,Journ . de Chim. Med. viii. 351), likewise in a third casii

mentioned by Mr. Dillon (Stephenson and ChurchiH’s Med. Bot. vol. ii.ju

and in Mr. Haden’s case (
Magendie's Formulary

,
by C. T. Haden), nj

convulsions were observed
;
and in the three first cases no insensibility

In the last case, however, Mr. Haden mentions that at “ ten p. m. sh|

fell into an apoplectic kind of sleep, which terminated in death before

!

morning.” It is remarkable that convulsions are ascribed to veratria bj
Magendie, and to colchicina by Geiger and Hesse. In one case of fatsi

poisoning from an ounce and a half of the tincture of colchicum (Ed8

Med. and Surg. Journ. xiv. 262) delirium occurred.

The above account of the effects of colchicum applies both to tli jfl

cormi and the seeds. The flowers are likewise poisonous, and a fatajl

case from their use is mentioned by Dr. Christison [Treat, on Poisons

3d ed. p. 792). They have been recommended for medicinal use.

Uses.—The following are the principal diseases in which the Meadow
Saffron has been employed :

—

1. In Gout.—The circumstances which of late years have led to the exjfl

tensive employment ofcolchicum in gout are the following:—About seventy i

years ago, M. Ilusson, a military officer in the service of the king o»

France, discovered, as he informs us, a plant possessed of extraordinary

virtues in the cure of various diseases. From this plant he prepared i[

remedy called Eau Medicinale, which acquired great celebrity for abating

the pain and cutting short the paroxysm of gout (Dr. E. G. Jones, At

Account of the Remark. Effects of the Eau Medicinale d'Husson in the

Gout). Various attempts were made to discover the nature of its active

principle. In 1782, MM. Cadet and Parmentier declared that it coni

tained no metallic or mineral substance, and that it was a vinous infusioi
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j
ff some bitter plant or plants. Alyon [Elan, de Chimie) asserted that it

,vas prepared with Gratiola ;
Mr. Moore {Two Letters on the Composition

| if the Eau Medicinale, 2d ed. 1811) that it was a vinous infusion of

i Ahite hellebore with laudanum ;
Mr. Want {Med. and Phys. Journ. vol.

1 vxxii. 1814 ) that it was a vinous infusion of Colchicum. Although most

i vriters have adopted Mr. Want’s opinion, we should bear in mind that

j
he proofs hitherto offered of its correctness, viz. analogy of effect, cannot

i 3e admitted to be conclusive, as is well shewn by the fact, that they have

Loeen advanced in favour of the identity of other medicines with the

I
Eau Medicinale.

The power of Colchicum to alleviate a paroxysm of gout is admitted

j
by all

;
but considerable difference of opinion exists as to the extent of

this power, and the propriety of employing it. Sir Everard Home {Phil.

I
Trans. 1816) from observation of its effects on his own person, regarded

hit as a specific in gout, and from experiments on animals concluded that

|
its beneficial effects in this malady are produced through the circulation.

Dr. Paris (
Pliarmacologia

,
vol. ii. p. 175, ed. 6th) observes—“ As a

j
specific in gout its efficacy has been fully ascertained : it allays pain, and

j

cuts short the paroxysm. It has also a decided action upon the arterial

i
system, which it would appear to control through the medium of the

Iwierves.” But if by the term specific is meant a medicine infallibly, and
on all patients, producing given salutary effects, and acting by some un-
. known power on the disease, without being directed by indications (vide

Dr. Parr’s Lond. Med. Diet. art. Specified), undoubtedly Colchicum is no

I

specific for gout.

That Colchicum alleviates a paroxysm of gout I have before mentioned;

but that alleviation is palliative, not curative. It has no tendency to

Drevent a speedy recurrence of the attack
; nay, according to Sir Charles

'Scudamore {Treat, on Gout and Rheumatism
,
3d ed. p. 197), it renders

1 ;he disposition to the disease much stronger in the system. Further-

. more, by repetition its power over gouty paroxysms becomes diminished.

The modus medendi of Colchicum in gout is an interesting though not

very satisfactory part of our inquiry. I have already stated that some
regard this remedy as a specific, that is, as operating by some unknown
influence. Others, however, and with more propriety, refer its thera-

peutical uses to its known physiological effects. “ Colchicum,” says Dr.
Barlow

(
Cyclop . of Med. art. Gout

,
vol. ii. p. 372), “ purges, abates pain,

and lowers the pulse. These effects are accounted for by assigning to

it a cathartic and sedative operation, and it is this combination perhaps
to which its peculiar virtues are to be ascribed.” The fact that a com-
bination of a drastic and a narcotic (as elaterium and opium, mentioned
by Dr. Sutton in his Tracts on Gout

, p. 201 ;
and white hellebore and

laudanum, recommended by Mr. Moore, op. cit.) has been found to give,
in several cases of gout, marked and speedy relief, seems to me to confirm
Dr. Barlow’s opinion. The idea entertained by Chelius, and adopted
by Dr. G. Hume Weatherhead {Treat, on Headachs, p. 88, 1835), that
colchicum relieves gout by augmenting the quantity of uric acid in the
urine, is not supported by fact, as I have already mentioned. Whether
it acts by preventing the formation of uric acid in the system I am not
prepared to say.

In acute gout occurring in plethoric habits, blood-letting should pre-
cede the use of Colchicum. This medicine should then be exhibited m
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full (loses, so as to produce a copious evacuation of the bowels, and thd>

the quantity must be considerably diminished. Though purging is nil
essential to the therapeutical influence of Colchicum, it is admitted 1: I

most that, in a large number of cases at least, it promotes the alleviation

of the symptoms. Hence, many practitioners recommend its combiip jfl

tion with saline purgatives, as the sulphate of magnesia. Sir Charh
Scudamore has experienced “the most remarkable success from
draught composed of Magnesia

,
gr. xv. ad xx.

; Magnes. Sulphat. 5j. a

3ij.
;
Aceti Colcliici

, 5J. ad 51] . ;
with any distilled water the most agref

able, and sweetened with any pleasant syrup, or with 15 or 20 grains 4

Extract. Glycyrrhiz.”

2. In Rheumatism.—The analogy existing between gout and rheum;
tism has led to the trial of the same remedies in both diseases. As f;

as my own observations have gone, I cannot say much in praise of Col

chicum as a remedy for rheumatism. Indeed, though I have employe
it extensively in both the acute and chronic forms of the disease, I hav

never been fully satisfied that much benefit resulted therefrom. Ilheil

matism may affect the fibrous tissues of the joints, the synovial men
brane, the muscles or their aponeuritic coverings, the periosteum

the neurilema, constituting thus five forms of the disease, which may t

denominated respectively the fibrous, or ligamentous
;
the synovial

,
art

)

ritic
,
or capsular ; the muscular

;

the periosteal

;

and the neuralgic forn:

of rheumatism (Dr. Macleod, Lond. Med. Gaz. xxi. 120). Of thes

colchicum is said to produce its best effects in the synovial form. It

remarkable, however, that in all the severe cases of this variety of rhei:

matism which have fallen under my notice, the disease has proceede

unchecked, or was scarcely relieved by the use of colchicum. In one ir

stance, that of my much-lamented friend, the late Dr. Cummin (whose cas

is noticed by Dr. Macleod, in the Lond. Med. Gaz. xxi. 358), the diseas

proved fatal by metastasis to the brain. In another melancholy but nc

fatal case, the gentleman has lost the sight of both his eyes, and h

both knee-joints rendered stiff. In neither of these cases was colchicun

of the slightest avail.

Of the mode of administering colchicum in “ rheumatic gout,” recorr

mended by Mr. Wigan {Lond. Med. Gaz. June 30, 1838), I have no ej

perience. He gives eight grains of the powder in some mild diluent ever

hour until active vomiting, profuse purging, or abundant perspiratior

take place
;
or at least till the stomach can bear no more. The usual

quantity is eight or ten doses; but while some take fourteen, others ca

bear only five. Though the pain ceases, the more active effects of the co'

chicum do not take place for some hours after the last dose. Thus adm
nistered, Mr. Wigan declares colchicum “ the most easily managed, th

most universally applicable, the safest, and the most certain specific, ii

the whole compass of our opulent Pharmacopoeia.” But its use in thesl

large doses requires to be carefully watched.

3. In Dropsy.— Colchicum was used in dropsy with success by Storcl

(.Libellus). It has been employed in dropsical cases with the two-fol

view of purging and promoting the action of the kidneys. Given i:

combination with saline purgatives, I have found it beneficial in som

cases of anasarca of old persons.

4. In inflammatory diseases generally.—Colchicum was recommende

i a sedative in inflammatory diseases in general by the late Mr. C. 1

!

as
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•| laden (
Pract . Observ. on the Colchicum autumnale, 1820). He used it

j
s an auxiliary to blood-letting for the purpose of controlling arterial

I ction ;
and gave it in the form of powder, in doses of six or seven grains,

J iree or four times daily, in combination with purgatives, in inflamma-

j
*rv affections of the lungs and their membranes, and of the breasts and

ipples. In chronic bronchitis it has also been found useful by Dr.

it
fastings {Treat, on Inflammation of the Mucous Membrane of the Lungs,

J
8*20).

|
5. In fevers.—The late Mr. Haden {op. cit.), and more recently Dr.

j
,ewin {Ed. Med. and Surg. Journ. April 1837), have spoken favourably

|
f the use of colchicum in fever. In my opinion it is only admissible in

j
lose forms of the disease requiring an active antiphlogistic treatment,

j
a such it may be usefid as an auxiliary to blood-letting and cathartics.

6. In various other diseases.—For expelling tape-worm
,
colchicum

as been found efficacious by Chisholm and Baumbach. In some chronic

Sections of the neiwous system
,
as chorea, hypochondriasis, hysteria, &c.

Ir. Raven {Lond. Med. and Phys. Journ. Jan. 1817) employed it with

I Ivantage. In humoral asthma
,
and other chronic bronchial affections ,

I

ave found it of great service, especially when these complaints were

ccompanied with anasarcous swellings.

Administration.—

T

he cormi and seeds of meadow saffron have been
. nployed in substance, in a liquid form, and in the state of extract.

1. Pulvis cormi Colchici.—Dose from two to eight or nine grains.

'o preserve it, Mr. Wigan recommends it to be kept mixed with sugar.

2. Pulvis seminum Colchici.—Dose the same as that of the connus.

i 'he seeds are to be preferred to the cormi, as being more uniform in

< leir properties.

3. Tinctura [seminum] Colchici, Loud. Ed.
;

Tinctura seminum
.'olchici, Dubl.—Meadow Saffron seeds bruised [ground finely in a

offee-mill, Ed.], $v. (sij.Dub.); Proof Spirit, Oij. (Oj. wine measure,

aib.) Macerate for fourteen days, and strain, L. “Percolation is

iuch more convenient and speedy than digestion,” Ed.* Dr. Williams
-Lond. Med. Rep. vol. xiv. p. 93) objected to this preparation as

eing “turbid, unpalatable, and disposed to precipitation.” The same

* The following remarks on percolation, as applied to the preparation of tinctures,

e extracted from The Pharmacopoeia of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh,
339, a copy of which I received after the present sheet was in type:

—

“A much superior method, however, has been lately introduced, which answers well
r most tinctures, namely, the method of displacement by percolation. According to

is process, the solid materials, usually in coarse or moderately fine powder, are mois-
ned with a sufficiency of the solvent to form a thick pulp; in twelve hours, or fre-

lently without any delay, the mass is put into a cylinder of glass, porcelain, or tinned
on, open at both ends, hut obstructed at the lower end by a piece of calico or linen,
-d tightly over it as a filter; and the pulp being packed by pressure, varying as to
[gree, with various articles, the remainder of the solvent is poured into the upper part
the cylinder, and allowed gradually to percolate. In order to obtain the portion of

e fluid which is kept in the residuum, an additional quantity of the solvent is poured
to the cylinder until the tincture which has passed through equals in amount the
«nt originally prescribed

;
and the spirit employed for this purpose is then recovered

* the most part by pouring over the residuum as much water as there is of spirit
funed in it, which may he easily known by an obvious calculation in each case. The
ctbod by percolation, where applicable, will be found much more convenient and
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writer [op. cit. vol. xv. p. 442) also asserts, that the active proper!*

of the seeds resides in their husk or cortical part, and, thereforw

protests against bruising them. But were his assertion correct (and it i

advises that in gout a drachm, a drachm and a half, or two drachms of tfrtS

tincture, should be given at night, and repeated the following mominitt.

If this quantity fail to purge briskly, a third dose may be administer*
the ensuing night. Externally, the tincture has been employed as fir,,

liniment, to relieve rheumatic, gouty, venereal, and other pains. (La^J

cock, Land. Med. Gaz. vol. xxiii. p. 899 ;
and vol. xxiv. 388.)

4. Tinctura [seminum] Colchici composita
,
Lond.

;
Spiritus Cm

chici ammoniatus, L. 1824.—Meadow Saffron seeds, 3v.
;

Aromal :.

Spirit of Ammonia, Oij. Macerate for fourteen days, and strain. DostL

njxx. to f 5j . This preparation was recommended by Dr. Williams my

being “ of greater value when acidity or flatulence prevails, than the Fiji,

sem. Colchici, and better adapted to the palates of those who object Ip

the flavour of white wine.” It is seldom employed. Mr. Brande (Dion

of Mat. Med. 1839) says, doubts are entertained as to the propriety < j.

employing ammonia in it.

5. Vinum seminum Colchici.—No formula for this exists in any 4 L

the British pharmacopoeias. The following is Dr. Williams’s formula :-j y
MeadowSaffron seeds, dried, ^ij.

;
Sherry wine, Oj. [peine measure). Mac« t

rate for eight or ten [fourteen] days, occasionally agitating, then filte*
\

The average dose is fjss. to fsj. I have given it to the extent of fsip

Dr. Williams says it may be gradually increased to fsiij.

6 . Vinum [cormi] Colchici, Lond. Ed.—Dried Meado
cormus, sliced, oviij.

;
Sherry Wine, Oij. Macerate for fourte

Ed.] days, [express strongly the residuum, Ed.] and strain,

dose, f5ss. to f5j. Sir E. Home [Phil. Trans. 1817) though
second and subsequent deposits which take place from this wii

the principle which acts on the stomach and bowels, while 1

cures the gout is retained in permanent solution. But Sir C. S

[Treat, on Gout. 3d ed. p. 513) found the sediment to be inert

7. Acetum [cormi] Colchici, Lond. Dub. Ed.—Fresh Me
fron cormus, sliced, §j. ;

Distilled Vinegar, fgjcvj.
;
Proof Spirit

cerate the meadow saffron cormus with the vinegar, in a cov
vessel, for three days

;
afterwards press, and strain the liquor,

by, that the dregs may subside : lastly, add the spirit to the cl

Though the Colleges order the fresh cormus to be used, dru

rials in general much more completely. As considerable practice, however, is requirt 1

for managing the details in different cases, more especially in regard to the degree 1

1

minuteness of division of the solids, and the degree of firmness with which they are

be packed in the cylinder, we have thought it right to direct that the method by mac
ration may be followed as an alternative; but the method by percolation is now pr

ferred by all who have made sufficient trial of it to apply it correctly.”

quently prepare it with the dried, on accoimt of the impossibility of pr<

expeditious than the mode hitherto commonly followed, and it exhausts the solid mat|
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uring the fresh at all seasons of the year. Hence it is to be regretted

iat the Colleges have directed the latter to be employed, as it leads to

|

aviation in the mode of preparation. In practice, one part of the dried

ormus may be considered equal to three parts of the fresh : for Mr.

|
’attley (

Lond. Med. Gaz. xij. 463) says the cormus loses about 67 per

I :nt. of its weight in drying
;
and Mr. Bainbrigge (Haden, Pract. Observ.

n CoJcli. autumn, p. 77) obtained 2 lbs. 15 oz. of dried slices from 8 lbs.

|

f fresh conni. The proof spirit used in preparing the acetum is for the

urpose of checking decomposition. By the action of the acetic acid on
je colchicina of the cormus, an acetate of this alkaloid is obtained,

ir C. Scudamore (
Observ . on the Use of Colchicum) regards an acetic

reparation of colchicum as milder than the wine or tincture made
ith the same relative weights of conni and liquids, though it is a most
ficient preparation in gout. He advises, as I have before mentioned,

iat it should be given in combination with magnesia, by which its acid

enstruum is destroyed (acetate of magnesia being formed), and the

;tive principle of the colchicum left in the most favourable state for

: lministration. The average dose is from f5ss. to f 5ij.

8. Extractum [cormi] Colchici ACETicuM. Lond. Ed.—Fresh
i teadow Saffron cormus, lb.

j ;
Acetic [pyroligneous, Ed.] acid, foiij.

ruise the cormus gradually sprinkled with the acetic acid, then press

it the juice, and evaporate it in an earthen vessel which is not glazed

i ith lead [over the vapour bath, Ed.], to a proper consistence. This
impound contains the acetate of colchicina. It is a very favourite

: medy in the treatment of gout and rheumatism, and was introduced

i to practice by Sir C. Scudamore. Dr. Paris (
Append. to the 8 tli ed. of

i e Pharmacologia) observes, that he has “ found it useful in promoting

ealthy discharges of bile.” He occasionally combines it with blue pill,

. domel, or potassio-tartrate of antimony. The dose is from gr. j. to

'
r. iij. twice or thrice a day.

9. Extractum Colchici cormi, Lond.—Fresh Meadow Saffron cor-

us, lb. j. Bruise the cormus, sprinkled with a little water, in a stone

ortar
; then press out the juice, and evaporate it, unstrained, to a proper

insistence. This is a favourite preparation with Dr. Hue, of St. Bartho-

raew’s Hospital, in the early stage of acute rheumatism. The dose is

'. j. every four hours.

10, Oxymel [cormi] Colchici. Dub.—Fresh Cormus of Meadow
laffron, cut into thin slices, sj.; Distilled Vinegar, Oj. [wine measure);

• larified Honey, by iveight, lb. ij. Macerate the meadow saffron with

• e vinegar in a glass vessel for two days : to the liquor, strongly expressed

om the cormus and filtered, add the honey, and then boil down the

• ixture to the consistence of a syrup, frequently stirring it with a wooden
>d. The active principle of this preparation is apt to be injured by
riling, and hence its strength is uncertain. It is used in gout, rlieuma-

‘ •sm, dropsy, and humoral asthma. The dose is 5j. gradually increased
• rij- or more, twice in the day.

Antidote.—See Veratrum album.

1
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Hermodac'tylus, Auct.

—

Hcrmodac'tyl.

History.—Among1 the later Greek and the Arabian physicians, a medicine calldl

herrnodactyl (ep/uo5a/cf$Aos, from 'Ep/xrjs, Mercury or Hermes, and 8olktv\os, a finyer) wj
in great repute as a remedy for arthritic diseases- It was first mentioned by AlexamU
of Tralles (lib. xi ), who flourished A.D. 500. Paulus of Egina {Opera, lib. iii. cap

78), who lived A.D. 650, Avicenna (lib. ii. cap. 352), Serapion {De simplicibus, cap. 194

and Mesue {Opera, p. 37, Ed. Bonon. 1484), also speak of it. It is deserving of espij

cial notice, that under the name of Suruyen or Herrnodactyl, Serapion comprehends th

Ko\x^uiv and ecp-fiyepov of Dioscorides and the egp.oSa.KTv\os of Paulus.

Natural History.—The cormi brought from Oriental countries in modern tim«

under the name of hermodactyls, answer to the descriptions given of the ancient sul

stance bearing this name. I am, therefore, induced to believe them to be identical wil

the latter. Their resemblance to the cormi of Colchicum autumnale leads me to rejej

the notion of Matthiolus, atone time entertained by Linnteus (Murray, App. Med. v<4

v. p. 215), and adopted by Martius (Pharmakoynosie

,

42), that they are produced lj

Iris tuberosa. That they are the underground stems of some species of Colchicum ca

scarcely, I think, be doubted by any one who carefully examines them. Notwitl
standing the statements of Mr. Want {Med. Phys. Joum. vol. xxxii.) and of Sir ]

Halford (On the Treatment of Gout), I cannot admit hermodactyls to be the cormi

Colchicum autumnale. Though resembling the latter in several circumstances, th

possess certain distinctive peculiarities. Some of the most eminent pharmacologists

Europe (e. y. Guibourt, Goebel, Geiger, GeofFroy, &c.) also regard them as distiua

The Colchicum illyricum, mentioned in many works as yielding herrnodactyl, is u

known to modern botanists. The cormus of Colchicum byzantinum is too large to

confounded with herrnodactyl. Colchicum variegatum has been supposed by seven

botanists and pharmacologists to be the source of herrnodactyl, but further evidence

iremiired to establish the opinion. This plant is a native of Sicily, Crete, Greece, an

Portugal. Dr. Sibthorp {Prod. FI. Grcects, ii. 250) found it on Helicon, Parnassus, ar

tt^mrifttWntains of Greece. It is not improbable, I think, that Colchicum bulbocodio

^a^ue|<l''hermodactyl, which Dale {Pharmacoloyia, p.245, ed.3tia
)
tells us, is brougl

from Syfla; For Dr. Lindley informs me that this species of Colchicum was found

;^ol.,Cbesriey near the Euphrates, where it was very common, flowering in March. T
^"corini tfeije not brought over. Iris tuberosa was not found there. Forskal {FI. FEyy

s

Arab. p..77) found Colchicum montanum (which Sprengel, in his Syst. Vey. regards ij

identical with C. bulbocodiodes) atKurma, in Arabia.

Description.—Mesue says that herrnodactyl is either long, like the finger, or rour

Of the round, he adds, there are three kinds, the white, the red, and the black, tit,

white being the best. Through the kindness of my friend, Professor Hoyle, I have hs

the examination of two kinds of herrnodactyl, procured by him in the bazars of NortheiS

India, brought, he thinks, from Surat or Bombay, and probably imported there frotk

the Red Sea.

1. Tasteless Herrnodactyl. Sorinjan sheeren (i. e. sweet sorinjan), Royle. Her
dactylus, Auct. nostrie eetatis.—In their general form, these cormi resemble those

Colchicum autumnale. They are flattened, cordate, hollowed out or grooved on oil

side, convex on the other. At their lower part (forming the base of the heart) is a mai
or disk for the insertion of the root fibres. Their size varies: the specimens I ha'

examined were from | to inches in length or height, 1 to 1£ inches in breadth,

about 5 an inch in depth. They have been deprived of their coats, are externally dir1

brownish, internally white, easily broken, farinaceous, opaque, odourle*yellow or brownish, internally white, easily broken, tarinaceous, opaq

tasteless or nearly so, and worm-eaten. They are readily distinguished from the cormi

Colchicum autumnale by the following characters, which are correctly stated by Geoffn

{Trait, de Mat. Med. t. ii. p. 79) :—They are not rugose, are white internally, arc mo
rately hard, easily broken, and form a whitish powder; whereas the dried cormi

Colchicum autumnale are rugose, softer, and have a reddish or greyish tint both int

nally and externally.

2. Bitter Herrnodactyl. Sorinjan tulkh (i. e. hitter sorinjan), Royle. ? Bulbs of anot

Colchicum (Goebel, Pharm. Waarenk. p. 271). ?? Hermodactylus rubeus et niyer (A

cenna and Mesue). The cormi of this variety are distinguished from the preceding

their bitter taste, their smaller size, and by having externally a striped or rcticulat

appearance. Their colour for the most part is darker ; in some specimens it is blackis

One cormus is ovate-cordate
;

1 inch in height or length, £ of an inch broad, and alio

£ of an inch thick, grooved or hollowed on one side, convex on the other; of a browni

yellow colour, semi-transparent, has a horny appearance, and is marked by longiludi
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ripes, indicating a laminated structure. A second is opaque, amylaceous, reticulated

Eternally, white internally, less flattened, and of a remarkable shape, the concave or

dlow side of the cormus being continued half an inch below the mark for the attacli-

eut of the root fibres. The other cormi are of the size and shape of a large orange

p, but flattened or grooved on one side
;
some of them are worm-eaten, and one is

|

ackish brown externally.

Composition.—Lecanu (
Journ . de Pharm. xi. 350) analyzed hcrmodactyls (?the

steless variety), and obtaiued the following results :

—

Starch (forming the principal

•nstituent of the hermodactyl),/ff^y matter, yellow colouring matter
,
gum, supermalates

'lime and potash, and chloride of potassium.

Is the absence of veratria or colchicina to be ascribed to the cormi having undergone

{composition by keeping ? No inulin was detected.

Chemical Characteristics.— Both the tasteless and hitter hermodactyls are

I ackened by tincture of iodine, shewing the presence of starch. A cold decoction of the

tter variety produced an intense blue precipitate (iodide of starch) with a solution of

dine. Tincture of galls, and solutions of protonitrate of mercury, and of diacetate of

ad, caused a cloudiness in the cold decoction.

i Effects and Uses.—No modern experiments have been made to determine the activity

' hermodactyl. The tasteless variety is probably inert, or nearly so ; but the bitter

iriety, I suspect, possesses some activity. Is its operation analogous to that of the

irmus of Colcbicum autumnale ?

Speaking of the treatment of gout and arthritis, Paulus says, “ some, in the parox-

;insof all arthritic diseases, have recourse to purging with hermodactylus
;
but it is to

: remarked, that the hermodactylus is bad for the stomach, producing nausea and

lorexia, and ought, therefore, to be used only in the case of those who are pressed by
- gent business; for it removes rheumatism speedily, and after two days at most, so

at they are enabled to resume their accustomed employment” (Adams’s Translation,

1)1. i. p. 357). * ^

Vera'trum album, Linn. L. E. D.

—

White Hellebore.

Sex. Syst. Polygamia, Monoecia.

(Radix, L. D. Rliizoma, E.) vg?, if

History.—This is, I think, the eWifiopog Xevkoq of Dioscork^g^and
robably, therefore, of other ancient writers, as Hippocrates and xbeo-

hrastus. On this point, however, considerable difference of opinion has

listed. Schulze (Diss. inaug. sist. Toxicol. Veterum,
Halse, 1788), while

e acknowledges the great similitude between Veratrum album, Linn,

nd the white hellebore of Dioscorides, is of opinion that the true helle-

ore (both white and black) of Theophrastus is wholly lost. And Dr.

•ibthorp [Prod. FI. Grcecce, i. 439) regards Digitalis ferruginca as the

diite hellebore of Dioscorides, an opinion from which Sir J . Smith, the

ditor of the Prodromus, expresses his dissent. (For some interesting

Information respecting the ancient hellebore, consult Dierbach, Arznei-

littel d. Hippocrates, p. 107.) The term veratrum is said by Lcmcry to

oe derived from vere atrum (truly black), in reference to the colour ol the

hizome
; but this etymology is improbable.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Flowers polygamous. Perianth six-parted; seg-

nents broad, concave, imbricating, nearly equal, striated, not excavated
•t the base. Stamens six, equal, inserted into the base ol the segments

;

Uaments subulate
; anthers reniform, with confluent cells. Ovary with

iiree divaricating stigmas. Capsule three-homed, separating into

hree many-seeded follicles. Seeds compressed, winged at the apex.

Lindley.)

Sp. Char.—Panicle decompound. Bracts equalling the flowers.

Pedicels pubescent. Segments of the perianth somewhat erect and
obtuse, serrulate. Leaves ovate-oblong, plaited. (.Sprengel.)

A
V r
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Root composed of numerous fleshy, brownish-*

white fibres, arising from a perennial, cylindrical!

fleshy, subterraneous stem or rhizome
, which in

brown externally, brownish-white internally!

and is placed obliquely in the earth. Stem.

one to four feet high. The plant flowers from
June to August.

Two varieties (bv some considered distincal

species) are included here :

—

a. albijlorum (F. album
,
Bernh.) with decompoumlui

raceme and white flowers.

/3. viridiflorum [V- Lobelianum, Bernh.) with cornpo until it

raceme and greenish flowers.

-

Veratrum album

,

Linn,

var. albijlorum.

Hab.—Mountainous regions of Europe.!

Abounds in the Alps and Pyrenees.

Description.—The rhizome
[radix veratria I

offic. radix hellebori albi) is single-, double-4
[

or many-headed, having the form of a cylinder.!

or, more frequently, of a truncated cone. Ill

is from two to four inches long, and about} i

one inch in diameter, rough, wrinkled, greyish .or blackish-browrji t

externally, whitish internally. Portions of the root fibres are usually i

attached to it, as well as some soft, fine, hair-like fibres. At the uppei
extremity of. the rhizome we frequently observe the cut edges of numerous!

concentric, woody, or membranous scales : they are portions of the dried •.

leaf-sheaths. When cut transversely, the rhizome presents a large central
|

portion (frequently called medulla), which varies in its qualities, being,

woody, farinaceous, or spongy, in different specimens. This is separated!

by a brown fine undulating line from a thick woody ling, in which the*

root fibres take their origin. On the outside of this is a narrow but com-i

pact, brown, epidermoid coat. The odour of the dried rhizome is feeble

the taste is at first bitter, then acrid. By keeping, the rhizome is apt to)

become mouldy.

Composition.—White hellebore rhizome was analyzed in 1S20 by

MM. Pelletier and Caventou [Journ. de Pharm. vol. vi. p. 363), wild

obtained the following results :

—

Fatty matter (composed of olein, stearin

and a volatile [cevadic ?] acid), supergallate of veratria, yellow colouring

matter, starch, ligneous matter, and gum. The ashes contained mucin

phosphate and carbonate of lime, carbonate ofpotash, and some traces oj|

silica and sulphate of lime, but no chlorides. They could not obtain]

the volatile [cevadic ?] acid in a crystalline form. [For an account of

veratria, vide Asagr^ea officinalis.]

Simon (Berl. Jahrb. fur d. Pharm. Bd. xxxviii. S. 393; also Loud, and Ed. Phil\
'
is plant)May. vol. xii. p. 29) has discovered a new vegetable base in the rhizome of this

and has called it Jervin.

Chemical Characteristics.—A decoction of the rhizome underwent

on the addition of a solution of gelatin, no change, shewing the absence i

of tannic acid ;
but with the sesquichloride of iron, it became olive greet s

[gallate? of iron). With tincture of galls it became slightly turbid [tan-

nates of veratria and starch). With acetate and diacetate of lead, ancj

protonitrate of mercury, it formed copious precipitates. The rhizome lef
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;

fter the decoction had been prepared from it, became, on the addition

|
fa solution of iodine, black (iodide of starch).

Physiological Effects, (a.) On vegetables .

—

Not ascertained.

(A) On animals generally.—“ The best account of its effects is con-

ijj lined in a thesis by Dr. Schabel, published at Tubingen, in 1817.

| lollecting together the experiments previously made by Wepfer, Courten,

{.
r

iborg, and Orfila, and adding a number of excellent experiments of his

j
wn, he infers that it is poisonous to animals of all classes—horses, dogs,

ats, rabbits, jackdaws, starlings, frogs, snails, and flies; that it acts in

I -hatever way it is introduced into the system—by the stomach, rectum,

indpipe, nostrils, pleural membrane of the chest, on external wounds, or

ie veins
;
that it produces in every instance symptoms of irritation in

ie alimentary canal, and injury of the nervous system
;
and that it is very

ctive, three grains of the extract applied to the nostrils of a cat having

illed it in sixteen hours” (Christison’s Treat, on Poisons
,
3d ed. p. 790).

(c.) On man.—Its local action is that of a powerful acrid. Applied to

ie Schneiderian membrane, it excites violent sneezing. Epistaxis even

; said to have been induced by it. Its operation when swallowed, or

laced in contact with the skin, is also that of an energetic irritant.

Its remote action is on the secretory apparatus, the stomach and
itestines, and the nervous system. In small and repeated doses it

romotes secretion from the mucous surfaces, the salivary glands,

ie kidneys, and the uterus, and increases the cutaneous' exhalation

Greding, S'dmmtl.. med. Schrift. Tli. 1, S. 179). In larger doses it

auses vomiting, purging, pain in the abdomen, tenesmus, and occa-

i tonally bloody evacuations, and great prostration of strength. In

ome instances a few grains even have had these effects. Schabel

lays there is no substance which so certainly and promptly provokes

'omiting; and Horn (
Archiv

,
B. x. H. 1, S. 161) employed it as a

:ure emetic. In addition to the local action which it exercises, when
" wallowed, on the stomach and intestines, it possesses a specific power
’ f influencing these viscera: for Etmuller

(
Opera omnia

,
tom. ii. pt. 2, p.

;
44) has seen violent vomiting result from the application of the rhizome

0 the abdomen; and Schroder (Orfila, Toxicol. Gen.) observed the same
• ccurrence where the rhizome was used as a suppository. In excessive

'

oses it operates as a narcotico-acrid poison, producing gastro -intestinal

nflammation and an affection of the nervous system. The symptoms are,

' iolent vomiting and purging (sometimes of blood), tenesmus, burning

ensation in the mouth, throat, oesophagus, stomach, and intestines, con-
1 friction of the throat, with a sense of strangulation, griping pain in the

>owels, small, and in some cases almost imperceptible pulse, faintness,

:old sweats, tremblings, giddiness, blindness, dilated pupils, loss of voice,

convulsions, and insensibility, terminating in death. A cutaneous erup-

tion has in some instances followed the use of white hellebore. Hutchin-
•on (Schwazte’s Pharm. Tab. 2

t0
Ausg.) remarked, that when death did

lot occur, palpitation and intermitting pulse, besides dyspeptic and ner-

ous symptoms, remained for some time.

In its action on the sytem, Veratrum album is more closely related to

'ebadilla and meadow saffron than to any other medicinal agents. It is

more acrid and less stupifying than Helleborus nigcr, with which it has
•}een so frequently compared both by ancients and moderns. Orfila
(Toxicol. Gen.) ascertained by experiment on animals that it is more
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active as a poison than the last-mentioned substance. It exercises noil •

known chemical influence over the tissues by which it is distinguished)*#

from the mineral irritants, as baryta and emetic tartar, with which Scha-*t/r

bel compared it.

Uses.—It is but rarely employed, principally on account of the alleged) *

uncertainty of its operation. But from a few trials which I have madejiU.

with it, I suspect this uncertainty is much exaggerated, and is principally®

referrible to the varying lengths of time which the rhizome has been kept)®

after its removal fromthe earth, for, like colchicum,it deteriorates by keeping
The following are the principal cases in which it has been employed :

—

1. In affections of the nervous system
,

as melancholia, mania, andm
epilepsy (Greding, Sarnmtl. mediz. Schriften

,
T. 1, S. 179). As anu

emetic, purgative, and promoter of the secretions generally, we can easily?^

understand that it may prove occasionally beneficial.

2. In chronic skin diseases, as herpes, Dr. C. Smyth [Med. Communica-ta
tions

,
vol. i. p. 207) gave the tincture internally with benefit. As extern

nal applications, the decoction and ointment are used in scabies (hence*#

the Germans call the rhizome Kratzwurzel, i. e. itch-root), tinea capitis*)l

&c.

;

but their use is not quite free from danger.

3. In gout it was given in combination with opium, by Mr. Moore: fc-

{Two Letters to Dr. Jones, 1811), as a substitute for, or in imitation of*Jt

the Eau Medicinale. The dose, in a paroxysm of gout, was from forty*#

minims to two drachms of a mixture composed of three parts of Vin. fc

Veratri albi and one part of liquid laudanum.
4. In amaurosis and chronic affections of the brain occurring in torpid!*

habits, it is employed as an errhine or sternutatory (hence its Germany
name, Niesswurzel, i. e. sneeze-root). It is usually diluted with somew
mild powder. The German snuff called Schneeberger contains it.

5. To destroy pecliculi, the decoction is used as a wash.
6. As an emetic

,

it was employed by Horn.
Administration.—The following are the principal modes of exhi- d

bition :

—

1. Pulvis Veratri.—The dose of this at the commencement should®
not exceed one or two grains. This quantity will sometimes occasion, i<i

nausea and vomiting
;
but Greding found that in some cases eight grains,H

and, in a few instances, a scruple of the bark of the rhizome in powder*’!

were required to excite vomiting. As an errhine, not more than two or I

three grains, mixed with eight or ten of some mild powder (as starch,
p

liquorice, Florentine orris, or lavender) should be employed at one time.

2. Vinum Veratri, L.—White Hellebore, sliced, Sviij.; Sherry Wine, n
Oij .[imperial). Macerate for fourteen days, and strain. As a substitute I

for Colchicum in gout and rheumatism, the dose is ten minims twice or
|;

thrice daily. This quantity is to be gradually increased. A full dose I

acts as an emetic and cathartic.

3. Tinctura Veratri albi, E.—Veratrum bruised, §iv.
;
Proof Spirit, ft

Oj. Proceed by percolation or digestion, as directed for tincture of I

cinchona. The dose is five minims cautiously increased.

4. Decoctum Veratri, L. D.—White Hellebore, bruised, 5x.; Distilled

Water, Oij.
;
Rectified Spirit, f$iij. Boil the hellebore in the water down .

to a pint, and when it has cooled add the spirit. This preparation is 1

only used as an external application in skin diseases (scabies, lepra, tinea

capitis, &c.), and to destroy pediculi. When the skin is very irritable, ;
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! decoction will sometimes require dilution. If the surface to which it

j ;

ipplied be denuded, absorption of the veratria may occur, and consti-

j
ional symptoms be thereby induced

;
hence it is a dangerous applica-

l a, especially to children.

)
j

3. Unguentum Veratri, L. D.—White Hellebore, powdered, sij.

;

rd, §viij.; Oil of Lemons, njxx. Mix. The Dublin College omits the

i
of lemons. This ointment is used in the treatment of itch as a sub-

s' .ute for the disagreeable, though far more effective, sulphur ointment.
' <e the decoction, there is danger of the absorption of the active prin-

ile of the rhizome when the ointment is applied to raw surfaces : it is,

•refore, an unfit remedy for children.

Powdered white hellebore is a constituent of the Unguentum Sul-
uris compositum (vide p. 260).

f
Antidotes.—

A

stringent solutions have been recommended; and in

1

3 case, which fell under my notice, infusion of nutgalls seemed to give

ref. The supposed benefit has been referred to the union of tannic

d with veratria, by which the solubility and activity of the latter are

ainished
;
but Schabel (quoted in Brandt and Ratzburg’s Giftgewachse,

t. 1
,
p. 28) found that three drachms of a tincture of white hellebore

en, with infusion of galls, to a cat, proved fatal in twenty minutes,

dmemann recommends coffee, both as a drink and in clyster. Demul-
Hit liquids, and in some cases opiates, may be useful. The other parts

the treatment must be conducted on general principles.

Asagrw'a officinalis ,
Lindl.

—

Spike-flowered Asagrw'a.

Veratrum officinale, Schlecht. ;
Helonias officinalis, Von, Ph. L. & Ed.

Sex Syst. Hexandria, Trigynia.

(Semina : Sabadilla, L. E.

)

History.—

T

his plant was described by Schlechtendahl (
Linnea

,

vi. 45), afterwards by Mr. Don [Ed. New Phil. Journ.

Oct. 1832), and subsequently by Dr. Lindley (Bot.

Reg. June 1839). The seeds were known to Monardes

in 1572. They are called Sabadilla
,
or more properly

Cebadilla (from the Spanish Cebada
,
barley), on account

of the supposed resemblance of the inflorescence of

the plant to that of Hordeum.
Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Flowers polygamous, race-

mose, naked. Perianth six-partite
;
segments linear,

veinless, almost equal, with a nectarifluous excava-

tion at the base, equal to the stamens. Stamens

alternately shorter ;
anthers cordate, as if unilocular,

after dehiscence shield-shaped. Ovaries three, quite

simple, attenuated into an obscure stigma. Follicles

three, acuminate, papery ;
seeds scimitar-shaped, cor-

rugated, winged. Bulbous herbs
,
with grass-like leaves

,

and small, pale, densely-racemed flowers .
(Lindley.)

Sp. Char .—The only species known.

Leaves linear, acuminate, subcarinate, roughish at

the margin, four feet long, and three lines broad. Scape

round, about six feet high. Raceme
,
a foot and a half

long, very dense, very straight, spiciform. Flowers

white, with a bractea at the base. Anthers yellow.

uigroEa officinalis.

i. Fruit-bearing

stem.

Root, bulb, ami
leaves.
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H.w .—Eastern side of the Mexican Andes, near Barranca de Tioseffl

(Sc/tiedc). Neighbourhood of Vera Cruz (.Hartivey).

Description.—The cebadilla
,

cevadilla
,

or sabadilla of the shot;

{sabadilla, L. E. semina sabadillce mexicance) comes from Vera Cruz an)

Mexico. Lt consists of the follicles (some containing seeds, others empt\H

loose seeds, stalks, and abortive flowers of the Asagrasa officinalis.

The follicles, commonly termed capsules, rarely exceed, or even equal

half an inch in length, and are about one line or a line and a half if

diameter. They are ovate-oblong, acuminate. Their colour is pai

yellowish-brown, or reddish grey. The coat of each is thin, dry, and

a papery consistence. Each fruit is composed of three follicles mutual

adherent towards the base, open at the superior and internal part. Til

receptacle, fruitstalk, and the remains of the dried and withered caly

are usually present in the cebadilla of the shops. Seldom more than o*

or two, though sometimes three, seeds are found in each follicle.

The seeds are two or three lines long, scimitar-shaped, pointed, blackidi

brown, shiny, wrinkled or corrugated, slightly winged. Internally thclf

are whitish and horny. Embryo straight, next the hilum, lodged

ilesliy albumen. They have little odour, but a bitter, acrid, persiste:

taste.

Composition.—Two analyses of cebadilla have been made aboi

the same time (1819) : one by Meissner {Schweigger's Journ. f. Ci

xxxi. 187) ;
and a second by Pelletier and Caventou {Journ. de Pham

353).VI The following are the results :

—

Meissner's Analysis.

Fatty matter {olein and stearin

)

Wax {myricin) .

Sabadillin
(
veratria

)

Resin (soluble in ether)

Hard resin (insoluble in etber)

Bitter extractive with the acid 4

which is united to the saba- >

dilliu .... j
Sweet extractive

Extractive separable by alkalies

Gum .....
Vegetable jelly

(
pliyteumacolla) 1

with chloride of potassium >

and vegetable salts of potash )

Oxalate of lime combined with"!

bassorin . . . J
Lignin
Water

24-63

010
0-58

145
845

5 97

0-65

2414
4-90

1*11

106

20-56
6-40

Cebadilla 100-00

Pelletier and Cacentou's Analysis.

1 Olein.

Fatty matter composed ofs Stearin.

(_ Cevadic aci

Wax.
Supergallate of veratria.

Yellow colouring matter.

Starch.

Lignin.

Gum.

Ashes composed

.

of ’
.

Carbonate of potast

limed

Phosphate lime.

Chloride potassium!

Silica.

Cebadilla.

The ashes contained oxide of copper.

Cevadic acid is a crystalline, fusible, volatile, fatty acid, having an odour analogob
to butyric acid. It is soluble in water, alcohol, and ether. It is obtained by the sapj*
nification of the oil of cebadilla (fatty matter). Cevadate of ammonia causes a whij

precipitate with the persalts of iron.

Oil of cebadilla given me by Mr. Morson is green, lighter than water, and hasp
faint, somewhat rancid taste.

The acid called gallic by Pelletier and Caventou is regarded as peculiar by Meisstifj

in consequence of its remarkable action on lime and barytic water, and on solutions of til
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:
\

I-

Lonitratc of mercury, protosulphate of iron, and sulphate of copper. It is, perhaps,

veratric acid of Merck
(
Berl.Jahrb

.
fur d. Pharm. Bd. xli. H. iii. S. 411).

T
eratria being- a medicinal agent will be described presently.

he two resins found by Meissner, but overlooked by Pelletier and Caventou, are

bably endowed with activity.

lie bitter extractive of Meissner is the yellow colouring matter of Pelletier and
i\ ventou.

’ouerbe obtained from cebadilla seeds, sabadillina, resin of veratria, and gum-resin

(l irabadillina.

. i {esin of veratria (veratrin
,
Couerbe) is a brown solid, fusible at 3G5°. Insoluble in

:) : er (by which it is distinguished from veratria,) and in water. It combines with
i Is, but neither saturates them, nor forms with them any crystallizable salts. It con-

sof C 2S H IS N 0 s
. Its action on the animal economy has not been determined.

I
-.turn resin of sabadillina (resinigomme

,
Couerbe: monohydrate of sabadillina. Alter.) is

aldish solid, soluble in water and alcohol, but slightly so in ether. It saturates acids,

does not form crystalline compounds with them. Alkalies throw' it down from its

ne combinations. It consists of C 20 H 14 N G 6
. Hence it differs from anhydrous

adillina in containing an atom more water. Furthermore it is distinguished from
, . alkali in not being crystallizable.

iabadillina is said, by Simon (Berl . Jahrb. Bd. xxxix. S. 393), to be merely a com-
nd of resinate of soda and resinate of veratria. Dr. Turnbull found it inferior in

vity to veratria.

Chemical Characteristics.—The brownish coloured decoction of

ladilla reddens litmus, owing to the presence of free acid. Sesqui-

rji .oride of iron deepens the colour of the decoction, and causes an olive

own precipitate. Alkalies deepen, whilst acids diminish, the colour of

decoction (by their action on the yellow colouring matter, Pellet.)

etate and diacetate of lead, protonitrate of mercury, and sulphate of

)per form precipitates in the decoction. Oxalate of ammonia renders

.urbid
(
oxalate of lime). Nitrate of silver forms a coloured precipitate

[i ich is, for the most part, soluble in nitric acid : the insoluble portion

ihloride of silver. Solution of iodine and tincture of nutgalls have
obvious effect.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On vegetables.—Not ascertained.

[b.) On animals.—Are similar to those of Veratrum album. Cebadilla

s proved poisonous to dogs and cats (Willemet, Nouv. Mem. de VAcad.
Dijon

, 1782). A pinch of it produced violent spasms in cats ; half a

ichm caused vomiting and convulsions in dogs. It is a poison to

;ects. Thus bugs die from it in convulsions : hence its use as a bug
ison ! (Seeliger in Schmucker’s Vermischt. chirurg. Schrift. vol. ii.

.272.) Its efficacy in destroying pediculi has long been known.
(c.) On man.—The action is probably similar to, though more acrid

ji’ m, white hellebore. The effects of small and repeated doses have not

II en satisfactorily ascertained. Large and poisonous doses cause burning
d pain in the throat and stomach, nausea, vomiting, purging, pro-

ation of strength, convulsions, delirium, and sometimes a cutaneous

iption. Even the external application of the powder has caused
ngerous effects. Plenck tells us of a young man who was rendered
nporarily insane by the application of powder of cebadilla to the head.
:ntin says an infant, whose nurse had sprinkled the powder in its hair,

-d in convulsions. (Murray, App. Med. vol. v. p. 172.)

Rubbed on the skin, the tincture causes a stinging sensation similar

I

that produced by veratria. After its use for some days, a slight erup-
>n appears on the skin. Rubbed over the cardiac region, it in some
stances reduces the frequency and force of the pulse in a marked
gree. The alcoholic extract has nearly the same effects, when taken
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internally, as veratria. It also induces sensations of heat and tinglirndtj

on the surface of the skin, and sometimes acts as a diuretic. (TurnbulliE

On the Medicinal Properties of the Ranunculaceai
,
p. 7).

Uses.—Cebadilla has been employed internally, as an anthelmintic,i V
both thread-worms and tape-worms. (Schmucker’s verm, chirurg. Schrif j
Bd. ii. S. 271). Ur. Turnbull {op. cit. p. 7) has given the extract wit fa

benefit in painful rheumatic and neuralgic affections. Though it is a]jih

plicable in all the maladies for the relief of which veratria has beelp

recommended, it is rarely administered by the mouth.

Externally the powder of the seeds has been used to destroy pedicuHlc

hence the Germans called the seeds Ldusesaamen,
or lice-seeds. Bill

it cannot be applied with safety to children, and especially when thft

skin is broken. I have already referred to the dangerous consequence**

of its employment. The tincture has been used as a rubefacient iW
chronic rheumatism, and, rubbed over the heart, in some cases of netm

vous palpitation. (Turnbull, op. cit.). It may in fact be employed as

introduced into the Pharmacopoeia, is for yielding veratria.

Administration.—The following are the preparations of Cebadil

which have been employed in medicine.

1. Pulvis Sababillje.—Pulvis contra pediculos; Poudre deCapuci

Powder of Cebadilla. The dose for an adult is from two to six grail

gradually increased. In one case of tape-worm, half a drachm w

2. Tinctuea Sabadillte.—Saturated tincture of Cebadilla
,
Tur

bull. Cebadilla seeds, freed from their capsules and bruised, any qua

It is rubbed over the heart in nervous palpitation.

3. Extractum alcoholicum Sabadillm.—Evaporate the saturat

tincture, with a very gentle heat, to a proper consistence. Dose l-(i

of a grain, gradually increased. It is given, in the form of pill,

rheumatic and neuralgic cases.

4. Veratria, L.; Veratrine, Fr.
; Veratrina, Thomson; Sabadill

Meissner.

(a.) History.—This vegetable alkaloid was' discovered about the sai

time (1819), by Meissner in Germany, and by Pelletier and Cavent

in France. Couerbe {Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. t. 52, p. 368) probat

was the first who obtained it pure.

( b .)
Preparation.-—The following process for making veratria, cc

tained in the London Pharmacopoeia, is nearly identical with tt

described by Soubeiran {Nouv. Traitc de Pharm. t. ii. p. 190), and

a modification of one given by Couerbe.

“ Take of Cebadilla, bruised, lb. ij. ; Rectified Spirit, Cong. iij.
;
Diluted Sulpb.u

Acid ;
Solution of Ammonia ;

Purified Animal Charcoal
; Magnesia; each as much

may be sufficient. Boil the Cebadilla with a gallon of the spirit, for an hour, in a ret

to which a receiver is fitted. Pour off the liquor, and boil what remains with anotl

gallon of spirit and the spirit recently distilled, and pour oft' the liquor: and let it

done a third time. Press the Cebadilla, and let the spirit distil from the mixed a

strained liquors. Evaporate what remains to the proper consistence of an extra

Boil this three or more times in water, to which a little diluted sulphuric acid lias be

cheap though efficient substitute for the tincture of veratria.

But the principal use of the seeds, for which indeed they have bei

taken daily for fourteen days (Seeliger in Schmucker, op. cit. vol.

p. 271).

tity

;

Rectified Spirit, as much as will cover them. Digest for ten daj

Used as a rubefacient liniment in chronic rheumatism and paralys
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3d, and with a gentle heat, evaporate the strained liquors to the consistence of a

ip. Into this, when cold, put the magnesia to saturation, frequently shaking
in] ; then press, and wash. Let this be done twice or thrice : then dry what remains,

digest with a gentle heat in spirit two or three times, and as often strain. After-

ds let the spirit distil. Boil the residue in water, to which a little sulphuric acid

animal charcoal are added, for a quarter of an hour, and strain. Lastly, the

•coal being thoroughly washed, cautiously evaporate the [mixed] liquors until they

e the consistence of a syrup, and drop into them as much ammonia as may be

cient to throw down the veratria. Separate this, and dry it.”

The process of the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia is as follows:

—

Take any convenient quantity of Sabadilla
: pour boiling water over it in a covered

;el, and let it macerate for 24 hours
;
remove the Sabadilla, squeeze it, and dry it

•oughly with a gentle heat. Beat it now in a mortar, and separate the seeds from
capsules by brisk agitation in a deep narrow vessel. Grind the seeds in a coffee-

i;j ,1, and form them into a thick paste with rectified spirit. Pack this firmly in a
4 ; jolator, and pass rectified spirit through it till the spirit ceases to be coloured,

iceutrate the spirituous solutions, by distillation, so long as no deposit forms, and
r the residuum, while hot, into twelve times its volume of cold water. Filter

iugh calico, and wash the residuum on the filter so long as the washings precipitate

) ammonia. Unite the filtered liquid with the washings, and add an excess of
nouia. Collect the precipitate on a filter, wash it slightly with cold water, and
it first by imbibition with filtering paper, and then in the vapour bath. A small

itional quantity may be got by concentrating the filtered ammoniacal fluid, and
“ wing it to cool.

Veratria thus obtained is not pure, but sufficiently so for medicinal use. From this

>ured substance it may be obtained white, though at considerable loss, by solution

•ery weak muriatic acid, decolorization with animal charcoal, and re-precipitation

ib ammonia.”

; c.) Theory.—The following statement applies to the process of

London College, and is perhaps correct as far as it goes:—
1 badilla yields to rectified spirit veratria in combination with a vege-

Me acid. When the alcoholic extract is treated with water and
|;phuric acid, an impure solution of the sulphate of veratria is obtained.

.gnesia decomposes this, unites with the sulphuric and vegetable

i ds, and sets free the alkaloid, which is taken up by rectified spirit,

e extract obtained by distilling off' the spirit is then boiled in water

:h sulphuric acid and animal charcoal : the acid unites with the alka-

li, while the charcoal abstracts colouring matter. Ammonia being

^ i -led to the strained solution, combines with the sulphuric acid, and

:asions a precipitate, which, when dried, constitutes commercial or

(ridicinal veratria
(

1veratria
,
Ph. L.)

By Couerbe’s process, a drachm of commercial veratria may, it is said,

procured from one pound of cebadilla.

Commercial veratria was said by Couerbe to be composed of pure

'atria, sabadillina
,
resin of veratria (veratrin, Couerbe), and yum-

in of veratria (resinigomme, Couerbe). These are separated from each

ler by the successive action of water, ether, and alcohol, as shewn by
j following table :

—

. Cl. Sabadillina, which crystallizes on cooling.
Commercial C yields to boiling water < 2. Resin of veratria, left in the cold solution.

Veratria
|

. . . . . , 3. Veratria, soluble in ether.
insoluble in boiling water . . V Gum-resin of veratria, insoluble in ether,

t but soluble in alcohol.

The nature of sabadillina has been already pointed out (p. 035).
{d.) Properties .— Commercial veratria is pulverulent, odourless, and
cyish or brownish white. All the samples T have tasted were bitter and
rid, and produced a feeling of numbness and tingling when applied to
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the tongue. But pure veratria is an almost white, friable, solid, bavin
i

the aspect of a resin : it is uncrystallizable, odourless, has a very acifj i

taste, without any mixture of bitterness. It is fusible at 240° F. It I

sparingly soluble in ether, readily so in alcohol, scarcely so in cold watd
It possesses alkaline properties: thus, it restores the blue colour of roj

dened litmus, and saturates acids. Its salts crystallize with difficult*!
j

indeed the sulphate and hydrochlorate alone have been obtained in tl j

state of crystals
;
the other salts have a gummy aspect. Both the hydifl

chlorate and sulphate are soluble in water.

(e.) Characteristics.—Veratria is known by the following characters :-*[ l

Its alkalinity, its combustibility, its uncrystallizability, the difficult cryl

tallizability of its salts, its solidity at ordinary temperatures, its readl

solubility in alcohol, its being almost insoluble in water, but sparing*

soluble in ether, and by the intense red colour which it assumes whejl

mixed with strong liquid sulphuric acid. Nitric acid renders commerciJ
veratria reddish, and forms a yellow solution with it. A solution t

veratria in dilute acetic acid produces a whitish precipitate
(
tannate 4

veratria) with tincture of nutgalls, a white one (hydrated veratria) will

ammonia, and an intense red colour with concentrated sulphuric acitj

To these chemical peculiarities must be added, those characteristic

derived from its physiological effects :—A minute portion of veratrj

causes violent sneezing, and a small quantity of a solution of four graiit

of veratria in a fluid drachm of rectified spirit, rubbed on the wrist it

forehead, produces, within three or four minutes, heat and tingling.

(f.) Composition.—The following is the composition of pure veratri.j

according to Couerbe :

—

Eq. Eq. Wt. Per Cent. Couerbe.

Carbon . . . . 34 . . . 204 . . . 70-83 . . . 70-786

Hydrogen . . . 22 . . . 22 . . . 7-64 . . . 7-636

Nitrogen . . . I . 14 . . . 4-86 . . . 5-210

Oxygen . . . . 6 . . . 48 . . . 16-67 . . . 16-368

Veratria . . . . 1 . . . 288 . . . 100-00 . . • 100-000

{g.) Physiological Effects, a. On animals. — Magendie {Formulair

\

p. 162, 8
me

ed.) has shewn that the local action of veratria is that of aj

irritant. Placed in the nostrils of a dog the acetate of veratria provokaj

violent and continued sneezing. When introduced into the intestin ,i

canal it caused inflammation. Applied to parts whence absorption go«f

on actively (as the pleura and tunica vaginalis), it occasions tetanus art*

death in a few minutes. Forcke
(
Untersuch . uher d. Veratrin, 1837) gai;

moderate and gradually increased doses Q to l of a grain) of veratria lf|

20 days. It caused vomiting, and occasionally foaming at the moutl

The stools continued hard. Dr. Bardsley (
Hosp . Facts and Observ. 1821-

observed vomiting and giddiness (reeling) produced in animals to who!

lie gave veratria

fi. On man.—Applied to the nose a minute quantity excites excessiM

sneezing. Rubbed on the skin in the form of ointment, it causes |

!

sensation of heat and tingling (called by Dr. Turnbull electro-stimulatm

This effect is not confined to the. part and its immediate neighbourhood

where the application has been made : for somewhat similar scnsatio

are occasionally experienced in distant parts.

Taken internally in small or medicinal doses veratria excites a feelii

i i
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in

f warmth in the stomach and bowels, which extends to the chest and

‘i sfremities. Tingling and various anomalous sensations (as of a current

i| ; hot or cold air or water passing over the skin) are perceived in various

•i irts of the body. Nausea and vomiting are occasionally excited by a

11 dose. On the secretions and exhalations its action is not very

nifonn. It frequently produces perspiration, not unfrequently diuresis,

orcke {op. cit. p. 22) mentions increased secretion of saliva and of tears

, reduced without the contact of the veratria either with the conjunctiva

nd mouth. The bowels are for the most part, confined, so that purga-

ves are not unfrequently required during the use of it. Yet in some

ases veratria has caused copious bilious evacuations. In some instances

, has promoted, in others diminished, the appetite. Forcke mentions a

ustular eruption as being sometimes induced by it. Dr. Barclsley

enerally found the pulse become slower and depressed after the use of

eratria.

I am not acquainted with any cases of poisoning in the human subject

j(
ry the use of excessive doses of veratria. Vomiting and convulsions

ould probably be induced.

(h .)
Uses .—Veratria is employed externally or internally : sometimes in

oth ways at the same time. It has been tried in the following cases :

—

a. In neuralgia it has been used by Dr. Turnbull, Dr. Ebers of

, Ireslau (Dierbach, Neuest. Entcl. in d. Mat. Med. 1837), -and Dr. Forcke.

t is applied in the form of ointment, containing from twenty to forty

rains of veratria to an ounce of lard. The frictions are to be continued

* ntil the heat and tingling caused by the veratria have acquired a con-

derable degree of intensity. Though, according to my own experience,

fails to give relief in a large majority of cases, yet in some few its

! Sects are highly beneficial, and in none is it injurious. As a remedy for

euralgia, it is, however, far inferior to Aconitum and its alkali Aconita.

(3. In some nervous diseases (Neuroses, Cull.)—Veratria has been ex-

nsively used in this class of diseases, but for the most part empirically,

f it possess any therapeutical power “ a more extended experience is

3quired to establish its claim to our regard” (Paris, Appendix to the

th ed. of the Pharmacologia.) Among the maladies against which it has
een used (in some instances internally, but mostly externally) are,

—

|
ervous palpitation, paralysis, hooping-cough, epilepsy, hysteria, hypo-
hondriasis, &c. (See the treatises of Turnbull and Forcke, before

eferred to.)

y. In rheumatism and gout.—Dr. Bardsley gave it internally in rheu-

matism, but with no remarkable results. Externally it has been employed
i the form of ointment by Sir C. Scudamore and Dr. Turnbull. It should
ot be applied while the inflammation is of an active kind. It would
ppear to be best adapted for the neuralgic forms of rheumatism.

<5. In dropsy.—Dr. Bardsley administered it internally in dropsy, but
ays it possesses “ no particular claims to the attention of the profession.”

d)ers employed veratria endermically, and also, in the form of ointment,
pidermically. It acted as a diuretic, and gave relief. (See Forcke’s
hitersuch.)

(i.) Administration .—The ordinary veratria of the shop? is adminis-
erefi in doses of one-sixth of a grain, three times a day. On account
’f its acridity it should not be given in solution, but in the form of pills.

:
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a. Pilula Veratria^Veratria Pills; Turnbull.—Veratria, gr.j.; Extr.of Hyoscyatmm
Liquorice powder, aa gr. xij. Let 12 pills be made, of which one may be taken ever)

three hours.

P- Tinctura Veratria ; Veratriu Embrocation ; Turnbull.—Veratria, 5j. ; Recti fiet
j

Spirit, ^ij. Dissolve. This embrocation is sometimes used as a substitute for the oins
]

merit. Magendie ( Formulaire)
directs a tincture of veratria to be prepared bydissolvinj i

four grains of the alkali in an ounce of alcohol. Of this from 10 to 25 drops are taken

,

in a cup of broth, as a substitute for the tincture ofcolchicum.

y. Unguentum Veratria j Veratria Ointment

;

Turnbull.—Veratria, 3ss.
;
Olive Oil, 3JB

Prepared Lard, gj. M.
8. Sales Veratria .— The sulphate and tartrate of veratria (prepared by sat u ratio . l

veratria with sulphuric or tartaric acid) are sometimes used instead of the uncombiuejfl

alkali. The dose and mode of administration are the same as for the latter.

Antidote.—Vide Veratrum album.
‘ '-A&xV

C\

Other Medicinal Melanthucea.

Ik
Th.eVfruit and seeds of Veratrum Sabadilla , Ph. Ed. are said to be brought from thtFjH

Antilles, under the name of Cebadilla (semina sabadilla Caribaa), but I have never min
with them. V. Sabadilla is a native of Mexico and the Antilles. Its leaves are radica |

Its stem is almost leaflessoval-oblong, obtuse, ribbed. Its stem is almost leafless. The panicle is nearly simpl«|fl

The flowers have short pedicels, and are nodding. The rhizome of Veratrum viride bp
used in the United States as a substitute for that of Veratrum album.

1
0*

Order XII. Lilia'ce.e, Lindl .

—

The Lily Tribe.
!

Essential Character.— Calyx and corolla confounded, coloured, regular, occasional! it

cohering in a tube. Stamens six, inserted into the sepals and petals
;
anthers open!

iug inwards. Ovary superior, three-celled, many seeded ; style one ; stigma simpllfn

or three-lobed- Fruit succulent, or dry and capsular, three-celled. Seeds packet,

one upon another in one or two rows ; embryo with the same direction as the seecj

in the axis of fleshy albumen, or uncertain in direction and position. Roots fibrou

or fasciculate. Stem none, except a bulb ; or tuberous, or creeping, or erect, a
arborescent. Leaves with parallel veins, membranous, not articulated with the stcm,^

either sessile or with a narrow leafy petiole. (Lindley ).

Properties.—Not uniform.

Al'oe, Linn.

—

Al'oe. ri-

se*. Syst. Hexandria, Monogynia.

(Succus proprius spissatus foliorum ex variis Aloes speciebus).

History.—Neither Aloe plants nor the inspissated juice of theilfl

leaves are mentioned by Llippocrates or Theophrastus; but both arjjl

described by Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. xxv ), and Pliny (Hist. iVcal

lib. xxvii. cap. v.)

Botany, Gen. Char .
—Perianth tubular, six-cleft, fleshy, nect

riferous at the base, the sepals of the same form as the petals, and

closely imbricating them. Stamens hypogynous, as long as th||

perianth, or even longer. Capsule membranous, scarious, three

corned, three-celled, three-valved, with a loculicidal dehiscence. Seed i

two rows, roundish or angular. (Lindley.)—Succulcn >

numerous, in

plants.
i

!t
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ALOE.

Species .—The following species furnish the greater part of the
substance called in the shops aloes

:

1. Al'oe vulga'ris
, Lam. Dub. ’A\6ij,

Dioscor. Sibth. Stem woody, simple,
cylindrical, short. Leaves fleshy, am-
plexicaul, first spreading, then ascending,
lanceolate, glaucous green, flat above,
convex below, armed with hard, distant,
reddish spines, perpendicular to the
margin; a little mottled with darker
colour

;
the parenchyma slightly coloured

brown, and very distinct from the tough
leathery cuticle. Scape axillary, glau-
cous reddish, branched. Spike cylin--
drical-ovate. Flowers at first erect, then
spreading, afterwards pendulous,, yellow,
not larger than the stamens.

(Bindley .)

Beneath the epidermis of the leaves, in
peculiar parallel vessels, is found a
brownish-yellow, bitter, resinous juice.

Various species of Aloe. This plant is a native of the East Indies
and Barbary, and is cultivated in the

e est Indies, Italy, Sicily, and Malta- It yields Barbadoes Aloes. A. vul-
ris has been subdivided by some botanists into A. abyssinica and
barbadensis.

.2. Al'oe socotri'na, Lam. Dec.

—

Stem woody, straight, one and
half feet high or more, naked below, where it is strongly marked with
) scars of leaves. Leaves amplexicaul, ascending, ensiform, green,

curved inwards at the point, convex below, rather

concave above, marked with numerous small white
marginal serratures, the parenchyma abounding
in a bright brownish-yellow juice. Raceme cylin-

drical, unbranched. Flowers scarlet at the base,

pale in the middle, green at the point. Stamens
unequal, three of them longer than the flowers.

{Lindley). The leaves contain in peculiar vessels a

yellow juice, which, when exposed to the air, becomes
violet, and ultimately brown. This juice is more
copious and bitter than that of Aloe vulgaris. Aloe

socotrina is said to be a native of the island of Soco-

tra, and to yield socotrine (and real hepatic ?) aloes
;

but further evidence is required to establish these

Aloe socotrina. statements. Lieut. Wellstead (Journ. of the Royal
Geograph. Soc. vol. v.) says the hills on the west side

this island are covered for an extent of miles with aloe plants
;
and

observes that it is not likely, at any future period, that the whole
intity will be collected which might be required,
b Al'oe spied ta, Thunb. Lond. Dub.—Stem three to four feet high,
thick as a man’s arm. Leaves thick, fleshy, broad at the base, gra-

% narrowing to the point, channelled, frill two feet long, distantly
thed, with a few white spots

;
their parenchyma almost colourless.

ke a foot long, very compact, with the flowers campanulate and

Fig. 115.

If
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horizontal. The three petals broader, ovate, obtuse, white, with a triple

green line, the sepals narrower, less concave. Stamens much longer i

than the perianth. The flowers are filled with a purplish honey!
(Lindley.) This species is a native of the interior of the Cape of Goocii i.

Hope, and yields Cape Aloes.

Preparation.—The finest kind of aloes is obtained by evaporating th^

juice which flows spontaneously from the transversely-cut leaves. Thijl \

juice is lodged in vessels running longitudinally beneath the epidermis^ i

The exudation of it is promoted by dipping the leaves in hot water!

.

But if pressure be employed the proper aloetic juice becomes mixed witUfji ).

the mucilaginous liquid of the leaves, and thus an inferior kind of aloei

is obtained. A still commoner variety is procured by boiling th«j
[

leaves, from which the juice has been previously allowed to escape^ i

in water.

In the island of Socotra the leaves are plucked at any period, and bij

any one who chooses to take the trouble
;
and after being placed in at [

skin, the juice is allowed to exude from them (Wellstead, Journ. Geoyraphi \

Soc. vol. v.)

In Barbadoes the aloes is best procured in the month of March. It u*
obtained as follows :

—“ Every slave hath by him three or four portabhi
tubs. The leaves being cut near the roots, are thrown into these,* witlji

their broken ends downwards
;
and as the leaves are full of large longiilt

tudinal veins or vessels, they yield an easy passage to the juice (which i fl;

of a greenish -yellow colour) to drip out. This being boiled for abouijt

five hours in a copper or kettle, the watery particles evaporate, and th»n

remainder comes to a consistency and thickening as sugar doth wheiiji

sufficiently boiled. The way to know when it is enough boiled is, till

dip a stick in the liquor, and observe whether the aloe sticking to ill!

when cold, breaks short : if it doth, then it is boiled to perfection, and fi»

to be poured into gourds or calabashes, or other vessels, for use” (Hughes#
Nat. Hist, of Barbadoes, p. 154. This account is further confirmed Efl

that of Mr. Millington, Lowe?. Med. Journ. vol. viii. p. 42*2.) Dr. Wrighp
[Bond. Med. Journ. vol. viii. p. 219) says, that, in Jamaica, the leavesi

contained in hand-baskets or nets, are boiled in water, and the strainei*

liquor evaporated to a proper consistence, and then poured into gourde
or calabashes.

Description and Varieties.— 1. Socotrine Aloes (Aloe socotrina sew
succotrina : Aloe socotorina, Ph. Ed.) A few -years ago, this kind of aloa4

was brought by way of Smyrna, and hence was frequently termed TurkP.m

Aloes. It is now, however, usually imported from Bombay. It comes ovai

in skins, contained in casks, kegs, and chests. It is of a reddish browt#

colour, glossy, pellucid, and having a smooth conchoidal fracture. By esj§

posurc to the air it becomes deeper coloured. Its taste is very bitter
;
ill

odour has been compared to that of myrrh, being pleasant and aromatidl

The colour of the powder is bright yellow. The finest kinds of Socotrini#

aloes, which I have met with, have had the semi-transparent red coloill

observed when we break a large fine tear of myrrh. Heated on the poiil®

of a knife in the candle, a most fragrant odour is evolved; and by disl

filiation with water, we obtain a liquid having the fragrant odour of ttyI

aloes, but free from any bitter taste. It has long been regarded as thjl

best kind of aloes, though its commercial value is at the present tin* I

inferior to that of Barbadoes aloes.
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Socotrine aloes is mentioned by Avicenna and Mesue, both of whom
egarded it as the best kind. By Fee ( Cours d'Hist. Nat. Pharm. t. i.

. 3*25), and some other continental writers, it is confounded with Cape

q loes.

The aloes prepared in the island of Socotra is probably procured from

$|j
[i0t socotrina. In 1833, the quatity exported from this islannd was 83

,

1

dns, or 2 tons. But a much larger quantity might be procured if required

KiVellstead, Journ. Geograph. Soc. vol. v.) Sir Whitelaw Ainslie (Materia

mtodica, vol. i. p. 9) says that the greater part of the extract now sold

ader the name of Socotrine aloes is prepared in the kingdom of

[elinda.

I have never seen the Socotrine aloes of commerce adulterated. But
vo samples (one of which I have in my museum) brought direct from

. le island of Socotra, by a friend of Professor Royle, are largely inter-

mixed with foreign substances, as sand, skins, &c.

2. Genuine Hepatic Aloes : Liver-coloured Socotrine Aloes
(
Aloe

gpatica vei'a. ? Aloe indica
,
Ph. Ed.)—I have never met with any

ascription of this kind
;
and I suspect continental writers confound it

ith the foregoing variety. In English commerce it is always regarded

distinct.

It is brought to us from Bombay in skins, contained in casks holding

om 200 to 300 pounds. Its odour is very much the same as that of the

)cotrine kind, or perhaps it is a little less fragrant. It is distinguished

pom the latter by its opacity and its liver colour. The similarity of the

lour of Socotrine and hepatic aloes leads to the suspicion that they

e obtained from the same plant
;
and which is further confirmed by

i e two being sometimes brought over intermixed, the Socotrine occa-

onally forming a vein in a cask of the hepatic aloes. By digestion in

ctified spirit of wine, a yellowish granular powder (in appearance

metliing like lycopodium) is obtained, which is insoluble in water,

cohol, aether, and dilute sulphuric acid, but is readily soluble in a solu-

m of caustic potash, forming a red-coloured liquid.

3. Barbadoes Aloes : Aloes in gourds [Aloe barbadensis, Ph. Ed.)—This
t the kind denominated by most continental writers (as Geiger, Theod.

f
.artius, PfafF, F6e, and others,) Hepatic Aloes [Aloe hepatica), but its

dour is not constantly that of the liver. It is imported from Barbadoes
Jamaica in gourds, weighing from 60 to 70 pounds, or even more

1 this. It varies in colour from a dark brown or black (
brown or black

urbadoes aloes) to a reddish-brown or liver colour (
liver-coloured or

patic Barbadoes aloes) : even in the same gourd a difference of colour

occasionally observed. The fracture also varies, sometimes being dull,

other times glossy. Its unpleasant odour, (which is much increased
r breathing on it) will always distinguish it from the foregoing kinds,

s powder is of a dull olive-yellow colour. This kind of aloes is obtained
Jm the Aloe vulgaris.

4.

Gape Aloes
(Aloe capensis : A. lucida of Geiger).

—

This kind is

lported, as its name indicates, from the Cape of Good Hope. It, is

ought over in chests and skins, the latter being preferred, as the aloes
•ntained therein arc usually purer and more glossy. It has a shining
vinous appearance, is of a deep brown colour, with a greenish tint, and
18 a glossy or resinous fracture

;
its edges, or thin laminae, viewed by

J-nsmitted light, have a yellowish-red or ruby colour
;
its odour is stronger
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and more disagreeable than the Barbadoes aloes
;

its powder is greenish
I

yellow. Some of the commoner kinds of Cape aloes have a rougj,i

fracture.

Occasionally it has been imported of a reddish-brown colour, lih.

that of the liver, and opaque, (liver-coloured or hepatic Cape aloes,

\

About five years since, an experienced dealer bartered 3 lbs. of Capij

aloes for 1 lb. of what he thought to be the genuine hepatic aloes, but>[

which turned out to be a fine sort of Cape aloes. I presume this is tmil

kind which Professor Guibourt (Hist, des Drog. simpl. t. ii. p. 418, 3
me

ed.iO

to whom I sent a specimen of it, terms Aloes hepatique faux. Its odouijd

when breathed on, instantly detects it.

Cape aloes is procured from Aloe spicata, and perhaps also from other i

species, as A. arborescens, Mill., A. Commelyni, Willd., A. mitriformii,r

Willd. (Lindley, Flora Medico).

5.

Fetid, Horse, or Caballine Aloes (Aloe caballina).—I have never mill

with any aloes under this name in English commerce. From Professoi i

Guibourt I have received two substances which he denominates Alon ;

Caballin.

a.

P.

One is impure orfoot Cape aloes.

The other is in black, opaque masses. Its fracture is uniform,

is difficult to pulverise, adheres to the pestle, gives a greenigjr

powder, has very little odour, and yields a dark brown decoctioii

It is probably an extract prepared by boiling the leaves in wate

Professor Guibourt (Hist, des Drog. ii. 419) says Caballine aloes

procured either in the countries which furnish ordinary aloes, or in Spai[

or Senegal.

6. Mocha Aloes (Aloe de Mocha).—Under this name I found in a druii

warehouse, where it had lain for many years, an impure kind of aloes, ii f

large irregular masses, opaque and black externally, intermixed witf

sand, strings, &c. In its brittleness, odour, and the pale colour of i':|

decoction, it resembles Cape aloes. The interior of the mass is not un.|

form : in some places it is dark and opaque, somewhat like Barbados!

aloes, in other places it resembles Socotrine aloes, and here and there wj

find portions having the transparency and resinous appearance of Caj

aloes. Recently this kind of aloes has been imported under the namjj

of Mocha aloes from Muscat, in chests containing nearly 2 cwt. each.

7. Indian Aloes (Aloe indica).—Through. the kindness of Professdl

Royle I have examined four kinds of aloes brought from the interior

India :

—

a. Aloes from Northern India.—Is dull, black, and brittle, and ha

little odour. It came from the northern parts of India, wrhere J

is common in the bazaars. It is probably the kind which Ainslilt

(Mat. Ind. vol. ii. p. 10) says resembles Barbadoes aloes.

ft.
Guzerat Aloes.—Is dark, more gummy in its appearance and fee*

more difficult to fracture. It came from Guzerat.

y. Salem Aloes.—In blackish masses. It was brought from Salenf

It is distinguished from all the preceding by the numerous larj

air cavities observed in its interior. Its odour is analogous to th

of Socotrine aloes. Its price is marked one anna and nine pi

[about twopence-halfpenny] per pound.
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n s, Trichinopoli Aloes.—Resembles Cape aloes in its brittleness, odour,
and colour, but is more opaque. Its price is marked two annas
[about threepence] a pound.

j

These aloes are probably the produce, in part at least, of Aloe indica
,

i oyle ;
a species with reddish flowers, common in dry situations in the

j
>rth-westem provinces of India, and which, if known to Roxburgh,

i^as included by him in the A. perfoliata, Linn, and perhaps also of

|

. vulgaris,
or the plant mentioned by Rheede (

Hort . Malab. ii. t. 3,)

i toyle, Bot. of the Himalayan Mountains).

Composition.—Aloes has been analysed by Trommsdorf (Ann. de
.him. t. lxviii. p. 11, 1808), by Bouillon-Lagrange and Vogel [ditto,

i 155), by Braconnot [Journ. de Physiq. t. lxxxiv. p. 334, 1817), and

|
' Winkler, (Geiger, Handb. d. Pharm. Bd. ii. p. 782, 1829).

Trommsdorf.
Bouillon-Lagrange

and Vogel.
Braconnot. Winkler.

Socotrine.

| ' Saponaceous princip. 75

ij K Resin 25

J \ Vegetable albumen 0
|G Gallic acid trace

Barbadoes.
81-25
6-25

12-5

trace

Soc.
Extractive 68
Resin 32
Vegetable

£
„

albumen^ u

Bar.
52
42

6

Soc.
Bitter princip. 73
Puce do. 26
Impurities .. 1

Soc.
Bitter matter 50
Resin 60
Albumen .... 0

Bar.
60
35
5

1 A Aloes 100 100-00 100 100 100 100 100

1. Aloesin
,
PfafT, (Saponaceous principle j Extractive ; Bitter principle or matter) is

:
principal constituent of aloes. It is contained in the cold infusion of aloes,

]
1 1 also in a decoction which has cooled ; it may be obtained from either by
aporation. Thus procured, it is a brown and bitter mass, readily soluble in water,

1 1 difficultly so in spirit of wine. In pure alcohol or ether it is said to be insoluble,

r nearly so. Besides carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, it contains nitrogen, for it yields

i monia by destructive distillation, and furnishes carbazotic acid when treated by
r ric acid. Aloesin is probably a mixture or compound of various proximate principles,

t tamed as above, Bracounot says it contains some of the puce-coloured principle, which
1 yy be removed by oxide of lead.

' l. Resin.—The substance which deposits from a decoction of aloes as it cools is

tally denominated resin. Braconnot says it is a mixture of aloesin and puce-

oured principle

:

Berzelius, that it is apotheme combined with unaltered extract. It

ransparent, brown, fusible, soluble in alcohol, ether, and alkaline solutions. The

f
ie-coloured principle of Braconnot is an odourless and tasteless powder, combustible,

t not fusible
;
and is prepared by digesting aloes with water and oxide of lead—

a

3 snpound of the puce principle and the oxide is procured, which is to be washed and
'composed by weak nitric acid : the oxide is dissolved, and the puce principle left.

> om Braconnot’s observations, this principle seems to be rather oxidized extractive
’

• >otheme, Berz.) than resin.

1
3. Vegetable albumen.—This term is applied to a substance insoluble in both water

|

id alcohol.
! 1. Aloetic acid

,
( Gallic acid, Trommsdorf.)—A solution of aloes reddens litmus,

i

bkens ferruginous solutions, but does not precipitate gelatin : hence Trommsdorf
turned the presence of gallic acid. But while gallic acid causes a blue colour with
i persalts of iron, infusion of aloes produces an olive brown one. Furthermore, if

cess of diacetate of lead be added to the infusion, and sulphuretted hydrogen be
ssed through the filtered liquor, to throw down the excess of lead, the boiled and
ained liquor possesses the property of becoming olive brown on the addition of ses-

ichloride of iron. Hence it appears to me that the acid is a peculiar one, and I have,
erefore, termed it aloetic acid. It must not be confounded with artificial aloe bitter,

ic acid on
mixture of

, , 7> r , ,

matter.
Meissner (Pfaff’s Mat. Med. vol. vii. p. 171) has given the name of Aloine to a
Pposed alkali in aloes. Its solution was brown, and acted as an alkali on reddened
mus paper. With sulphuric acid, aloine formed a crystalline salt.
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Winkler (Schwartz, Pharm. Tabell. p.294, 2 ,e Ausg.) regards aloes as a neutrat
vegetable salt, composed of two peculiar basic substances (viz. a non-bitter resin, anal
a bitter substance,) and an acid, viz. a colouring, non-bitter matter.

Fabroni (Ann. de Chim. xxv. 301) obtained a fine violet colour from the recent juic««
of the Aloe, which has been proposed as a dye for silk. It is formed by the action o* I
the oxygen of the air on the juice.

Chemical Characteristics.—Aloes is almost completely solubl*

in boiling water : as the decoction cools the substance called resini

(aloesin and puce-coloured principle, Braconnot) deposits. The clear i

solution reddens litmus, strikes a deep olive brown tint
(
aloetate i

iron) with sesquichloride of iron, is deepened in colour by alkalies, bu
is unchanged by gelatin. Diacetate of lead forms a copious yellow
precipitate with it.

The cold decoction of Cape aloes is much paler coloured than that oil

any other kind of aloes. Barbadoes aloes yields the deepest coloured
' t

decoction.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On vegetables.—Not ascertained.

(
b .)

On animals.— Aloes is the ordinary purgative for solipedes (thei

horse, the ass, the zebra, &c.) as it is both safe and sure. In horsesi

previously prepared by two or three bran-mashes to soften the dung, thel

dose is from five to seven drachms (Youatt, The Horse
, p. 211). It acts!

slowly, requiring from eighteen to forty-eight hours for its operation

(Moiroud, Pharm Veter, p. 264). Mr. Youatt informs me that aloes is a! I

valuable purgative for the dog, in doses of from one to three drachmsi
and with the addition of from one to three grains of calomel. Barbadoeaj

aloes is preferred by - veterinarians, as being more effective than Capci

aloes, in the ratio of about seven to five. Aloes proves purgative tc*

oxen, sheep, and pigs, but, as in the other cases, operates slowly (Viborg id
Wibmer’s Wirk. d. Arzneim). Moiroud (op. cit.) injected into the veins on

a horse four drachms of aloes dissolved in water with a little alcohol, andj

the next day an ounce, without any other effect than the evacuation o

a large quantity of urine. The dung, however, was enveloped by a thin

)

pellicle formed by altered intestinal mucus. This was collected anq
analyzed subsequent to the death of the animal (which followed threef

days after the injection) : it offered scarcely any traces of the constituents,

of the bile.

(c.) On man.—Taken internally in small doses, aloes acts as a tonic to

the alimentary canal, assisting the digestive process, strengthening thd

muscular fibres, and promoting the secretions, especially that of thai

liver, which organ it is thought specifically to influence. In large dosea

it acts as a purgative. There are, however, some peculiarities attending its;

cathartic operation deserving of notice. In the first place, these effect^

are not so speedily produced as by some other purgatives
;
for eight, twelvefj

and sometimes twenty-four hours elapse before they take place. Se-

condly, aloes acts especially on the large intestines, and a full dose is

in some persons apt to produce heat and irritation about the rectum ancji

tenesmus, and, in those troubled with hemorrhoids, it is said not imfire|

quently to increase, or even to bring on, the sanguineous discharge!

Fallopius (Opera omnia
, p, 109, Francof. 1600) tells us, that of one hun-

dred persons who used aloes as a purgative, ninety were affected with the

hemorrhoidal flux, which ceased when the use of aloes was omitted.*

But though this statement has been often referred to, it is of little iui-i
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i

->ortance, as no evidence is offered that the disease was brought on by

does. The uterus, in common with all the pelvic viscera, is stimulated

I }y aloes. A determination of blood towards these organs, and a fulness

j >i’ the bloodvessels (especially of the veins), are produced, and thus

iterine irritation and menorrhagia are apt to be increased by aloes, while

n amenorrhoea and chlorosis it may occasionally act as an emmena-

j
rogue. Dr. Wedekind (Rust's Magazine

, 1827, Bd. 24, Heft 2, S. 304)

( says that small doses of aloes often occasion erection, and increase the

j
sexual feelings.

The purgative effects of aloes do not arise merely from their local

iction on the alimentary canal, since this effect is sometimes produced

|
vhen the medicine has been neither swallowed nor given by the rectum.

Thus Monroprimus (Works, p.306, 1781) tells us, that the tincture of aloes

applied to a caries of the bone produced purging
;
and it is said (Mem.

ie la Soc. Roy . de Med. Paris, tom. ii. p. 162) that an aloetic pill used as

t stimulant to an issue had a similar effect
;
lastly, applied to a blistered

urface, it has the same operation. So that the purgative action of aloes

appears to be of a specific kind.

According to Dr. Wedekind (op. cit.; also, Lancet, vol. i. 1827-8,

). 347), the operation of aloes depends on the increased secretion of bile,

vhich is produced by the specific action of this medicine on the liver.

4e founds this opinion on the results of various experiments. Thus he
ays, that if aloes be added to purgatives (a laxative infusion and sulphate

;>f soda), whose operation is speedy, its effects do not take place for some
v tours after those caused by the other purgatives

;
and he also asserts, that

I he evacuations in the second purging differ from those of thp first both
n appearance and smell. Moreover, as long as the stools were white or

«.,rayin icterus, the aloes did not purge even when exhibited in large

‘loses
; but the purgative effect supervened immediately the fgecal matter

oeganto contain bile, proving that the presence of bile in the intestinal

anal is a necessary condition of the purgative effect of aloes. But in

loiroud’s experiment above quoted, no effect seemed to be produced on
he hepatic secretion.

In all probability, the increased secretion of bile, the irritation about
he rectum, the disposition to hemorrhoids, and the vascular excitement
of the sexual organs, all of which are said to be produced by aloes, are

f he effects of a stimulant action exerted by this medicine over the venous
* vstem of the abdomen, and especially of the pelvis.

Dr. Greenhow (Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xix. p. 270) ascribes a diuretic
4’ fleet to aloes, and his statement is corroborated by Moiroud’s expe-
riment.

i Socotrine aloes is said not to be so apt to occasion hemorrhoids as the

\ larbadoes kind. Some years since, Dr. Clutterbuck instituted numerous

I

ixperiments at the General Dispensary, Aldersgate Street, which I wit-
lessed, to determine the effects of the different kinds of aloes, but no
lifference in their operation was perceptible. However, it is probable
hat Cape aloes is less powerful in its action on man, as on the horse,
han the Barbadoes kind.
As a purgative, aloes holds an intermediate rank between rhubarb and

I

5cnna * Vogt (Pharmakodynamilc, Bd. ii. S. 334, 2 t0
Aufl.) places it be-

1 ween jalap and rhubarb. From rhubarb it is distinguished by its more
Simulant influence over the large intestines and the pelvic organs : from
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senna by its feebler action as a purgative, by its slow operation, and
its tonic influence when given in small doses. It irritates less powerfully

[j

than either jalap or scammony
;
further, its influence over the bloodvessel:

of the pelvic viscera is greater than these.

Use.—The uses of aloes may be readily inferred from the remarks i:

already made. It is evidently not adapted to those cases in whiclti li

a speedy effect is required; and it is, therefore, useless to add it tcj|;

purgatives to quicken their operation. It is well fitted for cases of cos-»i;i

tiveness where there is a scanty secretion of bile, and for torpid!

conditions of the large intestines, especially when attended with de j

;

ficient uterine action. Some of the ill effects ascribed to the use oijB

aloes are probably imaginary, and others much exaggerated (“ 0n%

the Use and Abuse of Aloes,” Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. iv. p. 139.) It isfl

however, advisable to avoid the use of this purgative in inflamma^v
tory conditions and organic diseases of the liver, in biliary calculi, iu(: i

mechanical impediments to the passage of the blood through the branches i

of the portal veins, in hemorrhage from any of the pelvic organs (as that

uterus and rectum), in irritation of the rectum, prostate gland, or bladder! I

in pregnancy, &c. For we have many other equally efficient purgatives'll

to the use of which, in these cases, no ill consequences have beenjr

ascribed. While, therefore, I concur with Dr. Fothergill {Med. Obs. anam
Inq. vol. v. p. 173) in advising that the exhibition of aloes should ban:.:

avoided when the menses are about to cease, I am not prepared to prova®
that “ the piles, strangury, immoderate discharges of the menses, racking®

pains in the loins, representing labour pains, and other similar com-
|

plaints,” are frequently induced by this medicine. On the contrary, J j-

suspect this catalogue of the evils of aloetic purges to be much over Jj

charged. “Aloetic medicines,” says Dr. Denman {Introd. to the Pract%

of Midwif), “are forbidden during pregnancy, lest they should dey

mischief by their supposed deobstruent qualities
;

but they are cheapJ*

and conveniently given in the form of pills, and I have not observed any 1

bad effects from them.” The emaciation, stricture of the rectum, and®
enteritis, referred by Dr. Greenhow {Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xix. p. 270) ffif

the long continued use of aloetic medicines, ought doubtless to be ascribed*

to other causes.

The following are some of the cases in which the use of aloes haaj

been advised :

—

1. In loss of appetite, and dyspepsia, depending on a debilitated*

condition of the digestive organs, accompanied by costiveness, but unat-jl

tended with any signs of local irritation, aloes may be given in smallj
doses as a stomachic.

2. In habitual costiveness, depending on deficiency of bile, or on «J|

sluggish condition of the large intestines—particularly in hypochon-
j

driacal or studious persons, or in those whose habits or occupations araJv

sedentary—aloes, given in sufficient doses to purge, will be found a veral

useful medicine. A torpid state of the colon, with large fmcal accumu-’J

lation, is not unusual in females. (Copland, Diet. Pract. Med. art. Colon.
|

torpor of). In such the use of aloes is often attended with much benefitsA
3. To excite the menstrual discharge aloes is frequently employed. Iti

j
has been supposed that by determining an afflux of blood to the pelvicll

organs, aloes would stimulate the uterine vessels, and thus relieve defi-*!

cient menstruation connected with atonic conditions of the uterus. Butl fl
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often fails : indeed Dr. Cullen {Treat, of the Mat. Med.) says that

rarely succeeds.

4. To reproduce the hemorrhoidal discharge aloes lias been frequently

j

,.ploved in large doses. Serious affections of the head, or of other

rts, "have sometimes disappeared on the occurrence of the hemorrhoidal

Lx; and, therefore, in persons who have been subject to this discharge,

I it in whom it has stopped, it is advisable to attempt its re-establishment,

If kith the view of relieving other more serious disorders.

[ 5. To promote the secretion of bile where a deficiency of this fluid does

t arise from hepatic inflammation—as in some forms ofjaundice which
I ; unconnected with biliary calculi, inflammation, mechanical obstruc-

; n of the ducts, &c.

6. In cerebral affections.—The compound decoction of aloes is a most
(uable stimulating purgative for elderly persons in whom a tendency

!.i apoplexy exists, especially in cold and phlegmatic habits. It will fre-

i ently be necessary to conjoin other cathartics, as the infusion of senna.

J'7. As an anthelmintic, a decoction of aloes, used as an enema, has

! an efficacious in the small thread-worm {Ascaris vermicularis.)

• Administration.—On account of its nauseous taste, aloes is frequently

ij ,en in the form of pill {pilulce aloeticce
,
offic.) One or two grains seldom

sms to be merely an evacuation of

lose is five grains ;
but ten, fifteen,

i given.

L. D. ;
Pilulce Aloes

,
Ed.—Aloes

,ct of Gentian, §ss. ;
Oil of Caraway,

ifficient, L. D. Beat them together

i syrup is unnecessary and improper,

ch other, and become so soft, that

lecessary to give the mass a proper

Dispensat.) The Edinburgh College

fine East Indian, or Barbadoes) and

e Conserve of Red Roses. This pill

,1 costiveness. Dose five to fifteen

:, L. D. ;
Pilulce Aloes et Myrrhce,

;patic, D. Socotrine or East Indian,

t [one part, Ed.]
,
Myrrh, of each $j.

of Red Roses, Ed.]
,
as much as may

e myrrh separately to powder ;
then

•rporated. Used as a purgative in

nn to twenty grains.

oje, Ed.—Aloes (Socotrine or East

>ap, equal parts. Beat them, with

•oper pill mass. Used in dyspepsia

ness. Dose, ten to twenty grains.

£.—Sulphate of Iron, grs. xxxvj.;

atic Powder, grs. lxx. ; Conserve of

loes and sulphate of iron separately;

t them into a proper mass,

present for the time in the great
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to be divided into forty-eight pills. A valuable emmenagogue in atonff

amenorrhcea and chlorosis. Dose, one to three pills.

5. Pulvis Aloes compositus, L. D.—Aloes [hepatic, D.], jisglji

Guaiacum Resin, ^j.; Compound Powder of Cinnamon, ^ss. Rub tbh
aloes and the guaiacum resin, separately, to powder

;
then mix theij1 .•

with the compound powder of cinnamon. Purgative and sudorifi*, \

Seldom used. Dose, ten to twenty grains.

6. Pulvis Aloes cum Canella, D.
;
Hiera Picra, offic.

—

Hepati-i

Aloes, lb. j. ;
Canella bark, *iij. Powder them separately, and then mh,|

A popular emmenagogue. Dose, five to fifteen grains.

7. Decoctum Aloes compositum, L.D. Decoctwn Aloes, Ed.—Extraa;

of Liquorice, 5vij. [sss. Ed.] ;
Carbonate of Potash, 5j. [3ii. Ed.']

;
Aloe;-, I

[hepatic, D. or socotrine, Ed.] powdered
;
Myrrh, powdered

;
Saffron, aj

eachoiss. [5i. Ed.]
;
Compound Tincture of Cardamom, fsvij. [fgiv. Ed.

\ \

Distilled Water, Oiss. [fSxvi. Ed.] Boil down the liquorice, carbonatlff

of potash, aloes, myrrh, and saffron, with the wrnter, to a pint [fsxii. Ed.
, j:

and strain
;
then add the compound tincture of cardamom. A mosi i

valuable preparation. A mild cathartic, tonic, antacid, and emmenai l.

gogue. Used in the before-mentioned cases, in doses of fsss. to f*ij;

Acids, acidulous salts, and most metallic salts, are incompatible with iff j

If it be desirable to conjoin chalybeates with it, the Ferri Potassio-tartrcu i i

Ph. L. (p. 555), or the Ammonia Ferro-tartras (p. 556), may be adde<jl

to the cold decoction without undergoing decomposition.

8. Extractum Aloes purificatum,1u.; Extractum Aloes Hepatical

D.—Aloes, powdered, *xv.
;
Boiling Water, Cong. j. Macerate for thral I

days with a gentle heat
;
afterwards strain, and set by, that the dregs ma_|

subside. Pour off the clear liquor, and evaporate it to a proper consisw

tence. A most unnecessary preparation. It is intended to deprive th If

aloes of the substance called resin, on which its irritating and gripinw

qualities have been erroneously supposed to depend. Dose, five t>*

fifteen grains.

9. Tinctura Aloes, L. D. E.— Aloes [Socotrine, D. Socotrine

Indian, E.], powdered, §j.; Extract of Liquorice, *iij.; Water, Oiss.«

[Oj. and fSvj. E.] ; Rectified Spirit, Oss. Macerate for fourteen [seven!

D. E. with occasional agitation, E.] days, and strain. The Dublin Col|

lege dissolve the liquorice in ^xvj. of water, and add Uxvj . of proffl

spirit, instead of the water and rectified spirit used by the Londoi*!

College. This tincture cannot without difficulty and delay be prepare*#

by percolation, Ph. Ed. Purgative and stomachic. Dose 5ij. to 5j.

10. TincturaiAloes composita
,
L. D. Tinctura Aloes et Myrrh<&%

E. Elixir Proprietatis, of Paracelsus.— Aloes, [Socotrine or EaffJ

Indian, Ed.] powdered, *iv.
;
Saffron, Sij.

;
Tincture of Myrrh, Oij. Ma|l

cerate for fourteen [seven, Ed.] days, and strain, L. The Dublin Collegfjt

omit the saffron. This tincture cannot be well prepared by percolaj*

tion, Ed. Purgative, stomachic, emmenagogue. Used in cold, sluggisM

habits. Dose, 3ss. to 5j-

11. Vinum Aloes, L. D. E.
;
Tinctura Sacra.—Aloes [Socotrine, D •

rubbed to powder, jij. ;
Canella, powdered, 5iv.

;
Sherry Wine, Oij 1

(Oiss. and Proof Spirit, Oj. Wine measure, Dub.) Macerate for fourteen#*
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ys, frequently shaking, and strain. The Edinburgh College uses

oes (Socotrine or East Indian), 5ix.
;
Cardamoms, ground, and Ginger,

coarse powder, of each, gr. lxx.
;

Sherry, Oiss. Digest for seven

ys, and strain through linen or calico. Wine of aloes is purgative,

doses of f|ss. to f§ij. : stomachic in doses of fsj. or f5ij.

Aloes is a constituent of several other preparations, (as Extractum
docynthidis compositum

,
L. D., Pilulce Colocynthidis, E.; Pilulce Rhei

mpositce, L. E.; Pilules Cambogice
, E., Pilules Cambogice composites,

D. ;
Pilules Sagapeni composites

,
L.) which will be described hereafter.

Squil'la marit'ima
,
Steinheil, E.

—

The Sea Onion
,
or Officinal Squill.

Scilla maritima, Linn. L. D.

Sex. Syst. Hexandria, Monogynia.

(Bulbils recens, L. Bulbus, D. Bulb, E.)

History.—

T

he Egyptians worshipped a bulbous plant, called by
i ician Kpoggvov, and which Pauw {Phil. Diss. on the Egypt, and Chinese

,

it L i. p. 130, 1795) asserts to be the squill, and further suggests that it

i is the red variety (? Squilla Pancration var. a. Bulbo rufo, Steinh.)

\ thagoras (Pliny, Hist. Nat. lib. xix. cap. 30) is said to have written a

I lume on the medicinal properties of squill, and to have invented the
• ir etum scilles. Hippocrates employed squill (<m\\a) internally {Be victus

i tione), externally {Be ulceribus), and as a pessary {Be Nat. Mul.)

>|! Botany. Gen. Char.—Sepals three, coloured, spreading. Petals

p ry like them, and scarcely broader. Stamens six, shorter than the

qrrianth
;
filaments smooth, somewhat dilated at the base, acuminate,

j' tire. Ovary three-parted, glandular and melliferous at the apex;
/ lie smooth, simple

;
stigma obscurely three-lobed, papillose. Capsule

landed, three-cornered, three-celled. Seeds numerous, in two rows,
i ttened with a membranous testa.

(
Bindley

,
from Steinheil.)

;

Sr. Char .

—

Leaves very large, subsequently spreading. Bracts long.
* owers white

;
flower-bud somewhat acute. Anthers yellow. Ovarium

ick, yellowish. Bulb very large
(
Steinheil

,
Ann. Sc. Nat. t. vi. p. 272,

! Ser.)

Bulb roundish-ovate, half above ground. The leaves appear after the

wers; they are broad, lanceolate, twelve to eighteen inches long. Scape
out two feet high, terminated by a dense long raceme.

i

H

ao .—Shores of the Mediterranean, viz. Spain, France, Sicily, Africa,
'• Navarino has long been celebrated for its squills. In its native

d the plant flowers about August.
? i Description.—

T

he fresh bulb (
bulbus recens

,
L.

;
radix recens

,
offic.)

pyriform, of the size of the fist to that of a child’s head, and is coin-

ed of thick, fleshy, smooth, shiny scales, attenuated at their edges,
)sely applied over each other, and attached to a conical disk (a rudi-

intary stem), which projects interiorly, and gives origin to the root
•res, the remains of which are to be frequently found in the bulbs of
mmerce. The outer scales are usually dry, thin, coloured, mem-
^nous, or papery. By cracking the inner or fleshy scales, numerous

|

iral vessels may be drawn out. On submitting the cuticle of the
ales to a microscopic examination, numerous acicular crystals {raphides)
J perceived in cells, which arc distinguished from the surrounding
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angular cells, by being larger and elliptical. The pulvis scilla, offio

!

contains nine or ten per cent, of these crystals.

Two kinds of squills, both abounding in an acrid juice, and having
very bitter taste, are met with in commerce

; viz. the white {squilla alba I ji

and thereof (.squilla rubra), both of which are so called from the colour c '!

the scales. (Is the red kind the Squilla Pancration var. a. Bulbo ruft \
Steinheil ?) The white is preferred in England.

In the London Pharmacopoeia the fresh bulbs are directed to be proji
jj

served in dry sand
;
and, before drying them, the dry rind is to be removedl| l

they are then to be cut transversely in thin slices, and dried as quick! -

as possible with a gentle heat.

Dried squill
(
radix scillce siccata, offic.) is, however, for the most par 1

'

imported, in consequence of the duty being no higher for this than for thi

recent bulb. It occurs in white or yellowish -white, slightly diaphanous
pieces, which, when dry, are brittle, but when moist are readily flexible*

As their affinity for moisture is great, they should be preserved in wellf •

stoppered bottles, or in a very dry place.

Squill is imported from Malta, and other countries of the Mediterj I

ranean. Also from Petersburg and Copenhagen {Trade List, Sept, lit!

and Nov 20, 1838).

Composition.—The more recent analyses of squill are those of Vogel <

in 1812, {Ann. de Chim. t. 83, p. 147), and of Tilloy, in 1826 {Journ. dx -

Pharm. xii. p. 635). Buchner, in 1811 {Berl. Jahrb. xv. p. 1), examine*! I

the juice of the fresh bulb.
1

1

Vogel's analysis of Squills,

dried at 212° F.

Scillitin with some sugar . . 35

Tannin 24
Gum 6
Woody fibre, and some ci-

j
trate (and perhaps tar-1 30

trate) of lime
*

Acrid volatile matter
Loss 5

Squill bulb 100

Tilloy's Analysis of dried

and fresh Squills .

Acrid bitter resinous extractive

(Scillitin).

Uncrystallizable sugar.
Gum.
Fatty matter.
Piquant, very fugaceous matter.

Squill bulb.

Buchner's Analysis offres 1

Squill bulb juice.

Peculiar bitter extractive.

.

Mucilage
Gelatinous matter (Tra-)
ganthin?) j

Phosphate of lime
Fibrous matter
Water
Astringent acid
Loss

9-4

i

3-C

o-s
;

o-aj

3-3)

79h

trace

i

4'4f

:

Squill juice 100 -
<

Acrid, volatile? matter.—It is well known that squill, in the recent state, is vert

acrid
;
and, when applied to the skin, causes irritation, inflammation, and even vesic^i

tion. By drying, the greater part of this acridity is got rid of; and hence the acrii

principle is usually described as being of a volatile nature, and, in confirmation of il

volatility, Athanasius (Pfaff, Mat. Med. Bd. v. S. 188) states, that two ounces 0

water distilled from fresh squills caused the death of a dog in six hours. However, bf,

others, its volatility is denied; and Vogel says, that six ounces of water distilled fro«

fresh squills had no effect on dogs. Buchner
(
Toxikologie , 340) states, that besides tin

bitter scillitin, squill contains, according to his experiments, another principle, whicj

is combined with phosphate of lime, and which is capable of exciting itching and iff

flammation. This acrid matter, says he, may be easily decomposed, but it is not vokj

tile, as is generally supposed.

Scillitin { Scillitite

,

Thomson).—The substance to which Vogel gave the name of Sci

litin is a whitish transparent deliquescent substance, which, when dry, has a resinoi

fracture, and may be easily rubbed to powder. Its taste is bitter, and subsequentl

sweetish. It readily dissolves in water, spirit of wine, and acetic acid. The substanff

sold in the shops under the name of Scillitin is a thick treacle-like liquid. Landerd

(Thomson’s Org. Chem. p. 717) obtained crystals of Scillitin. He says they possesse

alkaline properties.
,

Raphides {phosphate of lime?) The acicular crystals found in the cuticle of th

scales of the bulb, as before mentioned, probably consist of phosphate of lime. Thes
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rbaps arc the needle-like crystals obtained by Vogel by evaporating the juice of the
fl lb, and which he regarded as citrate of lime.

•

;

Chemical Characteristics.

—

An aqueous decoction of squills is

|

de, and very bitter. Sesquichloride of iron communicates an intense

(|
irplish blue colour (

gallate of iron
)

to it. Gelatin lias scarcely any

, feet on it. Nitrate silver forms a white precipitate
(
chloride of silver

)

,
luble in ammonia, but insoluble in nitric acid. Oxalate of ammonia

. nders the decoction turbid, and after some time causes a white preci-

tate (
oxalate of lime.) Diacetate of lead and protonitrate of mercury

, rm precipitates in the decoction. Tincture of nutgalls has no effect on
Starch is not recognizable in it by iodine. Alkalies heighten the

:
dour of the decoction.

;
Physiological Effects, (a.) On vegetables.—Not ascertained.

(
b .) On animals.—An ounce of powdered squill acts as a diuretic on

,

irses and other larger animals
;
the same effect is produced on smaller

limals by half a drachm (Moiroud, Pharm. Veter). When the dose is

rge, squill acts as a poison. It first causes local irritation
; then its

•tive principle becomes absorbed, affects the nervous system, and thereby

. lichens the respiration, causes convulsions and death (Orfila, Toxicol,

en.) Hillefeld (Marx ,
DieLehre von d. Giften, vol. ii. S. 26,) mentions

. uaiysis produced in a rabbit by nineteen grains of powdered squill,

imunert and Hoering (Meckel’s Archiv, B. 4, Heft 4, S. 527) state that

j; uill juice, introduced into the abdominal cavity, became absorbed.

(c.) On man.—In small doses it acts as a stimulant to the excretory

Ygans. Thus it promotes secretion Horn the mucous membranes (espe-

, j
i illy the bronchial and gastro-intestinal) and the kidneys. Its most

: \arked effect is that of a diuretic. Its expectorant effects are less obvious
* 1 id constant. Sometimes, when it fails to act on the kidney s, it increases

Utaneous exhalation. Its influence on secreting organs is probably to

J referred to the local stimulus communicated to their vessels by the

t tive principle of squill in its passage out of the system, for Emmert
. ud Hoering

(
op . cit.) have shewn that the juice is absorbed, so that

i uills may be regarded as an acrid even for these remote parts. When
I proves diuretic in dropsies, it usually promotes the absorption of the
t Sised fluid—an effect which is, I think, indirect, and a consequence of
pe diuresis. But Sundelin

(Handb . d. Sp. Heilm. Bd. ii. p. 17) observes
4 squill, that it promotes the secretion of urine less by its local irri-

v i tion of the kidneys, than by its general excitement of the absorbent

j
: paratus.

I By the continued use of squill in gradually increased doses, it disturbs
e functions of digestion and assimilation.

' Infull medicinal doses
,
squill excites nausea and vomiting. Purging,

i0
> is not unfrequently produced. When squill proves emetic or

irgative, its diuretic operation is much less obvious—a circumstance
rich Cullen {Treat, of the Mat. Med. p. 557) refers to the squill

ing prevented reaching the blood-vessels and kidneys. Home ( Clinical

rperiments, p. 387, 1783, 3d ed.), however, alleges that the diuretic
>ects are not to be expected unless there be some operation on the
Mnach. But the operation on the stomach may be, as Cullen sug-
:sts

, a mere test of the activity of the squills. However, that the effect
squill, in strong doses, is not confined to the alimentary canal, is
oved by the fact, that when the vomiting and purging were present, the
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pulse has been observed to be reduced in frequency, often to forty beaiH
per minute (Home).

In excessive doses, squill acts as a narcotico-acrid poison, and caus^f#
vomiting, purging, griping pain, strangury, bloody urine, convulsionjjf

inflammation and gangrene of the stomach and intestines (Murray, Apjn
Med. vol. v. p. 97). Twenty-four grains of the powder have proved fata (I*

(Vogel, Journ. de Phys. lxxv. 194).

Considered with reference to its diuretic effect, squill is comparable
with foxglove. But it exceeds the latter in its stimulant influence ovuK'

the urinary organs. On the other hand, foxglove is characterized by iff/

powerfully sedative effect on the vascular system
;

for though squill haafjj

in some instances, reduced the frequency of the pulse, this effect is by nhf

means common. Squill, says Vogt
(
Pharmakodyn . ii. 343, 2" Aufl.ira

preponderates in its action on the inferior or vegetative [organic] liferf?

foxglove on the other hand, in its action on the higher or animal life.

Uses.—The principal uses of squill are as an emetic, diuretic, and’

expectorant.

1. As a diuretic in dropsies.—It is applicable to those cases of drops}#

requiring the use of stimulating or acrid diuretics, and is improper ih
inflammatory cases. It is an unfit remedy for dropsy complicated witijf

granular kidney or vesical irritation
;
but when these conditions are no

present it is adapted for torpid leucophlegmatic subjects. Hence, it ii

more serviceable in anasarca than in either ascites or hydrothorax. ]

should be given so as to excite a slight degree of nausea (not vomiting]

as recommended by Van Swieten (Comment . upon Boerhaave's Aphorisms

vol. xii. p. 435). By this means its absoiption is promoted. The acetati

or bitartrate of potash may be conjoined. Calomel is usually regarde*

as a good adjunct for promoting the diuretic influence of squill. Whei
it does not purge it is beneficial, but its tendency to affect die bowels ii

an objection to its use.

2. As an expectorant in chronic pulmoyary affections admitting of thj

use of a substance stimulating the capillary vessels of the bronchi

membrane. Thus, in chronic catarrh, humid asthma, and winter coug

it is often employed with considerable benefit. It is of course impro

in all acute cases accompanied with inflammation or febrile dison

In old persons it is often combined with the tinctura camphoree compo

and with good effect. The oxymel or syrup of squill may be given t«

relieve troublesome chronic coughs in children.

3. As an emetic it is occasionally used in affections of the organs

respiration requiring or admitting of the use of vomits. Thus, the oxym
is given, with the view of creating sickness and promoting expectoratioi

to children affected with hooping-cough
;

and sometimes, though wit

less propriety, in mild cases of croup. The great objection to its use i

the uncertainty of its operation : in one case it will hardly excite nausea

in another it causes violent vomiting. Furthermore, it is of course highly

objectionable as an emetic for delicate children with irritable stomachs#

on account of its acrid properties, and the irritation it is capable, iij*

these cases, of setting up.

Administration.— The following are the preparations of squill

usually employed :— _
_

1. Pulvis SciLLJE, D. L.—The directions of the Dublin College foU

the preparation of this are, as follows :—Remove the membranous intc
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nents from the bulb of the squill, cut it into slices, and dl'y with an

{ -rior heat (between 90° and 100° F.)
;
then reduce them to powder,

ich ought to be kept in glass bottles with ground stoppers. The bulb
»3S about four-fifths of its weight by drying : so that six grains of

dry powder are equal to half a drachm when fresh. Powdered
dll readily attracts water from the atmosphere, and becomes soft and
tuldy ;

hence the necessity of preserving it in stoppered bottles and in

ry place. It is usually administered in the form of pill. The dose of

powder, as an emetic, is from six to fifteen grains : ten grains being

average. As an expectorant or diuretic we should commence with

:

grain and gradually increase until slight nausea is excited.

>. Pilule Scillje composite, L. D. Pilulce Scillce, Ed.—Squill,

i;h dried and powdered, 5j- ;
Ginger, powdered; Ammoniacum, pow-

ed, each5ij.; Soap, siij.; Syrup [Molasses, D .] as much as may
sufficient. Mix the powders together

;
then beat them with the

p, and add the syrup [molasses, D .] so as to obtain a proper consis-

tce. The Edinburgh College takes of powdered Squill grs. xxiv.,

vdered Ammoniac, and Ginger, and Spanish Soap, each 9j. ;
Conserve

bed Roses, gr. x. ;
and forms them into twenty-four pills. Expectorant

l diuretic. Principally used in chronic bronchial affections. Dose
: n five to twenty grains. It readily spoils by keeping.

». Tinctura Scillje
,
L. D. E.—Squill, fresh dried, *v. [bruised into

;rse powder, §iv. Ed.~\
;
Proof Spirit, Oij. [Oj. and f*xij..E<l]

;
ma-

aite for fourteen days, and strain, L. The directions of the Dublin
lege do not essentially differ from these. “ Prepare this tincture by

(.eolation, as directed for tincture of ciuchona, but without packing the

p firmly in the percolator. It may likewise be obtained by the pro-

s of digestion from the sliced bulb.” Ed. Expectorant and diuretic,

id in chronic bronchial affections. Dose n^x. to fsss.

. Acetum Scillje
,
L. D. E.—Squill, fresh dried, sxv. [Sviij. Z).] ;

t tilled Vinegar, Ovj. [Oiii. D. wine meas.~\ Proof [rectified, D.] Spirit,

. [f=iv. D.\ The relative proportions used by the Edinburgh Col-

3 are the same as those of the London College, except that one-tenth

spirit is employed. Macerate the squill with the vinegar, with a

tie heat, in a covered vessel, for twenty-four hours [seven days, D.

.] ;
afterwards press out [the liquor] and set it by, that the dregs may

If- side: lastly, add the spirit to the clear liquor. A most ancient pre-

ij ation. Expectorant and diuretic. Used in chronic pulmonary
ii ctions and dropsies under the regulations before described. Dose

to 3iss. in some aromatic water. It is a constituent of the Mistura
•carillce composita

,
Ph. L.

>. Oxymel Scillje
,
L. D.— Honey [despumated] lb. iij. ;

Vinegar
iquill, Oiss. Boil down in a glass vessel, with a slow fire, to a proper

sistence. Used as an expectorant in chronic catarrhs and asthma, in

es of f5j. or fsij. As an emetic it is sometimes given to children

eted with hooping-cough or croup, in doses of a teaspoonful repeated
ry quarter of an hour until vomiting occurs.
>. Svrupus Scillje

, E.—Vinegar of Squills, three pints; Pure
;ar, seven pounds. Dissolve the sugar in the vinegar of squills,

h the aid of a gentle heat and agitation. Use and dose as the
-mel.

Vntidote.—No antidote is known. The first object, therefore, in a
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case of poisoning, is to evacuate the stomach
; the second, to allay tl), [>

inflammatory symptoms which may supervene.

Al'lium sativum
,
Linn. L. E. D .—Common or Cultivated Garlic.

Sex. Syst. Hexandria, Monogynia.

...
/ (Bulbus L. D. E.)

History,—This plant was well known to the ancients. The GreeHir*

•ifcalj&tj'itjTKopolov. It was used by Hippocrates.

Botany—'Gen. Char .
—Flowers umbellate, with a membranous spath.v

Perianth sjx-parted, permanent, equal. Stamens inserted into the bas; j

of the perianth
;
filaments either all alike, or every other one tricuspidate

f
f:

with the anther on the middle point. Style subulate
;
stigma simpler

Capsule usually obtusely three-cornered or three-lobed, depressed, threat*

celled, bursting into three valves through the dissepiments, and containum
two or one black angular seed in each cell.

(
Lindley .)

Sp. Char.—Bulb surrounded by smaller ones. Leaves linear, entirad

Umbel bulbiferous, globose. Spathe ovate, rounded. Segments of //Hr

perianth ovate, obtuse. Pistil and stamens exsert, (Decandolle, Hot it

Gall.) Stem about two feet high. Flowers whitish.

Hab.— ? South of Europe. ? Egypt. ? Persia. Cultivated in kitche—

gardens. It flowers in July.

Description.—The bulb
,
E. [bulbus,

L. D.], is composed of clovem

each furnished with its proper envelopes. Its odour is strong, irritatingj*

and characteristic : its taste is acrid.

Composition.—

C

adet (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1336) analyze**

garlic. He found the constituents to be acrid volatile oil
,
extractive

(a little)
,
gum, woody fibre,

albumen
,
and water. The ashes containetn

alkaline and earthy salts. Bouillon-Lagrange has detected, besides thes«)|

sulphur
,
starch

,
and saccharine matter

,
(Journ . de Pharm. t. ii. p. 358.)

||

Oil of garlic has a very acrid taste, a strong smell, and yellow colour. It is heavi«!§'

than water, and is soluble in alcohol. It contains sulphur, and hence, in burning, pr« it

duces sulphurous acid. According to Cadet, 20 lbs. of garlic yielded only six drachnn|

of essential oil. It strikes a black colour when rubbed with oxide of iron. It is I

powerful irritant, and when applied to the skin causes irritation. The Hindoos, a«if

cording to Dr. Ainslie, (
Mat . Indica, i. 151) prepare a stimulating expressed oil froife

garlic, which they give internally in ague, and use externally in palsy and rheumatisM

Physiological Effects.—Garlic is a local irritant. Swallowed ijf
;

operates as a tonic and stimulant to the stomach. Its volatile oil bd»

comes absorbed, quickens the circulation, occasions thirst, and is throw- -

out of the system by the different excretories
;
the activity of which I—

promotes, and to whose excretions it communicates its well-know—

odour. Large doses occasion nausea, vomiting, and purging. Puihjl-

(quoted by Wibmer, Die Wirk. d. Arzneim

)

says the expressed juice ha—
proved fatal.

Uses.—Employed by the cook as a flavouring ingredient in various-

made dishes, sauces, &c. Rarely used by the medical practitionejl

Internally it has been exhibited as a stimulant and stomachic i—

enfeebled digestion; as an expectorant in old chronic catarrhs; as —
diuretic in atonic dropsies ;

and as an anthelmintic. Externally it hal I

been employed as a resolvent in indolent tumors
;
as a local irritant ojAr

rubefacient applied to the feet to cause revulsion from the head or chest)#:

as an antispasmodic liniment (composed of oil and garlic juice) in infanjftt
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e convulsions ;
as a remedy for some cases of deafness, a clove or a

v drops of the juice being introduced into the ear.

Administration.—A clove may be swallowed either entire, or, more
nveniently, cut into small pieces. The dose of the fresh bulbs is one
two drachms. The expressed juice mixed with sugar, the^^^icjw^
garlic, and a syrup, are sometimes employed.

Al'lium Ce’pa
,
Linn. D .—The Onion.

Sex. Syst . Hexandria, Monogynia.

(Bulbus, D .)

History.—The onion was hnown and used in the most anch^ai'f timejs. ..pV

was employed in medicine by H ippocrates. An onion taken fi'om the

nd of an Egyptian mummy, perhaps 2000 years old, has been made to

ow (Muller’s Physiol, by Baly, vol. i. p. 29).

Botany. Gen. Char .—Vide Allium sativum.

Sp. Char .

—

Stem fistulous, ventricose beneath
;
longer than the terete,

:ulous leaves. Umbel capsuliferous, globose. Segments of perianth

ear-elliptic, obtuse
;
shorter than the stamens and pistil. (Bot . Gall.)

ennial. Flowers whitish. July.

Loudon (Encycl . of Gard.) enumerates eighteen varieties deserving of

iture.

Hab.—Egypt. Cultivated in kitchen gardens.

Description.—The bulb (bulbus
,
D.) is tunicated. When cut, it

fives an acrid principle, having a well-known odour, and a powerful

i ion on the eyes, causing a flow of tears. Its taste is sweet and acrid.

Jomposition.—According to Fourcroy and Vauquelin (Ann. ChimAxv.
1, 1808) the. onion contains an acrid volatile oil, uncrystallizable sugar

,

n, woody fibre ,
albumen

,
acetic and phosphoric acids

,
phosphate and

ate of lime
,
and water.

Tie volatile oil of onions is acrid, piquant, colourless, and, like that of garlic, contains

)hur.

)nion juice is colourless, but by exposure to the air becomes reddish.

'hysiological Effects.—Analogous to those of garlic, but milder,

boiling onions, the volatile oil is dissipated, and the bulb is deprived

fits irritating qualities, and becomes a mild esculent substance.

Jses.—Extensively used as an article of food and as a condiment. It

very rarely employed in medicine, but is adapted to the same cases as

lie. Raw onions are occasionally taken as an expectorant, with

'antage, by elderly persons affected with winter cough.
Administration,—A roasted onion is sometimes employed as an
ollient poultice to suppurating tumors, or to the ear to relieve ear-ache,

e expressed juice has been given to children, mixed with sugar, as an
>ectorant.

Other Dietetical, Medicinal, or Poisonous Liliacece.

he Crown Imperial (Fritilla!ria Imperia'lis) is a narcotic poison (Brandt and Ratz-
di, GifUjew'dclise). Orfila

(Tox . Gin.) could not recognise any acridity in it.

he recent bulb of the Common White Lily
(
Lil'ium can'didum

)
has been used as a

et
!
c *n dropsies. The boiled bulb is employed as an emollient cataplasm,

arums species of Allium, besides those already mentioned, are cultivated for culinary

U U
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purposes: as, A. Por'rum, the Leek ; A. ascaloriicum, the Shallot ; A. Sclueno'prasun\
the Chive ; A. Scorodo'prasum or Rocambole. Their virtues are analogous to those

|

the onion and garlic.

Fig. 1 16.
Squil'la Pancra'tion

, Steim J i

( UayicparLov , Dioscorides) i

said by Steinheil to yield L

small bulb of a reddish coloiffl

found in commerce under tiji

name ofsquill.

The root ofAle'trisfarint/
,

is used in the United Stat {

as a tonic. Erythro'niwiM

americu'num is emetic (Wool
and Bache, United StatesD H
pensatory.)

The fresh rhizome of iS'otfl

mon ,

s Seal ( Convalla'ria Poij L

yona'tum) is a popular appjfl

cation to bruised parts (t i

Xanthorrhcea arborea.

Fig. 117.

eye for example), to remans
the marks.
Xanthodrcea hasti'le and j| i

arbo'rea, natives of New H
land, yield resinous substane
That obtained from the m
species somewhat resembi
gamboge, and is called yelh

gum [resin] of New Hollat

It has been described by jN

Kite (Essays and Observ.),wj
used it in several diseaai

More recently Dr. Fish (Di
j

bach, Neuest Entd. in d. M
Med. from the Boston Jom
vol.x.) has used it in the f»j

of tincture, with opium, i

fluxus hepaticus and diarrhrt;

Mr. Johnston (Abstr. of Pi\

Trans, for June 20, 1839) sa
this resin contains more oxygen than any oti|

resinous substance hitherto analysed. Its com
j

sition is C 40 H 2o O' 2
. A red resin, probably fr

X. arborea (fig. 116), has been recently impor
under the name of black-boy gum.
The young shoots of Aspa'ragus officina'lis

well-known articles of food. They are d{

retie, and communicate a peculiar odour to

urine. Asparamide (formerly called asparaA
is contained in this plant. Its composition!

C* H5 N 0 s + N H 2
.

Dracce'na Dra'co (fig. 1 17), a native of the li

nary Islands and of the East Indies, yield

substance called Dragon’s blood. One of tb

trees growing at Orotava has long been c*

bated for its great size and age. Next to

Baobab trees (Adansonia digitata), it is

garded as one of the oldest inhabitants of

earth (Humboldt, Tabl. de la Nature).

Dracaena Draco.
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Order 13. Smila'ceae, Lindl—The Smilax Trire.

t Essential Character.—Flowers hermaphrodite or dioecious. Calyx and corolla

confounded, inferior six-parted. Stamens six, inserted into the perianth near the

base; seldom hypygynous. Ovary three-celled, the cells one, or many seeded;

styte usually trifid
;
stigmas three. Fruit a roundish berry. Albumen between fleshyr

and cartilaginous ; embryo usually distant from the hilum. Herbaceous plants or

under shrubs, with a tendency to climb. Stems woody. Leaves reticulated. (Lindley .)

I Properties.—Those of Smilax are alone known.

Smi'lax, Linn .—Several species yielding Sarsaparilla.
\

Sex. Syst. Dioecia, Hexandria.

(Radix dicta Sarza seu Sarsaparilla.)

History.—Sarsaparilla first appeared in Europe in 1530, and was
employed as an antivenereal remedy (Voigtel, Mat. Med. Bd. i. S. 117.)

Hie Spanish term Zarzaparilla (from zarza a bramble, and parilla a

ine) signifies a thorny vine . )

Botany*. — Gen. Char.—Dioecious. Perianth six-parted, nearly

:qual, spreading. Male jloivers : stamens six
;
anthers erect. Female

lowers
:
perianth permanent

;
ovary three-celled, the cells one-seeded

;

tyle very short; stigmas three. Berry one to three-seeded. Seeds

oundish
;

albumen cartilaginous : embryo remote from the hilum.

i R. Brown, Prodromus, p. 293.) Vfl
Species.—The following species yield at least part of the sarsaparilla

:>f commerce. -

1: Smilax officinalis, Kunth, Lond. Ed.— Stem twining, shrubby,

nrickly, quadrangular, smooth
;
the young shoots are unarmed and almost

ound. Leaves ovate- oblong, acute, cordate, netted, five to seven-nerved,
i p oriaceous, smooth, a foot long, and four to five inches broad

;
the young

•nes are narrow, oblong, acuminate, and three-nerved. Petioles smooth, an
i nch long, bearing two tendrils above the base. Flowers andfruit unknown.

.
> jrows in New Granada, on the banks of the Magdalena, near Bajorque.
p
kis is called Zarzaparilla by the natives, who transmit large quantities

> 3 Carthagena and Mompox
;
whence it is shipped for Jamaica and

! Spain. (Humb. Nov. Gen. et Spec. i. p. 215.) It is probably the source
>f Jamaica, and perhaps also of Lima and Honduras sarsaparillas.

2. Smilax medica, Schlecht.

—

Stem angular, armed at the joints with
traight prickles, with a few hooked ones in the intervals. Leaves
hortly acuminate, smooth, five to seven-nerved; inferior ones, cordate,

uriculate-hastate
;
upper ones cordate-ovate. Peduncle axillary, smooth,

bout an inch long. Inflorescence an eight to twelve-flowered umbel.
<ruit red, size of a small cherry; contains one to three reddish-brown
eeds. Embryo cylindrical, lodged in horny albumen (T. F. L. Nees,
"7. Med. Suppl.) Schiede found it on the Eastern slope of the Mexican
Andes. It is carried from the villages of Papantla, Taspan, Nautla,

;]

* disantl^., &c. to Vera Cruz, under the name of Zarzaparilla, and is there
ntroduced into the European market. The roots are gathered all the
car long, dried in the sun, and then tied in bundles for sale (Linncea ,

v. 57G, quoted from Lindley’s FI. Med.) This species yields Vera Cruz
°rsaparilia.

3. Smilax siphilitica,) Willd.—Stem round, strong, with two to four
traight prickles at the knots. Tendril long, attached to the apex of

i;

j
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the stipules. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, three-nerved, coriaceous, smooth,,

and shining. Humboldt and Bonpland discovered it in New Granada,
on the river- Cassiquiare, between Mandavaca and San Francisco So-|l]

lano
(
Nova Gen. et Sp. Plant, t. i. 271). Von Martins

(
Reise in BrasilienM

Bd. iii.) found it in the Brazils at Yupura and liio Negra. It yieldsll

Brazilian sarsaparilla.

4. Smilax Sarsaparilla
,
Linn.—Stem prickly, somewhat quadrangular.,

Leaves ovate-lanceolate, cuspidate, almost five-nerved, beneath glaucousB
( Willdenow). It is a native of Virginia, and other southern states of theH
American union. There is no evidence that it yields any of the sarsa-jfji

parilla of the shops. Yet Th. Martius (
Pharmakognosie

)
ascribes the*

Vera Cruz variety, which, he says, sometimes comes over under the)'

name of American sarsaparilla, to it.

Description.— The roots of the preceding, and perhaps of other$i

species, constitute the Sarsaparilla or Sarza of the shops. These arei

imported, made up in bundles, formed either of the spirally folded!^,

roots (sarsaparilla rotunda), as in the Jamaica and Lima varieties, or ofl^v

unfolded parallel roots (
sarsaparilla longa), as in the Lisbon variety,

p
Attached to the roots are, in some varieties (as the Lima and Vera Cruziit

kinds), portions of the rhizome and aerial stem : these constitute whattfri

druggists call the chump. On the aerial stem are frequently found thejfcj

aculei or prickles.

The roots are usually several feet long, about the thickness of a wiitingpi

quill, wrinkled more or less longitudinally, with root-fibres in greater)^

or less abundance attached to them. Their colour varies, being more oith

less red or brown, frequently with a grayish tint. Greater or less caran
in drying, time of year when collected, soil, and many other circum-|j

stances, doubtless modify the colour. The taste of the root is mucila-i:

ginous, and slightly acrid. The acridity is only perceived after chewing}

the root for a few minutes. The odour is somewhat earthy.

The radix or runners are composed of two parts, the cortex and medi-v
,

tullium. ( Vide figs. 118 and 119.) The cortex consists of— 1st, the cuticlet .

or epidermis ; 2dly, a layer of elongated cellular tissue, which I shalBv
call the subcuticular tissue

;

3dly, a layer of hexagonal cellular tissue.

The last-mentioned layer is reel in Jamaica sarsaparilla; but in the

Honduras variety it is thick, white, and amylaceous. The meditulliur

consists of— 1st, a ring of elongated cellular tissue analogous to the sub-*j

cuticular tissue
;
2dly, a woody zone

,
composed principally of reticulated!

ducts
;
3dly, a central tissue analogous to medulla or pith

,
consisting of

hexagonal 'cellular tissue, which frequently abounds in starch. The

apertures seen in the woody zone, on a transverse section of the root, ar

the cut extremities of ducts. In structure, then, sarsaparilla root much

resembles an exogenous stem, except that it has no medullary raysj

The starch globules are small, and are frequently united in masses oflfr

three or four
;
when of four, the masses have a tetrahedral form.

Quality.—It is not easy to lay down criteria of the goodness ^f sarsa-<} .

parilla ; for, on the one hand, in the absence of a correct knowledge oif

the active principle of this root, we have no chemical tests on which wq

can rely ; and, on the other hand, the immediate and obvious effects oil

sarsaparilla are so slight that we are unable to ascertain by experience

the relative value of different samples. In the drug trade, Jamaica sar-

saparilla is esteemed the best
;
but though I do not doubt the correct-
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-3SS of this opinion, I confess I am unacquainted with any accurate

nnparative experiments on which it is founded.

The colour of the root is not to be absolutely depended on
; but roots

wing a deep orange-red tint are preferred. Taste perhaps is the best

iterion : the more acrid and nauseous the taste, the better is the quality

the root. This test has been much insisted on by Dr. Hancock {Trans.

[ ed.-Bot . Soc. 1829). Many druggists prefer mealy sarsaparilla, that is,

•rsaparilla whose cortex is brittle and powdery, and which, on being frac-

red transversely, throws out a white dust. But this quality, which is so

>vious in Honduras sarsaparilla, depends on the presence of starch

;

id, instead of being a test of goodness, is to be regarded as the reverse,

he quantity of extract yielded by a given weight of the root has been
rich depended on by Mr. Battley and Mr. Pope as a test of goodness

:

>th these writers have asserted the superiority of Jamaica sarsaparilla,

'cause it yields a larger quantity of extract. But though a sarsaparilla

hich yields very little extract cannot be regarded as good, yet it does

>t follow, especially in the absence of comparative trials, that a sarsa-

irilla which yields the most abundant extract is necessarily the best,

ice the quantity may arise from the presence of mucilage and other

ert matters. The beard is another criterion of goodness : the greater

e e quantity of root fibres (technically called beard) the better the sarsa-

mrilla.

1. Jamaica Sarsaparilla
,
bffic. Red-bearded Sarsaparilla (Radix sarzee

maicensis.) The roots are folded and made up into bundles {sarsapa-

rilla rotunda) of about a foot or half a yard long,

and four or five inches broad. These bundles

are neither trimmed nor closely packed. They
consist of long, slender runners, furnished with

numerous small, fibrous rootlets (called the beard).

Its cortex is brownish, but with an orange-red

tint, which distinguishes this from other kinds of

sarsaparilla, and has given rise to its name of red

sarsaparilla. The cortex is reddish, and when
examined by the microscope is found to contain

some starch globules. The meditullium has fre-

quently a reddish tint. When chewed, Jamaica

sarsaparilla tinges the saliva. Its taste is not

remarkably mucilaginous, but slightly bitter, and

after a few minutes slightly acrimonious. Its

®unified view of a section decoction is deepened in colour by a solution of
F Jamaica Sarsaparilla, iodine; but no blue is perceptible. Its powder

' Cuticle. is pale reddish brown, and when rubbed with water
Subcuticular tissue. and tincture of iodine becomes blue, but less in-

Fig. 118.

lexagonal cellulartissue.
' Cellular ring
I’ Wood y zone,

f'
Medulla.

tensely so than the pon der of the Honduras variety.

It yields a larger quantity of extract than the other

varieties : its extract is perfectly soluble in cold

water. From three pounds ofaverage quality about
ie pound of extract may be obtained (Hennell

;
also Battley)

;
but from

e same quantity of root of very fine quality, nearly one pound and a
larter of extract may be procured (Hennell). 874 grains of the
•rtical portion of the root yielded 484 grains of extract (Battley).
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According to Mr. Pope, the cortex yields live times as much extract as

the meditullium.

Jamaica sarsaparilla is not the produce of the island whose name is it.

bears, but, as I am informed, of the Mosquito shore on the eastern coas I

of Honduras and of St. Juan, from whence it is brought to England by 4

way of Jamaica. Occasionally it is brought from Guatemala.

In the collection of Materia Medica at Apothecaries’ Hall, London, isjj

a sample of sarsaparilla grown in Jamaica. Its colour is pale cinnamon 4
brown. Internally it is mealy. Jamaica sarsaparilla is perhaps the root ®
of Smilax officinalis.

2. Brazilian Sarsaparilla : Lisbon, Portugal, or Rio Negro Sarsa tig

garilla (Radix Sarzce braziliensis). This is usually exported frorri'B

Maranham. It is brought over unfolded, tied in cylindrical bundle*!
{sarsaparilla longa

)
of from three to five feet long, and about a foot inil

diameter. It is free from chump. It has fewer longitudinal wrinkle*!

than the Jamaica kind, fewer radicles, especially at one end; has

reddish-brown colour, and abounds in amylaceous matter, both in thatl

cortex and pith. Its decoction is much paler coloured than the Jamaica!
variety.

Martius (
Reise

,

Bd. iii. S. 1280) says it is the produce of

siphilitica, and is gathered all the year round. After being dried!

over a fire, the roots are tied up in bundles with a flexible stem!

called Timbotitica

;

and to prevent them being worm-eaten, they ar^l

preserved in the gables of the houses, where they are exposed to smoke: 1

Hr. Hancock {Trans. Med.-Bot. Soc. 1829) has denied that the “ Rio NegrdjB

Sarsa” is the produce of S. siphilitica, because he found no auxiliary!

spines on a portion of stem adhering to the roots, and Dr. Lindley {FRy

Medica, p. 597) has admitted the correctness of the inference. But unti. ft

we know the extent of stem examined, we are not authorised, I conceives d

to adopt Dr. Hancock’s conclusion; for in the same bale of apparently^

the same kind of sarsaparilla, we frequently find portions of stem 14

r(not exceeding three or four inches in length), some of which have

prickles, others are without them, and there is not the least ground fo|fl.

presuming them to have been procured from different species. Professor

Guibourt, who has described {Hist, des Prog. i. 578) a second kind ojffi

Caraccas sarsaparilla as devoid of prickles, tells me he has since meii*

with them in other samples of the same kind of sarsaparilla.

3. Lima Sarsaparilla {Radix Sarzce de Lima).— Originally imported*

from Lima, but is nowr frequently brought from Valparaiso, and some-ill

times from Costa Rica. I know of one importation of 99,000 lbsijj!

from the latter place. It has a close resemblance to Jamaica sarsftl
^

parilla, for which I am told it is extensively sold, but it yields a smaller i

quantity of extract. It is imported folded {sarsaparilla rotunda) iff
5

!

bundles of about three feet long, and nine inches in diameter, with thtw

attached chump contained in the interior of the bundle. Its colour iff

brown or grayish brown. Occasionally a few roots are found in a baty

of good Lima sarsaparilla, which, as well as their rhizome and stem, arff

light clay-coloured. The stems are square, and prickly ;
the prickles

are few and small, except in the clay-coloured variety. It is probabhj

the produce of Smilax officinalis.

Occasionally a knobby root, {rhizome ?) like the radix Chinee
,
with ff
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Fig. 119.

und stein, and long, smooth, wiry, brown root-fibres, is found in a bale

Lima sarsaparilla. A transverse section of the stem presents, to the

ked eye, a structure somewhat similar to that of the common cane. I

ve received the same root (under the name of Salsepareille-Squine de

acaraibo) from Professor Guibourt, who found it in Caraccas sarsa-

rilla.

4 . Honduras Sarsaparilla; Mealy Sarsaparilla (Radix Sarzce Hon-

tras). Is imported from Belize and other ports of the Bay of Hon-
iras. The roots are folded and formed into bundles (.sarsaparilla rotunda),

'o or three feet long, in the interior of which are found roots of inferior

lality, stones, clumps of wood, &c. The roots or runners are fur-

nished with but few rootlets. The colour is

dirty or grayish brown. The cortex consists of

a thin epidermis, within which is a thick, white,

amylaceous layer, which gives to this variety its

remarkable mealy appearance when broken.

This cortical portion readily cracks transversely,

and shells off, leaving the meditullium, which is

thinner than in the Jamaica kind. The taste of

the root is amylaceous, and ultimately somewhat
acrid. Its decoction becomes intensely blue by
the addition of a solution of iodine. Its powder
is fawn-coloured, and when rubbed with water

and tincture of iodine, becomes intensely bluish

black. From five pounds of the root of fine

quality about one pound of extract may be pro-
- agnified view of a section cured (Hennell). A sample, examined by Mr.
I Honduras Sarsaparilla.

yielded six and a half ounces of extract
; This and the preceding from three pounds of root, which is about ten
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theby. of the cortical portion ot the root yielded 230

grains of extract (Battley.) In one operation, in

the laboratory of a friend of mine, 170 lbs. of

.rp, . root yielded 45 lbs. ot extract. According to

sue

e

(c) abounds instareb* Mr* PoPe >
the cortex yields twice as much extract

as the meditullium.
5. Vera Cruz Sarsaparilla ; Mexican Sarsaparilla [Radix Sarzce de
’.ra-Cruz). This is occasionally imported from Vera Cruz, but is

ldom met with in the drug-market. The roots are unfolded [sarsapa-
lla lonya) and have the chump attached. They are thin, tough, of a
?ht grayish-brown colour, and devoid of starch in the cortex. Mr.
3Pe terms this variety, “ lean, dark, and fibrous.” The roots or runners
ve off very few rootlets. It yields a deep-coloured decoction, which is

ichanged by a solution of iodine.
Vera Cruz sarsaparilla is the produce of Smilax medica.
I have received from Professor Guibourt the following kinds of sarsa-
irilla:—
1 • Caraccas Sarsaparilla, Guib. (Hist, des Drog. t. ii. p. 577). Of' this there are two
ntJ s, both of which have portions of the rhizome and aerial stem attached to them,
ue kind (la premiere sorte, Guib. op. cit .) occasionally presents spines on the aerial
-Hi- i he other (la seconde sorte, Guib. op. cit.) comes from Macaraibo (Maracaibo ?).
o cssor Guibourt tells me he found, about three years ago, a hale of this second

, one half of which was made up of the root above referred to, which he calls
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Salsepareille-Squine de Macaraibo, and which he thinks ought rather to be regarded an i

a China root (Squine

,

Fr.) than a sarsaparilla.

Caraccas sarsaparilla has considerable resemblance to the Lima sarsaparilla oil r
English commerce.

2. Peruvian Sarsaparilla, Guib. (MS.) “ The tuberosities possess a yellow colouring; ,i

.

principle, and the stems are rather spongy than ligneous.” This kind also appears totui
me to be closely allied to, if not identical with, Lima sarsaparilla.

3. Brazilian, called Portugal, Sarsaparilla, Guib. (Hist, des Drog. t. i. p. 578). jfc

Accompanying this is a portion of the stem of some monocotyledonous plant (Timbo-fa
titica) used in tying the roots in bundles. The sample sent me by Professor Guibourtti ,

has some resemblance to what I have above called Vera Cruz sarsaparilla; but thet#
quantity is too small to draw any accurate conclusion from it.

4. Brazilian Sarsaparilla en Souches, Guib. (MS.) This, I think, is identical with/
our Vera Cruz sarsaparilla. “ I thought at first,” says Professor Guibourt, “ that itt { f

came from the Brazils, because it appeared to me identical with that which coustitutesX)
the sarsaparilla called Portugal. But a druggist tells me he has received it wholly!

:

under the name of Tampico Sarsaparilla .”

5. Mexican, called Honduras, Sarsaparilla, Guib. (op. cit. t. ii. p. 574). This isu*
not the Honduras sarsaparilla of English druggists. Its colour is paler and yellowishiE
The roots are more shrivelled, the cortical part is tougher; and, when broken, does nottir

give nut a white dust, in consequence of being deficient in the white amylaceous layerjK
which is so abundant in the Honduras variety of our commerce.
The sarsaparilla which Guibourt (MS.) regards as the washed Honduras kindlffc'

(Salsepareille Honduras lavee ? Guib.), appears to me to be a distinct species.

6. Jamaica Sarsaparilla, Guib. (op. cit. p. 515). This is not Jamaica sarsaparilla ofl&
English druggists. It appears to me to be very similar to the Salsepareille Hondurasift
lavte, Guib. Both kinds nave a roseate amylaceous cortex.

7. Woody Sarsaparilla, Guib. (op. cit. p. 576).

8. Unknown Sarsaparilla, Guib. (MS.) “ It approaches Caraccas sarsaparilla.”

Composition.

—

Sarsaparilla was analyzed by Cannobio (Brugnatellim

Giornale di Fisica, &c. Dec. ii. vol. i. p. 421, 1818); by PfafF (Syst.

Mat. Med. Bd. vii. S. 90, 1824); by Batka
(
Journ . de Pharm. t. xx.JJ

p. 43, 1834) ;
and by Thubeuf (Journ. de Pharm. xx. 682, 1834).

Cannobio's Analysis. Pfaff's Analysis

.

Batka's Analysis. Thubeuf's Analysis.

Bitter acrid resin . 2
-

8

Gummy extractive 5 -5
Starch 54‘2

Woody fibre 27 -8

Loss 9-7

Balsamic resin 2 -0
Acrid extractive . . 2-5

Extractive similar
to cinchona 3‘7

Common extractive 9'4

Gummy extractive l
-4

Starch trace
Albumen 2’2

Woody fibre 75 -0
Moisture 3 -0
Loss 0-8

1. A crystalline matter
(parallinic acid)

2. A colouring crystal-
line matter

3. An essential oil

4. Gum
5. Bassorin
6. Starch
7. Albumen
8. Extractiform matter
9. Gluten andgliadine

10. Fibrous and cellular
tissue

11. Lactic acid
12. Acetic acid
13. Salts— namely, chlo-

rides of calcium,
potassium, and
magnesium, car-
bonate of lime, ox-
ide of iron, and alu-
mina

1. A crystalline sub-
stance (salseparine)

2. A colouring matter
3. A resinous matter
4. Ligneous matter
5. Starch
6. Chloride potassium
7. Nitrate potash
8. Fixed aromatic thick

oil

9. Waxy substance

Sarsaparilla [Hon-
duras?] 100 -0

Sarsaparilla [Vera
Cruz] 100.0

Sarsaparilla.

Sarsaparilla.

1 . Oil of Sarsaparilla .—100 lbs. of the root yield about ^j- of volatile oil (Berzelius,

Traiti de Chim. t. vi. p. 211).

The following experiments were made by a friend, a manufacturing chemist, who

gave me the products for examination. 140 ibs. of Jamaica sarsaparilla were distilled,

by steam heat, at twice, with 220 gallons of water. 50 gallons of a milky liquor were

obtained, which were again submitted to distillation until 20 gallons had passed oyer.

20 lbs. of common salt were added to the distilled product, and heat being applied,

3 gallons were drawn over. The liquor was milky, held in solution carbonate ol

!f

I

t),

1 I

i >
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moiiia, and contained a few drops of a volatile oil, which was heavier than water, was
i uble in rectified spirit, and had the odour and acrid taste of sarsaparilla. 100 lbs. of

:
naica sarsaparilla were distilled with 100 gallons of water. The distilled liquor

i acid, and formed a white precipitate with solutions of acetate of lead. It was
i t listilled: the liquor that first passed over was not ammoniacal, but towards the end
i the process became so.

[
!, Smilacin.—Discovered in 1824, by Palotta (Journ . de Pharm. x. 543), who termed

M 'ariglin. Folcbi, about the same time, also procured it, and gave it the name of

I
lacin. Thubeuf, in 1831, called it salseparin. In 1833, Batka announced that

!{:• active principle of this root was an acid, which he termed parallinic acid. Lastly,

H 4834, Poggiale {Journ. de Chim. Med. x. 577) shewed the identity of these different

i |... stances.

[
t is procured by decolorizing a concentrated hot alcoholic tincture of sarsaparilla by

!)
nal charcoal. The tincture deposits, on cooling, impure smilacin, which may be

11 : ified by repeated solutions and crystallization. Soubeiran {Nouv. Traite de Pharm.
; 66) has proposed a more economical process.

|t has been frequently asserted that the active principle of sarsaparilla resides in the

ical portion only of the root; but Poggiale asserts that the meditullium is not

|
milacin is a white, crystallizable, odourless, and, in the anhydrous state, almost

f
eeless substance

;
very slightly soluble in cold water, more so in boiling water, and

ositing from the latter by cooling. Its solution has the bitter acrid taste of sarsapa-

,i, and froths on agitation. It is soluble in alcohol, ether, and oils. It does not

i bine with acids to form salts. Strong sulphuric acid colours it red, then violet, and
4ly yellow. It dissolves in cold and pure hydrochloric acid; the solutiou becomes

and afterwards gelatinous, when heated. It is soluble in strong nitric acid : if the

tion be heated, nitrous gas escapes; and by evaporation a solid residuum is

whined, which is soluble in boiling water, from which it precipitates in white flocks,

fjhae liquid cools.

S i "milacin is closely allied to, if it be not identical with, saponin. Now as the latter is

d i ily converted into an acid (esculic acid), so probably is the former: hence, perhaps,
-

1 r parallinic acid of Batka may not be absolutely identical with smilacin, but bear the

no e relation to it that esculic acid does to saponin,
i; milacin has the following: composition:

—

Carbon .

Hydrogen
Oxygen .

Poggiale.
(Mean of 12 analyses.)

. . 62-53 .

. . 8-67 .

. . 28-80 .

Anhydrous Smilacin . 100-00

Henry.

62-84

9-76

27-40

Petersen.

. 62-80

. 9-14

. 28 06

100-00 [Parillina] 100-00

oggiale gives the following formula for its atomic constitution, C 8 H7i O 3
;
while

Ienry {Journ. de Pharm. xx. 682) assumes C 9 H 9 O 3
,
and Petersen (Thomson’s

. Chem. 279) C 9 H 8 O 3
. As no definite compound of smilacin has been obtained,

e formulae are of little value. Thubeuf says that hydrated [crystallized] smilacin
ains 8-56 water.
ullerier {Journ. de Chim. Med. t. i. p. 45, Seconde S6r.) gave it to nine syphilitic

Jnts. In doses of six grains the stomach readily supported it; but nine grains

ed weight at the stomach and nausea. It appeared to relieve the patients^ symp-
>, and, in one case, seemed to effect a cure. According to Palotta, pariglin, in doses
om two to thirteen grains, acts as a debilitant, reducing the circulation, sometimes
ucing constriction of the oesophagus, and exciting nausea and diaphoresis. He
ks it might be useful in chronic rheumatism, skin diseases, &c.
Starch.— The large quantity of starch found in Honduras sarsaparilla must
er this variety nutritive. In the Jamaica and Vera Cruz varieties the quantity
ry small.

Resin and Extractive.—These principles require further examination. On them
ably depends a part at least of tne medicinal properties of sarsaparilla.

i haracteristics.—A decoction of sarsaparilla froths greatly when
ken. It scarcely, if at all, reddens litmus. Diacetate of lead, and
tonitrate of mercury, cause precipitates. Alkalies deepen the colour
he decoction. Solution of iodine forms a copious blue precipitate
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[iodide of staYch

)

in the decoction both of Honduras and Lisbon sarsai

J

parilla. Sesquichloride of iron slightly deepens the decoction (in dijF
ferent degrees in different specimens), and in some causes a flocculeiij.

precipitate, which subsides slowly. A strong decoction of Honduras sai.,

saparilla forms a copious precipitate
(
starch

) on the addition of alcohod
Commerce.—The following are the quantities of sarsaparilla on whicd

duty (sixpence per lb.) was paid for the last four years ( Trade List fdj
1835-6-7-8) :

—

For 1835 122,413 lbs.

1836 125,140
For 1837 101,298 lbs.

1838 121,888

The countries from which sarsaparilla was imported in 1831 are thi

stated in a parliamentary return [Statement of the Imports and Export
for 1831) :

—

Portugal 16,110 lbs.

Italy and the Italian Islands 107
British Northern Colonies 71
British West Indies 45,063
United States of America 29,122
Mexico 43,254
Guatemala 14
Brazil 31,972
Peru 11,141

Total import 176,854
Retained for home consumption 107,410

Physiological Effects, [a.) On vegetables .
—Not ascertained.

[b.) On animals.—Not ascertained.

[c.) On man.—Imperfectly determined
;
no experiments having be«

made to ascertain its physiological effects.

To the taste, sarsaparilla is slightly acrid, and somewhat nauseoi

Diaphoresis is by far the most common effect of its internal use. Win
the skin is kept cool, diuresis is not unusual. But in estimating til

diaphoretic or diuretic power of sarsaparilla, we must take into consider
j

tion the amount of liquid in which the medicine is usually taken, ai

the other medicines which are frequently conjoined with it: for

many instances the diaphoresis or diuresis is referable rather to die

than to sarsaparilla. f|

In several cases I have given the powder of this root in very L
doses, in order to ascertain its effects. Nausea, vomiting, and temi

rary loss of appetite, were alone observed.

Dr. Hancock [Trans. Med.-Bot. Soc. 1829) says, that on one patieii

an African, an infusion of four ounces of Rio Negro sarsa acted

a narcotic, producing nausea, great prostration of strength, torpor, at

unwillingness to move. The pulse Avas scarcely altered, unless it wc

a little retarded. Though the effects here stated agree, to a cei

extent, Avith those ascribed to smilacin, they cannot he regarded t

the ordinary effects of this root.

In some conditions of system, especially those of a cachectic kii

sarsaparilla acts as a poAverful and valuable alterative tonic. Its cc

tinned use is often attended with improvement of appetite and digestia

augmentation of strength, increase of flesh, the production of a m<i

healthy tone of mind, and the palliation, or, in some cases, compl«l

disappearance, of various morbid symptoms, as eruptions, ulceratioi
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ins of a rheumatic character, &c. Sarsaparilla differs in several

ipects from the bitter vegetable tonics. Though it is not devoid of,

t it does not, as they do, abound, in a bitter principle. It is not

apted for the cure of intermittents, or of simple debility. But its

\ st effects are seen in those depraved conditions of system which the

blic, and even some medical men, ascribe to the presence of a mor-

! :ic poison, or to a deranged condition of the fluids. Hence it is fre-

| entlv denominated a purifier of the blood. Those who do not adopt

I

:

.? pathological notion here referred to, call it an alterative.

Those varieties of sarsaparilla which abound in starch (as the Hon-
ras kind) possess demulcent and nutritive properties.

! Uses.—By many practitioners sarsaparilla is considered to possess no
medial properties; by others it is regarded as a medicine of great

dcacy. Considering that more than 100,000 lbs. of it are annually

nsunied in this country, the number of those who entertain the latter

iuion cannot be small. It has been justly remarked by Mr. Lawrence
set. on Surg. Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. v. p. 770), that physicians have no
nfidence in it, and surgeons a great deal. I think that this fact is

idily explained by the circumstance, that physicians are much less

•
quently called in to prescribe for those forms of disease, in the treat-

:nt of which, surgeons have found sarsaparilla so efficacious.

’ Many practitioners have doubted or denied its remedial activity on
i at, it must be admitted, are very plausible grounds;- viz. that the

t»t possesses very little taste and no smell; that by the ordinary

>de of using it, it produces very slight, if any, obvious effects on
; animal economy

;
and that it has failed in their hands to relieve

cure diseases in which others have asserted they found it effectual.

i

t. ey are, therefore, disposed to refer any improvement of a patient’s

1 dth, under the long-continued use of sarsaparilla, either to natural

ranges in the constitution, or to the influence of the remedial means
1th which the sarsaparilla was conjoined. But I would observe,

I

! t hitherto no experiments have been made to ascertain what effects
' long-continued employment of sarsaparilla may give rise to in
’ system of a healthy man, and we are not warranted in assuming that

ae would result because none are observable from the employment
a few doses. Moreover, it is to be remembered that some of our most
werful poisons prove the most efficacious remedies, when given in such
all doses that they excite no other obvious effect on the system than
: removal of morbid symptoms. Witness the beneficial influence of
nnte doses of arsenious acid in lepra. Furthermore, no one has
ribed to sarsaparilla the power of a specific, and its warmest advocates
aiit its occasional failure. But so often has it been found, that various

I

eases, which had resisted all other tried remedial means, and were
t.dually increasing, became stationary, and afterwards subsided, under
: use of sarsaparilla, that a large majority of British surgeons,
Tiding the most eminent of the present day, have been compelled to
ffit its therapeutic power.
A.S no obvious relationship exists between its known physiological
2cts and its apparent therapeutic agency, an argument has been
sed against its medicinal activity, on the ground that we cannot, ex-
mi its methodus medendi

;
but, for the same reason, we might refuse

admit the power of cinchona to cure ague. Mr. Lawrence {op. cit.
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•<-

.>

»

p. 769) justly observes, that, although we cannot point out the maim!
in which a remedy “ operates, we are not, on that account, to witi>

hold our confidence in its power. It is enough for us, in medic?
science, to know that certain effects take place. In point of fact, we ai

in many cases unable to distinguish the modus operandi of medicinesfiJ

the manner in which their influence is produced.” The most plausitWf

explanation of the agency of alterative medicines is that offered l
j

Muller
(
Physiology

,
vol. i. pp. 59 & 363), and which I have before hro

occasion to notice (p. 10). It assumes that these remedies cause changMtf

in the nutritive fluids (the chyle and blood), and thereby produce slight#

chemical alterations in organs morbidly changed in composition, lip'

which already existing affinities are annulled, new ones induced, and f f?»

vital principle enabled to effect the further restoration and cure. Tlj^-

hypothesis may be used to explain the remedial influence of sargH*

parilla.

Sarsaparilla has been found especially serviceable in the followin

maladies :

—

1. In inveterate venereal disease.—It is beneficial principally wh>

the malady is of long continuance, and the constitution is enfeebled ai

emaciated, either by the repeated attacks of the disease, or by the use

mercury. In such cases it is, as Sir William Fordyce [Med. Obs. o;

Inq. vol. i. p. 169) correctly observed, “ the great restorer of appeti

flesh, colour, strength, and vigour.” When the disease resists, or is aggn

vated by the use of mercury, sarsaparilla evinces its most salutai

powers. It is given to relieve venereal pains of a rheumatic cliaracta

to remove venereal eruptions; to promote the healing of ulcers of t.

throat; and to assist in the cure when the bones are affected. In rece

chancre, or bubo, it is of little use
;
nor does it appear to possess t;

least power of preventing secondary symptoms. We cannot ascribe

it “ the s*ame anti-syphilitic properties—that is, the same power
arresting or curing the venereal disease—that experience warrants us

attributing to mercury” (Lawrence, op. cit. p. 769; see also Mr. Pearson

Observations on the Effects of various Articles of the Materia Medico

the Cure of Lues Venerea
, p. 39, 1800). Sarsaparilla is sometimes giv

alone, but more frequently with other remedies : as with stimulati:

diaphoretics (mezereon, sassafras, and guaiacum), or with mercurials

small or alterative doses, or with acids (especially the nitric), or w
alkaline substances (as potash or lime), or with the bitter tonics. It

difficult to lay down concise rules to guide us in the selection of tli

adjuncts. In venereal pains and eruptions, sudorifics, the copious r

of warm diluents and warm clothing, are especially applicable, f

should be conjoined with sarsaparilla. In scrofulous constitutions, w

enlarged glands, it will be for the most part advisable to avoid the use
|

mercury. In such I have seen the alkalies most serviceable. Whi

extreme debility is present, the bitter tonics and nitric acid are oft

added to sarsaparilla with benefit.

2. In chronic rheumatism sarsaparilla is often advantageously co

joined with powerful sudorifics and anodynes (as opium or hvoscyatnu

especially when any suspicion exists as to the venereal origin of

disease.

3. In obstinate skin diseases benefit is frequently obtained by the ij

of sarsaparilla. Its employment is not confined to cutaneous affecli"
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i .ne particular elementary form, since it is given with good effect in

ular, vesicular, pustular, and tubercular sldn diseases, of a chronic

l, when they occur in enfeebled and emaciated constitutions,

j

ugh, in these cases, its value principally depends on its tonic and
rative effects, its diaphoretic operation is to be encouraged by the

\i of diluents, warm clothing, &c.

. In cachectic conditions of the system generally, sarsaparilla may be

|
n, often with the best effects, and never with any ill consequences,

I

t that of occasionally producing slight nausea. Indeed, one of the

t advantages of sarsaparilla over many other alteratives and tonics,

hat although it may fail in doing good, it never does any harm
nnd that of now and then causing slight disorder of stomach. In
onic abscesses, attended with profuse discharge, diseases of the

[es, obstinate ulcers, chronic pulmonary affections accompanied with
t wasting of the body, enlarged glands, and various other maladies

I

iected with a depraved state of the system, sarsaparilla is often a
useful medicine.

dministration.

—

Sarsaparilla is exhibited in substance, and in the

i of infusion, decoction, extract, and syrup.

Pulvis Sarza.—The ordinary dose of this is from half a drachm
me or two drachms. Half an ounce frequently nauseates, and in

;e cases give? rise to vomiting. Powder of Jamaica sarsaparilla is

*e preferred to that of other varieties. It is redder than that of the

n duras kind, and produces a much less intense blue colour when
tied with water and tincture of iodine. I have been informed that

3 druggists employ, in the preparation of the powder, the roots from
:h the extract has been prepared. This fraud may be detected by

i| powder being almost devoid of taste, macerating it in water, and
1 fully comparing the infusion with one prepared from an unadul-
t ed sample.

Infusum Sarsaparilla compositum, D.— Sarsaparilla root pre-
s sly cleansed with cold water and sliced, *j.

;
Lime Water, Oj.

aerate for twelve hours in a covered vessel, with occasional agitation,

strain. According to Mr. Battley (
Lond. Med. Rep. xix. 169) lime

: r is not so good a solvent for the constituents of sarsaparilla root as

I lied water: for 874 grains of the root lost only 140 grains by mace-
n in lime water; whereas the same quantity of root lost 175 grains

stilled water. The dose of this infusion is from fSiv. to f3vj. two or

J times a day.

Decoctum Sarzje, L. E. Decoctum Sarsaparilla
,
D.— Sarza,

d [and cleansed with cold water, D.], 5v. [^iv. IX]
;
Boiling Water,

“ Macerate for four hours, in a vessel lightly covered, near the

then take out and bruise the sarsaparilla. When bruised return it

Ae liquor, and again macerate in the same manner for two hours
;

wards boil down to two pints, and strain.” An objection has been
n to this, as well as to all preparations of sarsaparilla made by
ng, that the heat employed volatilizes or decomposes the active
ciple of the root. “ An infusion of sarsaparilla,” says Soubeiran
lv - Traite de Pharm. t. ii. p. 168),

“ which is odorous and sapid,
both its odour and taste by boiling for a few minutes : these

'ges speak but little in favour of the decoction. On the other
U it is known that the fil>rous narts of vegetables alwavs irive
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less soluble matters to water, when treated by decoction; and if it

added, that sarsaparilla is completely exhausted by hot waterl

cannot see what advantages the decoction can possess over preparation

made by other methods.” Without denying the injurious effects of Id

boiling, and, therefore, the superiority of preparations made without

I cannot admit that either the decoction or extract of sarsaparilla is in<jj

No objection, however, exists to the substitution of an infusion foil

decoction. But it is advisable to employ a somewhat larger quantity p i

the root, and to have it crushed before macerating it. The proportion <

of root and water, in the above preparation, are such that one ounce

the decoction contains the extractive of one drachm only of the rodi

«Hence the extract or syrup is usually conjoined. An infusion or

coction of Jamaica sarsaparilla produces little or no blue colour wj{

tincture of iodine : whereas the corresponding preparations of Hondujj
sarsaparilla (the kind usually met with, cut in small split lengths,

the shops) becomes bluish black on the addition of a solution

iodine. The dose of Decoctum Sarzcc, Ph. L. is fgiv. to foviii. thro

four times daily.

4. Decoctum Sarzje compositum, L. E. Decoctum Sarsapari

compositum, D.—Decoction of Sarsaparilla, boiling hot, Oiv.
;

Sassafil

sliced and bruised
;
Guaiacum-wood shavings

;
Liquorice-root, bruisv

of each 5x. (5j. D.)
;
Mezereon [bark of the root], 3iij. [sss., E.] B

for a quarter of an hour, and strain. This preparation is an imitation

the celebrated Lisbon diet drink. The objections made to the use

ebullition in preparing the simple decoction, apply equally to the p
1sent preparation. The additions are for the most part valueless,

guaiacum wood is useless, water not being able to dissolve the res

The volatile oil contained in the sassafras wood is in part dissipated

the boiling. The mezereum, an active agent, is used in such sin

quantity, that it can confer but little medicinal power. The liquorice*

employed merely to communicate flavour. An improvement in the pj

sent formula would be to omit the guaiacum, to increase the quantity

sarsaparilla and mezereum, and to substitute maceration for decoctii

The dose of the officinal preparation is from fsiv. to fsyj. three or H
times a day. The syrup or extract is usually conjoined with it. Duri

its use the skin should be kept warm
5. Syrupus Sarzje, L. E. Syrupus Sarsaparilla, D.—Sarza, slici

Sxv. [Oj., D.]
;

Boiling Water, Cong, 'y, Sugar, sxv. Macerate

sarsaparilla in the water for twenty-four hours
;
then boil down to

pints, and strain the liquor while hot
;
afterwards add the sugar,

evaporate to a proper consistence. Simonin (
Journ . de Pharm. xx. 1

has successfully prepared the syrup by the percolation method.

This, I conceive, to be a very unnecessary preparation
;

for as

A. T. Thomson [fond. Dispens. 9th ed.) justly observes, “ it can

much better and more easily supplied by rubbing up a few grains of

extract with some simple syrup.” It is, however, frequently prescri'

as an adjunct to the decoction. Prepared with Jamaica sarsaparill

is not liable to ferment, and its flavour is somewhat agreeable, being v

analogous to that of West Indian molasses. Mr. Brande (Diet, of J-

Med.) says, that the above syrup is not of sufficient strength to rendc

an effective form of sarsaparilla ;
and that it ought to be of such stren

that one ounce is equal to a pint of the simple decoction: of this, Sss
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j

. may be taken two or three times a day, diluted with about two parts of

ter.
* A few drops of solution of potassa sometimes prevents its dis-

I
eement with the stomach.

i The syrup of sarsaparilla of the United States Pharmacopoeia is in-

J ded to represent the famous French strop de cuisinier. It is prepared

j
ii proof spirit, which extracts the acrid principle of the root without

|

ing up the inert fecula; and the tincture being evaporated, to get rid

the alcohol, is made into syrup. By this means the long-continued

t ling is avoided. As the editors of the United States Dispensatory

I
iak most confidently of the remedial value of this preparation, I sub-

i 1 the formula for its preparation, taken from the American Pharrna-

< < >ceia :

—

i.'yrup of Sarsaparilla. U. S.—Sarsaparilla, bruised, Oij.; Guaiacum wood, rasped,

|f;. ;
Red Roses

;
Senna; Liquorice root, bruised, each, gij.

;
Oil of Sassafras; Oil of

se, each, Tqv.
;

Oil of Partridge-berry [Gualtheria procumbens, an astringent
nalic] rtpij. ; Sugar, Oviij.

;
Diluted Alcohol, Ox.

[
wine measure]. “ Macerate the

, saparilla, Guaiacum wood, Roses, Senna, and Liquorice root, in the diluted Alcohol
I I fourteen days

; then express and filter through paper. Evaporate the tincture, by
funs of a water-bath, to four pints and a half

;
then add the Sugar, and dissolve it, so

loo form a syrup. With this, when cold, mix the Oils previously triturated with a

|

11 quantity of the syrup.” The dose is fgss. (equivalent to somewhat less than
pbe root), taken three or four times a day.

f *. Extractum Sarzm, L. Extractum Sarsaparillce
,
D.-—Sarsaparilla,

Iced, lb. iiss. [lb. j. D.~\
;

Boiling [distilled, L.~] Water, Cong. ij.

i mg. j. D.] Macerate for twenty-four hours, then boil down to a gallon

feuir pints, D.~], and strain the liquor while hot
;
lastly, evaporate to a

|| per consistence.

|.
r

. Extractum Sarzje fluidum, E. Extractum Sarsaparillce fluidum.
Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla

,
offic.— Sarsaparilla, sliced [in

.ips, E.], lb. j.; [Boiling,’ E.] Water, Ovj. [Oxij., D.] “Let them
i 1 1 together for an hour, and pour off the liquor ;

then add twelve pints

p water, and repeat the boiling and pouring off. Press strongly the

[ nor from the remaining material, set aside the mixed liquors that the

lees may subside; then evaporate the mixture by continual boiling

jvvn to thirty ounces, and add two ounces of rectified spirit.” Dub.

|
‘Digest the root for two hours in four pints of the water; take it out,

! iise it, replace it in the water, and boil for two horns; filter and
'-li-ieeze out the liquid; boil the residuum in the remaining two pints of

; I'ter, and filter and squeeze out this liquor also
;
evaporate the united

i i uors to the consistence of thin syrup ;
add, when the product is cool,

jrimuch rectified spirit as will make in all sixteen fluid ounces. Filter,

i
i This fluid extract may be aromatized at will with various volatile

i 5 or warm aromatics.” Ed.

||
Jamaica sarsaparilla should be used in the preparation of the extract.

Mndtiras and other inferior kinds of sarsaparilla are to be avoided.

J

‘ e chumps so frequently used by pharmaceutical chemists should be
'* seted. The small root fibres, commonly called the beard, of Jamaica
r • saparilla, are to be preferred, as containing less starch and woody

re, and a large quantity of the cortical layer. I am informed that they
id a much greater quantity of extract than the runners. Steam heat

List be employed to effect the evaporation of the decoction, and the
nperature employed should little if at all exceed 212" F. When the
acentrated decoction (especially of the Honduras kind) is allowed
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to cool, as at niglit, a kind of fermentation is readily set, and gas i

copiously evolved. The fluid extract is to be preferred to the ordinari

more1

' consistent preparation. The quantity of extract obtained froti

dihbrenb'.’ldnds of sarsaparilla has been already noticed. For furthdj

information on this point I must refer the reader to the papers of M
Battley [Lond. Med. Rep. xix. 168); Mr. Pope

(
Med.-Chir . Trans, xi,

344) ;
and M. Thubenf

(
Journ . de Pharm. t. xvi. and xviii.)

Extract of Jamaica sarsaparilla, when rubbed on white paper djk

porcelain, exhibits a reddish tint not observable in the extract of thttf

Honduras kind. The flavour and odour are also characters which assist

in distinguishing well-prepared extract. Rubbed up with water it ii

almost completely soluble, and the solution, which should be clear, bt

standing, deposits scarcely any thing. The dilute solution should no

become blue on the addition of a solution of iodine.

Extract of sarsaparilla is declared by many writers to be an inert am
useless preparation; but the assertions are, for the most part, founded

rather on theoretical than practical considerations. I have extensivelif f

used it, and believe that when it is properly prepared from Jamaicrli

sarsaparilla, it is a most valuable and efficient remedy
;
and the enormonj

quantity of it which is consumed by the profession generally (includim

some of the most eminent of its members), is a proof that many otheu

entertain a similar opinion of it. It is given in doses of from half

drachm to two or three drachms three or four times a day. It should bi

rubbed down with water, and flavoured by the tincture of orange-peel, a
by some volatile oil (as the oil of cloves, allspice, lemon, or cinnamon'

Alkalies render its flavour somewhat disagreeable, though they frequently

increase greatly its remedial powers.

8. Extractum Sarzje compositum.—Not in any Pharmacopoeia, bn
kept in the shops. It is made by mixing with extract of sarsaparilla a?

extract prepared by evaporating a decoction of mezereon bark, liquoric:

root, and guaiacum shavings, and a small quantity of oil of sassafras

This preparation is employed as a convenient substitute for the co

pound decoction of sarsaparilla. The dose of it, and the mode of exh

bition, is the same as of the simple extract. Three quarters of an ounc

of the compound extract are equal to a pint of the compound decoction

Other Medicinal Smilacece.

The China root of the shops (Radix Chinee orientalis
)

is the produce of Smilax Chin

(Linn.), and is said to come from the province of Onansi, in China. It occurs in larg'

ligneous, knotty pieces, of from three to eight inches long, and an inch or tno thic

Externally it has a grayish-brown colour, and internally a light flesh or yellowisl

white colour. It is inodorous, and has a slightly astringent taste. It appears to con

sist of extractive, tannic acid
,
colouring matter

,
starch, and woody fibre. It was intro

duced into Europe in 1535 as an infallible remedy for the venereal disease, and obtains

great celebrity in consequence of the benefit which the Emperor Charles the Fifth i

said to have derived from it in gout. Its effects are not very obvious, but it is said t<

be diaphoretic. It tinges the sweat. It has been used in the same maladies as sarsa

parilla; viz. venereal diseases, rheumatism, and gout, obstinate skin diseases, &c. I

is given in the form of decoction. .

The American China root (Radix Chinee Americana
)

is brought from Mexico, and i

said to be the produce of Smilax Pseudo-China.

Smilax aspera is used in the south of Europe as a substitute for sarsaparilla ;
bu

the substance sold in London under that name is brought from India, and is the pr°

duce of Hemidesmus indiais

,

and will be described hereafter.
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Order 14. Irida'ce^e, Lindl.—The Cornflag TribeJe?’
xi

Iride/E, Juss. re
l

5SENTIAL Cfiaracteus.— Calyx and corolla superior, confounded, their cr

either partially cohering', or entirely separate, sometimes irregular, the three p<i

being sometimes very short. Stamens three, arising from the base of the sepals ;

filaments distinct or connate
; anthers bursting externally lengthwise, fixed by their

base, two-celled. Ovary three-celled, cells many-seeded; style one-, stigmas three,

often petaloid, sometimes two-lipped. Capsule three-celled, three-valved, with a

loculicidal dehiscence. Seeds attached to the inner angle of the cell, sometimes to a

.central column, becoming loose; albumen corneous, or densely fleshy
;
embryo en-

closed within it.

—

Herbaceous plants, or very seldom under-shrubs, usually smooth
;

the hairs, if any, simple. Roots tuberous or fibrous. Leaves equitant, distichous

j
in most genera. Inflorescence terminal, in spikes, corymbs, or panicles, or crowded.

IbBracts spathaceous, the partial ones often scarious; the sepals occasionally rather

icrbaceous (
Lindley).

operties.

—

The underground stems and roots usually abound in fecula and muci-

age; but these nutritive substances are generally combined with an acrid principle,

ptvhich excludes their employment as articles of food. However, Morcea edulis,

M. sisyrinchium, Gladiolus edulis, and a species of Tigridia, have been used as escu-

ent substances. The rhizomes of several species of Iris (as I. Pseud-acorus, I. germa-

rica, I. sibirica
,
and 1. versicolor) are remarkable, especially in the fresh state, for

heir acridity, in consequence of which some of them have been used as purgatives,

iidalogogues, or errhines, or for issue-peas. The rhizomes of some species (as I flo~

wrentina and I. germanica) have an agreeable smell. The colour and the odour of

* saffron are to be regarded as part of the petaloid qualities of the stigmata of Crocus

UThe effects of this medicine on the uervous system are regarded by Decandolle

iEssai sur les Proprieties Med.) as similar to those of [certain odorous] flowers.

Crocus sati'vus, Allioni, L. E. D .—The Saffron Crocus.

Sex. Syst. Triandria, Monogynia.

(Stigmata exsiccata, L. Stigmata, E. D.)

History.—Saffron is mentioned in the Old Testament (
Solomon's

>ng, iv. 14). Homer [Iliad, xiv. 346) speaks of the Crocus
[kpokoq).

ippocrates [Opera, Ed. Foes. pp. 407, 575,614, 626, and 876) employed
;i iron in uterine and other maladies. The word Saffron [zafaran, Avi-

ma) is of Arabic origin.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Perianth [coloured], with a slender tube twice

long as the limb
;
limb six-partite, equal, erect. [

Stamens three,

I' erted into the tube
;
anthers sagittate.] Stigmas three, thick, convo-

ed, generally crested. Capsule under ground, elevated by a short

iluncle from the root, which peduncle elongates after the decay ol the

Avers, and the capsules appear above ground.
(
Hooker

,
with some

I iitions.)

'Sp. Char.—Stigma protruded, drooping, in three deep linear divisions.

ooker.)

Cormus roundish
;

its brownish coats reticulated, separating superiorly

o distinct parallel fibres. Leaves linear, with a white central stripe,

d surrounded at their base with long membranous sheaths. Flowers
ht purple, shorter than the leaves, with a two-valved membranous
idle. Anthers pale yellow. Stigmas dee]) orange-coloured.
Hah.—A native of Asia Minor. Now naturalized in England, France,

x x
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Spain, and some other European countries. It is a doubtful native oi'

!

the Eastern parts of Europe. It is said to have been introduced int«i

Spain by the Arabs (Dillon, Travels through Spain). It flowers in Sepi|i

tember and October.

Preparation.—The flowers are gathered in the morning, and thin

stigmata, with part of the style, plucked out for use, the rest of the flowed
being thrown away. The stigmata are then dried on paper, either b
means of portable kilns over which a hair-cloth is stretched (Douglass
Phil. Trans, for 1728), or in a room by the sun (Fiske, StephensonIfi
Med. Bot. vol. iii.) When dried between paper under the pressure of

,

,

.

thick board and weights, the saffron is formed into cakes now no longejj
i

to be met with.

Description.—Two kinds of saffron are kept in the shops, viz. hem
saffron and cake saffron.

1. Hay Saffron. ( Crocus in fceno.)—Consists of the stigmas with pauL
of the style, which have been very carefully dried.

:

They are from a;j? i

inch to an inch and a half long, thin, brownish red ;
the upper portioM <-

(stigma) is expanded, notched at the extremity; the lower portion |.

which constitutes part of the style, is called by Th. Martius
(
Pharmakogn

\

Fominelle : it is narrow, capillary, yellowish. The odour is penetrating j

aromatic, and, of large quantities, narcotic. The taste is bitter, somq L

what aromatic. When chewed, saffron tinges the mouth and the saliv'

yellow. I find by careful examination that one grain of good corajj;

mercial saffron contains the stigmata and styles of nine flowers : henaij

4,320 flowers are required to yield one ounce of saffron.

a. English Saffron {Crocus anglicus) is no longer found in commerce.

j3. Spanish Saffron ( Crocus hispanicus) constitutes the best saffron of the shops. It ij

imported from Gibraltar (principally), Cadiz, Denia, Santander, and Malaga. Froik
the concurrent accounts of pharmacologists it would appear that formerly Spanisj*

saffron was spoiled by being dipped in oil to preserve it. But the saffron now importer

from Spain has not been subjected to this treatment. Occasionally, Spanish, as well*

as any other kind of saffron, is oiled by the dealers to give it an appearance of freslbji

ness, but this fraud is, I suspect, usually performed in this country.

y. French Saffron {Crocus gallicus

)

is usually considered in commerce to be of secoaij

quality. It is the produce of Gatin ais {Gatinais saffron) and Orleanais, which con»>
'

prebend part of the departments of Seine-et-Marne and Eure-et-Loire, and the who!

of the department of Loiret. The saffron of Angouleme is the worst (Guibourt, s

Drog. ii. 254). French saffron is shipped for England at Calais, Boulogne, am

Havre.
Besides the preceding, several other varieties of saffron are mentioned by pharmactlt

logists, but they are not distinguished in English commerce, and I am unacquainted

with them. Such are Austrian
,
Bavarian, Oriental

,
and the Sicilian saffron (C. austd.

acus, bavaricus, orientalis, and siciliensis) mentioned by Murray {App. Med. vol. v.

Geiger {Handb. d. Pharm.), and others. From the Customs report {Trade List fJ

1837-8-9) it appears that saffron is occasionally imported from Hamburgh, Antwerp

Genoa, Naples, and Bombay. But I am ignorant of its place of growth and quality

According to Gussone (Lindley, FI. Med.) Crocus odorus yields Sicilian saffron. Dio*

corides {lib. i. cap. xxv.) considered the saffron of Corycus (a mountain of Cilicia, 3'

Asia Minor, now called Curco,) to be the best, and that of Lycia and Olympus to be cj

second quality; while Cyrenaic saffron, as well as that from Centuripinum (noj

Centorbe) in Sicily, he declares to be the worst.

2. Cake Saffron. (
Crocus in placenta ).—Formerly this was compresse

hay saffron. But the cakes now met with in the inferior shops are coil I

'posed of safflower (
Cartharnus tinctorius) and gum-water, made into

paste, and rolled out on a tin plate with a rolling-pin into oval cakes <

11 inches long, 10 inches broad, and about one-tenth of an inch thicl
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iese are dried on brown paper in a stove. They are shining, and of a

j
ownish red colour. I can detect neither saffron nor marigolds

( Galen-

I la officinalis)
in them. Their price is about one-fifth of that of good

y saffron. I am informed, by a maker of cake saffron, that there is

|
iy another person besides himself in London by whom this substance

i made.
Adulteration.—The only adulteration practised on saffron, which

| s come under my notice, is that of mixing safflower with saffron, and
. s I have met with once only. It must have been effected abroad,

! ice the druggist who pointed it out to me bought the saffron in bond,

: d did not discover the fraud until the saffron had been for some time

his warehouse. The pieces of safflower readily escape the eye of a

oerficial observer. If rubbed with the moistened finger on paper, they

)duce a slightly yellow mark only, whereas genuine saffron causes a

vy intense orange-yellow stain. The fraud may also be detected by
Using the suspected saffron in hot water, when the florets of the saf-

wer may be readily distinguished from the stigmas which constitute

Iron.

[ am informed that old and dry saffron is sometimes oiled, to give it

appearance of freshness. The stain communicated to the fingers, or

i ite blotting paper, when such saffron is compressed, readily detects

; fraud.

Fibres of smoked beef and the petals of the officinal marigold are

id to have been used for adulterating saffron. But there is no fear of

sse adulterations now. Such frauds would be readily detected by the

especially when the suspected saffron has been infused in hot water.

Commerce.—The quantity of saffron on which duty (of Is. per lb.) is

f d, is about 5,000 lbs. per annum. The places from which it is

ported have been already mentioned. It is brought over in cases,

iTels, and boxes.

. Jomposition.—Saffron was analyzed in 1811 by Vogel and Bouillon-

^grange {Bull, de Pharm. iv. 89), and in 1818 by Aschoff (Gmelin,
" ndb. d. Chim. ii. 1334).

Vogel and
Bouillon-Lagrange.

Aschoff.

Volatile oil 7-5 1-4

Wax 05 4 0

Polychroite . 65-0 52 0

Gum 6-5 104
Soluble albumen 0-5 —
Woody fibre . 10-0 19 0
Water . 100 10 0
Balsamic matter, soluble

ether and alcohol .

‘1 - 20

Saffron . 1000 98-8

. Volatile Oil of Saffron. (Oleum Croci).—'Obtained by distilling saffron vvitli water.

> yellow, heavier than water, has a burning, acrid, somewhat bitter taste, and is

htly soluble in water. By keeping, it becomes white, solid, and lighter than water,
it depends probably the medicinal "properties of saffron.
• Colouriny matter ; Polychroite (so called from tro\vs, many, and xp<$a , colour, in
sequence of its being susceptible of numerous changes of colour).—By digesting
aqueous extract of saffron in alcohol, and evaporating the tincture to dryness, a
stance is obtained which Bouillon-.Lagrange and Vogel called polychroite, but which
lry (Journ . de Pharm. vii. 397) has separated into volatile oil and a bitter red sub-
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stance (poh/chrcrite properly so called). Pure polychroite is pulverulent, bitter, scarleit

red, odourless, slightly soluble in cold water, much more so in hot water, readilfi

soluble in alcohol and oils (both fixed and volatile), slightly soluble in ether Sulphurij!
acid turns it blue, then lilac. Nitric acid makes it green, but tbe colour is very fug
tive. The hypochlorites destroy the yellow colour of a solution of polychroite.

Chemical Characteristics.—An aqueous infusion of saffron givdd

no indication of starch on the addition of a solution of iodine. Thn
hypochlorites bleach it. Sulphuric and nitric acids act on it as on poljji

cliroite above mentioned. Acetate of lead pauses no precipitate. Bl >

evaporation, the infusion yields an extract from which alcohol removq*
the colouring matter and leaves a gummy substance.

Physiological Effects.—Formerly saffron was considered to bi

cordial, aromatic, narcotic and emmenagogue. Some (Boerhaave, Him
Plant, pars ii. p. 590) have accused it of causing laughing delirium!

others (Bergius, Mat. Med. t. i. p. 38) have ascribed to its use grea

mental dejection
;
and several (Boerhaave, op. cit. ; Riverius, Op. Merf)

have declared that they have seen immoderate uterine hemorrhage pra

duced by it, which, in the case referred to by Riverius, is said to hay

terminated fatally. But modern experience has proved that most <

these statements are erroneous. Alexander
(
Experim . Essays, p. 8ft

1768) swallowed four scruples of saffron without perceiving any obviou

effects therefrom ;
and Wibmer

(Wirk . d. Arzneim. Band 2, S. 204) toq|

a drachm without observing the slightest effect.

By the long-continued use of saffron, the colouring particles become
absorbed, and tinge the secretions, especially the mine and perspiration!

In some instances the foetus in utero has been stained by it (Wibmeti’f

op. cit.) The failure of Alexander to detect the yellow tinge in hii

secretions arose probably from the short time he had been using thjfl

medicine. Mr. Gibson (Mem. of the Lit. and Phil. Soc. of Manchest&v

2 nd
Ser. vol. i. p. 148) gave a considerable quantity of saffron to a pigeoj w

which thereby had its faeces tinged, yet no perceptible alteration wall

produced in its bones.

Headache, prostration of strength, apoplexy, and even death, ha

been ascribed to the inhalation of the vapour arising from lar:

quantities of saffron (see the reports of Borellus, Tralles, Forster,

others, quoted by Wibmer and Murray, op. cit.)
;
and perhaps correc

so, for it is well known that the odours of other plants (as the rose, tlfl

pink, &c.) act on some individuals as narcotic poisons (Orfila, Toscicf^i

Gen.)

Uses.—Saffron is employed,, especially on the continent, as a flavou

ing and colouring ingredient in varioiis culinary preparations, articles

confectionary, liqueurs, It was used,by the ancients as a perfan i

as well as a seasoning agbnt (E^td&nann, Hist, of Invent, and Disco

vol. i. p. 278).
A

c,j

In the modem practice of medicincit is used chiefly as a colouri

ingredient. It is a popular remedy for assisting the eruption of exa

thematous diseases ;
on the same principle, I suppose, that bird-fancie

give it to birds when moulting. ItAvas at one time esteemed as an ant

spasmodic in asthma, hysteria, and cramp of the stomach ;
and ws

formerly used as an emmenagogue, and to promote uterine contract! 01

and the lochial discharge. Lastly, it has been employed as a stimuli

to the nervous system in hypochondriasis.
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i Administration.—It may be given in closes of from ten to thirty

tins, in the form of powder or pill. It is popularly used in the form
infusion, or tea.

Svrupus Croci, L. E.—Saffron, 3X. ;
Boiling Water, Oj.; Sugar,

iij. “ Macerate the saffron in the water for twelve hours, in a vessel

htly covered, then strain the liquor, and add the sugar to it,” L. It

|
3mployed principally for its colour.

! As a colouring and flavouring ingredient, saffron is a constituent of

I eral other preparations.

I

Other Medicinal Iridacece.

’lie Orris Root of the shops is the rhizome of Iris florentina, and perhaps also of

mllida. It is imported in casks from Leghorn and Trieste. It consists, according*

ogel (Joum . de Pharm. i. 481) of volatile oil
, acrid resin

,
astringent extractive

,
gum,

ch, and ligneous matter. Raspail
(
Chim. Organ.) detected in it crystals of oxalate of

'• Orris root is an acrid substance, and in full doses causes vomiting and purging.
-

;
principally used on account of its violet odour. Thus hair and tooth powders, per-

ed oils, See. are frequently scented with it. During teething, infants are sometimes
uitted to rub their gums with, and bite, the rhizome

;
but the practice is objec-

lable, since it is not unfrequently attended with irritation of the mouth and disorder

ihe stomach and bowels. Furthermore, the danger of the rhizome getting into the

phagus or trachea is not to be overlooked. One fatal case of tins' kind is recorded

iaus, Heilmittellehre, S. 541). Powdered orris root is sometimes used as an errbine.

Order 15. Amaryllida'cete, Zme?/.—

T

he Narcis'sus Tribe.

one of the plants of this order are employed in England as articles of the Materia
lica. Yet many of them act powerfully on the system, and one of them (

Hwman-

thus toxicarius) is said to be used by the Hottentots to poison

Fig. 120. their arrow-heads. The prevailing property of the order is

acridity, which is possessed principally by the bulbs, several

of which (as those of Pancratium maritimum and Hcemanthus

coccineus
)
seem to be endowed with properties very similar to

those of squill. The leaves and flowers of Narcissus Pseudo-

Narcissus are enumerated among the simples of the French

Codex. In doses of 20 or 30 grains they sometimes cause

vomiting. They have been employed in spasmodic affections,

(as hooping-cough), in diarrhoea, and in agues (Merat and

De Lens, Diet, de Mat. Med. t. iv.) Several other species of

Narcissus, as N. Tazetta and N. odorus, also possess emetic

properties (Decandolle, Essai sur les Proprietbs Med.)

Sarcissus Tazetta.

1 upposed by Dr. Sib-

*pe to be the Nar-
us of the poets.
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Order 16. Musa'ce^e, Agardh .

—

The Bana'na Tribe.

None of the Musacere are used in medicine. But the importance of the banaijj
(Mu'sa sapien'turn) and plantain (M. paradisi'aca), as articles of food, is so grot-
to the inhabitants of some tropical countries, that it would be almost inexcusabli

to pass by t|.

Fig. 121. Fic. 122.
r",Ar'~

The Banana.

order without
i

notice. “ But flf

plantains," sa
f

Dr.Wright (Low
don Med. Jour .

vol. viii.), jf
maica “ vvou (

scarcely be habiil

able, as no speci k

of provision cou k

supply thi i

place. Even floul

or bread itse l

would be le»

agreeable ai(

less able to sutj

port the laborioj

negro, so as I

enable him to

his business, or t

keep in healths

Boussingault
(Joum . de Pharm. xxii. 38®

The Plantain.

(See also Humboldt’s PI. JEquinoc.)

analysed the fruit of Musa paradisiaca, and found in it sugar, gum
,
malic, gallic

,

ai

pectic acids, albumen, and lignin.

Order 17. Maranta'ce^e, Lindl .

—

The Arrow-Root Tribe.

Essential Characters.—Calyx superior, of three sepals, short. Corolla tubulal

irregular, with the segments in two whorls ; the outer three-parted, nearly equi

the inner very irregular
;
one of the lateral segments usually coloured, and form-?

differently from the rest
;
sometimes by abortion fewer than three. Stamens thru

petaloid, distinct, of which one of the laterals and the intermediate one are eitlu

barren or abortive, and the other lateral one fertile. Filament petaloid, either enti

or two-lobed, one of the lobes bearing the anther on its edge. Anther one-celb

opening longitudinally. Pollen round (papillose in Canna coccinea, smooth inCa
thea zebrina). Ovary three-celled; o?mk?s solitary and erect, or numerous and attacbu

to the axis of each cell ; style petaloid or swollen ; stigma either the mere denudl

apex of the style, or hollow, hooded, and incurved. Fruit capsular, as in Sci«

minese. Seeds round, without aril
;
albumen hard, somewhat floury

; embryo straigli

naked, its radicle lying against the hilum (Bindley).

Properties.—The rhizomes abound in fecula.

?!

Maranta arundina’cea, Linn. L. E .—The Indian Arrow-Boot.

Sex. Syat. Monandria, Monogynia.

(Arrow-root: Rhizomatis fa:cula. Load.—Fecula of the tubers: Arrow-root. Ed.)

History.—This plant was brought from the island of Dominica, 1|

Colonel James Walker, to Barbadoes, and there planted. From then *

it was sent to Jamaica. That gentleman observed that the natill

Indians used the root against the poison of their arrows, by mashing ai

applying it to the poisoned wounds (Sloanc’s Jamaica

,

vol. i. p. 254).

Botany. Gen. Char.— Corolla unequal, one of the inner seguien
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, the form of a lip. Stamens petaloid, with half an anther on its edge.

1 yle hooded, adhering to the edge of a sterile filament. Ovary three-

I lied, smooth ;
ovules solitary. Fruit even, dry, one-seeded.—Caules-

nt plants with fleshy rhizomata or tubers. Stems branched, often

chotomous. Inflorescence terminal, panicled, jointed, with glumaceous,

|

eiduous bracts. (
Linclley).

. Sp . Char .— Culm branched, herbaceous. Leaves ovate, lanceolate,

mewhat hairy underneath. Peduncles two-flowered.
(
Willdenow).

Rhizome white, articulated, tuberous, placed horizontally in the earth,

d giving origin to several, tuberous, jointed stoles {stolones tuberosi),

nilarto itself, but covered with scales. Those stoles are often more

an a foot long and curved, so that the points rise out of the earth

d become new plants
(
Nees and Ebermaier). Stem two to three feet

rgh. Leaves alternate, with long, leafy, hairy sheaths. Flovjers white

d small.

The Maranta indica Tussac {Journ. Bot. iii. 41) Ph. Ed. is characterized by its leaves

r,ng smooth ou both sides, and by its white seeds; those of M. arundinacea being

let. But after a careful examination Wickstrom declares that Tussac’s plant is

ntical with the M. arundinacea, Linn. (Nees v. Eseub. and Eberm. Handb. d. Med.
vrm. Bot.)

iHab .—West Indies. In Jamaica it is cultivated in gardens and pro-

ision grounds. *

1 Extraction of the Fecula.—The roots (tubers), when a year old, are

..g up, well washed in water, and then beaten in large, deep, wooden
Mars to a pulp. This is thrown into a large tub of clean water. The
:iole is then well stirred, and the. fibrous part wrung out by the hands
d thrown away. The milky liquor being passed through a hair-sieve,

< coarse cloth, is suffered to settle, and the clear water is drained off.

the bottom of the vessel is a white mass, which is again mixed with

Ban water and drained
;

lastly, the mass is dried on sheets in the sun,

d is pure starch (Wright, Lond. Med. Journ. vol. viii.)

1 Properties.—The fecula (fcecula maranted), called in the shops West
dian arrow-root, is white, odourless, and tasteless. It is in the form

her of a light opake white powder or of small pulverulent masses.
! hen pressed between the fingers it feels firm, and, when rubbed, produces

- slight crackling noise. Examined by the microscope it is found to

i nsist of granules, which are never perfectly spherical, but are fre-

• lently elliptical, sometimes obscurely triangular, and occasionally have
e shape of a painter’s muller.

i-Eust India Arrow-root is the fecula procured from Curcuma angustifolia, and will be
scribed hereafter. (Vide p. 686).
Brazilian Arrovi-root is the fecula of Jatropha Manihot. It is described by M.
libourt (Hist, des Drog. ii. 456, 3mc ed.) under the name of Moussache or Cipipa,

d will be noticed hereafter. (Vide Eupiiorijiace/E.)

Composition.—Arrow-root has been analyzed by Dr. Prout (Phil.
1 "tins. 1827), who obtained the following results :

—

Dried between Dried at

Air dried. 200° und 212°for 20 hours. 212°for six hours longer.

Carbon 36’4 42*8 44'4
Water 63-6 57 2 556
Arrow-root 100-0 77777771004) H )0-0

he formula which agrees with the third analysis is C c
II

s
O’.

4
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Dr. Prout regards arrow-root as a low variety of starch analogous td

the low sugar of honey ;
while wheat-starch he considers to be the mosf

perfect form of starch, and analogous to sugar-candy.

Commerce.—Arrow-root is brought, in tin cases and in barrels anI
boxes, from the West India Islands (Jamaica, Barbadoes, Antigua
St.. Vincent, Dominica, Bermuda, St. Kitt’s, Grenada, Demarara, am.

Berbice). Bermuda arrow-root is esteemed the most, whether justly 01

otherwise I know not. Importations of a fecula called arrow-root ar 1

occasionally made from Calcutta, and sometimes from Para, Maranhani
and Sierra Leone.

The quantity of arrow-root on which duty (of one shilling per cwt.

was paid during the last four years, is as follows :

—

Cwts. Cwts.

In 1835 3,581 I In 1837 2,853

1836 3,280
I

1838 2,538

Adulteration.—Potatoe-starch (sold in the shops as English Arroim
root) is said to be sometimes substituted for the Indian arrow-roott

The fraud may be readily detected by a good microscope. The particle!

of potatoe-starch are distinguished from those of Indian arrow-root b t

their larger size, and by the concentric markings (regarded by flaspai
{

C/dm. Org. 2
rac

ed. as rugae ; by Fritzsche, Poggend. Ann. d. Phys. Bcjl

xxxii. as indications of concentric layers) on their surface.

Physiological Effects.—Nutritive, emollient, and demulcent. 11

is somewhat less nutritive than wheat-starch, but more palatable anil

digestible.

Uses.—Employed at the table, as an article of food, in the form ql

puddings. It forms a nutritious, easily-digested, agreeable, non-irritatinja

diet for invalids or infants. In irritation of the alimentary canal, of this i

pulmonary organs, or of the urinary apparatus, it is especially valuably

as a nutritive, emollient, and demulcent.

Administration.—To invalids and infants it is exhibited when boiled

in water or milk and flavoured. Milk disagrees with some patients, am J

in such is of course to be avoided. The addition of sugar improves thhfc

flavour and increases the nutritive qualities. Spices, lemon juice, aft

wine, may be employed according to circumstances.

Other Dietetical or Medicinal Marantacece.

Recently a fecula has appeared in the shops, under the name of Tons les Mois,

Starch of the Canna coccinea. It comes from St. Kitt’s, and is sold by Messrs. Hicksi

and Co. of 72, Welbeck Street, and is said to be prepared by a tedious and troubleson

process, from the root (rhizome) of the plant above named. It has been recommend

as forming a valuable article of food for the invalid (Johnson’s Med.-Chir. Rev. Oct.

1836). On a microscopical examination of it, I find that its particles agree, in font

and structure, with those of the ordinary potatoe-starch, from which, however, they ai

distinguished by their larger size.
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Order 18. Zingibera'ce/e, Lindl.—The Ginger Tribe.

Drymyrhize.®, Vent .
—Scitamine.®, R . Brown .

ential Characters.—Calyx superior, tubular, three-lobed, short. Corolla tubu-

ir, irregular, with six segments in two whorls
;
the outer three-parted, nearly equal,

r with the odd segment sometimes differently shaped
;
the inner (sterile stamens)

iree-parted, with the intermediate segment
(
labellum) larger than the rest, and often

iree-fobed, the lateral segments sometimes nearly abortive. Stamens three, dis-

nct, of which the two lateral are abortive, and the intermediate one fertile
;
this

laced opposite the labellum, and arising from the base of the intermediate segment

f the outer series of the corolla. Filament not petaloid, often extended beyond the

> 1
}
nther in the shape of a lobed or entire appendage. Anther two-celled, opening
mgitudinally, its lobes often embracing the upper part of the style. Pollen globose,

nooth. Ovary three-celled, sometimes imperfectly so ; ovules several, attached to a

lacenta in the axis; style filiform ; stigma dilated, hollow. Fruit usually capsular,

r tree -cel led, many seeded [sometimes by abortion one-celled]
;
occasionally berried

:;he dissepiments generally central, proceeding from the axis of the valves, at last

sually separate from the latter, and of a different texture. R. Br .) Seeds roundish

r angular, with or without an aril
(
albumen floury, its substance radiating, and

eficient near the bilum, _R.Br.); embryo enclosed within a peculiar membrane
•Melius, R. Br. Prodr. membrane of the amnios, ibid, in King’s Voyage, 21) with

hicb it does not cohere.—Aromatic, tropical, herbaceous plants. Rhizoma creeping,

(ten jointed. Stem formed of the cohering bases of the leaves, never branching.

/eaves simple, sheathing their lamina, often separated from the sheath by a taper

• eck, and having a single midrib, from which very numerous, simple, crowded

eins diverge at an acute angle. Inflorescence either a dense spike, or a raceme, or

- sort of panicle, terminal or radical. Flowers arising from among spathaceous mem-
ranous bracts, in which they usually lie in pairs. (Bindley .)

>perties.—Rhizomes and seeds aromatic. The rhizomes of some species are re-

larkable for the colouring matter which they contain.

Zirigiber officinale ,
Roscoe, L. E.

—

The Narrow-leaved Ginger.

Amomum Zingiber, Linn. D.

Bex. Syst. Monandria, Monogynia.

(Rhizoma, L. E.—Radix, D.)

j< iIistory.—Dioscorides (lib. ii. cap. 190), and Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib.

I'.), were acquainted with ginger, which was called fryyiftepiQ by the

inner, zingiberi and zimpiberi by the latter of these authors.

Botany. Gen. Char.— Corolla with the outer limb tliree-parted,

juer one-lipped. Filament lengthened beyond the anther into a simple

t uned beak. Capsule three-celled, three-valved. Seeds numerous,

Hate.

—

Rhizocarpial plants. Rhizomata tuberous, articulated, creep-

;. Stems annual, enclosed in the sheaths of distichous leaves. Leaves

it inbranous. Spikes cone-shaped, radical or rarely terminal, solitary,

* isisting of one-tlowered imbricated bracts. (Blume, Emumerat. Plant,

wee)

^Sp. Char.—Leaves sub-sessile, linear-lanceolate, smooth. Spikes ele-

! ced, oblong. Bracts acute. Lip three-lobed. (Roxburgh.)

Rhizome biennial. Stems erect and oblique, and invested by the

; smooth sheaths of the leaves
;
generally three or four feet high, and

Dual. Leaf-sheaths smooth, crowned with a bifid ligula. Scapes

;

itary, six to twelve inches high. Spikes the size of a man’s thumb.
o dark purple. Ovary oval, with numerous ovides; style filiform;

yma funnel-shaped, ciliate. Capsule roundish, unilocular. Seeds

i merous; mostly abortive. (Roxburgh, op. cit. and P. Browne, Hist, of
I maicu.)
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Had .
—Cultivated in the tropical regions of Asia and America. Natiy,

soil doubtful, probably Asia.

Preparation.—The young shoots put forth every spring by the pereib
nial rhizome, are used in the manufacture of the delicious preserve
ginger

{
conditum zingiberis). These shoots are carefully picked, washed

scalded, scraped, peeled, and then preserved in jars with syrup. (Dfi

P. Browne, Hist, of Jamaica)
The ginger-root of the shops is prepared when the stalks are wholl I

withered, and the rhizomes are about a year old. In Jamaica this hajtf

pens in January or February. The rhizomes are dug up, picked
cleaned, and scalded. Black ginger is dried, after being scalded, withou
being scraped : white ginger

,
on the contrary, requires to be careful])

scraped. Both kinds are dried in the sun in the open air.

The differences between the black and white ginger of the shops an:

ascribed, by Dr. P. Browne {op. cit. p. 120) and others, to different maj
thods merely of curing the rhizomes

;
but this is scarcely sufficient tt

account for them, and we cannot help suspecting the existence of som
difference in the plants themselves. That this really exists is proved b>^>

the statement of Rumphius
(
Herb . Amboin. lib. viii. cap. xix. p. 156H

that there are two ginger plants, the white and the red. Moreover
Dr. Wright (Lond . Med. Journ. vol. viii.) says, that two sorts are cult,

vated in Jamaica; viz. the white and the black
;
and he adds, “ blacj}

ginger has the most numerous and largest roots.”

When brought to this country, the common kinds of ginger am
bleached by washing them in a solution of chloride of lime, and somaji

times by exposing them to the fumes of burning sulphur. This treall

ment, though it may improve the colour, must injure the acridity aru

aromatic qualities of the rhizomes.

Description.—The rhizome
,
called in commerce ginger-root [radii i

zingiberis), occurs in flattish, branched or lobed, palmate pieces, called

races
,
which do not exceed four inches in length. The unscraped piecq

are covered with a wrinkled epidermis; but those which have bee;!

scraped (as the Jamaica variety) are without it. Ginger breaks modqtl*

rately short, but the fractured surface presents numerous projecting

:

pointed fibres, imbedded in a mealy or farinaceous tissue. A transvera

section of the larger and more perfect pieces shows an outer, homj
resinous-looking zone, surrounding a farinaceous centre, which has

speckled appearance from the cut extremities of fibres and ducts. Thfi

taste of ginger is aromatic, hot, and biting; the odour of a fresh brokei

piece is peculiar and pungent, though aromatic. In commerce several

varieties, distinguished by their colour and place of growth, are met with.

a. White ginger. {Radix Zingiberis albi.)—The finest is that broug

from Jamaica. Jamaica white ginger occurs in larger, rounder, an

thinner races than the other kinds. Its epidermis has been carcfull

removed by scraping. Externally it is yellowish-white or very pall

buff: internally it has a pale buff tint : inferior kinds have an ash tir

externally. It forms a beautiful bright straw yellow, somewhat buff)

powder. A great part of the Jamaica ginger of the shops has bee

washed in whiting and water (or white-washed
,

as it is teclmicaJl

termed)
,
under the pretence of preserving it from insects. (Brandc, Die

of Mat. Med.) The dark-coloured kinds are frequently bleached wit

chloride of lime. Barbadoes ginger is in shorter, flatter races of1
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r]cer colour, and covered with a corrugated epidermis. African (finger

J in smallish races, which have been partially scraped, and are pale-

.1 loured. East India ginger is unscraped
;
its races are dark ash-coloured

y temally, and are larger than those of the African ginger. Tellicherry

]
iger is in large plump races with a remarkable reddish tint externally.

| 3. Black ginger. [Radix Zingiberis nigri.)—Jamaica black ginger is

t frequently found in the shops. The Malabar dark ginger is in un-

»i ;aped short pieces, which have a horny appearance internally, and are

! \
a dirty brown colour both internally and externally,

ij Commerce.—Ginger is imported in bags, weighing about a hundred

fd light each. The quantities on which the duty of eleven shillings per

i t. has been paid for the last four years, are as follows :

—

Brit. W. Indies. East Indies. Total. Brit. W. Indies. East Indies. Total.

cwts. cwts. cwts. cwts. cwts. cwts.

. . . 6,496 867 = 7,363 In 1837 .... 9,157 3,520 = 12,677

. . . 4,426 1,911 = 6,337 1838 .... 9,305 1,911 = 11,216

Composition.—Ginger was analyzed in 1817 by Bucholz (Gmelin’s

indb. d. Chem.), and in 1823 by Morin [Journ. de Pharm. ix. 253).

Buclwlz's Analysis.

Pale yellow volatile oil . T56
Aromatic, acrid, soft resin . 3 -60
Extractive soluble in alcohol 0 -65
Acidulous and acrid extrac-

tive, insoluble in alcohol 1050
Gum ..... 1205
Starch (analogous to basso-

rin) .... 1975
Apotherae, extracted by

potash (ulmin ?) . . 26'00

Bassorin .... 8-30

Woody fibre . . . 8-00

Water .... 1V90

White ginger . 10231

Morin's Analysis.

Volatile oil.

Acrid soft resin.

Resin insoluble in ether and oils.

Gum.
Starch.

Woody fibre.

Vegeto-animal matter.

Osmazome.
Acetic acid, acetate of potash, and

sulphur.

The ashes contained carbonate and
sulphate of potash, chloride of potas-

sium, phosphate of lime, alumina, sili-

ca, and oxides of iron and manganese.

Ginger.

1. Volatile oil of Ginger .—Is pale yellow, very fluid, lighter than water, odour that

ginger, taste at first mild, afterwards acrid and hot.

1. Soft resin .—Obtained by digesting the alcoholic extract of ginger first in water,

n in ether, and evaporating the etherial tincture. The residual resin is yellowish

[

iwn, soft, combustible, has an aromatic odour, and a burning aromatic taste. Is

dily soluble in alcohol, ether, oil of turpentine, and hot almond oil.

Physiological Effects.—Ginger is one of the acrid aromatics, whose
ects have been already noticed [vide p. 72). Its dust applied to the

icous membrane of the nostrils acts as an irritant, and provokes sneez-

?• The rhizome chewed is a powerful sialogogue. The powder mixed
th hot water, and applied to the skin, causes a sensation of intense

at and tingling. When taken into the stomach it operates as a stimu-
it; first, to the alimentary canal, secondly, to the body generally; but
pecially to the organs of respiration. Like some other spices (the

ppers, for instance), it acts as an excitant to the genital organs. Fur-
ermore, it is said to increase #he energy of the cerebral functions. It
less acrid than pepper.
Uses.—Its principal consumption is as a condiment. Its powers in
is way arc considerable, while its flavour is by no means disagreeable,
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and its acridity scarcely sufficient to enable it, when taken with fooit

to irritate or inflame.

As a stomachic and internal stimulant it serves several important pull
poses. In enfeebled and relaxed habits, especially of old and gouji

individuals, it promotes digestion, and relieves flatulency and spasm !

the stomach and bowels. It checks or prevents nausea and gxipinul
which are apt to be produced by some drastic purgatives. It covei]
the nauseous flavour of many medicines, and communicates cordia] ar;

carminative qualities to tonic and other agents. As a sialogogue it J
sometimes chewed to relieve toothache, relaxed uvula, and paralytfll

affections of the tongue. As a counterirritant I have frequently knov»|i

a ginger plaster (prepared by mixing together powdered ginger anil

boiling water, and spreading the paste on paper or cloth) relieve violew

headache when applied to the forehead.

Administration.—Powdered ginger may be administered, in doses

from ten grains to a scruple or more, in the form of pill. Made into

paste with hot water it maybe applied as a plaster as already mentioned
Infusion of ginger, commonly termed ginger tea

,

is a very useful d<

mestic carminative. It is prepared by digesting from 5ij. to 5iv.

ginger in fsyj. of boiling water. The dose of it, when flavoured, is a tabb!

spoonful. Ginger beer is a popular and agreeable beverage. The fo

lowing is an excellent formula for its preparation :

—

“ Take of White Sugar, lb. xx.
;
Lemon (or Lime) juice, fgxviijj

Honey, lb. j. ;
Ginger bruised, Sxxij.

;
Water cong. xviij. Boil the gingw

in three gallons of water for half an hour
;
then add the sugar, the juictjj

and the honey, with the remainder of the water, and strain through I

cloth. When cold, add the White of one Egg and fsss. of Essence
|

Lemons : after standing four days, bottle.” This yields a very superb

beverage, and one which will keep for many months. Lemon juice mcM

be purchased for sixpence a pint in Botolph Lane, Thames Street.

Preserved ginger (
Conditum Zingiberis indicum), though commonly use$

as a sweetmeat, may be taken with advantage as a medicine to stimulal

the stomach. Ginger lozenges
,
ginger pearls

,
(commonly termed ging<i

seeds), and ginger pipe, are useful articles of confectionary, frequent!

of benefit in dyspepsia accompanied with flatulence.

1. Tinctura Zingiberis, L. E. D.— Ginger, sliced, [in coari

powder, E. D.] §ijss.
;
Rectified Spirit, Oij. [wine measure,!).] “Ml

cerate for fourteen [seven, D.] days, and strain,” L. D. “ Proceed Ik

percolation or digestion, as directed for tineture of cinchona.” Ed.

very valuable carminative. It is commonly employed as an adjunct

tonic, stimulant, and purgative mixtures. Its dose is f5j. or fsij. T1

tincture, made with proof spirit, becomes turbid by keeping in cons*,

quence of the mucilage it contains.

Essence of ginger is prepared as the tincture, except that the quantii

of rhizome should be increased. Some preparers of it concentrate tl

:

tincture by distilling ofl part of the alcohol.

2. Sfrupus Zingiberis, L. E.D.—Ginger, sliced, [bruised, Z>.] 3ij|

[Siv. D.]
;
Boiling water, Oj. [Oiij. wine measure, D.] ;

Sugar, lb. ij.i

[Slxxxvij. D.] “ Macerate' the ginger in the water for four hours, ajj

strain ; then add the sugar, and dissolve it,” L. Used for flavouring

It is scarcely strong enough to be of much value. An extemporaneoi I

syrup may be prepared by adding the tincture of ginger to comm« t
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Tup. The syrupus zingiberis of the United States Pharmacopoeia is

: ade in this way.

Curat ma longa, Linn. L. E. D.— The long-rooted Turmeric.

Sex. Syst. Monandria, Monogynia.
(Rliizoma, L. E. Radix, D.)

History.—Turmeric is probably the Ku7TEtpoe Tv^ticoe,
(
Cyperus indicus)

• Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. iv). Both Dioscorides and Pliny [Hist. Nat.

J j. xxi. cap. lxx. ed. Valp.) state that this Indian Cyperus has the

nn of ginger, and that, when chewed, it colours the saliva yellow like

ffron. The word Curcuma is derived from Kurkum, the Persian name
r saffron (Royle, Essay on the Antiq. of Hindoo Med. p. 87).

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Tube of the Corolla gradually enlarged

owards ;
limb two-lipped, each three-parted. Filament broad. Anther

cumbent, with two spurs at the base. Style capillary. Capsule three-

:lled. Seeds numerous, arillate.—Stemless plants, with palmate tube-

us roots. Leaves with sheathing petioles, bifarious, herbaceous.

tape simple, lateral or central. Spike simple, erect, comose, somewhat
ibricated at the base with bracts or saccate spathes. Flowers dull

:llow, three to five together, surrounded by bracteolas. (Blume, op. cit.)

Sp. Char.—Bulbs small, and with the numerous, long, palmate tubers
,

pwardly of a deep-orange yellow. Leaves long-petioled, broad-lanceolar,

‘a uniform green (Roxburgh).

Hab.—Much cultivated about Calcutta, and in all parts of Bengal,

so in China and Cochin-China. One acre yields about 2000 lbs. of

e fresh root.

Description.—The tubers, called in the shops turmeric ( Radix Cur-

mue, seu Terra Merita), are distinguished by their place of growth into

hina, Bengal, and Java turmerics; the first being the best and most
iluable. From their shape they are sometimes divided into the round
id long. The first (Curcuma rotunda

)
is round, oval, or ovate, about

i ,
ro inches long, and one inch in diameter, pointed at one end, marked
xtemally with numerous annular wrinkles. The second (

Curcuma longa)

cylindrical, not exceeding the thickness of the little finger
;
two or

tree inches long, somewhat contorted, tuberculated. Both kinds are

:ayish-yellow externally, internally more or less orange-yellow passing
to brown. The fractured surface has a waxy appearance. The odour
aromatic, somewhat analogous to ginger, but peculiar : the taste is

omatic. When chewed it tinges the saliva yellow. Its powder is

ange-yellow. The tubers are frequently worm-eaten.
Composition.—Two analyses of turmeric have been made : one by
>hn (Gmclin’s Handb. d. Chem.), and a second by MM. Vogel and
elletier

(Journ . d. Pharm. i. 289).

-

;

John's Analysis.

Yellow volatile oil

Curcvmin
Yellow extractive
Gum .

Woody fibre

Water and loss .

10 to 11

1 1 to 12
. 14

57
7 to 5

Turmeric . 100

Vogel and Pelletier's Analysis.

Acrid vftlatile oil.

Curcumin.
Brown colouring1 matter.

Gum (a little).

Starch.

Woody fibre.

Chloride of’ calcium.

Turmeric.
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Curcumin : Yellow Colouring Matter.—Is obtained, mixed with some volatile oil aii

chloride of calcium, by digesting- the alcoholic extract of turmeric in ether, and evaiig

rating the ctherial tincture to dryness. In the mass, curcumin is brownish-yellol
hut when powdered it becomes full yellow. It is tasteless, odourless, almost insolun
in water, hut readily soluble in alcohol and ether. These properties shew that it is •

a resinous nature. The alkalies colour it reddish-brown, and readily dissolve it. Til
alcoholic solution, evaporated with boracic acid, becomes red. Hydrochloric acid all-

reddens it. The alcoholic solution of curcumin produces coloured precipitates wil
:

several salts, as acetate of lead and nitrate of silver.

Characteristics.—The alkalies change an infusion of turmeric,

turmeric paper, to reddish-brown. A similar alteration of colour occut

when turmeric paper is exposed to the vapour of hydrochloric acid ga
or is touched with oil of vitriol. If to tincture of turmeric boracic ac

be added, and the mixture be evaporated to dryness, an orange-rq

residue is obtained, whereas, without the acid, the residue is yellov

Sulphate of copper causes a yellowish precipitate with an infusion

turmeric. A similar effect is produced by sesquichloride of iron.

Physiological Effects.—Are those of a mild aromatic, vide p. 7

The colouring matter becomes absorbed, and communicates a yelloi

tinge to the urine (Lewis, Mat. Med.

;

and Reiger, quoted by Murra
App. Med. vol. v. p. 78). According to Mr. Gibson [Mem. of the L\

and Phil. Soc. of Manchester, vol. i. Sec. Ser. p. 148), the colouring matt

of turmeric is somewhat changed by the digestive organs
;
for the stop*

of animals fed with this root were green, whilst either logwood or madd
exhibited its respective hues after passing through the intestines.

Uses.—Employed as a condiment, colouring ingredient, and test,

is a constituent of the well-known curry powder and curry paste, and
many other articles of Indian cookery. Formerly it had some reputatic

in hepatic and other visceral diseases, and especially in jaundice. As
test it is used to detect the presence of free alkalies, which change ii

yellow colour to reddish-brown. But some acids, and several saltl

produce the same effect on it. Turmeric paper is prepared with whi
bibulous, or unsized paper, which is to be brushed over with, or soakt

in, a decoction of turmeric (prepared by boiling one ounce of tl

coarsely-powdered rhizome in ten or twelve ounces of water, strainini

through a cloth, and allowing the fluid to settle for a minute or two), an

drying in the air, the access of alkaline and acid fumes being prevents?

(Faraday, Chem. Manipulation).

Curcuma angustifo'lia, Roxburgh.

—

The narrow-leaved Turmeric.

(Fecula tuberis. East Indian Arrow-root, Offic.)

History.—This plant was found by H. T. Colebrook, Esq. in tl:

forests extending from the banks of the Sona to Nagpore, and was l>

him introduced into the Botanic Garden at Calcutta (Roxburgh, I
Indica).

Botany. Gen. Char.—Vide Curcuma longa.

Sr. Char.—Bulb oblong, with pale, oblong, pendulous tubers onl;

Leaves stalked, narrow-lanceolate. Flowers longer than the bracts.

Hair—East Indies: from the banks of the Sona to Nagpore. Th

fecula obtained from its tubers is sold in the markets of Benares, and if
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lien by the natives (Roxburgh, op. cit.) Grows also in abundance on

:
Malabar coast, where, especially at Travancore, large quantities of

ula are extracted from the tubers (Ainslie, Mat. Indicci, i. 19).

Lf Iescription.—Under the name of East Indian Arrow-root I have

I

nd in commerce two kinds of fecula, both of which are imported from

icutta.

t . White East Indian Arrow-root

.

—A fine white powder, readily

:j tinguishable, both by the eye and the touch, from West Indian Arrow-

! t. To the eye it somewhat resembles a finely-powdered salt (as

( arbonate of soda or Rochelle salt). When pinched or pressed by the

I pers, it wants the firmness so characteristic of West Indian Arrow-

t, and it does not crepitate to the same extent when rubbed between

fingers.

k I. Pale Buff-coloured East Indian Arrow-root.—In the form of powder,

of pulverulent masses, which are dirty or buffy white. Paddy husks,

lody fibre, and various impurities, are intermixed.

To the microscope both kinds present the same appearance, from

I

ich it is probable that they are obtained from the same plant, but with

:qual degrees of care. However, this is somewhat doubtful, as Dr.

.xburgli [FI. Indica
,
vol. i. p. 29) says that a fecula, like arrow-root, is

cured from several species of Curcuma
,
(as C. rubescens and C. leu-

rhiza
;
the fecula of the latter is called Tikor). The particles of East

ilian arrow-root are very unequal in size, but on the average larger

in those of West Indian arrow-root. They are compressed ovate disks,

quently with little processes given off from their sides or pointed

remity. At their larger end there are faint indications of rugae ana-

dus to those of potatoe starch.

Composition.—Not ascertained, but doubtless analogous to that of
* st Indian arrow-root.

Effects and Uses.—Analogous to those of the West Indian fecula.

commercial value, however, is very much below that of the latter.

' s bought by starcli-makers, and, therefore, is employed, I presume, in

a king starch.

1mo'rnum Cardamo!mum
,
Linn.

—

The Cluster or Round Cardamom.

Sex. Syst. Monandria, Monogynia.

(Fructus. Cardamomum rotundum, Offic.)

History.—The fruit of this plant is the’'Anwpov of Dioscorides (lib. i.

• 14), the Amomi uva of Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib. xii. cap. 28, ed. Valp.)

Iotany. Gen. Char.—Inner limb of the corolla one-lipped. Filament
ited beyond the anther, with an entire or lobed crest. Capsule often

ried, three-celled, three-valved. Seeds numerous, arillate.

—

Herba-
us perennials

,
with articulated creeping rhizomes. Leaves in two

s, membranous, with their sheaths split. Inflorescence spiked, loosely
iricated, radical. (Blume, op. cit.)

)p - Char.—Leaves with short petioles, lanceolate. Spikes half im-
’sed in the earth, loosely imbricated with villous, lanceolate, acute,
-flowered bracts. Lip

, with the anterior margin, thrce-lobcd. Crest
ie-lobed. (Roxburgh.)
*AIL— Sumatra, Java, and other islands eastward to the Bay of
igal.
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Fig. 123.

Description.—The fruit of this plant is the round cardamom (card
momum rotundum

)
of the shops. It varies in size from that of a bla

currant to that of a cherry. It is roundish or roundis
,

ovate, with three convex, rounded sides or lobes, mo
or less striated longitudinally, yellowish or brownis
white, sometimes with a red tint, and when examinl
by a pocket lens shews the remains of hairs, the great!

part of which have been probably rubbed off. T|
seeds are brown, angular, cuneiform, shrivelled, wij

an aromatic, camphoraceous flavour. It is rare to mo
with the fruits in their native clusters or spikes (consj,

tuting the Amomum racemosum
)

: a fine sample is
oun Cardamom.

tpe Sloanian collection of the British Museum.
Composition.—It has not been analysed. Its constituents are pij

bably analogous to those of the Malabar cardamom
(
Elettaria CarcH

momum).
Effects and Uses.— Similar to those of the Malabar cardamoi^

Round cardamoms are rarely employed in this country. They ;

officinal in the French Codex, and are principally consumed in tj| 1

southern parts of Europe. The seeds are directed to be used by til
\

Dublin Pharmacopoeia, but I presume those of the Elettaria CardU*

momum are meant.

Amomum

,

Blume.

—

One or two species yielding Grains of Paradise.

History.—Afzelius (
Remed. Guineens. x. n. 1, quoted in the BescArHl

ojfic. Planz of Nees, &c.) refers the seeds called, in the shops, grains t

paradise, and which he says are the true Malaguetta pepper, to lj| I

Amomum Granum Paradisi {A. Grana-paradisi of Smith in Rees' Cyclm

vol. xxiii. art. “ Mellegetta;).” Roscoe (
Monandrian Plants), on the othi

hand, asserts most positively, that Malaguetta pepper is the produce

his Amomum Melegueta, which he considers to differ from any pa

viously-described plant. I strongly suspect the seeds of at least tv*-

species have been confounded in commerce, under the names of granjs

of paradise or Malaguetta pepper. Afzelius
(
Sierra Leone Company

Report in 1791, 8vo. p. 173) states that there are four sorts of Malaguetll

pepper, viz. Mabooboo
,
Massa aba

,
Massa amquona, and Tossan, fi'l

last being the native and true one
;
but Sir J. E. Smith (Rees' Cycltm

vol. xxxix. art. Amomum) has shewn that the two first of these aj|

distinct species ;
Maboobo being A. macrospermum

, Smith, and Mas\\ l

aba being A. strobilaceum, Smith.
K

Botany. Gen. Ciiar .—Vide Amomum Cardamomum.

Species.— 1. A. Grana-paradisi
,
Smith.

Rhizome perennial, woody, creeping horizontally. Stems erect, simple, slend

three feet high, leafy, but destitute of flowers. Leaves numerous, crowded, two-ranki

alternate, a span long and an inch broad, lanceolate, or slightly ovate, with a lo i

taper point, entire, smooth, single-ribbed, striated with innumerable oblique vei

Their flavour is slightly aromatic, after having been dried 20 years. Footsta

sheathing, linear, very long, smooth, striated. Flower-stalks radica l, solitary, an inch

two in length, ascending, clothed with numerous, close, sheA^Vp^bracts, all abrii

ribbed, somewhat hairy and fringed; the lower ones very short
;
thVi^Rcr gradua

much larger. Of the parts of the flower nothing could be made out J- Sunt

specimeus [Afzelius (Rcschr . offic. Planz.) declares them to be fu/mcd ®e those
|

I
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, exscapum, Sims]. Capsule an inch and half long', half an inch in diameter, oblong*

I mtlv triangular, scarcely ovate, beaked, of a dark reddish-brown, ribbed, coriaceous,

10.|,‘ w ith minute deciduous bristly hairs. When broken it is very powerfully aromatic,

n after being kept twenty years, with a peculiar pepper-like flavour, rather too strong

,)o agreeable. Seeds numerous, enveloped in membranes formed of the dried pulp,

mlisii or somewhat angular, of a shilling golden brown, minutely rough or granulated,

I

remelv hot and acrid (Smith). Native of Guinea, about Sierra Leone.

L 2. A. Melegueta, Roscoe.

'item erect, six feet high. Leaves two-ranked, subsessile, narrow-lanceolate. Scape

ical, covered at the base with about seven imbricated, ovate, concave, pointed, and

lewhat cuspidate bracts. Calyx cylindrical, of one leaf, green, spotted with red.

jj
i icers cylindrical, expanding in a double border; outer border in three sections, the

I

ldle section largest, ovate, the two others linear and opposite; inner lip very large,

ad-ovate, crenate, pale yellow at the base, crimson at the margin. Filament strong,

et, clavate, terminating in three lobes, middle lobe erect and bifid, the other two

nted and recurved; a pair of hornlets on the filament, near the base of the lip.

ther in two lobes, seated in front of the filament, a little below' the apex, bright

low. Style erect, tubular, expanding into a dilated stigma or cup, supported at the

e bv two linear processes, about an inch in length, and one-eighth of an inch in

adth, by much the largest specimen of this part observable in any scitamineous

nt. Capsule cylindrical, coriaceous, six inches long, yellow, spotted with orange,

ported at the "base by the large ovate, concave, cuspidate bracts, and containing a

imella or receptacle about four inches long, covered with seeds beautifully arranged,

led, and imbedded in a tomentose substance. Seeds angular, light brown, with a

lily aromatic and grateful flavour (Roscoe). Cultivated at Demerara
:
probably

.11 Africa.

Description.—In the Sloanian Collection of the British Museum
pepper, one of which is labelledseveral capsules of Malaguetta

1 Fig. 124. Fig. 125.

Capsules of Malaguetta Pepper.

“ Melegetta
,
a pod from Guinea.”

(Fig. 124 is taken from one of

these). They are two and a half

inches long, and one inch in dia-

meter, ovate or ovate-oblong, co-

riaceous, wrinkled as if shrivelled,

yellowish-brown. The seeds are

identical with those called, in the

shops, Guinea grains
,
or grains of

paradise. Are these capsules the

fruit of A. Melegueta
,
Roscoe?

In Dr. Burgess’s collection of

Materia Medica, in the College of

Physicians, is a capsule smaller

than the preceding, oval or oval-

oblong, somewhat reddish-brown,

wrinkled longitudinally. (Fig. 125

is taken from it.) The seeds very

closely resemble, if they be not

identical with, the grains of para-

dise of the shops. They have also

the same vehemently hot taste. This

capsule appears to me to be the

fruit of A. Grana paradisic Smith.
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The seeds, called in the shops grains ofparadise [prana paradisi),|
Guinea grains

,
are roundish or ovate, frequently bluntly angular, aM

somewhat cuneiform
;
shining golden brown

; minutely rough, from sm I

warts and wrinkles
;
internally white. Their taste is aromatic and veil

mently hot or peppery : when crushed and rubbed between the fing<j|

their odour is feebly aromatic. Their greatest diameter rarely exceed
I3 lines. The acrid taste resides in the seed coats.

Commerce.—Grains of paradise are imported in casks, ban-els, ax
puncheons, from the coast of Guinea. The quantities on which duty (tv

shillings per lb.) has been paid during the last four years, is as folio*!

[Trade List)
:

—

111 1835 14,603 lbs.

1836 16,234

In 1837 17,134 lbs.

1838 16,199

“ Extract or preparation of Guinea grains' ’ is mentioned by Fre\^
(Digested Abridgm. of the Laws of the Customs

, 1819) in his table

Imports
, as paying a duty of two shillings per lb.

The heavy duty imposed on grains of paradise is intended to act as

prohibition of their use. [Fourth Report of the African Institution, p. 1

Composition.—Grains of paradise were analyzed in 1811 by Will
[TrommsdorfiTs Journ. xx. St. 2, 1811), who obtained the following

suits :

—

Volatile oil 0'52, acrid resin 3‘40, extractive T27, t
rragacanL\

and woody fibre 82‘8 [? water andiloss 12-01].

1. The volatile oil has a light

penetrating taste.

2. The resin is brown,

'

f
jdolour, a camphoraceous smell, and a

odourless, and has an acrid, burning taste.

Physiological Effects.—Analogous to those of pepper. A v«r

erroneous notion prevails that these seeds are highly injurious. (Rose*!!

op. cit.)

Uses.—Rarely employed as an aromatic. Esteemed in Africa as 1-j

most wholesome of spices, and generally used by the natives to sea.1

}

their food.

—

[Fourth Report of the African Institution .)

Its principal consumption is in veterinary medicine, and to give

artificial strength to spirits, wine, beer, and vinegar. By 56 Geo. 1]
c. 58, no brewer or dealer in beer shall have in his possession or v
grains of paradise, under a penalty of £200 for each offence : and

druggist shall sell it to a brewer, under a penalty of £500 for eU

offence.
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Amo'mum angusti/o'Hum, Sonnerat .— The Greatest or Madagascar
Car damom.

Amomum madagascariense, Lamarck.

dagascar Cardamom.

l'liis species is a native of Madagascar, growing in marshy ground, and was first

scribed by Sonnerat
(
Voyage aux Indes, t. ii. p. 242). Its fruit is the cardamomum
majus of Matthiolus ( Comment . in vi. lib. Diosc. Venet. 1583),

Fig. 126. Geoffroy {Mat. Med. ii. 366), Smith {Rees' Cyclop, art. Mel-
legetta), and Geiger {Handb. d. Pharm. Bd. ii.) In Dr.
Burgess’s Collection of Materia Medica at the College of
Physicians, there are several fine specimens (from one of

which the accompanying figure, 126, was taken), marked
“ Cardamomum maximum Matthioli.”

The capsule is ovate, pointed, flattened on one side, striated,

with a broad, circular umbilicus or scar at the bottom, around
which is an elevated, notched, and corrugated margin. Some
authors, who have mistaken the base of the capsule for its

summit, have compared the shape to that of a fig.

The seeds are rather larger than grains of paradise,

roundish or somewhat angular, abrupt at the base, olive-

brown, with an aromatic flavour analogous to that of the

Malabar cardamom, but totally devoid of the vehemently
hot acrid taste of the grains of paradise.

Amomum Clu'sii, Smith.

—

Long-seeded Amo'mum.
have received from a druggist a capsule (fig. 127), which agrees with one noticed,
figured by Clusius {Exotimrum, pp. 37, 38.) Another specimen is described by

Sir J. E. Smith {Rees' Cyclop, vol. xxiii. art. Mellegetta
,
and

Fig. 127. vol. xxxix. Addenda
,
art. Amomum .) This capsule must be con-

founded neither with that of the Madagascar cardamom, nor
with that of the grain of paradise. It is ovate, pointed,

slightly triangular, cartilaginous, striated, smooth, yellowish
[reddish, Smith] brown. The seeds distinguish it from all

other species : they are oblong or ovate, inclining to cylin-

drical, dark-brown, highly polished, as if varnished
;
with a

pale yellowish-brown, corrugated, and notched margin sur-

rounding the scar. They are very slightly aromatic.

•worn um Clusii.
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Amo'mum macrosper'mum
,
Smith.

—

Large-seeded Guinea Amo'mum. ;

.

Zingiber Melegueta, Gartner. Mabooboo, Afzelius. Banda Cardamom, Th. Martius,

Fig. 128 .

! I

This was mistaken by Gaertner for Malaguetta pepper. The capsu\ *

is ovate, pointed, somewhat striated, about two inches long, and siLj

lines broad, with a corrugated beak. Seeds ovate, or nearly globulatk
or somewhat oblong, scarcely larger than grainsof paradise, sinootfcl

polished, greenish -g-rey, or lead-coloured, with a strong umbilicatemi
scar at their base, with a whitish or pale-yellow margin

; flavoihi

slightly aromatic. A native of Sierra Leone. (Fig.128 is from

specimen in the Sloanian Collection of the British Museum).

Amomum
macrospermum.

1

1

Amo'mum maximum
,
Roxburgh.

—

The Great-winged Amomum.
(Fructus : Java Cardamom, offic.)

History.— This plant was first described by Roxburgh
(
Asiat

Researches, xi. p. 344). That it yields the Java cardamom '

commerce I entertain but little doubt; for the latter agrees precise]

with the characters assigned by Roxburgh and Blunre (.Enum . PL Javt

to the fruit of this plant, the seeds of which, the first of these botanis

says, “ are aromatic, and pass for a sort of cardamom” (FI. Indica, vol.

p. 44, 1832). Moreover, Amomum maximum, being a native of Jav

accounts for its fruit being called in commerce the Java cardamoi

Lastly, no other plant noticed in the works of Roxburgh and Blun

agrees precisely in the characters of its fruit with the cardamom :

question.

Elettaria cardamomum medium , Roxburgh, which I at one time (Lond. Med.

vol. xviii. p. 633), with some other botanists, fancied might be the parent plant, disJj„j

grees in several respects : the shape and size of its fruit, the inequality of its winuM

and the qualities of its seed coats, are the most essential points of disagreement. TMk
fruit of Amomum aromaticum (Dr. Roxburgh’s drawing of which was kindly shed

|

me by Dr. Florsfield) has no resemblance to the Java cardamom. Lastly, I hajA

examined the fruits of Amomum (jrandijiorum
,
A. Afzelii ,

and A.dealbatum [a specimjj;

of the latter in the British Museum is erroneously marked A. maximum], in the ctjj

lections of the Linnuean Society and the British Museum, and find that none of tbtrji

are the Java cardamom.

Botany. Gen. Char .
—Vide Amomum Cardamomum. ^ h1

Sp. Char .

—

Leaves stalked, lanceolate, villous underneath.

oval, even with the earth. Bracts lanceolate. Lip elliptical. Coron I

of one semilunar lobe. Capsules round, nine-winged. (Roxburgh.) I

The capsule is “ almost globular, size of a gooseberry, threc-celk
j
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iree-valved, ornamented with nine [seven to thirteen, Blame]
,
firm,

tort, ragged (when old and dry), membranaceous wings. The seeds

jssess a warm, pungent, aromatic taste, not unlike that of cardamoms,
it by no means so grateful” (Roxburgh.) The Nepal cardamom

,

scribed by Dr. Hamilton (An Account of the Kingdom of Nepal, ed.

H9,) is unquestionably identical with the Java cardamom. Dr. Ha-
ilton says, the plant yielding it “ is a species of Amomum

, as that

nus is defined by Dr. Roxburgh, and differs very much from the car-

imorn ofMalabar.”

Hab.—The Malay Islands (Roxburgh)
;
Java (Blume). Cultivated in

e mountainous parts of Nepal, where it is propagated by cuttings of
e root [rhizome]

;
the plants yield in three years, and afterwards give

i annual crop (Hamilton).

Description.— Gi'eater Java Cardamoms (Cardamomi majores java-
ses, Th. Martius

;
Java Cardamoms, offic.

;
Nepal Cardamons Desi

'achi of Hindustan, Hamilton; the Bura Elachee [i. e. Great Card-
ms] of Saharunpore,—the Bengal Cardamons of the Calcutta market,

I Fig. 129 .
Royle

;
Cardamome Fausse-Maniguette, Guibourt) are

oval or oval-oblong, ilequently somewhat ovate, three-

valved, from eight to fifteen lines long, and from four to

eight lines broad, usually flattened on one side, convex on
the other, occasionally curved, sometimes imperfectly

tliree-lobed, and resembling in their form the pericarp of

the cocoa-nut. Their colour is dirty greyish-brown.

They have a coarse, fibrous, aged appearance
;
are strongly

ribbed, and when soaked in hot water become almost

globular, and present from nine to thirteen ragged, mem-
branous wings, which occupy .the upper half or three-

fourths of the capsule, and are scarcely perceptible in the

a Cardamom, dried state of the pericarp. By the possession of wings,
' ith its foot- these cardamoms are distinguished from all others of com-
tcilk. merce, and hence might be called the winged cardamoms.

i casionally the footstalk is attached, with, now and then, portions of

•own, membranous, imbricated scales, as long as the fruit. At the

posite or winged extremity of the capsule are frequently the fibrous

nains of the calyx. Seeds somewhat larger than grains of paradise,

11, dirty brown, with a shallow groove on one side, internally white

;

1 te and odour feebly aromatic. One hundred parts of the fruit consist,

cording to Th. Martius
(
Pharmakogn .), of seventy parts seeds, and

rty parts pericarpial coats. They are imported from Calcutta in

:gs.

Composition.—Analogous probably to that of the Malabar cardamom,
cept in the quantity of volatile oil which it yields

;
for Martius pro-

ved only four scruples of it from a pound of the fruit. The oil obtained
s white and thickish.

Effects and Uses.— Java cardamoms are not used here. They are

very inferior quality, and when brought to this country are usually
d in bond for continental use. A few months since a quantity of
in was sold at seven-pence per lb.
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Eletta'ria Cardamo'mum, Maton .—The True or Officinal Car'damom.

Alpinia Cardamoraum, Roxb. L .—Renealmia Cardaraomum, Ed.—Ainomura Cardamomum, 1).

Sex. Syst. Monandria, Monogynia.

(Semina, L. D.~The fruit; Cardamoms, Ed.)

History.—A medicine, called cardamom (Kopdaptoyov^ is mentioned]!

by Hippocrates (pp. 265, 572, 603. 651, ed. Fees.), Theophrastus {Hist.
1

Plant, lib. ix. cap. vii.), and Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. 5), the first oil

whom employed it in medicine. But it is now scarcely possible to de-fi

termine what substance they referred to, as their notices of it are so§|

brief and imperfect, though I believe it to have been one of the fruits) i

which we call cardamoms. Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xii. cap. xxix. edi>

Valp.) speaks of four kinds of cardamoms, but it is almost impossible to)

ascertain with any certainty what species he refers to.

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

The same as that of Amomum, but the /wiah

of the corolla filiform, and the anther naked (Blume.)

Sp. Char .

—

Leaves lanceolate, acuminate, pubescent above, silkdf
1

beneath. Spikes lax. Scape elongated, horizontal. Lip indistinctl)|fi

three-lobed (Blume.)

Rhizome with numerous fleshy fibres. Stems perennial, erect, smoothig
jointed, enveloped in the spongy sheaths of the leaves

;
from six to ninqi

feet high. Leaves subsessile on their sheaths, entire
;
length from onmi

to two feet. Sheaths slightly villous, with a roundish ligula rising!

above the mouth. Scapes several (three or four) from the base of thttfi

stems, flexuose, jointed, branched, one to two feet long. Branches oi!j

racemes alternate, one from each joint of the scape, suberect, two or

three inches long. Bracts solitary, oblong, smooth, membranaceous)
striated, sheathing, one at each joint of the scape. Flowers alternate

short-stalked, solitary at each joint of the racemes, opening in successioij

as the racemes lengthen. Calyx funnel-shaped, three-toothed at tku

mouth, about three-quarters of an inch long, finely striated, permanent^
Tube of corolla slender, as long as the calyx

;
limb double, exterior ola

three, oblong, concave, nearly equal, pale greenish white divisions

inner lip obovate, much larger than the exterior divisions, somewhajfl

curled at the margin, with the apex slightly three-lobed, marked chieflv ti

in the centre, with purple violet stripes. Filament short erect : anthen l

double emarginate. Ovary oval, smooth : style slender : stigma funnelfij

shaped. Capsule oval, somewhat three-sided, size of a small nutnaeaq

[!], three-celled, three-valved. Seeds many, angular. (Roxburgh.)

Production.—Cardamoms are produced naturally or by cultivation
|

Between Travancore and Madura they grow without cultivation I

(Hamilton [Buchanan], Journey through Mysore
,
Canara

,
and Malabar (

vol. ii. p. 336) ;
and also at certain places in the hills which form till

lower part of the Ghauts in Cadutinada and other northern districts o

Malayata (Hamilton, op. cit. vol. ii. p. 510). The cardamoms of th

Wynaad, which are esteemed the best, are cultivated : the spots cliosei

for the cardamom farms are called Fla-Kandy, and are either level o

gently-sloping surfaces, on the highest range of the Ghauts after passin;

the first declivity from their base (White, Trans, of Linn. Soc. vol. *

p.237). “Before the commencement of the periodical rains, in Jinn

the cultivators of the cardamom ascend the coldest and most shady side

of a woody mountain ;
a tree of uncommon size and weight is tliei
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l

light after, the adjacent spot is cleared of weeds, and the tree felled

Use at its root. The earth, shaken and loosened by the force of the

len tree, shoots forth young cardamom plants in about a month’s time.”

apt. Dickson, in Roxburgh’s FI. Indica.)

The quantities of cardamoms brought for sale at Malabar is about

:0, or, according to another account, only 100 candies, from the fol-

wing places (Hamilton, op. cit. vol. ii. p. 538)

Candies of Candies of
640 lbs. 640 lbs.

Coorg 40 30
Wynaad 57 65
Tamarachery 20 3
Cadutiuada or Cartinaad • • • • «3. . ... 2

120 ' 100

The cardamoms of the Wynaad are shorter, fuller of seed, and whiter

an those of Malabar, and sell for 100 rupees a candy more. Those
Coorg have fewer fine grains, but they have also fewer black or light

Kies. The cardamoms of Sersi (western part of Soonda) are inferior to

ose of Coorg (Hamilton, op. cit. vol. ii. p. 538, and vol. iii. p. 228).

Description.—The fruit of the Eletiaria Cardamomum constitutes

i e small
, officinal, or Malabar cardamom (cardamoms

,
Ed.

;
cardamomum

iinus
,
Clusius, Matthiolus, Bontius, Geoffroy, Dale, Geiger, Th. Martius,

)

id Guibourt
;
cardamomum malabarense). It is an ovate-oblong, ob-

ssely triangular capsule, from three to ten lines long, rarely exceeding
i ree lines in breadth

;
coriaceous, ribbed, grayish or brownish-yellow.

contains many, angular, blackish or reddish-brown, rugose seeds

iirdamomum
,
L.

;
cardamomum excorticatum

,
offic.), which are white

ttemally, have a pleasant aromatic odour, and a warm, aromatic,

:p*eeable taste. [For some drawings of the minute structure of the

eds, vide BischofFs Handb d. botanic. Terminal. Tab. xliii. fig. 1876
id 1954]. 100 parts of the fruit yield 74 parts of seeds and 26 parts

pericarpial coats (Th. Martius, Pharmakogn
.)

Three varieties of Malabar cardamoms are distinguished in commerce,
‘ Z: shorts

, short-longs and long-longs.

Fig. 130.

Malabar Cardamoms.

a. shorts.

b. short -longs.
c. long- longs.

a. Shorts: Malabar cardamoms properly so called;

Petit cardamome (Guib.); ? Wynaad cardamom (Ha-
milton); ?? Prima species Elettari plane rotunda et

albicans (Rheede, pars xi. tab. 4, 5, and 6).—From
three to six' lines long, and from two to three lines broad

;

more coarsely ribbed, and of a browner colour than the

other varieties. This is the most esteemed variety.

)3. Short-longs: ? Secunda species Elettari oblongior

sed vilior (Rheede).— Differs from the third variety

only in being somewhat shorter and less acuminate.

y. Long-longs : Moyen cardarnome (G nib .) ; ??Tertia

species Elettari vilissima et plane acuminata (Rheede).

—From seven lines to an inch long, and from two to

three lines broad : elongated, somewhat acuminate.

This, as well as the last variety, is paler and more
finely ribbed than var. a. shorts. The seeds also are

frequently paler (in some cases resembling those of
the Ceylon cardamom) and more shrivelled.

CoMPostuoN. The small cardamom was analysed by Trommsdorf,
I

' 1

,, .

{dourn. de C/iim. Med. t. i. p. 196,’

2

mle
>Ser.) He obtained the

’ m Milkmg results :—Essential oil 4*6, fixed oil 10 4, a salt of potash
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(imalate ?) combined with a colourin;) matter 2'5, fecula 3*0, nitrogenous t

mucilage with phosphate of lime P8, yellow colouring matter 0‘i, anAI
woody fibre 77 S.

1. Volatile or Essential Oil of Cardamom.—Is obtained from the seeds by distilling [

them with water. 56 lbs. of good short Malabar cardamoms yielded, at one operation]*
j

about f5viss. of oil for every lb. of fruit (Private Information'). It is colourless, ban .

an agreeable odour, and a strong, aromatic, burning taste. Its sp. gr. is 0 943a I

It is very soluble in alcohol, ether, oils (both fixed and volatile), and acetic acid. Itr
is insoluble in potash-ley. By keeping, it becomes yellow, viscid, and loses its pe-|iip

culiar taste and smell. It then detonates with iodine, and takes fire when placed in) a
contact with concentrated nitric acid. On this oil depends the odour, flavour, andl'i)

aromatic qualities of the seeds. Its composition is analogous to that of oil of turpe'n-* w

tine, being C 10 H 8
.

2. Fixed Oil of Cardamom.—Is soluble in alcohol, ether, and the oils, both fixed andl
j:

volatile. Nitric acid, assisted by heat, reddens it. It has some analogy to castor oil. f(|

Physiological Effects.—The effects of cardamoms are those of ai|

very agreeable and grateful aromatic, devoid of all acridity. (See the*/

effects of the Aromata
, p. 72.)

Uses.—Cardamoms are employed partly on account of their flavour,,} i

and partly for their cordial and stimulant properties. They are rarely
j

administered alone, but generally either as adjuvants or correctives ofti
\

other medicines, especially of stimulants, tonics, and purgatives.

Administration.—Though cardamoms enter into a considerable (I

number of pharmaceutical compounds, only two preparations derive
ij

their names from these seeds They are the following

1. Tinctura Cardamomi, L. E.—(Cardamom seeds, bruised, grijss.
j

[*ivss. Ed.] ; Proof Spirit, Oij. Macerate for fourteen [seven, Ed.] i I

days, and strain. “ This tincture may be better prepared by the process w

of percolation, in the same way with the tincture of capsicum, the seeds d

being first ground in a coffee-mill,” Ed.) This compound is agreeably
j

aromatic. It is used as an adjunct to cordial, tonic, and purgative
|

mixtures. Dose, f5j. to f5ij.

2. Tinctura Cardamomi composita, L. E. D.—(Cardamom seeds,
j

bruised; Carraway seeds, bruised, of each 5ijss. [5ij. D.]
;
Cochineal,*

powdered, sj. ;
Cinnamon, bruised, 5v. [*ss. D.]

;
Raisins [stoned,] jv.

; (

Proof Spirit, Oij. Macerate for fourteen [seven, Ed.] days, and filter.

“ This tincture may also be prepared by the method of percolation, if the
;

;

solid materials be first beat together, moistened with a little spirit, and 1

left thus for twelve hours before being put into 'the percolator,” Ed. The

Dublin College omits the cochineal and raisins.) This tincture is used
^

for the same purposes and the same doses as the former preparation, i

over which it has the advantage of a more agreeable flavour. Moreover,

its colour often renders it useful in prescribing.

Elettaria Cardamo!mum Zeylan icuni, Pereira .—The Ceylon Elettaria.
,

Elettaria major, Smith.

(Fructus : Ceylon Cardamom, Offic.)

History.—This cardamom was known to Clusius
(
Exot

. p. 187), and

is mentioned by most subsequent pharmacologists. T

Botany.—The plant lias not yet been described
;
and it is somewhat

doubtful whether it be a variety of, or a species distinct from, Elettaria

Cardatnomum, Maton. From an examination of the fruits of commerce Sir

J. E. Smith (
Rees' Cyclop, vol. xxxix.) was satisfied that it was a species
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Fig. 131.

frlettaria. The same opinion has also been expressed by Nees and

irmaier {Hand. d. med. pharm. Bot. i. 253). Dr. Lindley, who at my
icst examined the fruits, concurs in this view'*.

Jertolacci (Agricult . Commerc. and Financ. Interests of Ceylon
, p. 157,

7) says the Ceylon cardamom is collected chiefly in the Candian

itory, and that he was informed it is not indigenous, but was intro-

ed by the Dutch. The quantity exported from 1806 to 1813 in-

jive varied from 4

1

to 18 candies annually. Percival (.Account of
don , 1805) states that cardamoms grow in the south-east part of

Ion, particularly in the neighbourhood of Matura. I am informed

:
occasionally they come from Quillon.

)i-;scription.—

T

he Ceylon cardamom (cardamomum zeylanicum ;

lamomum medium
,
Matth. and Geoffr.

;
cardamomum majus, Bont.

and Dale
;
cardamomum majus vulgare

,
Clusius

;
car-

damomum majus officinarum, C.Bauhin; cardamomum
lonyum, Th. Martius and Geiger

;
grande cardamom e,

Guib.) is' a lanceolate-oblong capsule, acutely triangular,

more or less curved, with flat and ribbed sides, about an
inch and a half long and one-third of an inch broad.

At one extremity we frequently find the long, cylin-

drical, permanent, three-lobed calyx
;

at the other, the

fruit-stalk, which is sometimes branched. The pericarp

is coriaceous, tough, brownish or yellowish ash-coloured,

three-celled. The seeds are angular, rugged, have a
'on Cardamom, yellowish red tinge, a fragrant and aromatic but pe-

attached. culiar odour, and a spicy flavour. I he long diameter

! he vitellus is parallel to that of the embryo. Dr. Lindley thinks that

! Ion cardamoms ct owe their bad quality to not being ripe when ga-

ed.” Th. Martius
(
Pharmakogn .) says that 100 part of these fruits

1 71 parts of seeds, and 29 parts of pericarpial coats.
1 omposition, Effects, and Uses.— Ceylon cardamoms have not been
ysed. Their constituents, as well as their effects and uses, are

btless analogous to those of the Malabar cardamom. Their com-
cial value is about one-third that of the latter.

After I bad corrected the proof of this sheet I received a collection of plants from
' on

’ niade by my much lamented friend and pupil, the late Mr. Frederick Saner,
frtant Surgeon in her Majesty’s 61st reg 1

. It contains three Sfeitamineous plants,
Alpiniu calcarata

,
Roscoe, Elettaria Cardamomum, Maton, and Elettaria Carda-

'im zeylanicum, Pereira
; all of which appear to have been furnished by Mr. Lear,

1 >g Superintendent of the Royal Botanic Gardens in Ceylon. It is somewhat re-

|

:able, however, that the last-mentioned species is erroneously designated by Mr.
,
“ Atpinia (Amomum) Granum paradisi.” Doubtless the same error has been made

Ir. Moon, the Superintendent of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Ceylon, in his

fyue of the Indigenous and Exotic Plants growing in Ceylon: Colombo, 1824. For
' lv

.

es Ensal as the Singhalese name of “ Amomum Granum paradisi,” and says the
t is cultivated at Candy. Now Hermann (Mus. Zeyl. 66) states that Ensal is the
halese name of the Ceylon cardamom, which I have above shewn is cultivated at

furthermore, if the true grain of paradise plant be really cultivated in Ceylon,
somewhat extraordinary that none of its seeds are brought from thence here. The
^ing is a description of the Ceylon cardamom plant in my possession :

—

izome with numerous fibres. Stem erect, smooth, enveloped by leaf sheaths. Leaves
e on their sheaths, silky beneath, acuminate; the shorter ones lanceolate, the largerM tomHaneedate; breadth 2 to 3 inches, length not exceeding I5£ inches,

about half the length of the leaves, with a roundish ligula. Scape from the
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Other Medicinal Zingiberaceee.

Galan'gal root {radix galangee, offic.) of English druggists, occurs in pieces which!
as thick as the finger, seldom exceeding three inches in length, cylindrical or someufi
tuberous, often forked, sometimes slightly striated longitudinally, aud marked
whitish circular rings. Externally its colour is reddish-brown; internally pale, redclk

white. Its odour is agreeable aromatic; its taste peppery and aromatic. It is [i

rhizome of Alpinia Galanga, Rox. It has been analyzed by Bucholz (Trominsdoilj

Journal, xxv. 2, p. 3,) and by Morin (Journ . de Pharm.) ix. p. 257.) The former obtai
Jj

Volatile Oil 0-5, Acrid soft Resin 4-9, Extractive 9'7, Gum 8-2, Bassorin 41-5, Wo if

fibre 216, Water 123, Loss P3. Its effects, uses, and doses, are analogous to ginget }jl

The Zed'oary root {radix zedoarice, offic.) of English druggists, appears to ijk J
agree with Professor Guibourt’s description of round zedoary (zedoria rotunda). I

the sliced tuber of Curcuma Zedoaria, Roxburgh. It occurs in segments (halves, qi j

ters, or flat sections) of a roundish or ovate tuber. The external portion of the tubett

marked by the remains, membranes, and fibres, and is of a pale brownish gray or whi

appearance. When cut it presents a yellowish marble appearance, not very dissim

to the cut surface of rhubarb. It has a warm, aromatic, bitter taste, and an arom

odour. It has been analyzed by Bucholz {Trommsdorf's Journal, xxv. 2, p. 3) and

Morin {Journ. de Pharm. t. ix. p. 257). Its constituents, according to the latter cben

Volatile oil, Resin, Gum, Starch, Woody -fibre, Vegeto-animal Matter (?), Osare-

zome (?), free Acetic Acid
,
Acetate of•potash. Sulphur, and in the ashes. Carbonate

Sulphate ofpotash, Chloride ofpotassium, Phosphate of Lime, Alumina, Silica, Oxide-

Iron and Manganese. It possesses aromatic and tonic properties. It is less heating t

ginger and galangal, and is more analogous to turmeric.

Cassamuna'r root is considered by English druggists to be identical with Zeruv

root {Private Information

:

also Gray, Pharmacology). It appears to me to be the 7

meric-coloured Zedoary of Aiuslie {Mat. Indica, vol. i. p. 490). Is it the produc

Zingiber Cassamunar, Roxburgh ? It occurs in segments (halves or quarters) of

ovate tuber (which in the dried state must have been about the size of a pigeon’s ef

the external surface of which is marked with circular rings and the bases of the r

fibres, aud is of a dirty turmeric-yellow colour. Internally it is reddish-brown,

has some resemblance, in its colour and pellucidity, to a fresh fractured surfac

Socotrine aloes. Its flavour is warm aud aromatic; its odour is aromatic. It has

been analyzed. Its effects must be similar to those of ginger. It was at one t

used in convulsive and other cerebral diseases (Sir Hans Sloane, Phil. Trans, vol. s

No. 264, p. 580)

The Zerum'bet root, which I have received from my friend Dr. Royle, is very sirat]

in shape to a curved or arched piece of long turmeric. Its colour is yellowish-gra;

Besides the cardamoms already mentioned, there are several others which I I

met with, and which, therefore, I notice to make the account of these fruits complei

1 . Ovoid China cardamom, Guibourt. Tsao quo, Loun
Fig. 132.—This is the fruit of Alpinia alba, Roscoe {Hellenia a

Willd. Amomum medium, Loureiro). Loureiro gave specimen

the fruit to the Museum d’Histoire naturelle of Paris. For

specimens I am indebted to th-e kindness of Professor Guibour

The dried fruit is about the size aud shape of a large nutm
it is ovoid, from ten to fourteen lines long, and from six to e:

lines broad, rather rigid, striated longitudinally, yellowish-bri

with a reddish tint [it is scarlet when recent: Kiinig]. S

numerous, very large, pyramidal, brow'n externally, flavour

odour terebinthinate
;
albumen white, embryo yellow'.

2. Round China cardamom, Guibourt.—“ The Museum d’Hist

naturelle possesses two varieties of this fruit mixed together,

seeds, merely united in globular and coherent masses, are mar

Cao-Keu ; and the entire fruits Tsao-Keou” (Guib. Hist

Prog. ii. 287, 3mc cd.)

Ovoid China Car-

damom.

upper part of the rhizome, flexuose, jointed, nine inches long, branched ;
the brain

alternate, one from each joint of the scape, suberect, half au inch long, supporting

or three pedicels of about 3-lOths of an inch. Bracts solitary, sheathing, at each .p

of the scape, withered
;

partial ones, solitary, ovate, acute. Flowers not present, t

sules one or two on each branch of the scape, with the permanent calyx attache

them : their characters as described in the text.
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Fig. 133.

Large round China cardamom (Guib. MS.) Fio-. 133. — probably the fruit of

I mm globosum, Loureiro. On comparing- Professor Guibourt’s specimen (of which
Fig-. 133 is a drawing-) with the fruit of Alpinia nutans

( Wallich's Collect, at the Linn. Soc. House), the two are
scarcely distinguishable externally

;
the seeds, however,

are dissimilar. Capsule thin, round, or oval. Seeds in

globular masses, marked, on the surface opposed to the
pericarp, by a linear depression or groove. I have ob-
served specimens in the Sloanian Collection, as also in

a collection of Chinese medicines at the College of Phy-
.
siciaus.

[3. Small round China cardamom (Guib. MS.)

—

Cap-
sules, ovate-oblong, obtusely triangular. Seeds have no
linear depression or groove as those of the larger variety

have; coherent in masses, which are three-lobed, not

quite globular. In my specimens the epicarp is eroded.

I Black cardamom, Gcertner.

—

Capsule larger than the short Malabar cardamoms,

p inate at its two extremities? and formed, as it were, of two obtusely-triangular

nids joined base to base. Pericarp ash-brown, aromatic, but less so than the seeds

I bourt). Seeds angular, brown.

|
. In Dr. Burgess’s collection at the College of Physicians is a capsule (in a bad

of preservation) marked “ Cardamomum majus.” Its size and shape are analogous

;
grain of paradise pod (fig. 125). It has a fibrous tuft (remains of calyx ?) at one

:

niity, and is much split at the other. The seeds are angular, oblong, larger than

of Malabar cardamoms, shining brownish yellow, and have a large concave de-

ion (hilum) at one extremity. They have a warm aromatic flavour and an agree-

^odour, somewhat analogous to that of the.oil of lemon-grass.

Cos’tus arab'icus, which I have found in the w arehouse of a London druggist,

[nntical with that described by Professor Guibourt (Hist, des Drop.), and with that

’;bt from India by Professor Royle.

urge round Cardamom.

|.l, Fruit.

f. ), Globular mass of seeds.

Order 19. Orchid'eae, R. Broivn.—The Orchis Tribe.

Orchides, Jussieu . Orchidaceac and Yanillacea!, Lindley .

is remarkable order of gynandrous monocotyledons is, in reference to its dietetical

medicinal properties, of little importance.
e tuberous or palmate roots abound in gummy and, at certain times, in farinaceous

jrs. which render them nutritive, emollient, and demulcedt. Sale]) is the prepared

[idried roots of several orchideous plants, and is sometimes sold in the state of
1

Icr. Indigenous Salep is procured from Orchis mascula, 0. latifolia

,

and other native
- s of this order (Dr. Percival, On the Preparation, Culture, and Use of the Orchis Root,

). Oriental Salep is procured from other Orchidese. Professor Royle states that the
• of Cachmere is obtained from a species of Eulophia. The notions of the aphro-
c properties of salep seems to be founded on the doctrine of signatures

Fig. 134.

l unitla aromaticu.

The Vanilla of the shops is the fruit of Vanilla aro-

matica, Sw., a native of Peru, Mexico, Jamaica, and
Cuba. Schiede (Schlechtendal’s Linncea, Oct. 1829,

S. 573) mentions three other Mexican species (V. sativa,

V. sylvestris, and V. Pompona

)

which yield vanilla.

Notwithstanding the strong odour of this fruit, no vo-

latile oil can be obtained by distillation. (See Bucholz’
analysis in Buckner’s Repert. ii. 253). The white aci-

cular crystals found on the fruit, are a kind of solid

volatile oil. Vanilla is employed in this country for

flavouring chocolate, ice-creams, &c. But on the con-
tinent it is used as a medicinal agent. It is an aromatic
stimulant; has an exhilarating effect on the mental
functions, prevents sleep, increases the energy of the

muscular system, and excites the sexual feelings (Sun-
delin, Heilmittellehre, ii. 203, 3tc Aufl.) It has been
administered in asthenic fevers, rheumatism, hysteria,
impotence of the male, melancholy, (See. The dose of it

is from 8 to 12 grains (Vogt, Pharmak. ii. (M)0, 2 Aufl.)
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3. EXOG'ENiE, Decai,d.—EX'OGENS.

Dicotyledones, Jussieu.

Fig. 135.

i

i

Exogens, or Dicotyledons.

(y) Embryo with many cotyledons.

\z) Stem and leaves of a dicotyledon^

shewing the articulation and in
anastomosing veins of the leaves.;

' .

Essential Characters.— Trunk, consisting of bark, wood, and pith, placed one witlj m
the other; the pith being innermost. Bark, composed of strata (the young-er aJus

inner being called liber), increasing by the deposit of new cortical matter on its ini|!H

side. Wood, consisting of ligneous strata, traversed by medullary rays, and iucreasiir-

by the deposit of new woody matter on its outer side {exogenous growth): the ol<h|

and inner strata are called duramen, or perfect wood-, the younger and outer strajj

are termed alburnum, or sap wood. Leaves articulated with the stems; their vejll

branching and anastomosing {angulinerved j reticulated). Flowers, if with. a disliijj

calyx, often having a quinary arrangement. Embryo with two more cotyleddjji

(idicotyledonous): if two, they are opposite; if more than two, they are verticilla*

\

radicle naked ; i.e. elongating, without penetrating any external case (exorrhizousd*

(v) Transverse section of a dicotyledonous

stem, shewing medullary rays, and the

distinction of bark, wood, and pith.

(w) Embryo with two cotyledons.

(x) Embryo with four cotyledons.

Order 20. Cycada'ce,®, Lindley.—The Cy'cas Tribe.

Cycadea?, Richard and R. Brown.

\h

iiii

Fig. 130.

( 'yeas revolula ,

or, the Japan Sago tree.

|
LI

V

I notice this order for the purpo

is out

pose

stating, that a feculent matter is obtain

from the soft centre of some species

Cycas (as C. circinalis, C. revoluta, al

C. inermis). This fecuia {Japan sago) is q
ul

.

unknown to me; and I doubt whether it ev

reaches this country. (Consult on this su

ject Sclienk’s Naturgeschichte der vf*"
liclisten Handelspjlanzen, 4to. Bd. 2cr

. S. I3|t

Taf. xlvi.)
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Order 21. Conif'er.e, Jussieu .—The Fir Tribe. -

non a

^ .

701

\*:*s

Conacea; or Pinacea;, Lind.

ntial Character.

—

Flowers monoecious or dioecious. Males monandrous or

,-nadelphous ;
each floret consisting of a single stamen, or of a few united, collected

a deciduous amentum, about a common rachis; anthers two-lobed or many-lobed,

-rsting outwardly; often terminated by a crest, which is an unconverted portion of

.* scale out of which each stamen is formed
;
pollen large, usually compound.

-males in cones. Ovary spread open, and having the appearance of a flat scale

;stitute of style or stigma, and arising from the axil of a membranous bract.

nile naked; in pairs on the face of the ovary, having an inverted position, and

g nsisting of one or two membranes, open at theapex, and of a nucleus. Fruit con-
• i -,tiug of a cone formed of the scale-shaped ovaries, become enlarged and indurated,

d occasionally of the bracts also, which are sometimes obliterated, and sometimes

tend beyond the scales in .the form of a lobed appendage. Seed with a hard crus-

toeous iutegument. Embryo in the midst of fleshy oily albumen, with two or

y any opposite cotyledons ; the radicle- next the apex of the seed, and having an

f .ganic connexion with the albumen. Trees or shrubs, with a branched trunk
11 ounding in resin. Wood, with the ligneous tissue marked with circular disks,

pi ?aves linear, acerose or lanceolate, entire at the margins; sometimes fascicled in

Ijj nsequeuce of the non-developement of the bracts to which they belong; when
|i! - scicled, the primordial leaf to which they are then axillary is membranous, and

wraps them like a sheath. (Lindley).

perties.—

E

very part of coniferous plants contains an oleo-resinous juice, which
elds by distillation a volatile oil, differing often in odour but agreeing in composition

each species. This juice is a local irritant, and acts as a powerful stimulant to

ce vascular system and the organs of secretion (especially the kidneys and the

mucous membranes). Moreover, it appears to possess a specific influence over the

I rvous system: for oil of turpentine, in large doses, has operated as an inebriant

P id- soporific; savin is said by Orflla
(
Toxicol . Gen.) to act on the nervous system;

ii id the leaves of yew are narcotic.

Pi'nus, •Decanclolle.

—

The Pine.

Sex. St/st. Monoecia, Monadelphia.

I Jotany. Gen. Char .

—

Flowers monoecious. Males—catkins racemose,

|
n ipact, and terminal

; squamose
;
the scales staminiferous at the apex.

1 mens two
; the anthers one-celled. Females—catkins or cones simple,

ricated with acuminate scales. Ovaries two. Stigmas glandular,

les of the cone oblong, club-shaped, woody
;
umbilicato-angular at

apex. Seeds [nuts, Dec.] in pairs, covered with a sharp-pointed
nbrane. Cotijledons digitato-partite. Leaves two or many, in the

le sheath (Decandolle and Dubuy, But. Gall.) Hardy, evergreen
js.

Species. 1. Pi'nus syIves'tris, Linn. L. D.; Wild Pine or Scotch Fir .

—

ives in pairs, rigid. Cones ovato-conical, acute
;
young ones stalked,

urved, as long as the leaves
;
generally in pairs. Crest of the anthers

y small. Embryo five-lobed.
(
Bot . Gall.) Highlands of Scotland,

nmark, Norway, and other northern countries of Europe. Flowers
May and June. A tall, straight, hard, long-lived tree, determinately
-nched. Its wood is the red or yellow deal. It yields common tur~
dine, tar

, and pitch.
•• Pi'nus Pinas'ter, Aiton, Lambert; P. maritima, Decand; The
raster or Cluster Pine.—Leaves twin, very long, rigid, pungent, fur-
hed at the base with a reflexed scale. Cones oblong-conical, obtuse,
y smooth, bright, shorter than the leaves. Scales bristly. {Bot, Gall.)
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Southern maritime parts of Europe. Very abundant in the neighbor
hood of Bordeaux, and between this city and Bayonne. It is a mr*

Fig. 137. Fig. 138. Fro. 139.

Fig. 137, Pinus sylvestris. Fig. 140. Flowering branch and congjt

Fig. 138. Branch and cones of ditto. Pinus Pinea.

Fig. 139. Branch and cones oi Pinus Pinaster.-

Hinn

larger tree than the Scotch fir. Flowers in May. It yields Bordea
turpentine, galipot, tar, and pitch.

3. Pi'nus palus'tris, Lambert; the Swamp Pine.—Leaves three,

long. Cones subcylindrical, armed with sharp prickles. Stipules pin

tifid, ragged, persistent (Lambert.) A very large tree, growing in dl

sandy soils, from the southern parts of Virginia to the Gulf of Mexiqjj
“ Its mean elevation is 60 or 70 feet, and the diameter of its trunk abend

15 or 18 inches for two-thirds of this height. The leaves are about.

i

foot in length, of a brilliant green colour, and united in bunches at

ends of the branches. The names by which the tree is known in

Southern States are long-leaved pine, yellow pine

,

and pitch pine ;
b»

the first is the most appropriate, as the last two are applied also to otli||

species. This tree furnishes by far the greater proportion of turpei

tine, tar, &c. consumed in the United States, or sent from this to othl

countries” (
United States Dispiensatory).

4. Pi’nus Tada ,
Lambert; the Frankincense Pine.—Abundant I

Virginia. Yields common turpentine

,

but of a less fluid quality than till

which flows from the preceding species.

Pi'nus Pinea, Lambert, Decandolle
;
the Stone Pine.—Grows :i

I

o.

the south of Europe and northern part of Africa. Yields the corn

called, in the shops, pignoli pines, the seeds of which, termed pine nut

(lUTvlSeg, Diosc.
;
pityida, Pliny

;
nuclei pinea

,
pineoli) are used as

dessert.

6. Pi'nus Pumil'io, Lambert; the Mugho or Mountain Pine.—A natn

of the mountains of the south of Europe. An oleo-resin, called HJl ‘

garian balsam (balsamum hungaricum), exudes spontaneously from tl



realities of the branches and from other parts of the tree. By distil-

|
on of the young branches with water, there is obtained in Hungary
essential oil, called Krummholzol, or Oleum templinum.

Pi'mis Cembra, Lambert; Decandolle
;

the Siberian Stone Pine.

ihe seeds, like those of Pinus Pinea, are eaten. By distillation the

mg shoots yield Carpathian balsam (balsamum carpathicum ; b.

uni).

Abies, Decandolle.

—

The Fir.

Sex. Syst. Monoecia, Monadelpliia.

3otany. Gen. Char.—Flowers monoecious. Males—catkins solitary,

racemose ;
the scales staminiferous at the apex. Stamens two

;
the

hers one-celled. Females—catkins simple. Ovaries two. Stigmas

udular. Scales of the cone imbricated; thin at the apex, rounded,

itlier thickened, angular, nor umbilicated on the back). Cotyledons

Itato-partite. Leaves solitary in each sheath {Bot. Gall.)

Abies excelsa.

Species.— 1 . Abies excelsa, Dec. E ;
Pinus Abies

,
Linn. L. D.

; the

irway Spruce Fir.—Leaves tetragonal. Cones cylindrical ; the scales

omboid, llattened, jagged, and bent backwards at the margin. {Bot.

dl.) A native of Germany, Russia, Norway, and other parts of
iropc

; also of the northern parts of Asia. Commonly cultivated in

igland. Flowers in May and June. A very lolly tree, growing somc-
acs to the height of 150 feet. It yields, by spontaneous exudation,
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commonfrankincense, or Thus (Ahietis resina, L.), from which ispreparkl
Burgundy pitch {Pin? Abietina

,

L.)

2. Abies balsa!mea, Lindley, E.; Pinus balsa'mea, Linn. Lambert, L.]j|
the Canada Balsam Fir : Balm of Gilead Fir.—Leaves solitary, flj/y

emarginate, subpectinate, suberect above. Scales of the flowering cci?#

acuminate, reflexed. An elegant tree
,
seldom rising more than 40 fep a

Inhabits Canada, Nova Scotia, Maine, Virginia, and Carolina. Yiewf
Canada balsam.

3. Abies canaden'sis, Lindley, in Loudon’s Encycl. of Plants; PhAf-
canadensis, Linn. Lambert; the Hemlock Spruce Fir.— Said to yield
oleo-resin analogous to Canada balsam.

4. Abies Pi'cea, Lindley
;
Abiespectinala, Decandolle

;
Pinus Pi'cd\P

Linnaeus
;
the Silver Fir.—Mountains of Siberia, Germany, and SwitzeW

land. Yields Strasburgh turpentine

,

5. Abies nigra, Michaux
;
Pinus nigra

,

Lambert
;

the Black Spmf 1

Fir.—The concentrated aqueous decoction of the young branches, if
essence of spruce, used in the preparation of spruce beer

( United Slatif*

Dispensatory.)

La'rix europcea, Decandolle.—The Common Larch.

Abies Lnrix. Lam. E. Pinus Larix, Linn. D.

Sex. Syst . Moncecia, Monadelphia.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Flowers monoecious. Character as in Abiefll

but the Cotyledons are simple and never lobed. Cones lateral. LcavtS1

when first expanding, in tufted fascicles, becoming somewhat solitajll

by the elongation of the new branch {Bot. Gall.)

Sp. Char.—Leaves fascicled, deciduous. Cones ovate-oblong. Edg||
of scales reflexed, lacerated. Bracts panduriform (Lambert.)

Hab. —Alps of Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Siberia, &c. Cultivato-'

in woods.
Products.—This species yields Larch or Venice turpentine. Whafi

the larch forests of Russia take fire, a gum issues forth from the medi

lary part of the trunks, during combustion, which is called Orenbvr'/

gum {Gummi orenburgense). A saccharine matter exudes from the larc

about June, which is called Manna of the Larch, or Manna de Briancojj j

Lastly, a fungus, called Polyporus Laricis (vide p. 574), is nouiished q|

this tree.

Medicinal Substances obtained from the precedin’!

Coniferous Plants.

The term turpentine (terebintliina

)

is ordinarily applied to a liqn

or soft solid oleo-resinous juice of certain coniferous plants, as well

of the Pistachia Terebinthus, a plant of the order Terebintacece, Juf

Indeed this last-mentioned plant, Pistachia Terebinthus, is probably tl

true Terebinthus of the ancients {TepylrOog, Theoph. and Pioscoride^

When submitted to distillation, these juices are resolved into a volati

oil (ioleum terebinthince) and a resinous residuum. The roots and oth

hard parts ofconiferous trees yield, by a kind of distillatio per descents

the thick liquid called tar, from which pitch is procured. Hence it

be convenient to speak of the coniferous tcrebinthinates under lot

heads:— 1st, the oleo-resinous juices
;

2dly, the volatile oil obtain

therefrom by distillation; 3dly, the resinous residuum
;
4thly, tar andpit*
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I. Oleo-Resime Terebinthince.—Terebinthinate Oleo-Resins.

, Preparation ;
Properties; and Composition.—At first these oleo-

i
ms are liquid, but by age and exposure to the air they become, more or

i
; speedily in the different varieties, solid, partly by the volatilization,

I
tly by the resinification of the volatile oil. They have a certain general

;
dlarity in taste and odour. They soften and become very fluid by heat,

dilv take fire in the air, and burn with a white flame, and, if the

I .ply of air be limited, with the copious deposition of finely-divided

1 bon {lamp black). They are almost completely soluble in alcohol

i
l ether; and yield by distillation a volatile oil, which passes over

j
ally with a small quantity of succinic acid and a resinous residuum,

liter acquires a terebinthate flavojur when digested with them
;
and by

aid of the yolk or the white of an egg, or still better by that of

j
. etable mucilage, forms an emulsion with them.

I. . Common Turpentine ( Terebinthina vulgaris
,

L. D.)— Under this

ime we find oleo-resins brought from various parts of the world,

* .ained from different species of Pinus, and, though agreeing in the
! :.n in their properties, possessing certain distinctive characters.

; the present time the London market is almost exclusively supplied

n New York, a small quantity only being imported from Bordeaux,

lithe years 1830 and 1831 the quantities of turpentine (not of greater

ue than 125. per cwt.) which were imported from the ‘United States

. France, were as follows :

—

1830. 1831.

cwts. qrs. lbs. cwts. qrs. lbs.

From France 43 i 12 799 3 19

United States of America 234,747 0 12 317,095 1 7

Total 234,790 i 24 317,895 0 26

12 .) American or White Turpentine (the Tertbenthine de Boston of the

j' nch) “ is procured chiefly from the Pinus palustris, partly also from
Pinus Tceda

,
and perhaps some other species inhabiting the Southern

' tes. In former times, large quantities were collected in New
.''land

; but the turpentine trees of that section of the Union are said

)e nearly exhausted
;
and our commerce is almost exclusively sup-

d from North Carolina and the south-eastern parts of Virginia”

ited States Dispensatory).

^he method of procuring this turpentine is as follows :—A hollow is cut

he tree, a few inches from the ground, and the bark removed for the

ce of about 18 inches above it. The turpentine runs into this exca-
1 on from about March to October, more rapidly of course during

warmer months. It is transferred from these hollows into casks

chaux, N. Am. Sylv. iii.
;
Way, Trans, of the Soc. of Arts, yol. xxviii.

*9; Duhamel, Traite des Arbrcs, t. ii. p. 14, Paris, 1755). It is im-
ted from New York in casks; those from North Carolina holding
vts., while those from South Carolina contain cwts. It is yellowish-
ite, with an aromatic odour, and a warm, pungent, bitterish taste. It

ranslucent or opaque. Its consistence varies, being semifluid, or, in
1 weather, that of a soft solid. It contains various impurities (leaves,
gs, chips, &c.) That got from the first tappings is the best, and is

ed Virgin Turpentine. Recent American turpentine is said ( United
tes Dispensatory) to yield 17 per cent, of essential oil.

z z
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(b .) Bordeaux Turpentine is obtained by making incisions in tbe Pinui i

Pinaster

,

Lambert, (P. maritima, Decand.) and collecting tbe turpentinl i

in hollows at the foot of the tree. Every month these hollows aril

emptied, and the oleo-resin conveyed in pails to a reservoir. In tliijj

state it is called soft gum (
gomme molle). It is purified either by heatina

it in large boilers, and filtering through straw,
(
terebenthine galipot

)

; onl

by exposing it in a barrel, the bottom of which is perforated by holefjll

to the sun
;
the liquid which drains through is called terebenthine aaal

soleil. The last method yields the best product, since less volatile oil-

is dissipated by it. (Guibourt, Hist, des Drog. t. ii. p. 578 ; DuhamelL
Traite des Arbres, t. ii. p. 147). The turpentine which flows during tin

winter is called galipot in Provence, barras in Guienne. It is in th*:

form of semi-opaque, solid, dry crusts of a yellowish-white colour, a tereffi

binthinate odour, and a bitter taste (Guibourt, op. cit.)

Bordeaux turpentine is whitish, thickisli, and turbid. It has a disajjs

greeable odour, and an acrid, bitter, nauseous taste. On standing jB
separates into two parts : one thinner, yellow, and almost transparent^

another thicker, whitish, and of the consistence of thick honey, having
granular consistence. Bordeaux turpentine readily becomes hard amji

dry by exposure to the air. It enjoys, with balsam of copaiva, the prejg

perty of solidifying with magnesia, and in this respect is distinguished

from Strasburgh turpentine.

Common turpentine has been analyzed byMM. Moringlane, Duponcheitt

and Bonastre,
(
Journ . de Pharm. t. viii. p. 829), and by Unverdorben (Beu[i

zelius, Traite de Chim. and Gmelin, Hand. d. Chem.) The last-mentioneik

chemist found it to consist of two Volatile Oils
(
oil of turpentine

), Pirn ^
acid, Si little Sylvie acid, a trace of an Indifferent Resin not soluble iqi

oil of petroleum, and a small quantity of Bitter Extractive. The quaim
tity of volatile oil varies from 5 to 25 per cent, of the weight of the tuup

pentine.

2. Larch or Venice Turpentine [TerebintIvina veneta, E. D. Terebinthmk

laricea).—Obtained from Larix europcea, Dec. by boring the trunks dh

the trees, and adapting to each hole a wooden gutter, which conveys tlifc

juice into a tub or trough, from which it is afterwards withdrawn for fit i

tration (Duhamel, Traite des Arbres , tom. i. p. 335).

Through the kindness of Professor Guibourt I have received ajl

authentic sample of larch turpentine. It was collected in the wood (ip

the Bishop of Maurienne in Savoy, by order of the bishop, and at till

urgent solicitation of M. Bonjean, Pharmacien, naturalist of Chamber
j

The same kind of turpentine, collected in Switzerland [Swiss twrpentiw“
Guib. MSS.) is sold in Paris as Strasburgh turpentine ( Ttrebenthe <4

Strasbourg, Guib. Hist, des Drog. t. ii. p. 577, Sme ed.), and was former!

called Venice turpentine. It is a thick and consistent fluid, flowing wit

difficulty, is sometimes transparent, but more frequently cloudy, has

yellow or greenish-yellow tint, an odour which is peculiar, not vei

agreeable, weaker than that of either Strasburgh or common turpentin I

but less disagreeable than the latter, and an acrid, very bitter taste. |§
has little or no tendency to concrete by keeping—a property known 1

Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xvi. cap. 19, ed. Valp.), and which distinguishes

from common turpentine.

A factitious substance (
7\rebintIrina veneta factitia) is sold by Londc|

druggists for Venice turpentine. It is prepared by mixing f3v. of oil
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I
rpentine with lb. j. of black rosin. A similar preparation is found in

I e shops of the United States of America,
( United States Dispensatory)

id is probably identical with that imported from America under the

'I me of Venice turpentine (Dr. Maton, in Lambert’s Descrip, of the genus

|

m/s ; and Dr. A. T. Thomson, London Dispensatory).

Berzelius and Unverdorben (Berzelius, Trait'e de Chim. t. v. p. 477,

; id Gnielin, Handb. d. Chem.) have submitted Venice turpentine to ex-

i aination, and with the following results :

—

Berzelius's Analysis. Unverdorben's Analysis.

Oil of turpentine, probably composed
of two oils.

Resin insoluble in cold oil of petro-

leum.

Resin soluble in cold oil of petroleum.

1 . Volatile oil, which readily distils.

2. Volatile oil, which distils less readily,

and has a tendency to resinify.

3. Succinic acid (small quantity).

4. Much Pinic acid.

5. A little Sylvie acid.

6. Indifferent resin, insoluble in oil of

petroleum.

7. Bitter Extractive.

Old Venice Turpentine. Fresh Venice Turpentine.

1 Larch resin yields from 18 to 25 per cent, of volatile oil (Berzelius,

. . cit.)
'

3. Strasburgh Turpentine {Terebinthina argentoratensis'; Tertbenthine

I citron , ou Terebenthine d'Alsace, Guib.)—This is obtained from Abies
i cea. The peasantry, in the vicinity of the Alps, collect it by puncturing

e vesicles adhering to the bark with sharp-pointed hooks, and receiving

'3 juice in a bottle. It is afterwards filtered through a rude kind of

r.rk funnel (Duhamel, Traite des Arbres, t. i. p. 9.)

Strasburgh turpentine is very fluid, transparent, of a yellowish colour,

- s a very agreeable odour of citron, and a taste moderately acrid and
-ter. It consists, according to Caillot

(
Journ . de Pharm. xvi. p. 436), of

tlatile Oil 33‘5, Resin insoluble in alcohol 6‘20,Abietin (a crystallizable

sin) 10‘85, Abietic acid ( ? Pinic and Sylvie acids) 46’39, Extractive and
ccinic acid 0'85, Loss (principally volatile oil) 2*21.

!

4. Canadian Turpentine or Canada Balsam {Terebinthina canadensis, L.

ilsamum canadense
,
E. D.) is obtained from Abies balsamea in Canada

d the state of Maine. Between the bark and the wood of the trunks

d branches of these trees are vesicles containing this oleo-resin, which
udes when they are broken, and is received in a bottle. It is imported

1 casks containing each about one cwt. In 1838 the quantity imported
as 7259 lbs. {Trdde List for 8th Jan. 1839). When fresh it has the

nsistence of thin honey, but by age gradually solidifies; it is yellow,

unsparent, very tenacious, of a peculiar and agreeable terebinthinate
our, and of a slightly bitter, somewhat acrid, taste.

Canada balsam has been analyzed by Bonastre {Journ. de Pharm.
i. 337), who obtained the following results:— Volatile oil 18‘6, Resin
sily soluble in alcoh.ol 404), Sub-resin difficultly soluble 33‘4, Fibrous
wutchouc, like Sub-resin 4‘0, Acetic acid traces, Bitter Extractive, and
tits 4-0.

5. Common Frankincense {Abietis resina
,
L. Thus. D.) This is the

cutaneous exudation of Abies communis. It concretes in distinct drops,
tears, which are compact, opaque, of a deep yellow colour. What is
and in the shops of London is a soft solid, having considerable re-
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semblance to the dried opaque portion of common turpentine. Thej !

turpentine
(

? Thus) of the Abies communis has been analyzed by Caillot,* .

(
Journ . de Pharm. t. xvi. p. 436) who obtained the following results :—+
Volatile Oil 32 -

00, Resin insoluble in alcohol 7'40, Abietin (a crystal-, >>.

lizable resin) 1T47, Abieiic acid ( ? Pinic and Sylvie acids)

Extractive and Succinic acid 1*22, Loss (principally volatile oil) 252.
Physiological Effects.—The effects of terebinthinate substance*!

have been before noticed (p. 73). Locally they operate as irritants.* <
.

Applied to the shin they cause mbefaction, and sometimes a vesiculai), *

eruption. Swallowed they give rise to a sensation of warmth at thqB
stomach, in large doses occasion sickness, and promote the peristaltia,j :

movement of the intestines. After their absorption they operate on thal

general system as stimulants, and excite the vascular system, especially *

,

of the abdominal and pelvic viscera. Their influence is principally di-1

rected to the secreting organs, more especially to the mucous membrane^ti
and the urinary apparatus. They act as diuretics, and communicate a)t;

violet odour to the urine. This odour depends on a portion of the on 1

having undergone a slight change in its nature during its passages
through the system. Part of the oil, however, is thrown off unchanged i<

for Moiroud
(
Pharmacol.-Veterin . p. 312) has observed, that at the sameih

time that the turpentines cause a violet odour, they flow in part witUft

the urine. “ I have verified,” says he, “ this double phenomenon on manjjii

horses, to whom turpentine has been given, for some days, in the|J:

enormous dose of ten or twelve ounces.” But the kidneys are not th«f:

only parts engaged in getting rid of the absorbed turpentine. All theft

secreting organs, but more especially the bronchial surfaces and the skim ;

i

are occupied in the same way. By these the oil is exhaled apparently ft

unchanged, or at least with its usual odour. During the circulation oi j

the terebinthinate particles in the system, they exercise a local influence^

over the capillaries and secerning vessels, in the vital activity of whicHil

they effect a change. In certain morbid conditions, this change is of al-

most salutary nature. In catarrhal affections of the mucous membranes:;

the secerning vessels become constringed under the use of terebinthii i

nates, and the discharge is, in consequence, checked.

The most important, because by far the most active, constituent oi s

the terebinthinate oleo-resins is volatile oil. Hence their effects ard

almost identical with the latter (vide Oleum Terebinthince
, p. 710). Somdo

slight differences, however, are to be noticed. They are less rapidB f

absorbed, are more pennanent in their operation, confine their influenew

principally to the apparatus of organic life, not affecting, at least to tin}

same extent, the brain, and act less powerfully on the cutaneous system) >

)

9We have few data on which to rely in judging of the comparative inj

fluence of the different terebinthinates
;
but as their most active con

stituent is volatile oil, we may fairly infer that those which posses!

the greatest liquidity, and which, in consequence, contain the largest, j .

quantity of oil, are the most powerful preparations. Venice and Strasburgfk
v

Turpentines stand in this respect pre-eminent. Canada Balsam if

valuable on account of its purity and agreeable flavour. In activity

purity, and flavour, Common Turpentine holds the lowest rank.

Uses.—The terebinthinate oleo-resins are, with some exceptions

applicable for the same purposes as the volatile oil. The following an

the principal cases in which they are employed

:
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]. In mucous discharges from the urino-genital organs ; as gonorrhoea,

eet, leucorrhcea, and chronic cystorrhoea.

•2. In chronic catarrh
,
both mucous and pituitous

, occurring in old

>rsons of a lax fibre and lymphatic temperament.

:t. In chronic mucous diarrhoea, especially when accompanied with ulce-

ition of the mucousfollicles.

4. In colic and other cases of obstinate constipation, Cullen {Treat.
' the Mat. Med.) found a turpentine emulsion used as a clyster “ one
' the most certain laxatives.”

5. In chronic rheumatism
,
especially sciatica and lumbago, the tur-

;ntines are occasionally used.

6. As detergents and digestives they have been sometimes applied to

dolent and ill-conditioned ulcers.

Administration.—

T

he dose of the terebinthmate oleo-resin is from a

ruple to a drachm. They are given in the form of pill, emulsion, or

•ectuary. To give the softer kinds a consistence fit for making pills,

:

piorice powder may be added to them. Bordeaux turpentine, mixed
ith about one-twenty-eighth part of its weight of calcined magnesia,

lidifies in about twelve hours: the acid resins of this turpentine com-
une with the magnesia, and form solid resinates, which absorb the

ilatile oil. A turpentine emulsion is made wdth the yolk of egg, or

t ucilage of gum Arabic, sugar, and some aromatic water. To form an
> ectuary they are mixed with sugar or honey. An emulsion, containing

Dm half an ounce to an ounce of turpentine, may be used as a clyster,

obstinate constipation, ascarides, &c.

The terebinthinate oleo-resins yield several officinal substances, and
niter into several preparations :

—

11. Terebinthina vulgaris, L. D. yields Oleum Terebinthince
, L. E. D. and Resina,

L. E. D.; and enters into the composition of Emplastrum Galbani, L. and Un-
guentum Elemi

,
L.

• 2. Terebinthina veneta, E. D. is a constituent of Emplastrum Cantharidis compo-

situm, E. and Unguentum h/fusi Cantharidis
,
E.

• 3. Abietis Resina, L., Thus, D. yields Fix Abidina, L. ( Fix Burgundica, E. D.)

:

and enters into the composition of Emplastrum Galbani
,
L., Emplastrum Opii, L.,

Emplastrum Picis, L., Emplastrum Aromaticum, D., and Emplastrum Thuris, D.
[already described at p. 540.]

II. Oleum Terebinthince, L. E. D.

—

Oil of Turpentine.

This essential oil is frequently, though erroneously, called Spirits of
‘urpentine.

Preparation.—It is obtained by submitting to distillation a mixture
American turpentine (which has been melted and strained) and water

i due proportions, in the ordinary copper still, with a naked fire. The
distilled product is found to consist of oil of turpentine swimming on
> atcr

; the residue in the still is resin. If no water be employed a much
igher temperature is required to effect the distillation, and danger is

icreby incurred of causing empyreuma. Mr. Flockton, a large distiller

|
turpentine in this metropolis, informs me the average quantity of oil

ielded by American turpentine is from 14 to 16 per cent. He also tells
ie that Bordeaux turpentine yields an oil having a more disagreeable
lour, and a rosin of inferior quality.
To deprive it of all traces of resinous and acid matters, oil of turpen-
ne should be re-distilled from a solution of caustic potash, and this is
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actually done, as Mr. Flockton informs me. The British Colleges, liovr-l } i

ever, direct it to be purified by distillation with water only. In the LonXv
don and Edinburgh Pharmacopoeias, four times— in the Dubtin onlyfi-j

twice—its volume of water are ordered to be employed. Purified,
or. as itji %

is termed, rectified oil of turpentine
(
oleum terebinthincepurificatum, L. E..U >,

oleum terebinthince rectificatum, D.) is employed for burning in fiati I

wicked lamps, under the name of lamp naphtha.

Properties.—Pure oil of turpentine is a colourless, limpid, very in4» r

flammable fluid. It has a peculiar, and, to most persons, disagreeable >

;

odour, and a hot taste. Its sp. gr. is 0’86 at about 70° F. It boils atjvi

about 314° F.
;
the density of its vapour is 4'76 (Dumas). When cooledjfi

down to 1° 4 F. it deposits crystals {stearoptene ?). It is very slightly)

u

soluble in hydrated alcohol. Exposed to the air, it absorbs oxygen* ii

becomes yellowish, and somewhat denser, owing to the formation of resirar

(
pinic and sylvic acids). Crystals

(
hexaliydrate of oil of turpent'vntjy

sometimes form in old hydrous oil of turpentine. By submitting tat.

distillation a mixture of water and old oil, an aqueous liquid is objli

tained, which yields more or less of the same crystals.

Oil of turpentine is composed of

Eq. Eq. wts. Per cent.

Carbon 10 60 88-23

Hydrogen g 8 1176

Oil of Turpentine . 1 68 9999

It yields two or more distinct, but probably isomeric oils. One olj^

these (
dadyl

,
Blanchet and Sell) forms Avith hydrochloric acid a crystal-p»

line compound (artificial camphor ; hyclrochlorate of oil of turpentine
)
iy

another (
peucyl

,
Blanchet and Sell) forms with the same acid a liquid^

compound. But as the boiling points of the two oils, called by Blanches
and Sell, dadyl and peucyl, are higher than the boiling point of the oil o [i

turpentine, these substances ought rather to be regarded as products
||

than educts.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On vegetables.—Plants exposed to the|j

vapour of this oil are rapidly destroyed (Decandolle, Plugs. Veg. p. 1347). ri

(b.) On animals.—On both vertebrated and invertebrated animals itj
t:

operates as a poison. Injected into the veins of horses and dogs i#y-j

excites pneumonia (Hertwich, and Gaspard;* quoted by Wibrner, JJl.rk.lL

d. Arzn. u. Gifte. Bd. iv. p. 212). Two drachms thrown into the veins jq

of a horse, caused trembling, reeling, falling, inclination to pass mine

and stools, and frequent micturition. Inflammatory fever, with cough

continued to the 8th day
;
then putrid fever appeared. On the 9th day

death took place. The body presented all the signs of putrid fever an

pneumonia (Hertwich). Schubarth (Wibrner, op. cit.) found that tw

drachms of the rectified oil, given to a dog, caused tetanus, failure of th

pulse and breathing, and death in three minutes. The skin of the horse

is very sensible to the influence of oil of turpentine, which produces

acute pain. “ It is a remarkable circumstance,” says Moiroud {Pitarm.-]

Veter, p. 314), “ that this pain is not ordinarily accompanied with any
|

considerable hypersemia. It is quickly produced, but is of short dura-

,

tion.” Oil of turpentine is sometimes employed by veterinarians as ap

blister, but it is inferior to cantharides, and, if frequently applied, is apt

to blemish (i. e. to cause the hair of the part to fall off). In doses ol
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ee ounces it is a most valuable antispasmodlc in the colic of horses

matt, The Horse
,
in Lib. of Useful Knowledge). In small doses it acts

a diuretic. Tiedcmann and Gmelin (Versuch ii. d. Wege avf welch.

<st. ins Blut gelang .) detected oil of turpentine in the chyle of a dog

i a horse, to whom this agent had been given.

c.) On man.—In small doses (as six or eight drops to f5j.) it creates a

•isation of warmth in the stomach and bowels, becomes absorbed, cir-

ates with the blood, and in this way affects the capillary vessels, and
brown out of the system by the different excretories, on the secerning

-isels of which it acts in its passage through them. The exhalations

the skin and bronchial membranes acquire a marked terebinthinate

>ur, while the urine obtains the smell of violets. By its influence on
renal vessels it proves diuretic. By the same kind of local influence

the cutaneous vessels it proves sudorific. It appears to have a con-

nging effect on the capillary vessels of the mucous membranes, for,

iier its use, catarrhal affections of, and ha3morrhages from, these parts

frequently checked, and often are completely stopped. Its continued

; sometimes brings on irritation of the urinary organs, or, when this

te pre-existed, it is often aggravated by the use of turpentine.

I fn a medium dose (f5j. or f5ij.) its effects are not constant. Dr. Ed.

[
rrcival [Ed. Med. and Surg. Journ. vol. ix.) saw two drachms given

,hout any unpleasant effect being produced either on the digestive or

nary organs
;

they acted as an agreeable stomachic, and promoted
catamenia. Mr. Stedman

(
Edinb . Med. Essays, vol. ii. p. 42) on the

er hand, has seen this dose produce strangury, bloody urine, sup-

ssion of this secretion, fever, thirst, and vomiting. These two cases,

vever, may be regarded as the opposite extremes
;
and, in general, we

y expect, from a medium dose, a feeling of heat in the stomach and
'• vels, accelerated peristaltic motion, increased frequency of pulse,

phoresis, diuresis, and sometimes irritation of the urinary organs,

casionally it provokes the catamenia.

In a large or maximum dose (f5iv. to f3ij.) its effects are not constant,

usually causes a sensation of abdominal heat, sometimes nauseates,

I I in general operates as a tolerably active purgative, without causing

/ unpleasant effects. I have given from one to two fluid ounces in a

isiderable number of cases of tape-worm, and never saw any ill conse-

ences therefrom. “ It has been given,” says Dr. Duncan, {Edinb.

spens.) even to the extent of four ounces in one dose, without any per-

otible bad effects, and scarcely more inconvenience than would follow

m an equal quantity of gin.” Cases are reported, however, in which
ias failed to produce purging, and in such it has acted most violently

the system, accelerating the pulse, depressing the muscular power,

1 giving rise to a disordered state of the intellectual functions, which
reral persons have compared to intoxication. A remarkable and well-

tailed instance of this occurred in the person of Dr. Copland, (Land

.

id. and Phys. Journ. vol. 40, p. 107), who refers the disorder of the
'ebral functions, in his case, to diminished circulation of blood in the
un

; while the gastric heat, &c. he ascribes to increased vascular
tivity in the abdominal region. The oil passed off most rapidly by the
in and lungs (principally by the latter), and the air of the apartment
came strongly impregnated with its effluvia. In some cases it has
used sleepiness. Purkinjc (quoted by Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzn.) ex-
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'

perienced this effect from one drachm of the oil. Dr. Duncan ha»)
sometimes seen it produce “ a kind of trance, lasting twenty-four hoursifc

without, however, any subsequent bad effect.” The same writer adds»i.

the “ largest dose I have known given has been three ounces, and with*,,

out injury.” A scarlet eruption is mentioned by Wibmer as being prot

duced in one case by an ounce of the oil.

Uses.—The following are the principal uses of oil of turpentine :

—

1. As an anthelmintic.— It is the most effectual remedy for tape-wort%\

we possess. It both causes the death of, and expels the parasite fron»

the body. To adults it should be given in doses of an ounce at least. I

have frequently administered an ounce and a half, and sometimes twJl

ounces. In no instance have I ever seen any ill effects arise from itf

use. Yet ocpasionally, as in Dr. Copland’s case, it fails to purge, bu»»

becoming absorbed, operates most severely on the system, causing disd

order of the cerebral functions. It is said to be more apt to act thus ini

persons of a frill and plethoric habit. To prevent these ill consequence#
an oleaginous purgative should be either conjoined with it, or given an

an interval of four or five hours after it. An excellent and safe methon
of employing it is to combiue it with a castor-oil emulsion. Chabert'i

empyreumatic oil (described at p. 235) used by Bremser {Traits sur l&\

Vers Intest. p. 488) against tape-worm, consists principally of oil qi

turpentine. A very effectual remedy for the small thread-vjorm (Ascari\

vermicularis) is the turpentine enema.
2. In Blennorrhcea.—Oil of turpentine sometimes checks or stops proi

fuse chronic discharges from the mucous membranes. It appears til

effect this by a topical influence over the capillary and secerning vessels*

in its passage through them out of the system. In many cases it woul i

appear to confine its operation to the production of an increase

tonicity in the vessels which pour out mucus
;
but in other instances

especially in blennorrhcea of the urinary apparatus, it seems to set up
new kind of irritation in the affected membrane, which supersedes thii

previously existing disease. Hence its use is not admissible in acute

recent affections of these tissues. In gonorrhoea and gleet I have frt

quently employed it as a substitute for balsam of copaiva with succes

In leucorrhoea it has occasionally proved serviceable. In catarrhi

vesicse or cystirrhcea it now and then acts beneficially, but it requires lit

be used in small doses and with great caution. In chronic pulmons

catarrh, either mucous or pituitous, it is said to have been employe!

with advantage. In chronic diarrhoea and dysentery it has proved ad

vantageous : in these cases it has a direct local action on the affectei

part, besides exerting its influence over this in common with otht

mucous membranes after its absorption.

3. In Haemorrhages.—In sanguineous exhalations, called hemorrhage*

from the mucous surfaces, oil of turpentine may, under some circuni

stances, act efficaciously. On the same principle that it checks excessin

secretion of mucus in catarrhal conditions of these tissues, so we ca

readily conceive it may stop the exhalation of blood. But it is onl|

admissible in cases of a passive or atonic character, in the absence

plethora and a phlogistic diathesis (Adair, Med. Facts and Obst

vol. iv. p. 25 ;
Copland, Lond. Med. and Phys. Journ. vol. xlvi. p. 1941

In purpura hemorrhagica it has been recommended as a purgative,

Dr. Whitlock Nichol (Ed. Med. and Surg. Journ. vol. xviii. p. 540|
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p Magee (ditto, vol. xxiv. p. 307), and others. I have seen it act inju-

L isly in this disease, while blood-letting has seemed to relieve.

. In Puerperal Fever.—The use of the oil of turpentine as a specific

this disease was introduced by Dr. Brenan of Dublin
(
Thoughts on

rrperal Fever, and its Cure by Spirits of Turpentine: Lond. 1814);

. strong testimonies were subsequently borne to its efficacy by several

hly respectable practitioners. Vide Bayle’s (.Bibl . Therap. t. iv.) Dr.

man gave one or two table-spoonfuls of the oil, every three or four

irs, in cold water, sweetened ; and applied flannel soaked in the oil, to

abdomen. But the apparent improbability of a stimulant like turpen-

j curing an inflammatory disease, has prevented many practitioners

cing any faith in it, or even giving it a trial. In other instances the

onqnerable aversion which patients have manifested to it, has pre-

led its repetition. Lastly, it has failed, in the hands of some of our

it accurate observers, to produce the good effects which Dr. Brenan
[ others have ascribed to it, and in some instances has appeared to

;ravate the malady. These reasons have been conclusive against its

ployment, at least in the way advised by Dr. Brenan. But there are

> valuable uses which may be made of turpentine, in puerperal fever :

nay be given in the form of clyster, to relieve a tympanitic condition

the intestines, and for this purpose no remedy perhapsus superior to

secondly, flannel soaked in the hot oil may be applied to the ab-

men, to cause rubefaction, as a substitute for a blister, to the employ

-

Qt .of which several objections exist.

>. In Ordinary Fever.—As a powerful stimulant in some forms of low
iT, oil of turpentine has been well spoken of by Dr. Holst {Hufeland's

i rn. Bd. 20, St. 2, S. 146), Dr. Chapman,
(
Elem . of Therap. vol. ii.

1*29, 4th ed.), Dr. Douglas
(
Dubl . Hosp. Rep. vol. iii.), and more re-

t'tly by Dr. Wood
(
North Amer. Med. and Surg. J.ourn+ April 1826).

len the skin is dry, the bowels flatulent, and ulceration of the mucous
imbrane suspected, it often proves most serviceable.

In Rheumatism.—In chronic rheumatism oil of turpentine has 'long

:n celebrated. Its beneficial influence depends on its stimulant and
phoretic operation, and is more likely to be evinced in old and debili-

3d persons. I have found medium doses occasionally succeed when
all ones had failed. But for the most part I have not met with that

:cess with it in chronic rheumatism, to induce me to place much con-
snce in it. In the form of liniment it has often proved serviceable.
1 . In Sciatica and other Neuralgic affections .—Oil of turpentine was
>posed as a remedy for sciatica by Drs. Pitcairn and G. Cheyne. Its

cacy was subsequently confirmed by Dr. Home {Clin. Experiments).
>re recently it has been extensively employed, and with great success,
France, in sciatica as well as in various other neuralgias (Martinet,
nd. Med. and Phys. Journ. March 1829

;
Bayle, Bibl. Therap. t. iv.)

4 it has proved more successful in those which affect the lower extrc-
hes. My own experience does not lead me to speak very favourably
}t. In a disease the pathology of which is so imperfectly understood
is that of neuralgia, it is in vain to attempt any explanation of the
thodus medendi of an occasional remedy for it. I have known oil of
"pentine now and then act most beneficially in sciatica, without giving
e to any remarkable evacuation by the bowels, skin, or kidneys, so
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that the relief could not be ascribed to a cathartic, a diaphoretic, or"
diuretic operation.

8. In Suppression of Urine.—I have seen oil of turpentine succeed i)

reproducing the urinary secretion when other powerful diuretics haIf I

failed.

9. In Infantile Diabetes.—Dr. Dewees
(
Treatise on the Phys. anft

Moral Treatm. of Childr.) has cured three cases of diabetes [?] in infantl|

under fifteen months old, “by keeping the bowels freely open, anil

putting a quantity of the spirits of turpentine upon the clothes of tlii
1
?

children, so as to keep them in a terebinthinate atmosphere.”

10. In Nephritic Diseases.—In some diseases of the kidneys, as ulcaf

ration, the use of oil of turpentine has been much extolled. It h^ 1 -

proved successful in renal hydatids (Bayle, op. cit.)

11. In Dropsy.—Oil of turpentine has occasionally proved serviceable^

in the chronic forms of this disease (see the authorities quoted by DW
Copland, Lond. Med. and Phys. Journ. vol. xlvi. p. 201). Its efficacfh

depends, in part, on its derivative operation as a stimulating diuretic!!*

and in part, as I conceive, on its powerful influence over the capillarjjFf

and secerning vessels, by which it exercises a direct power of checking
effusion. It is inadmissible, or is contraindicated, in dropsies acconip

panied with arterial excitement, or with irritation of stomach or of tbll

urinary organs. When the effusion depends on obstruction to thf*

return of venous blood, caused by the pressure of enlarged or indurate!#

viscera, tumors, &c. turpentine can be of no avail. But in the atonal

forms of dropsy, especially in leucophlegmatic subjects, attended witjgg

deficient secretion of the skin and kidneys, this oil is calculated to

of benefit. Dr. Copland (op. cit. p. 202) has used it in the stag

of turgescence, or invasion of acute hydrocephalus, as a drastic and da J

rivative.

12. In Spasmodic Diseases.—Oil of turpentine has been employe *

successfully in the treatment of epilepsy, by Drs. Latham, Young, E(f*

Percival, Lithgow, Copland, and Prichard (Copland’s Diet. ofPract. Mey.

p. 806). No benefit can be expected from this or any other medicuuj

when the disease depends on organic lesion within the osseous envelope

of the nervous centres. But when the disease is what Dr. Marshal

Hall terms centripetal or eccentric
,
(as the convulsion of infants fr^ 1

quently is), that is, takes its origin in parts distant from the cerebrd f

spinal axis, which becomes affected only through the incident or excite 1
1

nerves, we can easily understand that benefit may be obtained by th|

use of agents like this, which, while it stimulates the abdominal viscenl

operates as a cathartic and anthelmintic, and produces a derivative actio I

on the head. A more extended experience of its use in chorea, liysteru !
!

and tetanus, is requisite to enable us to speak with confidence of iU*

efficacy in these diseases, though a few successful cases have been pul ‘

fished (Copland, Lond. Med. and Phys. Journ. vol. xlvi. p. 199; Phillip-
1

Med.-Chir. Trans, vol. vi.
;
Elliotson, Lancet, May 1830 ;

Gibbon, Lont\\

Med. Gaz. vol. vii. p. 428).

13. In Inflammation of the Eye.—Mr. Guthrie (Lond. Med. Go* 1

vol. iv. p. 509) has employed oil of turpentine in inflammation of the m
J

and choroid coat, on the plan recommended by Mr. Hugh Carmicluu f

(loc. cit. vol. v. p. 836). In some cases, especially those of an arthntij]
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<

<

1

*

.re), it succeeded admirably ;
in others it was of little or no service,

as given in doses of a draclim, three times a day.

t. In Tympanites .—To relieve flatulent distension of the stomach

bowels, and the colic thereby induced, both in infants and adults,

f turpentine is a most valuable remedy. It should be given in full

- s, so as to act as a purgative; or when, from any circumstance, it

iot be exhibited by the mouth, it may be employed in the form of

ter. Dr. Kamsbotham (Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xvi. p. 118) speaks in

highest terms of the efficacy of oil of turpentine in the acute tympa-

; of the puerperal state, and thinks that most of the cases of the so-

>d puerperal fever, which yielded to this oil, were in fact cases of

e tympanites; and in this opinion he is supported by Dr. Marshall

1 ; j. In obstinate Constipation.—Dr. Kinglake {Lond. Med. and Phys.

, n. vol. xlvi. p. 272), in a case of obstinate constipation, with a

I

ianitic condition of the intestines, found oil of turpentine a success-

atliartic, after the ordinary means of treating these cases had been

luously tried in vain. Dr. Paris
(
Pharmacologia

)

also speaks highly

in obstinate constipation depending on affections of the brain.

5. To assist the passage of Biliary Calculi.—A mixture of three parts

1 huric ether and two parts oil of turpentine has been recommended
solvent for biliary calculi (Durande, Observ. sur I'Efficacite du Me-

te d'Ether sulph. et d'Huile volatile de Tertb. dans Coliques hepat.

uites par des Pierres Biliaires, 1790). But there is no foundation

i he supposition that the relief which may be obtained by the use of

i mixture in icterus and during the passage of a biliary calculus, de-

Ms on the dissolution of the latter.

/. As an External Remedy.—Oil of turpentine is employed externally,

rubefacient, in numerous diseases, on the principle of counter-irrita-

!
before explained (p. 45). Thus, in the form of liniment, it is used,

er hot or cold, in chronic rheumatism, sprains, sore throat, neuralgic

lions of the extremities, &c. In the form of fomentation the hot oil

ipplied to produce redness of the skin in puerperal peritonitis, as I

: already mentioned. As a powerful local stimulant, it was recom-
ided by Dr. Kentish {Essay on Burns

)
as an application to burns and

Is, his object being to restore the part gradually, not suddenly, to its

ral state, as in the treatment of a case of frost-bite. The practice is

! : successful when the local injury is accompanied with great consti-

|

tnal depression. I can bear testimony to its efficacy in such cases,

!
ng employed it in several most severe and dangerous burns with

happiest results. In that form of gangrene which is not preceded

lflammation, and is called dry or chronic, oil of turpentine may
; sionally prove serviceable, especially when the disease affects the

and feet of old people. There are many other topical uses to which
is been applied

; but as they are for the most part obsolete, at least

lis country, I omit any further mention of them. They are fully

;ed in the works of Voigtel {Arzneimittell. Bd. ii. S. 260) and Richter
'leimittell. Bd. ii. S. 74). Oil of turpentine is the principal ingre-
t in Whitehead's Essence of Mustard, which contains also camphor
a portion of the spirits of rosemary. St. John Long's liniment con-
°f od of turpentine and acetic acid, held in suspension by yolk of
(Dr. Macreight, Lancet fur 1837-8, vol. ii. p. 485).
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Administration.—When given as a diuretic, and to affect the capij

lary and secerning vessels (in catarrhal affections of the mucous meib
branes, dropsy, suppression of urine, hemorrhage, &c.) the dose is frotp;

6 or 8 minims to f5j.; as a general stimulant (in chronic rheumatisms
chorea, &c.) or to produce a change in the condition of the intestine

coats (in chronic dysentery), from f3j . to f3ij
. ; as an anthelmintic

tape-worm) or as a revulsive (in apoplexy, in epilepsy previous to M
expected paroxysm, &c.) from f*ss. to f'Sij. It may be taken floating

some aromatic water, to which some hot aromatic tincture, as tinctus|t

capsid, has been added
;
or it may be diffused through water by the

of mucilage or an emulsion
;
or it may be made into a linctus

honey or some aromatic syrup.

1. Enema Terebinthinae, L. E. D.; Clyster of Turpentine.—(Oil Ip

Turpentine, foj . ;
Yolk of Egg, q. s. “Rub them together, and acj.b

Decoction of Barley, fgxix.” L. The Edinburgh College substitiifci

Water for Barley Water. The Dublin College directs ^ss. of Commit
Turpentine to be rubbed with the Yolk of one Egg, and ten Oimces p
Water, of a temperature not exceeding 100oF., to be added.) Used:!*

an anthelmintic in ascarides
;
as an antispasmodic and purgative I i-

colic, obstinate constipation, and tympanites. Dr. Montgomery [Obse4 j

on the Dubl. Pharm.) says, “ it is much used in cases of peritoneal i t

flammation.”

2. Linimentum Terebinthinje, L.D.
;
LinimentumTerebinthinatum, r

(Soft Soap, gij.
;
Camphor, sj.; Oil of Turpentine, fsxvj. “ Shake th<

!

together until they are mixed,” L.— Resinous Ointment, siv. ;
Oil

Turpentine, f|v.
;
Camphor, oss. “ Melt the ointment, and gradual I

mix with it the camphor and oil, till a uniform liniment be obtained,” E.

Ointment of White Resin, lb. j. ;
Oil of Turpentine, Oss. “ Having meltj

the ointment, gradually mix the oil of turpentine with it, D.)—Introduce

by Dr. Kentish (Essay on Burns
)
as a dressing for bums and scal<)^

The parts being first bathed with warm oil of turpentine, alcohol,

camphorated spirit, are to be covered with pledgets of lint thickly sp:

with this liniment. When the peculiar inflammation, excited by the fij

has subsided, milder applications are then to be resorted to. This li

ment may also be used in any other cases requiring the employment o:

more stimulant application than the ordinary soap liniment.

III. Resince Terebinthince.—Terebinthinate Resins.

1. Resina, L. E. D.

—

Rosin or Common Resin.

Preparation.—This is the residue of the process for obtaining oil

turpentine. It is run, while liquid, into metallic receivers coated v

whiting to prevent adhesion, and from these is ladled into wood

moulds or casks. When the distillation is not earned too far, the p

duct contains a little water, and is termed yellow rosin (resina fsv

A more continued heat expels the water and produces transparent ros

and if the process be pushed as far as it can be, without producin

complete alteration of properties, the residue acquires a deep colour, a 1 1

is termed brown or black rosin or colophony [resina nigra seu colophonnn

If melted rosin be run into cold water contained in shallow tanks, an<

supply of cold water be kept up until the rosin has solidified, a p

yellow product is obtained, called Flocktons patent rosin.
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i'l ioperties.—Rosin is compact, solid, brittle, almost odourless and

tj less, with a smooth shining fracture, becomes electric by friction, is

f le at a moderate heat, decomposable at a higher temperature, yield-

i i
unong other products a volatile oil (Luscombe’s rosin oil

)

and an

mmable gas (Daniell’s rosin gas), and burning in the air with a

3Lw smoky frame. It is insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol,

Hr, and the volatile oils. With wax and the fixed oils it unites by

1 n; with the caustic alkalies it unites to form a resinous soap (the

l|Wine resinates, principally the pinates). Heated with concentrated

Mi huric or nitric acid mutual decomposition takes place.

-Mow rosin is opaque and yellow, or yellowish-white. Its opacity is

fcLg to water, with which it is incorporated. By continued fusion this

il t rid of, and the rosin then becomes transparent (transparent rosin),

mvn rosin or colophony is more or less brown and transparent,

li imposition.—Rosin is a compound or mixture of pinic acid (princi-

-) colophonic acid (variable in quantity), sylvic acid (a small quantity),

ei traces of an indifferent resin (Unverdorben, in Gmelin, Hand. d.

i
j.

i. ii. 520).

>1 : Pinic acid.—May be regarded as an oxide of oil of turpentine. It is soluble in

ci -Icoliol of sp. gr. (P883. Tbe solution forms a precipitate (pinate of copper) on
till Idition of an alcoholic solution of acetate of copper. Pinate of magnesia dissolves

M difficulty in water. Tbe ultimate composition of pinic acid (the essential con-

st’ nt of rosin) is as follows (Dumas, Traite de Chim. t. v. p. 686 :— »

Eq. Eq. wt. Per cent.

Carbon . .... 40 . . . . . 240 . . . . . 78-9

Hydrogen .... 32 . . . . . 32 . . . . . 10-5

Oxygen . .... 4 . . . . . 32 . . . . . 10-5

Pinic acid . . . 304 . . . . . 99-9

'olophonic acid .—Formed by the action of heat on pinic acid, and, therefore, the
i ity of it contained in rosin varies according to the heat employed. Rosin owes
twn colour to it. It is distinguished from pinic acid by its greater affinity for

1 hie bases, and its slight solubility in alcohol (Berzelius, Traite de Chim. t. v.

H Sylvie acid .—Is isomeric with pinic acid, from which it is distinguished by its in-
ility in cold alcohol of sp. gr. 0 883.

Indifferent resin .—Is soluble in cold alcohol, oil of petroleum, and oil of turpen-
It forms with magnesia a compound readily soluble in water.

iysiological Effects.

—

Not being used internally, its effects when
lowed are scarcely known. It is probable, however, that they are
e same kind as those of common turpentine, though very conside-
j slighter. In the horse it acts as a useful diuretic, in doses of five

x drachms (Youatt, The Horse
,
in the Libr. of Useful Knowl.) Its

influence is very mild. “ It may be considered,” says Dr. Maton
abert’s Pinus), “ as possessing astringency without pungency.”
SE *—Powdered rosin has been applied to wounds to check hemor-
e, and is occasionally used for this purpose in veterinary practice,
the principal value of rosin is in the formation of plasters and oint-
ts, to which it communicates great adhesiveness and some slightly
ulant properties.

CeratumResinje, L., Unguentum Resinosum,E
.,
Unguentum Resina:

’ YfUow Basilican or Basilicon Ointment
,
offre.— (Resin

;
Wax, of

’ lb. j.; Olive Oil, fjxvj. Melt the Resin and the Wax together
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.
i

with a slow fire
;
then add the Oil, and press the Cerate, while ]f<

through a linen cloth, L. The Edinburgh College orders of Resin
,

Axunge, $viij., Bees’ wax, 3ij. Melt them together with a gentle h<

and then stir the mixture briskly while it cools and concretes.

Dublin College directs of Yellow Wax, lb. j., White Resin, lb. ij.,prepa .

Hogs’ Lard, lb. iv. Make an ointment, which, while yet hot, should

|

strained through a sieve).—A mildly stimulant, digestive, and detergj

application to ulcers which follow burns, or which are of afoul and irJJ

lent character, and to blistered surfaces to promote a discharge.

2. Emplastrum Resinas, L., Emplastrum Resinosum
,
E., Emplashrkt

Lithargyri cum Resina
,
D.—Has been already described, p. 521.

2. Rix burgun dica, E. D.

—

Burgundy Pitch.

Pix abietina, L .

J

Preparation.—True Burgundy pitch is prepared by melting comnjL

frankincense
(
Abietis resina,E., Thus

,
D.) in hot water, and strains

j

through a coarse cloth. By this process part of the volatile oil and

impurities are got rid of. The substance sold as Burgundy pitchy;

the shops is rarely prepared in this way, but is fictitious. Its princilj

.

constituent is rosin, rendered opaque by the incorporation of water, at

coloured by palm oil. One maker of it informed me that he prepajj

it from old and concrete American turpentine.

Properties.—Genuine Burgundy pitch is hard, brittle when cold,

'

readily taking the form of the vessel in which it is kept. It softens|

the heat of the hand, and strongly adheres to the skin. Its colouij

yellowish white ;
its odour is not disagreeable

;
its taste slightly bit

Fictitious Burgundy pitch is usually of a fuller yellow colour than

genuine, and has a somewhat less agreeable odour.

Composition.—Consists of resin principally, and a small quantity

volatile oil.

Physiological Effects.—Its effects are similar to those of the ot

terebinthinate resins. In activity it holds an intermediate station betw

common turpentine and rosin, being considerably less active than

first, and somewhat more so than the last of these substances. Its 1

action is that of a mild irritant. In some persons it excites a troubleso

vesiculo-pustular inflammation (Rayer, Treat, on Diseases of the S.

by Dr. Willis, p. 366).
* Uses.—It is employed as an external agent only, spread on lead

forming the well-known Burgundy pitch plaster
(
emplastrum picis b

gundicae), which is applied to the chest in chronic pulmonary complaii

to the loins in lumbago, to the joints in chronic articular affections, ^ h

to other parts to relieve local pains of a rheumatic character. It acts

a counter-irritant or revulsive.

Emplastrum Picis, L. E.—Burgundy Pitch, lb. ij.
;
Resin of

Spruce Fir, [Thus] lb. i.
;
Resin ; Wax, of each, *iv.

;
Expressed

of Nutmeg, 3j. ;
Olive Oil; Water, of each, fsij. Add first the R

of the Spruce Fir, then the Oil of Nutmegs, the Olive Oil, and

Water, to the Pitch, Resin, and Wax, melted together. Lastly, ip

them all, and boil down to a proper consistence.

—

L. The formifffj

the Edinburgh College is as follows Burgundy Pitch, lb. iss. ;
K*

and Wax, of each, 3ij.
;
Oil of Mace, *ss.

;
Olive Oil, f3j

;
Water,

Liquify the Pitch, Resin, and Wax, with a gentle heat ;
add the ot



—
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,j les ;
mix them well together, and boil till the mixture acquires a

ii er consistence). Stimulant and rubefacient used in the same cases

A le simple Burgundy Pitch.

IV. Fix liquida and Fix solida—Tar and Pitch.

1. Fix liquida
,
L. E. D.— Vegetable Tar.

ij •[story.—This is the Arra of Theophrastus (Hist. Plant, lib. ix.

< ii. & iii), the n'ur<ra vypa (liquid pitch), or of Dioscorides (lib. 1,

(j
xciv.), and the pix liquida of Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib. xxiv. cap. 24,

2 /alp.)

ii : x e paration.—The process now followed seems to be identical with

ii practised by the Macedonians, as described by Theophrastus. It is

i;j id of distillatio per descensum of the roots and other woody parts of

i«t .lines. As now carried on in Bothnia, it is thus described by Dr.

Eke (Travels in Scandinavia
,
part 3, p. 251) :

—“ The situation most

ii irable to the process is in a forest near to a marsh or bog, because

ti -oots of the fir, from which tar is principally extracted, are always
si productive in such places. A conical cavity is then made in the

( nd (generally in the side of a bank or sloping hill)
;
and the roots of

S

ir, together with logs and billets of the same, being neatly trussed in

ck of the same conical shape, are let into this cavity.' The whole
en covered with turf, to prevent the volatile parts from being dissi-

!:1, which, by means of a heavy wooden mallet and a wooden
— per, worked separately by two men, is beaten down, and rendered as

ll as possible about the wood. The stack of billets is then kindled,

Sa x slow combustion of the fir takes place, without fiame, as in working
w 3oal. During this combustion the tar exudes, and a cast-iron pan
fug at the bottom of the funnel, with a spout which projects through
wide of the bank, barrels are placed beneath this spout to collect the

as it comes away. As fast as the barrels are filled, they are

fl ;ed, and ready for immediate exportation.”— See also Duhamel’s
w te des Arbres.)

H )Mmerge.—Tar is brought to this country in barrels, each holding
fk gallons: twelve barrels constitute a last. The quantities imported

q
e years 1830 and 1831, were as follows.

—

(Parliamentary Return of
>rts and Exports for 1830 and for 1831) :

—

Countriesfrom whence imported.

pssia

eden

rway
nmark
rmany

I ited States of America
I ss of Guernsey, Jersey, Alderney, and

Vlan (Foreign Goods)

Total

1830. 1831.

Lasts. Barrels. Lasts. Barrels.

9,675 6 7,779 6
580 8 1,086 l

88 7 22 6
307 7 439 9
17 6 — •

1,521 7 1,243 2

14 8 1 0

12,206 1 10,572 0

Roperties. It is a dark brown, viscid, semi-liquid substance, which
en-es during a long period its softness. It is soluble in alcohol,
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ether, and the oils both fixed and volatile. Submitted to distillation,,-

yields an acid liquor (pyroligneous acid), and a volatile oil
(oil of tan

the residue in the still is pitch. Oil of tar is brownish, and consia
of oil of turpentine, impregnated with pyrogenous oil and resin.

Composition.—Vegetable tar consists of several pyrogenous resin*

combined with acetic acid
,
of colophony

,
oil of turpentine, and pyrogenmM

oil. The liquidity of tar is owing to the two last-mentioned constituent
which hold the resins in solution (Berzelius, Traite de Chim. t. it

p. 680).

Physiological Effects.—The effects of tar are analogous to those ^
turpentine, but modified by the presence of acetic acid and the py4f|

genous products. Locally it acts as a stimulant, and, when applied

chronic skin diseases and indolent ulcers, it frequently induces a salutan !

change in the action of the capillary and secerning vessels, evinced L
the improved quality of the secretions, and the rapid healing of the sor«f

In such cases it is termed detergent, digestive, or cicatrisant. Sw* J

lowed, it acts as a local irritant and stimulant, becomes absorbed,

stimulates the secreting organs, especially the kidneys, on which .

operates as a diuretic. Slight (Wibmer, Wirk d. Arzneim
,
Bd. iv. S. 211

states that a sailor swallowed a considerable quantity of liquid t;
1

which caused vomiting, great lassitude, and violent pain in bowels ai:

kidneys. The mane was red, and, as well as the other evacuations, h

the odour of tar. The head and the pulse were unaffected.- T!

vapour of tar, inhaled, acts as a stimulant and irritant to the bronclr

membrane, the secretion of which it promotes.

Uses.—Tar is rarely employed internally. It has, however, b

administered in chronic bronchial affections, and in obstinate

diseases.

The inhalation of tar vapour was recommended by Sir Alexan

Crichton (
Pract . Observ. on the Treatm. and Cure of several varieties

Pulm. Consump. and on the Effects of the Vapour of boiling Tar in t

Disease, 1823) in phthisis; but at best it can prove only a palliative,

it frequently, perhaps generally, fails to act even thus, and in some c;

occasions a temporary increase of cough and irritation (Dr. Fork

Transl. of Laennec’s Treat, on Diseases of Chest, p. 365). In cliro:

laryngeal, and bronchial affections, it has more chance of doing go

(Trousseau and Pidoux, Traite de Therap. t. i. p. 459). The mode of usi"

tar fumigation I have before described (p. 51).

Applied externally tar is used in various forms of obstinate s

diseases, especially those which affect the scalp, lepra, &c.

Administration.—Internally, tar is administered in the form of p

made up with wheat flour, or in that of electuary, with sugar. It n

be taken to the extent of several drachms daily.

1. Aqua Picis liquidje ,
D., Tar Water.—(Tar, Oij.

;
Water, Cong

Mix, stirring with a stick for a quarter of an hour
;
then, as soon as

tar subsides, strain the liquor, and keep it in well-stopped jars),

water has the colour of Madeira wine, and a sharp empyreumatic

It consists of water holding in solution acetic acid, and pyrogenous

and resin. Notwithstanding the high eulogies passed on it by

Berkeley (Siris : A Chain of Phil. Reflex, and Inq. concern. Tar Wat

tar water is now rarely employed. It is occasionally administere

chronic, catarrhal, and nephritic complaints, to the extent of one or
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ifj its daily. As a wash in chronic skin diseases, especially those affect-

r the scalps of children, I have frequently seen it used, and sometimes

I th apparent benefit.

>. TJnguentum Picis LIQUIDM, L.E.U.; Tar Ointment.—(Tar, Mutton

|
©t, of each, lb. j. Melt them together, and press through a linen cloth

[i l sieve, D.] The Edinburgh College takes live ounces of Tar, and two

n| ices of Bees’ Wax ;
and having melted the wax with a gentle heat,

’s the tar, and stirs the mixture briskly, while it concretes on cooling),

principal use is as an application to ring-worm of the scalp and
led head ;

in which it sometimes succeeds, but more frequently fails,

ure. It is now and then applied to foul ulcers.

. Oleum Picis liquidje
(
Oleum Pini rubrum; Oil of Tar).—This is

lined by distillation from tar. It is a reddish, limpid fluid, having
odour of tar. By re-distillation it may be rendered colourless, and

1 becomes very similar to oil of turpentine. It is occasionally used

n application to ring-worm of the scalp and scalled head. Swallowed
large dose it has proved fatal (.Lancet for March 8th, 1884).

which, he says, some call TraXip-KLaaa {pitch boiled again).

reparation.—When vegetable tar is submitted to distillation, an

residuum in the still is pitch (Pix nigra
,
L.)

roperties.—At ordinary temperatures it is a black solid, having a

liant fracture. It softens at 99° F. and melts in boiling water. It

olves in alcohol and in solutions of the alkalies and of the alkaline

»onates.

omposition.—Pitch is composed of pyrogenous resin and colophony

;

principally ofpyretine (Berzelius, Traitc de Chim. t. vi. p. 680).

hysiological Effects.—Made into pills with flour or any farina-

is substance, pitch may be taken to a great extent, not only without

ry, but with advantage to the general health. It affords one of the

t effectual means of controlling the languid circulation, and the inert

arid condition of the skin (Bateman, Synopsis of Cutaneous Diseases
,

3, 6th ed.) As a local remedy it possesses great adhesiveness, and
n applied to wounds and ulcers acts as a stimulant and digestive.

ses.—Bateman {op. cit.) speaks favourably of the internal use of pitch

hthyosis. It lias been employed also in other obstinate skin diseases,

the principal us'e of pitch is in the form of ointment, as an applica-

to cutaneous affections of the scalp.

dministration.—Dose from grs. x. to 5j. made into, pills with flour,

unpleasant pitchy flavour of the pills is materially diminished by
>ing them for some time.

nguentum Picis nigrae, L.
;
Unguentum Basilicum nigrum vel Tetra-

'rnacum.—(Black Pitch, Wax, Resin, of each Six. ;
Olive Oil, fSxvj.

t them together, and press through a linen cloth). Stimulant and
stive

; used in the obstinate cutaneous eruptions of the seal]). (Vide
uentum Picis liquidee.)

2. Pix nigra, L.

—

Black Pitch.

Pix arida, E.

[istory.—This is the Tzlana Enpa {dry pitch) of Dioscorides (lib. i. cap.

L liquor {pyroligneous acid) and a volatile oil {oil of tar) pass over

;
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Junip'erus communis, Linn. L. E. T>.~The Common Juniper.

Sex. Syst. Dioecia, Monadelphia.

(Caeumina
;
Fructus, L. Cacumina

;
Fructus

;
Oleum, E. Cacumina

;
Baccae, D.

History.—It is very questionable whether this shrub is mentioned
in the Old Testament, though its name occurs in several places (JolJ),

ch. xxx. v. 4, 1 Kings, ch. xix. v. 4, in our translation). The fruit, caller’’]

by the Greeks apicevdlg
?
and used by Hippocrates in some disorders o|

females, was the produce of a species of Juniperus ; either J. communis)

which Dr. Sibthorpe
(
Prod. FI. Grcecee) found growing on Olympus anM

Athos
;
or J. Phoenicia, which is very common in Greece and the islandj

1

of the Archipelago, and whose fruit is yellowish, but has the size, formLj

and powers of that of the common juniper.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Dioecious, rarely monoecious. Males:— Catkin

ovate; the scales verticillate, peltato-pedicellate. Anthers four to eight).'

unilocular. Females

:

— Catkins globose
;
the three concave scales united,;

Stigma gaping. Galbulus, composed of the united and fleshy scale.4®!

and containing three triquetrous, osseous seeds.

Sp. Char.—Leaves three in a whorl, mucronate, spreading or imbrr fi

cated, longer than the galbulus.

A bushy shrub. Leaves evergreen, numerous, linear, pungent, glaucoi }

on the upper side, dark green beneath. Flowers axillary, sessile, small £-

the males discharging a copious cloud of yellow pollen: females greei
5

on scaly stalks. Fruit commonly called a berry, but is in -reality tha
t

kind of cone, called by botanists a galbulus, which has fleshy, coalescer
^

carpella, whose heads are much enlarged. It requires two seasons u

arrive at maturity.

1Two varieties (some botanists consider them to be distinct species) are described. u
a. J. cmmunis, Smith.

—

Stem erect. Leaves spreading'. Fruit scarcely more tbJi
half the length of the leaves.

p. J. nana, Smith.

—

Stem procumbent. Leaves imbricated. Fruit nearly as lon(tJ

as the leaves.

Hab.—North of Europe. Indigenous, growing on hills and head

downs, especially where the soil is chalky. It flowers in May.
Description.—In this country the fruit and tops, on the continc

the ivood also, are officinal.

Juniper berries ibaccce juniperi), as the dried fruit of the shops

commonly termed, are about the size of a pea, of a blackish-purple colo

covered by a glaucous bloom. They are marked— superiorly, with at

radiate groove, indicating the adhesion of the succulent carpella—in

riorly, with the bracteal scales, which assume a stellate form. They conta

three seeds. Their taste is sweetish, with a terebinthinate flavou

their odour is agreeable and balsamic. Juniper tops (cacumina sea stn

mitates juniperi) have a bitter, terebinthinate flavour, and a balsam

odour. Juniper wood {lignum junipeH) is obtained either from the ste

or root
;

it evolves a balsamic odour in burning, and, by distillation "i

water, yields volatile oil. On old stems there is sometimes found a r

sinous substance [resina juniperi ; sandaraca germanica).

Commerce.—Juniper berries are imported in bags and barrels fr°
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j

tterclam, Hamburgh, Leghorn, Trieste, and other European ports. In
1 -}S, duty (2s. per cwt .) was paid on 5896 civts.

|
Composition.—Juniper berries were analyzed in 1822 by Trommsdorf

i t
nelin’s Hcinclb. d. Chem. ii. 1330) ;

and in 1831 by Nicolet (Thomsons

j. Chem. p. 899). Trommsdorf obtained volatile oil TO, wax 4 -

0,

j -n 10‘0, a 'peculiar species of sugar with acetate and malate of lime

|»8, gum with salts of potash and lime 7'0, lignin 35‘0, water 12’9,

11 cess S‘7).

. Oil of Juniper (Oleum Juniperi) ma y be obtained by submitting the fruit, tops, or

d, to distillation with water. The full-grown green fruit yields more than the ripe

: ;
for, in the act of ripening, a portion of the oil becomes converted into resin. It

mpid, transparent, nearly colourless, and lighter than water. It has the odour of

fruit and an aromatic, balsamic taste. It dissolves with difficulty in alcohol,

trding to Blanchet, it consists of two isomeric bils : one colourless, and more volatile

;

cond coloured, and less volatile. The composition of oil of juniper is analogous to

i of oil of turpentine, being CHo H8
.

Resin .— Is green, according to Trommsdorf. Nicolet obtained it in the crystal-

1 state, and found it to consist of C 5 H 2 O 1
.

Wax .—Is brittle. Consists, according to Nicolet, of C 13 H8i O4
.

Sugar .— Is crystallizable, and analogous to grape sugar, according to Trommsdorf.
Nicolet describes it as being like molasses.

’hysiological Effects.—Juniper berries and tops are analogous in

t r operation to the terebinthinate substances. Three .ounces of the

i lies act on the larger herbivorous animals as a diuretic (Moiroud,

H \rm. Veter.) On man, also, these fruits operate on the urinary organs,

noting the secretion of urine, to which they communicate a violet

I imr (Cargillus, in Ray, Hist. Plant, t. ii. p. 1412). In large doses, they

B • ision irritation of the bladder and heat in the urinary passages.

f|’> (Murray, App. Med.) says, their continued use causes bloody urine,

fry promote sweat, relieve flatulency, and provoke the catamenia.

|

i ir activity is principally dependent on the volatile oil which they

Bvam; and which, according to Mr. Alexander’s experiments
(
Exper .

ays, p. 149, 1768), is, in doses of four drops, the most powerful of all

diuretics (see his Table
,
at p. 94).

i ses.—Juniper berries or oil are but little used in medicine. They
be employed either alone or as adjuncts to other diuretic medicines,

ropsical disorders indicating the employment of renal stimuli. Van
ten (Commentaries

,

Eng. eel. 12
mo

. vol. xii. p. 431) speaks favourably

icir use in mild cases of ascites and anasarca. In some affections of
urino-genital apparatus, juniper may be employed with advantage.

- s, in mucous discharges (as gonorrhoea, gleet, leueorrhcea, and cys-

cea), it maybe used under the same regulations that govern the

loyment of copaiva and the terebinthinates. Hecker (
Anweisung d.

r. Krankh. quoted by Voigtel, Arzneim. Bd. 2, Abt. 2, S. 510) praised

i1 the first stage of gonorrhoea.
iniper has been advised in some other diseases, but I do not think it

ssary to enumerate them. (Consult on this subject Vogt, Lehrb. d.

rmakoilyn. ; Richter, Arzneirnittell ; and Sundelin, Spec. Heilmittell).

dminuh'iiation.—The dose of the berries is one or two drachms
rated with sugar. The infusion (prepared with an ounce of the
les and a pint of boiling water) is a more convenient mode of exlii-

i

'n
> the dose is f^iv. every four hours.
Oleum Juniperi, L. E. D.—The mode of preparing and the pro-

-
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parties of this oil have been already noticed. It is, perhaps, the bei

form for exhibiting juniper. The dose is two to six drops, either in tli

form of pill, or diffused through water bv the aid of sugar and mucilagl
|

2. Spiritus Juniperi compositus, 1j. E. D.—(Juniper berries, bruisejl

5xv. [lb. j. E. D.]; Caraway, bruised; Fennel bruised, of each, J
[Siss. E. D .] ;

Proof Spirit, Cong.j. [Ovij. E .] ; Water, Oij. [as much
may be convenient, D.] Mix ; then, with a slow fire, let a gallon distil, JOj

The Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges order the fruit to be macerated
the spirit [for two days, E . ;

for twenty-four hours, D.], the water then

added, and [seven pints, E., a gallon, D. of] the spirit distilled). Tli; \

preparation, when sweetened, may be regarded as an officinal substituijju

for genuine Hollands and English Gin, both of which compounds ajjh

flavoured with juniper. It is used as an adjunct to diuretic mixturajb

The dose is f3 ij . to fsiv.

Juniperus Sabina, Linn. L. E. D.—Common Savin.

Sex. Syst. Dioecia, Monadelphia.

(Cacumina recentia et exsiccata, L. Tops, E. Folia, D.)

J

History.— This is the fipaOvg of Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. 104), tin

sabina of Pliny, {Hist. Nat. lib. xxiv. cap. 61, ed.Valp.) Both theci

writers notice the two varieties of this plant.

Botany. Gen. Char .
—Vide Juniperus communis.

Sp. Char.—Leaves ovate, convex, densely imbricated, erect, deerm

rent, opposite
;
the oppositions pyxidate {Bot. Gall.)

A small, bushy shrub. Branches closely inverted by the very smaji

glandular leaves. Galbulus round, purple, somewhat smaller than thp

of Juniperus communis.

Two varieties are distinguished (Nees and Eberm. Handb.) :

—

a. J. Sabina cupressina.— Leaves acute, more spreading-, three lines long.

&. J. Sabina tamariscifolia.—Leaves shorter, almost appressed and obtuse.

Hab.—Midland and southern parts of Europe
;
Asiatic Russia. Ci) ;)

tivated in gardens in this country. Flowers in April.

Description.—The officinal parts of the plant are the tops (cacuminm

summitates), which consist of the young branches with their attacbjl

leaves. They have in the fresh state {cacumina recentia) a strong, ]]*'

culiar, heavy odour, especially when rubbed ;
and a nauseous, resinotp

*

bitter taste. The dried tops {cacumina exsiccata) are yellowish-gretj* t

and less odorous than the fresh ones.

Composition.—Some experiments on the composition of savin w# J

made by Berlisky ( Trommsdorf's Joum. viii. 1.94). In 1837 an analyjb

of this plant was made by a young chemist of the name of Gardes {Joum

de Chim. Med. t. iii. p. 331, 2 ,ldc Ser). The constituents are Volatile

Resin
,
Gallic acid, Chlorophylle. Extractive

,
Lignin

,
and Salts of Lime

‘

Oil of Savin {Oleum Sabina
t)

is obtained by submitting the fresh tops to diMillation
«'

water. It is a limpid, almost colourless liquid, having the unpleasai^Bknir of

• i . , T a ... ... A.m /; T a .

ufifrH
plant, and a bitter, acrid taste. Its sp. gr. is 0 915. Its composition J^ialogou*

that of oil of turpentine, being C 10 II 8 .

Chemical Characteristics.—An aqueous infusion of savin is }
1

lowish, has the odour and bitter taste of the herb, and forms a solu

green compound {gallate ? of iron

)

on the addition of sesquichloi

J \
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iron, but is unchanged by a solution of gelatin. Oxalate of ammonia
ises in the infusion a white precipitate (oxalate of lime). Alcohol

piires a green colour when digested with the tops
;
on the addition of

ter to the alcoholic tincture some resin is separated. By distillation

li water both the fresh and dried tops (but especially the first) yield

atile oil.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On animals .—Savin acts on animals as

acrid poison. Oj*fila ( Toxicol. Gen.) applied two drachms of the

vder to an incised wound in the leg of a dog
;
inflammation and infil-

;ion of the limb took place, and death occurred in about thirty-six

irs. Four drachms introduced into the stomach of a dog, and the

ophagus tied, caused death in thirteen hours
;
the stomach was bright

,
and the rectum a little inflamed. Orfila infers that its effects depend

acipally on its absorption, and its action on the nervous system, the

flhun, and the stomach. A drachm of oil of savin was given by Ilille-

d (Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzneim. u. Gifte,
Bd. iii. II. 1, p. 191) to a cat.

caused a flow of saliva, anxiety, frequent discharge of urine, dulness,

f nbling, and, in an hour and a quarter, bloody urine. The animal

ing been strangled, the bladder was found contracted, with some
.gulated blood contained in its cavity.

b.) On man.—Oil of savin, the active principle of the herb, is a

rerful local irritant. When applied to the skin, it acts as a rubefacient

. vesicant. On wounds and ulcers, its operation is that of an acrid (not

mical) caustic. Swallowed in large doses, it occasions vomiting,

ging, and other symptoms of gastro-intestinal inflammation. In its

ration on the system generally, it is powerfully stimulant. “ Savin,”

3 Simdelin
(
Heilmittellehre

,
Bd. ii. S. 180, Auf. 3 tte

),
“ operates not

rely as irritants generally do, as a stimulant to the arterial system,

it also eminently heightens the vitality of the venous system, the

ulation in which it quickens. It next powerfully stimulates the ab-

ting vessels and glands, the serous, the fibrous, and the mucous mem-
5, and the skin. It operates as a specific excitant and irritant on

• kidneys, and yet more obviously on the uterus. The increased secre-

of bile and the augmented volume of the liver, both of which
ditions have sometimes been observed after the copious and long-

linued use of savin, appear to be connected with its action on the

ous system.” Mohrenheim (Murray, App. Med. vol. i. p. 59) men-
s the case of a woman, 30 years of age, who swallowed an infusion

^avin to occasion abortion. Violent and incessant vomiting was in-

ed. After some days she experienced excruciating pains, which
e followed by abortion, dreadful hemorrhage from the uterus, and

1
tli- On examination, the gall-bladder was found ruptured, the bile

sed in the abdomen, and the intestines inflamed. The popular

[

on of its tendency to cause abortion, leads, on many occasions, to
‘ improper use of savin

;
and the above is not a solitary instance of the

l confluences thereof. A fatal case of its use as an emmenagogue is

'rde(B^H)r. Dewees
(Compend. Syst. of Midwifery , pp. 133-4). That

ay frequently fail to provoke premature labour is shewn by the case,
ted by Fodere [Med. Ley.), of a woman, who, in order to produce abor-
> t°°k every morning, for twenty days, one hundred drops of this
and yet went her full time, and brought forth a living child. It
lit to be well known that in those cases in which it may succeed in
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causing miscarriage, it can only do so at the risk of the woman’s life
|

Vogt (Pharma/codign.) says that it has a tendency to induce an apot

plectic state in the foetus. ' The emmenagogue power of savin is fullu

established. Perhaps the observations of Home
(
Clinic . Experiments*

p. 419) are the most satisfactory of any on this subject, confirmed a»

they are by the reports of many other accurate observers.

Uses.—Savin is not much used internally
;
but, in cases of amenorrliceit

and chlorosis, depending on or accompanied by a torpid condition ot

deficient action of the uterine vessels, it may be given as a powerful

uterine stimulant. In such cases it proves a most efficient remedy
According to my own observation, it is the most certain and powerful

emmenagogue of the whole materia medica. My experience of itl
1

therefore, confirms the statements of Home {Clin. Experiments). Thougl)!

I have employed it in numerous cases, I never saw any ill effects resull
J

from its administration. Of course its use is contra-indicated wheru

irritation of the uterus, or indeed of any of the pelvic viscera, exists.

In chronic rheumatism, with a languid circulation in the extreme vesj?

t. ij;sels, Chapman (
Elem . of Therap.) speaks in very high terms of it

has been used as an anthelmintic. i

As a topical agent, savin is frequently employed, mostly in the form cp i

the cerate, to make perpetual blisters. Equal parts of savin and veijf

digris, in powder, form one of the most efficacious applications for thj*

removal of venereal warts. The powder, an infusion, or the expressed

juice of the plant, is occasionally applied to warts, to old and indoled

ulcers, and in cases of psora and tinea.

Administration.—By drying, savin loses part of its volatile oil, ant

lienee the powder is not the best preparation of it. It is, however, soruajj

times given in doses of from five to fifteen grains. A decoction an!,

extract are also objectionable preparations, on account of the lies I

employed in making them. An infusion may be prepared by digestin

3i. of the fresh herb in l’^viii. of boiling water : the dose is one or tw

table-spoonfuls. The oil is by far the most convenient and certain pr<.

paration of savin, and is the one which 1 always employ. A conserve <

the fresh leaves is sometimes used.

1 . OleumSabinje ,
E . D .—(Obtained by distillation oftlie tops ofsavin

Its properties have been already noticed. The dose, as an emmen;

gogue, is from two to six drops, diffused in a mucilaginous or oleaginoi

mixture.

2. Ceratum Sabinje, L.E.; Unguentum Sabinre, D.—(Savin [fresh,

the leaves stripped from their stalks, D.], bruised, lb. i. [lb. ss., JD .] ;
"W a

lb. ss.
;
Lard, lbs. ii. Mix the savin in the lard and wax melted M

getlier, then press through a linen cloth. The Edinburgh and Dubh

colleges boil them [in the lard only, D . ]
together, until the leaves

crisp). The boiling is considered objectionable on account of the 1<>

of a portion of the oil. The colour of this cerate should be fine grec:

and its odour that of the plant. Savin cerate is used as a ffi'essing

blistered surfaces, to produce what is termed a perpetual blister. H

preferred to the ceratum cantharidis as being less acrid, and not liable

cause strangury. It is sometimes applied to seton tapes, to increase t

discharge from setons.
• • i fin

Antidotes.— In a case of poisoning by savin herb or its oil, the nr

indication is to remove the poison from the stomach and bowels. OpiA
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ul demulcent drinks should then be given. The warm bath maybe
Ivantageously employed. Bloodletting should be resorted t ), if the

dammatory symptoms indicate, and the condition of system permit, it.

Other Medicinal Products of Conferee.

The .leaf-buds of the Norway Spruce Fir (gemmae seu turiones ahietis), and the same

rts of the Silver Fir (gemmae seu turiones pini), are used, on the continent, in the

rin of decoction or beer; or, with the woods of guaiacum and sassafras, and juniper

cries, in the form of tincture (tinctura pini composita, Pb. Bor.) They are employed

s scorbutic, rheumatic, and gouty complaints.

Essence of Spruce (essentia abietis seu essentia pini) is prepared by boiling the voting

os of some coniferous plant (in America, those of Abies nigra or Black Spruce

,

; used) in water, and concentrating the decoction by evaporation. “ It is a thick

uid, having the colour and consistence of molasses, with a bitterish, acidulous, as-

ngeut taste” (.
United States Dispensatory). It is used in the preparation of spruce

r.

' Spruce Beer (cerevisia abietis seu cerevisia pini) is thus prepared :
—“ Take of Essence

'Spruce, half a pint j Pimento, bruised; Ginger, bruised; Hops, of each, four
rices

;

Water, three gallons. Boil for five or ten minutes
;
then strain, and add, of

rm Water, eleven gallons j Yeast, a pint

;

Molasses, six pints. Mix, and allow the

xture to ferment lor twenty-four hours” ( United States Dispensatory). It is soine-

; les taken as an agreeable and wholesome drink in summer. It is diuretic and anti-

irbutic, and is, in consequence, employed in long sea-voyages as a preventive of

Irv7- .... . . .

* .

Tuniperus virginiana, Linn., the Red Cedar
,

is used in the United States as a sub-

:ute for savin.

The resin called sandarach (sandaraca), or gum juniper (gummi juniperi), is imported Ty
m Moyadore. It is the produce of Callitris quadrivalvis, Vent. (Thuja artAfulfr'td,

- sf.) Though sold by chemists and apothecaries, it is not employed in uj®iciue.

is used in the manufacture ol varnishes. Its powder is pounce. \ j

Order 22. Balsama'cal, Lindley.—The Liquidam'bar Tr

Balsa.miflu.-e, Blume .

Though this order yields no officinal substance contained in the British pharma-
• iceias, yet the two balsamic oleo-resins, liquidambar and liquid stornx (especially the

ter), are frequently met with in the shops, and. therefore, require to he noticed.

I. Balsam of Liquidambar (Balsamum liquidambar, T. W. C. Martius; Liquid-

bar, Guibourt; Copalm balsam).—This is procured in Mexico and Louisiana by
' kiny incisions into the stern of Liquidam 1bar Styraci'flua. The liquid balsam
dd liquidambar, or til of liquidambar, Guib.) is transparent, amber-yeliow, has th

•isisteuce ol a thick oil, a balsamic odour, and an aromatic, acrid, bitter taste. Thui a. Lilian, uii, a udiaaniic uuour, auu an aromatic, aenu, uutci
^

id balsam {soft or white liquidambar, Guibourt; white balsam of Peru, Auctor.) is a
* - ,

’ J M --
to concrete turpentine. Itst, almost opaque, solid, very similar m appearance „„

•ur is similar to, though weaker, than the liquid balsam. Its taste is balsamic and
eetish. Bonastre analyzed a very fluid sample, recently received from America, and
"d it to consist of

—

Volatile oil 70, semi concrete matter 11*1, benzoic acid I’O,

'stalline matter soluble in water and alcohol 5 3, yellow colouring matter 2 -05,
o resin 49 0 , styracin 24-0, loss 0 55. The volatile oil consists, according to

:,| ry, of CIO H7. St
ehol, and composed,
uidambar are similar
s from ten to twenty grains.
2. Liquid Balsam of Storax (Styrax liquidus, officin).—This is said to be procured
in the Liquidambar Altingia, Illume, {Altingia excelsa, Norouha), a native of’ Java,
e

.

le 11 is called Ras sama-la ( Rasarnalla or Rosa mallas, Auct.) But, on referring to
jooks of a wholesale druggist, I find that all the storax (liquid and solid), which

* >cen imported into this country during the last seven years, came from Trieste;
n>m this circumstance Dr. Lindley suspects that the liquid storax of the shops is'

produce of Liquidambar oricntulc, a native of Cyprus, and other pai ls of the cast of

i u-om -w t Vj lU.io v JLIlt/ v UldlllC III I DDUoiotOj uuvui
7

. Styracin is a fusible, crystalline substance, soluble in boiling

posed, according to Henry, of C 11 LI 5 02. The effects and uses of

milar to those of other balsamic substances (vide p. 74). The dose of
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Europe; but there is no reason to believe that liquid storax is obtained i.i Europe
Petiver (Phil. Trans, vol. xxvi. p. 44) says, that the tree which yields it is the Rosa
mallas, and grows in Cohross, an island at the upper end of the Red Sea, near Cadefes
which is three days’ journey from Suez. The bark of this tree is removed annually’
and boiled in salt-water until “it comes to a consistence like birdlime;” it is then
separated, put in barrels (each holding 420 lbs.), and sent to Mocha, by way of Judda.
Under the name of storax

,
I have met with two liquids a. A pellucid liquid, having

the consistence and tenacity of Venice turpentine, a brownish yellow colour, a sweetish
storax-like odour, different to that of liquidambar. A few particles of bran or saw-dust
are intermixed with it. It was sold to me as balsam

,
or balsam storax, and I was in-

formed that it had been imported in jars, each holding 14 lbs. It agrees with the pure
orfine liquid storax of Hill, the styrax liquida finissima of Alston. Professor Guibourt
to whom I seut a sample, regards it as balsam of liquidambar, somewhat thickened by
age. /8. The second kind is the common liquid storax of the shops ;

the impure or

coarseliquid storax of Hill; and, doubtless, is the variety referred to by Petiver. It

is imported in casks, holding about 4 cwts. each. It is opaque, of a grey colour, has
the consistence of birdlime, and the odour of storax, but frequently intermixed with an
odour of naphtha. No complete analysis of it has been made. The following sub-
stances, however, are contained in it: — Volatile oil, benzoic acid, resin, styracin,

matter soluble in boiliny alcohol (wax P), fragments of bark, and earthy matter. I is

effects and uses are similar to those of other balsamic substances (vide p. 74). Its dose

is from 9i. to 51’.

Order 23. Salica'ce^e, Lindley .—The Willow Tribe.

Salicine.-e, Richard.

Essential Character.—Flowers unisexual, either monoecious or dioecious, amenta
ceous. Stamens distinct or monadelpbous; anthers two-celled. Ovary superior, one

or two-celled
; ovules numerous, erect, at the base of the cell, or adhering to the

lower part of the sides; style one or none ; stigmas two. Frail coriaceous, one or

two-celled, two-valved, many-seeded. Seeds either adhering to the lower part of

the axis of each valve, or to the base of the cell, comose
;
albumen none; embryo

erect ; radicle inferior. Trees or shrubs. Leaves alternate, simple, with deliques-

cent primary veins, and frequently with glands; stipules deciduous or persistent

(Lindley).

Properties.—The astringency possessed by most willow barks is referable to tannic

acid. The bitterness and tonic properties depend on salicine, populine, or some

uncrystallizable principle.

Salix , Linn.

—

Willow.

Sex. Syst. Dioscia, Diandria.

(Cortex e speciebus salicis diversis : cortex salicis, offic.)

History. — Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. 136) speaks of the astringentl

qualities of the ’lrea, or Willoio (? Salix alba), which was employed inj

medicine by the ancients. For a long series of years it fell into disuse,'

but was again brought into notice in 1763 by the Rev. Mr. Stone (Phil-

Trans, vol. liii. p. 105), who published a paper on the efficacy of the

j

bark of Salix alba, as a remedy for agues.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Flowers dioecious, or rarely monoecious, amen-

taceous : scales imbricated : a gland surrounding the stamens or ovary.

Males:—Stamens two to five, usually two, sometimes the two united!

into one, and then the anther is four-celled. Females:—Seeds comose ;|

the radicle inferior (Bot . Gall.)

Species.—Sir J. E. Smith (Engl. Flora, iv.) mentions sixty-four indi-

genous species of Salix
;
but pharmacological and botanical writers are

not agreed as to which species possesses the most medicinal power. Tnel

best practical rule to follow is this :—Select those whose barks possess I
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Salix RusseUiana.

Fig. 144.

t bitterness, combined with astringency. The following are those

; h are in the greatest repute :

—

1 . Salix RusseUiana, Smith
;

the Bed-
ford Willow.—Leaves lanceolate, tapering

at each end, serrated throughout, very

smooth. Footstalks glandular or leafy.

Germen tapering, stalked, longer than the

scales. Style as long as the stigmas (Smith).

A tree,. In marshy woods, wet meadows,
&c., in various parts of Britain. Flowers in

April and May. Its bark abounds in tannic

acid. On account of its astringency, Sir

J. E. Smith regards it as the most valuable

officinal species
;
and he observes, that if it

has occasionally disappointed medical prac-

titioners, they probably chanced in such
cases to give the S.fragilis.

2. Salix at!ha, Linn., D.
;

the Common
White Willow.—Leaves elliptic-lanceolate,

pointed, serrated, silky on both sides
;
the

lowest serratures glandular. Stamens hairy.

Germen smooth, almost sessile. Stiymas

deeply cloven. Scales rounded (Smith). A
tall tree. River-sides, moist woods, &c.,

in various parts of Britain. Flowers in May.
Its bark, called cortex salignum, or cortex

anglicanum of some writers, is astringent,

but less so than that of the preceding

species.

3. Sa'lix Ca'prea, Linn., E. D. ;
Great

Round-leaved Willow.—Stem erect. Reaves
Salix alba. roundish-ovate, pointed, serrated, waved ;

d downy beneath. Stipules somewhat crescent-shaped. Catkins

Germen stalked, ovate, silky. Stigmas nearly sessile, undivided.

vsules swelling (Smith). Tree. Indigenous, very common
;
growing

J oods and hedges. Flowers in April.

Salix fragilis,
Linn. D.

;
the Crack Willow.—Leaves ovate-lan-

ate, pointed, serrated throughout, very smooth. Footstalks glan-

r. Germen ovate, abrupt, nearly sessile, smooth. Scales oblong,

it equal to the stamens and pistils. Stigmas cloven, longer than the
' (Smith). Tree. Indigenous: about the banks of rivers. Flowers
pril and May.
Salix pentandra, Linn.; Sweet Bay-leaved Willow.—This species

Rcinal in the Prussian Pharmacopoeia, and is preferred by Nees von
nbeck to all other species. Its bark is the cortex salicis laurece of
e pharmacologists.

Salix purpu'rea, Linn.
; Bitter Purple Willow.—This species de-

cs notice on account of the intense bitterness of its bark.

'I’.ScitiPTiON.—Willow bark
(cortex salicis) varies, in its appearance

qualities, according to the species and the age of the tree liom which
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_ itis procured. In the dried state, it is usually quilled and odourless
d have a bitter and astringent taste.

CoradSteiTioN.—The bark of Salix alba was analyzed by MM. Pel

aventou
(
Journ . de Pharm. t. vii. p. 123), who obtained

suits :
—Bitter yellow colouring matter

,
green fatty matt

j
frhat found in cinchona, tannin

,
resinous extract

,
gum, wi

,
and a magnesian salt

,
containing an organic acid.

Thdpfcelebrated chemists failed to isolate salicin, which must hik

contained in their bitter yellow colouring matter, either mixedl.

combined with some other matter. Their resinous extract is probalil

identical with what Braconnot calls corticin.

0 shinier

ivooily

1. Tannic acid .—This is the astringent principle of willow bark. Sir H D
( Elern of Agricult. Chem. p. 83, 4th ed.) gives the following as the quantities of tat

[impure tannic acid], in the bark of two willows:

—

480 lbs. of bark. lbs. of tannin.

Leicestershire Willow [Salix Russelliana

]

large size 33
Common Willow [Salix ?].... large 11

2. Salicin .—A crystallizalde, non-nitrogenous principle, obtained from several spe

of salix. Probably contained in all those whose barks possess bitterness, but

quantity varies with the species, the soil, age of the tree, and perhaps the sea.-

It is white, very bitter, inodorous, fusible at 2120, much more soluble in boill

than in cold water, soluble in alcohol, but not so in ether or the volatile oils. C
posed, according to Pelouze and Gay-Lussac, of C2 II 2 Ob Herberger considers

be a saline compound of a vegetable alkali
(
salicina), and an odorous, volatile a,

Sulphuric acid dissolves and reddens it: the red solution attracts water from the

and deposits a red powder (rutilin of Braconnot). Salicin possesses tonic properj

analogous to those of sulphate of quina. It is not so liable to irritate the stomacT

the latter. It may be employed in dyspepsia, intermittents, and other diseases

which sulphate of quina is usually given. The dose is from 10 to 30 grains. B
has administered 200 grains in 24 hours. Salicin may be given in powder, mi

with sugar, or dissolved in some aromatic water (Blom, Med. Beobacht. u.Beitr.

Salicine, Polsdam 1835).

Chemical Characteristics.—A decoction of the bark, made w
distilled water, is coloured dark green (tannate of iron

)

by sesquich

ride of iron
;
but, made with spring water, dark purple. Solution^

gelatin produces a precipitate (tannate of gelatin) in the decoction ;

tincture of nutgalls causes no turbidness. A strong decoction of wilil

bark, containing much salicin, is reddened by concentrated sulpln

acid.

Physiological Effects.—Willow bark possesses both bitterness

astringency. It belongs, therefore, to the astringent-tonics
,
whose effd

have been already noticed (p. 80). It is less apt to disturb the stoma

than cinchona, but its tonic and febrifuge powers are less than the latj

Vogt
(
Pharmalcodynamik,

Bd. 1. S. 658) ascribes to it balsamic pi

perties.

Uses.—it has been employed as an indigenous substitute for cj

chona. The indications for its use, therefore, are the same as thi

for the latter. It is given in intermittents, dyspeptic complaints accd

panied with or dependent on a debilitated condition of the digest

organs, passive hemorrhages, chronic mucous discharges, in the stagu

convalescence after fever, and as an anthelmintic. As a local astringd

the powder or infusion is sometimes employed
;
but there are many m|

efficient remedies of this land.
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l
dministration.—The dose of the powder is sss. to 31 . The infi

Hecodion (prepared with ~i. of the bark, and Oj. of water)
^

n in doses of from fgi. to f3iii.

Order 24. Cupulif'eite, Richard.—The Oak Trib

Corylac.®, Mirbel.

ential Character.—Flowers unisexual; males, amentaceous; females^^gtre-'

ite or amentaceous. Males Stamens five to twenty, inserted into the base bTtirer

ales, or of a membranous calyx, generally distinct. Females :— Ovaries crowned

- the rudiments of a superior calyx, seated within a coriaceous involucre
(
cupule

)

of

irious figure, and with several cells and several ovules, the greatest part of which

e abortive; ovules twin or solitary, pendulous; stigmas several, subsessile, distinct.

mit a bon y or coriaceous, one-celled nut, more or less inclosed in the involucre.

teds solitary, one, two, or three, pendulous; embryo large, with plano-convex,

• shy cotyledons, and a minute superior radicle. Trees or shrubs. Leaves with

ipules, alternate, simple, often with veins proceeding straight from the midrib to

e margin (Lindley).

perties.—The prevailing quality of this order is astringency, owing to the pre-

uce of tannic acid.

Quer cus peduncula ta, Willd. L. E .—The Common British Oak.

Quercus Robur, Linn. D.

Sex. Syst. Monoecia, Polyandria.

(Cortex, L. D. The Bark, E.)

i fistory.—The oaks (Quercus of botanists) were held sacred by the

eks, Romans, Gauls, and Britons. They are mentioned in the Old
tutainent

(
Isaiah

,
ch. i. v. 29, 30). Both Dioscorides and Galen were

ig. 145 .

uainted with their astringent qualities. “ Every part of the oak,” says

•scorides (lib. i. cap. 142),
u but especially the liber, possesses an

: ingent property.”

Iota ny.—Gen. Char . Monoecious. Male floivers :

—

Catkins lax

and pendulous. Perianth lacerated. Stamens five to ten.

Female floivers :—Involucre scaly
;
the scales numerous, im-

bricated
;
combined with a coriaceous, hemispherical cup.

Perianth six-lobed, adnate to the ovary. Ovary three-

celled
;
two of the cells abortive. Stigmas three. Nut

[glans or acorn) one-celled, one-seeded, surrounded at the

base by the cupule (acorn-cup)
(
Bot . Gall.)

Sp. Char.—Leaves deciduous, shortly-stalked, oblong-

obovate, deeply sinuate
;
their sinuses rather acute, lobes

obtuse. Fruits two to three upon a long peduncle (Hooker).

A large and handsome tree
,
remarkable for its longevity.

igs round, smooth, grayish-brown. Leaves bright green, furnished
li a single midrib sending off veins into the lobes. Male floivers yel-

(

lsh
; females greenish, tinged with brown.

Iad.—Indigenous, growing in woods and hedges. Flowers in April.
s found in most European countries.
jarring.

—

In the spring, the barks of trees contain more astringent
her, and are more readily separated from the wood. The usual time
harking the oak is from the beginning of May to the middle of July.
e barkers make a longitudinal incision with a mallet furnished with a
up edge, and a circular incision by means of a barking bill. The

ie Acorn.
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bark is then removed by the peeling-irons, the separation being pjJ
moted, when necessary, by beating the bark with the square end oft,
mallet. It is then carefully dried in the air, by setting it on what \‘,4

called lofts or ranges, and is afterwards stacked
(Loudon’s Encyclop. f

Agricult ., 3rd ed. p. 658, 9).

Description.—Oak bark (cortex quercus) consists of pieces of frdjl

one to two feet long, which vary in their appearance according to 1 ( ;

age of the stem or branch from which they have been taken. The bafl

of young stems is thin, moderately smooth, covered externally witM
silvery or ash-gray cuticle, and is frequently beset with lichens. I

ternally it is, in the fresh state, whitish
;
but, when dried, brownil!

rough, and fibrous. The bark of old stems is thick, very rough extifl

nally, cracked, and wrinkled, and is of inferior quality.

Composition.—According to Braconnot (Ann. de Chim. et de Pfn >

.

t. 50, p. 381), oak bark contains

—

Tannic acid, tannates of lime, magnenA
potash, &c., gallic acid, uncrystallizable sugar, pectin, and lignin.

1. Tannic acid.—The quantity of tannin [impure tannic acid] obtained by D -$

(Elem. of Agricult. Chem. p. 83, 4th ed.) from oak bark is as follows:

—

Tannin
11

480 lbs. of afforded!

Entire bark of middle-sized oak, cut in spring

,, coppice oak

„ oak cut in autumn
White interior cortical layers of oak bark . . .

,

29 li|

32 ,

21

72 '

Biggins (Pfaff, Syst. d. Mat. Med. Bd. ii. S. 207) obtained 30 parts of tannin flui

the bark of an oak felled in winter, while the same weight of the bark of an oak fei«

in spring yielded him 108 parts.

2. Gallic acid.—This contributes to the astringency of oak bark. It is formed

bably by the action of the air on the tannic acid.

Chemical Characteristics.—Decoction of oak bark reddens littra^

and becomes dark blue or purple
(
tannate of iron) on the addition; 1

sesquichloride of iron. A solution of gelatin causes a precipitate (tanrm

of gelatin) with it. It is somewhat remarkable, however, that a solutjJ

of emetic tartar causes no precipitate with the decoction. [If alcohol!-;

added to the decoction, concentrated to the consistence of a syrup. 1

causes the precipitation of pectin. A decoction, rendered alkaline bf

fixed alkali, deposits a gelatinous matter (
pectic acid) on the addition

acetic acid. Braconnot.')

Physiological Effects.—The effects of oak bark are similar to tlii

of other vegetable astringents containing tannic acid, and have ba

already described (pp. 79, 80).

Uses.—The principal value of oak bark, in medicine, arises frown \

astringent property. Thus we employ a decoction of it as a garglej|

relaxed conditions of the uvula, and in chronic inflammatory affectid^

of the throat (Cullen, Mat. Med. vol. ii. p. 45) ;
as a wash, in flabby, H

conditioned, or bleeding ulcers; as an injection in leucorrhcea, in piles,

in prolapsus of the uterus or rectum; as an internal astringent in

diarrhoeas, in the last stage of dysentery, in alvine haemorrhages, <•

J
Poultices made of powdered oak bark have been applied with benefit S

mortified parts (Barton, Collect, towards a Mat. Med. of the U. Stab . „

Mr. Lizars (Ed. Med. and Surg. Journ ., July 1822) states that he
1

g
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i

.ained “ wonderful success ” in the cure of reducible hernia? by

i hin" the groin (the hernia having been previously reduced) three or

I
r times daily with a warm inspissated decoction of oak bark, and then

I dying a truss. The practice, however, is not a new one (See the

[ nences in Ploucquet’s Literatura Medica, t. ii. p. 297.)

j
The inhalation of finely-powdered oak bark is said to have proved very

I leficial in a supposed case of pulmonary consumption (Eberle, Treat.

\ Mat. Med. vol. i. p. 268, 2nd ed.) I have already noticed (p. 51)

j
inspiration of impalpable powders of other astringents as a remedy

\
phthisis. Connected with this, the popular opinion of the exemption

I operative tanners from phthisis pulmonalis deserves to be men-

i ,aed. Dr. Dods (
Lond . Med. Gaz. vol. iii. p. 497), who has paid

ae attention to this subject, concludes, that the popular notion is

rect ;
and he ascribes the exemption to “ the inhalation of that pecu-

j

• aroma, or volatile matter, which is constantly arising from tan-pits

ring the process of tanning with bark.” Hitherto, however, no suffi-

nt evidence has been advanced to prove that tanners are exempt from

I

I

disease.

Vs a tonic, oak bark has been employed in medicine, but it is much
! 3rior to the cinchona. Baths made of a decoction of this substance

e been used by Dr. Eberle in the intennittents of very young children

h benefit
;
and Dr. Fletcher (of Virginia) has recommended the same

-ledy in tabes mesenterica (Eberle, op. cit. vol. i. pp. 267, 8 .) The
oction, powder, arid extract, have been taken internally in inter-

t tents, but they are very apt to irritate the stomach. Dr. Cullen

L at. Med. vol. i. p. 45) says, that both by itself and joined with cha-

iimile flowers, he has prevented the paroxysms of intermittents.

. Vdministration.—Dose of the powder from half a drachm to one or

1 > drachms.

ii . Decoctum Quercus, L. E. D.—(Oak bark, braised, 5x. [3i. D.]
;

Itater [distilled, L.~\ Oii. Boil down to a pint, and strain). Used as

Li neal astringent for various purposes, in the form of gargle, injection,

il lotion. Administered internally in doses of fSii. to f'Siv. Sometimes
ployed as a bath, especially for children.

I l Extractum Quercus
,
D.—(Obtained by evaporating a decoc-

j

i). Rarely employed in medicine. May be given internally as an

q ringent, in the dose of from ten grains to a drachm.

>! Quercus infecto'ria, Olivier, L. E. D .—The Gall or Dyers’ Oak.

I i

r

l

I:

I

Sex. Syst. Moncecia, Polyandria.

(GalUe
;
Gemma: morbidac, L. Gallre

;
Excrescences, E. Gall®, D.)

Iistory.—Hippocrates employed the nutgall (kt]k\q) as an astringent,
h internally and externally (ed. Foes. pp. 609, 267, &c.) Dioscorides
i cap. 146) describes it as the fruit of the oak

;
and the same error

ound in the works of comparatively recent writers, as of Pomet (Hist.
Drugs

,
Engl. Transl. 1712). Mr. Lambert (Trans, of the Linn. Soc.

• xvii. p. 445
)

declares the celebrated Mad Apples (Mala insana sen
ua Sodomitica) to be galls of the Quercus infectoria

;
but he is cer-

dy in error when he says they “ are identical with those of commerce.”
^drawing of them disproves this statement.
°TA ny.— Gen. Char. Vide Quercus pedunculate:
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Sp. Char.—Leaves ovate-oblong, sinuate-dentate, very smooth, decill
duous. Fruit sessile, very long (Olivier, Voy. dans VEmpire OttonA >

i

t. ii. p. 64).

Small tree or shrub
,
from four to six feet high. Stem crooked. Leave\*t

on short petioles, with a few short mucronate teeth on each side. AcorM
two or three times as long as the cupule.

Hab.—Asia Minor, from the Bosphorus to Syria, and from the ArchiUn
pelago to the frontiers of Persia.

Formation of Nutgalls.—The Hymenopterous insects of the tribj

called Gallicolee, or Diploleparice (Cuvier, Rhyne Animal

,

t. v. p. 290), arw
furnished with a terebra, or borer, by means of which they are enable^!

to perforate the foliaceous or cortical parts of plants for the purposm
of depositing their eggs, along with an acrid liquor, in the wound thu|rt

made. The irritation thereby produced gives rise to an influx of th«i

juices of the plant to the wounded part, and an excrescence is formed*-!

which is termed a gall (galla). Here the insect undergoes its transform

mations: the egg produces the larva (or maggot), which feeds on flu-

juices of the plant, and is changed into the pupa. This afterwards bet

comes the perfect insect {imago), and, perforating the gall, escapes froufJJ

its prison-house.

The external form and appearance of these productions are very conj •>

stant when formed bv the same insect, on the same part of the samw
plant

;
but the galls of different species of vegetables, as well those opi

the same species, produced by a different insect, vary considerably

There is reason for believing that the form and appearance of the gall i

determined more by the insect than by the plant
;
for we sometimes ham-

on the same oak two kinds of galls, of very dissimilar appearance, pro s

duced by different insects.

As familiar instances of galls, I may mention, first, the red carbuncula

protuberances in the leaves of Salix Helix. The gall of the Sweet JBjria

or Eglantine (
Rosa rubiginosa ) is called Bedeguar, or the Sweet BriaU*

Sponge
,
and will be noticed hereafter. Another well-known indigence"

Fig. 146.
gall is the Oak Apple, produced

I

Oak Apple.

.says, that this insect lives on the Quercus infectoria only.

On the sides and at the ends of the branches and shoots of this tree I

the female makes a puncture and deposits her egg. An excrescence i

soon formed, within which the larva is developed, which is changed firs
i }

into the pupa, and then into the imago. As soon as the perfect insect i

$

on Quercus pedunculata. It i

usually spheroidal, but of va

liable size
;
commonly, hovli ?

ever, not exceeding one or tw

inches in diameter. Its textur

is spongy. Ithasbeen employee

on account of the tannic aci

which it contains, as a substi

tute for nutgalls in dyeing

The gall of the Quercus

fectoria is the nutgall of tb

shops. It is produced bythjj

Cynips Gallce tinctorue (vid

Animalia). Olivier {op. cit

I
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1 ducecl, it eats its way out. If we examine those galls from which the

; nal has escaped, we observe externally a circular hole, of about a

in diameter, leading to a canal of from 2^ to 3j lines long, which

ses to the centre of the gall. But in those galls in which the insect

not put off its pupa state, we find neither an external hole nor an

Irmal canal. Those galls from which the insect has escaped are com-

dv larger, lighter coloured, and less astringent : they are termed

te galls.

Commerce.—Nutgalls are imported principally from Turkey : hence

r name of Turkey Galls
{
Gallo. turcica). They usually come from »

Mstantinople, but sometimes from Smyrna. Those brought from

ppo are the produce of Mosul (.Aleppo or Mosul Galls), and are the

Smyrna Galls are not so heavy, are lighter coloured, and contain

rger admixture of white galls than those brought from Aleppo. East

ia Galls are brought from Bombay. Ainslie {Mat. Indica, vol. i. p. 145)

iks, “ that the greater part of the galls found in Indian bazars grow
Versia, and are brought to the peninsula by Arab merchants.”

Description.—In commerce, three kinds of galls are distinguished,

|

black or blue, green, and white. But there is no essential distinction

iween the two first.

. . Black or Blue Nutgalls ( Galla nigra, sen carulea) ; Green Nutgalls

i Ike virid.es).—These are gathered before the insect has escaped, and are

*ed by the natives Yerli. They vary from the size of a pea to that of

azel-nut, and have a grayish colour. The smallest have a blackish-

[• ; tint, and are distinguished by the name of black or blue galls, while

I larger and greener varieties are called green galls. Externally they

t frequently tuberculated, but the surface of the tubercles and of the in-

cening spaces is usually smooth. Their texture is compact, but fragile,

y have no odour, but a styptic and powerfully astringent taste.

White Galls {Galla alba).—These are for the most part gathered
r the insect has escaped, and hence they are perforated with a cir-

:
.rhole. They are larger, lighter coloured (being yellowish or whitish),

compact, less heavy, and less astringent. They are of inferior

>ie.

Imposition.

—

Nutgalls were analyzed by Sir II. Davy {Phil. Trans.

3), who obtained the following results :

—

(Tannin 26 -
0

.. .. . . ) Gallic acid, with a little extractive : fi-2
Matters soluble m water=37

;
viz- . Mucilage ami matters rendered insoluble by evaporation 2‘4

( Carbonate of liine and saline matter 2'4
Matter insoluble in water (.lignin) 63 0

lood Aleppo Nutgalls lOO'O

Tannic acid (Acidum Tannicum).—The substance formerly described in chemical
' H

.A. the name of tannin, is tannic acid mixed with some foreign matters, from
'h it is very difficult to free it.

hen extracted front nutgalls by ether, in the percolation or displacement apparatus
(treil it emplacement) as recommended by Pelonzc (Ann. de Chim. et do Phys liv.), this
presents itself as a non-crystalline, white solid, sometimes having a yellowish tinge,
parts of nutgalls yield from to 40 parts of tannic acid.
c '"flowing arc the essential characteristics of this substance:— It has an intensely
"gent, taste, and produces, with a solution of gelatin, a white precipitate (tannate nf
ln

)

,

with a solution of ascsquisalt of iron, a deep blue compound (tannate of iron)

;
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and with solutions of the vegetable alkalies, white precipitates (tannates), slightly dj
luble in water, but very soluble in acetic acid. The mineral acids also cause precii
tates with concentrated solutions of tannic acid, as do the alkalies and their carbonati
Gelatinous alumina rapidly absorbs tannic acid from its solution, and forms an insolul ?
compound with it.

is

Tannic acid is composed of Cis H8 O 12
; consequently its equivalent or atomic weigji

212.

Tannic acid is a very powerful astringent. Given todogsto the extent of 12 grains
i

caused constipation. One of the animals being killed, the iutestinal mucous membra
was found dry, and the faecal matter hard, and collected in the colon. In doses oftwo grai

and a half it produced constipation in the human subject (Cwdrra, Lond.Med. Gaz. vol. x

p. 171). To the presenceof this acid the vegetable astringents principally owe their medi
nal activity (vide p. 81). It has been employed in hemorrhages (from the lungs, uteri

and rectum), and in profuse mucous discharges (diarrhoea, pulmonary catarrh, leucorrho)
‘

and gonorrhoea). It may be administered in doses of three grains, in the form of p||

or solution. It presents but few advantages over the astringent extracts.

2. Gallic Acid (Acidum Gallicum.)—Though we obtain nearly 20 per cent, of galji

acid from nutgalls, these excrescences contain very little of it, our produce being prij

cipally the result of the decomposition of the tannic acid. Nay, Pelouze thinks tl|

even the small quantity of gallic acid which does exist in nutgalls, is formed byT
t|

action of the air on the tannic acid during or subsequent to the process of drying tbdf

bodies.

The conversion of tannic into gallic acid is effected by the agency of the air, tj

oxygen of which is absorbed, while an equal volume of carbonic acid is evolved. T'

atoms of tannic acid absorb thirty atoms of oxygen from the air, and yield 3 atop

gallic acid, 15 atoms carbonic acid, and 9 atoms water.

Garb. Hyd. Oxyg

.

atms. atms. atms.

2 atoms Tannic acid consist of
30 atoms Oxygen of the air .

.

36
0

IS
0

24
30

Total 36 18 54

Garb. Hyd.

atms. atms. at®:

3 atoms Gallic acid consist of . . 21

15 atoms Carbonic acid 15

9 atoms Water 0

Total

,

36 18

When the air is excluded no gallic acid is formed.

Pure gallic acid is a colourless, crystallizable solid, with an acidulous and stj

taste. It produces a deep blue colour fvith the sesquisalts of iron, in which circuj

stance it agrees with tannic acid
;
but it differs from the latter acid in uot precipitatr

gelatin or the vegetable alkaline salts. To detect gallic acid mixed with tannic a(

the latter is to be previously removed from its solution by immersing in it a piece of si

depilated by lime. The tannic acid is absorbed. The gallic acid may then be detecl

by the salts of iron.

Gallic acid consists of C7 H3 O5
;
hence its equivalent or atomic weight is 85. W

heated to 410° or 420° F., it gives out carbonic acid, and is resolved into pyroga\

acid (C’6 H 3 O 3). ]f the heat be raised to 480° F., both water and carbonic acid

evolved, and metagallic acid (C 12 H3 O 3
)

is produced.

The effects and uses of gallic acid have been before noticed (p. 81).

3. jEllagic acid (Acidum Ellagicum). — Discovered by Braconnot, who nami

ellagic acid, from the French word for galls (galle) spelt backwards. It is obtaii

from galls in the process for making gallic acid, and hence is probably a product, :

not an educt. It is a white, insipid powder, which becomes of a blood-red colour

the addition of nitric acid. It consists of C7 H2 0* ;
hence its equivalent or atoi

weight is 76.

Chemical Characteristics. —Infusion of nutgalls reddens litrr

paper, forms an inky compound (
tanno-gallate of iron) on the additl

of a sesquisalt of iron, and a yellowish white precipitate (tannate I

gelatin

)

with a solution of gelatin.. If a piece of skin, depilated by In*

be immersed in the infusion, and agitated with it from time to time,
j

the tannic acid is absorbed, the filtered liquid striking a blue co
|

(gallate of iron) with the sesquisalts of iron, but gives no preciph|<|
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j
h a solution of gelatin. Infusion of galls forms precipitates (:metallic

I nates or tanno-gallates) in many metallic solutions (see the table

I en in Mr. Braude’s Manual of Chemistry
,
p. 930, 4th ed.)

i
Physiological Effects.— As nutgalls contain a larger portion of

j
nic acid than any other known vegetable production, they possess in

j

highest degree the properties of an astringent (vide p. 79).

I'JsES.—The following are the principal uses of nutgalls :—
;

. As a tonic in intermittents.—Notwithstanding Poupart’s favourable

|,ort of the use of galls in these cases, they scarcely deserve notice,

i we have in arsenic, cinchona, and sulphate of quina, much more

ctive and certain febrifuges.

:. As an astringent in hemorrhages
,

especially passive alvine lie-

j
rrhage.

I
In chronic mucous discharges

,
as old diarrhoeas.

. As a chemical antidote.—Nutgalls may be given in poisoning by
:acuanha, emetina, the organic alkalies generally, and those vegetable

ductions whose activity depends on an organic alkali, as opium,

te hellebore, colchicum, nux vomica, &c. Their efficacy arises from

tannic acid, which combines with the vegetable alkali to form

annate possessing less activity than the other salts of. these bases
;

haps because of its slight solubility. Nutgalls are recommended as

i antidote in cases of poisoning by emetic tartar, but I very much
bt their efficacy (see p. 420).

. As a topical astringent.—Nutgalls are applicable in any cases

liring the topical use of a powerful vegetable astringent Thus, in

form of gargle, in relaxation of the uvula
;
as an injection, in gleet

leucorrhcea
;
as a wash, in flabby ulcers, with profuse discharge

;

apsus ani seu vaginae
;
in the form of ointment, in piles, &c.

dministration.—

T

he dose of the powder is from ten to twenty
ns. The infusion is prepared with four drachms of nutgalls and six

ces of water: the dose is from f^ss. to f5ii.
;
or, in cases of poisoning

;he vegetable alkalies, f§iv.

besides the following officinal formulae for the use of galls, others

^ been published by Mouchon
(
Gaz . des Hop. Civ. et Milit. 13 Avril

7 )-

. Tinctura Gallje
,
L.

;
Tinctura Gallarum, E. D.—(Galls, bruised,

A'j- 5iv. D.]
;
Proof Spirit, Oij. [Oj. E., Oij. (Wine measure) D.]

;erate for fourteen [seven, D.) days, and filter. “ This tincture may
repared either by digestion or percolation, as directed for tincture of>

ucum,” E. D.) A powerful astringent. Dose from fjss. to fsij.

[

tted with water, it forms a very useful and convenient astringent
jle and wash

;
but the principal use of this tincture is as a chemical

i especially for the salts of iron.
• Unguentum Gallarum

,
D.—(Galls, in very fine powder, 3i.

;

•1> 3iij. Mix them). Astringent. Mixed with zinc ointment it is

lied to piles after the inflammatory stage is passed. The above is

Cullen’s formula; but Mr. B. Bell {Syst. of Surgery) recommends
antment composed of equal parts of powdered galls, and hog’s lard
utter, in external hemorrhoidal swellings.
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,
piles

(
i . e. piles without hemorrhage) and prolapsus ani. The opium

diminishes the pain which llx; galls might otherwise occasion, where the
hemorrhoidal tumors are very sensible. From 5ss. to 5i. of camphor is

frequently added to this ointment.

Other Medicinal Cupuliferee.

Fig. 147.

Quercus tinctoria

,

or the Black Oak, is a native of America. Its bark, called i/ner-

1

citron, is used by dyers. In the United States it is employed medicinally, but it isi

said to he disposed to irritate the bowels.

Quercus Suher, or the Cork Oak, is a native of the northern parts of Africa, and o

the southern parts of Europe, particularly of France, Spain, and Portugal
Although no medicinal agent is obtained

from it, yet the important pharmaceutical]

uses of its cortical portion must be my excus

for noticing it.

The substance, which we call cork, con
stitutes that part of the bark of the Quercusf
Suber which is commonly teamed (in otlierfl

trees) the cellular envelope, the rete mucoM
sum, or medulla externa, and is originally!]

situated between the cortical layers and tbejj

cuticle ; but, owing to the drying and crack-1

ing of the latter, the cork forms usually the 3

most external portion of the stem. This)

envelope falls naturally every eight or nineU

years, but for commercial purposes is usually
(

removed one or two years before this period f,

That season of the year is selected when tbd*

bark adheres the most firmly to the wood 1

in order that the cork may be raised with- t;

out endangering the separation of the libel ,

from the alburnum. By this precaution, th< vi

trees are not at all injured by the corking j!

process; nay, they are said to be more healthy and vigorous than when the cork iri

allowed to accumulate on their stems. The trees yield these crops from the age of F tj

to 150 years.

To remove the cork, an incision is made from the top to the bottom of the tree, an

a transverse circular incision at each extremity ; the cork is then stripped off. Ti

flatten it, a number of layers are piled up in a pit of .water, and loaded with weigh

to keep them down. Subsequently they are dried, and in that state exported. Ou

supply is principally derived from Spain and Portugal. To close the transverse pore

cork is charred.

The physical properties of cork are too well known to need description. Its Jcadin

character is elasticity. In this respect it is similar to the wood of Anonu palust

Quercus Suher.

V

called corkwood. When thin slices of cork are examined by the microscope, tl

present a cellular appearance.

When cork has been deprived of all its soluble matters by successive digestions

water and alcohol, it differs but little from ordinary cork; it is, however, then teruu

Suberin. This suberin is analogous in its nature to lignin; but, as it yields a pec«

liar substance (suberic acid,
composed of C<* H G O 3

), when treated by nitric, acid, uh«

been regarded as a distinct principle. Raspail contends that suberin is only lig 111

undeprived of some of its foreign matters, such as wax, resin, &c.

By distilling suberate of lime, Bossingault obtained an oleaginous substance, wnic

has been denominated suberonc. ».

The soluble principles of cork arc gallic acid, some gallates, resin, a waxy-like substanc

colouring matter, &c.
;
hence the impropriety of employing cork in closing vesse ,

.<

containing chalybeate liquids, as the iron is in part absorbed by the cork.

Cork was formerly employed in medicine. Reduced to powder, it was apP

as a styptic: hung about the necks of nurses, it was thought to possess the powr' 1
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jping the secretion of milk; lastly, burnt cork, mixed with sugar of lead and lard,

been used as an application to piles.

'he large capsules or acorn-cups of Quercus JEgilops are imported from the Levant,

; er the name of Velonia. They are employed by dyers.

i

>n Quercus coccifera is found a little hemipterous insect, called Kermes (Coccus Ilicis).

ras formerly used both in dyeing aud medicine. But its use has been superseded

|:the cochineal.

u Quercusfalcata, a peculiar substance, called Quercia
,
has been discovered. It is

te and tasteless ;
combines with the mineral acids to form salts

;
and has a stronger

I
logy to the earths than to organic alkalies.

Order 24. Ulma'ce/e, Mirbel.

—

The Elm Tribe.

inti a l Character.— Flowers hermaphrodite or polygamous, never in catkins.

alyx divided, campanulate, inferior, irregular. Stamens definite, inserted into the

:<ise of the calyx ; erect in aestivation. Ovary superior, two-celled
;
ovules solitary,

millions; stigmas two, distinct. Fruit one or two-celled, indehiscent, membranous,
drupaceous. Seed solitary, pendulous

;
albumen none, or in very small quantity;

ibryo straight or curved, with foliaceous cotyledons; radicle superior. Trees or

rubs, with scabrous, alternate, simple, deciduous leaves, and stipules (Bindley).

• perties.

—

Elm bark is tonic and astringent.

Ul'mus campes'tris
,
Linn. L. T).— The Common small-leavecl Elm.

Sex. Sijst. Pentanclria, Disrynia.

(Cortex, L. Cortex interior, D.)

fiSTORY.—Dioscoricles (lib. i. cap. Ill) speaks of the astringent pro-

v of elm bark.

i otany. Gen. Char .

—

Flowers hermaphrodite. Calyx campanulate,
to five-toothed, coloured, persistent. Stamen three to six. Ovary

|

pressed. Stigmas two. Fruit (a samara) suborbicular, with a broad
i lbranous margin (

Bot . Gall.)

ip. Ciiar .

—

Leaves doubly serrated, rough. Floivcrs nearly sessile,

--cleft. Fruit oblong, deeply cloven, naked. (Sir J. E. Smith.)

A large tree
,
with rugged hark. By the

latter character it is readily distinguished

from Ulmus glabra
,
which has a smooth,

dark, lead-coloured bark.

Hab.— Southern parts of England.
Flowers in March or April.

Description.—

T

he officinal part of the

elm is the inner cortical portion, or liber.

To obtain it, the bark should be separated

from the tree in spring
;
and, after the epi-

dermis and a portion of the external cortex

have been removed, the liber should be
quickly dried.

As met with in the shops, the inner elm
bark consists of thin, tough pieces, which
are inodorous, and have a brownish-yellow
colour, and a mucilaginous, bitter, very
slightly 'astringent taste.

omposition.—According to Rinck (Geiger, llandb. d. Pharm.), 100
i of elm bark contain :—Resin 0 -

63, gum and mucus 20 '3, impure
0 acid (tannin r) (>\5, oxalate of lime 6*3 (?), chloride of sodium (?) 4 6.

Fig. 148.

Ulmus campeslris.

Ubnus glabra.
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1. Tannic acid. ~ Davy (Phil. Trans. 1803, p. 233) states, thai ,480 gr
yielded 13 grs. of tannin.

m bar!

2. Ulmic acid: Ulmin.—On many trees, especially the elm, therein riot unfrequentlj
observed ail exudation, which is supposed to be a morbid production. When dried i

consists of a mucilaginous matter, and carbonate or acetate of potash. By the com
billed agency of the air and the carbonate, the organic matter is altered in its proper
ties, and is converted into a brown substance, which combines with the potash. Thi
brown matter has been termed ulmin, or ulmic acid. It may be formed artificially b-

a variety of processes, as by heating a mixture of wood and potash, by the action o

sulphuric acid on vegetable matters, and by other methods. This acid is composed c

C30 Hl5 Ol5

Chemical Characteristics.—Infusion of elm bark becomes gree:

(tannate of iron) on the addition of a sesquisalt of iron, and forms

precipitate (tannate of gelatin) with a solution of gelatin.

Physiological Effects.—The effects of elm bark are those of

mild astringent tonic, containing a considerable quantity of mucilage

which gives it a demulcent property. Hence, in the classification (

Richter
(
Arzneimitt . Bd. 1.) it is arranged as a mucilaginous astringen

The decoction, taken in full doses, accelerates the pulse, and acts

a diaphoretic and diuretic.

Uses.—Lysons {Med. Trans, vol. ii. p. 203) recommended the d

coction of this bark in cutaneous eruptions
;
and Dr. Lettsom [Me

Memoirs
, p. 152) found it successful in ichthyosis. It has now fall

almost into disuse.

Administration.—Used only in the form of decoction.

Decoctum Ulmi
,
L. D.— (Fresh Elm Bark, bruised, 3ijss

;
Distill

Water, Oij. Boil down to a pint, and strain). Formerly given in si

diseases, now fallen into disuse. Dose, f^iv. to fjvi. three or four tim

a day.

Other Medicinal Ulmacece.

Dr. M‘Dowall, of Virginia, has proposed the bark of Ulmus fulva for bougies, teni

catheters, Ac. (Brit, and For. Med. Rev. July 1838, art. Elm Bark, Surgery, p. 259).

-The Nettle Tribe.Order 25. Urtica'ce^e, Endlicher.-

U UTICE/K, Jussieu.

Essential Character.— Flowers small, greenish, monoecious or dioecious, solitaf

amentaceous, or surrounded by a monophyllous involucrum. Calyx monosephalol

three to five-lobed, persistent. Stamens definite, inserted into the base of the calf

Ovary simple, free
;
styles two or one, bifurcate. Fruit anachenium, surroumj

by the persistent calyx, solitary, or inserted into the dilated fleshy receptacle. Sr\

pendulous, with or without albumen. Embryo straight, curved, or spiral. Rad\

generally superior. Herbs or trees usually with hispid and spatlnilate /ffltj

Flowers capitate or racemose (Bot. Gall.)

Properties.

—

Variable.

Humulus Lupulus
,
Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Common Hop.

Sex. Syst. Dioecia, Pcntandria.

(Strobili exsiccati, L. Catkin, E. Strobili siccati, D.)

History.— This plant is probably the Lupus salictarius of P]j

{Hist. Nat. lib. xxi. cap. 1, ed. Valp.) Its culture was introduced^

this country from Flanders, in the reign of Henry VIII. (Beckmann,

of Invent, vol. iv. p. 340).
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Bota
na five.

Fig. 149.

Humulus Lupulus.

,
The male plant.

,
The female ditto.

.
—Dioecious. Males :—Calyx five-partite. Sta-

f

—

Strobiles, consisting of large, persistent, concave
scales [bracts], having a single flower in

the axilla of each. Ovary one. Styles

two. Seed one, with an arillas. Embryo
spirally contorted

(
Bot . Gall.)

Sp. Char .
—The only species.

Perennial. Stems annual, long, weak,
and climbing, scabrous. Leaves petio-

late, three to five-lobed, serrated, veiny,

rough . Flowers greenish-yellow.

Hab.—Thickets and hedges in many
parts ofEurope. Indigenous [?]. Flowers
in July.

Cultivation.—The female plant is cul-

tivated in several counties in England,
especially Kent, Sussex, Surrey, Worces-
tershire, and Herefordshire. The third

year after planting it. generally comes into

full bearing. Stacking or setting thepoles

is performed in April or May. The gather-
ox picking takes place in September. The cones are dried in kilns

;

1 are then packed in hempen sacks called bags or pockets. This
ration is called bagging (Loudon’s Encyclop. of Agricult .)

1 Inscription.—The aggregate fruits of the Humulus Lupulus are
whiles or catkins [strobili seu amenta lupuli), in commerce termed hops.
‘3y consist of scales, nuts, and lupulinic glands or grains. The scales
the enlarged and persistent bracts, which enclose the nuts : they are
te, membranous, and at their base glandular. The nuts (achenia)
small, hard, nearly globular, and covered with aromatic, superficial,
hose glands. The lupulinic glands or grains (commonly termed yellow
>der or lupulin) are the most important parts of the strobiles. By
ishing, rubbing, and sifting, Dr. Ives (.Journ of Science, \ol. xi. p. 205)
cured fourteen ounces from six pounds of hops

;
and he therefore

eluded that dry hops would yield about a sixth part of their weight of
se grains. They are usually intermixed with sand. When recently
lamed from the living cone, the lupulinic grains are pyriform, and

have a peduncle terminated by a liilum. Their struc-

ture is cellular. When dried (fig. 150) they are golden-

yellow, somewhat transparent, flattened
;
and present,

on some point of their surface, the mark (hilum) of their

attachment to the organ which produced them (Raspail,

Chirn. Organ.) By immersion in ammonia or hydro-
chloric acid, they emit a vesicle or tube somewhat ana-
logous to the tube emitted by grains of pollen during
their explosion : this tube is formed at the expense of

tpnlinic grain, the internal cells, which are drawn out through the* Urn, {mag. hilum

Composition. — Payen, Chevallier, and Pelletan,
'rn. de Pharm. t. viii. p. 209 ;

and journ. de Chim. Med. t. ii. p. 527)

Fig. 150.
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analyzed the scales and lupulinic grains. Dr. Ives (
Journ . of Science!

vol. xi. p. 205) also examined the latter.

Lupulinic Grains. Scales.

Payen, Chevallier, and Pelletan’s

Analysis.

Volatile oil 2"00

Bitter principle (Lupulite) 10’30

Resin . . • • . 50 to 55'00

Lignin 32 ‘00

Fatty, astringent, and'

gummy matters
,
osma-

zome, malic and car-

bonic acids, several

salts (malate of lime,

acetate of ammonia,

chloride of potassium,

sulphate of potash) &c.

,
traces.

99-30

Ives’s Analysis.

Tannin . . 4'1G

Extractive . 8'33

Bitter principle 9'1G

Wax . . 10-00

Resin . . . 30’00

Lignin . . 38 - 33

100-00

Payen, Chevallier, and Pelletan’s

Analysis.

Astringent matter.

Inert’ colouring matter.

Chloropliylle.

Gum.
Lignin.

Salts (of potash, lime, and ammon
s

containing acetic, hydrochloric, si .

phuric, nitric, &c. acids).

The scales usually contain a porti

of lupulinic matter, from which

is almost impossible to free then

1. Volatile Oil of Hops.- Resides in the lupulinic stains. Obtained by submittil

these or Imps which contain them, to distillation with water. Its colour is yellow,,

its odour that of hops, its taste acrid. Itis soluble in water, but still more so ,,, alcoU

and ether Tts sd trr is 0-910. By keeping, it becomes resimfied. It is said to «

on the (siem L a'nfrio ie The water which comes over, in distillation, with the 0

^rSite ofAmmonia, and blackens silver; from which circumstance ,he p.

^2™
Bitter

1

’Prilwiple Of Hops: Lupulite; Lupuline.— Is procufed j>J

'

•laueoiis extract of the luoulimc grains, united with a little lime, with alcohol. The

XTtincTure is to be evaporatfd to dryness the
tl^e" TisZc “

solution evaporated. The residue, when washed with ether, is lupulite. It is liicr

S lSe vellowish-white, very bitter, soluble in 20 parts of water, very soluble

alcohol and slightly so in ether. The aqueous solution froths by agitation ,
it for

no precipitate with either tincture of nutgalls or acetate ot lead,

nitroffen. It is devoid of the narcotic property of the oil. In small doses it is sa a

have caused loss of appetite and diminished digestive power
;
but a repetition of

g^-yeUo. colour, and becomes orange-yellow by exposure

the ain It is soluble in both alcohol and ether. It appears to be the oil changed n

resin, partly by oxidizement

Chemical Characteristics.-A decoction of hops reddens litm

owing to the presence of free acid. Sesquichlonde oi iron strikes i

olive-wreen colour (
tannate of iron). A solution ol gelatin lende Us

filtered decoction turbid (tannate ofgelatin). Chloride of barium oc

sions with it a white precipitate (
sulphate of baryta . Oxalate

mrmD also causes a white precipitate (<oxalate of lime.,

Physiological ErFECTS.-The odorous emanations (vapour oft

volatile oil) of hops possess narcotic properties. Hence a pill

.

1

r,T, mint ps sleep as I have several times witnessed. Moreottr,

are told that stupor has occasionally been induced in persons w 10

remained for a considerable time m hop warehouses.
als0

TBp lnmilinic °rains are aromatic and tonic. 1 ,
• 1 1. ,

possess soothing, tranquillizing, and, in a slight degree, sedative and
;possess soumi b,

the existence of any narcotic quality has do

^l/dSib Dr^igsby (Loan. Meet Rep vol. iv.p

(
Formulaire) ,

and others. “ I have tried, at diffiirent times,
_
sa^

gcndie, “both the lupuline [lupulm.c grains] m substance, an
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I Terent preparations, on animals, but I have never observed that it is a

i

rcotic, although this property is one which is most strikingly dis-

ced in experiments on animals.” Dr. Maton ( Observations on Hu -

I

>!us Lupulus,
by A. Freake, 2

nd
ed.) found that it allayed pain, produced

I rep, and reduced the frequency of the pulse from 96 to 60 in twenty-

I ir hours.

Both infusion and tincture of hops are mild but agreeable aromatic

lies. They sometimes prove diuretic, or, when the skin is kept

j

rm, sudorific. Their sedative, soporific, and anodyne properties, are

rv uncertain.

I Uses.—A pillow of hops (
ccrvicale

,
pulvinus

,
seu pulvinar lupuli) is

|
casionally employed in mania, and other cases in which inquietude

[id restlessness prevail, and in which the use of opium is considered ob-

j
.-.tionable. In hop countries it is a popular remedy for want of sleep.

;
le benefit said to have been obtained from it by George III., for whom

, uvas prescribed by Dr. Willis, in 1787, brought it into more general

P
I Hops are given internally to relieve restlessness consequent upon ex-

i ustion and fatigue, and to induce sleep in the watchfulness of mania,

Id of other maladies
;
to calm nervous irritation

;
and to relieve pain in

mt, arthritic rheumatism, and after accouchement. Though they some-
mes produce the desired effect, they frequently fail to give relief. Dr.

lton used it, with good effect, as an anodyne in rheumatism.

'As a tonic it is applicable in dyspepsia, cachectic conditions of the

; ;tem, or any other maladies characterized by debility.

Hops have been applied, topically, in the form of fomentation or poul-

e, as a resolvent or discutient, in painful swellings and tumors,

eake employed an ointment, composed of lard and the powder of the

p, as an anodyne application to cancerous sores. {Op. cit. p. 13; see

o Annals of Medicine, vol. ii. p. 403).

But the principal consumption of hops is in the manufacture of beer
id ale, to which they communicate a pleasant, bitter, and aromatic
vour, and tonic properties, while, by their chemical inlluence, they
eck the acetous fermentation. Part of the soporific quality of beer
Id ale is ascribable to the hops used in the manufacture of these

verages.

'Administration.—The best preparation of hops, for internal use, is

? yellow powder
(
lupulinic grains or lupulin). The infusion and tinc-

”e are less eligible modes of exhibition. The extract is still more ob-
tainable. Well-kopped beer is a convenient mode of administering
ps, when fermented liquors are not contra-indicated.
1. ItfFusuM Lupuli, L.—(Hops, 5vj.; Boiling Distilled Water, Oj.

iccrate for four hours, in a vessel lightly covered, and strain). Dose
• to f3ij.

Tinctujia Lupuli, L.
;
Tinctura Humuli,T).—(Hops, Jvj. [§v. D.~\

;

oof Spirit, Oij. Macerate for fourteen days, and strain). Dose I’Sss.

f5ij.

3- Ext

r

actum Litpult, L. E.
;
Extractum Humuli, D.—( 1 Lops, lb. ss.

’•j- ®-] ; Boiling Distilled Water, Cong. ij. [Cong. j. E.
] Macerate

twenty-four hours, then boil down to a gallon, [Oiv. E.\ and strain
! liquor while hot

;

lastly, evaporate [in the vapour bath, E.] to a
oper consistence. The directions of the Dublin are nearly the same
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as those of the Edinburgh College). Dose, gr. v. to gj. Whatever virtu*

this preparation possessors owing to the bitter principle orlupulite.

4. Lupulina : yellow powder; Lupulinic grains or glands.—(Separate^
from the strobiles by rubbing and sifting). Dose grs. vj. to grs. xi
taken in the form of powder or pills.

5. Tinctura Luptjlinte ; Tinctura Lupuli
,
E. — (Take any

venient quantity of hops, recently dried
; separate by friction and s

the yellowish-brown powder attached to the scales. Then take

powder one ounce, and of rectified spirit eight fluidounces; and pro

pare the tincture by percolation or digestion, as directed for tincture
!

capsicum. Ph. Ed.) Dose, 3ss. to 3ij.

H
Mo'rus nigra, Linn., L. D.

—

The Common Mul'berry.

my coA
id siftin;

e of th*:

Sex. Syst. Moncecia, Tetrandria.

(FructuB, L., Baccse, U.)

Fig. 151.

History.— The mulberry (yopea) is mentioned by Hippocrates (S

victus ratione, lib. ii. p. 360, ed. Foes.) “ Mora calfaciunt et humectai

ac alvo secedunt,” says the Father of Physic. Dioscorides (lib. i. ca.

180) also speaks of the mulberry.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Monoecious. Catkins unisexual. Calyx foil

lobed
;
the lobes concave. Stamens four, alternate with the segments <

the calyx. Ovary free. Stigmas two. Seeds one to two, covered 11
1

the pulpy calyx
(
Bot . Gall.)

Sp. Char.—Leaves cordate, ovate, lobed, or unequally dentate
;
rougl

and thickish. Fruit dark purple
(
B »!

Gall.)

A small tree
,
with rugged bark. Flowa

greenish. “ Fruit, consisting of the femu

flowers, become fleshy and grown togetho

inclosing a dry membranous pericar 1

(Lindley.)

Hab .
—Native of Persia and China. C«l

tivated for its fruit. Flowers in May.
Description. — The fruit is usual

called a berry
(
bacca mori nigrce), but

in fact, that kind called by botanists*

sorosis. Its odour is peculiar and agru

able
;

its taste is peculiar, pleasant, a#

dulous, and sweet. The juice is da

? « wmt**! • violet red.
orv* nujra '

Composition.—The fruit has not bcj-

analyzed. Its principal constituents are violet-red colouring matter, la

taric acid
,
sugar,

and woody fibre. The root has been analyzed

Wackenroder (Gmelin’s Handb. d. Chem. 2, 1324).

Physiological Effects.—Mulberries are alimentary in a slight d

gree : they allay thirst, diminish febrile heat, and, in large quantitii i

prove laxative.

Use.—They are employed as an agreeable aliment, and are

adapted to check preternatural heat, and relieve thirst in fevers, but
j

objectionable when a tendency to diarrhoea exists. They owe th|

retention in the Pharmacopoeia to their colour and flavour.
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- SfrUPUS Mori
,
L.— (Juice of mulberries, strained, Oj.

; Sugar, Oijss.

Lssolve the sugar in the mulberry juice with a"gentle beat, and proceed

|
the same manner as directed for Syrup of Lemons). Used as a colour-

;
and flavouring substance. Its acidity prevents its being used with

j

alies, earths, or their carbonates.

Fi cus Car'ica, Linn., L. E. D.

—

The Common Fig.

Sex. Syst. Polygamia, Tricecia, Linn . ;
Polygamia, Dicecia, Willd . ;

Dicecia, Triandria, Pers.

(Fici: fructus siccus, L—Fici: the dried fruit, E.—Fructus siccatus, D.)

'History.—In the Old Testament we are informed that Hezeldah

io lived 600 years before Christ) used figs as a topical application to

P a boil [Isaiah, ch. xxxviii. v. 21).

Botany. Gen. Char. — Monoecious.
Flowers numerous, pedicellated, inclosed

within a fleshy receptacle, which is um-
bilicated, and nearly closed at the apex,

hollow within. Calyx three to five-lobed :

lobes acuminate. Male-flowers near the

umbilicus. Stamens three to five. Ovary
free (Desf.)

; semi-adnate (Gsertn.) Style

one. Stigmas two. Drupe or utricle one-

seeded, sunk in the pulpy receptacle.

Coat of the nut fragile, crustaceous (.Bot .

Gall.)

Sp. Char.— Leaves cordate, palmate;
scabrous above, pubescent beneath [Bot.

Gall.) A small tree. Flowers in June.

Receptacle green. At the base of each
eptacle are two or three bracteal scales.

Ficus Carica.

Fig. 153.

Ficus Carica.

A, Receptacle.
a a, bracteal scales.
b, umbilicus.

b, Longitudinal section of receptacle.
a, flowers seated on b

,
the inner side of the receptacle

C,

D,
E,

Female flower.

Section of ditto-

Male ditto.

Native of Asia and south of Europe.
escriptton.—Figs (fici sen carica!

)
constitute that kind of collective

A called, by Mirbel, a syconus. They consist of fleshy, hollow, pyri-
'n receptacles, within which are numerous, small, seed-like bodies
enia

> Lindley
; utricles

,
Auctor). In the unripe state they contain an
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acrid and bitter juice, but which, when they are ripe, is replaced ]

sugar. Ripe tigs are dried in the sun or in ovens, and are aftenvailjj

packed in drums and baskets, in which they are imported. As met wi

in the shops they are more or less compressed, are covered with i

whitish, saccharine efflorescence, have a brownish or yellowish colo»i|

and are somewhat translucent. They have a peculiar and agreealil

odour, and contain a sweet, viscid pulp, in which is the achen
: j

Turkey or Smyrna figs are the largest, most juicy, and sweetest : hen
they are sometimes termedfat figs [caricce pingues) : they are distinguish*

into pulled and flat. Of 20,406 cwts. of figs, imported in 1830, no h;

than 18,801 cwts. came from Turkey
(Parliam . Return.)

Composition.—Bley (Zenker’s Naturgeschicte der vorzugl. Handelsp

analyzed Smyrna figs, and obtained the following result :

—

Sugar ofj

62'5, fatty matter 0'9, extractive with chloride of calcium 0’4, gum w\\

I

phosphoric acid 5‘2, woody fibre and seeds [achenia] 150 -

0. ^
Physiological Effects.—Figs are nutritive, emollient, demulceh

and laxative. In the fresh state they are both agreeable and wholesomd
when dried, as we receive them, they readily disorder the stomach an

bowels, and occasion flatulence, griping, and mild diarrhoea.

Uses.—In those countries where they are plentiful, figs are used ij

food. Here they are chiefly employed as a dessert. Internally they

given in the form of demulcent decoctions (as the decoctum hordei cc

positum, L. D.) in pulmonary and nephritic affections. As laxati

they are sometimes taken with the food, to relieve habitual constipatijl

and enter into the composition of Confectio Senna, L.
(
Electuarw

Sennce, E.) Roasted or boiled, and split open, they are employed

suppurative cataplasms in gum-boil, &c.

Dorsle'nia Contrajer'va, Linn. L.; and D. brasiliensis, Lam.

Sex. Syst. Tetrandria, Monogynia.

(Dorstenia Contrajerva.— Radix, L.)

Botany. Gen. Char.—Monoecious. Flowers arranged upon a fletil

receptacle, usually flat and expanded, and extremely variable in fowl

males on the surface of the
Fig. 154.

Dorstenia Contrajerva.

A, Entire receptacle.

15, Section of ditto.

a, Female flowers.

b, Male ditto.

C, Male flower in its superficial hollow.

ceptacle, two-lobed, fleshy,,

androus : females immersed!

the receptacle, also two-loi 1

in most species. Ovary on«

two-celled, with a single 4

pended ovule in each a

Style one. Stigma two-lol

Achenia lenticular, imbed

in the fleshy receptacle ;
f

which they are projected v

elasticity when ripe.—D\|
herbaceous plants with sd!

rhizomata (Lindley).

Species. 1. 7). Contrajer

Linn. L.— Caulescent; s

covered with spreading gi'<

scaly stipules. Leaves

mate ; the lobes lanceol
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.nninate, coarsely serrated and gashed, occasionally almost pinna-

cd. Receptacle on a very long stalk, quadrangular, wavy, or plaited

mdley). A native of New Spain, Mexico, Peru, Tobago, St. Vincent’s

:

illd.) The root of this is not met with in commerce.

2. V. brasiliensis, Lam.—A native of Jamaica, Brazil, and Trinidad,

"is yields the contrayerva root usually met with in the shops.

Description.—The contrayerva root (
radix controjervcc), usually found

the shops, is imported from the Brazils. It consists of an ovoid or

tong rootstock, terminating, inferiorly, in one or several long, tapering,

,re or less curved, root-fibres. From the sides of the rootstock also

se numerous slender fibres. Externally the colour is yellowish-brown,

e odour of the root is peculiar, but aromatic. The taste is warm,

terish, slightly acrid.

[ have also found another kind of contrayerva root in the shops. The

. itstalk is smaller, cylindrical, blackish-brown, with fewer fibres. The

; eptacle and leaves are attached
;
the latter are reniform.

Composition.—The root has not been analyzed. It contains, accord

-

f to Geiger (
Handb . d. Pharm.) volatile oil

,
bitter extractive

,
and starch.

which may be added resin, free acid, and woody fibre.

Physiological Effects.— Stimulant, tonic, and diaphoretic. Its

nation is very analogous to that of serpentary root, between which and
• rhizome of the sweet flag it deserves to be arranged. The root of

Dorstenia braziliensis often proves emetic (Decandolle, Essai sur les

oprietes Med.)

JUses.— Obsolete, or nearly so. It has been employed in fevers of a

t type, and in other diseases requiring a mild, stimulant, and diapho-

ic treatment.

'Administration.—The dose of the root in poivder is E)j. or 3ss. The
'usion (prepared by digesting from 3iv. in fivj. of boiling water) may
given in doses of fr$j. or fsij. The pulvis contrajervce compositus

imposed of powdered contrayerva root Jv. and prepared shells lb. iss.)

1. 10 longer officinal.

Other Medicinal or Poisonous Urticacece.

I 1ntiaris toxicaria is the celebrated Antsjar or Upas poison tree of Java, rendered no-

P ous principally in consequence of certain gross falsehoods stated concerning it, about
year 1780, by a person of the name of Foersch, said to have been a surgeon in the

fi' ice of the Dutch East India Company. Malefactors, says this person, when they

]

:ive sentence of death, are offered the chance of life, if they will go to the Upas-tree
a box of poison

;
and although every precaution is taken to avoid the injurious in-

aice of the emanations of the tree, yet of 700 criminals who went to collect the poison
< *cely two out of twenty returned. Foersch further adds, that for fifteen or eighteen
fes around this tree no living animal ofany kind has ever been discovered. (See the
1 islation ofFoersch’s paper in Burnett’s Outlines of Botany, 552.- also Penny Magaz.

)

ii. p. 321). Dr. Ilorsefield (Quart. Journ. vol. ii. p. 331) and M. Leschinault
'n. du Mus. d'Hist. Nat. t. xvi, p. 47G) have shewn that the above statements are
the most part fabulous. From their observations it appears that the true poison

-
i of Java is the Antiaris toxicaria (fig. 155, is taken from Blmne’s Rumphia.) (For

: ery elaborate account of this tree, by M. I. J. Bennett, see Dr. Horsefield’s Plantac
unica: ruriores, p. 52).
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Fig. 155.

ii:

S

It is one of the larg
forest trees ofJ ava, bei
from fill to 100 feet hij
The milky juice is c«
lectecJ by incision, andi
then inspissated by by
i»g along with thejua
of arum, galanga,onii>E
&c. The poison, whN
brought] to 'this j count
is fouhd to be a thi[

fluid, of a grayish-broKi

or fawn colour, and
unpleasant odour. It c«i

sists, according to Pel
tier andgCaventou, (An
Chirn et Phys. t. x
p. 44) of a peculiar eh

resin, slightly solu\

gummy matter analog<

to bassorin, and a bi

matter soluble in alco

and water. This bi

matter is composed o

colouring matter absor

ble by charcoal, an un

termihed acid, and[a«i

arin, the active princi

of the plant, and wb
is precipitable by tinct*

of galls. Sir B. Bro
(Phil. Trans, for 18

says, the poison rend

the heart insensible to

stimulus of the bio

Abor toxicaria. Ijjo., Rumph. Antiaris toxicaria

,

Leschinault. Magendie and De
(Orfila, Toxicol.

found that, besides acting on the brain and spinal marrow, it proved emetic. Acco

ing to Andral, it causes convulsions with alternations of relaxation.

Fig. 156. Fig. 157.

Artocarpus incisa. A. integrifolia.

The Artocarpus inci'sa, or Pread-fruit tree, and the A. integrifo'lia or Jak fruit,

serve notice on account of their important alimentary uses. Artocarpus incisa is a nati]

of the islands of the Pacific and of the Moluccas. Its fruit is to the inhabitants o

Polynesia what corn is to the people of other parts of the world. Artocarpus ttuey^

folia is cultivated throughout southern India, and all the wanner parts of Asia.
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Fig. 158.
fruit forms a very considerable article of food in Ceylon.
(For a full description of these plants, by Dr. llook^r, see

Botan. Magaz. vol. ii. N. S.)

The Cannabis sativa, or Hemp plant
,

so well known for

the tenacity of its fibres, possesses narcotic properties, and
yields an intoxicating- drug. A glandular secretion of this

plant serves, among Asiatics, for both wine and opium. Dr.
Royle

(
Botany of the Himalayan Mount, p. 3:14) suggests it

may be the Nepenthes (v-ryn-evdes) of Homer ( Odyssce ,
iv.)

Cannabis sativa.

Order 26. Pipera'ce^e, Kunth.—The Pepper Tribe.

: ;ential Character.—Flowers naked, hermaphrodite, with a bract on the outside.

Stamens definite or indefinite, arranged on one side, or all round the ovary; to which
i hey adhere more or less

;
anthers one or two-celled, with or without a fleshy con-

- lective; pollen smooth. Ovary superior, simple, one-celled, containing a single erect

<• rale ; stigma sessile, simple, rather oblique. Fruit superior, somewhat fleshy, in-

iehiscent, one-celled, one-seeded. Seed erect, with the embryo lying in a fleshy sac,

1 ilaced at that end of the seed which is opposite the hilum, on the outside of the al-

Dumen. Shrubs or herbaceous plants. Leaves opposite, verticillate, or alternate, in

:onsequenee of the abortion of one of the pair of leaves, without stipules. Flowers
- isually sessile, sometimes pedicellate, in spikes which are either terminal or axillary

;

>r opposite the leaves (Lindley).

operties.—Fruits remarkable for their hot taste, and acrid and stimulant properties.

These qualities they owe to the presence of an acrid oil and resin.

Pi'per nigrum
,
Linn., L. E. D.

—

The Black Pepper.

Sex. Syst. Diandria, Trigynia.

(Baccse, L. Dried unripe Berries, E. Semina, L>.)

History.—The ancient Greeks were acquainted with pepper (*•tVept)
;

pir knowledge of which must have been derived, directly or indirectly,

>m the Hindoos. Hippocrates [Be morb. mul. &c.) employed it in

veral diseases. Pliny [Hist. Nat. lib. xii. cap. 14, ed. Valp.) notices its

es as a condiment, and expresses his astonishment that it should have
me into general use, since it has neither flavour nor appearance to

commend it.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Spadix covered with flowers on all sides.

oivers hermaphrodite, rarely dioecious, each supported by a scale.

amina two or more. Ovarium with one, solitary, erect ovule. Stigma
mctiforrn, obtuse, or split. Berry one-seeded. Embryo dicotyledonous
mnocotyledonous, Blume\

, inverted (Blume, Enum. Plant. Java:, p. 64).
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Fig. 159.
Sp. Chap,.—Stem shrubby, radicant, climbindil

terete. Leaves ovate or elliptical, acuiniiiatM

occasionally somewhat oblique, subeordate, fiyjll

to seven-nerved, coriaceous, smooth, recurved

the margin, glauco-greenish beneath. Spadice M
shortly pedunculated, pendulous. Fruits dissl

tinct (Blume, op. cit.)

Stem eight to twelve feet long, jointed, dichojl

tomous. Fruit at first green, then red, afterward 1|

black.

According to Dr. Roxburgh {FI. Indica
, vol.il

p. 153), Piper trioicum is. cultivated, and yield;
Piper nigrum. excellent pepper.

Hab. Cultivated in various parts of India and its islands (Roxburgh)

also in the West Indies.

Preparation.—When any of the berries on a spadix change fron

green to red, the whole are considered fit for gathering
;
for if they an

allowed to become fully ripe, they are somewhat less acrid, and, moreover

easily drop off. When collected they are spread out, and dried in tin

sun, and the stalks separated by hand-rubbing. They are afterward),

winnowed (Marsden, Hist, of Sumatra, 3rd ed. p. 137). The dried am

shrivelled berries constitute black pepper (
piper nigrum).

White pepper
(
piper album)

is prepared hom the best and soundest,

grains, taken at their most perfect stage of maturity. These being soakej

in water, swell, and burst their tegument, which is afterwards careful! I

separated, by drying in the sun, hand-rubbing, and winnowing (Marsden*

^Commerce.—The pepper countries extend from about the longitudjf

of 96° to that of 115° E., beyond which no pepper is to be found; anjj

they reach from 5° S. latitude to about 12° N., where it again cease*

The following estimate of the production of pepper is drawn up by Mu

Crawford (M'Culloch, Diet, of Comm.)

Production of Pepper. lbs.

Sumatra (west coast) 2
2 non’nrn!

Do. (east do) 8,000,( 0

Islands in the Straits of Malacca 3,600,01)0

«±L
pe“insula

Siam TIZ'Z’Z"" 8,000,000

Malabar" 4,000,000

Total 50,000,000

In the year 1838, the number of pounds of pepper which paid dut

(\s. per lb.) was 2,169,438. Pepper is usually imported m bags.

D fscription.— Black pepper is round, covered externally vnh

brownish-black, corrugated layer (the remains of the succulent portion*

the berry), which may be readily removed by softening it in water. n*

nally we have a hard, whitish, spherical, smooth seed which « horny*

ternally, but farinaceous internally. The finest kind of black
:

pepper

called shot pepper, from its density and hardness. Pultons deco

pepper is black pepper deprived of its husk by mechanical tntuia*
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is sometimes bleached bv chlorine (Brande, Diet, of Mat. Mad.)

o taste of pepper (both of nucleus and covering) is acrid and hot.

Iiite pepper is the fruit deprived of the external fleshy portion of the

icarp. The grains are larger than those of black pepper, spherical,

itish, and smooth, horny externally; internally they are farinaceous,

hollow in the centre. They are less acrid and pungent than black

pper. ...
Composition-—In 1819, Oersted discovered piperin m pepper, in

>1, black pepper was analyzed by Pelletier {Ann. de Cliim. et de Phys.

i. 344). In 1832, white pepper was analyzed by Luca (Schwartzc,

arm. Tab.)

Black pepper (Pelletier).

\cricl soft resin.
r
olatile oil.

’iperin.

Extractive.

4um.
iassorin.

tareh.

Ialic acid.

’artaric acid.

’otasb, calcareous, and magnesian salts.

Voody fibre.

White pepper (Lucii).

Acrid resin Iff60

Volatile oil l'Gl

Extractive, gum, and salts 12‘50

Starch 18'50

Albumen 250
Woody fibre 29'00

Water and loss 19 29

White pepper 100 00

, Midi found no piperin in white pepper
;
but Poutet {Journ. de Pharm.

ii.) subsequently detected it. Probably, therefore, in Luca’s analysis,

piperin was contained in the resin.

Resin ofpepper (resina piperis).—This is a very acrid substance, soluble in alcohol

ether, but not so in the volatile oils. It possesses in high perfection the acrid pro-

-ies of pepper. Dissolved in ether it was employed by Dr. Lucas, in intermittents,

i in two out of three cases with success (Dierbach, Neuest. Entd. in d. Mat. Med.

;

1, S. 252, 1837).

Volatile oil of pepper'{oleum piperis).'—When pure this is colourless
;

it has the
ir and taste of pepper. Itssp. gr. is 0’9932 (Luca). According to Meli (Dierbach,
'it.), it possesses the same febrifuge properties as piperin, perhaps because it retains

e of the latter principle. It has been used in some forms of dyspepsia depending on
eral debility.

• Piperin.—This substance was discovered by Oersted in 1819, but was more accu-
ly examined by Pelletier in 1821. It exists in black, white, and long pepper, and
) in cubebs.

!

t is a crystalline substance, the crystals being rhombic prisms, witli inclined bases.

-Jses at 212° F., is insoluble in cold water, and is only very slightly soluble in boiling
er. Its best solvent is alcohol; the solution throws down piperin when water is

ed to it. Ether dissolves it, but not so readily as alcohol. Acetic acid likewise is

'Lent for it.

,’iperin, when pure, is white; but, as met with in commerce, it is usually straw-

I

ow. It was at first supposed to be an alkali ; but Pelletier has shewn that it pos-
es no analogy with vegetable alkalies, but that it is related to the resins. With
ng sulphuric acid it forms a blood-red liquid. Nitric acid colours it first greenish-
ow, then orange, and afterwards red. The action of hydrochloric acid is similar.
* is composed ol CLO H 22 N 1 08. Hence its equivalent or atomic weight is 340.
iperin has been recommended and employed by Meli and several other physicians
-rbach, Neuest. Entd. in d. Mat. Med. B. i. S. 176, 1828) as a febrifuge in intermittent

T**
Bis said to be more certain and speedy, and also milder in its action, than the

bona alkalies. Moreover, urn are told it might be procured at a cheaper rate than
•bate of quinia. Its dose is about six or eight grains in powder or pills. Sixty
ns have been taken in twenty-four hours, without causing any injurious effects.
• considers two or three scruples sufficient to cure an intermittent. Magendie {For-
"lTe) proposes it in blennorrhagia, instead of cubebs.
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Physiological Effects.—Pepper is one of the acrid spices wholJ
general effects have been already noticed (p. 127). Its great acridityD
recognized when we apply it. to the tongue. On the skin it acts asjj
rubefacient and vesicant (Richard, Diet, de Med. t. xvii. p. 303 i
Swallowed, it stimulates the stomach, creates a sensation of warmth A
this viscus, and, when used in small doses, assists the digestive functioifcl

but, if given in large quantities, induces an inflammatory conditfoj
'TtTtOf-OOVno f O l.'On taI* O n 4 rviv\ n /«!-> i 4- ^ ,1 . . .Thirty white pepper-corns, taken for a stomach complaint, induefj

violent burning pain, thirst, and accelerated pulse, which continued if3
three days, until the fruits were evacuated (Wibmer, Arzneim. u. GiM
Bd. iv. S. 220). Wendt, Lange, and Jager (quoted by Wibmer, op. cilfl

S. 119), have also reported cases in which inflammatory symptoms sup<b|
vened after the use of pepper. On the vascular and secerning systead
pepper acts as a stimulant. It accelerates the frequency of the pulal
promotes diaphoresis, and acts as an excitant to the mucous surfaces!

On one of my patients (a lady) the copious use of pepper induces bumi*

i

heat of skin, and a few spots of Urticaria evanida usually on the faauj
u I have seen,” says Van Swieten

(
Commentaries

,
vol. v. p. 57, Ei

Transl.) “ a most ardent and dangerous fever raised in a person who htfi

swallowed a great quantity ofbeaten pepper.” It has long been regard!

as a stimulant for the urino-genital apparatus. The opinion is support] *!

by the well-known influence of the peppers over certain morbid conditio
1

of these organs. Moreover, the beneficial effect of pepper in

affections of the rectum leads us to suspect that this viscus is also

ficially influenced by these fruits.

Uses.— It is employed as a condiment, partly for its flavour, partly :

its stimulant influence over the stomach, by which it assists digesti«i=

As a gastric stimulant it is a useful addition to difficultly-digestili

foods, as fatty and mucilaginous matters, especially in persons subjects

stomach complaints from a torpid or atonic condition of this viscus. d:

fused in ardent spirit it is a popular remedy for preventing the return'

the paroxysms of intermittent fevers, given shortly before the expect:

attack. The practice is not recent, for Celsus (lib. iii. cap. 12) advi i

warm water with pepper to relieve the cold fit. The febrifuge powea 1

this spice has been folly proved, in numerous cases, by L. Frank (Jou *

Complem. du Diet, des Scienc. Med. t. viii. p. 371) ;
Meli, ibid. t. xjf

p. 124) Riedmiiller, (Dierbach), and others
;
though Schmitz {Ru.

Magaz. Bd. xiv.) denies it. Barbier {Traite Elent. de Mat. Med. 2d

t. ii. p. 57) says, that in some instances, where large doses were exhibit]

death occurred in consequence of the aggravation of a pre-exist!

gastritis. It has been employed in gonorrhoea as a substitute for cubtf

In relaxed uvula, paralysis of the tongue, and other affections of

mouth or throat requiring the use of a powerful acrid, pepper may

employed as a masticatory. In the form of ointment it is used as

application to tinea capitis. Mixed with mustard it is employed

increase the acridity of sinapisms.

Administration.—The dose of black pepper (either of corns

powder) is from five to fifteen grains
;
the powder may be given in theft

of pills.

1. Confectio Ptperis nigrt, L. D. ;
Electuarium Piperis, E.

—

(B1

Pepper, Elecampane-root [Liquorice-root in powder, -E.] aa. lb. j. ;
Fer

seeds, lb. iij.
;
Honey ;

White Sugar, aa. lb. ij. llub the dry ingredk
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•ether to a very fine powder. The London College keeps this in a

•ered vessel, and directs the Honey to be added when the Confection

0 be used. But the Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges order the Honey

be added immediately after the dry ingredients have been mixed.)

is preparation is intended to be a substitute for a quack medicine,

led “ Ward's Paste]’ which has obtained some celebrity as a remedy

fistulce, piles, and ulcers about the rectum. Its efficacy doubtless

)e.nds on the gentle stimulus it gives to the affected parts. Sir B.

xlie [Lectures in Lond.Med. Gaz. vol. xv. p. 746) observes, that severe

kes of piles are sometimes cured by it
;
and he thinks that it acts on

m topically, the greater part of the paste passing into the colon, be-

lling blended with the faeces, and in this way coming in contact with

piles, on which it operates as a local application, much as vinum opii

f.
s on the vessels of the conjunctiva in chronic ophthalmia. In

I ifirmation of this view, he mentions the case of a patient attended
' Sir Everard Home, who was cured by the introduction of the paste

! i the rectum. Confection of black pepper is adapted for weak and
i cophlegmatic habits, and is objectionable where much irritation or

animation is present. The dose of it is from one to two or three

chms twice or thrice a day. “ It is of no use,” says Sir B. Brodie,

> i take this remedy for a week, a fortnight, or a month
;

it must be
- severed in for two, three, or four months.” As it is apt .to accumulate
i\ and distend the colon, gentle aperients should be exhibited occa-

nally during the time the patient is taking the confection.

!. Unguentum Piperis nigri, D.—(Prepared Hog’s Lard, lb. i.

;

ick Pepper, reduced to powder, ^iv. Make an ointment). Formerly

I*

rogue for the cure of tinea capitis.

Piper long'um
,
Linn., L. E. D.

—

The Long Pepper.

Sex. Syst. Diandria, Trigrynia.

(Fructus immaturus exsiccatus, L. Dried Spikes, E. Semina, D.)

I*

Iotany. Gen. Char.—Vide Piper nigrum.
Char .

—

Stem shrubby, climbing. Lower leaves ovate-cordate,

l-ee to five-nerved : upper ones on short petioles, oblong, acuminate,
ique, and somewhat cordate at the base, obsoletely four to five-nerved

|

1 veined, coriaceous, smooth, grayish-green beneath. Peduncles

f
ger than the petiole. Spadices almost cylindrical (Blume, Enum.

; Java, p. 70).
' Tab.—India. Found wild amongst bushes, on the banks of water-
• uses, up towards the Circar mountains. It flowers and bears fruit
• ing the wet and cold seasons (Roxburgh). It is cultivated in Ben-

> and in the valleys amongst the Circar mountains. The roots and
pekest parts of the stems, when cut into small pieces and dried, form a
• isiderable article of commerce all over India, under the name of
'pula moola.

|

^e&cription.—

W

hen fully grown, but yet unripe, the spadices are
khered and dried by exposure to the sun. They are then packed in

,

-?s for sale.

As met with in commerce, long pepper is grayish-brown, cylindrical,
'Nch or more in length, having a mild aromatic odour, but a violent

1

ngent taste.

3 c
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Composition.—This pepper was analyzed by Dulong in 1825 (JouA, I
de Pharm. t. xi. p. 52). The following are the substances he obtain*!
•from it :

—

Acrid fatty matter (resin ?), volatile oil, piperin, nitrogenoi J
extractive

,
yum, bassorin, starch, malates and other salts.

The volatile oil of lony pepper is colourless, and has a disagreeable odour and
acrid taste.

Physiological Effects and Uses.—The effects of long pepper a-j
analogous to those of black pepper. Cullen {Mat. Med. vol. ii. p. *2On
and Bergius {Mat. Med. Ed. 2

ndR

,
tom. i. p. 29) consider it less powjl

ful
;
but most other pharmacologists are agreed on its being more acrfj

Medicinally it may be employed in similar cases. It is used principal
for culinary purposes. It is a constituent of several pharmacopoejfl
preparations.

Piper Cube'ba, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Cubeb Pepper.

Sex. Syst. Diandria, Trigynia.

(Baccre
; cubebse, L. Fruit, E. Fructus, D.)

History.—It is uncertain when the cubebs of our shops were fjl

introduced into medicine, or who first alludes to them. There does

appear to be any foundation for the opinion that the ancient Greeks w'
acquainted with them. “ Many, indeed, pretend that the Carpesi)

{Kapm'iaiov) of Galen is our cubeb, and that the roundpepper of Tin j

phrastus, the pepper of Hippocrates, were all names for them
; but ti

)

is a conjecture founded on a very bad basis. The Arabians are at I

head of these blunders. Serapion has translated all that Galen says!

carpesion into his chapter of cubeb, and attributed all its virtues toi

and has even added every thing to the account that Dioscorides has i
us of the Ruscus. Avicenna is also in the same error, and calls the (R

pesium cubeb
;
and from these authors Actuarius and the other Gref I

have collected their accounts. It is plain from all this, that either

carpesium of the Greeks and the cubebs of the Arabians are the so*

things, or else that the Arabians have been guilty of confounding

ferent things in a strange manner together : if the latter be the ca

there is no judging of any thing from what they say
;
and if the fori?

it is very evident that our cubebs are not the same with theirs—thajj

with the carpesium of Galen
;

for he expressly assures us that this
’ll

not a fruit or seed, but, as he tells us, a kind of slender woody twfj

resembling in smell and virtues the root of the valerian. Nothing

more evident than that the carpesium, therefore, was either a fibiil

root, or the small twigs and branches of a climbing plant, not a roi

small fruit. If the Arabians, therefore, were acquainted with our culjj|

at all, it appears that, not knowing what the carpesium and ruscus w
they ignorantly attributed the virtues ascribed by the Greeks to tl

medicines to these fruits” (Hill, Hist, of the Mat. Med. p. 473).

Cubebs were in use in England 500 years ago, for, in 1305, Edwai i

granted to the corporation of London the power of levying a toll of

farthing a pound on this article in its passage over London Bridge {L

Niger Scaccarii, vol. i., p. '*478. Also The Chronicles of London Bri

p. 155).

Botany. Gen. Ciiajr.—Vide Piper nigrum.
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Sp. Char.—Stem shrubby, terete, climbing. Leaves petiolate, oblong

ovate-oblong, acuminate, rounded or oblique cordate at the base,

rved, coriaceous, smooth. Peduncles almost equal to the petiole.

tries with elongated peduncles (Blume, Enum. FI. Java, p. 70).

jr. Blume says that the cubebs of the shops are the fruit of P. caninum, which has

iiialler and shorter-stalked fruit, having a distinct anise flavour, and less pungency

n the fruit of P. Cubeba
;
but Dr. Lindley (Flora Medico) observes, that he cannot

ceive any difference in the flavour of the dried fruit of P. Cubeba and of the

-iebs sold in the London shops. P. Cubeba is readily distinguishable from P. cani-

n by the leaves being coriaceous, smooth, and shining, with the veins proceeding

n the side of the midrib, not from its base.

Has.—Java and the Prince of Wales’s Island.

Description.—The dried unripe fruit of this plant constitutes the

)ebs, ox piper caudatum, of the shops.

In appearance, cubebs resemble black pepper, except that they are

hter coloured, and are each furnished with a stalk two or three lines

. g, and from which circumstance they have received their name
idatum. The cortical portion of cubebs (that which constituted the

;hy portion of the fruit) appears to have been thinner and less succu-

t than in black pepper. Within, it is a hard spherical seed, which is

litish and oily. The taste of cubebs is acrid, peppery, and campho-
eous; the odour is peculiar and aromatic.

Composition.—Three analyses of cubebs have been made: one by
'inmsdorf, in 1811 (Schwartz, Pharm. Tabell.)

;
a second by Vauque-

in 1820 [Ann. Phil., 2nd Series, vol. iii. p. 202
)

;

and a third by
mheim, in 1835 [Journ. de Pharm. xx. 403).

Vauquelin.

Volatile oil, nearly solid.

Resin like that of copaiva.

Another coloured resin.

A coloured gummy matter.

Extractive.

Saline matter.

C ubebs.

Monheim.

1. Green volatile oil 2-5

2. Yellow volatile oil

1*
*0

3. Cubebin 4 -5
4. Balsamic resin 1-5

5. Wax 3 -0
6. Chloride of sodium TO
7. Extractive 60
8. Lignin 6;V0

Loss 15 -5

Cubebs 100-0

. Essential Oil of Cubebs [Oleum cubeba
,
E.)—By distillation, cubebs yield about

> of a transparent, slightly-coloured, volatile oil, which is lighter than water, and
the cubeb odour, and a hot, aromatic, bitter taste.

!y keeping, it sometimes deposits crystals [Cubeb stearoptene or Cubeb camphor), the
primary form of which is the rhombic octahedron. Their odour is that of cubebs

;

r taste, at first, that of cubebs with camphor, afterwards cooling. They are fusible
* 33° F- soluble in alcohol, ether, and oils, but are insoluble in water.

• Resin of Cubebs.—Vauquelin has described two resins of cubebs : one is green,
ml, acrid, and analogous, both in odour and taste, to balsam of copaiva ; the other
rewn, solid, acrid, and insoluble in ether.
• Cubebin (Piperin ).— From cubebs is obtained a principle to which the term cubebin
beep applied. It is very analogous to, if not identical with, piperin. Cassola, a
ipolitan chemist (Journ. de Chim. Med. t. x. p. 685), says it is distinguished from the
er principle by the fine crimson colour which it produces with sulphuric acid, and
ch remains unaltered for twenty or twenty-four hours : moreover, Cubebin is not
stallizahle.

donheim [op. cit.) however declares Cubebin to be identical with piperin, and that it
-ombmed with a soft acrid resin. In this state it is soluble in ether, alcohol, the

' mis, and acetic acid
;
but is insoluble in oil of turpentine aud dilute sulphuric

'• It fuses at 68* F.
1
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Dr. Gorres (Dierbach, Neueste Entd. in d. Mat. Med. S. 253, 1837) gave cubebiu J
both acute and chronic gonorrhoea, to the extent of one drachm, (our times daily. B)'
be premised the use of phosphoric acid.

4. Extractive matter of Cubebs .—Vauquelin says the extractive matter of cubebsM
analogous to that found in leguminous plants. It is precipitable by galls, but not -4

acetate of lead.

Physiological Effects.—Cubebs belong to the acrid spices, alreatjJ

(p. 72) noticed. Their sensible operation is very analogous to that

black pepper. Taken in moderate doses, they stimulate the stomaefl
augment the appetite, and promote the digestive process. In laruj
quantities, or taken when the stomach is in an irritated or inflammatofii
condition, they cause nausea, vomiting, burning pain, griping,' ai;/]

q
> U

I

J

1

even purging. These are their local effects. The constitutional

are those resulting from the operation of an excitant,—namely
creased frequency and fulness of pulse, thirst, and augmented heat
probably stimulates all the mucous surfaces, but unequally so. In soM
instances, cubebs give rise to an eruption on the skin, like urticaria. >i>.

unfrequently they cause headache
;

and occasionally disorder of tl

cerebro-spinal functions, manifested by convulsive movements or part ,

paralysis, as in a case related by Mr. Broughton (London Med. Gq:

vol. i. p. 405).

Cubebs appear to exercise a specific influence over the urino-genitij

apparatus. Thus they frequently act as diuretics, and at the sac

time deepen the colour of, and communicate a peculiar aromatic odo

to, the urine. Their stimulant operation on the bladder is well illiu

trated by a case related by Sir Benjamin Brodie (Ibid. vol. i. p. 30!

A gentleman, labouring under chronic inflammation of the bladder, t

fifteen grains of cubebs, every eight homs, with much relief. Be
anxious to expedite his cure, he, of his own accord, increased the d(M

to a drachm. This was followed by an aggravation of the symptonf
the irritation of bladder was much increased, the mucus was secreted!

much larger quantity than before, and ultimately the patient died,

—

“

death being, I will not say occasioned,” adds Sir Benjamin, “ but ci

tainly very much hastened, by his imprudence in overdosing himself w?

the cubebs.”

Three drachms of cubebs caused in Piil (Wibmer, Arzneim. it. Gifts

Bd. iv. S. 217) nausea, acid eructations, heat at the pit of the stornaf

headache, uneasiness, and fever.

Uses.—The principal use of cubebs is in the treatment of gonorrhn

They should be given in as large doses as the stomach can bear, in i

early stage of the disease ;
for experience has fully proved that in

p|

portion to the length of time gonorrhoea has existed, the less amenaj

is it to the influence of cubebs. In some instances an immediate stoff

put to the progress of the malady. In others, the violent symptoms oh

are palliated
;
while in many (according to my experience in most)

no obvious influence over the disease is manifested. The presene

active inflammation of the urethra does not positively preclude the usd?

cubebs, though I have more than once seen them aggravate the syn

toms. Mr. Jeffreys (Observ. on the Use of Cubebs, or Java Pepper, in

cure of Gonorrhoea, 1821) thinks the greatest success is met with in

more inflammatory forms of the disease. Cubebs have been char;

with inducing swelled testicle ;
but I have not observed this affectior
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more frequent after the use of cubebs than when they were not em-

j wed. Mr. Broughton (Med.-Chir. Trans, vol. xii. p. 99) gave them

I fifty patients, and in forty-five they proved successful. Of these only

[ i had swelled testicle. The explanation of the methodus medendi is

i

satisfactory. Sir A. Cooper (Lancet ,
vol. iii. p. 201, 1824) thinks that

bebs produce a specific inflammation of their own on the urethra,

dch has the effect of superseding the gonorrhoeal inflammation. The
f basional occurrence of a cutaneous eruption from the use of cubebs
• nerves especial attention, as I have known it create a suspicion of

I -ondary symptoms.

6 Cubebs have been recommended in gleet and leucorrhcea (Dr. Orr,

j

l. Med. Journ. vol. xviii. p. 3 18) . In abscess ofthe prostate gland, twenty

I thirty grains of cubebs, taken three times a day, have in many cases

peared to do good (Sir B. Brodie, Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. i. p. 396).

!
iey seemed to give a gentle stimulus to the parts, and to influence the

I .ease much in the same way that Ward’s Paste operates on abscesses

i 1 fistuloe, and ulcers of the rectum. In cystirrhcea also they have
! ;asionally proved serviceable in small doses {Ibid. p. 300). In piles,

jewise, they are given with advantage (Ibid. vol. xv. 747).
h Formerly cubebs were employed as gastric stimulants and carminatives

dyspepsia, arising from an atonic condition of the stomach. They
re also been used in rheumatism. The Indians macerate them in

ne, and take them to excite the sexual feelings.

A Administration.—

C

ubebs, in the form of 'powder
,
are given in doses,

"ring from ten grains to three drachms. In affections of the bladder
'

1 prostate gland the dose is from ten grains to thirty grains. In
aorrheea, on the other hand, they should be administered in large

ses. Mr. Crawford (Hist, of the Indian Archipelago,
vol. i. p. 465)

vs, that in Malay countries they are given in doses of three drachms,
or eight times during the day.

1. Oleum Cubebbs, E.
;
Volatile Oil of Cubebs .—(Prepared by grind-

' the fruit, and distilling with water). The physical properties of this

have been already noticed. It is, in my opinion, the best and most
nvenient preparation of cubebs. The dose of it, at the commencement,
ten or twelve drops. This quantity is to be gradually increased as
ig as the stomach will bear it. In some instances, I have given it to

'

3 extent of a fluidrachm for a dose. It may be taken suspended in
.ter by means of mucilage, or dropped on sugar. A combination of
of cubebs and oil of copaiva forms a very useful medicine in some

f

SOS of gonorrhoea.
On the continent, a preparation, called the oleo-resinous extract of
bebs, is used. It is prepared by adding the oil to the resinous extract

1 cubebs, which is prepared by digesting the cake left after the distil-

1011 °f the oil in alcohol, and distilling off the spirit (Journ. de Pharm.
xiv. p. 40).
’%• Tinctura Cubebje, L.

;
Tinciura Piperis Cubebce

,
D.—(Cubebs,

• [fiv. D.]
; Rectified [Proof, II.

\

Spirit, Oij. [wine measure, I).]

acerate for fourteen days, and filter). Dr. Montgomery ( Observ . on
e JJubl. Pharm. p.439, Lond.) says, “ I have found this tincture cure
•norrhoca both speedily and satisfactorily.” The dose of it is one or
0 ^achms, three times a day.
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Fig. 1(10.

Other non officinal Piperacece.

Tlie Piper Betle is extensively used by the Malays and other nations of the E a <»

who consider it as a necessary of life. The mode of taking- it in Sumatra eonsis •

simply in spreading- on the sink (the leaf of tl.

Piper Betle) a small quantity of chunam (quicii

lime prepared from calcined shells), and foldiij

•

it up with a slice of pinang (Areca nut) (vijj

pp. 87 & 616). From the mastication theij

proceeds a juice which tinges the saliva off

|

bright red, and which the leaf and nut, witholf
the lime, will not yield. This hue being coil,

municated to the mouth and lips, is esteemjl

ornamental, and an agreeable flavour is impartjj

to the breath. The juice is usually, but not A.

ways, swallowed. To persons who are i4|

habituated to this composition it causes giddin
astringes and excoriates the mouth and fam

and deadens for a time the faculty of taste. I

dividuals, when toothless, have the ingredier
previously reduced to a paste, that they may dissolve without further effort (Marsdi
Hist. of Sumatra, 3rd ed. p. 281).

Piper Betle.

Order 27. Eupiiorbia'cea:, Juss.—The Euphor'bium Tribe.

Essential Character.—Flowers monoecious or dioecious. Calyx monosepalous; t

segments definite, sometimes none, very often increased on the inside by vario

squamiform or glandular appendages. Stamens indefinite, or generally definite, d
tinct [or monadelphous]

; sometimes inserted into the centre of the flower, benea
the rudiments of the pistil. Anthers two-celled; the cells sometimes distinct, deh
cing longitudinally on the outer side. Ovary superior, sessile, or stipitate, two
three or many-celled

;
the cells arranged in a circle around the central placen

Ovules solitary or in pairs
; suspended from the inner angle beneath the api

Styles as many as the cells; either distinct, or united, or none. Stigmas single a

compound or many-lobed. Capsule of two to three distinct bivalved cells, whi
often burst elastically. Seeds solitary or twin, with an arillus, and attached aboi

to the central placenta. Embryo surrounded by a fleshy albumen : cotyledons fls

radicle superior.

—

Herbs or shrubs generally lactescent. Leaves mostly stipulate, alti

nate, or rarely opposite. Floui

Fig. 161. Fig. 162. axillary or terminal, usually w

bracts
;
bracts in some cases larj

and involucriform (Bot . Gall.)

Some of the Euphorbiaceae are si

culeut (as Euphorbia melofo\

and E. antiquorum
,

figs. 161-1

and have a considerable resei

blance to Cacteaceie, from whi

they may in general be disti

guished by the presence of anac

milky juice. However, the gen

Mammilaria (of the family Cact<

ccte) possesses a milky juice.

Properties.—Acridity is the lead!

quality of the plants of this

mily. Some species also posse

narcotic property. The acridity resides in the milky juice. In some plants the ac

principle is volatile, as in Hippomane Mancinella and Croton Tiglitnn

:

in the
1 '

mentioned species it is of an acid nature. Some poisonous species, by roasting,

deprived of this volatile principle, and thereby become esculent. In some cases t

acrid principle is fixed, as in the substance called, in the shops, “gum” euphorbivm

Some euphorbiaceous plants arc devoid of acridity, or possess it in a very slight

d

grec only. Von Buch (Nees and Eberraaier, Aled. Pharm. Bot. Bd. i. S. 355)
says, I

branches of Euphorbia balsamifera contain a mild sweet juice, which is eaten by t

Euphorbia meloformis.

Euphorbia antiquorum.
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ihabitauts of the Canary Isles. The aromatic tonic bark of the Croton Cascarilla

another exception to the very general acridity of euphorbiaceous plants.

This acrid juice pervades various parts of the plants; in the stem it resides princi-

i ally in the cortical portion. “ M. Berthollet has recorded a remarkable instance of

ie harmless quality of the sap in the interior of a plant, whose bark is filled with a

iilky proper juice of a poisonous nature. He describes the natives of Teneriffe as

I being in the habit of removing the hark from the Euphorbia canariensis, and then

, licking the inner portion of the stem in order to quench their thirst, this part con-

taining a considerable quantity of limpid and non-elaborated sap” (Henslow,

iotany, in Larclner's Cyclop, p. 217).

Croton Tiglium, Lam. L. E. D.

—

The Purging Croton.

Croton Jamalgota, Hamilton.

Sex. Syst . Moncecia, Monadelphia.

(Oleum e seminibus expression, L. D. Expressed Oil of the Seeds, E.)

History.— Croton seeds are mentioned by Avicenna (lib. 2
uUus

,
cap. 219)

1 by Serapion (De Simplicibus, cccxlviii.) under the name of Pend
Dende. The earliest European describer of them is Christopher i it

Acosta, in 1578 (Clusius, Exoticor. p. 292), who terms them pini

dei malucani. When Commeline wrote, they were known in the

ops by the name of cataputia minor, although they were sold by
: lerants as grana dilla or grana tilli. They were much employed by
dical men in the 17th century, and were known by various names,
t principally by that of grana tiglia. They, however, went out of use,

ibably hi consequence of the violence and uncertainty of their opera-

n. Their re-employment in modern practice is owing partly to the

.dees of them by Dr. White and Mr. Marshall, in the first edition of

. Ainslie’s work
(
Materia Medica of Hindostan, 1813) ;

but princi-

illy to the introduction of the oil, in 1819, by Dr. Conwell (
Rccherch

.

•

r les Propr. med. et VEmploi en Med. de VHuile de Croton Tiglium,

-24). For further historical details, consult Professor FI. H. Wilson’s
per in the Trans, of the Med. and Phys. Society of Calcutta, vol. i.

. 249.

I Botany. Gen. Char.—

F

lowers monoecious, or very rarely dioecious.

dyx five-parted. Males

:

—Petals five. Stamens ten or more, distinct.

males

:

—Petals none. Styles three, divided into two or more partitions.

ipsule tricoccous (Adr. de Jussieu).

Sp. Ciiar.—Arboreous. Leaves oblong-ovate, acuminate, slightly

rrate, smooth. Stamina fifteen, distinct. Each cell of the fruit filled by
e seed.

A middle-sized tree, from fifteen to twenty feet high. Bark smooth,
h-coloured. Leaves sometimes cordate, and with two flat round glands
their base

; when young, covered on both surfaces, but especially the
wer one, with minute stellate hairs. At the base of the leaves are two
it round glands. Raceme terminal, erect, simple. Petals of male
>vver white.

Hah .—Continent of India, islands forming the Indian Archipelago,
id Ceylon.

Die Croton Pavana (Hamilton, Trans. Linn. Soc. vol. xiv. 257) is said also to yield
.pium or croton seeds. It is distinguished from C. Tiglium by having only ten
'Umiia, and by the seeds being much smaller than the cells in which they are placed.
• 1 avana is a native of Ava, north-eastern parts of Bengal? Amboynu?? Dr.
anulton thinks it is the (Jrunuiu Moluccum of Rumphius.

Description .— Croton seeds (semina tiglii sen semina crotonis
; grana
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iifflii ;
purging nuts of some authors), in size and shape are very simile

to castor seeds. Viewed laterally, their shape is oval or oval-oblong

i

seen from either extremity, they have a rounded or imperfectly quadrant
gular form. Their length does not exceed six lines

; their thickness i|

to 3 lines
; their breadth, 3 or 4 lines. Sometimes the surface o

the seeds is yellowish, owing to the presence of an investing lamin;,
(epidermis ?). The testa is dark-brown, or blackish, and is marked witl

the ramifications of the raphe. The endocarp, or internal seed-coat, i

thin, brittle, and of a light colour. It incloses a yellowish oily albu
men, which envelopes the embryo, whose cotyledons are foliaceous o

membranous. The seeds are without odour; their taste is at first mile
and oleaginous, afterwards acrid and burning. When heated, the

evolve an acrid vapour.

According to Dr. Nimmo (Quart. Journ. of Science
,

vol. xiii. p. 65
\

100 parts of the seeds consist of

‘

Shell or seed-coats 36
Kernel, or nucleus 64

100

Composition.—Croton seeds were analyzed by Brandes (Gmelin*
Handb. d. Chem. Bd. ii. S. 1320), with the following results:—

Volatile oil traces.

Fixed oil, with crotonic acid, and an alkaloid (crotonin) 1700
Crotonates and colouring- matter 032
Browuisk yellow resin, insoluble in ether 100
Stearine and wax 0 65
Extractive, sugar, and malates of potash and lime 2 05
Starchy matter, with phosphates of lime and magnesia 5 71

Gum, and gummoin 10-17

Albumen 101
Gluten 2 00
Seed-coats, and woody fibre of the nucleus 39-00

Water 22 50

Croton seeds 101-41

1. Crotonic Acid.—Though this acid exists ready formed in the seed, yet an addition

quantity of it is obtained when the oil is saponified. Brandes thinks that there exisi

in the seeds an extremely acrid volatile oil, which, by the action of air and water,

converted into crotonic acid. This acid is a volatile, very acrid, fatty acid, whi

congeals at 23° F., and, when heated a few degrees above 32° F., is converted in

vapour, having a strong nauseous odour, and which irritates the eyes and nose. It h;

an acrid taste, and acts as a powerful local irritant. It is to this acid that the call) art

and poisonous qualities of croton oil are principally referrible. Pelletier and Caventt

think that it is not sufficiently energetic to be the sole active principle. It unites wi

bases forming a class of salts called crotonates, which are inodorous. The crotonai

of ammonia precipitates the salts of lead, copper, and silver, white; and the sulpha

of iron, yellow. Crotonate of potash is crystalline, and dissolves, with difficulty,

1

alcohol. Crotonate of barytes is soluble in water
;
but crotonate of magnesia is ver

slightly soluble only in this liquid.

2. Crotonin.—The alkali which Brandes found in these seeds, and to which he ga

the name of Crotonin, appears to be identical with the Tiglin of Adrien de Jussieu. It

crystalline, has an alkaline reaction, is fusible and combustible with flame, leaving

carbonaceous residuum. It is insoluble in water, dissolves very slightly only in cob

but easily in hot, alcohol. If sulphuric or phosphoric acid be added to the spintuoi

solution, small prisms (sulphate or phosphate of crotonin ?), decomposable by heat, a*

obtained by slow evaporation. Soubciran (Nouv. Trade de Pharm. t. ii. p. 103) ll,,u

that crotonin is a combination of magnesia with a fatty acid.
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1 Resin.—Is brown and soft; and has a disagreeable odour, on account, doubtless,

| c oil which it retains. It is soluble in alcohol, but insoluble in ether and in water.

I dkalies dissolve it by separating a whitish matter. It contributes to the purgative

I jrties of croton oil.

t Tiglium or Croton Oil (oleum tiglii seu oleum crotonis).—This is the expressed oil

I seeds. It is imported from the East Indies, principally from Madras, but in

I ;>om Bombay. As met with in English commerce, it is yellowish -brown or ambcr-

I red, and has an unpleasant odour and an acrid taste. It reddens litmus, and is

le in alcohol. It consists, according to Dr. Nimmo (op. supra cit.)> of

An acrid matter 4'5

Bland fixed oil 55

Croton oil 10 0

• e acrid matter is extracted from croton oil by alcohol. The alcoholic solution

•ns litmus, and, when dropped into water, causes a cloudiness. Dr. Nimmo sup-

; this acrid matter to be of a resinous nature
;
but the investigations of Pelletier and

ntou, and Braudes, have shown that it is a mixture of crotonic acid and crotonin

|
rresin F]. According to Mr. Twining (Dierbach, op. cit.) there are two kinds of

oil met with in commerce. One is dark yellow and thickish
;
the other is straw-

red. The first is the most energetic. These oils may, perhaps, be obtained from

•ent plants; the one from Croton Tiglium, the other from Croton Pavana.

aysioLoGiCAL Effects. 1. Of the Seeds.
(
a .) On animals gene-

i .—Croton seeds are powerful local irritants or acrids, causing inflam-

on in those living parts with which they are placed in contact,

a [Toxicol. Gen.,) found that three drachm sbeing introduced into the

each of a dog, and the oesophagus tied to prevent vomiting, caused
ih in three horn’s

;
and, on examination of the body, the alimentary

1 was found to be in a state of inflammation. In another experi-

.t, a drachm caused death under the same circumstances. A drachm,
applied to the cellular tissue of the thigh, was equally fatal.

)se of from twenty to thirty grains of the powder of the kernel given
i e horse causes, in six or eight hours, profuse watery stools, and is

i mmended by some veterinarians as a purgative
; but the uncertainty

> operation, and the griping and debility which it occasions, are

flions to its use (Youatt, the Horse
, in Libr. of Useful Knowledge).

’berg (Wibmer, Arzneim. ii. Gifte, Bd. ii. S. 222) found that twenty
e seeds killed a horse, by causing gastro-enteritis. The pulse was
lent, small, and soft.

j On man.—In the human subject, a grain of the croton seed will

lently produce full purgation. Mr. Marshall (Ainslie, Mat. Indica
,

i- p. 104) says that this quantity, made into two pills, is about equal
nver to half a drachm of jalap, or to six grains of calomel. The
ation, he adds, is attended with much rumbling of the bowels

;
the

s are invariably watery and copious. Dr. White recommends the
3 to be torrefied, and deprived of their seed-coats, before employing
i [Ibid.) Dr. Wallich informed me that the labourers in the Cal-
i Botanic Garden were in the habit of taking one of these seeds as
rgative, but that on one occasion this dose proved fatal,

ae seed-coats, the embryo, and the albumen, have each in their turn
declared to be the seat of the acrid principle : I believe the remarks

;h I shall have to make with respect to the seat of the acridity of
)f-oil seeds, will apply equally well to that of croton seeds.
vv °nld be interesting to know whether the seeds of Croton Pavana

equally active with those of Croton Tiglium
;
and, also, whether the

8 of both species are found in commerce.
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i.

i

2 . Of the Oil. (a.) On animals generally.—On vertebrated animaij
(horses, dogs, rabbits, and birds), it acts as a powerful local irritant!)
acrid. When taken internally, in moderate doses, it operates as a drastLj
purgative

;
in large doses, as an acrid poison, causing gastro-enteritH

Moiroud (Pharm. Veter, p. 272) says, that from twenty to thirty droll
of the oil are, for the horse, equal to

x
two drops for man

; and thjj
twelve drops, injected into the veins, cause alvine evacuations in a ftjJ

minutes. Thirty drops, administered in the same manner, have cause*J
according to this veterinarian, violent intestinal inflammation and speeSJ
death. A much less quantity (three or four drops) has, according to Heid
wich (Wibmer, Arzneim.il. Gifte

,
Bd. ii. S. 218), terminated fatallywhB

thrown into the veins. After death the large intestines have been fouj»

to be more inflamed than the small ones. Flies, which had eaten soil*

sugar moistened with the oil of croton, died in three or four hours,—-tp
wings being paralyzed or immoveable before death.

(b .) On man.—Rubbed on the skin it causes rubefaction and a pusffifJ

or vesicular eruption, with sometimes an erysipelatous swelling of t|i

surrounding parts. When rubbed into the abdomen, it sometimes, lj

not invariably, also purges. ^ Rayer {Treat, on Diseases of the Skin,

Dr. Willis, p. 367) mentions a case in which thirty-two drops rubbed;

upon the abdomen produced purging, large vesicles upon the abdoirn*

swelling and redness of the face, with small prominent, white, crowd! u

vesicles on the cheeks, lips, chin, and nose. Applied to the eye
,
it giirj

rise to violent burning pain, and inflammation of the eye and face,

one case it produced giddiness (Dierbach, Neueste Entd. in d. Mat. M)

1837, p. 201). Ebeling obtained relief by the application of a solut;

of carbonate of potash. Swalloived in small doses, as of one or two droi

it usually causes an acrid burning taste in the mouth and throat, and at

as a drastic purgative, giving rise to watery stools, and frequently

creasing the urinary secretion. Its operation is very speedy. Frequen

it causes evacuations in half an hour
:

yet it is somewhat uncerbj

Sometimes six, eight, or even ten drops, may be given at a dose, with*

affecting the bowels. In moderate doses it is less disposed to cai

vomiting or griping than some other cathartics of equal power. Mr. 1

(
Lond. Med. Rep. vol. xvii.), however, observes that it produces naiu

and griping more frequently than has been supposed.

The following is the only case, with which I am acquainted, of poD

ing by an excessive dose of croton oil :—A young man, aged 25, affecj

with severe typhoid fever, swallowed by mistake two and a half dracH

ofcroton oil. At the end of three-quarters of an hour the skin was cl

and covered with cold sweats
;
the pulse and action of the heart scard

perceptible ;
respiration difficult

;
the points of the toes and fingers,

parts around the eyes and the lips, blue, as in malignant cholera ;
al

men sensible to the touch ;
but no vomiting. In an hour and a half tl

were excessive and involuntary alvine evacuations; sensation of bun

in the oesophagus ;
acute sensibility of the abdomen

;
skin cok

respiration and circulation difficult; the cyanosis extended over

whole body ;
the skin became insensible

;
and death occurred, with si

of the symptoms of asphyxia, four hours after the poison was swallow

No lesion was found in the gastric membrane. The intestines preset

ulcerations, such as are characteristic of typhus fever {Journ. de C\

Med. t. v. p. 506, 2“dc
Scr.)
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n comparing croton oil with other violently acrid purgatives, we find

istinguislied by its speedy operation, the great depression of the vas-

ir system, as well as the general feeling of debility which it pro-

es, and by the uncertainty of its operation.

| -Jses.—The value of croton oil as an internal remedial agent depends

icipally on two circumstances : first, its powerful and speedy action as a

Stic cathartic, by which it is adapted for. obviating constipation, or for

rating on the bowels as a counter-irritant
;
and, secondly, on the small-

s of the dose, which in practice presents many advantages. These

i

uinstances render it peculiarly applicable in cases requiring power-

and speedy catharsis, and in which the patient cannot swallow, or

s so with extreme difficulty, as in trismus
,
coma

,
and some affections

he throat

;

or where he will not swallow, as in mania. In all such

es the oil may be dropped on the tongue. In obstinate constipation
,

!
uther from the poison of lead, or from other causes, it has sometimes

seeded where other powerful cathartics had been tried in vain. It is

scially serviceable where the stomach is irritable, and rejects more
•iminous purgatives

;
and it is of course objectionable in all inflain-

ory conditions of the digestive tube. In torpid conditions of the

;>• stinal canal
,
in tendency to apoplexy

,
in dropsy unconnected with

: animation, in paralysis—in a word, in any cases in which a power-

and speedy intestinal irritant is required, either for the purpose of

mating the canal merely, or for acting as a revulsive or counter-irri-

,
and thereby relieving distant parts, croton oil is a very useful, and,

many occasions, most valuable cathartic. In employing it, two
dions are necessary : it must be avoided, or at least used with great

i don, in extreme debility
;
and it is improper in inflammatory affec-

s of the digestive organs. The great drawback to its use is its

ertainty. In one case it acts with extreme violence
;
in another, it

•cely produces any effect. In the diseases of children, where a power-
nirgative is required, croton oil has been administered, on account of

minuteness of the dose, and the facility of its exhibition. In liydro-

nalus, and other head affections of children, I have several times
1 it where other cathartics had failed, or where extreme difficulty

experienced in inducing the patients to swallow the more ordinary
edies of this class. In some of these it has disappointed me. In
case of a child of four years of age, affected with incipient hydroee-
lus, I gave six doses, of one drop each, of the oil without any effect.

'iterine obstructions (chlorosis and amenorrhcea) it has occasionally
*ed serviceable. In tape-worm it has been recommended ; but I have
experience of its efficacy.

'ubbed on the skin
,
croton oil has been employed to produce rubefac-

and a pustular eruption, and thereby to relieve diseases of internal
ms, on the principle of counter-irritation, before explained (p. 45).
immation of the mucous membrane lining the air-passages, peripneu-
la

-> glandular swellings
,
rheumatism

,
gout

,
and neuralgia

,
are some of

diseases against which it has been applied in this way, and doubtless
i uently with benefit. It is sometimes used in the undiluted form,
more commonly with twice or thrice its volume of olive oil, oil
urpentine, soap liniment, alcohol, ether, or some other convenient
lcle. Hut, in all the cases just enumerated, it has never appeared
ne present any advantage over many other counter-irritants in
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common use, as emetic tartar; while the chance of causing purging iii
in some cases, an objection to its use; and its greater cost sometimes pref
eludes its employment on a large scale in pauper establishments. Friction}

f

with it on the abdomen have been used to promote alvine evacuations! I

but it frequently fails to produce the desired effect. To promote the alj

sorption of the oil in these cases, it should be dissolved in ether <j&
alcohol, and the frictions are to be assiduously made.

Administration.— Croton seeds are rarely or never used in thj

country. Their farina may, however, be given in doses of a grain (p;

two. Croton oil is exhibited in doses of one to two or three drops. I
some instances it is simply placed on the tongue, as in coma, tetanujd *

mania, &c.
;
or it may be taken in a tea-spoonful of syrup. The!

methods of administering it are objectionable, on account of the acrid

taste produced". The usual mode of employing it is in the form of pij

made with conserve of roses or bread-crumb. Some have employ!
it in the form of emulsion, flavoured with some carminative oil

balsamic • substance
;

but the burning of the mouth and throat,
(j

which it gives rise, is an objection to its use. A tincture may be pre-

pared by digesting either the oil or the seeds in alcohol. Croton so\

prepared with croton oil and caustic soda, is kept by Mr. Morsctt

of Southampton Row, Russell Square. It is, in fact, a croton ate of so

It may be used as a purgative, in doses of from one to three grains,

has been said that the alkali diminishes the acrimonious property of tfl

oil without affecting its cathartic powers—a statement, however, wliil*

is highly improbable.

Antidotes.—In a case of poisoning by the seeds or oil, the first obj

is to remove the oil from the stomach. Mild, demulcent, and emolli

drinks are then to be given. Alkaline substances have been recommen
as chemical antidotes, but their efficacy is not proved. Full dose

opium will be requisite to check the diarrhoea. To relieve a failing

'culation, ammonia may be given, and the warm bath employed,

combat the inflammatory symptoms, blood-letting may be used, if 1

condition of the vascular system permit its employment.

Croton Eleute'ria, Swartz, E.

—

The Sea-side Bal'sam or Sweet JVooc

Sex. Syst. Monoecia, Monadelphia.

(Cortex, Bark
;
Cascarilla, E.)

FIistory. — Cascarilla or Eleutheria bark was first mentioned

Stisser in 1680 (Be mackinis fumiductoriis, Hamburgh, 1080), at wl

time it was used in this country, mixed with tobacco, for smoking,
j

1754 Catesby (Nat. Hist, of Carolina
,
Florida, and the Bahama Isfa)

noticed and figured a plant, which, he said, grew plentifully on mos

the Bahama Islands, and yielded Cascarilla bark, or, as he called it,
“

Ilatheria bark, La Chacrilla.” This plant is generally supposed to

the Croton Cascarilla, Linn. (C. lineare, Jacq.) ;
and several reasons

me, at one time (see Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xx. p. 489), to think th

might be the source of the cascarilla bark of the shops—an opinion

entertained by Dr. Wood (
United States Dispensatory). Dr. Lindlcy

Med. p. 179) adduced several reasons for believing that the Croton I
j

teria was the true species, as Drs. Wright and Woodville had air

asserted. Tlrtrsubsequent receipt, by Dr. Lindley, of specimens ol thep

;U
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n Mr. I.ccs, of the Bahama Islands, has fully confirmed the accuracy

Dr. Lindley’s opinion. The Croton Cascarilla
,
Don, L. (

C

. Pseudo-

;na
,
Schiede,) yields Copalchi (not Cascarilla) bark.

loTANY. Gen. Char.—See Croton Tiglium.

p. Char .

—

Leaves ovate, acuminate, quite entire, smooth, beneath

ery, with scales. Racemes compound axillary. Stem arborescent

rartz, FI. Ind. occ .)

branches and twigs angular, somewhat compressed. Leaves stalked,

mate, with a short but obtuse point. Flowers monoecious, subsessile.

I
les :

—

Petals whitish. Stamens ten to twelve. Ovary roundish:

1 es three, bifid
;
stigmas obtuse. Capsule roundish, minutely warted,

H much bigger than a pea, with three furrows, three cells, and six valves

id.)

; Lab.—The Bahama Islands, Jamaica.

j Description.—Eleutheria or Cascarilla hark (cortex eleuterice sen

j
:arillce

)
is in the form of fragments, or quills, of about one or two,

Ice rarely three or four, inches long, the fragments being thin, and

|

ally curved both longitudinally and transversely, the quills varying in

« ; from that of a writing pen to that of the little finger. The bark is

ipact, hard, moderately heavy, and has a short resinous fracture,

ae of the pieces are partially or wholly (not fibrous or splintery, as in

i bhona barks) covered with a whitish, rugous epidermis,, cracked both
gitudinally and transversely. The cortical layers are of a dull brown

lour. The taste of this bark is warm, spicy, and bitter; its odour is

i
uliar, but agreeable. When burned, it evolves a pleasant odour

i| i ich has been compared by Pfaff to that of vanilla or amber when
ted), on which account it is a constituent offumigating pastiles.

|cee
(
Essai sur Cryptogames

, 1824) has enumerated no less than
y-three species of lichens found on this bark. With one exception
irmelia perlata, which I have never seen on cascarilla), every one of
ie lichens has an adherent, crustaceous, amorphous thallus. A very
imon species is Lecidea Arthonioides, Fee : the thallus of which is

Y white, and the apothecia minute, round, and black.

;
Commerce.— It is imported from Nassau, in New Providence (one of
Bahama Islands). Of sixteen imports, which I have been enabled
race since 1833 in the bills of entry, eight were from Nassau, three
n Belize, and two from Lima; the others were from European ports,
ae of these probably were returned goods. Those from Belize may
chance be the produce of the Bahamas. 4,579 lbs. paid duty (one
ny per lb.) in 1838.
composition.— Cascarilla bark was analyzed by Trommsdorf (Gme-
liandb. d. Chem. ii. 1319), who obtained from it the following sub-
ices :

—

Volatile oil P6, hitter resin 15T, gum and hitter matter ivith
ce chloride of potassium 1 8‘7

,
woody fibre 65 6. Meissner (Ibid.)

ected in the ashes of the bark the oxide of copper. Brandes (Berl.
'rb. xxiii.) has announced the existence of a peculiar alkaline sub-
ice

(cascarillina).

*938^1^^ ^a
f
car^\a'— It possesses tlie odour and taste of the bark. Its sp. gr.

.
• ’. Its colour is variable, somelimes being greenish, at others yellow or blue,

nr *V "

,

con veyts it into a yellow, pleasant, smelling resin. By distillation with

I t
n

e
.

oark yields about l-120th of its weight of this oil.
enn.— Separated from the alcoholic tincture of the cascarilla by the addition of
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water. It is reddish brown has a balsamic, slightly hitter, not astringent taste
; an|

when thrown on hot coals, evolves an agreeable odour.
3. Extractive.—Has a bitter, not balsamic taste. Its watery solution reddens litmij

and is unchanged by either ferruginous solutions or tincture of nut^alls.

Chemical Characteristics.—The sesquichloride of iron deepeif
the colour of the infusion of cascarill-a. The tincture of nutgalls cans*
turbidness, and at the end of twenty-four hours a' very slight precipitate

The alcoholic tincture deposits some resin on the addition of water. "

Physiological Effects.—Cascarilla bark belongs to the aroma
bitters

,
before noticed (p. 80). That is, it produces the combined effet

of an aromatic and of a moderately powerful tonic; but it does n<

possess any astringency. Some pharmacologists place it with aromaticr

others with tonics. Cullen {Mat. Med.), though at one time uncertai

as to which of these classes it belonged, ultimately classed it with til

tonics. Kraus (Heilmittellehre, S. 401) states, that moderate doses gi-

rise, in very susceptible, especially in sanguine, subjects, to narcoti

effects
; but though I have frequently employed it, I never observed 4

effect of this kind. Mixed with tobacco, and used for smoking, it

said to cause giddiness and intoxication {United States Dispensatory).,

Uses.—Cascarilla has been employed as a substitute for cinchon

and, although it is inferior to the latter in tonic and febrifuge qualiti

its aromatic quality frequently enables it to sit easily on the stoma
without causing either vomiting or purging, which, in irritable affectiol

of the alimentary canal, cinchona is apt to produce. In this country

is principally employed in those forms of dyspepsia requiring an aroma

stimulant and tonic. It is also used in cases of debility generally
;

ai

in chronic bronchial affections, to check excessive secretion of nmc
In Germany, where it is a favourite remedy, it is used in many ot

cases
;
such as low, nervous fevers, intermittents, the latter stages

diarrhoea, and dysentery.

Administration.—The powder may be given in doses of from t

grains to half a drachm
;

but it is a less agreeable form than If

infusion.

1. Infusum Cascarillje, L. E. D.—(Cascarilla bark, bruised, .3i

[5ss. D.]
;
Boiling [distilled, L.] Water, Oj. [Oss. Z>]. Macerate

two hours in a vessel lightly covered, and strain [through linen

calico, E.]). A light and aromatic bitter tonic. It is a good vehicle

acids and alkalies. The tincture of cascarilla is usually conjoined with

Dose, from f§i. to fsii.

2. Mistura Cascarilla composita, L.— (Infusion of Cascari

fsxvii.
;
Vinegar of Squill, fsi. ;

Compound- Tincture of Camphor, f;

Mix). Said to be useful in chronic affections of the mucous membr:

of the lungs. Dose, from f§i. to f-fiss. twice or thrice a day.

3. Tinctura Cascarillje
,
L. E. D.—(Cascarilla bark, bruised

moderately fine powder, E.], §v. [5iv. D .] ;
Proof Spirit, Oij. [vs

measure, D.] Macerate for fourteen [seven, D.] days, and filter,

“ Proceed by percolation or digestion, as afterwards directed for tinct

of cinchona,” E.) Generally employed as an adjunct to tonic <
r

stomachic infusions. Dose, from fri- to f3ii.

ran
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i

lic'inus commu nis, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Castor-Oil Plant
,
ox Palma

Christi.

Sex. Syst. Moncecia, Monadelpliia.

(Oleum e seminibus expressum, L. Expressed oil of the seeds, E. Oleum e seminibus, D.)

;

History.—The castor-oil plant was known in the most ancient times.

|

illaud found the seeds of it in some Egyptian sarcophagi, supposed to

, re been at least 4000 years old {Diet. Univ. de Mat. Med. t. vi.)

* aether this is, as some persons imagine, the plant alluded to in the

I de [Jonah, cli. iv. 6), and which in our translation is called the gourd
,

i annot pretend to decide. The pious fathers, Jerom and Augustin,

I
bred so much in their opinions as to what was the particular plant

pant in the passage just referred to, that from words, we are told, they

liceeded to blows ! (Harris, Nat. Hist, of the Bible.)

;

The ancient Greeks were acquainted with the Ricinus, for both Hero-

|
us (

Euterpe
, 94) and Hippocrates {De Nat. Mulieb. p. 573, ed. Fees.)

j
ntion it

;
and the latter employed the root in medicine. Dioscorides

,
>. iv. cap. 164) calls it the Kua or Kponor. It was termed liporejv by

£< Greeks, and Ricinus by the Romans, on account of the resemblance of

T'iseeds to a little insect bearing these names, which infests dogs and
: er animals, and whose common name in English is the tick.

SfeSoTANY. Gen. Char .

—

Flowers moi^cecious. Calyx three to five,

I
I ted, valvate. Petals none. Filaments numerous, unequally polyadel-

j^
ous; cells of the anther distinct, below the apex of the filament.

wide short
;
stigmas three, deeply bipartite, oblong, coloured, feathery

;

j
ry globose, three-celled, with an ovule in each cell. Fruit generally

ekly, capsular, tricoccous. Trees
,
shrubs, or herbaceous plants, some-

t
es becoming arborescent. Leaves alternate, stipulate, palmate, pel-

3, with glands at the apex of the petiole. Flowers in terminal panicles,

lower male, the upper female
;

all articulated with their peduncles,

1 sometimes augmented by bi-glandular bracts (
Lindley ).

5R. Char.—Leaves peltato-palmate
;

the lobes lanceolate, serrated.

m herbaceous, pruinose. Stigmas three, bifid at the apex. Capsule
1 ered with spines

(
Bot . Gall.)

The stems of plants growing in this country are

round, greenish or reddish-brown, and blue prui-

nose, and branched. Leaves on long round petioles,

eight or ten-lobed. A large scutelliform gland on

the petiole, near its junction with the lamina.

Filaments capillary, branched. Stigmas reddish.

Capsules supported on stalks, which are somewhat

longer than the capsules themselves.

When cultivated in Great Britain, Ricinus com-

munis is an annual, seldom exceeding three or four

feet high
;
but in other parts of the world it is said

to be perennial, arborescent, and to attain a height

of fifteen to twenty feet. Dr. Roxburgh [FI. Indica,

vol. iii. p. 689) says, that in India several varieties

are cultivated, “ some of them growing to the

size of a pretty large tree, and of many years’

{Fxol. ]). 299) saw it in Spain with a branched

Fin. 163.
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trunk as thick as a man’s body, and of the height of three men. Bekl,

(
Observ. lib. i. cap. 18) also tells ns that in Crete it endures for mail!

years, and requires the use of ladders to mount it. Ray [Hist. Plan
vol. i. p. 166) found it in Sicily as large as our common alder trees, wood!
and long-lived

;
but it has been a question with botanists whether the!

arborescent and other kinds are mere varieties of, or distinct specif*

from, the ordinary Ricinus communis.

S

The following- (? varieties or distinct species) are enumerated by Nees and EbermaU
(Handb. d. Med. Pharm. Botan.) as common in gardens, and as distinguished prim,®
pally by the colour and pruinose condition of the stem—characters which, howeiM
uncertain in other cases, appear here to be constant.

Ricinus cifricanus (Willd.)—Stem not pruinose, green, or on one side reddish,

fruit-racemes abbreviated, the fruit-stalk longer than the capsule. Seeds attenuai

on one side, marbled gray and yellowish-brown. [Arborescent. Cultivated in Benj
(Hamilton, Linn. Trans, vol. xiv.)].

Ricinus macrophyllus (H. Berol.)—Nearly allied to the foregoing: stem quite gre

not pruinose. Fruit racemes elongated, fruit-stalk shorter than the fruit.

Ricinus leucocarpus (H. Berol.)—Stem pale green, white pruinose. Fruit-stalk,

long as the fruit. The unripe fruit and prickles almost quite white.

Ricinus lividus (Willd.)— Stem, petiole, and midrib, purple red, not pruinose. Nea
allied to R. africanus, and, like this, more woody and perennial. [Arborescent,

tivated in Bengal (Hamilton)].

Ricinus viridis (Willd.)— Stem pale green, blue pruinose, by which it is dis*

guisbed from R. macrophyllus. Seeds somewhat smaller, more oval, marked \v»|

white and fine brown. [Herbaceous. Cultivated in Bengal (Hamilton)].

Description.—Castor seeds [semina ricini, seu sem. cataputice majo

are oval, somewhat compressed, about four lines long, three lines bro

and a line and a half thick : externally, they are pale gray, but marb

with yellowisli-brown spots and stripes. The seed-coats consist, acc

ing to BischofF [Handb. d. Bot.Term. pp. 508, 510, and 5T2, tab.

fig. 1875), of a smooth external coat [epidermis seminalis). 2dly, a

form, hard testa, consisting of two layers, an external, thick, and d

brown one, and an internal one, thinner and paler. 3rdly, a cuti

nuclei or membrana interna. The fleshy tumid cicatricula stomatis (i

termed strophiola) is very evident at the upper end of the seed ;
bene

it is the small hilum, from which passes downwards the longitudii

raphe. (BischofF, Ibid. p. 515, &c. tab. xli. fig. 747). The chalaz

\

colourless [Ibul. p. 518, tab. xliii. fig. 1901). The nucleus of the seed cj

sists of oily albumen
,
and an embryo, whose cotyledons are membran

or foliaceous. !

Composition.—The only analysis of these seeds, as yet published!

that of Geiger [Handb. d. Pharm. Bd. ii. S. 1671). The following

his results :

—

("Tasteless resin and extractive 1*91

a. Seed coats f Brown gum 191 23-

I Ligneous fibre 20 00

Fatty oil 4619
Gum 2'40

b. Nucleus of the seeds ( Caseum (albumen) 050
I Ligneous fibre with starch? (hardened 1 qq.qq
V albumen?) J

69(

7<

100 (

Loss (moisture)
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I
1. Volatile acrid principle {? Ricinic and Elaiodic acids).—This principle is not mcn-

1 nee! by Geiger, and its existence has been doubted or denied by others. But the
r lowing as well as other lacts establish, in my opinion, its presence:

—

First, Guibourt

turn. deCliim. Med. t. i. p. Ill) experienced a peculiar feeling of dryness of the eyes

a 1 throat, in consequence of having been exposed to the vapour arising from a vessel

j
which bruised castor seeds and water were boiling. Secondly, Planche obtained a

I manent, odorous principle, by distilling a mixture of water and castor oil. Bussv

| .1 Lecanu (Journ . de Pharm. t. xiii. p. SO) ascribe the occasional acridity of the oil

j
.lie production of fatty acids, by the action of the air on it.

1 The acrid principle (whatever its nature maybe) appears to reside in both the albumen
‘

1 embryo of the seed. Jussieu (quoted by Deeandolle, Essai sur les Propr. des

I uites, p. 263) and some others have' asserted that it resided exclusively in the em-
| -o; while Boutron-Charlard and Henry juu. {Journ. de Pharm. t. x. p. 466) declare

| albumen to be the exclusive seat of it. But any unprejudiced person may soon
’ -isty himself, by tasting separately the embryo and albumen, that both parts possess

! idity. Dierbacb (quoted by Nees and Ebermaier, Handb. d. Med -pharm. Botun.)

Lies, that in fresh seeds the innermost seed-coat contains the acrid principle. If this

* correct, it is most remarkable that the same coat, when dry, contains none,

t !. Fixed Oil ; Castor Oil {Oleum Ricini, L. E. D-)—The following are the modes of
paring castor oil in India, America, and Jamaica, {a.) In India.— It is prepared

ij ler by expression or coction; the latter method is apt to occasion a little rancidity.

the southern provinces of India it is thus procured :—The seeds are soaked in cold

l ter, and afterwards boiled in water, then dried in the sun: they are then bruised in a

I It rtar, and boiled in water a second time; the contents of the pot being continually

red until the oil appears at the top, when it is carefully strained off, and bottled for

| .
(Ainslie, Mat. Med. vol- i. p. 256.) The best East Indian castor oil is sold in the

i
i ps as cold drawn.

b.) In the United States.—The cleansed seeds are gently heated in a shallow iron

:rvoir, to render the oil liquid for easy expression, and then compressed in a povver-

i -< screw-press, by which a whitish oily liquid is obtained, which is boiled with water

I

lean iron boilers, and the impurities skimmed off as they rise to the surface. The
er dissolves the mucilage and starch, and the heat coagulates the albumen, which
us a whitish layer between the oil and water. The clear oil is now removed, and
ed with a minute portion of water until aqueous vapours cease to arise : by this pro-

an acrid volatile matter is got rid of. This oil is put into barrels, and in this way
mt into the market. Good seeds yield about 25 percent, of oil. {United States

tpensatory.)

:.) In Jamaica.—The bruised seeds are boiled with water in an iron pot, and the

id kept constantly stirred. The oil which separates, swims on the top, mixed with
bite froth, atid is skimmed off. The skimmings are heated in a small iron pot, and
ined through a cloth. When cold, it is put up in jars or bottles for use. (VVrigbt,

/. Plants of Jamaica, in Lond. Med. Journ. vol. viii.)

'hysical properties and varieties.— Castor oil is a thickish fluid oil, usually of a

yellow colour, with a slightly nauseous odour and a mild taste. It is lighter than
er, its sp. gr. being, according to Saussure, 0963 at 55u F. When cooled down
bout 0°, it congeals into a transparent yellow mass. By exposure to the air it

tmes rancid, thick, and ultimately congeals, without becoming opaque, and hence
* called a dryiny oil. When heated to a little more than 500w F. it begins to

impose.

t last Indian Castor Oil is the principal kind employed in this country. It is im-

1 ed from Bombay and Calcutta. It is an oil of exceedingly good quality (both with

||
>ect to colour and taste), and is obtained at a very low price. It is procured from,

q inus communis and R. lividus.
^est India Castor Oil I am not well acquainted with, not having been able to

I -*ure authentic samples of it.

merican or United States Castor Oil is, for the most part, imported from New York.

|

l
j
ie samples which I have examined have been of very fine quality, and, in my

•ton, bad a less unpleasant flavour than the East Indian variety. Our druggists

!
:ct to it, on the ground of its depositing a white substance (stcarjn ?) in cold
flier—a circumstance which has led some persons to imagine it had been mixed
1 olive oil

have seen one sample of Castor Oil from New South. Wales. It was of a very dark

olubility
.—In absolute alcohol, and in i ire sulphuric ether, castor oil is completely

3 D
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soluble. In this respect it agrees with palm oil, but disagrees with all the ordinary
Hence alcohol has been proposed as a means of detecting adulteration of

fixed oils.

castor oil, the adulterating oil not being soluble in alcohol. [Castor oil

dissolved by its own volume of alcohol.” Ph.Edi] Stoltze (Gmelin, Handb
says benzoic acid promotes the solution of castor oil in rectified spirit.

Commerce.—Castor oil is imported in casks, barrels, hogsheads, and
duty on it is Is. 3d. per cvvt. Of 393,191 lbs. imported in 1831, there

East Indies 343,373 lbs., from British Northern Colonies of America 25,718 lbs., frojl

the United States 22,669 lbs., and from the British West Indies 1,407 lbs. (Purlin
ment Returns for 1831).

Composition .—The following is the ultimate composition of castor oil:

—

“ is entirely
|

• d. Cheinm

d uppers. Th) >

came from tlij

Saussure. Ure.

Carbon 74-178 74-00

Hydrogen 11034 10-29

Oxygen 14-788 15 71

Castor oil 100 000 10000

Theproximate constituents ofthe oil have not been determined. They are neither stearij

nor olein, since neither margaric nor oleic acid is produced by the saponification (

distillation of castor oil. “ This oil,” observe MM. B ussy and Lecanu, “ cannot 1

regarded as a simple, immediate principle, but as a compound organic product, resvl

ing from the mixture of at least two different substances If we assume that the pr<

ducts of saponification pre-exist in the fatty body used in the process—an assum

tion recently adopted with regard to stearin and spermaceti (Ann. de Chim. Ixii. 5, an

Ixiii. 148)—castor oil may be regarded as a compound of three fatty acids, viz. ricini

ela'iodic, and margaritic acids , combined with, and saturated by, glycerin-.

Castor oil is distinguished from all other fixed oils, by, first, the products obtainw:

by its saponification; secondly, the products procured when we submit it to distill

tion; thirdly, the peculiar fatty matter which it yields, when acted on by hyponitro

acid or nitrate of mercury.

Products of Saponification.

100 parts of Castor oil yielded :

1. Fatty acids (viz. ricinic,

ela'iodic, and margaritic

acids) 94

2. Glycerin 8

Total . 102

Products of Distillation.

(Average of two experiments) :

1. Distilled liquid . . 33'5

(a.) Water.
(b.) Acetic acid.

(c.) Volatile oil.

(d.) Fatty acids (ri-

cinic, ela'iodic, [&
margaritic ?] acids.)

2. Solid residuum . . 630

3. Loss (inflammable gas) 3*5

Product of the Action
Hyponitrous Acid.

of

Castor oil . . 100-0

Palmin (yielding by saponifi

tion, and, therefore, probal

consisting of, palmic acid

glycerin).

(a.) Volatile Oil.— Obtained by distillation. Separated from acetic acid by wasbi

with water, and from the fatty acids by distillation with water. It is limpid
J

colourless, has a peculiar odour, an acrid taste, and a sp. gr. of 0 8] 5. It is solubl

alcohol and ether, but is insoluble in a solution of potash. By long-continued t|

posure to a temperature of 23° F. it becomes crystalline.

(b.) Fatty acids (Ricinic, Ela'iodic, and Margaritic acids
)—These are very ac

soluble in alcohol, ether, and a weak aqueous solution of potash. They unite wj

bases to form salts. The saline compounds formed by the union of these acids

potash, soda, magnesia, and lead, are soluble in alcohol : those with potash and soda

also soluble in water. One of these acids (Ricinic acid
)

is crystalline, solid at ordin!

temperature, and fusible at 72° F. Its crystallized hydrate consists of Carbon 73"

Hydrogen 9-86, and Oxygen 16 -58. Another (Ela'iodic acid) is a yellow-colon

liquid at 32° F. ; but at many degrees below this it becomes crystalline. The d

acid (Margaritic acid) constitutes only 0 002 of the products of saponification. B,

not been detected, though it probably exists, in the distilled products. It crystal!’

in pearly scales. It is distinguished from the ricinic and ela'iodic acids by its b

rntmmmrn.
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ting- point (220° F.), by its partial decomposition when submitted to distillation,

tl by the insolubility of the margaritate of magnesia in alcohol. The crystallized’

drate consists of Carbon 70*5, Hydrogen 10 91, Oxygen 18 59.

c.) Solid residuum. — Pale yellow, clastic, gelatiinform, odourless, tasteless

,
ubustible, solid ; and is insoluble in alcohol, ether, and the oils (both fixed and
atile).

L d.) Palmin.—A solid odorous fat formed by the action of hyponitrous acid on castor

j ; By saponification it yields palrnic acid and glycerin.

Physiological Effects. 1. Of Castor Seeds.—These seeds pos-
-ss considerable acridity. Bergius (Mat. Med. t. ii. p. 823, ed. 2nda)

j ites that a man masticated a single seed at bed-time : the following

pming he was attacked with violent vomiting and purging, which con-

||
tied the whole day. Lanzoni also states that the life of a woman was
dangered by eating three grains of the seeds (Marx, Die Lehre von d.

ften. i. 128.) More recently, a girl, 18 years of age, was killed by
ting “about twenty” seeds: the cause of death was gastro-enteritis

.

' ond. Med. Gaz. vol. xix. p. 944).

2. Of Castor Oil. (a.) On animals generally castor oil acts as a
:ative or mild purgative. Large animals, as the horse, require a pint

more for a dose
;
smaller ones need only a few ounces (Moiroud,

tarm. Veter, p. 280). Mr. Youatt, however, declares this oil to be
tli uncertain and dangerous in the horse (The Horse

,
in Libr. of Useful

lowledge, pp. 212 & 387).

(6.) On man.—Injected into the veins
,
castor oil gripes and purges,

(Id causes a nauseous oily taste in the mouth (Dr. E. Hale, in Begin’s
aite de Therapeutique

, p. 114): hence it would appear to have a
ecific influence over the mucous lining of the alimentary canal. Swal-
ved to the extent of one or two ounces, it usually acts as a mild but
erably certain purgative or laxative, without producing any uneasiness
the bowels. “ It has this particular advantage,” says Dr. Cullen

Tat. Med.), “ that it operates sooner after its exhibition than any other

rgative I know of, as it commonly operates in two or three hours. It

[i.dom gives any griping, and its operation is generally moderate—do
e, two, or three stools only.” It not unfrequently occasions nausea,

* even vomiting, especially if somewhat rancid
;
in many cases, I be-

ve, rather from its disgusting flavour than from any positively emetic
i alities.

i It has been stated by continental writers that castor oil is most un-
ual in- its action, at one time operating with considerable violence, at

other with great mildness
;
but 1 have never found it so, nor is it

?
aally considered to be so in this country. I can, however, readily

Ueve that a difference in the mode of its preparation, especially with
erence to the heat employed, may materially affect its purgative

i

PPerty.

When castor oil has been taken by the mouth, it may be frequently

'ognized in the alvine evacuations
;
but it presents itself under various

’ms
j

“ sometimes resembling caseous flakes, or a soap-like scum,
atirig on the more fluid part of the dejection

;
occasionally it had been

fanged in a form not unlike branches of grapes, or more nearly of
datids of a white colour

;
more generally, however, it is found mixed

' with the faeces as a kind of emulsion, and in some few instances it
's been discharged under the form of solid tallow-like masses” (Mr.
aiding Bird, Lond. Med. Gaz. wol. xv. p. 225). Mr. Braude (Did. of
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Mat. Med.) says in one case it was discharged from the bowels in thl l

form of indurated nodules, which were at first regarded as biliary conj'j

cretions. A remarkable case is mentioned by Dr. Ward, of a woman oil
whom this oil does not act as a purgative, but exudes from every part cii
her body [Land. Med. Gaz. vol. x. p. 377).

Uses.—Castor oil is used to evacuate the contents of the bowels in ail
cases where we are particularly desirous of avoiding the production JJ
abdominal irritation (especially of the bowels and the urino-genit-ifl

organs). The principal, or I might say the only, objection to its use iM
these cases, is its nauseous taste. The following are the leading cases ij

which we employ it:

—

1. In inflammatory affections of the alimentary canal

,

as enteritis*

peritonitis, and dysentery, a mild but certain purgative is oftentimel

indicated. No substance, I believe, answers the indication better, anj

few so well as castor oil.

2. In obstructions and spasmodic affections of the bowels
, as intusi

susception, ileus, and colic, especially lead colic, this oil is the mo^
effectual evacuant we can employ.

3. After surgical operations about the pelvis or abdomen (for example
lithotomy, and the operation for strangulated hernia), as well as afte*

parturition
,

it is the best and safest purgative.

4. In inflammatory or spasmodic diseases of the urino-genital organ*

inflammation of the kidneys or bladder, calculous affections, gonorrhoea!

stricture, &c., castor oil is a most valuable purgative.

5. In affections of the rectum
,
especially piles, prolapsus, and stricture}

no better evacuant can be employed.

6. As an anthelmintic for tape-worms, castor oil was first employed In

Odier. Arnemann, however, has shown that it possesses no peculiar of

specific vermifuge properties.

7 . As a purgativefor children it has been used on accoimt of its mildjj

ness, but its unpleasant taste is a strong objection to its use.

8. In habitual costiveness, also, it has been recommended. Dr. Cullei

observed that if castor oil be frequently repeated, the dose might bi

gradually diminished ; so that persons who, in the first instance, require},

half an ounce or more, afterwards needed only two drachms.

Administration.—The dose of castor oil for children is one or t\v

tea-spoonfuls
;
for adults, from one to two or three table-spoonfuls. T

cover its unpleasant flavour some take it floating on spirit (especiall

gin), but which is frequently contra-indicated
;
others on coffee, or o

peppermint or some other aromatic water
;
or it may be made into a

emulsion by the aid of the yolk of egg or mucilage.

It

Euphor'bia, Linn. ;
An undetermined species yielding Euphorbium, E

Euphorbia officinarum, L. Euphorbia canariensis, D.

Sex. Si/st. Dodecandria Trigynia, Linn. ;
Monoecia, Monandria, Smith.

(Euphorbium
;
gummi-resina. L. D. Concrete resinous juice, E.)

History.—The saline waxy-rcsin, called in the shops gum cupho

biuni, is said both by Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 96) and Pliny {Hist. ^

a

lib. xxv. cap. 38, ed. Valp.) to have been first discovered in the time <

Juba, king of Mauritania ; that is, about, or a few years before, tl’
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j

minencement of the Christian sera. Pliny says that Juba called it

|
or his physician, Euphorbus

; and that he wrote a volume concerning
which was extant in Pliny’s time. Salmasius, however, states that

is resin is mentioned by Meleager the poet, who lived some time

I
fore Juba.

j

Botany. Gen. Char.—Floivers collected in monoecious heads, sur-

|
mded by an involucrum, consisting of one leaf with five divisions,

lieli have externally five glands alternating with them. Males naked,

mandrous, articulated with their pedicle, surrounding the female,

hich is in the centre. Females naked, solitary. Ovarium stalked.

I
.'(/mas three, forked. Fruit hanging out of the involucrum, consisting

three cells, bursting at the back with elasticity, and each containing

2 suspended seed (Lindley).

-ST. Char .

—

Branches with four, rarely five angles, armed with double,

light, spreading, dark, shining spines.

i 'hese specific characters are taken from the branches found mixed with the euphor-
m of commerce. They agree with the description and figure of Tithymnlus aizoides

I ifluus seu Euphoi'bia canariensis of PJukenet
(
Almagest . Bot. vol. ii. p. 370). From

E. canariensis of Willdenowof and some other botanists, this plant is distinguished

tits straight spines. The E. offcinarum has many angles: the Dergmuse of Jackson
count of Morocco

,
3rd ed. p. 134) has many scolloped angles. Euphorbia anti-

: rum (fig. 162) has been said to yield eupborbium, but the statement is denied by
I

I

Hamilton (Trans, of the Linn. Soc. vol. xiv.) and Royle (Bot. ‘of the Himalayan
mint. p. 328).

I Bab.—Africa, in the neighbourhood of Mogadore ?

( Extraction.—Eupborbium is thus procured. The inhabitants of the

i er regions of the Atlas range make incisions in the branches of the

nt, and from these a milky juice exudes, which is so acrid that it

coriates the fingers when applied to them. This exuded juice hardens

[ the heat of the sun, and forms a whitish yellow solid, which drops off

t the month of September, and forms the euphorbium of commerce,

'he plants,” says Mr. Jackson {op. cit.), “produce abundantly once

y in four years
;
but this fourth year’s produce is more than all

rope can consume.” The people who collect it, he adds, are obliged

I

) tie a cloth over their mouth and nostrils to prevent the small dusty

tides from annoying them, as they produce incessant sneezing.”

Properties.—Euphorbium consists of irregular, yellowish, slightly

hie tears, usually pierced with one or two holes, united at the base,

l in which we find the remains of a double aculeus. These tears are

lost odourless; but their dust, applied to the olfactory membrane, acts

a powerful sternutatory. Their taste is at first slight, afterwards

id and burning.
Vhen heated, euphorbium melts, swells up imperfectly, evolves an
nr somewhat like that of benzoic acid vapour, takes fire, and burns
1* a pale flame. Alcohol, ether, and oil of turpentine, are its best

'ents
; water dissolves only a small portion of it.

composition.—Euphorbium lias been the subject of several analyses
;

ndy, in 1800
,
by Laudet (Gmelin, Handh. d. Chem.)

;
in 1809

,
by

iconnot (Ann. Chim. lxviii. 44) ;
in 1818

,
by Pelletier (Bull, de Pharm.

?°2) ; and by Miihlmann (Gmelin, op. cit.)-, in 1819
,
by Brandes

d-)-, and more recently by Drs. Buchner and llerberger (Christison,
‘

a t. on Poisons).
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Pelletier's Analysis.

Resin fi0'8

Wax 14 4
Bassorin 2 0
Malate of lime 12'2

Malate of potash 18
Water and loss 8 8

Euphorbium 1000

Braude's Analysis

Resin
Wax
Caoutchouc
Malate of lime

Malate of potash

Sulphates of potash and lime,

and phosphate of lime .,

Water and loss

Woody fibre

}

Euphorbium KKHidjj

Resin is the active ingredient.of euphorbium. It coincides in many of its propertrj
with ordinary resins: thus, it is reddish-brown, hard, brittle, fusible, soluble in alcohol
ether, and oil of turpentine, and somewhat less so in oil of almonds. Its leading' anj

characteristic property is intense acridity. It differs from some resins in being slight'

soluble only in alkalies. Drs. Buchner and Herberger consider it to be a compound of tiL

resinous substances—one possessing the properties of an acid, the other those of a ba$?l

1 has been observed. When euphorbium, dust is inhaled
,
and also applied

Physiological Effects, (a.) On animals generally. — Euphorbiind
acts on horses and dogs as a powerful acrid substance, irritating anr

inflaming parts with which it is placed in contact, and by sympath
affecting the nervous system. When swallowed in large quantities,

causes gastro-enteritis (two ounces are sufficient to kill a horse)
; whil

applied to the skin, it acts as a rubefacient and epispastic. Farritff

sometimes employ it as a substitute for cantharides, for blistering horsajj

but cautious and well-informed veterinarians are opposed to its use.

{b.)^Qn man.—The leading effect of euphorbium on man is that ofji

most vit^ent acrid
;
but under certain circumstances a narcotic operati :t

theface, its in grinding this drug, it causes sneezing, redness and swell!

rbf’tbe £t</e, and great irritation about the eyes and nose. To prevent

much as possible these effects, various contrivances are adopted by d!

ferent drug-grinders : some employ masks with glass eyes
;
others app

wet sponge to the nose and face
;
while some cover the face with era

The pain and irritation, I am informed, are sometimes very great. Indif

duals who have been exposed for some time to the influence of this du

suffer with headache, giddiness, and ultimately become delirious,

the workmen of whom I have inquired (and they comprise those of th

large firms, including the one alluded to by Dr. Christison), agree tl

these are the effects of euphorbium. An old labourer assured me tl

this substance produced in him a feeling of intoxication : and I

informed at one drug-mill of an Irish labourer who was made temporary

insane by it, and who, during the fit, insisted on saying his prayers at t

tail of the mill-horse.

Insensibility and convulsions have been produced by euphorbia

The only instance, I am acquainted with, is the following:—A man w

engaged at a mill where euphorbium was being ground, and remain
1

in the room longer than was considered prudent. Suddenly he dart

from the mill-room, and ran with great velocity down two pairs of stai

On arriving at the ground-floor or yard he became insensible, and ft

Within five minutes I saw him ;
he was lying on his back, insensil

and convulsed ;
his face was red and swollen

;
his pulse frequent

full
;
and his skin very hot. I bled him, and within half an hour lie

came quite sensible, but complained of great headache, lie had
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collection of his flight down stairs, which seems to have been per-

i med in a fit of delirium.

I When powdered euphorbium is applied to the skin, it causes itching,

in, and inflammation, succeeded by vesication.

When swallowed,
it causes vomiting and purging, and, in large doses,

[
stro-enteritis, with irregular hurried pulse and cold perspirations.

|
Uses.—Notwithstanding that it is still retained in the Pharmacopoeia,

j

is rarely employed in medicine. It was formerly used as an emetic

|
d drastic purgative in dropsies

; but the violence and danger of its

Iteration have led to its disuse. Sometimes it is employed as an errhine

it chronic affections of the eyes, ears, or brain
;
but its local action is so

lent that we can only apply it when largely diluted with some mild
i wder, as starch or flour.

•Mixed with turpentine or Burgundy pitch (or rosin), it is employed in

; form of plaster, as a rubefacient
,
in chronic affections of the joints. As

Ivesicant, it is rarely employed. As a caustic
,
either the powder or alco-

|
lie tincture (

Tinctura Euphorbii, Ph. Bor. prepared by digesting euphor-

.j' mi, Sj. in rectified spirit, Oj.) is sometimes employed in carious ulcers.

Antidote.—In a case of poisoning by euphorbium, emollient and de-

scent drinks, clysters (of mucilaginous, amylaceous, or oleaginous

: aids), and opium, should be exhibited, and blood-letting and warm
Hhs employed. In fact, as ive have no chemical antidote, our object

to involve the poison in demulcents, to diminish the sensibility of the

History.—Tapioca (Tipioca) is mentioned by Piso (Hist. Nat. Bra-

ce, p. 52-4) in 1648. The terms Janipha and Manihot are Indian

pellations.

r.—

F

lowers monoecious. Calyx campanulate,

ae. Stamens ten
;
filaments unequal, distinct,

Style one. Stigmas three, consolidated into a

: ing part by opium, and to obviate the inflammation by bl

1 the warm bath.

Janipha Man'ihot, Kunth, E.

—

The Cassa'va or Tapio'ca

Jatropha Maniliot, Linn.

Sex Syst. Moncecia, Monadelphia.

(Fecula of the root
;
Tapioca, E.)

rugose mass. (A. de Jussieu.)

Sp. Char.—Leaves palmate, five to seven-

parted, smooth, glaucous beneath : segments lan-

ceolate, quite entire. Flowers racemose (Hooker,

Bot. Mag. t. 3071). Root large, thick, tuberous,

fleshy, and white
;
containing an acrid, milky,

highly poisonous juice. Flowers axillary.

rate the juice, which deposits a fecula: this,

when washed and dried in the air without heat,

is termed Moussache (from mouchaco, a Spanish

Extraction. — The tuberous root consists

principally of starch and a white milky poi-
T ‘ ‘ ;ped and pressed to sepa-

Har.—Brazil.
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'i
word, signifying boy or lad), or Cipipa, and for some years past li

been imported into France from Martinique, and sold as arrow-roll
(Guibourt, Hist, des Drop. t. ii. p. 466, 3"' c

ed.) I believe it toll
identical with the Brazilian Arrow-root of English commerce. Whil
this fecula has been prepared by drying on hot plates, it acquiresil
granular character, and is then termed Tapioca.

The compressed pulp is dried in chimneys, exposed to the smoke, ail
afterwards powdered. In this state it constitutes Cassava powder

,

Farine de Manioc. If it be granulated by agitating it in a heated irqli!

pan until incipient tumefaction, it is called Couaque or Couac. Lastftfe

when dried or baked into cakes on plates of iron or clay, it constitutj I

Cassava or Cassada bread.

Properties.— 1 . Granular Tapioca
,
or Tapioca commonly so called

, I

imported from Bahia and Rio Janeiro. It occurs in irregular sm|fl

lumps or grains, which are partially soluble in cold water, the hitera

solution yielding a blue colour with iodine. When these grains

mixed with water, and examined by the microscope, they prestfil

numerous spherical granules, of nearly equal volume, and smaller tin
'

those of arrow-root, or than the average of those of wheat starch. T
hilum of each granule is a small dark spot, from which three equi-disi

lines radiate towards the circumference of the granule.

2. Tapioca Meal: Brazilian Arrow-root : Moussache or Cipipa .—Ir

ported from Rio Janeiro. It is white and pulverulent. When examin

by the microscope, it is readily distinguished from arrow-root fecu

Its granules are quite spherical, much smaller than those of arrow-ro

and of a remarkable equality of volume (Guibourt, op. cit.) The g
nules seem identical with those of the common or granular tapioca.

Composition.—Tapioca has not been analyzed. Its composition

doubtless analogous to that of other amylaceous matters (vide pp. al-

and 679).

Chemical Characteristics.—The filtered cold infusion is colon

blue by tincture of iodine, shewing that tapioca is partially soluble

cold water. In boiling water tapioca becomes tremulous, gelatinifo

transparent, and viscous. Submitted to prolonged ebullition in a la

quantity of water, it leaves an insoluble residue, which precipitat

This residue, diluted with water, and coloured with iodine, appe:

under the microscope to consist of mucous flocks, and to have no rese

blance to the primitive integuments.

Physiological Effects. [a.) Of the Recent Juice.—The mil

juice is a powerful acrid or acro-narcotic poison; and to this then

owes its poisonous properties. The symptoms which it gives rise

when swallowed, are pain and swelling of the abdomen, vomiting, a

purging, giddiness, dimness of sight, syncope, and rapid diminution

the powers of life (Sloane’s Jamaica
,

vol. i. p. 131
,
and vol. ii. p. 36

The scrapings of the fresh root are successfully applied to ill-dispo

ulcers (Wright, Med. Plants of Jamaica ). The root is used to ca

birds, which, by eating it, lose the power of flying (Martins in M ibm

Arzneim. ii Gifte ,
Bd. iii. S. 273). The poisonous principle of the nj

may be destroyed or dissipated by heat, fermentation, 6cc. Hence it

either very volatile or readily decomposable. Guibourt [Hist, des JJ>

t. ii. p. 455, 3"ie
ed.) says it appears to be of the nature of hydrocyai

acid.
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|
(b.) Of the Fecula (

Tapioca
)
of ti-ie Root—When the root has

j
011 deprived of its poisonous principle, it becomes highly nutritious.

1 the preparations of it before referred to, the only one met with in this

I mtry is the fecula (Tapioca). This is both highly nutritious and easy

l digestion. Its local action is emollient and demulcent,

j Uses.—Made into puddings, tapioca is employed as a dictetical sub-

I ncc. Boiled in water or milk, and flavoured with sugar, spices, or

I ne, according to circumstances, it is used as an agreeable, nutritious,

lit, easily digestible article. of food for the sick and convalescent. It

I devoid of all irritating and stimulating properties.

hi

Other Medicinal Euphorbiacece.

''roton Pseudo-China, Schiede, ( Croton Cascarilla, Don,Ph. L.) grows in the vicinity

lalapa, at Actopan, and in the district of Plau del Rio, in the province of Vera
z, Mexico. Its bark, called Quina blanca, or Copalche bark, has been confounded

ii both cinchona and cascarilla barks. In 1817, a quantity of it was carried to

inburgb as Cascarilla de Trinidad de Cuba. In 1827 no less than 80,000 lbs. of the

e bark were sent from Liverpool to Hamburgh as genuine cinchona, but it was
i recognized to be a bark nearly allied to cascarilla, and by those on board the

;els coming from Para was declared to be Quina, dit Copalchi. Subsequently the

isterVon Altenstein procured some of it from Mexico, under the name of Qopalche ;

in 1829 the plant yielding it was declared by Ur. Schiede to be a species of

ton, which he called Pseudo-China. Mr. Don (Ed. New Phil. Journ. xvi. 368)
.ook it for cascarilla bark. Copalche bark, in its form, size of the quills, and
eral appearance, very much resembles what our druggists call Ash Cinchona bark,

its cascarilla-like flavour instantly distinguishes it.

rom cascarilla bark it is distinguished by the length of the quills, their colour, and
absence of transverse cracks. (For further details consult Guibourt, Hist. desDrog

.

;

1 Goebel and Kunze, Pharm. Waarenkunde).
atropha Curcas is a native of South America and of Asia. Its fruit is the nux
artica americana, or nux barbadensis of some writers. Its seeds, which are occa-

ally met with iu the shops, are called physic nuts (semina ricini majoris, or gros
ton dTnde). Pelletier and Caventou analyzed them under, the name of Croton
s [Journ. de Pharm. t. xv. p. 514), and extracted from them a volatile acrid acid,

-‘d jatrophic acid. Mr. Bennett [Land. Med. Gaz. ix. 8) swallowed four seeds,

experienced a very unpleasant burning sensation in the stomach and bowels, with
sea, which, after an interval of nearly two hours, terminated in vomiting: their

gitive effects followed soon afterwards, and were mild
;

the sickness had then
dy passed away, but the burning sensation continued for some time longer. In
e doses they are energetic poisons.
he oil [Oleum Jalrophce Curcadis seu Oleum infernale) is analogous in its properties

roton oil. It is occasionally used as a drastic purgative. Iu India it is used for

ps.

uphorbia Lathyris, or Caper Spurge, is an indigenous biennial. It is mentioned
n officinal substance in the Paris Codex. Its milky juice is violently acrid. In
se of poisoning by the seeds, narcotic symptoms were also present (Christison,
it. cm Poisons). The oil [Oleum Euphorbia: Lathyridis), extracted from the seeds,
be employed as an indigenous substitute for croton oil. The dose of it is from

e to ten drops (Dierbach, Neueste Entd. in d. Mat. Med. S. 76, 1837).

uphorbia Ipecacuanha is a native of the United States of America, in \vhose Phar-
opoeia it is mentioned. It is emetic and purgative. As an emetic it is given iu
s of from ten to fifteen grains [United States Dispensatory).
be juice of Crozophora tinctoria becomes, under the united influence of air and
il ‘ ,,,la

> blue. Linen impregnated with this blue dye is called rag turnsole [bezetta
l ca

) : it is a test for acids, which redden it, but it is not used in this country. It
1 not be confounded with litmus (vide p. 570).
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Order 27. Aristolociiia'ce/e, Lindley .
—The Birtiiwort Tribe, jfl

Aristolochie/H, Jussieu .

Essential Character.— Flowers hermaphrodite. Calyx adherent to the ovary [j

superior], mouosepalous
;
the limb ihree-lobed or tubular, and irregularly dilatec If

the upper part
;
valvate in {estivation. Stamens definite, generally in ternary ni h

hers, free and distinct or adherent to the style and stigma, and epigynous. Oc<-
'

three to six-celled ; style short
;
stigma divided. Capsule or berry coriaceous, thre< ||

six-celled, many seeded
;
the placentas lateral. Embryo very small, at the base c 3

cartilaginous albumen. Usually climbing herbs or shrubs, with alternate, simj

petiolated leaves. (Bot . Gall.)

Properties.—Not important. The roots possess stimulant properties, owing to

presence of volatile oil. Some of them are acrids. Bitter extractive renders thip-i

somewhat tonic.

Aristolo chia Serpentaria, Linn. L. E. D .—The Virginian Snalte-rook h

Aristolocliia officinalis, Nees and Ebermaier.

Sex. St/st. Gynandria, Hexandria.

(Radix, L. D. The Root, E.)

History.—The first writer who distinctly mentions Virginian sna. i-

root, or snake-weed
,

is Thomas Johnson, an apothecary of London, Ifel

his edition of Gerard’s Herbal, published in 1633.

Botany. Gen Char.—Calyx tubular, ventricose at the base, dilated)?!

the apex, and extended into a ligula. Anthers six, subsessile, inserted

the style. Stigma six-lobed. Capsule six-angled, six-celled {Bot. Galb

Sp. Char.—Stem flexuous, ascending. Leaves cordate, acuminate,

both sides pubescent. Peduncles nearly radical, unifloral. Lip of i:

calyx lanceolate (.Beschr . Offic. Planzen.)

Collection and Properties.—The root is collected in Western Pen

sylvania and Virginia, in Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky (
United Stc

Dispensat.) It is imported in bales, usually containing about 10011

As met with in the shops, it consists of a tuft of long, slender, yellowit

or brownish fibres, attached to a long contorted head or caudex.

odour is aromatic, the taste warm and bitter.

Composition—It was analyzed by Bucholz in 1807 (Gmelin, Ham
d. Chem.) ;

by Chevallier in 1820 (.Journal de Pharm. vi. 365) ;
and

Pescliier in 1823 (Gmelin, op. cit.)

Bucholz's Analysis.

Volatile oil 0-50

Greenish-yellow soft resin 2-85

Extractive matter 1'70

Gummy extractive 1810
Lignin 62 40

Water 14 45

100-00

Chevallier's Analysis.

Volatile oil.

Refein.

Extractive.

Starch,

Ligneous fibre.

Albumen.
Malate and phosphate of lime.

Oxide of iron and silver.

1 . Volatile Oil.— Grassmann (quoted by Dr. W. C. Martins, Pharmacogn.) obtai

only half an ounce from 100 lbs, of the root. Its colour is yellowish, its odour

sidcrable, its taste not very strong (Lewis, Mat. Med.) Grassmann compares

odour and taste to those of valerian and camphor combined.

2. Bitter Principle: Extractive, Bucholz and Chevallier.—This is very bitter

slightly acrid. It is soluble in both water and spirit. Its solution, which is yel

is rendered brown by alkalies, but is unchanged by the ferruginous salts.

Physiological Effects.—

T

hese have been examined by Jorg
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s pupils (Wibmer, Arzneim. ii. Gifte, Bd. i. S. 221
;

also, Journ. de

him. Med. t. vii. p. 493).

In small doses, serpentary promotes the appetite. In large doses, it

i i .Uses nausea, flatulence, uneasy sensation at the stomach, and more

(
quent but not liquid stools. After its absorption, it increases the fre-

I ency and fulness of the pulse, augments the heat of the skin, and

.

j
omotes secretion and exhalation. Furthermore it would appear, from

3 experiments before referred to, that it caused disturbance of the

;

rebral functions, and produces headache, sense of oppression within

J 3 skull, and disturbed sleep.

; I
In these properties, serpentary bears some analogy to, but is much

i aker than, camphor. It is more powerful than contrayerva.

i Uses.—Its employment is indicated in cases of torpor and atony,

t
i

. was fonuerly termed alexipharmic, on account of its fancied power of

:
i ring the bite of the rattlesnake and of a mad dog (Dale, Pharmaco-
mria). At the present time it is rarely employed. It has been much
il eemed as a stimulant in fevers, both continued and intermittent. A
; nple of serpentary, taken in three ounces of wine, is mentioned by
i denliam (Works, translated by Dr. Pechey, 4th ed. p. 233) as a cheap

aedy for tertians in poor people. Dr. Cullen (Mat. Med.) considered

i is suited for the low and advanced stage of typhus only. In an epi-

t meal affection of the throat (called the throat-distemper), it was
I pen internally as a diaphoretic, and used with sumach berries, in the

A n of a decoction, as a gargle, with benefit (Med. Obser'v. and Inquir.

. i. p. 211). .

i Administration.—

T

he dose of it in substance is from ten to thirty

i ins. The infusion is the best form for the administration of ser-
•

-

1

itary.

.u IxFUSUM Serpentarim, L. E.—Serpentary, sss. ;
Boiling Water,

Infuse for four hours in a [lightly, L.] covered vessel, and strain

: i rough linen or calico, E.] Dose, fsj. or f3ij. every two or three hours,

ij ording to circumstances.

|
~ Tinctura Serpentariae, L. E. D.—Serpentary, bruised, [in mo-

! i ately fine powder, E.], Siijss. L. [*ij. E. Jiij . D.~\
;
Proof Spirit, Oij.

. and 5xvj. ;
Cochineal, bruised, 5j. E.~\. Macerate for fourteen [seven,

days, and filter.
“ Proceed by percolation or digestion as for the

: ‘ture of cinchona,” E. Used as an adjunct to tonic infusions. Dose,
o f5j. to f5ij.

As'arum europce'um, Linn. L. D.

—

Common Asarabac ca.

Sex. Syst. Dodecandria, Monogynia.

(Folia, L. D.)

Iistory.—This plant was used in medicine by the ancients. Dios-
ldes (lib i., cap ix.) calls it aoapov.
Iotany. • Gen. Char.— Calyx campanulate, three-lobed. Stamens

[

h e, inserted on the ovary : anthers adnate to the middle of the filaments.

I k short. Stigma stellate, six-lobed. Capsule six-celled. (Bot. Gall.)

I
,p - Char.—Leaves two on eacli stem, kidney-shaped, obtuse [somc-
at hairy]. (Smith, Eng. FI.)
Ihe branching root-fibres arise from an underground stem or rhizome.
e aerial stems are several from each rhizome. Leaves pctiolcd. From
axil of the two leaves springs a solitary, rather large, drooping flower,
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upon a short peduncle, of a greenish brown colour and coriaceous su
stance. Segment of the calyx incurved. Capsule coriaceous. £ee< j

ovate, with horny albumen.
Hab.—Indigenous. Perennial. Flowers in May.
Description.—The whole plant (root-fibres, rhizome, and aeri

stems, with leaves and flowers) are kept in the shops under the name
asarabacca (radix cum herba asari)

,
but the leaves only are directed

be used in the Phramacopceia. Dr. Batty {Eng. FI.) states that the pla:

is gathered for medicinal uses in the woods near Kirkby Lonsdall

Westmorland. The rhizome is about as thick as a goose-quill, gravis

quadrangular, knotted. It has a pepper-like odour and an acrid taste. T
leaves are almost inodorous, but have an acrid, aromatic, and bitter tas

Composition.—Goerz (Pfaff, Mat. Med. Bd. iii. S. 229) publish

an analysis of the root in 1784 ;
Lassaigne and Fenuelle another in 18

Journ. de Pharm. t. vi. p. 561) ;
Regimbeau a third in 1827 [Journ.

Pharm. t. xiv. p. 200) ;
and Grager a fourth in 1830 (Goebel and Kim

Pharm. Waarenk)

.

Griiger's Analysis.

Root. Herb.

Volatile oil x Asarin . 0-in
Asarum-Camphor > . , , 0-630 Tannin

• M-
Asarin [? Asarite] } Extractive . oi'
Asarin • • 1-172 Chlorophylle « % • . 1-3:

Tannin , . 1 -072 Albumen . 2D:
Extractive . 3-972 Citric acid . # . 0-i,

Resin • • 0156 Ligneous fibre . 15(11

Starch , . 2-048 Water • • • • 74-T
Gluten and albumen . . , 1-010 Loss . • • • . o-J
Citric acid 0-316 1

Ligneous fibre 12-800 Fresh Herb of Asarabacca • loo-di

Salts, (citrates, chloride, siilphate,

and phosphates) 3-042

Water * 74-600

Fresh Root of Asarabacca 100-818

1. Volatile Oily Matters.—By submitting asarabacca root to distillation with wati

three volatile oily matters are obtained
;
one liquid and two solid, at ordinary tei

peratures.

a. Liquid Volatile Oil {Oleum Asari)- It is yellow, glutinous, lighter than wat

and has an acrid, burning taste, and a penetrating valerian-like odour. It is sligh*

soluble in water, more so in alcohol, ether, and the oils (volatile and fixed). Its e

stitucnts are C8 H 4 Ob
/3. Asarite of Grager. —In small needles, of a silky lustre. It is odourless a

tasteless. It is fusible and volatilizable by heat; its vapour being white and v

irritating. It is soluble in alcohol, ether, and the volatile oils, but not in wat

Both nitric and sulphuric acids dissolve the crystals without the evolution of gas:

water be added to the sulphuric solution, the asarite is thrown down unchanged.

y. Asarum-camplior.— Is distinguished from asarite by the following characters

:

Water throws it down from its alcoholic solution in cubes or six-sided prisms, where

asarite is precipitated in delicate flexible needles. It dissolves in nitric acid with

effervescence. Water added to its sulphuric solution throws down a brown res

After fusion it has the form of a crystalline, striated mass. Its composition

C8 IB O 2
. Blanehctand Sell regard it as the hydrate of the liquid volatile oil.

2. Bitter principle of Asarabacca (Asarin of Grager and of some other pharmaco

gists).—Brow nish, very bitter, soluble in alcohol.

Physiological Effects.— Every part of the plant possesses ac

properties. Applied to the mucous membrane of the nose, it exet
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li jezing, increased secretion of the mucus, and even a discharge of

|
»od. Swallowed, it causes vomiting, purging, and griping pains.

:
I

is said also to possess diuretic and diaphoretic properties. Dr. Cullen
* enumerated it in his list of diuretics, but expresses his doubts whether

1 assesses any specific power of stimulating the renal vessels.

1 Uses.—Asarabacca has been employed in medicine to excite vomit-

,
and as an errhine. As an emetic, it is now superseded by ipecacu-

1a and tartarized antimony. As an errhine, to excite irritation and
jj

ischarge of mucus from the nasal membrane, it has been used in
tain affections of the brain, eyes, face, mouth, and throat, on the prin-

!

le of counter-irritation : thus, in paralytic affections of the mouth and
gue, in toothache, and in ophthalmia,

j

Administration.—We may administer either the root or leaves, recol-
d ing that the latter are somewhat milder than the former. As an
I ‘tic, the dose is half a drachm to a drachm. As an errhine

, one or

J
grains of the root, or three or four grains of the dried leaves, are

i
!
'fled up the nostrils every night. The powder of this plant is supposed

It oral the basis of cephalic snuff.

|

yULVis Asari Compositus, D.—(Asarabacca leaves, dried, *i.; La-
dder flowers, dried, 5i. Reduce them together to powder). Used as
nrrhine, in headache and ophthalmia. Dose, from grs. v. to grs. viii.

Other Medicinal Aristolochiacece.

i

j

ie roots of Aristolochia longa and A. rotunda are found in the shops. The long

|
olochia root is several inches in length, one or two inches broad, and has a more

- ss cylindrical form. The round aristolochia root has a more rounded and knobby
. Both kinds are bitter and acrid, and have, especially when powdered, a dis-
eaMe odour. Thev contain extractive matter and starch. Lassaigne found ulmiu

r e long species. Their effects are stimulant and tonic. Their stimulant effects

r apposed by some to be principally directed to the abdominal and pelvic viscera.
1 • have been employed in amenorrhcea as an emraenagogue. Their dose is from £)i.

. Round aristolochia root is a constituent of the Duke of Portland's powderfor
hoaf, which consisted of “ equal quantities of the roots of Gentian

,
and Birthwort

r tolochia rotunda), the tops and leaves of Germander ( Cham&drys), Ground Pine
meepitys), and lesser Centaury ( Cliironea Centaurium), powdered and mixed to-

pr” (Paris’s Pharmacologia).

Order 28 . Laura'ce^e, Lindley.—The Cinnamon Tribe.

Lauri, Jussieu.—Lauiiina;, Vent, and Rob. Brown.

ntial Character.— Calyx four to six-cleft, with imbricated aestivation, the limb
netimes obsolete. Stamens definite, perigynous opposite the segments of the
yx, and usually twice as numerous ; the three innermost, which are opposite the
ee inner segments of the calyx, sterile or deficient; the six outermost scarcely
:r abortive; anthers adnate, two to four-celled ; the cells bursting by a longitudinal
sistent valve from the base to the apex

;
the outer anthers valved inwards, the

irr valved outwards [or both valved inwards, Lindl .] Glands usually present at
: base of the inner filaments. Ovary single, superior, with one or two single
dulous ovules; style simple

;
stigma obtuse. Fruit baccate or drupaceous, naked,

covered. Seed without albumen; embryo inverted; cotyledons large, plano-
IVc‘X, peltate near the base!; radicle very short, included, superior; plumule
‘spicuous, two-leaved.— Trees

,
often of great size. Leaves without stipules,

(mate, seldom opposite, entire, or very nearly lobed. Inflorescence panicled or
belled (Rob. Brown).

*

' ,u tE8>—The plants of this order owe their most important qualities to the pre-
,Cc v,, rilile oil, w hich is found, more or less abundantly, in all parts of the
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vegetable. This oil is sometimes liquid and highly aromatic, as oil of cinnarrio «ji
at others it is solid at ordinary temperatures, and is endowed with narcotic properlj d
as camphor. The acrid principle of some species is probably a volatile oil.

i the bark and leaves, the volatile oil is usually associated with tannic acid, whM H
gives them astringency, as in cinnamon. In the fruit and seeds, on the other hm, «
it is usually combined or mixed with fixed oil, as in bay-berries.

Cinnamo'mum zeylanicum, Nees, E .—The Cinnamon.

(Cortex; et Oleum e cortice destillatum, L.—Bark
;
and Volatile oil of .the bark, E.—Cortex et Olevil

volatile, D.)

History.—Cinnamon (Kinman, Hebr.) is mentioned in the OldTes**
ment (Exod. xxx. 23), about 1490 years ^efore Christ. In all prole®
bility the Hebrews received it from the Arabians, who must, therefJp
have had commercial dealings with India at this early period {Pictoi^M

Bible, vol. i. p. 222). The first notice of cinnamon (Kivvapwpo

Greek writers occurs in Herodotus
(
Thalia

,

cvii. & cxi.), who
years before Christ. Probably both the Hebrew and Greek :

this bark are derived from the Cingalese cacyn-nama
(
dulce li

<

the Malayan kaimanis (Royle, Essay on Hindoo Medicine, pp. 6

Hippocrates (pp. 265, 575, & 609, ed. Faes.) employed cinnam
nally. Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. 13) describes several kinds of c

Botany. Gen. Char.—Flowers hermaphrodite or polygamoi

six-cleft
;
with the limb deciduous. Stamina twelve, in fom* i

nine external ones fertile, the three inner ones capitate, abo

three most internal of the fertile stamina having two sessile glan

base : anthers four-celled, the three inner turned outwards. 0
celled, with one ovule. Fruit (a berry) seated in a cup-li'

Leaves ribbed. Leaf-buds naked. Flowers panicled, rarely

(Condensed from Endlicher, Gen. Plant.)

Sp. Char .

—

Branches somewhat four-cornered, smooth. Lei

or ovate-oblong, tapering into an obtuse point, triple-nerved,

nerved, reticulated on the under side, smooth, the uppermost the

Panicles terminal and axillary, stalked. Flowers hoary and si

ments oblong, deciduous in the middle (Nees, Laurin.)

Botanists admit several varieties of this species: the most important are,-

a. Broad-leaved
,
Moon Cat. of (Ceylon Plants) : Mu-pat (Cingalese),

above described.

Lauras Cinnamomum, Linn. L. D.

Sex. Syst. Enneandria, Monogynia.

Cinnamomum zeylanicum.

Fig. 165.

mer
;
3dly, Capuru curundu,

cinnamon
,
are inferior spec

cabatte curundu, or astringen

with smaller leaves
;
its bark

taste.

Percival (Account of thi

Ceylon) mentions four vari

are barked : 1st, Rasse cur

ney cinnamon ,
with broad le;

the best bark
;

2dly, Nai
snake cinnamon , also with If

not greatly inferior in qualit

mer
;
3dly, Capuru curundu ,

not greatly inferior in qu

)3. Narrow-leaved, Moon. C

zeylanicum var. Cassia, Nees
(Cingalese). This variety w
received from Ceylon, unde

of Bastard Cinnamon, has

elliptical leaves, much tape

point, and acute at the base.
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; jjAB '—Cultivated in Ceylon and Java.

Production.—The cinnamon bark of Ceylon is obtained by the dil-

ation of the plant. The principal cinnamon gardens lie in the neigli-

! urhood of Columbo, (see a figure of one in Percival’s Account of Ceylon,

ed. 1805). The bark-peelers, or choliahs, having selected a tree of the

[ ;t quality, lop off such branches are three years old, and which appear

j

>per for the purpose. Shoots or branches, much less than half an inch

t more than two or three inches in diameter, are not peeled. The
1 qing is effected by making two opposite, or when the branch is thick

bf ee or four, longitudinal incisions, and then elevating the bark by intro-

gtifing the peeling-knife beneath it. When the bark adheres firmly, its

4 iaration is promoted by friction with the handle of the knife. In

f-mtv-four hours the epidermis and greenish-pulpy matter (rete

i .cosum) are carefully scraped off. In a few hours the smaller quills are

I
roduced into the larger ones, and in this way a congeries of quills

hi rued, often measuring forty inches long. The bark is then dried

J the sun, and afterwards made into bundles with pieces of split bamboo
fi. gs (Percival, op. cit.

;
and Marshall, in Thomson's Ann. of Philosophy,

j

• x.)

I Commerce.—Cinnamon is imported in bales, boxes, and chests, from

tiylon principally; but in part also from Madras, Tellicherry, and
jjisly from Canton (

Trade List for 1837 and 1838). In 1830, 14,345 lbs.

;

1 in 1831, 2305 lbs. of cinnamon were imported from the Cape of

hod Hope (
Parliamentary Retmms). The quantities of. cinnamon on

ich the import duty of 6d. per lb. was paid, during the last four years,

m the following (
Trade List)

:

—
In 1835

183G
16,255 lbs.

17,398 lbs.

In 1837
1838

13,697 lbs.

16,605 lbs.

'll Cinnamon exported from the island of Ceylon is subject to the exor-

uit duty of 3s. per lb. This has been put on as a substitute for the

nous monopoly in the cultivation and sale of cinnamon, held by the

eminent (iVPCulloch, Commerc. Diction.)

v few years ago it was the practice to sprinkle black pepper among
bales of cinnamon in stowing them, in order to preserve and im-
ve the quality of the bark (Percival, op. cit., and Marshall, loc. cit.)

t better experience has shewn that no advantage, attends the practice,

ich, therefore, is now almost entirely discontinued
;

indeed, some
sons are of opinion that it is injurious.

Description.— Ceylon Cinnamon (Cinnamomum zeylanicum seu Cin-
lomum acutum) is imported in bundles weighing about 1 fb each, and
l with pieces of split bamboo twigs. The fasciculi, or compound
Us, are about three feet long, slender, and shivery, and are composed
several smaller quills inclosed one within the other. The bark is

i (the finest being scarcely thicker than drawing paper), smooth, of

o
rht yellowish-brown, or brownish-yellow (somewhat similar to that of
letian gold), smooth, moderately pliable, with a splintery fracture,

ecially in the longitudinal direction. The inner side or liber is darker
• browner, and contains, according to Nces, small medullary rays
:(1 with a red juice, and which he regards as the peculiar bearers of
aroma. The odour of the bark is highly fragrant. The flavour is

*m
> sweetish, and agreeable. Inspection and tasting are the methods
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resorted to for ascertaining the quality of cinnamon (Percival, and M (f|
shall, op. cit.) Inferior kinds are thicker, darker, browner, and havdU
pungent, succeeded by a bitter, taste. In the London market t]Jj
qualities of cinnamon are distinguished, viz .first, seconds

,
and thirds. [

Tellicherry or Bombay Cinnamon is grown on one estate only, at Tell ]
cherry, by Mr. Brown, and is wholly consigned to Messrs. Forbes a,
Co. It is inferior to Ceylon cinnamon, but superior to the MalalJ I

variety.

Madras or Malabar Cinnamon is of inferior quality. It is grown i.

the neighbourhood of Madras.o
Cayenne Cinnamon is obtained by cultivation at Cayenne. Its volali Ik

oil is more acrid and peppery than the oil from the Ceylon cinnar
(Vauquelin, Journ. de Pharm. t. iii. p. 484).

Composition.—In 1817, Vauquelin {Ibid. p. 433) made acomparatii:
analysis of the cinnamons of Ceylon and Cayenne. The constituents*!

both were found to be volatile oil, tannin
,
mucilage

,
colouring mall-

(partially soluble in water and in alcohol, but insoluble in ether), rem
an acid, and ligneous fibre.

1. Oil of Cinnamon bark ( Oleum Cinnamomi veri, offic.) is obtained in Ceylon,
macerating the inferior pieces of the bark, reduced to a gross powder, in sea-water ,!

two days, when both are submitted to distillation. As imported the oil varies sotir

what in its colour from yellow to red; the paler varieties are the most esteemed: he:'

London druggists frequently submit the red oil of cinnamon to distillation, by win

they procure two pale yellow oils; one lighter (amounting to about a quarter of

whole), the other heavier, than water. The loss on this process is considerable, be:;

near 10 per cent. Percival (op. cit.) says that the oil obtained from the finer sort!

cinnamon is of a beautiful gold colour, while that from the coarser bark is darker tj

brownish. It is somewhat remarkable, therefore, that the Edinburgh College shot

give, as the characteristic of good oil of cinnamon, a “ cherry red” colour—a c

racter which applies to oil of inferior quality, or to oil which has undergone chat

by keeping. Its odour is “ purely cinnamomic”
(
Ph . Ed.) Its taste is at

sweetish, afterwards cinnamomic, burning, and acrid. The oil of commerce sink

water; it is probably a mixture of the heavy and light oils. It possesses basic
f

perties, for it combines with acids to form crystalline salts. “ Nitric acid conver

nearly into a uniform crystalline mass” {Ph. Ed.) This solidification is usually acc<

panied with or followed by an intense red colour, owing to the formation of re:

The crystalline compound is a nitrate of the oil of cinnamon. The composition of!

of cinnamon is, according to Mulder \Berl- Jahrb. Bd. xxxviii. S. 176) C20 H 11

This formula differs from those previously given by Dumas and Peligot, and

Blanchet (Thomson’s Organ. Chemistry), but it is the result of 19 analyses, and

probably more correct. In old oil of cinnamon, crystals of cinnamic acid (compose:

CIS PI 7 03) are sometimes deposited
;

at the same time a resin is formed, to which

deep colour of the oil is owing (Mulder, op. cit.) Hence the formation of cinna

acid does not depend on the mere oxidation of the oi.1, as MM. Dumas and Peligot

imagined. The last-mentioned chemists regard oil of cinnamon as a hydret of cim

myle (cinnamyle is a supposititious base assumed to consist of Cis PI7 O 2). Mul

however, considers the oil to be a compound of one equivalent of benzoyle (C14 H5 (

and six equivalents o i carburetted hydrogen (6 CH).
Oil of Cinnamon leaf lias been recently imported. I am informed by a genriem

on whose estate in Ceylon it was obtained, that it is procured by macerating the lei

in sea-water, and afterwards submitting both to distillation. It is a yellow hq

heavier than water, and has an odour and taste analogous to those of oil of cloves.

2. Tannic acid.—This is a constituent of cinnamon bark. Vauquelin {op-

p. 436) says it is in combination with a vegeto-animal matter.

Chemical Characteristics.— Sesquicliloride of iron causes a grecnj

flocculent precipitate {tannate of iron) in infusion of cinnamon. Solid
j

of gelatin also occasions a precipitate {tannate of gelatin) in the iimisij
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,

Physiological Effects.— Cinnamon produces the effects of the

j

jices already desciibed (p. 72). In moderate doses it stimulates the

i
omach, produces a sensation of warmth in the epigastric region, and
•omotes the assimilative functions. The repeated use of it disposes to

i L'stiveness.

In full doses it acts as a general stimulant to the vascular and nervous
iL stems. Some writers regard it as acting specifically on the uterus

|
undelin, Heilmittell. Bd. ii. S. 199, 3

tte
Aufl.

;
and Wibmer, Wlrk. d.

; rzn. ii. Gifte. Bd. ii. S. 137).

q Uses.—The uses of cinnamon are those of the spices generally, and

;f lich have been before noticed (p. 72). It is employed by the cook as

;* agreeable condiment. In medicine, it is frequently added to other

; i
bstances ;

as, to the bitter infusions, to improve their flavour
;
and to

i
;
rgatives, to check their griping qualities. As a cordial, stimulant, and

ii aic, it is indicated in all cases characterized by feebleness and atony.
1

; an astringent, it is employed in diarrhoea, usually in combination

|
th chalk, the vegetable infusions, or opium. As a cordial and stimulant,

Hs.s exhibited in the latter stages of low fever. In flatulent and spas-

[Lodic affections of the alimentary canal, it often proves a very efficient

u rminative and antispasmodic. It checks nausea and vomiting. It

s also been used in uterine hemorrhage,

kf Administration.—The dose of it in substance is from ten grains to

Rdf a drachm.
1, Pulvts Cinnamomi COMPOSITUS, L.—(Cinnamon, § ii.

;
Cardamom,

s.
;
Ginger, |i.

;
Long Pepper, 3ss. Rub them together, so that a

y fine powder may be made.) Aromatic and carminative. Dose, gr. x.

gr. xxx. Principally employed as a corrigent of other preparations.

2. Aqua Cinnamomi, L. E. D.—(Cinnamon, bruised, lb. iss. [5xviij. E.,

D.\ or Oil of Cinnamon, 3ij. L.]
;
Proof Spirit, T S vij

.
[Rectified

irit, f^iij. E. No Spirit,!?.]
;
Water, Cong . ij. [as much as may be

licient to prevent empyreuma, D .] Let a gallon distil. The Dublin
liege macerates the bark in the water for one day previous to distilla-

n). This water is usually prepared in the shops, by diffusing the oil

ough water by the aid of sugar or of carbonate of magnesia. Accord-

; to a formula given in the London Pharmacopoeia, 3j. of oil is to be
efully triturated Avith 3i. of carbonate of magnesia, and afterwards
h Oiv. of distilled water, and the water subsequently filtered. Cinnamon
ter is principally employed as a vehicle for other medicines. It is aro-

tic and carminative. Goeppert says it is poisonous to plants. By
solving iodine and iodide of potassium in cinnamon water, a crystal-

]
compound is produced, consisting of iodide of potassium 12*55,

ine 28*14, oil of cinnamon 59*31 (Apjohn, Athenceum
,
No. 517, for

17, and No. 559, 1838.)
1. Tinctura Cinnamomi, L. E. D.—(Cinnamon, bruised, Siijss. [in

derately fine powder, 5iij. and 5iij. E.~]
;
Proof Spirit, Oii. Mace-

e for fourteen days, and strain. [Proceed by percolation or digestion,
directed for tincture of cassia, E.]). Commonly used as an adjuvant
cretaceous, astringent, tonic, or purgative mixtures. It has also been
ployed in uterine hemorrhage (Voigtel, Arzneim. Bd. ii. S. 465.)
so, 3i. to f 3iv.
h Tinctura Cinnamomi composita, L. E.—(Cinnamon, bruised [in
J powder, if percolation be followed, E.] § j.

• Cardamom, bruised, ^ss.

3 E
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[§.] #•] ;
Long Pepper, powdered [ground finely, E.], 3ijss. [3iij. E. J

Ginger, 3ijss. [not used by the Ed. College]
; Proof Spirit, Oij. [Oj. aif

j

fsxyj. E.~\ Macerate for fourteen clays, and strain, L. “ This tinctujj!

is best prepared by the method of percolation, as directed for the coil >

pound tincture of cardamom. But it may also be made in the ordina
way by digestion for seven days, straining and expressing the liquid,

and then filtering it,” E.) Cordial and aromatic. Used in the sarjfl

cases as the last. Dose, f3j . to f3ij.

5. Oleum Cinnamomi, L. E. D. (Imported from Ceylon
; sometiim m

redrawn in this country).—The chemical properties and composition
,

this oil have been before noticed. It is sometimes employed as a power!
ful stimulant in paralysis of the tongue, in syncope, or in cramp of t!.B

stomach. But its principal use is as an adjuvant to other medicines. Tr
,j.j

dose of it is from one to two or three minims.

6. Spiritus Cinnamomi
, L. E. D.—(Oil of Cinnamon, 3 ij . ;

Prcilj

Spirit, Cong, j.; Water, Oj. Mix them; then with a slow fire letfH

gallon distil, L.—Cinnamon, in coarse powder, lb. j. ;
Proof Spirit, 0\

Macerate for two days in a covered vessel : add a pint and a half :<
water

;
and distil off seven pints, E.—Cinnamon bark, bruised, lb.

Proof Spirit, Cong.].
; Water sufficient to prevent empyreuma. Mad®

rate for twenty-four hours, and distil a gallon, D.) Stimulant. Do,\j|

f3j. to f 3iv.

Cinnamo'mum Cassia
,
Blume, E.— The Cinnamon Cas'sia.

Cinnamomum aromaticum, Nees
;
Laurus Cassia, D.

Sex. Syst. Enneandria, Monogynia.

(Cassia-bark. Oil of Cassia, E.—Laurus Cassia. Cortex, D.—Cassia lignea, and Cassia buds, oj

History.—It is highly probable that the bark, now called cassia-lignr.iSf

was known to the ancient Greeks and Romans
;
but we cannot poli®

tively prove this. The barks termed by the ancients cmnamomiifM
(iavvagiogov) and cassia (icatrcTca), as well as the trees yielding these su®
stances, are too imperfectly described to enable us to determine will

precision the substances referred to.

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Vide Cinnamomum zeylanicum.

Sp. Char .

—

Leaves opposite, sometimes alternate, oblong-lanceola ij

triple-nerved ;
the nerves vanishing at the point of the leaf. Petiwn

and younger branches silky-tomentose. Stem arborescent (Blum

Bijdrag).

Hab .

—

China; Ceylon. Cultivated in Java.

Some doubt has been entertained whether the cassia-lignea of commerce be obtai:

from this species or from some other. Mr. Marshall declares (Ann. of Phil, vol

1817) that in Ceylon the Laurus Cassia is never decorticated, and that the con

cinnamon
(
i . e. cinnamon procured from thick shoots or large branches of Lau

Cinnamon) “ has been imported into England, and sold under the denominatioi

cassia.” It has been erroneously inferred from this statement that the cassia-ligne:

European commerce was merely coarse cinnamon; hut if this were the case, it wo

be somewhat remarkable that cassia-lignea is not imported from Ceylon—a fact wh

I have ascertained by an examination of the bills of entry for the last three yei

The non-decortication of Laurus Cassia in Ceylon may arise from the greater pr

attending the decortication of Laurus Cinnamomum. It is not at all improbable t|

coarse Ceylon cinnamon may have been sold in the London market as cassia-lignjt

but this by no means establishes the identity of the two barks. Such an occurred

can now scarcely happen, seeing that all cinnamon (coarse as well as fine) expo
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om Ceylon pays a duty of 3s. per lb., while the value here of cassia-lignea in bond
about' 6d. per lb.

Description.

—

Cassia-lignea resembles cinnamon in many of its qua-

ties. Tt is made up into bundles like the latter, and has the same
neral appearance, smell, and taste

;
but its substance is thicker, its

ipearance coarser, its colour darker, browner, and duller
;

its flavour,

_ lough cinnamomic, is much less sweet and fine than that of Ceylon
I anamon, but is more pungent, and is followed by a bitter taste

;
it is

•i-ss closely quilled, and breaks shorter than genuine cinnamon.
China cassia-lignea (sometimes called China cinnamon) is the best kind,

is usually imported from Singapore, rarely from Canton direct. Mr.
teeves {Trans. Med.-Bot. Society, for 1828, p. 26) says vast quantities

> i
>th of cassia seeds [buds?] and cassia-lignea are annually brought to

inton from the province of Kwangse, whose principal city (Kweihin,

terally Cassia Forest) derives its name from the forests of cassia around
The Chinese themselves use a much thicker bark, unfit for the

iropean market. Malabar cassia-lignea is brought from Bombay,
is thicker and coarser than that of China, and is more subject to foul

eking
;
hence each bundle requires separate inspection (Milburn’s

r 'lent. Comm.) Mauritius cassia-lignea I am unacquainted with. Manilla
ssia-lignea, I am informed, is usually sold in bond for continental

•nsumption.

Cassia buds (Flores Cassia immaturm ; Clavelli cinnamomi
)

are not contained in any
the British Pharmacopoeias. They are the produce of China, and are probably pro-
ed from the same plant which yields cassia-lignea. Dr, T. W. C. Martius (Phar-
cognosie, S. 210) says, that “ according to the latest observations which the elder

es has made known, cassia buds are the calyces (FruchtJcelche) of Cinnamomum
maticum, about one-fourth of their normal size. It is also said that they are

lected from Cinnamomum dulce Nees, which is found in China.” Cassia buds bear
- le resemblance to cloves, but are smaller, or to nails with round heads; they have
odour and flavour of cassia-lignea or cinnamon. The exports from Canton in

1 3 were 177,866 lbs., and the imports into Great Britain in 1832 were 75, 173 lbs.

i ‘Cullocb’s Diet, of Comm.) Cassia buds have not been analyzed
;

their con-
sents are similar to those of cassia-lignea; they yield a volatile oil by distillation,

pi contain tannic acid.

Commerce.

—

The quantity of cassia-lignea annually imported, and
! countries from which it is brought, are as follows (

Parliam . Returns,

'• 50, Sess. 1829 ; No. 367, Sess. 1832 ;
No. 550, Sess. 1833) :

—
1831.

ist India Company’s territories and Ceylon
auritius

•ilippine Islands
• azd

itherlands

•pe of Good Hope

Total

1827. 1830.

lbs. lbs.

408,192 799,715

4,117 5,995

3,393 25,586

6,290
—————

415,702 837,586

lbs.

358,413

34,376

5,379
252

398,420

tn 18.38, duty (fid. per lb.) was paid on 88,971 lbs. (Trade List).

ssia-lignea is imported in chests, bales, and boxes.

-Imposition.

—

Cassia-lignea was analyzed by Bucholz (G nielin,Handb.
Chem.), who obtained the following results :

—

Volatile oil 0'8, resin

> yummy (astringent) extractive 140, woody fibre with bassorin 64'3,
(er and loss 16-3.
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1. Volatile Oil of Cassia ( Oleum Cassia, E.)—It is procured from cassia-1 ignea. • '§

mode of preparation, properties, and composition, are analogous to those of oil of j,

namon. Its odour and flavour are much inferior to those of' the latter. Its colou]
pale yellow. Nitric acid converts it nearly into a uniform crystalline mass. It wei j

appear that the oil which Dumas and Peligot (Ann. de Chim. et de Rhys. lrii. 3|H
examined as oil of cinnamon, was, in fact, oil of Chinese cassia.

2. Resin.—Is peculiar, tasteless, yellowish-brown, soft (Bucholz).

3. Tannic Acid.— Must have been contained in what Bucholz termed gunti
(astringent) extractive.

Chemical Characteristics.—Sesquichloridc of iron renders infuse

of cassia-lignea dark green, and causes a precipitate (tannute of ire-.

Gelatin also produces a precipitate (tannate of gelatin).

Physiological Effects.—Similar to those of cinnamon. Sundaffl

(Heilmittell

.

Bd. ii. S. 199, 3tte Aufl.) regards it as being more
i

trin gent.

Uses.—Are the same as those of cinnamon.

Administration.—Dose, gr. x. to 3ss.

1. Aqua Cassia?, E.—(Cassia-bark, bruised, gxviii.
;
Water, Cong.

Rectified Spirit, f § iii. Mix them together, and distil off one gall i ..

Used as an aromatic vehicle for other medicines. It is usually preparl

from the oil in the same way that cinnamon water is commonly madl 4

2. Spiritus Cassia?, E.— (Cassia, in coarse powder, lb. i.
;
P

Spirit, Ovij. Macerate for two days in a covered vessel
;
add a pint

j

a half of water, and distil off seven pints). Dose, f3i. to f3iv. Il l

usually prepared by adding oil of cassia to proof spirit.

3. Tinctura Cassia?, E.—(Cassia, in moderately fine powder,

&5iij.; Proof Spirit, Oij. Digest for seven days, strain, express

residuum strongly, and filter. This tincture is more conveniently njiyii

by the process of percolation, the cassia being allowed to macerate Jh
little of the spirit for twelve hours before being put into the percola : >

Dose, f5i. to f3ii. Used as an adjuvant to tonic infusions.

4. Oleum Cassia:, E.— (Prepared by distillation from the ca| I

lignea). Dose, gtt. i. to gtt. iv. Employed in the same cases as oi. jj

cinnamon. Principally used in the preparation of aqua cassia .Ay

spiritus cassia.

Camphora officina'rwn, Nees, E.

—

The Camphor Tree.

Laurus Campliora, Linn. L. D.

Sex. Syst. Enneandria, Monogynia.

(Concretum sui generis sublimatione purificatum, L.—Camphor, is.—Campliora, V.)

History.—The ancient Greeks and Romans do not appear to Hi

been acquainted with camphor. C. Bauhin and several subseqp®
writers state that Aetius speaks of it

;
but I have been unable to findig

notice of it in his writings ; and others (Alston, Led. on the Mat. dpi
vol. ii. p. 406) have been equally unsuccessful in their search foj>f

Avicenna (lib. ii. tract, ii. cap. 134) and Serapion {De temp. S/U

. cccxxxiv.) speak of it: the latter calls it kaplior, and erroneously jfl

Dioscoridcs. Simeon Seth (De aliment, facult.), who lived in the

century, describes it ;
and his description is considered, both by Vojl

{Arzneim. Bd. i. S. 80) and by Sprengel {Hist, de la Med. t. ii. p- 1

to be the earliest on record.

Botany. Gen. Char. — Floivers hermaphrodite, panicled, iiaU
Calyx six-cleft, papery, with a deciduous limb. Fertile stamens ninU
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, iree rows ;
the inner with two, stalked, compressed glands at the base

;

j
others four-celled, the outer turned inwards, the inner outwards. Three

'erile stamens, shaped like the first, placed in a whorl alternating with

;
ie stamens of the second row

;

three others stalked, with an ovate,

;

andular head. Fruit placed on the obconical base of the calyx.—Leaves

j

iple-nerved, glandular in the axils of the principal veins. Leaf-buds

aly (Lindley).

• Sr. Chaji .

—

Leaves triple-nerved, shining above, glandular in the axils
' die veins. Panicles axillary and terminal, corymbose, naked.

> 'owers smooth on the outside (Nees).

Young branches yellow and smooth. Leaves

evergreen, oval, acuminate, attenuate at the

base, bright green and shining above, paler

beneath. Petioles from one inch to one and a

half inches long. Panicles axillary and termi-

nal, corymbose. Flowers small, yellowish-white.

Berry round, blackish-red, size of a black cur-

rant. Seed solitary.

Every part of the tree, but especially the

flower, evinces by its smell and taste that it is

strongly impregnated with camphor.

Hab.—China, Japan, and Cochin-China. In-

troduced into Java from Japan.

Extraction.— Kaempfer {Am&n. Exot. p.

772) and Thunberg {FI. Japonica) have de-

scribed the method of extracting camphor in the
> »vinces of Satzuma and the islands of Gotho in Japan. The roots and
! od of the tree, chopped up, are boiled with water in an iron vessel,

I tvhich an earthen head, containing straw, is adapted. The camphor
dimes and condenses on the straw.

•d The method practised in China appears, from the statements of the

be Grosier [Hist. Gen. cle la Chine, t. xiii. p. 335), Dentrecolles

J oted by Davies), and Davies (
The Chinese, vol. ii. p. 355, 1836), to be

j

> lewhat different. The chopped branches are steeped in water, and

j

awards boiled, until the camphor begins to adhere to the stick used in

i

ring. The liquid is then strained, and, by standing, the camphor
cretes. Alternate layers of a dry earth, finely powdered, and of this

' iphor, are then placed in a copper basin, to which another inverted
1 is luted, and sublimation effected.

j

-wo kinds of unrefined or crude camphor {camphora cruda
)

are known
li commerce :

—

Fig. 166.

n

1

Dutch Camphor ; Japan Camphor .—This is brought from Batavia,

is said to be the produce of Japan. It is imported in tubs (hence
> called tub camphor

)
covered by matting, and each surrounded by a

JQd tub, secured on the outside by hoops of twisted cane. Each tub
tains from 1 cwt. to 1^ cwts. or more. It consists of pinkish grains,

ch, by their mutual adhesion, form various-sized masses. It differs

a the ordinary crude camphor in having larger grains, in being
“err aRd in subliming (usually) at a lower temperature. In conse-
nce of these properties it generally fetches 10 .9

.
per cwt. more. There

*°t much brought to England, and of that which does come tlie

her part is re-shipped for the continent.
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Fig. 167.

2 . Ordinary Crude Camphor
;
China Camphor

;
Formosa Camphor.-,

.

1
This is imported from Singapore, Bombay, &c. in square chests lin*

]

with lead foil, and containing from 1| to If cwts. It is chiefly pill

duced in the island of Formosa, and is brought by the Chin-Chew junt I
in very large quantities to Canton, whence foreign markets get suppliH
(Reeves, Trans. Med. Bot.. Soc. for 1828, p. 26 : GutzlafF and Real I
China Opened

,
vol. ii- p. 84, 1838). It consists of dirty greyish graiiug

which are smaller than those of Dutch camphor. Its quality varied
]

sometimes it is wet and impure
;
but occasionally it is as fine as t

, ft

Dutch kind.

Purification.—Crude camphor is refined by sublimation. Former !

this process was carried on only at Venice. Afterwards it was succea; !
fully practised in Holland. The method at present adopted in tlj

j

metropolis is as follows :—The vessels in which this sublimation

effected are called bomboloes (bombola, It\. 8
/3o^/3uAtoe). They are made of thin flint glauii

and weigh about lib. each. Their shape is tlhai

of an oblate spheroid, whose shorter or vertiaw

axis is about ten inches, and the longer or hojiW

zontal axis about twelve inches. They are fmi
nished with a short neck. When filled with cruH
camphor, they are imbedded in the sand-bai®

Bombolo.
. anc[ heated. To the melted camphor, lime i n

added, and the heat raised so as to make the liquid boil. The vapcjmv

condenses on the upper part of the vessel. As the sublimation proceeds

the height of the sand around the vessel is diminished. In about forrFJ

eight hours the process is usually completed. The vessels are tbhfr

removed, and their mouths closed with tow; water is sprinkled of

:

fc

them by watering-pots, by which they are cracked. When quite cof:}j

the cake of camphor (which weighs about eleven pounds) is removed, ai ^
trimmed by paring and scraping. In this process the lime retains

impurities and a portion of the camphor; hence, to extract the latter, II^
lime is submitted to a strong heat in an iron pot with a head to it, apifl

the sublimed product refined by a second sublimation.

Properties.— Refined Camphor [Camphora rafifinata ;
Camphotm

offiein.) is met with in the form of large hemispherical or convex-concam

cakes, perforated in the middle. It is translucent, has a crystall®

granular nature, a strong, peculiar, not disagreeable, aromatic odoiq

and an aromatic, bitter, afterwards cooling, taste. It is solid at ordina®
temperatures, soft, and somewhat tough ; but may be readily powdeiw
by the addition of a few drops of rectified spirit, A crystal of nat|ip

camphor in the wood (? camphor of Dryobalanops aromatica
,
Gocrtn.) i'i

the collection of Materia Medica at the College of Physicians, appej®

as a flat octahedron, but its primary form is a right rhombic pn|j

(W. Phillips, in Paris’s Pharmacologic). It evaporates in the airi

ordinary temperatures ;
but in closed vessels, exposed to light, sublinji

and crystallizes on the sides of the bottle. It fuses at 347^ F., all

forms a transparent liquid, which boils at 400° F., and in close vessjj

condenses unchanged. It is combustible in the air, burning with a vj|

sooty flame. It is lighter than. water, its sp. gr. being (F9857.

pieces rotate when thrown on this liquid. Water dissolves a verymin1

portion only of camphor. Alcohol readily dissolves it
;
but if water i
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[tied to the solution, the camphor is precipitated. Ether, bisulphuret

carbon, the oils (both fixed and volatile), and the acids, also dissolve

The liquid obtained by dissolving camphor in nitric acid is some-

|
nes termed camphor oil: it is a nitrate of camphor. Camphor is

1
1
soluble in alkaline solutions. The vapour of camphor passed over

i

l-hot lime is converted into a liquid called camphrone (composed of
» * H17 0).

! (
Composition.—Camphor has the following composition :

—

Eq. Eq. Wt. Per cent. Dumas.
Blanchet
and Sell.

Carbon . . . 10 . . 60 . . 78-94 . . 78-02 . . 77-96
Hydrogen . . 8 . . 8 . . 10-53 . . 10-39 . . 10-61

Oxygen . . . 1 . . 8 . . 10-53 . . 1159 . . 11-43

Camphor . . . 1 . . 76 . . 100-00 . . 100-00 1 . 10000

Dumas has suggested that camphor may be regarded as an oxide of a base (as yet
i* •• pothetical) which he calls eamphogen, and whose composition is C'lO H8.
I I

4 Chemical Characteristics.— Camphor is readily known by its

*ij our. It does not blacken in burning. It agrees in many of its pro-

r rties with the volatile oils (p. 76). From these it differs, however, in

solidity at ordinary temperatures, and in its not being converted into

;in by the oxygen of the air or by nitric acid. By repeatedly distilling

: ric acid from camphor, the latter is converted into camphoric acid
i imposed of C 10 H8 O5

). Before the whole of the camphor has been
; averted into camphoric acid, there are produced intermediate com-
unds of camphor and this acid, which we may regard as campliorates

\ camphor. Ordinary camphor is distinguished from Borneo camphor
'> e produce of Dryobalanops aromatica, Gsertn.) by its greater volatility,

l

less sp. gr., and its being softer and tougher. Artificial camphor is a
i drochlorate of oil of turpentine, and is composed of Chi. H + C20 H 16

.

cording to Orfila
(Toxicol. Gen.) it produces no lesion of the nervous

<tem, but confines its action to the production of a few small ulcers

the mucous membranes of the stomach.
' Physiological Effects, (a.) On vegetables.—Gceppert (Poggendorf,

'-n. d. Phys. u. Chem. 1828) has satisfactorily shewn,— 1st, that solutions

camphor act in the same deleterious manner on plants as the volatile

s; 2dly, that they destroy the mobility of contractile parts without

-‘viously exciting them
;
3dly, that they have no influence either on the

Tnination of phanerogamia, or the vegetation of the cellular crypto-

aiia; and 4thly, that the vapour only is sufficient to destroy fleshy

uits and ferns.

[b.) On animals generally .

—

The action of camphor on animals lias

isn the subject of numerous experiments made by Hillefield, (quoted
' Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzneim. u. Gifte. Bd. iii. S. 215), Monro (

Essays
d Observ. Phys. and Lit. vol. iii. p. 351), Menghini and Carminati
fibmer, loco cit.), Viborg, Hertwich {Ibid.), Orfiia (

Toxicol. Gen.), and
udery (Wibmer, op. cit.)

Air impregnated with the vapour of camphor proves injurious to insects

e Tinem, which destroy wool, excepted). Sooner or later it causes
quent agitation, followed by languor, insensibility, convulsions, and
ath (Menghini). To amphibials (frogs) the vapour also proves noxious,
produces preternatural movements, difficult respiration, trembling, and
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stupor (Carminati). Given to birds and mammals, in sufficient doses* ,

I

camphor proves poisonous, but the symptoms which it gives rise to dbtf
not appear to be uniform. Indeed there are few remedies whose action 01 ,to

the animal economy is so variable as that of camphor. Three drachni J
dissolved in oil and given to a dog, the oesophagus being tied, causewfc
violent convulsions, somewhat analogous to those of epilepsy, follower (.

by insensibility and death (Orfila). When administered in substance^
it inflamed the digestive tube, caused ulceration, and, after its absorption

gave rise to convulsions (Ibid.) „ Given to horses, in doses of twpjl
drachms, it excites spasmodic movements, and quickens the pulse, bu {ft

does not determine any serious result (Moiroud, Pharm. Veter.). Tiedcjj';

mann and Gmelin
(
Versuche u. d. Wege aus welchen Subst. aus d. Mag. ?.

Darmk. ins Blut gelang. S. 24 and 25) detected the odour of camphor ijjl;

the blood of the vena porta and of the mesenteric vein of a horse, im
whom they had given camphor

;
but they could recognize it neither i)Jt.

the chyle nor in the urine. It is evolved from the system principally blrli

the bronchial surfaces
;
for the breath of animals, to which this substanqA

has been administered, has a strong odour of camphor. Moiroud (op. citn.x

observed that the skin of a horse, into whose jugular vein camphor hani<

been injected, smelt of this substance.
“ The general sedative effects of camphor on animals are rarely wet* v

marked
; however, when administered in a proper dose, and in casm

really requiring its use, it sometimes causes a diminution in the force an

frequency of the pulse, and seems to allay pain” (Moiroud).

Scudery (quoted by Dr. Christison) observed that the convulsions!,

caused in animals by camphor were accompanied with a peculiar kind < kp

delirium, which made them to run up and down without apparent caususo

He also found the urinary organs generally affected, and for the moiff

part with strangury.

(c.) On man.—No article of the materia medica has had more contrn to

dictory statements made respecting its effects and mode of action thaftjj f

camphor. These, however, have principally referred to its influeno Fiji

over the functions of circulation and calorification
;

for, with regard w
the modifications which it induces in the other functions, scarcely an ‘ft

difference of opinion prevails.

Its local action on the mucous surfaces, the denuded dermis, aiUp

ulcers, is that of an acrid. A piece of camphor held in the mouth fiw

half an hour caused the mucous lining of this cavity to become red, hq»ft

swollen, and painful
;
and it is highly probable that, had the experime<<i|t

been persevered in, ulceration would have followed (Trousseau aii«

Pidoux, Traite de Therap. t. i. p. 43). The pain and uneasiness wrhiJI

camphor, w?hen savallowed in substance, sometimes produces in tl| B
stomach, is likewise imputed to its local action as an acrid. Rubbed cj*

the skin covered with cuticle, Dr. Cullen says that it causes neither rc<bp»

ness nor other mark of inflammation (Mat. Med. vol. ii. p. 298) ;
b<|$

Dr. Clutterbuck (Inquiry into the Seat and Nature of Fever, 2d cjij

p. 424) declares this to be “ undoubtedly a mistake.” When applied (§8

the denuded dermis, or to ulcers, it produces pain, and appears to act ;;

4j

an irritant. These observations respecting the local action of camphor

man, are confirmed by the ascertained effects of this substance on othfl

animals. Ij

Camphor becomes absorbed, and is thrown out of the system by til'd
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I
chial membrane principally, but also by the skin. Trousseau and

1 ux («t>.
supracit

.
p. 40] recognized its odour in every case in the

lonary exhalation, but failed to detect it in the cutaneous perspira-
Cullen, however, says fop. tit. p. 305) that “ Mr. Lasonne, the

r, has observed, as I have done frequently, that camphor, though
j very largely, never discovers its smell in the urine, whilst it fre-

J tly does it in the perspiration and sweat” The non-detection of it

e urine agrees with the observation of Tiedemann and Gmelin with

* ; xi to horses, already noticed.

1

j
mphf/r *petiflcally affect* the nervous ay*tern.—Regarding the symp-

tj of this effect but little difference of opinion prevails. In large

|£ * it causes disorder of the mental faculties, the external senses, and
v on, the symptoms being lassitude, giddiness, confusion of ideas,

*ji dered vision, noise in the ears, drowsiness, delirium or stupor, and
jlxions. These phenomena, which have been observed in several

,
agree with those noticed in experiments on brutes. In its power

using stupor, camphor agrees with opium
; but it differs from the

li in its more frequently causing delirium and convulsions. Epilepsy
een ascribed to the use of camphor,

n e quality of the influence which camphor exercize* over the vascular

i fn has been a subject of much contention. From my own limited

Cji rations of its use in small or medium d/j*e* 'from five to ten grains;,

ttt disposed to regard its leading effect as that of a vascular excitant,

t 'h I arn not prepared to deny that slight depression may not have pre-

1 this effect. Combined with a diaphoretic regimen 'warm clothing

tepid diluents), I have seen camphor increase the fulness of the

, raise the temperature of the surface, and operate as a sudorific,

urn be conjoined, these effects are more manifest.

t
tvcesffive rlfj*e* it acts as a powerful poison. The best related case

t of Mr. Alexander (Experim. Essay*, p. 128, 1768,, who sw allowed

tji cruples in syrup of roses. In about tw enty minutes he experienced

pft ide and depression of spirits, with frequent yawnings : at the end of

ni -quarters of an hour his pulse ha/1 fallen from 77 to 67. Soon after

m It giddy, confused, and almost incapable of w alking across the

I He became gradually insensible, and in this condition was at-

|i d with violent convulsions and maniacal delirium. From this state

n- oke as from a profound sleep ;
his pulse was 100, and he w as able

I % to interrogatories, though he had not completely recovered his

s ection. Warm water being administered, he vomited up the

W rr part of the camphor, which had been swallowed three hours pre-

f|
[y j and from this time he gradually recovered.

II Mime other well-reported cases, camphor, in large doses, caused

|

Hsion of the vascular system, followed, in some of the instances, by
of excitement. In the instances related by Fred. Hoffmann

r

hnnia, t iv. p. 26, Geneva, 1748), Pouteau (Murray, App. Med.
'’•)> Griffin (quoted by Alexander), Cullen 'Mat. Med. vol. ii.

'})> Callis/m 'Murray, App. Med.), Edwards (Orfila, Tor. Gtn.),

rousseau and Pi/loux (Traite de Therap. t. i. p. 48) sedation of the
jar system was observed. It was manifested by a languid, small,

0wer pulse, coldness of the surface, and pallid countenance ;
in

KJ
f:a#es with cold sweat. In sornq of those instances, symptoms of
‘at excitement followed those of depression. The pulse became
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more frequent .and fuller than natural, and the heat of the surface u
,
u

mented. Trousseau and Pidoux (op. cit. p. 51) ascribe the symptlj
of sedation to the depressing influence which camphor exerts over ij

system by sympathy
;
while the sanguineous excitation they refer to

passage of camphor into the blood, and the efforts of the organism to.. ®
minate this unassimilable principle. But in some of the cases in wHJ
excessive doses of camphor have been taken, no symptoms of depresiyj

were manifested
;

as in the instance mentioned by Dr. Eickhom^
whom great heat, rapid but small pulse, copious sweating, and agreeaM

exhilaration, were produced by 120 grs. (Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. >iv

p. 772), by Dr. Wendt (quoted in Dr. Christison’s Treat, on Pois^-M

p. 810), by Scudery (Wibmer, op. supracit.), and by Bergondi (Ibid.)

\

>i

Camphor has long been celebrated as an anaphrodisiac
;
the smej»|ri

it even is said to be attended with this effect
;
hence the verse of M

School of Salernum, “ Camphora per nares castrat odore mares TnuH
seau and Pidoux (op. cit. p. 48) experienced the anaphrodisiac propM
of 36 grains of camphor tjiken into the stomach.

Strangury has also been ascribed to this substance by Hebei Ifljj

(Comment, art. Stranguria) and by Scudery (supracit.)

Uses.—The discrepancy among authors as to the physiological e

of camphor has had the effect of greatly circumscribing the use of

substance. Indeed, until its operation on the system be more sati

torily ascertained, it is almost impossible to lay down general ]

which should govern its exhibition. The following are the prin

maladies in which it has been found useful :

—

1. Fever.—Camphor has been employed in those forms of fever w
are of a typhoid type. It is chiefly valuable by causing determi

to the surface and giving rise to diaphoresis. Hence those rem

should be conjoined with it which promote these effects : such are i

cuanha, emetic tartar, and the vegetable alkaline salts. Opium gr

contributes to the sudorific effects of camphor
;
and, when it is a

sible, benefit is sometimes obtained by the administration of one gra:

opium with five or eight of camphor. But in a great number of

of fever the cerebral disorder forbids the use of opium. From its sp

influence over the cerebral functions, camphor has been frequently

in fever to allay the nervous symptoms, such as the delirium, the wi

ings, the subsultus tendinum, &c.
;
but it frequently fails to give r

Dr. Home (Clin. Hist. p. 36) did not find any advantage from its u

the low nervous fever; and Dr. Heberden (Comment, art. Febris)M

seen one scruple of camphor given every six hours, without any pei|fe|

tible effect in abating the convulsive catchings, or composing the p
to rest.

2. In Inflammatory Diseases.—In the latter stages of inflamni

of internal important parts (as the serous and mucous membranes

stomach, intestines, uterus, &c.) after proper evacuations have been i

in the earlier periods of the disease, when great exhaustion is maniid

by a small feeble pulse and a cool flaccid skin, small but repeated

of camphor have been employed to determine to the skin, and to proj|

diaphoresis. It is particularly serviceable in rheumatic inflamuia|*Hi

and especially when produced by metastasis (Sundclin, Handb. d.

Heilmittell. Bd. ii. S. 145).

3. In the Exanthemata.—Camphor has been employed in small

a

:

.

'M
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.

!
also in measles, scarlatina, and miliary fever; but it is admis-

;i e only when the circulation dags, and the temperature of the surface

1 5 below the natural standard. In such cases it is sometimes em-

it ved along with a diaphoretic regimen to determine to the skin. It is

j
,e carefully avoided when inflammation of the brain or its membranes

1 eared. It has been asserted that if a camphorated ointment be

|
lied to the face, no small-pox pustules will make their appearance

j
-e

;
but the statement is not correct.

. In Mania, Melancholia
,
and other forms of Mental Disorder.

f (
lamphor is occasionally taken to raise the spirits. I am acquainted

j
i two persons (females), both of nervous temperament, who use

or this purpose. In mania and melancholia it has now and then

1 red serviceable by its narcotic effects, inducing mental quiet and

j
I sing sleep. It was used in these affections by Paracelsus and several

b reeding writers (Murray, App. Med. vol. iv. p. 499), especially, in

jnj e modern times, by Dr. Kinneir {Phil. Trans, vol. xxxv.), and by
'! nbrugger (

Experim . de remed. specif in mania virorum, Vind. 1776).

i : latter regards it as a specific in the mania of men, when accom-

| ied with a small contracted penis, corrugated empty scrotum, or

M n both testicles are so retracted that they appear to be introduced

bi the abdominal cavity.

. In Spasmodic Affections.—The narcotic influence of camphor has

isionally proved serviceable in some spasmodic or convulsive affec-

IL s, viz. spasmodic cough, epilepsy, puerperal convulsions, hysteria,

|p
even tetanus

;
its use, however, requires caution.

. In Irritation of the Drinary or Sexual Organs.— A power of

j \ jr inishing irritation of the urinary organs has long been assigned to

f
1 phor. In strangury and dysury, especially when produced by can-

; ides, it is said to have been used with benefit—a statement appa-

r\ ly inconsistent with that more recently made of its producing irrita-

t of the urinary organs. In satyriasis, nymphomania, and onanism,

*;! > said to have proved advantageous by its anaphrodisiac properties,

lysmenorrhcea it sometimes proves serviceable as an anodyne.

In Poisoning.—Small doses of camphor (administered by the mouth

>y the rectum) have been exhibited with apparent benefit in cases

ft oisoning by opium (Orfila, Toxicol. Gen.) It has also been employed

iitigate the effects of cantharides, squills, and mezereon (Hahnemann,
"V an Bavegem, in Marx’s Die Lehre v. d. Giften, Bd. ii. S. 202 and

Ti; but toxicologists, for the most part, do not admit its efficacy;

ay rate, further evidence is required to establish it. Nor does there

-ar any valid testimony for believing that camphor possesses the

:er of checking mercurial salivation, as some have supposed.

In Chronic Rheumatism and Gout.—A mixture of camphor and
an, in the proportions before mentioned, is useful in chronic rheu-

lsm, by its sudorific and anodyne properties. Warm clothing and
ants should be conjoined. In chronic gout, also, camphor is said to
' proved beneficial.
In Cholera.—The combination of camphor and opium, above re-

,(
1 to, I have seen used with benefit in cholera.
h Externally, camphor is employed in the form of vapour, in

tl01
>, or, more rarely, in the solid state. The vapour is occasionally

dad in spasmodic cough
;
and is applied to the skin to alleviate pain
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and promote sweat, constituting the camphor fumigations (fumigutio\,u
camphorce). Dupasquier [Revue Med. t. ii. p. 218, 1826) recommend^
these fumigations in chronic rheumatism. The patient may be in M
or seated in a chair

;
and, in either case, is to be enveloped by a blanid

tied round the neck. About halfan ounce of camphor is then to be pla<|.
j

on a metallic plate, and introduced within the blanket (under the clap]

if the patient be seated). In solution, camphor is used either as^:

anodyne or a local stimulant. The nitric solution of camphor is usedtj:. >

relieve toothache. A solution of camphor in oil has been used as an *
i

jection into the urethra, to relieve ardor urinae in gonorrhoea, and into ju

rectum to mitigate tenesmus arising from ascarides or dysentery. T},-g

acetic and alcoholic solutions of camphor are mostly employed as stii*^

lants. In substance camphor is not frequently used. A scruple

half a drachm “ added to a poultice, and applied to the perineum, all#
t

the chordee, which is a painful attendant upon gonorrhoea” ( Unilm

States Dispensatory). Powdered camphor is a constituent of some too.
j

powders, to which it communicates its peculiar odour.

The foregoing are some only of the maladies in which camphor 1 ro

been extensively used and lauded. I must refer to the works of Munf.lj

(App. Med. vol. iv.) for various other uses which have been made of tin

substance. It - is scarcely necessary to add, that camphor bags possl?«

no prophylactic properties against contagion.

Administration.

—

The medium dose of it is from five to ten graii|!<

but it is frequently exhibited in much smaller doses (as one grain)
;

a|

occasionally a scruple has been employed. It is given in the form of pilMj

emulsion. That of pill is said to be objectionable, “ as in this st4*|.

the camphor is with difficulty dissolved in the gastric liquors, and, floatii v
»J

on the top, is apt to excite nausea, or pain or uneasiness at the upjp-.f

orifice of the stomach” (United States Dispensatory) . The emulsion*^
made by rubbing up the camphor with loaf sugar, gum arabic, and wati*

and the suspension will be rendered more complete by the addition oi <c

little myrrh (Ibid.)

1. Mistura Camphorje
, L. E. D.

;
Aqua Camphors.—(Camph|»

3ss.
;
Rectified Spirit, nix.; Water, Oj. First rub the camphor \vi«

the spirit, then with the water gradually poured in, and strain throuM

linen, L.—The Diiblin College employs of Camphor, Bj. only
;
of Re<i|

fied Spirit, gtt. x. ;
of Refined Sugar, §ss.

;
of Hot Water, Oj. Tfiq

camphor is to be first rubbed with the spirit, then with the sugar ;
last*

add the w'ater during the trituration, and filter the mixture throu*

bibulous paper, D .—The Edinburgh College employs Camphor, 9j

Sweet Almonds, and Pure Sugar, of each, gss.
;
Water, Oj. Steep ti

almonds in hot water, and peel them
;
rub the camphor and sugar wj

together in a mortar ;
add the almonds ; beat the whole into a sniorj

pulp
;
add the water gradually, with constant stirring, and then strain, i $

The camphor mixture kept in the shops is often prepared by suspendi >3

camphor in water without the intervention of any third body. T 1

quantity of this substance dissolved is exceedingly small. The rectifi

spirit, employed by the London and Dublin Colleges, serves to proiw

the pulverization, and, very slightly perhaps, the solution of the camph

Sugar also assists its diffusion through water. The preparation of

Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia is, in fact, an emulsion. None ol these ar

ficial mixtures, however, are very permanent, and the quantity of cai
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r which remains in solution is so small that the liquid can scarcely

aid to possess more than the flavour and odour of camphor. Hence
principal value is as a vehicle for the exhibition of other medicines,

lsual dose is from fsj. to fSij.

Mistuba Campiiorae cum Magnesia, E. D.—(Camphor, gr. x.

xij. Zk] ;
Carbonate of Magnesia, gr. xxv. [3ss. Z).]

;
Water, f §vj.

urate the camphor and carbonate of magnesia together, adding tlie

: 3r gradually). The carbonate of magnesia promotes the solution of

camphor in water. This mixture, therefore, holds a larger quantity

iraphor in solution than the previous one. A minute portion of mag-
r is also dissolved. As the magnesian carbonate is not separated by

A ition, it gives to the mixture antacid properties, in addition to those

ities which this preparation derives from the camphor. “ In addition

|| e uses of the simple camphor mixture, this preparation has been found

beneficial in the uric acid diathesis, and also in irritations of the

of the urinary bladder, particularly when given in combination with

cyamus” (Dr. Montgomery, Observ. on the Dubl. Pharm.) The
is f.3ss. to f |j.

Tinctura Camphors, L. E. ;
Tinctura Camphor®, sive Spiritus

phoratus, D.
;
Camphorated Spirits of Wine, oflic.—(Camphor, 3v.

D.
;
in small fragments, §j. E.]; Rectified Spirit, Oij. [ffxvj. E.

D]. Mix, that the camphor may be dissolved.) The principal use

is preparation is as a stimulant and anodyne liniment in sprains and
>es, chilblains, chronic rheumatism, and paralysis. Water home-
ly decomposes it, separating the greater part of the camphor, but

t
ang in solution a minute portion, thereby forming an extempora-
• s camphor mixture. By the aid of sugar or mucilage, the greater

of the camphor may be suspended in water. Employed in this

,
we may give tincture of camphor internally, in doses of from rqx.

jO*

Tinctura Camphors composita, L.
;

Tinctura Opii camphorata,

. ;
Paregoric Elixir, oflic.—(Camphor, 9ijss. [Bij. D .] ;

Opium, pow-

1, [sliced, E.] gr. lxxij. [3j. D. Efiv. E.~\
;
Benzoic Acid, gr. lxxij.

Z).]; Oil of Anise, f3j.
;
Proof Spirit, Oij. Macerate for fourteen

:n, E.] days, and filter.) This is a very valuable preparation, and
tensively employed both by the public and the profession. Its active

alient is opium. The principal use of it is to allay troublesome
h unconnected with any active inflammatory symptoms. It dimi-

•:s the sensibility of the bronchial membrane to the influence of cold

'hecks profuse secretion, and allays spasmodic cough. Dose, f5j.

dij. A fluidounce contains nearly two grains of opium. The name
i to this preparation by the London College, though less correct

that of the Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges, is, I conceive, much
convenient; since it enables us to prescribe opium without the

ledge of the patient—no mean advantage in cases where a strong

dice exists in the mind of the patient or his friends to the use of

important narcotic. Furthermore, it is less likely to give rise to

is or fatal errors in dispensing. In a case mentioned by Dr. M. Good
• of Med. 1795, App. p . 14) laudanum was served, by an ignorant
user, for tinct. opii camph. The error proved fatal to the patient.

Linimentum Campiiorae, L. E.
;
Oleum Camphoratum, D.

;
Cam-

I

Liniment, oflic.—(Camphor, 3j. [5i. D.] ;
Olive Oil, f'Siv. [$j. D.]

1

t
A
.7
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Shake them together until they are mixed, L. Rub them toge M
[in a mortar, 7?.] until the camphor is dissolved, E. D.) A stimu : ;j

and anodyne embrocation in sprains, bruises, and rheumatic and o i
local pains. In glandular enlargements it is used as a resolvent.

6. Linimentum Campiiorje compositum, L. D.
; Compound Liniwk

of Camphor.—(Camphor, jiiss. [ii. D.]
; Solution of Ammonia, fSv.'Jj

[fijvi. D.] ;
Spirit of Lavender, Oj. [wine measure, D.] Mix thesoluiji

of ammonia with the spirit
;
then let a pint distil from a glass re?*

with a slow fire; lastly, dissolve the camphor in it.) A powerful stiH

lant and rubefacient, producing, when freely used, considerable irritaj®

and inflammation. It is applicable in the same cases as the simple caraflwi

liniment and the liniment of ammonia (p. 176), From both of these t*
pounds it differs in not being greasy. “ I have used,” says Dr. Montgonjii
(op. supracit.) “ a liniment composed of two parts of this and onM
turpentine, with children, as a substitute for a blister; and with

effect
;

or, with equal parts of the anodyne liniment
, I have founm#

highly beneficial in the removal of those distressing pains in the 1 &
which so frequently annoy women about the close of their pregnaneMite

7. Linimentum Ammonite compositum
,
E.—(Stronger Aqua

, oj

monfre [D. 880], f§v.
;
Tincture of Camphor, fsij.

; Spirit of Rosemfae
f3i. Mix them well together. This liniment may be also made weld
for some purposes with three fluidounces of tincture of camphor andlim

of spirit of rosemary). The effects and uses of this preparation aral j

same as the last.

8. Acidum Aceticum Camphoratum
,
E. D.—(Camphor, sss.

;
Ai)ffl

Acid, f*viss. [svi. D.] Pulverize the camphor with the aid of a
'

tfii

rectified spirit, and dissolve it in the acid). This preparation is an k a

cinal substitute for Henry’s Aromatic Vinegar. The spirit is

used to reduce the camphor to powder. Camphorated acetic acifc$

exceedingly pungent and corrosive. Its vapour is snuffed up the nos

as a powerful stimulant in syncope. It is never used internally.

Antidote.

—

In a case of poisoning by camphor, first evacuate! Mi

contents of the stomach. Hufeland (Marx, Die Lehre von d. Gift. -A

S, 202) recommends the use of opium to relieve the effects of canqj

Phoebus (Handb. d. Arzneiverord. 2
te
Ausg.) directs chlorine water t<> *9$

administered as the antidote, and afterwards purgatives and cly4|H

Vinegar and coffee, he states, promote the poisonous operation. ID'J

assists the patient’s recovery.

1

1

Sas'safras officinale, Nees, E .—The Sassafras Tree.

Laurus Sassafras, Linn. L. D.

Sex. Syst. Enneandria, Monogynia.

(Radix, L.—The Root, E.—Lignum, Radix, et Oleum volatile, D.)

History.— Sassafras wood is mentioned by Monardes (Hist. 51

Med. 1569-74), who states that it had been recently introduced <

Spain from Florida. It was, however, first brought to Europe bjf

French (Alston’s Led. on the Mat. Med. vol. ii. p. 51).

Botany. Gen. Char.—Dioecious. Calyx six-parted, membran

segments equal, permanent at the base. Maleflowers Fertile sta

nine, in three rows, the three inner with double-stalked distinct gl
,

at the base. Anthers linear, four-celled, all looking inwards. 7^
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ws with as many sterile stamens as the male, or fewer
; the inner

, n confluent. Fruit succulent, placed on the thick fleshy apex of the

I U11cle, and seated in the torn unchanged calyx .—Flowers yellow,

i
ire the leaves. Leaves deciduous (Lindley).

[ omposition.—Neither the wood nor the bark of sassafras lias been

1 yzed. Both contain volatile oil.

|i Mile Oil (Oleum Volatile Sassafras, E.
;
Oleum Sassafras, D.)—Obtained from the

i 1 by submitting it, with water, to distillation. Is colourless, but, by keeping, be-

£. :s yellow or red. Its smell is that of sassafras; its taste hot. Sp. gr. 1-094. Water

; ates it into two oils, one lighter, the other heavier than water. By keeping, it

I sits crystals (stearoptene), which are readily soluble. Oil of sassafras is rendered

i -e-red by nitric acid. It is said to be adulterated with oil of lavender or oil of

it 'lltine (Bonastre, Joum. de Pharm. vol. xiv.)
;
but the statement, I suspect, does

I pply to the oil found in English commerce.

lit hysiological Effects.—The wood and the bark are stimulant and

in irific. Taken in the form of infusion, and assisted by warm clothing

H tepid drinks, they excite the vascular system and prove sudorific.

B y owe their activity to the volatile oil, which possesses acrid pro-

|| ies.

k ses.

—

Sassafras is employed as a sudorific and alterative in cuta-

1 8 - is, rheumatic, and venereal diseases. On account of its stimulant

ierties it is inadmissible in febrile or inflammatory conditions of the

>m. It is rarely or never used alone, but generally in combination

sarsaparilla and guaiacum.

f
i dmixistration.—Sassafras is administered in the form of oil or in-

m. The dose of the oil is from two to ten drops. Sassafras tea
,

>ured with milk and sugar, is sold at day-break in the streets of

:lon, under the name of saloop. Sassafras is a constituent of the

.< ictum Sarzce Composition

;

but the volatile oil is dissipated by boiling

b70.)

Lautrus nob'ilis, Linn. L. D.

—

The Sweet Bay.

Sex. Syst. Enneandria, Monog-ynia.

(Baccae. Folia. L. D.)

istory.—The bay-tree is mentioned, though erroneously, in our

iation of the Bible [Psalms, xxxvi. 35, 36) ;
the Hebrew word,

$ dated hay, meaning native (Carpenter’s Script. Nat. Hist.) Hippo-
i;j'!S [Opera, p. 267, 623, 621, &c. ed. Fees.) used both the leaves and

I
es of the bay-tree (cid^??) in medicine. Bay-leaf is analogous to the

ibathrum of the ancients (Royle, Hindoo Med. pp. 32 & 85.)

dtany. Gen. Char.—Flowers dioecious or hermaphrodite, involu-
d. Calyx four-parted

;
segments equal, deciduous. Fertile stamens

‘

r

e, in three rows
;

the outer alternate with the segments of the
v

; all with two glands in the middle or above it. Anthers oblong,
celled, all looking inwards. Female flowers, with two to four cas-
f1 males, surrounding the ovary. Stigma capitate. Fruit succulent,
(1 in the irregular base of the calyx.— Umbels axillary, stalked.

-buds with valvate papery scales. Leaves evergreen (Lindley).
’• Char.—The only species.
birsh or small tree. Bark aromatic, rather bitter. Leaves alternate,
'elate or oblong-lanceolate, acute or acuminate, wavy at the edge,
what coriaceous. Flowers yellowish. Fruit (called by Nees a
’Ceded fleshy berry, by Decandolle a drupe) bluish-black, oval, size
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of a small cherry. Seed pendulous
;
funiculus compressed, ascend!

,

from the base of the fruit, and attached at the top of the testa; te,\

papery
;
tunica interna very thin

;
embryo exalbuminous, composed!J

two large oleaginous cotyledons inclosing superiorly the radicle.

Hab.—South of Europe. Cultivated in gardens.

Description.—Bay leaves (folia lauri) have a bitter, aromatic tain

and a somewhat aromatic odour. Their infusion reddens litmus. Dij .

bay^erries (baccce lauri
,

offic.) are covered externally by a dark-brot f*

"/bTrttld...(?oat, which is produced by the epidermis and succulent coved; (

of tMrfruit.
’osition. — In 1824 bay-berries were analyzed by Bona*.

(jqurn . de Pharm. x. 30), who found the constituents to be

—

VolatileI

0‘8, laurin TO, fixed oil 12’8, wax (stearin) 7T, resin T6‘, uncrysto

zable sugar 0'4, gummy extractive 17'2, bassorin 6*4, starch 25‘9, wo\\

fibre 18‘8, soluble albumen traces, an acid 0T, water G’4, salts T
The ashes (amounting to T2) consisted of carbonate of potash and

carbonate and phosphate of lime.

1. Volatile Oil.—Is colourless, has an acrid and bitter taste, and the smell of la»-

Below 53J !• it is a dirty white solid. It is completely liquid at 86 F.

2. Laurin
;
Camphor of the bay berry.—A crystalline solid, fusible, and vol

Has an acrid bitter taste, and an odour analogous to that of the volatile oil.

insoluble in cold water, but it gives to boiling water a bitter taste. It is solublj

ether and in boiling alcohol. Sulphuric acid renders it yellow
;

nitric acid liquefi

Alkalies are without action on it. It is extracted from bay berries by rectified al

3. Fixed Oil; oil of laurel
(
oleum lauri). — It is obtained by exposing the

berries to the vapour of water until they are thoroughly soaked
;
then rapidly

jecting them to tne press. The oil afterwards deposits a crystalline sediment,

pounds of berries furnish scarcely three ounces of oil. Its consistence is that of c

olives when half solidified. Its colour is greenish
;

its odour that of the berry

partially soluble in alcohol, completely so in ether. With alkalies it forms soaps.

Physiological Effects.—The berries, leaves, and oil, are sai

possess aromatic, stimulant, and narcotic properties. The leaves

large doses, prove emetic (Merat and De Lens, Diet. Univ. de Mat. 3

t. iv. p. 62).

Uses.—Bay berries or leaves are rarely, if ever, used in medici

this country. They might, therefore, with great propriety be expui

from the Pharmacopoeia. The leaves are employed by the coo’

account of their flavour. Both leaves and berries have been use

strengthen the stomach, to expel flatus, and to promote the catam

discharge. The fixed oil has been used externally to relieve coli

paralysis of the extremities, and against deafness (Murray, App

vol. iv. p. 533). It is also employed in sprains and bruises.

Administration.—Both berries and leaves are used in the fon

infusion. The volatile oil of the berries may be given in doses of

one to five or six drops (Lewis, Mat. Med.)

Other medicinal Lauracece.

Culitlawan or Clove baric, is obtained from Cinnamomum Culilmvan, Blumc, a

of the Indian islands. Its properties are analogous to those of Cassia-1ignea.

Pereira, in Findley’s Flora Medica, p. 331.) It is rarely met with in London.

Massoy bark (in commerce Misoi) is the cortex oninus of Rumphius. It is 11

5

the cosmetics of the natives of India (Crawford, Hist, of the Ind. Archip. vol. i- P-

I have never found it iu the Loudon shops.

wj
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intoc bark is the produce of Cinnamomum Sintoc
,
Blume. Its properties are analo-

s to those of Culitlawan. I hare never met with it in London,

he folia Malubathri of India are obtained from Cinnamomum nitidum, Hooker, and
and from C. Tamala. They are aromatic tonics, but are not found in theme

don market.

nssafras nuts are the seeds of some Lauraceous plant. “ They were imported from

,:il into Stockholm in the middle of the last century, and were found a valuable,

and astringent medicine : during the continental war they were used as

titute for nutmegs.” They are still to be found in some of the old drug \um of

Jon.

Order 29. Myristica'ce.e, Lindley.—The Nutmeg Tr

MYRiSTiCEiE, R. Brown.

'•.ntial Character.—Flowers completely unisexual. Calyx trifid, rarely -

th valvular aestivation. Males:—Filaments either separate, or completely unit

a cylinder. Anthers three to twelve, two-celled, turned outwards, and bursting

I

.agitudinally ;
either connate or distinct. Female :—Calyx deciduous. Ovary

perior, sessile, with a single erect ovule; style very short; stigma somewhat
led. Fruit baccate, dehiscent, two-valved. Seed nut-like, enveloped in a many-

. rted aril; albumen ruminate, between fatty and fleshy; embryo small
;
cotyledons

iaceous; radicle inferior; plumide conspicuous.— Tropical trees, often yielding a

1 juice. Leaves alternate, without stipules, not dotted, quite entire, stalked,

riaceous ; usually, when full-grown, covered beneath with a close down. Inflores-

ice axillary or terminal, in racemes, glomerules, or panicles ;
the flowers often

tch with one short cucullate bract. Calyx coriaceous, mostly downy outside, with

i hairs sometimes stellate, smooth in the inside (Lindley, from R. Brown chiefly).

;>erties.—The bark and pericarp contain an acrid juice. The seed (!) and arillus

uound in an aromatic volatile oil, which is mixed with a fixed oil.

I
Myris'tica officina'lis, Linn. E.— The Nutmeg Tree.

?i
; et oleum destillatum nuclei, L.—Kernel of the fruit; volatile oil from the kernel

;
concrete ex-

pressed oil from the kernel, E.—Nucleus, Oleum volatile et involucrum macis dictum, D.)

Myristica moschata, Thunberg
,
L. D.

Sex. Syst. Dioecia, Monadelphia.

.t

History.—Both nutmegs and mace were un-

known to the ancient Greeks and Romans
;
unless,

indeed, the tdoyaKov ofTheophrastus [Hist. Plant.

lib. ix. cap. 7),—the cinnamum
,
quod comacum

appellant of Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xii. cap. 63,

ed. Valp.), be our nutmeg, as some have suggested.

Both mace and nutmegs are noticed by Avicenna

(lib. ii. tract, ii. cap. 456 and 503.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Floivers dioecious. Ca-

lyx urceolate, three-toothed. Males :—Filaments

monadelphous
;

anthers six to ten, connate.

Females:— Ovary simple; style none; stigma

two-lobed. Pericarp fleshy, two-valved, one-

seeded. Seed enveloped in a fleshy aril. (Lindley.)

Sp. Char.—Leaves oblong, acuminate, smooth,

whitish beneath, and with simple nerves. Pe-
les one to four-flowered.
tree from 20 to 25 feet high, similar in appearance to a pear tree.

c dark grayish -green, smooth, with a yellowish juice. Leaves
^atic. Racemes axillary. Peduncles and pedicels glabrous, the latter
1 a quickly deciduous ovate bract at its summit, often pressed close

3 F

'ynstica officinalis.
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to the flower. Male flowers :—Three to five on a peduncle : calyx fleslji

pale yellow, with a reddish pubescence. Female flowers scarcely differ]'

j

from the males, except that the pedicel is frequently solitary.

Fruit pyriform, smooth externally, about the size of a peach, niarl|,i

externally by a longitudinal groove. Pericarp fleshy, dehiscing by til
nearly equal longitudinal valves. Arillus {mace) large, fleshy, branchiii
scarlet; when dry, yellow, brittle, and somewhat horny. Nucleus or]i

Fig. 169.

Nutmeg in the

shell, sur-

rounded hy the

Mace.

[nutmeg in the shell, offic.) within the arillus, oval or ovai?l

its outer coat [testa, tunica externa
,

or shell) is dt|$i

brown, hard, glossy, marked by the mace : its inner cLI
[endopleura sen tunica interna) closely invests the

and dips down into the substance of the albumen, givM
it a marbled or ruminated appearance. The great bodjtJ
the nutmeg consists of the oleaginous albumen; its

;

called veins are processes of the endopleura, which havftl

reddish-brown colour, and abound in oil. Embryoij
the base of the seed; radicle inferior, hemispherical

;

tyledons two, large, flat, foliaceous, fan-shaped
;
plumm.

two-lobed.

Bab .

—

Moluccas, especially the Isle of Banda. T)

m

Dutch have endeavoured to confine the nutmeg tree to three of the liijjt

cluster of the Banda isles, viz. Pulo Ay, Banda, and Nera.

Curing,—Mace is prepared for the market by separating it from; 1:

nutmeg, and drying it for some days in the sun, when its rich criin|q|

changes to dusty yellow. Nutmegs require more care in curing,

account of the attacks of an insect (the nutmeg-insect). They are

sun-dried for three days
;
then laid on hurdles and smoke-dried by a s

wood-fire for three months, at the end of which time they are freed fl,

their shells, and dipped twice or thrice in lime-water, or rather a tl i

mixture oflime and water, to secure them from the depredations of ins$

It is said that while the nutmegs are in their shells, they are secure agaj**

the attack of these insects (Crawford, Hist, of the Ind. Archip.)

Description. 1. Of Nutmegs.—The ordinary nutmeg of connm
(formerly called the female nutmeg ,—nux moschata foemina, Clus*

rarely exceeds an inch in length. Its shape is roundish or elliptic

like that of the French olive. Externally it is marked with retick

furrows. The colour of the projecting parts is brownish; that of N

depression sometimes whitish, from the lime used in curing (
limed *

megs), at other times brown [brown nutmegs). Internally it is

reddish-gray, with red veins. The odour is strong, but pleasant, pecuk

and aromatic. The taste is agreeable and aromatic. Occasionally \n

kind of nutmeg is imported in the shell. A long kind of nutmeg, caw

in the shops, the wild nutmeg in the shell (the male nutmeg
,

—nux

chata mas. Clusius), is frequently met with. Its shape is oblong,

that of the date
;

its length about an inch and a half. Its shell is I

somewhat brittle, externally shiny and brown, internally dull, gray

white. The contained seed is paler coloured, less furrowed, and

aromatic, than in the preceding sort. Sometimes these long nutr

are imported with the mace dried around them [wild nutmegs cor

with mace). Long nutmegs are said to be the produce of My> 1 '

officinalis var. sphenocarpa, Dierbach (Nees and Ebermaier, Hand

Med.-Pharm. But.) A specimen of the fruit and leaves, preserve^
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>irit in the Banksian collection, is marked the long nutmeg from
ij umatra.

11 2 . Of Mace.—Mace, as met with in the shops, is a flat, irregularly

. 1 t, smooth, slightly flexible or brittle membrane, of a pale cinnamon-

|

flow colour, and an odour and taste analogous to those of nutmegs.

Commerce.—Nutmegs and mace are imported from the Indian Archi-

I lago either directly, or indirectly by the Cape of Good Hope or

I olland. In 1838, the duty of 2s. 6d . per lb. was paid on 114,093 lbs.

I

I nutmegs, and on 19,297 lbs. of mace (Trade List).

Composition.—Nutmegs were analyzed, in 1804, by Schrader (Pfatf,

at. Med. Bd. ivr . S. 210); and, in 1823, by Bonastre (.Journ . de Pharm.
;I x- p. 281). In 1824 an analysis of mace was made by N. E. Henry
rl mm. de Pharm. t. x. p. 281).

Nutmeg. Mace.

Schrader's Analysis. Bonastre's Analysis. N. E. Henry's Analysis.

jht volatile oil .

.

. 2-60 Volatile oil .. .. .... 6-0 Volatile oil.

avy ditto . 0 52 Liquid fat 7-6 Red fat oil soluble in alcohol

pressed, reddish, Solid fat 24 0 Yellow ditto insoluble in ditto

oft oil .10-41 Acid (?) 08 Alcoholic extractive.

lite solid oil .17-72 Starcb 2-4 Amidin.
miny extract .25 00 Gum 1-2 Ligneous fibre with lime.

sin . 3-12 Ligneous fibre... 540
neous fibre .34-38 Loss 4-0

s . 6-25

imeg 100-00 Mace.

. Volatile Oil ofNutmegs {Oleum Nucis Moscliatce).— Procured by submitting nutmegs
i water to distillation. It is colourless or pale yellow, has the odour and taste of

megs, and a viscid consistence. By agitation with water, it separates into two oils,

lighter, the other heavier than water. By keeping, it deposits crystals of stearop-

; (myristicine), which are fusible at 212° P., volatile, soluble in alcohol, in ether,

i in boiling water: from the latter liquid myristicine separates in a crystalline form
le liquid cools.

Volatile Oil of Mace {Oleum Macidis).— It is colourless or pale yellow, lighter than
: 2r, and has the odour and flavour of mace.

Expressed Oil of Nutmegs {Expressed Oil of Mace ,
offic.

;
Butter of Nutmeg

;

dsticce Adeps, Ph. Ed.)— It is prepared by beating the nutmegs to a paste, which is

e inclosed in a bag, and then exposed to the vapour of water, and afterwards ex-
sing by heated plates. It is imported in oblong cakes (covered by some monocotyle-
ms leaves, commonly called flag leaves), which have the shape of common bricks,

• whose size is somewhat smaller. Its colour is orange, its consistence firm, its

ir fragrant, like that of the seeds from which it is obtained. It is composed of
•w-like oil 7, yellow oil 8^, and volatile oil f . Cold alcohol and ether dissolve the
)w and volatile oils. Boiling alcohol dissolves all three oils (Thomson’s Org. Chem.
42). It is said to be often adulterated.

chemical Characteristics.—The presence of starch in both nutmegs
mace may be detected by a solution of iodine, which gives them a

2 tint {iodide of starch). Both of these substances yield, by distilla-

1 with water, a volatile oil
,
characterized by its peculiar odour; and

i yield, by expression, a fixed, butyraceous oil.

hysiological Effects.—The activity of both nutmegs and mace
eiuls on the volatile oil which they contain. Swallowed in moderate
fifties, they produce the before-described effects of the spices (p. 72).
arye doses they prove narcotic, and cause giddiness, delirium, pne-
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cordial anxiety, sleepiness, or actual stupor. Instances of this hind art j

mentioned by Bontius
(
De Med. Indor.), Rumphius [Herb. Amboyri'&

vol. ii. p. 21), Lobel (quoted by Murray, App. Med. vol. vi. p. 145',
j

Schmid [Ibid.), and Cullen [Mat. Med. vol. ii. p. 204). In the cas

related by the last-mentioned authority two drachms of powdered nun
megs produced drowsiness, which gradually increased to completj r

stupor and insensibility. The patient continued for several hours altejVj

nately delirious and sleeping, but ultimately recovered. Purkinje (quote! hi

by Wibmer, Die Wirk. d. Arzneim. ii. Gifte. Bd. iii. S. 308) has coipf
firmed these statements by experiments made on himself. I am alt* 1

acquainted with a case in which the narcotic effects of a whole nutmd-L
have been several times experienced.

Uses.—The principal consumption of nutmegs and mace is for dietetp i

cal purposes. They serve to flavour, and, by their stimulant properties t
to assist the digestive process. Food highly seasoned with these suF *

stances may prove injurious in cerebral affections (apoplexy, for eii
ample), on account of their narcotic properties.

Medicinally they are used, like other spices (see p. 72), as stimulant t

carminatives, and flavouring ingredients. Nutmeg is an important coi- r

stituent of the confectio aromatica (see p. 358), so frequently employoff
as a cordial and antacid in bowel complaints. In mild cases of diarrhcfft

I frequently employ nutmeg as a substitute for opium. It may be tak«M

in warm brandy and water, unless the use of spirit be contra-indicatq*i

The expressed oil of nutmeg is sometimes employed externally in chror|fl|

rheumatism and palsy. The volatile oil has also been used in similf v
;;

cases. The expressed oil is a constituent of the Emplastrum Picis, IE*

but the Edinburgh College substitute oil of mace (see p. 718).

Administration.—Either nutmeg or mace may be taken to theextffll

of a scruple or half a drachm, in powder obtained by grating; ortib

volatile oil of these substances may be used, in the dose of ntj. to «iv. Jg

Spiritus Myristicje
,
L. E. D .—(Nutmegs, bruised, Siiss. [lij. Dr j

Proof Spirit, cong

.

i. [wine measure, D.]
;
Water, Oj. [sufficient topi 1

:!

vent empyreuma, D .] Mix them [macerate for twenty-four hours, FlV1

then [with a slow fire, L.\ let a gallon distil). It is frequently prepared

!

mixing volatile oil of nutmegs with proof spirit. It is cordial and cjWf

minative ;
and is employed, in doses of f5i. to fsiv., as a pleasant additil £»

to stimulant, narcotic, or purgative draughts.

Order 30. Thymela'ce^e, Lindley .

—

The Mezereum Tribe. «

ThymelE/E, Jussieu.

Essential Character.— Calyx inferior, tubular, coloured
; the limb four-cleft, self

lt
f!

five-cleft, with an imbricated (estivation. Corolla none, or sometimes scale- ^
petals in the orifice of the calyx. Stamens definite, inserted in the tube or its oritlj

often eight, sometimes four, less frequently two; when equal in number to the s *

ments of the calyx or fewer, opposite to them
;
anthers two-celled, dehiscing lenf

wise in the middle. Ovary solitary, with one solitary pendulous ovule; style 0 1

stigma undivided. Fruit hard, dry, and nut-like, or drupaceous. Albumen none .t

thin and fleshy; embryo straight
;
cotyledons plano-convex; radicle short, sup^r 1

plumule inconspicuous. Stem shrubby, very seldom herbaceous, with tenacious • »

Leaves without stipules, alternate or opposite, entire. Flowers capitate or spitf i

terminal or axillary, occasionally solitary (R. Brown).

Properties.—The prevailing property of the plants of this order is acridity.
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1

ph'ne Meze'reum, Linn. L. E. D.

—

Common Meze'reon or Spurge-Ol'ive.

Sex. Syst. Octandria, Monogyiiia.

(Radicis cortex, L—Root-bark, E.—Cortex, D.)

Listory.—Tragus {Hist. Stirpium. 1532) is the earliest author who
ntions this plant (Sprengel, Hist. Rei Herb. Praef. xi.) He calls it

ymelaa. The mezereon of Avicenna (lib. 2ndus, tract. 2ndus, cap.

i) and of other Arabian authors, is declared, by C. Bauhin, to be
amelaea tricocca (now called Cneorum tricoccon), a plant of the order

phorbiaceae
;
but it is probably identical with the xayeKaia of Dios-

ides, which is declared by Sibthorp [Prod. FI. Grcecce) to be Daphne
ndes.

Iotany. Gen. Char.— Calyx four-lobed. Stamens eight. Styles

rt, terminal. Berry one-celled, one-seeded [Bot. Gall.)

'P. Char.—Flowers naked on the stem, sessile, about three together.

• wes lanceolate, deciduous (Smith).

Item bushy, four or five feet high, with upright, alternate, smooth,
gh, and pliant branches

;
leafy wdiile young. Leaves scattered,

ked, lanceolate, smooth, two inches long, appearing after the flowers,

soon accompanied by flower-buds for the next season. Flowers
tily, and to many persons too powerfully, fragrant, seated in little

$ on the naked branches, with several brown, smooth, ovate bracteas

erneath. Calyx like a corolla in textm’e, crimson all over
;
the tube,

imally hairy. Berries scarlet.— There is a variety with white

ers, and the berries also vary to a yellow or orange hue.

Iab.—Indigenous. Plentiful near Andover. Flowers in March.
Description of the Bark.—The bark of the root is alone employed
his country. It is tough, pliable, and fibrous

;
externally brown and

ligated; internally white and cottony. Its taste is at first sweetish,

rwards highly acrid : it has no odour. In Germany the bark of the

i and larger branches is removed in spring, folded in small bundles,

dried for medicinal use.

omposition.—The bark of the stem was analyzed by C. G. Gmelin
Bar (L. Gmelin’s Handb. d. Chem. Bd. ii. S. 1317), and found to

fist of wax, an acrid resin, daphnin, a trace of volatile oil, yellow

tiring principle, uncrystallizable but fermentable sugar, nitrogenous

my matter, reddish brown extractive, woody fibre, free malic acid,

malates ofpotash, lime
,
and magnesia.

Acrid Resin.—Obtained by boiling the bark in alcohol : when the solution cools,

wax deposits. The supernatant liquid is to be evaporated, and the residual

xt washed with water. The resin then left behind is dark-green, and soluble in

alcohol and ether. To this substance mezereon owes its acridity. There is, how-
some reason to suspect that this resin is itself a compound of two principles, viz.

ii'id, vesicating, fixed oil, and another substance. The resin is rendered soluble in

r means of the other constituents of the bark.
Daphnin.—A peculiar crystalline principle, having a bitter, slightly astringent

• It is soluble in alcohol and ether, but possesses neither basic nor acid pro-
es - Gmelin and Bar consider it to be analogous to asparagin. It is not the
e principle of mezereon.

hysiological Effects.—All parts of the plant, but more especially
bark and the fruit, are endowed with excessive acridity

;
in virtue of

ch they cause irritation and inflammation in tissues to which they
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are applied. When swallowed, therefore, in large quantities, they proy.’i

poisonous. The topical action of mezereon bark is that of an irritanPj

and, when the bark has been applied to the skin, vesicant.

A decoction of mezereon bark, taken in moderate quantities, sometime!
appears to promote the action of the secreting and exhaling orgait.j

(especially the kidneys and the skin). But Dr. Alex. Russell {Met,\

Observ. and Inq. vol. iii. p. 194) could not observe, upon the stricter!

inquiry, “ that it sensibly increases any of the secretions, more than tlM

same quantity of any small liquor would do.” In some cases it provffl

laxative, where the patients are easily moved, and large doses distui
j

and irritate the stomach. Richter (.Ausfuhr . ArzneimitteU. Bd. -

1

S. 193) says, that, under the long-continued use of mezereon, the sali|4

acquires a peculiar odour. In larger doses it causes dryness and hejj

in the throat, increased flow of saliva, pain in the stomach and bowe’jvl

and sometimes vomiting and purging; the stools being occasionalMb

bloody. The urinary organs are sometimes specifically affected by i i

irritation, analogous to that produced by cantharides, being set up by
J

An affection of the cerebro-spinal system (marked by great feeblenefrji

giddiness, incapability of keeping the erect posture, and slight coimiay

sive movements) is occasionally brought on (Vogt, Pharmakodynamim
Bd. ii. S. 305, 2 te

Aufl.) I am unacquainted with any cases which liajj

proved fatal from the use of mezereon bark. Vicat (Orfila, Toxicol. Gem .

mentions the case of a dropsical patient, in whom the wood caused di<i J

rhoea, pain, and vomiting, which continued for six weeks.

orUses.—In this country mezereon is scarcely ever employed alone,

is usually administered in conjunction with sarsaparilla (vide Decod^l

Sarzce compositum, p. 670), and is employed as a sudorific and alteratS I

in venereal, rheumatic, scrofulous, and chronic cutaneous diseases. Ilff.

coction of the root-bark of mezereon was recommended to the notice h

the profession, by Dr. Alexander Russell {op. supracit. vol. iii. p. 18M

as a very efficacious remedy in cases of venereal nodes and noctunj 1

pains. Dr. Home {Clin. Exper. and Hist.) also speaks of it as
j

a

powerful deobstruent in all venereal tumors, of the scirrhous kind, whiwj

mercury has failed.” But Mr. Pearson {Observ. on the Effects of Varii 1

*
Articles of the Mat. Med. 1800), after many years’ observations of it, saj I

“ I feel myself authorized to assert unequivocally, that the mezereikl

has not the power of curing the venereal disease in any one stage, or
j

any one form.” Dr. Cullen {Mat. Med.) employed it with success in sol
|

cutaneous diseases.

As a topical remedy, it is sometimes applied to relieve the toothact

It is occasionally used as a masticatory. Dr. Withering {Arranyeini

of Brit. Plants, vol. ii. p. 490, 7tli ed.) cured a case of difficulty of s\vj

lowing (arising from a paralytic affection) by mezereon, which

directed to be chewed frequently. In France the bark of both Dapl
J

Mczereum and D. Gnidium is used as a vesicatory. The mode of app

ing it is this First soften the bark by soaking it in hot vinegar

water, and then apply it to the part by a compress and bandage,

application is to be renewed night and morning, until vesication is p

duced.
. . . , i

Administration.—Mezereon is administered in the form of

(prepared by boiling Mezereon Bark, 3ij.; Liquorice Root, 3ij. ;

Qiij. Boil the mezereon bark in the water until the liquid measures U
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,
towards the end of the process, add the liquorice, Dr. A. Russell).

3 dose is -viij. four times a day. As a masticatory
, about two a-rains

he bark may be chewed.

.ntidote.—In a case of poisoning by mezereon, evacuate the con-
s of the stomach as speedily as possible, and give emollient drinks
ites, and the vegetable acids. To counteract inflammatory symptoms,
usual antiphlogistic treatment should be adopted.

Other Medicinal Lauracece.

k .aphne Gnidium is the @u/xe\aia, or Thymelcea, of Dioscorules, whose fruit is the k6kkos

!« «, or Gnidian berry, used by Hippocrates. Its properties are similar to those of

y lezereum. In France the bark (called garou) is employed, in the way before de-
i I ied, as a vesicatory.

M aphne Laureola is an indigenous plant, having yellowish-green flowers and black
•| es. Its effects are analogous to the last-mentioned species.

Imgetta lintearia , or the Lace Bark Tree, possesses the medicinal properties of meze-
>! ,

and has been used in the same cases (Wright, Med. Plants ofJamaica). Its bark

i j

be separated into 20, 30, or more laminae, which are fine and white, like gauze :

e] ese, caps, ruffles, and even whole suits of ladies’ clothes, have been made (Sloane’s

; Hist, ofJamaica, vol. ii. p. 22).

|j
Irder 81 . Polygona'ce^e, Lindley.—The Buck-Wheat Tribe.

Polygons.®:, Jussieu.

ab'NTiAL Character.—Calyx free, simple, persistent, monosepalous, deeply divided;

k e segments imbricate in aestivation, disposed in a double row
;
the inner opposite

. e sides of the ovary, the outer opposite the angles. Stamens definite, inserted into

e base of the calyx. Anthers two-celled, four-furrowed, dehiscing laterally by a
•uble chink. Ovary one, free. Styles numerous, or stigmas numerous, sessile,

i > ariopsis, or nut, one-seeded, generally triangular, more or less covered by the calyx.

mbryo generally lateral, sometimes central, often curved. Albumen farinaceous.

I
r adicle distinct from the hilum.

—

Herbaceous plants, rarely shrubs. Stems nodose.

?aves alternate, sheathing, or adnate to an intrafoliaceous sheath or ochrea: revolute

hen young
(Bot . Gall.)

perties.—Oxalic acid is an abundant product of this order. In the free state, or

tber in the form of a supersalt, it exists in the leaves and petioles, to which it com-
unicates refreshing and refrigerant qualities. In the root of rhubarb it is found in

mbinatiou with lime. Tannic acid is another important principle of this order;

exists in the roots, the stems, and the leaves. Colouring matter, in considerable

lantily, exists in the roots. In many species the roots are purgative. Some species

: Polygonum contain a volatile acrid principle. Nutritive (mucilaginous) matters
e yielded by several species.

Rheum
,
Linn .— One [or more

]
undetermined Species

,
E.

Rheum palmatum, L. D—It. undulatum, D.

Sex. Syst. Enneandria, Monogynia.

(Radix, L. E. D.)

I

Iistory.—Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 11) speaks of a root which he
•s Rha, or Rheon

(
pci ’prjou), and which has been regarded by some as

Gtical with our rhubarb
;
but the description he has given ol it does

aPPty to the latter substance, and it is therefore fair to presume some
er root must be meant. “ Rha, by some called Rheon

,
grows,” says

)scorides, “ in those countries which are beyond the Bosphorus, and
11 which it is brought. It is a root which is black externally, like to
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great centaury, but smaller and redder, odourless, loose or spongy, ai

1

somewhat smooth internally.” Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xxvii. cap. 10 1

ed. Valp.) gives a similar account of it, under the name of Rhacorna: i*

comes, he says, from the countries beyond Pontus, resembles the bla<1
costus, is odourless, and has a hot, astringent taste. Prosper Alpin .

(De Rhapontico, 1612) was of opinion that the Rha of Dioscorides wj
:

the root of Rheum Rhaponticum, which Alpinus obtained from Tliraci

in 1608 A. D., and cultivated at Pavia. The later Greek writers t* K

supposed to have been acquainted with our rhubarb. • Alexander
Tralles (lib. viii. cap. 3) is the first who speaks of it. He used it

i

weakness of the liver and dysentery. Paulus iEgineta seems to makqO
distinction between Rha and Rheon. For, he says, that, in the cruditiq

and vomiting of pregnant women, we may give “ the blood-wort, boil|<

in water, for drink
;
and likewise dill, and the Pontic root, called Rha ;|

the dialect of that country ” (Adams’s Transl. of the Med. Works
Paulus, bk. i. ch. 1). In noticing, the practice of the ancients, he saj

“ Alvine discharges they promoted by giving turpentine to the extent

an olive, when going to rest
;

or, when they wished to purge more effo

tually, by adding a little rhubarb'
1
'
1 [Rheon] {Ibid. ch. 43). This is tj;

first notice of the purgative proper lies of rhubarb.

In one of the Arabian authors (Mesue, the younger) we find thn

kinds of rhubarb mentioned :
—The Indian, said to be the best; the Bi>

barian
;
and the Turkish, which is the worst of all.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Calyx petaloid, six-parted, withering. Stanih :

about nine, inserted into the base of the calyx. Styles three, reflex'

Stigmas peltate, entire. Achenium three-cornered, winged, with

withered calyx at the base. Embryo in the centre of the albi

(Lindley).

It is not yet ascertained what species of Rheum yields the officinal rhubarb. Seva

species, now cultivated in this country, have been at different times declared to

partially or wholly, the source of it. Formerly Rheum Rhaponticum was supposed

yield it (Alston, Mat. Med. vol. i. p. 502).

In 1732, R. undulatum was sent from Russia to the Messrs. Jussieu at Paris, anc

Rand of Chelsea, as the true rhubarb. This is the species which Linnaeus describee

R. Rhabarbarum (Ibid.) About 1750, at the desire of Kauw' Boerhaave, first physic

to the Emperor of Russia, the senate commissioned a Tartarian merchant, a dealer!

rhubarb, to procure them some seeds of the genuine plant. This he did, or preteim

to do; and, on sowing them, two species of Rheum were obtained; namely, the tin

latum and the palmatum (Alurray, App. Med. vol. iv. p. 363). In 1762, seeds of

latter species were received*by Dr. Hope, of Edinburgh, from Dr. Mounsey, at Pet<

burgh : they were sown, and the plants cultivated with success (Hope, Phil. TWL

vol. 55, for the year 1765, p. 290). The root of this species being found to agree!
1

many of its characters, with that of genuine rhubarb, led to the belief that the d

matum was the true species. The inquiries of Pallas, however, raised some doijt?

about the correctness of this opinion; for the Bucharians declared themselves out

quainted with the leaves of the palmatum, and described the true plant as having row

leaves, with a few incisions only at the margin. This description agreed best

Rheum compactum, the roots of which were declared, by Millar, who cultivated

plant, to be as good as foreign rhubarb (Murray, 365-6). Georgi says, that a Loss

pointed out to him the leaves of the R. undulatum as the true species (Ibid- p-

These accounts were not satisfactory to the Russians
;
and in^consequence

,,

'd I^

Sievers, an ay

view of settling

country where the true rhubarb gr<
, ,

satisfied with negative results only. “My travels, says he, “ as well as my ac<
l

tance with the Bucharians, have satisfied me that as yet nobody— that is, no scien

person—has seen the true rhubarb plant. All that is said of it, by the JcsuiL, is *
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e, confused stuff; all the seeds procured under the name of true rhubarb are false;

he plantations, from those of the Knight Murray down to the flower-pot of a private

vidual, will never yield true rhubarb. Until further determination, I hereby declare

he descriptions in all the Materia Medicas to be incorrect” (Duncan, Suppl. to the

nb . New Disp. p. 89).

iimalayan rhubarb is obtained from several species of Rheum
;
viz. JR. Emodi,

•lich (
Bot . Mag. t. 3508); R. Webbianum, Hoyle

(
lllust . of the Bot. of the Himal.

mt.); R- spiciforme, Hoyle; and R. Moorcroftianum, Royle. But there are no
.ons for supposing that they yield any of the rhubarb of European commerce. It is

improbable that the species yielding the officinal rhubarb is yet undescribed. Dr.
le (op. tit.), after referring to the accounts of different authors, as to the precise

ality of the country yielding Russian rhubarb, concludes that it is within 95° of E.
>. in 35o ofN. latitude—that is, in the heart of Tibet.” And he adds, “ as no natu-
st has visited this part, and neither seeds nor plants have been obtained thence, it is

et unknown what species yields this rhubarb.” Further, it is probable, I think,

. the Russian and Chinese rhubarbs are procured from different species.

Species.— 1 . Rheum palmatum, Linn. L. D.—“ Leaves roundish-cor-

e, half palmate
;
the lobes pinnatifid, acuminate, deep dull green, not

vy, but uneven, and very much wrinkled on the upper side, hardly
brous at the edge, minutely downy on the under side

;
sinus com-

tely closed
;

the lobes of the leaf standing forwards beyond it.

dole pale green, marked with short purple lines, terete, obscurely
.mnelled quite at the upper end. Flowering stems taller than those

i any other species” (Lindley).—Perennial. Grows spontaneously in

Mongolian empire, on the confines of China (Murray, App. Med.
. iv. p. 363). Extensively cultivated near Banbury, in Oxfordshire,

. the supply of English rhubarb to the London market. Its leaf-stalks

ke excellent tarts and puddings. Prof. Guibourt {Hist, des Drog.)

serves, that of the roots of R. palmatum, undulatum
,
compactum, and

aponticum, those of the first species only possess the exact odour and
i te (grittiness excepted) of the China rhubarb. But rhubarb procured
m this species cultivated in England is distinguished by several cha-

pters from Asiatic rhubarb. How far these may be the result of eli-

te I am not prepared to say.

1. Rheum undulatum, Linn. D. —

“

Leaves oval, obtuse, extremely
vy, deep green, with veins purple at the base, often shorter than the

-iole, distinctly and copiously downy on each side, looking as if

sted when young, scabrous at the edge
;
sinus open, wedge-shaped,

-h the lower lobes of the leaves turned upwards. Petiole downy,
•ocled, semicylindrical, with elevated edges to the upper side, which is

rcower at the upper than the lower end” (Lindley).— Perennial,

ows in Siberia (Georgi and Pallas, cited by Murray), and China
mmann, quoted by Lindley). Cultivated in France, and yields part of
! French rhubarb (Guibourt, Hist, des Drog.) It was formerly cul-

led in Siberia as the real officinal plant
;
but, as genuine rhubarb

dd not be procured from it, its cultivation has been given up (Ibid.)

L Rheum compactum, Linn.— “ Leaves heart-shaped, obtuse, very
vy, deep green, of a thick texture, scabrous at the margin, quite
°oth on both sides,

.

glossy and even on the upper side
;
sinus nearly

’sod by the parenchyma. Petiole green, hardly tinged with red,
cept at the base, semicylindrical, a little compressed at the sides,
th the upper side broad, flat, bordered by elevated edges, and of equal
;adth at each end” (Lindley).—Perennial. Grows in Tartary and
>ma. Cultivated in France, and yields part of the French rhubarb
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(Guibomt, mpracit.) This rhubarb is a very fair imitation of that fro* !China; but is distinguished by its reddish tint, its different odol'I(common to it, to R. undulatum, and R. rhaponticum
), its close ailll

radiated marbling, its not tinging the saliva, and its not grating undi-J
the teeth.

b ° U,J

4.

Rheum Emodi, Wallich
;
R. australe, Don.

—

Leaves cordate, acut
dull green, but little wavy, fiattish, very much wrinkled, distinctly rougj

pIG | 72 with coarse short hairs on each side; sinw

of the base distinctly open, not wedgf-^

shaped, but diverging at an obtuse angjh

with the lobes nearly turned upwards
Petioles very rough, rounded-angular, fi}

rowed
;
with the upper side depressed, bob

dered by an elevated edge, “and very mu((,

narrower at the upper than the lower enjj

(Lindley).—Perennial. Grows on the Mb
malayas. Its stalks make excellent tarts ai

puddings.

5. Rheum Webbianum (Royle, Illust.

the Bot. of the Him. Mountains
, p. 318)

6. Rheum .spiciforme (Royle, Ulus

p. 318).

7. RheumMoorcroftianum (Royle, p. 31

These three are Himalayan species.

Emodi and Webbianum furnish Himalayan rhubarb, whose properties a

very different to those of officinal rhubarb.

8. R. Rhaponticum
,
Linn.—Grows in Thrace

;
borders of the Euxi

sea
;
north of the Caspian

;
Siberia, &c. Cultivated in this country f

the leaf-stalks, which are used for tarts and puddings. Cultivated al

in France, and yields part of the French rhubarb.

9. R. crassinervium, Fischer.—Habitation unknown. Its roots p

sess, according to Mr. Anderson, of the Apothecaries’ Garden, Clielsi

the colour and odour of Turkey rhubarb (Lindley, FI. Med.)

10. R. leucorrldzon
,
Pallas; R. nanum, Sievers.—Said to yield Whi

or Imperial rhubarb.

Rheum Emodi.

NMMHhi
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reparation.—The method of curing or preparing Asiatic rhubarb

lie market varies somewhat in different localities. In China it is as

ws .—The roots are dug up, cleansed, cut in pieces, and dried on
> tables heated beneath by a fire. During the process the roots are

lently turned. They are afterwards pierced, strung upon cords, and

ier dried in the sun (Du Halcle, Descrip. Geograph, et Hist, de la

ie, t. iii. p- 492). In Tartary the Mongols cut the roots in small

-e?, in order that they may dry the more readily, and make a hole in

middle of every piece, through which a cord is drawn, in order to

.end them in any convenient place. They hang them for the most ’

about their tents, and sometimes on the horns of their sheep (Bell,

reIs from St. Petersburgh to divers parts of Asia, vol. i. p. 311).

ers, however, states, that the roots are cut in pieces, strung upon

ads, and dried under sheds, so as to exclude the solar rays
;
and the

e author tells us, that sometimes a year elapses from the time of their

iction until they are ready for exportation (Duncan, Suppl. to

y
1b.Ne2v.Disp. p. 88).

'

'ESCRiPTiON.—I am acquainted with six kinds of rhubarb, namely, ft

nan, Dutch-trimmed, Chinese, Himalayan, English, and French.

Russian or Bucharian Rhubarb ; Turkey Rhubarb, offic. {radix rhei
(

id seu muscovitici, s. bucharici, s. sibirici, s. turcici).—This kind of

>arb is imported from St. Petersburgh. It is said formerly to have

1 brought by way of Natolia: hence the name of Turkey rhubarb,

;h it ordinarily bears in the shops (Murray, App. Med. vol. iv. p. 379).

ccording to the treaty entered into between the Russians and Chinese,

commerce between the two nations takes place at the frontiers.

:hta is the Russian, Maimatschin the Chinese frontier town. All

so-called Russian rhubarb is brought to Kiachta by Bucharian mer-

its, who have entered into a contract to supply the government with

drug in exchange for furs. It is collected on that long chain of

ntains of Tartary, destitute for the most part of woods, and which

is not far from the town of Selin, and extends to the south as tar as

lake Kokonor, near Thibet. It is conveyed, in woollen sacks on

els, to Kiachta, where it is examined with much care, in the presence

ie Bucharians, by the apothecary stationed at Kiachta for the pur-

\ The worm-eaten pieces are rejected, the others bored to ascertain

r soundness, and all the damaged or decayed parts are cut away,

accordance with the terms of the contract, the pieces, which do not

> examination, are burned
;
the remainder is then transmitted to

crsburgh, and from thence to us (Pallas, Voyages en differ. Prov. de

;
;sVjr y.

*•*

ft*’

npire de Russie, t. iv. p. 216 et seq.)

t is imported in boxes or cases, covered with a pitched cloth, on the

side of which is a hide. The size of the pieces are various ;
but, in

imerce, the small ones are preferred, and they are, therefore, picked

and sold as radix rhei turcici electa—the larger pieces and the dust

ig employed for powdering. Their shapes are various, being angular,

aded, irregular, &c. The external appearance of many ol the pieces

®s to show, that the cortical portion of the root had been shaved ofi

•jitudinally by successive strokes of a knife : hence the angular ap-

rance of the external surface. Holes are observed in many ot the

’es: some of them extend completely, others only partially through.
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Those which extend only to the centre, have been evidently made h .

the purpose of examining the condition of the interior of the pieces.

Externally the pieces are covered with a bright yellow-colour*.-

powder, usually said to be produced by the mutual friction of the piec^q

in the chests, during their passage to this country
;
though many drui

gists believe it is derived from the process of rouncing (that is, shakier

in a bag with powdered rhubarb), before its exportation. The odour fM
strong and peculiar, but somewhat aromatic

;
it is considered by druggisp

to be so delicate, that in all wholesale drug-houses a pair of gloves is kef-fc;

in the Russian rhubarb drawer, with which only are the assistants p(p»;

mitted to handle the pieces. When chewed it feels gritty under tjtfl'

teeth, from the presence of numerous crystals of oxalate of lime : it cob* 1

municates a bright yellow colour to the saliva, and has a bitter, slight* c ii

astringent taste.

Fig. 173.

Beneath the dust with which the pieces are covered, the surface hasj#

reddish-white tint, owing to the intermixture of white and red pariq.

The yellowish-white parts have the form of lines or veins, which, by tht: |

union with each other, assume a reticular form. Irregularly scatter^®

over the surface we observe small star-like spots and depressions, ofi,^

darker colour. The transverse fracture is uneven, and presents numerous

brownish-red or dark carmine-coloured undulating veins. The longiun

dinal fracture- is still more uneven, and shows the longitudinal directri x

of the veins, which are often interrupted with white. The surface oitx

tained by cutting is more or less yellow, and often exposes the veid»/

disposed in groups.

By boiling very thin slices of the root in water, an re

then submitting them to the microscope,we observe

lular tissue, annular ducts, and numerous conglomerate

raphides (clumps of crystals of oxalate of lime). Fror;

100 grains of Russian rhubarb, Mr. Quekett procurer

between 35 and 40 grains of these raphides (Lindle^li

Introd. to Botany
,
3d ed. p. 553). Turpin consider* d

the presence of these crystals sufficient to distingu^i

Russian and Chinese rhubarb from that grown

Europe
;
but in some specimens of English rhubat®

I have met with these crystals in as great abundant

as in foreign rhubarb. According to Raspail ( Chim

Organ.) these crystals ar<? situated in the interstices *

the elongated cellular tissue; but this statement t

erroneous, the situation of the crystals being in tip

interior of the cells.

The powder of Russian rhubarb is of a bright yellow colour, with

reddish tint
;
but, as met with in the shops, it is almost invariably mixq 1

with the powder of English rhubarb.

White or Imperial Rhubarb.—When Pallas was- at Kiachta, the B

charian merchants who supplied the crown with rhubarb, brought sor

pieces of rhubarb as white as milk, with a sweet taste, and the same pr

perties as rhubarb of the best quality (
Voyages

,
t. iv. p. 218). It is 11

met with in English commerce as a distinct kind
;
and it is almost ui

j

known in Russia (Grassmann, Pharm. Central-Blatt fur 1831, S. 58-Jp

But in the chests of Russian rhubarb there are occasionally found piec<j

Crystals of Oxalate

of Lime in Russian

Rhubarb.
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i ing an unusually white appearance : these I presume to be the kind

[
ded to. (Consult Gcebel and Kunze, Pharm. Waarenkunde.) White
oarb is said to be the produce of R. leucorrhizum, Pallas

(
R . nanum,

rers).

. Dutch-trimmed or Batavian Rhubarb
,

offic.
(Rhubarbe de Perse

,

bourt). This kind of rhubarb is closely allied to, if it be not identical

. 1
,
the preceding in its texture. In commerce, however, it is always

irded as distinct. It is imported from Canton and Singapore in

sts, each containing from 130 to 140 lbs. It is probably Bucharian
'

-jarb of less fine quality sent by way of Canton, as mentioned by
rray [App.Med. vol. iv. p. 379), and which, in consequence, has been
ally confounded, by pharmacological writers, with Chinese rhubarb,
shape, size, and general appearance, it resembles the Russian kind

;

the cortical portion of the root seems to have been separated by
ing, and hence the pieces have the same angular appearance on the
ace that the Russian rhubarb has. The pieces are frequently per-
.ted, and in the holes are found the remains of the cord by which
root has been suspended. In the drug-trade this kind of rhubarb
aid to be trimmed

,
and, according to the shape of the pieces, they

called flats or rounds. The colour and weight of the pieces are
: able.

China or East Indian Rhubarb
,

offic. [radix rhei chinensis, seu
ci).—This kind is imported either directly from Canton, or indirectly by
gapore and other parts of the East Indies, and is probably the produce
Jhina, (especially of the province of Se-tchuen

; Du Halde : of Hoo-
and Hoo-pih

,
as well as other provinces

;
Gutzlaffe and Reed). It is

orted in chests. The pieces are frequently cylindrical or roundish, but
ietimes flattened

;
in trade they are distinguished as rounds andflats.

jy appear to have undergone a different process of preparation to

t of Russian rhubarb. Thus the cortical portion of the root seems
<ier to have been scraped than sliced off, and hence the surface is not

\
i angular

; and on the worst pieces we observe the remains of the
’ enish-brown or blackish cortex. Among druggists this kind of
barb is frequently termed half-trimmed or untrimmed rhubarb. The

if'Ces are generally perforated with holes, in many of which we find
t tions of the cords by which the pieces were suspended. These holes

smaller than those observed in Russian rhubarb, and that portion
' he root forming their sides is usually dark-coloured, decayed, and of
•rior quality. The best pieces are heavier and more compact than

,( se of the Russian kind; they are covered with an easily separable
1 low dust. When this is removed we observe that the surface is not
'egularly reticulated, is more of a yellowish-brown than reddish white
our, and has coarser fibres than Russian rhubarb. On the finer

ces we notice numerous star-like spots or depressions. The fracture

ineven; the veins, especially towards the middle, have a less deter-
iate direction, and are of a duller or reddish-brown, and, in very bad
ces, of an umber-brown colour, with a gray substance between the
ns.

Die odour of this species is much less powerful than that of Russian
lbarb, and is somewhat less aromatic. The taste, grittiness when
uved, and microscopic appearances, are similar to those of Russian
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The colour of the powder is of a more dull yellow or browsrhubarb,

cast.

4. Himalayan Rhubarb.—This is the produce probably of Rhtj-I
Emodi, and Webbianum. The roots of R. spiciforme, and Moore},Jj
tianum, are lighter coloured, and more compact in structure. My spl

fl
i

mens were furnished by Dr. Wallich, who obtained them from
inhabitants of the Himalayas, who had strung the pieces around!

i

necks of their mules. It has scarcely any resemblance to the offic •
I

rhubarb. The pieces are cylindrical, and are cut obliquely at the ex*i|

mities
;
the cortex of the root is not removed

;
the colour is dark bro,

|

with a slight tint of yellow
;
they are without odour, and have a com

fibrous texture. Dr. Royle
(
Illustr . of the Rot. of the Himal. Mouw

p. 316) says that the Himalayan rhubarb makes its way into the plJfl

of India through Kalsee, Almora, and Butan : it has, he adds, a spotyfl

texture, and sells for only one-tenth of the price of the best rlmbanif

resembling in quality the Russian, and which is found in India.

5. English rhubarb [radix rhei anglici).—Two kinds of rhubarb St

met with in the shops under the name of English rhubarb : on*.
dressed or trimmed

,
so as to resemble the Russian kind, and is, I bel

i

(*.;>§

the produce of Rheum palmatum
;
the other is sometimes called s.q|

rhubarb, and is said by Messrs. Stephenson and Churchill [Med.]ij®

vol. i.) to be obtained from Rheum undulatum
;
but I suspect this st^lM

ment to be erroneous.

The dressed English rhubarb is the produce of Banbury, in OxfqfC

shire. It is the kind frequently observed in the show-bottles of drill

gists’ windows, and is sometimes sold in Cheapside and the PoultrylJh

Turkey rhubarb ,” by persons dressed up as Turks. It occursjif-j

various-sized and shaped pieces, which are trimmed and frequently
}|

forated, so as to represent Russian rhubarb : some of the pieces are cyj

drical in their form, and are evidently segments of cylinders
;

others

flat. This kind of rhubarb is very light, spongy (especially in

middle of the pieces), attractive of moisture, pasty under the pestle,

has a reddish or pinkish hue not observed in the Asiatic kinds. InV
|

nally it has usually a marbled appearance
;
the streaks are pinkish,

rallel, and have a radiated disposition
;
and in the centre of some of

larger pieces the texture is soft and woolly, and may be easily indenji

by the nail. Its taste is astringent and very mucilaginous; it is nojJ

U

*

fe-

ll-

by the nail. Its taste is astringent anci very

all, or only very slightly, gritty under the teeth ;
its odour is feeble,/!

more unpleasant than either the Russian or East Indian kinds. 1

microscope discovers in it, for the most part, very few crystals of oxal} i

of lime.

The common stick English rhubarb is sold in herb shops. It occ

in angular or roundish pieces, of about five or six inches long, and

inch thick. When fractured it presents the radiated appearance, and

red-coloured streaks, of the kind last mentioned. Its taste is astringc

but very mucilaginous ;
it is not gritty under the teeth

;
it breaks v

English rhubarb is extensively employed by druggists to adulter)
|

the powder of Asiatic rhubarb.
.

!

6. French rhubarb [radix rhei gallici).—This kind of rhubarb is pi

cured from Rheum rhaponticum, undulatum, and especially compactj
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uibourt, Hist, des Frog. t. i. p. 569). These are cultivated at Rheum-
le, a place not far from Lorient, in the department of Morbihan.

leum palmatum is no longer cultivated there. Through the kindness

Professor Guibourt, I possess two kinds of French rhubarb. One of
se he calls flat ,

and is probably the produce of R. rhaponticum
; the

ier he terms round
,
and is the produce of R. compactum.

Since the preceding remarks were set up in type, Mr. Anderson, of the

lothecaries’ Botanic Garden, Chelsea, has kindly furnished me with the

sh roots of thirteen species of Rheum : viz. R. palmatum
, undulatum,

npactum, Rhaponticum, Emodi, crassinervium, caspicum
,
tataricum,

bridum, confluens, Fischeri, barclanifolium, and bullatum. Having
refully dried these by artificial heat, I found that one species only,

R. palmatum, closely resembled Asiatic rhubarb in the combined
alities of odour, colour, and marbling : R. undulatum agreed tolerably

11 in colour and marbling, but not in odour. It deserves, however, to

noticed that the specimens examined were of unequal ages,—some
ming the rootstock, others rootbranehes of the respective plants,

—

circumstance which considerably diminishes the value of a com-
•ative examination of them. Furthermore, all the samples were pro-

bly injured by the wet season. The rootbranehes of R. crassinervium

:mi a strong plant of six or seven years old, but which has not flowered)

1 not resemble Asiatic rhubarb in either colour or odour. Dr. Royle
i kindly supplied me with the dried roots of R. Webbianum, the same
those referred to in the experiments of Mr. Twining [Trans. Med. and
ys. Soc. of Calcutta, vol. iii. p. 441). They are short, transverse seg-

i nts of the rootbranehes, of a dark brownish colour, odourless or nearly

with a very bitter and astringent taste, and do not essentially differ

n the roots described at p. 814 as Himalayan rhubarb.

Commerce:—In 1831, the quantity of rhubarb imported from Russia
s 6,901 lbs.

;
from the East Indies, 133,462 lbs.

(
Pari Ret. No. 550,

1 1833). The quantities of rhubarb on which duty (Is. per lb.) has
n paid during the last four years, is as follows

(
Trade List)

:

—

East Indian. Foreign.

lbs. lbs.

In 1835 32,515 10.647
1836 36,836 7,752
1837 44,669 5,946
1838 37,026 7,402

Composition.—The most important analyses of rhubarb are those of
trader (Pfaff’s Mat. Med. Bd. iii. S. 39), N. E. Henry [Bull, de
arm. vi. 87), Brande [Quart. Journ. of Science, vol. x. p. 288), Horne-
on [Berl. Jahrb. Bd. xxiii. S. 252, 1822), Peretti [Journ. de Pharm.

536), Buchner and Herberger [Pharm. Central-Blatt fur 1831,
739), Lucae [Ibid, fur 1834, S. 78), O. Henry [Journ. de Pharm.
ii. 402), and Brandes [Pharm. Central-Blatt fur 1836, p. 482).
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Odorous matter of rhubarb ( Volatile Oil?)—In none of the analyses of rhubarb
iy mention made of an odorous principle

;
yet such must exist. Professor Gui-

t (Hist, des Drog. t. ii. p. 569, 3me ed
;
), however, ascribes the odour, colour, and

of rhubarb to one and the same principle
;
but this opinion can scarcely be cor-

since the degrees of colour and odour bear no proportion to each other in different

5 of rhubarb. The odorous principle is probably a volatile oil, but it has not
•rto been isolated. Dr. Bressy announced, a few years since, to the Academie de
°.cine, that he had separated it, but the committee appointed to repeat his expe-
nts was unable to procure it by his process (Diet, des Drog. t. iv. p. 425).
leek (Pharm. Central-Blatt fur 1832, S. 237) says that the rhubarb odour is imitated
mixture of nitric acid, aloes, and chloride of iron.

Yellow colouring matter of rhubarb {Rhabarberic acid, Brandes; Rheumin, Hor-
Rhabarberin, Geiger; Rhein, Auctor.)—Extracted from rhubarb in powderinn

;
|

leans of ether, and obtained by distilling off the greater part of the ether from the

ire thus procured, and leaving the residue to spontaneous crystallization. The crys-

re purified by repeated solutions and crystallizations in alcohol. When dry, they
ne the form of a powder, having an intensely yellow colour, but being without
•emarkable taste. Rhabarberic acid is unchanged in the air

; heated, it fuses into

low fluid, which, by a continuance of the heat, becomes reddish-brown, evolves

: yellow vapours [pyro-rhabarberic acid f], and carbonizes. It requires more
1000 parts of cold water to dissolve it, but is twice as soluble in boiling water,
more soluble in alcohol and in ether: the solutions redden litmus. In cold oil of
nds and in oil of turpentine it is slightly soluble ; but is much more so when
liquids are hot. It dissolves, with a dark-red colour, in sulphuric and in nitric

: water precipitates it from these solutions unchanged. Nitric acid attacks it

l great difficulty. Alkaline solutions make it dark-red, and generally (lime-water

*ted) dissolve it. Alum renders it dark-red. The alkaline solutions of it form,

acetate of lead, chloride of calcium, and chloride of barium, yellow precipitates ;

sulphate of copper, violet, which, after some time, becomes blue (Brandes and
er, Pharm. Central-Blatt fur 1834, S. 607). Brandes regards rhabarberic acid

: active principle of rhubarb. Six grains of the pure acid given to a strong- young
caused griping, but did not purge (Ibid, fur 1836, S. 498). Dulkis of opinion that

:tive principle of rhubarb is a difficultly crystallizable substance, which he terms

, and which, by oxidation, becomes Rhabarberic acid. This acid, according to

les and Leber, consists of C35 H*9 0 J9 {Pharm. Cent.-Blatt fur 1839, S. 102-105).

Astringent matter (Tannic and Gallic Acids).—The red veins are the seat of the

gent matter. This is proved by brushing the cut surface of rhubarb with a weak
ou of a ferruginous salt: the red veins ouly undergo a change of colour. From

r-iservations of Brandes, it appears that rhubarb contains gallic, as well as tannic.

Bitter principle.—Rhubarb contains a bitter principle; but most of the substances
i have been announced as the bitter principle of rhubarb, under the name of capho

-

- ( ? from Katpew, to exhale, and mupos, bitter), or rliabarberin
,
are themselves coin-

led of two or more principles. Thus, Pfaff's rliabarberin consists of uncrystalli-

sugar, extractive, resin, rhabarberic acid, and tannin. Henry's rliabarberin

•ts of resin and rhabarberic acid. Buchner and Herberger's rliabarberin is a mix-
1 extractive, uncrystallizable sugar, and rhabarberic acid. Carpenter's rhabar-

contains some rhabarberic acid (Brandes, Pharm. Cent.-Blatt fur 1836, S. 498).
uld appear from the analysis of Brandes that the bitter principle is of the nature
in; but Buchner (Pharm. Central-Blatt fur 1837, S. 821) admits the existence

itter extractive (caphopicrite), which is soluble in water and alcohol, but is inso-

in ether. This extractive, he says, is in intimate combination with rhabarberic,

hand gallic acids; the compound thus formed being the resin of some chemists,

ibvious, therefore, that a further examination of the bitter matter is required to

°nt satisfactorily its nature.
Rhaponticin.—A yellow, crystallizable, odourless, tasteless substance, obtained
the root of European [English?] rhubarb. It is insoluble in cold water, ether,

he volatile oils, but soluble in 24 times its weight of boiling water, and twice its

Rof absolute alcohol (Berzelius, Traiti de Chim. vi. 205).
Oxalate of lime.—The conglomerate raphidcs before noticed (p. 812) a're crystals
date of lime. They may be separated in great abundance by boiling Russian or
1 rhubarb in water until the cohesion of the tissue is completely destroyed.
1 the decomposed tissue is well shaken with water, the crystals fall to the bottom
v e»8el. Heated to redness, they are changed into carbonate of lime. A solution
ffl m diluted nitric acid, or a solution obtained by boiling the crystals with a solu-

n
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tion of carbonate of soda, forms, with nitrate of silver, a white precipitate (oxalate
silver), which explodes when heated.

Chemical Characteristics.—If the powder of rhubarb be heated ij i

a glass capsule over a lamp, an odorous yellow vapour (rhabarberic d i

pyro-rhabarberic acid) is obtained, which communicates a red colour t »

a solution of caustic potash. The aqueous infusion of rhubarb formifl

with the sesquichloride of iron, a green compound
(
tannate of irony

X

with a solution of gelatin, a copious yellow precipitate (tannate ||K
gelatin ), which is dissolved on the application of heat, or by the additicwB

of an excess of gelatin
;
with a solution of sulphate of quina, a yellowisl*

precipitate (tannate of quina)
;
with the alkalies (potash, soda, aqli

ammonia) a red-coloured solution (soluble alkaline rhabarberates)
; wiftl

lime-water, a reddish precipitate (rhabarberate of lime)
;
with the acio<l

(the acetic excepted), precipitates (composed of rhabarberic acid and Urn
precipitant)

;
and with various metallic solutions (as of acetate of leajjfv

protochloride of tin, protonitrate of mercury, and the nitrate of silveij*

precipitates (principally metallic rhabarberates and tannates).

Paper coloured by rhubarb is not affected by boracic acid, or by tlfH

borates rendered acid
;
whereas turmeric paper is reddened by theflj

agents (Faraday, Quart. Journ. of Science
,

vol. vi. p. 152). A deceit

tion of Russian, Dutch-trimmed, or of China rhubarb, becomes, will

,

a solution of iodine, greenish-blue (iodide of starch) : after a few mimitjtfqi

the colour disappears, and no iodine can be detected in the liquor I
1

'?*)

starch, unless nitric acid be previously added. A decoction of Englii^

rhubarb is rendered, by a solution of iodine, intensely blue (iodide

starch), the colour not completely disappearing by standing.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On animals.—On the Solipedes rhubajw

acts as a tonic, confining its action principally to the stomach, whcjijM

digestive power it augments. On the Carnivora it operates, in dosesiA.

half a drachm, in the same way
;
but, in doses of several drachms, f

a purgative. On the larger Herbivora it may be given to the extend

several ounces without causing purgation (Moiroud, Pharm. Vet\M

p. 260). Tiedemann and Gmelin (Versuclie ii. d. Wege auf welch.

aus d. Magen u. DarmJc. gelang. S. 10-12) detected it by its yeltyif

colour in the serum of the blood of the mesenteric, splenic, and por)&

veins, and in the urine of dogs, to which rhubarb had been administer*,

by the mouth. They failed to recognise it in the chyle.

(b.) On man.—In small doses (as from four to eight grains) it actsjj®

an astringent tonic, its operation being principally or wholly confinedls!

the digestive organs. In relaxed conditions of these parts it proinoftfe

the appetite, assists the digestive process, improves the quality of tjwj

alvine secretions, and often restrains diarrhoea. In large doses (as frfifi

a scruple to a drachm) it operates, slowly and mildly, as a purgatijA

sometimes causing slight griping. It never inflames the mucous nielij

brane of the alimentary canal, as jalap, scammony, colocynth, and sojjfc

other drastic purgatives are capable of doing. The constipation wliMjj

follows its cathartic effect has been ascribed to the operation ofji

astringent matter. In febrile complaints and inflammatory disease.^

sometimes accelerates the pulse, and raises the temperature of

jjj
body, whence the impropriety of its use in these cases. Its yell ft

colouring matter (rhabarberic acid) becomes absorbed, and may be
IJ

cognised in the urine, by the yellow stain which this secretion pro
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linen, and by the red colour which it assumes on the addition of pot-

11 . By a more prolonged use of rhubarb the sweat (especially of the

-npits) becomes tinged yellow. The milk of nurses who have taken it,

quires a purgative property. Rhubarb has for a long period been
nsidered to possess a specific influence over the liver, to promote the

•retion of bile, and to be useful in jaundice. These opinions, which,

Dr. Cullen [Mat. Med.) correctly observed, have no foundation either

theory or practice, arose from the absurd doctrine of signatures.

Considered in relation to other medicinal agents, rhubarb holds an in-

ri mediate rank between the bitter tonics on the one hand, and the

if istics on the other. From the first it is distinguished by its purgative

•

j
operties

;
from the latter, by its tonic operation and the mildness of its

If) lcuant effects. As a purgative it is perhaps more closely allied to aloes

3 ui to any other cathartic in ordinary use; but is distinguished by its

Ki: ich milder operation, and its want of any specific action on the large

Ei estines.

j. The comparative power of the several kinds of rhubarb has scarcely

ll! on ascertained with precision. The remarks above made apply to the

Mssian and Chinese varieties, whose power is about equal. From ex-

:j
Aments made by Dr. Parry, at the Bath Hospital, it appears that the

rgative qualities of English rhubarb are scarcely so strong as those of

Russian and Chinese varieties
;

but the difference is not great

ephenson and Churchill, Med. Bot.) Himalayan rhubarb is, accord

-

;
to Dr. Twining [Trans. Med. and Phys. Soc. of Calcutta

,
vol. iii.

i 441) almost equal to Russian rhubarb in its purgative effects
;
but it

ess aromatic, though more astringent.

Jses.—The remedial value of rhubarb depends on the mildness and
ety of its operation, and on its tonic and astringent influence over the

nentary canal.

I . As a purgative.—There are many cases in which the above-men-
led qualities render rhubarb peculiarly valuable as a purgative. In
cl cases of diarrhoea it sometimes proves peculiarly efficacious

;
by

t evacuating any irritating matter contained in the bowels, and after-

rds acting as an astringent. Given at the commencement of the

ease, it is a very popular remedy
;
and though doubtless it is often

ployed unnecessarily (since, as Dr. Cullen has justly observed, in many
es no further evacuation is necessary or proper than what is occa-

ned by the disease) yet it rarely if ever does harm. Sulphate of potash
a very useful adjunct to it, and promotes its purgative operation,

tacids (as chalk or magnesia) are frequently conjoined with it. It is

fitted for inflammatory or febrile cases. As an infant's purgative it

leservedly celebrated. It is well adapted for a variety of children’s

nplaints
;
but is peculiarly suited to scrofulous subjects, and those

icted with enlargement of the mesenteric glands, accompanied with
hd belly and atrophy. Magnesia, sulphate of potash, or calomel,

y be associated with it according to circumstances. For an ordinary
'gative in habitual costiveness it is scarcely adapted, on account of the

'stipation which follows its purgative effect.
-• As a stomachic and tonic.—In dyspepsia, accompanied with a debi-
ted condition of the digestive organs, small doses of rhubarb some-
es prove beneficial, by promoting the appetite and assisting the
estive process. In scrofulous enlargement of the lymphatic glands, in

*s
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yj

children, rhubarb, in small doses, is often combined with mercurial alii. |
ratives (as the hydrargyrum cum cretd), or with antacids (as manned jl
or chalk), and frequently with apparent advantage.

3. As an external application.—Sir Everard Home
(Tract . Observ. on t!

, §
Treatment of Ulcers

, p. 96, 1801) used it as topical application to promof
the healing of indolent, non-painful ulcers. The powder is to be light:,

jfj

strewed over the ulcer and a compress applied. In irritable ulcers a-J

eighth part of opium is to be added. When applied to large ulcers

has produced pretty active purging (Amemann, Chirurg. Arzneim.
Aufl. S. 224). The powder of rhubarb, incorporated with saliva aj I
rubbed on the abdomen, proves purgative (Alibert, Nouv. Elan.
Therap. t. ii. p. 275 et seq. 5me ed.)

Administration.—The powder of Russian or China rhubarb may
exhibited, as a stomachic and tonic, in doses of from five to ten grain||

as a purgative, from a scruple to a drachm. The dose of indigeno||

rhubarb should be about twice as much as the above.

1. Infusum Rhei, L. E. D.—(Rhubarb, sliced [in coarse powder,
5iij. [3j. E. 5j. D .] ;

Boiling [distilled,//.] Water, Oj. [Oss. D. fsxviij.

[Spirit of Cinnamon, fSij. E.] Macerate for two hours in a lightly-coveJ

vessel, and strain [through linen or calico, E.]). Boiling water extra-,!!

from rhubarb, rhabarberic acid, resin, tannin, gallic acid, sugar, extract!:

and starch. As the liquor cools it becomes turbid, owing to some rhabn
beric acid, resin, tannin, gallic acid, and tannate of starch, being dej|: i

sited (Brandes). Infusion ofrhubarb is stomachic and gently purgative, li

usually employed as an adjunct to, or vehicle for, other mild purgatives*:!,

tonics. The alkalies or magnesia are sometimes conjoined. The stronj
jy

acids and most metallic solutions are incompatible with it. Dose, fsj. to f,

2. Tinctura Rhei
,
E.— (Rhubarb, in moderately fine powder, =ii

Cardamom Seeds, bruised, Sss. Proof Spirit, Oj. and *xvj. Mix It

'

rhubarb and cardamom seeds, and proceed by the process of percolatil

as directed for tincture of cinchona. This tincture may also be prepai

by digestion). The alcoholic tincture of rhubarb contains rhabarbet

acid, impure rhabarberic acid (resinous yellow colouring matter

rhubarb), tannin, semi-resin, and uncrystallizable sugar (Brand]

Cordial, stomachic, and mildly purgative. Dose, as a stomachic, foj.,

f^iij.
;
as a purgative, f^ss. to fSj.

3. Tinctura Rhei composita, L. D.— (Rhubarb, sliced, 5$

[$ij. Zb]; Liquorice, bruised, 5vj. [§ss. Zb]
;
Saffron, 5iij. [5ij. D.], [Ging

sliced, 3iij. Za], Proof Spirit, Oij. [wine measure, Zb] Macerate

fourteen [seven, Zb] days, and strain). Cordial, stimulant, stomacl

and mildly purgative. A popular remedy in various disordered con

tions of the alimentary canal, especially at the commencement of di

rhcea, also in flatulent colic. It is a very useful adjunct to purgal

mixtures, in cases in which the use of a cordial and stomachic cathartic

required. Dose, as a stomachic, f5j. to foiij.
; as a purgative, f5ss. to ri.

4. Tinctura Rhei et Aloes , E.— (Rhubarb, in moderately i

powder, gx.
;
Socotrine or East Indian Aloes, in moderately fine pow

3vj. ; Cardamom Seeds, bruised, 5ss. ;
Proof Spirit, Oj. and fSxvj

A cordial athe powders, and proceed as for the tincture of Cinchona)

stomachic purgative, in doses of fromf^ss. to f5j.

5. Tinctura Riiei et Gentianas, E.—(Rhubarb, in moderately
\

powder, ^ij.
; Gentian, finely cut or in coarse powder, 5ss. ;

Proof Sp
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.and fSxvj. Mix the powders, and proceed as directed for tincture of

nehona). Stomachic, tonic, and feebly purgative. Dose, as a tonic,

|
.to foiij . ;

as a very mild purgative, fsss. to l*].

6. VlNUM Rhej, E. — (Rhubarb, in coarse powder, 5ij.; Canella,

coarse powder, 5j. ;
Proof Spirit, f*ijss. ; Sherry, fsxvjss. Digest

seven days, strain, express strongly the residuum, and filter the
• uors). Cordial, stomachic, and mildly purgative. Used in the same

i

j
ses as the compound tincture of rhubarb. Dose, as a stomachic, Uj. to

ij.; as a purgative, fSss. to fsj.

j

7. Extbactum Riiei, L. E.—(Rhubarb, powdered, *xv.
;
Proof Spirit,

.; Distilled Water, Ovij. Macerate for four days with a gentle heat,

erwards strain, and set by, that the dregs may subside. Pour off' the

I uor, and evaporate it, when strained, to a proper consistence, L .

—

I te process of the Edinburgh College is as follows :—Take of Rhubarb,
i.

;
Water, Ov. Cut the rhubarb into small fragments

;
macerate it

, twenty-four hours in three pints of the water
;

filter the liquor

j;
rough a cloth, and express it with the hands or otherwise moderately

;

icerate the residuum with the rest of the water for twelve hours at

-,st; filter the liquor with the same cloth as before, and express the

iduiun strongly. The liquors, filtered again, if necessary, are then

be evaporated together to a proper consistence in the vapour-bath.

ie extract, however, is obtained of finer quality by evaporation in a

:uum with a gentle heat).

§ 1 The principles extracted from rhubarb by water and spirit have been
eady noticed (p. 820). The Edinburgh College, it will be observed,

ploy no spirit in the above process. Great care is required in the

paration of this extract, as both the purgative and tonic properties

rhubarb are very apt to become deteriorated by the process. I have
ue extract prepared in vacuo more than twenty years ago, which still

iserves the proper odour and flavour of rhubarb. The dose of extract

rhubarb, as a purgative, is from gr. x. to 5SS.

3. Pilulae Rhet, E. — (Rhubarb, in fine powder, ti. ; Acetate of

tash, 5i.
;

Conserve of Red Roses, 5VSS. Beat them into a proper

•ss, and divide it into one hundred and forty-four pills). Stomachic
i purgative. The acetate of potash is employed, I presume, to pre-

it the pills becoming hard by keeping. Each pill contains nearly

'ee and a half grains of rhubarb.
9 . Pilulje Riiei composite, L . E.—(Rhubarb, powdered, 51 . [Iss.-E.]

;

3es, powdered, 5vi. [siiij. E.] ;
Myrrh, powdered, §ss. [513 . E .] ; Soap,

[3ij.E.]
;
[Oil of Caraway, f3ss. £.] ;

Syrup, q. s. [Conserve of Red

|
ises, 513 . E)j. E.~\ Mix them, and beat them into a proper mass, and

; hie this into one hundred and forty-four pills). Tonic and mildly

rgative. Dose, gi. or four pills.

10. Pilulje Riiei et Ferri
,
E.— (Dried Sulphate of Iron, gr. xxiv.

;

dract of Rhubarb, si.; Conserve of Red Roses, about 3ss. Beat
Jin into a proper pill mass, and divide it into twenty-four pills).

,nic- Dose, two to four pills.

U- Pulvih Riiei compositus
,
E.—(Magnesia, lb. i.

;
Ginger, in fine

wder, jii.
; Rhubarb, in fine powder, 3iv. Mix them thoroughly, and

iserve the 3)0wder in well-closed bottles). A very useful antacid and
Id stomachic purgative, especially adapted for children. Dose, for
ults

> ufi to 5ss.
;

for children, gr. v. to gr. x.
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Ru'mex Acetosa
,
Linn. L. D.- Common Sorrel.

Refrigerant and dir

. Sex. Syst. Hexandria, Trigynia.

(Folia, L. D.)

Botany. Gen. Char.—Calyx six-parted; the three outer segment! r-

somewhat cohering at the base
;
the three inner becoming enlarged after

flowering. Stamens six. Styles three, reflexed. Stigmas three, cu<‘

Nut with three sharp angles. Embryo on one side. Radicle superio} j

{Bot. Gall, for the most part).

Sp. Char.—Flowers dioecious. Leaves oblong, arrow-shaped. Pe
manent petals tuberculated (Smith).

Hab. — Indigenous. Woods and pastures common. Perennial
Flowers in June.

Description.—Sorrel leaves have an agreeable, acid, slightly ast

gent taste.

Composition.—I am unacquainted with any analysis of this plam
The leaves are composed of binoxalate of potash, tartaric acid

,
mucilay

fecula, chlorophylle, tannic acid
,
and woody fibre.

Physiological Effects.—

S

lightly nutritive,

retie. Esteemed antiscorbutic.

Uses.—

E

mployed as a pot-herb and salad : from the latter use of i

it has been termed green-sauce (Withering, Bot. vol. ii.) Rarely appliei

medicinally. A decoction of the leaves may be administered in wke;

as a cooling and pleasant drink in febrile and inflammatory disease

In some parts of Scandinavia, bread is made of it in times of scarci

(Clarke, Travels in Scandinavia
,
Part III. S. 2, P. 90, 1823). Laugierh

suggested that the use of aliments containing oxalic acid may, und

some circumstances, dispose to the formation of mulberry calculi.

Rumex Hydrolap'athum, Hudson.

—

Great Water Dock.

Rumex aquaticus, D.

Sex. Syst. Hexandria, Trigynia.

(Radix, D.)

Botany. Gen. Char.—See Rumex Acetosa.

Sp. Char.—Permanent petals ovate-oblong, nearly entire, unequal

tuberculated. Leaves lanceolate, acute at each end. Whorls rath

crowded, almost entirely leafless (Smith).

Hab.—Indigenous. Ditches and river sides. Perennial. Flowei

inJuly and August.
L&t^Description.—The herb and root were formerly used under the na

of fterba et radix britannicce. The root is inodorous, but has an ac

fliittsy ta,ste.

Composition.— I am unacquainted with any analysis of the pi

. Tjhre root contains tannic acid.

Physiological Effects.—The root is astringent, and is reputed an

scorbutic.

Uses.—Scarcely employed. Has been exhibited internally in scurv.

skin diseases, and rheumatism. The powdered root has been used as

dentrifice
;
the decoction of the root as an astringent gargle for ulcerab

or spongy gums.
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Polygonum Bis tor' ta, Linn. D.

—

Great Bis tort or Snake-weed.
Sex. Syst. Octandria, Trigynia.

(Radix, D.)

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Calyx four to six partite, persistent. Stamens

o i e to nine, generally eight. Ovary with two to three styles
,
and as

I my stigmas. Cariopsis or nut ovate or triangular. Embryo lateral or

aitral ;
the radicle superior

(Bot . Gall.)

~Sp. Char.—Stem simple, with a single, spiked, cluster of flowers.

aves ovate, wavy, running down into the footstalks (Smith).

—

Floivers

;e-coloured.

Hab .

—

Indigenous. Meadows. Perennial. Flowers in June.

Description.—Bistort root
(
radix bistortce) is twice bent on itself

:

nee its name from bis
,
twice; and torta

,
twisted or bent. It is rugous

id brown externally; reddish internally; almost inodorous; it has an

•stere, strongly astringent taste.

Composition.—This root has not been analyzed. The principal

istituents are tannic acid
,
starch

,
oxalate of lime, colouring matter, and

ody fibre.

Physiological Effects.—The local effect is that of a powerful astrin-

lt, depending on the tannic acid which it contains ; its remote effects

i those of a tonic. (Vide pp. 79, 80.) The presence of 'starch renders

: root nutritive : hence in Siberia it is roasted and eaten.

Uses.

—

It is but little employed. A decoction of the root is sometimes

plied as an astringent injection in leucorrhoea and gleet ;
as a gargle

> spongy gums and relaxed sore throat; and as a lotion to ulcers at-

;ded with a profuse discharge.

Internally it has been employed, in combination with gentian, in inter-

ittents. It has also been used as an astringent in passive hemorrhages

:1 chronic alvine fluxes.

[jl Administration.—The dose of the powder is from 9j. to sss. The

motion (prepared by boiling 5ij. of the root in Ojss. of boiling water)

y be administered in doses offrom f§j. to fSij -

Other Medicinal or Dietetical Polygonacce.

Fig. 174. Fig. 175. Fig. 176.

Polyy'onam Pagopy'rum. P. tatar'icum. P. emargina'turn.
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Polyg'onum Fagopy'rum, or Buck wheat
,
is cultivated in this country on account of(« tftt

seeds, which are used as food for poultry and horses. In China, and some other parti -

1

Asia, they are employed as a bread-corn for the sustenance of man. P. tatar'icum
•'

also applied to the same purposes. In Nepal P. emargina!turn is cultivated.

An extract prepared from the bark of Coccolo'ba uvi'fera, or the Sea-side Grapa
jj

native of the West Indies, has been used under the name of Jamaica Kino.

Order 32. Chenopodia'ce^e, Lindley.—The Goose-foot Tribe.

Atriplices, Jussieu.—Chenopodeje, Ventenat.

The substance called barilla (impure carbonate of soda), described in the first part*

f

this work (p. 323), is obtained by the combustion of plants belonging- to the gent
Salicornia, Salsola, and Chenopodium. None of the Chenopodiacete are employed!
this country. Some few are used as pot-herbs or salads, as Spinach

(
Spina'cia olerdc

and Beet
(Be'ta vulga'ris).

Order 33. Labia'™, Jussieu.—The Mint Tribe.

LamiacE/E, Lindley.

Essential Character.— Calyx tubular, inferior, peristent, the odd tooth being next
axis

; regular five- or ten-toothed, or irregular bilabiate or three- to ten-toothed. <

Bilabiate flower.

rolla mouopetalous, hypogynous, bilabiate
;
the lesser lip undivided or bifid, ov

lapping the lower, which is larger and tbree-lobed. Stamens four, didynam«
inserted upon the corolla, alternately with the lobes of the lower 1

the two upper sometimes wanting; anthers two-celled; sometin

apparently unilocular in consequence of the confluence of the c<)

at the apex ; sometimes one cell altogether obsolete, or the two ci

separated by a bifurcation of the connective. Ovary deeply fix

lobed, seated in a fleshy hypogynous disk
;
the lobes each contain*

one erect ovule
;
style one, proceeding from the base of the lobe^

the ovary
; stigma bifid, usually acute. Fruit one to four small ni

enclosed within the persistent calyx. Seeds erect, with little ori

albumen; embryo erect; cotyledons flat.—Herbaceous plants or unn

shrubs. Stem four-cornered, with opposite ramifications. Leavesopj
site, divided or undivided, without stipules, replete with receptaq

of aromatic oil. Flowers in opposite, nearly sessile, axillary cyifi

resembling whorls
;
sometimes solitary, or as if capitate (Liudley);

Properties.—The medicinal activity of the plants of this family depends on volal

oil, bitter extractive, and astringent matter.

The volatile oil resides in small receptacles (by some called globular glands)

tained in the leaves. “ These glands are placed quite superficially, or rather in 1

pressed points, and are Commonly of a shining yeflow colour. We may regard till

as oleo-resinous matter separated from glands lying on the under surface. Wl
macerated in strong spirit of wine they remain unchanged, and appear under

microscope as transparent, probably cellular, vesicles, filled with a yellow gram

matter” (Nees and Ebermaier, Handb. d. Med.-Pharm. Bot. Th. i. S. 524). The<

of labiate plants, like other volatile oils, consist of bUoptene and stearoptene : it is i

latter substance which is described by some chemists as camphor.
The bitter extractive is found, in greater or less quantity, in all the Labiate. Ij

this principle which communicates the bitterness to the watery infusions of tb|

plants.

The presence of astringent matter is shewn by the green colour produced wbeil

ferruginous salt is added to the infusion of some of the Labiate.
j

The volatile oil gives to these plants aromatic, carminative, and slightly stiminq

properties. The bitter extractive renders them tonic and stomachic. The astnnjpj

matter is usually in too small a quantity to communicate much medicinal actmj

though it must contribute to the tonic operation.

The perfumer uses some labiate plants on account of their fragrant odour; tbcco

employs others for their flavour and condimentary properties ;
the medical pra (

‘

tioner administers them to relieve nausea and colicky pains, to expel wind, to coij

the taste of nauseous medicines, and to prevent or relieve griping paius.
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Lavandula ve'ra
,
Decand. E.

—

Common or Garden Lav'cnder.

Lavandula angustifolia, Ehrenberg.—Lavandula Spica, L. V.

Sex. Syst. Didynamia, Gymnospcrmia.

• (Flores, £.2).—The flowering heads; and volatile oil of ditto, E.)

story.—No plant is mentioned, under the name of Lavender, by
oerates, Theophrastus, Dioscorides, or Pliny. It is not improbable,

ver, that lavender may be alluded to, under some other name, by
r more of these authors

;
but it is impossible now to identify it with

ertahity. Sprengel [Hist. Rei Herb. t. i. p. 96) declares, on the

rity of Hesychius, that the tyvou of Theophrastus (Hist. Plant, lib. vi.

>) is Lavandula Spica.

r iANY. Gen. Char .

—

Calyx tubular, nearly equal, thirteen or rarely

l-ribbed, shortly five-toothed, with the four lower teeth nearly equal,

e two lower narrower
;
the upper either but little broader than the

1 ones, or expanded into a dilated appendage. Upper lip of corolla

)bed
;
lower three-lobed

;
all the divisions nearly equal. Stamens

amous, decimate. Filaments smooth, distinct, not toothed. Anthers
rm, one-celled (Condensed from Bentham

;
Lindley).

Char.—Leaves oblong-linear or lanceolate, quite entire, when

;
hoary and revolute at the edges. Spikes interrupted. Whorls of

ten flowrers. Floral leaves rhomboid-ovate, acuminate, membra-
all fertile, the uppermost shorter than the calyx. Bracts scarcely

>Bentham).

—

Shrub
,
one to two feet high. Flowers purplish-gray.

indula Spica, Decand. (L . latifolia, Villars) or French Lavender, formerly consi-

.s a variety only of the preceding species, is not used in medicine. It is distin-

f by its lower habit, whiter colour, the leaves more congested at the base of the

es, the spike denser and shorter, the floral leaves lanceolate or linear, and the

:e of bracts (Bentham). It yields by distillation oil of spike (oleum spicce) some-
ailedforeign oil of lavender, or, in order to distinguish it from the oil ofLavandula
s, the true oil of spike {oleum spica verum). This oil is distinguished from the

e oil of Lavandula vera by its darker green colour, and its less grateful odour.

;ed by painters on porcelain, and by artists in the preparation of varnishes.

b .—South of Europe. Extensively cultivated at Mitcham, in

h from which place the London market is principally supplied.

DPERTIES.—Lavender flowers have a bluish-gray colour, a pleasant

,
and a pungent bitter taste. The flowering stems are collected in

or July, dried in the shade, and made up into bundles for sale. A
nfusion of the flowers is deepened in colour

(
tannate of iron) by

ichloride of iron.

m position.—

T

he principal constituents of the flowers are volatile

sin ? tannic acid
,
a bitter principle,

and woody fibre.

f Lavender (English Oil of Lavender ; Oleum Lavandula vera) has a pale yellow

a bot taste, and a very fragrant odour. Its sp. gr. varies from 0 H77 to 0'905
;

htest oil being the purest, ft boils at 365° F. ;
and is composed, according to Mr.

of 0 12 HtO O. One pound of oil is obtained f rom fifty to seventy pounds of the

'• When the stalks and leaves are distilled with the flowers, the odour of the oil

ulerably deteriorated (Braude’s Did. of Mat. Med. p. 337-8).

ysiological Effects.—The flowers are carminative, mildly stimu-
an(l somewhat tonic. Kraus (Heilmittell. p. 473) says, that when
internally, they cause tormina ventris.

.
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Uses.—Lavender flowers arc sometimes employed as errhines. Tjj

enter into the composition of the pulvis asari compositus
, D. (p. 7 <

The following are the officinal preparations, with their uses, of lavejqj

flowers :

—

1. Oleum Lavandula, L. E. D.
;
Oleum Lavandula vera : En

Oil of Lavender

,

offic.— (Prepared by submitting lavender flowen/ol

distillation with water). Its physical and chemical properties have
1

already described. It is stimulant and stomachic, and is sometl; 1

given in hysteria and headache
;
but is more commonly employed m

perfume for scenting evaporating lotions, ointments, liniments, &c. D 1

gtt. ij. to gtt. v.

2. Spiriitus Lavandulae, L. E. D.— (Fresh Lavender, lb.
|

[lb. ij. D.]
;
Rectified [Proof, D .] Spirit, Cong.]. ;

[Water, Oij. L. .j

ficient to prevent empyreuma, D.] Mix them [macerate for twenty '«

<g

hours, D.]
;
then, with a slow fire, [the heat of a vapour bath, E.] 1

gallon [seven pints, E. five pints, D .] distil). The dried flowers map e

substituted for the fresh ones. Druggists frequently prepare this < i

pound by dissolving a few drops of oil of lavender in a fluidounce of'

lifted spirit. Employed only in the preparation of the Linimentum <

phora compositum (p. 798) and the Tinctura Lavandula composita.

The fragrant perfume sold in the shops, under the name of Lavender Water, is»^

lution of the oil of lavender and of other odoriferous substances in spirit. Therap

various formula- for its preparation, scarcely two manufacturers adopting preciseB'j

same one. The following yields a most excellent product :—Oil of Lavender, d
'

Bergamot, aa. f 5iij ;
Otto of Roses, Oil of Cloves, aa. gtt. vj.

;
Musk, gr. ij.; 1

:

Rosemary, f5 j . ;
Honey, |j.; Benzoic Acid, 3

i

j
. ; Rectified Spirit, Oj. ;

Disj

Water, 5iij. Mix, and, after standing a sufficient time (the longer the better), I

This agreeable perfume may be employed for scenting spirit washes, See. but is pi

pally consumed for the toilette.

3. Tinctura Lavandula composita, L.; Spiritus Lavandula m
situs, E.D.: Lavender Drops or Red Lavender Drops, offic.—(Spin

Lavender, Oiss. [Oij. & fSvij. E. Oiij. D.]
;
Spirit of Rosemary,

[fkxvj. E. Oj. D ] ;
Cinnamon, bruised, sijss. [sj. E. Sss. D.] ;

Nut

bruised, -^ijss. [Sss. E. D.]
;

[Cloves, 5ij. E. D.]; Red Sandal [Saunt

offic.] Wood, raspings, 5v. [3iij. E. sj. D.] Macerate for fourteen [si

E. ten, D.~\ days, and filter [through calico,^.] Stimulant, cordial,

stomachic. Employed to relieve gastric uneasiness, flatulence, low sp

languor, faintness, &c. A favourite remedy with hysterical and hypoc

driacal persons. Dose, from f5ss. to fsij. administered in water 0

sugar. The red Saunders’ wood is merely a colouring ingredient.

Men'tlia viridis, Linn. L. E. D.

—

Spearmint,

Sex. Syst. Didynamia, Gymnospermia.

(llerba, D.—Herb, E.)

History.—Hippocrates employed in medicine a plant which he tt

NUrdr] (p. 359, &c. ed. Fa3S.) ;
but it is uncertain what particular spe

he referred to. On account of its agreeable odour it was also ca

'llfivofffj.oi' (from ySvg, sweet ;
and oagi), smell), a name by which Dioscor

(lib. iii. cap. 41) designates it. Strabo tells us that Minthc was a coi

bine of Pluto, and that she was changed by Proserpine into a p 1
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Fig. 178.

;h was called after her. Ovid (.Metamorph . lib. x. ver. 729) also al-

s to this fable.

otany.—Calyx campanulate or tubular, five-toothed, equal or some-

L two-lipped, with the throat naked inside or villous. Corolla with

tube enclosed, the limb campanulate, nearly equal, four-cleft : the

>r segment broader, nearly entire or emarginate. Stamens four,

J, erect, distant
;
filaments smooth, naked

;
anthers with two parallel

. Style shortly bifid, with the lobes bearing stigmas at the points.

rnia dry, smooth (Bentliam).

Sp. Char .

—

Stem erect, smooth. Leaves
snbsessile, ovate-lanceolate, unequally ser-

rated, smooth; those under the flowers all

bract-like, rather longer than the whorls
;

those last and the calyxes hairy or smooth.
Spikes cylindrical, loose. Whorls approxi-

mated, or the lowest or all of them distant

(Bentham).—Creeping-rooted.

Hab. — Marshy places. Indigenous.

A native of the milder parts of Europe ;

also of Africa and America. Perennial.

Flowers in August. Selected for medicinal

use when about to flower.

Properties.—The whole herb, called

green-mint or spearmint (
herba menthce vi-

ridis), is employed in medicine. It has a

strong but peculiar odour, and an aro-

matic, bitter taste, followed by a sense of

coldness when air is drawn into the mouth.

Sesquichloride of iron communicates a

i colour {tannate ofiron) to the cold watery infusion.

imposition.—Its odour and aromatic qualities depend on volatile oil.

so contains tannic acid
,
resin ? a bitter principle

,
and woody fibre.

of Spearmint ( Oleum Menthce viridis) is of a pale yellowish colour, but becomes

sh by age. It has the odour and taste of the plant, and is lighter than water. It

at 320° F.
;
and is composed, according to Mr. Kane, of C 35 H 28 0, or of 3£ (C 10

f 0. The average produce of the essential oil is not more than l-500th of the

herb (Brande, Diet. Mat. Med. p. 328).

hysiological Effects.—Aromatic, carminative, mildly stimulant

tonic. Feebler than peppermint. Said, though without sufficient

dation, to check the secretion of milk, and to act as an emmenagogue

naeus, in Murray’s App. Med. vol. ii. p. 180-1).

ses.—Employed as a salad and sweet herb. In medicine it is pnn-

Hy used as a flavouring ingredient, and to alleviate or prevent colicky

s. The following are its officinal preparations, with their uses :
-

Infustjm MentiiyE simplex ,
D. ;

Spearmint Tea. (Spearmint

es, dried, sij. ;
Boiling Water, a sufficient quantity to alibi d six

'es of strained liquor) . Stomachic and carminative. Used in irri-

e conditions of the stomach ;
but is ordinarily a vehicle for other

edies. Dose, fsj. to f^ij. or ad libitum.

• Infusum Menth7E compositum, D.—Spearmint leaves, dried, 5ij.

;

dug Water, a sufficient quantity to afford six ounces of strained

or - Digest for half an hour in a covered vessel, and, when the liquor

a, Mentha piperita.

b, Mentha Pulegium

:

c, Mentha viridis.
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Inis grown cold, strain
;
then add Refined Sugar, 51] ;

Oil of Spearml i

gtt. iij. dissolved in Compound Tincture of Cardamoms, gss. Mix.)
grateful stomachic, slightly stimulant, and diaphoretic. Employed ]
allay nausea and vomiting, and to cover the taste of disagreeable* miil«
cines. Dose, f5j. to fSij.

3. Oleum Menthje viridis
,
L.E. D.— (Obtained by submitting <|h

fresh herb to distillation with water). The chemical properties of • ,’L

oil have been before described. It is carminative and stimulant. D4; 1

gtt. ij. to gtt. v. rubbed with sugar and a little water.

4. Spiritus Menthje viridis, L. D.—(Oil of Spearmint, 3iij. 'M

weight, §ss. D.]
;
Proof [Rectified, D .] Spirit, Cong .j. [wine measure, li#

Water, Oj. [as much as may be sufficient to prevent empyreuma, ;$i

Mix them; then, with a slow fire, let a gallon distil). This preparattel

has no advantage over, while it. is much weaker than, the more sin}»4)

and elegant preparation, the essence of spearmint of the shops
; whicii m

prepared by dissolving fsj. of the oil of spearmint in fsj. of recti nij

spirit : the dose is from ten to twenty drops. The dose of spirit of sp<- i‘l

mint is from f5ss. to f5ij.

5. Aqua Mentha viridis, L. E. D.—(Spearmint leaves, if drr4b

lb. ij.
;

if fresh, lb. iv. [or Oil of Spearmint, 51]. LJ]
;
Proof Spirit, I#

[Rectified Spirit, fsiij. £».] ;
Water, Cong. ij. Mix. Let a gallon dif.l

The Dublin College employs no spirit
;
and distils a gallon of water In

lb. jss. of herb). Spearmint water is usually made extemporaneoijil

by suspending or dissolving a drachm of the oil in four pints of distil*
water, by means of a drachm of rectified spirit and a lump of siij}:l

Some persons employ, as a substitute for the spirit and sugar, a dracj®

of carbonate of magnesia, with which the oil is rubbed, and to these

water is added gradually. But the practice, though authorized by iM

London College, is objectionable when the medicated water is usedj T

a solvent for bichloride of mercury, on account of a minute portion 1

magnesia held in solution. Spearmint water is carminative and t
-’•&

machic. It is commonly used as a vehicle for other medicines. Its d"b

is fsj. to fsiij.

Mentha piperita
,
Linn., L. E. D.

—

Peppermint.

Sex. Syst. Didynamia, Gymnospermia.

I

(Hcrba, D.—Herb : Volatile oil, E.)

History.—This plant was probably introduced into medicine in •

last century ;
at least Hill (Hist, of the Mat. Med. p. 358), in 1751, s 8

that it “ has lately got into great esteem and Geiger (Handb. d. Phai

Bd. iii. S. 1230) says, it was introduced into Germany as a medic

through the recommendations of the English, in the latter half of the

century.

Botany. Gen. Char.—See Mentha viridis.

Sp. Char.— Stem smooth. Leaves petiolated, ovate-oblong, ac>

serrate, roundcd-crenate at the base, smooth. Spikes lax, obtuse, sh

interrupted at the base. Pedicels and calyx at the base smooth ;
te

hispid (Bentham).—Creeping-rooted.

Hab.—Watery places. Indigenous. Extensively cultivated at Mitcn

in Surrey, from whence the London market is principally supp1*

Found in various parts of Europe ;
also in Asia, Africa, and America.
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toPERTiES.—The whole herb (<herba mentha piperita) is officinal. It

i peculiar aromatic odour, and a warm, burning, bitter taste, followed

sensation of coolness when air is drawn into the mouth. Sesqui-

-ide of iron communicates a green colour (tannate of iron) to the cold

don of peppermint.

imposition.—The principal constituents are volatile oil
,
resin ?, a

r principle, tannic acid, and woody fibre.

: of Peppermint (Oleum Mentha piperita) is colourless, or nearly so, sometimes

g a pale yellow or greenish tint, and becoming reddish by age. It has a pene-

g odour like that of the plant, and a burning aromatic taste, followed by a sensa-

if cold. The vapour of it applied to the eye causes a feeling of coldness. English
e Peppermint is superior to that prepared on the continent. Its sp. gr. is 0 899.

ilsat 365° F. ; and consists, according to Mr. Kane, of C25 H22 O2
,
or 2| (CIO H8)

,'H 0). In a warm, dry, and favourable season, the produce of oil, from a given
ity of the fresh herb, is double that which it yields in a wet and cold season. The
?t produce is three drachms and a half of oil from two pounds of fresh peppermint,

he smallest about a drachm and a half from the same quantity (Brande, Diet, of
Med. p. 356.) I was informed by a distiller at Mitcham, that twenty mats of the

'each mat containing about 1 cwt.) yields about seven lbs. of oil.

iysiological Effects.—Peppermint is an aromatic or carminative,

riant, and stomachic. It is the most agreeable and powerful of all

nints.

ses.—It is employed in medicine for several purposes, but princi-

' to expel flatus, to cover the unpleasant taste of other medicines,

lieve nausea, griping pain, and the flatulent colic of children. The
i wing are the officinal preparations, with their uses :

—

Oleum Mentii^e piperitje, L. E. D.—(Obtained by submitting

i fresh herb to distillation with water. Its physical and chemical

erties have been already noticed. It is carminative and stimulant,

is used occasionally as an antispasmodic. It is taken on sugar, in

i of from gtt. ii. to gtt. v.

Spiritus Menthje piperitje, L. D.
;

Spiritus Mentha, E.—•

pared with the Oil of Peppermint, in the same way as the Spiritus

tha viridis, L. D. before described. The Edinburgh College prepares

us:

—

Peppermint, fresh, lb. iss.
;
Proof Spirit, Ovij. Macerate for

days in a covered vessel
;
add a pint and a half of water ;

and distil

•even pints). A solution of the oil of peppermint in spirit may with

t propriety be substituted for the preparation of the Pharmacopoeias.

nee of peppermint is prepared by dissolving f 3 i of the volatile oil

^i. of rectified spirit. Some persons add peppermint or spinach
• ;s to communicate a green colour. The dose of this essence is from

to gtt. xxx. on sugar. The spirit of peppermint is given in

8 of from f3ss. to f3ii.

Aqua Menthje piperitje
,
L. E.D.—(Prepared with the herb or

jj

oil of peppermint in the same way as the Aqua Mentha viridis).

ninative and stimulant. Used to relieve flatulency, and as a vehicle

tber medicines. Dose, f^i. to fjiij.

esides the above, there are several popular preparations ol pepper-

• extensively used. Infusum Mentha piperita (Peppermint lea) is

ared in the same way as spearmint tea.—Elaosaccliarum Mentha
nta, Ph. Bor., is prepared by mixing Si. of the whitest sugar, in

der, with gtt. xxiv. of the oil of peppermint.—Rotula Mentha pipe-

('n plano-convex masses, called peppermint drops,—in flattened,

dar disks, termed peppermint lozenges) should consist of sugar and
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oil of peppermint only, though flour is sometimes introduced.

liqueur sold at the spirit-shops ns peppermint is used as a cordial.

hi

Men'tha Pulegium, Linn. L. E.D.

—

Pennyroyal.

Sex. Syst. Didynamia, Gymnospermia.

(Herba, D.—Herb, E.)

History.—

T

his plant was employed in medicine by the ancient Gr)

l.ri

i

and Romans. It is the TAnxiov of Hippocrates (p. 359, &c. ed.

and Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. xxxvi.), and the Puleyium of Pliny (4;

Nat. lib. xx. cap. 54, ed. Valp.)

Botany. Gen. Char.—See Mentha viridis.

Sp. Char.—Stem very much branched, prostrate. Leaves petiolJ!

ovate. Whorls all remote, globose, many-flowered. Calyxes his

bilabiate, villous in the inside of the throat (Bentham) —Creep)

rooted.

Hab.—Wet commons and margins of brooks. Indigenous. An|
of most parts of Europe, of the Caucasus, Chili, and Teneriffe.

Properties.—The herb with the flowers
(
herba seu summitas

j

legii) is employed in medicine. It has a strong but peculiar od^i

a hot, aromatic, bitter taste, followed by a feeling of coolness in if

mouth. Sesquichloride of jron causes a green colour (
tannate of i

‘

with the cold infusion of pennyroyal.

Composition.— Its principal constituents are volatile oil, a £P

matter
,
resin?, tannic acid, and woody fibre.

Oil of Pennyroyal ( Oleum Mentha Pulegii) has a pale colour, a warm taste, am
peculiar odour of the herb. Tt boils, like oil of turpentine, at 314° F.; and is

posed, according to Mr. Kane, of CR> H8, so that its composition is similar to thqu

of turpentine, juniper, savin, lemon, &c. The fresh herb yields from 1-P2(>b-

i-lOOih of ils weight of oil (Brande, Diet. Mat. Med. p. 357).

Physiological Effects.— Its effects are analogous to the oj

mints. Emmenagogue and antispasmodic properties are ascribed

by the public, and formerly by medical practitioners.

Uses.— A popular remedy for obstructed menstruation, hystei*

complaints, and hooping-cough. Rarely employed by the profess!

man. The following are its officinal preparations, with their uses

1. Oleum Mentha Pulegii, L. E.D.

;

Oleum Pulegii, offic.—

(

tained by submitting the herb to distillation with water). Its phy

and chemical properties have been already described. It is stimu

and carminative ;
and is used, as an antispasmodic and emmenago

in doses of from gtt. ii. to gtt. v. taken on sugar.

2. Spiritus Mentiije Pulegii, L.—(Prepared with Oil of Pennyr

as the Spiritus Menthce viridis). Usually prepared by dissolving

oil in spirit. Stimulant and carminative. Employed as an antis'

modic and carminative. Dose, f'3ss. to f 3 ii. Essence of Penny>v

(prepared by dissolving f 3 i- of the volatile oil in f3i. of rectified sp

may be given in doses of from gtt. x. to gtt. xx.

3. Aqua Mentiije Pulegii, L. E. D.; Aqua Pulegii, offic.—

(

pared like Aqua Menllue viridis). Carminative and stomachic. P

f*i. to fjiij. The liquid sold in the shops as pennyroyal and hys>

water is prepared by adding f3ss. of the compound spirit of bryon

Oss. of pennyroyal water.
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Rosmari nus officinalis, Linn. L. E. D.— Common Rosemary

.

Sex. Syst. Diandria, Monogynia.

(Cacumina, L. D.—Tops, E.)

i i isTOHY. — The AifiavionQ (TTEcfxivcjiiaTLKj), or Libanotis coronaria of

: corides (lib. iii. cap. 89), is supposed to be our officinal rosemary,

. h received its name,. ^avwrig (from Ai/Wo Cj Thus) on account of

j
lour, and are^anwyariKn {o-ecpar&yaTucbQ, coronarius) from its use in

|

ng garlands. Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xix. cap. 62, ed. Valp.) calls it

larinum. The flowers are termed anthos (from avdog, a flower),

.fying they are the flowers par excellence
;
just as we call cinchona

,
ark, and the inspissated juice of the poppy, opium (i. e. the juice).

1 1 jtany. Gen. Char.— Calyx ovate-campanulate, two-lipped
;

the

i r lip entire, the lower bifid, the throat naked within. Corolla with

i; ituding tube, smooth and not ringed in the inside, somewhat inflated

le throat
;
limb bilabiate

;
lips nearly ecpial, the upper one erect

k smarginate, the lower spreading, trifid, writh the lateral lobes erect,

a what twisted; the middle lobe very large, concave, and hanging
< l. No rudiments of the superior stamina : fertile (inferior) ones, two,

iding, protruding
:
filaments inserted in the throat of ‘the corolla,

ly-toothed near the base : anthers linear, . subbilocular
;

the cells

gling, confluent, connate at the margin. Upper lobe of the style

short. Stigmas minute, terminal. Achenia dry, smooth (Bentham).
'. Char.—The only species.

—

Leaves sessile, linear, revolute at the

. hoary beneath. Calyx purplish. Corolla white or pale purplish-

[
ab.—South of Europe

;
also Asia Minor.

['i ioperties.—The flowering tops {cacumina rosmarini

)

are the offi-

u parts. They have a strong and remarkable odour, and a warm,

H ’ taste.

imposition.—The peculiar odour and flavour of this plant depend
iW datile oil. Besides this, the tops contain tannic acid

,
a hitter matter,

i ‘ ? and woody fibre.

1 } of Rosemary
(
Oleum Rosmarini scu Oleum Anthos

)

is transparent and colourless,
' he odour of rosemary, and a hot, aromatic taste. Its sp.gr. is 0*85; and it boils

|
2° F. It consists, according to Mr. Kane, of CM5 H38 0 2

,
or 4£ (C'o Id 8)

-)-

|

2
- One pound of the fresh herb yields about one drachm of the oil (Braude,

of Mat. Med. p. 466).

iysiological Effects.— Carminative and mildly stimulant, analo-

to the other labiate plants.
ins.-—Rarely employed medicinally. Infusion of rosemary {rose

' lea) is sometimes used as a substitute for ordinary tea by hypo-

driacal persons. The admired flavour of Narbonne honey depends
le ^ees collecting this substance from rosemary plants which abound
e neighbourhood of Narbonne : hence sprigs of rosemary are some-
11 added to the honey of other places, in order to imitate the flavour

arbonne honey.
Oleum Rosmarini, L.E.D.; Oleum Anthos, offic.—(Prepared by
ntting the rosemary tops to distillation with water). J his oil was
procured by Raymond Lully (Thomson’s Hist., of Chem. vol. i. p. 41).

hysical and chemical properties have been already noticed. It is
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rarely talcen internally, but is not unfrequently used externally, in
,

,•

junction with other substances, as a stimulating liniment
; for exanffl

in alopecia or baldness, and also as a perfume. Dose, gtt. ii. to gttJ
2. Spiritus Rosmarini, L. E. D.— (Oil of Rosemary, 3 ii.

; Recti*'
Spirit, Cong. i.

;
Water, Oj. Mix them

;
then with a slow fire let a gj; /

distil, L. The Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges submit the tops [lb. iisi

lb. iss. D.] to distillation with a gallon of Spirit [Rectified, E.
; Proof, ' >1

so as to obtain seven [five, D.] pints of the distilled spirit),

usually prepared merely by dissolving the oil in spirit, distillation tyjlltj

superfluous. Seldom employed internally. Its principal use is as an i

riferous adjunct to lotions and liniments. It is a constituent of the x ujj

mentum Saponis (p. 337), and Tinctura Lavandula composita (p. 82 fi

Aqua Hungarica (Aqua Rosmarini seu Anthos composita). Various formulae fbith
preparation of this perfume have been given. The following is from the

Wurtem. and Bavar. :—Take of fresh Rosemary, in blossom, lbs. iv.
;

fresh Sa^j
|

blossom, 3‘vi.
;
Zingiber, gij. Cut into pieces, and add Rectified Spirit, lb. xij.; • Jb

mon Water, Oij. Let eleven pints distil by a gentle heat. A hermit is said toijii

given the formula for the preparation of this perfume to a queen of Hungary; w 1 1

this water has been called the Queen of Hungary's water (Aqua Regina Hungi^m
Hungary water is frequently imitated by mixing Spirit of Lavender, fjxij. w'itb pi/

of Rosemary, fgiv.—This liquid is employed principally as a perfume for the toil:;

also as an excitant and restorative in fainting. Externally it is used as a stimuL||j

liniment.

Origanum vulgare, L. E. D.— Common Marjoram.

Sex. Syst. Didynainin, Gymnospermia.

(Herb, E.~Oleum ex lierba, D.)

History.—Several kinds of ’OpiyavoQ are mentioned by the GreekiV

Latin writers, but their descriptions are too vague to enable us to dhfl

mine with precision the particular plants referred to.

Botany. Gen. Char.— Calyx ovate, tubular, ten to thirteen-ncrLa

striated, with five equal or three superior scarcely longer teeth : tllw

villous within. Tube of the corolla almost the length of the calylffi

scarcely longer ;
limb sub-bilabiate

;
upper limb nearly erect, emargiilJt

the lower spreading, trifid, with nearly equal lobes. Stamina four, ;kj

trading, distant, somewhat didynamous, the lower ones longer.

cleft at the point into two nearly equal parts. Achenia dry, somcip|

smooth (Bentham). J
Sp. Char.—Erect, villous. Leaves petiolate, broad-ovate, oblj

subserrate, rounded at the base, green on both sides. Spikes oblon (kj

cylindrical, clustered in corymbose panicles. Bracts ovate, obi >

coloured, half as long again as the calyx (Bentham).—Creeping-roi *

Flowers light purple.

Hab.—In bushy pla ces, on a limestone and gravelly soil. Indigeijffra

A native of several parts of Europe ; also of Asia. Flowers in Julyjl

August.
_

Properties.—The whole herb (
herba origani) is officinal. It 1

peculiar aromatic odour, and a warm, pungent taste. Sesquichk

of iron produces a green colour (tannate of iron) with the cold inn

of origanum.
. . u

Composition.— Volatile oil
,
resin P, tannic acid, a bitter principle\\

woody fibre ,
are the principal constituents of this plant.
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i
j
mtial oil from the herb is one pound from two hundred weight; but it varies exceed-
v with the season and culture of the plant (Brande, Diet. Mat. Med. p. 401).

Physiological Effects.—Stimulant and carminative, like the other

iate plants.

B Jses.—Principally employed to yield the volatile oil. The dried

,
res have been used as a substitute for China tea (Murray, App. Med.

.f
. ii. p. 173). The infusion of origanum has been administered in

I onic cough, asthma, and amenorrhoea.

d Ileum Origani
,
L. E. D.— (Obtained by submitting the herb to

i
:

illation with water). It is a powerful acrid and stimulant; and is

i>, died to carious teeth by means of lint or cotton, to relieve toothache,

jjjxed with olive oil, it is frequently employed as a stimulating liniment

inst alopecia or baldness, rheumatic or paralytic affections, sprains,

ises. &c.

1

:

Majorana hortensis, Moench.—Sweet Marjoram.

Origanum Majorana, Linn. 1).

Sex. Syvt. Didynamia, Gymnospermia.

(Herba, D.)

f! Iistory'.

—

Some botanists regard the ayapaKOQ of Hippocrates (p. 585
•45, ed. Fees.), the aap-Jpvyov of Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 47), the

aracum or Sampsuchum of Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xxi. cap. 35. ed.

p.) as being the Majorana hortensis (Dierbacli, Arzneimittell. d.

ookrat. p. 179).

•otany. Gen. Char.— Calyx very shortly campanulate at the base;
i limb cleft superiorly, flattened and dilated, quite entire, orbicular;

margin rolled in beneath the base
;
fauces naked. Tube of the

dla as long as the calyx; limb sub-bilabiate, the upper lip nearly

t, emarginate, the lower one spreading, trifid, with almost equal
s. Stamens four, protruding, distant, didynamous, the inferior ones
rest. Anthers two-celled

;
the cells parallel, diverging or becoming

ggling. Style cleft into two nearly equal parts. Stigmas minute
Jtham). *

R. Char.—Branches smoothish, racemose-paniculate. Leaves petio-

oblong-ovate, obtuse, quite entire, on both sides hoary-tomentose.
zelets oblong, on sessile, crowded branchlets (Bentham).

—

Flowers
ffe or white.

Ali •—Africa and Asia. Cultivated in kitchen-gardens.
RoPERTiES.—The w hole plant

(
herba majorana?) has a warm aromatic

air, and a peculiar savoury smell. Its watery infusion is deepened
>l<>ur

(tannate of iron) by sesquichloride of iron.

imposition.—By distillation the plant yields volatile oil. The
r constituents are tannic acid,

,
resin?, hitter matter

,
and woody fibre.

^ of Sweet Marjoram {Oleum Majorana:) is pale yellow or brownish, with the

* 0uour and taste of marjoram.

hysiological Effects.—Tonic and mild stimulant.
ses.—

P

rincipally employed as a sweet herb by the cook.

3 H
Its
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powder is sometimes used, either alone or mixed with some other powder
as an errhine. Marjoram tea is occasionally employed as a populj,

remedy for nervous complaints.

Metis'sa officinalis, Linn. E. D.

—

Common Balm.

Sex. Syst. Didynamia, Gymnospermia.

(Herba, I).—Herb, E.)

History.—Sprengel {Hist. Rei Herb. t. i. p. 100) considers this pla|A
to be the /.ie\Laa-6(pvX\ov or yeXirraiva of Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 118). r

Botany. Gen. Char.—Calyx tubular, 13-nerved, generally striatdifi

bilabiate : upper lip spreading, three-toothed : lower bifid
;
fauces nab ijj

or villous. Tube of corolla straight or bent, naked within, general

protruding ;
fauces inflated

;
limb bilabiate

;
the upper lip erect, flM

the lower spreading. Stamina four, didynamous, generally approximat

in pairs; upper ones sometimes sterile : filaments toothless : anthers frj

two-celled : connective often thickened. Aclienia dry, smooth (Condens

from Bentham).

Sp. Char .

—

Herbaceous, erect, branching. Leaves broad-ovate, ci

nate, truncate or cordate at the base. Whorls axillary, loose, one-sidi*

Bracts few, ovate. Corolla longer by half than the calyx (Bentham). .

r

Hab.—South of France.

Properties.—The fresh herb
(
herba melissee

)
has a strong, peculi

odour, which is somewhat similar to that of lemons. By drying, this*

for the most part, lost. The taste is aromatic, bitter, and somewl

austere. Sesquichloride of iron gives a greenish colour
(
tannate ofiir\

to the cold infusion.

Composition.—The principal constituents of balm are volatile

resin, bitter matter, gum, tannic acid, and woody fibre (Pfaff, Mat.

Bd. iv. S. 270).

Oil of Balm ( Oleum Melissa
)

is pale yellow, and has the peculiar odour of ba !

Its sp. gr. is 0-975. Oil of lemon is said to be frequently substituted for it.

Physiological Effects.—The effects of balm are similar to, tho

milder than, those of the labiate plants already described. The mildi

of its operation arises from the small portion of volatile oil which

plant contains.

Uses.—Balm tea is sometimes employed as a diaphoretic in fen

as an exhilarating drink in hypochondriasis, and as an emmenagogn

amenorrhcea and chlorosis.

Marru'bium vulga're, Linn. L. D .—White Horehound.

Sex. Syst. Didynamia, Gymnospermia.

(Herba.)

History.—This is the plant which is called ITpacnov by Hippocr;

(pp. 686, 874, & 878, ed. Fms.), Theophrastus, and Dioscorides (lib.

cap. 119); and Marrubiunî by Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xx. cap. 89,

Valp.)

Botany. Gen. Char.— Calyx tubular, five- to ten-nerved, equal, v

five to ten acute, spiny teeth. Corolla with the upper lip erect,

lower spreading and trifid, with the middle lobe broader and generi

emarginate. Stamens didynamous, inclosed ; anthers with divaricati
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- newhat confluent lobes, all nearly of' the same form. Style with short

use lobes (Condensed from Bentham).

Sp. Ciiae.—Branches white-woolly. Leaves ovate or rounded, softly

J ous, greenish- or white-woolly beneath, crenate. Whorls rnany-

J
vered. Calyx villose, woolly, with ten subulate, recurved-spreading

[h. Corolla with an oblong helmet, bifid at the point (Bcntham).
H wers white.

,r Lab—Dry waste grounds. Indigenous. Grows in most parts of

h| rope ; also in Asia and America.—Flowers in July.
,ropekties.—The whole herb [herba marrubii) is used in medicine,

i! has an aromatic odour, and a bitter taste. Sesquicliloride of iron

[j
nuunicates an olive green tint (lannate of iron

)

to the cold watery
tej.sion.

Composition.—Its bitterness depends on extractive

;

its aromatic pro-

les on volatile oil. Besides these principles it contains resin, tannic

l, bitter matter
, and woody fibre.

Physiological Effects.—Horehound is tonic, mildly stimulant, and,

birge doses, laxative. Taken in the form of infusion, it promotes the

etions of the skin and kidneys. It was formerly supposed to possess
aenagogue properties.

Jses.—It is rarely employed by medical practitioners. As a domestic
edy it is used in chronic pulmonary complaints, especially catarrh,

as formerly given in uterine and hepatic affections.

dministration.—Horehound tea (prepared by infusing an ounce of

herb in a pint of boiling water) is taken in the dose of a wine-glass-

Syrup of horehound (prepared with the infusion and sugar) is a

liar remedy, and is kept in the shops. Candied horehound ought to

lade of the same ingredients.

Other Medicinal and Dietetical Labiatce.

’ e following species, enumerated by Loudon (Encyclop . of Gardening , p. 871), are
• ated in this country as sweet herbs:—Common or Garden Thyme ( Thy'mus vul-

,
Linn.), Lemon Thyme [T. citriodo'rus ,

Schreb.), Sage
(Sal'via ofiicina'lis, Linn.),

' (S. Scla'rea, Linn.), Peppermint
(Men'tha piperi'ta, Linn.), Spearmint, (M. vir'idis,

), Pennyroyal (M. Pule’gium), Common Marjoram
(Orig'anum vulga're, Linn,),

er Sweet Marjoram (0. her'acleo'ticum
,
Linn.), Sweet Maijoram (Majora'na hor-

Mcench.), Pot Marjoram {M. Oni'tes
,
Bentb.), Winter Savory (Saturefa monta'na

,

), Summer Savory (S. horten'sis, Linn.), Sweet or Larger Basil
(
O'cimum Basil'i-

Linn.), Bush or Least Basil (0. min'imum, Linn.), Rosemary (Rosmari'nus ofiici-

> Linn.), and Garden Lavender (Lavan'dulave'ra ,
Decand.) Several of these species

been, or are, used in medicine, and several of them are officinal. The general
3 and uses of the sweet or savoury herbs have been before pointed out (p. 72).
sides the labiate plants above described, and which are the only officinal ones in
>r, tish pharmacopoeias, a considerable number of other species have been at dif-
: times introduced into medicinal use. Some of these are deficient in volatile oil,

bound in a bitter principle, on which account they have been employed as sto-
ics and Ionics: such are Water Germander (Teu'crium Scor'diutn, Linn.), Wall
ander (T. Churneddrys

,
Linn.), and Ground Pine

(
Aju'ga Chamce'pitys

,
Smith); the

[

ist of which have been used, as I have before rrfShtioned, as anti-arthritic remedies
!)• Others abound in essential oil, and are consequently more aromatic, stimulant,
arminative: such are Cat-Thyme

(
Teu'crium Ma'rurn, Linn.), Common Hyssop

:°'pus officina'lis, Linn.), Dittany of Crete (Amara'cus Dictam'nus, Bcnth.j, &c.
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Order 34. Scropiiularia'cE;®, Lindley.—The Figwort Tribe.

Persona™, Decand.—Sckophularinejk, It. Brown.

Essential Character.— Calyx free, five-divided, or more generally (by aboriq

four-divided
;
the sepals more or less united, or sometimes free, unequal

; the uji

one largest; the lateral ones smallest; imbricated in (Estivation. Corolla m
[

petalous, five-divided or (by the cohesion of the two upper petals to the apex)

divided; the tube short, or elongated; the limb expanded or erect, nearly eqq

partite or bilabiate; imbricated in (estivation. Stamens simple, opposite the sej /

the upper stamens entirely wanting, or sterile, very rarely fertile; shorter thai»i

others
;
the two lateral equal, rarely abortive ; the two lower equal to, or longer

the lateral ones
;
sometimes wanting. Anthers two- or one-celled, dehiscing long

(finally. Ovary free, two-celled
;
the cells two- or many-seeded. Style simple, nl

slightly bifid. Fruit capsular, rarely baccate, two-celled, two-seeded, dehiscing

valves or pores. Dissepiment parallel, or opposite to the valves, becoming loose ij

centre, or altogether free. Placenta adhering to the dissepiments; sometimes :

rating when ripe. Seeds generally indefinite. Embryo variously placed in the albu|ij

—Inodorous or fetid herbs or shrubs (Macreight.)

Properties.—Not uniform: suspicious.

!*

(Si

3lj

Digitalis purpurea, Linn. L. E.D.

—

Purple Foxglove.

Sex. Syst. Didynamia, Angiospermia.

(Folia
;
Semina, L.—Folia, D.—Leaves, E.)

History.—It appears very improbable that the ancients should 1
jj

overlooked so common and elegant a plant as foxglove
;
yet in noil

their writings can we find any plant whose description precisely ansW

to the one now under examination. Fabricius Columna (quoted

Mentzelius, Index Nom. Plant, p. 104) thought that it was the ’Ep/)/p

of Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 85), but the description of the latter does

at all agree with foxglove. The Baic^apiQ (lib. iii. cap. 51) of the si

writer has also been referred to, but with little more probability of
)

rectness. The term Foxep-glope occurs in a MS., Glossarium xElji

probably written before the Norman Conquest (A. D. 1066), and

MS. Saxon translation of L. Apulius
;
both of which are among,

Cottonian manuscripts in the British Museum (Lye, Diet. Siu'

Fuchsius {Hist. Stirp. 1542) is usually regarded as the earliest bo til,

who mentions this plant, which he named Digitalis (from Finger/d,

finger-stall, on account of the blossoms resembling the finger of a gif

Fuchsius states, that until he gave it this appellation, the plant liav

Greek or Latin name.

Botany. Gen. Char.— Calyx five-partite, unequal. Corolla <

panulate
;
the limb obliquely four-lobed

;
the lobes unequal. Sta

four, didyiittmous t no vestige of the fifth apparent. Stigma simp

bifumellatel'/ Capsule ovate-acuminate [Dot. Gall.)

Sp. CiiAit.—Segments of the calyx ovate, acute. Corolla obtuse]

upper lobe scarcely cloven. Leaves downy (Smith).— Herbac

Root of numerous long and slender fibres ; biennial. Stem erect,

or four feet high, commonly simple, roundish with several slight ai

downy. Leaves alternate, ovate-lanceolate or elliptic-oblong, ere

downy, rugged, and veiny, of a dull green; tapering at the base

winged footstalks; lower ones largest. Raceme terminal, erect,

sided, long, simple, of numerous, large, pendulous, odourless He

Corolla crimson, elegantly marked with eye-like spots, as well as
^

within.—A variety with white flowers, spotted with shades of c
T
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our or pearl, is met with in gardens : it remains tolerably constant

m seed. ,

fJab.— Indigenous: in pastures and about hedges or banks, on a

velly or sandy soil.

Description.— The officinal parts are the leaves and seeds; the

er, however, are rarely employed. As some doubts have been ex-

-ssed as to the equal activity of cultivated specimens, wild or native

nts are to be preferred.

. Foxglove leaves [Folia Digitalis).—The leaves should be gathered

an the plant is in the greatest perfection,— that is, just before or

mg the period of inflorescence
;
and those are to be preferred which

full-grown and fresh. As the petioles possess less activity than the

ime or expanded portions of the leaves, they ought to be rejected.

Withering (
Account of the Foxglove

, p. 181, 1785) directs the leaves

ie dried either in the sunshine, or in a tin pan or pewter dish before

fire
;
but the more usual, and, I believe, better mode of proceeding,

) drv them in baskets in a dark place, in a drying stove. Both dried

es and powder should be preserved in well-stoppered bottles, covered

jinally by dark-coloured paper, and kept in a dark cupboard. As
i undergo changes by keeping, whereby their medicinal activity is

bderably diminished, they ought to be renewed annually. Dried

;love leaves have a dull green colour, a faint odour, and a bitter

seous taste.

Foxglove seeds [Semina Digitalis).—The seeds of the'foxglove are

11, roundish, and of a grayish-brown colour.

omposition.—The chemistry of digitalis is in an unsatisfactory

This arises from the inconclusive and discordant results obtained

those who have submitted this plant to chemical examination,

ivses of it have been published by Destouches [Bull, de Pharm. t. i.

’23), Bidault de Villiers [Essai sur les Propr. med. de la Digit.pourp.

fit. 1812), Rein and Haase [Diss. de Digit, purp. 1812, quoted in

vartze’s Pharm. I'obeli.),Le Royer [Bibl. Univers. des Sciences
,
t. xxvii.

J2, 1824, Gen&ve), Welding [Journ. of the Philadelph. Coll, ofPharm.

1833), Radig [Pharm. Central-Blattfur 1835, S. 209), and Brault

Poggiale [Journ. de Pharm. t. xxi. p. 130, 1835).

Radig's Analysis.

n (Digitalin of Le Royer) .... 0-4

taliu (of Lancelot) 8-2
in (acrid extractive) 14*7

rophylle GO
e of iron 3*7

'h 3 2
c acid 1 1*0

table albumen 9*3
ly fibre 43*6

love leaves 1001

Brault and Poggiale's Analysis.

Resin. ^

Fatty matter.

Chlorophylle. /•

Starch. I
h • hr

,

Gum. p
Lignin. »/£.
Tannin.

'**>

Salts of lime and potash, p ..

Volatile oil.

Fixed oil.

Oxalate of potash.

Foxglove leaves.

Digitalina of Lancelot (Pliarm. Central-Blatt far 1833, p. 020) and of Radig (op.

This substance has been obtained by Radig in small crystals, whose forms
not accurately determined. It is colourless, has an acrid taste, is unchanged in
lr

, renders syrup of violets green, and restores the blue colour of reddened litmus.
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It is soluble in alcohol and in acids: the solutions were very bitter, and were decL '

posed by water, by diacetate of lead, and by infusion of nutgalls. Concentrated
phuric acid first reddens digitalina, and then makes it olive-green. By distillatioy

|

does not evolve ammonia. Dr. David found that, when from 5 to If grains were hi
jected into the veins of an animal, death speedily ensues without convulsions, and W 1
the same effect upon the pulse which characterizes digitalis.

2 . Picrin. (from mKpbs, bitter).—The substance which Radig calls picrin, and wh
he says is identical with the digital in of Le Royer, is bitter, hygrometric, soluble in wap.'

alcohol, and ether, and precipitable from its watery solution by bichloride of mercil- m
ferro-cyanide of iron, and acetate of lead. Brault and Poggiale, however, declare |J|
digitalin of Le Royer to, be a compound of chlorophylle, resin, a fatty matter, and s4)u|

traces of salts of lime and potash; and they ascribe the activity of foxglove toUl

combination of all the principles of which this plant is composed, but especially toiji

resin.

3. Scaptin.—Radig has applied the term scaptin to a brown, almost tasteless extlr &
tive, which leaves an acrid sensation in the throat.

4. Empyreumatic Oil of Foxglove
(
Pyrodigitalina).— By the destructive distillatioy

the dried leaves of foxglove, Dr. Mon ies {Ed. Med. and Surg. Journ. vol. xxjj]

p. 377) obtained a coloured, disagreeable, empyreumatic oil, which was semi-soliJI

60° F. and soluble in boiling alcohol and ether: the solutions, on cooling, let falq

flocculent precipitate composed of two substances, one crystalline, the other globujii

Given to a rabbit, it caused paralysis of the hind legs, convulsions, laborious and ran
breathing, and accelerated action of the heart. It does not contain the sedative pi .1

ciple of foxglove.

Chemical Chaeacteristics.—Sesquichloride of iron causes a di;;

precipitate
(tanno-gallate of iron) with decoction of foxglove leavesi;J

well as with the tincture diluted with water. A solution of gelatin, ad<>!

to the decoction, causes, after some time, a scanty precipitate {tannate

gelatin). Tincture of nutgalls has scarcely any effect (perhaps a slii

turbidness) when added to the decoction or to the tincture diluted \v 1

water.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On vegetables.—Marcet {Ann. de Ch

et de Plugs, vol. xxix. p. 200) found that a solution of the watery extrac! *j

foxglove killed a haricot plant (Phaseolus vulgaris) in twenty-four hour

(
1b

.)
On animals generally.—The effects of foxglove have been triec

dogs (Orfila, Toxicol. Gen.), horses, rabbits (Le Royer, Bibl. JJniv. Jfli

1824), turkeys (Salerne, Hist, de VAcad, des Scien. 1748, p. 84), the

mestic fowl, and frogs
;
and on all it has been found to act as a pois

One drachm of the powder may be given to horses as a sedative;

inflammation (Youatt, The Horse
,
in Libr. of Usef. Knovjl.) Two our

have produced death in twelve hours (Moiroud, Pliarm. Veter, p. St

According to the experience of Orfila, the first symptoms of poisow

observed in [carnivorous] animals is vomiting. The influence of*

poison over the heart does not appear to be uniform
;
for in some cs

lie found the pulsations of this viscus unaltered, in others acceleratl

while occasionally they were retarded. In the horse killed by two ouni

of foxglove, the pulse was 130 per minute, a short time before de

(Moiroud) : the standard pulse of the horse being 40 or 42 per mini

The cerebro-spinal symptoms observed in animals, are diminished m
cular power, convulsive movements, tremors, and insensibility,

powder acts as a local irritant, giving rise to inflammation of par

which it is applied (Orfila).

(c.) On man.—Wo may, for convenience, establish three degrees of

operation of foxglove.

In the first degree
,
or that produced by small and repeated doses, fj

glove sometimes aflects what are termed the organic functions, wi#1
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ordering the animal or cerebro- spinal functions. Thus we sometimes

ve tlie stomach disordered, the pulse altered in frequency, and some-

ies also in fulness and regularity, and the secretion of urine increased,

bout any other marked symptoms. The order in which the symptoms

i mentioned occur is not uniform : sometimes the diuresis, at others

isea, and occasionally the affection of the circulation, being the first

ious effect.

l’he influence of foxglove over the circulation is not at all constant,

some cases the frequency of the pulse is augmented, in others de-

ased, while in some it is unaffected. Lastly, in a considerable number
instances, the pulse becomes irregular or intermittent under the use of

glove. (See the statistical resume of Sandras, Bull, de Therap. t. vi.)

ew drops of the tincture will, in some cases, reduce the frequency of

j 1 i pulse, and render it irregular and intermittent, while in other in-

t

'

nces much larger doses may be taken without any obvious effect on it.

!
.Withering (

Account of the Foxglove, p. 73, 1785) mentions one case

H which the pulse fell to 40, and I have several times seen it reduced to

In some cases the slowness of the pulse is preceded by an increased

yj ivitv of the vascular system. From Sandras’s {op. cit.) reports this

\ iuld appear to occur more frequently after small than large doses of

t glove. Dr. Sanders [Treat, on Palm. Consumption
,
ed- 1808) indeed

rl erts, that foxglove invariably excites the pulse, and refers to an expe-

; ace of 2000 cases in proof. He says, that he has seen the pulse rise

m 70 to 120 under the use of foxglove, and at the end of twenty-four

| its, or sooner, fall with greater or less rapidity to forty, or even below
i s. But an experience of the use of foxglove in only twenty cases, will,

I relieve, convince most persons that Dr. Sanders has fallen into an error

dhe sweeping assertion which he has made. A great deal, however,

. >ends on the position of the patient. If it be desired to reduce the

1
1;
piency of the pulse, the patient should be kept in the recumbent

I >ture. The important influence of posture was first pointed out, I be-

ll
-e, by Dr. Baildon [Ed. Med. and Surg. Journ. voL iii. p. 270). His
n pulse, which had been reduced by this plant from 110 to 40 Beats
' minute while he was in the recumbent position, rose to 70 when he

up, and to 100 when he stood. We have a ready explanation of this

t. In a state of health the pulsations of the heart are more frequent

sually to the extent of five or six in the minute) in the erect than in
' horizontal position

;
and it is very obvious that greater force is re-

ired to carry on the circulation in the former than in the latter, since,

the erect position, the heart and arteries have to send blood to the

id against gravity. Now, the power of the heart being enfeebled by

-glove, when a demand is made on this viscus for an increase in the

ce of contractions by the change from the recumbent to the standing

itudc, it endeavours to make up for its diminished force by an increase

the frequency of its contractions. I need scarcely add that the sudden

mge of position in those who are much under the influence of this

alicine, is attended with great danger, and in several instances has

ived fatal
;

for, in consequence of the heart not having sufficient power
propel the blood to the head against gravity, fatal syncope has been

j

’ result. (For some interesting remarks on the Effects produced by

B

dwe on the pulse
,
by Dr: Graves, consult Dubl. Hosp. Rep. vol. x.

561.) The influence of digitalis over the pulse is more markod in
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some individuals or cases than in others
;
thus the reduction of the 4

quency of the pulse is in general more readily induced in weak and did
litated constitutions than in robust and plethoric ones. Occasionally^,

obvious effect on the number, force, or regularity of the pulse is product
though the foxglove may be given to an extent sufficient to excite toiiy

ing and cerebral disorder. Shroek (quoted by Wibmer, JVirlc. d. ArzruL
u. Gift. Bd. ii. S. 311) experienced, from two grains of foxglove, nam
headache, small, soft, and quick pulse, dryness of the gums and thrqj

giddiness, weakness of limbs, and increased secretion of saliva. Scl

hours after he observed sparks before the eyes, his vision became cfij

and he experienced a sensation of pressure on the eye-balls

A most important fact connected with the repeated uses of small dtp i|

of it, is the cumulative effect sometimes observed. It has not unp i

quently happened that, in consequence of the continued use of sun t

closes of this medicine, very dangerous symptoms, in some cases ten
nating in death, have occurred. The most prominent ofthese were gijsJ

depression of the vascular system, giddiness, want of sleep, convulsidl

and sometimes nausea and vomiting. (See the cases published by Ym
Withering, op. cit. Also a fatal case recorded by Dr. Blackall, On Drojp CV

p. 175,4th ed.) A knowledge of its occasional occurrence impresses™
with the necessity of exercising great caution in the use of this remqlr^J

particularly with respect to the continuance of its administration

increase of dose; and it shews that after the constitutional effect

become obvious, it is prudent to suspend from time to time the exhibited

of the remedy in order to guard against the effects of this alarming ai

mulation. I anay add, however, that I have used it, and seen otl

employ it, most extensively, and in full doses, and have rarely seen

dangerous consequences; and I believe, therefore, the effects of accuntpi

lation to be much less frequent than the statements of authors of repi 1 i

would lead us to expect. The experience of Dr. Holland (Med. AV A'

; 0 i

IV J;

u- pi

th?

i

lorand Reflections , p. 544) is to the same effect.
“ Though employing

medicine somewhat largely in practice,” he observes, “ I do not recolle-fHoj^

case in which I have seen any injurious consequences from this cause. <
The diuretic operation for which we employ foxglove, is very inc-1

stant. Dr. Withering stated, that this medicine more frequently succe!*s

as a diuretic than any other, and that if it fail, there is but little chaiiw]

of airy other remedy succeeding. My experience, however, is notll

accordance with Dr. Withering’s. I have frequently seen foxglove 'j

in exciting diuresis, and have often found the infusion of common broi

(Cytisus scoparius) subsequently succeed. It has been asserted by son

that the diuretic effect of foxglove was only observed in dropsical eat*

and that it, therefore, depended on the stimulus given to the absorb

vessels, and not to any direct influence exerted over the kidneys ;

the statement is not true, since foxglove is sometimes found acting aj|

diuretic even in health. In some cases the bladder has appeared niji

irritable than usual, the patient having a frequent desire to pass his uri j*

An increased flow of saliva is an occasional consequence of the coi

nued use of moderate doses of foxglove. Dr. Withering (op. cit. p. I

j

first noticed this effect. Dr. Barton (Beck’s Med. Jurisprudence) 1

also seen it produced from ordinary doses.

2. The second degree of operation of digitalis, or that ordinarily

suiting from the use of too large or too long-continued doses, is manifest
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>
! the disordered condition of the alimentary canal, of the circulating

j

ans, and of the cerebro-spinal system. The more ordinary symptoms
nausea or actual vomiting, slow and often irregular pulse, coldness of

|
extremities, syncope or a tendency to it, giddiness, and confusion of

I on. Sometimes the sickness is attended with purging, or even with

| resis ;
at other times the patient is neither vomited nor purged

; and

j

principal disorder of system is observed in the altered condition of

nervous and vascular organs. External objects appear of a green or

f \ ow colour ;
the patient fancies there is a mist, or sparks, before his

,j $ ;
a sensation of weight, pain, or throbbing of the head, especially

j
he frontal region, is experienced

;
giddiness, weakness of the limbs,

It of sleep, occasionally stupor or delirium, and even convulsions, may
•j » be present. The pulse becomes feeble, sometimes frequent, some-

fcf-3S slow
;
there may be actual syncope, or only a tendency to it, and

• use cold sweats. Salivation is sometimes induced by poisonous
k ?s of foxglove. It was observed in a case, narrated by Dr. Henry
lj . Med. and Surg. Journ. vol. vii. p. 148), and has been known to last

Tree weeks (
Rust's Magazin, xxv. 578).

'lie quantity of digitalis that may be given to a patient without de-

ying life, is much greater than is ordinarily imagined. In one
ance I saw twenty drops of the tincture given to an infant labouring

er hydrocephalus, three times daily for a fortnight, at the end of

ch time the little patient was completely recovered, without one uri-

ird symptom. I have frequently given a drachm of the tincture (of

best quality) three times daily to an adult, for a fortnight, without ob-

king any marked effect. I know that some practitioners employ it in

; h larger doses (as an ounce or half an ounce of the tincture), with
li less effect than might be imagined. The following communication
bis subject, from my friend Dr. Clutterbuck, illustrates this point :

—

! y first information on this subject was derived from an intelligent

I' -tl, who had been an assistant to Mr. King, a highly respectable prac-

! ner at Saxmundham, in Suffolk, who, on a subsequent occasion, per-

il lly confirmed the statement. This gentleman assured me, that he
si been for many years in the habit of administering the tincture of

alis, to the extent of from half an ounce to an ounce at a time, not

-tf with safety, but with the most decided advantage, as a remedy for

e inflammation,—not, however, to the exclusion of blood-letting,

j
:h, on the contrary, he previously uses with considerable freedom,

ttj .dults he often gives an ounce of the tincture (seldom less than half
fT unce), and awaits the result for twenty-four hours, when, if he does

ind the pulse subdued, or rendered irregular by it, he repeats the

j and this, he says, seldom fails to lower the pulse in the degree
(,d for; and when this is the case, the disease rarely fails to give

’ provided it has not gone the length of producing disorganization of

I >art. He has given as much as two drachms to a child of nine

:
Sometimes vomiting quickly follows these large doses of the

ahs, but never any dangerous symptom, as far as his observation has

|

> which has been very extensive. In less acute cases he sometimes

j

^smaller doses, as thirty drops, several times in a day.
^iich is the account I received from Mr. King himself, and which

[

confirmed by his assistant, who prepared his medicines. I do not
lny ground for questioning the faithfulness of the report. I have
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myself exhibited the tincture to the extent of half an ounce (never mor*
in not more than two or three instances (cases of fever and pneumonilJ
To my surprise there was no striking effect produced by it

; but I dll
not venture to repeat the dose. In numerous instances I have given tv)#
drachms

;
still more frequently one drachm

; but not oftener than onjJ
in twenty-four hours, and not beyond a second or third time. Two 4
three exhibitions of this kind I have generally observed to be followqli

by slowness and irregularity of pulse, when I have immediately desisted®

Dr. T. Williams [Land. Med. Gaz. vol. i. p. 744) states, that a man, injjfli

state of intoxication, took two ounces of tincture of foxglove in two dos*J
in quick succession, without the slightest inconvenience.

3. The third degree of the operation of foxglove, or that resulting

from the use offatal doses, is characterized usually by vomiting, purgiijjl

and griping pain in the bowels
;
slow, feeble, and irregular pulse, gr(tii

t
:

faintness, and cold sweats
;
disordered vision

;
at first giddiness, extrema

debility
;
afterwards insensibility and convulsions, with dilated instn*

sible pupils.

If we compare the effects of foxglove with those of other medicutal

agents, we find they approximate more closely to those of tobacco thl: );

of any other cerebro-spinant. These two agents especially agree in tlitia

power of enfeebling the action of the heart and arteries (see pp. 67-6) $
Green tea agrees with foxglove in its property of preventing sleep. Co :

sidered as a diuretic, foxglove is, in some respects, comparable w».<9

squills. I have already (p. 654) pointed out the peculiarities attend:!

the operation of each of these.

Uses.—We employ foxglove for various purposes, as,—lstly,to reditu

the frequency and force of the heart’s action
;
2dly, to promote the act!

of the absorbents
;
3dly, as a diuretic

;
and 4thly, sometimes on accots

of its specific influence over the cerebro-spinal system.

In the following remarks on the uses of foxglove in particular diseast^

I refer to the administration of this remedy in the doses in which ih

ordinarily employed. I have no experience of its therapeutical effe*:

when given in the enormous quantities mentioned by Dr. ClutterbuckJsR

1. In fever.—Digitalis is occasionally useful in fever to reduce ;>j

frequency of the pulse, when the excitement of the vascular system!

out of proportion to the other symptoms of fever, such as the increa *

temperature, and the cerebral or gastric disorder. It cannot, howe 1

i

be regarded, in the most remote way, as a. curative means
;
on the ot

hand, it is sometimes hurtful. Thus, not unffequently it fails to redq

the circulation ;
nay, occasionally, it has the reverse effect, accelent

the pulse, while it increases the cerebral disorder, and perhaps init;

the stomach. In estimating its value as a remedial agent for fe
1

we must not regard it as a sedative means (I refer now to the vasci

system) merely
;

it is an agent which exercises a specific influence o

the brain
;
and, therefore, to be able to lay down correct indications ;

contra-indications for its use in disordered conditions of this viscus 1

ought to be acquainted, on the one hand, with the precise nature ot

influence of the remedy, and, on the other, with the actual conditio

the brain in the disease which we wish to ameliorate. Now as we I

sess neither of these data in reference to fever, our use of foxglove

' with the exception of the sedative influence oyer the circulation, eri

rical
;
and experience has fully shewn us it is not generally bene
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,
I repeat, where the frequency of pulse bears no relation to the local

:onstitutional symptoms of fever, foxglove may be serviceable.

Inflammation.—Foxglove has been employed in inflammatory dis-

•s, principally on account of its power of reducing the frequency of

oulse, though some have referred part of its beneficial operation to its

•ence over die absorbent system. Inflammation, of a chronic kind,

be going on in one part of the body, to an extent sufficient to pro-

i complete disorganization, and ultimately to cause the death of the

ent, without the action of the larger arterial trunks (i. e. of the system

irally) being remarkably increased. In such cases, digitalis is, for

most part, of little use. Again, in violent and acute inflammation,

unpanied with great excitement of the general circulation, especially

Iji lethoric subjects, foxglove is, in some cases, hurtful
;
in others, it is

Li vial and unimportant remedy
;
and we therefore rely, in our treat-

jp
t, on blood-letting, and other powerful antiphlogistic measures

;
and

rj leve, if serviceable at all, can only be used after the other means.

B s a remedy for inflammation, foxglove is principally useful in less

jij :nt cases, particularly when accompanied with increased frequency

.••j rise, and occurring in subjects not able to support copious evacua-

> of blood. Moreover, it has more influence over inflammation of
' i parts of the body (as the arachnoid membrane, the pleura, the peri-

jfiium, and the lungs) than of others. In gastric and enteritic inflam-

on, it would appear to be objectionable on account of its irritant

erties
;
while its specific influence over the brain would make it

& lubtful remedy in phrenitis. In arachnitis of children it is certainly

ls»st valuable agent.

1 conclusion, then, it appears that digitalis, as a remedy for inflam-

: on, is principally valuable where the disease has a tendency to

inate in serous effusion. But in no case can it be regarded as a sub-

; i te for blood-letting. Its powers as an antiphlogistic remedy have,

pect, been greatly over-rated.

Dropsy.—Of all remedies for dropsy none have gained more, and

!

io much, celebrity as foxglove. It has been supposed to owe its

w ficial operation to its repressing arterial excitement (a frequent cause

ropsical effusion), to its promoting the functions of the absorbent

•Is, and particularly to its diuretic effects. Whatever may be its

; is operandi, its powerful and salutary influence in many dropsies

ot be a matter of doubt. Dr. Withering has correctly observed,
“ it seldom succeeds in men of great natural strength, of tense fibre,

f nrm skin, of florid complexion, or in those with a tight and cordy

fl J.” “ On the contrary, if the pulse be feeble or intermitting, the

tenance pale, the lips livid, the skin cold, the swollen belly soft and
mating, or the anasarcous limbs readily pitting under the pressure of

finger, we may expect the diuretic effects to follow in a kindly

ler.” In those with a florid complexion, blood-letting and purga-

will often be found useful preparatives for foxglove. In some forms

°psy, foxglove is more serviceable than in others. Thus, anasarca,

es
, hydrothorax, and phlegmasia dolens, are sometimes benefited by

riiereas ovarian dropsy and hydrocephalus are not relieved by it.

iuretic effect is greatly promoted by combining other diuretics with
specially squills (as in the Pilules Diyilalis et Scillec, Ph. Ed.),
uel, or the saline diuretics (as the acetate of potash). A combination
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of vegetable bitters (as infusion of gentian or calumba) with foxglo^/a

forms, I think, a valuable form of exhibition in many old dropsical caa' |
Infusion of common broom

(
Cytisus scoparius

)
might probably be

; d
vantageously conjoined with foxglove, where a powerful diuretic is

( g
quired. In old cases of general dropsy, in oedematous swellings frj,;fc

debility, and in anasarca following scarlet fever, where, together wi I

weakness, there is still left an excited and irritable state of the artei? ;ifj

system, chedybeates (as the tinctura ferri chloridi) may be conjoined wipe

foxglove, with the happiest effects (Holland, Med. Notes and ReflhdL

p. 546).

4. In Hemorrhages.— In active hemorrhages from internal orga}jfc

accompanied with a quick, hard, and throbbing pulse, foxglove as a U.
dative is oftentimes serviceable. Epistaxis, haemoptysis, and menfel

rhagia, are the forms of hemorrhage more frequently benefited by the i $
of foxglove.

5. Diseases of the Heart and Great Vessels.—An important indicat}

in the treatment of man}- diseases of the heart and great vessels is \

reduce the force and velocity of the circulation. The most effect}

means of fulfilling this indication are,—the adoption of a low dlj

repeated blood-letting, and the employment of foxglove. There alef*

perhaps, no diseases in which the beneficial effects of foxglove are mi; y;

of!

marked, than in those of the heart and great vessels. In aneurism of '|

aorta
,
our only hope of cure is by the coagulation of the blood in :• 1

aneurismal sac, and the consequent removal of the distensive pressure^

the circulation. To promote this, we endeavour to retard the movenff*!

of the blood within the sac, by diminishing the quantity of blood in

system generally, and by reducing the force and velocity with whichl >1

circulates. Blood-letting and digitalis are, in these cases, very import}*'

agents ;
and under their use cases now and then recover. A gain,,

o

simple dilatation of the cavities of the heart, our objects are to remove! <

possible, the cause (usually obstruction in the pulmonic or aortic system

to strengthen the muscular fibres of the heart, and to repress any pretfe

natural excitement of the vascular system. Digitalis is useful to us}*

attaining the latter object. In simple hypertrophy', or hypertrophy «jl

heajldilatation
,
we have to reduce the preternatural thickness of the

parietes, and this we do by removing, when it can be done, any obstrs

tion to the circulation, by using alow diet, by repeated blood-letting, ajjj

by the employment of foxglove. No moans, says Dr. Davies {Loi~

Med. Gaz. vol. xv. p. 790), excepting the abstraction of blood, diminish

the impulsion of the heart so completely and so certainly as digita

“
I have been,” adds he, “ in the habit of using it for several ye

for these affections, and have rarely seen it fail in producing at le

temporary relief.” “ The enlarged and flaccid heart,” observes Dr. H
land {Med. Notes and Reflect, p. 574), “though, on first view, it mi;

seem the least favourable for the use of the medicine, is, perhaps, not
1

At least we have reason to believe, that, in dropsical affections,

often connected with this organic change, the action of digitalis, a

diuretic, is peculiarly of avail.” In some disordered conditions of inn

nation of the heart and great vessels—as in angina pectoris, nervous p

pitations of the heart, and augmented arterial impulsion, foxglove is

" ‘
’ In patients affected with an intermittent or otn

at times beneficial. - -
t

wise irregular pulse, I have several times observed this medicine proui
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,
ularity of pulsation ;—a circumstance also noticed by Dr. Holland.

I ;ides the preceding, there are various other affections of the heart in

I ich foxglove may be found serviceable, either by its sedative influence

j
r the circulation, or by its power of relieving dropsical effusion

i nigh its diuretic property.

I . Iii Phthisis.—Digitalis has been declared capable of curing pulmo-

| y consumption, and numerous cases of supposed cures have been

i
ilishecl- Bayle (Bibl . Therap. t. iii. p. 36-2) has collected from the

I tings of Sanders [op. ante cit.) Kinglahe, Fowler, Beddoes
(
Observ . on

I

Management of the Consumptive
, 1801), Drake, Mossman {Essay to

j

:i date the Nat. Orig. and Cannex, of Scroph. and Gland. Consumpt.),

i
clean, Ferriar {On Digitalis), Magennis, Moreton, and others, reports

i
51 cases treated by foxglove. Of these, 83 are said to have been

i ,ed, and 35 relieved. But a more accurate and extended experience

,
fully proved, that this medicine possesses no curative, and very slight

liative, powers in genuine phthisis : it is totally incapable of prevent-

or ofcausing the removal of tubercular deposits, and has little, if any
uence, in retarding the progress of consumption. Its power of dimi-

ling the rapidity of the circulation cannot be doubted
;
but this effect

I is Dr. Holland (op. cit. p. 551) justly remarks, “of less real moment
Bin ic crpiipvnllv cnrvnncprl ”
iii . a is generally supposed.

If . In Insanity and Epilepsy.—In these maladies foxglove may prove

L asionally serviceable by repressing excessive vascular excitement,

I .ch sometimes accompanies them. Furthermore, the specific influ-

} e of this remedy over the cerebro -spinal system may now and then

c tribute to the beneficial operation of foxglove. But the precise na-

of this influence not having as yet been accurately ascertained,

.ie the pathology of the above-mentioned diseases is involved in con-

i arable obscurity, it follows that the therapeutic value of this influence

L only be ascertained empirically. In insanity, Dr. Hallaran (Inquiry,

with Observ. on the Cure of Insanity
,
1810) recommends foxglove

educe vascular action after the employment of depletion and purga-

[

i. It has been used in this disease, with success, by Dr. Currie (Mem.
he Med. Soc. of London, vol. iv.), and by Fanzago (quoted by Bayle,

l. Therap. t. iii. p. 320). In epilepsy it is, I conceive, less likely to be ser-

3able, because this disease is less frequently accompanied with the

cular excitement, against which foxglove is most successful. Accord-

ply, while in some few cases it has proved serviceable (Scott, Ed. Med.
' Surg. Journ. Jan. 1827), in others it has either been unsuccessful

?c\\d\,Ibid. vol. ix. p. 274), or has only given temporary relief (Currie,

supracit.)

*• In various other diseases.—Besides the preceding, there are several

er maladies against which foxglove has been employed with occa-

^al benefit, as scrofula (Haller, Merz, Schiemann, and llufeland,

>ted by Bayle, Bibl. Thcr. t. iii. p. 369) and asthma (Ferriar, On Di-

li dis, 1799
; Fogo [asthma cured by an overdose of foxglove], Ed. Med.

1 * Surg. Journ. vol. xviii. p. 345). For other diseases relieved by lbx-

ve I must refer the reader to the works of Murray (App. Med. vol. i.)

S
I

1 Bayle (op. supracit

Administration.—The ordinary dose of foxglove, in powder, is from

H

ss. to gr. iss. repeated every six hours.

Infusum Digitalis, L. E. D.— (Foxglove leaves, dried, j. [5ij. E.];
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Spirit of Cinnamon, f§j. [f*ij. E. ~ss. D.]
;
Boiling [distilled, L.] Watifl

Oj. [fSxviij. E. Oss. D.) Macerate the foxglove leaves in the water f ,1
four hours, in a vessel lightly covered, and strain [through linen

,

'

calico, E.]
;

then add the spirit of cinnamon). I believe this, whil
properly made, to be the most effectual of the preparations of foxglo\M
The dose of it is from f^ss. to f^j. repeated every six hours. 1 ha
know n it given to the extent of fSij

.

2. Tinctuba Digitalis
,
L. E. D.—(Foxglove leaves [rejecting tl

larger ones, D.], dried [in moderately fine powrder, E . ; coarselypov.fi

dered, D.), siv. [sij. D.]
;
Proof Spirit, Oij. [Oj. wine measure, D.] MW

cerate for fourteen days [seven, D.], and strain. “ This tincture is bo:
j

prepared by the process of percolation, as directed for the Tincture
jf

Capsicum. If forty fluidounces of spirit be passed through, the densil.o

is 944 [0‘944], and the solid contents of a fluidomice amount to twentf -

1

four grains. It may also be made by digestion,” E.) The usual da I

of this preparation, for an adult, is from rqx. cautiously increased to nra <

repeated every six hours. I usually begin with npxx. The largest dot 1

I have employed is fsj. ;
but, as I have already stated, it has been giv«*4

to the extent of one ounce ! The colour of this preparation is somewhr]
affected by exposure to strong solar light.

3. Extractum Digitalis, L. E. — (Fresh Foxglove leaves, lb.t

Bruise them, sprinkled with a little wrater, in a stone mortar; then pref

out the juice, and evaporate it, unstrained, to a proper consistence, . v—•“ This extract is best prepared from the fresh leaves of digitalis, I r

i

any of the processes indicated for extract of Conium,” E.) Recently intrH

cluced into the pharmacopoeias of London and Edinburgh. Its preparj "3

tion requires very great care and attention, or the virtues of the plafr

may frh destroyed during the process. Dose, gr. j. cautiously increased} 3

4.

^Ptlulil Digitalis et Scill^e, E .— (Digitalis; Squill, of eacj

I

gj. ;
Aromatic Electuary, 9ij. Beat them into a proper mass with cot i

serve of red roses
;
and divide the mass into twenty pills). A valuali j

diuretic compound. Used in dropsies. Dose, one or tw'o pills.

Antidotes—In a case of poisoning by foxglove, or its preparation*

expel the poison from the stomach by the stomach-pump or by emetic as

if vomiting should not have already commenced
;

assist the vomitin £

when it is established, by the use of diluents; and counteract the dfrfi

pressing influence of the poison on the circulation by the use of ammon J

and brandy
;
and keep the patient in a recumbent posture, to gua j

against syncope. I am unacquainted with any chemical antidote f 1

foxglove :
perhaps infusion of nutgalls or green tea might prove servk vp.

able, especially if the active principle of this plant be an alkali.

Verbas'cum Thap'sus,
Linn. D.

—

Great Mul'lein ox High Taper.

Sex. Syst. Pcntandria , Monogynia .

(Folia ,
D.)

History.—This plant is, according to Sprengel [Hist. Rei Herb, voh 1

p. 161), the <p\6goQ /Xeia of Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 104).

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Calyx campanulate, five-partite, nearly eq11
j

Corolla with a very short tube ;
the limb flat, expanded, somewhat rota

j

five-partite
;
the lobes rounded, nearly equal, or the lower ones cqu*

|
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ji mens five, inclining ;
the lower ones longer

; all fertile; the filaments

er all, or the three upper, barbate : anthers generally adnate, and (by

conlluence of the cells) unilocular. Style simple, thick at the apex.

•ma entire or bifid. Capsule ovate or somewhat globose
; the valves

: ;i at the apex (Macreight).

!p. Char.—Leaves decurrent, crenate, woolly on both sides. Stem
.

i pie. Cluster dense. Flowers almost sessile (Smith).

—

Corolla golden-

ow; stamens red
;
stigma green.

Iab .—Indigenous : on banks and waste ground. Biennial. Flowers

|
uly and August.

Ascription. — The leaves (folia verbasci) have a mucilaginous,

irish taste, and .a very slight odour. They communicate their virtues

vater.

Composition.—Morin (,Journ . de Chim. Med. t. ii? p. 223) analyzed

Bftflowers of Verbascum Thapsus, and obtained a yellow volatile oil
,
a

d y acid, free malic and phosphoric acids, malate andphosphate of lime,

sj ate of potash, uncrystallizable sugar
,
gum, chlorophylle, and yellow

d nous colouring matter.

Physiological Effects.—Emollient, demulcent, and, supposed to be,

r ly narcotic. Fishes are stupified by the seeds of Verbascum (Bergius,

m.Med.)
ii ses.—In the form of decoction (prepared of sip of the leaves and

j

of water) mullein has been vised in catarrhs and diarrhoeas : the

4 ! is fsiv. Dr. Home {Clin. Exp. and Hist.) found it serviceable in

d latter complaint only. Fomentations and cataplasms made of great

Ij < [ein, have been used as applications to hemorrhoidal tumors ,an^L

t pirated glands.
<*•

v
- h t: & ;>

u

Scrophula ria nodo'sa Linn, D-

—

Knotty-rooted Fig wo

Sex. Syst. Didynamia, Angiospermia.

(Folia, D.)

[istory.—The earliest notice of this plant occurs in the wbfk of

nfels (Sprengel, Hist. Rei Herb. Praef. xi.)

otany. Gen. Char.— Calyx five-parted or more frequently five-

nearly equal. Corolla globose, with a short five-lobed limb, the

nents of which are rounded, and the uppermost united into an upper

Stamens didynamous, inclining, with one-celled, transverse anthers

;

fth rudimentary stamen with a lamelliform anther, often present.

'ma emarginate. Capsule roundish, often acuminate, with the valves

re, or just bifid (Lindley):

P- Char.—Leaves heart-shaped, acute ;
three-ribbed at the base.

n sharp-edged- Root tuberous. (Smith.)

—

Corolla dull green, with a

1 purple lip.

(ar.—Indigenous: hedges, woods, and thickets- Perennial. Flowers

uly.

Ascription.—The fresh leaves
(
folia scrophulariw nodosw) have,

in bruised, a fetid odour : their taste is bitter, and somewhat acrid,

ter extracts the virtues of the plant : the infusion is darkened by the

juichloride of iron, but is unchanged by. tincture of nutgalls.

Imposition.—The whale plant (root and herb) was analysed in 1830
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by Grandoni
(
Phnrm . Central-Blatt fur 1831, 8. 446). He obtain, c

brown bitter resin 0 31, extractive with gum 4‘84, extractive havina hi

fecula 0'18, mucilage 0*27, inulin 0’16, malic acid ti‘\5,pectic acid 0 &
acetic acid 0T3, woody fibre 19'80, water 70 31, sulphate and carbonyM

of potash 0‘59, alumina 0‘20, oxalate and carbonate of lime 046, I
nesia 026, silica 0'07, odorous matter and loss 0‘31.

Physiological Effects.—But little known. Judging from th| I

taste, the leaves possess acrid properties. When swallowed they oc|l
sion vomiting and purging. They are said to be diuretic and narcotiJ

j

Uses.—Rarely employed. In the form of a fomentation the leaves
i

/:

sometimes applied to piles and other painful tumors. The ointment*
j

used in skin diseases. The tuberous root was formerly esteemed i;n

scrofula (Murray, App. Med. vol. ii. p. 224).

Unguentum ScropiiulaitiAi
,
D .—(Fresh leaves of Scrophula ia :

sion.) Recommended by Dr. W. Stokes
(
Dubl . Med. Essays

,
p. 146)

1

I

t

odour of benzoic acid O’ 88, chlorophylle

dosa; Prepared Hog’s Lard, of each, tbij.; Prepared Mutton Suet, Hi I

Boil the leaves in the fat until they become crisp, then strain by expimi
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ibtained from the genus Solanum (as S. Lycopersicum, Melonzena, and tuberosum.)

The heat used in preparing some of these for the table may, perhaps, volatilize or

ecompose any noxious matter which they contain. The generalizations of some
ite French writers (vide Trousseau and Picloux, Traite de Therap. t. i. p. 206) with

.•spect to the identity of the operation of the narcotic Solanese, do not appear to me
be founded in fact. Hyoscyamus, Belladonna, and Stramonium, agree in causing

ilatation of the pupil, and in producing- delirium. Hyoscyamus, given in moderate
• oses, sometimes occasions sleep, though this has been denied. Tobacco depresses

ic muscular and vascular systems.

Hyoscyamus ni'ger, Linn. L. E. D.

—

Common Henbane.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Mono<rynia.

(Folia et Semina, /..—Leaves, E.~Folia, D.)

Iistory.—This plant is the "Yoatcvapoc, piXae of Dioscorides (lib. iv-

1 . 69). The 'YotxKvapoQ of Hippocrates is probably Hyoscyamus albus

Breach, Arzneim. d. Hippocrates, p. 233).

I Iotany. Gen. Char.—Calyx tubular, five-cleft. Corolla funnel-

,j
jed

;
limb spreading, oblique, five-lobed, unequal. Stamina five.

>j
<ma capitate. Capsule ovate, compressed and furrowed on each

y ;
apex circumscissile or operculate (Bot . Gall.)

;

p. Char.—Leaves sinuated, clasping the stem. Flowers sessile

|;ith).

oot spindle-shaped. Stem bushy. Leaves sessile, soft and pliant,

ply lobed, downy, and viscid, exhaling a powerful and oppressive

:ir, like all the rest of the plant. Flowers numerous from the bosoms
te crowded upper leaves, almost entirely sessile, of an elegant straw

ar, pencilled with dark-purple veins.

*b .—Indigenous : waste ground, banks, and commons. Flowers in

here are two varieties of this species; one biennial, the other annual,

are cultivated at Mitcham.
escription.—Mr. Houlton

(
Land. Med. Gaz. vol. vii. p. 509) says

plant is fit for medicinal purposes in the second year only of its

tion. It should be gathered when in full flower. The herb (
herba

cyami), when fresh, has a strong, unpleasant, narcotic odour, a muci-

tous, slightly acrid taste, and a clammy feel. By drying it almost

ly loses these properties. One hundred pounds of the fresh herb

about fourteen pounds when dried (Martius, Pharmakogn.) The
3

(
folia hyoscyami

), when fresh, are pale, dull green. The seeds

na hyoscyami

)

are small, compressed, uniform, roundish, finely

d, of a yellowish-gray colour, and have the odour of the plant, and

eaginous, bitter taste.

'^position.—The seeds of Hyoscyamus niger were analyzed, in

> by Kirchhof
(
Berl . Jahrb. Bd. xvii. S. 144) ;

and, in 1820, by
des {Ibid. Bd. xxi. S. 280). The extract of the herb was analyzed

indbergson (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1303).
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Braudes's Analysis.

Fatty oil . . . 24-2
Waxy fat . . . 14
Resin insoluble in ether . 3-0

Maiate of hyoscyamia with rna-

lates of lime and magnesia,
and a salt of potash and am-
monia . . . 6-3

Uncrystallizable sugar . a trace

Gum 1/2, Bassorin 2-4, and
Starch l

-5 . . 51
Albumen . . .

4‘5

Vegeto-animal matter . 34
Malate, phosphate, sulphate, and

muriate of potash . . 0*4

Malates of lime and magnesia . 0 6
Phosphates oflime and magnesia 2 -4
Woody fibre . . . 26-0

Water . . . 241

Seeds of Hyoscyamus . 101-4

The ashes contained carbonate, phos-

phate, sulphate, and muriate of potash,

carbonate and much phosphate of lime,

much silica, manganese, iVon, and mi-

nute traces of copper.

Jjindberyson's Analysis.

Narcotic extractive soluble in water
and alcohol.

Bitter extractive.

Gummy extractive.

Malates, phosphates, sulphates, and I

muriates of potash and magnesia.

Extract of the herb.

1 . Hyoscyamia or Hyoscyamina.—This term has been applied to a vegetable alki;*

procured from the seeds and herb of Hyoscyamus niger by Brandes
(Pharm . Centn-Jk

Blatt fur 1832, S. 479), whose statements have been confirmed by Geiger and Hes»r§

as well as by Mein (Journ . de Pharm. t. xx. p. 87, and Pharm. Centr. -Blatt fur 18; wi

S. 83). However, Chevallier, as well as Brault and Poggiale
(
Joum . de Pharm. t. xj r

.

p. 134) have failed to procure it. The properties assigned to it are almost identic
>|

with those of Alropiua, from which it differs in being more soluble in water. Id
|j

crystallizable, has an acrid taste, and, when volatilized, yields ammonia. Reisind
j

{Arch. Gen. de Mkd. t. xviii. p. 301) says, that a drop of a solution of one grain of ti\

substance in ten grains of water causes dilatation of the pupil, but does not give r| i

to irritation of the eye. A solution of double this strength acted as an irritant.

2. Empyreumatic Oil of Henbane (Pyro-Hyoscyamina ?).—This was obtained by

Morries (Ed- Med. Surg. Journ. vol. xxxix. p. 379) by the destructive distillation 1

j

henbane. Its chemical properties are identical with those of the empyreumatic oil 'I

foxglove. It proved a powerful narcotic poison.

Physiological Effects, {a.) On vegetables.—Water holding in sol)"

tion extract of henbane proved poisonous to- Hyoscyamus niger (Macaijjj

quoted by Decandolle, Phys. Veg. p. 1354).

(b.) On animals.—Its effects on herbivorous animals are slight. Giv

to horses, in large quantities, it causes merely dilatation of the pupi

spasmodic movements of the lips, and- frequency of pulse (Moiron g

Pharm. Vet. p. 349: see also Viborg, in Wibmer’s Wirk. d. Arzn. ?

Gift. 13d. iii. S. 156). On dogs its effects appear to be analogous

those on man (Orfila, Tax. Gen.) It does not cause any local irritatic

Its constitutional effects are, dilatation of pupil, weakness of the po*

rior extremities, staggering, and insensibility.

(£.) On man.—In small and repeated doses henbane has a sedative a.

tranquillizing effect. This is especially observed in persons su fieri

with great nervous irritability, and with a too active condition o

sensorial functions. In such it frequently causes calmness, with a «

deucy to sleep. It frequently allays irritation and preternatural sensi

lity existing in any organ. It does not quicken the pulse, check sec
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,
or cause constipation. Large doses sometimes induce sleep,

quier [Arch. Gen. de Med. t. i. p. 297), however, denies this. He
,,
henbane causes headache, giddiness, dimness of sight, dilatation

upil, a greater or less tendency to sleep, and painful delirium. In

e cases these symptoms are followed by thirst, nausea, griping, and
?r purging or constipation

;
and, in a few instances, febrile heat and

.ition of skin are induced. But I have frequently seen it cause

though its hypnotic properties are neither constant nor powerful,

ore frequently fails to occasion sleep in those accustomed to the

of opium. Very large doses are apt to be followed by delirium

ier than by sleep. Its power of alleviating pain and allaying spasm
•catly inferior to' that of opium. In poisonous doses it causes loss of

ch, dilatation of the pupil, disturbance of vision, distortion of the

coma, and .delirium
'

(fh O' typhomania of some authors) generally of

mmanageable, sometimes of the furious kind, and paralysis, occa-

dly with convulsive movements. Irritation of the stomach and
Is (manifested by Dausea, vomiting, pain, and purging) is occasion-

induced.—(For abstracts of cases illustrative of their effects, consult

a, Toxicol. Gen. and Wibrner, Wirk. d. Arzncim. ii. Gift.)

its operation on the body, henbane presents several peculiarities.

1 opium it is distinguished by the sedative, rather than stimulant,

:s of small doses
;
by its not confining the bowels ; by the dimness of

: ;
and, when swallowed in large doses, by its producing dilatation

3 pupil, and by its being more apt to occasion delirium. The last-

ioned peculiarity is noticed by Dr. Cullen (Mat. Med. ii. p. 272)..

;ermore, in some individuals, opium causes headache, and other

- ssing symptoms, which henbane is not so apt to produce. From
lonna and stramonium, to 'which it is in several respects closely

,
it is distinguished by the very rare occurrence of any symptoms

stro-intestinal irritation after the ingestion of large doses of it.

elin (Handb. d. sp. Heilm • Bd. i. S. 4(>3, 3
te

Aufl.) says, “ that

mts the resolvent operation and the stimulant influence over

ascular system which belladonna possesses.” Vogt
(
Lehrb . d.

nakod. Bd. i. S. 170, 2
tc

Aufl.) ranks hyoscyamus between

lonna and hydrocyanic acid. But, with every respect for the

ons of so profound a writer, I cannot concur in the propriety of

rrangement. I have never seen, from the use of hydrocyanic acid,

.me tranquillizing and soothing influence over the mind and exter-

nses which I have repeatedly witnessed from the use of small doses

oscyamus
;
and the effects of poisonous doses of these two agents

strikingly display the difference of their operation
;

for, while hy-

anic acid causes insensibility and convulsion, henbane produces

nn and paralysis.

ss.-—Hyoscyamus is said to alleviate pain and irritation in various

to promote sleep, to procure quietude, and to obviate spasm.
ay of these objects it is greatly inferior to, and less confidently to

ied on than, opium. Yet it is, on various occasions, preferred to

der
; as where opium causes headache, or other distressing cerebral

ms, or where it occasions constipation. Again, the stimulant
ace of small closes of opium over the vascular system, and the

}

cy of this narcotic to lock up the secretions and excretions, form
«*s to its use in the maladies of children

;
in such, therefore, liyos-
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cyamus is frequently preferred. Fouquier, whose observations with re-i

spect to the effects of henbane I have already had occasion to refer toti i

can find in this narcotic no useful property
;
and he thinks it ought to ba

banished from the Materia Medica [op. cit. p. 312).
The following are the principal purposes for which it is ordinarily emi

ployed in this country :
—

1. As an anodyne where opium disagrees, oris from any circumstance
objectionable. It may be used in neuralgia, rheumatism, gout, peri),

ostitis, the milk-abscess, painful affections of the urino-genital organs!'

scirrhus, and carcinoma.

2. As a soporific it is available in sleeplessness, accompanied will}
’'

great restlessness and mental irritability, and where opium, from its stij j

mulant or other properties, proves injurious. Sometimes, where it failll

to cause actual sleep, it proves highly serviceable by producing a calm jj

and tranquil state conducive to the well-doing and comfort of tlii"

patient.

3. As an antispasmodic it occasionally proves serviceable in spasmodii (

affections of the organs of respiration [e. g. spasmodic asthma), and ql
the urino-genital apparatus

(
e

.
g. spasmodic stricture and spasm of th! \

sphincter vesicae). Notwithstanding the favourable reports of Storck t' J
the contrary, it is rarely calculated to be of any service in epilepsy.

4. As a sedative
,
to allay irritation and preternatural sensibility, ill

troublesome cough it sometimes proves useful by dulling the sensibilit)^

of the bronchial membrane to the influence of the cold air. In nephritilij

and vesical irritation, and in gonorrhoea, it is sometimes a useful suljj

stitute for opium. In the irritation of teething it is valuable from if

4

power of relieving pain and convulsion. Its advantages over opium, ij [t

the disorders of children, have been already pointed out.

5. To dilate the pupil the extract may be used as a substitute for

tract of belladonna, than which it is less powerful.

6. As a topical sedative and anodyne
,
fomentations of the herb, or fl jH

extract, are sometimes applied to painful glandular swellings, irritably

ulcers, hemorrhoids, and parts affected with neuralgia. In irritation
<

|

the rectum or bladder it is sometimes used per anum.

Administration.—

T

he powder of the leaves is rarely employed :

dose is from three to ten grains. The extract and tincture are the pra
j

parations commonly used.

1. Tinctura Hyoscyami, L. E. D.—(Henbane leaves, dried, [in m< J

derately fine powder, E.] $v. [Siij. E.] ;
Proof Spirit, Oij. [Oiss. F]

Macerate for fourteen [seven, D.

]

days, and strain. “ This tincture

best prepared by the process of percolation, as directed for Tincture :
Capsicum

;
but it may also be obtained, though with greater loss, 1

the process of digestion,” E.) Dose, f5ss. to f5ij. X
2. Extractum Hyoscyami ,

L. E.; Succus spissatus Hyoscyami, V - m
(Fresh Henbane leaves, lb. j. Bruise them, sprinkled with a little watc

f

in a stone mortar; then press out the juice, and evaporate it, unstrainc I

to a proper consistence, L. “ This extract is to be prepared from «
j

fresh leaves of hyoscyamus by any of the processes directed for Extra J

of Coniurn,” E. The Dublin College orders it to be prepared from 1 1

fresh plant of henbane, in the manner directed for the Succus spissat' ^

Aconiti). The average produce of extract is from 4 to 5 lbs.
j

112 lbs. of the fresh herb (Brande, Diet. Mat. Med. p. 312). The quali
j
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this preparation, as met with in the shops, is extremely variable,

lis arises principally from the unequal care with which it has been
i epared. The dose is from gr. v. to 3j. Occasionally very much larger
u L ses have been taken without any injurious effects. It is said to be a

luable addition to the compound extract of colocynth, whose operation
I renders milder, though not less efficacious. It is sometimes used as a
yibical application to inflamed or tender parts: thus, alone, or in the
rm of ointment, it is applied to painful hemorrhoids

; spread on linen

i :'orms a plaster, which has been used in neuralgia, rheumatic pains,

;
infill glandular swellings, &c.
'Antidotes.—The treatment of a case of poisoning by henbane is the

|
ne as that by opium.

/

i| ropa Belladon na, Linn. L. E. D., Common Dwale; Deadly Nightshade.

Set. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Folia, L.—Leaves, E.—Folia et radix, D.)

History.—Some persons have suggested that this plant may be the

I t/fyayopae of Theophrastus [Hist. PL lib. vi. cap. 2,) the fruit of which,
i ? s ancient botanist says, “ is black, racemed, and, to the taste, vinous.”

’ t the plant noticed under this name by Dioscorides, (lib. iv. cap. 76),

f
1 yellow fruit, and is universally admitted to be the Maiidragora offici-

t p is. The earliest undoubted notice of belladonna occurs in the work
Tragus (A.D. 1532,) who calls it Solanum hortense nigrum (Bauhin,
nax). It has been supposed that it was this plant which produced such

h larkable and fatal effects on the Roman soldiers, during their retreat

i im the Parthians (see Plutarch’s Life of Antony). Buchanan [Return

i 't>t. Hist. lib. vii.) relates, that the Scots mixed the juice of this plant
h the bread and drink, which, by their truce, they were to supply the

!
mes with, which so intoxicated them, that the Scots killed the greatest

’ t of Sweno’s army while asleep. Shakspeare [Macbeth, Act i.

une 3d) is supposed to allude to it under the name of the insane root.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Calyx campanulate, five-cleft. Corolla cam-
mlate, twice the length of the calyx, five-lobed, equal. Filaments

l[' :
, filiform. Berry globose, seated in the calyx [Bot. Gall.)

Char.— Stem herbaceous. Leaves ovate, undivided. Flowers
tary (Smith).

|

loot fleshy, creeping. Whole plant fetid when bruised, of a dark and
d aspect, indicative of its deadly narcotic quality. Stems herbaceous,

[ lual, three feet high, round, branched, leafy, slightly downy. Leaves
aal, mostly two together of unequal size, ovate, acute, entire, smooth.

!
wets imperfectly axillary, solitary, stalked, drooping, dark dull purple
he border, paler downwards, about an inch long. Berry of a shining

; let black, the size of a small cherry, sweetish, and not nauseous
i

i

nth.)

—Indigenous : hedges and waste ground, on a calcareous soil.

» 'wersin June.
Description.—The root [radix belladonna), when fresh, is one or more
hes thick, and sometimes a foot or more long : it is branching, fleshy,

-rnally white, externally grayish or brownish-white. Us taste is

fht, sweetish : its odour is feeble. It may bo collected in the autumn
‘arly in the spring. The flowering stems [herba belladonna) are col-

' kd in June or July
;
they are then deprived of leaves [folia bella~
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donna;), which arc to he carefully dried. The leaves, when fresh, havcl
feeble, bitterish, sub-acid taste.

Composition.—The leaves of belladonna were analyzed, in 1808 lL
Melandri {Ann. de Chim. lxv. 222); the expressed juice

,
in 1 809,

?

m
Vauquelin {Ibid. lxxii. 53); and the dried herb

,
in 1810, by Brand

|

(Gnrelin’s Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1305 ). Besides these there have bel
several less complete examinations of this plant by other chemist!
which have yielded more or less interesting results.

Braudes's Analysis.

Supermalate of Atropia Pol
Pseudo-toxin with inalate of atropia and potash salts . . 16-05
Wax 070
Chlorophvlle ......... 584
Phytoculla (a nitrogenous substance insoluble in alcohol) . 6 90
Gum 833
Starch 1-25

Albumen 10-70
Lignin 13.70
Salts . 7-47

Water . . . . , ... . . . 25-50
Loss 205

Dried herb of Belladonna 10000

1. Atropia (Atropina sen Atropium).—The most improved processes for extraelijj

this vegetable alkali are those of Mein
(
Pharm . Central-Blatt fur 1833. S. 771, a j’U

Thomson, Org. Chem. p. 274), and Richter {Pliarm. Central-Blatt fur 1.837, S. 61

By the first, 12 oz. ofbelladonna root yielded not quite 12 grains of pure atropia. T
vegetable alkali crystallizes in transparent silky prisms. It is odourless, soluble

alcohol, ether, and very slightly so in water. The solution is bitter, restores the bl

colour of reddened litmus paper, is precipitated white by infusion of nutgalls, yelb j
by chloride of platinum, and yellow by chloride of gold : the precipitate caused by t

latter assumes a crystalline appearance. At a temperature above 212° F. it is convert

into vapour, which is deposited like a coat of varnish. Heated in the open air,

readily becomes empyreumatic. It dissolves in acids, with which it unites to form sal

The hydrochlorate and sulphate are crystallizable (Geiger and Hesse, Pharm. Cento

Blatt fur 1835, 8. 81). Two analyses of it have been made by Liebig: according

the latest, its composition is C34 H 23 N O 6
; hence its atomic weight is 289 {Ibid.) Atm]

is a powerful poison. An imponderable quantity is sufficient, when applied to thee'

to cause dilatation of the pupil. Given to dogs and.cats it caused vomiting, dilataU^

of the pupil, and stupor. A tenth of a grain caused, in the human subject, dryness

the mouth, constriction of the throat, difficulty of swallowing, stupor, dilatation of pup

and headache {Ibid, fur 1833, S. 775).

2. Pseudotoxin.—A substance obtained by Braudes from the watery extract of bell

donna. It is brownish-yellow, soluble in water, insoluble in absolute alcohol ai

in ether, is coloured green by the salts of iron, and is totally precipitated from -

watery solution by the salts of lead and by tincture of galls (Gmeliu, Handb. d. Chet

ii. 1032). m
3. Belladonnin.—Under this name Luebckind {Pharm. Centr.-Blattfur 1839, p- 41

has described a volatile vegetable alkali, which, he says, is distinct from atropia. It

crystallizable, and has an ammoniacal odour. It consists of Carbon 28’5, Il.ydroi:

22 4, Nitrogen 32 -

l, Oxygen 17-0. The crystals contain three equivalents of w aU

Two grains caused extreme heat in the throat and constriction of the larynx. f.
4. Atropic acid.

—

This name has been given by Richter {Pharm. Ceiitr.-BIaitJ
1

1837,8.614) to a volatile, crystallizable acid, distinguished from benzoic acid by

not precipitating the salts of iron.

Physiological Effects, {a.) On vegetables.—An aqueous solution

extraet of belladonna is poisonous to plants (Mavcet, Ann. Chim. et H
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1. xxix. p. 200 ;
and Schiibler and Zeller, Sckweigger's Journ. f d

i hem. 1827, B. 50, S. 54-66).

1(A) On animals generally .—Belladonna proves poisonous to mammals
d birds ;

but much less so to herbivorous than to carnivorous animals.
; . ght pounds (Troy) of the leaves have been eaten by a horse without
i v ill effects (Moiroud, Pharm. Vet. p. 344). A pound of ripe berries

Us been given to an ass with very little effect (Viborg, in Wibmer,
irk. d.Arz. ii Gift. Bd. i. S. 366). Given to dogs, belladonna causes

r i atation of pupil, plaintive ciies, efforts to vomit, weakness of the

posterior extremities, staggering, frequent pulse, a state like intoxication,

id death (Orfila, Toxicol. Gen). Forty or fifty grains ofthe watery extract,

3 ected into the jugular vein of dogs, have proved fatal {Ibid.) Flourens

T ech. Exper. 1824) thinks that the tubercula quadrigemina are the parts
; the nervous centres on which this poison specifically acts. His infe-

: ices were drawn from experiments made on birds. The topical action
belladonna is that of an acrid, though not a very violent one f Orfila,

rracit.)

c[c.) On man.—In thefirst degree of its operation, belladonna diminishes
visibility and irritability. This effect (called by some sedative) is

urcely obvious in the healthy organism, but is well seen in morbid
i tes, when these properties are preternaturally increased. A very fre-

' ent and sometimes the earliest obvious effect of belladonna is dryness'

t the mouth and throat, frequently attended with thirst. The- other

r retions and the circulation are oftentimes not affected, though occa-
i nally they are augmented. Mr. Bailey [Observ. relat.to the Use of
Jladonna, p. 9, 1818) “asserts that belladonna affects neither the

imach nor bowels, nor any of the secretions nor excretions, those of

: salivary glands excepted.” The asserted influence of belladonna
i ;r the organic functions is said to be shewn by its power of inducing,

i; F some cases, resolutions of swellings and tumors of various kinds, as

[1 1
presently be noticed.

I In the second degree of its operation belladonna manifests, both in

; i ilthy and morbid conditions, its remarkable influence over the cerebro-

[ s nal system. It causes dilatation of the pupils, obscurity of vision, or

M‘ ’olute blindness (amaurosis), visual illusions, suffused eyes, occa-

|
it nally disturbance of healing (as singing in the ears, &c.) numbness of

i
; face, confusion of head, giddiness, and delirium, which at times re-

s'
fi
ables intoxication, and may be combined with or followed by sopor.

r ese symptoms are usually preceded by a febrile condition, attended

(ha remarkable affection of the mouth, throat, and adjacent parts.

sides dryness of these parts, it causes difficulty of deglutition and of

i iculation, a feeling of constriction about the throat, nausea, and some-

j

ios actual vomiting, and, now and then, swelling and redness of the

I e. The pulse is usually hurried and small. The cutaneous, renal,

1 mucous secretions are frequently augmented. An exanthematous
ption, like that of scarlet fever, has been noticed

;
and irritation of

| ^
urinary organs has in some instances occurred (Jolly, Nouv. JBibl.

d. 1828, iii.
;
and Lancet, 1828-9, vol. i. p. 45).

In some cases very severe effects have been induced by the applica-
f 11 of the extract to abraded surfaces (Wade, Med. and Thys. Journ.

• Ivii. p. 286, 1827
;
Davies, Led. on Dis. of the Lungs and Hearty

‘496). The continued pplication of it to the sound skin has also
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been attended with similar effects (Bacot, Lond. Med. and Phys. Jouri.i
vol. xxiv. p. 383, 1810).

In the third degree of its operation, belladonna produces effects simil^-d

to the preceding, but in a more violent form. The following are thd
symptoms experienced by above 150 soldiers, who were poisoned by tljd

berries of belladonna, which were gathered at Pima, near Dresden :-|J
“ Dilatation and immobility of the pupil; almost complete insensibilitM

of the eye to the presence of external objects, or at least confused visioiw
injection of the conjunctiva with a bluish blood "; protrusion of the eyfjJ

which in some appeared as if it were dull, and in others ardent ant!
|

furious
; dryness of the lips, tongue, palate, and throat

;
deglutition di»J

ficult or even impossible
;
nausea not followed by vomiting

; feeling

weakness, lipothymia, syncope
;

difficulty or impossibility of standinaa
frequent bending forward of the trunk

;
continual motion of the hancid

and fingers
;
gay delirium, with a vacant smile

;
aphonia or confusaj

sounds, Uttered with pain
;
probably ineffectual desires ofgoing tbstooiT

gradual restoration to health and reason, without any recollection of tHs

preceding state” (Gualtier de Claubry, in Orfila’s Toxicol. Gen.)

In comparing the operation of belladonna with that of other cerebn

spinants (narcotics, auct.),'the most remarkable symptoms which attrai

our attention are the dilatation of the pupils, with insensibility of tU

irides to light, disturbance of vision, diminished! feeling, giddiness, stagge*

ing, the delirium (extravagant, pleasing, or furious), followed by sopa

and the remarkable' affection of the mouth and throat (diyness of tli

throat, difficulty of deglutition and of articulation). Convulsions a.

rare, and, when they occur, are slight. Lethargy or sopor occurs subs*

quently to the delirium. Local irritation is not well marked.

•These characters distinguish the effects of belladonna from those of an

other substance, except henbane [see p. 851), stramonium {see p. 863

and perhaps from some other solanaceous species.

When applied to the eyebrow, belladonna causes dilatation of tH

pupil, without necessarily affecting the other eye_ or disturbing visiot

Segalas
(
Lancet

,
1826-27, vol. xii. p. 170) has rendered it probable tin

absorption or imbibition is essential to this effect. But the action a

the iris depends, according to Muller {Physiology, vol. i. p. 630), not qf

the operation of the belladonna on the central organs of the nervotd

system, but on its topical, paralyzing influence on the ciliary nerva

When, however, belladonna is swrallowed, it is obvious that the irides a

become affected through the general system only, and in this case tl

dilatation of the pupil is accompanied wdth disturbance of vision. (Ft

some interesting observations on the associated functions of the retiri

and iris, consult Grainger’s Observ. on the Struct, and Fund, of the Spin
"

Cord, p. 72 and seq.) The pneumogastric nerve is obviously concern*

in producing the affection of the mouth and the difficulty of deglutiti'

and articulation.

The disorder of the intellect and of the external senses caused

belladonna proves that the influence of this agent is not limited to tl

excito-motory system, but is extended to those portions of the nerv“

centres which are the seat of the intellect and of sensibility.

Uses.—Belladonna has been employed to allay pain and nervous in

tation {erethismus nervosus of some authors) ;
to diminish the sensi 1 1

pf the retina to the impression of light
;

to produce dilatation o

;oi
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t >il ;
to counteract that condition of brain which is accompanied with

I

traction of the pupil
; and to lessen rigidity and spasmodic contrac-

1 i of muscular fibres. These uses obviously arise out of the ascertained

• siological effects of the remedy. There are others, however, which
.i y be regarded as altogether empirical : such as its employment to re-

-e or discuss scirrhous tumors.

|
.lie indications and contra-indications for its use are not sufficiently

ij iblished to induce us to place much confidence in them. My own
it 'erience leads me to believe that it is not a remedy fitted for plethoric

,!{
stitutions, or for febrile and acute inflammatory cases

;
and I am not

(loosed to admit the observations of Dr. Graves, hereafter to be men-
ieied, as offering any valid objections to these statements.

. To allay pahi and nervous irritation.—As an anodyne in most
Fj mal pains no remedy hitherto proposed is equal to opium

;
but this

H at totally fails us in many of those external pains known as neuralgia
,

u fopalgia, or tic douloureux. In such, belladonna occasionally suc-

p:-isin abating, sometimes in completely removing, pain; while it totally

> to give relief in the internal pains for which experience has found
: 1m so efficacious. It is remarkable, therefore, that while both these

.bro-spinants (narcotics, auctor .) agree in lessening pain-, they totally

(: gree as to. the cases in which they succeed, and for which they are

vidually applicable. In the treatment of neuralgia, belladonna is

l loyed both internally and externally. I believe that, to be success-

it requires, in many cases, to be persevered in until dryness of the

i -i at, dilatation of pupil, and some disorder of vision, are produced,
as in many diseases for which mercury has been found a most effi-

t remedy, it is necessary to continue the use of this mineral until the

•th be affected, and often even to use it for some time afterwards. Of
success of belladonna in the treatment of neuralgia, we have abun-
t evidence in the published cases of Mr. Bailey (

Observ . relat. to the

of Belladon. in painful Disord, of the Head and Face, 1818) and
everal other practitioners? (Bayle, Bibl. Therap. t. ii.) My own expe-
se of the use of this remedy leads

,
me to regard it as very much

ior to aconite as a local remedy for this disease,

esides neuralgia there are many other painful affections against

"h belladonna is used as a local- anodyne. Such are arthritic

s, painful ulcers, glandular enlargements which are tender to the
h, &c.

4s an antispasmodic .—To relieve rigidity and spasmodic contrac-

of muscular fibres, belladonna sometimes proves serviceable as a
-al remedy. In rigidity of the os uteri

,
during lingering labours or

peral convulsions, the extract or an ointment of belladonna (see

'entum belladonna) has been applied to the part by way of friction.

ugh the practice has been lauded by Chaussier (
Consid. sur les

;u/s. rjui attaq. les Femmes enceint ., 2nd ed. 1824), and adopted by
ieau {TraitS compl. des Accouchem.), Conquest (

Outlines of Mid-
r
V)'i and others, yet it has not found much favour with British

btioners. It cannot be regarded as a substitute for, but only an
'ant 'to, depletion; and its use is not devoid of danger: for, not

|

si *t on the possibility of absorption, and the consequent injurious
:ts therefrom, it is obvious that the long-continued friction of the
Cr Womb, and the reinoval of the lubricating mucus, may dispose to
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I

inflammation. In spasmodic stricture of the urethra
,
and of the sjfiM

ters of the bladder and rectum
,
and in spasmodic contraction ofU

uterus

,

tlio topical use of the extract (smeared on a bougie, applied tohi
perineum or other parts, or employed by way of a clyster) has in s<i-l

cases appeared to give relief (Brit, and For. Med. Rev. vol. ii. p. ofl
In strangulated hernia it has been employed to produce relaxation ofj‘1

abdominal muscles (Van Looth, Kohler, and Pages, quoted bv Ball
Bibl. Therap. t. ii., and Brit, and For. Med. Rev. vol. ii. p. 262-3).

In a case of angina pectoris, unconnected with organic disease,

application of a belladonna plaster to the chest (before the ulcerai

caused by tartar emetic ointment had healed) produced alarming sii;|

of poisoning
;
but when these had subsided, all symptoms of the ana

had totally disappeared (Davies, Led. on Diseases of the Lunas
Heart

, p. 496).

Considerable relief has been gained in several cases of hooping-co^i

by the use of belladonna (see the observations of Schaeffer and Wet;

of Meglin, and of Raisin, quoted by Bayle, Bibl. Ther. t. ii.) Its o
sional efficacy depends in part, probably, on its lessening the necea:

of respiration (Laennec, Treat, on Dis. of the Chest
, by Forbes, ppj

and 99), as well also on its power of obviating spasm of the bronctl

tubes, and of decreasing the susceptibility of the bronchial membn
to the influence of the exciting causes of the paroxysms. But likej

other vaunted specifics for this peculiar disease, it frequently fail!!

give the least relief.

3. In Maladies of the Eyes.—Belladonna is applied to the eye fom

purposes : the first, and the most common, is to dilate the pupil ;jt

other is to diminish the preternatural sensibility of the retina to the

}

pression of light. Dilatation of the pupil is sometimes produced

certain diseases of the eye, in order to enable us to examine the cob

tion of the refractive humours, and thereby to ascertain the nature)

extent of the malady
;
as in cases of incipient cataract, which nij:

otherwise be occasionally confounded with glaucoma or amaurosis.
|j|

the operation of cataract by solution or absorption [leeratonyxis), th

dilatation of the pupil by belladonna is essential (Lawrence, Lee

Lancet, for Sept. 9. 1826). In iritis, dilatation of the pupil is impor

in order to prevent, or in recent cases to rupture, adhesions of the uve

the capsule of the crystalline lens. Some surgeons consider it an ol

tionable remedy during the early stage of the disease. In prole

iridis benefit is, under some circumstances, gained by the use of b

donna
;

as, where there is opacity of the cornea covering the pupil

dilatation of the aperture, so as to get its circumference beyom

opaque spot, is attended with an improvement of vision. The:

some of the cases in which dilatation of the pupil by belladon

advisable. It is usually effected by applying the extract (see extra

belladonna) to the parts around the eye, or to the conjunctiva,

dilatation usually takes place within a few minutes, and sometimes

tinues for twenty-four hours.

Belladonna is sometimes employed in inflammatory and other a

tions of the eye, to diminish the morbid sensibility of this organ to

influence of light (Lisfranc, Rev. Med. t. i. 1826, p. 17 ;
and t. ii- P

4. As a resolvent or discutient.—In enlargement and induration o

lymphatic glands, in scirrhus and cancer (or diseases which have
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I
>posed to be such), belladonna lias gained no slight repute from its

posed resolvent or discutient properties. That it may give relief by
anodyne powers we can easily understand, but that it has any real

olvent or discutient properties in the diseases just enumerated, may
reasonably doubted, notwithstanding the favourable reports of Gataker
>serv. on the intern. Use of the Solanum, 1757), Cullen (Mat. Med),
ickett (

Essay on the Use of Atropa Belladonna
, 1826), and others (see

vie, Bibl. Ther. t. ii.) Bromfield
(
Account of the English Night-

des
,
1757) and others have reported unfavourably of it, and no one, I

lk, now places any reliance on it.

i. As a prophylactic against Scarlatina.—The introduction of bella-

na into practice as a preventive of scarlet fever, is owing to the

urd homoeopathic axiom of “ similia similibus curantur for as this

at gives rise to an affection of the throat, and sometimes to a scarlet

l on the skin, its power of guarding the system against the reception

scarlet fever has been assumed
;
and the assumption has been endea-

red to be established by an appeal to experience. Bayle {Bibl.

rap. t. ii. p. 504) has collected from various publications 2,027 cases

ersons who took this medicine, and were exposed to the contagion
;
of

;e 1948 escaped. Oppenheim {Bond. Med. Gaz. vol. xiii. p. 814) gave

1200 soldiers, and only 12 became affected-. To the authorities here

rred to may be added Hufeland
(
Lancet

,
May 2, 1829) and Koreff

ad. Med. Gaz. vol. iv. p. 297), who admit, from their own personal

; ovations, the efficacy of the remedy, though they have not specified

number of cases in which they have tried it. But bearing in mind
well-known capriciousness evinced by scarlet fever (as indeed by
r contagious disorders) in regard to the subjects of its attacks, and
large number of those who, though exposed to its influence, escape,

best evidence hitherto adduced in favour of the notion must be ad-

ed to be inconclusive. While, therefore, the facts brought forward

tvour of the existence of this prophylactic power are only negative,

e which can be adduced against it are positive. For I conceive

lty cases of failure are more conclusive against the opinion here

"red to, than one thousand of non-occurrence are in favour of it. Now
man (Bayle, Bibl. Therap. t. ii. p. 417), Barth {Ibid.), Wendt (Rust

Casper’s Krit. Repert. Bd. xxii. S. 27), Muhrbeck (Rust’s Magaz.
xxiv. S. 495), Hoffmann {Ibid. Bd. xxv. S. 1.15), Bock {Ihid.

80), and many others that I could refer to, declare it has failed in

' hands to evince its prophylactic powers. In this country we have

extended series of observations to quote ;
but the cases which I am

minted with are decidedly against the efficacy of the remedy. A
likable failure is mentioned by Ur. Sigmond {Lancet, 1836-7, vol. ii.

^) ot a family of eleven persons who took the supposed specific, yet

y individual contracted the disease.
In Fever

,
with contraction of the pupil.—Dr. Graves {Dubl. Journ.

led. Science, July 1, 1838) has recently proposed the use ol bella-

m in those cases of fever with cerebral disease which are attended

contraction of the pupil It is not unreasonable, he observes, “ to

>cse that the state of the brain which accompanies dilatation of the
1 is different from that which accompanies contraction

;
and if bella-

lil has an effect in producing that cerebral state which is attended

dilatation, it is uot going too far to infer, that its adminis-
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tration may do much towards counteracting the opposite conditiflJl

neither is it unphysiological to conclude, that if a remedy be caja
ble of counteracting, or preventing, one very remarkable effect of*’

certain morbid state of the brain, it may also counteract other symptqfl
connected with the same condition.” This line of argument, it must}!
admitted, is ingenious and plausible, and is supported by reference^
several apparently successful cases treated on the principles here 1!%
down. But I would observe, if the above reasoning were valid, opiM
should be serviceable in cerebral diseases attended with dilatation* I*

pupil, since it causes contraction of this aperture. Now this is in dii|

opposition to our every-day experience of the uses of this imports
narcotic.

7. In other diseases.— Cruveilhier [Lancet, 1828-9, vol. i. p. 520) !%

found belladonna-smoking relieve some cases of 'phthisis. The frf!';p

leaves were infused in a strong solution of opium, and then dinv

like tobacco : the patients began by smoking two pipes a day, and i‘i

quantity was gradually increased to six pipes. Perhaps this pracufo

would be beneficial in spasmodic asthma and old catarrhs. In hyuK

phobia
,
notwithstanding the asserted prophylactic powers of this mall

cine (see the authorities quoted by Bayle, Bibl. Ther. t. ii.
;
and Rich'!

Ausf.Arzneim. Bd. ii.), there is no valid ground for believing in i >

efficacy. I tried it in one case without success. In epilepsy
,
mania

,

A (It

teria, chorea
,
and some other maladies of the centro-spinal system, oo:»

sional benefit has resulted by the use of belladonna. In ileus it

been most successfully used in the form of clyster, as a substitute
j

tobacco, which is objectionable on account of the horrible sickness
j

great depression [Brit, and For. Med. Rev. vol. iv. p. 223).

Administration.—The dose of the powder for an adult is one gr«r
j

which should be gradually increased until dryness of the throat, dik ,

tion of pupil, or some head symptoms are produced. For children

dose at the commencement should be one-eighth of a grain. For intei J

as well as external use the extract or tincture is, however, comma!

employed. For external use an infusion of the leaves is sometimes ut ir

as a fomentation, or is made into a poultice with bread or linseed meaH

1 . Extractum Belladonnas, L . E.
;

Succus spissatus BelladoivQ

D.—(Fresh Belladonna leaves, lb. i. Braise them, sprinkled with a 111

water, in a stone mortar; then press out the juice, and evaporate it, II

strained, to a proper consistence, L.—The Edinburgh College directsi
l

$i

expressed juice to be filtered, and then to be evaporated, in the vap< <

bath, to the consistence of firm extract, stirring constantly towards i

close.—The Dublin College prepares it as the Succus spissatus Aconiti, I

1 cwt. of fresh belladonna yields from 4 to 6 lbs. of extract (Brail 1

Man. of Pharm. 3d ed. p. 401). Dose gr. i. to gr. v. cautiously increa $

As the strength of the extract is extremely variable, some writers rec
|

mend only one-quarter or one-half of a grain to be given at the e
j

mencement of its use, and to be repeated three times a day ;
and 4

dose to be increased until the well-known effects of the remedy are th

duced. Mr. Bailey observes, that he at first began with one grain, ji

repeated it every four hours until relief followed
;
but further expertf 1

induced hian to commence with three times that quantity, and,

tition were necessary, to give it in diminished doses afterwards.

upon leather the extract is frequently used as a plaster to rcl I
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algic and other pains (see Emplastrum Belladonna). Diluted with

r to the consistence of cream, it is applied to the eyebrow to produce

ation of the pupil
;
or an aqueous solution of the extract is dropped

een the lids. Mixed with lard or spermaceti ointment it is used as

deal anodyne and antispasmodic in various diseases (see Unguentum

I

idonrne). A bougie smeared over with the extract and oil, is some-

[, 5 used with benefit in stricture [Bond. Med. Gaz. vol. v. p. 735). A
,

bio or two of the extract, either alone or in the form of ointment,

i
he applied to the os uteri to diminish rigidity. In irritation of the

I ier, urinary organs, or rectum, clysters holding in solution the extract

i
ometimes used. Rubbed into the perineum or over the tract of the

i ira, the extract or ointment is useful in preventing chordee, and alle-

i; og spasm of the neck of the bladder.

Emplastrum Belladonna, L. E. D.—(Extract ofbelladonna, ^iss.

,i
).] ;

Plaster of Resin, $iij. [Soap Plaster, 3ij. Z).] Add the extract

t; e plaster, melted by the heat of a water-bath, and mix). Anodyne
i: . intispasmodic. Applied for the relief of neuralgic, rheumatic, and
< • pains. It is said to relieve the pain of dysmenorrhcea when ap-

}
to the sacrum. In spreading it. care must be taken not to employ

jyy hot spatula, or the properties of the extract will be injured.

H Unguentum Belladonna.—(Spermaceti Ointment [or Lard] 3j.;

I i act of Belladonna, 5j- to 5ij- Mix). Though not contained in any
<!: 3 British pharmacopoeias, it is a very useful preparation; and may
V ed as an anodyne and antispasmodic in some of the before-men-

tj id cases.

Tinctura Belladonna.— (Belladonna leaves, dried, Sij.
;
Proof

i t, fjxyj. Macerate for twenty [fourteen] days, and strain. Bailey .)

t contained in the British pharmacopoeias. Mr. Bailey’s formula

l given contains the same proportions of leaves and spirit as those

in the preparation of Tinctura Hyoscyami, L. Dose, rqxx. to tq.xl.

Ilackett (Bond. Med. Rep. vol. xix. p. 458) prepared a saturated

ire of belladonna by macerating, for fourteen days, 3x. of extract of

donna in lb.j. of proof spirit; then straining. The dose of this is

or rqiij. gradually increased : in the form of lotion, a drachm of it

idded to eight ounces of liquid.

tidotes.—Similar to those for opium. After the use of evacuants

egetable acids have appeared to give great relief. Decoction of

J tils or green tea might probably prove serviceable.

Datu'ra Stramo nium, L. E. D.

—

Common Thornapple.

Se*. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Folia et Semina, L.—Herb, E.—Herba et Semina, D.)

story.

—

Some writers consider this plant to be the arpvxvov gaviKov

ioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 74),—an opinion scarcely tenable, as this

nt pharmacologist describes his plant as having a black flower and
fruit. Datura Stramonium is mentioned by Fuchsius in 1542

aigel, Hist. Rei Herb. t. ii. p. 326).
!Tany. Gen. Char.— Calyx large, tubular, ventricose, five-angled;
fire-cleft, caducous

;
base orbiculate, peltate, persistent. Corolla

» funnel-shaped; tube long; limb live-angled, five-plicate, five-
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acuminate* Stamens five. Stigma two-lamellar. Capsule bristly i,

smooth, ovate, two-celled
;

cells two- or many-parted with a promiueffl

dissepiment
(
Bot . Gall.)

Sp. Char.—Fruit spinous, ovate, erect. Leaves ovate, smooth, sinf

ated. (Smith.)

A bushy, smooth, fetid herb. Stem much branched, forked, spreadin

leafy. Leaves from the forks of the stem, large, unequal at the ba>

variously and acutely sinuated and toothed, simple-ribbed, veiny, of

dull-green. Flowers axillary, erect, white, sweet-scented, especially

night, about three inches long. Fruit as big as a walnut, in its out!

coat very prickly. Seeds black. (Smith.)

Hab.— Indigenous: in waste ground and on dunghills. AnauJl

Flowers in July.

Description.—The herb (
herba stramonii

)
should be collected whr

the plant is in flower. The leaves (folia stramonii
)
are then to be can

fully dried. In the fresh state their odour, when bruised, is unpleasa!

and narcotic
;
their taste nauseous and bitter. By drying the odour

lost, but the bitter taste remains. The seeds (semina stramonii
)
are smal

compressed, kidney-shaped, roughish, dark-brown or blackish, dull, a*

odourless : they have a bitter, nauseous, somewhat acrid taste.

Composition.—The hgrb was analyzed, in 1815, by Promnitz (Gut

lin’s Handb. d. Chem. Bd. ii. S. 1305) ;
the seeds, in 1820, by Brand)

{Ibid.)

Promnitz’s Analysis.

Resin 0
- 12

Extractive [containing the Daturia ?] O'GO

Gummy extractive 0'58

Green fecula 0'64

Albumen 015
Phosphatic and vegetable salts of

lime and magnesia 0'23

Water 91 '25

Woody fibre 5' 15

Loss 1 '28

Fresh herb of Stramonium... lOO'OO

Brandes’s Analysis.

Malate of daturia with some uncrys-

tallizable sugar 1*8!

Fixed oil with some clilorophylle ... 16'0

Wax 1*4

Resin insoluble in ether 9*9

Extractive ... O'fi

Gummy extractive 6'0

Gum and bassorin with some salts... 11’3

Albumen and phytocolla 6*4

Glutenoin 5 '5

Malates of daturia, potash, and lime,

and acetate of potash 0.6

Woody fibre 23.3

Water 15*1

Loss.... I"®

Seeds of Stramonium ]00'0

1. Daturia (Daturina or Daturium).—A vegetable alkali said to exist in stramoniu

The properties assigned to it by Geiger and Hesse (
Pliarin . Central-BIatt fur 18

p. 85) are the following :— It crystallizes in colourless, odourless, brilliant prisms, wli

nave at first a bitterish, then a tobacco-like flavour. It requires 280 parts of cold.

72 parts of boiling water, to dissolve it: it is very soluble in alcohol, less so in eth

In most of its properties it agrees with hyoscyamia. It strongly dilates the pupil

has a poisonous action on animals.

2. Empyreumatic oil of Stramonium (Pyrodaturia P).—Resembles tar and the aqtiei

fluid which distils along with its acid. This arises from the woody part of the pi;

having been employed. The oil itself does not differ, in its physical and chcuu

properties, from the empyreumatic oil of foxglove, before (p. 838) described (Morn

Ed. Med. and Sury. Journ vol. 39, p. 379.)

Physiological Effects, (a.) On vegetables .—A branch of stramonn

was killed by immersing it in a watery solution of the extract ol its ov

species (Macaire, quoted by Decandollc, Phys. Veg. p. 1354).

mmm
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1 1.)' On animals generally.— Its influence on herbivorous animals is

|
h less than on man. Five ounces of the expressed juice given to the

I e causes merely slight drowsiness and gaping (Moiroucl, Phcirm.

p. 350). Two pounds and a half of the seeds killed a horse in 52
q -s (Yiborg, in Wibmer’s Wirk. d. Arzneim. u. Gi/le. B. ii. S. 292).

|

a Orfila’s experiments with it on dogs ( Toxicol. Gen.) it does not

ear to act powerfully as a local irritant. Its effects were very similar

tose caused by belladonna.

.)
On man.—The symptoms produced on man closely resemble those

ed by belladonna. In small but gradually increased doses it dimi-

?es sensibility, and thereby frequently alleviates pain. It does not
lly affect the pulse

;
it slightly and temporarily dilates the pupil, and

I ao tendency to cause constipation, but rather relaxation. Though it

; 'Spain it does not usually produce sleep. In larger doses it causes
lit, dryness of the throat, nausea, giddiness, nervous agitation, dila-

i n of pupil, obscurity of vision, headache, disturbance of the cere-

[i ! functions, perspiration, occasionally relaxation of bowels, and in

: cases diuresis. It has no direct tendency to induce sleep, and
e it cannot be called soporific. But indirectly, by alleviating pain,

ii thereby producing serenity and ease, it often disposes to sleep. In
doses the leading symptoms are flushed countenance, delirium

dly maniacal), dilatation of the pupil, dryness of the throat, loss of

difficulty of deglutition, convulsions, and, in some cases, palsy. A
: interesting fatal case of poisoning by 100 seeds, is related by Mr.
n

(
Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xv. p. 194). The patient (his own child)

• wo years and a quarter old. In addition to the preceding symp-
! there were a hot, perspiring skin, flushed, slightly swollen face, pulse
rceptible, but natural in regard to frequency, and coldness of the in-

1
' extremities. The anterior fontanelle was neither tense, hot, nor in the

test degree raised by the cerebral pulsations
;
so that there did not

to be any active determination of blood to the brain. During the

nuance of the coma the pulse became extremely rapid. Death
Ted twenty-four hours after swallowing the seeds.

-'gt (Pharmakodyn

.

Bd. i. S. 164) says, stramonium is probably dis-

ished from belladonna by the following peculiarities :

—

• ts effects are more similar to those of acrid vegetables, especially of Helleborus.
t operates more strongly, but more in the manner of the acrid substances, on the
nervous system, especially on the central organs, viz. the ganglia, spinal cord,
and brain.
ts secondary effects on the irritable system are not so marked ;

for most observers
have failed to detect any alteration of pulse, and a slow pulse is more frequently
mentioned than a quick one.
t operates on the organic life more strongly. It more strongly and directly pro-
motes all the secretions, especially the secretion of- the skin,

darcet [Med.-CTiir. Trans, vols. vii.and viii.)and Begbie {Trans, of the Med. Soc.
hdinh. t. i.) have inferred, from numerous observations, that it possesses an
anodyne property, which it frequently evinces where opium and belladonna fail

to do so.

ks.—

A

more extended experience of this plant is requisite to enable
Rpeak with much confidence of its employment. The similarity of
foots with those of belladonna would lead us to expect a similarity

hike the last-mentioned plant it has been successfully employed

;

ninish sensibility, and thereby to relieve external pain. Some of
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the other uses made of it require a more impartial examination ere *

can form any just estimate of their value. The indications and contii a
indications for its employment are probably similar to those of bell 1

donna. In persons disposed to apoplexy it is a very dangerous remeo :'j

In neuralgia
(tic douloureux

,
sciatica

, tyc.) it has been employed v>":

considerable success, by Lentin (Bayle, Bibl. Ther. t. ii.), Marcet {MeH
Chir. Trans, vols. vii. and viiii.), and Begbie {Trans. Med.-Chir. Soc. is

Edinb. vol. i.) It was given internally in the form of extract. Its dji

ternal application has scarcely been tried. In rheumatism it hi 6

frequently proved serviceable from its anodyne qualities (see the reporal

of Kirckhoff, Engelhart, Van-Nuffal, and Amelung, in Bayle, op. ci\ ,«

also Eberle, Mat. Med.) In enterodynia (that is, spasmodic pain oft

bowels unconnected with inflammatory action or the presence of irritatilb

substances), Dr. Elliotson {Lancet, 1826-7, vol. xii.
; and 1827-8, vol. 1*

found it most successful.

In some cases of spasmodic asthma, smoking the herb has given

least temporary relief (English, in Ed. Med. and Burg. Journ. vol. vij

and Dr. Sims, Ibid. vol. viii.) : but the practice requires very great call

tion, as it has on some occasions proved highly injurious, and in sop s

instances fatal. Dr. Bree {Lond. Med. and Phys. Journ. vol. xxvi. p.qhj

.

tried it in 82 asthmatic cases : in 58 of these it had no permanent gopfc

effect, and iu the remaining 24 it acted injuriously. General Gent, vu.-h

was instrumental in introducing the practice, fell a victim to it (/#: 3

p. 49). Aggravation of the dyspnoea, paralytic tremblings, epilepp r

headache, and apoplexy, are some of the evils said to have been inducj :ji

in thc’cases above referred to. In persons disposed to head affection

nnd in aged persons, it is therefore a highly dangerous practice.

The diseases in which stramonium has been principally used $

mania and epilepsy. Bayle {Bibl. Therap. t. ii.) has collected from 1 <

works of'Storck, Schemalz, Razoux, Reef, Meyer, Odhelius, Durant

Maret, Bergius, Greding, Schneider, Bernard, and Amelung, fifty-fl

cases of the first, and forty-five of the latter malady, treated by strauji

nium : in both diseases a considerable majority of cases are said to hap

been either cured or relieved by it. Without denying the occasional 1

.

nefit of stramonium in these diseases, I believe the cases in which it t

serviceable to be very rare, while those in which it is calculated to ,

injurious are very common. Dr. Cullen {Mat. Med.) observes, that

has no doubt that narcotics may be a remedy for certain cases of maq

and epilepsy; but he very justly adds, “ I have not, and I doubt if a

other person has, learned to distinguish the cases to which such reined (

are properly adapted.”

Stramonium has been used to dilate the pupil and to diminish the s>

sibilTtu of the retina to the influence of light ; but for both of these p'

poses belladonna is preferred by British oculists. Wendt (Rust’s

Bd. xxiv. S. 302) used it to lessen venereal excitement, as in nyinp*
i

mania. An ointment (made with y. of the powdered leaves, and 3iv-

lard) has been used as an anodyne application to irritable ulcers and

painful hemorrhoids. The application of the leaves to burns has v

jitt nnrlnrl with dancrprous results [Journ. de Chim. Med. t. vi. p. 722)attended with dangerous results {Journ. de Ltnm. Meet. t. vi. p

Administration.—The dose of the powdered leaves is one gram

the seeds half a grain. These doses are to be repeated twice or
J

a-day, and to be gradually increased until some obvious effect is proau^
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. Extractum Stramonii, L. E. D. — (Thornapple seeds, Ixv.

. D .] ;
Boiling distilled water, Cong. j. Macerate lor four hours in a

;el lightly covered, near the hre
;
afterwards take out the seeds, and

, tse them in a stone mortar: return them, when bruised, to the liquor.

>n boil down to four pints, and strain the liquor while hot. Lastly,

oorate to a proper consistence, L. and D.—The directions of the

nburgh College are as follows:—Take the seeds of stramonium, any
renient quantity

;
grind them well in a coffee-mill. Rub the powder

a thick mass with proof spirit
;
put the pulp into a percolator, and

|
jismit proof spirit till it passes colourless; distil off the spirit, and
>orate what remains in the vapour-bath to a proper consistence),

f the above modes of preparation, that of the Edinburgh College is

Mess the best, as yielding a more efficient preparation. The product,

•rding to the London and Dublin process, is about 12 per cent,

ker, Observ. on the Dub. Pharrn
.) Recluz ( United States Dispensat .)

s, that 16 ozs. of the seeds yield 2 ozs. 2 drs. by maceration in dilute

hoi: this is about 14 per cent. The dose of extract of stramonium,

he commencement, is about a quarter of a grain, which should be

ually increased until some obvious effect is produced.

Tinctura Stramonii
,
Ph. United States.— (Stramonium seeds,

>ed. 3iv.
;
Proof Spirit, Sxxxij. Macerate for fourteen days, and filter

lgh paper). Dose tttx. to iffxx. twice or thrice a day, gradually in-

tied until it occasions some obvious effect on the system. This pre-

Jon is applicable to all the cases for which stramonium is used

vtidotes.—The same as for belladonna.

Nicotia'na Tabacum, L. E. D.— Virginian Tobacco

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Folia exsiccata, L—Leaves, E.— Folia, D .)

i r?.B ST

OHO U.

vegetable sub-'(story.—The inhalation of the fumes of burning

es, both for causing inebriation or for medicinal purposes, seems to

been very anciently practised. Herodotus (Clio, ecu.) tells us, that

Babylonians intoxicated themselves by this means ;
and both Dios-

es (lib. ii. cap. 126) and Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib. xxvi, cap. 16, ed.

.) declare the efficacy of smoking Tussilago in obstinate cough,

imboldt (Personal Narrative
,
vol. v. p. 666) says, that the tobacco

has been cultivated, from time immemorial, by the natives of Oro-

• It does not appear, however, to have been known to Europeans
to the discovery of America

;
though it is not improbable that the

ics were acquainted with it long before that time, as Pallas, Rum-
and Loureiro, have supposed. But it is not probable, I think, that

peans learned the use of it from the Asiatics, as Ulloa has endea-

d to show.
hen Columbus and his followers arrived at Cuba, in 1492, they, for

f

rst time, beheld the custom of smoking cigars (W. Irving, Hist, of

j

jfe and Voyages of Columbus, vol. i. p. 287 ;
also the narrative of

jSf Fernando Colon, son-in-law of Columbus, Hist, del Amir. cap. 27,
fcia

, Hist. prim, de las Indias occul. vol. i. p. 24). Hernandez de
1° introduced the plant into Spain and Portugal; and, from the

place, Jean Nicot sent the seeds or the plant to France, about

3 K
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1559-60 (Bauhin’s Pinax). In 1586, on the return of Sir Francis Dral
i

with the colonists, from Virginia, the practice of smoking was introduq
\

into England
;
and, being adopted by Sir Walter Raleigh and other cold

tiers, soon became common {Biograph. Brit. vol. v. p. 3471 ;
and Clusibi

Exotic, p. 310).

Various attempts, by writings, imposts, or bodily punishments, w|ij

made in Europe to restrict or put down its use (Adam Clarke, Dissert.
. \

the Use and Abuse of Tobacco, 1797; Med. and Phys. Journ. vol. xx .

p. 451; and C. C. Antz, Tabaci Hist. Diss. Inaug. Berol. 1836). II

?

said, that upwards of a hundred volumes were written to condemn

j

use
;
and not the least curious of these is the celebrated “ Counter-bla

to Tobacco'''' of James 1. (Works, p. 214, fol. 1616). Despite, and par
j

perhaps, as a consequence of these attempts, the use of tobacco rapi [j

spread, and is now universal throughout the world
(
Asiat . J0141

vol. xxii.)

The generic appellation Nicotiana is obviously derived from Nii

the name of an individual above referred to. The origin of the specil

name Tabacum is less satisfactorily ascertained. It is probable, h«ia
ever, that the word is derived from tabac, an instrument used by l

:

|j

natives of America in smoking this herb
;
though some derive it froimlri

Tobago, others from Tabasco, a town in New Spain.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Calyx urceolate, five-cleft. Corolla m i '

longer than the calyx, funnel-sha] .%

five-cleft, regular. Stamens five. Stit *1

emarginate. Capsule two-valved

Gall.)

Sp. Char.—Leaves sessile, oblda

lanceolate, acuminate, the lower dflt

decurrent. Throat of the corolla infll is

ventricose
;

limb with acuminated #
merits (Bot . Gall.)

A viscid herb. Root branchpH

fibrous. Stem three to six feet liffi

Fig. 179.

hairy, branching

Nicotiana Tabacum.

erect, round,

top. Leaves very large, pale

with glandular short hairs,

linear, acute. Flowers panicled

end of the stem and branches,

hairy. Corolla rose-coloured. Ova)

ovate; style long and slender; sti

capitate, cloven. Capsule two-ce

loculieidal. Seeds numerous, small, sc
opening cross-wise at the top

what renifonn, brown.

Hab. America. Extensively cultivated in most parts of the w
especially the United States of America. Virginia is the most celebi

for its culture. North of Maryland the plant is rarely seen ( United S>

Dispensatorij). In England the cultivation is restricted ;
not more

half a pole being allowed “ in a physic or university garden, or m

private garden for physic or chirurgery” (Loudon’s Encyclopdtau

Agriculture). .

Nicotiana rustica, Common Green Tobacco
,

is cultivated m se l

parts of the world. It yields a milder tobacco, and is said to have

!
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Nicotiana rustica.

preferred by Sir W. Raleigh. Syrian and
Turkish tobaccos are prepared from it

(Rovle, Illust. p.283; Lindley, FI. Med.)
Nicotiana repanda is said to yield the

small Havannah cigars (Royle.)
- Nicotiana persica yields the delicate and
fragrant tobacco of Shiraz (Lindley).

Culture.—In Virginia and Maryland
the seeds are thickly sown in beds of

finely-prepared earth. When the young-

plants have five or six leaves, exclusive

of the seminal leaves, they are trans-

planted into fields during the month of

May, and set three or four feet apart, in

rows. During the whole period of growth
the crop requires constant attention

;
and

to promote the development of leaves, the

tops are pinched off, by which the forma-

tion of flowers and seed is prevented,

harvest is in August. The ripe plants are cut off above their roots,

cl under cover, stripped of their leaves, tied in bundles, packed in

sheads, &c. (Loudon’s Encycl. of Agricult . ;
Carver, Treat, on the

of the Tobacco Plant, 1779).

ommerce.—The duty on tobacco, the produce of British possessions

merica, is 2s. 9d. per lb.; of other parts, 3s.—on snuff, 6s. per lb.

—

ngars, and other kinds of manufactured tobacco, 9s. These exor-

it duties lead to extensive smuggling. In 1839, 124,637 cwts. of

cco, and 176,422 lbs. of cigars paid duty.

escription.—Tobacco (folia tabaci seu nicotiana) is met with in

merce, has a brownish colour, a strong narcotic but peculiar odour,

a bitter, nauseous taste. The darker-coloured tobaccos are the

igest. The following are the principal commercial kinds :

—

American, (a.) North American.—The Virginian is one of the strongest kinds,

s, therefore, not fit for cigars, but is adapted for pipes and snuff, and for medicinal

Its colour is deep brown
;
the leaves feel unctuous. The Maryland is paler, ycl-

•, weaker, and adapted for smoking: the pale cinnamon is the best, the serais the

lonest. The Kentucky is intermediate between the two preceding. The Carolina

s frequently met with.

> South Armeichn.—'The Havannah is most esteemed for smoking: its colour is

wish-brown : its odour is musky or spicy. It is imported in heads. The Cuba is

cellent kind. Both these kinds are remarkable for the light yellow spots on the

s - The Columbian is imported in heads and leaves, and is much esteemed for

3. I he Varinas is brought over in rolls, the Orinoko in leaves, the Porto Rico in

the St. Domingo in leaves.

r European.—The only European tobacco extensively consumed in this country is

mers/oort, a Dutch tobacco. Several German, Hungarian, and Ukraine tobaccos

’casionally met with (Sinsheim, Die Rauch, u. Sclmupftabaks - Fabrikalion, 1826).

Asiatic.—East Indian tobacco has never obtained a high repute, doubtless from
•attention to its cultivation (Royle, Illustrations, p. 285). The Manilla is dark-
red, and is much esteemed. The Shiraz, the Salonica (the ancient 1 hessalonica),

Rtakkia (Laodicea), are other valued Asiatic kinds. Turkey tobacco is pale and
wish.

anufactureb Tobacco {Chewing and Smoking Tobaccos and Snuffs).
la,J is prepared by moistening and compressing tobacco, and then
nS A with knife-edged cliopping-stamps. Returns is another variety
Poking tobacco. Kanaster is a favourite kind, prepared from
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Havannah tobacco : it received its name from canastra (a Spanish wori
signifying a basket), because it was sold in baskets- The term is now alst

applied to tobacco from Varinas. Pigtail and Negro-head are chewin
tobaccos. Cigars and Sheroots (the latter distinguished by their trur|5

cated extremities, while cigars have a pointed extremity called the curt ,

ox twist) are extensively manufactured in London. Woodville’s Havar)*
nah cigars and Manilla sheroots are in request by smokers.

In the manufacture of snuff, the tobacco is first fermented by piacini
it in heaps, and sprinkling it with water. It soon becomes hot, aiif

evolves ammonia. The extent to which this process is allowed to prcji

ceed varies with different kinds of snuff. The immense varieties of snuff ‘

found in the shops are reducible to two kinds :— 1st. Dry snuffs, iuclutj

ing the Scotch, Irish, Welsh, and the scarce Spanish. 2nd. Moist snuff

or rappees, under which are included simple rappees, (as the brown, tqa:

black, the Cuba, the Carotte, the Bolangero, &c.,) mixed rappees
,
m

Hardham's Genuine No. 37), and the scented rappees, (as Prince's mu*
ture, Princeza, &c.) The Scotch and Irish are prepared, for the mob
part, from the midribs: the Strasburgh, French, and Russian snufjaj

from the soft part of the leaves. The rappees are usually kept moiiv

by pearlash. Sal ammoniac is frequently added to snuffs. The siftingjy

sometimes termed thirds, are usually reground.

Tobacconists employ, in the preparation of tobacco, a solution ofsej-if

salt, sp. gr. IT 07: this is termed the sauce or liquor. In the preparation

of the Macouba snuff of Martinique, molasses, or a solution of extract

liquorice, is added to the salt sauce, by which this snuff acquires a viollu

colour (Ure, Diet, of Arts and Manuf. p. 1255).

Composition.—The juice of the fresh leaves of tobacco was analyst*/

in 1809 by Vauquelin {Ann. cle Chim. lxxi. 139). Subsequently tli
!

-

chemist analysed manufactured tobacco {Annul, du Mus. d'Hist. Nat. t. xij
}

p.21.) In 1821 ITerinbstadt (Schweigger’s Journ.fur Chem. xxxi. 44j,$

discovered nicotianin. In 1827 the leaves were analyzed by Posselt aify

Reinmann (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1303), and in 1831 by

Conwell {Sillimans Journ. xvii. 309).

Vauquelin's Analysis.

An acrid volatile principle (nicotina).

Albumen.
Red matter, soluble in alcohol and water.

Acetic acid.

Snpermalate of lime.

Chloropbylle.

Nitrate of potash and chloride of potassium.

Sal ammoniac.
Water.

Expressed juice of the leaves.

Th eleaves contained, in addition to the

above, woody fibre, oxalate and phosphate

of lime, oxide of iron
,
and silica. The

two latter substances were obtained from

the ashes.

Manufactured tobacco contained the

same principles; and, in addition, car-

bonate of ammonia and chloride of cal-

cium, doubtless produced by the reaction

ofsal ammoniac and lime,which arc added

to tobacco to give it pungency.

Posselt and Reinmann's Analysis.

Nicotina 0%
Concrete volatile oil (nicotianin)... O'® ^
Bitter extractive ,...

Gum with malate of lime

Chlorophylle 02 ja

Albumen and gluten *

Malic acid Of) J
Lignin and a trace of starch 4'9

Salts (sulphate, nitrate, and ma-
late of potash, chloride of po-

tassium, phosphate and malate

of lime, and malate of ammo-

Silica °'5 tj

Water 882»

Fresh leaves of tobacco J
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Nicotina (Nicotin).—Exists not only in the leaves, but also in the root (E. Davy,
id. and Ed. Phil. Mag. vol. vii. p. 393) and in the seeds (Buchner, Repert. Bd.
:ii.) of tobacco. It is obtained by infusing the leaves in water acidulated withsul-

lie acid, concentrating the infusion, and distilling with lime or magnesia. The
died product is a solution of ammonia and nicotina, and is to be sat urated with sul-

ricacid, and evaporated to dryness: the sulphate of nicotina is then to be dissolved

: by ether, and decomposed by hydrate of baryta. The nicotina is obtained byspon-
'ous evaporation. To obtain it pure, it should be distilled by an oil-bath at the

perature of 288° F. The following are its leading properties :—It is a colourless,

id, volatile alkali, with the odour of tobacco, and an acrid, burning taste. It restores

blue colour of reddened litmus, and renders turmeric brown. At 376° F. it boils,

at the same time undergoes decomposition. By exposure to the air it becomes
vu and thick. It is readily combustible with the aid of a wick. It is soluble in

rer, ether, alcohol, and the oils (fixed and volatile). It combines with acids and
is salts : the sulphate, phosphate, oxalate, and tartrate, are crystallizable

; the acetate

it. Its atomic weight is about 210. The acetate of nicotina yields a white fioccu-

precipitate with a solution of bichloride of mercury, and a yellow granular preci-

te with chloride of platinum. The precipitates (which are double salts) lead to a

icion that ammonia was present in the nicotina salt. Heated with water the yellow
ipitate obtained by chloride of platinum is converted into the platinum-bichloride

mmonium (Gail, Pharm. Central- Blattfur 1836, S. 499). Mr. E. Davy found that

dna acted as a narcotic poison on insects. The following are the quantities of

|
iitina yielded by 1000 parts of various kinds of tobacco (Thomson, Org.Chem. p.286):
• tba, 8 64; Maryland, 5'28

;
Virginia, 10-00; lie de Vilain, 11-20 ; Lot, 6

-48

;

1
l
h, II

-

28; Lot et Garonn, 8-20; for smoking, 3-86.

Concrete Volatile Oil of Tobacco (Nicotianin
,
Hermbstadt

;
Tobacco-camphor,

t lin).—Obtained by submitting tobacco leaves, with water, to distillation. Six
' ds of the leaves 3'ielded 11 grains of oil, which swims on the surface of the liquor.

1 oil is solid, has the odour of tobacco, and a bitter taste. It is volatile, insoluble in

r and the dilute acids, but soluble in ether and caustic potash. According to Lan-
' (Pharm. Central-Blattfiir 1835, S. 890), fresh tobacco leaves yield no nicotianin,

b, therefore, would appear to be developed by the drying of the leaves under the

ence of air and water. Nicotianin excites, in the tongue and throat, a sensation

1 ar to that caused by tobacco smoke. Hermbsliidt swallowed a grain of it, and
denced, soon after, giddiness, nausea, and inclination to vomit. Applied to the

it causes sneezing.

S

I Empyreumatic Oil of Tobacco.—Is rather less solid than the empyreumatic oil of

love (see p. 838) ;
but it is undistinguishable from the latter by either taste or smell

ties, Ed. Med. and Surg. Journ. vol. xxxix. p.379). It is produced, in part at

, by the decomposition of some of the constituents of tobacco. It has been sug-

d, that this oil is “ the juice of cursed hebenonf alluded to by Shakspeare (Hamlet,

, Scene 5), w-ho also calls it a “ distilment

Tobacco Smoke.—The constituents of tobacco-smoke, according to Raab (Zenker
Schenk, Naturgesch. d. vorziig. Handelspfl. Bd. ii. S. 75), are much carbonate of
>nia, acetate of ammonia, nicotianin, empyreumatic oil, carbonaceous matter (soot).

?r insoluble in potash and acids, a small quantity of odorin, a base soluble in water

•’’)) fuscin, red matter soluble in acids, and two extractive matters

,

one forming a
le, the other an insoluble, compound with lime.

'it;

;

hysiological Effects, (a.) On animals generally .—In the carnivora

cco causes nausea, vomiting, sometimes purging, universal trem-

staggering, convulsive movements, and stupor. Five drachms and
^ of rappee introduced into the stomach of a dog, and secured by a

ore on the oesophagus, caused death in nine hours. In another

'riinent, two drachms applied to a wound killed the animal in an
(Orfila, Tox. Gen.) Sir B. Brodie {Phil. Trans, for 1811, p. 178)

that the infusion of tobacco, thrown into the rectum, paralyzed
'eart, and caused death in a few minutes. But il the head ol the
lal be previously removed, and artificial respiration kept up, the
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heart
3

remains unaffected
;

proving that tobacco disorders this or

through the medium of the nervous system only. In the herbivora 1
effects of tobacco, as of other vegetable poisons, are much less markef
vomiting does not occur. Schubarth (Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzneim. r

Gift. Bd. iii. S. 336) gave four ounces of the leaves to a horse, at thf
times, within two hours. The pulse became irregular, then slower, aftjfi

wards quicker : respiration and the pupils were scarcely affected. ]} a

two days the stools and urine were more frequent. Moiroud (Phat A.

Vet. p. 364) observed no remarkable effect from the exhibition of a <; :<

coction of four ounces of tobacco to a horse.

It is remarkable that the empijreumatic oil of tobacco does not possuq

the same power of paralyzing the heart. Applied to the tongue of a < i

one drop caused convulsions, and in two minutes death : on opening a

body, the heart was beating regularly and with force (Brodie, op. cb|
Its operation, therefore, is analogous to that of hydrocyanic acid. 'I

Morries (Ed. Med. and Surg. Journ. vol. xxxix. p. 383) says, it hasliri

tendency to induce convulsions than the empyreumatic oils of foxglc) ^
henbane, or the thornapple.

(A) On man.—In small doses, tobacco causes a sensation of heat in §
throat, and sometimes a feeling of warmth at the stomach

;
these effe«; j

however, are less obvious when the remedy is taken in a liquid form ;

largely diluted. By repetition it usually operates as a diuretic, and l! *j

frequently as a laxative. Accompanying these effects are oftentiiH#

nausea and a peculiar feeling usually described as giddiness, but whlffl

scarcely accords with the ordinary acceptation of this term. As drops®

swellings sometimes disappear under the use of these doses, it hasWfc
inferred that the remedy promotes the operation of the absorbents. |c

larger doses it provokes nausea, vomiting, and purging. Thougljji

seldom gives rise to abdominal pain, it produces a most distressing aq
sation of sinking at the pit of the stomach. It occasionally acts as>

anodyne, or more rarely promotes sleep. But its most remarkable efftM

are languor, feebleness, relaxation of muscles, trembling of the linfl

great anxiety, and tendency to faint. Vision is frequently enfepblj**

the ideas confused ;
the pulse small and weak

;
the respiration somewl f

laborious
;
the surface cold and clammy, or bathed in a cold sweat; at

j

in extreme cases, convulsive movements are observed. In excessive dtV:,

the effects are of the same kind, but more violent in degree. The nity

prominent symptoms are nausea, vomiting, and, in some cases, purgil

extreme weakness and relaxation of die muscles, depression of the v

cular system (manifested by feeble pulse, pale face, cold sweats,

tendency to faint), convulsive movements, followed by paralysis an

kind of torpor, terminating in death.

Taken in the form of snuff its principal effect is topical. It causes

creased secretion of nasal mucus, and, in those unaccustomed to its i

sneezing. Getting into the throat it produces a feeling of acridity, s H

sometimes nausea. From some kinds of rappee I have experien ;;

giddiness and great prostration of strength. Lanzoni (Christison, 1

Poisons) states, that an individual fell into a state of somnolency,
<
jpN

died lethargic on the twelfth day, in consequence of taking too nH

snuff. Reasonable doubt, however, may be entertained, I think, whet Jr ft

these accidents really arose from snuff- The habitual use of this •

stance blunts the sense of smell and alters the tone of voice ;
but
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I i.

cquainted with any other well-ascertained effects, though Cullen

it. Med. ii. 274) ascribes loss of appetite and dyspepsia to it. I have

wn several inveterate snuff-takers who, after many years’ use of this

stance, have discontinued it with impunity
;
but Dr. Cullen thinks

;
when the discharge of mucus is considerable, the ceasing or sup-

,-sion of it, by abstaining from snuff', is ready to occasion the very

nders of headache, toothache, and ophthalmia, which it had formerly

wed. There does not appear to be any good grounds for the

posed baneful effects of the manufacture of snuff on the workmen
ristison, op. cit.) Sir W. Temple [Letters, p. 286, fol. 1720) recom-

ids the introduction of a tobacco leaf into the nostrils for the relief of

?tions of the eyes and head.

’he smoking of tobacco by those unaccustomed to it, gives rise to all

before-described effects of large and excessive doses. A very inte-

mg case, which had almost terminated fatally, is related by Dr.

•shall Hall (Edin . Med. and Surg. Journ. vol. xii. p. 11). It was that

,
young man, who, for his first essay, smoked two pipes. Gmelin

)ted by Christison) mentions two cases of death from smoking, in the

of seventeen, in the other of eighteen, pipes at a sitting,

r habitual smokers, the practice, when employed moderately, pro-

38 thirst, increases the secretion of saliva and buccal' mucus, and
luces a remarkable soothing and tranquillizing effect on the mind,

jh has made it so much admired and adopted by all classes of society,

by all nations civilized and barbarous. I am not acquainted with

well-ascertained ill effects resulting from the habitual practice of

king. A similar observation is made by Dr. Christison [op. cit.

74). There does not appear to be any good grounds for supposing that

is a prophylactic against contagious and epidemic diseases—
pinion at one time entertained. -

he practice of chewing tobacco is principally confined to sailors, and
ss frequently submitted to our observation, so that we are not so

petent to speak of its effects, which, probably, are similar to those

sed by smoking.
'he application of tobacco to abraded surfaces is a very dangerous

dice, and has in some instances been attended with violent or even

1 results. Mr. Weston {Med. and Phys. Journ. vol. xiv. p. 305) has

ted a case, in which the expressed juice of tobacco was applied to the

1 of a boy, aged eight years, for the cure of tinea capitis. Death took

e three hours and a half after the application.
r the form of clyster tobacco has frequently proved fatal, sometimes
1 the use of inordinate doses by ignorant persons (Christison, op. cit.),

occasionally in the hands of the well-informed practitioner. Desault

wres Chir. t. ii. p. 344) has witnessed the smoke prove fatal. Sir A.
per [Anat. and Treatm. of Hernia, p. 24) has seen two drachms, and
1 one drachm, destroy life. In a case related by Sir Charles Bell

77- Obs. part 2, p. 189) death probably occurred from the same cause.

Copland [Diet, of Pract. Med. art. Colic, vol. i. p. 371) saw half a

(j

1111 in infusion prove fatal.
no operation of tobacco resembles that of Lobelia inflala (see Lobe-

j

E
f)- With foxglove, tobacco agrees in several circumstances, espe-

v in that of enfeebling the action of the vascular system (see p. 842)

;

lKli its power in this respect is inferior to that of foxglove. In its
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capability of causing relaxation and depression of the muscular systeil •

and trembling, tobacco surpasses foxglove
;
as it does also in its pouq

of promoting the secretions. From belladonna, stramonium, and hyoscL
amus, it is distinguished by causing contraction of the pupil, both wh|<
applied to the eye and when taken internally in poisonous doses

; a» .

also by the absence of delirium and of any affection of the parts about tF
throat. Vogt {Pharmakodyn.) and Sundelin (Handb . d. spec. Heilmitteiu

have considered the effects of tobacco as closely allied to those of aconit
,

but to me the resemblance appears very slight (see Ranunculace.u
The power possessed by the last-mentioned substance of paralyzijj

the sentient nerves, sufficiently distinguishes it from tobacco.

Uses.—The principal remedial value of tobacco consists in its powi

of relaxing muscular fibres, whereby it becomes a valuable antispasmodlA

As a purgative, but especially as an antispasmodic and purgative cojuj

joined, it is exceedingly serviceable in alvine obstructions. As a sedatiii®

to the vascular system it has not been much used. I tried it somewlijl

extensively a few years since, as a substitute for bloodletting in inflai|«

matorv affections. But, while it produced such distressing nausea ai:«

depression, that it was with difficulty I could induce patients to perseva*

in its use, I did not find its antiphlogistic powers at all proportionate, auk)

eventually I discontinued its employment. As an anodyne, diurefi*

or emetic, it is much inferior to many other articles of the Matem*
Medica.

1. In Colic, Ileus {Volvulus), Strangulated Hernia, and Constipation.^

The efficacy of tobacco in these diseases depends principally on $
power of relaxing muscular fibres and on its purgative properties. Thdf|

effects are usually accompanied with nausea and giddiness. T|jj

remedy is applied in the form of clyster, consisting either of the infiisicw

or of the smoke. The latter was at one time supposed to be more effioo

cious. Heberden (
Comment . on the Hist, and Cure of Diseases, p. 271*

3d ed. 1806) says, it causes less giddiness than the infusion. It probabtp

extends farther up the intestines than the liquid enema, and, thereto}*

acts on a larger surface. But the difficulties and inconvenience of

plying it, and the uncertainty of its effects, have led, for the most part,

the discontinuance of its use. In ileus the tobacco clyster has bei

recommended by Sydenham (
Whole Works, 4th ed. by Pecliey, p- 42 hj

by Heberden {op. cit.), by Abercrombie {On Diseases of the

Viscera), and by several other distinguished authorities. The earliert |r

is resorted to, the more successful is it likely to prove. Indeed, whM

employed in the last stage of the disease, it sometimes hastens the fat

termination by exhausting the already depressed vital powers. As it

occasionally necessary to repeat the injection, it is of importance to bee

cautiously. Dr. Abercrombie uses only fifteen grains of tobacco infiis

in six ounces of boiling water for ten minutes
;
and he repeats this in

hour if no effect have been produced. I have generally employed

scruple, and have not experienced any dangerous effects from its app

cation; and it is possible that, in persons long accustomed to the use

tobacco, a somewhat larger dose might be required ;
but I have ncv

met with any cases in which a scruple did not produce the full effect

the system that was desired. In strangulated hernia the tobacco clysl

has frequently effected the return of the protruded parts when the op*1

tion appeared almost inevitable; and every surgical writer speaks m

<~M

Jh
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i vest terms of its use. A tense hernial tumor sometimes becomes soft

|

relaxed by the diminished force of circulation produced by tobacco,

j

withstanding these facts, this remedy is much less frequently resorted

i ban formerly. Three circumstances have, I suspect, led to the in-

uency of its use:—first, the dangerous, if not fatal, consequences

t|i:h have sometimes resulted from its employment; secondly, the fre-

|
icy of its failure and the consequent loss of time, by which the chance

r| ecovery is diminished
;
thirdly, the operation for hernia being much

fc dreaded now than formerly, for experience has fully proved that death

jidy (Mr. Pott says only once in fifty times) results from it. In colic

|
i lead, and in obstinate constipation from spasmodic constriction, the

» .cco clyster has sometimes proved most beneficial. Of the applica-

j

in lead colic, of compresses, soaked in a strong decoction of tobacco

lhe abdomen, as recommended by Dr. Graves (
Dubl. Hosp. Rep.

experience. The practice is, of course, calculated to

is less certain and speedy in its effect than tobacco

iv.) I have no

eif >eneficial, but

ters.

In Ischuria and Dysury.—When retention of urine arises from

|im of the neck of the bladder or from spasmodic stricture, tobacco,

s powerfully relaxing properties, is an agent well calculated to give

f. Mr. Earle [Med. Chir. Trans.) vol. vi. p. 82) has published several

I > 5 illustrative of its efficacy. In dysury, also, tobacco proves ser-

; able : it abates pain, relaxes the urinary passages, promotes the

•‘tion of urine, and, by diminishing the sensibility of the parts, faci-

es the expulsion of calcareous matter (Fowler, Med. Rep. of the

rJs of Tobacco, 1785).

Tetanus.—The relaxing influence over the muscular system pos-

:d bv tobacco, suggested the employment of this remedy in tetanus,

effects have been, like those of most other medicines in this disease,

ual. Sir J. Macgrigor [Med.-Chir. Trans. vol. vi. p. 456) says, that, in

dvanced stage of the malady the tobacco clyster had no effect. Mr.

3 [Ibid. p. 92), however, thought it afforded temporary alleviation in

>e in which he tried it. Since then several cases have been success-

treated by tobacco. Dr. O’Beirne [Dubl. Hosp. Rep. vol. iii.)

ned most marked relief by its use. He employed it in the form of

er (containing a scruple of tobacco), which was repeated twice or

e or oftener daily during eighteen days; and it was observed, that

t design or accident the remedy was discontinued, the spasms
Ted with force. Mr. Anderson [Edinb. Med.-Chir. Trans, vols. i.

i-) employed a decoction of the fresh leaves in the form of enema,
Joth with good effect. Mr. Curling [Treat, on Tetanus, p. 168, 1836)

collected accounts of nineteen cases (including those of Earle,

inie, and Anderson, above referred to) treated by tobacco : of these

recovered
; and, in seven of the fatal cases, the remedy had not a

rial
; while in the eighth, organic disease of the brain was found,

curling observes, that “ more has now been advanced in proof of the

tCy of tobacco than can be adduced in favour of any other remedy
esorted to. I have not,” he adds, “succeeded in finding a single

in which, being fully and fairly tried before the constitution had
' Way, it has been known to fail” [op. cit. p. 177).

Cther Spasmodic Diseases.— The success attending the use of
co in tetanus, has led to its employment in hydrophobia, but hitherto
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“It

without avail. In a case of periodical epilepsy, Dr. Currie [Med. Jt
vol. i. p. 163) prevented the return of the disease by the application o'

tobacco cataplasm to the scrobiculus cordis, half an hour before the L
pected paroxysm. In a very bad case of spasm, of the rima glottm
which resisted powerful depletion by the lancet, Dr. Wood

( United 67T
Dispens .) applied with success a tobacco cataplasm to the throat,

f

spasmodic asthma, tobacco, either smoked or taken internally, in nail ’

ating doses, has been found occasionally to give relief.
* My oj,

observation is unfavourable to the use of tobacco smoke, which I h|<

repeatedly found to bring on convulsive cough and spasmodic difficif i

of breathing in persons afflicted with chronic catarrh. Dr. Signup

( Lancet for 1836-7, vol. ii. pp. 253-4) says, the tincture of tobacco
been sold and used to a great extent, under the name of tinctureM

lobelia, and that it proved successful in spasmodic asthma. In rigi\

of the os uteri, a tobacco clyster failed to produce relaxation, whilJl

caused alarming constitutional symptoms (Dr. Devvees, Comp. Systi i

Midu'if p. 378, 1825).

5. In Dropsy.—Tobacco was recommended, as a diuretic in dro

by Dr. Fowler {op. supracit .), who published a number of cases of

sarca and ascites which had been relieved by it. (See also GamettJ®
Duncan's Med. Comment, for 1797, Dec. 11, vol. vi.) Whatever beiii

may have been obtained, in these cases, by the use of tobacco, should*
ascribed, I suspect, rather to the sedative powers of this agent, tbas *1

its influence over the kidneys. In small doses it is an uncertain diura*

and in larger doses it causes such distressing nausea and depression, 1 1 'Oi

practitioners have long since ceased to use it in dropsical cases. 1 1

ashes of the tobacco plant have also been used in dropsy (Garden®
Duncan's Med. Com. Dec. 1, vol. iii.)

6. As a topical remedy.— Dr. Vetch (
Med.-Chir . Trans, vol.

p. 356) recommends the infusion, as an anodyne and sedative topical b*

plication, in gouty and rheumatic inflammation of the joints, testify

and sclerotic coat of the eye, and in erysipelatous inflammation. Berjf®

{Mat. Med. i. 122) recommends a fomentation of tobacco leave:j4.o

phimosis and paraphimosis. An infusion or ointment of tobacco ^
been used in porrigo and other skin diseases, as well as in some obsti* 4s

ulcers. The smoke, applied to the hair, is- a popular means of destroy*

pediculi. Dr. Sigmond {Lancet, 1836-7, vol. ii. p. 249) says, tobaffi

promotes the growth of the hair. Toothache has been relieved!^

tobacco smoke.

In addition to the preceding, there are various other diseases aga)%»

which tobacco has been employed. Thus in soporose affections ( :

asphyxia, tobacco clysters have been employed
;

but they are M
likely to do harm than good. Tobacco has also been used asr|

anthelmintic.
%

19
Administration.

—

Tobacco is rarely administered in substance. rWB

six grs. of snuffhave been taken as an emetic, and are said to have oper9

as effectually as two grains of emetic tartar. For internal administrafg

the wine of tobacco is generally employed. Dr. Fowler used an mft

(prepared with an ounce of Virginian tobacco to a pound of 01

water), which, he gave in doses of from sixty to a hundred drops,

best time for administering it he found to be two hours before dinncD

at bed-time. The usual tobacco enema is the infusion prepared accon)f|

n

to

'<
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[i e Pharmacopoeia. The tobacco-smoke clyster (clyster efumo tabaci)

plied by means of a proper apparatus, formerly kept by the instru-

I -makers. Various extemporaneous methods of employing :

t have
; devised (

Murray
,
App. Med. t. i.) For external use tobacco is used

ie form of cataplasm (maue of the leaves and water or vinegar), in-

»w (the tobacco-water of the shops), smoke, and ointment

:

all these,

H wer, require great caution in their use, especially when applied to

U ded surfaces.

Enema Tabaci, L.E.
; Infusum Tabaci, D.—(Tobacco, 5j. [grs. xv.

'
. 5 . E.]

;
Boiling Water, Oj. [Oj. wine measure, D. foviij. £.] Mace-

i| for an hour [half an hour, E.}, and strain). The want of uniformity

Iji ie formulae of the British colleges is greatly to be regretted
;
and I

i , ot but think that the latitude permitted by the Edinburgh College,

iye quantity of tobacco employed, is highly objectionable, and calcu-

£ to lead to serious errors in dispensing. The tobacco clyster is

i
,
as I have already stated, in ileus (volvulus), strangulated hernia,

n nate constipation, retention of urine, &c. It is not to be forgotten

a; two drachms, one drachm, and even half a drachm of tobacco infused

i iter, have proved fatal, as I have above mentioned. The cautious

||!.itioner, therefore, will not use more than fifteen or twenty grains.

I . Vinum Tabaci, E.—(Tobacco, sj.; Sherry, fSxij. Digest for seven

y ,
strain, express strongly the residuum, and filter the liquors). Seda-

f and diuretic. Employed in dropsy, dysury, &c. Rarely used,

c.j from nix. to niL.

b Unguentum Tabaci, Ph. United States.—(Fresh Tobacco, cut in

3
' S, oj.; Lard, lbj. Boil the tobacco in the lard, over a gentle fire,

1 it becomes friable
;
then strain through linen). Employed as an

[* cation to irritable ulcers and skin diseases, especially tinea capitis
;

ip's use requires great caution.

i . ointment, prepared with twenty drops of the empyreumatic oil of

Ij :co and an ounce of simple ointment, has been applied with advan-
-f by American practitioners, to indolent tumors and ulcers

;
but like

'<*! reparations of tobacco, when employed externally, must be used

|f' great caution
(
United States Dispensatory).

f‘ iti dotes.

—

If the poison have been swallowed, let the contents of

L tomach be withdrawn as speedily as possible. No chemical anti

-

* has as yet been demonstrated
;
but the vegetable astringents (infu-

* rfnutgalls, green tea, &c.) deserve examination. As anti-narcotics,

j|

Vegetable acids and coffee may be administered. The other parts of

'eatment must b<5 adapted to circumstances. When the depression
e vascular system is extreme, ammonia and brandy may be adminis-

with good effect, and frictions employed: even acupuncture of the

(!) has been suggested (Stephenson and Churchill, Med. Bot.)

cial respiration should not be omitted, when other means have
h If apoplectic symptoms present themselves, blood-letting may,
lPs

> he requisite, as in the case related by Dr. M. Hall.

wm Dulcamara, Linn., L. E.D— Woody Niyhtsluide ; Bitter-siveet.

Sex. Sy.it. rentandrin, Monogynia.

(Caulis, L.—'

Twigs, E.—Cuules, D.)

htouy.—

S

prengel (Hist. Rex Herb. vol. i. p. 227) considers this
hi be the Citocatia of the Abbess Hildegard, of Bilgci), who died
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A. D. 1180. But the derivation of the word Citocatia
(cito and cac>'\

negatives, in my opinion, this supposition. The first undoubted noiil
of Dulcamara occurs in the work of Tragus (Sprengel, op. cit. p. .3 1

9

,

,»

Botany. Gen. Char.—Calyx permanent, five- to ten-parted.

rolla rotate; the tube very short; the limb four- to six-divided, sprr-j

ing. Anthers four t'o six, oblong, dehiscing at the apex by two po- 1

Berry roundish, two- to six-celled. Embryo spiral (.Bot . Gall.)

Sp. Char.—Stem shrubby, zigzag, without thorns. Upper lem
hastate. Clusters cymose (Smith).

Root woody. Stem twining, branched, rising (when supported) toifl

height of many feet. Leaves acute, generally smooth
;
the lower

< |
ovate, or heart-shaped

;
upper more or less perfectly halbert-sha}U|

all entire at the margin. Clusters either opposite to the leaves or 9
minal, drooping, spreading, smooth, alternately subdivided. BractnM
nute. Flowers elegant, purple, with two round green spots at the 1

: j
of each segment. Berries oval, scarlet, juicy.

Hab .

—

Indigenous. In hedges and thickets, especially in wap J

situations. Flowers in June and July.

Description.—The annual stems (
caules seu stipites dulcamara

)
trJ

collected in the autumn, after the leaves have fallen. When fresh :j

have an unpleasant odour, which they lose by drying. Their taste ijtJ

first bitter, afterwards slightly acrid and sweet. The epidermij I

greenish-gray, the wood light, and the pith very light and spongy.

Composition.—The stems have been analyzed by Pfaff
(
Syst . d. 41

Med. Bd. vi. S. 506). 100 parts of air-dried stems lost 17*4 partf
j

water when completely dried. From 100 parts of perfectly dried sti

L

Pfaff obtained

—

bitter
,
sweet extractive [pieroglycion) 21*817, veM

animal matter 3*125, gummy extractive 12*029, gluten with green - J

1*4, resin containing benzoic acid 2*74, gummy extractive
,
starch

,

phate and vegetable salts of lime 2*0, oxalate and phosphate of lime

extractive 4*0, and ivoody fibre 62*0 (excess 9*111). Desfosses [Jo

de Pharm. t. vii. p. 414) discovered solanina in the stems.

1. Picroglycion ,
Pfaff (Dulcarin

,

Desfosse).— Crystalline, has both a hitter aJJ

sweet taste, is fusible, soluble in water, alcohol, and acetic ether, and is not proJ
tated from its solution by either infusion of nutgalls or metallic salts (Soubeiran,

de Pharm. t. ii. p.52). Pelletier (
Journ . de Phavm. vii. 416) thinks it is sugar A

bined with solanina.

2. Solanina.—Resembles sulphate of quina, but its needle-like crystals are finei,

shorter. It restores the blue colour of litmus paper reddened by an acid. It disst,

in acids, and is precipitated from its solution by the caustic alkalies. Some of the e

(as the acetate and hydrochlorate) have a gummy appearance when evaporated to

ness : others (as thephosphate and sulphate) are crystallizable. According to Blau*

it consists of Carbon 621 1, Hydrogen 8*92, Nitrogen 1*64, Oxygen 27-33. If this

lysis be correct, solanina differs from the other vegetable alkalies in the small qua

of nitrogen which it contains. A grain of solanina, dissolved in dilute sulphuric

killed a "rabbit in six hours : four grains of the sulphate caused, in an hour, paraly-f

the hind legs, and, in eight hours, death (Otto, Pharm. Central-Blattfur 1834, ».•

Soubeiran says it does not dilate the pupils like the other alkalies of Solauaceie.

Physiological Effects.—Not very obvious. Its decoction opci

as a diaphoretic and diuretic. It is said also to promote secretion i

the mucous surfaces, and to diminish sensibility. In excessive 0

dulcamara is stated to have acted as au acro-narcotic (Murray, App- -

t. i. p. 60 ;
and Sclilegel, Bufeland's Journ. Bd. liv. St. 2, S. 27).

vallier [Diet, des Drog. t ii. p.229) says, a young man experienced
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, in from carrying a bundle of the plant on his head. But the accu-

tjjl of all these observations lias been called in question by Jos. Frank
db. d. Toxicol. S. 61, 1803) ;

by Dunal, and by Fages (Orfila, Toxicol.

,
The first gave the decoction, the latter the extract and fruit, in

X large doses, without any obvious effects.

[i 5ES.—Dulcamara has been thought serviceable in chronic pulmonary

<, rhs, in rheumatic gouty complaints, in chronic skin diseases, and in

, us cachectic conditions of the system, in which sarsaparilla has

1
found beneficial. As a remedy for lepra, it was introduced to the

y e of British practitioners by Dr. Crichton. For this disease it has

}, declared a most effectual remedy by Bateman
(
Synopsis of Cutan.

j ises)-, while Rayer {Treat, on Dis. of the Skin, by Dr.. Willis, p. 91),

t 'Cs of its good effects in eczema and psoriasis. In the few cases in

v: h I have tried it, it proved useless.

H 'coctum Dulcamaras, L. E. D.—(Dulcamara, sliced [chopped

* ,
E.], 5x.; Water [distilled, L.], Oiss. Boil down to a pint, and

s. i). Diaphoretic and diuretic. The usual dose, stated in books, is

i toflj. But I have given fsiv. at a dose. Rayer has given four

c -is of the root in decoction in twenty-four hours.

'ap'sicum annuum

,

Linn. L. E. D.

—

Common Capsicum; Chilly.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

4 ' L.— Fruit of Capsicum annuum and other species; Capsicum or Chillies, E. — Capsulae cum
seminibus, D.)

u story.—The Piperitis or Siliquastrum of Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xix.
1 32; and lib. xx. cap. 66, ed. Valp.) is declared by Sprengel {Hist.

apHerb. vol. i. p. 201) to be undoubtedly Capsicum annuum. But
i*; lence in this opinion is greatly diminished by the doubt entertained

if
1 this plant being a native of Asia (Roxburgh, FI. Ind. vol. i. p. 573 ;

Pj 3, Illustr. p. 279). Of course, if it be exclusively a native of

d ica, there is no reason for supposing that Pliny could have been
Ij finted with it. The term capsicum (

kcl^lkov
)

occurs first in
i irius.

jj

tany. Gen. Char.— Calyx five-toothed, persistent. Corolla rotate,

I left. Anthers converging, two-celled, dehiscing by fissures. Berry
P ess, papery, hollow, two- to four-celled, many-seeded, naked. Seeds

i 1 (Nees von Esenbeck, Trans. Linn. Soc. vol. xvii. part i. p. 62).

|

• Char.—Peduncles solitary. Pruit oblong, pendulous. Petioles

th. Stem herbaceous. (Willdenow.)
rbaceous annual, one to two feet high. Leaves ovate or oblong,
hiate, long-stalked, almost entire, sometimes hairy on the veins

'neath. Flovjers white. Berry either scarlet or yeliow, variable in

*’ being oblong, round, or cordate.

America. A doubtful native of the East Indies. Cultivated
^land.

t

'Scription.—The dried fruit, sold by druggists as chillies, is flat,

or less shrivelled, oblong, blunt or pointed at one end, while the
: and stalk are usually attached at the other end. The length of
crr>’ (independent of the stalk) is two or three inches, the breadth
,al1

three-quarters of an inch, the colour yellowish or reddish-
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brown, the taste hot and pungent, the odour none. The epidermis)
tough and leathery : the seeds are flattened and whitish. The rect

fruit, called capsicum or chillies
,
grown in this country, and sold ,1

pickling, is, when ripe, yellow or red, but it is frequently gathered gretjJ

its size and shape are variable : the oblong varieties are from one to th «
or four inches long

;
the round variety

(
cherry chilly) is about as large

;
;]

a cherry.

Composition.—The fruit was analyzed, in 1816, by Maurach (711

Jahrb. Bd. xvii. S. 63)

;

in the same year by Bucholz (Gmelin, Handb
Chem. ii. 1310) ;

and in the year following by Braconnot {Ann. de C/i

Phys. vi. 122).

Bucholz's Analysis.

Acrid soft resin {capsicin) . .

.

. 4 0

Wax 7-6

Bitter aromatic extractive .... 86
Extractive with some gum .., 210
Gum 9-2

Albuminous matter a-2

Woody fibre 28-0

Water 120
Loss 64

Fruit of Capsicum annuum without

seeds 1000

Braconnot's Analysis.

Acrid oil

Wax with red colouring matter ...

Brownish starchy matter
Peculiar gum
Animalized matter

Woody fibre

Salts (citrate of potash 60, phos-

phate of potash, and chloride of

potassium 3’4)

Fruit of Capsicum annuum ...... 1

1

Capsicin, Bucholz {Acrid Soft Resin ; Acrid Oil, Braconnot).—Obtained bydiges

the alcoholic extract in ether, and evaporating the etberial solution. It is a thick lie

of a yellowish-red or reddish-brown colour, which becomes very fluid when heated

at a higher temperature, is dissipated in fumes. Half a grain of it, volatilized

large room, causes all who respire the air of the room to cough and sneeze. By <

sure to air and light it solidifies. It is decolorized by chlorine. It is slightly so.

in water and in vinegar; but very much so in alcohol, ether, oil of turpentine, am

caustic alkalies. With baryta it forms a solid acrid combination.

Physiological Effects.—Capsicum belongs to the acrid arom

(see p. 72), and is more closely allied, by its effects, to the peppers

p. 7521 than to any other article of the Materia Medica. Sunt

{Ha.ndb. d. sp. Heilm. Bd. ii. S. 44, 3
tte

Aufl.) however, considers i

be more related to pyrethrum. Its active principle is more fixed,

its operation is more permanent and violent, than mustard or h'

radish.

Its hot and fiery taste is familiar to every one. Applied to the

capsicum proves rubefacient and vesicant. Swallowed in small dos

creates a sensation of warmth in the stomach, and in torpid and lan;

1 _ __ — __ — 1 . . 1 . 1 ill n n /< r\ /“* 4- f\ AT fb A / 1 1 rvocf 1 VP I

V/l v/CilV/O cv 7 X

habits proves a valuable stimulant, and a promoter of the digestive

tions. Taken in somewhat larger, quantities
, it produces a glow ove

body, excites thirst, and quickens the pulse : the latter effect, hovvevf

not in proportion to its local effect. Like the peppers, it is said to e

cise a stimulant influence over the urino-genital organs. In excei

doses, we can easily believe that vomiting, purging, abdominal pam

gastric inflammation, ascribed to it by Vogt {Pharmakodijn. Bd. n. S-

2 te
Aufl.), may be induced by it, though I am not acquainted with

cases in which these effects have occurred. Richter {Ausf. Arz

Bd. ii. S. 179) mentions, in addition to the symptoms just mention

paralyzed and altered condition of the nervous influence, an ane
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ie head, drunkenness, and giddiness, as being produced by large

s.

ses.

—

Capsicum is more employed as a condiment than as a medi-

It is added to various articles of food, either to improve their fla-

,
or, if difficult of digestion, to promote their assimilation, and to

ent flatulence. The inhabitants of tropical climates employ it to

ulate the digestive organs, and thereby to counteract the relaxing

enervating influence of hot climates.

? a medicine it is principally valuable as a local stimulant to the

ffi, throat, and stomach. Its constitutional not being in proportion

, topical effects, it is of little value as a general or diffusible stimulant,

uinistered internally capsicum has long been esteemed in cases of

\nche maligna. It was used, in 1786, with great success, by Mr.
hens (Duncan’s Med. Comment. Dec. 2nd, vol. ii. 1788), and by Mr.
ins {Med. Communications

,
vol. ii. p. 372, 1790). It promoted the

ration of the sloughs, and soon improved the constitutional symp-
. Mr. Headby {Lond. Med. and Phys. Journ. vol. v. p. 425, 1801)

employed it both internally and by way of gargle. Its use has been
nded to scarlatina anginosa (Kreysig, U. d. Scharlachfieber, 1802, in

;tel’s Arzneim.) As a gargle in relaxed conditions of the throat, its

icy is undoubted. The powder or tincture may be applied by means
camel’s-hair pencil to a relaxed uvula. It is a very useful and valu-

:
gastric stimulant in enfeebled, languid, and torpid conditions of the

ach. Thus, in the dyspepsia of drunkards, as well as of gouty sub-

,
it has been found useful (Chapman, Elem. of Therap. vol. ii.) In

ms diseases, attended with diminished susceptibility of stomach,

icum is an exceedingly useful adjunct to other powerful remedies,

iperation of which it promotes by raising the dormant sensibility of

riscus : as in cholera, intermittents, low forms of fever, dropsies, &c.

'iVright {Med. Facts and Observ. vol. vii.) speaks in high terms of it

remedy for obviating the black vomit—a symptom of the fever of

cal climates, at one time considered fatal. A capsicum cataplasm

be used with advantage to occasion rubefaction, in any cases in

h a rubefacient counter-irritant is indicated
;
as in the coma and

ium of fever, in chronic rheumatism, &c.: unless kept on for a long-

id it does not vesicate.

dministration.—The powder of capsicum is usually given in doses

ora gr. v. to gr. x., made into pills with crumbs of bread. The dose
ie tincture will be mentioned presently. The infusion (prepared by
ffing 5ij. of capsicum in f3x. of boiling water for two hours) may be
inistered in doses of fgss. But, in malignant sore throat and scarla-

capsicum has been employed in much larger doses. Stephen's pep-

nedicine consisted of two table-spoonfuls of small red pepper \Cap-
n frutescens], or three of the common Cayenne pepper, and two tea-

nliils of fine salt, digested in half a pint of boiling water. To the
>r, strained when cold, half a pint of very sharp vinegar is added. A
'-spoonful of this mixture is given to an adult every half hour. The
icum gargle is prepared by infusing 5ss. of capsicum in a pint of boil-
A'ater

; or by adding f3vj. of the tincture to fSviij. of the infusion of
’ ; or, in some cases, Stephen’s pepper medicine may be used as a
le.

ixrTURA Cjpsici
,
L. E. D.—(Capsicum, bruised [or, if percolation
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be followed, in moderately fine powder, E.], ^x.
;
Proof Spirit, Oij.

j

gest for fourteen [seven, E.] days, and strain [strain, squeeze the r<

duum, and filter the liquors. This tincture is best prepared by percof
j

tion, which may be commenced so soon as the capsicum is made inti

pulp with a little of the spirit, E.]). Dose nix. to f5j. Employed |J

the low stage of typhus and scarlet fevers, and in gangrenous sore throM

and to prevent the nausea which oil of turpentine is apt to occasion -(M

p. 716). Properly diluted, it may be used as a gargle, as above ml]
tioned.

Other Dietetical, Medicinal
,
or Poisonous Solanacece.

Hyoscy'amus al'bus (see p. 849) is endowed with properties similar to those off>M

ni'ger ; for which it has sometimes been employed in medicine (Fouquier, Archiv. rf

de Med. Mars, 1823 ;
Cbevallier, Journ. de Clam. Med. t. ii. p. 30).

Mandrag ora qfficina'lis, the Mandrake, is an aero-narcotic poison : when swallo4m
it purges violently (Brandt and Ratzburg, Deutsch. phan. Giftgew'dchse, S. 79). ' «|
roots, from their fancied resemblance to the human form, were called anthropomorpifij»
and were supposed to prevent barrenness (Mattbiol us, Comm. Dioscor.) Theroojift

Tamus communis is sold at the herb-shops as a substitute for mandrake.
Several species of Datu'ra are employed in the East: their effects and uses are a *e

logons to those of D. Stramo’nium. In 1802 General Gent introduced D. fe'rox i v

this country as a remedy for asthma. It was employed by smoking it (Ed. Med. *

V

Surg. Journ. vol. viii. p. 365; YVaitz (Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzn. ii. Gift. Bd. ii. S. S tj

says, that half an unripe capsule acted violently on a girl. In 181 1 Dr. Christie (7 Kt>

vol. vii. p. 158) directed attention to D.fastuo'sa. Mr. Skipton (Trans. Med. andP- lm

Soc. Calcutta ,
vol. i. p. 121) administered the decoction of the root of this plant; «ft

Dr. Adams (Ibid. p. 370) used a tincture (prepared as tincture of digitalis, Ph. L .)

Met’el and D.Tat'ula appear to possess similar properties. Both species have bMfc

employed, especially in the East, to cause intoxication for criminal and licentious
]
io<

poses (Lond. Med. and P/iys. Journ. vol. xxv. p. 383-385; and vol. xxvi. p.
' 1

Schubartb (Wibmer, op. cit. p. 300) gave half a pouud of the bruised leaves of D. E
tula to ahorse without effect

;
twenty-one ounces of the half-ripe fruit caused del!*

tion, increased secretion, and loss of appetite. D. arbo'rea operates like stramom

(Wibmer, op. cit. p. 285).
_ _ . • • j

Sola'num ni'grum, or Black Nightshade
,
possesses narcotic properties, but its activit

not very great. It contains solanina (Brandt and Ratzburg, Deutschl. phan. Gif 4
w'dchse, S. 83; Orfila, Toxicol. Gen.) It h as been employed in medicine as a resol44

(Gataker, Obs. on the Use of Solanum, 1757 ;
Account of the English

shades, 1757).

Sola'num tubero'sum, or the Potatoe, is, next to the Cerealia, the most important It

getable for dietetical purposes. It was introduced into England, from America, in 11*

by Sir Walter Raleigh. "The part employed as food is
] J

duced by the subterranean stems, and is called a tuber:

parts on it, called eyes, are buds, which, with another por '

of the tuber, are used for multiplying the species, under

name of sets. The tissue of potatoes is cellular; each

containing from ten to twelve grains of starch. Both in

cells and in the intercellular spaces is an albuminous bq

Fig. 181.

By boiling the cells are separated, the starch grains ah;

the albuminous liquid, swell up, a.. n , r ,
and completely fill the ce

while the albumen coagulates, and forms irregular fit

which are placed between the starch grains. Potaioc

which these changes are complete, are called mealy,"

those in which the liquid is only partially absorbed, and

coagulation imperfectly effecled, are denominated dough

watery (Fritzsche, in Poggendorf's Ann. d. Phys.n .
Chem-

xxxii. S. 159). Potatoes have been repeatedly suhjectej

chemical examination. The most important labours are
j

of Einhof, Lampadius, and Vauquelin (Gmelin’s Handb. d. Chem. Bd. ii.; and 1 *

son’s Organ. Chem.) The principal constituents of potatoes, are starch, starchyJ*

albumen, gum, acids, salts, and water. The relative proportions vary with these •

Solanum tuberosum.
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arieties of the potatoe, &c. Otto has discovered solanina in the potatoe, especially

[
ebucl—a fact which explains the cause of the ill effects which have been observed

ise from the use of germinated potatoes by cattle (Pharm . Central-Blatt fur 1834,

>o). Payen and Persoz (Thomson, Org. Chem. p. 666) found diastase in the neigh-

hood of the bud of the potatoe. Potatoe starch (English Arrow-Root, offic. Amy
t Solani tuberosi) consists of particles of varied shapes and sizes; the normal form is

lbly ovate. Their size varies from one-six hundredth to one-thirtieth of a line in

[ifieter. They are characterized by concentric rings observed on their surface, and
h Fritzche (op. cit.) regards as indications of concentric layers, of which he asserts

grains to be composed. The particles of the feculaof Canna coccinea (see p.680)

i nt similar rings. Potatoe Sago is made of potatoe starch, near Paris. I have
red some from Professor Guibourt, and find that it consists of whitish spheroidal

i
somewhat larger than those of pearl sago (see p. 614), of which it is an imi-

l. Potatoe starch has been analyzed by Berzelius and Gueriti-Vary. According
ii

t 3 latter (Joum. de Pharm. t. xxii. p. 210), one hundred parts consist of 212 parts

i itter insoluble in water (tegumentary amylin), of 3813 of soluble amidin, and 59 75
<

;
ylin : the amidin consists of C 14 H 10 OS; the amylin of C 10 H5 O 6 . The quan-
if starch obtained from potatoes varies with the kind used, as well as with the

: n: one hundred pounds of potatoes yield in August about 10 lbs, in September
1 os, in October I4f lbs, in November 17 lbs, in March 17 lbs, in April 13^ lbs, in

4 10 lbs (Decandolle, Phys. Veg. p. 181). By fermentation potatoes yield a vinous

. (potatoe wine) of good quality (Loudon’s Encycl. of Aqricul. p. 853). By distii-

this yields potatoe spirit (Donovan, in Lardner’s Cycloped.), from which a volatile

lil of potatoes) has been extracted (Pelletan, Journ. de Chim. Med. t. i. p. 76). It

ts, according to Dumas (Journ. de Chim. Med. x. 705), of C 5
. H 6 O. An

• t, obtained from the stalks and leaves of potatoes, was declared by Dr. J. Latham
Trans, vol. i. p. 92) to possess narcotic properties, in doses of two or three grains

;

i he cases adduced are not satisfactory. Furthermore, his experiments were
.ed by Dr. Worsham ( United States Dispensatory) with very different

5
;

for 100 grs. produced no sensible effects. The observations of Nauche,
t er, tend to confirm Latham’s statements. The tubers (potatoes), when boiled,

valuable article of food, both for men and animals. Those of good qua-
: e not only perfectly innocuous, but highly nutritious, and easy of digestion. In
.w state they have been found less nutritive for animals, while on man they are

> j prove laxative and diuretic, and to excite, slightly, the nervous system (Nauche,
de Chim. Mid. t. vii. p. 373). The process of cooking is probably useful in two

,
by rendering the starch digestible, and, secondly, by extracting some noxious

I '. Nauche (Ibid.) found the decoction of potatoes endowed with medicinal pro-

i >; and Otto, as already mentioned, detected solanina in them. Potatoes have
*j-)rai‘sed as useful antiscorbutics (Julia-Fontenelle, Ibid. t. ii. p. 129).

rj i'sicumfrutes'cens, Linn, yields the capsules sold by druggists as Guinea pepper,

P lpepper (baccce capsid), as I have satisfied myself by comparing the commercial
B

l witli the East Indian Solanacea: belonging to the Linnean Society. These cap-

Ido not exceed an inch in length, and are about two or three lines broad: their

Pi is orange red
;

their odour aromatic and pungent. Their properties are similar

|
>e of chillies (see p. 877), than which they are much hotter and more, fiery. Their

|

r is Cayenne pepper, so extensively employed as a condiment. Cayenne lozenges

?! sence of cayenne (an alcoholic tincture) are kept in the shops.

Order 38. Boragina'cete, Linclley.—The Borage Tribe.

Bokaqine/E, Jussieu.

plants of this Order are harmless, and, for the most part, inert. Their prevail-

nstituent is mucilage. Nitre is also found in some species. The colouring prin-

(inchusic add) of Anchu'sa tincto'ria, or Alkanet, dissolves in fatty substances, and
ls employed to colour unguents and oils (as lip salve and hair oil). It becomes
a the addition of an alkali.
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Order 37. Convolvui.a'ce/E, R. Brown .

—

The Bindweed Tribe.

Convolvuli, Jussieu.

Essential Character.— Calyx five-sepaled. Sepals persistent, equal, or unequal, ipii

one- three rows; often becoming- enlarged. Corolla monopetalous, h vpngynnj'V
regular; the limb five plicate, or five-lobed

;
contorted in {estivation. Stamens Du^

inserted into the corolla. Anthers often contorted after the ejection of the polil| •

Nectary annular, often conspicuous. Ovary single, two- to four-celled
;
or twol

four ovaries. Cells one- to two-seeded. Style one, entire or bifid. Stigma bilobflyl

Fruit dehiscing by the valves
;
rarely transversely. Seeds inserted into the base

H

the ovaries: testa black. Cotyledons foliaceous, corrugated. Radicle incurved, ,ov

ferior.— Generally twining plants, with alternate, simple, entire, or lobed leat

Pedicles bibracleate. Stem often filled with a milky purgative juice.

Properties.—The roots contain a milky purgative juice, which owes its essential pji||w /per tics to resin.

&
ot-

0
Convolvulus Scammo'nia, Linn.

—

The Scammony.

St) Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monog-ynia.

(Gummi-resina, L. D.—Gummy-resinous exudation from incisions into the root, E.)

I^^HlSTORY.—A purgative substance, called aKapgcjvia, was known to tw.

Greeks long before the time of Hippocrates (Voigtel, Arzneimittim

Bd. i. S. 17 ;
Bischoff, Handb. d. Arzneimittell. Bd. i. S. 40). The fatll*

of medicine, who frequently employed it, says that it evacuates, he

upwards and downwards, bile and mucus, and expels flatus [Be Mo M
Mul. p. 597, ed. Foes.) There is, however, some reason to believe tl *»

the ancients did not procure their scammony from the same plant whi <r

yields ours. Dierbacli (.Arzneimittell . d. Hippokrates, S. 138) thir

they prepared it from Convolvulus sagittifolius
,
Sibthorp. But Dr. S %

thorp [FI. Grceca, t. 192) refers the scammony of Dioscorides to t f

Convolvulus farinosus.

it deserves notice, that the term scammonia is applied by phamiacoUn.

gists to purgative resinous substances obtained from Convolvulaemm

and Asclepiadacece. At present I confine myself to the scamihcM

procured from Convolvulace;e. The other kind will be described heW

after (see p. 904).

Botany. Gen. Char.—Sepals five. Corolla campanulate. Style

Stigmas two, linear-cylindrical, often revolute. Ovary two-celled, foM-

ovuled. Capsule two-celled, two-seeded [Bot. Gall.) S'*

Sp. Char.—Leaves sagittate, truncate behind. Peduncles roundjB

about three- flowered. w
Root perennial, tapering, three or four feet long, with an acrid, mi

juice. Stems numerous, twining, herbaceous, smooth. Leaves on lo 1

petioles, acuminate, with pointed lobes at the base. Peduncles solita|

low, with purple stripes.

erect, sagittate. Style as long as the stamens : stigmas white.

Had.— Hedges and bushy places in Greece and the Levant.

Preparation.—The method of procuring scammony, is, according];

Dr. Russel [Med. Obs. and Imp. vol. i. p. 13. 1779), as follows
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ving cleared away the earth from the upper part of the root, the pea-

ts cut off the top in an oblique direction, about two inches below

?re the stalks spring from it. Under the most depending part of the

>e they affix a shell, or some other convenient receptacle, into which
milky juice flows. It is then left about twelve hours, which time is

icient for the drawing off the whole juice: this, however, is in small

uitity, each root affording but a few drachms. This milky juice from

|- several roots is put together often into the leg of an old boot, for want

[ some more proper vessel, when in a little time it grows hard, and is

genuine seammony. It is, however, very probable that the pro-

5 now mentioned is not the only one employed, but that others,

ilar to those described by Dioscorides and Mesue, are also resorted

Moreover, various substances are added to seammony while yet

. Dr. Russel says, wheat-flour, ashes, or fine sand
;

and, I may
,
chalk.

Description.—Seammony is usually imported from Smyrna. Occa-

lallv it comes by way of Trieste. Still more rarely it is brought

n Alexandretta. It comes over in boxes and drums, which are. fre--

i: ntly lined with tin. The finest kind is called virgin or lachryma

st,7imony. Other varieties are denominated seconds
,
thirds

,
&c. For-

; ly the term Aleppo seammony was applied to the finer, and that of-

<yrna seammony to the inferior kinds. No such distinction now exists

English commerce. The seammony in shells
,
and the Antioch scam-

uy, described by Martius
(
Pharmakogn .) are unknown by those names

l>our principal dealers; nor is any distinct kind known as Smyrna
nmony. I am informed by a Turkey merchant, who formerly resided

iimyrna, that seammony is brought into Smyrna, in the soft state, on
lels. Here it is mixed with various impurities by persons (Jews),

) are denominated seammony makers, and who adulterate it, and
•eby lower its value to suit the market. Formerly the demand in

idon was principally for second and third qualities
;
but now virgin

iiimony is more in request, and is met with in much greater abun-

I

ce.

lie characters of good seammony are as follows :—It readily fractures

veen the fingers, or by the pressure of the nail
;

its sp. gr. is about

; its fracture is dark, glistening, and resinous ;
its fractured surface

uld not effervesce on the addition of hydrochloric, acid ;
the decoction

J

be powder, filtered and cooled, is not rendered blue by tincture of

me
; 100 grains, incinerated with nitrate of ammonia, yield about three

ms of ashes (according to myr experiments)
;
sulphuric ether separates

east 78 per cent, of resin (principally) dried at 280° F. The Edin-
gh College states, that ether separates “ at least 80 per cent, of resin,

-*d at 280°;” but this statement applies only to the picked internal por-

I
is of fine virgin seammony, and not to average samples of commerce.
• Virgin Seammony

(Lachryma Seammony ;
superior Aleppo scam-

ly, Guib.)— It usually occurs in amorphous pieces; but a careful

mination of some large lumps has led me to believe that they formed
tions of a mass, which, when in the soft state, had a rounded form.
- whitish-grey powder, which covers some of the pieces, effervesces

hydrochloric acid
;
and I have no doubt, therefore, that the masses

ebeon rolled in chalk. Virgin seammony is friable, easily reduced to
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small fragments between the fingers, or by the pressure of the nail, alii
has, according to my experiments, a sp. gr. of 1*210. Its fractured $i| ik
face is resinous, shining, greenish-black

;
presents small air cavities, a»<«

numerous grey semi-transparent splinters, or fragments, when examinjul
by a magnifying glass, and docs not effervesce on the addition of hydiB
chloric acid. When rubbed with the finger moistened with ether, watl- L

or saliva, it readily forms a milky liquid. If we examine thin fnjjj

ments, or splinters, by transmitted light, we observe them to be seif

transparent at the edges, and of a grey-brown colour. In the same pi(LI

we sometimes find some portions shining and blackish, as above < in-

scribed, while others are dull-greyish. This difference depends, pi;;

bably, as Dr. Russel has suggested, on different methods of dryiij-'I

Virgin scannnony readily takes fire, and burns with a yellowish flap* k

Its odour is peculiar, somewhat analogous to old cheese : its tasteji

slight at first, afterwards acrid. The decoction of its powder, when :

tered and cold, is not rendered blue by tincture of iodine. When ini ;

nerated in a crucible, it leaves a minute portion only of ash.

2. Scammony of second quality.
(
Seconds

,
Commerce.)—A few ye i

since this was considered of the first quality. It includes two sU; - •

varieties :

—

a. Second Scammony in amorphous pieces .—In its external appejm

ance, brittleness, odour, and taste, it resembles virgin scammony, frri

which it is distinguished by its greater sp. gr. (according to my exp®
ments, being T463), its fracture being dull, or very slightly shining

;
aji

by its colour, which is greyish. Hydrochloric acid causes effervesce*?

when applied to a fractured surface. The decoction, when filtered an

cold, is not rendered blue by iodine. This kind has been adulterai:

with chalk, but not with flour.

/3. Second Scammony in large regular masses .—This kind is imporfj

either in boxes or drums, into which it seems to have been introduo

when soft, and to have hardened subsequently : hence its form is that) 1
*

the package in which it was imported. A sample of a circular c;

(about twelve inches diameter, and several inches thick) presents a di

greyish fracture. Its sp. gr. according to my experiments, is T8

Hydrochloric acid, applied to the surface, causes effervescence. h.

decoction, filtered and cold, is rendered blue, by iodine. This si(

variety, then, has been adulterated with both flour and chalk.

I have sometimes met with this kind of scammony having a sof

cheesy consistence.

3. Scammony of third quality. {Thirds, Commerce). Under this nap-

I have received scammony in the form of circular flat cakes, about f

.

inches in diameter, and one inch thick. They are heavy, dense,

much more difficult to fracture than the preceding kinds. The fractal

surface, in some samples, is resinous and shining, in others dull ;
it

air cavities, and numerous small white specks (chalk); its colour)

grayish to grayish -black. The sp. gr. varies, in different samples, fr

1*276 to 1*543. Hydrochloric acid applied to a recently-fractured sj

face, causes effervescence. The decoction, filtered and cold, is rendej

blue by tincture of iodine. Hence both flour and chalk have been uj

for adulteration. 1 have received portions of five cakes of this vanj

of scammony, on which were marked the actual quantity of chalk w
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been intermixed in eacli sample. In 100 parts of the cakes the

portions of chalk were respectively as follows:— 13*07, 23*1, 25*0,

j
>5, and 37*54. These numbers were furnished by the importer to

j
of our most respectable wholesale druggists, from whom I received

I
a ‘

I ie foregoing
1 are the usual kinds of scammony found in coriimerce. I possess four

• varieties :

—

Factitious Scammony. (Scammonium Smyrnense factitium, Gray).— I bought this

myma Scammony, under which name I formerly described it (Land. Med. Gaz.

xx. p. 931). It is in circular flat cakes, about half an inch thick. It is blackish,

has, externally, a slaty appearance
; it breaks with difficulty; its fracture is dull

black. Its sp. gr. is 1‘412. Moistened and rubbed it evolves the smell of guaia-

Boiled with water it yields a turbid liquor (which is not rendered blue by
e), and deposits a blackish powder: the latter, boiled with alcohol, yields a solu-

which becomes greenish-blue on the addition of nitric acid, showing the presence

laiacum.

Indian Scammony .—From my friend, Dr. Royle, I have received a sample of

raony met with in the Indian bazaars. It is light, porous, of a greenish-grey

r; gritty under the teeth, as if containing a considerable quantity of sand, and
,ig a balsamic olibanum-like odour.

- i Trebizon Scammony (P).— In 1832 a substance was imported from Trebizon, under
i ame of scammony, which was unsaleable here. The sample I received of it is a
in of cake apparently round, flat below, and convex above. Its colour is light-

ish or reddish-brow'n: when moistened the surface becomes glutinous and odorous;

HSte is sweet, nauseous, and somewhat bitter. In its external appearance it has

r resemblance to benzoin than scammony.

French or Montpellier Scammony.—This is the produce of Cynanchum monspe-

71
.

(See AsCLEPlADACiE.)

|> OMMERCE.—In 1839 the quantity of scammony on which duty (2s. 6d.

lb.) was paid, amounted to 8,551 lbs.

omposition. (a.) Of the root.—The dried root of Convolvulus Scam-
ia was analyzed, in 1837, by Marquart (Pharm . Central-Blatt fur

S. 687), who obtained from it the following substances :

—

Resin

,
sugar

,
convolvulin

,
and extractive 1 3*68, resin and wax 0*55, gum

extractive 2*4, starch 7*0, extractive soluble in hot, but not in cold,

•r T4
[salts and woody fibre 63*05], The resin, the wax, and a

ion of the gum, are contained in the milky juice of the latex vessels

2 laticis)
;
while the sugar, gum, extractive, and salts dissolved in

:r, constitute the juice of the cells; and in this juice the starch

[rules float.

Resin.—This is analogous to that of the scammony of commerce.
Convolvulin.—A substance supposed by Marquart to be a vegetable alkali. It

s feebly as a vegetable alkali, and is precipitated from its watery solution by tinc-

af nutgalls. Marquart thinks it probably exists in jalap.

•) Of Scammony.—Bouillon, Lagrange, and Vogel (Ann. Chim. lxxii.

9) analyzed two kinds
;
one called Aleppo, the other Smyrna scam-

y* Marquart (op. supra cit.) analyzed twelve kinds ;
ol these, eight

considers to be the produce of Convolvulus Scammonia, while the

lining four, which he says are in commerce called Smyrna scam-

Vi Lo regards, though without any sufficient proof, as the produce of

'ploca Secamone
,
Linn.
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Marquart's Analyses.

Efl .

<U OiO CO
.9 <M £|u A

^ . a— « J

'
”2 be

£
(SI

a u
3 bb

S’g.
11
c \

u
HH

Resin 8125 78 5 Alpha resin, with traces of wax..

Wax 0 75 1
-5 Beta resin

Extractive 4 50 3 5 Extractive taken up by alcohol.. ij

Extractive with salts.... — 20 water .. l

Guni with salts 300 2-0 Gum, with sulphate of lime ....

Starch - -

1 5 Mucilage
Starcl^ envelopes, has- Starch a

sorin, and gluten .... 1-75 1 25 Colouring matter

Albumen and woody fibre 1-50 3-5 Woody fibre, oxides, extractive,

Ferruginous alumina, &c i|

chalk, and carbonate Inorganic salts, silica, &c
of magnesia 375 2-75

Sulphate of lime... ... .. — —
Sand . 350 35

Aleppo Scammony.. 10000 100 0 Smyrna Scammony' A
Scammony Resin—Is brownish, and in thin layers transparent: when heated it evoll 3

a peculiar, not disagreeable, odour; it is fusible and combustible. It is solublely

alcohol, ether, and oil of turpentine. Its alcoholic solution is feebly acid
;
the additi

of water causes a white precipitate (hydrate of resin). Precipitates (nietallic scamn i

niates?) are also produced by alcoholic solutions of the acetate of lead and acetatt l

copper. Iodic acid causes a white precipitate. Caustic potash deepens the solut

(Marquart, op. cit.) Scammony resin may be decolorized by animal charcoal, with i
•

having its purgative qualities affected
(
Journ . de Pharm. t. xiii. p. 589).

Physiological Effects. {a.) On animals generally.— The expe*

merits of Orfila
(
Toxicol . Gen.) lead us to infer that scammony is notp

sonous. “ We have,” says he, “ frequently administered four drachms

it to dogs who had the oesophagus afterwards tied, and have ouly a

served alvine evacuations.” On horses and other herbivorous auim

its operation is very uncertain. Gilbert, (Miroud, Pharm. Vet. p. 2?

states, that six drachms killed a sheep in twenty days, without havi

caused purging. Viborg (Wibmer, Wirk. cl. Arzn. u. Gifte,
Bd. ii. S. 1

says, half an ounce given to a dog caused several loose stools : the sail

dose had no effect on a badger. It is probable, however, that in all t

experiments now referred to, adulterated scammony was employed.

(6.) On man.—The effects of pure scammony are those of a power

and drastic purgative. As the greater part of the commercial drug

largely adulterated, practitioners are, I suspect, scarcely acquainted w

the operation of the genuine article, which appears to me to possi

nearly double the activity of that usually found in commerce. As
4

evacuant powers of scammony depend on its local irritation, it opei

more energetically when there is a deficiency of intestinal mucus, an

then very apt to gripe ;
and vice versa when the intestines are well h

with secretion, it passes through with much less effect. In its operati

scammony is closely allied to jalap, than which it is more active, wn

its odour and taste are less nauseous. It is less irritant than gamboge.

Uses.—Scammony is, of course, inadmissible in inflammatory con

tions of the alimentary canal, on account of its irritant qualities

linj I

U
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>11 adapted for torpid and inactive conditions of the abdominal organs,

companied with much slimy mucus in the intestines. It is principally

lnable as a smart purgative for children, on account of the smallness of

d dose necessary to produce the effect, the slight taste, and the energy,

t safety, of its operation. When used for them, it is generally asso-

ited with calomel. Where a milder purgative is required, it may be

njoined with rhubarb, sulphate of potash, and an aromatic. It may be

• iployed to open the bowels in cases of constipation
;

to expel worms,

pecially of children
;

to act as a hydragogue purgative, on the principle

counter-irritation, as in affections of the head and dropsies
;
and for

y other purposes for which an active cathartic may be required.

'Administration.— For an adult the usual dose of commercial scam-

ony is ten or fifteen grs.; but of virgin scammony from five to ten grs.

order to diminish its irritant and griping qualities, it should be finely

s ided For this purpose it may be intimately mixed with some bland

vvder (as gum, starch, sugar, &c ), or made into an emulsion with milk.

1. Pulvis Scammonii compositus, L. !). (Scammony; Hard Extract

Jalap, of each sij.; Ginger, *ss. Rub them separately to very fine

vvder
;
then mix them).—The effects of scammony and of extract of

ap being very similar, little or no advantage can be obtained by the

ermixture of these substances. The ginger is intended to' correct the

ping of the other ingredients. Compound powder of scammony is

thartic, and is used as a smart purge for children, especially where
ich mucous slime is contained in the bowels, and in worm cases. The

• se for an adult is from grs. x. to Bj
. ;

for children under a twelvemonth

from grs. iii. to grs. v. The efficacy of this compound, in the dis-

H»>es of children, is much increased by the addition of about one grain

E calomel to five grains of the above powder.
2 2. Pulvis Scammonii compositus, E. (Scammony; Bitartrate of

task, of each equal parts. Triturate them together to a very fine pow-
: ").—This compound, with the addition of diaphoretic antimony, con-

5 utes the old Cornachini
,
or Earl of Warwick's powder

(
pulvis Corna-

ni sive pulvis Comitis Warvicensis of Quincey’s Dispensatory ). The
artrate of potash can do little more than serve to divide the scammony.
•is preparation is cathartic. The dose for an adult is from grs. xv. to

By the addition of calomel (in the proportion of one to five parts),

have an imitation of the royal powder, or pulvis basilicus (Quincey).
•‘3. Confectio Scammonii, L. Electuarium Scammonii

,

D. (Scarci-

ty
> powdered, jiss.; Cloves, bruised; Ginger, powdered, each $\j.;

1 ot Caraway, f^ss.
;
Syrup of Roses, as much as may be sufficient,

ib the dry ingredients together to very line powder, and preserve them

;

'U, whenever the Confection is to be used, the syrup being gradually

ured in, rub again
;

lastly, the oil of Caraway being added, mix them
; T. The Dublin College orders the syrup to be dropped on the pow-
rs, the oil of Caraway then added, and all mixed together).—A warm or

\
miatic cathartic. Dose for an adult, 3j. to 5j.; for children, grs. iii. to

*• x - It is seldom employed.
I- Extractum sive Resina Scammonii, E. (Take any convenient
antity of Scammony in fine powder ;

boil it in successive portions ol

[)of spirit till the spirit ceases to dissolve any thing
;

filter
;

distil the
Ul d till little but water passes over. Then pour away the watery solu-
1,1 from the resin at the bottom

;
agitate the resin with the successive
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portions of boiling water till it is well washed
;
and, lastly, dry it at

temperature not exceeding 240°).—When pure or virgin seammony ca| v

be obtained, this preparation is quite unnecessary. Seammony resin isi i

drastic cathartic : dose, grs. v. to grs. x. When administered it shouijd;

be intimately divided, either by some bland powder, or still better by a

emulsion.

5. Mistura Soammonii, E. (Resin of Seammony, gr.vij.; Unskimmrtfi!
Milk, fsiij. Triturate the resin with a little of the milk, and gradual^
with the rest of it till a uniform emulsion is formed).—This is an irnitijJ^

tion of Planche’s purgative potion, except that two drachms of sugar aniflp

three or four drops of cherry-laurel water are omitted. It is one of flip

most agreeable purgative draughts that can be taken.

Ipomce'a Pur'ga, Wenderoth, E.

—

The Jalap Ipomcea.

Ipomsea Jalapa, Nuttall, L.—I. Schiedeana, Zuccurini.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Radix, L. I).—Root, E.)

History.—DePaiva (Voigtel’s Arzneimittell. Bd. i. S. 117) thinks thfi

jalap was known to Dodoens in 1552, to Monardes in 1568, and to Clij>|

vius in 1574. (See some remarks on this subject in Pharm. CentraxVi

Blatt.fur 1834, S. 955-6). But Bauhin (who calls it Bryonia Mechk-H

acana nigricans; Proclromus, p. 135) says it was brought from Indiijl

under the name of Chelapa, or Celapa
,
about eleven years before the tinra

he wrote (the date of the preface to his work is 1620) : that is, about 16CJ%

or 1610. Its name seems to be derived from Xalapa, a town of Mexico! 1*
The Convolvulus Jalapa described and figured by Woodville [Med. Bek S

p. 59) and Desfontaines (Ann. Mus. dPIist. Nat. t. ij.), and adopted 11;$

the Dublin College as the source of the commercial jalap, is now well

known to yield none of this drug. The real jalap plant was first de-
scribed by Mr. Nuttall (American Journ. of Med. Sciences for Fek

1830) ;
but the name (Ipomcea Jalapa) he gave to it had been alreadi ‘jfe

applied by Pursh to another plant. In the same year Dr. Sclnea|

(Linncea, v. 3, Juli, 1830, p. 473) and Dr. Wenderoth (Ibid. viii. ol'l*

noticed it
;
and in 1832 it was described and figured by Zuccarini (Aca)

Acad. Reg. Monacensis, vol. x.)

Botany. Gen. Char.—Sepals five. Corolla campanulate. £7

included. Style one. Stigma two-lobed ;
.the lobes capitate. Cfrcnj

two-celled
;

cells two-seeded. Capsule two-celled (Lindley).

Sp. Cpiar.—Root tuberose ;
incrassated, perennial. Stems annual

twining, branched, smooth. Leaves ovate, acuminate, cordate at th|

base, quite entire, and smooth on both sides. Peduncles one- to three I

fiowered. Sepals unequal, obtuse, smooth. Corolla salver-shaped, wit

a subclavate, cylindrical tube, and a subpentagonal, horizontalljjfi!

expanded limb. Stamina exserted (Zuccarini).

Root perennial, tuberose, irregularly ovate-conical, terminating in« J
riorly in some subcylindrical fibrous branches

; covered by a very tin

dirty, blackish epidermis ;
internally white and fleshy. Stem herbaceou jji

Leaves alternate, petioled. Tube of the corolla purplish violet (rej

lake). I

Hab.—In the woods of the Mexican empire, near Chicanquiaco, at a

J
elevation of nearly 6,000 feet above the level of the sea. Jalapa is ^ 1
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• market for the root, from whence it is exported to Europe by way
-

:era Cruz.

iescription.—The dried tubers [radix jalapee
)
found in commerce

ly exceed a pound each in weight. They vary in size, from that of

list to that of a nut. When entire they are usually more or less oval,

pointed at the two opposite extremities. The larger tubers are fre-

ltlv incised, apparently to facilitate desiccation. The)’’ are covered

a" thin, brown, wrinkled cuticle. They should be heavy, hard, and

cult to powder. When broken, good tubers present a deep yellowish-

colour, interspersed with deep brown concentric circles. The slices

in their shape, colour, and other properties. Those of inferior qua-

n*e light, ivhitish, and friable
; they usually appear to be quarter

icnts of transverse slices: they are called spurious jalap, or, from
• shape, cocked-hat jalap. The light or fusiform jalap, called in

;ico male jalap, described by Guibourt [Hist, des Drop. i. 523), is

to be the produce of Ipomcea Orizabensis (Pelletan, Journ. de Chim.

t. x. p. 10). Jalap is very apt to become worm-eaten; but the

i :ts which attack it, devour the amylaceous matter, and leave the resin.

ii ce worm-eaten jalap is well adapted for the preparation of extract.

commerce.—Jalap is imported, in bales, from Vera Cruz direct, or

tfrectly by way of New York, or other places. In 1839, duty (6d. per

H\was paid on 37,211 lbs.

imposition.—Jalap was analyzed, in 1817, by Cadet de Gassicourt

I m. de Pharm. t. iii. p. 495), and more recently by Gerber (Gmelin,

J ib. d. Chemie, Bd. ii. S. 1299). Other less complete analyses have

made by Henry [Bull, de Pharm. t. ii. p. 87), by Ledanois [Journ.

m'him. Med. t. v. p. 508), and by Nees v. Esenbeck audMarquart [Ph.

-Blatt fur 1834, S. 695). In 1835 Cannobio analyzed a variety of
^ called gialappone [Ibid, fur 1835, S. 304).

Gerber's Analysis.

1 resin 7-8
' resin ». 3'2

htly acrid extractive.. 17-9

imy extractive 14-4

>uring matter 8-2

rystallizable sugar.... 19
l, with some salts .... 15 - 6
sorin 3 2
etable albumen 3

-9
ch 6-0
er 4-8
ic acid and malates of
•tash and lime 2-4
Jridcs of calcium and
>tassium 1-4

?pbates of magnesia
id lime T7
bonate (?) of lime .... 3'0

* 40

Jalap 1000

Henry's Analysis.

Light. Sound.
Worm-
eaten.

Resin 12 96 14-4

Extractive... 15 28-0 25 0

Starch 19 20*4 20-6

Woody fibre. 54 42-0 40-0

Jalap . .

.

100 100-0 1000

Nees v. Esenbeck and Marquart's Analysis.

Root of Commer- False

Ipomcea Purga. cial Jalap. Jalap.

Extractive .. .... 20 416 27-50 666

Resin .. 12083 13-33 18-33

Matters insoluble .

7500in alcohol.. ... 67-500 59 16

100 000 100 00 100 00

ap Resin .—Obtained by mixing the alcoholic tincture (prepared by percolation or

lion) of jalap with water. The precipitated resin is to be washed with warm
> and then dissolved in alcohol. By evaporation the tincture yields the resin-
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I

Planche (Soubeiran, Traitl de Pharm. t. ii. p- 28) has proposed another process,
digestion with animal charcoal the alcoholic solution of the resin is rendered nd fi
colourless, and by evaporation yields an almost colourless resin

(resina jalapae all 1
Martius, Pliarm,. Cent.-Plattfur 1835, S. 557). Jalap resin is soluble in alcohol
insoluble in water. Triturated with milk, it does not form an emulsion, but its part
unite into a solid mass. By this it may be distinguished from scammony resin (P] a

Journ. de Pharm. t. xviii. p. 181-5). It is insoluble in the fixed and volatile oils,

insolubility in oil of turpentine is a means of detecting the intermixture of some < I

resins, asof rosin (Pharm. Cent.-Blatt fur 1832, S. 837 ; and fur 1838, S.904). DjjJ
lorized jalap resin is composed of Carbon 36 62, Hydrogen 9 47, and Oxiir/en 6-*
(Goebel, Pharm. Waarenk. Bd. ii. S.59).

According to Buchner and Herberger (Pharm. Cent.-Blatt fur 1831, S. 284), j,|B
resin is composed of an electropositive basic substance, which they term jalapin. ail :i

an electronegative, resinous acid, soluble in alkalies. The latter I shall call jal 1
acid.

a. Jalapin.—Constitutes not quite nine-tenths of jalap resin. When an alcoliii:

solution of acetate of lead is added to an alcoholic solution ofjalap resin, double dei|3
position occurs : acetate of jalapin remains in solution, while jalapate of lead prelj
tates. When the solution, has been deprived of acetic .acid, excess of lead, and alccH
the jalapin remains. It is a transparent, colourless resin

;
very soluble in alcohol, t,

insoluble in ether.—Is this the jalapin of Mr. Hume (Med . and Phys. Journ. for AljA
1824, p. 346) P

/3. Jalapic acid.—Constitutes thirteen one-hundredths of jalap resin. Obtained
the above-mentioned jalapate of lead by sulphuretted hydrogen. It is brown, a«

bitterish, slightly soluble in ether, and more soluble in alkalies than jalapin.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On animals generally.—Jalap rood

powder, as well as the resin obtained from it, is a local irritant. Its cjl i

ration on the bowels is well seen in the carnivora. Cadet de Gassiest i

(Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzn. ii. Gifte
,
Bd. iii. S. 181) found that the njtw

applied to the pleura, peritoneum, or intestinal canal of dogs, cam .

fatal inflammation. Two drachms introduced into the stomach,

oesophagus- being afterwards tied, killed a dog in a few hours. It is

markable, however, that the same experimenter observed no pardcif

effect from the application of a drachm of the fine-powdered resin toe

cellular tissue of the back. Moreover, 24 grains, with the yelkofh

egg, injected into the jugular vein, had, he says, a very slight effect;):

deed, at first none was observed, but the two following days the anii

had soft, pale evacuations, and lost his appetite, though he soon rt|

vered from this state. In the herbivora it proves a very uncertain |i

gative. Gilbert (Moiroud, Pharm. Vet. p. 269) gave two ounces tj

sheep, without observing any effect. Donne (Ibid.) administered twcjt

three ounces to horses, without observing .any remarkable effect, exq

increased secretion of urine.
^

(
b

.)
On man.—In the human subject jalap acts as a powerful and d 1

tic purgative, producing copious liquid stools, and when judicioi

«

exhibited, is both safe and efficacious. Its objectionable effects are, t .

while in the stomach it causes frequently nausea, and sometimes voi

while, after it has passed into the intestines, it oftentimes gripesmg
It is tolerably certain in its operation

; more so, indeed, than in

other purgatives. In the proper dose it may be given without the h

hesitation to children, in any case requiring an active purge. It has

advantage over some other evacuants, that it does not stimulate or 1

the system, its effects being confined, principally, to the alimentary ca

—the peristaltic motion, secretions, and exhalations of which it
1

motes
;
and it is said that constipation less frequently succeeds its

than of some other purgatives.
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[y own experience of jalap would lead me to regard it as a perfectly

?
though active cathartic. But Dr. Christison (On Poisons, p. 554)

i
that “ severe and even dangerous effects have followed its incau-

1 s use in the hands of the practical joker.” I am not acquainted with

:

cases, in the human subject, in which its employment lias been fol-

3cl by serious consequences. It is a more drastic purgative than

ia. To scammony it is closely allied, not only by its effects, but also

lotanical affinities and chemical properties. It is much less irritant

le intestinal mucous membrane than gamboge
;
and therefore is a

h safer purgative. Vogt (
Pliarmakodyn . Bd. ii. S. 230, 2

te
Aufl.)

rcls it as exceeding the last-mentioned substance, but as being infe-

to aloes, in its stimulant influence over the abdominal and pelvic

•d-vessels : and Sundelin
(
Handb . d. spec. Heilmittell. Bd. ii. S. 26,

luff) observes, that while it is more irritant, it is less heating, than

s or senna.

ses.

—

Daily experience proves the value ofjalap, as an active purga-

,
in various diseases both of children and adults. Of course its im-
properties unfit it for exhibition in inflammatory affections of the

lentary canal, as well as after surgical operations about the abdomen
pelvis. Moreover, it is not an appropriate purgative in irritation of,

hemorrhage from, the uterus
;
or in piles and stricture, and prolapsus

he rectum. On the other hand, its use is indicated in torpid and
n 1 loaded conditions of the intestinal canal, as well as in 'constipation,

Qded with retention of the catamenia. When the object is to relieve

bral congestion and dropsical affections, by a counter-irritant influ-

3 on the mucous membrane, jalap is well adapted to fulfil it, both by
? energy and safety of its operation. The following are some of the

;S in which it is employed.
. In Constipation.—When this condition is not dependent on, or con-

ed with, irritation or inflammation of the alimentary canal or pelvic

•.ns, jalap is admissible. Its efficiency is much increased by asso-

rnn with calomel. It may be employed in febrile and inflamma-

diseases (those above-mentioned excepted), as well as in chronic

adies.

As a Vermifuge.—The compound of jalap and calomel is a most
acious anthelmintic, and may be used with the most happy effects in

dren, especially where there is an excessive secretion of mucus,
dap,” says Bremser

(
Trait'e sur les Vers Intest. p. 440), “ is, without

tradiction, in verminous diseases, one of the best purgatives, and
ch, perhaps, possesses, at the same time, greater anthelmintic virtues

i any others.”

• In Cerebral Affections.— Jalap, in combination with calomel, is

1 with the best effect, on the principle of counter-irritation, to relieve

•bral congestion. In inflammatory affections of the brain or its

nbranes, or in hydrocephalus, it is a valuable purgative.
• In Dropsies.—In dropsical affections it is frequently desirable to

aiote watery stools. Jalap, especially in combination with cream of
ar, may be used for this purpose with the best effects. Marggrave
d. Med. contr. p. 40, cd. 2nda

)
calls it a panacea hydropicorum.

• In Retention of the Catamenia, or of the Hemorrhoidal flux ,
jalap

ne of the purgatives adapted, from their stimulant influence over the
lc vessels, to promote these discharges.
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Administration.—The dose of jalap, in powder, is, for an adult, fri i

ten to thirty grains : a scruple usually acts smartly and safely : for clj^
dren under twelve months old, the dose is from two to five grains.
teen grains of jalap and two or three grains of calomel, is an efiiciet 1

yet safe, purgative for an adult. From two to five grains of ipecacuanha
is sometimes substituted for the calomel.

,
1. Btfyvis Jalapje compositus, L. E. D. (Jalap, Siij.; Bitartratei j

Potash, £jvj.; Ginger, 5ij. Rub them separately to powder; then n|ij

them, LtJ The Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges use the same proportiJa
'-of. jalay^'and bitartrate of potash, but omit the ginger).

—

HydragojJ
purgative. Used in habitual costiveness, verminous diseases, and drd N

siek. Dose, for an adult, 3j. to 5j.

2. Tinctura Jalapje, L. E.D. (Jalap, bruised, [in moderatil
fine powder, Siij., E.]; Proof Spirit, Oij. [fSxviij., E.] Macerate
fourteen days, and strain, L. D. “ This tincture may be prepared eitlD

by digestion or percolation, as directed for tincture of cinchona,” El
An active cathartic. Rarely used alone : generally employed as an ;

junct to purgative draughts, the activity of which it promotes. Dofc

f3j. to fsiv. As an adjuvant to a cathartic draught, the dose rarely < m
ceeds fi$ij.

3. Extractum Jalapje, L. D. Extractum sive Resina Jalapce,
j

(Jalap root, powdered, lbiiss. [lbj. D.]; Rectified Spirit, Cong. j. [Q»
wine measure, D.]

;
Distilled water, Cong. ij. [Cong. j. D.]. Macerji*

the jalap root in the spirit for four days, and pouf off the tincture. 13 te

down the residue in the water to half a gallon [two pints, D.] ;
aftjp

wards strain the tincture and the decoction separately, and let the lalii.9

be evaporated, and the former distil, until each thickens. Lastly, m
the extract with the resin, and [by a water-bath, D.~\ evaporate to a

pf

per consistence, L. D. This extract should be kept soft, which may]

,

fit to form pills, and hard, which may be rubbed to powder, L. H
directions of the Edinburgh College are the following:—“ Take anyci j
venient quantity of jalap, in moderately fine powder; mix it thorough

with enough of the rectified spirit to moisten it well
;
put it in twei

hours into a percolator, and exhaust the powder with rectified spin

distil off the greater part of the spirit, and concentrate the residuj

over the vapour-bath to a due consistence.”)— In this process

alcohol extracts the resin, and the water subsequently used by

London and Dublin Colleges takes up the gummy extractive

:

alcoholic tincture is distilled to save the spirit, while the aqueous dec

tion is evaporated. The preparation of the Edinburgh College is

impure resin of jalap ; whereas that of the London and Dublin 0

leges is a mixtime of resin with the gummy extractive. It was formei

and indeed is now by many persons, supposed, that the couibn

tion of these ingredients was necessary for the full cathartic effec

jalap. It is, however, well known, that the watery extract is inert a>

purgative, though it is said to be diuretic : the only advantage, therek

that can attend the mixture of the two extracts (the watery and the al

liolic), is, that the resin is intimately divided, and thereby prevented fr

causing violent irritation and griping in any one part of the intesti

tube. But it is obvious that the same advantage can be obtained

mixing the resin with some mild agent (as almonds, sugar or saline m
ter, as sulphate of potash). Mr. Brande {Did. Mat. Med. p. 331) sa
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jalap yields about 66 pei' cent, of extract; that is, 16 of alcoholic,

50 of water extract. According to this statement, therefore, the

ict of the Edinburgh College possesses four times the activity of that

le London and Dublin Colleges. The dose of the resin (Ph. Ed.)_

an grs. iij. to grs. vj., in a minute state of division, as above directed;

e extract Ph. L. and D., from grs. x. to 9j. /v
/£•' . «s

Other Medicinal Convolvulacece. L--_

titles the species already noticed, the roots of several others have been *^10^*^
dicine on account of their purgative properties; as the root called MelsXijgun,

,be root of Ipomce'a Turpe'thum. Their use is now obsolete.

Order 38. Gentiana'ce^e, Lindley.—The Gentian Tribe.

Gentiane.-e, Jussieu.

, (tial Character.

—

Calyx monopbyllous, divided, inferior, persistent. Corolla

nopetalous, hypogynous, usually regular and persistent; the limb divided, equal,

lobes of the same number as those of the calyx, generally five, sometimes four, six,

lit, or ten ; with an imbricated twisted eestivation. Stamens inserted upon the

. alia
;

all in the same line, equal in number to the segments, and alternate with
some of them occasionally abortive. Pollen tbree-lobed or triple. Ovary

gle, one- or two-celled, many-seeded. Style one, continuous
;
stigmas one or two.

Hmu/e or berry
,
many-seeded, with one or two cells, generally two-valved

;
the

. gins of the valves turned inwards, and in the genera with one cdll, bearing the

Ms; in the two-celled genera inserted into a central placenta. Seeds small
;
testa

Ljfgle; embryo straight in the axis of soft fleshy albumen j radicle next the bilum.

baceous plants, seldom shrubs, generally smooth. Leaves opposite, entire, without
ules, sessile, or having their petioles confluent in a little sheath, in most cases

- :e- to five-ribbed
;

very rarely brown and scale-like
;

sometimes alternate.

xers terminal or axillary (Lindley).

iiiTiEs.—This order contains a bitter principle, which is especially abundant in

{• roots. On this substance depends the stomachic, tonic, and febrifuge properties

'

|
he different species.

Gentiana lu'tea
,
Linn. L. E. D.—Common or Yellow Gentian.

Sex. Si/st. Pentandria, Digynia.

(Radix, L. D.—Root, E.)

istory.—Gentian is said to owe its name and introduction into

cal use to Gentius, king of Illyria, who was vanquished by the
! arts about 160 or 169 years before Christ. It is, therefore, not no-

by either Hippocrates or Theophrastus, but is mentioned by
corides (lib. iii. cap. 3), who calls it Tevnavtij and by Pliny (Hist.

lib. xxv. cap. 34, ed. Valp.)
>tany. Gen. Char.—Calyx [four-] five-clcft. Corolla tubular,

>anulate, or funnel-shaped at the base
;
the limb four-, five, or six-

; segments entire or ciliated, sometimes with interposed, distinct

ler ones. Stamina five, inserted on the tube of the corolla
;
anthers

times connate. Style two-parted
;

stigmas two. Capsule one-
ti (Bot. Gall.)

’• Char.—Leaves broad, ovate, nerved. Flowers whorled, pedicel-
Calyx membranaceous, unilateral. Corolla rotate, five- to eight-

t * acute (Bot. Gall.)
)(>t perennial, cylindrical or spindle-shaped, simple or somewhat
ched, ringed, wrinkled, externally brown, internally yellow and

f]
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fleshy. Stem simple, erect, two to three feet high, roundish, hollin
smooth. Leaves pale-green, opposite, ovate or oval, pointed, entlfl
smooth, five- to seven-ribbed, plaited

;
lower ones on short, sheathU

petioles; upper ones amplexicaul ; those next the flowers becoirno
concave, yellowish-green bracts. Flowers on smooth peduncles of ft]

'{

to six-lines long. Calyx yellow. Corolla yellow
;
segments five to sevij

lanceolate. Stamina as long as the corolla. Ovarium conical, with i

greenish glands at the base. Capsule conical, two-valved. Seeds r-s

merous, roundish, albuminous, with membranous margins.
Hab.—Alps of Austria and Switzerland

; abundantly on Mount Jin j
Collection.—The roots are collected and dried by the peasants*

£

Switzerland, the Tyrol, Burgogne, and Auvergne. They are import .{

into this country in bales, from Havre, Marseilles, &c. In 1839, dt'i

(4s. per cwt .) was paid on 470 cvjts.

Description.—Gentian root [:radix gentiana:
)

is imported in cyl|J

drical usually more or less branched pieces, varying in length from a I ii

inches to a foot or more, and in thickness from half an inch to ondl]

'

two inches. These pieces are marked by transverse annular wrinllfj

and longitudinal furrows. Externally the root is yellowish-brown, inwfi

nally it is brownish-yellow
;

its texture is spongy
;

its odour, in the frith

state, peculiar and disagreeable
;

its taste is intensely bitter. The rc|4i

of other species of Gentiana are said to be frequently mixed with thosd^

the officinal species ;
their effects, however, are analogous. Mart {)

(
PharmaJcogn .) says, that the roots of G. purpurea have strong longlife

dinal furrows, and are of a darker brown colour internally, but want fl

transverse wrinkles. The roots of G. pannonica are similar to thosefr

purpurea. Both kinds are met with in Bavaria, and serve in Switzerhb

for the preparation of a spirit. Gentiana punctata has roots which ;

i

just as bitter, but of a more yellow colour: they are dug up in git

abundance in Moravia. The roots of both the last-mentioned spec)'

are dug up at, and exported from, Salzburg : in the fresh state they

white when sliced.

Chemistry.— Gentian root was analyzed, in 1815, by Schrap

(Trommsdorf’s N. Journ. Bd. iii. S. 281) ;
in 1817 by Braconnot [Joti

de Physiq. lxxxiv. 345) ;
in 1819 by Henry [Journ. de Pharm. t. v. p. ifr

in the same year by Guillemin and Fcecquemin [Ibid. p. 110) ;
in 13*

by Henry and Caventou [Ibid. t. vii. p. 173). In 1837 it was exaniiifr

crystalline w , 7>/ - ^

yellow colouring matter
,
green fixed oil

,
gum, incrystallizable sugar,

ni

ter identical with bird-lime , a free organic acid
,
and woody fibre. Bui

1837, H. Trommsdorf [Berlin Jahrbuch, Bd. xxxvii. S. 182), and Leco*

[op. supra cit.) showed, that under the name of gentianin two substan

had been confounded,—the one crystalline and tasteless ;
the ot

bitter. The first has been called gentisin
;
the second gentianite. I

thermore, Leconte has shown, that the substance considered by He

and Caventou as identical with bird-lime, is a compound of wax,

and caoutchouc.

1. Volatile Odorous Principle of Gentian .—The nature of this principle is SC®G
know n. Planche, Bull, de Pharm, t. vi. p. 551 )

says, the distilled water of genoan
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;ea ami a kind of intoxication. Leconte found it to be possessed of a strong smell,

a piquant taste.

Gentisin or Gentisic Acid.— Procured by washing the alcoholic extract of the root

water, and then treating with alcohol. The tincture obtained was evaporated, the

; ict treated by ether : the residue, by successive solutions and evaporations, yielded

isin. It is pale-yellow, crystallizable in needles, has a peculiar, but weak smell,

n cautiously heated, it gives out some yellow vapours, which are condensed on the

r part of the tube. It is scarcely soluble in water, but dissolves in alcohol. With
lies it unites to form salts. Its saturating power is about 438. Trommsdorf says,

a solution of gentisic acid is unaffected by acetate of ljead, nitrate of silver, and

;
other tests. Chloride of iron and the salts of copper produced, in the alcoholic

ion, the most characteristic changes.

Bitter Principle of Gentian ( Gentianite).—This has not hitherto been isolated. By
>tiug the alcoholic extract of gentian in water, an acidulous intensely bitter solu-

-is obtained. The acid may be thrown down by lead. When the excess of lead

rteeu removed from the solution by sulphuretted hydrogen, a liquid is obtained,

b, by evaporation, yields a sweet and very bitter extract, from which ether removes

romaiic fat, an odorous resin, and wax. The bitter matter has not been separated

t the sugar.

: Pectin.—The existence of pectic acid (pectin) in gentian was ascertained, in 1836,

euis (
Journ . de Pharm. t. xxii. p. 303). To this substance is to be ascribed the

inization of infusion of gentian, which, under certain circumstances, is not unfre-

tly observed.
' Sugar.—To the presence of this matter in gentian is to be ascribed tile capability

e infusion of gentian to undergo the vinous fermentation, and to form an alcoholic

r (gentian spirit), much admired by the Swiss (Biwald, in Pfaff ’s Mat. Med.
i. S 20; and Plancbe, Ball de Pharm. vi. 551.)

hemical Characteristics.—The infusion of gentian is deepened in

ur by the caustic alkalies. Sesquichloride of iron communicates a
> olive-brown tint. The acetates and diacetates of lead, the sul-

es of copper, and the nitrate of mercury, cause flocculent or gela-

is precipitates (metallic pectates ?).

eysiological Effects.— Gentian is very properly regarded as a

or simple bitter
;
that is, as being bitter, but without possessing

iv astringency or much aroma. It has, therefore, the usual tonic

erties of medicines of this class, and which I have before noticed

iven in full doses it appears more disposed to relax the bowels than

)Lher simple bitters, and in susceptible individuals it is more apt to

•der the digestive process. In such cases both Loseke and Voigtel

neimittell. Bd. ii. S- 359) have seen it cause vomiting. Barbier
t. Med.) says it quickens the pulse. It is somewhat less bitter, and,

:fore, I presume, somewhat less powerful than quassia.

y continued use the sweat and urine acquire a bitter taste (Arnemann,
:t. Arzneimittell. S. 188, 6

tc
Aufl.)

;
a sufficient proof that gentian,

> bitter principle, becomes absorbed.
i some of the vegetable bitter tonics (for example, quassia and ca-

rally led to inquire whether any analogous facts have been made
vith respect to gentian. The reply is in the affirmative. Magendie
tnul. p. 313, 8

mc
ed.), indeed, discovered no poisonous operation in

ln the stomach. Moreover, Hartl (quoted by Wibmer, Wirk. d.

9).

i‘>a) have been found to exert a specific influence over the cerebro-

d system, and to yield preparations of a poisonous quality, we are .

mnin
;

lie threw several grains of this principle into the veins of an
iab without any obvious effect

;
and swallowed two grains dissolved

cohol, but only observed extreme bitterness, and a slight feeling of
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Arzneim. u. Gifte,
Bd. ii. S. 398) inserted two grains of the extract :

gentian into the inner side of the thigh of a rabbit, without ami

|

effects resulting: the wound was slightly inflamed, though it

healed. These facts prove that the bitter extractive of gentian posset.!
no narcotic properties. But if the narcotic principle of gentian be i i
volatile nature, these experiments of Magendie and Hartl go for notliW
since in the preparation of both the extract and the Gentianin

, this p j|
ciple would be dissipated by the heat employed. Now, Blanche IgA

cit .) has shown, as I have already mentioned, that the distilled watej i|

gentian causes violent nausea, and, within three minutes, a kind of'fjl

toxication. Moreover, Buchner
(
Toxikol. S. 192) tells us, that su.'l

years ago a narcotic effect was produced in Prussia by the medicinal jjj
of gentian root, although the presence of any foreign matter could ;ffc

be detected. In the Philosophical Transactions for the year 1748,,m
mentioned some deleterious effects resulting from the use of gentian;

they were referred to a foreign root, said to have been intermixed, ,,

which greatly resembled the true gentian root.

All these facts, then, support the opinion of Haller (quoted by Bi)»
ner), that gentian is not so innocuous as is generally supposed.

Uses.—

G

entian is adapted to most of the cases requiring the ust I

the pure or simple bitters (p. 79). It agrees best with phlegmatic, toi 1
individuals, and is apt to disagree with irritable or susceptible persu®

It is contra-indicated in febrile disorders and inflammatory conditiorii

the gastro-intestinal membrane. It is employed principally in tlielDG

lowing cases :

—

1. In dyspepsia
,
and other gastric disorders

,
attended with debiliti

torpidity, and unaccompanied by any marks of inflammation or irritatjitl

or great susceptibility of the digestive organs.

2. In intermittent diseases it maybe used where cinchona is ads
<

sible
;
but it is much inferior to the last-mentioned substance. “ Join $

with galls or tormentil, in equal parts, and given in sufficient quan|4|

it has not failed,” says Dr. Cullen (Mat. Med. vol. ii. p. 72), “in i

*

intermittents in which I have tried it.”

3. In many other diseases marked by weakness and debility, butuj«

tended by fever or gastro-intestinal irritation, gentian is admissible m»I

useful. For example, some forms of gout, hysteria, uterine disorcM

&c. It is a constituent of the Duke of Portland's powder for the

(see p. 781).

4. Against worms it has been used as if it possessed some spetftf t

influence.

5. In surgery it has been used for discutient fomentations, in t *

powder, to issues, to promote their running, and as a tent, to enlarge H

cleanse fistulous apertures (Quincey, Dispens.)

Administration.—

I

n the form of powder, the dose is from grs.

5ss. But the infusion, tincture
,
or extract

,
arc the usual forms of e^to

bition. I

1. Infusum Gentianje compositum, L. D. Infusum Gentian# 4

(Gentian root, sliced, 5ij. [5j. D.]
;
Orange Peel, dried, 5ij. [})• U

Lemon Peel, fresh, 3iv. [3j. D.] ;
Boiling [Distilled, L.] Mater,

[Sxij. Z>.] Macerate for an hour in a vessel lightly covered, and su *

The directions of the Edinburgh College arc as follow :—Gentian, su r

3ss. ; Bitter Orange Peel, dried and bruised, 5j. ;
Coriander, bruise ,
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oof Spirit, f*iv.
;
Cold Water, f*xvi. Pour the spirit upon the solids

;

|
three hours add the water, and in twelve hours more strain through

I en or calico).—The infusion of the London and Dublin Pharmaco-
las is very apt to spoil by keeping

;
but as it can always be speedily

i icured, this is not a circumstance of much importance. However, to

date it as much as possible, the Edinburgh College order cold water
• which less of the mucilaginous matter [pectin, &c.] is dissolved),

1 employ spirit to promote the solution of the bitter principle, while
quantity of gentian is much increased

;
so that, in fact, we have a

ak tincture, rather than an infusion. Besides the objections which may
fti $e out of these deviations, a very important one is the length of time

i uired for the maceration. Infusion of gentian is stomachic and tonic.

& lcn prepared according to the London and Dublin Pharmacopoeias,

i
dose is fsj. to f*ij.; when according to that of the Edinburgh, fsss,

m-
|ft. !. Mistura Gentians composita, L. (Compound Infusion of Gen-
?! i, fjxij.; Compound Infusion of Senna, fsvj,

;
Compound Tincture

I Cardamoms, fjij. Mix.)—Tonic and cathartic. Used in dyspepsia
f ;ti constipation. Dose, fsj. to f 517

.

M . Tinctura Gentians composita
,
L. E. D. ; Tinctura amara ,

wintian, sliced and bruised, *iiss. ;
Orange Peel, dried, $x.

;
Cardamom

if ids], bruised, 3v. ; Proof Spirit, Oij. L. The relative proportions

Bp. 1 by the Dublin College are the same as those of the London. The
Mr nburgh College employ ~ij. of Gentian; 3j. of Dried Bitter Orange

1
;

3 ss. of Canella, in moderately fine powder; 3ss. of Cochineal,

[p
sed j and fgxxxvj . of Proof Spirit).—A grateful cordial tonic and

[j lachic. Employed as an adjunct to the infusion, effervescing

.i . ights, bottle sodawvater, &c. Dose, f5ss. to f3ij,

|
. Extractum Gentianm

,
L, E. D. (Gentian, sliced, lb.iiss. ;

Boil-

Mi Distilled Water, Cong. ij. Macerate for twenty-four hours; then

H down to a gallon, and strain the liquor while hot
;
lastly, evaporate

M proper consistence, L. “Take of Gentian, any convenient quan-

| ; bruise it to a moderately fine powder
;
mix it thoroughly with half

B ’eight of distilled water
;
in twelve hours put it into a proper perco-

I r, and exhaust it by percolation with temperate distilled water

;

I :entrate the liquid, filter before it becomes too thick, and evaporate

I ie water-bath to a due consistence,” E.)—Good gentian root yields,

#Le process of the London Pharmacopoeia, about half its weight of

H act (Brande, Diet. Mat. Med. p. 261 ). Extract of gentian is tonic.

usually employed as a vehicle for the exhibition of the metallic

r tances (especially chalybeates) in the form of pill. Dose, grs.

R
‘ 5SS ‘

1 Gentianin, (See Majendie, Formal.)—An expensive and needless

|

aration, The nature of the substance called gentianin has been

|
re explained [see p. 894 ). Dose, gr. ss. to gr. j.

Nr

OJi

Volatile Oil of Gentian. (Obtained by submitting gentian root to distillation
'v ater. From three cwts. of root only 1 3ss. of oil was procured).— It is thick,
blackish dark-green colour, and has a very powerful odour of gentian root. It
9 °n water, and dissolves in rectified spirit. A few drops were given to a rabbit,
'Ot causing any remarkable effects.—This oil has only been procured since the first
* l^e article on gentian was struck off.
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Ayutho les Chiray'ta, Don. E.— The Chiretta or Chirayta.

Gentiana Chirayita, Fleming.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Digynia.

(Herb and Root, E .)

History.

—

This plant seems to have been long in use among til

natives of India. Professor Guibourt
(
Journ . de Chim. Med

.

t. i. p. 22

j

thinks that it is the icaXapog ap^/dUTLicoQ of Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. 17
Various circumstances, however, appear to me to be opposed to th

opinion : one of the most conclusive is the absence of odour in the cl:

rayta plant (Fee, Cours dHist. Nat. t. ii. p. 395). I have before state

(p. 009) that Professor Royle refers the Calamus aromaticus of tl

Greeks to his Andropogon Calamus aromaticus (A. uardoides, Nees
i

Esenb.)

Botany. Gen. Char.— Corolla withering, rotate, in aestivation twist

to the right ; with glandular hollows protected by a fringed scale up®
the segments. Anthers not changing. Stigmas sessile. Capsule cop

cal, one-celled, with spongy placentae upon the sutures. Seeds indefini

minute (Lindley).

Sp. Char.—Stem round. Leaves ovate-lanceolate. Hollows of til

corolla nectariferous, oblong, distinct. Squamulce capillaceo-fimbriater

the margin (Don, Trans, of the Linn. Soc. vol. xvii.’p. 522).

Herbaceous. Root branching. Stem round, smooth, jointed. Lean

opposite, amplexicaul, lanceolate, very acute, entire, smooth, three-

five-nerved. Flowers numerous, peduncled. Calyx four-cleft
;

divisicj

linear, acute. Corolla yellow
;
limb four-parted.

Hab.—Mountains of Nepal and the Morungs.
Description.—The plant is pulled up by the root, about the time til

the flowers begin to decay and the capsules are well formed (Roxbura

FI. Hist. vol. ii. p. 72). The dried plant, with the root
(
herba et ran

chirettce sive chirayta;) is met with in the shops. The root is fibrot

the stem is round, smooth, not jointed, marked with the cicatrices

leaves, has a yellowish pith
;
the leaves are as above described. 1

whole plant is without odour, but has an intensely bitter taste.

Composition.—The stems of this plant were analysed by MM. L (

saigne and Boissel {Journ. Pharm. vol. vii. p. 283), who obtained

following results :

—

resin, yellow bitter matter, brown colouring matt

gum, malic acid
[
woody fibre], malate of potash, chloride of potassh

sulphate of potash, phosphate of lime
,

silica, and traces of oxide

iron.

|

The bitter matter is the most important constituent. No vegetable, alkali has

detected in it. The substance sold as sulphate of chirayitine is sulphate of qu

{Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xxi. p. 173).

Physiological, Effects.—Chirayta is an intensely bitter substai

and produces the before (p. 79) described effects of the simple or p

bitters. In its operation, as well as by its botanical affinities, 9

closely allied to gentian. It appears to possess rather a relaxing tha

constipating effect (Baker, Load. Med. Gaz. vol. ii. p. 085).

Uses.

—

It has long been* employed by the natives of India w
same class of cases in which gentian has been used in Europe. -
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machic it is especially serviceable in the dyspepsia of gouty subjects,

strengthens the stomach, obviates flatulency, and diminishes the ten-

icy to acidity (Fleming, Asiat. Researches
,

vol. xi. p. 167). Corn-

ed with the seeds of Guilandina Bonduc, it is employed with success in

ermittents (Johnson, Infl. of Prop. Climates
,
p. 58, 3rd ed.)

Ydministration.—It may be given in powder, in the dose of a 3j., or

uav be employed in the form of infusion ,
tincture (prepared with car-

uom and orange peel, like compound tincture ofgentian) or extract.
tKFUSUM Chirettje, E. (Chiretta, 5iv.

;
Boiling Water, Oj. Infuse

two hours, and strain through linen or calico).—The dose of this is

to f*ij.

Enjtliree'a Centau!rium, Persoon, L. E. D.

—

Common Centaury.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Centaurium, /-.—The flowering heads, /.’.—Folia, D.)

•j liSTORY.—This plant was known to the ancients, and received one of

names (
Chironia Centaurium

)
from Chiron the Centaur, who is said to

relived 1270 years before Christ. But the plant which Pliny (Hist.

'. lib. xxv. cap. 30, ed. Yalp.) says cured Chiron of a wound received

can arrow, which he dropped on his foot when examining the arms of

rcules, is supposed to be the Centaurea Centaurium.

(otany. Gen. Char .— Calyx five-parted, equal. Corolla hypocra-

forrn with a cylindrical tube, withering over the capsule. Stamens
anthers becoming spiral. Stigmas bilamellate. Capsule one-celled,

stalf two-celled (Lindley).

'Pi Char .

—

Stem nearly simple. Panicle forked, corymbose. Leaves

.e-lanceolate. Calyx half the length of the tube
; its segments partly

hined by a membrane (Smith).

loot small, tapering. Stem about a foot high, leafy. Badicle leaves

rate
;
the rest acute, ovate, or elliptic-lanceolate ; all three-ribbed,

ht green. Flowers nearly sessile. Bracts opposite, awl-shaped,

y# slender. Tube of corolla pale-greenish; limb brilliant pink, ex-

ded only in sunshine, closing as soon as gathered.
r
Ai).—Indigenous : dry gravelly pastures. Annual. Flowers in July

August.
I inscription.—The herb or tops (herba seu summitates vel cacumina

aurii minoris) of the common or lesser centaury are without odour,

have a very bitter taste. They are collected when in flower.

omposition.-—According to Moretti
(
Journ . de Pharm. t. v.. p. 98),

mon centaury contains hitler extractive
,
free acid,

mucous matter
,

active
,
salts [and woody fibre]

.

tier matter
( Centaurin ).—The principal constituent ofcommon centaury is the bitter

ct *ve, called by Dulong d’Astafort {Journ. de Pharm. t. xvi. p. 502) centaurin.

• when combined with hydrochloric acid, is suid to bean excellent febrifuge. Cen-
II must not be confounded with cenlaurite

,
the bitter principle of Cnicus benedictus,

hysiological Effects.—Similar to those of gentian (p. 895), and of
r simple or pure bitters (see p. 79).
sks.—

C

ommon or lesser ceDtaury is rarely used by medical practi-
f;rs

i yet it might be employed as an indigenous substitute for gen-
Bose of the powder, 9). to 5j. It may be also used in infusion.
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Menyan thes trifolia
1

la, Linn. L. E. D .—Common Buckbean ; Marsh
Trefoil.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Menyanthes, A.—Leaves, A'.—Folia, D.)

History.— Sprengel (Hist. Rei Herb. t. i. p. 82) considers this to b J
tlie plant referred to by Theophrastus (Hist. Plant, lib. iv. cap. 11) undt 1
the name of [.trjvavOoQ. *

Botany. Gen. Char.— Calyx five-parted. Corolla funnel-shapedjfj

the limb spreading, five-lobed, equal, hairy on the inside. Stamina fivi
*

Style one
;
stiyma capitate, two- to five-grooved. Capsule one-cellet»

the parietes seminiferous (Bot . Gall.)

Sp. Char.—Leaves ternate. Disk of the corolla densely shatra

(Smith).

Rhizoma black, creeping, jointed. Leaves on long stalks, with broajf

sheathing stipules at base : they are trifoliate
;

leaflets nearly ova

smooth. Scape round, ascending, smooth. Bradts ovate. Calyx ol?

tuse. Corolla white or flesh-coloured, elegant. Anthers yellow.

Hab.—Indigenous; watery meadows, ditches, &c.; frequently cult)

vated in ornamental aquaria, on account of the beauty of the flowen

Perennial. Flowers in June and July.

Description.—The whole herb (herba menyanthis seu trifolii fibrin

is odourless, but has a very bitter taste. Its infusion strikes

green colour (tannate of iron) with the sesquichlori.de of iron. TJ«J

leaves (folia menyanthis) are the parts usually employed.

Composition.—Menyanthes was analyzed by Trommsdorf (Am.

Chim. t. lxxii. p. 191), who found that the fresh plant consists of

parts of moisture and 25 of solid matter, composed of bitter extracts

vegetable albumen
,
green resin (chlorophylls), peculiar matter precipital

by tannic acid, but soluble in water and in weak spirit, brown yum, feci

(inulin or menyanthin), malic acid, and acetate of potash.

The bitter extractive is the active principle. Brandes states that he procured a wl

bitter powder from menyanthes; but B. Trommsdorf (Pkarm. Cent.-Blatt. fiir If

p. 458) repeated Brandes’s experiments, and procured only a yellowish-brown bi
p. 458)
extract,

and astringent. In large dos:Physiological Effects.—Tonic

cathartic, and sometimes emetic.

Uses.—This plant is used by the brewers of some parts of Genna

particularly Silesia and the adjacent provinces, as a substitute for lie

j

(Yosy, Orig. and Progress of the Med. Bot. Soc. p. 12). It is ran

employed in medicine, but is applicable for the same purposes as lj

other bitter tonics (see p. 79). It has been esteemed efficacious as 1

antiscorbutic (Murray, App. Med. t. ii. p. 34).

Administration.—It may be given in powder, infusion, or extr

The dose of the powder is from Dj. to 3ss. : if given to the extent of

it generally purges. The dose of the infusion (prepared with 3ss. ol

dried herb, and flxvj. of boiling water) is fjj. to fJij. ;
of the wat

extract
, grs. x. to grs. xv.
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PERENNIAL WORM GRAS^'l»V £, B B
S'& &0K0

Other Medicinal Gentianacece\A
.

7/^ <

'rase'ra WaTteri, or the American Calumha/is a native of the solitherj

tions of the United States, and is very abundant in Arkansas aTic

. is officinal in the pharmacopoeia of the United States. As met with in commerce,
in transverse circular segments, about an inch in diameter, and an eighth of an

i, or more, in thickness. It contains no starch, and hence undergoes no change of

uir when touched with iodine. Its infusion or decoction becomes blackish-green

I mate of iron) when, treated with sulphate of iron, and lets fall a precipitate
(tannate

maelatin) on the addition of a solution of isinglass. The effects, uses, and doses of

|

sera are the same as those of gentian. The fresh root is said to operate as an emetic

i
cathartic (

United States Dispensatory). Some years ago it was introduced into

i nee, and sold for calumba
;
hence it got the name of false calumha. The chemical

traders above given, as well as the physical properties of the root, readily distinguish

j

jruibourt, Journ. de Chim.Med. t. ii. p. 334).

issouri

Order 39. Spigelia'ce^e, Martins .

—

The Wormgrass Tribe.
4

jj
'ENTial Character.— Calyx inferior, regular five-parled. Corolla regular, with five

bes, which have a valvate [estivation. Stamens five, inserted into the corolla, all

ti i the same line
;
pollen three-cornered, with globular angles. Ovary superior, two-

» died
; style articulated with it, inserted

;
Smyrna simple. Fruit capsular, two-celled,

t >o-valved, the valves turned inwards at the margin, and separating from the central

i ;i acenta. Seeds several, small
;
testa single ; embryo very minute, lying in a copious

I -?shv albumen, with the radicle next the hilum.—Herbaceous plants, or under-shrubs.

I - eaves opposite, entire, with stipules, or a tendency to produce them. Flowers ar-

:: nged iu one-sided spikes. Pubescence simple or stellate (Lindley).

i r perties.— See Spigelia.

'f
Spiffe'lia Marilan dica, Linn. L. E.D.

—

Carolina Pink; Perennial

Worm Grass.

Se.v. Si/st. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Radix, L. D.—Root, E.)

\

Iistory.—The anthelmintic virtues of this plant were first learned

a the Cherokee Indians, who became acquainted with them, accord-

to Dr. Garden, about 1723
;
they were made known to the profession

ut 1740 [Essays and Obs. Phys. and Lit. vol. iii.)

iotany. Gen. Char.—Calyx five-parted. Corolla funnel-shaped,

i a five-cleft equal limb. Anthers converging. Capsule didynamous,
-celled, four-valved, many seeded (Lindley).
b. Char.— Stem simple, herbaceous. Leaves opposite, sessile,

te, acuminate.
'oot perennial. Stems composed of numerous fibres from a short,

ndrical rhizome. Stems several, erect, four-sided and winged (from

decurrent leaves). Leaves decussate, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate,
re, smooth, but somewhat slightly pubescent on the veins and
gins. Flowers in simple one-sided spikes (or racemes). Corolla
'h longer than the calyx, of a rich carmine colour externally, paler at

base, and orange-yellow within Capsule obcordate, smooth. Seeds
ral in each cell.

Iab.—Southern States of North America
j
seldom found north of the

r)niac.

selection.—“ It is collected by the Creek and Cherokee Indians,
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who dispose of it to the white traders. By these it is packed in ca.sU
or more commonly in large bales, weighing from three hundred to thro
hundred and fifty pounds. That contained in casks is to be preferred a i

less liable to be damp and mouldy. Owing to the imperfect manner X
which the plant is dried, it seldom happens that packages of it reach Hi
market free from dirt and mouldiness, and having the stalks of a bifid [i

colour. Some parcels have been recently brought free from the stalk
*•

and have commanded more than double the price of the drug prepare
f

in the usual way” ( United States Dispensatory).

Description.—The dried plant
(herba spiyelue), as usually met with'

in the shops, is of a greyish green colour, a faint odour, and a bittfij

taste. The root (radix spigelice) consists of numerous, slender, bjfancl j

ing, dark brown fibres, issuing from a short, dark brown rhizome. ‘
.

Composition.—The herb and root have been analyzed byWackenrodd
i

(Gmelin’s Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1298). Feneulle {Journ. de Pharm. t. ijj

p. 197) probably analyzed this plant under the name of Spigelia anther
mintica. X

Wackenroder's Analyses.

Myricin 030
Resin, with chlorophylle 2-40

Peculiar resin 0-50

Peculiar tannin 17-20

Woody fibre 75 20
Malate of potash, and chloride of

potassium 2- 10
Malate of lime 4-20

Herb of spig-elia 101-90

Fixed oil

Acrid resin, with some fixed oil .. 3m

Peculiar tannin .. JOf .

Bitter acrid extractive . . 4-il

Woody fibre (which yields 16-74

of ashes) .. 82-1 .

Root of spigelia .. 101 -
.

1. Bitter extractive .—Feneulle ascribes the activity of Spigelia to a brown, bitter e

tractive, like that of tbe purgative Leguminosae. Taken internally, it causes verti |

and a kind of intoxication. It is, I presume, identical with the bitter acrid extract d
of Wackenroder.

2. Resin .—This is described, by Wackenroder, as having an acrid, nauseous tasjjfi

It is soluble in ammonia and in oil of vitriol. It evolves ammonia when heated. m

Physiological Effects.—The physiological effects of this root hail

not been accurately determined
;
but the observations hitherto uia^ £

shew them to be those of a local irritant (or acrid) and narcotic substandw

In the ordinary dose (one or two drachms for adults) it has very littj

i

sensible effect on the system, though it may act efficaciously as an anthdl

mintic. In larger doses it appears to operate as an irritant to the gastrj
jj

intestinal canal, and gives rise to purging and sometimes to vomitinjjl

though its effects in this way are very uncertain. In poisonous doses
)

j

operates as a cerebro-spinant or narcotic, giving rise to “ verti

g

dimness of vision, dilated pupils, spasms of the facial muscles, ai jp;

sometimes even to general convulsions. Spasmodic movements of t /

eyelids have been observed among the most common attendants of i

«

narcotic, action. The death of two children, who expired in convulsioi ft!

was attributed by Dr. Chambers to the influence of spigelia. The n£ «

cotic effects are said to be less apt to occur when the medicine purg*

and to be altogether obviated by combining it with cathartics.

danger from its employment cannot be great, as it is in very general u

in the United States, both in regular and domestic practice, and we nc\
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i :ar at present of serious consequences. Its effects upon the system have

[ en erroneously conjectured to depend on other roots sometimes mixed

th the genuine” [United States Dispensatory).

; Uses.—

E

mployed only as an anthelmintic. Its vermifuge properties

j

>re first made known to the profession by Drs. Lining [Essay and Obs.

iys. and Lit. vol. i. p. 386) and Garden [Ibid. vol. iii. p. 145). Though
arcelv used in this country, it stands at the head of anthelmintics in

1 2 United States of America.

Administration.—The dose of the powder for a child of three or four

Jars old, is from grs. x. to grs. xx. : for an adult, 5j. to 3iij. This

; antity is repeated, every morning and evening, for several days, and

on ^followed by a brisk cathartic. It is frequently combined with

iom’el.

' Fnfvsum Spigelije, Ph. Un. States. (Spigelia root, §ss. ;
Boiling

ter, f*xvj. Macerate for two liom-s in a covered vessel, and strain).

—

tie dose for a child of two or three years old is foss. to f3j. : for an

. lit, from fsiv. to 5 viij
.,

repeated morning and evening. A quantity of

: ina, equal to that of the spigelia, is usually added, to insure a cathartic

I met.

i A preparation kept in the shops of the United States, and much pre-

; ibed by physicians, under the name of worm tea
,
consists of spigelia

t, senna, manna, and savirie, mixed together in various proportions to

j 1 1 the views of different individuals [United States Dispensatory).

Other Medicinal Spigeliacece.

.
pige'lia anthelmin'tica is a native of South America and the West India Islands,

actiou is srrhilar to that of the last mentioned species So poisonous has it been
•irded, that in France it is called Brinvilliere

,
after the Marchioness de Brinvilliers,

oman famous for poisoning in the reign of Louis XIV., and who was executed on
16th of July, 1676 (Guibourt, Hist, des Drog. t. ii. p. 227). -Its anthelmintic pro-

ies were noticed in 1751, by Dr. Browne [Gentleman's Magazine for 1751). This
:.l was analyzed by Ricord Madianna (Gmelin, Handb. d. C’hem. ii. 12D7). Dr.
wn [Nat. Hist, of Jamaica

,

p. 157) says, it procures sleep almost as certainly as

um.

rder 40. Asclepiada'cea*:, Lindley.—The Swallow-wort Tribe.

Ascleiuadea;, R. Brown.

lie plants of this order are for the most part acrids. In large doses they are emetic
cathartic: in small doses, expectorant, diaphoretic, and alterative. The roots are
parts usually employed in medicine.
hough none of the species are contained in the British pharmacopoeias, yet several
- attracted the attention of practitioners in this country.
alot’ropis gigante'a, R. Brown [Asclep'ias gigante'a, Linn.) has been introduced from
ia under the name of Mudar or Madar. It is said to contain a peculiar principle

t
id rrtudarinc, which coagulates by heat, and becomes again fluid on exposure to cold
gbt, Contrib. to the Bot. of India). The principal value of Madar is as an altera-
an 'l sudorific. It has been employed in venereal diseases, chronic cutaneous afl'ec-

S and various other maladies (Playfair, Trans, of the Med. andPhys. Soc. Calcutta,
'• p. 84). Mr. Robinson [Med. Chir. Trans, vol. x. p. 27).found it decidedly useful
species of elephantiasis which Mr. Playfair calls jugara or leprosy of the joints,
powder of the bark of the root is given in doses of from grs. iij to grs. x. Dr.

!

v°k >• P- 486, and vok ii. p. 488) considers the dried milky juice
e efficacious.
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The root of Hemides'mus in'dicus, R. Brown (Periploca indica, Willd. Asclepias pseti I

dosarsa, Roxb.) is used in India under the name of country sarsaparilla. The
of practitioners in this country was drawn to it by Dr. Ashburner in 1631 (Land. Mel I

and Phys Journ. vol. Ixv. p. 189); and again in 1833 (Land . Med. Gaz. vol. xii.p.35(jJ I
It has been called Indian or scented sarsaparilla, nannari, or the root of Smilax aspen l
How this last and erroneous appellation became applied to it, I cannot tell

; for I I

from specimens of the root of Smilax aspera brought from the South of Europe, that ii I

resemblance exists between the latter and the root of Hemidesmus indicus. The latt4- fe
is brownish externally, and has a peculiar aromatic odour, and a feeble, bitter tastl

'

It is long, tortuous, cylindrical, rugous, furrowed longitudinally, and has its cortd-|

divided, by transverse fissures, into moniliform rings. The cortical portion has a corl4i*t*

consistence, and surrounds a ligneous meditullium. Mr. Garden
(Lond . Med. G«|J

Vol. xx. p. 800), obtained from it a volatile, crystallizable acid, on which the tasp,
!

smell, and, probably, the medicinal properties depend. From an erroneous notion
j

the origin of the root, he called the acid the smilasperic acid, but it may with mon d
propriety be termed hemidesmic acid. Hemidesmus indicus has been employed asifj?

cheap and efficacious substitute for sarsaparilla in cachectic diseases; but both i A
effects and uses require a more extended examination than has yet been devoted Idp

them. Dr. Ashbqrner says it increases the appetite, acts as a diuretic, and improvlJ

the general health ; “plumpness, clearness, and strength succeeding to emaciatioiS
muddiness, and debility.” It has been used with benefit in venereal diseases. A*
some cases it has appeared to succeed where the sarsaparilla had failed; and vice verify

it has frequently failed where sarsaparilla succeeds. The Tarnool doctors employ it A
strangury and gravel (Ainslie, Mat. Ind. vol. i. p. 382). It may be administered '•

the form of infusion (prepared by steeping 5ij. of the root in Oj. of boiling [or limfJ
water for twelve hours); a pint of which may be given in twenty-four hours, in do^i^h

of a wine-glassful. The decoction may be substituted for the jnfusion. Carbonate oh

soda is frequently added to it. The extract is objectionable, as the heat used in p*Jf

paring’ it must volatilize, part at least of, the hemidesmic acid. A syrup) has also belli

employed. The powder of the bark of the root is used in India against the thrujif

(Roxburgh, FI Med. vol. ii. p. 40).

The leaves of Cynan'chum Ar'gel are employed by the Egyptians to adulterate t|tt-!

senna of that country. I believe all the Alexandrian senna brought to England co)»,

tains some portion of these leaves. (For their characters and effects see the Ora'l

LEGUMINOSffi).

The substance called French or Montpellier Scammony {scammonium gallicum)\\

made, in the southern' part of France, with the expressed juice of Cynan'chum monsj^ I

li'acum, mixed with different resins and other purgative substances. It occurs in set| I

circular, blackish, hard, compact cakes, which frequently have the smell of balsam icftf

Peru. The juice of this plant has been analyzed by Marquart
(Pharm . Centr.-BU

i
j

fdr 1837, s. 693). * JA substance called Smyrna Scammony (scammonium smyrneum) is said to be obtain!
|

from the Secamo'ne Alpi'ni, Romer and Schultes
(
Periplo'ca Secamo'ne, Linn.); a| fii-

Marquart {Pharm. Central-Blatt fiir 1837, p. 696), has analyzed some substances bef lx

ing this name {see p. 883 and 886).

Order 41 . Apocyna'ce^e, Lindley.—The Nux-vomica Tribe.

Essential Character.— Cafyz divided into, five, persistent. Corolla monopetalot t

hypogynous, regular, five-lobed, with contorted {estivation, deciduous. Stam4

five, arising from the corolla, with whose segments they are alternate. FifttmejtW

distinct. Anthers two-celled, opening lengthwise. Pollen granular, globose, ortbrJ
j

lobed, immediately applied to the stigma. Ovaries two, or one- to two-celled, po I

spermous. Styles two or one. Stigma one. Fruit a follicle, capsule, or drupe
J.

berry, double or single. Seeds with fleshy or cartilaginous albumen; testa snnpH

embryo foliaceous; plumule inconspicuous; radicle turned towards the hilum.—

or Shrubs, usually milky. Leaves opposite, sometimes whorlcd, seldom sca
.

tlcr

.1J
quite entire, often having cilice or glands upon the petioles, but with no stipu ra

Inflorescence tending to corymbose. (Lindley). .
T
itK

Properhies.—Extremely variable. An order which contains the Nux-vomica, * fliH

Tieute, the Wooraly, and the Tangbin poisons, cannot but be regarded witli sum
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,
on ami dread. Yet it contains harmless and edible species (see Royle’s lllus-

J ations, p. 272).

Strych'nos Nux-vomica, Linn., L. E. D.

—

The Poison-nut.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Semina, /..—Seeds, E.)

1 1story.

—

We became acquainted with Nux-vomica through the

biau authors. In the Latin translation of one of the works of Sera-

i
(
De Simplic. Med. clxiii. p. 115, Argent. 1531) we find the word

-vomica, but it appears to have been applied to some other substance

»bably to St. Ignatius’s bean). “ Est nux,” says he, “ cujus color

inter glaucedinem et albedinem, major avellana parurn et sunt in ea

i.” To which he afterwards adds, “ movet vomitum from which
esutne the name of vomic, or vomiting nut

,
was originally derived.

>ue also mentions nux-vomica. Avicenna (lib. 2ndus . tract 2ndus . cap.

)
says, nux-methel “ est similis nuci vomicae.” It is probable that

nux-mechil of Serapion is the substance which we denominate nux-
tica.

iOTANY. Gen. Char.—Calyx four- to five-parted. Corolla tubular,

i a Spreading four- to five-cleft limb, and a valvate aestivation. Sta-

s four to five, inserted into the throat of the corolla, which is either

ed or bearded. Ovary two-celled, with indefinite ovules attached to

'ntral placenta; style one
;
stigma capitate. Berry corticated, one-

id, many-seeded, or by abortion one-seeded. Seeds nidulant, dis-

al. Albumen large, cartilaginous, almost divided into two plates.

bryo with leafy cotyledons (Lindley).

Sp. Char .

—

Leaves opposite, three- and five-

nerved, oval, lucid. Berries many-seeded
(Roxburgh).

Middling-sized tree. Trunk short, often

crooked, pretty thick
;

the branches irregular

;

the wood white, hard, and bitter. Leaves oppo-
site, oval, shining, entire, three- to five-nerved.

Corymbs small, terminal. Calyx five-toothed.

Corolla funnel-shaped, greenish-white. Stamina
five, inserted over the divisions of the corolla.

Ovarium two-celled. Style the length of the

corolla. Stigma capitate. Berry round, smooth,

size of a pretty large apple, covered with a
oth, somewhat hard, shell, of a rich orange-colour when ripe, filled

1 a white, soft, gelatinous pulp, which is greedily eaten by many sorts

’irds. Seeds several, immersed in the pulp of the berry, and attached
central placenta.
/,iJ -
—Coromandel, and other parts of India

;
Ceylon.

Description.—The seeds (nuces vomicae) of commerce are round, pel-

> scarcely an inch in diameter, nearly flat, or very slightly convex on
side, and concave on the other, and are surrounded by a filiform,

ular stria. From their fancied resemblance to grey eyes, as well as
1 their being poisonous to crows, the Germans term them Krdhcn-
^or crows’ eyes. In the centre of the ventral surface of the seed is

j
orbicular hilum or umbilicus.

'ychnos Nux-vomica.
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Fig. 182. 183.

ft!

Nux-vomica.

a. The convex surface

b. The concave surfa

Sections of Nux-vomica.

c. Transverse section of seed.

Fig. 184.

d- Vertical section, exposing the

internal cavity, and show-

S? in? the situation and figure

Jg
** ^

i^vj
of the embryo.

These seeds have t\V(V^)a^^)tjait>(>ifteT.ohe, or testa, is simple, fibre

and gives origin to short', dtlj£y hairs, of a/i ash-grey or yellowish cole

and which are directed from the centre towards the circumfereni

within this is the inner coat, or endopleura
, tv]

is simple, and very thin, and envelops the nucll

of the seed.

This nucleus is composed of two parts—nam4
albumen and embryo. The albumen is biparti

cartilaginous, or horny; of a dirty-white colt]

of an intensely bitter taste, and has, in its inter

a cavity (
loculamentum verum). Unlike that]

most seeds, the albumen of nux vomica is

poisonous nature. The embryo
,
which is mj

white, is seated in the circumference of the se

its locality being frequently indicated by a pa

somewhat more projecting than the surrounc

parts. It consists of two large cordiform,

minated, triple-ribbed, very thin cotyledons, a

tinct cauliculus, and a centripetal radicle (i . e. a radicle directed tow:

the centre of the fruit).

The bark of the Strychnos nux-vomica {nux-vomica bark ;
cor

strychnos nucis vomicae
;

cortex angusturce spuriae seu falsae ;
cor

pseudo-angusturoe seu virosce) occurs in quills or flat pieces {august

falsa convoluta seu plana), or in pieces arched backwards, having

twisted appearance of dried horn. It is more compact and heavy 41

real angustura bark. The epidermis varies
;
sometimes it consists

dark fungoid, or spongy rust-coloured layer (hence the term august

ferruginea), which is only the altered epidermis
; at other times it

thick, not fungous, but covered with numerous whitish prominences,

merly supposed to be some species of lichen (
Chiodecton), but now km

to be only an epidermoid alteration, a kind of leprous exuberance,
j

more advanced stage of which constitutes the rust-coloured layer alrci

mentioned (Fee, Essai sur les Cryptog. des Ecorces exot. p. 16, 18]

The powder is intensely bitter, and of a yellowish-white colour.

Nux-vomica bark was formerly confounded with angustura or cusnaria bark : henej

name of false angustura bark. The history of the mistake is as follows:— In 1W»

Rambach, a physician at Hamburgh, observed that some specimens of angustura

said to he from the East Indies, acted as a powerful poison ;
and as repeated ca*

srfn J
’ V.v V„V* n n j i njnniu am

Magnified view of a por-

tion of the seed- coats

of nux-vomica.

a. Testa, with hairs at-

tached.

b. Endopleura.

c. Albumen.
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! initio- occurred with the same substance, an order was issued, forbidding’ the use of

|| istura bark. On the 15th of October, 1815, the Commission of Health of the Grand
I by of Baden ordered all the angustura bark in the possession of the apothecaries to

:ized, and placed under a seal
;
the physicians at the same time receiving an inti-

J on that they were not, in future, to prescribe this bark. Similar ordinances were
• (1 in Austria, Bavaria, and Wirtemberg (Schvvartze, Pharrn. Tabell. S. 95, 2te,

I r. 1833; Hufeland's Journ. Bd. xix. St. i. S. 181).

I ie origin of the bark is said, by Batka, to be as follows :—A quantity of it was im-

1 J from the East into England, and not being saleable, was sent to Holland
;
and as

letter means of getting rid of it offered, it was mixed with, and sold as, genuine

at-istura or cusparia bark (Guibourt, Hist. des Drog. t. ii. p. 4, 3me ed. 1836). Great

|i urity long existed as to the tree which yielded it. At first it was attributed to the

it :ea ferruginea or antidysenterica
,
a na ti v e Aif 'Abyss i n i a

,
belonging to the family

thoxylacese ;
but in 1831, Geiger had occasion tp examine the bark of the B. fer-

.1 nea, and found that it had no resemblance, to false'ahgustura
(
Pharm . Centr.-Blatt

•1831, S. 477). Now, the composition and- effects of this bark rendered it, in the

I

j
-est degree, probable, that it was the product of some tree of the family Apocynaceae,

probably of the genus Strychnos; Batka said, of the S. nux-vomica, or some

i red species; an opinion which was confirmed by ray examination of the specimens

ill ie nux-vomica plant in Dr. Wallich’s collection, in the possession of the Linnean
|.f;;ty (Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xix. p. 492). In 1837, Dr, O’Shaugbnessy

(
Madras

|
nal for April, 1837) established the identity of false angustura bark and the bark

tCie nux-vomica tree. Since then I have examined about l cwt. of the latter bark

4 gbt to this country, and find it to be identical with false angustura bark contained

4 y museum, and which I had purchased in Paris several years before.

I Commerce.—In 1838, there were imported 1017 lbs. of nux-vomica;
I

K

8-39, only 478 lbs. The duty is 2s. 6d. per lb.

[
omposition.—The seeds of Strychnos Nux-vomica have been ana-

d by Rese (Pfaff, Syst. d. Mat. Med. Bd. ii. S. 90), Desportes [Bull,

'‘harm. t. i. p. 271), Braconnot {Ibid. t. iii. p. 315), Chevreul (Orfila,

icol. Gen.), and Pelletier and Caventou {Ann. Chim. et Phys. t, x.

; 12). The most important of these analyses is that made by the last-

k ; tioned chemists ; who also examined the bark of Strychnos Nux-

[
ica, under the name of false angustura {Ibid. t. xii. p. 113). The
ous coating of this bark they afterwards {Journ. de Pharm t. v.

1 16) submitted to a separate examination, under the idea of its being
Ibhen.

Pelletier and Caventou's Analyses of the Strychnos Nux-vomica.

1. Of the Seeds. 2. Of the Bark.

Gallate of brucia.

Fatty matter (not deleterious).

Gum (a considerable quantity).

Yellow colouring matter and alcohol.

Sugar (traces).

Woody fibre.

(a small quantity),
i rorete oil.

i "jw colouring matter.
i.

k’h (a little).

orin.

1 dy fibre.

'•mate of lime and chloride of potas-
! an in the ashes.

The leprous coating was composed of
a greenish yellow oil, yellow colouring)

matter,
reddish yellow colouring matter,

[and woody fibre].

Nux-vomica (false Angustura) bark.

Nux-vomica seeds.

Strychnia (Strychnina ; Vauquclina ; Tetanine). Discovered in 1818, by Pcl-

j

a,ul Caventou. Found in Strychnos Nux-vomica, S. Ignatia, S. Colubrina
, and

In these plants it is frequently associated with brucia, and is always com-coni-
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billed with an acid. Pure strychnia is a white, odourless, intensely hitler, crystaln
substance, the form of the crystals being' the octahedron or four-sided prism. A\j a

rapidly crystallized, it assumes the granular form. It is fusible, but not volatile ^ /I

composing at a lower temperature than most vegetable bodies. Though so intei E
hitter, it is almost insoluble in water, one part of strychnia requiring 6607
water, at 50°, to dissolve it

;
that is, one grain needs nearly fourteen ounces of waii -1

hold it in solution. It requires 2500 parts of boiling water to dissolve it.

slightly soluble in boiling rectified spirit, but scarcely so in cold water. It ac>

vegetable colours as an alkali, saturates acids forming salts, and separates most ol
metallic oxides (the alkaliue substances excepted) from their combinations with a

In some cases, part only of the metallic oxide is precipitated, a double salt being for ^6
in solution. Thus, when strychnia is boiled with a solution of sulphate of copprl
green solution of cupreous sulphate of strychnia is obtained, while a portion only on 1!

oxide of copper is precipitated.

Commercial strychnia usually forms, with strong nitric acid, a red coloured lit’

which afterwards becomes yellow. This change does not occur with pure strycij

but depends on the presence of one or both of two substances—viz. brucia and yt-'

colouring matter. As the red colour is destroyed by decolorizing agents (sulpbn

acid and sulphuretted hydrogen), it appears to depend on the oxidizement of tliei

stances referred to.-fslf potash be added to a very concentrated solution of a strycbM

salt which has been reddened by nitric acid, an orange precipitate isformed: an e;<

of water dissolves this precipitate.

A solution of bichloride of mercury, added to a solution of strychnia in hydroclil

acid, causes a white clotty precipitate (composed of bichloride of mercury and hn

chlorate of strychnia).

Anhydrous strychnia is composed, according to Liebig, of C 30, H 10
,
NO 3

;
its ato

weight, therefore, is 234. The salts of strychnia
,
when pure, are for the most!

crystalline, white, and very bitter. They possess the following chemical character

1st. They are precipitated by the alkalies and their carbonates. 2dly. As usually

with in the shops, they are reddened by nitric acid. 3dly. They are precipitate

.

tannic, but not by gallic acid. 4thly. They are unchanged by the action of the pern

of iron.

Sulphates.—The neutral sulphate exists in the form of small cubes, soluble iija.

parts of water at 59° F., and in a less quantity of boiling water. When heatefjj

ic:

fuses and loses three per cent, of its weight, probably water of crystallization

Liebig detected no water in sulphate dried at 212° F. The bisulphate has an aci

bitter taste, and crystallizes in slender needles.

/3. Nitrates.—The neutral nitrate crystallizes in pearly needles, grouped in s

It is much more soluble in hot than cold water
;

is slightly soluble in alcohol, butt

not dissolve in ether. When heated to a little above 212°, it decomposes and bec«

yellow, swells up, detonates slightly (but without the disengagement of light),

i

leaves a carbonaceous mass behind. If the strychnia contain brucia, the nitrate hi

reddish tint. The binitrate crystallizes in very fine needles. When heated, de».

poses, becomes red, and detonates with the disengagement of light.

y. Hydrochlorate or Muriate.—This salt crystallizes in four-sided needles,

lose their transparency in the air. It is much more soluble in water than the snip

When heated, it is decomposed with the evolution of hydrochloric acid.

2. Brucia (
Brucina ; Vomicina, Guib.), discovered in 1819

,
by Pelletierand Cave

exists in the bark and seeds of nux-vomica, and in St. Ignatius’s bean: in the two 1

substances it is associated with strychnia, and is in combination with igasuric acid ;

in nux-vomica it is combined with gallic acid. Brucia in the anhydrous form, asobt

by fusing it, has a waxy appearance; but when combined with water, it is capa 1

crystallizing, the form of the crystals being oblique four-sided prisms ;
or

the crystals have a pearly laminated appearance, something like boracic acid,

is very bitter, though less so than that of strychnia. When the crystallized brucia is,nc

it gives out 17 percent, of water, and fuses. It is soluble in 850 parts of cold, or

parts of boiling water; but the presence of colouring matter, of which it is dimci

si „ . 4. . 4. „ ~ 1 nnlttkilitir T t ic trnrircnl nlvln in o lnnltnl Kilt 1 C IIKflllllllC 111deprive it, promotes its solubility. It is verysoluble in alcohol, but is insoluble ct 1

J
the fixed oils, and is very slightly soluble only in the volatile oils. Nitric acid a. 4

a fine red colour when added to brucia: deoxidizing agents, as sulphuretted by r

and sulphurous acid, decolourize this solution
^

(see above). Iodic and c

^”J^

C

j n
i

produce the same phenomena as nitric acid. Anhydrous brucia consists, accor‘

t:~u- r /-inr. tii a .. . • .k*

—

c.. 070 Tn flipcrvsia"
Liebig, of C32 1118 NQ6 : its atomic weight, therefore, is 272. In the crys

state it contains six equivalents of w ater. The salts of brucia arc readily orlD
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i tin®
1 dilute acids with brucia. They possess the following' properties:—For the

part they are soluble and crystallizable, and have a bitter taste. They arc

,

loosed by potash, soda, ammonia, the alkaline earths, morphia, and strychnia,
L precipitate the brucia. They produce precipitates (tannate of brucia

) on the
I m of tannic acid. Nitric acid colours them as it does free brucia.

| Sirychnic or Igasuric acid.—Exists in the seeds of niix-vomica, St. Ignatius’s

[j
and snake wood. Dr. A. T. Thomson

(
Lancet

,
Sept. 16, 1837) thinks that igasu-

r |

strychnia exists in Arnica montana. Igasuric acid is crystallizable, and has an

J ough taste. It is soluble in water and alcohol: The salts of iron, mercury, and

r ,
er iu solution, are unaffected by it

;
but those of copper are rendered green; and

jl
ome time a light green precipitate is deposited.

bellow colouring matter.—Found in the seeds and bark of nux-vomica, in St.

)
-iis’s bean, and the Upas Tieute. Also in Stryclmos pseudo-quina

,
casca d’anta,

i ireira bark (see p. 922). It is soluble in water and alcohol, and is reddened by

i
acid.

• i Reddish yelloiv colouring matter.—Resides in the rust-coloured epidermoid altera-

'nux-vomica bark. Also i n Stryclmos pseudo-quina (see p. 922). It is insoluble

i
i water and in ether, but dissolves with facility in alcohol. Nitric acid renders it

j f reen by combining with it.

Other constituents.—The wax mentioned in the above analysis is probably derived

f he hairs with which the seeds are invested
;

it enables them to resist moisture,

f is probably a constituent of the seeds; for tincture of nux-vomica is rendered

9 i by water. An odorous, non acid, innocuous principle is obtained by submitting
j miica and water to distillation. Meissner detected copper in the ashes of nux-
i .i ;

but I have several times repeated his experiment without recognizing this

ti

I

emical Characteristics. 1. Of the Seeds.—Powdered nux-
a lias a fallow grey colour, a bitter taste, and a peculiar odour
gous to that of liquorice. Thrown on burning coals it inflames

the temperature is very high
;
but when lower, is decomposed,

3s a thick white smoke of a peculiar odour, and leaves a carbona-

residuum. Concentrated sulphuric acid blackens it. Nitric acid
' mnicates to it a deep orange-yellow colour. If the powder be
,:ed with boiling water acidulated with sulphuric acid, the filtered

' is turbid and slightly yellow. Nitric acid, after some minutes,

ns it; ammonia makes it brown, and precipitates blackish flocks.

5 sulphatic solution be digested with finely powdered marble (to

ite the excess of acid), then evaporated to dryness, and the residue

d with boiling alcohol, we obtain a spirituous solution of sulphates

ychnia and brucia, with colouring matter. This has a bitter taste,

dened by nitric acid, produces convulsions when given to birds or

small animals, and forms a flocculent coloured precipitate on
addition of ammonia. Sometimes crystals are deposited from
leoholic liquor, on standing for two or three days (Orlila and
el, Arch. Gen. de Med. viii. 22 ; R. D. Thomson, Brit. Ann. of

' i- 106).

imoniacal-sulphate of copper added to the infusion or decoction of
omica, produces an emerald-green colour, and gradually a greenish

precipitate
(
igasurate of copper) : ammoniacal sulphate of strychnia

ns in solution. Sesquichloride of iron also produces an emerald
1 r

> which disappears on the addition of hydrochloric acid : this

Oion does not depend, according to Pelletier and Caventou, on the
dc acid

; nor can it depend on tannic acid, for gelatin gives no in-
011 of this substance : if the decoction be boiled with animal char-

i d loses the power of becoming green on the addition of a ferruginous
Citric acid communicates an orange-red colour to the decoction,
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owing to its action on the brucia and yellow colouring matter. A solutt-4
ol iodine communicates a yellowish-brown tint to the decoction •

!

alter a few minutes the colour disappears (owing, perhaps, to the font J
tion of the hydriodates of strychnia and brucia), and the iodine i^Jj
longer detectable by starch, without the addition of nitric acid!*'
chlorine. Tannic acid, or infusion of nutgalls, produces in the dec

«

lion a copious precipitate (
tannates of strychnia

,
brucia, and some o1\k

vegetable matter ). Alcohol also causes a precipitate {gum). Ace
and diacetate of lead cause abundant precipitates (composed of gumn\Jm
andigasurate of lead

,
ivit.h colouring andfatty matter).

2. Of the Bark.—An infusion of this bark reddens litmus, in cji«

sequence of the excess of acid present. Strong nitric acid added to
’

solution produces a red colour
;
and by dropping the acid on the ir|

surface of the bark, a blood-red spot is produced : in both these cc

the effect arises from the action of the acid on the brucia and yel

colouring matter. If nitric acid be applied to the external surface of

bark, it produces a deep green colour, in consequence of the action

the acid on the yellow qolouring matter (see Strychnos pseudo-gun

p. 922). Infusion of galls added to the infusion of this bark occasional

white precipitate
(
tannate of brucia). Sulphate of iron colours the - il

fusion green, from its action on the yellow colouring matter.

Physiological Effects. 1. Of the Bark, (a.) On animals gto

rally.—The experiments of Pfaff, the Vienna faculty, Emmert, Met

Orfila, Magendie, and Jager (Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzneim. ii. Gift. Bi

S. 182), have shewn that it is a powerful poison to dogs, rabbits, wolf

and other animals. Thus eight, twelve, or eighteen grains of it, kill d|

the symptoms being precisely the same as those of nux-vomica alre

detailed. Emmert (quoted by Christison) inferred, from expermn

made on animals, that this bark acts on the spine directly, and notfj

that organ through the medium of the brain, {b.) On man it also

as a powerful poison. Emmert (quoted by Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzn

ii. Gift. Bd. i. S. 188) mentions that a boy who had taken by mistake

decoction of this bark died therefrom. His intellectual powers vu

unaffected
;
he entreated his physician not to touch him, as vie

convulsions were immediately brought on
;
he was powerfully swea

but did not vomit. Prof. Marc was nearly poisoned by swallov

through mistake three quarters of a liqueur-glassful of a strong vii

infusion {Journ. de Pharm. t. ii. p. 507).

2. Of the Seeds, {a.) On vegetables.—Mnvcet {Ann. Chirn. et Pi

t. xxix.) states, that a quarter of an hour after immersing the root of 1

haricot plant (Phaseolus vulgaris) in a solution of five grains off

extract of nux-vomica in an ounce of water, the petals became cui

downwards, and in twelve hours the plant died. Eifteen grains off

same extract were inserted in the stem of a lilac tree, on July the 5tli,
j

the wound closed. In 13 days the neighbouring leaves began to witld

{b.) On animals generally.—Nux-vomica appears to be poisonous,
j

greater or less degree, to all classes of animals. On the vertebrate

effects are very uniform, though larger quantities are required to kill

bivorous than carnivorous animals. -Thus a few grains will kill a <

but some ounces are required to destroy a horse (Moiroud, Phanw.

p. 266). It occasions in all, tetanic convulsions, increased sensibimf

external impressions, asphyxia, and deatli (Orfila, Toxicol. Gen.)
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i
\ On man .—We shall establish three degrees of the operation of

j
vomica on man.

;
first degree : tonic and diuretic effects .— In very small and repeated

J
, nux-vomica usually promotes the appetite, assists the digestive

>ss, increases the secretion of urine, and renders the excretion of this

more frequent. In some cases it acts slightly on the bowels, and
J tonally produces a sudorific effect. The pulse is usually unaffected,

eu nnewhat larger doses, the stomach not unfrequently becomes dis-

t i ed, and the appetite impaired.

[4 Second degree : rigidity and convulsive contraction of the muscles .
—

I
,jger doses, the effects of nux-vomica manifest themselves by a dis-

L ed state of the muscular system. A feeling of weight and weakness

i i e limbs, and increased sensibility to external impressions (of light,

5 .1, touch, and variations of temperature), with depression of spirits

j inxiety, are usually the precursory symptoms. The limbs tremble,

I i slight rigidity or stiffness is experienced when an attempt is made
t i the muscles into action. The patient experiences a difficulty in

!

ng the erect posture, and, in walking, frequently staggers. If, when
iffect is beginning to be observed, he be tapped suddenly on the ham
: standing, a slight convulsive paroxysm is frequently brought on,

i at he will have some difficulty to prevent himself from falling. I

la often in this way been able to recognize the effect of nux-vomica on

I

iuscular system, before the patient had experienced any particular

toms.

the use of the medicine be still persevered in, these effects increase

ensity, and the voluntary muscles are thrown into a convulsed state

ry slight causes. Thus, when the patient inspires more deeply than

,
or attempts to walk, or even to turn in bed, a convulsive paroxysm

aught on. The sudden contact of external bodies also acts like an
ic shock on him. The further employment of nux-vomica increases

everity of the symptoms; the paroxysms now occur without the

y of any evident exciting cause, and' affect him even when lying

tatly quiet and still in bed. The muscular fibres of the pharynx,
x. oesophagus, and bladder, also become affected, and Trousseau
Pidoux (Traite de Tlierap. t. i. p. 515) say those of the penis are

ise influenced, and the nocturnal and diurnal erections become
venient even in those who, for some time before, had lost somewhat
sir virility. I am acquainted with two cases of paralysis, in which
ise of nux-vomica caused almost constant nocturnal erection,

.les also, say Trousseau 'and Pidoux, experience more energetic

eal desires
;
and “ we have,” they add, “ received confidential infor-

'n on this point, which cannot be doubted.”
e pulse does not appear to be uniformly affected

;
for the most part

slightly increased in frequency between the convulsive attacks, but
\seau says he has found it calm even when the dose of the medicine
sufficient to cause general muscular rigidity. Previous to the pro-
mi of the affection of the muscles, various painful sensations arc

dines experienced in the skin, which patients have compared to the
ing of insects (formication), or to the passage of an electric shock

;

’ccasionally an eruption makes its appearance.

|

!s remarkable that in paralysis the effects of nux-vomica are prin-
l)’ observed in the paralysed parts. Dr. M. Hall (Lett, on the Nerv.
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Syst.) ascribes this to the irritability being greater in the inactive tjfl
in the active limb. Hence, though the strychnia act equally through

H

true spinal system, it produces the most marked effects upon the mostp4
ritable muscles. ^Magendie (.Formal, p. 7, 8

mr
ed.) states, he has vJ

served sweating confined to the paralyzed partf^ “I have seen,”

this physiologist, “ the affected side covered with ad anomalous edl
tion, while the opposite side was free from it. One side of the tongul J

sometimes sensible of a very bitter taste, which is not perceptible to
j

other side.” /

y. Third degree: tetanus and asphyxia .—I think I cannot do bo| c*

than relate a case of poisoning by nux-vomica reported by Mr. 0>: .

(.Lond. Med. Repos, vol. xix. p. 448), in order to illustrate the third

most violent degree of operation of this drug. A young woman suite

lowed between three and four drachms of this substance in powder, vl

in half an hour was seen by Mr. Ollier. She was sitting by the fire,
qj

collected and tranquil
;
her pulse about 80, and regular. He left heui J

about ten minutes to procure an emetic, and on his return found that iA
had thrown herself back in her chair, and that her legs were extend*!;

and considerably separated. She was perfectly sensible, and with

i

pain, but seemed in alarm, laid hold of her husband’s coat, and entreijA

him not to leave her. A perspiration had broken out on her skin,, bS

pulse had become faint, and much quicker, and she called frequently#

drink. She then had a slight and transient convulsion. Recovering fijfl,

it, she was in great trepidation, kept fast her hold of her husband,

refused to let him go, even for the alleged purpose of getting her drw
In a few minutes after, she had another, and a more violent attack, $
shortly afterwards, a third : the duration of these was from a minute A
a half to two minutes. In them she retained her grasp

;
her whole bi*

was straightened and stiffened, the legs pushed out and forced apart.,*

could not (says Mr. Ollier) perceive either pulse or respiration
;
the &

and hands were livid, the muscles of the former, especially of the 1

A

dolently agitated, and she made constantly a moaning, chattering ncjjjj

She was not unlike one in an epileptic fit, but did not struggle, thoi J
as she was forced out, it was difficult to keep her from falling on the fl

In the short interval of these attacks she was quite sensible ;
was fl

mented with incessant thirst; perspired; had a very quick and fi^B

pulse ;
complained of being sick, and made many attempts to vomit. *

should state she had swallowed some ipecacuanha powder to evacuate)!

poison). She continued to refuse to let her husband move, and tot*

question whether she was in pain, replied,' “ No—no—no !” {
A fourth and most vehement attack soon followed, in which the wluf)

body was extended to the utmost, and she was rigidly stiff from heatiJ|

foot, insomuch that, with all the force of the surgeon, he could not b|*

her thighs on the pelvis to replace her in her seat. From this she njj

recovered
;
she fell into a state of asphyxia, and never breathed agfffii

She now relaxed her grasp
;
her discoloured hands dropped uponia

knees
;
her face, too, was livid

;
the brows contracted ;

the lips

apart, shewing the whole of the closed teotli, and a salivary foam isHwa

plentifully from the corners of her mouth. The expression of the w

countenance was at this time very frightful. On removal of the bod

was discovered that the urine had been discharged. She died in al

an hour after taking the poison. Five hours afterwards, she was sti
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1 -aight and stiff as a statue; if you lifted one of her hands, the whole

| dy moved with it, but the face had become pale in comparison, and its

j

pression more placid.

j

Post-mortem Appearances.—In the case just related the body was
leaved to be rigid after death, but in the lower animals the reverse is

i
aerally noticed. As in other cases where death takes place from ob-

I acted respiration, venous congestion is observed. Occasionally there

redness or inflammation of the alimentary canal, and now and then

i
j
teniag of the brain or spinal cord.

. Modus Operandi.—There are several points connected with the

[||
idus operandi of nux-vomica which require investigation :

—

1st. Is this seed a local irritant?—In medicinal doses it does not

[j
Tally disorder the stomach, nor is it invariably irritant in its operation,

j
en when swallowed as a poison. In some instances, however, the

;| in and heat in the stomach, the burning in the gullet, and the nausea

I I ;l vomiting, are evidences of its local action; and, in several cases,

«r rks of inflammation have been observed in the stomach on examina-
w’ a of the body after death. Strychnia also is a local irritant.

i 2nd. On what part of the body does nux-vomica exercise a specific

II >ct ?—The symptoms clearly indicate the nervous system to be speci-

iilly affected
;
and as the voluntary muscles are supplied with nervous

uence from the cerebro-spinal portion of the nervous system, it is pre-

' oed that it is on this portion that nux-vomica exerts its principal or

i 3 influence. Physiologists, however, have endeavoured to ascertain

at part of the cerebro-spinal system was principally affected. Now
tetanic symptoms, and the absence of narcotism, have led to the

iclusion that the spinal cord was the seat of the disease—a conclu-

l supported by the fact, that the division of this cord, nay, even com-
i le decollation, will not prevent the poisonous effects of nux-vomica

;

preas the destruction of the cord by the introduction of a piece of

I

alebone into the spinal canal, causes the immediate cessation of the

vulsions
;
and if only part of the cord be destroyed, the convulsions

- se in that part of the body only which is supplied with nerves from

portion of medulla destroyed. These facts, then, originally observed
' Magendie, and which I have myself verified, lead to the conclusion,

t the abnormal influence, whatever it may be, which causes the con-

dons to take place, is not derived from the contents of the cranium,

from the medulla spinalis itself. Moreover, as the motor nerves seem
icipally affected, it has been presumed, that the disorder is seated in

anterior columns of the cord
; but the white fibres of the nervous

-cm are merely the conductors of nervous power, the gray matter
ig apparently the source of it (Grainger, Struct, and Fund, of the

nal Cord
, p. 17). Hence, then, the seat of the operation of nux-

iica is the seat of the reflex functions (Dr. M. Hall, Led. on the Nerv.
t) The increased susceptibility to external impressions produced by

|

china also depends, according to Dr. Stannius {Brit, and For. Mecl.

I

’• vol. v. p. 221), on the primary action of this substance on the spinal
Tow. The same physiologist concludes from his experiments on

i

;s, that the centripetal nerves receive, from the spinal cord, an in-

*se of their excitability
;
and that thus charged, they react upon the

*'dla, and occasion the peculiar convulsions.
! Flourens {Rech. Exper.sur les Fonct. du Syst. Nerv. 1821) asserted,

3 N
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that the part of the nervous system on which nux-vomica more partijdi
larly acted was the medulla oblongata. But MM. Orfila, Ollivier,

Drogartz {Arch,. Gen. cle Mecl. viii. 22), in their report on a case of poisjft
ingby this substance, particularly mention that they observed no traceUI
alteration in the condition of the medulla oblongata, the tuber anrnilji
or the crura cerebri, which is in opposition to Flourens’ opinion

; tbi1(/|

asserted, that the specific or exclusive action of each substance on tuji
organ, always left, alter death, traces of its action sufficient to distingifrl

the affected from other organs.

But it may be asked, is the cerebrum unaffected by nux-vomica ?1

think we are hardly justified in replying to this in the affirmative. Itr j,

indeed, true that the intellectual functions are not usually much disordefrl

by this drug, but the mental anxiety commonly experienced by pershf
under its use, the occasional appearance of stupor, and the observation* ih

Andral and Lallemand on the injurious effects of it in some apoplextal

leave no doubt that, occasionally at least, the cerebrum is affeciofll

Bally {Brit, and For. Med. Rev. vol. vi. p. 225) has observed an appAjfJ

ance of stupor, vertigo, tinnitus aurium, sleeplessness, and turgesceipj

of the capillaries of the face, result from the use of strychnia.

The cerebellum is said, by some, to be acted on by nux-vomica, butiff

the most part on hypothetical grounds, though it must be mentioned V.m

MM. Orfila, Ollivier, and Drogartz, observed the cerebellum presence

more evidences of lesions than the other parts of the nervous systl^fe

Another argument, which probably would be advanced by phrenologjA

in favour of the affection of the cerebellum by this drug, is the obsefJ

tion of Trousseau, that the sexual feelings are usually excited by it. ti

Segalas (quoted by Dr. Christison) found, in his .experiments on

mals, that in some cases life could not be prolonged by artificial resptft

tion, and that after death the heart could not be stimulated to contr^A

These and other reasons seem to show, that nux-vomica exhausts t#i

irritability of the heart. But in all probability this viscus is affedfllj

only secondarily, the essential and primary action being on the nervMft;

system.

3rd. What kind of action does nux-vomica set up in those parts of''

nervous system on ivhich it acts ?—As the muscles receive from the \ tfl

vous system a preternatural stimulus to action, it is presumed that

system (or at least certain parts of it) is in a state of excitement or i

tation. *Tn one case, mentioned by Mr. Watt (Christison, p. 803), til ft

A^n;as observed softening of the lumbar portion of the spinal cord; anci®

case reported by MM. Orfila, Ollivier, and Drogartz, the whole (ji*

tical substance of the brain, especially of the cerebellum, was soften®

Andral and Lallemand have both observed that this remedy, in sq®

forms of apoplexy, produced symptoms indicating ramollissement.

4th. Does nux-vomica or its active principles become absorbed?—Stfjft

ral reasons, some of which have been before alluded to (see pp. lffir

18, 19, 20), may be adduced in favour of the affirmative of this quest i

Thus the blood of animals under the influence of this poison has b«

found to be poisonous (though Messrs. Morgan and Addison deny t 1

this was the case in their before-mentioned experiment, p. 21). MfA
over, the activity of this drug seems to be in the ratio of the absorf

power of the part.
#

.. J

5th. Is any change produced in the blood-discs by strychnia ? Mu
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ysiol. by Baly, vol. i. p. 107) says, strychnia produces no change in

> n ;
and Dr. Stannius [Brit, and For. Med. Rev. vol. v. p. 222) was

;
ble to detect, by means of the microscope, any alteration in the ap-

q ranee of the blood of frogs poisoned by strychnia,

j
tli. In what manner is death produced by nux-vomica ?

—

Frequently

j

he stoppage of respiration, in consequence of the spasmodic condi-

of the respiratory muscles (see p. 69). In other cases, death seems

:
j

lise from excessive exhaustion of the nervous power (see Cloquet’s

1
1

quoted by Christison, p. 801).

. Of Strychnia.—The effects of strychnia are of the same kind as

|
e of nux-vomica, but more violent in degree. As ordinarily met

i i in the shops, it may be regarded as about six times as active as the

;

j

holic extract of nux-vomica. The following are a few examples of

S|»oisonous operation:

—

.)
On animals.—Dr. Christison (Treat, on Poisons, p. 797, 3rd ed.)

,
“I have killed a dog, in two minutes, with a sixth part of a grain,

^ -ted, in the form of alcoholic solution, into the chest: I have seen a

boar killed, in the same manner, with a third of a grain, in ten

ttiites.” Pelletier (Ann. de Chim. et Phys. x. 172) says, “ half a

i: a, blown into the mouth of a dog, produced death in five minutes.”

* f a grain, applied to a wound in the back of a dog, caused death in

§ 3 minutes and a half. In all these and other instances death was
Uv-eded and accompanied by tetanus. The salts of strychnia act in a

mar manner.

I .) On man.—Some individuals are more susceptible of the action of

khnia than others. Andral (Bayle, Bibl. Therap. t. ii. p.227) has
a single pill, containing one-twelfth of a grain, cause slight trismus,

: i the commencement of tetanic stiffness of the muscles
;
while in other

(i- ? the dose may be gradually increased beyond a grain, with com-

:

j i tive little effect. The largest dose I have given is a grain and a half,

: j ! this was repeated several times before the usual symptoms, indicative

Te affection of the system, came on.

le local action of strychnia is that of an irritant. Applied to the naked
I -is, it causes burning and pungent pain, lasting from half an hour to

our
;
and where blisters have been applied, the raw surface inflames

i r the use of the remedy, and affords a copious suppuration (Ahren-
Brit, and For. Med. Rev. vol. v. p. 350).
Of Brucia .

—

The effects of brucia on man and animals appear to

q
recisely similar to those of strychnia, though larger doses are re-

2*! ed to produce them. Magendie (.Formal.) considers it to possess

Br' one-twelfth the activity of strychnia; while Andral regards it as

d-ig one-sixth the power of impure strychnia, and one twenty-fourth

S?j'
°f pure strychnia.
5Es.—The obvious indications for the use of nux-vomica, strychnia,

ueia, are torpid or paralytic conditions of the muscular fibre
;
while

: agents are contra-indicated in spasmodic or convulsive diseases,

srience, however, has fully proved that when paralysis depends on
umatory conditions of the nervous centres, these agents prove inju-

> and accelerate organic changes.
In paralysis.—Of all the diseases for which nux-vomica has been
°yed, in none has it been so successful as paralysis

;
and it is de-

°gof notice, that this is one of the few remedies whose discovery is
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not the effect of mere chance, since Fouquier (Bayle, Biltl. Therap.
t;

]). 141) was led to its use by legitimate induction from observation oil

physiological effects. That a remedy which stimulates so remark;!
the muscular system to action should be serviceable when that sy
no longer receives its accustomed natural stimulus is, a priori, not _

nishing. Paralysis, however, is the common effect of various lesion

the nervous centres, in some of which nux -vomica may be injurious!!
others useless, and in some beneficial. It is, therefore, necessar* ^
point out under what circumstances this remedy is likely to be ad'

:

tageous or hurtful.

A very frequent, and, indeed, the most common cause of paralysi||l

hemorrhage of the nervous centres. Blood may be effused on thei?

ternal surface of these centres, into their cavities, or in their substaH

the latter being by far the most common case—in the proportion, acc:v

ing to Andral [Path. Anat. by West, vol. ii. p. 72*2) of 386‘ out of >

instances of cerebral hemorrhage. It is superfluous for me to say t

the radical cure of these cases can be effected only by the removal flfrfr

is, absorption) of the effused blood. Now the process by which th:<.S

effected is almost entirely a natural one : art can offer no assistance y

positive kind, though by the removal of impeding causes she may Uao
times negatively useful. Nux-vomica can, in such cases, be of no a'xn

on the contrary, it may be injurious.
,

The part immediately surrounding, the sanguineous clot is usnr ;

much softened, a condition formerly regarded as the effect of the kfc

sion. But Lallemand has satisfactorily shewn that it often, thoughj’iK

invariably, precedes the hemorrhage. This softening, or ramollissenm

is, according to the same authority, a constant and necessary result a’fe

acute or chronic irritation. But the facts at present known do not «
rant this generalization, since cases occur which apparently are uni

nected with irritation. For this softening art can do but little
;
we lin

in fact, no particular or uniform treatment. If we can connect wild

any increased vascular action, of course blood-letting and the other

phlogistic means are to be resorted to
;
whereas, if the reverse condj ajs

of system exist, marked by great languor and debility, tonics and) t;

mulants may be administered. Nux-vomica in these cases offers!®

probability of benefit; on the contrary, we might suspect, that as it 9*

tates the spinal cord, it might probably have the same effect on tliebiUrfJ

and hasten the production of softening. Now experience seems to i

firm our theoretical anticipations. Andral (Bayle, Bibl. Therap.

p. 227) relates the case of a man who was hemiplegic, in cousequjtf

of an old apoplectic attack. A pill containing only one-twelfth

grain of strychnia (the active principle of nux-vomica), was given

and it. produced a strong tetanic stiffness of the paralysed mend*

The following day he complained of pain in the head, on the side

site to that paralysed ;
his intellectual functions were weaker, anql

hemiplegia was increased ;
in fact, he had all the symptoms cln|

*

tensing softening of the brain. It is, therefore, probable that the stijj

nia set up an inflammatory condition of the nervous substance ardfl

the apoplectic deposit, and that this condition was the precurst

ramollissement. When, therefore, nux-vomica is employed in
J
JS

cases of paralysis which are connected with inflammation of the l

or spinal marrow, it is very likely to increase the evils it is intend*

y. i
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[crate. Lallemand (Rechcrches anaiomico-pathologiques sur VEnce-
i le

,
p. 297, 1820) reports two cases in which this drug, administered

> inst cerebral maladies, occasioned convulsive movements, which con-

j

ied until death. On opening the bodies, the cerebral substance sur-

:

iding the sanguineous clot was found disorganised and exceedingly

it ?ned. These facts suggest some useful reflections as to the use of

.
powerful drug in paralysis, and prevent its indiscriminate use in all

j -s of this disease.

:

lut there are cases in which paralysis, arising from cerebral hemor-
i re, may be advantageously treated by nux-vomica. The blood which
oured out in the apoplectic cell has at first a gelatinous consistence,

J e of it still remaining fluid. “ Somewhat later,” says Andral {Path.

|
t. by West, vol. ii. p. 723), “ twelve or fifteen days after the attack,

nstance, the coagulum is found to be firmer and more circumscribed

;

r still, it becomes white or yellow, and is surrounded by a brownish

-

fluid. The walls of the containing cavity are smooth, and lined

: a delicate membrane. The surrounding cerebral substance in some
ij- s retains its natural appearance, and in others is altered both in

j|;ur and consistence. As the interval between the effusion and the

ruination increases, the coagula gradually disappear.” The cyst is

found to contain a serous fluid, occasionally having a few cellular

les running from one side to the other
;
and nature subsequently at-

nts to get rid of the cyst by producing adhesion of its sides, leaving

a linear cicatrix. Now it is well known, that by long disuse of
' e of the voluntary muscles, the power over them becomes gradually

iuished
;
and it appears that occasionally in cerebral hemorrhage,

• the absorption of the effused blood, the paralysis remains, as it were
labit. In these cases the cautious employment of nux-vomica, or of

: ctive principle, may be attended with beneficial results, by favour-

:the return both of motion and sensation.

ut paralysis, like some other diseases of the nervous system, may
t without our being able to discover after death any lesion of the

ous centres
;
and it is then denominated a functional disorder, as if

3 were actually no organic lesion. To me, however, the fact of the

>n of action is a strong ground for suspecting that there must have
i an organic lesion of some kind, though we see nothing. “ It is

fly probable,” says Andral {Ibid. p. 709), “ that some organic lesions

jxist in such cases, though they escape our notice.” Be this as it

> experience has fully established the fact, that nux-vomica is more
dicial in those forms of paralysis usually unaccompanied with lesions

truetlire
; such, for example, as paralysis resulting from exposure to

influence of lead and its various compounds. Thus, of ten cases of
’ mine hemiplegia, treated by nux-vomica or its active principles,

which are mentioned by Bayle, three were cured, and three ame-
ited.

:

s hemiplegia more frequently depends on cerebral hemorrhage than
e °ther forms of paralysis, so it is, for the most part, less amenable
^medial means. Thus, while out of twenty-six cases of paraplegia,
;teen were cured by nux-vomica or its active constituents, yet in

y instances of hemiplegia only thirteen were cured. In six cases of
'ral paralysis (that is, paralysis of both sides at once), four were
dhy this remedy. In the paralysis which sometimes affects the
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muscles of certain organs, nux-vomica (or strychnia) has been empM-.ri
^vith advantage. Thus a case of amaurosis, accompanied with paralji
ot the eye-lid, is said to have been cured by it; and several castJj|

incontinence of urine, depending on paralysis, or diminished powell
the muscular fibres of the bladder, have also been benefited by the sqffjj

means. In some cases of local paralysis strychnia has been empldJ
endermically with benefit.

2. Paralysis of the Sentient Nerves.—The good effects procured ii-yj

the use of nux-vomica in paralysis of the motor nerves, have led tci J

employment in functional lesions of sentient nerves, characterised)

torpor, inactivity, and paralysis. That benefit may be obtained in tl.%

cases is physiologically probable, from the circumstance that one off trdn

effects of this agent is an exaltation of the susceptibility to extemall it

pressions, as I have before mentioned. Hitherto, however, the t|d

have not been numerous, nor remarkably successful. In amaurosisi'ny\

nefit has been obtained in some few instances
;
and where" no orgijio 1

lesion is appreciable, this remedy deserves a trial. The endermic
1

thod of using it has been preferred. Small blisters, covered with
j

1

dered strychnia, have been 'applied to the temples and eyebrows,

remedy causes sparks to be perceived in both eyes, especially the affeiifl

nne ;
and it is said, the more of these, the better should be the p-:^i

nosis : moreover, the red-coloured sparks are thought more favour' kv?

than sparks of other colours. When the malady is complicated ’ j$J

disease of the brain, the remedy must be employed with extnr-i

caution.

3. Other Affections of the Nervous System.—I have seen nux-voiMH

very serviceable in shaking or tremor of the muscles produced by htjl

tua'l intoxication. A gentleman thus affected, who had for several w i;B

lost the power of writing, reacquired it under the use of this medic*

Chorea has been benefited by it (Magendie, Formal.) Several cl

of epilepsy are likewise said to have been relieved by it (Bayle,

Therap. t. ii. pp. 135 and 230): but, judging from its physiolodd

effects, it would appear to be calculated to act injuriously, rather 1 >m

beneficially, in this disease
;
and in one case {Ibid. p. 233) the usd

strychnia apparently caused paralysis and death
1

. It has also been

ployed in hypochondriasis and hysteria {Ibid. p. 134).

4. Affections of the Alimentary Canal.—On account of its intjtfj

bitterness, nux-vomica has been resorted to as a tonic and stomachi*

dyspepsia, especially when this affection depends on, or is conneji

with,,an atonic "condition of the muscular coat of the stomach. H

pyrosis, resulting from simple functional disorders of the stomach, f

Mellor
(
Lond. Med. Gaz. xix. p. 851) considers it to be almost a specnj

Even when pyrosis is symptomatic of organic disease of the stomachic

says it is of essential service. In febrile states of the system, its uji

contra-indicated. Dr. Belcombe {Ibid. p. 964) has confirmed tjj

statements, and also speaks of its good effects in gastrodynia. Iff^
tery

,

particularly when of an epidemic nature, nux-vomica has gaj
j

some reputation. Hagstrom says, he has proved its value in some Iff!

dreds of cases (Bayle, op. cit. p. 135); and his report has been confine

by Hufeland {Ibid. p. 136), Geddings {Brit, and For. Med. Rev, y
4|

p. 255), and others. In colica pictonum, a combination of strychmajr

hydrochlorate of morphia has been found, by Bally, highly aucceal
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i

Id. vol. vi. p. 225). In prolapsus of the rectum
,
Dr. Schwartz {Land.

1 d. Gaz. vol. xvi. p. 768) lias recommended the use of this remedy,

ich he has employed for ten years, both in adults and children, with*

at benefit. One or two grains of the alcoholic extract are to be dis-

£ ed in two drachms of water
; and of this solution he gives to suckling

nts two or three drops; older children from six to ten or fifteen drops,

i aiding to their age.

1 . In impotence .—The excitement of the sexual feelings, which Trous-

: i has seen produced by nux-vomica, led him to employ this remedy

I inst impotence, and he has found it successful both in males and
! ales. In some cases, however, its good effects were observed only

j
le the patients were taking the medicine. A young man, twenty-five

rs of age, of an athletic constitution, who had been married for

d lteen months without having any other than almost fraternal commu-
l
itions with his wife, acquired his virility under the use of nux-

:
; lica, though he again lost it soon after leaving off its employment,

i* 'he preceding are the diseases in which nux-vomica has proved most
Mi jessful. It has, however, been used in several others (as intermittent

i rs, intestinal worms, &c.) with occasional benefit.

n vDMINISTRATION.—

N

ux-vomica is used in the form of powder, tine-’

H, ?, or extract. Strychnia and brucia may be regarded as other pre-

il itions of it. The powder of nux-vomica is administered in doses of
• or three grains gradually increased. Fouquier has sometimes in-

used the quantity to fifty grains.

. Tinctura Nucis-VOMIc/e, I).—(Nux-vomica, scraped, §ij
. ;

Recti

-

' Spirit, sviij. Macerate for seven days, and filter). Dose, niv to ifix.

s sometimes used as an embrocation to paralysed parts, and its

)
i I effects in this way seem to be increased by combining it with

|k nonia.

. ExtractUM Nucis-vomicje, E. D.

—

(“ Take of nux-vomica any

renient quantity
;
expose it in a proper vessel to steam till it is

perly softened
;

slice it, dry it thoroughly, and immediately grind it

coffee-mill
;
exhaust the powder either by percolating it with recti-

spirit, or by boiling it with repeated portions of rectified spirit,

1 the spirit comes oif free of bitterness. Distil off the greater part

he spirit
;

and evaporate what remains in the vapour-bath to a

)er consistence,” E.— The Dublin College order of Nux-vomica,

•ped, Sviij.; Proof Spirit, Oij. [wine measure]. Digest in a close

;el for three days, filter the liquor, and express what remains by a

* ; to this add a pint and a half of proof spirit, digest the mixture

.

three days, and express the residuum : consume the mixed liquors

distillation, to a fourth part, and reduce to a proper consistence,

the Dublin process the produce of extract is about 9 per cent.

Aer and Montgomery, Observ. on the Dubl. Pharm. p. 526). Dose,
ss

-j gradually increased to two or three grains. The extract is given

he form of pill.

• Strychnia, L. E.—The directions of the London College for pre-

ing this alkali are as follows :

—

Take of Nux-vomica, bruised, lb. ij.
;
Rectified Spirit, Cong, i ij . ;

Diluted Sulphuric

> Magnesia; Solution of Ammonia, each as much as may be sufficient. Boil the
sed nux-vomica with a gallon of the spirit for an hour in a retort, to which a re-
' r is fitted. Pour off this liquor, and again a third time boil what remains with
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another gallon of spirit, and the spirit recently distilled, and pour off the liquc*,,
Press the nux-vomica, and let the spirit distil from the mixed and strained liquoi
Evaporate what remains to the proper consistence of an extract. Dissolve this i

*

cold water, and strain. Evaporate the liquor with a gentle heat, until it has the col
sistence of syrup. To this, while ye,t warm, gradually add the magnesia to saturatidv
shaking them together. Set it aside for two days, then pour off the supernatant liqu*-;

Press what remains wrapped in cloth. Boil it in spirit, then strain, and let the spiK
distil. Add to the residue a very little diluted sulphuric acid mixed with water, ai*
macerate with a gentle heat. Set it aside for twenty-four hours, that crystals m|i
form. Press and dissolve them. Afterwards to these, dissolved in water, add aimnonjl
frequently shaking them, that the strychnia may be thrown down. Lastly, dissol|<

this in boiling spirit, and set it aside that pure crystals may be produced,”

The directions of the Edinburgh College are as follows :

—

“ Take of Nux-vomica, lb. j. ;
Quicklime, ^iss

;
Rectified Spirit, a sufficiency. Subj(j ; |

the nux-vomica for two hours to the vapour of steam, chop or slice it, dry it thorougljfl

in the vapour-bath or hot air-press, and immediately grind it in a coffee-mill. Macer;i**l

for twelve hours in two pints of water, and boil it; strain through linen or calico, atiO£

squeeze the residuum ; repeat the maceration and decoction twice with a pint atuLS
half of water. Concentrate the decoctions to the consistence of thin syrup; add t

lime in the form of milk of lime
;
dry the precipitate in the vapour-bath

;
pulverize)/®

and boil it with successive portions of rectified spirit till the spirit cease to acquirdfB

hitter taste. Distil off the spirit till the residuum be sufficiently concentrated

crystallize on cooling. Purify the crystals by repeated crystallization.”

The following is the rationale of the process of the London Pharrrm

copceia

:

the watery solution of the alcoholic extract contains tjil

strychnate of strychnia : the magnesia decomposes this, and by a|rl

stracting the strychnic acid sets free the strychnia.

RE-AGENTS.
Magnesia —
Strychnate of Strychnia j

Strychnic acid —

•

l Strychnia

PRODUCTS.

.Strychnate of Magnet is

Strychnia.

The strychnia is dissolved by the alcohol, and is left after distillatiql

Dilute sulphuric acid dissolves it, forming a sulphate, and from the sju

phatic solution ammonia throws it down.

RE-AGENTS.

Ammonia

Sulphate of Strychnia

PRODUCTS.

!

Sulphuric Acid
Strychnia

Sulphate of Ammonia.

Strychnia.

The strychnia is then dissolved in boiling spirit
;
and from the solid

tion crystals are obtained, by cooling and evaporation.

In the process of the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia
,
a decoction of null

vomica is prepared : this contains the strychnate of strychnia with gujl

This salt is decomposed by the lime, and the strychnia abstracted ifs

rectified spirit.

In the preceding account I have omitted, for the sake of perspicniji

all notice of the brucia which is associated with the strychnia. T0

physical and chemical properties of strychnia have been before describe

(p. 908). -.

The dose of strychnia or its salts
(
acetate

,
sulphate

,
nitrate

,
or

chlorate
)

is, at the commencement, one-sixteenth or one-twentieth op
grain, which is to be gradually increased until its effects on the musculJ

system are observed. The largest dose I have ever seen attained is o i

grain and a half. Two scruples, taken to cause self-destruction, product

death in an hour and a half [Lancet, Jan. 27, 1838, p. (>47). StrychiH

is usually given in the form of pill (made with common conserve
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s), or it may be dissolved in alcohol or acetic acid. The endermic

3 of strychnia should not, at the commencement, exceed half a grain,

of its salts one-fourth: of a grain.

Brucia . (Obtained from nux-vomica bark).—Dose, half a grain,

ch is to be gradually increased to five grains. It may be given in

same way as strychnia.

ntidote.—Evacuate the contents of the stomach as speedily as pos-

e. No chemical antidotes are known. Probably astringents (as in-

m of galls, green tea, &c.) would be serviceable. Donne
(Journ . de

rm. t. xvi. p. 377) regards chlorine, iodine, and bromine, as anti-

's for strychnia and brucia ; but further evidence is required to esta-

i the correctness of his inferences, Emmert (Buchner, Toxikol. S. 235-6)

that vinegar and coffee increased the poisonous effects of nux-vomica
e angustnra) bark. To relieve the spasms, narcotics may be employed,

is and others have recommended opium. As conia is the counter-

. of strychnia, it deserves a trial. I applied it to a wound in a rabbit

:ted with tetanus from the use of strychnia : the convulsions ceased,

the animal died. In the absence of conia, the extract of hemlock
i ild be employed. Ether and oil of turpentine has been recommended
,.ebus, Hiilfsleist bei acut. Vergift. S. 14). To relieve the excessive

i
rmic operation of strychnia, acetate of morphia applied to the same

y . has given relief.

Other Medicinal or Poisonous Apocynacece.

jl? e seeds of Strych'nos Igna'tia
,
or St. Ignatius's beans, came into the Dutch shops,

||
ding to Aiston (Led. on the Mat. Med. vol. ii. p. 38), about the latter end of

y
• venteenth century. But there is some reason to suspect that they were known

H before this, and are probably the substances which, in the Latin translation of
don, were denominated nuces vomica. Dade (Pharmacol, p. 328) gives, as one of

||
synonymes, “ Igasur, seu Nux vomica legitima Serapionis.” They are obtained

I
i the Strychnos Ignalia (called by some Ignatia amara), a tree indigenous to the

ijnpine Islands, whose fruit is smooth and pyriform, and contains about twenty
These seeds, the St. Ignatius’s beans of the shops, are about the size of olives,

H ed and conv ex on one size, and somewhat angular on the other. Externally they
rownish, with a bluish gray tint. Within the envelopes of the seed is a very
homy, or cartilaginous albumen, in whose cavity is contained the embryo. These
have been analysed by MM. Pelletier and Caventou (Ann. de Chim. Phys. x. 147),
ound their constituents to be the same as those of nux-vomica, though in some-
different proportions. Their effects, therefore, are similar.

ych'nos Tie'ute, the TshettiJc or Tjettek
,

is a large climbing shrub, growing in

The aqueous .extract of the bark of this tree is the poison called Upas tieute

,

4, or Upas Radja, and which must not be confounded with the poison of the
ris toxicaria

, before described (see p. 747). The Upas tieute was analyzed by
der aiql Caventou (Ann. de Chim. Phys. xxvi. 44), who found it to consist of
'.nia combined with an acid (igasuric?), a reddish brown colouring matter, which
ies green when mixed with nitric acid, and a soluble yellow colouring matter, which
dened by nitric acid. They could detect no brucia. The effects of this poison
ccisely similar to those of nux-vomica and strychnia. Thus, when applied to

ds, injected into the serous sacs or blood-vessels, or applied to the mucous meni-
j it produces tetanus, asphyxia, and death. Forty drops of upas dissolved in

, and injected into the pleura of an old horse, gave rise almost immediately to
is and asphyxia, and the animal died after the second attack.
'na Colubrina, or Snake-woods.—In countries infested with poisonous serpents, the

’jj
have usually some substance which is fancied to possess the power of preserving

irom the bites of these poisonous animals; and thus we have various articles,
.toots, and woods, which have the word snake affixed to them.
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In Asia tliei'6 are several kinds of lignum colubrinum
,
or snake-wood, supposed

t i

->

possessed oi’ the above-mentioned property. The specimens, however, met wit^ I

commerce, shew that there are various substances to which this term is applied* j jj

being* the wood of a stem, others of a root. The most esteemed is the wood VfL|
Strych'nos Colubrilna. The S. ligustri'na yields the ancient lignum colubrinuil •

Timor. Pelletier and Caventou {Ann. de Chim. Phys. x. 170) analyzed one of tl,

woods, and found that it had the same constituents as the bean of St. Ignai
j

though in different proportions. Thus it contained more fatty and colouring mJ|j
less strychnia, and, in the place of bassorine and starch, a larger quantitl

woody fibre. Its action, therefore, is precisely similar to the before-mentioned poi*>. !

Strych'nos toxif'era, Schomb. yields the basis of the celebrated IVooruly, WoaU
Ourari, or Urari poison of Guayana, which produces paralysis with convulsive movemn.e
dealh from, apparently, suspended respiration: hence artificial respiration is a

i

important means of relief (Brodie, Phil. Trans, for 1811, p. 178; and Waterton, Hj

and For. Med. Rev. vol. viii. p. 597). Dr. Hancock
(Land . Med. Gaz. vol.xx. p. I t

used the bark of this plant as an application to foul ulcers.

The seeds of Strychnos potatorum, or clearing nuts
,
are used in India to clearmn

water (Roxburgh, FI. Ind. vol. i. p. 575).

The bark of the Strych'nos Pseudoqui'na, called Quina do Campo, is employe*!

the Brazils as a substitute for cinchona bark. It does not possess poisonous propeM
It was analyzed by Vauquelin (MSm . du Museum, 1823, p. 452), who discovered ne»

strychnia nor brucia in it. Mercadieu (Journ . de Chem. Med. t. i. p. 236 bis) alsoji*,
|

lyzed it, under the erroneous name of copalchi (see p. 777), and could not discovei|L;l

vegetable alkali in it. The internal surface of the bark (liber), touched by nitric! /

becomes red, while the external surface becomes blackish green (Guibourt, JouiW4

Pharm. t. xxv. p. 709). In these characters, then, it agrees with nux-vomica i ; J

Two other barks (also belonging to Apocynacece)—viz. the pereira bark (obtained!!*

a species of Valle'sia) and the casca d'anta (proojl

9i

Fig. 185. from a Rauwol'jia)—likewise become red by cdjl

with nitric acid. Pfaff (Berl . Jahrb. Bd. xlii. f| i|

i i ti

Cerbera Tanghin.

re considered innocent

;

. Mag. t. 2968).

has discovered a new alkali (called pereirin) i

pereira bark.

Cer’berin Tang'hin
,
or Tanghin'ia veneniferat

native of Madagascar. The kernel is a most dKiw

poison. Though not larger than an almond [wit? t

shell], it is said to be capable of destroying tq;J

persons. It was analysed by 0. Henry and 0#:$

(Journ.de Pharm. t. x. p. 49]. The active pri«

is a neutral crystalline principle, called fan*™]

(tangin-camphor, Gmelin). The extractive (fan#®
tanguine, Gmelin) is also said to possess nat \

properties. The tanghin seed causes convujfj

and violent efforts to vomit. It is (or was) usij

Madagascar, to ascertain the guilt of suspected
j

sons: those who are able to withstand the <j‘ .

and, vice versa, those who die are said to be guilty (H<! w

Order 42. Olea'ceas, Lindley.—The Olive Tribe.

Oleine^e, R. Brown.

Essential Character.—Flowers hermaphrodite, sometimes dioecious. Calyx
j|

phyllous, divided, persistent, inferior. Corolla hypogynous, monopetalous, four

j

occasionally of four petals connected in pairs by the intervention of the nlai i

sometimes without petals ;
estivation somewhat valvate. [Fraxinus is general

talous]. Stamens two, alternate with the segments of the corolla or with the p ,?

anthers two-celled, opening longitudinally. Ovary simple, without any hypog
(111 llll/l o LVr D"vOIlC-vi ^

“ J l * *
|

disk two-cellcd ; the cells two^-seeded ;
the ovules pendulous and collateral; *

_ ’ . . .. J 1*1 1 tx a 1 * 1 r*ftnn DV
orO; stigma bifid or undivided. Fruit drupaceous, berried, or capsular, often by Ij

tion onc-seeded. Seeds with dense, fleshy, abundant albumen ;
embryo about

length, straight; cotyledons foliaceous, partly asunder; radicle superior; ]>

inconspicuous.—Trees or shrubs. Branches usually dichotomous and ending a
ISJJ1UUUU3.—“ X / CCO I J #

by a conspicuous bud. Leaves opposite, simple, sometimes pinnated.
_

terminal or axillary racemes or jianicles ; the pedicels opposite with siugi

(R. Brown).
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pertif.s.

—

Not very remarkable. The barks of' some species are tonic ami astrin-

I n t.
Manna is obtained from several species.

O'lea europcea, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The European Olive.

Sex. Syst. Diandria, Monogynia.

(Oleum & drupis expressum, L .
—Expressed oil of the pericarp, E.—Oleum ex fructu, D.)

i story.—Few vegetables have been so repeatedly noticed and en-

iastically described by the ancient writers as the olive-tree. In all

it seems to have been adopted as the emblem of benignity and
:e. It is frequently mentioned in the Bible (as Gen. ch. viii. v. 12)

;

ancient Greeks (Homer, Od. v. 477) were well acquainted with it;

• several products of it were employed in medicine by Hippocrates

rbach, Arzneim. d. Hippocr. p. 77). Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xv. cap.

1 ;
and lib. xxiii. cap. 34—37, ed. Yalp.) is most diffuse in his

unt of it.

j
otany. Gen. Char.— Calyx small, four-toothed. Tube of the co-

short
;
limb four-cleft. Stamens two. Segments of the stigma

) jginate. Drupe
,
with a two-celled, two-seeded—by abortion one-

t d, one-seeded—nut {Bot. Gall.)

J 5
. Char.—Leaves lanceolate, quite entire

;
their surfaces differently

coloured. Racemes panicled.

A long-lived tree of slow growth. Wood hard
;

used for cabinet-work. Leaves in pairs, shortly

petioled, lanceolate, acute, green above, hoary
beneath. Flowers small and white. Drupe ellip-

tical, dark bluish green; kernel
(pyrena )

hard,

with usually only one ovule. The whitish cha-

racter of the foliage gives a dull and monotonous
appearance to countries where the olive is exten-

sively cultivated, as Provence and Languedoc
(Sharp, Lettersfrom Italy).

0. europcea, var. longifolia ,
is the variety chiefly cultivated

in the South of France and Italy. 0. europcea, var. latifolia,

is chiefly cultivated in Spain ; its fruit is nearly twice the

size of the common olive of Provence or Italy, but the oil

is too rank for most English palates (Loudon, Encycl. of
Plants.)

Fig. 186 .

Ilea europcea.

tB.—Levant, Barbary, South of Europe. Notwithstanding that the

is now so common in the southern parts of Europe, it is supposed

any to have been derived from Asia. Pliny tells us, on the autho-

>f Fenestella, that there were no olive-trees in Italy, Spain, and
a, in the reign of Tarquinius Priscus, in the 173rd year from the

lation of the city of Rome. The Phoenicians are said to have intro-

bthe olive-tree into France 680 years before Christ. Near Terni,

2 vale of the cascade of Marmora, is a plantation of very old trees,

supposed to be the same plants mentioned by Pliny, as growing
in the first century (Loudon, Encycl. Garden.)

ascription.—The products of the olive-tree deserving of notice are

Uniform exudation
,
the leaves

,
and the fruit.

Resiniform exudation of the olive-tree (Lecca gum).—The older
fs speak of an exudation from olive-trees, and which Dioscorides
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(lib. i. cap. 141) describes as the tears of the JFlhiopic olive. In modi*
times it has been improperly termed olive gum. Pelletier {Ann. de C/uMi
Phy. iii. 105 li. 196) has analysed it, and found that it consists ol *

peculiar matter {olivile ), brown resin soluble in ether, and benzoic adM
Olivile consists of C G II4* O2

.

It was formerly employed in medicine.

2. Olive leaves {folia olivce).—The leaves of the olive-tree have bql
analysed by Pallas {Journ. de Pharm. xiii. 604), who, among other p^jX

ducts, found tannic and gallic acids. They have been employed extlJ;

nally as astringents and antiseptics
;
internally, as tonics in intermitteit»

(Richard, Elem. d'Hist. Nat. t. ii. p. 21).

3. Fruit of the Olive-trees ; Olives {Olivce). The preserved or

olives {Olivce conditce), so admired as a dessert, are the green unripe fiiJs

deprived of part of their bitterness by soaking them in water, and tin
preserved in an aromatised solution of salt. Several varieties are ila

with in commerce, but the most common is the small French {O. europ^a
var. longifolia), and the large Spanish olive {O. europcea, var. latifolmk

Olives a la picholine have been soaked in a solution of lime or alk.tt

Ripe olives are remarkable from the circumstance of their sarcoc. X
abounding in a bland, fixed oil.

Expression of Olive Oil.—The process for procuring olive

Fig. 187.

Spanish Olive oil Mill.

somewhat modified in different colil

tries, though the principle is $
same in all.

In Spain, the olives are pressed)

conical iron rollers, elevated abn
the stage or floor, round which ti&

move on two little margins to prevm
the kernel being injured, the oil fiiiir

which is said to have an implead*®

flavour. Spanish olive oil, howelrjB

is inferior to other kinds, from the U
cumstance of the time which elajj a

between the gathering and the grinding of the olives. This arises not

the number of mills not being in proportion to the quantity of fruild

be ground
;
so that the olives are placed in heaps to wait their ti)tw

and in consequence often undergo decomposition (Dillon, TVcj®

through Spain, p. 343, 1782
;
Jacob, Travels in Spain, p. 149, 1811). ®

In France, the finest oil is procured by bruising the fruit in the ill®

immediately they are gathered, and then submitting the paste to pi®?

sure. The first product has a greenish tint, and is termed virgmm
{oleum olivarum virgineum; huile vierge). The cake or marc is remojJ

from the press, broken up with the hand, moistened with boiling

and repressed. The products are water, and oil of a second qualh

^

these separate by standing. The cake, which is left, is termed

and is employed by some as fuel
;
others, however, ferment it, and.jltj

the aid of boiling water, obtain a very inferior oil, called gorgon, wineI#
employed either for soap-making or burning in lamps (Duhamel, Trj l

des Arbres Fruit, t. ii. p. 71-2). n
With the view of increasing the quantity of oil, some persons aljjj

the olives to undergo incipient fermentation, which breaks down

parenchyma of the fruit before they are pressed
;
but the quality ol
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1 ,js thereby injured. Guibourt {Hist, des Di'og. t. ii. p. 839) tells us that

j
s a yellow, but a mild and agreeable oil, and is much used for the table.

phe machinery employed by the Neapolitan peasants in the prepara-

1 3 of the Gallipoli oil is of the rudest kind. The olives are allowed

Irop in their maturity from the tree on the ground, where they are

|

keel up chiefly by women and children, and carried to the mill. The
l
when expressed is sent, in sheep or goat skins carried on mules, to

4 flipoli, where it is allowed to clarify in cisterns cut in the rock on
4 ich the town is built. From these it is conveyed in uteri or skins to

Ir.ins near the sea-shore, and from these basins the oil casks are filled

;

;Culloch, Diet. Commerce).

I According to Sieuve (Decandolle, Phys. Veg. p. 299), 100 lbs. of olives

Id about 32 lbs. of oil
;
21 of which come from the pericarp, 4 from

Is seed, and 7 from the woody matter of the nut [pyrena). That ob-

I ied from the pericarp is of the finest quality,

lecently-drawn olive oil deposits, by standing, a white fibrous matter,

ich the ancients employed in medicine, under the name of amurca
[liny, Hist. Nat. lib. xv. cap. iii. ed. Valp.)

;1 Properties of Olive Oil.—Olive oil (oleum olivee seu olivarum

;

f L et oil) is an unctuous fluid, of a pale yellow or greenish yellow colour,

ij ten of good quality, it has scarcely any smell. Its taste is bland and
;d. Its sp. gr. at 77° F. is 0‘9109, according to Saussure. When ex-

H ed to a temperature of 32° F. it deposits white globules (:margarine,

ii anu; stearine
,
Chevreul). It is soluble in about H times its weight

H ther; but it is very slightly soluble only in alcohol. By exposure to

i air it readily becomes rancid
;
thin layers of it become thick, but do

h dry. Hyponitrous acid converts it into elaidine (see p. 489), which,

R
esaponification, yields elaidic acid. When mixed with sulphuric acid,

kept cool, it yields sulpho-margaric
,
sulpho-glyceric, and sulpho-oleic

ds. With the basic metallic oxides it forms glycerine and soaps {oleo

-

Kjggarates): Spanish or Castile soap (seep 333) is made with soda
j

sf
l soap, or emplastrum plumbi (see p. 520), with oxide of lead.

I 'arieties.—Provence oil {oleum provinciate)

,

the produce of Aix, is

t most esteemed. Florence oil is a very fine kind of olive oil, imported
a Leghorn, in flasks surrounded by a kind of net-work formed by the

es of a monocotyledonous plant, and packed in half chests
;

it is used
he table, under the name of salad oil. Lucca oil is imported in jars

ling nineteen gallons each. Genoa oil is another fine kind. Galli-

oil forms the largest portion of the olive oil brought to England
;

it

nported in casks. Apulia and Calabria are the provinces of Naples
t celebrated for its production : the Apulian is the best. Sicily oil

s 'f inferior quality
;

it is principally produced at Milazzo. Spanish
is the worst. The foot deposited by olive oil is used for oiling

Winery, under the name of droppings of sweet oil.

adulteration of Olive Oil.—Olive oil is said to be occasionally
ed with other vegetable oils (as poppy oil). Four methods have been
posed to detect the fraud :

—
• Beading.—If we shake pure olive oil in a phial half filled with it,

surface of the oil soon becomes smooth by repose
; whereas when

Py oil is present, a number of air-bubbles (or beads as they are
Qed) remain. «
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2. Freezing .—Olive oil is completely solidified when cooled by ic |
«

poppy oil, however, remains in part liquid. Even two parts of olive

to one of poppy oil will not completely congeal (Guibourt, Hist, des Dro t

t. ii. p. 603).

3. Electrical didfjometer. —Olive oil, according to Rousseau {Journ. fl

Pharrn. t. ix. p. 587), conducts electricity 675 times worse than otUl
vegetable oils. The addition of two drops of poppy or beech-nut oil

154f grains of olive oil is sufficient to quadruple the conducting po\\»J

of the latter. To ascertain the conducting power of oil, Rousseau usil

the electrical diagometer (from t)iayw, to conduct
;
and ge-pew, to measurm

It consists of one of Zamboni’s dry piles and a feebly-magnetized need 9
moving freely on a pivot. The electricity developed by the pile produqJ
a deviation in the direction of the needle

;
but when any substance »

interposed between the needle and the pile, the deviation is less in p*J

portion to the bad conducting power of the interposed substance.

4. Formation of elaidine.—If recently-made nitrate of mercury (pijft

pared by dissolving 6 parts of mercury in 7 -

5 parts of nitric acid, sp. d

1*36) be mixed with twelve times its weight of pure olive oil, and t|$

mixture strongly agitated, the whole mass becomes solid in the coursefij

a few hours
;

this, however, does not occur with adulterated. We judfl

of the presence and quantity of foreign oils by the degree and quicknai

of solidification of the suspected olive oil (see p. 489).

Composition.—In 1808, Gay-Lussac and Thenard (Rech. Phys. Chi.

ii. 320) examined the ultimate composition of this oil. In 18b

Braconnot {Ann. de Chim. xciii. 240) ascertained the proximate coii

stituents of it ;
and subsequently Saussure {Ann. de Chim. et Phys. t. x,.

p. 349) examined the ultimate composition of these constituents.

Braconnot's Proximate

Analysis.

Elaine (Oleine) 72

Margarine 28

Olive Oil 100

Ultimate Analyses.

Gay Lussac and Tlienard's.

Carbon 77-213

Hydrogen 13-360

Oxygen 9 -427
Nitrogen O’OOO

Olive Oil 100-000

Saussure's.

76-034

11-

545

12-

068
0-353

821

111

61

01

Elaine 100-000 Margarine 100M

1. Elaine or Oleine.—Braconnot obtained it by exposing olive oil to a temperature,

about 21° F. in order to cause tbe congelation of tbe margarine. The elaine waL

greenish yellow liquid ;
at 14° F. it deposited a little margarine.

2. Margarine Tbe solid matter of olive and other vegetable oils obtained as aboc

is usually denominated stearine, but Lecanu {Ann. de Chim. et Phys. lv.204) lias point!

out several characters by which it is distinguished from that principle: thus, it is mta

fusible, and is much more soluble in cold ether. In most other respects it agrees

stearine.

Commerce.—The duty on olive oil is £&. 4s. per ton, except on tlj

broughtfrom Sicily,which iss£8. 8s. In 1839, duty was paid on 12,374 to*

Physiological Effects, {a.) On vegetables.— Olive oil, as well

other fixed oils, acts injuriously on the roots of plants, by obstruct!

their pores and meatus, and preventing the passage of water (Decando

Phys. Veg. p. 1347).

{b.) On animals.—Injected into the veins, the fixed oils prove injum

by their mechanical operation. They obstruct the circulation in

1

capillary vessels, and in this way cause death. Both Courten and lie
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;li (Wibmcr, Wirk. d. Arzneim. u. Gifte. Bel. iv. S. 9) have destroyed

|
.

r

S by injecting half an ounce of olive oil into the veins.

c.) On man.—The fixed oils are extremely nutritious, but they are

I
j

icult of digestion, and hence are apt to disagree with dyspeptics. Dr.

i'
uimont [Exp. and Observ. on the Gastric Juice and the Phys. of

^ lest.) has fully satisfied himself of the accuracy of this statement, by

|
. leriments on a man who had a fistulous opening in the stomach. He

; nd that fatty substances required a longer time to undergo the process

ihymification than other alimentary substances, and that bile was an

s

i

lo'rtant agent in facilitating their digestion. Some writers (as Dr.

nglison, Elein. of Hygiene
,
p. 289) are of opinion that, taken as a

ii diment, with salad, oil promotes the digestibility of the latter.

1

allowed in large doses, olive oil acts as a laxative, in general, without

asioiling pain.

-Jses.—In England the dietetical uses of olive oil are very limited,

ig principally confined to its mixture with salads. In Spain and
le other countries it is frequently employed as a substitute for butter.

>peptics should carefully avoid its use.

ledicinally it is not often administered by the mouth. As a mild

dive it may be used in irritation, inflammation, or spasm of the ali-

itary canal, or of the urino-genital organs. In irritant poisoning it

.xhibited as an emollient and demulcent
,
to involve acrid and corrosive

stances, and sheath the stomach from their action. At one time it

supposed to possess antidotal properties for arsenical poisons

;

(Dr. Paris (Pharmacol. vol. i. p. 97, 6th edit.) tells us, that the

i dote on which the men employed in the copper-smelting works
tin burning-houses in Cornwall, rely with confidence, “ when-

• they are infested with more than an ordinary portion of arsenical

>ur, is sweet oil
;
and an annual sum is allowed by the proprietors,

j

rder that it may be constantly supplied.” There is, however, no
ion to believe that its agency is more than mechanical, as already

: honed (see p. 396). Oil was formerly recommended as an antidote

antharides, but the discovery of the solubility of cantharidin in oil

led to the suspicion that instead of alleviating it might increase the

•snt’s danger. There is no just ground for supposing that oil, applied
1 mally or taken internally, has any particular influence in counteract-

the operation or relieving the effects of the poison of venomous ser-

s, notwithstanding the high encomiums that have been passed on it.

lulmonary or bronchial irritation, and spasmodic cough, olive oil is

itimes taken in the form of emulsion (made with gum, albumen, or

I

li) with benefit
j
but in such cases, almond oil is generally preferred,

-n anthelmintic
,
olive oil is occasionally used.

live oil is a frequent constituent of laxative enemata, especially in

ntery, or irritation of the bowels or of the neighbouring viscera,

xteraally it is used in the form of liniment (as the linimentum ammo-
aud linimentum ammonia? sesquicarbonatis

;

seep. 176). Smeared

^
the body, it has been recommended by Berchtold and others

eland's Journ. Bd. vi. S. 437 ;
and 13d. xii. St. iii. S- 153) as a safe-

<1 against the plague. It may be employed also to relax the skin
sheath irritable surfaces. Frictions
•cites and anasarca.
1 pharmacy

,
olive oil is employed in the preparation of liniments

,

of olive oil have been employed
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ointments, cerates, and plasters. In surgery, it is used for besmedB
surgical instruments—as bougies, &c.

Administration.—The dose of olive oil as a laxative, is f*i. to fjl' J «
Or'nus europce'a, Persoon, L .—European Flowering Ash.

Fraxinus Omus, Linn. D.

Sex. Syst. Diandria, Monogynia.

(Succus concretus, L.—Succus concretus Manna, D.—Sweet concrete exudation, probably from i.-'J
species of Fraxiiiusand Omus, E.)

History.—Actuarius is believed to be the earliest writer who men i

:,k

our manna (Friend, Hist, of Phi/sick, i. 271). The nature of the I
stance called manna (Manhu ? Hebr. What is it ? Engl.) in our trai-il

tion of the Old Testament (.Exod

.

ch. xvi. v. 14), is quite unknfJ
(Carpenter, Script. Nat. Hist. p. 514, 1829

;
Pictorial Bible). Lm

the names of honey-dew, aerial-honey, and honey -oil {SpoaoyeXi and aipil

Galen; e\ai6ye\i, Dioscor.
;

elceomeli, Pliny), the ancients have
supposed to include our manna

;
for it is difficult to believe they *jl

unacquainted with it, since Theophrastus {Hist. Plant, lib. iii. capjP
speaks of two kinds of ash (MeXta, Fraxinus), one of which (ra^-em^q

humilior) is supposed to be Omus europcea (Sprengel, Hist. Rei HeA
p. 76). H

Botany. Gen. Char.—

C

alyx very small, four-cleft. Corolla diu T
to the base into linear segments. Pericarp a winged samara, noj|

hiscing (Lindley).

Sp. Char.—

L

eaves lanceolate, attenuated, stalked, serrated.

A small tree. Leaves opposite, large, pinnated in three or four ptf

leaflets ovato-oblong, pointed, irregularly toothed. Panicles large,,
*

many-flowered. Flowers small and polygamous. Corolla yelloi.!

or greenish-white. Fruit flat, wedge-shaped, smooth, winged.

Hab.—South of Europe
;
especially Calabria and Sicily.

Or'nus rotundifo'lia, considered by some as a variety of Ornus europtea, gro^

Calabria, and also yields manna. Fee ( Cours d’Hist. Nat. t. ii. p. 363) sayajj

manna is probably also procured from Fraxinus excelsior and parvifolia.

Exudation of Manna.-—In Calabria, manna is obtained by mdfl

id-incisions in the stem of Ornus europaea (Cirillo, Phil. Trans, vo

p. 233). In Sicily, it is also procured in a similar manner (Houel,

Pittoresq. de Sidle, &c. t. i. 52-3, 1782 ;
Sestini, in Murray, App.

t. iii. p. 547). Houel, who has described and depicted the meth(|

extracting it, as practised at Cinesi, near Palermo, says, tire collect!

manna commences about the 15th of August and terminates at the

of September, when the rainy season sets in. The incisions are i

with a hooked knife, first in the lower part of the stem, and are rep<

daily, extending them perpendicularly upwards. Each incision is a

two inches long. A limpid water (some describe it as a thickish \

juice) exudes, and gradually concretes to form manna. Beneatl

lowest incision is placed a leaf of the Omus, to convey the ex

liquor into a receptacle formed of a leaf of the Indian Fig (
Opuntia).

this way is obtained manna in sorts. The fine canulated manna

ferred by the English, is obtained during the height of the season,

'

the juice flows vigorously (Houel, op. cit.) Murray (apparently oi
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fjority of Sestini) states, that Omus rotundifolia and Fraxinus ex-

.ior, as well as Omus europsea, afford manna in Sicily
; and

hergdl (.Phil. Trans, vol. xliii. No. 472, p. 86) says, that while the

us yields it by artificial apertures, “ it flows from the Fraxinus

,ugh every little cranny, and bursts through the large pores spon-

jously.” Manna has been supposed to be a natural product of the

but there are some difficulties in the way of this supposition. It is

produced in countries more northern than Calabria. Furthermore,

exudation of manna has been said not to occur naturally, but to be

ng to a foreign action
;
either incision or the puncture of a little

apterous insect
(
Cicada Orni) common on this tree (Decandolle,

s. Veg. p. 238-9).

Description.—Several hinds of manna [manna) are described by
rmacologists. The finest of English commerce is called flake manna
via cannulata ). It is imported in deal boxes, having partitions, and
uently lined with tin-plate. It consists of pieces of from one to six

es long, one or two inches wide, and from half an inch to an inch

Their form is irregular, but more or less stalactitic
;
most of the

es being flattened or slightly hollowed out on one side (where they

ired to the tree or substance on which they concreted), and on this

they are frequently soiled. Their colour is white, or yellowisli-

,e
;
they are light, porous, and friable

;
the fractured surface presents

mber of very small capillary crystals. The odour is somewhat like

of honey, and is to me rather unpleasant
;
the taste is sweet, but

'wards rather acrid. Under the name of Sicilian To'lfa manna I

received an inferior kind corresponding to the manna in sorts

ma in sortis
)
of some pharmacologists. From its name I presume

brought from Sicily, and that it corresponds in quality to Tolfa

na produced near Civita-Vecchia, and which Fee (Cours d'Hist.

ii. 366) says is but little valued. The Sicilian Tolfa manna occurs

imall pieces, which seldom exceed an inch in length : some of these

313 1 the same appearances, with respect to consistence, colour, fria-

y, and crystalline appearance, as the flake manna
;
others, however,

soft, viscid, brownish, and uncrystallized, like those of the next
:ty. The commonest kind of English commerce is called Sicilian

na [manna siciliana ). It appears to me to be the common or fatty
na [manna pinguis) of some writers. It consists of small, soft,

d fragments, of a dirty yellowish-brown colour, intermixed with
3 few dark-coloured small pieces of the flake variety. It contains

y impurities intermixed.
ommerce.—Manna is imported into this country principally from
nno and Messina. It is also occasionally brought from other ports

icily, viz. Licata, Girgenti, Catania, Terra Nova, and Marsala,
herrnore Naples, Leghorn, Trieste, Genoa, and Marseilles, are other
'3s of shipment of it. In 1839, duty (3d. per lb.) was paid on
93 lbs.

imposition.—Manna was analyzed in 1809 by Bucholz (Gmelin,
cM. d. Chem. ii. 1295), who found it to consist of mannite 60-0,

ystallizable sugar (capable of fermentation) with colouring matter
native bitter matter?) 5*5, sweetish gum 1'5, gummy extractive 0'8,

0lutinous matter 0‘2, water and loss 320.

3 o
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Mannite (Manna Sugar).— Is identical with Grcnadin. It is extracted from m
by boiling- alcohol: the mannite crystallizes by cooling the solution. Mannite i

peculiar to manna, being found in many vegetables. It is distinguished from comt
sugar by its incapability of undergoing the vinous fermentation (see p. 584). ])
white, crystalline, odourless, has a sweet and agreeable taste, and is very solublt
water and in boiling alcohol, but is very much less so in cold alcohol. Heated strop,
il is decomposed like ordinary sugar. Tt consists, according to the analysis of LiP
(Pharrn . Cen.tr. -Bl. fur 1834, S. 589), of Carbon 39 8532, Hydrogen 7-7142, and Oxj-
52 548: these numbers correspond with the formula C 6 H7 O 6

. Mannite possi*
the laxative properties of manna without the nauseous odour. The dose of it for < j

dren is 5j- or gij.
;

for adults ?jss. or 5j.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On animals generally.—In mode: -I

doses manna is nutritive, and is greedily devoured by some aninii
Thus Swinburn {Travels in the Two Sicilies

, 1785) tells us that vijH

and martens are very fond of it. In large doses it acts as a mild late*

tive. The dose for carnivorous animals is about two ounces dissolveill

broth or milk (Moiroud, Pharm. Vet.) It is rarely given to horses,

account of the large dose required.

[h.) On man.—It has an analogous operation on man—that is,
#j

small doses it is nutritive, and in large ones mildly laxative. It acts»#l

igi

i .

,b

i

the bowels without exciting vascular irritation, and is, therefore, admiss

in inflammatory cases. It is apt, however, to produce flatulence and
ing. The fresher and less changed the manna, the feebler are said tci

its laxative powers
;
and hence the Calabrians are enabled to use it

quently as an article of food. When by keeping and partial decomp^-
tion it has acquired an increase of laxative powers, it is less eafi.f

digested, and is more apt to excite flatulence. Hence also, we are t)i&

the commoner kinds of manna are more laxative and more apt to disaaH

with the stomach than the finer varieties. The older writers imagii$fl

that manna promoted the secretion of bile. Manna approaches ta»
rinds as a laxative, but it is more nutritive and less refrigerant, in coii^i

quence of possessing more mucilaginous and saccharine matter, and

free vegetable acids.

Uses.—It is employed as a laxative, partly on account of the mildn

of its operation, partly for its sweet flavour, in delicate pers#

as females and children. Dr. Burns {Principles of Midwf) I

commends it for new-born infants, if the meconium do not come an;

freely. On account of its sweetness, it is frequently added to flan

purgative draughts, and is used as a common laxative for children, v

readily eat it.

Administration.— It may be taken in substance or dissolved in w.

milk or water. The dose for an adult is- from oj. to 5ij.
;

for child!

from 5j. to 5iij.

Order 43. Styra'ce/e, Richard.

—

The Styrax Tribe.

Essential Character.— Calyx inferior or superior, with five divisions, persist

Corolla monopetalous, the number of its divisions frequently different from tha

the calyx
;
with imbricated aestivation. Stamens definite or indefinite, arising

the tube of the corolla, of unequal length, cohering in various ways, but gencrall

a slight degree only ;
anthers innate, two-celled, bursting inwardly. Ovary supe

or adhering to the calyx, with from three to five cells; ovules definite, the u

ascending, the lower pendulous, or vice versA ; style simple; stigma somewhat <

tate. Fruit drupaceous, surmounted by or enclosed in the calyx, with from on*
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e cells. Seeds ascending- or suspended, solitary, with the embryo lying1 in the

idst of the albumen ; radicle long1

, directed towards the hiluni; cotyledons flat,

(iaceous.— Trees or shrubs. Leaves alternate, without stipules; usually toothed,

i ruing vellow in drying. Flowers axillary, either solitary or clustered, with scale-

i ;e bracts. The hairs often stellate (Lindley).

|
derties.—Storax and benjamin, obtained from the genus Styrax , are balsamic,

j
stonia theiformis is used at Sauta-Fe, as tea. The properties of the other species

I
.
hut little known.

Sty'rax officinale, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Officinal Storax.

Sex. Syst. Decandria Monogynia.

(Balsamum, L.—Balsamic exudation, E.—Resina, D.)

i istoey.—Hippocrates {Be Nat. Mul. p. 575 and 587, ed. Fses.),

Bnophrastns {Hist. Plant, lib. ix. cap. 7), Dioscorides (lib. i- cap. lxxix.),

Si): Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xii. cap. 40 and 55, ed. Valp.), speak of a sub-

ifc ce which they term Styrax (trrvpaH). Dioscorides says it is the pro-
• of a tree like the quince {Styrax officinale, Sprengel, Hist. Rei

H ). i. 173), and that there are several varieties of it (all solid), and he
m lions how it is adulterated. The best, he says, is unctuous, yellow,

II tous, mixed with whitish lumps, and forms a honey-like liquid when
If ed : it comes, he adds, from Gabala [a Phoenician city], Pisidia, and
Nieia [countries of Asia Minor]. This is evidently the sort which

; modem pharmacologists denominate amygdaloid storax. A worse

Ifnty, he says, is black, branny, friable, and covered, with white
If diness. This sort I presume to be very analogous to, if not identi-

[ with, the common storax of the shops, the “ mouldiness ” being the

[Descent benzoic acid : indeed the only character in which it differs is

ffwolour; but as Pliny, who copies the description of Dioscorides,

9

; i the word “ niger,” it is probable that the colour was inaccurately
i ibed. A third kind mentioned by Dioscorides is a transparent tear-

; gum, and emulating myrrh
;
but it was very scarce. Probably this

the variety which in modern times has been termed storax in the

The substances employed to adulterate storax were ligneous dust
• meed by eroding little worms), honey, the sediment of the iris, wax,

v kc.

1

1

modern times various substances have been met with in commerce

I
r the name of storax. Some of these are certainly produced by

r Styrax officinale, while others have been referred to a plant belong-
i'O Liquidambar (see Balsamace^:, p. 727).

>ta\y. Gen. Char .

—

Calyx rather campanulate, nearly entire or

i oothed. Corolla campanulate at the base, deeply three- to seven-

Stamens six to sixteen, seldom ten, exserted
;
jilaments united to

ube of the corolla, sometimes adhering at the base of the ring

;

I

-rs linear, two-celled, opening by internal longitudinal slits. Style
le. Stigma obtuse, somewhat lobed. Drupe dry, splitting imper-
7 into two or three valves, with one, two, or three stones. Seed
try, erect, with a large, leafy, thin embryo, lying in the midst of
v albumen with an inferior radicle (Lindley)

.

• Char.—Leaves ovate, beneath villous. Racemes simple, shorter
the leaf.

small tree. Stem about twenty feet high
;
bark smooth. Leaves

^te, petioled, ovate, blunt-pointed, entire
; smooth and shiny above,
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wliitisli and downy beneath. Raceme of from four to six flowers. Ca i I
almost hemispherical, with live to seven short marginal teeth. Cordi
white, externally hoary, with five, six, or seven segments.
(icapsule

,
Nees) coriaceous, downy, usually with one seed.

Storax bark is supposed to constitute the cortex thymiamatis of some pharmacoWijI
It is probably the Na<r;ca(/>0ov of Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. 22). It is in thin, lhdjt ,

highly odorous fragments or shavings, frequently covered with an efflorescence of l| I

zoic acid. I am indebted for a sample of it to Professor Guibourt.

Hab. — The Levant, Palestine, Syria, Greece. Cultivated in

southern parts of Europe.
Exudation.—If incisions be made into the stem of this tree, a

sinous juice exudes, which, when somewhat hardened, constitutes oneil
more of the balsamic substances denominated in the shops
Some writers state that the exudation arises from the puncture of !;!

stem by a little insect. Though this balsam exudes from the storj:]

tree in the south of France (Duhamel, Traite cles Arbr. t. ii. p. 2W|
vet that of commerce is the product of Asiatic Turkey (Murray, Al\
Med. t. ii. p. 80).

Description.

—

The substances termed storax
(storax seu styrax) ij

very numerous. With the exception of the first kind, the follow}!

varieties I have met with :

—

1. Storax in the tear [Styrax in granis).—Yellowish-white or reddiJ

yellow tears, about the size of peas. White storax [styrax albus'j%

formed of tears agglutinated so as to form masses somewhat resembl|!|

pale galbanum. Both sorts, however, are exceedingly rare, and are

known to our drug-dealers. I have never met with a single specimen's

either in English commerce. White storax is also' scarce in Paris ;rj

Professor G uibourt, to whom I wrote for a sample, says that there was

fine specimen at a druggist’s in Paris, but it was not for sale. “ I |iy

covered it (says he) with great pleasure, having established the distinct} $
of that variety only from a scrap of one or two drachms.”

2. Amygdaloid Storax (Styrax amygdaloides).—It occurs in comj 1
masses, having a very agreeable odour, analogous to that of vanilla, anj l
yellowish or reddish-brown colour. They are interspersed with white te

(|

(giving the mass an amygdaloid appearance). This vai'iety is very sea; J-

I have a fine sample, weighing nearly two ounces and a quarter : it c jf

me, in Paris, 24 francs per ounce. There is (or was a few years sincai

magnificent piece, in the possession of a French pharmacien, who offefi

to sell it for 500 francs. Amygdaloid and white storax were formi

S

imported enveloped in a monocotyledonous leaf, under the name of cl
or reed storax [storax calamita verus). A fine specimen (about the sfl

and shape of half an orange) is in Dr. Burgess’s collection, belongim
|

the Royal College of Physicians of London..
_ t

I
3. Reddish-brown Storax [Storax roage-bran, Guibourt).—This dif 0

from the preceding in the absence of the white tears, and in the prese 1

of saw-dust. It is reddish-brown, and has a similar, but less po"j«

ful, odour to that of the amygdaloid kind. It is not found iu .

London drug-houses. . 1

4. Black Storax.—Under the name of Storax noir, I have rccei M
from Professor Guibourt a very dark reddish-brown mass, which ea:W

softens, and has the odour of vanilla. “ It appears to be formed
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i am, which has been melted and inspissated by heat with saw-dust.

I -cry characteristic odour leads me to consider it,” says M. Guibourt

ter to the author), “ as different from storax calamita, storax liquida,

liquidambar.” It is not found in the London drug-houses.

Liquid Storax (Styrax liquidus) —This is the produce of a species

1 1 Aquidambar, and has been before described (see Balsamace.e,

!p).
j

Scobs styracina.—Under this name I include several substances

j

as storax, but which are evidently fine saw-dust impregnated with a

H ciency of some resinous liquid (in some cases, perhaps, styrax li-

ij a) to give them cohesiveness.

Common Storax (Styrax vulgaris seu Styrax calamita, offic.)

—

, is imported in large round cakes, of a brown or reddish-brown

lr and fragrant odour. It is brittle and friable, being very easily

ed into a coarse kind of powder
;
yet it is soft and unctuous. When

'•sed to the air it becomes covered with an efflorescence of benzoic
(which, to the superficial observer, looks like a whitish kind of

Idiness), and falls to powder. It appears to consist of some liquid

mixed with fine saw-dust or bran. Boiled with rectified spirit, it

Is a reddish solution, which becomes milky on the addition of water,

insoluble residue is a reddish saw-dust (of storax wood ?). It seems
(liable, says Lewis (

Chem . Works of C. Neumann, by W. Lewis, p. 290,
i) 1

),
“ that the common storax is the juice received immediately in ves-

;j
and mixed with saw-dust enough to thicken it

;
the shops requiring,

rr the name of storax, a solid or consistent mass, and evaporation

g found to dissipate its fragrance. At least I cannot conceive for

other purpose the woody matter could be added
;

for it is too easily

nguishable to have been intended as an imposition.”

Solid or Cake Storax [Styrax solide ou Styrax en pain, Guibourt.)

—

:er this name I have received, from Professor Guibourt, a substance
5 analogous to the preceding

;
but the saw-dust obtained by digesting

spirit is not so intensely red.

Drop or gum Storax.—Under this name I have once met, in English
nerce, a storax which was highly valued. It was a circular cake,

t a foot in diameter, and four or five inches thick. It was blackish,

a greenish tint
;
had a pilular consistence, considerable tenacity,

a very agreeable odour. By keeping it became covered with an
"escence of benzoic acid. Boiled in rectified spirit it gave an inky
arance to the liquid, and left a blackish saw-dust.

/ Hard, blackish Storax.—Under the name of brown Storax, I pur-
~d in Paris a solid, heavy, compact, hard, blackish substance, hav-
he odour of liquid storax. Boiled in rectified spirit it yielded an
st colourless liquid and a brownish saw-dust. Is this the Storax
noiratre which Guibourt {Hist, de Drog. ii. p. 595) says is made at

cilles ?

immerce.—I find, on the examination of the books of a wholesale
gist, that all the storax (solid and liquid) imported into this country
ig seven years, came from Trieste.

imposition.—Neumann [Chem. Works, by Lewis, p. 290) submitted
um storax [styrax calamita, offic.) to a chemical examination. More% Reinsch (Charm, . Central. -Blatt fur 1838, S. 537 and 810)
^ed three kinds of styrax calamita. In 1830, Bonastrc [Journ. de



Pharm. t. xvi. p. 88) analyzed a storax from Bogota. The same cl* »
mist {Ibid. t. xvii. p. 338) examined a fluid, which he termed liquid storo,

but which was liquidambar (see p. 727).

Reinsch's Analyses.

1 . 2. 3.
Storax calamita.

Opt. 1785. Nestler.
Brown granular. Reddish compact tj

Volatile oil ? 05 0-4

Resin 41 G 537 32 7

Subresin ? 0-6 0'5

Benzoic acid 2 -4 M 2-6

Gum and extractive 140 93 7 9

Matter extracted by potash 150 96 23 9
Woody fibre 22*0 202 270
Ammonia traces stronger traces strongest traci I
Water 5-0 50 50

Storax calamita 1000 100 0 100-0

1. Volatile Oil of Storax.—Obtained by digesting- the distilled water of storax w<
;

ether. The solid oil was white, crystalline, and fusible; its odour was agreeable; 1

taste aromatic and warm. The fluid oil had not so penetrating an odour.

2. Resin of Storax.—Is soluble in alcohol, but insoluble in water.

3. Benzoic acid.— See Benzoin.

Guibourt (Hist, des Drag. ii. 595) says that both white and amygdaloid storax, wfl

'

treated by boiling alcohol, leaves (independently of impurities) a small quantity of!

insoluble white substance ; and the filtered liquid becomes turbid on cooling.

A
Physiological Effects.—Storax produces the before-described (p

effects of the balsamic substances. Its stimulant properties are in

particularly directed to the mucous surfaces, especially to the bronch:

membrane. Hence it is called a stimulating expectorant. In its opei

tion it is closely allied to balsam of Peru and benzoin, but is less pow<

ful than the latter.

Uses.—Internally storax has been principally employed, in affectio

of the organs of respiration. In chronic bronchial affections, admittii

of the use of stimulants, it may be used as an expectorant. It has al

been employed in chronic catarrhal affections of the urino-genital mei

brane. Applied to foul ulcers in the form of ointment, it somethin

operates as a detergent, and improves the quality of the secret

matter.

Administration.— Purified storax may be exhibited, in the l’onn

pills, in doses of from grs. x. to 9j.

1. Styrax colatus, L.

—

Extractum Styracis
,
E. (Dissolve storax

rectified spirit, and strain
;
then let the spirit distil with a gentle he*

until it becomes of a proper consistence, L.—The directions of t

Edinburgh College are essentially the same, except that they direct t

evaporation to be carried on by the vapour-bath, until the product ha

the consistence of a thin extract). This process is intended lor the pui

fication of styrax vulgaris [styrax calandta
,
oflic.)

;
but Mr. Brande sa

it is inefficient. Strained storax is used in the following preparatio

and also in tinctura benzo'ini composita.

2. Pilulje Styracis compositae, L. ;
Pilulee Styracis, E. (Strain*

Storax^ [Extract of Storax, E.
;

Storax Resin, D.~\ 5iij. [Al*
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t. lard, L.] Opium [powdered, L.], sj. ;
Saffron, 5j. Beat them together

|
til incorporated [and divide the mass into 60 pills, E.~] These pills

tt 3 useful in chronic coughs, and some other pulmonary affections,

j
iey are valuable also in another point of view : they sometimes enable

to exhibit opium to persons prejudiced against its use
;
the saffron

d storax concealing the smell and flavour of this narcotic, while the

1 j

me of the pill cannot discover the harmless deception. The dose is

>

j

m grs. v. to grs. x. •
•

Sty'rax Benzoin
,
Dryander, L. E. D.

—

The Benjamin Tree.

Benzoin officinale, Haytie.

Sex. Si/st. Decandria, Monogynia.

(Balsatnum, L.—Concrete balsamic exudation, E—Resina, I).)

! i History.—As the ancients were acquainted with so many oriental

timetable products, we should have expected, a priori
,
that benzoin

Humid have been known to them. But this does not appear to have been

| ) case ;
at least we are unable to identify it with any of the substances

Inscribed by the old writers (see Garcias, Arom. Hist, in Clusius, Exot.

v 155).

:c Botany. Gen. Char.—Vide Styrax officinale.

[•;
'Sp. Char.—Leaves oblong, acuminate, tomentose beneath. Racemes

1 illary, compound, nearly the length of the leaves.

Tree. Stern thickness of a man’s body. Leaves oval-oblong, entire.

lyx campanulate, very obscurely five-tootlied. Corolla grey, of five

>1 tals, perhaps connate at the base. Stamens ten. Ovary superior,

late
;

style filiform
;

stigma simple. (Condensed from Dryander,
nil. Trans, vol. lxxvii. p. 308).

>Hab.—Sumatra, Borneo, Siam, Java.

1 Extraction of the Balsam.—Benzoin is obtained in Sumatra as

r. lows:—When the tree is six years old, longitudinal or somewhat ob-

ue incisions are made in the bark of the stem, at the origin of the

ncipal lower branches. A liquid exudes, which by exposure to the

1 and air soon concretes, and the solid mass is then separated by means
a knife or chisel. Each tree yields about three pounds of benzoin
nually, for the space of ten or twelve years. That which exudes during
3 first three years is white, or yellowish white, and is denominated
ad benzoin. The benzoin which subsequently flows is of a brownish
lour, and is tenned belly benzoin. After the tree is cut down the stem
split, and some benzoin scraped from the wood

;
but its colour is dark,

1 d its quality bad, owing to the intermixture of parings of wood and
r taer impurities : this sort is called foot benzoin. The relative values of
- ad, belly, and foot benzoin, are as 105, 45, 18. Benzoin is brought

f
Avn from the country in large cakes (called by the natives tampangs)

' yered with mats. In order to pack it in chests, these cakes are

i
ftened by heat : the finer by exposure to the sun ;

the coarser bv means
: boiling water (Marsden, Hist, of Sumatra

,
p. 154, 3d ed.

;
Crawford,

'St. of the Ind. Archipel
,
vol k p. 518, and vol. iii. p. 418).

Description.—Benzoin {benzoinum ;
asa-dulcis) is met with in com-

^3rce of various qualities: these are sometimes distinguished by the
rntls firsts, seconds

,
and thirds. Erequently the finer kinds are called

am benzoin, while the commoner kind is termed Calcutta benzoin.
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1. Siam Benzoin
, offic. Benzoin offirst quality.—There are two'lunl <

of Siam benzoin of commerce
;
the one in tears, the other in masses.!

a. Benzoin in tears (.Benzoinum in lachrymis).—This kind seems to

identical with the true benzoin in tears, which Savary (Alston, Led. *
the Mat. Med. vol. ii. p. 403) says was brought in considerable quantffl
to Paris, by the attendants of the Siamese ambassadors. It consists

>

:1
irregular flattened pieces, some of which are angular, and the largest

'

them barely exceeding an inch in length.' Externally these pieces

shiny, or dusty from their mutual friction, and are of an amber or reddish*
yellow colour

;
they are brittle, and may be easily rubbed to powdtip

Internally they are translucent or milky, and frequently striped; tlipj

have a pleasant odour, but little or no taste.

(3. Lump Benzoin (Benzoinum in masses).—The finest kind consb
agglutinated tears {white lump benzoin). More commonly we fim

tears are connected together by a brown, resiniform mass, which,

broken, presents an amygdaloid appearance, from the white tear;

bedded in the mass (amygdaloid benzoin ; benzoinum amygdaloides).

y. Translucent Benzoin.—From my friend, Dr. Boyle, I have rec

a sample of Siam benzoin whose properties are somewhat differei

the preceding. The small masses consist of agglomerated tears, w
instead of being white, are translucent, or, in a few instances, a

transparent.

Crawford (Journ . of an Embassy to Siam and Cochin-China
, p. 407, 1828) sai

the benzoin of Siam is procured from Lao. He also says that a substance resen

and hitherto confounded with, benzoin, produced in Lao, Raheng, Chiang-mi
La-Kon, is abundantly found in Siam. The tree producing it cannot be, be t

2. Calcutta Benzoin
,

offic. Benzoin of second and third quali

This is imported in chests from Calcutta. It occurs in large rectan

blocks, marked with the impression of a mat, and covered with

cotton cloth. When broken, we observe but few large white tear;

The mass is principally made up of a brown resiniform matter, wit

merous, white, small pieces or chips intermixed, which thereby gi\

broken surface a speckled appearance, somewhat like that of a fine-gr

granite. This kind corresponds to the common or brown benzoin ( bt

num commune seu in sortis
)
of some writers.

Commerce.—Benzoin is usually imported into England from $

pore or Calcutta. Notunffequently it is brought direct from Siam

casionally from Sumatra, Penang, Bombay, Madras, Batavia, &c.

greater part of it is exported. In 1839, duty (4s. per cwt.) was pa

108 cwts. only.

Composition.— In 1811, Bucholz (quoted by Schwartze, Pi

Tabell. S. 269) published an analysis ofbenzoin. In 1816, John (.

made known a second ;
and in 1823, a third was published by Si

(
Berl. Jahrb. xxv. i. 55). Moreover, Mr. Brande (

Nicholson's J

x. 82) and Unverdorben {Poggendorf's Annal. xvii. 179) have exan

the Styrax Benzoin, as it grows as far north as the twentieth degree of latitude.

this substance.
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X Volatile Oil of Benzoin.—Distilled with water, benzoin does not yield any essep-

il; but when exposed to heat without water, benzoic acid and an empyreumatic

jjj
? volatilized. This oil may be deprived of its empyreuma by redistillation with

if,
,
and then smells agreeably of benzoin. An oil of benzoin obtained by distilla-

•; vithout water, is used at Sumatra as a perfume (Marsden, Sumatra, p. 184).

i
Resin of Benzoin .

—

It is soluble in all proportions in alcohol. On the addition of
to the tincture, a milky liquid (absurdly called virgin's milk) is formed, ow^ng to

recipitation of the resin in the form of a white powder, which may be obtained

free from benzoic acid, and then constitutes the magisterium benzoes of some old

s. The acids (acetic, hydrochloric, and sulphuric) also precipitate the alcoholic

i on. Sulphuric acid strikes a fine red colour with resin of benzoin. Benzoin resin

s'S the chloride of iron-green, but does not cause any precipitate. * This property
lead to the suspicion of the presence of either gallic or tannic acid, but neither

undetected. Stoltze makes two kinds of resin in benzoin: one of a yellow

,
and soluble in ether; the other brown, and insoluble in this liquid. Unver-

i, however, makes three varieties: one (resina alpha) is insoluble in carbonate of
i, but soluble in ether; a second {resina beta) is insoluble in both carbouate of
and ether; and the third {resina gamma) is feebly electro-negative, soluble in

late of potash (forming a resinate of potash), and very slightly soluble in ether.

Benzoic Acid ; Flowers of Benjamin {Acidum Benzoicum).—This acid was described
'8 by Blaise de Yigenere

;
but it seems to have been known to Alexander Pede-

nus in 1560. It exists ready formed in certain vegetable substances (as the bal-
• and is readily produced in some others by the action of exterior agents (as heat,
ids, and alkalies). It is readily obtained from, and was formerly supposed to

n, certain animal substances (as the urine of herbivorous animals), which are now
i not to contain it, but yield it only by the decomposition of some of their proxi-

mnciples. The benzoic acid procured from the urine of horses is not contained
I t liquid, but is produced by the decomposition of hippuric acid.

>
!
net with in the shops it occurs in the form of light feathery white crystals, having

1 > warm taste, but no odour. It readily fuses and volatilizes, its vapour being

It is combustible, burning with a bright

n cold water, dissolves in about twenty-

l*i Ungly irritating to the air-passages.
’ flame. It is very sparing y soluble

FI- irts of water, and is very soluble in alcohol.

fn other

.j , »„.v , 1W vapour, and by the characters of its soluble
Thus the benzoate of ammonia produces, with the scsquisalts of iron, a pale red

^
»»Olvl

j
15 * Cl J oUiUUiC ill

zoic acid is readily distinguished from other acids by its light and feathery crys-
t : a fusibility, volatility, odour of its vnnmir. nnrl hv flip, rh a raptors of its solllhlfi

itate
(benzoate of iron), and with the nitrate of silver, acetate of lead, nitrate of

ry, and supernitrate of bismuth, white precipitates {benzoates of the respective

/*v

-A
BORl
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J lie composition o ( benzoic acid is as follows:

—

Ultimate constituents.

Carbon .. .

Eq.

J 4
Eq. Wt.

.... 84
11 v drogen . .

.

5 .... 5
Oxygen 3 .... 24

Anhydrous Benzoic Acid.. 1 .... 113
Water 1 .... 9

Crystallized Beitzoic Acid I .... 122

Benzule
Oxygen

Hypothetical composition.

Kq.

I ..

1 ..

Eq
1

. 1*

Anh ydrous Benzoic Acid
Water

II

Crystallized Benzoic Acid I 12
;

Benzole or Benzoyle is a yellow crvstallizable substance, supposed to be the bay
benzoic acid : it consists of Cl* H5 C)2 . Oil of bitter almonds

,
deprived of hydrocv 3

acid, is a liydret of benzole
,
its composition being- C’* H 6 02 . A crystalline substa

1

formed in oil of bitter almonds, and called benzoin
, camphoride, or camphor of o

bitter almonds ,
has the same composition. By heating benzoate of lime, the acid I

the elements of carbonic acid, and forms a thick oil called benzone, compose*
Ci3 H5 O. Heated with slacked lime, benzoic acid yields a liquid bicarburet of
drogen, called benzine. With nitrogen and hydrogen, beuzule forms benzamide aJ
posed of C14 H7 N 02.

I?
bi

u
!

it

Physiological Effects.—Benzoin produces the general effects off!
balsams before mentioned (p. 74). Its power of producing local infsf

tion renders it apt to disorder the stomach, especially in very susceptfi

individuals. Its constitutional effects are those of a heating and stiai

lating substance, whose influence is principally directed to the rauci

surfaces, especially of the air-tube. It is more acrid and stimulant,

less tonic, than myrrh, to which some pharmacologists have compare*

It has appeared in some instances to act as a stimulant to the sei<!

organs.

Uses.-—An an internal remedy the employment of benzoin is aim

wholly confined to chronic pulmonary affections, especially those of

bronchial membrane. Its stimulant properties render it improper in

acute inflammatory complaints, and its acridity prevents its employm

where there is much gastric irritation. Its use, therefore, is baj

adapted for torpid constitutions. Trousseau and Pidoux
(
Traitei

Therap. ii. 477) speak most favourably of the effects of the balsar

chronic laryngitis, as I have before (pp. 74-5) noticed. The mo-

employing benzoin in balsamic fumigations in this disease, has

before noticed (see p. 74).

Administration.—Benzoin is scarcely ever administered alone,

dose of it in powder is from grs x. to 5ss. On account of the agreed

odour evolved when benzoin is heated, this balsam is frequently

ployed for fumigations ,
as in the ceremonies of the Roman Cathji

church. The species ad suffiendum, Ph. Bor., consists of benzoin

amber, of each lb. ss., and lavender flowers, 5ij.

—

Fumigating past

also contain benzoin : the following is an excellent formula for then

Benzoin, in powder, sixteen parts ;
balsam of tolu

;
sandal-wood

powder, of each four parts ;
true labdanum, one part

;
a light [line

charcoal, forty-eight parts; nitrate of potash, two parts; tragaca

one part
;
gum Arabic, two parts

;
cinnamon water, twelve p

F. S. A. a soft and ductile mass, which is to be formed into cones 1

a flat, tripod base. Dry at first in the air, afterwards by a s

(Henry and Guibourt, Pharm. liaison, t. i. p. 40*2).

1, Tinctura Beszoiki composita L. E.D . Balsamum Trawnah
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LI yund Balsam; Balsamfor Cuts ; Friar's Balsam; Jesuit's Drops
;
The

y mmander's Balsam. (Benzoin, giijss. [in coarse powder, *vj. E.\
;

jl .orax, strained, sijss. L.]
;
Balsam of Tolu, 5x. [Peru-balsam, siv. E.]

;

lies, 3v. [East Indian Aloes, 5j. E.~\
;

Rectified Spirit, Oij. [Oiij. and
'!

j. E- ]
Macerate for fourteen [seven, E. D.] days, [pour off the clear

lI ior, E.] and strain. The ingredients used by the Dublin College are

n same as, and the proportions nearly identical with, those of the

ij idon College.) A stimulating expectorant: administered in chronic

h mbs: dose, f^ss. to f^ij. It is decomposed by water. A very plea-

|

t mode of exhibiting it is in the form of emulsion, prepared with

k ! cilage and sugar, or yelk of egg. Tinctura Benzoini composita is

I l asionally applied to foul and indolent ulcers, to excite the vascular

[
on, and to improve the quality of the secreted matter. It is a fre-

i: nt application to recent incised wounds. If applied to the cut sur-

Us it causes temporary pain, and cannot promote adhesion (or union

j

I the first intention), though by exciting too much inflammation it may
betimes prevent it. But when the edges of the wound have been
Light together, the tincture may be carefully applied to the lint or

i esive plaster as a varnish and cement. Here it acts mechanically,

I

lading air, and keeping the parts in their proper position. In the

e way, it may sometimes prove serviceable in contused wounds.
irt or Black Sticking Plaster

(
Emplastrum adhcesivum Anglicum,

1 Bor.) is prepared by brushing first a solution of isinglass, and after-

ids a spirituous solution of benzoin, over black sarcenet.

. Acidum Benzoicum
,
Ij. E. D. (Benzoin, lb. j. Put the benzoin in

oper vessel placed on sand, and the heat being gradually raised, sub-

until nothing more rises
;
press that which is sublimed, wrapped in

i ilous paper, and separate it from the oily part
;
afterwards again sublime

- j .-—The directions of the Edinburgh College agree with these, except
they order “ any convenient quantity” of benzoin to be used, and “ a

; s-mattrass” to be employed in the manufacture.—The process of the

lin College is as follows: Benzoin, five parts; Lime, fresh burnt;
•iatic Acid, of each, one part

;
Water, two hundred parts. Triturate

Benzoin with the Lime, then boil the mixture in one hundred parts

Water; suffer the vessel to rest, and pour off the liquor when cold,

the remainder in seventy parts of water, and again pour off the cold

or. Evaporate the mixed liquors to one-half, filter them through
3r, and to the liquors, when cold, gradually add the Muriatic Acid.

,

tly, having decanted off the supernatant fluid, dry with a gentle heat
' residual powder, previously washed with a small quantity of cold
rir; pass it into a proper vessel, and with a slow fire sublime the
'oic acid).

he process of the London and Edinburgh Colleges is the simplest
I believe, the most economical. The following is the method prac-

l on a large scale :
—

“

The better kind of benzoin is most economi-
< employed : it may be put into an iron pot, set in brickwork over a
>er fire-place; the sublimate is most conveniently received into a
2 wooden box, lined with paper, communicating by a conical iron or

:

date neck with the subliming pot. The first product may be sub-
d a second time in the same apparatus

;
and by conducting the pro-

rather rapidly, the acid condenses in beautiful prismatic crystals,
"w'hat elastic. If slowly sublimed, it is more powdery. By this
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process of sublimation, good benzoin yields 10 to 12 per cent, of acit|

contaminated by empyreumatic oil, and which, when pressed betwec
i

folds of blotting-paper, and again sublimed, is reduced to the proportic

,

of 8 or 9 per cent, of the purified acid” (Brande, Manual of Chemisin
p. 975, 4th ed.) The simplest method of procuring it is by putting coarscit

powdered benzoin into an earthen pot, over which is placed a cone ;

brown paper, and applying a moderate heat : the acid sublimes into til

cone, and there condenses. Some employ, as a substitute for the cor

a house, as it is termed, made of pasteboard and laths, and lined wi
loose sheets of blotting-paper, which are renewed every time of use. T
oil produced in sublimation is, for the most part, formed during t

process.

Scheele’s process, adopted by the Dublin College, is, I believe, seld

followed. By boiling benzoin and lime with water, a soluble benzo>

of lime is fonned. Muriatic acid is then added to the concentrat

solution, by which benzoic acid is precipitated, while chloride of calci

(in solution) and water are formed. The precipitated benzoic acid

then sublimed. The acid obtained by this process is said to be whi

and purer (being free of empyreumatic oil) than that procured by S'

limation only. Carbonate of soda is sometimes substituted for lime

the above process, by which a soluble benzoate of soda is obtained.

Good benzoic acid has the following properties :—It is colourless,

is sublimed entirely by heat (Edinb . Pharm .) When cautiously hea

it totally evaporates with a peculiar odour. It is sparingly soluble

water, but plentifully in rectified spirit. It is entirely dissolved by s

tion of potash or lime-water, and is precipitated by hydrochloric &

{Pharm. Lond.) The other properties of the acid have been alre;

described (see p. 937).

The local action of benzoic acid on the body is that of an irritai

thus when swallowed it causes a sensation of acridity in the back pan

the mouth and throat, and of heat in the stomach. Its vapour, wl

inhaled, is exceedingly irritating, and causes violent coughing,

remote effects are those of a stimulant, whose influence is principt

directed to the mucous surfaces, especially the bronchial membrane.

Alone it is rarely employed in medicine. Formerly it was gi

mixed with gum or sugar, in doses of from grs. v. to 3j. in chronic

monary affections. Its principal use now is as a constituent of

tinctura camphora composita (see p. 797).

Order 44. Pyrola'ce^e, Lindley.—The Winter Green Tribe.,
$

Essential Character.—Calyx free, four-, more frequently five-partite, persist

Petals five, free or cohering, perigynous? with an imbricated aestivation. Starr

twice the number of the petals, to which they are not adherent; anthers biloci

dehiscing by two pores. Ovarium three- to five-celled, seated on a bypogynous dl

Style one. Stigma roundish or lobed, sometimes slightly indusiate. Capsule tnl

to five-celled, three- to five-valvcd, loculicidal-dehiscent. Placenta adherent at I

centre. Seeds indefinite, minute, with a pellicle indusiate or winged. Embryai

nute, at the base of fleshy albumen, with moderately distinct cotyledons.—Ha

natives of the northern hemisphere, perennial or scarcely under-shrubs, snio

Stems round, naked or leafy. leaves simple, entire or dentate. Flowers raccjnj

somewhat umbcllatcd, rarely solitary, white or rose-coloured (D.C. Prodr. vit. ' I

Properties.— See Chimaphila umbeUata.
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ij himaph'ila umbellata, Nuttall, E.

—

Pipsissewa ; Umbellated Winter
Green.

Chimiphila corymbosa, Pursh, L .

—

Pyrola umbellata, Linn. I).

Sex. Syst. DecancLria, Monogrynia.

(Folia, L.—Herb, E.—Herba, D.)

j
Iistory.—The Pipsissiwa was first employed medicinally by the

I rigines of America. It was introduced to the notice of the profes-

i| i. in 1803, by Dr. Mitchell
(
Inaug . Piss. Philad. 1803).

nj 5otany. Gen. Char.—Calyx five-cleft. Petals five, spreading, de-

i
(
ions. Stamens ten

;
two in front of each petal

;
filaments dilated in

:

middle. Ovarium rounded-obconical, obtusely angular, umbilicated

The apex. Style very short, concealed in the umbilicus of the ovary.

mama orbicular, tuberculated, five-crenate. Cells of the capsule dehis-

t at the apex
;
the valves not connected by tomentum (D. C. Prod.

775).

j

-p. Char. — Filaments smooth. Bracts linear-awl-shaped. Leaves

it eate-lanceolate, of the same colour (D. C.)

.
perennial under-shrub. Rhizome woody, creeping. Stems ascend-

4 . somewhat angular, marked with the scars of former leaves. Leaves
irregular whorls, evergreen, coriaceous, on short petioles, serrate,

Ik »oth, shining. Flowers nodding in a small corymb. Corolla white,

!• ;ed with red, having an agreeable odour.

pr Iab.—Woods of Europe, Asia, and more frequently North America.
TDescription.—The officinal parts are the leaves (folia chimajjhiloe sen

or the leaves and the stems
(herba chimaphilce seu pyrolce). The

i 'h leaves exhale a peculiar odour when bruised: their taste is bitter

astringent. The infusion of the dried herb is rendered green (tannate

ron) by sesquichloride of iron.

j

Imposition.—The dried plant was analyzed, in 1817, by Elias Wolf
3S. de Pyrola umb. Goett. quoted by Geiger, Handb. d. Pharm. ii. 2 1 5).

I

mnsisted of bitter extractive 18 -

0, resin 2-4, tannin 1*38, woody fibre,

i a small portion of gum and vegetable calcareous salts, 78 22.

lie active principle has not been isolated. It probably resides in the substance
;d bitter extractive. The resin and tannin, however, must contribute to the medi-
1 effect.

*hysiological Effects.—The fresh leaves appear to possess consi-
ible acridity, depending, probably, on some volatile constituent; for

! Barton says, that when bruised they produce rubefaction, vesica-

b and desquamation, if applied to the skin.
die infusion of the dried leaves, when swallowed, acts as a tonic,

I

lueing an agreeable sensation in the stomach, and assisting the appe-
and digestive process. It promotes the action of the secreting

ans, more especially the kidneys, over which, indeed, it has appeared
exercise a.specific influence, increasing the quantity of urine, diminish-
’ some have imagined, the quantity of lithic acid or lithates se-
Leu, and beneficially influencing several forms of chronic nephritic
iase. Indeed, this plant possesses, in its medicinal as well as in its

^

ural historical and chemical relations, qualities analogous to those
^‘o'Rg to Uva-ursi.
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Uses.

—

The following are the principal diseases in which it has be<t 3

employed

:

—
1. In Dropsies, accompanied with great debility and loss of appetiiJ

it is useful as a diuretic, as well as on account of its stomachic all
tonic qualities. It was introduced to the notice of practitioners in til

country, as a remedy for this class of diseases, by Dr. W. Somerviil
(Med.-Chir . Trans, v. 340). Dr. Beatty [Trans, of the King and Quetk I

Coll, of Phys., Ireland, vol. iv. p. 23) has also found it useful in til l

disease.

2. In Chronic Affections of the Urinary Organs.—Pyrola has betu
found serviceable in the various disorders of the urinary organs, in wbijS
the Uva-ursi frequently proves beneficial

;
such as cystirrhoea and cJa

culous complaints. It has also occasionally alleviated some cases t

haemat.uria, ischuria, dysury, and gonorrhcea.

3. In Scrofula.—We can readily believe that, as a tonic, this remejffl

may be useful in various forms of scrofula. But it has been supposia

by some to possess almost specific powers
;
and in America its reputjjl

tion is so high, that in the provinces it acquired the title of “ KinM
CureT Dr. Paris [Pharmacol.) says, that “ an irregular practitionl|

who has persuaded a certain number of persons in this metropolis thji

he possesses remedies, obtained from the American Indians, by which

is enabled to cure scrofula in its worst forms,” relies for success on cl

mapliila. In some ill-conditioned scrofulous ulcers, pyrola is used

the form of a wash.

Administration.

—

Chimaphila is given in the form of decoction

extract

:

the latter has been employed in doses of ten or fifteen grains.)'
1

Decoctum Chimaphilm, L . Decoctum Pyrolce, D. (Chimaphijj

3) .; [Distilled L.] Water, Oiss. [Oij. wine-measure, D]. Boil down |<

a pint, and strain, L. The Dublin College macerates it for six hours
t j

water, then bruises, and afterwards returns it to the water: the hquorjjj

to be evaporated to a pint).—Dose, f5j - to fSij.

Order 45. Erica'ce^e, Lindley.—The Heath Tribe.

Eiuc.f., Jms.—Ericka:, R. Brown.

Essential Character.—Calyx four- or five-partite, almost equal, entirely unadberf

to the ovary, persistent. Corolla perigynous or somewhat hypogynous, gamopetaloj

four- or five-partite, or with four or five distinct petals, regular or more rarely irrea

lar petals imbricated by {estivation. Stamens definite, equal or double in num

to the petals, entirely or almost free from the corolla. Anthers two-celled ;
c<

hard, dry, separate either at the apex or base, often furnished with some appenda

dehiscing by a terminal pore. Ovary free, surrounded at the base by a disc, wh

is sometimes nectariferous. Style single, rigid. Stigma undivided, toothed, or thn

lobed. Fruit capsular, many-seeded, many-celled ; dehiscence varies. Seeds

serted in a central placenta, small, indefinite
;

the testa firmly adhering to

nucleus. Embryo round, in the axis of fleshy albumen ; the radicle opposite to

hilum. Shrubs or under- shrubs, rarely small trees. Leaves alternate, rarely sot

w hat opposite or verticillate, without stipules, usually rigid, entire, evergreen, arti

la ted on the stem (D. C. Prodr. vii. 580). ,

Properties. The plants of this order are astringent and diuretic. One or boti

these properties they owe to the presence of tannic acid.

tffii
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Arctostaph'ylos TJva-ursi
,
Sprengel, L. E .—The Bear-berry.

Ar'butus Uva-ursi, Linn. D.

Sex. Syst. Decandria, Monogynia.

(Folia, L. D.—Leaves, E.)

istory.—Some doubt exists whether this plant was known to the

ent Greeks and Romans. Bauhin
( Pinax ,

p. 470) and some others,.

, k it is the iZaia 'pi 'Ca of Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 44) ;
but the leaves are

imlike those of Ruscus aculeatus (’oZvyvpaivT)), to which he, as well as

y (Hist. Rat. lib. xxvii. cap. 69, ed. Valp.), compares them. The
I iv ara<pvk>) of Galen agrees better with the uva-ursi, though the short

ription given of it applies also to Ribes rubruin (Murray, De Uva
: Opuscula

,
19-20).

idtany. Gen. Char .

—

Calyx five-partite. Corolla ovate-urceo-

;
the mouth five-toothed, revolute, short. Stamens ten, inclosed;

vents somewhat dilated at the base, hairy-ciliate
;

anthers com-
sed, with two pores at the point, laterally two-awned, awns re-

:d. Ovarium globose-depressed, surrounded with three scales

;

short
;
stigma obtuse. Berry (or berried drupe) globose, five-,

y six-, seven-, or ten-celled
;

cells one-seeded (D. C.)

Char.—Procumbent. Leaves coriaceous, persistent, obovate,

entire, shining. Flowers disposed in terminal small racemes.
t'tlets beneath the pedicles, obtuse, small (D. C.).

ems woody-, round, and trailing. Leaves alternate, stalked, ever-

i
; convex and wrinkled above

;
concave and paler beneath.

'tlets coloured. Sepals pale-reddish, permanent. Corolla rose-

ired, smooth. Berry globose, scarlet, mealy within, very austere

astringent. Seeds seldom more than four or five, though there
: ie rudiments of eight or ten.

ib.—Indigenous. Northern parts of Europe, Asia, and America.
r'ry, stony, and alpine heaths.

ascription.'—The dried leaves
( folia uvce ursi) are of a dark, shin-

green colour, and have a bitter astringent taste, but no odour,
r under surface is reticulated. The leaves of Vaccinium Vitis Idcea

Whortleberry
)

are said to be occasionally substituted for those of
•ursi : the fraud (which is unlikely to occur in this country) may be
‘ted by the edges of the leaves being minutely toothed, and the under,
ce dotted

; whereas the edges are entire, and the under surface re-

ited, in the genuine leaves. Furthermore, the false leaves are de-
it in astringency

;
and their watery infusion is coloured green by

lichloride of iron, but does not form any precipitate with gelatin
;

eas the true ones are highly astringent, and their watery infusion
’ a blackish-blue precipitate with the sesquichloride of iron (see

onnot, Bull, de Pharm. iii. 348

;

and Bouillon-Lagrange, Ann. de
' lv. 46).

imposition.—Uva-ursi leaves were analyzed, in 1809, by MM.
ndri and Moretti (Bull, de Pharm. i. 59), and in 1827 by Meissner)
-lin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1294). The constituents in 100 parts are,
'ding to the last-named chemist, gallic acid 1'2, tannin with some
' acid 364, resin 4*4, oxidized extractive

,
with some citrate (?) of
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lime 0‘8, gum with supermalates of lime and soda
,
and traces of tannJ

and common salt
,
8 8, chlorophylle 6*3, gum ( pectic acid ?) extracted

potash 15’7, extractive obtained by potash 17'6, lignin 9 ,

6‘, and water 04
(excess 1*3).

Tannic acid is the active principle of the leaves. An aqueous infusion produce!]
bluish-black precipitate (tannate of iron) with the ferruginous sails, and a yellovrii

1

white one (tannate of gelatin) with a solution of isinglass. Gallic acid also contribu<*
to the astringency of the leaves.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On animals generally.—Most anirma
refuse to eat this plant

;
there are, however, some few exceptions to tnk

statement. Birds, it is said, will eat the berries
;
and Murray (OpuscuiJ

p. 98) tells us that two kinds of insects feed on the plant, one of whip

(a species of Coccus) yields a crimson dye. Girardi (Wibmer, WirkM
Arzneim. i. 209) found that an infusion of the leaves might be injecliit

into the urinary bladder of animals with impunity
; but when taken

ternally it excited vomiting, and contraction, and inflammation of i
„•>

stomach.

(b .) On man.—The most obvious effects of Uva-ursi are those of ijl

vegetable astringents before described (see pp. 79-80). But the remajjl

able benefit frequently obtained by the use of it in affections of 4.

urinary organs—a benefit not equally procurable by the use of otil

vegetable astringents—leads to the belief that it has some particular

fluence over these organs
;
though the only effect observable in heals A

persons is an alteration of the colour of the urine (shewing that

colouring matter of the plant is absorbed), and a slight increase in

quantity of this secretion. Alexander (Exp. Essays, p. 151) found that; ^
of the powder acted as a mild diuretic (see p. 94). In large doses, the p(jj£

der readily nauseates. As the astringent principle of Uva-ursi hash*!

detected in the urine, it is not improbable that part of the beneficial efftjjk

which this plant produces in affections of the kidneys and of the nnic<q

membrane lining the urinary organs, may be owing to the local acti

of the tannin, in its passage through and from the kidneys.

Uses.—As an astringent it is applicable to all the purposes for whjj

the vegetable astringents generally are used (see p. 80). It has U
employed as an antidote in poisoning by ipecacuanha (see Ipecacuam

But the principal use of this remedy is in chronic affections of the bU

der
,
attended with increased secretion of mucus, and unaccompan

with any marks of active inflammation. Thus, in the latter stages

eatarrhus vesicoe, the continued use of Uva-ursi is frequently most bo

ficial. Combined with hyoscyamus, says Dr. Prout (On Affect, of

Urin. Org. pp. 185 and 208, 2nd ed. 1825), and persevered in stea(|

for a considerable time, it seldom fails to diminish the irritation and qui

tity of mucus, and thus to mitigate the sufferings of the patients. 1

undoubtedly possesses,” he adds, “ considerable powers in chronic afll

tions of the bladder, for which only it is adapted, its operation be

slow, and requiring perseverance.” Sir Benjamin Brodie (Lond. A

Gaz. vol. i. p. 300) on the other hand, observes, that “ Uva-ursi has

reputation of being useful in some cases of chronic disease of the b

der, and in this [inflammation] among the rest. I must sav, howc

that I have been disappointed in the use of Uva-ursi, and that I 1
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|
seen those advantages produced by it which the general reputation

t
,he medicine had led me to expect. 1 have seen much more good

4 e by a very old medicine”—the root of the Cissampelos Pareira.

h are the opposite statements on the effects of this remedy, made by
i of the most eminent writers on diseases of the urinary organs. My
I i experience of it amounts to this : that in some cases the relief ob-

! l ed by the use of it was most marked; whereas, in other instances,

vas of no .avail. It is to be remembered, that its astringent

ration unfits it for acute cases, and that the alteration which it pro-

es in the condition of the urinary organs is effected very slowly
;
so

to be beneficial, it requires to be exhibited for a considerable

• od. In calculous affections it has occasionally given relief. De
>n (Rat. Med. t. ii. p. 63) and Van Swieten

(
Commentaries

,

vi. p.
1

1 dated

300) speak of the good effects of it in these cases. It

the pain, checked the purulent and mucous secretion, and
Bored the urine to its natural condition. These effects seem to have

‘ on from its influence over the kidneys and bladder, for it did not

oar to affect the calculus. In chronic bronchial affections
,
with pro-

mucous or purulent secretion, it may occasionally prove service-

. Dr. Bourne
(
Cases of Pulmonary Consump. &c. treated with Uva-

, 1805) gave it in powder (in doses of from 8 to 20 grs.') three times

n y, in milk, with success.

H'DMinistration.—

T

he dose of the powder is from 9j. to 3j. But the

b' wdered leaves of this plant are so bulky and disagreeable, that few
fe| achs will bear to persevere long enough in the use of the requisite

Entity; and the same is pretty much the case with the infusion and
wetton” (Prout, op. cit. p. 185). On this account the extract is fre-

b] i itly preferred.

I Decoctum Uvje ubsi
,
L. (Uva-ursi, bruised, sj.; Distilled Water,

f . Boil down to a pint, and strain).—Dose, fsj. to fsiij., three times

§7 -

Extractum TJvje ursi, L. (Uva-ursi bruised, lb.ijss.
; Boiling

k] died Water, Cong. ij. Macerate for twenty-four hours; then boil

w .1 to a gallon, and strain the liquor while hot

;

lastly, evaporate to a

j|
er consistence).—Dose, grs. v. to grs. xv., twice or thrice daily.

Order 46. Lobelia'ce^;, Jussieu.—The Lobelia Tribe.

<

v

>

<TiAL Character.—Calyx five-lobed, more or less adherent to the ovary. Corolla
sistent, more or less gamopetalous ; lobes or petals five, usually irregular, some-
es almost regular

;
tubes entire or cleft longitudinally. ^Estivation somewhat val -

ar. Stamens five, alternate with the lobes of the corolla, usually free, but some-
es adherent to the tube of the corolla; filaments free, or more or less connate;
hers cohering, bilocular, dehiscing longitudinally

;
pollen ovoid. Ovary inferior

semi-superior, two- or rarely one-celled, then with parietal placenta;; style one
;

<ma surrounded with a ring of hairs. Fruit usually dehiscing at the apex by two
ves, rarely from above by an operculum or laterally by three valves, or indehis-
t. Seeds indefinite; albumen Heshy

;
embryo straight.—Lactescent herbs or

'er-shrubs, rarely small trees. Leaves alternate, without stipules. Floweis usually
Hary, solitary, racemose. (Condensed from D. C.)
erties.—Dangerous or suspicious plants; mostly acrids or acro-narcotics.
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Lobe'lia inflata, Linn. L. E.—Bladder-podded Lobelia ; Indian Tobaci
I rj

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Herb, E.)

History.—This plant was employed by the aborigines in AmeridJ
and after having been for some time used by quacks, was introduced i(1

the notice of the profession by the Rev. Dr. Cutler, of Massachusoi
(Thacker’s Amer. New Disps. p. 258, 2nd cd.) It was introduced ijj
England in 1829, by Dr. Reece

(
Bract . Treat, on the Anti-asthma\

Properties of Bladder-podded Lobelia
,
1829).

Botany. Gen. Char.—Caylx live-lobed
;
the tube obconical, ov>j

or hemispherical. Corolla cleft longitudinally from above, bilabial®

the tube cylindrical or funnel-shaped, straight; the upper lip usual
smaller, and erect

;
the lower generally spreading, broader, three-cleftfi

more rarely three-toothed. The two inferior, or occasionally all, of
1

anthers barbed at the point. Ovary inferior or semi- superior, and
|

species very much alike) somewhat free (D. C.)

Sp. Char.—Stem erect, the lower part simple and shaggy; the upil
part ramose and smooth. Leaves irregularly serrate-dentate, hairy;

lower ones oblong, obtuse, shortly petioled
;
the middle ones ovate-acu

sessile. Flowers small, racemose. Pedicels short, with an acumin
bract. Calyx smooth, the tube ovoid; the lobes linear-acuminate, eqo
tr. ti.o r.rv.vUiQ Capsule ovoid, inflated (D. C.)to the corolla

Annual
;
height, a foot or more. Root fibrous. Stem angular. Lea

scattered
;
segments of the calyx linear, pointed. Corolla delicate bi

Anthers collected into an oblong, curved body, purple
; filaments whi

Style filiform
;
stigma curved, and inclosed by the anthers. Caps

two-celled, ten-angled, crowned with the calyx. Seeds numerous, sm>

brown.

Hab.—North America, from Canada to Carolina, and the Mississi

Begins to flower in July. The plant should be collected in August

September.

Description.-—The herb (herba lobelias inflates) is usually impon

into this country, prepared by the Shaking Quakers of New Lebari

North America. It has been compressed into oblong cakes, weigbjj

either half a pound or a pound each, and enveloped in blue pa

The dried herb is pale greenish-yellow
;

its smell is somewhat nauseji

and irritating ;
its taste burning and acrid, very similar to that)

tobacco. Its powder is greenish.

Composition.—No accurate analysis of lobelia has hitherto b

made. Dr. Colhoun (
Journ . of the Philadelphia Coll, of Pharm. p. 3

January 1834) has announced the existence of a peculiar princi-

in this plant. From a few experiments which I have recently ni

on lobelia, 1 find that it contains a volatile acrid principle (o?

an acid (peculiar?), resin, chlorophylie, gum, extractive, woody fibre,

perhaps caoutchouc.

1. Volatile Acrid principle ( Volatile Oil of Lobelia ? Lobelianin ?).—Water dist

from lobelia has the peculiar smell and the nauseous acrid taste of the plant. I"

experiment I obtained a thin film of what appeared to be a solid volatile oil.

tilled water of lobelia is unaffected by acids, sesquichloride of iron, and thictu

nulgalls. , 1 .

2. Lobelina (?). — The substance described by Colhoun is said to resenum |

nicotin of Berzelius. It is soft, brown, and deliquescent; and has the acrid
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obelia. It is soluble in alcohol, scarcely so in ether: with acids it forms

i

3 (Colhoun). By evaporating- the tincture of lobelia, and digesting the re-

4 ie in dilute hydrochloric acid, I have obtained a yellowish-brown extract,

mre hydrochlorate of lobelina ?) soluble in alcohol, insoluble or nearly so in ether,

pi having an acrid taste, like that of lobelia, but stronger. Tincture of nutgalls

i h! to the aqueous decoction of lobelia causes a slight cloudiness
(tannate of

.{
Una?)
An acid (

Lobelic ? acid).—A decoction of lobelia reddens litmus, and becomes,

j
he addition of sesquicbloride of iron, dark olive-brown

;
and in a short time a pre-

late is formed (
lobeliate ? of iron). A solution of isinglass produced no obvious

•j
jge in the decoction, showing the absence of tannic acid. Sulphate of copper gave

to a green precipitate ( lobeliate ? of copper). Nitrate of silver caused a slight pre-

c rate (
lobeliate ? of silver) soluble in nitric acid. The effect produced by the salts of

0 on decoction of lobelia is analogous to that caused by the same agents on aloes

ft p. 645) and cebadilla (p. 635),

Resin.—By gently evaporating the tincture of lobelia (prepared with proof spirit)

dnous substance separates and floats on the surface of the liquid. It has an ex-

*; ingly acrid taste.

1! Chemical Characteristics.—

A

strong- decoction of lobelia dropped

|

• rectified spirit deposits a precipitate [gum). Acetate, and especially

acetate of lead, form yellow precipitates with the decoction. Proto-

jd . ate of mercury also forms a copious precipitate. (For other chemical
racteristics, see above).

s'] Physiological Effects.—

A

n accurate account of the effects of this

jlnt on man and animals is yet wanting. But from the observations

[jiierto made its operation appears to be very similar to that of tobacco

p. 871) ;
and from this circumstance, indeed, it has been called the

ftxian Tobacco. I have before remarked, that both in its taste and in

i sensation of acridity which it excites in the throat, it resembles

nmon tobacco. This analogy between nicotiana and lobelia, ori-

Builly noticed by the American practitioners, is confirmed by Dr.

|| olson (Lancet ,
April 15, 1837, p. 144).

[]
i.) On animals generally.—Horses and cattle have been supposed to

[p killed by eating it accidentally (Thacher, American New Dispens.

||
'59, 2nd ed.) An extraordinary flow of saliva is said to be produced

if t on cattle {Lancet, May 13, 1837, p. 299).
A) On man.—a. In small doses it operates as a diaphoretic and expec-

mt. Mr. Andrews {Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. iii. p. 260), who speaks

If
a its effects on himself, says, it has “ the peculiar soothing quality of
iting expectoration without the pain of coughing.”

[
• In full medicinal doses (as gj. of the powder) it acts as a powerful,

If seating emetic. Hence it has been called the emetic weed. It causes

if a-e and speedy vomiting, attended with continued and distressing

||< sea, sometimes purging, copious sweating, and great general relaxa-

j
• These symptoms are usually preceded by giddiness, headache,

ij- general tremors. The Rev. Dr. M. Cutler (Thacher, op. cit.), in his

Mount of its effects on himself, says, that taken during a severe parox-
of asthma, it caused sickness and vomiting, and a kind of prickly

|
iation through the whole system, even to the extremities of the fingers

1 toes. The urinary passage was perceptibly affected, by producing a
rting sensation in passing urine, which was probably provoked by

1 'ulus upon the bladder. It sometimes, as in the Rev. Dr. Cutler’s
’’ gives almost instantaneous relief in an attack of spasmodic asthma,
’nmttent pulse was produced by it in a case mentioned by Dr.
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Elliotson. Administered by the rectum, it produces the same distress i{

sickness of stomach, profuse perspiration, and universal relaxatK
which result from a similar use of tobacco.

y. In excessive doses
,
or in full doses too frequently repeated 1

effects are those of a powerful acro-narcotic poison. “ The melancli

consequences resulting from the use of Lobelia inflata,” says Dr. Thaajj

{op. cit.), “ as lately administered by the adventurous hands of a nri J

rf

empiric, have justly excited considerable interest, and furnished alarnt

examples of its deleterious properties and fatal effects. The dos> k
>

which he is said usually to prescribe it, and frequently with impui< ,

j

is a common tea-spoonful of the powdered seeds or leave's, and cjfl

repeated. If the medicine does not puke or evacuate powerfully, iti

quently destroys the patient, and sometimes in five or six hours.”

effects, according to Dr. Wood
(
United States Dispens.) are, “ extr?

prostration, great anxiety and distress, and ultimately death, precol

by convulsions.” He also tells us that fatal results (in America) 1 jj

been experienced from its empirical use. These are the more an !

occur wlienrrthe poison, as is sometimes the case, is not rejectecfil

vomiting.

Uses.—

L

obelia is probably applicable to all the purposes for wi:|

tobacco has been used (see pp. 872-4). From my own observation ojjl

effects, its principal value is as an antispasmodic.

1. In asthma (especially the spasmodic kind) and other disorder $
the organs of respiration.— Given in full doses, so as to excite nalfl

and vomiting, at the commencement of, or shortly before, an attacji

spasmodic asthma

,

it sometimes succeeds in cutting short the paroxifl

or in greatly mitigating its violence
;

at other times, however, it oil

pletely fails. Occasionally it has proved serviceable in a few attaii

and, by repetition, has lost its influence over the disease.

To obtain its beneficial influence in asthma, it is not necessary, 11
•

ever, to give it in doses sufficient to excite vomiting. Dr. Elliqu
'

(Lancet

,

April 15, 1837, p. 144) recommends the use of small dosdj

the commencement, and says that these should be gradually increased

neither headache nor vomiting occur
;
but immediately these sympijj

come on, the use of the remedy is to be omitted. Given in this waj J

can testify to its good effects in spasmodic ashma. It has also J

used in croup, hooping-cough, and catarrhal asthma, but with no i

encouraging effects.

2. In strangulated hernia. Dr. Eberle [Treat, of the Mat. Med. vjj

p. 48, 2d ed.) employed it effectually, instead of tobacco, in the fon;

enema.
3. As an emetic, it has been employed by Dr. Eberle {op.

in croup ;
but its operation is too distressing and dangerous!

ordinary use.

Administration.—It may be given in powder, infusion, or

(alcoholic or ethereal). Dr. Reece employed an oxymel. The dot

the powder
,
as an emetic, is from grs x. to 3j. ;

as an expectorant, j

gr. j. to grs. v. It deserves especial notice that the effects of lobelijl

very unequal on different persons, and that some are exceedingly sujM

tible of its influence (Elliotson, Lancet, June 1832
;
and April 15, ljj

1. Tinctura Lobelia, E.—(Lobelia, dried and in moderatehifrfci

powder, 5iv.
;
Proof Spirit, Oiss. This tincture is best prepared bjjp
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ess of percolation, as directed for the tincture of capsicum [p. 879] ;

i it may also be made in the usual way by digestion).—Dose, as an
;ic and antispasmodic, from f'5j. to f5ij. repeated every two or three
•s until vomiting occur; as an expectorant, nix. to foj. For cliil-

of one or two years old, the dose is jqv. to nixx.
Tinctura Lobelije jetherea

,
E.— (Lobelia, dried and in mode-

f y fine powder, $iv.
;
Spirit of Sulphuric Ether, Oiss. This tine

'

is best prepared by percolation, as directed for tincture of capsicj
.579] ;

but it may be also obtained by digestion in a well-closed*--'

even days). This may be used in the same doses as the-
et '

ure.

itli some persons the ether is apt to disagree, and>^ous ’ flore{
s

: tincture will be preferred. Whitlaw's usua% ^§ 11 '

illiotson, consisted of Lobelia, ftp; rey**^ the disc hermaphro-

:3 ether, Oiv.
;

spirit of sulphuric et^ated in several rows. Recep-

. ,
in a darkplace [Lancet, Junej^ ( l. Anthers with two seta? at the

^tidote (see Tobacco, p. 87 rtaPering> or in I. Helenium, four-cor-

one row, composed of capillary, roughish

,t. Leaves dentate, velvety-tomentose beneath,

s ovate, greatly attenuated into petioles
;
those of

... 0 . jxicaul. Peduncles few, one-headed, corymbose at
y
ie lia Siphihtica, a J

• i experienced b'i thick, branching. Stem three to five feet high. Leaves
e, and from einy. Heads terminal. Flowers bright-yellow.

ryi 1 1
e, _

Med. ;en0lls . Various parts of Europe. Flowers in July and
laation in fac

J

6 pa
iON.—The dried root [radix helenii sen enulce) of the shops

longitudinal or transverse slices, which are yellowish -gray,

an aromatic camphoraceous smell, and a warm bitter taste.

anth idours the root brown. Sesquichloride of iron produces, in the

i, a green colour [tanncite of iron).

.^.position.-—

T

he root has been analyzed by John. (Gmelin, Handb.

r;t\dn. ii. 1288), by Funcke [Trommsdorf 's Journ. xviii. 1. p. 74), and
luhulz [Berl. Jahrb. d. Pharm. 1818, p. 251). The constituents, ac-
ting to John, are

—

volatile oil a trace, elecampane-camphor 0*3 to 0‘4,

• 0'6, acrid soft resin 1*7, bitter extractive 36’7, gum 4'5, inulin 36 7,

idy fibre 5'5, oxidized extractive with coagulated albumen 13*9
;
be-

« salts ofpotash, lime, and magnesia.

Elecampane-camphor. ( Helenin , Thomson).—Colourless crystals, heavier than
• r

» fusible, volatile, very soluble in ether, oil of turpentine, and boiling- alcohol,
ic acid converts it into resin.

‘ Resin.—Brown, fusible in boiling water, and soluble both in alcohol and ether.
-0 warm it has an aromatic odour. Its taste is bitter, nauseous, and acrid.

Inulin. {Alantin and Menyanthin, Trommsdorf; Elecampin
,
Henry; Dahlin and

wem, Payen).—An amylaceous substance, organized, according to Raspail, like
mon starch. It is very slightly soluble in cold water, but very soluble in boiling
jr, from which it is deposited as the solution cools. It is slightly soluble in boiling
hoi. Iodine gives it a yellow tint: this distinguishes it from ordinary starch.
• Bitter Extractive.—In this resides the tonic property of elecampane.

hiYsiOLOGicAL Effects.—An aromatic tonic. It acts as a gentle sti-

Jant to the organs of secretion, and is termed diaphoretic, diuretic,
‘ expectorant. Large doses cause nausea and vomiting. It was for-
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nous, pierced by the bifid funiculus. Embryo erect, with a short, straight, inft.
radicle, and an inconspicuous plumule. Florets collected into dense heads (capituim

,
the in'

either all hermaphrodite
(
liomoyamous

)
or the outer ones female or neuter tlIC ,

being hermaphrodite or male (heteror/amous)
;
or the capitules are entirely compljl

of florets of distinct sexes (monoecious , dioecious, lieterocephalous ). Capitules -J

the florets sometimes all tubular
(discoid or flosculous)

;
sometimes all ligulate

(
I

late or semi-Jlosculous) : sometimes the central florets are tubular, while those oft|
raj are ligulate (radiate). Involucre of one or many rows of more or less ua

((^scales, surrounding the receptacle which is formed by the concretion of the extn
f

emps °f the peduncles; either covered with chaffy scales
( paleaceous) or n;.|

examj$^o?«r) : sometimes the receptacle is indented with pentagonal holl

l • ii or t*ie margins of these are slightly raised (alveolated) or friullWinch he Ka —Herbs or shrubs c :— -1 * ~ — .1- - • ™
5 (rarely trees), forming almost a tenth part oilJ

IS a common dom. Leaves simple, alternate, or opposite (Macreight, condeW
repeated. If theS^.

quently destroys the pabitter principle pervades most species; this communis

effects, according to Dr.
“uthelmi" tic .^“ ali li ®s

J"
s

f
ess

.‘;
d

.

b
/

some ,«*"»
’ ° -oe same principle. Volatile oil is frequently*®

prostration, great anxiety and dmi^ative, diaphoretic, and, in some cases, sS
by convulsions.” He also tells us tire often associated in the same plantl I
been experienced from its empirical us

occur wKenrtlie poison, as is sometimes u
vomiting. Kf '

Uses.—Lobelia is probably applicable to a*,

tobacco has been used (see pp. 872-4). From my'oltsfoot.

effects, its principal value is as an antispasmodic.

1. In asthma (especially the spasmodic kind) and
the organs of respiration.— Given in fall doses, so as ,

and vomiting, at the commencement of, or shortly befeu. 523 and 3

1

spasmodic asthma
,

it sometimes succeeds in cutting short's and RomjB
or in greatly mitigating its violence

;
at other times, how.

pletely fails. Occasionally it has proved serviceable in a ous
; fiom

and, by repetition, has lost its influence over the disease. of the

To obtain its beneficial influence in asthma, it is uot neces.lied li

ever, to give it in doses sufficient to excite vomiting. Dr. , obt3

(Lancet, April 15, 1837, p. 144) recommends the use of small c off

the commencement, and says that these should be gradually increidr i

neither headache nor vomiting occur
;
but immediately these syn.of >

come on, the use of the remedy is to be omitted. Given in this w

can testify to its good effects in spasmodic ashma. It has also

used in croup, hooping-cough
,
and catarrhal asthma

,

but with no A
encouraging effects.

2. In strangulated hernia. Dr. Eberle (Treat, of the Mat. Med. vdj

p. 48, 2d ed.) employed it effectually, instead of tobacco, in the fonj!

enema.
3. As an emetic, it has been employed by Dr. Eberle (op.

in croup
;

but its operation is too distressing and dangerous
jj

ordinary use.

Administration.

—

It may be given in powder, infusion, or tineft

(alcoholic or ethereal). Dr. Reece employed an oxymel. The don
j

the powder

,

as an emetic, is from grs x. to 3j. ;
as an expectorant, <

gr. j. to grs. v. It deserves especial notice that the effects of lobelia >

very unequal on different persons, and that some are exceedingly sus< !1

tible of its influence (Elliotson, Lancet, June 1832 ;
and April 15, 1*L

1. Tinctura Lobelije, E.—(Lobelia, dried and in moderately
j

powder, 5iv.
;
Proof Spirit, Oiss. This tincture is best prepared by f
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j
administration.—The decoction (prepared by boiling Sj.,or *ij. of the

|l it in Oii. of water to Oj.) may be taken in doses of foij. or fSiij., or

f t
ibituni.

Tribe II.

—

Asteroide.e.

Inula Helen'mm, Linn. L. D.

—

Elecampane,

Sex. Syst. Syngenesia, Polygamia superflua.

(Radix, Tj. D.)

p Iistory.—This is the eXNiov of Hippocrates (Nat. Mid. p. 57-2, ed.

|j
and of Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. 27).

Iotany. Gen. Char .

—

Head many-flowered, heterogamous
; florets of

Vi. ray females, in one row, sometimes by abortion sterile, usually ligu-

ji , rarely somewhat tubular and trifid
;
those of the disc hermapliro-

f
,
tubular, five-toothed. Involucre imbricated in several rows. Recep-

li e flat or somewhat convex, naked. Anthers with two seta) at the

3 . Achene without a beak, tapering, or in I. Helenium, four-cor-

id. Pappus uniform, in one row, composed of capillary, roughish

|)(D. C.)

;

p. Char.—Stem erect. Leaves dentate, velvety-tomentose beneath,

;
te ;

the radical ones ovate, greatly attenuated into petioles; those of

it - stem semi-amplexicaul. Peduncles few, one-headed, corymbose at

Ijaapex (D. C.)

j

loot perennial, thick, branching. Stem three to five feet high. Leaves

lie ;e, serrated, veiny. Heads terminal. Floivers bright-yellow.

uZdB.—Indigenous. Various parts of Europe. Flowers in July and

jp ,

rust‘.

ii Description.

—

The dried root (radix helenii seu enulce

)

of the shops

j dsts of longitudinal or transverse slices, which are yellowish -gray,

have an aromatic camphoraceous smell, and a warm bitter taste,

jiine colours the root brown. Sesquichloride of iron produces, in the

vsion, a green colour (tannate of iron).

j

Composition.-

—

The root has been analyzed by John (Gmelin, Handb.
Ahem. ii. 1288), by Funcke (Trommsdorfs Journ. xviii. I. p. 74), and
'Schulz (Perl. Jahrb . d. Pharm. 1818, p. 251). The constituents, ac-

ting to John, are—volatile oil a trace, elecampane-camphor 0*3 to 0'4,
" 0‘6, acrid soft resin L7, bitter extractive 367, gum 4'5, inulin 36' 7,
'dy fibre 5 5, oxidized extractive with coagulated albumen 13’9; be-

salts ofpotash, lime
,
and magnesia.

|
. Elecampane-camphor. (Helenin

,

Thomson).—Colourless crystals, heavier than
'

’r, fusible, volatile, very soluble in ether, oil of turpentine, and boiling- alcohol,
ic acid converts it into resin.

Resin.—Brown, fusible in boiling water, and soluble both in alcohol and ether.
'

> en "arm it has an aromatic odour. Its taste is bitter, nauseous, and acrid.

|

Inulin. (Alantin ami Menyanthin, Trommsdorf; Elecampin
,
Henry: Dahlin and

I
wcm, Payen).—An amylaceous substance, organized, according to Raspail, like
mon starch. It is very slightly soluble in cold water, but very soluble in boiling
cr, from which it is deposited as the solution cools. It is slightly soluble in boiling

|

hoi. Iodine gives it a yellow tint: this distinguishes it from ordinary starch.
• Bitter Extractive.—In this resides the tonic property of elecampane.

Physiological Effects.—An aromatic tonic. It acts as a gentle sti-

|ant to the organs of secretion, and is termed diaphoretic, diuretic,
‘ expectorant. Large doses cause nausea and vomiting. It was for-
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merly supposed to possess emmenagogue properties. In its operation i ; li

is allied to sweet-flag (see p. 611) and senega.

Uses.—It is. ^rarely employed now by the medical practitioner,
lias been used in pulmonary affections (as catarrh), attended with proftij
secretion and accumulation of mucus, but without febrile disorder
heat of skin. In dyspepsia, attended with relaxation and debility,: ]

has been administered with benefit. It has also been employed in 1 1£

exanthemata to promote the eruption.

Administration.—Dose of the powder
, 9j. to 51].; of the decodiM

(prepared by boiling ass. of the root in Oj. of water), f^j. to f5ij.

rE’BS

SOLO

‘v'V
Tribe III.

—

Senecionibeje.

Jj.n'themis nob'ilis
,
Linn. L. E.D.— Common Chamomile.

-'j Sex. Sys. Svng-enesia, Polygamia superflua.

(Flores simplices, /..—Flowers, /’.—Flores, D.)

History.—The ayOtgig of Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 154) is Anthem'u

Chia {Prodr. FI. Grcecce
,
yol. ii. p. 189).

Botany. Gen. Char .
—Head many-flowered, heterogamous

; flor\m
of the ray female, in one row, ligulate (rarely none, or somewhat tubulaMj

of the disc hermaphrodite, tubular, five-toothed. Receptacle convaaj

oblong, or conical
;
covered with membranous palem between theflowe)J|

Involucre imbricated, in a few rows. Arms of the style without appas*

dages at the apex. Achene tapering or obtusely four-cornered, striatj

or smooth. Pappus either wanting or a very short, entire, or halu»i

membrane
;
sometimes auriculate at the inside (D. C.)

Sp. Char. — Stem erect, simple, ramose, downy-villose. Lean,

downy, sessile, pinnatisect
;
segments split into many linear-setacecp

lobes. Branches flowery, naked, one-headed at the apex. Scales of t <

involucre obtuse, hyaline at the margin. Paleae of the receptacle lance*

late, pointless, somewhat shorter than the floret, slightly eroded at til

margin (D. C.)

Roots shiny, with long fibres. Stems in a wild state prostrate, in g;|

dens more upright, a span long, hollow, round. Florets of the dj

yellow
;
of the ray white. Receptacle convex.

Anthemis nobilis flore pleno, D. C. Double Chamomile .

—

In this variety, the yell I*

tubular florets of the disc are entirely or partially converted into white ligulate floret^b

Sir J. Smith {Eng. FI. vol. iii. p. 457) speaks of the discoid variety , destitute of rap

as beiug more rare. It ought perhaps, he adds, to be preferred for medicinal use.

Hab.—Indigenous; on open gravelly pastures or commons. Perej

nial. Flowers from June to September. Cultivated at Mitcham a*

other places, for the London market.

Description.—The floral heads (flores chamcemeli romani seu anth

midis nobilis) have a strong and peculiar odour, and a bitter aromati

taste. When fresh, they exhale a strong and peculiar fragrancy wh

rubbed. They should be dried in the shade. The single floicers (flo

simjilices, Ph. L.) are to be preferred, as they have the largest yellow disc
jj

in which the volatile oil resides. The largc double flowers {chamezmeh

flore pleno, Lewis ;
chamcemelum nobili flore multiplier, C. Bauhin), hm

ever, are usually the most esteemed : but as their yellow discs containii

the oil are small, or scarcely any, they contain less volatile oil.

i:
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|j
Composition.—These flowers have not yet been analyzed. The most

i i ortant constituents are volatile oil
,
bitter extractive, and tannic acid.

|| Volatile Oil (Oleum Anthemidis nobilis sen Chamcemeli romani).—When first drawn
1 dour is pale blue, but by exposure to light and air it becomes yellow or brownish,

ft is (Mat. Med.) says it is yellow, with a cast of greenish or brown. Its sp. gr. is

' S3. When fresh, its odour is strong and peculiar, and its taste pungent and
Hteaus.

Bitter Extractive.—The bitter principle of chamomiles is soluble in both water

kj alcohol.

Tannic Acid.—The cold watery infusion of the flowers is darkened by sesquichlo-

of iron, and forms a precipitate with gelatin.

1
1
eudenthal (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1292) analyzed the dried flowers of the

mon Wild Chamomile (Matricaria Chamomilla), and found them to consist of

U He oil 0-28, resin 7-89, bitter extractive 857, gum 7 -39, bitartrate ofpotash 5-31
t

ohate of lime 0'97, woody fibre, soluble albumen, water, aud loss 69 6.

r.j Physiological Effects.—Chamomiles produce the effects of the

k)

:

natic bitter tonics before alluded to (see p. 80) : their aromatic qua-

s depend on the volatile oil, their stomachic and tonic qualities on
Star extractive and tannic acid. In large doses they act as an emetic.

It ises.—Chamomiles are an exceedingly useful stomachic and tonic in

Hf tepsia, with a languid and enfeebled state of stomach and general

d ility. As a remedy for intermittents, though they have gained con-

S rable celebrity, they are inferior to many other medicines. The oil

sometimes used to relieve flatulency
,
griping, and eructation

;
and the

ii ini infusion is employed as an emetic.

if dministration.—The powder is rarely employed, on account of the

' Ki mvenient bulk of the requisite quantity, and its tendency to excite

-sea. Dose grs. x. to 5ss. or more. The infusion is the more elegant

lioaratioh: this, as well as the extract and oil, are officinal. Fomen-
^ >ons of Chamomile flowers consist of the infusion or decoction, and are

i

1

1 quite hot ;
but they present no advantage over water of the same

? 'perature. Flannel bags filled with chamomiles and soaked in hot

er, are useflil topical agents for the application of moist warmth, on
i ount of their retention of heat.

• Infusum Anthemidis, L. E. Infusum Chamcemeli, D. Chamo-
f ’ Tea (Chamomile, 3v.

;
Boiling [distilled] Water, Oj. Macerate for

[twenty, E .] minutes [twenty-hours, D.] in a lightly-covered vessel,

n strain [through linen, D. or calico, E .~\ ).—It is taken warm, to excite

[die vomiting, or to promote the operation of an emetic. The cold in-

q on is usefully employed as a domestic stomachic bitter and tonic in

Lj pepsia. Dose of the cold infusion, fSj. to f3ij.
;

of the warm in-

Y'ow,ad libitum.

!
• Extracttjm Anthemidis, E.

;
Extractum Chamcemeli, D. (Chamo-

ij
, Oj.

; boil it with a gallon of water down to four pints
;

filter the
t or hot; evaporate in the vapour-bath to the due consistence, E.)

'-hundred weight of the flowers yields about forty-eight pounds of
’'act. The volatile oil is dissipated during the preparation. The

f
' :act is a bitter stomachic and tonic. It is generally used as a vehicle
the exhibition of other tonics in the form of pills. Conjoined with

;

oil of chamomile, we can obtain from it all the effects of the recent
crs- Dose, grs. x. to 9j.

• Oleum Anthemidis, L. E. Oleum Chamcemeli (obtained by sub-
ting the flowers to distillation with water).—Onc-hundrcd weight of
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flowers yields from Siss. to oij. of oil. The oil of the shops is frequent4
brought from abroad, and is probably the produce of another p) a ,;-j

[Matricaria Chamomilla). Oil of chamomile is stimulant and antisplj
modic. It is a frequent addition to tonic and cathartic pills

; it coif 1

municates stimulant qualities to the former, and is believed to check tf]

griping caused by the latter. It is occasionally exhibited in the form
i

ela3osaceharum (see p. 77). Dose, nij. to iqv.

Anacy'clus Pyreth'rum, D. C., E.

—

Pellitory of Spain.

An'therais Pyreth'rum, L. D.

(Radix, L. D.—Root, E.)

History.—Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 86) was acquainted with Trupe^l
and speaks of its use in toothache. The word pyrethrum is mention®
once only by Pliny [Hist. Nat. lib. xxviii. cap. 42, ed. Valp.)

Botany. Gen. Char.—Head many-flowered, heterogamous. FIon $

of the ray female, sterile, ligulate or somewhat so, very rarely tubulaB
of the disc hermaphrodite, with five callous teeth. Receptacle conical

j

convex, paleaceous. Involucre in few rows, somewhat campanulat t

shorter than the disc. All the corollas with an obcompressed, t\w I

winged, exappendiculate tube. Style of the disc, with exappendiculaj
branches. Achene flat, obcompressed, bordered with broad, entire win*)!

Pappus short, irregular, tooth-letted, somewhat continuous with t|n

wings on the inner side (D. C.)

Sr. Char.—Stems several, procumbent, somewhat branched, pubiil

cent. Radical leaves, expanded, petiolated, smoothish, pinnatisect; ti'l

segments pinnatipartite, with linear subulate lobes
;
the cauline leav I

sessile. Branches one-headed. Involucral scales lanceolate, acuminaqfc

brown at the margin. Receptacle convex, with oblong-obovate, obtul

paleae (D. C.)

Root fusiform, fleshy, very pungent, and when fresh, producing a sdjjjj

sation of extreme cold, followed by heat when handled. Florets of tj|

ray white
;
on the upper side purplish beneath ;

of the disc yellow.

Hab.—Barbary, Arabia, Syria, and perhaps Candia.

Description.—The root [radix pyrethri) is imported from the LevdJ

packed in bales. It consists of inodorous pieces, about the length ai
r

thickness of the little finger, covered with a thick brown bark, studdja

with black shining points, breaking with a resinous fracture, and pJ

senting internally a radiated structure. When chewed it excites q
pricking sensation in the lips and tongue', and a glowing heat. Now.

has been imported since 1886, when duty (6d. per lb.) was paid

420 lbs.

Composition.—It was analyzed by John (Gmelin, Ilandb. d. Chdjm

ii. 1292), by Gautier [Journ. de Pharm. iv. 49), by Parisel [Ibid, x: f

251), and, lastly, by Koene [Ann. de Chim. Phys. lix. 327). Bari:

obtained acrid matter
[
pyrethrin

) 3, inulin 25, gum 11, tannin O'i

colouring matter 12, lignin 45, chloride of potassium 0'79, silica O'fA

and iron a trace.

Acrid matter (Pyrethrin j Resin).—In this resides the activity of the root. It

in greater abundance in the bark than in the wood. It is brown, soft, has a biirni

acrid taste, is insoluble in water, but soluble in ether and alcohol; still more so
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Li c acid, and the oils (volatile and fixed). Kocne says, pyrethrin consists of three

tj ;ances :

—

A brown acrid resin, soluble in alcohol, insoluble in water or caustic potash.

An acrid brown fixed oil, soluble in potash,

j
A yelloiv acrid oil, soluble in potash.

I

hysiological Effects.—

P

ellitory is an energetic local irritant.

|
-lied to the skin, it acts as a rubefacient.

jj
ses.

—

Scarcely ever employed internally. Its principal use is to

I
1 a tincture for the relief of toothache. As a masticatory and sialo-

i ie it is chewed in some rheumatic and neuralgic affections of the

i
l and face, and in palsy of the tongue. In relaxation of the uvula it

:| ccasionally employed in the form of gargle. It was formerly em-

|

ed internally as a gastric stimulant.

[ dministration.—Dose, as a masticatory
,
5ss. to 5j. ;

Tinctura pyrethri

jriposed of pyrethram
;

water, of each, one part; rectified spirit,

j
parts) is used to relieve toothache.

Artemisia Absin'thium, L. E. D.

—

Common Wormwood.

Sex. Syst. Syngenesia, Polygamia superflua.

(Herb, E.— Summitates florentes, D.)

I

istory.—In all probability this plant is the a^vvOiov of Hippocrates
rra, pp. 491, 587, &c. ed. Fms.) and Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 26).

term wormwood occurs several times in our translation of the Old
ament

(
Deut . xxix. 18; Prov. v. 4); but the plant meant would

?ar to be both bitter and poisonous.

otany. Gen. Char .

—

Heads discoidal, liomogamous or heteroga-

s. Florets of the ray in one row, usually female and three-toothed,

a long bifid protruding style; of the disc five -toothed, hermaphro-
or by the abortion of the ovary, sterile or male. Involucral scales

icated, dry, scarious at the edge. Receptacle without palem, fiattish

onvex, naked or fringed with hairs. Achene obovate, bald, with a
ite epigynous disc (D. C.)

?. Char .—An erect undershrub. Leaves silky, hoary, tripinnatisect

;

I

v segments lanceolate, somewhat dentate, obtuse. The heads small,

mose-paniculate, globose, nodding. Exterior scales of the involucre

ewhat silky, linear, lax
; interior ones rounded, scariose, somewhat

)d (D. C.)

I

erb covered with silky lioariness, intensely bitter, with a strong pecu-
odour. Stems numerous, about a foot high. Leaves rather greener
he upper side

;
lower ones on long footstalks

;
upper on shorter,

der, somewhat winged ones. Florets pale yellow, or buff.
' ab.—Indigenous; in waste grounds. Perennial. Flowers in August.
escription.—

T

he dried herb with the flowers, or the tops (
herba seu

\
mitates absinthii), have a whitish-gray appearance, a soft feel, a

I Mg aromatic and somewhat unpleasant odour, and an extremely bitter

f 3atic taste. The cold watery infusion becomes grayish, olive-green,
: turbid

(
tannate of iron) on the addition of sesquichlori.de of iron.

composition.—

T

his plant has been analyzed by Kunsemuller (Pfaff,
• Med. iv. 334), by Braconnot {Bull, de Pharm. v. 549), and by
nes (Geiger, Handb. d. Pharm. ii. 1509). The extract was examined
•eonardi {.Journ. de Pharm. xiv. 020). Braconnot found volatile oil
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015, green resin 0*50, bitter resin 0*233, albumen 1*250, starch OlglJ
azotized matter

, having little taste, 1*333, bitter azotized matter
tnnnrtu 1 O vQ.Q.Q r\-f ' n/i/r/o/» /VOl^ ; . »«._.*woody j?6re 10*833, absinthate of potash 0*917, nitrate of potash 0.3$
sulphate of potash and chloride of potassium traces, water 01*2.

'

l. Volatile oil ( Oleum Absinthii).—txreen, sometimes yellow or brownish oil, havi
a strong odour of wormwood, and an acrid, bitterish, peculiar taste. Itssp. grj
0*972. Nitric acid colours it green, then blue, afterwards brown.

2. Bitter principle (Absinthin ).—Caventou (Journ . de ('him. Med. t. iv. p. 55m ,

_
tained what be calls the pure bitter principle by precipitating an infusion of worimvail
by acetate of lead, and separating the excess of lead by sulphuretted hydrogen.

*J .

liquor was then evaporated to dryness, and the extract digested in alcohol mixed » 4
ether; and the solution abandoned to spontaneous evaporation. The product wail
very bitter matter, in brown ramifications. By heat no crystalline sublimate could I

J

obtained.

3. Absinthic acid.—May be precipitated, according to Braconnot, from the watfl
infusion of wormwood by acetate of lead. It is very acid, uncrysfallizable, and dw |
quescent. It does not precipitate the solutions of the nitrates of lead, mercury,
silver; but causes flocculent precipitates when dropped into barytes or lime-waui
Absinthate of ammonia crystallizes in quadrilateral prisms, insoluble in alcohol.

4. Salt of Wormwood ( Sal Absinthii).—This is impure carbonate of potash, obtaiiill

by incinerating wormwood.

Physiological Effects.—In moderate doses it produces the ordintp

effects of the aromatic bitter tonics (see p. 80). Its bitter principle 1

comes absorbed : hence the flesh and milk of animals fed with it ; (g

rendered bitter. Borrich [Act. Hafn. vol. ii. p. 165) says, that the mjj

rendered bitter by it proves noxious to the infant.

Large doses irritate the stomach and excite the vascular system. 1

specific influence over the nervous system, characterized by headacT

giddiness, &c. has been ascribed to it (see Lindestolpe, in Mum'
App. Med. i. 183

;
and Kraus, Heilmittell. p. 422). This has usual

been supposed to depend on the volatile oil; but a similar power lh

been assigned to the bitter principle.

Uses.—Wormwood is but little employed in medicine. It is appliip

ble to dyspepsia occurring in debilitated and torpid constitutions,

was at one time celebrated for the cure of intermittents
;
but it has ba‘

;

superseded by other and more powerful febrifuges. It is said to

efficacious as an anthelmintic, but it is very rarely employed as sup

It has been used as a substitute for Artemisia vulgaris in epilepsy.

Administration.—Dose of the powder
, 3j. to 5j.; of the infus\\

(prepared by macerating 5j. of the dried herb in Oj. of boiling wato,

f3j- to fgij. '
.

Extractum Aiitemisije Absinthii, D. (Prepared in the usual w,

from the tops of wormwood, by water).—It possesses the bitterness^

the plant, but is devoid of the odour, flavour, and aromatic qualities .<

pendent on the volatile oil. It is stomachic and tonic. Dose, grp

to 9j.

Artemisia Moat'a, D. C.

—

Moxa-weed.

Sex. St/st. Syngenesia, Polygamia superflua.

(Folia; Moxa).

History.— The moxa is a small mass (usually cylindrical

pyramidal) of combustible vegetable matter employed for effect

cauterization
(
moxybustion of Percy, Diet. Sc. Med. xxxi'-

It has long been* known that the Chinese and Japanese picpa
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ji torn a species of Artemisia (Loureiro, FI. Cochinchinensis, ii. 492;

« j
miberg, Voyages au Japon, See. iv. 74). The Dublin College

l! adopted A. chinensis and A. indiea as yielding it. But Dr. Lindley

| Med. 463) says it is from the A. Moxa
,
D. C., and not from A. chi-

, Usis, that it is prepared ;
and Dr. Roxburgh (FI. hid. iii. 420) observes

| t the A. indica has none of the soft white down on the under side of

[[ eaves, of which moxa is made in J
(

apan and China.

4 ’otany. Gen. Char.—See Artemisia Absinthium.

I >p. Char.—Shrubby. Leaves hoary, becoming naked, bipinnatisect

;

I

I

meats linear-lanceolate, obtuse. Heads middle-sized, globose, droop-

i
,
racemose-paniculate. Scales of the involucre membranaceo-scariose

! he apex. Corollas smooth (D. C.)—An undershrub.

ij Lab.—China.

’reparation.—The Chinese and Japanese moxa is said by some to be

n pared from the cottony or woolly covering of the leaves of the Arte-

[j ia. Tlmnberg (op. cit.), however, states, that m Japan the dried tops

j
. leaves are beat till they become like tow : this substance is then

if bed betwixt the hands till the harder fibres and membranes are

Biarated, and there remains nothing but a fine cotton.

n'Auropean moxas are usually made with either cotton-wool (which has

(•I n soaked in a solution of nitrate or chlorate of potash) or the pith of

sun-flower (
Helianthus annuus), which contains naturally nitrate of

Hi i ash. Their shape is either cylindrical or conical : their size is varia-

. Percy's moxas, prepared by Robinet, are usually found in the

f
l
idon shops. They consist of pith, rolled in cotton, and enveloped in

ft'din.

rj’ ’hysiological Effects.—

T

hese are two-fold, primary and secondary.

H . Primary Effects.—The moxa first excites an agreeable sensation

Hi ieat. This is speedily followed by pain, which progressively in-

|k ises until it becomes most severe, and the vitality of the part is de-

ft yed. The parts immediately around the eschar are intensely red.

3 eschar may be deep or superficial, according to the time the moxa

[|
:ept in contact with the skin. The action of the moxa differs from

I t of the metallic actual cautery in this important particular, that the

v t acts slowly, increases gradually, and penetrates to a greater depth.

Ejj Secondary Effects.—These consist in the production of inflamma-

f| i, by which the eschar is separated, and establishment of suppuration

m re or less profound, according to circumstances.

|
Jses.—Moxa is employed in the treatment of diseases, on the prin-

n le of counter-irritation, before explained (p. 45). This, indeed, has

fi n denied by those (see Boyle, Treat, on Moxa, p. 88, 1825), who con-
ger the production of a discharge as the only mode of effecting counter-
1 tation.

iHtfoxa is adapted for chronic diseases and maladies characterized by
ri ons of sensation or motion. It is, on the other hand, injurious in all

|

te inflammatory diseases.

|
L’he following is a list of the principal diseases against which moxa
• been employed

;
and for further information respecting them, I must

;r the reader to the writings of Larrey (Diet, des Scien. Mecl., art.

f ’xa
), Boyle (op. supra cit.), and Wallace (Physiol Eng. resp. Moxa

,

7), as the limits and objects of this work do not admit of further
ails.
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1. Paralysis of the sentient or motor nerves.—Great benefit has be $
obtained by the use of moxa in this class of diseases. Amaurosis ddJ
ness, loss of voice and speech, hemiplegia, and especially parapleJJ
have been relieved by it.

2. Painful affections of nerves
,
muscles, or the fibrous tissues; as n

ralgia, sciatica, lumbago, and chronic rheumatism.
3. Spasmodic diseases, either of particular parts, or the general d J

tern
;
as spasmodic asthma, epilepsy, &c.

4. Diseased joints and spinal maladies
;
as chronic articular inflaming

tion, white swelling, stiff joint, the hip-joint disease, curvature of jj

spine, &c.
5. Visceral diseases

; as organic diseases of the brain, phthisis puhjB
nalis, chronic hepatitis and splenitis, &c.

Application.— In the employment of moxa, two points dese) !>

especial attention : first, the parts proper or otherwise for its use

;

secondly, the mode of applying it.

1. Partsproper or improperfor its application.—The moxa has b
applied to nearly every part of the body. Larrey, however, considers i

following parts improper for its application :

—

1. All that part of the skull covered by skin and pericranium only.

2. The eyelids, nose, ears, larynx, trachea, sternum, glandular parts of the brew
linea alba, and parts of generation.

3. Over the course of superficial tendons, articular prominences, where there is cr

ger of injuring the articular capsules, and projecting points of bone.

2. Mode of application .—The moxa is to be set on fire at the sumlj

and its base is then applied (by a porte-moxa, pair of forceps, wire]?

other convenient instrument) to the skin. To prevent the surroUntM

parts, being burnt by sparks, Larrey recommends them to be previou.

covered with a wet rag, perforated in the centre, to admit the base of

If the combustion flag, it may be kept up by the breath, blflmoxa.
pipe, or bellows. After the combustion is over, Larrey recommends

immediate application of liquor ammoniae, to repress excessive inflame

tion and suppuration.

Tanace'tum vulga're, Linn. D .—Common Tansy.

Sex. Syst. Syngenesia, Polyganria superflua.

(Folia, D.)

History.—Tansy was ordered to be cultivated in gardens by Chat .

magne (Sprengel, Hist. Rei Herb. i. 220).

Botany. Gen. Char.—Heads either homogamous or heterogamojrj

namely, florets of the ray female, in one row, usually three- to fd
j

toothed. Receptacle naked, convex. Involucre campanulate, imbricat

Corollas of the disc four- to five- toothed. Achene sessile, anguj

smooth, with a large epigynous disc. Pappus either none, or nui

branous, coronet-shaped, minute ;
either entire or equally toothed,

somewhat unequal, being more evident on the external side (D. C.)

Sr. Char.— Stem herbaceous, erect, smooth. Leaves smoothi

bipinnatipartite, the rachis and lobes inciso-serrate. Corymbus maj

headed. Internal scales of the involucre obtuse, scariose at the apj

Pappus short, equal, five-lobed (D. C.)
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loot moderately creeping. Stems H to 2 feet high. Leaves dark

1 311. Florets golden yellow
;
the marginal ones often wanting.—There

three varieties of it,—the common, the curled (generally preferred),

the variegated (chiefly for ornament).

. {AB ,—Indigenous ;
hilly pastures, hedges, road-sides. Cultivated in

i ! lens as a medicinal—or pot—herb, or for ornament.

[I )escription.—The herb and flowers (
herba et Jlores tanaceti) have a

f
.oreeable, aromatic odour, and a nauseous, strong, aromatic, bitter

I v. The infusion is rendered dark green and turbid (iannate of iron
)

fi ;esquichloride of iron.

I|
-omposition.—Both leaves and flowers have been analyzed by From-

j ; and by Peschier (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1290. The consti-

. its of the leaves, according to Peschier, are volatile oil, fatty oil,

i$|
or stearine, chlorophylle

,
bitter resin, yellow colouring matter

,
tannin

i i gallic acid, bitter extractive, gum, woody fibre, tanacetic acid.

ii Volatile Oil ( Oleum Tanaceti).—Yellow, sometimes green. Has the peculiar

ijr r of the plant; and a warm, bitter taste. Its sp. gr. is 0’952.

•

t Bitter Matter.—This is the substance usually denominated extractive
;

but, ac-

d nu- to Peschier, it is in part resin.

Tanacetic Acid.—Crystallizable. Precipitates lime, baryta, and oxide of lead.

i a solution of acetate of copper it causes a precipitate.
•

Physiological Effects.—

T

ansy produces the usual effects of the

Ii. natic bitter tonics (see p. 80). “ A fatal case of poisoning with half

i; .»unce of oil of tansy is recorded in the Medical Magazine for Nov.

,
ii 1 . Frequent and violent clonic spasms were experienced, with much

jqi arbance of respiration
;
and the action of the heart gradually became

jd- ker till death took place from its entire suspension. No inflamma-

of the stomach or bowels was discovered upon dissection”
(
United

[|
es Disp. from the Am. Journ. of the Med. Sciences, xvi. 256).

B ses.—

T

he young leaves are occasionally employed by the cook to

B colour and flavour to puddings, and in omelets and other cakes. In
n icine the plant is rarely employed by the regular practitioner

; but it

IT1 been recommended in dyspepsia, intermittents, and gout (Cullen,

|l|' . Med. ii.) Its principal use, however, is as a vermifuge.

If dministration.

—

Tansy tea (prepared by infusing gij. of the herb in

I* of boiling water) may be taken in doses of from fry. to f*iij. A drop or

[
of the oil may be added to vermifuge powders and pills. The seeds

i 3 been used instead of semina santonici.

Arnica monta'na, Linn. D.—Mountain Arnica.

Sex. Syst. Syngenesia, Polygamia superflua.

(Flores, Folia, et Radix, T>.)

m [istory.—

T

his plant does not appear to have been known to the
i ents

; at least no undoubted mention of it occurs in their writings.

otany. Gen. Char .

—

Head many- flowered, heterogamous. Florets

H he ray in one row, female, ligulate
;
of the disc, hermaphrodite, tubu-

i

: five-toothed. Involucre campanulate, in two rows, with linear-
eolate equal scales. Receptacle fringed, hairy. Tube of the corolla

?gy. Rudiments of sterile stamens sometimes remaining in the
ta. Style of the disc with long arms, covered by down running a

I
' way down, and truncated or terminated by a short cone. Achene
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somewhat cylindrical, tapering to each end, somewhat ribbed and haj
J

Pappus in one row, composed of close, rigid, rough hairs (I). C.)
Sp. Char.—Radical leaves obovate, entire, five-rowed

; the caulj

J

vases in one or two pairs. Stem one- to three-headed. InvolucA
rough, with glands (D. C.)

Perennial. Stem hairy, about one foot high. Florets yellow, tini.1
with brown.

Hab.—Meadows of the cooler parts of Europe, from the sea-shore I
the limits of eternal snow.

Description.—The root
(
radix arnicce

)

consists ofa cylindrical caudal
from two to three inches long and two or three lines thick, from whll
many fibres arise. It is brown externally, has a disagreeable yet aronij
tic odour, and an acrid nauseous taste. The dried flowers, (yfotJ

arnicce) are yellowish, and have a similar taste and smell to the rotd

The leaves
(folia arnicce) have a like smell.

Composition.—Pfaff {Mat. Med. Bd. iii. S. 210) found in the r^

volatile oil P5, acrid resin 5 -

0, extractive 32’0, gum 9‘0, and wod
fibre 5 5. The root has also been examined by Weissenburger (Goe|
and Kunze, Pharm. Waarenk. Bd. ii. S. 177). Chevallier and LassaiJ
{Journ. de Pharm. t. v. p.248) analyzed the flowers, and found in tin

resin, bitter acrid matter ( cytisin
), yellow colouring matter, gum, album#

and gallic acid. In the ashes were salts of potash, and lime, and sili>

~Dr/A::T. Thomson [Lond. Dispens. p. 213, 9th ed.) is of opinion tii

the igasurate of strychnia (or brucia) exists in the plant.

1. Volatile Oil .—The oil obtained from the root, by Pfaff, was yellowish, ligHtf

than water, and had a burning aromatic taste. The volatile oil of the flowers is blu

2. Resin
(
Arnicin).—The acridity of the root and flowers resides, according to P

in the resin, which is soluble in alcohol.

3. Extractive Matter.—According to Chevallier and Lassaigne, this is nausei

acrid, bitter, and soluble in both water and spirit. They consider it to be analogou
cytisin.

Physiological Effects, [a.) On animals. — The effects of

flowers of Arnica on horses have been examined by Viborg (Wibi

Wirk. d. Arzneim. ii. Gifte

,

i. 231). An infusion of six drachms of

flowers quickened the pulse, and acted as a diuretic. An infusion, throi

into the veins, caused insensibility.

(£.) On man.—Jorg and his pupils have submitted themselves to

influence of this plant [Ibid. S. 226). From their observations, as w

as from the testimony of others, Arnica appears to possess acrid pro]

ties. When swallowed, it causes burning in the throat, nausea, vor

ing, gastric pains, and loss of appetite. The active principle becou

absorbed, quickens the pulse and respiration, and promotes diaphore

and diuresis. Furthermore, it appears to exert a specific influence o

the nervous system, causing headache, giddiness, and disturbed sU

Sundelin [Hand. d. Sp. Heilm. ii. 170, 3“° Aufl.) considers it to be clos

allied in operation to vinegar, from which, he says, it differs in its s

ululating influence over the nervous system, and in its causing constqf

lion.

Use.—Arnica is indicated in diseases characterized by debility, tor}^)

and inactivity. It is administered as a stimulant to the general systj

in various debilitated conditions, and in typhoid fevers; to the non-

system in deficient sensibility, as amaurosis ;
to the muscular system,
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i

-alysis; to the vascular system and secreting organs when the action

I those is languid, and requires to have its energy increased, as in some

! ms of dropsy, chlorosis, amenorrhoea, asthenic inflammation, &c.

l

rthermore, it has been employed, empirically, in some maladies, as

I
rrhcea, dysentery, &c. It is rarely employed in this country.

Administration.—Dose of the powder, grs. v. to grs. x.
; of the infu-

|j
a (prepared by macerating sss. in Oj. of water), from f^ss. to fsj.

Other Officinal Senecionideee.

i

)

'he substance kept in the shops under the name of Wormseed {semen santonicum,

r en cince, semen sanctum, semen contra, semen sementina, See ), is erroneously declared

A ;he Dublin College to be the seeds
(
semina

)
of Artemis'ia Santon'ica. A very superfi-

bt examination shows that the substance sold under this name consists of brokeu
; > uncles, mixed with the calyx and flower-buds, and not of seeds. Furthermore, the

tbit which Dr- Woodville {Med Botany
)

has denominated A. Santonica, is said by
bj eaudolle {Prodr. vi. 1 04) to be A. maritima, var. /8. suavolens. Martius {Pharmakogn.)
i t tribes three kinds of wormseed

; but I am acquainted with one kind only, which is

W 'orted from the Levant. It is used as a vermifuge, in doses of from gr. x. to 3ss.,

jbj ;ated night and morning, and succeeded by a brisk purge.

Tribe IV. Cynareje.

Lappa minor
,
Decandolle.

—

Common Burdock or Clot-bur£
Arc'tium Lap'pa, D.

Sex. Syst. Syngenesia, Polygamia aequalis.

(Semina et Radix, D.)

r
j

i Iistory.—This, according to Sprengel {Hist. Rei Herb. i. 101 & 185),

be airapivT), altera
,
of Theophrastus {Hist. Plant, vii. 14), the apKeiov of

ip'scorides (iv. 107).

> Iotany. Gen. Char.—Head homogamous, many-flowered and equal-

vered. Involucre, globose
;
the scales coriaceous, imbricated, close

' ssed at the base, then subulate, with a horny, hooked, indexed point.
•

•eptacle rather fleshy, flat, with stiff subulate fringes. Corollas five-

t, regular, with a ten-nerved tube. Stamens with papillose filaments;

anthers terminated by filiform appendages, and with subulate tails at

base. Stigmas free at the apex, diverging, curved outwards. Fruit
ong, laterally compressed, smooth, transversely wrinkled

;
the areola

heir base scarcely oblique. Pappus short, in many rows ;
the hairs

iduous, filiform, not collected into a ring (D. C.)
5P. Char.—Involucre smooth

; the scales serrulated beyond the mid-

; smooth at the base only
; the inner ones few, not radiating. Heads

lewhat racemose (D. C.)
toot tapering, fleshy. Stem erect, three feet or more high. Leaves
thed, cordate

;
the radical ones very large, and often slightly toothed.

rets purple.—Indigenous
; waste places and way -sides

;
commons. Flowers

July and August.
Physiological Effects.—The root and leaves have been considered
possess mild resolvent, diaphoretic, and diuretic properties (Murray,
P- Med. i. 134). Lieutaud {Sign. Praoc. Med. t. i. p. 528, 1770)

3 Q
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says, the root promotes the lochial discharge. The seeds are (liureti
and, according to Limueus, {Mat. Med.) purgative.

Uses.—The root, leaves, and seeds, have been employed as alterative
and resolvents in gouty, rheumatic, calculous, and venereal complaints

Administration.—The decoction of the root (prepared by boiling 3j
of the recent root in Oiij. of water down to Oij.) may be taken to^ tl

extent of a pint daily. The dose of the seeds is 5j.

Cni'cus benedie'tus, Linn. D.— Blessed Thistle.

Centau'rea benedicta, Linn.
• A '

'

• (Folia, V.)

...

'
;

History—ISprengel {Hist. Rei Herb. i. 102) thinks that this plant i

;

perhapsV the ^aopj'a of Theophrastus {Hist. Plant, vi. 4).

BoTAN.y*; 'Xt'en. Char.—Involucre ovate; the scales close-pressed, coil
aceous, extended into a long, hard, spinous, pinnate appendix; tl

]
lateral spines conical and distant. Corollas of the ray sterile, slendt

jj

almost as long as the disc. Fruit longitudinally and regularly striate el

smooth
; with a broad, lateral areola. Pappus triple, as it were, t I

outer being the horny, very short, crenated margin of the fruit; the ii I

termediate consisting of ten long stiff set®
;
the inner of ten short setdil

all the set® alternating with each other (D. C.)

Sp. Cpiar.—The only species.

An annual, branched, woolly herb. Leaves amplexicaul, somewhjjM.

decurrent, nearly entire or deeply pinnatifid. Heads terminal, bracteaija

Florets yellow.

Har.—South of Europe, the Levant, Persia; introduced into China!j
Composition.—The herb was analyzed by Soltmann (Pfaff, Mat. d/fq.

1

vi. 171), and the leaves by Morin {Journ. Chim.-Med. iii. 105). The latH e

found volatile oil
,
bitter principle

,
resin

,
chlorophylle, fixed oil

,
uncrysU$

lizable sugar
,
gum

,
albumen

,
supermalate of lime, several mineral sah \

some metallic oxides, and traces of sulphur.

1. Bitter principle ( Cnicin).

—

A brown, bitter substance, soluble in alcohol, ether, aj

boiling water; insoluble in fixed oils. Its aqueous solution forms a precipitate on .

addition of diacetate of lead. It gives no trace of nitrogen when decomposed by beat

2. Resin.—Brownish, insipid, inodorous; very soluble in alcohol and alkaline so»

tions, but is insoluble in ether.

Physiological Effects.—The herb is tonic and mildly diaphoretij

its decoction causes vomiting. The seeds are diaphoretic (Murray, AA\

Med. i. 151-3).

Uses.—The cold infusion is employed as a tonic in debilitated conh

tions of the stomach. Taken warm in bed, the infusion has been go

as a sudorific in various chronic diseases. The decoction has been e

ployed to promote the operation of emetics (Lewis, Mat. Med.)

Administration.—The infusion (prepared by digesting sss -

leaves in Oj. of water) is given in doses of from foj. to oij., as a ton

The decoction (made with double or treble the quantity of leaves) is ui

in the same dose.
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Fig. 188 . Other Officinal Cynarece.

The flowers of the Car'thamus tincto'rius are imported, for

the use of dyers, in flaky masses, from the East Indies
and other places, under the name of Safflower,

or Bastard
Saffron. They contain two colouring1 matters—one yellow

,

soluble in water, the other red (carthamin or carthamic
acid), soluble in alkaline solutions. Safflower is used to

adulterate hay-saffron, and in the manufacture of cake-

saffron (see p. 674-5). The mode of detecting the fraud has
been already pointed out.

rthamus tinctorius.

Tkibe V.

Taraxacum Dens-Leo'nis ,

ClCHORACEJE.

Desf. E.

—

Common Dandelio
Leon'toilon Tarax'acum, Linn. L. D.

Sex. Syst. Syngenesia, Polygamia sequalis.

(Radix, L.—Root, E.—Herba et Radix, D.)

I Iistory.—As this plant is a native of Greece (see Prodr. FI. Gi’cecee,

29), it must have been known to the ancients. Sprengel thinks (Hist,

i Herb. i. 100) that it is the atyaKy of Theophrastus (Hist. Plant, vii. 8).

ibTANY. Gen. Char.— Head many-flowered. Involucre double;
?rnal scales small, closely pressed, spreading, or reflexed

;
internal

s in one row, erect
;

all frequently callous-homed at the apex. Re-

E acle naked. Achene oblong, striated, muricate near the small ribs or

lluellose at the apex, terminating in a long beak. Pappose hairy, in

; iuy rows, very white (D. C.)

P. Char.—Quite smooth. Leaves unequally and acutely runcinate
;

1 lobes triangular, toothed inwardly. Scales of the involucre hornless,

l • external ones reflexed. Achenes muricate at the apex (D. C.)

I Idoot perennial. Leaves numerous, bright shining green. Scapes one

[
I nore, erect, brittle. Heads expanded in the morning and in fine
' ther only. Florets golden yellow.

! ktB-—Indigenous
; meadows and pastures every where. Flowers all

B f summer.

Description.—The fresh root (radix taraxaci
)
is tap-shaped, branched,

iy, abounding in milky juice. Externally it is dull-yellow or brown-
intemally white. It is without odour : its taste is bitter (especially

he summer). If dug up in the winter the root loses on drying 75 per
L - °f water. The cold watery infusion of the dried root deposits a

y-gray flocculent precipitate on the addition of sesquichloride of

'Omposition.—The milky juice of the root has been analyzed by
n (Gmelin, Handb . d. Chem. ii. 1287), who found in it caoutchouc

,

^ matter
, traces of resin

,
sugar

, and gum, free acid
,
phosphates

,
sul-

tes, and hydrochlorates of potash and lime, and water. The root also

;

tains 12 per cent, of inulin. Mr. Squire (Brande’s Diet, of Mat.
h and Pharm. p. 532) says, the expressed juice contains gum, albu-

j

gluten, an odorous principle, extractive, and a peculiar crystalliza-
ntter principle, soluble in alcohol and water.
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The root washed, crushed, and pressed, yields about half its weight of juice. Exco J

in the months of April and May, when it is very aqueous, this juice spontaneouslJ
coagulates, and becomes of a fawn-colour. The quantity of extract obtained from tl' a
juice varies at different seasons (Squire, op. cit.)

Juice.

In January and February 4 to 5 lbs.''

In March 6 to 7 lbs.

In April and May 8 to 9 lbs. r

In June, July, and August 6 to 7 lbs. G le 1 extract -

In September and October 4 to 5 lbs.

In November and December 4 lbs. )

It is obvious, then, that the expressed juice is richest in solid constituents in t 1

months of November and December. It is remarkable, however, that the juice pilj

sesses the greatest bitterness in the summer months
;
while in the spring, and late i

the autumn, it has a remarkably sweet taste (Geiger, Handb. d. Pharm.) Squ»^
{op. supra cit.) considers this change to be effected by the frost.

Physiological Effects.—Its obvious effects are those of a stomach
j

and tonic. In large doses it acts as a mild aperient. Its diuretic open!
tion is less obvious and constant. In various chronic diseases its coni j
nued use is attended with alterative and resolvent effects. But who 1

the digestive organs are weak, and readily disordered, taraxacum is vejP

apt to occasion dyspepsia, flatulency, pain, and diarrhoea.

Uses.—It is employed as a resolvent, aperient, and tonic, in chro*»

diseases of the digestive organs, especially hepatic affections
; as jain

dice, chronic inflammation, or enlargement of the liver, dropsy depend*
on hepatic obstruction, and dyspepsia, attended with deficient biliarJ

secretion. In some very susceptible conditions of the stomach, it prov

injurious. It has been employed in affections of the spleen, cliron

cutaneous diseases, uterine obstructions, &c.

Administration.—It is employed in the form of either decoctionn

extract.

1. Decoctum Tabaxaci, E.D. (Taraxacum, herb and root, fief

$vij
.
[Siv. -D.]

;
Water, Oij. [wine measure, D.] Boil together down t(

pint, and strain).—Aperient and tonic. Dose, fsj. to f §ij. To increi

its aperient property, a saline purgative may be conjoined.

2. Extractum Tabaxaci, L. E. D. (Fresh root of Taraxacu,

bruised, lb.ijss. [lb.j. E.]
;

Boiling Distilled Water, Cong. ij. [Cong\l\

E.] Macerate for twenty-four hours, then boil down to a gallon,

strain the liquor while hot
;
lastly, evaporate to a proper consistence,

—“ Proceed as for the preparation of extract of poppyheads,” E.—

I

Dublin College employed both herb and root).—Extract of taraxac

should be brown, not blackish : its taste is bitter and aromatic : thatj^

the shops is usually more or less sweet. It should be completely soluj 1

in water. Dose, grs. x. to *ss.

Lactuca sati'va, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Garden Lettuce.

Sex. Syst. Syngenesia, Polygamia aequalis.

(Succus spissatus, /..—Inspissated juice of L. virosa and L. sativa, E.—Herba, D.)

History.—

T

he Spfial, or Lettuce, was well known to the anc

Greeks and Romans. It is mentioned by Hippocrates (
De duela. i

p. 359
; and De Morb. Mul. i. 629 and 635) both as an aliment

medicine. “ The sedative powers of Lactuca sativa, or Lettuce, "
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own,” observes Dr. Paris
(
Pharmacol . vol. i. p. 13, 6th ed.) in “ the

•liest times ;
among the tables of antiquity, we read that, after the

ith of Adonis, Venus threw herself on a bed of lettuces, to lull her

,ef, and repress her desires.”

Botany. Gen. Char.—Heads many- or few-flowered. Involucre

indrical, calyculate-imbricate, in two to four rows
;
outer rows short.

ceptacle naked. Achene plane, obcompressed, wingless, abruptly ter-

lating in a filiform beak (D. C.)

Ap. Char.—Leaves not concave, erect, oblong, narrowed at the base,

ootli at the keel. Stem elongated, leafy (D. C.)

'Annual. Stem erect, simple below, branched above, one or two feet

;h, smooth. Leaves rounded or ovate, semi-amplexicaul, frequently

inkled, usually pale-green
;
varying much in the different varieties.

I
moers yellow.

Ir. Loudou (Encycl . of Garden, p. 856) enumerates no less than fourteen varieties

ivated by gardeners for the table. Seven of these are Cabbage Lettuces (Lactuca

| :itata), and the others are Cos Lettuces (Lactuca romana).

i Hab.—Native country unknown: perhaps the East Indies. Exten-
ll. ely cultivated in Europe.

Preparation of Lactucarium.—Before the flower-stem shoots up, the

nt abounds with a cooling, bland, pellucid juice ; afterwards it con-

ns an intensely bitter, milky juice, which resides in the root, cortical

frtion of the stem and of the branches, and in the involucrum. When
isions are made in the flowering-stem this milky juice exudes. When
lected and dried it constitutes lactucarium or lettuce opium. It is (or

s) prepared on a large scale by Mr. Young of Edinburgh (Dimcan,
"mb. Dispens. p. 384, 11th ed.: Mem. of the Caled. Hortic. Soc. vol. i.

160).

’Properties.—Lettuce opium (Thridace seu Lactucarium), as found in

amerce, occurs in roundish hard masses, of a brown colour, with an
ate smell and a bitter taste.

’he term lactucarium has been applied indiscriminately to various and different pre-

itions of the lettuce; viz. to the substance above described, to the inspissated ex-

sed juice, and to extracts (watery and alcoholic) obtained from the lettuce (see

ncan’s Edinb. Disp.) But the only preparation I am practically acquainted with,

which I have found in commerce, is the one described in the text.

Composition.—Lactucarium has been analyzed by Klink (Pfaff, Syst.

i ''Mat. Med. vi. 504), by Schrader (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1286),

Peschier (Dulk, Preuss. Pharm. ubers. i. 625), by Peretti (Pharm

.

ntral-Blatt.fiir 1831, S. 467), and by Buchner {Ibid,fur 1833, S. 27).
A

Klink’s Analysis. Buchner s Analysis.

‘ ter extractive . 550 Odorous matter undetermined
; ix Lactucin, with colouring matter 18-6

: sin 6-9 Gummy extractive 14-666

[

lutchouc
. 17-5 Soft resin, with waxy matter. ... 12-467

1 iter 156 Waxy matter (myriein) 35-100

Gluten or albumen 19100

Lactucarium . 1050 Air-dried Lactucarium.... b9-933

• Odorous matter .—The nature of this substance has not been determined : it is

bably similar to that of the odorous principle of opium. When lactucarium is sub-
’ -ted to distillation with water, the odorous principle passes over with the latter.
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2. Bitter principle
; Lactucin.—A saffron-yellow, almost odourless, very bitter, coni

bustible substance. It is very slightly soluble in cold water, readily soluble in alcob
less so in ether,

turbid.

Infusion of nutgalls renders a solution of it, in very dilute spiri

i
0 V

3._ Empyreumatic Oil of Lettuce.— Dr. Morries (Ed.. Med. and Sury. Journ. voj
xxxix.) says, the empyreumatic oil of lettuce differs from that of opium only in beinin
more fusible.

A strong though unfounded suspicion appears to have been entertained, that morphi ]
as contained in lactucarium. But in none of the before-quoted analyses was it found

|

Med. i. 300) able to detect an atom of eith« >

was
neither was Caventou (Journ. de Cliirn

morphia or narcotin in lactucarium.

Characteristics.—The cold aqueous decoction of lactucarium bdifl

comes, on the. addition of sesquichloride of iron, olive brown (tannate\\

of iron). Tincture of nutgalls renders the decoction slightly turbicjfi

Heated with lactucarium, colourless nitric acid acquires an orangdl
yellow tint, and evolves binoxide of nitrogen. The alcoholic tincture c i
lactucarium becomes slightly turbid on the addition of water.

Physiological Effects.—Lettuce leaves
,
eaten as a salad, are easiliJ

digested, but they yield only a small portion of nutritive matter. Thetl
probably possess, in a very mild degree, soporific properties. Thi:f

ancients considered them anti-aphrodisiac.

Lactucarium possesses anodyne and sedative qualities
; but its poweiij

have, I suspect, been over-rated. Ganzel (Sundelin, Handb. d. Sp. Heih

Bd. i. S. 459, 3 tte Aufi.) states, that ten grains introduced into the cellul;

tissue of a dog’s leg, caused deep sopor, with occasional convulsions, bi

no dilatation of the pupil. Francois (Arch. Gen. de Med. Juin 182/

p. 264), who made a considerable number of trials of it, observes that

contains neither a narcotic nor an intoxicating principle
; but that

allays pain, diminishes the rapidity of the circulation, and, in consa

quence, reduces the animal heat, and places the patient in a condition

more favourable to sleep. Its modus operandi is different from that o

opium; for the latter substance accelerates the pulse, and produces eitha

delirium or stupor. It is more allied to hyoscyamus, from which, accord

ing to Fisher (Lond. Med. Gaz. xxv. 863), it is distinguished by it

power of directly diminishing sensibility
;
whereas hyoscyamus produce

this effect indirectly, being preceded by irritation of the nervous syslen

A more extended experience of the use of lactucarium, however, is rqi

quisite to enable us to form accurate conclusions as to the precise naturi

and degree of its powers.

Uses.—Lettuce leaves are employed at the table as a salad. As the]

appear to possess slight hypnotic properties, they may be taken with acij

vantage at supper, to promote sleep. Galen (De aliment, facult. lib. ii

cap. 40), who in his old age was troubled- with watchfulness, was rd

lieved by the use of lettuce at night. On the other hand, prudencf

points out the propriety of abstaining from the use of this plant, if then

be any tendency to apoplexy.

Lactucarium is employed as an anodyne, hypnotic, antispasmodic, anj

sedative, where opium is considered objectionable, either from peer

liarities on the part of the patient or from the nature of the disease

Thus it may be used where there is morbid excitement of the vascula

system, in which condition opium is usually contra-indicated. Bi

though it is free from several of the inconveniences which attend th

use of opium, vet it is much less certain in its operation. It may b

given with advantage to allay cough in phthisis and other pulmonai
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Si actions (Duncan, Observ. on Palm. Consump. 1813) ;
to relieve nervous

tation and watchfulness in febrile disorders in which opium is not ad-

tUsible. Dr. Rothamel (Dierbach, Neuest. Entd. in d. Mat. Med. S.

1 1837) has employed it with success in different kinds of fevers, in-

Sri ninations, exanthemata, profluvise, cachexies, and painful and pecu-

I r nervous disorders. Vering (Ibid. S. 119) found it especially useful

| spasm of the uterus; and Angelot gave it to repress seminal dis-

gorges.

ij Administration.—The usual dose is from grs. iij. to grs. v.
;
but it

I ; been given in very much larger quantities. According to Trousseau

|

1 Pidoux (
Traite de Therap. i. 260), four drachms have been taken

I
I
-ing the day.

Lactuca viro'sa, Linn. E. D.

—

Strong-scented Lettuce.

Sex. Syst. Syugenesia, Polygamia aequalis.

(The Inspissated Juice, E.—Folia, D.)

History.—According to Sprengel (Hist. Rei Herb. i. 185), this is the

ayptct of Dioscorides (ii. 166); but Dr. Sibthorp (Prodr. FI. Greecee

,

126) suggests that Lactuca Scariola was the plant referred to by
I poscorides.

InBotany. Gen. Char.—See Lactuca sativa.

KSp. Char.—Stem erect, round; the base smooth or prickle-bristle-

rnnted; the apex panicled. Leaves horizontal, prickle-bristle-pointed at

|
h keel, acutely denticulate, obtuse, at the base arrow-shaped; the

fuer ones sinuate. Aclienes striated, nearly shorter than the beak
IrC.)

Herb abounding in fetid milky juice. Root tap-shaped. Stem two to

|: r feet high. Leaves distant. Florets yellow.

i Hab.—Indigenous; about hedges, old walls, and borders of fields;

I uncommon. Biennial. Flowers in August and September.

Composition.—The milky juice of this plant was analyzed by Klink
laff, Mat. Med. vi. 509), who found in it resin 7'5, wax 8'75,

imtchouc 22*5, matters soluble in ivatcr (bitter principle, gum
,
albumen,

tucic acid, lactucates of lime and magnesia, and nitrate of potash)

225, water 10. Buchner (Pliarm. Centr.-Blatt. fur 1833, S. 29) ex-
1 ined the lactucarium obtained from this plant.

Che lactucic acid has considerable resemblance to oxalic acid, from which it is dis-

(uisbed by its producing, with ammonia and a solution of chloride of iron, a green
cipitate; with sulphate of copper, a brown one; and with magnesia a difficultly so-
le salt.

The odorous and bitterprinciples are similar to those of Lactuca sativa (see p. 965-6).

Physiological Effects.—The experiments of Orhla (Toxicol. Gen.)

dogs, shew that this plant possesses narcotic qualities; but its

wers are not very great. A solution of the extract thrown into the
ns, caused heaviness of head, slight drowsiness, feebleness of the
id extremities, difficult and frequent respiration, slight convulsive
>vements, and death. Glaser (Wibrner, Wirk. d. Arzn. u. Gifte, Bd. iii.

200) considers it to possess acrid properties. On Wibmcr, two grains
•he extract caused sleepiness and headache.
Uses and Administration. —See Lactucarium (p. 966).
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know

Other useful Cickoracece.

Cicho'rium In'tybus ; Wild Succory , Chicory, or Wild Endive.—An indigenous pW
lown to Theophrastus, Dioscorides, and Pliny. It is extensively cultivated

V

Rnltri imi TT mIIuii rl onrl rP L _ LI i • • P'

Fig. 189.

Belgium, Holland, and Germany. TJje'blanched leal
are sometimes employed at the table as a substitute]
endive ( Cicho'rium Endiv'ia). The constituents of f

leaves are extractive
, chlorophylle, sugar, albumen, won

fibre, and salts (as nitre). The root
(radix cichorii

)

|

fleshy and spindle shaped, like the carrot. It has an an
logous composition to the leaves. Wahl says it conta,
inulin (see p. 951). An infusion of the root, mixed wi
syrup, becomes thick

; forming the gomme saccho-chicor*
of Lacarterie. The root, when cut, dried, roasted (roa4
chicory; radix cichorii torrefacta), and ground (chicol
coffee), is used as a substitute for, or to adulterate, coffl
(For the mode of preparation, see Ann. de Chim. lix.3C|
To detect the adulteration, shake the suspected coffee w<
cold water in a wine-glass : if it be pure coffee it will swit

and scarcely colour the fluid; but the chicory sinks, af

communicates a deep red tint to the water. Chicory-coil
yields a perfectly wholesome beverage, but which wants
line flavour for which genuine coffee is so renowned. U
medicinal properties of Cichorium Intybus are analogs
to those of Taraxacum Dens-leonis. The fresh root is ton
and, in large doses, aperient. It has been used in ebrort

visceral, and cutaneous diseases, usually in the form of decoction.

i

< 55

*

h

Cichorium, Intybu

1

A

T

*.!

if*

i

Order 48. Valeriana'ce^e, Lindley.—The Valerian Tribe.

Valeriane.®, Decandolle,

1
I

l .

Essential Character.—Tube of the calyx adnate to the ovary; the limb varioi*

either dentate or partite, or changed into a pappus, which is at first involute, afijl

wards expanded. Corolla tubular, funnel-shaped; usually five-lobed, rarely three 1

:

four-lobed
;
lobes obtuse; tube equal or gibbous, or calcarate at the base. StamC

adnate by their filaments to the tube of the corolla
;

free at the apex
; alternate w

the lobes of the corolla; five (the type), four, three, two, or solitary: anthers ova

bilocular. Style filiform
;
stigmas two or three, free or cohering. FraiLmembran*;

or somewhat nucamentaceous, indebiscent, crowned, at least when young, with

limb of the calyx, either three-celled (two cells being empty) or one-celled. Seeds
x'

the fertile cell or fruit, solitary, pendulous, exalbumiuous ; embryo erect, with asm
rior radicle and two flat cotyledons (D. C.)—Annual or perennial herbs, rarely at

base somewhat shrubby. Roots of the perennial species odorous. Leaves oppost <

without stipules. Flowers cymose-corymbose.

Properties.—The roots of the perennial species are highly odorous. Theyposafi

nervine and antispasmodic properties, and have been used in epilepsy (see Valerik I

offcinalis). Their odour is for the most part disagreeable.

Valeriana officinalis ,
Linn. E. D .—Great Wild Valerian.

Valeria'na officina'lis (sylves'tris), L.

Sex. Syst. Triandria, Monogynia.

(Radix, L. D.—Root, E.)

History.—The earliest writer who notices this plant is Fuchsius. T)

<pov of Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. x.) is not the Valeriana sylvestris,
jq

Hoffman supposed, but the V. Dioscoridis (Smith, FI. Grcecee, SibC

t. 33).

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Limb of the calyx involute during flowerii

then unrolled into a deciduous pappus, consisting of many plumose set

Tube of the corolla obconical or cylindrical, equal at the base or gi

bous, without a spur ;
limb obtusely five-cleft, rarely three-cleft. Stamc

three. Fruit indebiscent; when ripe one-celled, one-seeded (D. C).
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i Ip. Char.—Smoothish, erect. Stem furrowed. Leaves
, all, or nearly

lit pinnatised ;
tlie segments, seven or eight pairs, lanceolate, serrate.

U ymbus at length, somewhat panicled. Fruit smooth (D. C.)

loot tuberous. Stem from two to four feet high. Leaflets coarsely

> ated, those of the radical leaves broadest, approaching to ovate
; but

Li e is no remarkably large terminal leaflet. Corolla roseate or white.

t[ veral varieties of this species are described. Dufresne mentions four:

—

i 1 V. excelsa.—The largest kind
;
above six feet high.

V. latifolia seu media.—The commonest kind
;
usually from two to four feet high.

kL
i grow in marshy places.

J i V. tenuifolia.—Of this there appears to be two sub-varieties:

—

aa. V. officinalis (sylvestris ), Ph. L. V. officinalis a fulii angustioribus, Wood-
>

'

ville. V. sylvestris major montana
,
Bauhin.—In this sub-variety the root is more

|ij odorous, and is, therefore, preferred for medical use. The stem does not exceed

i tvvo feet in height. The caulinar leaves are very narrow, and often entire.

jS)8. V. pratensis.—Grows in marshy places at Heidelberg, near the Rhine.

[[;; V lucida.—Cultivated in botanical gardens, at Paris.

ii escription.—The root [radix valerians minoris seu sylvestris) con-

; of a short, tuberculated rhizome, from which issue numerous, round,

i< aing, root-fibres, which are from two to six inches long, white inter-

[jiy, and, when fresh, grayish or yellowish-white externally, but when
n cl yellowish-brown. They give origin to other smaller fibres: their

f . ir, both fresh and dry, is strong, very characteristic, and highly at-

i

1 tive to cats
;
their taste is warm, camphoraceous, slightly bitter,

ILewhat acrid, and nauseous. Hill [Mat. Med.) says the heaths of

Hut and Essex furnish a great deal of it. Loudon [Encycl. Agricult.

fjjl 945 and 1152) says it is cultivated for medicinal use at Ashover, in

B.’ byshire. The roots are dug up in the autumn, when the leaves are

| tyed.

if omposition.—According to Trommsdorf (Geiger, Handb. d. Pharm.
B)94), 100 parts of dry valerian root consist of volatile oil T2, peculiar

mourns extractive 12'5, gummy extractive 9*4, soft resin 6’2, woody
I ! 707.

H

Volatile Oil of Valerian.—When valerian root is submitted to distillation with
r, the distilled products are water and oil

,
both of which contain valerianic acid.

e acid oil be mixed with carbouate of magnesia, and distilled, the pure oil passes

and valerianate of magnesia is left in the retort. The pure oil is pale green, or

wish and limpid
;

it has a penetrating camphoraceous odour, and an aromatic,
r, camphoraceous, but not acrid taste. Its sp. gr. is 0 934. According to Bonastre,
5 acid makes it blue, and converts it ultimately into oxalic acid.

Valerianic Acid.—A volatile fatty acid, obtained by adding sulphuric acid to

ianate of magnesia, and distilling. As thus obtained, the acid is in the state of
ate; but by careful distillation it may be deprived of water. When pure, it is a
irless, limpid, oleaginous liquid. Its odour has considerable analogy with that

e oil
; from which, as well as from other circumstances, it is suspected to be

cd by the oxidation of the oil. It is liquid at — 6° F., boils at 270°, is

de in 30 parts of water, and in all proportions in alcohol and ether. The anhydrous
consists, according toEttling, of C 10

, H9, O 3
: its atomic weight, therefore, is 93.

he neutral valerianates are soluble.
Resin.—Is black, has an acrid taste, and an odour of leather. It is soluble iu al-

I, ether, and oils, but not in a solution of soda.
Resinous Extractive.— Is soluble in water, but is insoluble in ether and absolute

l(d. It is precipitated from its solution by almost all the metallic solutions.

hysiological Effects.—Valerian excites the cerebro-spinal sys-
: hence it may be denominated a cerebro-spinal stimulant (see p. 67
76). Large doses cause headache, mental excitement, visual illu-
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sions (scintillation, flashes of light, &c.), giddiness, restlessness, agitatii
and even spasmodic movements. Barbier {Mat. Med. ii. 83, 2nde

<

says that a patient in the llotel-Dieu d’Amiens, who took six draclli
of the root daily, in the form of decoction, awoke up suddenly out of

,

sleep, and fancied he saw one side of the room on tire. Its operation*
the nervous system is also evinced by its occasional therapeutic influeU
over certain morbid states of this system

; whence it has been denoH
nated nervine

(
nervino-alterative), tonic and antispasmodic. Furtlji

more, it intoxicates cats (who are very fond of it). Under its infiued

these animals roll themselves on the ground in “ outrageous plavfulnefl

and are violently agitated. However, the before-mentioned effecth

valerian on the nervous system of man are by no means const*
whence practitioners have lost confidence in it as a remedial ag;»
“ Yet I have met with some,” observes Dr. Heberdeu ( Comment . ch. t

j

“ whom it threw into such agitations and hurries of spirits, as plaiji

shewed that it is by no means inert.” More inconstant still are its efiV

on the functions of organic life. For while in some cases it has acc;'.

rated the pulse, augmented the heat of the body, and promoted
secretions (see Carminati, Opusc. Ther. i. 238 ;

Jorg, Journ. de Ch
Med. vii. 275-6), in others it has failed to produce these eff

(Trousseau and Pidoux, Traite de Therap. i. 1 and 2). Large do.

often create nausea.

Uses.—Valerian may be employed as a nervous excitant, and, wJjj

stimulants are admissible, as an antispasmodic. , Though formerh

repute, it is now but little used. It has been principally celebratec

epilepsy. It came into use in modern times through the recommenda
of Fabius Columna, who reported himself cured by it, though it app

he suffered a relapse (Murray, App. Med. i. 275). Its employment
found numerous advocates and opponents (see Copland’s Diet. Me
808) ;

but at the present time most practitioners regard it as a medicir

very little power. In the few cases in which I have employed it, it

failed to give the least relief. In some of the milder and more re<

forms of the disease, neither dependent on any lesion within the crani

nor accompanied with plethora, it may occasionally prove sendee

In chorea
,
and other spasmodic affections, it has been used with vari

success. I have found temporary benefit from its use in females affe

with hypochondriasis and hysteria. Of its use as a nervous stimulan

the low forms of fever we have been little experienced in this corn

In Germany, where it is more esteemed, its employment in these cas

spoken highly of (Richter, Ausf. Arzneimittell. iii. 23 ;
Sundelin, l

mittell. ii. 126).

Administration.—The dose of the powder is from 9j. to sj., or

3ij. Though objected to by some, on account of the quantity of i

woody fibre which it contains, it is, when well and recently prepr

an efficacious form for administration.

1. Infusum Valerianje ,
D.— (Valerian, in coarse powder,

Boiling Water, fSvij. Digest for an hour, and strain the liquor v

cold). Dose, f-g. or rij. This preparation is somewhat less apt to

turb the stomach than the powder.

2. Tinctura Valerianae ,
L. E. D.— (Valerian, bruised [in pow

Z>.], 5v.
;
Proof Spirit, Oij. Macerate for fourteen [seven, D.) days,

strain, L. “ Proceed by percolation or digestion, as for tincture ol
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|
a,” E. The relative proportions of root and spirit used by the

j; in College are the same as those of the other Colleges.) Dose, f5j

.

t
IV .—Though this preparation possesses the virtues of valerian, it is

J elv sufficiently strong to produce the full effects of the root, without

§ g it in doses so large as to be objectionable, on account of the spirit

lined therein.

Tinctura Valerianae composita, L . ;
Tinctura Valeriana ammo-

}
,E.D.—(Valerian, bruised, 3V.

;
Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia, Oij.

?, rate for fourteen [seven, D .] days, and strain, L.—“ Proceed by per-

il ion or by digestion in a well-closed vessel, as directed for tincture of

t
ona,” E.—The relative proportions of valerian and spirit of ammonia

t ,
by the Dublin College are the same as those of the other Colleges).

J . f5j. to f5ij. The stimulant influence of the valerian is greatly

i
used, and its therapeutical efficacy oftentimes augmented, by the

i onia in this preparation.

Other Medicinal Valerianaceae.

Fig. 190.

root of Nardostac'hys Jataman'si, D.C.
(
Valeriana Jatamansi, Roxburgh) appears

from the proofs adduced by Sir W. Joues (Asiat. Research.
ii. 405, aud iv. 109) and Dr. Royle (Illustr

.

242), to be the
Spikenard (NapSos ’

Ivdncri , Dioscorides, lib. i. cap. 6) of
tbe ancients. It is highly esteemed at the present day
throughout the East, both as a perfume and as a stimulant
medicine. The root is long, hairy, and tap-shaped. Stems
perennial, very short. Branches erect, a few inches high.

Leaves obovate-lanceolate. Flowers pale pint, clustered in

the axils of the upper leaves. The plant is a native of the

mountains of the North of India.

Valeria'na Dioscor'idis, FI. Grsec. is the <J>oG of Diosco-
rides, and is the strongest of the Valerians. It is a native

of Lycia.
__

O'o.

>Vv EH

tachijs Jatamansi. Bor

H ST

.<)*

Order 49. Rubia'ce^e, Jussieu.—The Cinchona Tribe.
Cinchonaceas, Lygodysodeaceas, and Stellat^e or Galiace.®, Lindley.

Hal Character.—Tube of the calyx adherent to the ovary; limb various,

-ated or many-lobed, frequently regular; the lobes as many as those of the
da, rarely intermixed with accessory teeth. Corolla gamopetalous, inserted into

top of the tube of the calyx; lobes usually four to five, rarely three to eight

;

m-ted or valvate in aestivation. Stamens as many as, and alternate with, the
5 of the corolla; more or less ad nate to the tube of the corolla; anthers oval,

ular, turned inwards. Ovarium within the calyx to which it coheres, usually
or many- celled, rarely by abortion one-celled, crowned with a fleshy urceolus,

which a single style arises. Stigmas usually two, distinct, or more or less

rent, rarely many, distinct, or coherent. Fruit baccate, capsular, or drupaceous,
or many-celled

;
the cells one- two- or many-seeded. Seeds in the one-seeded

attached at the apex, or usually at the base; in the many-seeded ones, con-
g(l with a central placenta, usually horiKontal : albumen horny or fleshy, large :

yo straight or somewhat curved, in the midst of albumen; the radicle terete,
e(l to the hilum

;
the cotyledons Alliaceous (D.C.)

—

r
IYees, shrubs, or herbs.

,es simple, quite entire, opposite, or rarely verticillatc, with stipules. Flowers
igcd variously, rarely unisexual by abortion.
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Properties.—The roots often abound in colouring matter, and hence are usd \

dyeing; as some of those belonging to the genera Ru'bia, Gardenia
, Hedi I

Genipa , Ga'lium, Asper'ula, Palicourea, Oldcnlan'diu, &c. Many roots possess et 4
properties, as those of Cephue'lis, Psycho'tria, Richardso'niu

, Spermaco'ce Mana%
Chiococ'ca, &c.
The barks are often bitter, astringent, and somewhat aromatic

; and are eminij
distinguished for their tonic, febrifuge, and antiperiodic qualities, as those of
cho'na, Exoste'ma, Couta'rea , Cosmibuena, Remija, Hymenodic'tyon, Pinkne'ya,
The important use of the torrefied albumen of Coffe'a arab'ica is well known. A

probable that the albumen of other species possesses analogous properties: tin
Psycho'tria herba'cea has been used for similar purposes.

Cincho'na, Decandolle.

—

Several species yielding Peruvian Bark.
<1

C. Cordifo'lia, lancifo'lia, and oblongifo'lia, L. D.—C. Condamin'ea, micran'tha, and other undeterj i
species, E.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Cortex, L. D.—Bark, E.)

History.—The precise period and manner of the discovery

therapeutic power of cinchona is enveloped in mystery. It is J
doubtful whether the Indians knew it previous to the SpaniJfl

Geoffroy (Mat. Med. ii. 181) says, that the Indians were acquailjl

with this medicine long prior to the arrival of Columbus; but

the implacable hatred which they conceived against the Spanifl

they kept it secret for many years, until, in fact, an Indian, grateful

some favours received from the Governor of Loxa, imparted to him
secret of this valuable specific. Humboldt (Lambert’s Illustr.

however, disbelieves these statements
;

for, in Loxa, and other part:

around, he found the natives ranked Cinchona among poisons, and

totally unacquainted with its uses. “ In Malacatis only,” saya

“ where many bark-peelers live, they begin to put confidence in the

chona bark.” Ulloa (
Voy . de VAmer.-merid. i. 271) also asserted,

the Peruvians were ignorant of the medical uses of cinchona. Theji

ditions, therefore, of the supposed discovery of the remedy by an In

being cured of an ague by drinking at a pool into which some Cine p

trees had fallen (Geoffroy, Inlrod. ad Mat. Med. p. 48), as well al

more improbable story told by Condamine (Mem. Acad. Sc. de Paris,

Y

p. 226), of the Indians observing lions ill with ague eating Cinchona

must be fabulous. The assertion, says Humboldt, that the great.,

rican lion (Fells concolor
)
was subject to fever, is as bold as that maci

the inhabitants of the pestilential valley, Gualla Bamba, near Quito,

even the vultures (
Vultur aura

)
in their neighbourhood were subja

fclthat disorder. Moreover, in the Cinchona forests, lions are not

though the puma (Felis andicola of Humboldt, the petit lion du Vo*

de Pichincha of Condamine) has been met 2,500 toises (15,000

above the level of the sea.

Humboldt (op. cit. p. 23) tells us of an old tradition, current in 11

that the Jesuits having accidentally discovered the bitterness of the

tried an infusion in tertian ague, and in this way became acquainted]

its valuable properties. This he thinks a much less improbable trad

than that which ascribes the discovery to the Indians. The period v

bark was first introduced into Europe is usually stated to be 1640

Sebastian Badus (quoted by Bergen, Monogr. 84) gives an extract

a letter of a Spanish physician, D. Joseph Villerobel, from which i

pears that it was imported into Spain in 1632, though no trial was ij

of it until 1639.
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he statement of Condamine [op. cit.), that the Countess of Chinchon,

of the Viceroy of Peru, brought some bark to Europe on her return

i South America, in 1639, is not improbable : and from this circum-

ce it acquired the names of the Cinchona Bark and the Countess's

'der (
Pulvis Comitissce). About ten years after it was brought by the

its to Rome, and by them distributed among the members of the

r, who carried it to their respective stations, and used it with great

ess in agues. Among those most active in promoting its employment
Cardinal de Lugo. In this way it acquired the names oi Jesuit's Bark

,

is Patrum, Jesuit's Powder [Pulvis Jesuiticus), Pulvis Cardinalis de

3
,
&c. (Geoffroy, Mat. Med.) It fell, however, into disuse, but was

n brought into vogue, in France, by Sir Robert Talbor, who acquired

t reputation for the cure of intermittents by a secret remedy. Louis
r

.
purchased his secret (which proved to be Cinchona), and made it

ic (Talbor, English Remedy
, 1682). Hence it became known in

ice as Talbor's powder,
or the English Remedy.

otany. Gen. Char.—Calyx five-toothed. Corolla hypocrateriform,

a five-parted limb, valvate in aestivation- Anthers linear, inserted

in the tube, and not projecting, unless in a very slight degree. Cap-
splitting through the dissepiment into two cocci open at the commis-

,
and crowned by the calyx. Seeds girted by a membranous lace-

1 wing (Lindley).

—

Trees or shrubs
,
with an aromatic, bitter, astrin-

eminently febrifuge bark. Leaves shortly petioled with plane

5
ms. Stipules ovate or oblong, foliaceous, free, deciduous. Flowers

: culate-corymbose, terminal, white *r roseate-purplish.

pecies.—Dr. Lindley mentions twefity-six species
; of which twenty-

are well known. \\
§ 1. Limb of the corolla stupose. Leaves scrobicidate.

( C. Micran'tha, FI. Peruv. ii. 52, t. 194; Ruiz and Pav. Quinol. suppl. p. I.

. Prodr. iv. 354. C. scrobiculata, Humb. and Bonpl. PI. cequin. i. p. 165, t. 47

;

. Prodr. iv. 352.— High, cool, and wooded mountains of Peru, near Cbicoplaya,
‘'-on, the Pueblo de San Antonio de Playa grande, R. and P.; forests in the pro-

of St. Jaen de Bracamorros, H. and B. The last travellers were told that it

’ccurs at Chirinas Tabaconas, St. Ignacio, and Tambovapa. Cuchero, Poppig.
is species yields Silver or Gray Cinchona. From the young branches is obtained
3ata de Gallinazo (Poppig). Humboldt and Bonpland, as well as Ruiz and

in, declare that from C. scrobiculata (which Dr. Lindley says is identical with
m icrantha) is obtained Cascarilla fina.

1 C. nit'ida, Ft. Peruv. ii. 50, t. 191. Cascarillo officinal, Ruiz Quinol. p. 56.

—

' mountains of the Andes, in groves, in cold situations near Pampamarca, Chaca-
d, Casapi, Casapillo, Cayumba, Sapan, Cuchero, and other districts; also on
itains in the provinces of Huamalies, Tarma, and Xauxa, R. and P.P Cuchero,
' l9-

cording to Ruiz, this species, like the last, yields Cascarillo or Quino fino.
C. Condamin'ea, Humb. and Bonpl. PI. ceq. i. 33, t. 10. Quinaquina, Condarn.
t. Par. 1738.—Near Loxa, in the mountains of Cajanuma-Uritucinga, and in
of Bnqueron, Villonaco, and Monje; it is also found near Guancabamba and
aca, in Peru. It always grows on micaceous schist, and rises as high as 7,500
ibove the level of the sea, first appearing at the elevation of 5,700 feet

;
so that it

lies a zone of 1,800 feet, Humboldt.
ns species yields Cascarilla fina de Uritusinga, our Crown or Loxa Bark.

§ 2. Limb of the corolla not stupose. Leaves not scrobicidate.

6. lancifo'lia or Quina naranjada, Mutis. period, de St. Ft. C. angustifolia,
Quinol. suppl. xiv. f. a. C. Tunita, Lopez MSS.—Woods in the kingdom of

a Fe, Quinol. suppl.
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Some years since a very inferior yellow bark, will) a whitish epidermis, was nnpc
into London, and was known to our dealers under the name of New spurious Ye
Baric. I sent a specimen of it to Professor Guihourt, who recognised it as the 1

described by him as Quinquina de Carthagene spongieux. He has subsequently
f<|

it to be identical with the Orange Cinchona ol Mutis, lodged in the Museum d’f
Naturelle de Paris, by Humboldt.

Bergen found, in Ruiz’s collection, a bark said to be the produce of C. lancil
Mutis, and which agreed with the False Loxa Bark

,
Bergen.

<5. C. lucuMjEfo'lia, Pavon in herb. Lambert. C. stupea, Idem.—Loxa, in If

Pavon.
The bark, perhaps, forms part of the Quina fina de Loxa.

6. C. lanceola'ta, FI. Peruv. ii. 51 ; iii. t. 223. Cascarillo lampino, Ruiz, Qu>
64.— Cold, elevated, mountainous situations, in groves on the Andes, in the districi

Muna, Panas, Pillas, and Cuchero, R. and P. At the distance of fifteen or tw
leagues from the city of Huanuco, Ruiz MSS. Bolivia.

The bark of this species is called Quina Anteada, Cascarilla Amarilla, and Case.

( ;> I
de Muna. Ruiz suspects it to be Calisaya bark, i.e. Yellow Baric of English

merce.
7. C. ovalifo'lia, Humboldt and Bonpl. pi. i. eeq. i. 65, 1. 19. C. Humboldtiamj|l

and P. v. 13, D. C. Prodr. iv. 353. Loxa, Pavon.—Forests in the province of Cuewl
Humb. and Bonpl.

The bark of this species is not much esteemed.

8. C. ova'ta, FI. Peruv. ii. 52, t.' 195. Cascarillo pallido, Ruiz, Quinol. 74.—C I

ill-ventilated groves in the hotter parts of the foot of the Andes, near Pozuzoi .§

Panas, ten leagues from Huanuco, R. and P.
Ash Cinchona was found by Bergen to be identical with the bark of C. ovata <1

tained in Ruiz’s collection.

9. C. rotundifo'lia, Ruiz and Pavon MSS. in herb. Lambert. Lambert Ill\m

Cinch, p. 5.—Loxa, in Quito, Pavon.
Bark unknown.
10. C. cordifo'lia Mutis MSS. Humb. Berl. Mag. d. Nuturf. i. 117. S.

C. iii. t. 185.—Mountains of New Grenada, at an elevation of from 5000 to 8000

above the sea, Humb.
The bark of this species is the Quina amarilla or Yellow Cinchona of Mutis, wi

both Bergen and Guibourt have ascertained to be Hard Cartliagena Bark. It rausti

be confounded with the Yellow Bark of English commerce, from which sulpbahlj

quinia is prepared.

11. C. pubes'cens, Valil. in Act. Haifa, i. 19, t. 2. Lambert’s Descriptioni]

t. 2. C. purpurea, FI. Peruv. ii. 52, t. 193. Cascarillo morado, Ruiz, Quinol. q 1

Groves on the lower parts of the Andes, where it is cool at night, in the district*

Chinchao, Pati, Muna Iscutunam, Casapi, Casapillo, and Chihuamacala, R. and\v,

mountain ridges of Panatahuas, Loxa, Jaen, and other provinces ;
on low hills,

MSS. Cuchero
,
Poppig. Santa Fe.

This species yields the Cascarilla boba colorada which Reicbel ascertained t<*

the Huamalies Bark of European commerce.

12. C. hirsu'ta, FI. Peruv. ii. 51, t. 192. Cascarillo delgado, Ruiz, Quinol. 6c

Wooded mountains of the Andes, in high and cool places near Pillas and Acomjjj

R. and P., and various other stations in the province of Panatahuas, near Huatt^J

10° south of the line, Ruiz.

of
It yields a kind of Cascarilla fina, formerly employed in medicine, under the Ml

Quina delgadilla, or delgada. Dr. Lindley thinks it perhaps forms part of the i>

Yellow Baric of the shops.

13. C. glandulif'era, FI. Peruv. iii. 1. t. 324. Cascarillo glanduloso, Ruiz,Qut

Suppl. 5. C. Mutisii, P. Lambert’s Illustrations, p. 29.—Woody mountain!

Peru, near Chicoplaza, R. and P.—Mountains of Panatahuas and Huamalies,.

those of Monzon and Chicoplaza, Ruiz, MSS. Cuchero, Poppig.

Its bark, called Cascarilla negrilla, is said by Reicbel to be equal to the finest m

of Loxa bark. It formerly came among the Lima barks.

14. C. villo'sa, Pavon. MSS. C. Ilumboldtiana, Lamb. Illustration, 7.

Jaen de Loxa, Pavon.
Nothing is known of the bark.

#
. tj

15. C. oblongifo'lia. Lambert
,

Illustr. p. 12; not of Mutis. Jaen e

Pavon.

—
•
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ie bark is quite unknown. The London College, therefore, has no ground for

ring Red Cinchona to it.

§. 3. Limb of the corolla smooth, or only downy at the edye.

j
. C. acutifo'ua, FI. Peruv. iii. 1. 53, t. 225. Cascarillo de Loja aguda, R. and

i{ uinol. Suppl. 8.—Low groves of the Peruvian Andes, in Chicoplaya, by the river

(
R. and P. Mountains of the Andes, near Chicoplaya, Mouzon, and other places

1
• provinces of Panatahuas and Huamalies, Ruiz, MISS.

ii ebark is of very bad quality for medicinal purposes.

1 C. magnifo'lia, FI. Peruv. ii. 53. t. 196. Cascarillo amarillo, Ruiz, Qninol.

I C. caduciflora, Lamb. Illustr. 11
;

not of Bonpl. C. oblongifolia, Mutis,
U ding to R. and P. ;

not of Lambert.—Abundant on the mountains of Panatahuas,
J Cucbero, Cbincao, Chacahuassi, and Puzuzu, in the low land near torrents, in

d s fully exposed to the sun, and badly ventilated, R. and P. Cuchero, Pdppig.

e bark is, according to Ruiz, the Quina roxa of Santa Fe, the Red Cinchona of

br. 5
,
which both Bergen and Guibourt have shown to be the Cinchona nova of

R.peau pharmacologists.

; C. caduciflo'ra, Bonpl. in. pi. iEquinoct. i, 167.— C. magnifolia, l. c. 136, t. 39.

kartbe town of Jaen de Bracamoros, Humb. and Bonpl.

! j: use is made of the bark.

C. stenoca'rpa, Lambert, Illustr. 13.—Jaen, in the mountains of Loxa, Pavon.
rk unknown.

J. C. macroca'rpa, Vahl. in Act. Hafn. i. p. 26, t. 3. Lambert, descript. 22, t. 3.

—

fi
alifolia, Mutis MSS. Humb. Berl. May. 1. c. p. 118.—Loxa, Pavon. Santa Fe,

• ioldt

;

a supposed variety is said to grow about Santa Martha.

} irk unknown.
C. ca'va, Pavon. MSS. in herb. Lambert.— C. Pavonii, Lambert, illustr. 8.

—

. ,
Pavon.

rk unknown.

*** Species imperfectly known.

Lindley mentions,—22, C. dichotoma (which is said to yield one of the Quinas
; 23, C. macrocalyx s 24, C. crassifoliaj 25, C. Pelalba

;

and 26, C. Muzonensis,
k'cies which are imperfectly known.

l Martius (Pharm . Central-Blatt. fur 1831, S. 181) has described three other
• s, viz. C. Bergeniana, C. Lambertiana, and C. macrocnemia.

iB.—The Cinchona species inhabit the Andes from 11° N. lat. to

S. lat. at varying elevations. It is difficult to assign limits to these

tions, since the statements of Humboldt on this subject are not
rm. Thus the lowest true Cinchonas are variously stated, by him-
ind Kunth, to grow at an elevation of from 200 toises (1200 feet)

'9 toises (2154 feet)
;
while the highest are said to grow from 1487

5 (8922 feet) to 1680 toises (10,080 feet). The temperature of the

hona districts necessarily varies with their altitude; perhaps the
tge is about 68° F.

vrk-Peeling.—The mode adopted by the Cascarilloes
,
or bark-

ers, of obtaining cinchona, varies somewhat in different districts.

—

e Indians,” says Mr. Stevenson, (Narrat . of 20 Years' Residence in

h America
, vol. ii. p. 66, 1825) “ discover from the eminences

e a cluster of the trees grow in the woods, for they are easily dis-

ble by the rose-coloured tinge of their leaves, which appear at a
nee like bunches of flowers amid the deep-green foliage of other
- They then hunt for the spot, and, having found it out, cut down
in trees, and take the bark from the branches and he adds, “ after

Indians have stripped off the bark, they carry it in bundles out of
l'ood, for the purpose 6f drying it.” Poppig

(
Compan. to the Bot.

• No. viii, p. 244) says that the stems are not peeled for three or four
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days after they are cut clown; and that the bark when removed must!
quickly dried, or its value is greatly deteriorated. This account of]

2

method of collecting the barks is somewhat different to that giveii 1
]Mr. Gray from the papers of the late Mr. Arrot {Phil. Trans. 1731

|

vol. xl. pp. 81—0), who says that the bark is cut from the trees as tl5
stand. According to both Ruiz and Poppig, the peelers commence qj
operation about May, when the dry season sets in.

Commerce.—Cinchona is imported in chests (which are someth
covered with hides) or serons (packages formed of an ox-hide, soil

times lined by a coarse cloth). The duty is Id. per lb. The quantig
imported, and those retained for home consumption, in the years lijjj

1830, and 1831, were as follow [Purl. Returns)
:

—

Total imported

Quantity retained fori

Home Consumption J

1827. 1830. 1831.

385,690 lbs. 556,290 lbs. 225,678 lbs.

179,315 lbs. 56,879 lbs. 112,773 lbs.

The quantities on which duty was paid during the last five yearJI
as follow ( Trade List) :

—

In 1835 143,187 lbs.

In 1836 « 1 16,184 lbs.

In 1837 141,071 lbs.

In 1838 108,502 lbs.

In 1839 50,548 lbs. A

Cinchona is imported from various ports of the Pacific coast of Shj
Ameiica. Arica, Valparaiso, Lima, Callao, and Pavta, are the 1 i

common places of shipment. In consequence of an apprehended da»*l

that the trees yielding bark would be exterminated, the govemmenl
Bolivia has prohibited the cutting of bark in its territory for five yi

,

commencing January 1st, 1838. This event had long been expedi

In 1836 I observed {Loud. Med. Gaz. vol. xviii. p. 723) that, “ when

take into consideration the immense consumption of Cinchona br

(Pelletier alone in one year consumed 2000 quintals, equal to 200,000)

of yellow or Calisaya bark, in the manufacture of the sulphate of qu| i

that the trees yielding it are confined to one part of the world
;
and 1

1

no care is taken of their preservation
; it is not at all improbable

in a few years this valuable drug may totally disappear from comnn

>

Indeed, a report has been prevalent among the drug-dealers, that),

Cascarilloes
,
or bark-collectors, had arrived at the limits of the foji

containing the yellow or Calisaya bark, but whether this be true

false, I know not. I am acquainted with one dealer who has laid||

large stock, on the speculation of the truth of this report.”
“

If,” says Mr. Stevenson, (.Narrative,
vol. ii. p. 66) “ the gov

ment of America do not attend to the preservation of the quina, eh

by prohibiting the felling of the trees, or obliging the territorial ml

trates to enforce cutters to guard them from destruction, before a h

cient population will allow of those tracts of woodland bcco**

personal property, this highly-esteemed production of the new

will be swept from the country.”
_ 1 V

Description, (a.) General Description .—Before describing thq
;
.

rious kinds of cinchona met with in commerce, it will be necessa

offer a few remarks on the general characters of barks (more espec
jj

of Cinchona barks). These may be noticed under the following he
;
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ptogamia found on, structure, quilling, colour, taste, odour, and
i dure of, cinchona barks.

i
'kyptogamia found on Cinchona Barks. — These, especially the Lichens, have

I i elaborately examined by Fee
(
Essai sur les Cryplug. 1824) and by Zenker

i
ebel and Kunze, Pharm. Waarenk. S. 109).

Musci, or Mosses.—We frequently find mosses on Cinchona barks; but as they

;
never met with in fructification, it is almost impossible to determine the genus to

h they belong-. They are probably species of Hypnum.
Lichencs.—These are found in great abundance, especially on Loxa or Crown

i. We may conveniently arrange them, according to Zenker, in four sections:

—

.. 1. Coniolichenes, or the pulverent lichenes [Lichenes pulveracei).— In this section

have the Hypochnus rubrocinctus (classed among the Fungi by Fee). I have fre-

itly found it on the finest specimens of quilled yellow bark. Sect. 2. Cryolichenes
,

•ie crustaceous lichenes
(
Lichenes crustacei).— These frequently put on very beau-

forms, and so colour the surface of the epidermis, that they appear to constitute a

of this coat. In that kind of pale bark usually called gray

,

or silver, the surface

be epidermis has a whitish cretaceous appearance, from the presence of various

ies of Arthonia and Pyrenula. Sect. 3. Phyllolichenes, or the foliaceous lichens

henes foliacei).—These are found most abundantly on the Crown or Loxa bark.

most common species belong to the genera Parmelia, Sticta, and Collema. The
I leoronata is a beautiful species, and one frequently met with. So also the Sticta

ta, remarkable for its yellow colour. Sect. 4. Dendrolichenes, or the filamentous

mes [Lichenes fruticosi).—The Usneas are good examples of this section: they
found in abundance on the Crown bark, Two species are met with—U. florida,

l U. barbata; a variety of the latter is curiously articulated.

Hepaticce.—J ungermannias are found on Cinchona barks, but in too broken a
ition to determine their species. Fee, however, examined Humboldt’s Herbarium,
found four.

Fungi.—As Fungi usually grow on weakly or dead trees, their presence on Cin-
na bark is a bad characteristic. Very few, however, are met with.

’ructure.—Those barks known to druggists by the name of coated barks c<*n-

of the following parts:—an epidermis, the rete mucosum, and cortical layers, (the

rmost of which is termed the liber). The epidermis and rete mucosum tog-ether

what is technically called the coat.

)
Epidermis.—This is the most external portion of the bark, and is variable in

lickness. The barks of commerce are said to be coated [cinchona cum cortice

•tore of Bergen) when the epidermis is present, but when this is absent,, and when
(
part or the whole of the next layer (rete mucosum) has been removed, such barks
ailed uncoated [cinchona nuda of Bergen). As the epidermis is useless, or nearly
i a medicinal point of view, uncoated barks are to be preferred, since the epidermis
oases the weight of the bark, without adding any thing to its real value. In refer-

to this layer, there are several characters deserving of attention in judging of the
'ty of bark: thus, Cinchona barks, with a whitish epidermis, are, I believe, for the

part, inferior to those in which this layer is brown. But a whitish coating given
brown epidermis by some crustaceous lichens must not be mistaken for a genuine
e epidermis. The term warty or knotty [cinchona nodosa of Bergen) is applied
lose barks in which we observe prominences on the epidermis, corresponding to

•tions on the subjacent parts. These are frequently observed in some specimens of
>ark, as well as in the kind called Huamalies. Bark is termed cracky orfurrowed
'hona rimosa of Bergen) when we observe cracks or furrows (the latter may be
rded merely as larger kinds of cracks) on it. When we observe longitudinal or
werse elevations, we say the bark is wrinkled

(
cinchona rugosa).

•) Rete mucosum; cellular envelope; medulla externa.—This is a cellular layer,

f -d immediately beneath the epidermis. It is tasteless, and is of no medicinal
In old barks (particularly old red bark), it is often much developed : in un-

al bark it is sometimes, though not always, absent.

) Cortical layers, or cortex.—These are beneath the rete mucosum, and, in fact,

the essential part of the bark. One layer is formed annually, and hence their
her, and consequently the thickness of the bark, depends on the age of the tree
whence it is taken. The last formed layer, that which is the innermost, is termed
Every one of the cortical layers has medicinal virtue, hut the liber the most,

reason for this will be readily comprehended by reference' to tlie physiology of

3 It
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exogenous plants. The mucous communis of these plants ascends by the alburnum i-|
sap-wood, to the leaves, where it undergoes certain changes by the agency of I I

atmosphere, in consequence of which it is converted into what is called succns oronrJi
the proper juice of the plant, and in which any medicinal activity which the | a ti,|

possesses usually. resides. Now this sucrus proprius descends in the liber: hence t i

part may always be expected to possess the proper medicinal activity of the tree frj it

whence it is taken.

Quilling of the Bark.

—

Bark, little or not at all curled, is called in commerce J
bark (cinchona plana). The absence of the curl arises from one of two circumstance].

I

the age of the stem from which the bark is taken, or the want of flexibility of
bark even in the fresh state. When hark is rolled cylindrically in a quilled form

i

ijj

termed quilled bark' (cinchona tubulata). Bergen speaks of several kinds of quillit i>

namely, the partiality quilled
(
cinchona subconvoluta), when the two edges of the

q j|
approximate; the closely quilled (cinchona convolula), when the edges of the

q
overlap each other, forming a more or less closely rolled up tube; and the doi^J
quilled (cinchona involuta), w hen both edges of the quill are rolled together, so a I

form two cylinders, but which, seen from the back, appear as one.

Fracture.—The transverse fracture of bark furnishes an important charaM
Bergen admits three kinds of it :— 1st, smooth, even , or short fracture (fractura pluikm

2d!y, resinous fracture (fractura resinosa)
;
and, 3d 1y, fibrous fracture (fracl\-\

fibrosa). Bark with a resinous fracture is usually to be preferred.

Colour, Taste, and Smell—Little need be said of these characters. The s*>|

kind of bark often varies in its colour, while several kinds may have the same t a

Moisture usually deepens the colour.

(b.) Classification.—A botanical classification of the Cinchona barb;

hold to be at present impracticable
;
and moreover, if it were practical

it would be, in a commercial and pharmaceutical point of view, useM$

since the barks are never accompanied by the other parts of the Pi

from which the botanical characters are drawn.

A chemical classification, I think, cannot be at present attempt

with any great chance of success. The arrangements founded on c

mical composition, adopted by Goebel
(
Pharm . TVaarenk.) and Geil

(Handb . d. Chem.) will be noticed hereafter. Even if a perfect che !

cal classification of the barks could be effected, it would not be availajH

to ordinary experimentalists.

An arrangement founded on the physical characters of the barks ’

be for the present, perhaps, the most useful, and is the one generally

lowed.

Von Bergen (Versuch einer Monographic der China
,
Hamburg 18 1

admits nine species* ;
viz.

—

1. China rubra, or Red Bark.

2. China Loxa
,
or Crown Bark.

3. China Huanuco, or Gray or Silver Bark.

4. China reyia, or Yellow Bark of English commerce.

5. China fiuva dura
,
or Hard Carthayena Bark.

6. China fiava fibrosa ,
or Woody Carthayena Bark.

7. China Huamalies, or Rusty Bark.

8. China Jaen, or Ash Bark.

9. China Pstudo-Loxa
,
or Bastard Crovm Bark.

* I am indebted to the kindness of Von Bergen for illustrative examples of t

and other varieties of Cinchona, by which I hate been enabled to identify the sp<

with those known in English commerce.
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IVofessor Guibourt* (Hist, abreg. des Drog. simpl. Paris 1886) has
scribed no less than thirty-seven varieties of Cinchona barks, which
has arranged under five heads, as follow :

—

1 . Gray Cinchonas.
2 . Yellow Cinchonas.
3. Red Cinchonas.
4 . White Cinchonas.
5. False Cinchonas.

hall adopt the following arrangement :

—

)iv. I. Genuine Cinchona Barks.

Section 1 . With a Brown Epidermis.

a . Pale or Gray Cinchonas.

0. Yellow Cinchonas.

y. Red Cinchonas.

Section 2. With a Whitish Epidermis
(
White Cinchonas

,
Auctor).

a. Pale or Gray Cinchonas.

i8. Yellow Cinchonas.

y. Red Cinchonas.

)iv. II. False Cinchona Barks.
* 1 1 e been mistaken for, Cinchona).

(Obtained from genera, allied to, and which

Division 1. Genuine Cinchona Barks. Sect. 1st. Barks with an
: dermis normally brown.—To this division belong the pale, yellow,

1 red cinchonas of English commerce. The epidermis of these is

Mutually reddish, brownish, or blackish, cracked, and rugous. It fre-

jji;ntly has a whitish appearance, owing to the adherent crustaceous

j

oens. By scraping, however, we readily detect the subjacent brown
a .1 dermis, and thereby easily distinguish this lichenoid coat from a

ute epidermis.

• Pale Cinchona bark (Cinchona pallida', Gray Cinchona, Gui-
art).—In English commerce three kinds of cinchona are termed pale
h. These are crown or Loxa cinchona, silver or gray cinchona, and

< cinchona. Guibourt considers Huamalies cinchona to belong to the

e ie group.
J
ale barks (Huamalies cinchona excepted) possess the following pro-
ties:—They always occur in quills, never in flat pieces. Their
fder is more or less pale, grayish, or fawn-coloured, and their taste is

ingent and bitter. They contain cinchonia and quinia. An infusion

^ale bark does not deposit any sulphate of lime on the addition of a
ition of the sulphate of soda.

1. Cinchona Corona, E.

—

Crown or Loxa Bark.

Cinchona officinalis, D.

(Cinchona lancifolia-, Cortex, L. D .—Bark of Cinchona Condaminea, E.)

’

j

i'nonymf.s.—Quinquina de Loxa, Guibourt. China Loxa; Kron-China, Bergen.
ex Chineefuscce, seu corona, s. de Loxa

,
s. peruvianus, Goebel.

!>| isTORv.—Loxa bark, if not the first, was one of the earliest kinds of Cinchoua

fly an interchange of specimens, M. Guibourt and myself have been able to de-
mie the synonymes of the barks known in English and French commerce.
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bark introduced into Europe. It was, probably, tbe bark which Horbius (BcnretJ
Munogr. S. 313), in 1093, denominated Cascarilla ilella Oja, but which CondamiJJ
more correctly termed Corteza, or Caseara de Loxa. Some doubt, however, has existJj]
in the minds of pharmacologists, whether the bark known in commerce by tHJname of Loxa bark, is identical with that formerly called by that name. Hayne (GoebH
and Kunze, Pharm. Waarcnk. i. 30) has pointed out some differences between the Lny
bark of commerce and a bark found in Humboldt’s collection, marked Quina de Lox: \

and which has been collected from the C. Condaminca

:

the peculiar characteristics
'

the latter are the warty prominences, the transverse cracks, which do not form rimes, tll.1

browner tint of the outer surface, and a more astringent taste. In a chest of I2(fibs. iij

commercial Loxa bark, Goebel found only three ounces of bark corresponding to tht
description here given of the true Loxa bark.

Loxa bark received the name of crown bark in consequence of its use by the royll
family of Spain. In October 1804, a Spanish galley, returning from Peru* was takisp
by our countrymen off Cadiz. Among the treasures found therein were many parcel]
of Cinchona bark, two sorts of which were distinguished from the others by their el]
ternal appearance and mode of packing. Two of these chests were marked “ Para ,,j

realfamilie” i. e. “ For the royalfamily ,” and werelined with sheet iron : they con tain 4| 3

fine quills, of thirteen inches long, tied up by means of bass into bundles of about thri
\

inches in diameter. Von Bergen states, he received from England, in 1824, similiJ
bundles, under the name of second crown. The other sort was marked “ Para la refil
corte,” i. e. “ For the royal court ,i (Bergen, Monoyr. S. 310).

Botany.— Loxa bark is undoubtedly the produce of C. Condaminea. Guiboii®
(Hist, des Drog. ii. 55) examined the young barks of this species, brought by Hui).|
boldt, and found them undistinguishable from Loxa cinchona. Furthermore, he fouOffl

that a specimen of cinchona, sent over by M. Joseph de Jussieu, the colleague of Copj
damine, as being the bark of the tree described by that celebrated academician, is sinj.J

lar to the crown bark of commerce.
Commerce.—Crown or Loxa bark is imported in serons (holding from sixty t

ninety lbs.) and in chests (containing about one hundred lbs.)

Essential Character.—Coat thin, firm
;
cracks numerous, annular, transverst I

' under surface smooth
;
colour cinnamon-brown (Bergen)

Description —Loxa or Crown bark is met with in the form of coated quii 1

only, neither flat nor uncoated pieces being known. These quills vary in length froil

six to fifteen inches
;
in diameter from two lines to an inch ; in thickness from one-thiffl

> of a line to two lines : they are both singly and doubly quilled. The outer surface

epidermis of this bark is characterised by numerous transverse cracks, which, in tjjl

fine and middling quills, are often distant fro,m, each other only from one to one audfl

half lines, and frequently extend completely around the bark in the form of rings, tl J
edges of which, as well as of the shorter crocks, are a little elevated. In some of tjil

fine quills, however, these transverse cracks dre hardly visible; but we then obseirl

longitudinal furrows. On the larger quills the transverse cracks are interrupted, ai bj

dotnotform rings, and are not set so closely together. Some of the thicker quills ha I

odc^ionally almost the roughness of a grater, and occasionally pieces are met with ha 1

ing kiS$k.or warts. The colour of the external surface of Crown bark depends print I

A pally ortthat of the crustaceous lichens. Gray, or grayish-brown, may be taken as t n

' predominating tint : the thin quills are mostly slate, ash, or roe-gray. The larger qui 1

vary still- more, and, in addition to the colours now mentioned, they are sometim
j

blackish-gray, even passing, in places, into liver-brown. The inner surface of Lnii

bark is smooth, with small irregular longitudinal fibres observed thereon: its genej I

colour is cinnamon-brown. The transverse fracture of small quills is even, but of f 1

larger and coarser ones fibrous. Tbe powder of Loxa bark is of a deep cinnamrfl

brown colour. The odour of this bark is like that of tau
;

its taste astringent, biitj>l

and somewhat aromatic.

Commercial and other Varieties. — The finest, thinnest, and longest quill

with a short transverse fracture, form the fnest or picked crown bark of the sluJ

(cortex cinchona corona; electus). A somewhat larger quill, with a silvery appe ij

ance of the epidermis, derived from the adherent crustaceous lichens, constitutes :|

silvery crown bark. A similar kind, but in which the external coat has a speck ij

appearance from the whitish lichens, with the intermediate dark-brown colour of

epidermis, constitutes the leopard crown bark.
fjj

Huamalies and white Loxa Cinchona, found in the serons of pale bark, are the pll

duce of different species of Cinchona. The young Huamalies Cinchona ,
sometinjdl

called Havannah bark, cpnstitutes the rusty crown bark of some of our dealers. It iii

j
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Itsircely any transverse cracks
;
and some subvarieties of it are devoid of lichens,

idermis is spongy or corky, longitudinally furrowed in an undulatory matter, and
: a orayish or brownish gray tint. The ferruginous Huamalies of Guibourt is the

I ne bark at a more advanced period of growth. Huamalies bark is the produce of
micrantha, and will be described more fully hereafter. White Loxa Cinchona has
considerable resemblance to the young Huamalies bark, with a whitish epidermis,

J will be noticed among the so-called White Cinchonas.

Composition.—Crown bark was analyzed by Pelletier and Caventou
(Journ . de

arm. vii. 70), and by Bucholz (Gindin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1283).

Pelletier and Caventou's Analysis.

vinate of cinchonia.

iinate of lime,

rreen fatty matter.

.led oinchonic.

niluble red colouring matter (tannin),

fellow colouring matter.

•rum.

itarch.

pgmn.

Gray Cinchona.

Bucholz's Analysis.

Cinchonia 0'36

Kinic acid 117
Ivinate of lime 1-30

Hard resin (red cinchonic) 9‘97

Bitter soft resin 156
Fatty matter, with chlorophylle 078
Tannin, with some chloride of

calcium (?) 5-80
Gum 4 43
Starch a little

Lignin 74-43

Commercial Loxa Bark ... 99 80

oubeiran
(
Traite de Pharm. i. 603) states, that one lb. of Loxa bark yields from one

a half to two drachms of sulphate of cinchonia. It is somewhat remarkable, that
1 Santeu (Bergen, Monogr. Tab. zur 5ten

. Platte) obtained quina, and but little cin-
nia, from Loxa bark, as the following table shows:

—

One lb. of Loxa Bark. Sulphate of Quina

ine selected quills 5 grs.

loderately thick! quills and pieces 12 grs.

'ine and middling quills 2 grs.

loderately thick pieces 21^ grs.

elected thick, heavy pieces, with grater-like bark,. 53J grs.

Pare Cinchonia.

4f
2f grs-

: ryptogamia.—The following is Fee’s list of the Cryptogamia found on Loxa

LiCHENES.—Opegrapha globosa j 0. Condaminea; Graphisfulgurata j Arthoniasi-
msigraphia ; A.marginata ; Glyphisfavulosa (rare); Chiodecton effusum ; Pyrenula
nrucaridides ; Ascidium Cinchonarum ; Lepra jlava • Lecidea peruviana ; Lecanorau-
•ssula; L. subfusca j id. var. /3 pulverulenta j Parmelia crenulata ; P. glanduf

‘ ticta aurata ; Collema azureum

;

and C. diaphanum.

2. Cinchona Huanuco.—Gray or Silver Cinchona, E.

Cinchona cinerea, E.

(Bark of Cinchona micrantha
, E.)

wnonymes.— Quinquina de Lima
,
Guibourt. China Huanuco j Graue China, Ber-’

China Huanuco, Yuanuco, Guanuco, Havane, Goebel. Cascarilla provinciana

,

P j ?.

istory.— This bark was first known in Spain in 1799. One hundred and
ty chests of it were brought to Santander, in that year, by the frigate La Veloz

;

Euiz was appointed to examine the cargo. He found in the chests a thick bark,
ben unknown to the botanists of Peru, mingled with the barks of C. nitida and C.
eolata, and with those of the species which Tafalla has designated by the term
km to Calisaya (Laubert’s Memoir in Lambert’s Illustr. of the Genus Cinchona,
’)• 1 oppig (Hooker’s Comp, to the Bot. Mag. No. viii. p. 244) says, the trade in
barks of Huanuco commenced in 1785; but that in 1815 it almost entirely ceased.
scarcity of yellow bark will be likely again, I should think, to give a fresh im-
c to it, as the quality of Huanuco bark is excellent. •
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Botany.— It is unnecessary to detail the speculations of botanists as to the ori-lj
^in of this bark previous to Poppig’s discovery. This celebrated traveller brojj(rl)j!|
u> Europe a bark called cascurilla provinciana, and which was the produce of Ciuchoruin
miorantha. Reichel, an apothecary at Hobenstein, examined and carefully compand 1
it with his own collection of cinchona barks, as well as with that of Von Bergen J J
Hamburg, and declared it to be identical with the Huunuco or Silver Bark of comi»
merce.

Commerce.—It is imported usually in chests containing about 150 pounds, and also!

though less frequently, in serons of from 80 to 100 pounds.
Essential Character.—Coat moderately thin, hard ; wrinkles longitudinal, pret :,j

dominating
; under surface splintery; colour rusty brown (Bergen).

Description. — It always occurs in the form of quills, no flat pieces beinrtii

known. These quills are larger and coarser than those of Crown hark; the larges! j

even approximate to those of yellow bark, from which they are distinguished by tbjii
greater smoothness of their external surface. The length of the quills is from three if

fifteen inches; their diameter from two lines to one and a quarter, or even two inches into

their thickness one-third of a line to five lines. At the edge of most of the perfect quillj »
we distinctly observe a sharp oblique cut, made probably to loosen the bark. Thes^iJ
oblique cuts are rarely found on other barks. The quills are frequently somewhat spijit

rally rolled. We observe on the epidermis transverse cracks, but they do not form:

rings, as in the Loxa or crown bark, and their edges are flat. On the thicken*

quills longitudinal furrows are observed
;
and in these cases the transverse cracks ant;

frequently wanting. The colour of the epidermis is whitish : in the smaller quills it i n

a uniform whitish gray, while in the large quills we observe a kind of cretaceous covert fc

ing. This whitish appearance, from which, indeed, the terms silver and gray given to
this bark are derived, depends on some crustaceous lichens. The structure of the innejt

surface of this kind of bark is, in the small quills, smooth
;
in the larger ones fibrous!

the colour is rather reddish, or rusty brown, than cinnamon brown. The fracture ii u
even, and resinous; the odour clayish or sweet, and which Bergen says is peculiar t!
this kind. The taste is astringent, aromatic, and bitter; the powder of a deep cinuaiir

mon brown.
Commercial and other Varieties.—In this country no varieties of Huanuco barm

are usually made. Guibourt distinguishes the gray fine Lima, the large or white Limai.

and the gray Huanuco; to which he also adds, the gray cinchona resembling tlieroyqvl

yellow bark.

Composition.—I am unacquainted with any analysis of this bark. Soubeiraix;

(
Trait'e de Pharm. i. 603) states, that one lb. of Gray Lima Cinchona yields a drachun

and a half of sulphate of cinchonia.

The following are the quantities of pure cinchonia and quinia in this bark, accordini >

to the undermentioned authorities:—

Cinchonia.

Von Santen from 74 to 210 grs.

( finest sample 50 grs.
•

‘
( second sample 74 grs.

Goebel and Kirst... 168 grs.

In one lb. of bark.

Michaelis

Quiniax

0

32 grs.»

28 grs.j

0

Cryptogamia.—Mosses and Jungermannias are never found on this bark. Folid i

ceous lichens are much more scarce than on Loxa bark. The following is Fee’s list c J

the Cryptogamia:— iJ
LicHENES.—Opegrapha Ruiziana ; O . Condaminea ; 0 rugulosa; O. turmduumJ

Graphis Acharii ; G. serpentina ; Arthonia confiuens ; A. divergens; A. obtrita; Trypi I

thelium variolosum; Pyrenula marcida ; P . myriocarpa ; P. mollis ; Verrucaria nitens\ 3

V. theioplaca; Ascidium Cinchonarum ; Lecidea tuberculosa.

3. Cinchona Jaen.—Ash Cinchona. I
(Bark of Cinchona ovata, FI. Peruv.)

Synonymes.— Quinquina de Loxa cendre, Guibourt. China Jaen; lilasse Tcn-Chuii

Bergen. China Jaen, seu Term
,
s. Tena

}
Goebel. Blackish Huanuco

,
Batka. Cascan

pallido, Ruiz.
, .... '» JK.',

History.— Little is known respecting the history of Ash Cinchona, in conscqiT

probably, of its being confounded with other kinds of pale bark. It is iukci
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t i efore at what period it was introduced into commerce. Bergen states be found it

in old collection of drugs made in 1770. Virey (Hist. Nat. des Medic, p. 210)

i
i rs to it under the name oi'pale gray orfemale Loxa cinchona

;

but it does not appear

mve been known to other French pharmacologists until I sent samples of it to

; fessor Guibourt, who has described it, erroneously I think, as a variety of Loxa
I

j (see his Hist, des Drog. ii. 62-3).

|
otaxV;—

T

his kind of cinchona bark agrees with the one described in the Quinologia

I
ascarillo pallido (C. ovata, FI. Peruv.)

;
a specimen of which, in Ruiz’s collection

j
: irks, was examined by Bergen

(Monogr

.

319), and found to be identical with Ash

s chon a.

[ ommekce.—It is usually imported in chests of from 110 to 140 lbs.
;
hut we meet

1 j it also in serous of from 70 to 100 lbs.

J- ssential Character.— Coat thin, light, readily pulverized
;

cracks few
;

quills

j tlv crooked ; colour dark cinnamon brown (Bergen).

i
Iescription.— This bark is met with in a quilled form only: the quills being of

i dltng size, or somewhat thick
;
being from 4 to 16 inches long, from 3^ lines to

i 1 ch diameter, and from £ to 2 lines thick. A very remarkable character of this bark

ie crookedness of the quills, which are more or Jess arched and twisted
;
from which

jliumstance we may infer the probability o.f its being obtained from a tree which

i ,>,vs iu a damp situation. On the outer or epidermoid surface we observe a few

posverse cracks, and some faint longitudinal cracks; but in these respects there is a

[iiifest difference between this and Loxa bark. The colour of the outer surface varies

» teen ash gray, whitish gray, and pale yellow, with blackish or brownish spots.

: inner surface is either even or splintery, and of a cinnamon brown colour. The
i?i:ture is even or splintery; the odour is tan-like; the taste feebly astringent and

?r ; the colour of the powder is cinnamon brown.

: ommercial Varieties.—No division of asb cinchona is made. Bergen has de-

Ijkted, under the names of Dark Ash Cinchona, False Loxa Bark, or Dark Ten Cinchona

ina Pseudo-Loxa ;
Dunkele Ten China), a bark which has many of the properties of

cinchona, and which is found mixed with the Loxa bark of commerce. It is

hi cipally distinguished from the ash cinchona by the irregular longitudinal wrinkles

transverse cracks, and by its darker colour. Guibourt regards it as an inferior

h 1 1 of Loxa bark. Bergen says it agrees with a bark in the collectkm of Ruiz, said

I toe obtained from the C. lancifolia of Mutis.

omposition.—Ash Cinchona has not been analysed. It appears to be remarkably
t beient in cinchona alkalies. Yon Santen (Bergen, Monogr.) failed to procure either

i lia or cinchonia from it. Michaelis, and Goebel and Kirst (Pharm. Waarenk. i. 67)

.ined the following quantities of quiniaand cinchonia from it:

—

1 lb. of Bark. Quinia. Cinchonia.

AT' h 1' / 1 st sort ( Cinchonafusca Ten
)

1 e 1

(2nd sort

•Goebel and Kirst

44 grs.

80 grs.

12 grs.

12 grs.

12 grs.

none.

: ryptogamia.—Few cryptogamic plants are found on this bark. The following is a
‘ of them, according to Bergen (op. cit. S. 318):

—

Lichenes.— Graphis sculpturata; Porina granulata ; Pyrenula verruearidides ; Le-
- anora punicea j Parmelia melanoleuca, and Usnea florida 5 Cinchonce.

'he Dark Asii Cinchona (Bergen), of all others, abounds most in lichens. Besides
leof the foregoing, the following lichens have also been found on it '.— Opegrapha
oella; Thelotrema terebratum ; and Sticta aurata.
* 1

4. Cinchona Huamalies.—Huamalies or Rusty Bark.

(Bark of Cincho'na purpu'rea).

'YNonymes. — Quinquina de Huamalies, and Q. humalies ferrugineux, Guibourt.
na Huamalies; Braune China, Bergen. China Huamalies, Guamalies, sen Abomalies,
ebel. Braune China; China Huamalies ; Chinafusca, Geiger.
Iistory.— It is not known precisely when this kind of bark first came into Europe,
n Bergen thinks that it probably was introduced simultaneously with silver bark
the end of the last or commencement of the present century. In 1803 it was fre-
•ntly carried direct from Lima to Hamburg. This bark is not used as a distinct
d in this country, and hence most druggists are unacquainted with it; but it is
•ght by some of our merchants for the foreign markets, especially for Germany.
Botany.—The bark of Cinchona purpurea, R. and P. ( Cascarilla boha colorada).
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by Pbppig, was found, by Reichel, to be identical wi
brought from South America
the Huamalies bark.

Commerce.—It is imported in chests, never in scions.
Essential Character.— Coat thin and spongy; longitudinal wrinkles and uar|which penetrate to the cortical layers [alburnum, Bergen] ; under-surface even

; colul
rust-brown (Bergen).

Description and Varieties.—

T

his kind of bark presents very different appei
ances at different ages, so as almost to defy arrangement. Some of the fine mm
might readily be mistaken by inexperienced persons for Crown baric, while othi
greatly resemble white Loxa bark. The large flat pieces, on the other hand, I hJ
known mistaken by an experienced dealer for what he termed “ flimsy” red bark
Some of the finer quills

(
Huamalies

,
simulating Crown Bark) greatly resemble tlm,

of Loxa or Crown Bark, but are paler externally, have fewer transverse cracks, »,

ill

grayi
corky or spongy epidermis, which is striated or furrowed longitudinally, and may
removed by the nail. On some of the pieces we observe rustly-coloured warts, whic|

when numerous, are disposed in irregular longitudinal lines. A flat variety (Wh'J
verrucous Huamalies Bark) has a whitish epidermis, with large red warts, from whil

the epidermis has been removed. Another kind {Rusty Huamilies; Quinquina fen

i a

1
ti

gineux, Guibourt) is in quills or flat pieces, distinguished by the ochre- red or rust

colour of its outer surface, the presence of warts, arranged for the most part longitj

dinally, and the almost total absence of transverse cracks.

Composition.—I am unacquainted with any analysis of this bark. The followi;

are the quantities of Cinchona alkalies according to Von Santen (Bergen, Monos,

Platte v.), Michaelis, and Goebel and Kirst (Charm. Waarenk. i. 64) :

—

A

A
A

1 lb. of Bark. Cinchonia.

( 1. Fine and Middling-fine quills, and flat pieces (from

Quinih i

Von Santen
2 . Thick warty quills, and flat pieces (from ditto).

3. Sorts (from Lima in 1803)

5. As No.
1st sort .

.

Michaelis

( 3rd sort

60 ... 0

75 ... 0

60 ... 0

48 ... 0

95 ... 0

0 ... 12

48 ... 23

60 ... 34

38 ... 28

'

Cryptogamia.—The following cryplogamic plants are mentioned by Von Bergi]

as existing on this bark.

Lighenes • — Opegrapha enteroleuca ; Graphis duplicata ; Verrucaria phot

Porina papillata j Pyrenula discolor j P.mastoideaj and P. verrucarioidesj Lecarn
t

puniceuj Parmelia melanoleuca j and Usnea jlorida 5 Cinchona.

(3. Yellow Cinchona Bark of English Commerce {Cinchona flap,

Anglic, offic.)—In English commerce the term yellow cinchona is coi

fined to the quilled and flat varieties of Calisaya or reyia bark. Til

French and German pharmacologists, however, include under this den

mination several of the yellow barks, with a white epidermis (see p. 9S1

which in England are termed false or spurious yelloiv barks. T1

yellow bark of English commerce occurs in quills or flat pieces, tlj

quills being, on the average, larger and much rougher than the large

quills of pale barks. The texture is more fibrous ;
and the taste is mo

bitter, and less astringent than of pale bark : the powder is orange

fawn yellow. The Calisaya or royal yellow .contains both quinia ai

cinchonia, but the first in by Tar the larger quantity. A strong hifusu

of this kind of bark produces a precipitate {sulphate of lane) on t

addition of a solution of the sulphate of soda.
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ou Jaime royal

,

Guibourt. China regia

;

Cortex China regius, s. Jlavus, s. luteus

;

Cinchona Calisaya sea Regia.—Royal Yellow Bark.

Cinchona flava, E. D.

chon a eordifolia

;

Cortex, L. D.—Yellow-Bark
;
from an unascertained species of Cinchona, E.)

ionymes.— Quinquina Calisaya

is-China, Bergen. China regia

Calisaya, Goebel.

toky.—

D

r. Relph (Inq. into the Med. Effic. of Yellow Bark, 1794) says,

i a letter from a Spanish merchant at Cadiz, dated September 1789, it is observed

he yellow bark had only been lately known there. “ The first parcel which

.1 here was tried at Madrid, and was immediately bought by the King’s order for

n use/’ In 1790 Murray (App . Med. vi. 178) first saw it at Franckfort on the

•. He afterwards received it under the name of cortex china Jlavus ; and to pre-

onfusion he proposed to term it royal yellow bark
(
cortex china regius Jlavus.)

i elph says it was unknown in England till 1793; but this must be an error; for

- v, who died in 1791, had received it from London. It is not improbable that it

ie the amarilla (yellow ) cinchona mentioned by Arrot {Phil. Trans. 1737-8,

No. 446, p. 81—6) ; by Condamine {Mem. de V Acad. Royale des Scien. 1738,

hi)
;
and by J. de Jussieu {Hist, de la Soc. de Med. 1779, p. 252) ; but this cannot

:ertained now. The term Calisaya, applied to this bark in Spain and Por-

t! is the name of a province producing the bark (Humboldt in Lambert’s Illustr.

Tetany.—

T

he species yielding this bark is at present unascertained.

Humboldt and Bonpland {PI. y"Equinox , i. 66) ascribe the Quina jaune {yellow cin-

cj to Cinchona eordifolia, Mutis. Mr. Lambert {Illustr. p. 4) also states that Quina
t| 'la Bogotensium (

Bogota yellow cinchona) is produced by C. eordifolia Mutis.

1 statements, I presume, led Hayne (quoted by Bergen, S. 285), the com-
}i of the Pharmacopeia Londinensis, 1836, and others, into the error of supposing
t i e yellow bark of English commerce is identical with the Quinajaune of Humboldt
jri ie Quina amarilla of Lambert, and that consequently it is the produce of C. cor-

c But Bergen {Monog. S. 293) states that the Quina amarilla {C. eordifolia,

»
! ) contained in Ruiz’s collection of barks, which be examined, was China flava
the bark known in England as hard Carthagena bark). And Guibourt {Hist, des

ii. 79) observes, that “ many persons have referred the true Calisaya to C.
dia, in consequence of Mutis having g'iven the name of yellow bark to the bark

' s tree
; but the authentic specimens of the yellow bark of Mutis, brought by

•oldt, shew that this bark is that known in France by the name of Carthagena
na.”

[
J z (Laurent’s Memoir in Lambert’s Illustr. p. 70) thought it was the bark of

iff '.ceolata; and Dr. Lindley {FI. Med. 417) adopts this notion. But Bergen
>gr. S. 285) says be found in Ruiz’s collection some specimens of Quina naran-

|£C. lancifolia, Mutis), of Quina anteada {C. lanceoluta, FI. Peruv.), and of Quina
ma (C. nitida, FI. Peruv.), all of which are very different to our yellow

*na {royal or Calisaya yellow bark). Guibourt {Hist, des Drog. p. 80) ob-

that great differences exist between our yellow cinchona and the orange cinchona

icifolia, Mutis).

amerce.—It is imported in serous and chests. The whole serons weigh 125
lbs.; the thirds, 45 to 50 lbs. The chests contain 150 lbs. Iam informed by

s. Gibbs and Sons, Contractors for the Cinchonas, that the Yellow Bark is pro-
in the province of La Paz in Bolivia, in a plain bounded east and west by moun-
dges, and elevated 14 or 15,000 feet above the level of the sea. It is exported
Vrica. This information agrees with that received' by Dr. Wood {United States
isatory), and with the statements of Delondre {Journ. de Pharm. xxi. 505).
ential Character.— Coat very thick, brittle; furrows longitudinal; cracks
ninating, transverse

;
under-surface uneven ; colour deep cinnamon-brown

en).

’Cription.—In commerce, two varieties are distinguished : the quilled and the

Quilled yellow bark (cinchona regia tubulata sen convoluta ).

—

The quills vary in
1 from three to eighteen inches; in diameter, from two lines to one and a half or
two inches; in thickness, from half to six or seven lines. Very small quills,
fr, are rare

; those usually met with having a diameter of from one to one and a
nehes, and a thickness of from three to six lines. Sometimes they arc doubly,
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though in general they are singly, quilled. The quills are in general coated. On tiexternal surface they are marked by longitudinal wrinkles and furrows, and p re(jnating transverse cracks, which often form complete circles around the quills and «'ir/lrroc n noi.nll.. ' A rrvi _ r I i • ' - V U
edges are usually raised. These furrows and cracks give a very rough characu

'

this kind of bark, by which, indeed, it may be readily distinguished liom the Is j
quills of the gray or Huanuco bark. The colour of the epidermis is more or loss ljl
gray; in those spots where the epidermis is wanting, the outer surface of the bari!
of a brown colour. In other characters the quilled and flat characters agree.
The finest quills are selected for druggists’ show-bottles.

(0.) Flat yellow bark {cinchona reyia, plana).—The pieces of this variety are fj>
eight to fifteen even or eighteen inches long; from one to three inches broad,
from one to five lines thick. They are but little curved or arched. In general 1

pieces are uncoated (cinchona regia nuda). Sometimes the uncoated pieces are foiF
by drying, to have become convex on the inner, and concave on the outer side. AV ;

|
the coating is present, it agrees in character with the coated quilled yellow barkalreW
described, in having wrinkles, furrows, and transverse cracks, and in the colour off*
epidermis.

The inner surface of both quilled and flat pieces is even, and often almost stnoi

On examination, it is seen to consist of fine, closely-set, longitudinal fibres. Its cot

is cinnamon-brown
; the same colour is also perceived on the outer side of the hart

the places where the coating is removed.
Commercial and other Varieties.—The only distinctions made in comm

are into quilled and fiat yellow cinchona

;

the flat being subdivided into the coated
uncoated.

The bark, called by Guibourt, Quinquina jaune du roi d'Espagne
,

is unknow*
English commerce. Guibourt says, that it has an odour like that of tobacco, and th|

consists principally of young barks, resembling Calisaya or Royal Yellow Cine4

(the Yellow Cinchona of English commerce). Is it the Cascarilla hoja de 0/ira(j
chona nitida, R. P. ?) ofPoppig?

Metis’s Orange Cinchona of Santa Fe I once met with in the docks under the na
New Spurious Yellow Bark. This, as well as the Carthagena Barks, sometimes
taken for the Royal Yellow bark, will be noticed among the White Cinchonas.

Composition.—Pelletier and Caventou {Journ. de Pharm. vii. 89) found in this

superkinate of quina, kinate of lime, red cinchonic, soluble red colouring matter (tan

fatty matter
,
yellow colouring matter , lignin, and starch. In 1827, Pelletier {Diet..

Med. v. 603) consumed 2,000 quintals of this bark in the manufacture of 90,000 ou

(French) of disulphate of quina: this is about three drachms of disulpbate for on

of bark; Soubeiran ( Traite de Pharm. i. 603) states that one lb. (French) of unci

yellow bark yields three drachms and from 30 to 50 grains (French) of disulphal

quina; while the same quantity of coated yellow bark yields three drachms (Frenc’

the disulphate. I have been informed, by some manufacturers, that an ounce ofl

disulphate has been obtained from two lbs. of yellow bark
;
but this is beyond

average produce.

Cryptogamia.—The following is F6e’s list of the cryptogamic plants found ou

bark {Cours d’Hist. Nat. ii. 262).

1- Fungi•—Hypochnus rubro-cinctus ; Triclinum Cinchonarum.

2. Lichenes.—

O

pegrapha peruviana; 0. Scaphella; 0. ovata ; 0. rhizoe

Graphis cinerea ; G. cinnabarina ; Arthonia obtrita ; Fissurina Dumastii ; Chiod(

spheerale; Trypethelium verrucosum ; T. cliiodectondides ; Pyrenula annularis ; P

americana; Ascidium Cinchonarum ; Lepra flava; Variolaria amara; Lecidea

gera ; L. tuberculosa ; L. soredifera ; L. punicea ; Parmelia perlata ; Sticta m

phylla; Collema azureum ; Solorina vitellina ; Uynece foridee et barbata.

3. Hepaticje.—

J

ungermannia atrata.

4. Musa•—Hypnum Langsdorfii.

y. Red Cinchona Bark of English Commerce
(
Cinchona ru

Anglic, offic.)—Only one kind of red bark is usually found in Engl

commerce. It is met with in both quills and flat pieces : it lias a fib:

texture, and a redder colour than either of the foregoing kinds : it

fains both quinia and cinchonia. It is very bitter and astringent,

powder is more or less red.
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Cinchona rubra
,
E.D.—Red Cinchona.

(Cinchona oblongifolia ;
Cortex, L. D.—Red Bark, from an undetermined species, E.)

h onymes.—Quinquina rouge verruqueux, and non-verruqueux, Guibourt. China
- Rathe China, Bergen. China rubra', Cortex Chinee ruber, Goebel.

! roRY.—It is probable, as Bergen suggests, that this red bark was known to the

j
t travellers in South America, who have noticed the cinchona bark. Arrot, as

. 1
<; Condamiue, speak of a red bark (Colorado

)

of the best quality. Dr. Saunders

nl v. on the super. Efficacy of the Red Peruvian Bark, p. vi* 1782) states, that in

ir 1702 a parcel of bark (which he says was the red kind) was taken on board a

gi h vessel, and a portion of it fell into the hands of a celebrated London apothe-

,}! Mr. D. Pearson. In 1779, another Spanish ship, bound from Lima to Cadiz, was
t by an English frigate, and carried into Lisbon. Her cargo consisted principally

a
l

bark, and was for the most part sent to Ostend, where it was purchased at a very

i

(
; ice by some London druggists, who, after some difficulty, contrived to get it

(,
joed into practice.

l| any.—The species which yields the red bark is at present unascertained. It has

f.
usually, though erroneously, supposed to be the Cinchona oblongifolia, Mutis,

*1 yields a bark called Quina roxa, or Quina Azahar o roja de Santa Fe ; and

fc, was supposed to be our red bark. But Bergen has examined the bark

this name in the collection of Ruiz, and finds that is not our commercial red

b but the Quinquina nova of the French pharmacologists. Moreover, Schrader
r, [i-eceived a piece of the bark of the Cinchona oblongifolia from Humboldt)
jy|cd it to be a new kind

;
and Guibourt (Hist, des Drog. ii. 89) states that the red

b f Mutis, which was deposited by Humboldt in the Museum of Natural History

Hi is, is not commercial red bark, but Quinquina nova. To these statements may
b ted the testimony of Ruiz and Pavon, and of Humboldt; the two first of which

bo > state, that the Quina roxa is obtained from the Cinchona oblongifolia

,

Mutis,

b ;i it they do not know the origin of Quina Colorado (the red bark of commerce) ;

l :hrader states that Humboldt declared be did not know the tree that yielded red

k. I Bergen, Monogr. S. 268).

bS’IMErce.—

I

mported in chests; never in serous. Good samples hre scarce. I

»! ormed by an experienced dealer, this bark was formerly imported in much larger-

Uiiiieces than are now met with.

if: :ntial Character.— Coat thick, with wrinkles (longitudinal); furrows and
1)1 but without any important impression on the cortical layers [alburnum, Bergen].
Bi surface uneven ; colour brownish-red (Bergen).
ok cription.—

R

ed bark occurs in quills and flat pieces. The quills vary in dia-

rfrom two lines to an inch and a quarter; in thickness from one-third to two

i in length from two to twelve or more inches. The so-called flat pieces are fre-

0 1 y slightly curled : their breadth is from one to five inches
;

their thickness from

“j; ird to three-quarters of an inch
;
their length from two inches to two feet. Red

H i usually coated
;

its outer surface is usually rough, wrinkled, furrowed, and
1 ntly warty. The colour of the epidermis varies: in the thinner quills it is

t ih-brown,or faint red-brown
;
in thick quills and flat pieces it varies from a red-

1 rown to a chesnut-brown, frequently' with a purplish tinge. As a general rule,

> r be said that the larger and coarser the quills and pieces, the deeper the colour,

kogamic plants are not so frequent on this as on some other kinds of bark. The
V- lucosum is frequently thick and spongy, especially in large flat pieces; much

||
>o than in yellow bark. The inner surface of the bark is, in fine quills, finely

i >; in large quills and flat pieces, coarsely fibrous, or even splintery. Its colour
T'ses with the thickness and size of the pieces: thus in fine quills it is light rusty

; in thick quills and flat pieces it is a deep reddish or purplish brown. Some of

[j
ecimens of red bark, which I have received from Von Bergen, approach yellow

T 1 n their colour. The transverse fracture of fine quills is smooth ; of middling
' somewhat fibrous

; of thick quills and flat pieces, fibrous and splintery. The
1 strongly bitter, somewhat aromatic, but not so intense and persistent as that

!

low bark; the odour is feeble, tan-like; the colour of the powder is faint reddish-

'mercial and other Varieties.—The obvious and common distinction is into
'I red bark and flat red bark. The warty pieces constitute the quinquina verm-

Guibourt ; the pieces without warts are [he quinquina non-verruqueux of the
pharmacologist. In the red bark of commerce, we frequently find pieces
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with a white micaceous epidermis: these, which are probably the produce of ad'
species of Cinchona, constitute the quinquina rouge a epiderme blanc et micace (oui
Carthagene rouge

,
2nd ed.) of Guibourt (Hist, des Drag. ii. 92), and will be dele

among- the White Cinchonas.

The quilled red bark, called by Guibourt Red Lima Cinchona
,
is unknown in £„

commerce.
The consumption of red cinchona being very small, but little attention has been

to it, and no distinctions are made of it, except into the quilled and the flat; the
being sub-divided into coated and uncoated.

Composition.—According to Pelletier and Caventou (Journ . de Pharm. vii. 921
bark contains superkinate of cinchonia, superkinate of quina, kinate of lime

, red cinch,

soluble red colouring matter (tannin), fatty matter
,
yellow colouring matter, lignin.\\

starch» Soubeiran ( Traite de Pharm. i. 603) states, that one lb. of deep-red cincij

yields two drachms of sulphate of quina and one drachm of sulphate of cinch)

Uvbild one lb. of pale-red cinchona yields a drachm and a half of the sulphate of <

and one drachm of sulphate of cinchonia.

The following are the quantities of cinchona alkalies obtained from this hark lnfj

Santen (Bergen, Monogr. Platte 1), by Michaelis, and by Goebel and Kirst (P/f

Waarenk. i. 72) :

—

j

T>

IT
J

* t u r\ Cinchonia. Sulphate
Quinia.

y\
r 1. Fine quills of fresh appearance (from

j
Cadiz in 1803) 70 grs. 77 grs.

0 * y 2. Large, broad, flat pieces, of fresh

15

/

brownish-red appearance (same chest)..

3. Middling quills, from their pale ap-

90

pearance probably 20 years older than
*'

the previous (from Cadiz in 1819) .... 97 31

V'011 Santen

.

4. Broad flat pieces, not so thick as No. 2,

(same chest as No. 3)

5. Middling quills, heavy, old (from

80 30

London to Hamburg in 1815: not

met with now) 150 11

6. Thicker, heavier quills (same chest) ..

7. Thick Hat pieces, quills, and frag-

184 9

meuts (above 80 years in Hamburg:
a pale kind) 20 7

Micbaelis... 32 '

Goebel and Kirst (flat pieces) 65 —

Quill

64

40

Cryptogamia.—The following are the cryptogamic plants on red cinchona, ac

iug to Fee ( Cours d'Hist. Nat. ii. 265):

—

Lichenes.— Opegrapha Bonplandi ; 0. farinaceaj Graphis Acharii ; G. eajl

G. frumentariaj Pyrenula verrucaridides ; Verrucaria sinapisperma ; Thelota

urceolare ; T. terebratvm j T. myriocarpum ; and Lecidea conspersa.

Sect. 2nd . Genuine Cinchona Barks, with a whitish or yellov

micaceous Epidermis (
Cinchona alba

,

Auct.)—The white cinchona w

are usually regarded, in English commerce, as spurious or bastard k

of bark. They are distinguished by an epidermis which is natui

whitish or pale yellowish, micaceous, smooth, or not cracked, and at

rent to the cortical layers. They yield little or no cinchonia and qui

One of them contains a peculiar vegetable alkali (
aricina).

«. Pale Cinchona Barks, with a whitish Epidermis.—I am

quainted with only one variety of this, viz.
;
the White Loxa inC

of Guibourt (Hist, des Drorj. ii. 94) ;
unless, indeed, we consider son

the young Huamalics barks as belonging to this division (sec ray

Huama/ies Bark, p. 984).
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Cinchona Loxa alba .— White Loxa Bark.

Quinquina blanc de Loxa, Guibourt.

is found in the Crown or Loxa cinchona of commerce ;
with which it agfees

l eneral appearance, being essentially distinguished by its whitish epidefmis. It

usiderable resemblance to the qtiiiled Huamalies with a whitish epidermis, as

Carthagena bark.

Epidermis .—These barks correspond to, and have bee

?d with, the Calisaya or Royal Yellow Bark.

Yellow Cinchona Barks, with a whitish or yellowi.

1. Cinchona de Carthagena dura.— Carthagena Hard Cinchona.

(Bark of Cinchona cordifolia).

b >nymes.

—

Quinquina de Cartliagene jaune, Guibourt. China flava dura ; Harte
•hina, Bergen. Quina amarilla, Mutis. Quina jaune, Humboldt
• CRT.—See Cinchona de Carthagena fibrosa.

vny.—This bark is satisfactorily proved (see the evidence at p. 985) to be the

; of Cinchona cordifolia, Mutis.

merce.—It is imported in drum-like serons of about 80 lbs. nett, or in half chests

t 70 lbs.

NTIAL Character.

—

Coat thin and soft, dr wanting ; longitudinal furrows irre-

under-surface uneven or splintery ; colour dull ochre-yellow (Bergen).

•ription.— It occurs in fine, middling, and thick quills, and in flat pieces. The
a ary in diameter from three to eight lines, in thickness from half to one and a half

t

i i length from five to nine, rarely to fifteen inches. The flat pieces are more or

<sted, arched, or warped (sometimes like pieces of dried horn) in drying, and are

i lalf to two inches broad, two to seven lines thick, and four to eight, rarely to twelve

long. The coat, which is usually more or lesss rubbed off, is thin, soft, some-
>orky, laminated, with irregular longitudinal furrows

;
transverse cracks and

r re very rare. The epidermis is whitish, yellowish white, or ash gray. In the
•= ed we observe, in the outer surface of the cortical layers, irregular longitudinal,

i
very deep, furrows. The inner surface is smooth or splintery, frequently hol-

ut. The prevailing tint of the cortical layers is usually dull ochre-yellow. The
dinal fracture (which is with difficulty effected) is uneven, short, and coarse-
ly; the transverse fracture is short-splintery. The taste is moderately bitter,

gbtly astringent. The powder is cinnamon-coloured.
mercial Varieties.—No commercial varieties of this are known.
Carthagena brown bark ( Quinquina Carthagena brun, Guibourt) is probably only

y. The pieces are twisted, very bard, of a chocolate-brown tint, with a yellowisb-

pidermis.

position.—Guibourt says, that the Carthagena yellow hard Cinchona contains

le cinchonia, and scarcely any quinia. The following are the quantities of the

ia alkalies, according to Von Santen, and by Goebel and Kirst:

—

N

One lb. of Bark.

inten $ Qu *bs and flat pieces (from Cadiz in 1814)
( 2. Flat pieces (from Curasao in 1806)

Cinchonia.

30 grs.

36 grs.

1 Goebel and Kirst found 56 grs. of Quinia, and 43 grs. of pure Cinchonia.

rk analyzed, under the name of Carthagena Cinchona, by Pelletier and Caventou
de Pharm. vii. 101) was Carthagena brown Cinchona (Guibourt, Hist, des Drog.
The constituents were similar to those of red cinchona. The resinoid matter

ry abundant.

ptogamia.—Very few cryptogaraia are found on this bark. The following are
Mentioned by Bergen:—
phenes.— Trypethelium variolosum ; Thelotrema bahianum ; Pyrenula pori~

P . discolor ; Parmetia melanoleuca ; Usnea fiorida S Cinchona:.es.

Sulphate of
Quinia.

32 grs.

5 grs.
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2. Cinchona de Carthagena fibrosa.— Carthagena Fibrous Cinchona.

Synonymes.— Quinquina de Colombie ligneux, Guibourt. China flava fibrosa r<

tige gelbe China, Bergen.
History.—

T

his bark is not distinguished in commerce from the preceding,
;

j

history, therefore, cannot be traced separately.

It is uncertain at. what period Carthagena Cinchona was introduced into conn

k
It may have been contemporaneous with the Calisaya bark. Von Bergen says
first met with at public sales in the year 1805.

Botany.—The origin of Carthagena fibrous bark is not accurately ascertained
it is imported in the same parcel with the Carthagena hard Cinchona—as both

\
J

appear in commerce together, and closely resemble each other—I suspect they a5
tained from the same species, either at different seasons or in different localities.

|

Commerce.—As the preceding kind.

Essential Character.— Coat thin, soft, of moderate thickness,—or rubbei

under-surface even, but rough to the touch
;
colour pure ochre-yellow (Bergen).

|

Description.—The dimensions of the quills and flat pieces, as well as thein^t

and the appearance of their epidermis, agree with those of the last-mentioned cineJi

The coat is wholly or partially absent, especially in the flat pieces. The retemipilf

is corky, and somewhat soft. Though apparently smooth, the under surface is i#

touch finely splintery. The prevailing tint of the cortical layers is ochre-yellow

very fibrous and splintery fracture (both longitudinal and transverse) especially

guishes this kind. The taste is at first woody and insipid, then somewhat bitra
astringent. The powder is between cinnamon and ochre-yellow.

Commercial Varieties.—In commerce this and the last-mentioned Cincbo
confounded.

The Quinquina Pitaya, Quinquina de la Colombie ou d'Antioquia of Guibo jti

closely allied to, if indeed it be not identical with, this bark.

Composition.—No complete analysis of this bark has yet been made. The follies

are the quantities of the cinchona alkalies obtained by Von Santen, and by Goeb)^
Kirst

*

Von Santen

1 lb. of Bark.

Middling fine quills (from Cadiz in 1819)..

Sulph :

^

Cinchonia. Quhv*

20 grs. 11

32 grs. 15

30 grs. 25

34 grs. 30 : :— 30 .^o. Ditto, uncoated (from ditto)

Goebel and Kirst obtained 54 grs. of pure Quinia, but could detect no cincbothSj

Cryptogamia.—Very few cryptogamic plants are found on this bark. The folle ;

are mentioned by Von Bergen (Monogr. S. 297) :

—

Lichenes.— Thelotrema bahianum ; Pyrenula porinoides ; P. discolor; Pari

melanoleuca; and Usnea florida 5 Cinchona.

3: Cinchona de Cusco.— Cusco Cinchona.

This bark w'as described in 1830 by Guibourt (Joum . de Chim. Med. vi. 353)

flat uncoated pieces may, by inexperienced persons, be mistaken for yellow (Cal

bark: but they may be distinguished by sulphate of soda not producing any *”

tate in their infusion, whereas it causes a precipitate with the infusion of tb

(Calisaya) bark. The middling, and smaller pieces and quills are in general pai

or wholly covered with a whitish, smooth, uncracked epidermis. The rete mucos

orange-red, and corky. The colour of the inner surface is yellowish cinnamon-b

Touched by nitric acid, both rete mucosum and cortical layers become of a deeper c

The only vegetable alkali which Guibourt obtained from Cusco cinchona was cinq

(about 5j. from a pound of bark). The red cinchonia was present in abundance.

Guibourt considers this bark to be identical with the Arica Bark (E'corce d'An

Pelletier and Coriol (
Journ . de Pharm. xv. 565). But Arica bark is said to b(

green on the application of nitric acid, and to yield a peculiar alkali termed ar

n 1830, I procured from M. Pelletier a cinchona which he called Arica bars
*• ~ • • * —idered

E
aler than the Cusco cinchona of Guibourt ;

but, like the latter, is not reui

y nitric acid. . o
The China rubiginosa of Bergen (Pharm. Central-Blatt. fur 1830, 121) is sai

semble Carthagena fibrous bark. Guibourt says it is identical with his Cusco ci
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4. Cinchona aurantiaca de Santa Fe.—Orange Cinchona of Santa Fe.

(Bark of Cinchona lancifolia).

if is bark was formerly described by Guibourt as Carthagena spongy bark (Quinquina

ii thagene spongieux). I have once met with it in England under the name of new

i ius yellow bark. It was unsaleable, and in a warehouse at the London Docks,

i jo-in was unknown until Guibourt found a specimen of it at the Museum d’His-

1 Saturelle of Paris, where it had been deposited by Humboldt as the orange cinchona

-tis (
Cinchona lancifolia). The cortical layers are excessively fibrous, very slightly

j
in some pieces almost insipid, and of an orange colour. The largest pieces are

t! cylindrical, 4 or 5 inches broad, f of an inch thick, above 12 inches long, covered

[j ces with a yellowish-white, smooth, micaceous epidermis, presenting on the outer

II e longitudinal cracks. The smaller pieces are an inch and a half broad, and are

H externally from the numerous short cracks (longitudinal and transverse) of the

t; -mis. Guibourt says, that the epidermis is not cracked, but this statement does

ccord with my specimens. Some small quills which I received from celebrated

J iacologists are tolerably smooth. The orange cinchona of Santa Fe is of little

ij iual virtue, though Muds declared it to be of great value
;
and his opinions and

|l
. on this and some other topics have unfortunately been adopted by Humboldt,

rf allowing observation of this celebrated traveller shows the just estimate formed by,

It' e ignorance of, the Spanish authorities respecting the value of this bark. “ The
Biiof mercantile cunning went so far, that, at the royal command, a quantity of the

||
-ange-coloured cinchona bark, from New Grenada, which M. Muds had caused to be

! I at the expense of the king, was burned, as a decidedly inefficacious remedy, at

fi
* when all the Spanish field-hospitals were in the greatest want of this valuable

ip ct of South America” (Humboldt in Lambert’s Illustr. p 33). Soubeiran ( Traite

I,,
- arm. i. 603) says, 1 lb. of spongy Carthagena Cinchona (Quinquina de Carthagene

K: \eux) yields from 24 to 36 grains of sulphate of cinchonia ; but I suspect he does

r; lude to this bark.

y. Red Cinchona Barks, with a whitish Epidermis.

1. Cinchona nova.—Mutis’s Red Cinchona of Santa Fe.

(Bark of Cinchona magnifolia.)

(i- s bark is the Kina nova, or Quinquina nova of the French pharmacologists. The
e ice on which it is referred to C. magnifolia has been already stated (see p. 987).

! i only once met with this bark in London. It had been sent, mixed with several

ij barks, to a drug-mill to be ground to powder. It scarcely resembles any other

barks with which I am acquainted. Guibourt thus describes it (Hist, des

ii. 99):—“ Bark about a foot long, quilled when small, open or almost flat when
[ , having, in general, a perfectly cylindrical form, whence its name of candle cin-

e
(quinquina chandelle). Its epidermis is whitish, thin, smooth, and has scarcely

ryptogamia (one has the form of yellow, waxy, mamellated plates), without any
fissures than some transverse rents, which extend to the liber, and appear to be the
of desiccation

; whereas the circular impression of quilled yellow cinchona, for

fie, depends on the organization of the bark. Sometimes the epidermis is want-
The cortex, properly so called, is from one to three lines thick*, of a pale carna-
-d, which becomes de.eper in the air, especially at the outer surface, which, when
eprived of epidermis, is always brownish-red; its fracture is foliated externally,

y fibrous internally; and when examined by a lens, we observe, between the
and especially between the laminae, a great abundance of two granular matters,
d, the other whitish, and which give the roseate colour above stated. Some pieces
it in their fracture, and nearer the external than the internal edge, a yellow, trans-
t exudation, like resin or gum. The bark has an unpleasant astringent taste, ana-
5 to that of tail : its odour is feeble and intermediate between that of tan and gray
ma. The powder is fibrous, and very decidedly red.” Pelletier and Caventou

^he bark of the trunk is five or six lines thick, covered with a white, friable, un-
cracked epidermis : in other respects it resembles that of the branches.
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(Journ. de Pharm. vii. 1 09) analyzed it, and found a fatty matter, a peculiar acid
acid), a red resinoid matter

,
yum

,
starch

,
yellow colouring matter

,
alkalescent maliiM

small quantity, and lignin.

2. Red Cinchona
,
with a white micaceous Epidermis.

Under this name Guibourt designates a red bark having a white micaceous epidcUl
and which I have found intermixed with the red bark of commerce.

Division IT. False Cinchona Barks, (Cinchona? falsa?). — ujll
this division are placed those barks which have been introdil i

into commerce as Cinchonas, but which are not obtained from any
i f

cies of Cinchona (Decandolle). Their physical characters are foj|I «

most part very different from those of the genuine : moreover, thedJ
not known to contain quinia, cinchonia, or aricina.

With the exception of Pitaya Cinchona
,
I have never met with an il

them in English commerce. The following are those best known:—

H

1 . Cinchona de Sancta Lucia
;

St. Lucia Bark ; Quinquina Piton, nr Q. de

Lucie, Guibourt
;
Bark of Exostema fiorihundum, a native of the West r|

islands.—Its bitter principle is called Montanin.

2. Cinchona Caribj-a; Carilman or Jamaica Bark ; Quinquina caruibe. GuibljJ

Bark of Exostema caribceum, a native of most of the West India Islands. J
Mexico.

,

3. Cinchona [falsa] peruviana
;
Peruvian [false] Cinchona; Ecorce de Uzos/iti

du Perou, Guibourt; Bark of Exostema peruvianum, a native of the colder 1 .!

of Peru, between the river Chota and the village
(
nf Queroootillo.

4. Cinchona brasiliana ; Brazilian Cinchona ; Ecorce d'Exostemusa du Bfii

Guibourt; Quinquina dePiauhi; Bark of Exostema Souzanum, a native of B/l
—It yields an organic alkali, called Esenbcckiva-

5. Cinchona Pitaya; Pitaya Cinchona; Quinquina bicolore, Guibourt
;
bark <|d

unascertained tree [Exostema P Malanea racemosa (]

.

— It has been analyzer I

MM. Folchi and Peretti, who discovered a new alkaline principle in it, \4 H

they have termed Pitaina.

*
H
* The Californian Cinchona (Cinchona California)

,
the Cinchona de Rio Janeiro (fi

of Buena hexandra?), and the Quina de Serra (bark of a species of Remijia) descjl

by some pharmacologists, I am unacquainted with.

Composition.—In February 1791, Fourcroy (Ann. de Chim. viii. .1

and ix. 18) published an analysis of St. Lucia Bark (formerly cas

St. Dominyo Bark), which was long regarded as a model of vegfcti i

analysis. In 1802, Seguin (Ann. de Chim,. xcii. 121 ;
and

273 and 304) concluded, that as the active principle of cinch

«

was precipitated by an infusion of nutgalls, it must be gelatine, .«

therefore, proposed and employed the use of clarified glue as a febrile

in intennittents. In 1803, Dr. Duncan, jun. (Nicholson's Journal^

225) shewed that the active principle could not be gelatine, but mus tl

a substance sui generis
,
which he, therefore, termed cinchonia. In 1 l.»j|

Vauquelin (Ann. de Chim. lix. 113) published some experiments!
j

seventeen kinds of cinchona. In 1810, Gomes (Mem. da Acad. ReaipI

Scien.cias de Lisboa, iii. 201 ;
and Ed. Med. and Surg. Journ. vii. jl

succeeded in isolating cinchonia, and obtaining it in a crystalline Hil

In 1820, Pelletier and Caventou (Journ. de Pharm. vii. 49) annoinjij

the existence of two organic alkalies, cinchonia and quinia, in cincljj

bark. In 1829, Pelletier and Coriol (Ibid. xv. 506) discovered a tjl

alkali, aricina, in a new kind of cinchona bark.
.Jj

The preceding are the most important epochs in the chemical

of the cinchona barks.
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The constituents of pale (Loxa?), yelloiv
,
and red cinchona

,
are, ac-

ting to Pelletier and Caventoii, the following :

—

Pale Cinchona,.

i TTinntfi of cinchonia 4-

Yellow Cinchona. Red Cinchona .

niiima.. A- 4- 4-

3 Soluble red colouring matter (tannin ) . . +
4. Insoluble ditto (red cinchonic) + + . . .

.

5 Yellow colouring matter + . , .

6 Green fatty matter + .... +

7 Kinate of lime +
8 Starch + . . . ,

+

.9 Gum . 0 ... 0

0. Lignin . . . +

fhe following are the chemical classifications of cinchona barks, ac-

ding to Goebel (Pharm . Waarenk. i. 106), Geiger (.Handh . d. Pharm.

>40), and Pfaff (Bergen, Monogr. 337), before (p. 978) referred to :

—

. 7 , , . Quantity of alkalies in\

06061 s Llassijication. d (.*f Jsuvk*

Cinchonia Quinia.

nchona barks containing cin-
chonia : —

, a.) Huanuco, or gray bark 168 grs.

'inchona barks containing
quinia :

—

1. Yellow, or regia bark .

.

(a.) Flat uncoated pieces 95 grs.

(4.) Coated thick quills 84
(e.) Thin quills . . 60

. 2. Fibrous CarthagCnabark
(China tlava fibrosa). . 54

3. Ash bark (China Jaen). . 12

t Cinchona barks containing
both quinia and cincho-
nia:—

s. 1. Red bark 65 40
1.2. Hard Carthagena bark

(China flava dura) 43 56
1 5. Brown, or Huamalies

bark 38 28
1. True Loxa or Crown bark 20 16

. 5. False Loxa bark 12 9

Calse Cinchona barks 0 0 1

Geiger's Classification.

Div. 1.

—

Cinchona barks, in which Cinchonia pre-
dominates. This includes the Huanuco, Hua-
malies, Ash, Loxa, and false Loxa barks.

Div. 2.

—

Cinchona barks, in which Qvinia prevails.

This includes the Regia or Yellow bark only.

Div. 3.

—

Cinchona barks, in which Quinia and Cin-

chonia are contained in nearly the same s/ochib-

metrical proportions. Here are placed the
Red and Carthagena barks.

Pfaff's Classification

of the Cinchona Barks according to their

chemical affnities.

Cinchona Hua-
nuco.

Cinchona Hua-
milies.

Cinchonarubra.

Cinchona Car-
thagena.

Cinchona regia.

Cinchona de
Loxa.

Cinchona falsa

de Loxa.

Volatile Oil of Cinchona (Odorous, Aromatic, or Balsamic Principle).— This was
ured first by Fabbroni,

(
Berl. Jahrh. 1807) afterwards by Trommsdorf (Journ . d.

'm. xxv.) It was obtained by submitting bark with water to distillation. The
iled water had the peculiar odour of the bark, and a bitterish acrid taste. The oil

h floated on the water was thick and butyraceous, and had the peculiar odour of
park, and an acrid taste. Zenneck (Pharm. Central-Blatt. fur 1832, S. 236) says
inchona odour is imitated by a solution of turmeric in potash, as well as by chlo-
of iron.

Tannic Acid {Astringent Principle j Soluble Bed Colouring Matter).—This is a
Unent of the most valuable kinds of cinchona. Its presence in an infusion of bark
tected by the ferruginous salts, by a solution of emetic tartar, and by a solution of
me: the first produces a green colour or precipitate (tannate of iron), the second
is a whitish precipitate (tannate of antimony), the third also a whitish precipitate
ate of gelatine). According to Pfaff' ( Syst d. Mat. Med. ii. 247, and vii. 126;
®n

» Monogr. 8. 338) there is another principle in cinchona barks (resin, Bucholz)
h forms a precipitate with emetic tartar; for the quantity of precipitate produced

salt bears no ratio to that occasioned by t he solution of gelatine
;

in some barks
1 more, in others less. Cinchona tannin is remarkable for the extreme facility
which its solution absorbs oxygen, and becomes coloured when exposed to the air,

:,;illy under the influence of alkalies. The red insoluble matter which is formed
wording to Berzelius (Trait,e de Chim. v. 585), red cinehorde. The combinations
fichona tannin with acids are more soluble than those of nutgall tannin.

3 s
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3. Red Cinchonic (Insoluble Red Colouring Mutter).—This substance is considei i

by Berzelius {op. cit.) to be a product of tannin altered by the air, and to consist! J
tannin and apotheme. It is inodorous, insipid, and of a reddish brown colour. j|3
insoluble, or nearly so, in cold water, but is somewhat more soluble in boiling wa«1
Acids favour its solution in water. It is soluble in alcohol (especially when hot) (J
scarcely so in ether. Its aqueous solution has not, either with or without an acid
power of forming a precipitate with a solution of gelatine, but it has with emetic tarj 1
If, however, red cinchonic be dissolved in an alkaline solution, and then precipitajd
by an acid, it acquires the power of precipitating gelatine. But if it be heated wit}

j

solution of potash or soda, it loses the power of precipitating gelatine. Before
nlow-pipe red cinchonic conducts itself as an animal substance {Pharm. Centr.-Bh-
fur 1832, S. 391).

4. Kinic, Cinchonic, or Quinic Acid.—This acid is not peculiar to the cinchona ba»
; l

being also found, according to Berzelius, in the .alburnum of Abies communis. '>

met with in commerce, kinic acid is in the form of a thick syrupy liquid, wH-l
maybe crystallized, though with difficulty. It is soluble both in water and alcot j

and has an acid taste. When heated in closed vessels, it is decomposed,—pyrok)>l

acid is formed,—and an odour of caramel evolved (like that of sugar or tartaric ai .1

when heated). Sulphuric acid dissolves it, acquires a green tint, and by the aid* (

beat, carbonizes it. It does not precipitate the calcareous salts, nitrate of silver, or||4

neutral acetate of lead ; but it precipitates the diacetate of lead. In the sohihiliifjl

its combinations it is analogous to acetic acid, from which it is distinguished b) ij

crystallizability, and its not volatilizing unchanged. The Kinates are analogous J
the acetates in their solubility in water : fhey are insoluble in pure alcohol. Wh"
dried, they have a gummy appearance ;

and when decomposed by heat, evolve an oq
(j

of caramel. Pyrokinic acid does not precipitate the alkalies, lime, or barytes; it J
cipitates the salts of lead and silver

;
and lastly, it gives a beautiful green colour tof J

salts of iron. Kinic acid consists, according to Liebig, of H9 09; its atotj

weight, therefore, is 171. Baup represents its composition to be C 15 HR> 0E>, wbj
is identical with that of lignin, according to Prout.

5. Kinovic Acid.—This acid was discovered by Pelletier and Caventou in Cmctyil
nova (see p. 991). It has considerable analogy to stearic acid. It is a brilliant wh 4ip

light substance, very little soluble in water, but readily dissolved by alcohol and et) flt

A solution of kinovate of magnesia forms precipitates (kinovates) with solutions of : i

tate of lead, bichloride of mercury, and the salts of cinchonia.

6. Cinchona Alkalies
(
Cinchonia

,
Quinia, and Aricina).—It appears from the obse).gij

tions of Henry and Plisson {Journ. de Pharm. xiii. 269 and 369) that cinchonia:

quinia exist in cinchona bark in combination with kinic acid, and also with redi
:

chonic. The quantities of cinchonia and quinia yielded by some cinchona barb H

thus stated by Soubeiran ( Traite de Pharm. i. 603) and by Von Santen (Berr
j

Monograph. PI.),— Goebel’s table has been already (p. 993) given,— :

According to Soubeiran.

One French lb. (7561 gxs. Troy). Troy Grains.

1. Uncoated Yellow (Calisaya)
Bark

2. Coated Yellow (Calisaya)
Bark

3. Loxa Bark

4. Gray (Lima) Bark
5. Deep Red Bark . .

.

Pale Red Bark

Bark ..

202 to 21 S grs.

of Sulphate of
Quinia.

177 grs. of ditto.

88) to 118 grs.

of Sulphate of
Cinchonia.

88.) grs. of ditto.

118 grs. of Sul-
phate of Qui-
nia, and 59
grs. of Sul-
phate of Cin-
chouia.

88) grs. of Sul-

phate of Qui-
nia, and 59
grs. of Sul-

phate of Cin-
chonia.

19) to 29) grs.

of Sulphate of
Cinchonia.

According to Von Santen.

One lb. (Apoth. Weight). Apolh. Gni
'•

1. Coated Yellow (Calisaya) Bark 160 grs. ofj’l

pliate of|«||

nia, andM
of pure t

clionia. Ij

2. Loxa Bark 53) grs. of Sjl

5. Hard Carthagena Bark . .

.

6. Fibrous Carthagena Bark

lluamalies Bark

9. False Loxa Bark

of Quito

3. Gray (Huanuco) Bark 210 grs. of

Ctnchoni

4. Red Bark 1S4 grs. of
|

Cinclior. j

9 grs. of
|

pliate of

nia. I,

30 grs. of I

'

CinchonijaB

32 grs. oljT
pliate of Ij
nia. *1

34 grs. of

Cinchom
30 grs. o , <

pliate of

nia.
of

Cinchon

8. Ash*Cincliona Bark l gr-

95 grs.

Cincl

gr- o

of Quinn
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hnchonia and quinia possess the following properties : when burned with nitrate

|
,unm0uia they leave no mineral, earthy, or alkaline residuum. Their alkaline

i ure is shown by their restoring the blue colour of reddened litmus. An iodate and

i Iriodate are formed when iodine and water is mixed with cinchonia or quinia.

I r ;c ^cid does colour either of these alkalies: hence they are distinguished from

phia, brucia, and commercial strychnia: When a solution of the nitrate of either

i dionia or quinia is concentrated, the anhydrous nitrate separates under the form of

} o-inous drops, which solidify on cooling', and, if covered with water, absorb this

ff and become covered iu a few days with groups of crystals. Solutions of the

; of cinchonia and quinia form precipitates on the addition of ammonia, ferrocyanide

Lotassium, tincture of nutgalls, oxalate of ammonia, and tartrate of potash. Chi-

na, quinia, and aricina, may be regarded as oxides of a common base (composed of

II 12 N), which has been termed quinogen.

atom Quinogen = 146

atom Oxygen = 8

atom Cinchonia = 154

1 atom Quinogen = 146
2 atoms Oxygen =: 16

1 Quinia 162

1 atom Quinogen = 146

3 atoms Oxygen = 24

1 Aricina 170

nrding to this hypothetical view cinchonia is a monoxide
,
quinia a hinoxide, and

i n

a

a teroxide.

j, Quinia ( Quina j Quinine j Quininaj Quininum).— The simplest, readiest, and

pest mode of procuring it, is by precipitating a solution ofjhe disulphate of quinia

[[rimmonia, and collecting and drying the precipitate, Pelleti'er crystallized it by

i dving it in alcohol of sp. gr. 0-815, and setting the solutionfaside to evaporate

| f taneously in a dry place. <.
r

. ire quinia is white, inodorous, very bittffl-, and fusible at about 300° F. The fused

- ua when cold is yellow, translucent, friable, and somewhat like resin. Boiling

: r dissolves l-200tb of its weight of quinia*: cold water dissolves a much less quan-

It is readily soluble in alcohol (especially when hot), and in ether. Crystallized

!
i la is a hydrate of quinia, and contains one^equivalent of water. The salts of quinia

1

readily crystallizable, very bitt#', and have a pearly aspect. They are, for the

part, soluble in water, alcohol,valid ether. The oxalate , tartrate
,
tannate, and

cyanate, are the less soluble salt’s. Tinqjure of nutgalls causes a precipitate (tan
-

of quinia) in a solution of a quinia sub;- or neutral salt. Ammonia also produces

:-cipitate {quinia).

te following is the composition of quinia :

—

Eq. Eq. Wts. Per Cent. Liebig. Pelletier Sf Dumas.

on ...20 120 7408 .... 74-40 .... 75-02
! rogen .

.

.... 12 .... 12 .... 7-40 .... 7'61 6' 66
.‘gen .... .... 1 14 8-64 .... 8-11 8-45

i ;en .... 2 • ••• 10 • • •

•

9-88 .... 9-88 10-43

1 drous Quinia 1 .... 162 .... 10000 .... 100-00 .... 100 56

sulphate of Quinia ; Quina Disulphas, L. E. (Subsulphate of Quinia Sulphate of
we,ofHc.)

—

The preparation and adulteration of this salt are described atp. 1012-15.
salt occurs in small fibrous, odourless, very bitter crystals, which have a pearly
t, and a flexibility like amianthus. Exposed to the air, they effloresce slightly,

a heated they become luminous
;

friction promotes this phosphorescence. At
1'. they melt like wax

; at a more elevated temperature the salt assumes a fine red

|
X; and when ignited in the air burns, leaving at first a carbonaceous residuum,
hich is subsequently dissipated. One part of this salt requires 80 parts of cold

f
1 °1 (sp- gr. 0-850), or 740 parts of cold, or 30 parts of boiling water, to dissolve it:

—

e saturated solution cools, part of the salt separates. A remarkable property of
alt is to give a blue tinge to water. The following is the composition of this

Eq.
sulphuric Acid L

iuinia 2
Water h

uryWallized Disulpbate of Quinia .... 1

Eq. Wt.
40

324
72

Per Cent.

IW
7431

“

KE52 r

«—

436 WOO
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By exposure to the air the crystals lose four (Souhelran says six) equivalents of water
equal to about eight per cent. When fused they evolve two more equivalent

1 1
100 grs. of the crystals dissolved in water, acidulated with hydrochloric acid, yje j]by the addition of chloride of barium a quantity of sulphate of barytes, which wh i j
ignited weighs 26.G grs. If chlorine gas or a solution of chlorine be added to Jj
aqueous solution of the salt, and afterwards ammonia, an emerald-green colour is p rjJ
duced (Roper, Lond. Med. Gaz. xi. 320; Meeson, Phil. Mur/. Feb. 1835; Andifl
Joum. de Pharm. xxii. 127).

Monosulphate of Quinia; Neutral Sulphate of Quinia.—This salt is readily form (til

by adding sulphuric acid to the disulphate. It is sometimes produced in the manufal j
ture of the latter salt, and remains, on account of its greater solubility, in the mothlj
liquor, with the sulphate of cinchonia. It is also produced when we dissolve the (lisu |

phate in an aqueous liquid acidulated with sulphuric acid. This salt crystallizes

square prisms. It reddens litmus, but is not acid to the taste. It is soluble in 22 pailJ
of water at 55° F., or 11 parts at 73° F. It is also soluble in alcohol. It is coii.l

posed of

—

Eq. Eq. Wt. Per Cent.\ I

Sulphuric Acid 1 .... 40 .... 14-6

Quinia 1 162 594
Water 8 72 26-3

Crystallized Sulphate of Quinia 1 274 .... 1000

The Native Kinate of Quinia is crystalline, very bitter, slightly soluble in alcohol, bj

very soluble in water. It is decomposed by ammonia, potash, or lime water, the prt

ducts being quinia and the kinate of ammonia, of potash, or of lime. The salts
j

lead and of silver slightly acidulated, do not produce with it any apparent precipitate

The Native Compound of Red Cinchonic and Quinia is bitter, scarcely soluble in co

water, but more so in boiling water; the liquor becomes turbid as it cools. Acids pv

mote its solution in water. It is readily soluble in alcohol. Alkalies decompose i

and precipitate the quinia.

13. Cinchonia ( Cinchonine j Cinchonina ; Cinchonium). — Obtained by precipitati

from a salt of Cinchonia by ammonia. It crystallizes with facility from its alcohol

solution. Crystallized Cinchonia is anhydrous, colourless, inodorous, and bitter. 1(

form of the crystals is a four-sided prism, with oblique, terminal facets. When bead

this salt does not fuse until it begins to decompose : it theu fuses, furnishes a crystallit

sublimate (cinchonia?), gives out ammonia, and leaves a carbonaceous residuum. Iti

soluble in 2,500 parts of cold water, and in a somewhat less quantity of boiling wattf

the hot solution becomes opaque as it cools. It is soluble in alcohol, especially wh|

hot: from the solution on cooling crystals are obtained. Its solubility in alcohol I

however, less than that of quinia in this fluid. It is soluble in ether, but much II

than in alcohol. It dissolves, though slightly, in fixed oils, somewhat more so in i

of turpentine, and readily in dilute acids.

Disulphate of Cinchonia ; Cinchonire Disulphas (Subsulphate of Cinchonia)

crystals are short, oblique prisms, terminated by bihedral summits. Its taste is bittl

When heated it becomes phophorescent: at 212° F. it fuses
;

at 248° F. it loses

water of crystallization. It is soluble in G parts of alcohol of sp

11 parts of absolute alcohol. It requires 54 parts' of cold water to

following is its composition :

—

Eq. Eq. Wt. Per Cen

Sulphuric Acid 1 .... 40 .... 10-42

Cinchonia 2 .... 308

Water 4 .... 3G

18° F. it loses 1 1

}. gr. 0'85, andl;

i dissolve it. I]

Crystallized Disulphate of Cinchonia. 1 384

80-20

938

100 00

This salt has been frequently employed in medicine under the naTne of sulpliat

cinchonia. rj

Neutral Sulphate of Cinchonia is not employed in medicine. It is prepared by a<

ing sulphuric acid to a solution of the disulphate. The crystals contain eight atoni^

w ater of crystallization. They are much more soluble than those of the disulphate.

The Native Kinate of Cinchonia possesses similar properties to the native kinate

quinia; but ammonia produces with it a less flocculent precipitate, and which dtssoli

in alcohol, and is susceptible of crystallization.
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Comparative Table of some distinguishing properties of Cinchonia and Quinia.

Cinchonia. Quinia.

Crystalline. Amorphous (in the anhydrous
state). The hydrate is crystal-
lizable, but with difficulty.

aste .... Bitter. Very bitter.

usability Infusible when quite dry
;
when

moist fuses, but at the same
time decomposes.

Fusible.

•imposition One atom contains only one atom
of oxygen.

One atom contains two atoms of

oxygen.
vnbiningproportion, or atomic ?

weight ?
154 162

in water Dissolves in 2500 times its weight
of boiling water.

Dissolves in 200 times its weight
of boiling water.

liability -
in alcohol Soluble

;
solution readily crystal- More soluble than cinchonia

;

solution with difficulty crystal-

lizes. -

lizes.

.in ether Sparingly soluble; solution rea-
dily crystallizes.

Very soluble ;
solution crystal-

lizes with difficulty.

, , S form and aspect Four-sided prisms. Pearly silkv needles.

^ solubility Soluble in 54 parts of cold water
or 6 parts of spirit (sp. gr. 0 -

85).

Soluble in 740 parts of cold water
or 80 parts of spirit (sp. gr.

0 85).

Neutral Sulphate

I

Soluble in half its weight of cold
water or one part of cold spirit

(sp. gr. 0 -

85).

Soluble in 11 parts of cold water.
More soluble in spirit than sul-

phate of cinchonia.
Hyarochlorate Crystallizes in needles. Crystallizes in silky or pearly

tufts.
Phosphate Scarcely crystallizable ; aspect Crystallizes in pearly needles.

Arseniate Scarcely crystallizable. Crystallizes in prismatic needles.
Acetate Very soluble

;
crystals small and

granular.
'Less soluble

;
crystals in silky

tufts, grouped in stars, &c.
he solution of ilisulphate treated
by chlorine, then by ammonia.
yields .

.

A reddish solution. An emerald-green solution.

7 . Aricina: Cusco -cinclionia j Cusconin.—Discovered in Arica or Cusco-Cinchona by
?j
::lletier and Coriol in 1829. It was procured from this bark by the same process that

inia is extracted from yellow bark. It is a white crystallizable substance, analogous
cinchonia in many of its properties, but is distinguished by its^aequiring a green

it by the action of nitric acid, and by a boiling saturated solution of the sulphate
? inning, as it cools, a tremulous jelly, which by desiccation becomes horny. It con.

1

;ts of—
Eq. Eq. Wt. Per Cent.

Carbon 20 120 70-59

Hydrogen 12 12 700
Nitrogen 1 14 823
Oxygen 24 14-12

Aricina 1 170 . 100 00

**'* Several other alkaloids have been said to exist in the Cinchona barks
;
but fur-

er evidence is required to establish their existence. Dr. Mills (Quart. Journ. of
nence for April 1828, p. 379) has given the name o t' Blanquinine to a su pposed new
kaloid in Cinchona blanca (C. ovalifolia). The Chinoidine of Sertuerner (Journ. de
harm, xv i. 44) is, according to Henry fils and Delondre (Ibid. 144), merely a mixture
quinia and cinchonia with yellow colouring matter- The alkalescent matter of

inchona nova (see p. 992) requires further examination. The alkaloids of the false
inchonu barks have been already (p. 992) referred to.

Chemical Characteristics.—The most important chemical charac-
‘ristics of the cinchona barks are those derived from the action of the
•howing reagents on infusions of bark : tincture of nutt/alls, emetic
tctar, gelatine, sulphate of iron, and neutral oxalate of ammonia. The
'ist is a test for the alkaloids, the three following for tannic acid, and
ie last for lime. Tables of the changes produced by these and other
:$ts have been published by Vauquelin [Ann. de Chim. lix. 113), Von
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Santen (Bergen, Monogr.), Guibourt {Hist, des Drog. ii.), and Marti! j

(
Pharmakogn

.

12G). The following table is from the last mention]'!
pharmacologist :

—

Cold Infusion,

(prepared by digesting for 301irs.

1 part of bark in 32 of water).

1. Hard Cartiiagena Bark. .

2. Fibrous Cartiiagena Bark

3. IIuamalies Baric
j

4. Huanuco Bark

5. Ash Cinchona

6. Loxa Bark

7. False Loxa Bark

8. Yellow (Ca lisaya) Bark..

9. Red Bark .

I

10. Cinchona rubiginosa

11. Cinchona nova

Emetic.
Tartar.

Unchanged

Unchanged

Slight tur-

<

bidness <

Unchanged

Unchanged
Strong
flocculent
white tur-
bidness
Unchanged

Turbidness

Unchanged

Cloudy . . .

.

Unchng’d

Gelatine.

Unchanged

Unchng’d
|

Unchng’d
j

Unchng’d
^

Unchanged

Slight floc-

culent tur- -

bidness

Unchanged

Unch’d [?]
|

Unchanged

Unchanged

Flocculent
turbid-
ness

Neutral
Oxalate of
Ammonia.

Turbidness

Slight tur- }

bidness (

Slight tur-
bidness

Scarcely >

changed ]

Turbidness ..

Very strong!
yellowish- I

white tur- f

bidness )

Turbidness ..

Slight tur- (

bidness .. (

Turbidness ..

Turbidness

Extremely
slight tur
bidness -s

Tincture of
nutgalls.

Strong, yel-
j)lowish-

white tur-^
bidness

Ditto
^

Ditto $

Very slight j
turbidness

^
Turbidness ..

Very strong
yellowish-
white tur-
bidness

Turbidness .

.

Strong floe- (

culent white <

turbidness [

Ditto

Ditto

Unchanged

Sulphate
t

iron.

Slight vello

ish-white

turbidnes:

Colour yel
lowish.

j

Colour greet!
ish-yellow

Dirty brown
ish -green
turbidnesi

Not changeij

Dirty blueisj

green tur-»

biduess. )

Not change* i
Slight dirt\M S

violet tur-l
]

bidness’.

Coarsely floi a
culent,slig

| |
dirty-viole a
turbidnes*^ 1

Very slight

turbidnesi i
Dirty green tj

ish-brown
|

turbidness 4

The barks may be arranged, after Vauquelin, in three sets :

—

1st. Those whose infusions precipitate infusion of nutgalls, but not a solution

gelatine : ex. Carthagena harks. These contain the alkalies, but no tannic aci(|

2. Those whose infusions precipitate a solution of gelatine, but notan infusion
(

nutgalls : ex. Cinchona nova. These contain tannic acid, but no appreciah:

quantity of ciuchonia or quinia.

3. Those whose infusions precipitate both a solution of gelatine and an infusion

nutgalls : ex. Loxa Bark. These contain both alkalies and tannic acid.

. Chemical Characteristics of the Goodness of Cinchona Bar* 1

—The best cinchona barks are those which contain, in the greatetl

abundance, the vegetable alkalies and tannic acid. For, although tl I

essential tonic operation of cinchona depends on the ciuchonia at
, |

quinia, yet the astringency and part of the tonic effect arises from tl i

tannic acid. “ There exists a law in Sweden,” says Berzelius (Trade alia

Chim. v. 587) “ in virtue of which every cinchona bark imported ini
j

the country is tested by the infusion of galls, the persulphate of iron,

solution of gfelatine, and emetic tartar
;
and it is proved by an experiena

|
of more than sixteen years, that the most efficacious bark is that whicj 4

precipitates the most strongly a solution of gelatine and emetic tarta^ I

in other words, that which contains the most tannin.” Hence tl i

chemical tests for good cinchona bark are twofold,— 1st, those whici

detect the tannic acid, and 2ndly, those which detect the vegetab *

alkalies.

1 . Teste for Tannic Acid.—These are three in number :

—

1 • A solution of gelatine, which occasions in infusion of cinchona a whitish precqi ffl

late
(tannate of gelatine).

2. A solution of a sesquiferraginous salt (as persulphate of iron or sesquichloride

iron) which produces a green colour or precipitate
(
tannate of iron).
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A solution of emetic tartar, which causes a dirty white precipitate (the nature of

which inis been before discussed, p. 993).

>. Quinometby.—Various alcaloimetrical processes, applicable to the

;chona barks, hare been recommended. They are essentially of two

ds : some consist in the use of certain reagents or tests which precipi-

2 the alkaloids from an infusion of the bark,—others are processes for

extraction of the alkaloids, which are obtained either in the free state

-as salts (disulphates).

Processes by tests.—«. Tannic acid is a very delicate test of the Cinchona alka-

lies, which it precipitates from their solutions, in the form of tannates. On this

depends the value of infusion or tincture of nutgalls, employed as a test of (lie

goodness of bark by Vauquelin {op. supra cit.), by Berzelius (op. supra cit.) and

by 0. Henry
(
Journ . de Pharm- xx. 429).

/8. Chloride of Platinum.—Duflos’s quinofnetrical method {Pharm. Centr-

Blatt fur 1831, S. 537) is founded on the property of the cinchona alkalies to

form with [neutral] chloride of platinum double salts {platinum-chlorides of the

alkaloids) which are insoluble in alcohol, and very difficultly soluble in cold

water. Oue grain of these salts dried in the air contains about g grain of the

alkaloids.

y. Bichloride of Mercury

.

—As bichloride of mercury forms with hydrocbloralcs

of quinia and cinchonia, double salts {mercury-bichlorides of the alkaloids)
which

are only slightly soluble in water and in alcohol, it may perhaps be applicable,

in some cases, as an alcaloimetrical test.

1

1 . Extraction of the Cinchona Alkalies.—The methods of extracting cinchonia

and quinia from bark for alkaloimetrical purposes are various. They may be

referred to under four divisions:—
o. By Alcohol.—Some chemists begin by preparing an alcoholic tincture of

bark, without using in the first instance either acid or mineral alkali. This is

the method adopted by Pelletier and Caventou
(
Journ . de Pharm. vii. 52), by

Tilloy {Ibid. xiii. 530), and by Bonnet {Pharm. Central-Blattfur 1832, S. 900).

From this tincture the alkaloids may be extracted by various processes.

/3. By Acidulated Liquids
,
without the previous use of alkaline solutions.—In

some alkaloimetrical processes the bark is digested in spirit, acidulated with

sulphuric or hydrochloric acid: as in those of Henry fils {Journ. de Pharm. xvi.

754), and Stoltze {Pharm. Central-Blatt fur 1832, S. 896). In others acidu-

lated water is used, as in the methods of Von Santen (Bergen, Monogr. 343),

Henry and Plisson {Journ. de Pharm. xiii. 270), and Winkler {Pharm. Central-

Blatt fur 1835, S. 509).

y. By Acidulated Liquors, after the use of alkaline solutions.— Scharlau’s

method {Pharm. Central-Blatt fir 1832, S. 487) is founded on the property of

red cinchonic and cinchona-tannin (with both of which the cinchona-alkaloids

are combined) to dissolve in caustic alkalies, and thereby to be extracted from
the bark: the cinchonia and quinia which are left behind may be subsequently

removed by an acidulated liquor. Badollier (Dumas, Traite de Chem. v. 745)
also employed caustic potash

;
Stoltze {Ibid. 746) a mixture of lime and water.

In the process of the Edinburgh pharmacopoeia for the manufacture of disul-

phate of quinia an alkaline carbonate (carbonate of soda) is used.

5. By Water.— The Edinburgh pharmacopoeia gives the following direc-

tions for ascertaining the good quality of yellow bark. “ A filtered decoction

of 100 grains in two fluid ounces of distilled water gives, with a fluid ounce of

concentrated solution of carbonate of soda, a precipitate, which, when heated
in the fluid, becomes a fused mass, weighing when cold 2 grains or more, and
easily soluble in solution of oxalic acid.” In this process the native salts of
quinia extracted by the boiling water are decomposed by carbonate of soda, and
carbonate of quinia precipitated. By heat the quinia fuses.

' the above qninometrical processes I give the perference to that em-
)yed by the Edinburgh College in the manufacture of disulphate of
inia.

The separation of quinia and cinchonia, in order to estimate the quan-
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tity of each, is a matter of some importance. It is effected by the dl {

ferent degrees of solubility of these alkaloids or their salts, and by tIJ
easy crystallizability of cinchonia.

1. Boiling Alcohol may he employed to separate these alkaloids: when this liouli'l
charged with the two alkaloids, cools, the cinchonia crystallizes, but the qui] ;l
remains in the mother liquor. This mode of separation was adopted by Pell.l
tier and Caventon

(
Journ . de Phurm. vii. 305).

2. Ether was used by Scharlau (Pharm. Central B/att. fur 1832, S. 488) as well I

by others, to separate the two alkaloids: quiuia is more soluble than cinchoi'|
in this liquid.

3. Disulphate of quiuia is less soluble in water than disulpliate of cinchonia : henltl
when these two salts have been dissolved in boiling water, the first cryslalliiJ
as the solution cools, while the disulphate of cinchonia remains in the molllJ
liquor.

To manufacturers of disulphate of quinia it is of importance to haiii

a ready means of estimating the quantity of quinia, as distinguish!*!

from cinchonia, which a bark yields. Sulphate of Soda is frequenH
used for this purpose. It has been found that the yellow (Calisaya) bajjl

contains so much lime that an infusion (prepared by digesting for twenlii
four hours one part of coarsely-powdered bark in sixteen parts of cc|fl

water) yields, on the addition of sulphate of soda, a white precipitate* a*

sulphate of lime
;
whereas those barks (as the pale kinds) which are deid

cient in quinia give no precipitate with this salt. Guibourt {Journ. ft

Chim. Med. ii. 624, 2nde Ser.) directs this test to be used thus : mix tjil

powder of the bark with water, so as to form a thin paste
;
which ist«j

be placed on a filter, and the filtered liquor tested with sulphate of so;

(crystals).

Physiological Effects.—I. Of the Cinchona Barks.—The ei

periments of Dr. Adair Crawford {Exp. Inquiry into the Effects of Torn

1816) on the effects of tonics in promoting the cohesion of the anim

tissues have been already (p. 80) referred to He found that a kitteA

intestines, which had been immersed in a thick mixture of cinckoi

bark and water, required a greater weight to break them than those ill

mersed in water merely, in the ratio of 25 o to 20-7. He found, moj

over, that the same effect was produced on the blood-vessels and nerva

but an opposite effect on the skin, the cohesion of which it diminish!*

in the ratio of 24'5 to 7’9. Hence he inferred that cinchona ba|

strengthened the alimentary canal, blood-vessels and nerves, but had!

debilitating or relaxing effect on the skin. The error pervading the

inferences has been already pointed out (see p. 80). Admitting that t

dead animal tissues are invariably affected by cinchona in the way I

Crawford states, the conclusion that living tissues would be influent

in the same way is not supported by facts. Cold water relaxes des

but corrugates living, animal tissues.

(a .) On vegetables.—Leaves of plants, immersed in an infusion of p

bark, were dried, but not contracted, in tw.enty-four hours (Decandol

Phys. Veg. 1349).

(A) On animals generally.—Dr. Freind
(
Emmenol. c. xiv.) states tb

an ounce and a half of a strong decoction of bark injected into t

jugular vein of a dog, caused, in fifteen minutes, strong palpitations

the heart, and frequent spasms. Half an ounce more being injectej!

brought on tetanus and death. The blood was found after death liquij

the lungs red and turgid ;
the right ventricle was distended with bio
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left contained scarcely any. Rauschenbusch (quoted by Wibiner,

•/c. d.Arzneim. u. Gifte. Bd. ii. 132) lias also made experiments with

chona bark. In animals to whom he had given it for some days, he

ul the stomach and alimentary canal contracted, and the coats thick-

1,
but no traces of inflammation. The heart was firmer, the lungs

red with red spots, the liver yellowish, the bile watery and greenish,

en the blood was exposed to the air, it remained dark coloured for a

rer time than usual, was less coagulable, and the serum separated

e slowly : it appeared like that drawn in inflammatory cases. The
e was stronger and fuller, the animal heat increased, and when the

; had been used for a long period, the muscles were pale, and their

gy enfeebled. Some experiments on the effect of cinchona on the

id discs of frogs were made by Leeuwenhoek
(
Contin . ad Epist. p. 119);

found that the infusion of bark divided some of the discs, and
gulated others.

•.) On man.—The topical effects are astringent and slightly irritant,

^stringency depends on tannic acid [and red cinchonic ?] : hence

e barks whose infusions are most powerfully affected by gelatine and
' sesquifemiginous salts, enjoy the greatest astringent power. Both
a and yellow (Calisaya) bark possess this property in a pse-eminent

•ee: whereas Carthagen a bark is deficient in it. The constitutional

ids are principally manifested by the disordered conditions of the

alar and cerebro-spinal systems. In some conditions of system,

hona operates as an irritant or stimulant
,
in others as a stomachic

,

and corroborant.
'

a man in a state of perfect health take a small or moderate dose of

no obvious effects are produced,—or perhaps a little thirst, with
s slight disorder of stomach, or a temporary excitement of appetite

be brought on. If the dose be increased, the alimentary canal be-

es disordered (indicated by the nausea, vomiting, loss of appetite,

it, and constipation, or even purging)
;
a febrile state of the system

t up (manifested by the excitement of the vascular system and dry
ue), and the cerebro-spinal system becomes disordered, as is shewn
lie throbbing headache, and giddiness. The disturbance of the

lions of the stomach is produced not only when the bark is given in

i Jiore nauseating form of powder, but also in the form of infusion or

iction or tincture. These symptoms indicate a stimulant operation,

h is still more manifest when the bark is given to a person suffering

gastro-enteritic irritation, accompanied with fever. All the morbid
lomena are exasperated, the febrile disorder is increased, and symp-
; of gastritis come on. None of the effects now enumerated include
e to which the term tonic is properly applicable. These are to be
fit for in patients suffering from debility, without symptoms of local

ition. In such we find cinchona improves the appetite, promotes
digestive functions, and increases the strength of the pulse. The
cular system acquires more power, and the individual is capable of
ing greater exertion, both mental and bodily, than before

; the tis-

acquire more firmness to the touch, and lose their previous flabbi-
: moreover, it has been asserted, and with great probability of truth,
the quality of the blood improves.
he real stomachic, tonic, and corroborative effects of cinchona, as
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indeed of oilier agents of the same class, are then only observed in J j

tain morbid conditions.
“ The general operation of cinchona bark” observes Sundelin (#JjJ

mittell. ii. 307, 3
ttc

Anil.) “ consists in the increase and exaltation of
tone of the irritable fibres and of the fibres of the vessels (hence by its i||l

the pulse becomes fuller, stronger, and regular, and the muscular p0Jj
increased)

;
also in the general augmentation of the cohesion of 0 J

organic mass (hence it counteracts a tendency to liquefaction \VerflulJ
gung~\ and disintegration [Entmischung], diminishes profuse secretiljl

which proceed from atony of the extremities of the vessels, and of t|J

secerning surfaces and organs, and improves generally the crasis) anj
lastly, in the augmentation of the vital energy of the sensible systA2
(By the last mentioned property it restores sensibility, when defects
or abnormally increased, and the property of reaction of the nervdJ
system, to their normal state, and augments the influence of this sysuJ
on the muscular fibre and on the reproductive system).” As these effejq

are not produced until the active constituents of the bark have ba •
!

absorbed, they take place gradually, and by the long continued uset I

this agent.

The power possessed by cinchona of suspending or completely stdfl

ping periodical diseases deserves to be noticed here, though it will hdl
to be again referred to hereafter. It is doubtless in some way related III

the before mentioned effects
;
but the connection is, as yet, mysteriJjl

and incomprehensible.

Active 'principles of the cinchona barks.—The cinchona alkaloiij

are the essential tonic principles of bark. In them also resides i if

antiperiodic {specific, as it is frequently termed) power of this reintifcl

(see p. 1006). The tannic acid confers astringent powers, and promow
the tonic operation of the alkaloids, which depend on the alkaloids peiil

liar to it. The red cinchonic must also slightly contribute to the genejfe

effects of the bark. The kinate of lime (supposed by Deschamps to}<

the active principle of cinchona) is probably inert : it has neither bitt|*

ness nor stypticity, and is insoluble in alcohol. The aromatic flav<j \

depends on volatile oil.

Comparison of cinchona with other tonics.—Cinchona scarcely adnp

of comparison with any other vegetable substance. It is pre-emineiij

distinguished by its great tonic and almost specific febrifuge property

It is farther distinguished from the simple bitters (as gentian, quas|
\

simaruba, calumba, &c.) by its astringency
;
from the pure astrinym

(as oak bark, nutgalls, catechu, kino, &c.) by its extreme bittemem

from the aromatic bitters (as cascarilla, chamomile, wormwood, elecaj I

pane, &c.) by its astringency and comparative deficiency in volatile 1
and, consequently, in stimulant properties. Willow and angustura ba*l

perhaps, more closely approximate to cinchona than other vegetajl

substances in ordinary use. In regard to antiperiodic or febrifuge powo I

arsenious acid is the only remedy that can be compared with bark.

Comparison of the cinchona barks with each other.—I need not in^CM

on the superiority of genuine over false cinchona barks. The inferioi J

of those barks which have a whitish epidermis (as the Carthagena bail

see p. 989 et seq.) is shown by the small quantity of cinchona alkalo J

which they yield. The anecdote before mentioned (p. 991) proves t

the Spaniards had lung since ascertained the inferiority of one of th< tfl
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Red

,

and Yelloiv
(
Calisaya) Cinchonas are the kinds which have

principally examined in this country : their pre-eminence over all

, rs is now universally admitted. The experiment and observations

aunders [Obs. on the sup. Efic. of red Peruv. Bark

,

1782), Rigby

nj on the Use of Red Peruv. Bark

,

1783), Kentish (Expt . and Obs.

new Spec, of Bark, 1784), Irving (
Expts . on Red and Quill. Peruv.

1785), and Skeete [Expts. and Obs. on Quill, and Red Peruv. Bark
,

)
seem to have established the superiority of red bark to the pale or

ed kind. 13ut in adopting this statement we ought, if possible, to

•tain what kind of pale bark was used in making the above observa-

? And also to determine whether the red bark referred to be iden-

with that now in commerce ? Dr. Relpli [Inq. into the Med. Effic.

illow Bark, 1794) afterwards asserted the superiority of yellow bark

ith the pale and red kinds. His statements are borne out by the

st exclusive consumption of this bark during the last twenty years.

. Of the Cinchona Alkaloids, [a.) On vegetables.—According

oeppert, the leaves of plants plunged in a solution of sulphate of

a (gr. ss. of the salt to oss. of water) presented evidences of con-

ion in six or eight hours (Decandolle, Phys. Vtg. 1349).

| j )
On animals generally.—As soon as Pelletier had discovered the

ies in bark, he sent some of them to Magendie for trial, who ascer-

Id that neither in the pure nor saline state were they poisonous
;
and

.4 imd that ten grains of the sulphate or acetate of these bases might

ljected into the veins of a dog without any ill effect (Journ . de

m. vii. 138). Hartl (Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzn. ii. Gifte, Bd. ii.

33) found that three grains of quinia, applied to a wound in a rabbit,

idoned no ill effects.

)
On man.—The constitutional effects of the cinchona alkalies are

ar to those of the barks, but more energetic. It will be. superfluous,

i fore, to enumerate the symptoms caused by small doses of these

.ances. Far more interesting are the effects of large doses, as they

to a more intimate acquaintance with the kind of influence exer-

by the barks.

doses of from ten to twenty or more grains, sulphate of quinia has
iced three classes of effects :

—

jastro-enteritic irritation, marked by pain and beat in the gastric region, nausea,

gripings, and purging. Occasionally ptyalism has been observed. Constipation

sometimes follows its use.

Excitement of the vascular system, manifested by increased frequency and fulness

of pulse and augmented respiration. Furred tongue, and other symptoms of a
febrile state, are also observed.

disorder of the cerebro-spinal functions , indicated by beadacbe, giddiness, con-
tracted, in some cases dilated, pupils, disorder of the external senses, agitation,

difficulty of performing various voluntary acts (as writing), somnolency, in some
cases delirium, in others stupor.

remarkable case is mentioned by Trousseau and Pidoux [Traite de
ip. ii. 217). A soldier took 48 grains of the sulphate of quinia for

ure of an asthma [spasmodic], which returned daily at a certain

Four hours after taking it he experienced buzzing in the ears,

wished sensibility, giddiness, and violent vomitings. Seven hours
taking the quinia he was blind and deaf, delirious, incapable of

!
ing on account of the giddiness, and vomitecLbile copiously. In
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Ill

fact, lie was in a state of intoxication. These effects subsided
course of the night.

Difference in the operation of quinia and cinchonia .—When we ti
into consideration the analogy of composition and of chemical li
perties of these two alkaloids, we are led to suspect analogy of physiJ
gical effects. When they were in the first instance submitted to

mination, cinchonia and its salts were thought, principally on the evidei
of Chomel, to be much inferior in activity to quinia and its salts, j
the subsequent observations of Dufour, Petroz, Potier, Bally, Niernd,
huiss, Mariani, Bleynie, and others, have proved that the disulpham
these alkalies may be substituted for each other (Diet, de Mat. Med. ti

288). Nay, Bally gives the preference to the sulphate of cinchonia
the ground that it is less irritating than the sulphate of quinia. T|j

cinchonia is as active as quinia might have been anticipated, a prrii

when we recollect that those barks in which cinchonia is the predominli
principle have been celebrated as therapeutic agents. This fact of [|,

equal value of cinchonia and its salts with quinia and its salts, acqujri

some importance from the apprehended failure of the yellow bark j i

which the quinia abounds. Practitioners, however, have been so 1<L

accustomed to the use of the disulphate of quinia, that as long as k
can be procured, some difficulty will be experienced in the introducH

into practice of the disulphate of cinchonia.

Comparison of the cinchona alkaloids with their salts.—Some of!'

salts of the cinchona alkaloids being more soluble than their bases, itE
been inferred they are, consequently, more active. But it has beenhp

serted by Nieuenhuiss, Mariani, Bleynie, and others, that the bases
.j

equally active, and may be substituted for the salts with advantage (HJ

de Mat. Med. t. v. p. 596). Acid drinks should be given to favour f»ij

solution in the stomach. Quinia, in the crude or impure state, has hid

employed with success by Trousseau (Soubeiran, Traite de Pham
j

604). Its advantages over the disulphate, are, that it is less apj

J

purge; it maybe exhibited in a smaller dose, and it loses but ljjj

bitterness. This last property facilitates the use of it, especially J

children.

Comparison of the salts of the cinchona alkaloids with each other:

.

have already described the effects of the disulphate of quinia.

sulphate of quinia is formed when we dissolve the disulphate in wa i

acidulated with sulphuric acid : it is somewhat more irritant li J

the last-mentioned salt. The phosphate of quinia is said to be neithej

apt to disturb the stomach, nor to excite the vascular system, asj

disulphate. Plence it is better adapted for cases accompanied 1

gastric irritation and febrile disorder. * The ferrocyanate of quiniai

been recommended, in preference to the disulphate, iu intermittent fej

accompanied with inflammatory symptoms. The tannate of quaiijk

declared by Dr. Rolander, of Stockholm, to be the most powerful oij,

quinia salts. The tannic acid, though not the peculiar febrifuge coij

tuent of cinchona bark, yet contributes to its tonic powers, and the

promotes the activity of the alkaloids. This statement is supportec

the already referred-to remark ol Berzelius (see p. 998), that the i

active cinchonas are those which contain the largest quantity ol tan

The nitrate
,
hydrochlorate

,
acetate

,
and citrate of quinia ,

have been

ployed in medicine ;
but 1 am not acquainted with any rcniar
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i

ntages they possess over the sulphate. The kinate of quinia
,
as

r one of the native salts of alkaloid, deserves further examination.

arsenite of quinia might, perhaps, be found available in some obsti-

intermittents, and well deserves examination. The sails of cin-

a, except the disulphate, have been imperfectly examined.— (For

er details respecting the effects of the salts of quinia, consult Merat

De Lens, Diet, de Mat. Med. t. v. 597
;
and Dierbacli, Neuest. Entd.

at. Med. Bd. i. S. 238).

mparison of the cinchona harks with their alkaloids.—It has been

ted, that the cinchona alkaloids possess all the medicinal properties

•w e barks, and may be substituted for them on every occasion (Ma-

<j
le, Formid. p. 131, 8

,ue
ed.)

;
but I cannot subscribe to either of

rtfl statements ;
for, in the first place, the alkalies are deficient in the

atic quality possessed by the barks, and which assists them to sit

«(i f on the stomach
;
and it is to this circumstance that I am disposed

t fer a fact which I have often observed, that disulphate of quinia will

i times irritate the stomach, occasion nausea and pain, and give rise

urile symptoms, while the infusion of bark is retained without the

x) uneasiness. Moreover, we must not overlook the tannic acid, which
•

< nrs on bark an astringent property. So that while we admit that the

i# itial tonic operation of the barks depends on the alkalies which they

. tin, yet the latter are not always equally efficacious. In some cases,

*ver, they are of great advantage, since they enable us to obtain, in

all volume, the tonic operation of a large quantity of bark.

sES.—From the preceding account of the physiological effects of

lona, some of the indications and contra-indications for its use may
adily inferred. Thus its topical employment is obviously indicated

>ses of local relaxation, with or without excessive secretion
;
also in

oning by those agents whose compounds with tannic a'cid are diffi-

iy soluble, and, therefore, not readily absorbed. But as a topical

dy, or astringent, cinchona is greatly inferior to many other agents,
’ h contain a much larger quantity of tannic acid. The contra-

: ations for the local use of cinchona, are, states of irritation (ner-

or vascular), and of inflammation. In these conditions it augments
i! florbid symptoms.
le indications for its use, as a general or constitutional remedy, are,

ity with atony and laxity of the solids, and profuse discharges from
ecreting organs. I have observed that it proves less successful, and
quite fails, when the complexion is chlorotic or amende (see p. 534)

:

eh, chalyheates often succeed where cinchona is useless or injurious,

ontra-indications for its employment, may be enumerated acute in-

itiation, inflammatory fever, plethora, active hemorrhages, inflamma-
dropsies, &c. To these may be added, an extremely debilitated

ition of the digestive and assimilative organs. Thus, patients reco-
ig from protracted fever are at first unable to support the use of

, which acts as an irritant to the stomach, and causes an increase of
ebrile symptoms. In such I have found infusion of calumba a good
arative for cinchona.
itherto I have referred to those indications only which have an
°us relation to the known physiological effects of cinchona. But
diseases in which this remedy manifests the greatest therapeutic
er

> are those which assume an intermittent or periodical type.
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Now in such the methodus medendi is quite inexplicable
; and, thereftfo

the remedy has been called a specific, an antiperiodic, and a febrif
But the more intimately we become acquainted with the pathoWj
disease, and the operation of medicines, the less evidence have w
the specific influence of particular medicines over particular malad
Some diseases, however, are exceedingly obscure

; their seat or nati i

and the condition of system under which they occur, or the cause of tl

occurrence, being little known. There are also many medicines, the 1

cise action of which on the system is imperfectly understood, but wh J

evidently exercise a most important, though to us quite inexplicaW
influence over the system. Now it sometimes happens that imperfect*
known diseases are most remarkably influenced by remedies, the agof*
of which we cannot comprehend : in other words, we can trace no hno

j

relation between the physiological effects of the remedy and its flu

peutical influence. This incomprehensible relationship exists betw %

arsenic and lepra; between the cinchona bark and ague. But th oil I

this connexion is to us mysterious (for I do not admit the various hv
theses which have been formed to account for it), we are not to concl
that it is necessarily more intimate than that which exists in ordinary c

1. In Periodical or Intermittent Diseases.—The system is subject!

several diseases, which assume a periodical form
; that is, they dis

pear and return at regular intervals. When the patient appears t

quite well during the interval {i. e. when the intermission is perfect

regular) the disease is called an intermittent

;

whereas it is called m
tent when the second paroxysm makes its appearance before the

has wholly subsided (i. e. when the disease presents exacerbations

remissions, but not intermissions). The pathology of these affections

involved in great obscurity, and the cause or causes of their periodic!)

are completely unknown. Various circumstances, however, induce

to regard intermittent maladies as morbid affections of the nervous s

tern
;
for the phenomena, both healthy and morbid, of periodicity self

to be essentially nervous. (See some remarks on periodic movements})

Muller’s Diem, of Phys. by Baly, vol. i. p. 924).

One of the most curious circumstances connected with the histo

these diseases is the facility with which they are sometimes cured,

is well known that sudden and powerful impressions, both mental

corporeal (as those caused by terror, alcohol, opium, cinchona, arseni

acid, &c.) made during the intermission, will sometimes prevent

return of the succeeding paroxysm
;
and occasionally from that time

morbid phenomena disappear. In remittent diseases, on the other ha

the same impressions are much less frequently successful, and someti

instead of palliating, exasperate the symptoms. The agents which

capable, under certain circumstances, of making these curative imp

sions, are apparently so dissimilar in tlieir nature and physiolog

action, that we can trace in their methodus medendi scarcely anyth

in common, save that of making a powerful impression on the nerv<j

system. Of these antiperiodic agents cinchona and arsenious acid st

pre-eminent for their greater frequency of success, and, therefore,

those usually resorted to. I have already (see p. 392) made some H

marks on their relative therapeutical value. They differ in two parti

lars
;

first, cinchona may be given, as an antiperiodic, in any quanl

which the stomach can bear ; whereas arsenious acid must be exhibi
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utiously regulated doses
;

secondly, there arc two modes of at-

ino- the cure of an intermittent by cinchona,—one is to put an

diate stop to the disease by the use of very large doses of the remedy

a few hours prior to the recurrence of the paroxysm,—the other is

idually extinguish the disease by the exhibition of moderate doses

ort intervals during the whole period of the intermission, so that

ioleuce of every succeeding paroxysm is somewhat less than that

e preceding one ;—but in the case of arsenious acid the latter

>d is alone safe and, therefore, to be adopted.

has been asserted that cinchona is admissible in the interval only

intermittent fever ;
and that if it be exhibited during the paroxysm

ft! a tendency to prevent the subsidence of the latter. But this state-

*pi is much overcharged. Morton
(Pyretologia)

and others have given

i, almost every stage without injury. Dr. Heberden
(
Comment . art.

$*)
rnterm.) observes, “ the only harm which 1 believe would follow

g; taking the bark even in the middle of the fit is, that it might occa-

, sickness, and might harass the patient by being vomited up, and
m ; set him against it.” It is, however, more efficacious during the

Kj al, though it may not be absolutely hurtful in the paroxysm. Dr.

Xj n (Mat. Med. ii. 96) was strongly of opinion that the nearer the

tu ition of the cinchona is to the time of accession, the more cer-

effectual will it be. I have already stated (p. 392) that arsenious

% i nav be given with good effect during the whole period (paroxysm
ntermission) of the disease.

very necessary condition to its perfect success is that it sit well on

Hi ;omach
;
for if it occasion vomiting or purging it is much less likely

=td ; beneficially. Hence an emetic and a purgative are recommended
ft! ecede its employment. The use of these is more especially neces-

f; if the disease be recent. For an adult about 15 grains of ipecacu-

;f| with a grain of tartarized antimony may be exhibited as an emetic,

there be symptoms of determination to the brain, or of iuflamma-

ti )f the digestive organs. A senna draught, with a calomel pill, forms
i :>d purgative. To enable it to sit well on the stomach, cinchona

B Me sulphate of quinia) is frequently given in conjunction with aro-

:s. The infusion or decoction of cinchona, though much less effec-

Bure, however, less liable to disturb the stomach than the powder of

m 'ona or the sulphate of quinia. Opium is sometimes a necessary

‘j ict to cinchona to prevent its running off by the bowels. In some
M • where the stomach was too irritable to admit of the administration
i <: nchona or sulphate of quinia by the mouth

,
these agents have been

wise introduced into the system. Thus clysters of cinchona were

| by Helvetius, Torti, and Baglivi (Murray, App. Med. i. 871). Van
4 ten

(Commentaries ,
vii. 277) says he has often seen this method suc-

ill in young children
;
but that it takes three times as much bark as

$ fl suffice if the remedy were swallowed. Cataplasms of cinchona have
been employed. Rosenstein applied them to the abdomen

;
Torti to

}1

|
wrist (Murray, op. cit. 872). Alexander (Exper. Essays

, 38) cured an
F by a pediluvium of decoction of cinchona ;

but Heberden (Comment.)
it without success. Bark jackets were employed with success in

i
l

|

agues of children by Dr. Bye (Med. Ohs. and Imp ii. 245). They
ft lsted of waistcoats between whose layers powdered cinchona was
ltd. The dry powder of cinchona has been applied to the skin :
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thus Dr. Darwin strewed it in the patient’s bed. Chrestien (jjJ
Methode Iatralept. 232 and 270) successfully used the tincture and 1(1
holic extract by the iatraleptic method (see p. 48). More recent!Jm
phate of quinia has been employed in the same way. The last *3
tioned preparation lias also been applied by the endermic method (AA m
Gen. de Med. 1826

;
Revue Med. 1827) : but this mode of using ol

sometimes attended with intense pain and an eschar (Trousseau L‘1
Pidoux, Traite de Therap. ii. 219). To infants at the breast, RosenBI
advises its indirect exhibition by the nurse, in whose milk its alff

principle is administered to the child {Ibid. 231). More recentldi
phate of quinia mixed with tobacco (in the proportion of 15 grs. o| J
former to an ounce of the latter) has been employed as a snuff in jU,

mittent headache.

Cinchona and its preparations prove most successful in the simp):'*

uncomplicated form of intermittents
; that is, where the disease apjop

to be purely nervous. But when agues are accompanied with injpi

matory excitement or with visceral diseases, cinchona generally
pj|

either useless or injurious. In remittents it proves much less succej

than in regularly-formed intermittents. In all these cases we endeal

to promote the efficiency of the cinchona by reducing the disease ti

form of a pure or simple intermittent. The means to effect this mijj

course depend on a variety of circumstances
;
but blood-letting,

general and local, purgatives, and diaphoretics, are those which foj

most part will be found available. Under some circumstances men"

given in alterative doses, or even as a very slight sialogogue, pit

beneficial.

Intermittent fevers are not the only periodical diseases in whic

chona has been found beneficial. It is a remedy which has prove

viceable in several other cases in which a paroxysm (of pain, sj

inflammation, hemorrhage, or fever) returns at stated periods,

intermittent neuralgia, rheumatism, headache, amaurosis, catarrh,

thalmia, stricture, &c. have been greatly benefitted by its use. Soifi

these affections have been regarded as masked agues. When period

diseases recur at uncertain periods, as in the case of epilepsy, no|

ticular advantage can be expected from the use of cinchona.

2. In Continued Fever.—In the latter stage of continued fever, v

the vital powers are beginning to sink, and where there is no ina

and decided symptom of inflammatory disease of the brain or dige

organs, cinchona or sulphate of quinia sometimes proves highly be 1

cial. If the tongue be dry, as well as furred, and the skin hot and

no advantage, but the reverse, can be anticipated from its employe i

It is most applicable to the low forms of fever occurring in debilii

constitutions. When exacerbations or remissions, however indist

occur at regular periods, the administration of cinchona is the i|'

likely to be followed by good effects. 'Under the preceding cm

stances there can scarcely be two opinions as to the admissibility of f

But on the general propriety of administering this remedy in contn

fever, considerable difference of opinion has prevailed (Clulterbuck

the Seat and Nature of Fever, 399, 2nd edit. 1825). Dr. Ilcbe

{Comment.) cautiously observes, “ I am not so sure of its being used

I am of its being innocent.” In order to avoid offending the stom

it is frequently advisable to begin with the infusion, for which afterwd
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t

1

1

si

.he decoction, then the sulphate oi' quinia, may be substituted. In

tacre of’ convalescence, the use of cinchona or sulphate of quinia

often be advantageously preceded by infusion of calumba : without

precaution* irritation of stomach or febrile symptoms are readily

In inflammatory diseases.—As a general rule, stimulants and tonics,

lV)
J

achona, are improper in inflammatory diseases. Yet to this state-

j ,
which applies principally to the first stage, to acute and active

>^| ,
and to the disease when it occurs in strong and vigorous habits,

jjj
exceptions exist. Thus, when it takes place in old and debilitated

qi itutions ;
when it is of a mild or atonic character, and has existed

fj
me time without giving rise to any obvious organic changes

;
when

j
;
anies an intermittent or even remittent form

;
or when it is of a

.n quality, which experience has shown to be less benefited by

c ary antiphlogistic measures, cinchona is sometimes admissible and

ip; itageous after evacuations have been made proportioned to the acti-

»f the disease and the vigour of the system. In scrofulous inflam-

n (as of the eye) its value is fully appreciated. In rheumatism
,
in

i disease Morton, Fotliergill, Saunders, and Haygarth, have so

^ly recommended it, its use is now obsolete, except under circum-

$ es similar to those which regulate its employment in ordinary in-

if aation. The same remarks apply to its employment in erysipelatous

gjf
• imation, in which it was at one time much esteemed.

In maladies characterized by atony and debility.—Cinchona is use-

i a great variety of diseases dependent on, or attended by, a defi-

y of tone or strength, as indicated by a soft and lax condition of the

weak pulse, incapability of great exertion, impaired appetite, and
:;ptic symptoms. Thus, in chronic atonic affections of the alimentary

it proves very serviceable, especially in some forms of dyspepsia and
In these it should be given half an hour, or an hour, beforexi a.

times. In some chronic maladies of the nervous system
,
as chorea,

it occurs in delicate girls
;
also in the neuralgia of weakly subjects.

irtification, it is useful in those cases in which tonics and astrin-

are obviously indicated
;
but it has no specific power of checking

disease, as was formerly supposed. In passive hemorrhages
,
from

lation of vessels, as in some cases of profuse menstruation, or uterine

rrhage consequent on miscarriage. In profuse mucous discharges

~ great debility, as in leucorrhoea, excessive bronchial secretion, old

hceas, &c. In cachectic diseases
,
as enlargements and indurations

e absorbent glands, of a scrofulous nature, strumous ophthalmia,

nate ulcers, &c. (see Dr. J. Fordyce, Med. Obs. and hup i. 184).

in venereal diseases, when the secondary symptoms occur in shat-

and broken-down constitutions, and after the full use of mercury,

•vise in some of the chronic skin diseases, which are seen in cachec-

ibits.

• In the convalescence of either acute or chronic lingering diseases, as

inflammation, hemorrhage, profuse suppuration, &c.
;
also after

itant surgical operations, when the strength is greatly reduced. In
ass of cases is the efficacy of cinchona or its alkaloids more manifest
in these.

As a topical astringent and antiseptic.—The efficacy of cinchona as
stringent and antiseptic depends on tannic acid. But as many

3 r
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vegetable substances exceed cinchona in the quantity of this acid wh
they contain, so they surpass it in astringency. Hence the topical w
ol barb are, comparatively, unimportant; and, for the most part
nearly obsolete. Powdered cinchona is frequently employed as a to|3
powder. Formerly it was used as an application to mortilied parts (l2
ulcers, caries, &c. The decoction, with or without hydrochloric adJ
is applied as a gargle in putrid sore throat.

7. As a chemical antidote .—The value of cinchona bark, as a chemil a
antidote, depends on its tannic acid. 1 have already offered some obll
rations on its employment in poisoning by emetic tartar (see p. 421). 1

1

believe, in all cases it might be advantageously replaced by other
more powerful astringents

;
as nutgalls, or, on an emergency, green lei <|

Administration.

—

In the form of powder, cinchona is now rarely ,y

ministered. The bulk of a full dose, its disagreeable taste, its tended
to cause nausea and vomiting, and the quantity of inert woody fijji

which it contains, form great objections to its employment. Yet ofll
great efficacy, as a febrifuge or antiperiodic, in intermittents, and ofji
superiority in these cases, to the decoction or infusion, no doubt . d
exist

;
but sulphate of quinia has almost entirely superseded it.

dose is from a scruple to a drachm, or even more than this, when
stomach can bear it.

1. Infusum Cinchonje
,
L. E. D. (Lance-leaved Cinchona [; ($

species of Cinchona, according to prescription, EC], bruised [in powtrii

E., in fine powder, D.], sj. Boiling [Distilled, L. Cold, D.] Wat
Oj. [fsxij. D.] :—Macerate for six (four, E.) hours in a vessel ligl

covered, and strain [through linen or calico, E .]—The directions of

Dublin College are as follows: Triturate the bark with a little of the wap
and during the trituration pour on the rest; macerate for 24 howl

shaking it from time to time, then pour off the clear liquor). Wi t

extracts from cinchona bark the kinates of quinia, cinchonia, and k|i

gum, soluble red cinchonic (tannin) and yellow colouring matter.
f

jj|

greater part of the cinchona alkaloids remains in the marc, as a vjj

small quantity only of the compound of red cinchonic and the cinckwta

alkaloids is extracted.—The infusion of cinchona is stomachic and to<i
t

but is scarcely energetic enough to be febrifuge. It is a light prepatti

tion, applicable as a tonic where the stomach is very delicate, and ch

not support the more active preparations of this medicine. The dosis

f5] . to fsij. thrice a day.

2. Decoctum Cinchonje
,
E.—(Crown, Gray, Yellow, or Red Ch

chona, sj. bruised; Water, f^xxiv. Mix them, boil for ten minutes, i

the decoction cool, then filter it, and evaporate to sixteen fluidounces) t .

Decoctum Cinchonje, D.— (Bark of Lance-leaved Cinchona, coarsj

powdered, sj.
;
Water a sufficient quantity to afford a pint after strainii

Decoctum Cinchonje cordifolije, L. — (Heart-leaved Cinchoj

bruised, 3x.
;
Distilled Water, Oj. Boil for ten minutes in a light

covered vessel, and strain the liquor while hot).

Decoctum Cinchonje lancifolije, L.—(As the preceding, but usj

Lance-leaved Cinchona). j

Decoctum Cinchonje oblongifolije, L.— (As the preceding,
'

using Oblong-leaved Cinchona).

By boiling, water extracts from cinchona the kinates of quinia, c

chonia, and lime, gum, soluble red cinchonic (tannin), yellow colour
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u\ r, starch, and a portion of the compound of the red cinchonic

the cinchona alkaloids. While hot, the liquor is transparent
; but

jj ,'ools it becomes turbid, owing partly to the deposition of the tan-

ad of starch when the temperature falls below 88° F.
; and partly

I. Lse the red cinchonic compound being more soluble in hot than in

vj yater, is deposited on cooling. Of 140 parts of the deposit from

i tion of yellow (Calisaya) bark, Soubeiran (Traite de Pharm. i. 607)

4.1 GO parts (principally tannate of starch) were insoluble in alcohol,

, !e remaining 86 parts were readily soluble in alcohol, and yielded

rtt nchona alkaloids. The same author also found that by decoction,

jy v (Calisaya) bark lost *2-3rds of its weight
;
whereas by infusion

if rely lost l-3rd of its weight. If the water employed in preparing

i»)i ^coction or infusion be acidulated (with sulphuric or hydrochloric

the medicinal value of the preparation is greatly increased ;
for the

decomposes the insoluble red cinchonic salt, and forms, with the

f! ana alkaloids, a soluble combination. Alkaline solutions, on the

!&! hand, yield less powerful, though highly coloured, preparations :

(| eadily dissolve the red cinchonic and the acids, but they render

Laloids insoluble. Decoction of cinchona is stomachic, tonic,

jj hbrifuge. The dose is fsj. to f *ij.

WITinctuba Cinchona, L. E. D.—(Heart-leaved [Yellow, or any
-species, according to prescription, E., Lance-leaved, D.] Cinchona,

b d [in fine powcjer, E., coarsely powdered, Z).], gviij
.
[*iv. E. D.]

;

fil > Spirit, Oij. [Oj. E.~\ Macerate for fourteen [seven, D.) days, and

si! . The directions of the Edinburgh College are as follow :
—“ Per-

ot the bark with the spirit, the bark being previously moistened with

;t 7 little spirit, left thus for ten or twelve hours, and then firmly

Bud in the cylinder. This tincture may also be prepared, though

Bt less expeditiously, and with much greater loss, by the usual pro-

ill )f digestion, the bark being in that case reduced to coarse powder
Spirit extracts all the bitter and astringent principles of cinchona

;

Bjhhe kinates of the cinchona alkaloids, as well as the combination of

Ip substances with the red cinchonic. If the spirit be too concen-

W the kinates are less readily dissolved by it. Tincture of cinchona
'*

nacliic, tonic, and stimulant. The dose of it is f5j. to f5iij. It is

Why employed as an adjuvant to the infusion or decoction of cinchona,
o the solution of the sulphate of quinia.

WTinctura Cinchona? composita, L. E. D. (Lance-leaved Cin-

I . [Yellow Bark, E.~] bruised [coarsely powdered, D.E.
;

fine, if

$ iation be followed, E.], siv. [^ij. E. D.]
;
Orange Peel [Bitter, E.]

,

. [braised, E.], *iij. [§iss. E., §ss. D .] ;
Serpentary, bruised, 5vj. [3iij.

ft ]; Saffron [chopped, E.], 5ij. [5j. E. D ] ;
Cochineal, powdered, 5j.

Proof Spirit, Oij. [Oj. and f^iij. E., foxx. D.] Digest for

M en days, and strain. “ Digest for seven days
;
strain and express

Jj gly; filter the liquors. This tincture may also be conveniently pre-

| by the method of percolation, in the same way as the compound
r re of cardamom,” E .)—This is usually sold as Huxham's Tincture

rk., It is a more agreeable and more stimulant, though less power-

g
nic than the simple tincture, and is less apt to disturb the stomach.
! according to the London Pharmacopoeia, it contains one-half less

ona than the simple tincture. It is employed as a tonic and sto-

ic. The dose of it is f3j. to f5iij.
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5. ExrnACTUM Cincitonje
,
E.— (Take any of the varieties of ci

chona, but especially the Yellow or lied Cinchona, in line powder, pi
Proof Spirit, f$xxiv. Percolate the cinchona with the spirit; distil Ij

the greater part of the spirit
;
and evaporate what remains in an 0iL

vessel over the vapour-bath to a due consistence).

Extractum Cinciionje
,
D.— (Pale Bark, coarsely powdered, lb.p

Water, Ovj. Boil for a quarter of an hour, in a vessel almost cover!*
then having filtered the liquor while yet hot, and laid it aside, boil \4

bark again in an equal quantity of water, and filter again in the saM
manner

;
proceed in the same way a third time, and then mixing all L

liquors, reduce them by evaporation to a proper consistence).

Extractum Cinchona cordifolije, L.— (Heart-leaved CinchcM
bruised, ~xv.

;
Distilled Water, Cong. iv. Boil down in a gallon of

water to six pints, and strain the liquor while hot. In the same marLI

boil down the bark in an equal measure of water four times, and stri:

Lastly, all the liquors being mixed, evaporate to a proper consistence'! '&

Extractum Cinci-ionae lancifolije
,
L.—(Prepared as the precedU

using Lance-leaved Cinchona).

Extractum Cinchonas oblongifolije, L.— (Prepared as the Lj
ceding, using Oblong-leaved Cinchona).

The watery extract of cinchona
(extractum cinchona

,
L. D.) contt*?

the same constituents already mentioned (p. 1010) as being founding
coction of bark, Mr. Brande {Diet, of Pharm. 170) says, lance-leaj

[i. e. pale] bark yields 30 per cent, of watery extract. The active pj-

ciples of this preparation are the kinates of the cinchona alkaloids.

spirituous extract (extractum cinchona
,
E.) is a more efficacious prepj

tion, as it contains, besides the alkaline kinates, the compound ofl

red cinchonic with the cinchona alkaloids. When prepared with r<j

lied spirit, 24 per cent, of extract is obtained from lance-leaved [i . e.
pj ;

bark. But as the Edinburgh College direct proof spirit to be emplol

the produce is larger.—Well prepared («. e. not decomposed by evap

tion) extract is a very useful preparation, which, however, has been no

superseded by sulphate of quinia. It is given in the form of pil

doses of from gr. v. to gr. xx. Or the watery extract may be dissot

in water, or in infusion of roses, or, for administration to children

syrup of mulberries or of orange-peel.

6. Quinas Disulphas ,
I/. E.

—

Sulphate of Quinine
,
offic. The dj

tions of the London College for the preparation of this salt am

follows :

—

Take of Heart-leaved Cinchona, bruised, lb. vij. : Sulphuric Acid, $ix.
;
P

Animal Charcoal, ~ij.
; Plyd rated Oxide .of Lead; Solution of Ammonia; Dr

Water, each as much as may be sufficient. Mix four ounces and two drachms 0 "

Sulphuric Acid with six gallons of distilled Water, and add the Cinchona to l

boil for an hour, and strain. In the same manner again boil what remains in Acr

Water, mixed in the same proportions, for an hour, and again strain. Finallv

the Cinchona in eight gallons of distilled water for three hours, and strain,

what remains frequently with boiling distilled water. iTo the mixed liquors add (

of Lead, while moist, nearly to saturation. Pour off the supernatant liquor, and

what is thrown down with distilled water. Boil down the liquors for a quarter

hour, and strain ;
then gradually add Solution of Ammonia to precipitate the L

Wash this until nothing alkaline is perceptible. Let what remains be saturated

the rest of the Sulphuric Acid, diluted. Afterwards digest with two ounces of A

Charcoal, and strain. Lastly, the Charcoal being thoroughly washed, evaporat

liquor cautiously, that crystals may be produced.
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[r. Phillips {
Transl. of the Pharm.) gives the following explanation

lis process. “ The quina exists in combination with a peculiar acid,

>d Kinic Acid, forming with it Kinate of Quina, which is soluble to

rtain extent in water, and is rendered more so by the sulphuric acid

loyed in the process, and perhaps by decomposing it. Whatever
be the state of combination, the solution contains sulphuric acid,

"3 acid, and quina, mixed with extractive and colouring matter, the

r being got rid of by the animal charcoal. On adding oxide of lead

• sulphuric acid combines with it, and the resulting sulphate being

iuble is precipitated, while the kinic acid and quina remain in solu-

;
when ammonia is added, after the separation of the sulphate of

,
the kinic acid unites with it, and the kinate of ammonia formed is

ble, while the quina is precipitated, and this, when afterwards corn-

el with sulphuric acid, forms disulphate of quina, which crystal-
.
”

)•

he directions of the Edinburgh College for the preparation of disul-

,;e of quina are as follows :

—

i- ke of Yellow Bark, in coarse powder, one pound
; Carbonate of Soda, eight ounces

;

auric Acid, half a fluid ounce
;
Purified Animal Charcoal, two drachms. Boil the

for an hour in four pints of water, in which half the carbonate of soda has been
lved

;
strain aud express strongly through linen or calico

;
moisten the residuum

I h water, and express again, and repeat this twice. Boil the residuum for half an
C with four pints of water and half the sulphuric acid; strain, express strongly.

I ten with water, and express again. Boil the residuum with three pints of water
B t fourth part of the acid; strain and squeeze as before. Boil again the residuum
I : the same quantity of water and acid

;
strain and squeeze as formerly. Concentrate

* vhole acid liquids to about a pint
;

let the product cool ; filter it, and dissolve in it

emainder of the carbonate of soda. Collect the impure quina on a cloth, wash it

tly, and squeeze out the liquor with the hand. Breakdown the moist precipitate

(pint of distilled water; add nearly one fluidseruple of sulphuric acid, heat it to

and stir occasionally. Should any precipitate retain its gray colour, and the
Id be neutral, add sulphuric acid, drop hydro]), stirring constantly, till the gray
ir disappears. Should the liquid redden litmus, neutralize it with a little carbonate
ida. Should crystals form on the surface, add boiling- distilled water to dissolve

.. Filter through paper, preserving the funnel hot; set the liquid aside to crystal-

; collect and squeeze the crystals
;
dissolve them in a pint of distilled water heated

• 2°; digest the solution for -fifteen minutes with the animal charcoal; filter, aud
allize as before. Dry the crystals with a heat not exceeding 140°.

je mother-liquors of each crystallization will yield a little more salt by concentra-

and cooling.

’he object of this process is to extract, by means of the solution of

f )onate of soda, the acids, the colouring and extractive matters, the

i, &c. from the bark, but leaving the cinchona alkaloids. Stoltze used
' this purpose lime, Badollier and Scharlau caustic potash (see p. 999).

J alkaline decoction has a very deep colour. By boiling the residuum
rater acidulated with sulphuric acid, the alkaloids are dissolved. On
addition of carbonate of soda, double decomposition takes place, and
impure quinia is precipitated. This is afterwards dissolved in water
hilated with sulphuric acid, and the filtered liquid set aside to ervs-
tze. The impure disulphate of quinia thus obtained is re-dissolved in

ling water, and the solution, after being decolorized by digestion
h animal charcoal, is filtered, and put aside to crystallize,

have repeated this process, which has the great merit of obviating
use of alcohol, and I believe it to be an excellent one, combining

h simplicity and economy. In one experiment I employed one lb. of
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picked uncoated yellow (Calisaya) bark, and found that the precipitaq
impure quinia required two fluidscruples and five minims of sidphup
acid to saturate it, instead of one fluidscruple, directed by the Edinbujt
College. In another experiment I could not get the impure sulphate!!
quinia to crystallize until it had been digested with animal charcoal.
The method of manufacturing disulphate of quinia, which has bej.'

bv manufacturers in this r.nmitrv. is as fnllnwc •usually followed by manufacturers in this country, is as follows

Coarsely pulverized yellow (Calisaya) bark is boiled with water acidulated with f \
phuric or hydrochloric acid. The residuum boiled a second and a third time with • *

dulated water. Some repeat the process a fourth time. Finely-powdered slacked ljj
is added to the filtered decoction (when cold), until the liquor is sensibly alkaline
acquires a dark colour. The precipitate is collected, drained on a cloth, and then si|J

mitted to graduated pressure (usually in a hydraulic press). The cake thus obtaineqjj
when dry, reduced to powder, and digested in rectified spirit. The filtered tincturil
distilled until the residuum (impure quinia) in the retort has a brown viscid appearaij 1

This residuum is then to be carefully saturated with very diluted sulphuric acid, h

solution filtered, and set aside to crystallize. The sulphate of quinia thus obtainetpf
yellowish-brown. It is drained in a cloth, compressed, dissolved in water, decoloriij

by animal charcoal, re-crystallized, and dried. This last part of the process mustm
very carefully conducted, to avoid efflorescence.

Some persons think it preferable to convert the quinia of this alcoholic solution im
sulphate before distillation, in order to separate the fatty matter. I am informed, tjti

maker of this salt, that the use of spirit in the process does not, on the large scale, ^
much more than a penuy an ounce to the cost of the disulphate, as the greater pail
recovered.

On the large scale the decoction of the bark is usually prepared i

|
vat, the boiling being effected by steam. The acidulated decoction c x
tains the quinia, the cinchonia, the yellow colouring matter, the red c

chonic, the kinic, and the sulphuric (or hydrochloric) acids. The li|

saturates all the acids, and forms soluble salts (if sulphuric acid h«

been employed, sulphate of lime is formed, the greater part of wh|

precipitates), which remain in the liquid with a portion of red colour!

matter. The precipitate is composed of quinia, cinchonia, a combinat

of lime and red cinchonic, fatty matter, excess of lime, and, when t

phuric acid has been employed, sulphate of lime : the whole is con

minated with colouring matter. Alcohol extracts from this precipit

the quinia and cinchonia, the fatty matter, and the colouring matt

leaving undissolved the excess of lime, the compound of lime with

red cinchonic, and, when sulphuric acid has been used, sulphate of lif

The sulphuric acid being then added to the impure quinia, converts it i

a disulphate.

On account of the expense of spirit of wine, various substitutes h|

been proposed. Pyroxilic spirit has been tried, but I believe has

answered. Pelletier has taken out a patent for die employment of a v(

tile oil (oil of turpentine). The dried cake of quinia and lime, obtain

in the usual manner, is to be digested in oil of turpentine, which dissol

the quinia. This oleaginous solution is then to be agitated with wd

acidulated with sulphuric acid, by which a sulphate of quinia is obtain

By repose the oil rises to the top, and after removal may be emplo;

again, while the solution of the sulphate is-4,o be evaporated as usi

Hitherto, however, this process has not succeeded, partly because

turpentine docs not extract more than 19-twentieths of the quinia pres(

If any attempts, however, should lie made to procure the disulphate
* • • • ..... t.' -• r .1 • wouldAmerica, it is possible that some modification of this process

the best.
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]ie physical and chemical properties of disulphate of quinia have been

I uly described (p. 995).

I dulteration .—Various foreign bodies (as earthy and alkaline salts,

j' ,
sugar, starch, fatty matters, sulphate of cinchonia, and salicin) are,

. 1.

r

ji
j , said, occasionally intermixed with disulphate of quinia. The fol-

1 ng are the tests by which the presence of these bodies is ascertained

:

| y digesting disulphate of quinia in alcohol this salt is dissolved,

ij uig any alkaline or earthy sulphates, gum, or starch, that may be

lent. Gum is soluble in cold water; starch is coloured blue by a

[
ji *ion of iodine. When heated in the open air the disulphate of quinia

Htaimed and dissipated: the earthy salts, on the other hand, are left,

disulphate is soluble in water acidulated with sulphuric acid,

: reas fatty matters are insoluble. To detect sugar, add to a solution

ihe disulphate, carbonate of potash : quinia precipitates, while sul-

i.te of potash and sugar are left in solution: the latter maybe detected

Us sweet taste, or by evaporating the liquid to dryness, and digesting

residue with spirit, which dissolves the sugar, but leaves the sui-

te. Ammoniacal salts are detected by the ammoniacal odour emitted

£hhe addition of caustic potash. Salicin may be recognized by oil of

tiol, which turns it red (see p. 730). Sulphate of cinchonia may be

kle to crystallize, in a pulverulent form, by stirring the solution, and
his state it may be readily intermixed with disulphate of quina. This

d, I suspect, has been recently carried on to no very slight extent,

detect it, precipitate a solution of the suspected salt in water by* pot-

;
collect the precipitate, and boil it in alcohol. The cinchonia crys-

zes as the liquor cools, (while the quinia remains in the mother-

. tor.

'he characteristic marks of the purity of disulphate of quinia are,

>ording to the London College
,
as follows :

—
iTotally dissolved iu water, especially when mixed with an acid. Quina is thrown
>n by ammonia, the liquor being- evaporated ; what remains ought not to taste of

. ir. One hundred parts of disulphate of quina lose eight or ten parts of water with

Ihaitle heat. It is totally consumed by fire. Chlorine first added to it, aud after-

lids ammonia, it becomes green.”

|

.’he characters given by the Edinburgh College are as follows :
—

|:
A solution of ten grains in a fluidounce of distilled water, and two or three drops of

j

ihuric acid, if decomposed by a solution of half an ounce of carbonate of soda, in

waters, and heated till the precipitate shrinks and fuses, yields, on cooling, a solid

•s, which, when dry, weighs 7 -

4 grains, and in powder dissolves entirely in solution

ixalic acid.”

The quinia, separated from the sulphate by carbonate of soda, is

trly insoluble in a solution of carbonate of soda.

Disulphate of quina is given in doses of from gr. j. to grs. v. Occa-
nally it is exhibited in much larger doses as a febrifuge ;

but it is very
t to disagree, causing disturbance of stomach, febrile disorders, and
idache. I have known fourteen grains taken, and have heard of a
iiple or half a drachm being exhibited at a dose. It may be given
her in the form of pill, made with conserve of roses, or dissolved in

ne aqueous liquid by the aid of an acid. Infusion of roses is a favourite
hide for it.
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Cephae'lis Ipecacuan ha
,
Richard, L. E. D —The Ipecacuanha CephacljiA
Callicoccu Ipecacuanha, lirute.ru.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Radix, L. D.—Root, E.)

History.— Ipecacuanha is first mentioned by Michael Tristra^l
(Purchas, Pilgrimes, vol. iv. fol. 1311), who calls it Igpecaya or Pi(jay\ \

In 1648 it was described and figured by Piso [Hist. Nat. Brasil. lOlb,
In 1680 it was celebrated in Paris as a remedy for dysentery. R all
pears that Jean-Adrian Helvetius (then a young man) attended wiU
Afforty, a member of the faculty, a merchant, named Grenier, or Garni(pi
who, when he recovered from his illness, gave to his physician, as IG
testimony of gratitude, some of this root, as a valuable remedy for di.*5

sentery. Afforty attached very little importance to it, but gave it to hi .4

pupil, Helvetius, who tried it, and thought he had found in it a specif H
against dysentery. Numerous placards were placed about the streets

»

*1

Paris, announcing to the public the virtues of the new medicine, whi<nl

Helvetius sold without discovering its nature. Luckily for him, sods;

I

of the gentlemen of the court, aud even the Dauphin, the son of the khjJ
(Louis XIV.) were at this time afflicted with dysentery. Being informu:1!
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i„j or three feet long, emitting runners. Leaves rarely more than four

if
placed at the end of the stem and branches

;
petioles pubescent,

«i- 1 are connected to each by the erect stipules. Stipules membranous

SJ.oir base. Peduncles solitary, erect when in flower, reflexed when in

Head semiglobose, eight- to ten-flowered. Involucre one-leafed,

s
ding, deeply four- to six-parted : segments obovate. Bracts acute,

||jL$cent ;
a single one to each flower. Calyx minute. Corolla white.

I
r ens flve. Ovary obovate

;
style filiform, white

;
stigmas linear,

|£] ding. Berry soft, fleshy, violet-black. Seeds (nucules) pale, plane-

y ;x : albumen homy.—(Condensed from Martius, Spec. Mat. Med.
JLy. p. 5, 1824).

.I is.—Brazil
;
in moist shady situations from 8° to 20° south latitude,

n/f idant in the valleys of the granitic mountains, which run (more or

cb listant from the sea) through the provinces of Rio Janeiro, Espirito

cfl .), and Bahia; also met with in Pernambuco. Humboldt and
;i]i (land found it on the St. Lucar mountains of New Granada,

ti (election of the Roots.—The roots are gathered at all seasons of

-Hi .'ear, though more frequently from January to March inclusive
;
and

; i care is taken in the cultivation of the plant, it has become scarce

«|i.id the principal towns. Those Brazilian farmers who reside in the

i njj ibourhood of the plant, carry on considerable commerce with it.

f/.i native Indians also are very assiduous in the collection of it. Those
.><< id by the Portuguese the Coroados, who live near the river Xipoto, in

province of Mmaes, as well as their neighbours, the Puri, are the

Iji e est collectors of it. They sometimes leave their villages for two
S 3 i lis at a time, fixing their habitations in those places in which this

fijj . abounds. They cut the roots from the steins, dry them in the sun,

H| pack them in bundles of various sizes and foyrns (Martius, op. cit.

If immerce.

—

Ipecacuanha is imported into this country from Rio
4* tro, in bales, barrels, bags, and serous. The duty is Is. per lb. The

t tities on which this was paid, for the last six years, are as follow :

—

In 1834 9,038 lbs.

1835 7,469
1836... 11,437

In 1837 11,435 lbs.

1838

12,426

1839

7,453

i
escription.

—

The root of this plant is the ipecacuanha {radix ipeca-

w hce) of the shops. No other root is known in English commerce by
if name. By continental writers it is denominated annulated ipecacu-

|

{radix ipecacuanhas annulatce) to distinguish it from the roots of

Wbhotria emetica and Richardsonia scabra
;
the first of which is termed

f>!
ted ipecacuanha—the second, undulated ipecacuanha (see p. 1030).

H he root of Cephaelis Ipecacuanha occurs in pieces of three or four

I es long, and about the size of a small writing-quill
;
variously bent

|

contorted
;
simple or branched. It has a knotty appearance, in con-

# ence of a number of deep circular fissures about a line in depth,
II 1 which extend inwardly to a central ligneous cord, so as to give the

[' of a number of rings strung upon a thread (hence the name annu-
*)• These rings are unequal in size, both with respect to each other

r to different parts of the same ring. This root has a resinous frac-

i- Its substance consists of two parts : one called the cortical por-

-j
> which is brittle and resinous, of a horny appearance, with a grayish
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or brownish-gray colour—sometimes whitish
;
and a second, called rati 1

tullium, and which consists of a thin, yellowish-white, woody, vascuj'l
cord, running through the centre of each piece. In 100 parts of gdj
ipecacuanha, there arc about 80 of cortex and 20 of meditullium. U
cacuanha root has an acrid, aromatic, somewhat bitter taste, and a sh<di|<j

nauseous, but peculiar odour. The colour of the root varies somewhll
being brownish, reddish-brown, grayish-brown, or gray.

Richard (op. cit.), Merat (Diet, des Scienc. Med. t. xxvi.
;
and Diet. Mat. Mid. ii- ti

and Guibourt (Hist, des Drop, i.) admit three varieties of annulated ipecacuanha, w|jt .\

principal distinction is the colour of the epidermis. The age of the root, the natural
the soil, and the mode of drying, arc among the different circumstances produced
these varieties. Sometimes they are met with in the same bale.

Var. a. Brown Annulated Ipecacuanha
,
Richard

; Brown Ipecacuanha . Lemcbl
—(Radix ipecacuanhas annulatce fusccc). This is the best kind. The greater part offb
ipecacuanha of commerce consists of this variety. Its epidermis is more or less deeff

jf

brown, sometimes even blackish ; its fracture is gray, or brownish : its powder is gridl

The cortical portion has a horny appearance. The root which I have received fijill

Professor Guibourt, as blackish gray ipecacuanha, is somewhat less brown. It is ‘

<

gray or annulated ipecacuanha of Merat.
I have occasionally found in commerce a hrown non-annulated variety of ipecacuair >•

imported indistinct bales. It consists of slender, cylindrical, often branched pie4«

frequently several inches long, smooth, or slightly warty, but not annulated or raoijlf

form, with a very thin cortex, and a woody meditullium of the usual size, or thicbd

These pieces appear to be the subterraneous bases of the stems or runners. Occasiji

ally pieces of the brown annulated ipecacuanha are found attached.

Var. 18. Red Annulated Ipecacuanha, Richard.—This differs from the preceding)!

the lighter and reddish colour of its epidermis, by its less powerful odour, and bj I

want of aromatic taste. Sometimes it has, when broken, the same horny and se !

transparent quality of the brown ipecacuanha, but more frequently it is opaque, d n
and farinaceous; in which case it is generally less active. These differences probat |i

depend on the nature of the soil in which the plant grew. The root which I have)

ceived from Professor Guibourt, under the name of reddish gray annulated ipecacua*

is scarcely so red as the pieces which I have met with in English commerce. It isd

red-gray ipecacuanha of Lemery and Merat.

Var. y. Gray Annulated Ipecacuanha, Richard
; White Gray Ipecacuanha, Me

Greater Annulated Ipecacuanha
,
Guibourt.—The colour of this variety is grayish

Professor Guibourt has met with it of a reddish-gray colour. Gray ipecacua)

occurs in pieces of larger diameter than either of the foregoing kinds, with fewer, m
irregular, and less prominent rings. It is merely a portion of the root of the Cepba<|

which has become more developed, either from meeting with excess of nourishment!

from some other circumstance.

I have found, in English commerce, a gray ipecacuanha, whose roots were not loi^

than the brown variety, but whose rings were imperfectly developed

a

Composition.—The most important analyses of ipecacuanha are th

of Pelletier (Journ. de Pharm. iii. 148), Richard and Barruel (Ibid.

264), and Bucholz (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1281).

Pelletier's Analyses-

Brown Annulated Ipecacuanha.

Cortex. Meditullium .

Emetina 16 .... 115
Odorous fatty matter .. 2 .... traces

Wax 6 ....

Gum 10 .... 5-00

Starch 42 .... 2000
Ligneous matter . .

.

20 .... 66-60

Non-emetic extractive 0 245
Loss 4 .... 4-80

Ipecacuanha . . .

.

100 .... 100-00

Bucholz's Analysis.

Red do. Emetic extractive [eme-

Cortex. tina]

14
2 Wax '

— Gum %
16
18

Bitter extractive ^48
-

2 Extractive,gum & starch,
^

extracted by potash... 3

100

Ipecacuanha
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ro ! Odorous fatty matter.—It is extracted from ipecacuanha by ether. It is of a

nish-yellovv colour, soluble in alcohol and ether, to both of which it communicates

low colour. Its odour is very strong, and similar to that of the essential oil of

:-railish : it becomes insupportable when heat is applied, but is weak and analogous

at of the ipecacuanha root when diluted. The taste is acrid
;
the specific gravity

eater than that of alcohol.

iis fatty matter consists of two substances : 1st, a very fugacious volatile substance,

h is the odorous principle of ipecacuanha root; 2dly, a fixed fatty matter (which

chemists have mistaken, when mixed with emetina, for resin), having little or no

r.

w

s4

^withstanding its strongtaste and odour, the fatty matter of this root does not seem

ve any effect on the stomach. Given in large doses to animals, it bad no sensible

r« ition. Caventou took six grains at one time, but experienced no marked effects

from. Pelletier and Magendie swallowed some grains of it, and experienced a

rreeable impression on the throat, but it was temporary only.

Emetina.—When first discovered by Pelletier and Magendie, in 1817, it was

,ed la matiere vomitive, or emetine (from e/xeco, I vomit).

are emetina is white (when not absolutely pure it has a grayish-yellow tinge), pul-

!

j, ent, inodorous, with a slightly bitter taste ; fusible at 122° F.; very slightly solu-

in cold, but much more so in hot, water; very soluble in alcohol, but scarcely

>le iu ether and oils. It dissolves in acids, the acidity of which it does not entirely

oy. The salts of emetina are slightly acid, and very crystallizable. They form

my masses, in some only of which are traces of crystallization occasionally found,

tina restores the blue colour of litmus which has been reddened by an acid. I find

the yellowish-white emetina, sold in the shops under the name of pure emetina, is

ired red by nitric acid, the red colour being much deepened on the addition of am-
:a. An alcoholic solution of iodine, added to an alcoholic solution of emetina, pro-

a reddish precipitate (hydriodate of emetina?). Tincture of galls copiously

pitates solutions of emetina (tannate of emetina). The effect of these reagents on

ina is similar to their effect on morphia; but from this last substance emetina is

jguished by the salts of iron, which produce no change of colour in it.

le following is the composition of emetina :

—

Eq. Eq. Wt.

Carbon 35 210
Hydrogen 25 25
Nitrogen 1 14

Oxygen 9 72

Per Cent. Dumas and Pelletier.

65 42 64.57
7-79 7-77

4-36 4-30

2243 22-95

Emetina ... 1 321 10000 99-59

le following are stated by Magendie
(
Formulaire

, 95) as the effects of impure erne-

—From half a grain to two g rains given to cats and dogs caused at first vomiting,

sleep. In doses of from six to ten grains, vomiting, sleep, and death, took place,

action shewed inflammation of the pulmonary tissue, and of the mucous membrane
e alimentary canal, from the cardia to the anus. The same effects (namely, vomit-

sleep, and death) were observed when impure emetina was dissolved in water, and
ted into the jugular vein, into the pleura, into the anus, or into the muscular
e. On man a quarter of a grain excited nausea and vomiting; a grain and a half,

vo grains, taken fasting, caused continued vomiting, and decided disposition to

. I.

•ie effects ofpure emetina are similar, but more energetic. In one case 1-1 6th of
fin caused vomiting in a man eighty-five years of age : two grains are sufficient to

i dog.

metina has been proposed as a remedial agent,—as a substitute for ipecacuanha, all

idvantages of which it is said to possess in a much smaller dose, and without the
easant taste and odour which the root is known to have. I confess, however, I
i very little advantage is likely to be gained by the substitution. When we wish
ive emetina in a liquid form, it may be readily dissolved in water by the aid of
c or dilute sulphuric acid. 4*

[

'hemical Characteristics.—

A

decoction of the root, filtered and
wed to cool, becomes, on the addition of a solution of free iodine,
! [iodide of starch). Tincture of nutgalls forms, in the decoction as
as in the tincture diluted with water, a grayish white precipitate
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(
tannate of emetina). Sesquichloride of iron communicates a green i

tint
(tannate [ gallate ,

Pelletier] of iron) to the decoction as well air'
the diluted tincture. A solution of isinglass forms in the infusion aI <

twelve hours, a precipitate (tannate of gelatine). Alcohol renders U
decoction turbid [gum). Diacctate of lead forms with the tincture
especially with the decoction, a precipitate

(colouring matter
, gum ,

oxide of lead).

Physiological Effects.—If the powder or dust of ipecacuanha
|
n

applied to the eyes or face, it acts as an irritant, and causes redness Jd
swelling of these parts. Inhaled, it irritates the respiratory passage
and, in some persons, brings on difficulty of breathing, similar to

attack of spasmodic asthma (Scott, Phil. Trans, for 1776, p. 168). ]

Roberts, surgeon, at Dudley, is affected in this way
;
and I have recei^i

from him the following account of his case :
—“ If I remain in a roe

where the preparation of ipecacuanha is going on—for instance, mat
the pulv. ipecac, comp.—I am sure to have a regular attack of asth

In a few seconds dyspnoea comes on in a violent degree, attended

wheezing and great weight and anxiety about the praecordia. The atty

generally remains about an hour, but I obtain no relief until a copi

expectoration takes place, which is invariably the case. After the at

is over I suffer no further inconvenience. I have always considered t

the attack proceeds from the minute particles of the ipecacuanha fl

ing in the atmosphere, acting as an irritant on the mucous membr;

lining the trachea and bronchial tubes.” In some cases the mere od

of the root seems sufficient to excite difficulty of breathing, with a f<

ing of suffocation.

There is one case recorded of poisoning by the incautious inhala

of the dust of ipecacuanha, in the process of powdering it, by a

gist’s assistant. It is mentioned by Dr. Prieger (Rust's Mag. B. xx

H. i. S. 182). The patient, who was suffering with catarrh and cou

inhaled, during three hours, the dust from the root ;
in consequenc

which vomiting came on, followed by a tightness at the chest. An h

after this he complained of a sense of suffocation, and constrictio

the trachea and throat : his appearance was pale and deathly. The
pj]

sician who was called in, bled him, and gave assafoetida and bellado:

with temporary relief
;
but in five hours a fresh attack came on, with

most imminent danger of suffocation. A strong decoction of uva-uj

with the extract of rhatany, was administered with almost immed:

relief, and in an hour his breathing wTas much freer. He was abl

leave the house in two days, but suffered several days with difficult

breathing.

When taken in small and repeated doses, ipecacuanha principally

rects its influence to the secreting organs, especially those of the clr

wiiose activity it promotes. It specifically affects the bronchial m

brane, in some morbid conditions of which it promotes expectorate

wffiile in others, attended with a profuse secretion of -phlegm, it exeri

beneficial influence, and often contributes to the restoration of the

to its normal condition. In somewhat, larger doses it creates nausea "j

its concomitant phenomena, depression, increased secretion of saliva £

buccal mucus, &c. If a diaphoretic regimen be adopted, it exeffi

powerfully relaxing influence over the skin. In full medicinal dose.^

occasions vomiting, followed by a tendency to sleep. Its operation
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*!

tic is exceedingly safe, since inflammation is not produced ,by it, even

n an overdose has been swallowed.

he vomiting produced by ipecacuanha is not so violent as that in-

3d by emetic tartar, neither is it so long continued, nor attended with

t nausea. Furthermore, ipecacuanha is less disposed to act on the

els. The tonic and astringent qualities of the zincic compounds, as

as their want of diaphoretic power, distinguish these emetic sub-

ces from ipecacuanha. Squill (with which ipecacuanha agrees in its

m 'ctorant and emetic qualities) is distinguished by its greater acridity,

by its influence not being concentrated on the pulmonary organs, as

I| .he* case with ipecacuanha, which does not, therefore, possess that

I ler of stimulating the urinary organs possessed by squill (see pp.

-4).
h he most remarkable of the effects of ipecacuanha seem to be pro-

fj sd by the agency of the eighth pair of nerves. “ How singular it is,”

|i
i Dr. M. Hall [Lectures in the “ Lancet ” for April 21, 1838), “ that

H acuanha taken into the bronchia should excite asthma, and taken

the stomach should induce another affection of the respiratory sys-

tot.
,
vomiting. Sundelin (Handb. d. sp. Heilmittell. ii. 5) ascribes the

|> condition of the bronchial membrane, and the congestion of the

|:,gs of animals killed by emetine, not to the specific stimulus exerted

liihis substance over the pulmonary mucous membrane, but to an ex-

it) 'Sting stimulus over the eighth pair of nerves, by which a condition

liar to suffocative catarrh ( StecJcJlus)
is brought on

;
for he has ob-

v ed the same appearances in the bodies of persons who have died of

disease, where there was certainly no inflammatory condition of the

ichial membrane, but a paralytic condition of its small bloodvessels.

[
Jses.—Ipecacuanha is employed in full doses as an emetic, or in

i i Her doses as an expectorant and nauseant.

* •• 1 1 full doses, as an emetic .—The mildness of its operation adapts

I lacuanha for the use of delicate and debilitated persons, where our

»3ct is merely to evacuate the contents of the stomach. Thus it is

1 fitted for the disorders of children requiring the use of emetics (as

. in the stomach is overloaded with food, in hooping-cough, croup, &c.)

.account of the mildness and certainty of its action. It is also ex-

Ulingly useful for adults (especially delicate females)
;
thus, in gastric

irdcrs, to evacuate undigested acrid matters from the stomach,—to

mote the passage of biliary calculi,'—as a counter-irritant at the com-
ncement of fevers,—in many inflammatory diseases (as acute mucous
arrh, cynanche, hernia humoralis, and ophthalmia),— in asthma,—and
an evacuant in cases of narcotic poisoning. When the indication is

excite gentle vomiting in very weak and debilitated frames, Dr. Pye
ed. Obs. and Inq. vol. i. 240) has shown it may be effected frequently

h the utmost ease and safety by ipecacuanha in doses of from two to

r grains. Dr. Cullen [Mat. Med. ii. 474) has expressed some doubt
h respect to the correctness of this statement ;

but it is well known
t-ten grains of Dover’s powder (containing one grain of ipecacuanha)
unfrequently causes vomiting.
Ihe mildness of its operation is not the only ground for preferring

cacuanha to other emetic substances. Its specific power over the
Imonary organs and the stomach leads us to prefer it in maladies of
se parts, in which vomiting is likely to be beneficial

; especially in
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,

those affections in which the nerves appear to be more than ordinar'
involved, as in spasmodic asthma and hooping-cough. In the first

the complaints, Dr. Akenside {Med. Trans, i. 98) has shewn that it prow
equally serviceable even when it fails to occasion vomiting, and inert
produces nausea. . He gave a scruple, in the paroxysm, to create vom
ing, and, in the interval, five grains every morning, or ten grains eve
other morning. Dr. Wright (Memoir of, pp. 379 and 397) recommen
gentle emetics of ipecacuanha at the commencement of the treatment

W

dysentery.

*2. In small doses as a nauseant, antispasrnodic, diaphoretic, and em
pectorant.— When given in doses insufficient to occasion vomitir <•1

ipecacuanha is serviceable in several classes of complaints, especk $
those of the chest and alimentary canal.

(a.) In Affections of the Respiratory Organs.—Nauseating doses

ipecacuanha are used with considerable advantage in acute cases

mucous catarrh. They favour expectoration, and relaxation of

cutaneous vessels. In milder and more chronic forms, smaller dos<j

which do not occasion nausea, will be sufficient. In children, who be
j

vomiting much better than adults, full nauseating or even emetic dos| A

are to be preferred.
“ When a child becomes hoarse, and begins to cough,”

Cheyne
(
Cyclop . of Prac. Med., art. Croup, vol. i. p. 496),

kind of stimulating food be withdrawn
;

let him be confined to an apa|

ment of agreeable warmth ;
have a tepid bath

;
and take a drachm

the following mixture every hour, or every two hours, if it produ

sickness :— Vini Ipecacuanhae, siij. ;
Syrupi Tolut. 5v. ;

Mucil. Acaci

sj. M.
;
and all danger will probably be averted. W hereas, if no chan

be made in the quality of the food, and if he be sent into the open

he will probably undergo an attack of bronchitis or croup.”

In hooping-cough
,
in which disease considerable benefit is obtained

the use of emetic substances, ipecacuanha is frequently administe

with advantage. After giving it to create vomiting, it should be

ministered in nauseating doses. In asthma, benefit is obtained by

not only when given so as to occasion nausea and vomiting, as ab

noticed, but also in small and repeated doses. In both this and t

preceding disease, the benefit procured by the use of ipecacuanha aris

not from the mere expectorant or nauseating operation alone of tl

remedy, but from its influence otherwise over the eighth pair of nen

In bronchial hemorrhage (haemoptysis) the efficacy ofipecacuanha has be

greatly commended. A. N. Aasheim
(
Vis anthcemopt. rad. ipec. in A(

Reg. Soc. Med. Hafn. i. 170), a Danish physician, gave it in doses

one-fourth of a grain every three hours during the day, and every fo

hours during the night. In this way it excites nausea, and someth

says If
“ let eve *

It checks the hemorrhage, alleviates the cough, aeven vomiting,

relaxes the skin.

(b .) In Affections of the Alimentary Canal.—In indigestion, Daubenl

{Mem. sur les Indigest. 1798) gave it in doses just sufficient to excite

slight sensation of vermicular motion of the stomach, without carrying

to the point of nausea- Eberle {Treat, of the Mat. Med. i. 44, 2d e<

tried it, in his own case, with evident advantage. An anti-emetic qoah

has been assigned to it by Schonheider {Acta Reg. Soc. Hafn.

139.) In dysentery
,
ipecacuanha has gained no trifling celebrity, when
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it

g|

4

ti'

Si;

I

nie of radix untidysenterica. In severe forms of the disease no
suspect, now would think of relying on it as his principal remedy

;

; an auxiliary, its efficacy is not to be denied. The advocates for

e, however, are not agreed as to the best mode of using it. Sir

je Baker (
De Dysenteria

, 1761), and Dr. Cullen {Mat. Med. ii.

consider it to be of most benefit where it acts as a purgative, but

an scarcely be its methodus modendi. From my own observations

use in the milder forms of dysentery met with in this country,

disposed to ascribe its efficacy in part to its diaphoretic powers,

&J 1 have always seen it promoted by conjoining a diaphoretic regi-

But its tendency to produce an antiperistaltic movement of the

nl nes doubtless contributes to its antidysenteric property. It is best

if
, I think, in conjunction with opium, (of course depletion propor-

y; to the violence of the disease and the strength of the patient pre-

jkr its use). Its determination to the skin should be promoted by
clothing, and the free use of mild, tepid aliments. Mr. Twining

|'j . s. of the Med. and Phys. Soc. of Calcutta,

x

ol.iv. p. 170) gave ipeca-

4 i
:a in large doses (grs. vj.), with extract of gentian, without causing

ring. Mr. Playfair (Ed. Med. and Surg. Journal, vol. ix. p. 18),

rr .mends from half a drachm to a drachm of ipecacuanha, with from

ti to sixty drops of laudanum, to be given at the commencement of

W'Sease.

In various other maladies.—As a sudorific, ipecacuanha is given

mbination with opium, (see Pulvis Ipecacuanha compositus) in

-is diseases. On the continent it is esteemed as an antispasmodic.

;rine hemorrhage also it has been employed. In chronic visceral

ueqgements it has been administered as a resolvent.
’

!'• ministration.—The usual dose of ipecacuanha, in powder
,
as an

e i, is grs. xv. But a much smaller quantity (for example, six, or four,

/0! on two grains) will frequently suffice, as I have before mentioned.

tE} scruple, or half a drachm, may be taken with perfect safety. A
rfcj uonly-used emetic consists of one grain of emetic tartar, and ten or

•ifr- i grams of ipecacuanha. For infants, half a grain or a grain of

oot is usually sufficient to occasion vomiting. In all cases, the

fl^t Lion of the remedy should be assisted by diluents. As a nauseant

jse is from one to three grains. As an expectorant and sudorific,

» ;>se should not exceed one grain : for infants, one-quarter or one-

i of a grain. Ipecacuanha lozenges contain usually from a quarter

t f a grain of the powder, and may be used in catarrhal affections

; >mote expectoration. Infusion of ipecacuanha (prepared by digest-

j. of the coarsely-powdered root in f|vj . of boiling water) may be

as an emetic, in cases of narcotic poisoning, in doses of fsj. to foij.

Vinum Ipecacuanha, L. E. D. (Ipecacuanha, bruised, ^ijss.

;

yWine, Oij. Macerate for fourteen [seven E.\ days, and strain.)

'elative proportions of the ingredients used are the same in all the

b Pharmacopoeias, though the actual quantities are dissimilar,

filing to Dr. A. T. Thomson, a pint (i. e. fSxvj.) of wine takes up
grains of the soluble matter of ipecacuanha. This preparation is

loretic, expectorant, and emetic. Dose, for an adult, as a diapho-
and expectorant, nix. to ntxl. ;

as an emetic, fjij. to f3iv. On
mt of the mildness of its operation, it is given, as an emetic, to

ren : the dose is from tqxx. to l^i.
;
according to the age of the child.

itl

ti

ii
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It is also exceedingly useful as an expectorant in the diseases of infailil
dose from >n.v. to iqx.

2. Svrupus Ipecacuanhas, E. (Ipecacuanha, in coarse powder, 5i|b
Rectified Spirit, Oj.

;
Proof Spirit and Water, of each fSxiv.

; Syrup* Oh
Digest the ipecacuanha in four fluidounces of the rectified spirit

gentle heat, for twenty-four hours
; strain and squeeze the liquor, jjj

filter. Repeat this process with the residuum and proof spirit
; Iti

again with the water. Unite the fluids, and distil off the spirit till]!

residuum amount to twelve ounces
;
add to the residuum five iluidoum,:*j

of rectified spirit, and then the syrup.) A syrup of ipecacuanha
i

very useful preparation for children
;
but some difficulties attend

! v.

preparation.

An aqueous decoction of this root contains so much starch that it <

\

scarcely be filtered. Even the infusion filters slowly, is always turllf

and yields a syrup which does not keep well. Hence MM. Guibdfi

and Henry (
Pharm . Raison, i. 502, 2d ed.) introduced a process,12

which that of the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia is a modification (improW
ment ?) They prepared an alcoholic extract, which is dissolved!*

water and mixed with concentrated syrup. About two fluidscruplei*

the Edinburgh preparation contain the strength of one grain of ipefi

cuanha
;
hence the dose of it, as an emetic

,
for infants, will be haL i

tea-spoonful; for adults, f§j. or f-pss. As an expectorant
,
the dosak

f 5j. to f 5ij-

3. Pelvis Ipecacuanha: composites, L. E. D. Dover's Pow(h«:

Pulvis Doveri, offic. (Ipecacuanha, powdered
;
Hard Opium, powderedtJ.

each 5j. ;
Sulphate of Potash, powdered, 3j. Mix them. The proportifi*

used by all the British Colleges are the same. The Dublin Colfo

directs the Sulphate of Potash to be rubbed with the Opium, and n

Ipecacuanha to be then intermixed). This preparation is an imitatiu;

(though not a very exact one) of a formula given by Dover,
(
The it

dent, Physician's Legacy to his Country
, p. 14, 1733) ;

whence it is c(j:J

monly known in the shops as Dover's Powder. The following is t

Dover’s recipe :

—

“ Take opium,
-fi. ;

saltpetre; tartar vitriolated, of each *iv. ;
ipecacuan, 5j. ;

liquors

§j. Rut the saltpetre and tartar into a red hot mortar, stirring them with a sdtl

until they have done flaming. Then powder them very fine. Alter that slice in '
<!

opium; grind these to a powder, and then mix the other powders with them. £) J
from 40 to 60 or 70 grs. in a glass of white wine posset, going to bed. Covering}}

warm, and drinking a quart or three pints of the posset driuk while sweating.”

The compound powder of ipecacuanha is one of our most cert^

powerful, and valuable sudorifics. The sulphate of potash is intenj

to serve the double purpose of promoting the sudorific operation of

other ingredients, and of minutely dividing, by the hardness off

particles, the opium and ipecacuanha. The nitrate of potash also <

ployed by Dr. Dover probably contributed still further to the sudor

effect of the powder. The opium and ipecacuanha combined, eni

great sudorific properties not possessed by either of these substan

individually. I am inclined, however, to ascribe the greater part of

activity of the compound to the opium, which it is well known stron

determines to the cutaneous surface (see Opium), and often produ

pricking or itching of the skin
;
and when assisted by the copious us<

warm aqueous diluents, operates as a sudorific. This effect, howevei
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It

|l xtly promoted by the ipecacuanha, which lias a relaxing influence

j
r the cutaneous vessels. The use of the posset, enjoined by Dr.

i ver, is an important part of the sudorific plan. The contraindica-

tes for the use of compound powder of ipecacuanha are an irritable

d dition of the stomach (when this preparation is apt to occasion sick-

|| 5),
and cerebral disorder. Thus, in fever, a dry furred tongue and a

» skin, with much disorder of the cerebro-spinal functions, it, like

i
r opiates, is calculated to prove most injurious. In such cases, the

|| monial sudorifics maybe resorted to (see p. 418). But when the

,ue is moist, the skin, if not damp, at least soft, and the functions of

brain not much involved, it will probably operate beneficially. In

[fit colds, catarrhs, and rheumatic pains, it often proves most effectual,

j
. arious inflammatory affections, when the febrile excitement does not

: too high, and when the brain is undisturbed, it may be used with
;

•, i effect. In acute rheumatism, it is occasionally highly serviceable,

iiarrhcea and dysentery also. In hemorrhages from internal organs,

it ae uterus, it is useful on the principle of revulsion or counter-irritation

p. 45), by its power of determining to the skin. The dose of this

* laration is usually from grs. v. to grs. x., given in currant jelly or

j
1, or made into a pill (see Pllulce Ipecacuanha et Opii), or adminis-

y 1 in a common saline draught. Where the stomach is irritable, I

J
: frequently seen five grains cause sickness. On the other hand, in

a cases where a powerful sudorific is required, and the head quite

grs. xv. or even 3j. of this powder are not unfrequently given.

Pilule Ipecacuanha et Opii, E. (Powder of Ipecacuanha and
Him, jiss.

;
Conserve of Red Roses, 5ss.

;
beat them into a proper

' >, which is to be divided into twenty-four pills). Each- pill contains

? grains and three quarters of the compound poivder of ipecacuanha

,

ihl to three-eighths of a grain of opium, and the like quantity of

icuanha. Dose, one to three pills.

Unca'ria Gambler, Roxburgh.

—

The Garnbir.

Nau'clea Gam'bir, Hunter.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(The extract obtained from the leaves
;
Gambir, or Gambir-Catechu.)

istory.—Gambler or Gambir is the Malay name of an extract ob-

id from the leaves of this shrub. Rumphius {Herb. Amboin. vol. v.

•34) has desciibed the plant under the name of Funis uncatus or

1 Gatta Gambir.
>otany. Gen. Char.—Limb of calyx short, urceolate, five-cleft.

dla funnel-shaped; tube slender; throat naked ;
lobes five, spreading,

•oblong. Anthers enclosed or protruded. Style filiform, protruded ;

w tumid, undivided. Capsules pedicellate, clavate, tapering to the

• Seeds numerous, imbricated, winged.—Climbing shrubs. Pe-
tes when old becoming axillary compressed hooked spines. Flowers
ose heads (Lindley

;
D. C.)

'• Char.—Branches terete. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, acute, with
1 petioles, smooth on both sides. Stipules ovate. Peduncles axillary,

irD opposite, braeteolated about the middle
;
the lowest ones sterile,

erted into hooked spines (D. C.)

3 0
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A stout, scandent shrub. Fiords green and pink. Capsules stalke.

clavate, two-celled, two-valved.
Hab.—Islands of East Indian Archipelago. Extensively cultivated

On the Island of Bintang there are 60,000 Garnbir plantations (Be/
nett’s Wanderings

,
ii.)

Extraction of Gambir.—Two methods of obtaining Gambir a|-

described : one consists in boiling the leaves in water, and inspissatiiL
the decoction

;
the other

,
which yields the best Gambir, consists

infusing the leaves in warm water, by which a fecula is obtained, whit},

is inspissated by the heat of the sun, and formed into cakes, {Asia1\-. j

Research, xi. 188).

Dr. Campbell (Roxburgh, FI. Ind. i. 518) has described the meth<f:

of making the circular or cylindrical variety of Gambier, as followed

the colony established by the Sultan of Moco, where the manufacture ti'

carried on to a considerable extent. It consists in shredding and bniiuf

ing the young shoot and leaves “ in water for some hours, until a feci®
is deposited

;
this, inspissated in the sun to the consistence of a pasia

is thrown into moulds of a circular form, and in this state the Gambiki
is brought to market.” Dr. Roxburgh {Ibid.) describes the manufactup:

of the cubical variety as practised eastward to the Bay of Bengal. T'f

process consists in “boiling the .leaves and young shoots; evaporati®

the decoction by fire and the heat of the sun. When sufficiently inspi®

sated, it is spread out thin, and cut into little square cakes, and dried.’] n

Mr. Bennett
(
Wanderings

,
ii. 183) has given a very full account u

the method of making the cubical variety as practised at SingapoHi

The leaves are plucked from the primings, and boiled in a qualie, or can,

dron (made of bark, with an iron bottom)
;

after being boiled twice am
rinsed, they are used as a manure for the pepper vine. The decoctionfr

evaporated to the consistence of a very thick extract, of a light, yellowiaff

brown colour, like clay, which is placed in oblong moulds. The piec|j;{

thus obtained are divided into squares, and dried in the sun on a raisut

platform. Hunter {Linn. Trans, ix.) says Sago is often intermixed jwj I.

the extract, but Bennett denies that this is done at Singapore. Tji

best Gambier is made at Rhio, in the isle of Bintang
;
the next best®

that of Lin gin.

Commerce.—Gambir (the cubical variety) is imported from Single

pore principally. Its principal use here is for tanning; and amoi|

dealers it is distinguished from catechu, cutch, &c. bv the name of

japonica. The following are the quantities imported during the last fejis

years (Messrs. Powell’s Annual Price Current for 1840) :

—

In 1836 970 tons.

1837 2738
In 1838 1600

1839 5213.

tons.

During the last three years, its price has varied from 15s. to 26s.
i j

cwt. The duty on it is Is. per cwt. It is brought over in cane baske
j

lined with palm leaves. Mr. Bennett says . they are made of a kind
-

rattan found in the jungle at Singapore.

Description and Varieties.—Gambir {Terra Japonica, of tannei|t

Catechu in square cakes
,
of druggists; Cubical Resinous Catechu ,

Guibourt ;
Gambier of Second Quality

,
Bennett, Med. and Phys. Jaw

vol. Ixvii.) occurs in cubes, whose faces are about one inch squa

When thrown into water, it floats. These cubes are externally of a of

1
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ULish or yellowish brown colour; their fracture is dull and porous,

,

internally their colour is paler than that of their surface, being yel-

;i
;

ill cinnamon brown ; the fractured surface not unfrcqucntly present-

pl ome darker feebly shining stripes, extending from without inwards.

A kind has no odour ;
its taste is powerfully astringent, bitter, but

«. equently becoming sweetish. It melts entirely in the mouth. When
j) 'd in a platinum crucible it undergoes a kind of semifusion, and

c ;s up; and when incinerated leaves a light white ash. Nees v.

•jj, beck (
Handb . d. med. pharm. Botan. i. 881) says twenty grains of

Btjambir leave only half a grain of ash. When digested in cold

V; ; it almost wholly dissolves, leaving behind a resinous substance,

I
de in boiling water, and soluble in alcohol. Examined by the mi-

c i ope, Gambir is found to consist in great part of myriads of minute

c; uls (catechuic acid) intermixed with a kind of mucous tissue.

Bennett (Med. and Phys. Journ. lxvii.) has described three qualities of Gam-
oecimeus of which are contained in the collection of the Medico-Botanical

y of London. To these I must add a fourth, which I have received from Pro-
Guibourt.

vymall Circular Stamped Gambir: Gambir of the first quality
,
Bennett.—This

I

iu small round cakes, about the size of a small lozenge. Its form is something
iat of a plano-convex lens, slightly flattened on the convex side. One of its

j
es is flat, round, about half an inch in dia’meter; the other one is convex, with a

hie pattern impressed on it. Its colour is pale pinkish yellowish white. It has

p.ky or earthy feel, and is brittle.

|
Gambir of the second quality

,
Bennett.—This occurs in two forms : cubes (forming

p.ambir of English commerce, described in the text), and square prisms or oblong

1 The length of the prisms is two inches; the size of the terminal faces half an
tj]uare. In other respects, the oblong variety agrees with the square kind,

fc Cylindrical Gambir: Gambir of third quality, Bennett.—This occurs in short

prical pieces, the length of the cylinder being only about one-third of an inch,

li its diameter is one inch and a quarter. One of the round surfaces is marked
line fibres of a cloth, on which the cakes have been dried. The colour internally

!. ,
dull, pinkish yellow', externally being a shade darker. Its fracture is dull and

. . It is easily scraped to powder with the nail, and in this state has a chalky
I Its taste is astringent, but less so than the other kinds; it is gritty under the

It sinks in water. The samples in the Medico Botanical Society are somewhat
r than those which I have found in commerce. This kind contains many

it ties.

\bical Amylaceous Gambir

.

—It is in cubes, which swim in water, and whose
are about half an inch square. Externally these cubes are dark brown, being

coloured than the kind just described. Its fracture is dull and porous, its colour

illy being pale cinnamon brown. It is readily distinguished from all other

if Gambir, by the black colour produced when the tincture of iodine is applied

fractured surface. When digested in water it is resolved into two parts

—

li

Matter soluble in water 45
Matter insoluble in water, principally amylaceous 55

»
j

amylaceous matter is probably sago. 100

Hj' mposition.—Gambir (the cubical variety) was analyzed by Nees
3$ enbeck (Pharm. Centr.-Blatt. fur 1830, 45), who found Tannin 36

H per cent., Peculiar Matter (Catechuic Acid), Gum or Gummy Ex-
ve, Tannic Deposit (similar to red cinchonic), and per cent, of

Wt \y Fibre.

Imf 'annic Acid.—The properties of this acid have been before (p. 735), described,

xtracted from Gambir is soluble in water, alcohol, and ether, and gives a green
to the salts of iron.

M
IV hen Gambir is treated with

'otechuic Acid ; Tanningensuure. Buchner; Resinous Tannin, Nees; Catechin,
cold water, an insoluble residuum is left : this is
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impure Catechuic Acid
, and was termed by Nees, Resinous Tannin. When oblai

quite pure, it is a white, light powder, having- a peculiar sweet taste. It is /
slightly soluble only in cold water, more so in boiling water. Ether, and esp

'

alcohol, are better solvents for it. It produces a green colour with the salts of i r ,but does not precipitate gelatinous solution. Its composition is CR 5 H 5 05 . If c .|

chute ia^id be-digested in caustic potash, and the solution exposed to the air, oxyger
absorbed,' 4hd the catechuic acid is converted into Japonic Acid

, composed of (H4 (X But if catechuic acid be dissolved in carbonate of potash, and exposed to

auvw^fliput heat, it, is converted into Rubinic Acid
,
composed of (rfs H G 0‘J.

:

Physiological Effects.—Gambir is one of the most powerful oft i

pi&fe astringents, whose effects have been before described (see p. 79-8

Its sweet taste depends, in part at least, on catechuic acid.

UsES.Hd^ns employed by druggists as catechu (see Acacia Catechu

Ru!bia tincto'rum, Linn. D.

—

Dyer's Madder.

Sex. Syst. Tetrandria, Monogynia.

(Radix, D.)

History.—Madder (epvSpodavov) was employed in medicine by II

pocrates (ed. Faes. 407 and 634). Theophrastus (Hist. Plant, ix. 1

Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 160), and Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib. xxiv. ct

66 and 68, ed. Valp.) also mention this substance. In the middle at

it was called varantia (Beckmann, Hist, of Invent, and Discov. iii. 275

Botany. Gen. Char.—Tube of the calyx ovate-globose; limb scare

any. Corolla five-partite, rotate. Stamens short. Styles two, she

Fruit didymous, somewhat globose, baccate, juicy (D. C.)

Sp. Char.— Herbaceous. Leaves four to six in a whorl, somewl

petiolate, lanceolate, smooth above
;
their margin and keel, as well!

the angles of the stem aculeate, rough. Pedum
axillary, tricliotomous. Lobes of the corolla

dually callous-acuminate, not cuspidate (D. C.)|

Root perennial, horizontal, long, crouching, r<j

dish brown. Stems several, herbaceous, tetragoij

with hooked prickles. Leaves somewhat me

branous. Flowers small, yellow.

Hab.—Levant and south of Europe.

Description and Varieties. — Madder rc

(radix rubire tinctorum
)
are long, cylindrical, abj

the thickness of a writing quill, branched, extj

nally deep reddish brown. They consist of

easily separable cortex, whose epidermis is til

and of a ligneous meditullium, which in the frj

state is yellow, but by drying becomes redcli|

The odour of the root is feeble ;
the taste is bit

Rubia tinctorum. an(] astringent.

Levant, Turkey, or Smyrna Madder is imported whole, and constitiii

the roots usually found in the shops. Dutch or Zealand Madder is i

ported ground. Four kinds of the powder are distinguished: crop
(J

best), ombro, gamene

,

and mull (the worst). French Madder is impon

both ground and whole
;

it is produced in the environs of Avignon d

Alsace. Small quantities of Spanish Madder are imported. Tim s|

stance termed East India Madder, or Munjeet, is the root of IE

Munjista, Roxb.

.

ComposixIPN.—

S

everal analyses of madder have been made, viz-
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i

9

0

'i,

<
1

!iolz (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii

u (Ann. Chim. et Phys. xxiv. 225).

Bucholz.

ious red colouring matter .... 12
ictive ditto 39'0

-ish brown substance, soluble in

>otasli and hot alcohol 1-9

.igent extractive 0 6

ny matter 9 0

ly fibre 22 5

r soluble in potash 4 6

table salts oflime, with colour-

18
12-0

74

ng matter

Madder root 100 0

. 1280), John (Ibid.) and Kuhl-

Kuhlmann.

Red colouring matter

Yellow ditto (Xanthin)
v
.V' cf

Mucilage /**?
Nitrogenous matter

Bitter substance

Gum
Sugar
Woody fibre

Vegetable acid

Porous resin

Salts in the ashes.

Madder root.

ie nature of the colouring matters of madder has been farther in-

gated by Robiquet and Colin {Ann. Chim. et Phys. xxxiv. 225), by
tier de Claubry and Persoz (Ibid, xlviii. 69), and by Runge (Records

cience
,

ii. 452, and iii. 44 and 135). According to the last men-
d chemist, there are no less than five colouring matters in madder,

same chemist mentions two colourless acids of madder; viz. Mad-
and Rubiacic Acids. The colouring matters are as follows:

—

'Madder Purple (? Purpurin, Robiquet and Colin).—An orange -yellow crystalline

er. It is slightly soluble in cold water, very readily so in alcohol and ether. A
^solution of alum dissolves it. Alkalies dissolve it, forming cherry-red solutions.

:olours which it imparts to mordanted tissues are less permanent than those pro-

: by madder-red.

'.Madder Red (? Alizarin, Robiquet and Colin).— Is red, insipid, odourless, crystal-

,e by sublimation, insoluble in a strong solution of alum, almost insoluble in cold

, ,
but is soluble in alcohol and ether. Alkalies dissolve it, forming violet-coloured

ons. It dyes cloths, which have been mordanted, red. Its composition is

112 CUO.

Madder Orange.— Is very soluble in ether, sparingly so in cold alcohol. If water

d ded to a hot solution in spirit, crystals are deposited.

Madder Yellow (? Xanthin, Kuhlmann).—It is very soluble in water and alcohol.

$ no affinity for cotton impregnated with the alum mordant.

Madder Brown.—Not being valuable as a dye-stuff, it has not been ca _ ,,

ined.
°

' ref“%
; hysiological Effects.—The influence of madder over the system

xceedingly slight. Its topical effect is scarcely obvious. Home
i. Experiments

, p. 422, 2d ed.) ascribed to it emmenagogue qualities.

;rs have declared it to be diuretic. Neither of these effects, how-

, were observed by Dr. Cullen (Mat. Med.) It may, perhaps, possess

, astringent, and tonic properties.

lit the most remarkable physiological effect of madder is that of

firing the bones of animals fed with it, red. This fact was noticed

lelcher Phil. Trans, vol. xxxix.)
;
though Beckmann (Hist, of Invent.

Discov. iii. 279) has adduced evidence to prove that some hints of

e to be found in the works of the ancients. This effect on the bones
reduced in a much shorter time in young than in old animals. In
s, the beak and claws become coloured. As the nerves, cartilages,

leuroses, tendons, and periosteum are not tinged, the effect is ascribed
lie chemical affinity of the phosphate of lime for this colouring
er. Mr. Gibson (Manchester Memoirs, i. 146, 2d Scr.) accounts for

follows :—The blood charged with the red particles imparts its super-
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—
!

abundance of them to the phosphate as it circulates through the bon .

But as soon as the blood is freed from the madder by excretion
t

serum then attracts the colouring matter, and in a little time entirdfl

abstracts it. Tiedemann and Gmelin (Vers. u. d. Wegen auf well'

Subst. S. 7) could not detect the colouring matter in the chyle; and t tj

red tint of the serum prevented them ascertaining its existence in t jd

blood, though of this scarcely a doubt can exist, inasmuch as it lid

been found in the excretions (for example, urine, milk, and sweat).

Uses.—It was formerly a favourite remedy in jaundice, in whilJ

disease Sydenham used it (Sydenham’s Works, by Dr. Pechey, p. 1; ;

4th ed. 1705). On account of its capability of tinging the bodies rpj

it has been recommended in rickets and mollities ossium, on the supn|

sition of its promoting the deposition of bone earth
(
Journ . de M\\

t. xxxvii. 1772) ;
but this notion appears to be groundless. Home (Cm I

Exper .)
employed it as an emmenagogue in uterine complaints. !

dose of it is 5ss. to 5ij. three or four times a day.

Other Medicinal and Dietetical Rubiacece.
r

Psycho'tria emet'ica is a native of Colombia, Peru, and probably of other parti '{

South America. Its roots constitute the striated ipecacuanha of Richard, Guibourt, ;-#g

Merat
;
the black or Peruvian ipecacuanha of some other authors. They are neitf

Hunulated nor undulated, but longitudinally striated. They have deep circular inters*

tious at various distances, giving them the appearance of being articulated; and wit;

slight force is used, they fracture at these parts. As met with in commerce, they Iii<

externally a blackish-gray colour, with a brownish tinge; but when fresh, they j:

said to be dirty reddish-gray. Their fracture is resinous : the meditullium, or cenji

ligneous cord, is yellowish, and perforated by numerous holes, which are very visii

by a magnifier: the cortical portion is softish, easily separable, and of a grayish-bl i

colour, becoming much deeper when moistened Its powder is deep gray. Accord (

to the analysis of Pelletier, this root consists o[—emetina 9, fatty matter 12, gallic 1 1

a trace, gum, starch, and ligneous matter 79.

Richardso'nia sca'bra (R. braziliensis, Gomez) is a native of the Brazils, New GJ1

nada, Peru, &c. Its root is the undulated ipecacuanha of Guibourt; the amylaceouV

white ipecacuanha of Merat. It has a jointed appearance, from constrictions which i I

remote from each other. It is about the same size as that of the anuulated species)

tortuous, attenuated at the extremities; externally of a grayish-white colour, becomi

brownish by age. It presents no rings, properly so called, but is marked by semns

cular grooves. It consists, like the annulated species, of a thin yellowish meditullW

and a cortical portion. The fracture of the root is not at all resinous, but fariuaced

and of a dull-white colour; the fractured surface presenting, when examined by a m|r

nifier, numerous shining pearly, probably amylaceous, spots. The odour is musty.
-
J

composition of it, according to Pelletier, is emetina 6, fatty matter 2, starch and ligna'

matter (very little of the latter) 92.

The important dietetical uses of coffee (semina coffece), the albumen of the seetji

p ,qo Coffea arabica, demands a short notice. The coffee plan; ,

J ’ a native of Arabia Felix and Ethiopia, but is extensivM

cultivated in Asia and •America. It is an ever-grt

shrub, from 15 to 20 feet high, with oblong-ovate, acuj

nate, smooth leaves, a five-toothed calyx, a. white tubij

corolla, with a five-parted spreading limb, five stamina,
j

pistil with a bifid style, and an oval, succulent, blackish-

or purplish two-seeded berry. The seeds are inclosed n

membranous endocarp (the parchment-like putamen of sc

botanists), and consist of a horny, yellow, bluish or green

albumen, which is on one side fiat with a longitudinal furn

on the other convex. At one end of the seed is the embrj

with its cord i form cotyledons. The dried berries were

ported from Demerara in J839. Occasionally the si

contained in their endocarp (coffee in the husk) are met "

Coffea Arabica. in commerce.
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be varieties of coffee are distinguished in commerce according to their places of

vth; but considered with reference to their ph ysical properties, they are characterized

j
colour (yellow, bluish, or greenish) and size (the smallest seeds are about three

3 long and two broad, the largest five lines long and two lines and-a-half

.cl). Arabian or Mocha Coffee is small, and dark yellow. Java and East India

i ].-« bar) kinds are larger, and paler yellow. The Ceylon is more analogous to

West India kinds (Jamaica, Berbice, Demerara, Dominica, Barbadoes, &c.),

h, as well as the Brazilian
,
have a bluish or greenish gray tint. Boasted

'ee [semina coffece tosta) is, when ground, extensively adulterated with chicory. The
e of detecting this fraud has been already (p. 968) pointed out. The presence of

ted corn may be detected by the blue colour produced on the addition of a solution

jdine to the cold decoction. Coflee, in both the raw and roasted states, has been
subject of repeated chemical investigations (see Thomson’s Org. Chem. p. 98); but

results hitherto obtained can scarcely be considered satisfactory. The distilled

jr of coflee offers traces of a volatile oil. Pfaflf declares that the aroma of roasted

•e depends on the volatilization, or rather decomposition, of a peculiar acid con-

ed in raw coffee, and which has been denominated caffeic acid. The same autho-

.
gives for the composition of this acid—Carbon 29-1, Hydrogen 6‘9, and Oxygen
Zenneck, however asserts, that the aromatic principle of roasted coffee is neither

nor alkaline. It is, probably, a volatile oil generated during torrefaction, though it

ot known what constituent of the raw coffee produces it. Caffein is a volatile,

talline, neutral constituent of coffee. Its composition is C* H 2* N O. The de-

ion of coffee is coloured green by the persalts of iron, probably in consequence of

presence of catechuic acid. By the action of alkalies on a volatile principle of

re, a green substance is produced, called coffee green. The other constituents of

>e are

—

gum
,
resin, fixed oil, extractive

,
albumen

,
and lignin.

he following is a comparative analysis of raw and roasted Martinico coffee made
si^khrader :

—

Raw Coffee.

pkiliar coffee-principle 17-58

Roasted Coffee.

Coffee-principle ... 12-50

i iomy and mucilaginous extract 364 Extractive .... 4-80

.ractive 0-62 Gum and mucilage ...... ... 10-42

i in 0-4 L Oil and resin .... 208
y y oil 0-52 Solid residue

i)d residue 66-66 Loss
i

5 (water?) 10-57

100 00 100 00

'mo coffee must be slightly nutritious, on account of the gum and other nutritive

ciples which it contains. Rasori employed it, like powdered bark, in intermittent

r; and Grindel used it, in other cases, also as a substitute for cinchona. By roast-

its nutritive principles are (for the most part) destroyed, while the empyreumatic
ters developed communicate a stimulant influence with respect to the nervous system.

toasted cofiee possesses powerfully anti-soporific properties
;
hence its use as a drink

hose who desire nocturnal study, and as an antidote to counteract the effects oi

im, and other narcotics, and to relieve intoxication. In those unaccustomed to its

it is apt to occasion thirst and constipation. I know a lady on whom it acts as a
gative. It is sometimes very useful in relieving headache. It has also been em-
t'ed as a febrifuge, in intermittents

; as a stomachic, in some forms of dyspepsia;
m astringent, in diarrhoea; and as a stimulant to the cerebro-spinal system, in some
rous disorders. Floyer, Dr. Percival, and others, have used it in spasmodic asthma;
Laennec (Treat, on Diseases off the Chest, by Forbes, 2d ed. p, 418) says, “ I have

self seen several cases in which coffee was really useful.”

Order 50. Caprifolia'ce^e, Jussieu.—The Honeysuckle Tribe.

ential Character.

—

Calyx superior, four- or five-cleft, usually with two or more
facts at its base. Corolla superior, monopetalous or polypetalous, rotate or tubular,

-egular or irregular. Stamens epipetalous, equal in number to the lobes of the co-
olla, and alternate with them. Ovary with from one to three or four cells, one of
•'hich is often monospermous, the others polyspermous : in the former, the ovule is

•endulous
; style one ; stigmas one, or three to four. Fruit indehiscent, one- or more-

ellcd, either dry, fleshy, or succulent, crowned by the persistent lobes of the calyx,
wds either solitary and pendulous, or numerous and attached to the axis; testa often
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long-

; embryo straight, in fleshy albumen; radicle next the hilum.— Shrubs or aJiJ
baceous plants, with opposite leaves

,
destitute of stipules. Flowers usually Cor.T,

hose, and often sweet-scented (Lindley). * ,

r]

Properties.—Not uniform.

Sambu'cus nigra
,
Linn. L. E. D.—Common Elder.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Trig-ynia.

(Flores, L .
—Flowers, E.—Flores. Bacc*. Cortex interior, D.)

History.—Hippocrates employed the elder {Ilkt{]) in medicine.

Botany. Gen. Char .
—Limb of the calyx small, five-cleft. Corolyj

rotate, pitcher-shaped, five-cleft
; its lobes obtuse. Stamens five. Styd

none. Stigmas three, sessile. Berry roundish, scarcely crowned, pulp j

M

one-celled (Gsertn.), three- to five-seeded; funiculi bearing the obloiM
seeds in the axis of the fruit (D. C.)

Sp. Ci-iar.—Stem shrubby, somewhat arboreous. Leaves pinnatiseewf

smooth
;
segments ovate-lanceolate, serrate. Corymbs five-partite (D. (jl

Stem much and irregularly (though always oppositely) branched, -

quick growth
;
branches (after a year’s growth) clothed with smooth gr^fl

bark, and filled with a light spongy pith. Leaflets deep green, smooth, us»j|

ally two pair, with an odd one. Cymes [corymbs] large, smooth, ofnumerox*
cream-coloured flowers, with a sweet but faint smell

;
some in each cyrji

sessile. Berries globular, purplish-black
;
their stalks reddish (Smith). 4

Hab.—Indigenous : in hedges, coppices, and woods, common.
Description.—The liber or inner bark {cortex interior sambuci) 4$

collected from the branches : its colour is greenish-white ; its tasw

sweetish astringent
;

its odour feeble. Its infusion is rendered slights

green by the sesquichloride of iron. Elder flowers [flores sambuci
) aj:J

white when fresh, but by drying become yellow, and retain an agreeably

odour. Elder berries
(
baccce sambuci) yield, by expression, a purpj;ii|

juice, called elder rob.

Composition.—I am unacquainted with any analysis of elder baiyA

Thq flowers were analyzed by Eliason (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 127(u

who obtained from them volatile oil
,
acrid resin, tannin

,
oxidized extraif?

tive, nitrogenous extractive, gum, woody fibre, glutinous matter, albunm%

malates of potash and lime, mineral salts, and a trace of sulphur. Eld\ j

juice contains malic acid, a little citric acid, sugar, pectin

,

and colourin jjt

matter, which is reddened by acids, and made green by alkalies.

Physiological Effects.—The flowers, owing to their volatile oil, aj.

j

mildly stimulant, and, perhaps, sudorific. The berries are cooling, aperieij,

I

and diuretic. The inner bark (liber) is hydragogue, cathartic, and emetij
|

The leaves, probably, possess similar, though less energetic, propertiesil

Uses.—The flowers are seldom employed, except in the preparation
j

elder-flower water and elder ointment. The use of the berries is noj I

almost solely confined to the manufacture of elder wine. The inspissaH t*

juice of the berries is, however, an officinal preparation. The inm
j

bark has been used as a hydragogue cathartic in dropsy. It may M
given in decoction (prepared by boiling 3j- of the bark in Oij. of water r

Oj.), in doses of fsiv. Smaller doses have been used as an aperient aif

resolvent in various chronic disorders.

1. Oleum Sambuci, L. (Directed to be obtained from the flowers l

submitting them to distillation with water).—By distillation the flo\u

yield a small quantity of a butyraceous, odoriferous oil, but totally un

for any useful purpose. Its introduction into die Pharmacopoeia nui
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, fore ,
have been an oversight. The oil of elder, sold in the shops, is

J oil coloured with elder, cabbage, or spinach leaves.

Aqua Sambuci, L. E. (Elder flowers [fresh, E.], lb. x. [or Oil of

ij r ,
5ij. L.] ;

Water, Cony, ij.; Proof Spirit, fSvij. [Rectified Spirit,

v E.] Mix them, and let a gallon distil).—Elder-flower water is fre-

(
fly prepared from the pickled flowers (

flores scimbuci saliti
,

i. e.

yniaate layers of the flowers and common salt compressed and pre-

! d in a well-closed vessel [usually a cask]: the water which exudes

4* ected). It is principally used as a perfume,

j
Unguentum Sambuci, L. I). (Elder Flowers, Lard, of each lb. ij.;

]|
the Elder flowers in the Lard until they become crisp ;

then press

y jgh a linen cloth.—The Dublin College uses the leaves instead of the

Hf-rs. Their formula is as follows:—Fresh leaves of Elder, lb.iij.;

be ared Hog’s Lard, lb. iv.
;
Prepared Mutton Suet, lb. ij. Make an

:,(! iaent in the same manner as the Savine Ointment [see p. 726]).

fl le Unguentum Sambuci, Ph. L. is the white elder ointment of the

§j,s. Except in its agreeable odour it has no advantage over sperma-

Bointment. The Unguentum Sambuci, Ph. D. is the green elder oint-

of the shops : it is inodorous. It is popularly used as a cooling

went.
Succus Spissatus Sambuci, D. (Prepared as the succus spissatus

.1 iiiti).—Refrigerant, laxative, and diuretic. Diluted with water it

; jus a cooling beverage in febrile and inflammatory disorders. Dose,

J 3ij-

Order 51. Aralia'ce.e, Richard.—The Aralia Tribe.
Aralia, Jussieu .

nax quinquefo'lium, Linn, is a native of North America, growing in the Northern,
Middle, and Western States of the Union. Its root is the

Fig. 194. American Ginseng (radix ginseng). It is exported to China,

where it is highly valued. Pieces of it are said to be oc-

casionally found intermixed with senega root.

Pa'nax Schin-seng, Nees v. Esenbeck, is a native of

Asia, and has been usually confounded with the preced-

ing species. Nees admits three varieties:

—

P. Schin-seng,

var. coraiensis ; P. Schin-seng
,
var.japonica, and P. Schin-

seng, var. nepalensis (P. Pseudo-ginseng, Wallich). The
root of this species is the Asiatic Ginseng (radix ninsi).

The Chinese physicians ascribe the most improbable

and extravagant virtues to ginseng. They regard it as

an invigorating and aphrodisiac agent. At Pekin it is

said to have been sometimes worth its weight in gold

!

To the taste it is mucilaginous, sweetish, somewhat bitter,

and slightly aromatic. In Europe it is believed to possess
max quinquefolium. very little power.

itDER 52. Umbellif'er^e, Jussieu.—The Umbelliferous Tribe.
Api ACE/K, Lindley.

ntial Character.—Tube of the calyx adherent to the ovary; the limb [superior
yx of Lindley] entire, or five-toothed, or obsolete. Petals five, inserted into the
per part of the calyx [inserted on the outside of a fleshy epigynous disc, Lindley),
lally inflexed at the point; (estivation imbricate, rarely valvate. Stamens five,
ernate with the petals, incurved in aestivation. Ovary [inferior, Lindley), adhe-
>t to the calyx, two- (rarely one-) celled, with solitary pendulous ovules

; styles two,
tinct, incrassated at the base into stylopodia, covering the whole of the ovarium

;

gmas simple. Fruit (called diaclicena, polyacluena or crcmocarpium) consisting of
0 mericarps (i. e. two carpella, with half of the calyx attached, so that they can
called neither carpella nor achenia

), separable from a common axis
(
carpopliorus

),
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to which they adhere by their face
(
commissure

) ;
the dorsal surface of each ca

traversed by ridges
, of which five are nrn

Fig. 19o.
.....
(costa seu juga primaria), and four secon
(juga secundaria ) ; the latter are sometime
sent : the spaces between the ridges are c
channels (vallecula ). In the channels w
the pericarp, are, sometimes, linear oily r ,

tacles, called vitta:. Seed pendulous, us
adhering inseparably to the pericarp,

,

loose : embryo minute, pendulous front t'he

of the axis (carpopborus)
; radicle pointiJIJ

the hiliim
;
albumen abundant, horny, flat ijj

thospermce), or rolled inwards at the e .(

( Campylospermee
), or rarely curved inwards A

the base to the apex (Ccelosperma).—Herba J
plants, with fistular furrowed stems. L f

A. B.

Fruit of Pastinaca sativa.

.A. Dorsal surface. * *
.

• — — ju

B, Horizontal section of the fruit,
usually divided, sometimes simple, sheathijjd

,

’
. . . , no .

the base. Flowers m umbels, white, pinklii
a, b b, c c, juga piimarta;

, , , , ] 0w, or blue, generally surrounded by an ,

o, o, vittee.
lucre (Condensed from Decandolle).

Properties.—Extremely variable.

Ca'rum Carui, Linn. L. E. D.

—

Common Caraway.
Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Digynia.

(Fructus, /..—Fruit, E—Semina, V.)

‘
.

Fig. 196.

History.—Caraway is not mentioned in the writings attribute

Hippocrates. Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib. xix. cap. 49, ed. Valp.) and J|

corides (lib. iii. cap. 66), however, speak of it: the former calls it Car

(from Caria, its native country),—the latter terms it tedpog.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Margin of the calyx obsolete. Petals reg

obovate, emarginate, with an indexed lobe. Stylopodium depre

Styles dedexed. Fruit contracted at the side, ovate, or oblong, it

:

carps [half-fruits] with dve ecpial filiform ridges, the lateral ones

:

ginal. Commissure dat, bivittate. Channels one-vittate. Carpoplm

free, forked at the apex. Seeds terete-convex, dat in front.—Smi

often perennial herbs. Root tuberous, edible. Leaves pinnatisect

segments many cleft. Involucre variable. Flowers white (D. C.)

"'Sr. Char.—Root fusiform. Leaves bipinnatisect; the lower segrnf*

of the branches decussate, all many-e

'

Involucre none (D. C.)

Biennial. Stem branched about 2|l
;

high. Umbels numerous, dense. Plot

white or pale desh-coloured
;

appeal

June.

Hab.—In meadows and pastures^

over Europe
;

naturalized in Engl)

Largely cultivated in Essex.

Description. — The mericarps d;

monlv called caraway seeds (fructuss

semina carui) are from If to 2 lines 1

usually separated, slightly curved inw;

of a brownish colour, with dve lightei

loured primary ridges
;
there are no

condary ones. In each channel is
|

vitta, and on the commissure are

The smell is aromatic and peculiar
(a.) Conundrum, sativum,

(b.) Curum Carui.
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A warm and spicy. The caraway of the shops is in part the produce

is country, but is partly supplied from Germany. In 1839, duty

A'j; percwt.J was paid on 515 cwts. which were imported.

imposition.—No analysis of the fruit has been made. The aro-

ni qualities depend on a volatile oil.

jj
{m Carui is pale yellow, but soon becomes brown. It is limpid, has the aromatic

iSl .jf'tbe fruit, and an acrid warm taste. Its sp. gr. is 0'959.

C

c

0

0

0

0

m
r
1

ysiological Effects.— Caraway is an aromatic stimulant and

ment (see p. 7*2). Its effects are similar to dill and anise.

es.— Caraway is principally consumed by the confectioner and

It is also used by the distiller for flavouring liqueurs. Its medi-

employment is not extensive. It is given to relieve the flatulent colic

ldren, and enters, as an adjuvant or corrective, into several officinal

ounds. It is less seldom employed in substance than in the form

spirit, or water.

Oleum Carui, L. E. D. — (Obtained by submitting the fruit

sed, E.] to distillation with water). The quantity obtained from a

weight of fruit is variable. Recluz says about 4'7 per cent. ; but

: informed, by a manufacturing chemist, that he has obtained 213 lbs.

from 35 cwts. of the fruit
;
which is about 5*43 per cent. The

.generally employed in the preparation of the spirit and water. It

d to impart flavour, to correct the nauseating and griping qualities

me medicines, to relieve flatulence. It is frequently added to

rtic pills and powders. Dose, one to ten drops.

Spiritus Carui, L. E. D.— (Caraway, bruised, Sxxij. [lb. ss. E.,

D.]
;
Proof Spirit, Cong.]. [Ovij. E. Cong.]. Wine M. Z).]

;
Water

Oiss, E. Sufficient to prevent empyreuma, D.\ Mix [macerate for

ays in a covered vessel, E., for twenty-four hours, D.] and distil off

on [lb. vij. E.], by a gentle heat). This is frequently imitated by
\ ring the oil of caraway in spirit. It is aromatic and carminative.

f5j. to f5iv. Sweetened with sugar, this spirit is drank in Ger-

as a drachm (Kiimelliqueur ; Kumelbrandtwein)

.

: Aqua Carui
,
L. D.—(Caraway, lb. iss. [lb. j. D .] ;

Water, Cong. ij.

>gh to prevent empyreuma, D.]
;
[Proof Spirit, fSvij. L.] Distil a

i). This is usually imitated by dissolving or diffusing the oil

gh water by the aid of sugar or of carbonate of magnesia. It is

)yed as a carminative vehicle for purgatives (as saline purgatives,

esia, &c.) and in the flatulent colic of children.

Pimpinel'la An'isum, Linn. L. E. D .—The Anise.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Di^ynia.

(Fructus, L.—Fruit, E.—Semina, D.)

story.—Anise was used by Hippocrates (pp. 263, 265, &c. ed. Fees.)

dso mentioned by Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib. xx. cap. 72, ed. Yalp.), and
;orides (lib. iii. cap. 65). The latter terms it avLctov. It was intro-

1 into this country in 1551. In our translation of the New Testa-

VMatth . xxiii. 23), the word anise occurs instead of dill.

tany. Gen. Char.—Margin of the calyx obsolete. Petals obo-
emarginate, with an indexed lobe. Fruit contracted at the side,

crowned by a cushion-like disk and reflexed, somewhat capitate
• Mericarps [half-fruits] with five, filiform, equal ridges, the
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lateral ones being marginal. Channels multivittate, with a bifid free ri i

pophorus. Seed gibbous convex, anteriorly flatlish.—Roots simjr
radical leaves pinnatisect ; the segments roundish, toothed, rarely U1|?|
vided, those of tlie stem more finely cut. Umbels of many rays. /,!;

lucre none. Petals white, rarely pink or yellow (D. C.)

Sp. Chap.—Stem smooth. Radical leaves cordate, somewhat round ij

lobed, incised, serrate ;
middle ones pinnate lobed, the lobes cuneatW

lanceolate; the upper ones trifid, undivided, linear. Fruit bearinlj*

few scattered hairs (D. C.)

Root tapering. Stem erect, branched, about a foot high. Floiilt

small white.

Hab.—Island of Scio and Egypt. Largely cultivated for its fruij

Malta, Spain, and various parts of Germany. It also grows in Asia.;

Description.—The fruit, called aniseed
(
fructus seu semina anisiM

slightly compressed at the sides. The separated mericarps are ovate, ft

grayish-green colour, with five paler, thin, filiform, primary ridges (ty>
are no secondary ones), and covered with downy hairs. In each chat]

are three vittae. The odour is aromatic, and similar to that of the I r:

of Illicium anisatum
,
or star anise

,
a plant belonging to the family Mi r

teraceae. The taste is sweetish and aromatic. By careless obsenH
aniseed may be confounded with the fruit of hemlock.

Commerce.—Aniseed is principally imported from Alicant and (i.

many (the first is preferred)
;
but some is also brought from the

Indies. In 1839, duty (5s. per cwt.) was paid on 192 cwts.

Composition.—A very elaborate analysis of the fruit has been nr

by Brandes and Reimann in 1826 (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 12)
1

The following are their results:-

—

Volatile oil 3 #

00, stearin combined 1

chlorophylle 0T2, resin 0*58, fatty oil soluble in alcohol 3’38, phyil

7'85, incrystallizable sugar 0’65, yum 6'50, extractive 0'50, subst\

analogous to ulmin (Anis-ulmin) 8‘60, gumoin 2‘90, lignin 32'85, I

(acetate, malate, phosphate, and sulphate) of lime and potash 8*17A

organic salts
,
with silicic acid and oxide of iron 3*55, water 2r

(excess T65).

Oil of Anise ( Oleum Anisi ).—The oil of anise of the shops is imported into this i

try from Germany and the East Indies. In 1839 duty (Is. 4d. per lb.) was paid om

lbs. It is procured, by distillation, from the fruit, in whose pericarp it resides, w

carefully prepared it is transparent and nearly colourless, having a slightly yellow t >

It has the odour and taste of the fruit from which it is obtained. Its specific gr
•

increases with its age: thus Martius says, when the oil is fresh distilled, the spp

gravity is only 0 979 ; but after keeping it for a year and a half, the specific gn

increased to 0 9853. It congeals at 50° F., and does not liquefy again under 62a

is soluble in all proportions in alcohol; but spirit, whose specific gravity is

dissolves only 0 -42 of its weight. By exposure to the air it forms resin, and bee

less disposed to concrete. It is composed of two volatile oils,—one solid at ord

temperatures {stearoptene) ;
the other liquid {eleoptene)— in the following proportioi

Eleoptene 75, stearoptene 25. The composition of this oil is C90 H<5 O. Its a

weight, therefore, is 74.

The oleum badiani, or the oil of star-anise (Illicium anisatum), has the odour and

of the oil of anise ; but it preserves its fluidity at 35 6 F. It is said to be some

substituted for the oleum anisi.

Spermaceti, which is said to be sometimes added to oil of anise, to promote its s

fication, may be distinguished by its insolubility in cold alcohol. Camphor, said

added for the same purpose, is recognized by its odour.

Physiological Effects.—Anise is an aromatic stimulant (see p

Its effects are similar to those of dill. The odour of anise is said t
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nized in the milk of those who have taken it : moreover, the urine,

j; 3 told, acquires an unpleasant smell from it: hence it would appear

he oil of anise becomes absorbed. It has been supposed to pro-

the secretion of milk, urine, bronchial mucus, and of the menses,

h without sufficient evidence. Yogcl {Hist. Mat. Med. 161) says,

te accidentally discovered pigeons are readily killed by a few drops

oleum anisi. Hillefield (Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arznein. Bd. iv. S. 206)

otices its poisonous operation on pigeons.

ss.—Anise is used to flavour liqueurs, sweetmeats, confectionary of

is kinds, ragouts, &c.

medicine it is employed to relieve flatulence and colicky pains,

tally of children, and to prevent the griping effects of some cathar-
' Nurses sometimes take it to promote the secretion of milk. It has

>een employed in pulmonary affections. It is used as a horse me-
k »

Oleum Anisi, L. E. D.—(Obtained by submitting the fruit with

to distillation). Mr. Brande says, from 1 cwt. of fruit about two

Is of oil are obtained. The greater part of the oil consumed in

i ountiy is foreign. Dose, five to fifteen drops on sugar, or rubbed

fli sugar, in’ camphor mixture.

Spieitus Anisi, L. Spiritus Anisi compositus, D. — ("Anise,

:d, *x. [Anise and Angelica seeds of each lb. ss. D.]
;
Proof Spirit,

j. [Wine Measure, D.]
;

Water, Oij. [sufficient to prevent em-
ma, D.] Mix [macerate for twenty-four hours, D.\ and let a gallon

Stimulant, stomachic, and carminative. Dr. Montgomery
'rv. on the Dubl. Pharm.) says the preparation of the Dublin Phar-

vceia is nearly the composition of the Irish Usquebaugh, which is

r red yellow by saffron, or green by sap-green. A spirit of anise,

penned with sugar, is sold by the liqueur dealers. A somewhat
nr compound is prepared in France, under the name of creme d'anise.

ihharmacopoeial preparation is usually imitated by dissolving the oil

r rit. Dose, f5j. to fsiv.

. Aqua Anisi.—(Extemporaneously made by diffusing the oil through

by the aid of sugar or spirit). Employed to relieve flatulent colic

ants, and as a vehicle for other medicines.

Fcenic'ulum vulga’re, Gsertner, L.

—

Common Fennel.

Fceniculum officinale, E.—Anethum Foeniculum, D.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

story.—Fennel {papaSpov) was used by Hippocrates (p. 551, &c.

ais.) Some botanists (e. g. Matthiolus) have been of opinion that

pov of Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 81) is sweetfennel {Foeniculum, dulce,

, and that the 'nnropapaSpov of the same authority {Ibid. cap. 82) is

on fennel {Foeniculum vulgare, Dec.)
;
but the latter part of the opi-

does not, from an observation of Bauhin (
Prodromus

, p. 76), appear
ible (Dierbach, Arzneim. d. Ilippocr. 191).

•tany. Gen. Char.—Margin of the calyx swollen, obsolete, tooth-

Petals roundish, entire, involute, with a squarish, blunt lobe,

hy a transverse section nearly taper. Mericarps [half fruits] with

prominent, bluntly-keeled ridges, of which the lateral ones are

dial and rather broader. Channels univittate. Commissure bivit-
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tate. Seed nearly semi-terete.— Biennial or perennial herbs. Ste
taper, somewhat striated, branched. Leaves pinnatisect, decompouJJ
the segments linear, setaceous. Involucre scarcely any. Flowers veil,
(D. C.)

Sp. Char.—Stem somewhat terete at the base. Lobes of the kail
linear, subulate, elongated. Umbels of 13 to ’20 rays. Involucre nnf
(D. C.)

A biennial, three or four feet high. Flowers golden yellow. Fci
scarcely two lines long, oval, of a dark or blackish aspect

;
the chanJ|

is brownish owing to the vitta, the ridges are pale yellowish gray.

Hab.—Sandy and chalky ground all over Europe.
Description.—The fruit, called ivild fennel seed (semina seu fr&c$

fceniculi vulgaris
)
has a strong aromatic, acrid taste, and an aromall

odour. Its other cjualities have been described.

Composition.—The peculiar properties of the fruit depend on a vo$
tile oil.

Oil of Common or Wild Fennel (Oleum Fceniculi vulgaris).—A pale yellow, limjj 8

oil, having the peculiar odour of the fruit. Its sp. gr. is 0-997. It congeals by eofjji

though with much more difficulty than oil of anise. Its composition is C6i H*
j.

Its stearoptene has the same composition as oil of anise (i. e. C 10 H6 O).

Physiological Effects.

—

Aromatic stimulant (see p. 72), similar <i

sweet fennel.

Uses.—This species is not employed in medicine.

Fcenic'ulum dul'ce, C. Bauhin; D. C.

—

Siveet Fennel.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Fructus).
I

History.—This plant is regarded by some botanists as a cultivati

variety of the former plant. Decandolle {Prodr. iv. 142) is the princij

systematic writer who regards them as distinct species. The Lond

College, in quoting his F. vulgare as the officinal plant, has committi

an obvious error, seeing that it is his F. dulce which is always employ

in medicine in this country.

Botany. Gen. Cpiar.—See F. vulgare.

Sp. Char.—Stem somewhat compressed at the base. Radical lean

somewhat distichous
;
lobes capillary, elongated. Umbels of six to eig

rays (D. C-)

This plant differs from F. vulgare in several other particulars. It

an annual, and much smaller plant. It flowers earlier. Its turiones

sweeter, less aromatic, and, therefore, edible. The fruit is much longe

some of the specimens being nearly five lines in length, less compress^

somewhat curved and paler, with a greenish tinge.

Hab.—Italy, Portugal, &c. Cultivated as a pot-herb, and for g:

nishing.

Description.—The fruit, termed sweet fennel seeds {fructus seu

minafceniculi dulcis vel fceniculi cretici), has a more agreeable odour a*

flavour than common or wild fennel. Two kinds are known in trac

shorts and longs: the latter are most esteemed.

Composition.—The peculiar properties of the fruit depend on a vol

tile oil.

Oil of Sweet Fennel (Oleum Fceniculi dulcis) is distinguished from the oil of wdd

common fennel principally by its more agreeable odour and taste. My samples

paler coloured than the oil of wild fennel.
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ji; vsiologic'AL Effects.—Sweet fennel is an aromatic stimulant (see

: its effects are similar to those of anise or dill.

Il-ss.—

S

eldom employed. May be given in the flatulent colic of

jj en, or as a carminative vehicle for remedies which are apt to

Oleum Fceniculi, E. D. — (Obtained by submitting the fitiit

-pj ed, E.] with water to distillation). Nineteen cwts. of the fruit

< s) have yielded 78 lbs. of oil (Private information). Stimulant and

y native. Seldom used. Dose, two to twenty drops,

si Aqua Fceniculi, E. D.— (Obtained as Aqua Anethi). Carmina-

\y
Employed to relieve flatulent colic of infants, and as a vehicle

feu her medicines. Dose, for an adult, fsj. to f^iij.; for an infant,

:* > foil*

l irchangel'ica officinalis, Hoffm. and Koch.

—

Garden Angelica.

Angel'ica Archangel'ica, Linn. E. D.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Digynia.

(Root, E—Semina, D.)

story.—It is doubtful whether the ancient Greeks and Romans
acquainted with this plant, as no certain notice of it appears in

kvritings. C. Bauhin
(
Pinax

,

155) calls it Angelica sativa.

tany. Gen. Char.—Margin of the calyx with five short teeth.

? elliptical, entire, acuminate, with the point curved inwards. Fruit

rhat compressed at the back, with a somewhat central raphe, two-

d on each side. Mericarps [half-fruits] with thick, keeled ridges

;

ree dorsal ones elevated, the two lateral ones dilated into a twice

ad wing. Seed not adhering to the integument; the nucleus free,

ed all over with numerous vittae. Carpophorus two-partite.—Peren-

t erbs. Leaves pinnatisect
;
segments broadly ovate, acute, coarsely

te, terminal, lobed. Petioles large, sheathing, saccate. Involucre

ly any; partial one halved, many-leaved. Flowers white, or

nsh (1). C.)

Char.— Stem smooth, terete, striated. .Leaves bipinnatisect

;

::nts subcordate, lobed, sharply serrated, the odd one three-lobed;

is loose, saccate. Leaflets of the partial involucre equalling the

11 umbel (D. C.)

it biennial, large, fleshy, branched, resinous, pungently aromatic,

four or five feet high, a little glaucous. Foliage, stalks, and even
iwers, bright green. It flowers from June to September.
b.—Indigenous; northern parts of Europe. Cultivated in moist
ions, and on the banks of ditches.

scription.—The dried angelica root {radix angelica) of the shops
ported from Hamburg in casks. In 1839 duty (4s. per cwt.)

•aid on 38G cwts. Formerly Spanish Angelica was alone employed
sdicinal purposes. The dried root of the shops consists of a short

Irical head, from which numerous branches arise. The size of
branches varies : the larger ones are as thick as the little finger,

ix or eight inches long. Externally the root is corrugated, and
>h brown. Internally it is dirty white, and presents, when cut
ersely, numerous dark points, which are the cut extremities of
Is or intercellular spaces filled with a liquid, strongly odorous oil or
esin. To the taste the root is at first sweet, then hot, aromatic, and
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bitter. The odour is peculiar, and not very disagreeable. Tl lt!
'

called angelica seeds
[fructus seu semina angelica) have the odou j

taste, but in a diminished degree, of the root.

Composition.—Angelica root has been analyzed by John (Gxni
Hahdb. d. Chem. ii. 1277), and by Bucholz and Brandes. The 1 1

!

Chemists qbtained volatile oil about 0*70, acrid soft resin (V02 h 1

e$tm$ivg&6'40, gum with some common salt 3 175, starch (not ini Ii

5'40, woody fibre 8'GO, peculiar matter (oxidized extractive?) 0-66 r
mend-97, water 17-50, [loss 2-0]. The aromatic qualities of the
and seeds depend on the volatile oil and resin.

Physiological Effects.—Both root and seeds are pungent aronr
stimulants and mild tonics.

Uses.—Angelica (either root or seeds) is scarcely employed in mo ,

practice, though it was formerly much esteemed. The "tender st ?

stalks, and midribs of the leaves, are made, with sugar, into a sweeth
or candy (candied angelica ; caules seu rami angelica conditi), wlHj

taken as a desert, is a very agreeable stomachic. The seeds are useji

the preparation of the spiritus anisi compositus, D. The principal ft

sumption of angelica root and seeds is by rectifiers and compounded

k

the preparation of gin and the liqueur termed bitters.

I
Opop'onax Chiro'nium, Koch. L.

—

The Opoponax.

Pastina/ca, Opop'onax, Linn. D .

Sex . Syst . Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Gummi-resina, L . D.)

History.—Hippocrates [Opera, p. 402, ed. Faes.) employed opopo ^
(iravaKeo). Theophrastus [Hist. Plant, lib. ix. c. 12) mentions four,, ji-

Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 55-6-7), three kinds of 7ravareg. The lattM

these writers has given a good account of opoponax [diroTravat), wjJ

he says is procured from iravaKEQ {jparXeioy.

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Margin of the calyx obsolete. Petals roq*

isli, entire, rolled inward, with a rather acute lobe. Stylopodium In ...

thick. Styles very short. Fruit flattened at the back, with a diW,

convex margin. Mericarps [half-fruits] with three dorsal, filiform,
j

thin ridges, and no distinct lateral ones. Vitta three to each chauJ

six to ten to each commissure. Seed smooth.—Perennial herb. . I

thick. Stem rough. Leaves bipinnatisect
;
segments unequally cor«7

crenate, obtuse. Umbels compound, of many rays. General and pa J

involucre few-leaved. Floivers yellow (Di C.)

Sp. Char .

—

The only species.—A plant six or seven feet highly

sembling the parsnip.

Rab .—Sunny parts of the South of France, Italy, Sicily, Croatia,*

Greece. jw
Extraction.—According to Dioscorides, whose account is Pro 1«

correct, this gum-resin is obtained by incisions into the root : a

juice exudes which, by drying, becomes yellow, and forms opoponaw

Description.

—

Opoponax [gummi opoponax
)
occurs in irregularly

lowish-red pieces [op. in massis), or in reddish tears [op. in lachryM

It has an acrid bitter taste, and an unpleasant odour, llubbed

water it forms an. emulsion. Its general properties as a gum resin - ,p

been before (p. 75) noticed.
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j

imposition.—Opoponax has been analyzed by Pelletier (

P

vjl &(?
i m. iv. 49). He found the constituents to be— /£**?'

'<^

Resin 4-20
Gum 33 4
Starch 4 2
Extractive 1-6

Wax 0 3
Malic acid 2.8
Lignin 98
Volatile oil, trace of caoutchouc, and loss.. 5 9

Opoponax 1000

> n.—Reddish yellow
;

fusible at 122° F. Soluble in alkalies, alcohol, and ether.

0 haline solution is reddish : the resin is precipitated from it, by hydrochloric acid,

1
form of yellow Hocks. Nitric acid acts feebly on the resin.

Ifto ysiological Effects.

—

Similar to the other fetid, antispasmodic
Ijpresins (see p. 75). It is, perhaps, more allied to ammoniacum
ttljrto any other of these substances.

V es.—Opoponax is rarely employed. It is adapted to the same cases
ill ; other gum-resins of this class (see p. 75).

ii Ferula Asafce tida, Linn., L. E. D.

—

The Asafoetida Ferula.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Digynia.

(Gummi-resina, L. D.—Gummy- resinous exudation, E.)

0 'Story.—It is uncertain at what period asafoetida was first known
O' -tscribed. The difficulty in determining its history arises from the.

Ulssion which has existed with respect to the Succus Cyrenaicus and
sM t tida. By many writers the two substances were considered to be
if

: cal (see Geoffroy, Tract, de Mat. Med. ii. 609) ;
but this opinion

Its now to have been satisfactorily disproved by the discovery of the

m called by the Greeks <n'A <pi.ov, by the Romans laserpitium, ( Thapsia

cow, Viviani), which yields the Cyrenaic juice, and which agrees

§4 ' bly well with the rude figures struck on the Cyrenean coins (Penny
&h pcedia, vol. viii. p. 265 ;

and Lindley, FI. Med. 52). It would ap-.

$ however, that the Cyrenaic juice becoming scarce, the ancients

Hoyed some other substance of similar, though inferior, properties,

*] substitute, and to both of these they applied the term laser.

d many years,” says Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib. xix. cap. 15, ed. Valp.)

ft plant [laserpitium or silphion] has not been found in Cyrenaica,

Plvse the publicans [or farmers] who rent the pastures, finding it

|| profitable, destroy it as food for cattle. One stalk only, found in

Pf ays, was sent to the emperor Nero. We may know when cattle

PL with young shoots of it, by the sleeping of the sheep when they

!|
eaten it, and the sneezing of the goats. For a long time past the

W laser brought to us is that which is produced abundantly in Persia,

Pf a, and Armenia
;
but it is far inferior to the Cyrenaic.”

y
w it is not at all improbable that the laser of Persia may have
our asafoetida. The word “ asafoetida” says Murray (App. Med.

|
)
“ seems to have been introduced by the Monks into the school

1 lemum.” But it appears to have been of oriental origin, and may
s some have suspected, derived from the word laser. Nicolaus

f
psicus (AntidoturiuSy cap. xxvii. p. 365, quoted by Alston, Mat.

3 x
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Med. ii. 438), almost the last of the Greek physicians, and who liveci 1

according to Sprengel (Hist, de Med. iv. 368) about 1227, a. d. speaks o
ao-a (j)Lndct. “ There are two kinds of Assa [i. e. laser

,
Lat. Trans.]” gaJi

Avicenna (lib. 2ndus
,
tr. 2ndus,

cap. 53), “ one fetid, the other odoriferous}' \

Botany. Gen. Char.— Margin of the calyx shortly five-toothed
Petals ovate, entire, acuminate, with an ascending or incurved poinM
Fruit flattened at the back, with a dilated flat border. Mericarps [hall/

fruits] with three, dorsal, filiform ridges, the twro lateral obsolete art

'

lost in the dilated margin. Vittce in the dorsal channels three or more*
in the commissure four or many. Seed flat. Carpophorus bipartite.-}*

Herbs. Root thick. Stem tall. Leaves supra-decompound
; the se*)

1

ments usually divided into linear lobes. Umbels of many rays, lateral

often opposite or verticillate. Involucre various. Flowers yellow (D. Ql
Sp. Char.—Stem terete, simple, cloathed with leafless sheath-

Leaves radical, pinnatisect; the segments one- or two-pinnatifieo’

'

sinuate ;
lobes oblong, obtuse. Involucre none (D. C.)

Root perennial, tapering, ponderous, increasing to the size of a maid
arm or leg, covered with a blackish-coloured bark, beset near the tot!

with many strong, rigid fibres
;

its internal substance white, flesh

f

abounding with a thick, milky juice, which has an excessively strong

fetid, alliaceous smell. Stem two or three yards high or more, six *

seven inches in circumference at the base, smooth. Radical leaves ndf.:

two feet long. Kaempfer
(
Amcen . exot. 535) compares their shape to tf|#v

of the leaves of Paeonia officinalis
;
but in colour, and other respects,

j

b

says they resemble Ligusticum Levisticum, or Lovage. The fruit is fl! i

thin, reddish-brown, like that of parsnip, only rather larger and darH

(Kaempfer).

Hab.—Persia
;

mountains of Chorasan and Laar. The asafoetilfj

plant, stated by Lieut. Burnes
(
Travels into Bokhara

,
ii. 243) to grown

an elevation of 7,000 feet, on the Hindoo Koosh, is described as bese

an annual. If the description be correct, the plant can scarcely 1

F. Asafcetida.

There is reason to suspect that Ferula Asafcetida is not the only plant from whifjt

gum-resin, called asafcetida, is obtained ; but that one, if not more, other species ,3

yield it (Lindley, Fl.Med. p.45-6, and Bot. Beg. Aug. 1839). Ferula persica has t J|

described by Dr. Hope (Phil. Trans, vol. lxxv.) as the true asafcetida plant; and .

Edinburgh College has admitted it as being, probably, one source of asafcetida. Mich

sent its fruit from Persia as asafcetida (Lindley, Fl. Med. 46). That it does really V I

asafcetida seems furthermore probable, from the strong smell of that drug, which u

yades the whole plant (Stephenson and Churchill. Med. Bot. iv. 169; and Nees

Ebermaier, Handb. ii. 55). It is, I think, not unlikely that the tear and lump asafef

of the shops are procured from different species. Dr. Royle (Illustr. 230) suggests.

Prangos pabularia was one of the kinds of Silphium of the ancients, and may b*l

asafcetida plant.

Extraction.—Asafcetida is obtained by making incisions into

upper part of the root
;
the footstalks of the leaves and the fibres at

top of the root being previously removed. Kaempfer divides the b

ness of collecting into four parts : the first begins about the middl

April, and consists in digging the earth about the foot, removing

leaves and fibres, which are afterwards laid over the root to defem

from the sun. The second commences on the 25th of May. Each

lector is provided with a sharp knife to cut the root, a broad iron spa

to scrape ofF the juice, a cup fixed to his thigh to receive it, ant

baskets hung over his shoulders upon a pole. The top of the nx
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tli
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c;

;ut off transversely, and, on the third day (it. e. the 27th of May),

lice is scraped off and put in the cups. A fresh incision is then

,
and the juice removed the day but one following (i. e. the 29tli of

,
when they again cut the roots. The cups are from time to time

ed into large vessels. The juice is exposed to the sun to become

r, and is conveyed home in the baskets. The third and the fourth

re mere repetitions of the second. The third commences about the

ff June, the fourth about the 3rd of July. Except after the last

tion, the roots are carefully defended from the sun, after each inci-

oy covering them with the leaves (Kcempfer, op. cit.)

mmerce.—Asafoetida is exported from the Persian gulf to Bombay,
ivhence it is sent to Europe. It comes over usually in casks and

In 1825 the quantity imported was 106,770 lbs.; in 1830 only

lbs. The quantity retained for home consumption is, however,

mall. In 1838, duty (6s. per cwt.) was paid on 60 cwts; in 1839,

cwts.

scription and Varieties.—Asafoetida (Asafoetida ; Gummi Asa-

’i, offic.) occurs in irregular pieces of variable size. Externally

are yellowish- or pinkish-brown. The fracture is a conchoidal

sh, or milk-white, translucent, pearly, with a waxy lustre. By
ure to light and air the recently-fractured surface acquires, in a few

,, a violet-red or peach-blossom red colour, which, after some days

teks, diminishes in intensity, and gradually passes into yellowish or

di-brown Asafoetida is fusible and inflammable, burning in the

th a white flame and the evolution of much smoke. Its taste is

and bitter, and its odour strong, alliaceous, and peculiar
;
to most

as being remarkably disagreeable, whence the Germans have deno-

ed asafoetida Teufelsdreck, or Stercus Diaboli; in plain English,

s dung. However, this dislike to the asafoetida is not universal;

of the Asiatics being exceedingly fond of it, taking it with their

Jib is a condiment, or using it to flavour their sauces, or even eating it

. Hence, among some of the older writers, we find it denominated
Deorum,—Food of the Gods. Captain M. Kinnief (Ailislie, Mat.

.

21) tells us, that in Persia the leaves of the plant are eaten like

ion greens, as is the root when roasted: and Lieut. Burnes
(
Travels

,

3), speaking of asafoetida, says, “ in the fresh state it has the same
inable smell

;
yet our fellow-travellers greedily devoured it.” But

•ndness for this substance is not confined to the Asiatics; for I am
ed, by an experienced gastronome, that the finest relish which a beef

can possess, may be communicated by rubbing the gridiron on
i the steak is to be cooked with asafoetida.

im acquainted with two varieties only of asafoetida, but Martius
fibes three :

—

A
) Asafoetida in the tear (Asafoetida in granis seu lachrymis).

foetida of the Ferula persica. — This kind occurs in distinct,

dish, flattened or oval tears, and also in irregular pieces, varying
the size of a pea to that of a walnut, of a yellow or brownish-yellow
r externally, but white internally. This kind is comparatively rare,

nk it not at all improbable that this variety is obtained from a dif-

t plant to that which furnishes the lump variety
;
for its colour,

nally, is more yellow, its odour is much feebler, and its fresh-frac-

surface becomes more slowly and less intensely red by exposure
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to the air. As it has considerable resemblance to ammoniacum in the t J

(with which, indeed, except by its odour, it might be readily confounded
may it not be the substance which Olivier (Fee, Hist. Nat. Pharmi
199) calls ammoniacum, and which he says is produced by Fer\
persica ?

[b.) Lump Asafcetida (Asafcetida in massis). Asafoetida of the Fen .

Asafcetida.—This variety is that usually met with in the shops. Itoccr
in variable sized masses, of irregular forms, and having a reddish 1

brownish-yellow colour. Frequently these masses are observed to

made up of tears, agglutinated by a reddish-brown substance: thej.i

form that kind of asafoetida sometimes denominated amygdaloid {asaj\-.j

tida amygdaloides .

)

Martius describes a third kind of asafoetida, under the name of >SVcij

Asafcetida [Asafoetida petrcea). He says it occurs in irregular more-

$

less angular pieces, and externally resembles dolomite. It is the hi .

analysed by Angelini, who found in it 5 T9 per cent, of gypsum.
Composition.

—

Asafoetida has been analyzed by Pelletier [Bull.l
(<

Pharm. iii. 556), Trommsdorf, Braudes, and Angelini (Gmelin, Hanyk
d. Chem. ii. 624) :

—

Pelletier's Analysis.

Resin 65-00

Gum .
.

19'44

Bassorin 11.66
Volatile oil , 3 60
Supermalate of lime, and loss.... 030

Asafoetida 10000

Braudes's Analysis.

Resin
Gum, with traces of saline matters

Bassorin

Volatile oil

Extractive, with saline matters.*.

Sulphate and carbonate of lime...

Oxide of iron and alumiua ....

Sand and lignin

Water

Asafoetida

1. Volatile Oil of Asafcetida.—This is obtained by distilling asafoetida with eh

water or alcohol. It is on this principle that the odour of this gum-resin depends,

is lighter than water, and is at first colourless, but by exposure to the air acquire

yellow tinge. It dissolves in all proportions in alcohol and ether, but requires r

than 2000 times its weight of water to dissolve it. Its taste is at first mild, then b

and acrid
;

its odour is very strong. It evaporates very quickly, and soon fills a 1;

room with its odour. Sulphur, and probably phosphorus, are among its element

constituents. The presence of. sulphur in asafoetida is shown in various ways: th

chloride of barium be added to water distilled from asafoetida, and likewise a 1

chlorine, tbe sulphur becomes gradually acidified, and after some time a precipitaj

sulphate of baryta is formed. Moreover, if pills made of asafoetida be rolled in sj

leaf, the latter, after a few days, is blackened by the formation of a sulphuret of sib

2. Resins of Asafcetida.—The resinous matters, of asafoetida are soluble in alct
|

When the alcoholic solution is mixed with water, a milky fluid is formed, owing tq;

deposition of tbe hydrated resin. Oil of turpentine and the oil of almonds also I

solve the resins, but less readily than alcohol. Braudes has shown that the rest

asafcetida is of two kinds
;
one insoluble in ether, the other soluble. The propoi

of the first to the second is as 1*6 to 47 25.

a. Resin insoluble in ether.—Is brownish-yellow, brittle, tasteless, has a slight a

ceous odour, is fusible, and soluble in warm caustic potash.

&. Resin soluble in ether— 'is greenish-brown, brittle, has an aromatic odour, a

faint, but permanent, alliaceous bitter taste. Chlorine decolorizes it. Cold o

vitriol renders it dark red: if heat be applied, sulphurous acid is evolved, a

mixture becomes black : if the liquid be diluted with water and saturated with an t

the surface assumes a sky-blue colour. Nitric acid renders it first orange, then V

and makes it almost insoluble in ether. Hydrochloric acid dissolves it, and co o

pale-red. It dissolves in boiling concentrated acetic qcid, but is deposited " 1C

solution cools.
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;aracteristics.—Asafoetida possesses the usual characteristics of a

resin (p. 75). From other gum-resins it is distinguished by its

iar odour, which is especially obvious when a small portion of this

ance is heated on the point of a knife, and by its fresh-fractured

e becoming red on exposure to air. Heated with sulphuric acid it

t ens, yields a dark, blood-red liquid, and develops sulphurous acid

if the liquid be diluted with water, and saturated with caustic

h, it becomes blue, especially on the surface, by reflected light,

inr to that observed when disulphate of quinia is dissolved in water.

ysiological Effects.—Asafoetida is usually placed, by pharmaco-
d writers, among those remedies which they denominate antispas-

s or stimulants. It is the most powerful of the foetid gum-resins

[ ly noticed (p. 75). Its local effects are moderate: it is devoid of

acrid and irritating properties possessed by gamboge, euphorbium,
aony, and many other resinous and gummy-resinous substances,

e mouth, as already mentioned, it causes a sensation of heat, and
: me effect, accompanied by eructations, is experienced in the sto-

when asafoetida is swallowed. In Professor Jorg (Wibmer, Wirk.

:neim. ii. Gifte. Bd. ii. 366) and his pupils (males and females),

: ndeavoured to elucidate the effects of this medicine by experiments

on themselves, doses of asafoetida, not exceeding a scruple, caused
.ness and pain of the stomach, increased secretion of the gastro-

i nal membrane, and alvine evacuations. The pulse was increased

[uency, the animal heat augmented, the respiration quickened, and
cretions from the bronchial membrane and skin promoted. A very

:.nt effect was headache and giddiness. The urino-genital appa-
appeared to be specifically affected, for we are told, in the males
uvas an increase of the venereal feelings, with irritation about the

|

penis, while in the females the catamenial discharge appeared
its usual period, and uterine pain was experienced.

'se stimulant effects of asafoetida were observed in a greater or less

; in all the nine persons experimented on
;
and it should be borne

‘id, that the dose did not, in any one case, exceed a scruple. Very
tite to these results, and to the observations of practitioners gene-

is the statement of MM. Trousseau and Pidoux [Traite de Therap.

1 13), who tell us that they have taken half an ounce of good asa-

. at one dose, with no other effect than that of altering the odour of

•ecretions, by which they were kept for two days in an infected

phere, possessing a more horrible degree of fetidity than even
ida itself! These apparently contradictory results seem to prove,

afferent individuals are most unequally susceptible of the influence

i remedy.
* influence of asafoetida in convulsive and spasmodic diseases seems
utable. As in these cases the functions of the excito-motory sys-

‘.e the functions principally or essentially involved, it is not assum-
o much to suppose, that the influence of asafoetida is principally

:d to the excito-motory nerves. To paraphrase the words of Dr.
ill (Lectures in the Lancet, April 14, 1838), asafoetida acts through
citor nerves

;
its effects are manifested through the motor nerves,

arying degrees of excitability or susceptibility (natural and morbid)
se nerves in different subjects, will, perhaps, in some measure
at for the unequal effects produced by this agent on different
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healthy individuals, as well as for the therapeutical influence in certal*
subjects being disproportionate to the observed physiological effects. »

Asafoetida, or its odorous principle, becomes absorbed by the veii/
though slowly. Flandrin (Magendie, Physiol., by Milligen, 285, igd>
gave half a pound of this gum-resin to a horse; the animal was fed (

usual, and killed sixteen hours afterwards. The odour of asafoetida \J|
distinguished in the veins of the stomach, of the small intestine, and
caecum : it was not noticed in the arterial blood, nor in the lymph. Tied

^

mann and Gmelin
(
Versuch

.

S. 9) were not successful in their search ^

it : they gave two drachms of asafoetida to a dog, and at the end of thA
hours were unable to recognize the odour of it either in the chyle of t )

thoracic duct, or in the blood of the splenic and portal veins
; but tlf

£

detected it in the stomach and small intestines. In farther proof of i r

opinion that asafoetida becomes absorbed, may be mentioned the detri-

tion of the odour of this substance in the secretions. The experience:5 -

MM. Trousseau and Pidoux, already related, may be adduced as corj
i;

borative of this statement. We are told that the transpiration of Asiatif

who use asafoetida daily, is extremely fetid
; a circumstance to wh>*

Aristophanes
(
Equites

,
Act. ii. Seen. 4) alludes. Vogt {Pharmakodynd

126, 2
tc
Aufl.) says, that the secretions from carious ulcers somethin

smell of asafoetida, when this substance has been taken for some timei 1

The stimulant influence of asafoetida over the organs of circulation <
*

of secretion (as the bronchial membrane and skin), depends apparent

on the topical action of the oily and resinous particles on the vessels?

I

their passage through the latter.

Uses.—From the foregoing remarks it will be readily gathered, t *•

asafoetida is contra-indicated in febrile and inflammatory diseases,,!

account of its stimulant properties
;
as also in vascular irritation, or ‘

flammation of the stomach, on account of its topical influence on i»-

viscus. On the other hand, it is found highly useful in spasmodic! h-

convulsive diseases not dependent on disease of the nervous centres, 1

of the kind called by Dr. Hall eccentric.

1. In spasmodic and convulsive Diseases.—Few remedies have acquit 4

such celebrity in hysteria
,
as asafoetida. Dr. Cullen {Mat. Med. ii. 3j $

speaks in the highest terms of it, and I believe the experience of in i

practitioners corroborates his opinion of its virtues. “I have foundlri

says he, “ to be the most powerful in all hysteric cases; and when!

presence of an hysteric paroxysm prevented medicines being taken!

the mouth, I have found it given in clyster to be very effectual.” W|

the circulation is very languid, ammonig may with advantage he c

joined. Schonheyder (
Acta Reg. Soc. Hafn. i. 168) recommends asaj*

tida with opium, in the form of clyster. In infantine convulsions, clysff

of asafoetida are often used with good effect. Even in the epilepsy of ad*

they are not always without value. In purely spasmodic asthma, 1

1

never seen relief from the use of asafoetida. This observation, »vl

accords with Dr. Cullen’s experience, does not agree with the statem

of others. Trousseau and Pidoux {op. cit. p. 15) declare they have f-

it produce good and undoubted effects. 13ut in old chronic catai

with occasional spasmodic difficulty of breathing and spasmodic coi

I have procured the most marked relief by the combined use oi a? 1

tida and ammonia. I have no experience of the use ot this

in the disease called laryngismus stridulus, in which Millar {Om
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Asthma and Hooping Cough, 1769), and others have found it benefi-

In hooping cough, both Millar and Kopp (
Lond. Med. Gaz. i. 581)

3 found it beneficial. It promotes expectoration, and diminishes

i the violence and frequency of the attacks. The repugnance

j

ch children manifest to its use is, however, a great drawback to its

loyment. In flatulent colic of hysterical and dyspeptic individuals,

>f infants, few remedies are more efficacious, when the disease is

3Companied by any marks of inflammatory action, and is attended

i constipation. Of its efficacy in the flatulent colic of infants, I can

ik from repeated observation
;

it is given with great advantage in the

i of clyster. In most cases, its laxative operation is an advantage
;

>should this be an objection, it may be counteracted by the addition

audanum.
As a stimulating expectorant and antispasmodic in chronic catarrh,

often of considerable use. It is adapted for old persons, and where

disease is of long standing. I have found it most beneficial in those

|j|-:s where the cough and difficulty of breathing assume at intervals a

; i- anodic form, and where the wheezing is considerable. In such, I

Bh 3 found full doses of asafoetida with ammonia give great relief. In

cate females, subject to repeated attacks of catarrh, attended with

ting, sweating, and other constitutional symptoms of phthisis, I have

B
id asafoetida of frequent benefit. In these cases, it does not act

ely by its expectorant effects, for oftentimes one good consequence of

use is diminution of excessive bronchial secretion.

I . In affections of the alimentary canal.—The use of asafoetida inflatu-

colic has been above noticed. It is often of considerable value in re-

ing flatulence in old persons, especially in hypochondriacal and hysteri-

iubjects, and when accompanied with constipation, as it has a laxative

ct. It provokes the expulsion of the gaseous matter, and appears to

lin preventing its re-production. It is beneficially used in the form

| i lyster, to relieve a tympanitic condition of the abdomen and flatu-

i distension of the bowels in low fevers. In constipation, with flatu-

|
re, it is an useful addition to purgative mixtures or enemata. It has

j n been used as an anthelmintic
;
but it is of less frequent efficacy,

t
. As an emmenagogue in uterine obstructions (amenorrhcea and chlo-

- s) asafoetida has been employed from a notion that it specifically

i cted the womb,—an opinion which is supported by the reports of

-g’s female pupils, that it brought on the catamenial discharge earlier

u usual. Experience, however, has not been much in favour of the

ijunenagogue operation of asafoetida when this remedy has been em-
>
yed in diseases. “Whether it be owing,” says Dr. Cullen, “ to the

>erfect state in which we too frequently have this medicine, or to

»j lewfiat in the nature of the amenorrhoea, I would not positively deter-

ie
; but this is certain, that I have very seldom succeeded in employ-

the asafoetida as an emmenagogue.”
>• As a condiment.—I have already referred to the condimentary uses

de of asafoetida, especially by oriental nations. At the Pass of

lundan Shikun,” says Lieut. Bumes (
Travels

,

i. 143), “ we found the

icetida plant in exuberance, and which our fellow-travellers ate with
;at relish.” It is much used by the Brahmins against flatulence, and
correct their cold vegetable food (Ainslie, Mat. Indica, i. 21.)

Administration.—The dose of asafoetida is from grains v. to 9i.
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or 5ss. ll may be given in substance, in the form of pill, or made imh]
an emulsion, (See Mistura Asafcetida!). In hysteria and flatulent colill

where we want an immediate effect, it is best administered in a liquiifl

form. Used as an enema, it may be administered to the extent of tiv|*

drachms, rubbed up with warm water. (For another formula, see Enerrk'

fcetidum). The following are the officinal preparations of asafcetida. >]

1. Mistura Assafcetidje, L. D. Lac Assafoetidee (Assafoetida,
3) j

[3j. D.]
;
water Oj. [Pennyroyal water, fgviij.Z).] Triturate the assf

.

fcetida with the water, gradually poured on, until they are perfect! !
mixed).—Stimulant and antispasmodic. Used in hysteria, in doses of 3s|,

:

to fgjss. Frequently employed as an enema in the flatulent colic and coiij

vulsions of children, as well as in worms. The tincture of asafoetidl
|

mixed with pennyroyal wr
ater, is often used as a substitute for the oflU

cinal mixture.

2. Enema fcetidum, D. E. (Made by adding to the cathartic enSpiin

two [fluid-] drachms of tincture of asafcetida.)—The cathartic enemtft

(Enema Catharticum, D. E.) here alluded to, is thus made: “ OliM
Oil, Sj.; Sulphate of Magnesia, Bss.

; Sugar, §j.-; Senna, *ss.
; Boiliif-'r

Water, f^xvj. Infuse the senna for an hour in the water; then dissolU

the salt and sugar; add the oil, and mix them by agitation.” E. Tlj;-

Dublin College dissolves one ounce of Manna urT^x. of Compound D -'

coction of Chamomile, and adds Olive Oil, Bj.
;
Sulphate of Magni^

sia, Bss. The foetid clyster is a valuable stimulant, antispasmodic, aijH

carminative purgative, which may be used with most beneficial result

-

in hysteria, flatulent colic, infantile convulsions, and even worms in til-

rectum.

3. Tinctura Assafcetidje, L. E. D. (Assafoetida [in small ffai-

ments, E.] Bv. [Biv. E. D.]
;
Rectified Spirit, Oij. [and water, Oss. U\

Macerate for fourteen [seven, E.
]

days, and strain. “ This tinctupi

cannot be made by percolation, without much delay.” E. Add the spij-

to the assafoetida previously triturated with the water, macerate fr

fourteen days, and filter, D.)—Stimulant and antispasmodic. Used

hysteria and flatulent colic. Dose Sss. to f517 . Pennyroyal is a god*

vehicle for it. When mixed with aqueous liquids, it becomes milkj

owing to the deposition of the hydrated resin.

4. PiluljE Assafcetidje, E. Pilules Galbani Composites

,

L. D. (AM

safeetida; Galbanum
;

and Myrrh, Biij. of each; Conserve of R4j

Roses, Biv. or a sufficiency
;
mix them, and beat them into a proper pi,

mass, E.—Galbanum, Bi., Myrrh, Sagapenum, of each Sjss. ;
Assfj

fcetida, Bss. ;
Syrup [Treacle, D.] as much as may be sufficient. Ben

them together until incorporated. L. D.)—As the most powerful ingn

dient of this combination is assafoetida, the more appropriate name f)

the pills would be pilules assafoetidee

stimulant and antispasmodic. It is used

grs. x. to Bj.

5. Pilulje Aloes et Assafcetidje, Ed., see p. 649.

6. Spiritus Ammonije fcetidus, L. E. D. (The formulas of tl

London and Dublin Colleges have been before given, [see p. I 73

“ Take of Spirit of Ammoniae, fjxss. ; Assafoetida, Bss. Break the ass

fcetida into small fragments, digest it in the spirit for twelve hours, ai

distil over ten fluidounces and a half by means of a vapour-bath hea

E.)—For effects, uses, &c. see p. 173.

composites. This compound
in hysteria, chlorosis, &c. Dos
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ji Emplastrum Assaf(ETIDJE, E . (Litharge Plaster
;
Assafcetida, of

|
yij.; Galbanum ;

Bees’-wax, of each jij. Liquefy the gum-resins

[{
ler, and strain them

;
then add the plaster and wax also in the fluid

and mix them all thoroughly.)—It is applied, as an anti spasmodic,

,-i
he stomach or abdomen in hysteria with flatulence, to the chest or

q, en the shoulders in hooping-cough.

Ferula ? An Uncertain Species, yielding Sagapenum, L.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Digynia.

(Gummi-resina, L. D.)

story.

—

Sagapenum (
aayaTrgvov

)
is mentioned both by Hippocrates

(J 6, ed. Faes.) and Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 95). Pliny (Hist. Nat.

flfcx. cap. 75, ed. Valp.) calls it Sacopenium. Dioscorides says it is

d or obtained from a ferulaceous plant growing in Media.

|1tany.—

N

othing is known with respect to the plant yielding saga-

p, n. Willdenow considered it to be Ferula persica, and he has been

ib ed by Sprengel and Fee. But his opinion was not supported by

a ell ascertained fact-; on the contrary, several circumstances already

rr; : oned (p. 1042) seem to show that this plant produces a kind of

uji tida. There is, indeed, no evidence to prove that sagapenum is got

fet a Ferula, for the statement of Dioscorides cannot be admitted as

fcLg much weight.

'SCRiPTiON.—Two kinds of sagapenum (sagapenum; gummi saga-

y. i) are occasionally met with. The finest (sagapenum in the tear),

C»j!ts of masses made up of agglutinated, brownish yellow, .semi-trans-

ptt tears, and resembling galbanum, but having a darker colour and

fcfye alliaceous odour. A commoner kind (soft sagapenum), occurs in

• nigh masses, in which no distinct tears are distinguishable. When
bill on the point of a knife in the candle, sagapenum gives out a

orii more aromatic and agreeable odour than galbanum. It has a hot

ttcrid taste. It is imported from the Levant.

BpviPosiTiON.—Sagapenum has been analyzed by Pelletier (Bull, de

if; i n. iii. 481) ;
and by Braudes (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 625).

Pelletier's Analysis.

54 26

Brandes's Analysis.

Resins 50‘29

3194
e oil and loss 11 '80

in POO

Gum, with calcareous salts ... .. 32 72
Volatile oil 3’73

Bassorin 448
of lime 0‘40

ir matter 0 -60
Malate and phosphate of lime .... 1*12

Impurities 430
Water 4.60

Sagapenum 100*00

Sagapenum 10124

K HI of Sagapenum.—Pale yellow, lighter than water, soluble in alcohol and ether.

H' strong alliaceous odour, and a mild (afterwards hot) bitter, alliaceous taste.

|
«ric acid renders it dark red.

ij bsins of Sagapenum.—These are two in number: one insoluble, the other soluble

'.esin insoluble in ether.—BrownislWyellow, tasteless, odourless, fusible, soluble in

fj
i<|uor potasste and in spirit, but insoluble in the oils of turpentine and almonds.
lesin soluble in ether.—Reddish-yellow, with a feeble odour of sagapenum, and a

^
afterwards bitter) taste. It is soluble in spirit, and slightly so m the oils of

|

dlie and almonds. It dissolves in sulphuric acid, forming a blood-red solution,

!
hich water separates a violet substance.
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H
Physiological Effects and Uses.—Its effects and uses are

same as those of asafoetida. It is usually considered to hold an hX
mediate rank between asafoetida and galbanum

;
but it is rarelv p

ployed.

Administration.—It is given in substance, in the form of pfll

doses of from grains v. to 3j. or 3ss.

Pilulje Sagapeni composite, L. (Sagapenum, Sj.
; Aloes, 3. >

Syrup of Ginger, as much as may be sufficient. Beat them togetU

until incorporated.)—This preparation corresponds to the Pilules Alot

Asafcstides, E. (p. 649) ;
the latter, however, being more active,

used as a warm stimulating purgative in dyspepsia, with flatulence

costiveness. Dose grains v. to 3j.

I

Dorema Ammoni!acum, Don, L. E.—The Ammoniacum Dorema.
Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Digynia.

(Gummi-resina, L—Gummy-resinous exudation, E.)

History.—The term ammoniacum has been applied to two diffe

gum-resins
;
one, the produce of Ferula tingitana] the other, of Lor

Ammoniacum. The first is the ammoniacum of Hippocrates (p. 670

Faes.), Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 98), and Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xii. cap

ed.Yalp.)
;
the latter is the commercial ammoniacum of the present

Dioscorides says ap/xamafcdv is obtained from a species of Ft

which he calls ayaavXXie, growing near Cyrene, in Africa. Pliny

the plant Metopion
,
and says it grows in that part of Afiica wki

subject to ^Ethiopia, near the temple of Jupiter Hammon (or Ami

which, as well as the gum-resin, received its name from ayyog, sam

account of the sandy soil of the country. Both Dioscorides and

mention two kinds of ammoniacum
;
the best, called Thrauston (Spa 1

resembled olibanum, and had an odour like castoreum, and a bitter U

and the commonest, termed Phyrama (cpvpaya) had a resinous appe

and was adulterated with earth and stones. African ammoniacu

Arabic, Fasogh or Feshook)
is, Dr. Lindley informs me, “ certainl

produce of Ferula tingitana.”

I have not been able to ascertain when Persian ammoniacum

produce of Dorema Ammoniacum) first came into use. As the Gr

and Romans make no mention of it, they were, probably, unacqua

with it. Avicenna (lib. ii. cap. 8) does not mention the origin o

ammoniacum (
assach

,
Arab.) The ammoniac (eschak ,

Arab.) of

Mansur Mowajik {Lib. Fund. Pharm. i. 35, ined. R. Seligmami, 1

an ancient Persian physician, who wrote about 1055, a. d., was dou’

the Persian kind
;
as was also the ammoniac {derukht ushuk) ol

Ben Khuas Khan, a. d. 1512 (Ainslie, Mat. Ind. i. 160). The A

terms (
assach

,
eschak

,
and ushuk,) by which the three last named an

designate ammoniac, closely resemble that
(
osliac

)
by which the ar

niacum plant is now known in Persia {Linn. IVans. vol. xvi. 605) ;
1

we infer they all referred to the same object.

Botany. Gen. Char .—Epigvnous disk, cup-shaped. Fruit sh

compressed from the back, edged
;
with three distinct, filiform, pri

ridges near the middle, and, alternating with them, four obtuse secoi

ridges
;
the whole enveloped in wool. Vittee, one to each secoil

ridge, one to each primary marginal ridge, and four to the commissi

which two arc very small (Lindley).

it

.
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5 ;

». Char .—The only species.

, i. glaucous green plant, about seven feet high, looking like the Opo-

j; ix. Root perennial. Stem about four inches in circumference at

|
jase. Leaves large, petiolate, somewhat bipinnate, two feet long;

.j x in three pairs
;
petioles downy, sheathing at the base. Umbels

ferous, racemose; partial ones globose, or short stalks, often ar-

il
ed in a spiked manner. Involucre

,
general or partial, none. Petals

e. Stamens and styles white. Ovaries buried in wool. Fruit

i id. (Condensed from Don).

| ab.—Persia, in the province of Irak, near Jezud Khast, and on the

U is between Yerdekaust and Kumisha.

f xtraction.

—

The whole plant is abundantly pervaded with a milky

which oozes forth upon the slightest puncture being made, even

le ends of the leaves. This juice when hardened constitutes ammo-
urn. Through the kindness of my friend Dr. Lindley, I have in my
sum the upper part of the (apparently flowering) stem, about ten

es long, with lumps of ammoniacum sticking to it at the origin of

branch. It was gathered by Sir J. M'Niell, in Persia (I believe

y reen Ghorian and Khafl'). It does not appear that artificial in-'

ns are ever made in the stem. Lieut.-Col. Kennett [Linn. Trans.

605) says, “ When the plant has attained perfection, innumerable

les, armed with an anterior and posterior probe of half an inch in

t th, pierce it in all directions
;

it [ammoniacum] soon becomes dry,

is then picked off, and sent via Bushire to India, and various parts

ne world.”

- ommerce.—Ammoniac is usually imported from Bombay, but occa-

a ally it comes from the Levant. It is brought over in chests, cases,

1 boxes. The quantity imported is but small.

! escription.—Common or Persian ammoniacum, usually termed
ammoniacum or ammoniac [gummi ammoniacum

)

occurs in two forms

;

j '\e tear and in the lump.

Ammoniacunf in the tear [ammoniacum in lachrymis seu granis)
;:\rs in distinct dry tears, usually more or less spheroidal, though fre-

; ltly of irregular forms, varying in size from that of the fruit of
i inder (or even smaller) to that of a walnut. Externally they are of

flow (pale reddish or brownish) colour, with a waxy lustre
;
inter-

y they are white or opalescent, opaque, or only feebly translucent at

! edge of thin films. At ordinary temperatures, it is moderately
i and brittle, but softens like wax in the hand.

1

• Lump Ammoniacum [ammoniacum in placentis seu massis )

.

This,

urs in masses usually composed of agglutinated tears, whose proper-

it possesses. It is sometimes met with in soft plastic masses, of a
ier colour, and mixed with various impurities. To separate these,

5 melted and strained [Strained Ammoniacum; Ammoniacum co-

rn),

•oth kinds have a faint, unpleasant, peculiar odour, by which this

i-resin may be readily distinguished from all other. This odour is

• detected by heating the ammoniacum on the point of a pen-knife.
! taste is bitter, nauseous, and acrid. Umbelliferous fruits are not
equently found intermixed with both sorts. In most of its other pro-,

ies ammoniacum agrees with other gum-resins (see p. 75.)

am indebted to Dr. Lindlev for a fine sample of African Ammoniacum [ap/xuwaKoV,
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Diosc.) It was sent by VV. D. Hays, Esq., the British Consul at Tangier, to the H !

W. T. Fox Strangways, and is marked “ Gum Ammoniac or Fusoyh
, Tangier

1

4

June, 1839, J. W. l3. H.” It is an oblong piece, about three inches long, and one
’-

\

a half inches thick, and broad. Its weight is about 830 grains. Externally it is ir
gular and uneven, and has a dirty appearance, similar to what ammoniacum woiT
acquire from repeated handling and long exposure to the air in a dusty situation

is partially covered with paper. A few pieces of reddish chalky earth (which effi.<

vesces with acids) are found sticking to it, thus confirming the account given of ii i

Jackson (Account of the Empire of Morocco , 3d ed. p. 156), though the quantity
'

this on my specimen is not sufficient to affect in any way the unsaleability of it,'

appears to be made up of agglutinated tears, like the jump Persian ammoniacui *

Internally it has very much the appearance of lump ammoniacum, but is not so whil
but has a brownish, reddish, and in some places a faint blueish tint. Its odour is veUi
faint, and not at all like Persian ammoniacum. Heated on the point of a knife

distinction from Persian ammoniacum is very obvious. Its taste is also much sligh

than that of the commercial ammoniacum. Rubbed with water, it forms an emulsi j?;'

like the latter. It is the produce of Ferula tingitana (Liudley).

Composition.—Ammoniacum has been analyzed by Calmeyer, B:

cbolz (Gmelin, Hcindb. d. Chem. ii. 624), Braconnot
(
Ann . de Che\

\

lxviii. 69), and by Hagen (Schwartze, Pharm. Tabel. 280, 2
te
Ausg.)

Braconnot's Analysis.

Resin 70 0

Gum 184
Gluteniform matter, insoluble in

water and alcohol 4‘4

Water 6 0

Loss 12

Ammoniacum 100 0

Hagen's Analysis.

Resin
Gum
Gluten (colla)

Extractive ...

Sand

6R.
It,

r

[Volatile oil and water 21

Ammoniacum 10.:

1. Volatile Oil of Ammoniacum.—Transparent, lighter than water.

2. Resin of Ammoniacum.—Reddish-yellow, tasteless, has the odour of the gut! j

resin. Soluble in alkalies and alcohol; partially soluble in ether and the oils (M •

and volatile).

Physiological Effects.—The effects of ammoniacum are simij

to, though less powerful than, those of asafcetida (p. 1045) and of t

other fetid gum-resins already (p. 75) mentioned. MM. TroussejS

and Pidoux (
Traite de Therap. p. 19) assert that in all the cases h*

which they have employed it, it had no stimulant effect either local

general. “ We have taken,” say these authors, “ two drachms of tij

substance at once, without experiencing any of those accidents coinpf

santly indicated by authors.” I would remark, however, that the loljj

irritation produced by the plaster of ammoniacum is known to m<r

practitioners,—a papular eruption being a frequent result of the appliq'

tion of this agent. Ammoniacum contains much less volatile oil th)

either asafcetida or galbanum
;

its stimulant influence is less than eitli

of these. Full doses of it readily disturb the stomach.

USES .
—Though applicable to all the same cases as asafoetida (p. 10Jj

and the other fetid gum-resins (p. 75), its internal use is principallyJ
almost solely confined to chronic pulmonary affections. It is not fit“

for irritation or inflammation of the bronchial membrane. But

chronic coughs, with deficient expectoration, or in chronic cata

and asthmatic cases of old persons with profuse secretion, it someth

gives slight relief. Though 1 have seen it extensively employed,
'

few cases only have I observed it beneficial. As a topical, discutm
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ji solvent application, in the form of plaster, to glandular enlarge-

m !
,
indolent affections of the joints, &c. it occasionally proves

ministration.—The dose of ammoniacum is from grs. x. to 3ss.

y be given in the form of pill or emulsion. It is a constituent of

mpound pills of squills, (see p. 655) a very useful expectorant in

i
tarrhs.

Mistura Ammoniaci, L. D. Lac Ammoniaci (Ammoniacum, 3v.

.] ;
Water, Oj. [Pennyroyal Water, f.Sviij.D.] Rub the ammoniacum

he water gradually poured on, until they are perfectly mixed. [It

i 1 be strained through linen, I).])—The resinous constituent of am-
;.cum is more effectually suspended in water by the aid of the yolk

egg. This mixture operates as a stimulant to the bronchial raem-

,
and is used as an expectorant in chronic coughs, humoral asthma,

It is a convenient and useful vehicle for squills or ipecacuanha.

:fsSS. tO fsj.

'Emplastrum Ammoniaci, L. E. D. (Ammoniacum, 3v.
;
Dis-

: 'Vinegar, fSviij.
;

[fSix. E.
;
Vinegar of Squill, Oss. D.] Dissolve the

i niacum in the vinegar, then evaporate the liquor [in an iron vessel,

ith a slow fire, [over the vapour bath, E.~\ constantly stirring, to a

r consistence.)—A very adhesive, stimulant, and discutient or re-

I
it plaster. It sometimes causes an eruption. It is applied to indo-

! wellings, as of the glands and joints. A very useful application to

t
msemaid’s swollen knee.

IEmplastrum Ammoniaci cum Hfdrargfro, L. E. D. (The for-

of the London and Dublin Colleges have been before given [see

S3]. The formula of the Edinburgh College is similar to that of

ondon College).—For its effects and uses, see p. 458.

. Anethum grave olens, Linn. L. E.

—

Common or Garden Dill.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Digynia.

(Fructus, L.—Fruit, E.)

story.—This plant is mentioned by Hippocrates {Opera, p.356,
aes.), by Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 67), and by Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib.

ap. 74, ed. Valp.) It is also noticed in the New Testament {Matt.

23.)

tany. Gen. Char.—Margin of the calyx obsolete. Petals roundish,

,
involute, with a squarish refuse lobe. Fruit lenticular, flattened

the back, surrounded by a flattened border. Mericarps [half-

] with equidistant, filiform ridges
;
the three intermediate [dorsal]

ly keeled, the two lateral more obsolete, losing themselves in the

:r. Vittce broad, solitary in the channels, the whole of which they

(vo on the commissure. Seeds slightly convex, flat in front. Smooth
annuals. Leaves decompound, with setaceous linear lobes. lu-

ce and involucellce none. Flowers yellow (D. C.)

• Ciiar.—

F

ruit elliptical, surrounded with flat dilated margin

ot tapering, long. Stem one a half to two feet high, finely striated,

ly branched. Leaves tripinnated
;
segments fine capillary

;
leaf-

* broad and sheathing at the base. The plant greatly resembles
(ion fennel, though its odour is less agreeable.
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Hab .
—South of Europe, Astracan, Egypt, Cape of Good How

Timor, &c. Probably migratory. Cultivated in England.
Description.— The fruit, commonly called dill seed

(fructus gJjI

semina anethi) is oval, flat, dorsally compressed, about a line and ahac
long, and from a half to one line broad, brown, and surrounded Hi
a lighter-coloured membranous margin (ala). Each mericarp (or hali, j

fruit) has five primary ridges, but no secondary ones. In each channil

is one vitta, and on the commissure are two vittse. These vittae contafl'

the aromatic oil. The odour of the fruit is strongly aromatic; the tas>=<

warm and pungent.

Composition.—Dill owes its peculiar properties to a volatile oil.

Oil of Dill ( Oleum Anethi). Is pale yellow. Its sp. gr. is 0-881. Its odour is r

culiar and penetrating, analogous to that of the fruit. Its taste is hot but sweetiH

Alcohol and ether readily dissolve it. According to Tietzraann 1440 parts of water d |

solve one part of this oil.

Physiological Effects.—Aromatic stimulant, carminative and cob)

dimentary, analogous to other aromatic umbelliferous fruits (see p. 72); f

Uses.—Employed as a condiment by the Cossacks. Loudon (Encyco

of Gat'd.) says the leaves “ are used to heighten the relish of some vege-

table pickles, particularly cucumbers
;
and also occasionally in soul

and pickles.”

In medicine it is principally employed in the diseases of children

It is a common domestic remedy among nurses, to velieve flatulence at::

griping of infants. Occasionally it is taken under the idea of its pin

moting the secretion of milk. Practitioners generally use dill asp

vehicle for the exhibition of purgative and other medicines to childni:

the griping of which it assists in preventing. The whole fruits may It

given to adults in doses of ten grains to a drachm.

1. Oleum Anethi
,
E. (Obtained by submitting the bruised fruiter:

dill, -with water, to distillation).—Two cwts. of the fruit yield 81bs. Sola

of oil (
Private information). Principally used to prepare dill watir

May be taken in the dose of a few drops on sugar, or dissolved in spiriu

2. Aqua Anethi, L. E. (Dill, bruised, lb.iss. [sxviij. E.] ;
PrL

Spirit, fSvij
.
[Rectified Spirit, fsiij- E.]

;
Water, Cong. ij. Mix. Let

gallon distil.)—This compound is usually prepared by diffusing the t:

through water by the aid of sugar or spirit. Carminative. Dose, it

adults, f5 j
• to fSiij

;
for infants, fsj. to frpij . It is generally given) i

infants with their food.

Gal'banum officinale ,
Don, L. E .— The Officinal Galbanum.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Digynia.

(Gummi-resina, L. D .—Concrete gumray-resinous exudation, E.)

History.—Galbanum is mentioned by Moses (Exodus, xxx. 34) ^1

ranks it among the sweet spices. It was used in medicine bv Hipil

crates (401, &c. ed. Fses.) ;
Dioscorides (lib. iii. 97) says it (xaX/3ari7;

f

the gsTWTrioy

,

growing in Syria.

Botany.—Hitherto no sufficient evidence has been adduced to pr<|

that galbanum is yielded by any known plant. “ The Bubon Galbani

of Linmeus possesses neither the smell nor the taste of Galbanum, t

in these particulars agrees better with Fennel, and the fruit has no i

semblance whatever to that found in the gum.” (Don. Linn, Trans, s

*

p
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jn. The Dublin College
,
therefore, is in error in referring this gum-resin

(0
bon Galbanum. Mr. Don found an umbelliferous fruit in the gai-

ly a of commerce, which he believes to be that of the plant yielding

t [,
um-resin, and as it constitutes a new genus, he has called it Gal-

lid 1 officinale. The following are the characters of the fruit

:

pi compressed at the back, elliptical
;
ridges seven, elevated, compressed, bluntly

L
f

not winged ; the lateral distinct, marginal. Channels broadisb, concave, with-

al ce. Commissure flat, dilated, bivittate : vittce broad, somewhat curved. (Don.)

; though it is not at all probable that these fruits are the produce of

hlbanum plant, yet no proof of this has been hitherto adduced, and

indley, therefore, very properly asks, “ Did the fruit found by Mr.
ipon the gum really belong to it ?” {FI. Med. 51).

re recently Sir John M cNiell sent home specimens of a plant

a second sort of ammoniacum, gathered near Durrood, July 27,

to the branches of which are sticking lumps of a pale yellow

.

gum-resin, which Dr. Lindley took for galbanum
;
and the plant

i yields it being essentially different from all others, has been named
m Opoidia galbanifera (Botanical Register for August 1, 1839,

•6). Dr. Lindley Avas kind enough to send me a small fragment of

um-resin for examination, but I Avas unable to identify it Avith any
knoAATi product of the order Umbelliferse. It certainly was

ir asafcetida nor ammoniacum ;
nor did it appear to me to be either

enum or galbanum.

e precise country where galbanum is produced has not been
:-to ascertained. Dioscorides says it is obtained in Syria

;
a state-

i which is perhaps correct, though hitherto no evidence of this has

obtained. It is not improbable that it is also procured in Persia,

0 en in Arabia, as suggested by Dr. Royle. Opoidia galbanifera

gi- 1 in the province of Khorasan, near Durrood.

i traction.—Geoffroy [Trait, de Mat. Med. ii. 623) says, though
livw not on whose authority, that galbanum is generally obtained by
an i ig an incision into the stalks about three fingers breadth above the

fh from which it issues in drops, and in a few hours becomes dry, and
enough to gather.

fl
- scRiPTiON.—The gum-resin galbanum [galbanum seu gummi-resina

fmnwri) occurs in the two forms of tears and lump,

p Galbanum in the tear [galbanum in lachrymis seu granis

)

is rare : it

tj-'S in distinct, round, yellow or broivnish yelloAV, translucent tears
;

r
j

of which, in my collection, exceed the size of a pea. Their frac-

Jfi s feebly resinous and yelloAV.

vj Lump Galbanum [galbanum in massis) is the ordinary galbanum of
1 fierce. It consists of large irregular masses of a brownish or dark

fynish yellow colour, and composed of agglutinated tears, some few

|
aich,Avhen broken, are observed to be translucent and blueish, or

Ij -white. The mericarps, pieces of the stem, &c. are found inter-

I d Avith the tears. To separate these, galbanum is melted and
* led

(strained galbanum ;
galbanum colatum.)

J ie odour of both kinds is the same; viz. balsamic, and peculiar.

'J;
taste is hot, acrid, and bitter. When exposed to cold, galbanum
mes brittle, and may be reduced to powder. In many of its other
erties, it agrees with the other gum-resins. It is imported from the
nt and from India, in cases and chests.
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Composition.

—

Galbanum has been analyzed by Neumann (p/i

^ 4 1\/TnA ... OH >l\ 1-)/ , 1 1 / . 4 . /. »• I X)n ill ,1

H

D I. • /I^k I

chow, and
Syst. d. Mat. Med. iii. 294), Pelletier [Bull, de Pharrn. iv. 97), fyM

Meissner (Schwartze, Pharm. Tabel. 284, 2
te

Ausg.) *
|i-

Pelletier's Analysis.

Resin . . . 6686 Reiin
Gum . ... 19 28 Gum
Volatile oil and loss 634 Bassorin

Wood and impurities .... 7-52 Volatile oil

Supermalate of lime Bitter matter with malic acid

Galbanum lOO'OO

Meissner's Analysis.

65
]

22
)

I

Vegetable remains
Wa ter

Loss

0

21

2
,

1

Galbanum JOOI

1. Volatile Oil of Galbanum.—Obtained by submitting the gum-resin, with watelffl

distillation. It is colourless and limpid. Its sp. gr. is 0 912 : its odour is like tb^

galbanum and camphor; its taste is hot, afterwards cooling and bitterish. It is snlit.

in spirit, ether, and the fixed oils.

2 Resin.—Is the residue obtained by boiling the alcoholic extract of galbanunt L

water? It is dark yellowish-brown, transparent, brittle, and tasteless; soluble in e-r
and alcohol, scarcely so in spirit containing 50 per cent, of water, or in almondt;

Very slightly soluble in oil of turpentine, even when aided by heat. It dissolves ii f
r, galbani 1 ;of vitriol, forming a dark yellowish-brown liquid. According to Pelletier,

__

resin has the remarkable property of yielding an indigo-blue oil when heated 10 248^
or 266° F.

r-

Physiological Effects.—The general effects of galbanum are tb}’

of the foetid antispasmodic gum-resins already described (p. 75). I ..

usually ranked between asafoetida and ammoniacnm, being weaker pc

the former, but stronger than the latter. As it yields, by distillatifi

more volatile oil than asafoetida does, it has been supposed that it nj.

exceed the latter in its stimulant influence over the vascular system;

as an antispasmodic, it is decidedly inferior to asafoetida. A specific |«

mulant influence over the uterus has been ascribed to it: hence
j

Germans call it Mutterharz (i. e. uterine resin).

Uses.—Galbanum is principally adapted for relaxed and torpid halo,

and is objectionable in inflammatory or febrile disorders. It is emploj

in the same cases as asafoetida (p. 104(1), with which it is generally gif

in combination. It is principally used in chronic mucous or pituitj

catarrh, in which it oftentimes proves serviceable. It has also been

ployed in amenorrhcea and chronic rheumatism. Externally it is appi

as a mild stimulant, resolvent, or suppurant, in indolent swellings.

Administration.—It may be given in substance
,
in the form of pill

doses of from grs. x. to 5ss., or in the form of emulsion.

1. Tinctuba Oalbani
,
D. (Galbanum, cut very small, 5ij.; P

Spirit, Oij. [wine measure]. Digest for seven days, and filter).

—

Sti

lant and antispasmodic. “ Used for the same purposes as the tinci^

of asafoetida, than which it is less nauseous and less powerful.” D

fsj- to f3iij. ^
2. Pilulje Galbani composite, L. D. [see Pilules Assafcetuta»

L

3. Emplastbum Galbani, L. D. Eruplastrum gummosum, E. (<-

banuiD, Sviij.; Plaster of Lead, lb.iij.
;
Common Turpentine, 3X.; R'j

of the Spruce Fir, powdered, Siij. Add first the Resin of the Spruce

then the Plaster of Lead melted with a slow fire, to the Galbanum

Turpentine melted together, and mix them all, L. “ Litharge p aitharge p la
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i

ammoniac, galbanum, and bees’ wax, of each *ss. Melt the gum-

- s together, and strain them : melt also together the plaster and

;
add the former to the latter mixture, and mix the whole tho-

hly.” E .—Litharge Plaster, lb.ij.; Galbanum, lb.ss.; Scrapings of

ow Wax, 5iv. Melt the galbanum, and add the litharge plaster and

;
then melt them together with a medium heat, and strain,!).)—This

er, spread upon leather, is applied to indolent tumours, to promote

suppuration, and to disperse them. Its operation appears to be

of a mild stimulant. It is also applied to the chest in chronic pul-

irv complaints. In weakly, rickety children, with weakness ot the

•r extremities, it is applied to the lumbar region.

Cu'minum Cy'minum, Linn. L. E.

—

The Officinal Cumin.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Digynia.

(Fructus, L.—Fruit, E.)

n istory.—This plant is mentioned in both the Old and New Testa-

(.Isaiah xxviii. 27; Matthew xxiii. 23), and by Hippocrates [Opera,

| ,&c. ed. Fms.), Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 68), and Pliny [Hist. Nat.

ix. cap. 47, ed. Yalp.) The Greeks call it kv/j-lyov ijyepov vel cilSiotukov.

>tany. Gen. Char.—Teeth of the calyx five, lanceolate, setaceous,

tual, persistent. Petals oblong, emarginate, erect, spreading, with

lflexed lobe. Fi'uit contracted at the side. Mericarps [half fruits]

nj \ wingless ridges
;
the primary ones five, filiform, minutely muricated,

ij aterals forming a border
;
the secondary ones four, more promi-

tii and aculeate. Channels under the secondary ridges -one-vittate.

mppphorus bipartite. Seed somewhat concave anteriorly, on the back

-c ?x.

—

Herbs. Leaves many-cleft; lobes linear, setaceous. Leaflets

•*j e involucre two to four, simple or divided. Involucellum halved,

it! tto four-leaved, becoming reflexed. Flowers white or pink (D. C).

B . Char.—Lobes of the leaves linear, setaceous, acute. Umbel three-

Y e-cleft Partial involucre equalling the pubescent fruit (D. C.)

n cot annual. Stem slender, branched, about a foot high. Leaves

flnn. Flowers white or reddish.

ii ib .—Upper Egypt, Ethiopia. Extensively cultivated in Sicily and
Ha a.
IF
ascription,—The fruit, commonly termed cumin seeds [fructus seu

\a cumini),
is larger than anise, and of a light-brown or grayish-

$|hv colour. It has some resemblance to, though it is larger than,

M ray. Each mericarp has five primary ridges, which are filiform,

f#V furnished with very fine prickles. The four secondary ridges

fifr orominent and prickly. Under each of these is one vitta. The
K r of the fruit is strong and aromatic. Both odour and taste are

If'what analogous to, but less agreeable than, caraway. Cumin is

5 rted from Sicily and Malta. In 1839, duty (2s. per cwt.) was paid
* cwts.

H 'imposition.—The peculiar properties of cumin reside in a volatile
(

Mile Oil of Cumin (Oleum Cumini) is pale-yellow and limpid. Its sp. gr. is 0 -

97o.
'til is disagreeable ; its taste very acrid. With fuming nitric acid it yields, under
frothing, a white resin. Chevallier found, in some very old oil of cumin, suc-
icid.

' tvsioLooiCAL Effects.—Cumin agrees with the other aromatic mm
3 Y

4
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belliferous fruits (see p. 72) in its mild stimulant and carminative m it
lilies.

'*u
fj

Uses.—Internally cumin is rarely used; caraway being an equal]/
efficient, and much more agreeable medicine. As a discutient andresJ/
vent, it was formerly employed, externally, in the form of plaster [emvW
truni cumini, Ph. L. 1824) and cataplasm (cataplasma e cyrnino

, Quine*)
As there is now no preparation of cumin in the British pharmacopoeia]/
am surprised at the retention of this substance in the Materia Medio ;

The dose of cumin is grs. xv. to jss. It is principally used in veterinal/
surgery.

Daucus Cardta, Linn. L. D.

—

Common or Wild Carrot.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Digynia.

(Fructus; Radix recens, A.—Radix, D.)

D. Carota, var. sativa, Decandolle, E. (Root).

D. Carota, var. sylvestris, D. (Semina).

History.—According to Dr. Sibthorp {Prodr. FI. Grcec. i. 183), tlfij

plant is the aTa<pv\ivoQ of Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 59). Hippocrah
(686, ed. Foes.) employed it in medicine under the same name. Th
cTa<pv\~ivoe aypioQ of Dioscorides is, according to Dr. Sibthorp, i f

Daucus guttatus.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Margin of the calyx five-toothed. Petit

obovate, emarginate, with an indexed point; the outer generally radii 1
:

ing, and deeply bifid. Fruit somewhat compressed from the back, ov|r

or oblong. Mericarps [half fruits] with the five primary ridges filifoly

and bristly; the three middle ones at the back; the two laterals on i>

plane of the commissure
;
the four secondary ridges equal, more pro|f

nent, winged, split into a simple row of spines. Channels beneath v

secondary ridges one-vittate. Seed anteriorly flatfish.—Usually bieni|.>

herbs. Leaves bipinnatisect. Involucre of many, tri-, or pinnat*

leaflets
;
partial involucre of many, entire, or trifid leaflets. Flown

white or yellow; the central generally fleshy, blackish purple, stei,

(D. C.)

Sr. Char .

—

Stem hispid. Leaves two- or three-pinnatisect
;
the si d

ments pinnatifid
;
the lobes lanceolate, cuspidate, almost equal to i

umbel. Prickles equal to the diameter of the oblong-oval fruit (D. C

Root slender, yellowish, aromatic, and sweetish. Stem two or tbj^

feet high, branched, erect, leafy, hairy or bristly. Leaves on broad, cty*

cave, ribbed footstalks, distantly hairy. Umbels large, white, except lx

one central neutral flower,
which is blood-red. Fruit small, protecttj

by the incurvation of the flower-stalks, by which the umbels are rendeH

hollow, like a bird’s nest.—(Condensed from Smith.)

IIab.~Indigenous ;
in pastures and the borders of fields, in a gravjJ

soil, common. Europe, Crimea, and the Caucasus ;
from thence,

1
|

bably, carried to China, Cochin-China, and America.

Dau'cus Caro'ta, var. sativa, D. C.; E. Cultivated or Garden Carrot.—Tins hi I

thick succulent root, whose colour varies. Loudon mentions ten garden varieties.

Description.—The officinal root is that of the cultivated plant («
dauci sativi). It is tap-shaped, now and then branched, reddish or

]
|

straw-coloured, succulent, of a peculiar, not unpleasant, odour, jr

sweet, mucilaginous, agreeable taste. Carrotjuice (rob dauci) is re *1
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J d, with the odour and taste of the root. It coagulates at a temperature

J r 212° F. The coagulum is yellow, and when dried amounts to

) of the juice. The root of the wild or uncultivated carrot is small,

v j
v, acrid, and bitter, with a strong aromatic odour. The officinal

f j. ?, usually called carrot seeds (fructus seu semina dauci sylvestris)

J iose of the wild carrot : they are brownish, from one to one and a

hi lines long, with a peculiar and aromatic odour, and a bitter and
J. taste. Their other characters have been described (p. 1058). The
J of the cultivated carrot are much milder.

; mfosition.—The fruit (commonly termed seeds) have not been

a |
zed : they owe their peculiar properties to volatile oil (oleum semi

-

#1 dauci sylvestris). The root has been analyzed by Vauquelin (Ann.

Maim, et Phys. xli. 46), by Wackenroder (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii.

js ,
and by C. Sprengel (Pharm . Oentr.-Blatt fur- 1832, 443). The

ci ituents of the expressed juice, evaporated to dryness, are, according

hi ickenroder: fixed oil with some volatile oil TO, carotin 0*34, uncrys-

U able sugar with some starch and malic acid 93'71, albumen 4 -35,

ej composed of alumina, lime, and iron 0'60.

I rolatile Oil of Carrot-Boot.— Colourless, has a smell of carrots, a strong, perma-

nji inpleasant taste, and a sp. gr. of 0’8863 at 54° F. It is little soluble in water,

t> ry soluble in alcohol and ether. From 34 lbs. of the fresh root only half a

til a of oil was obtained. It is probable that the volatile oil of carrot-fruits pos-

s* analogous properties.

ftCarotin.—A crystalline, ruby-red, tasteless, odourless, neutral substance. It is

fif and combustible, but not volatile, soluble in the fixed and volatile oils, slightly

*rt alcohol, not in ether unless fat oil be present. Its solutions are decolorized by
slight.

ft'ectic Acid.—By the action of alkalies on the ligneous tissue of carrots, Bracounot
®T ed pectic acid. I have repeated his experiments, and can confirm his statements,

Ofr: quantity obtained is small.

' Ysrological Effects and Uses.—The fruit (seed of the shops) of

: arrot is an aromatic stimulant and carminative, like the other aro-

umbelliferous fruits (see p. 72). Aretmus says it possesses diuretic

nrties, a statement confirmed by Eberle (Mat. Med. ii. 260, 2nd ed.)

have been employed in suppressions of urine and painful mic-
' 3n, and also in dropsies.

e boiled root is a well-known article of food. Raw scraped carrot

netiraes applied to chapped nipples ; it is a stimulant, and occa-

llv proves a painful application. Boiled carrots are only employed
3 form of poultice (cataplasma dauci).

taplasma Dauci, D.—(Root of Cultivated Carrot, any quantity,

the root in water until it becomes soft enough to form a cataplasm),

used to correct the fetid discharge, allay the pain, and change the
i of ill-conditioned, phagedenic, sloughing, and cancerous ulcers

Med. Observ. and Inq. vol. iv. pp. 184-191, and 358).

i umf macula turn, Linn., L. E. D.

—

The Common or Spotted Hemlock.

story.—This plant is usually supposed to be the kwvelov of the
k writers, the celebrated Athenian state poison

,
by which Socrates

ks of Plato
,
by T. Taylor, vol. iv. The Phcedo

,
p. 340) and Phocion

* Usually pronounced Coni'um.
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(
Plutarch's Lives

)
died, and the cicuta of the Roman authors. Vari

reasons contribute to give the common opinion on this point a high d|j
gree of probability. Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 79) described the old*
sufficiently well to prove it must have been one of the Umbelliferae • ap
he tells us it had a heavy odour, and a fruit like that of anise. The latti

’

simile applies to our Conium, lor a very intelligent druggist mistook I

my presence, the fruit of the hemlock for that of anise
;
and at the eJjj

mination for M. B. at the University of London in 1839, a consideralU
number of the candidates to whom the hemlock fruit was shown, maLj
the same mistake. Dioscorides also tells us that the kwvelov of Crete aiii

Megara was the most powerful, and next to this came that of Atti<L
Chio, and Cilicia. Now Dr. Sibthorp {Prodr. FI. Gratca, i. 187) fou.lL

Conium maculatum growing near Constantinople, not unfrequently in«
Peloponnesus, and most abundantly between Athens and Megara.
that the locality of our Conium agrees^ as far as has been ascertain^,

with that of the ancient plant. We may gather from the poetical Jo
count of the effects of kuveiov given by Nicander

(
Alexipharmaca

,
f. 34L

Paris, 1549) that this plant “ brings on obliteration of the mental faciL

ties, dimness of sight, giddiness, staggering, stifling, coldness of t

’

limbs, and death by asphyxia
;
a view of its effects,” says Dr. Christisji

{Trans. Royal Soc. Edinb. vol. xiii.) “which differs little from u,
modern notions of the poisonous action of the spotted hemlock.” It

[

also remarkable that the ancients regarded kuveiov as having the povfi

of discussing tumors—a virtue which has been assigned to hemlock!

writers of the present day.

I am fully aware that the characters of the ancient plant, as given):

by Dioscorides and Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xxv. cap. 95, ed. Valp.),

insufficient to distinguish it from some other Umbelliferae, yet I think

'

evidence of its being our Conium maculatum is deserving of much greajii

confidence than Dr. Christison is disposed to give it. The absenceip

all notice, in the writings of the ancients, of the purple spots on the ste)|

has been urged against the probability of this opinion. “ Pliny’s tad

nigricans
,
applied to the stem, is but a feeble approach,” says Dr. Ch.y.

tison, “ to the very remarkable character of the modern plant, the purl *

spotted stem.” But in 1839 I showed to the pupils attending my 1 j
tures a stem of hemlock to which the term blackish might be applilA

without greater impropriety of language than is daily made use of wbj

a man is said to have a black eye ; for the dark purple spots 1 1

coalesced so as to cover most completely the lower part of the sMa

Admitting, however, that the term is not strictly correct, I would obseia

first, that there is no poisonous umbelliferous plant to which it applies

well as to hemlock, and, secondly, Dioscorides and Pliny may be well
J

cused for using it, seeing that a distinguished living professor descrii

the spots on the stem as blackish (see Orfila’s Toxicol. Gen. ii. 299, 1811

It is evident that our generic term Conium is derived from the Gr
j

word kuveiov. Linnaeus has been censured by Lamarck for using t

name, since the Latin authors call our hemlock Cicuta
,
which he, the J

fore, contends ought to be its designation now. But it ought to be h

membered that Linnaeus has only restored its ancient name, for the wj

Cicuta is unknown to the Greek language. By modern botanists

latter term is applied to a distinct genus of plants, and when, tkerek

we meet with it in botanical works, we must not confound it with
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i of the Romans. Especially careful should the student be not to

und Conkim maculatum with Ciciita maculata. It is certainly much
regretted, that such a ground of confusion should exist, but I am

1 it is now too late to obviate it.

i tany. Gen. Char.—Margin of the calyx obsolete. Petals obcor-

al' somewhat emarginate, with a very short indexed lobe. Fruit com-

pj
>d at the side, ovate. Mericarps [half-fruits] with five, prominent,

ated, crenulated, equal ridges, the lateral ones marginal. Channels

w I,many striae, but no vittge. Carpophorus bifid at the apex. Seed

fti :d with a deep narrow groove, and confounded with it.—European,

1), ial, poisonous herbs. Foot fusiform. Stem round, branched.

£1 -s decompound. Both partial and general involucres
,
three to five

!t 1
;
partial one, halved. Flowers white, all fertile (D. C.)

Char.—Leaflets of the partial involucre lanceolate. Partial umbel

(D.C).
9 1 biennial, tap-shaped, fusiform, whitish, from six to twelve inches

It -somewhat resembling a young parsnip. Stem from 2 to 6 feet high,

rti:. ,
smooth, glaucous, shining, hollow, spotted with purple. Leaves tri-

p
te, with lanceolate, pinnatifid leaflets, of a dark and shining green

c-i r, smooth, very fetid when braised, with long, furrowed footstalks,

siii ling at their base. Umbels of many general as well as partial rays.

6 'al involucre of several (usually three to seven) leaflets : partial

wLixre of three leaflets on one side. Margin of calyx obsolete.

Pb? five, white, obcordate, with indexed points. Stamina five, epigy-

Bf as long as the petals. Ovarium ovate, two-celled, striated
;
styles

i iliform, spreading
;
stigma round. Fruit ovate, compressed late-

,
mericarps (half-fruits) with five primary, but no secondary, ridges,

n are undulato-crenated
;

the channels have many striae, but no
Seed with a deep, hollow groove in front.

r i b.—Indigenous
;
hedges and waste ground, especially near towns

ill ages. In other parts of Europe, the East of Asia, and in the

ated parts of North America and Chili, into which it has been

hiuced.

istinguishing Conium maculatum from other Umbelliferee, the following charac-

ould be attended to :—The large, round, smooth, spotted stem; the smooth, dark,

ining green colour of the lower leaves; the general involucre of from three to

eaflets; the partial involucre of three leaflets
;

the fruit with undulated crenated

y ridges. To these must be added, that the whole herb, when bruised, has a

:eable smell (compared by some to that of mice, by others to that of fresh can-

's or of cats’ urine).

indigenous Umbelliferee most likely to be confounded with Conium maculatum,
'thusa Cynapium and Anthriscus vulgaris. CEthusa Cynapium

,
or Fool's Parsley

,

nguished from hemlock by its smaller size, by the absence of the strong disa-

le smell which distinguishes the leaves jof hemlock, by the want of a general

re, by the three long, narrow, unilateral, pendulous leaflets composing thepartial

re, by the ridges of the fruit being entire (i. e. not undulate or crenatc), and by
•sence of vittcc. Anthriscus vulgaris . or Common Beaked-Parsley

,
is known from

k by the paler colour and slight hairiness of the leaves, by the absence of spots

stem, by the swelling under each joint, by the absence of a general involucre
,
by

tghness of the fruit, and by the absence of a strong unpleasant odour when the
ire bruised.

scription.—The leaves
(
folia conii

)

only are officinal. They
^ be gathered from wild plants, just before the time, or at the com-
‘ment of flowering. If intended for drying, the larger stalks
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should be removed, and the foliaceous parts quickly dried in basket?}
’’i

by the gentle beat (not exceeding 120° F.) of a proper stove. Exclusions
from solar light contributes greatly to the preservation of the colour. Jji

properly dried, the leaves should have a fine green colour, and the! 1

characteristic odour
;
and when rubbed with caustic potasli shoullfl

evolve the odour of conia. They should be preserved in cool, closed)]

perfectly opaque, and dry vessels. Tin canisters possess these propefij

However, no reliance can be placed on the dried leaves, liowevdties. i-

carefully prepared, for they sometimes yield no conia, though they pop!
sess the proper hemlock-odour and a fine green colour. If the freag

leaves be subjected to pressure, they yield a greenish juice (succus conjj
from which, on standing, a green fecula subsides. The fruit, common!#
termed hemlock seeds [fructus sen semina conii), has very little odoi^
and a slight somewhat bitterish taste. It retains for a much longj^

time than the leaves its active principle unchanged (see Conia.)

Composition.—Schrader (Berlin Jahrbuch, 1805, S. 152) made a cope

parative analysis of wild and cultivated hemlock, but with no imports h
result. He also made a comparative examination of hemlock and cabba^Jj

(Brassica oleracea), the only curious part of which was, that he found f
striking resemblance between them (Schweigger’s Journ. fur Chem. B i\

v. S. 19, 1812). Peschier (Pfaff, Syst. d. Mat. Med. Bd. Hi. S. 30f.
lit which r.

5”

Sfi

Berzelius, Traite Chem. vi. 254) found in hemlock a salt

called coniate of conia
,
being composed of a peculiar crystallizable aett

(coniic acid), and a peculiar base. Hemlock juice was analyzed 1

Bertrand
(
Recueil de Mem. de Med. de Chir. et cle Pharm. Mil. t. ix.

300); the leaves by Dr. Golding Bird
(
London Med. Gaz. xi. 248); t

ashes by Brandes
(
Berl. Jahrh. 1819, S. 116). An analysis of hemlo

(leaves ?) by the last-mentioned chemist, is quoted by Merat and De Let

{Did. de Mat. Med. ii. 391). Peschier and Brandes first announced t

existence, in this plant, of a peculiar basic principle, which Gise

^ {Journ. de Pharm. xiii. 366), in 1827, obtained in combination with si

plpivir- acid. But Geiger {Mag. fur Pharm. xxxv. 75 & 259), in 18?

pi-0cured it, for the first time, in an isolated form, and described some

it^ properties and effects on animals. It was afterwards examined

Dr. Christison {Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb. vol. xiii., and Med. Gaz. xvi*

123), and by MM. Boutran-Charlard and O. Henry {Journ. de Che

Med. t. ii. 2
nde

Ser. p. 530).

Schrader's Analyses.

Hemlock.

Extractive 273
Gummy extract ... . 3 52
Resin 015
Vegetable albumen 0 31

Green fecula 0 80

Water, with acetic acid and
various salts 92'49 — 93-80

Cabbage.

234
2-89
0-05

029
0-63

Total. 100-00 — 100-00

Brandes's Analyses.

Peculiar basic principle (coniei

Very odorous oil.

Vegetable albumen.

Resins.

Colouring matter.

Salts.

[Lignin and water].

Hemlock.

1. Volatile Oil of Hemlock. (Odorous principle.)—The distilled water of bend'

possesses, in a high degree, the characteristic odour of hemlock, but is scared.', 1

all rpoisorious. Hence it is obvious that the odorous matter is not the active prnir[l

Furthermore it shows that the characteristic odour of hemlock, in the different prep^

tions of this plant, is not to be taken as a necessary indication of their activity*
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1 isolated the odorous matter, and found it to be a volatile oil of an acrid taste and

liar odour.

Conia (Conicine ; Conein ; Cicutine).—Exists in hemlock in combination with ail

(comic acid, Peschier) ; so that it cannot be recognized by its odour, nor obtained

isolation, without the assistance of an alkali. It exists, probably, in all parts of

jlant, but is more copious in the fruit than in the leaves
;
and, most remarkably, it

be preserved fora much longer time in the former than in the latter. Geiger pro-

1 from six lbs. of fresh, and nine lbs. of dried fruits, about one ounce of conia,

reas from 100 lbs. of the fresh herb he obtained only a drachm of this alkaloid. He
iget traces only of it in fresh dried leaves, while he extracted a drachm of it from

ounces of the fruit which bad been preserved (not very carefully) for sixteen years,

u 40 lbs. of the ripe, but green, seeds (mericarps), Dr. Christison obtained two ozs.

a half of hydrated conia. Conia, free from all impurity but water, may be ob-

:d by distilling the alcoholic soft or syrupy extract of the seeds (mericarps) with its

. weight of water and a little caustic potash. The conia passes over readily, and

s on the surface of the water (which contains conia in solution). When pure,

a is an oily-looking transparent liquid, lighter than water. Its odour is strong and
trating, somewhat like that of hemlock, or more analogous to a combination of

jdours of tobacco and mice. Its taste is acrid
;
it is sparingly soluble in water, but

t tirely soluble in alcohol and ether. It reddens turmeric, and neutralizes the dilute

»! -.5
,
forming salts. While saturating, the liquors have a bluish-green tint, which sub-

[3 ently passes to a reddish-brown. It combines with about a fourth of its weight of

r :r to form a hydrate of conia. When placed in a vacuum, in the presence of bodies

I attractive of w*ater, it in part volatilizes, and leaves a reddish, very acrid, pitchy

lue, which appears to be anhydrous [partially decomposed P] conia. The vapour

to onia is inflammable. By exposure to the air it acquires a dark colour, and is re-

i, ;d into a brown resin and ammonia. Its boiling point is 370° F., but it readily

»: ! Is with water at 212° F.

u onia is characterized by its liquidity at ordinary temperatures, its volatility, its pe-

ir odour, its reddening turmeric paper, its vapour forming white fumes (hydrochlo-

of conia) with the vapour of hydrochloric acid, its solution in water, forming,
infusion of nutgalls, a white precipitate (tannate of conia), its sulphate and other

. being deliquescent and soluble in alcohol, its not being reddened by either nitric

•die acids, and, lastly, by its alcoholic solution not being precipitated by the alco-

solution of carbazotic acid. Several of the salts of conia are crystallizable.

sn solutions of the salts are evaporated they lose a part of their base, the odour of
:b becomes sensible. The nitrate of conia, when decomposed by heat, yields brown
jgenous products. Potash added to a salt of conia sets the base free, which is then
:gnized by its odour,

iebig analyzed conia. Its constituents are :

—

Atoms.
Carbon 12
Hydrogen 14
Nitrogen
Oxygen

1

1

Eq. Wt. Per Cent. Liebig.

.. 72 66*67 66*913

.. 14 12*96 12*000

.. 14 12-96 12-805

. . 8 7*41 8-282

Conia 1 .... 108 100-00 100000

he effects of conia have been tried on mammals (the dog, cat, rabbit, and mouse)

;

s (pigeou, kite, and sparrow) : reptiles (slow-worm), amphibials (the frog), annelides
th-worm), and insects (fly and flea). One drop placed in the eye of a rabbit killed

i nine minutes
; three drops employed in the same way killed a strong cat in a

ute and a half; five drops poured into the throat of a small dog began to act in

Jy
seconds, and in as many more motion and respiration had entirely ceased,

he following are the symptoms produced, as detailed by Dr. Christison. “ It is, in
first place, a local irritant. It has an acrid taste ;

when dropped into the eye, or on
peritoneum, it causes redness or vascularity

;
and to whatever texture or part it is

lied, expressions of pain are immediately excited. But these local effects are soon
rwhelmed by the indirect or remote action which speedily follows. This consists
:ntially of swiftly-spreading palsy of the muscles,—affecting first those of voluntary
ion, then the respiratory muscles of the chest and abdomen, lastly the diaphragm,
thus ending in death by asphyxia.” Convulsive tremors, and twitches of the

’ os, sometimes, though not invariably, are observed. The external senses do not ap-
f to be affected until respiration is impaired. If a rabbit be lifted up by his ears when
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under the influence of the poison, he makes the same kind of struggles to be release *
1

that lie does when in health. So also if we place him in an uneasy posture, he rnakli
attempts to alter his position, proving that his senses are unimpaired. After death tl!
muscles are susceptible of the galvanic influence. MM. Boutran-C'harlard and O'
Henry state, that most of the animals to whom they gave conia became “ a prey to tli

s

most dreadful convulsions. The plaintive cries, the contortions, and the rigidity of till

limbs, which have always preceded death, leave no doubt as to the cruel pains whicj ,

this kind of poisoning brings on.” This account agrees neither with my own observe
tions, nor with those published by Dr. Christison.

Does conia become absorbed? In favour of the affirmative view of this questioi'

may be mentioned the fact, that this alkali acts on all the textures admitting of absoriki*

tion; and that the quickness with which the effects occur, are in proportion to tl •
i

absorbing power of the part. But the rapidity of its action, when introduced into tl

veins, is a barrier to the supposition of its acting on the nervous centres by local coi
1

tact; for Dr. Christison states, that two drops, neutralized by dilute muriatic acid, an f?

injected into the femoral vein of a young dog, killed the animal in two or three seconcfjl

at farthest.

The primary seat of the action of conia is probably the spinal cord. In this corn*
and strychnia agree

;
but in the nature of the effect, they seem, as Dr. Christison h ;

observed, to be the counterparts of each other. Conia exhausts the nervous energy jf

the cord, and causes muscular paralysis
;
strychnia irritates it, and produces permane^T

spasm of the muscles. Both kill by bringing on asphyxia, the first by the paralysis;

the second by the spasm, of the respiratory muscles. It is evident, therefore, that, lilf :,

strychnia and nux vomica fsee p. 913), its operation is on the seat of the reflex fun|.

tions, which, according to Mr. Grainger
(
Obs . on the Struct, and Fund, of the Sp. Cara*

is the gray matter of the spinal cord.

These effects of conia suggest its employment in convulsive or spasmodic diseases;:

as tetanus, poisoning by strychnia, brucia, or nux vomica, hydrophobia, &c. I bai^

tried it on a rabbit under the influence of strychnia, and found that it stopped ti

convulsions, but hastened rather than prevented death. In September, 1838, it wjf

tried in a case of hydrophobia at the London Hospital. The following is a briT'

report of the case :—“ In the case of hydrophobia, in a man middle-aged, after the dijd

ease was fully formed, two minims of conia, dissolved in thirty drops of acetic acid, wem
applied endermically to the praecordium (the cuticle being previously removed by i!

blister). The effects were instantaneous. The pulse fell from 64 to 46, and becar >jj

more regular. The vomiting and convulsions ceased
;
the respiration becameless dif •

cult, and the symptoms of the disease appeared to be altogether mitigated. Them4 ;i

expressed himself as feeling much better, and entertaining hopes of an ultimate reelr
very. These effects were, however, but transitory, and in about seven minutes tifl

symptoms began to reappear, and shortly assumed their previous urgency. Thrj ?>

minims of conia were injected into the rectum, about a quarter of an hour after

endermic application of it, but it produced no effect in allaying the symptoms of t.t

disease. The remedy was notrepeated, and the man became rapidly worse, and died I ^

a few hours.”

3. Empyreumatic Oil of Hemlock (
Fyro-conia? ).—This oil, obtained by the destructi! 1

j

distillation of hemlock, resembles, according to Dr. Morries (Ed. Med. and Surg. Jou*\

xxxix. 377), that procured from foxglove (see p. 838).

Characteristics for Medico-legal purposes.—Hemlock can oni

be properly recognized by its botanical characters, already describe*

yet its remarkable odour may sometimes be of considerable assistance

recognizing the plant or its preparations
;
nor is the fact to be lost sig

of, that potash develops a strong smell of conia. In some cases it ung

be possible to obtain some conia by distilling the alcoholic extract oft

suspected substance with water and caustic potash.

Physiological Effects. (
a .) On vegetables .

—Marcet placed a n|

rjeot plant (Phaseolus vulgaris) in a solution of five grains of the extra

of hemlock. In a few minutes the two lower leaves curled at th

J
extremities

;
the next day they were yellow, and subsequently died (Atl

Chim. et Phys. xxix. 219). Schiibler and Zeller (Schweigger’s Journ.

cl. Chem. Bd. 1. S. 54) also confirm its poisonous operation.
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On animals generally.—The effects of hemlock on animals have

tried by Harder (Boneti, Sepulchr. 1. iv. sect. x. Obs. iv. p. 488),

;r [Hist. Cicut. aquat. p. 201, 1733), Orffla [Toxicol. Gen. ii.), and

arth (Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzneim. ii. Gifte. ii. 160). The animals

mcnted on were the dog, wolf, rabbit, and guinea-pig. The action

clock on the solipedes and ruminants is very much less energetic

n the carnivora. Moiroud [Pharm. Vet. 359) has given three lbs.

half of the plant to a young horse, without inconvenience
;
but in

•r case a decoction of four ounces of the dried plant proved fatal,

ised dejection, stupor, dilatation of the pupils, trembling, saliva-

aausea, spasmodic contraction of the muscles of the extremities,

r of the eye, grinding of the teeth, and copious cold sweats. From
-serrations of Orffla, hemlock is a local irritant (though this action

ot constantly observed), and produces giddiness, convulsions, loss

ssibility, palsy, and coma. This account, as Dr. Christison ob-

*! ,
does not agree with the symptoms induced by conia, which does

em to affect the senses so long as the respiration goes on. “ But it

is -sible,” he adds, “that the difference is more apparent than real,

u! : lat hemlock has been supposed to extinguish sensation, merely be-

M by inducing paralysis it takes away the power of expression
;
at

[e| . n some experiments I have made, sensation did not appear to be

llj. 3d ;
and the whole phenomena were identical with those produced

lima. In these experiments I used very strong extracts, prepared by
ai ate alcohol from the fresh leaves or the full-grown seeds; and each

ojj ;:m occasioned, in doses of thirty grains or thereabouts, paralysis of

Ii! >luntary muscles, with occasional slight convulsions, then paralysis

0-i : respiratory muscles of the chest and abdomen, and finally cessa-

tilif the action of the diaphragm. Sensation appeared to continue so

k us it was practicable to make an observation on the subject; and
tf|:eart contracted vigorously for a long time after death.” But from
til.1 lited observations of the effects of hemlock on animals and man, I

t help suspecting, either that this plant contains a second active

V pie, whose operation is somewhat distinct from conia, or that the

i* : nee of this alkaloid is greatly modified in the plant by combination
1 ither matters.

On man.—In small or medicinal doses, hemlock has been frequently

fistered for a considerable period, with obvious relief, in certain

-ses (tumours of various kinds, for example), without any other evi-

effect: hence the statement of some authors, that hemlock acts

' sibly on the system. “ It seldom purges,” says Storck [Essay on
ock, Eng. Tr. 2d ed. 1762), “ and very rarely vomits. Sometimes it

* ises perspiration, and often it occasions a copious discharge of viscid

• In many patients, nevertheless, it does not sensibly augment any
e secretions.” Long-continued use, especially if the doses be in-

ed, will sometimes occasion disorder of the digestive organs or of

ervous system, dryness of the throat, thirst, and occasionally, it is

an eruption on the skin. Choquet (Orfila, Toxic. Gen. ii.) mentions

S

ase of a man who gradually increased the dose of the extract to half
chm : it produced slight delirium and syncopes, which obliged him
spend its use.

>e ancients were of opinion that hemlock exercised a specific infiu-

over the breasts and testicles. “ It extinguishes the milk,” says

T

*

>
8

ii
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Dioscorides, “ and prevents the developeraent of the mammae of vir ' if
moreover, in boys it causes wasting of the testicles.” Pliny gives a sbJh
lar account of it, and adds, “ it reduces all tumors.” The same notyh
of its effects seem to have been entertained by the Arabians

; for Aviamll
praises it as a remedy for tumours of the breasts and testicles. More
cently (.Lond. Med. Gaz. viii. 125), somewhat similar effects on the breasL
have been ascribed to it. In two cases it is said to have stopped the
cretion of milk, and to have caused atrophy of the mamma;.

In large or poisonous doses the symptoms are those indicating disordki
of the cerebro-spinal functions. In some of the best-recorded cases tl

'

leading symptom was coma; the effects being altogether analogous iji

those of opium. In other instances, convulsions, or violent delirium «

both, were the prominent symptoms. As an illustration of the comatojfc

condition, sometimes brought on by this poison, I shall quote acaseijh
corded by M. Haaf, a French army surgeon, and which occurred to hJI
while in garrison at Torrequemada, in Spain, in March, 1812 (Orfil

Toxicol. Gen.)
i

A soldier having eaten of some broth, into which hemlock had belli

put, went to sleep immediately after his supper. In an hour and a hi }

he was found groaning and breathing with difficulty; in consequence U:
which M. Haaf was sent for. Fie found his patient in a profound sle$*

without sense, respiring with extreme difficulty, and lying on the groin} fc

His pulse was 30, small, and hard; the extremities cold
; the face blufttj

and distended with blood, like that of a person strangled. Twelve graill

of emetic tartar were given, and occasioned some fruitless attempts |}>

vomit. He became gradually worse, had violent palpitations of t>.

heart, and died in three hours after his fatal supper.

Several other cases in which coma was the leading symptom might

quoted, but the one just related is the best

We have no well-detailed cases in which delirium was the leadiiy

symptom. The following must suffice, by way of illustration
;

it is froj|

Kircher (Wibmer, Wirlc. &c. ii. 172):—Two priests ate hemlock root i 4

mistake
;
they became raving mad, and mistaking themselves for gee}

;

plunged into the water. For three years they suffered with partial pal* ,

and violent pain. Orfila also mentions a vine-dresser and his wife, wi

.

became mad and furious from hemlock.

As illustrations of the convulsions caused by hemlock, I may refer l

,

the cases mentioned by Limprecht and Ehrhard (Wibmer, op. cit .)
TL

first states that an old woman suffered for three months with abdomiilu

pain and convulsive movements of the limbs, in consequence of eatit.

hemlock root. Ehrhard mentions trismus as one of the symptoms k

another case. Dr. Watson {Phil. Trans. Vol. xliii. No. 473, p. 18) h it

related two cases in which giddiness, coma, and convulsions occurred, f ,

i

These statements, as well as others of a like tendency which might J

quoted, do not agree with the (as yet ascertained) effects of conia. T
j

post-mortem appearances throw but little light on the modus operandi J
hemlock. Venous congestion, especially of the cerebral vessels, a fh

,

,

condition of the blood, and, in the lower animals, redness of the alime p
tary canal, are the occasional appearances. ®

Uses.—

i

n the present state of uncertainty with respect to the ripl

physiological operation of hemlock, it is obviously impossible to 1

down indications or contra-indications for its use which can be mu
46
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l on. Acute inflammation, fever, apoplexy, or a tendency to it, and

vsis, are among the circumstances which oppose the employment of

K
ock.

Ikie uses of hemlock may be reduced to two heads: those which
•id on its influence over the organic functions

;
and, secondly, those

li have reference to its influence over the cerebro-spinal system. The
ent or discutient and alterative uses come under the first head; the

pasmodic and anodyne under the second.

As a resolvent or discutient and alterative.—Under the continued
• i small and repeated doses of hemlock, glandular and visceral en-

ments have frequently subsided: hence has arisen the opinion,

tained in all ages, of the resolvent and discutient powers of this

idy, and of the stimulus which it communicates to the absorbing

ils. The mammae and the skin are the parts in which these powers
been supposed to be more especially manifested

;
and the asserted

ts (wasting of the breast, profuse sweating, and eruptions) of hem-
on these parts, in healthy individuals, lend support to this opinion,

the influence of hemlock over the organic functions does not appear

limited to this resolvent operation. In foul ulcers the quality of the

large has been greatly improved, while pain has been alleviated, and
endency of the sores to spread lias apparently been greatly dimi-

?d. If, then, these effects be really referrible to hemlock (and they

been asserted by so many writers in all ages, that we can scarcely

j§tie to admit them), they prove that this plant exercises a most pro-

itj d influence over nutrition and the other organic functions, and which
nave no better term to indicate than that of alterative. But so

:i aently has this influence failed to manifest itself, especially in those

'i-s where it was most desired, that a very proper doubt has prevailed

jrng practitioners of the present day, whether it really exists, and
Ither those phenomena which have been supposed to indicate it, are

really referrible to other influences and circumstances. That hemlock
> some influence of the kind referred to, I confess I do not doubt

;
but

is been greatly exaggerated, and thereby much unmerited discredit

been brought on the remedy : for practitioners, finding that it would
lo all that had been ascribed to it, have frequently dismissed it as

l^ether useless. Whether the failures ought, in part at least, to be
ibed to imperfect modes of preparing and administering this plant,

ire, as yet, unable positively to affirm. One fact, however, is certain,

many of the preparations of hemlock in ordinary use are inert, or
‘ly so

;
and others, probably, have had their properties greatly

aged in the process of their preparation. The remark made by Dr.
istison, with respect to the physiological effects of this plant, applies

to the point under discussion. “ If,” says this writer, “ physicians

hysiologists would acquire definite information as to the physiological
Cts of hemlock, in small or medicinal doses, they must begin the
ury anew. Little importance can be attached to any thing already

|
c* in this field, as I have no doubt whatever, that by far the greater

I

portion of the preparations of hemlock hitherto employed have been
rery little energy, and, in the doses commonly used, are absolutely

he diseases to which the preceding remarks especially apply, are,
irgements and indurations of the absorbing and secreting glands

, and
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of the viscera, scrofula
,
obstinate chronic skin diseases, and foul

I am not prepared to offer any opinion, as to whether the diseases
f}

1

'

which the terras scirrhus and cancer are strictly applicable, have evIP
been cured by hemlock. One fact is undoubted, that diseases, suppogJB
to have been scirrhous and cancerous, have been greatly alleviated, anjf)

in some cases, apparently cured by this remedy. This fact does not reU
on the sole testimony of Storck

(
Essay on the Med. Nat. of Iiernloo-

[Eng. Transl.], 2d ed. 1762), but on that of a multitude of practitioner
'

(see Bayle, Bibl.Therap. iii. 618). Bayle has collected, from varioiiH

writers, forty-six cases of cancerous diseases, said to have been cured t:

and twenty-eight ameliorated by hemlock. In scrofula, in which disea.I? J

Fothergill {Med. Ohs.
fy

Inq. iii. 400), and many others (see Bayle, ojji

cit.), have praised it, it seems to be occasionally useful as a palliative i

1

irritable constitutions. It allays the pain, and assists in reducing th
1

volume of enlarged lymphatic glands, and in scrofulous ulcerations foil

proves the quality of the discharge, and disposes the sores to heal. Eve! I

enlargements of the liver, spleen, and pancreas, have been, at times, ap!
v

parently, benefited by hemlock. In mammary tumors and profuse

cretion of milk
{
galactorrhoea

), a trial of it should never be omitted. P 1

bronchocele it has been found efficacious by Dr. Gibson, Professor of Sujf
gery in the University of Pennsylvania

( United States Dispensatory) ^

In syphilis it is useful, by alleviating nocturnal pains, and in diminishing

the tendency to spread of irritable sores (Pearson, Obs. on the Effects <
J
3

Var . Art. of the Mat. Med. in Lues Venerea, p. 62, 1800). In chronA1

skm diseases (lepra, herpes, &c.) it is now but rarely employed.

2. As a cerebro-spinal agent {antispasmodic and anodyne). — TnF
power possessed by conia of paralyzing the motor nerves, suggests tiff 1

'

employment of hemlock as an antispasmodic. Hitherto, however, trial!

of it have been made in a few spasmodic diseases only, and those havU

not proved favourable to its reputation. In some spasmodic affections <
;

the respiratory organs it has gained a temporary celebrity only. I 1

hooping-cough
,
Dr. Butter {Treat, on the Kink-cough, 1773) spoke favour

ably of it, as having the advantage over opium of not being liable 1
1

check expectoration. But though the violent and periodic fits of couglwl

ing are obviously of a spasmodic nature, and, therefore, apparently adapted

for the use of hemlock, experience has fully proved that the disease

one which will run through a certain course. At the best, therefori 0

hemlock can prove a palliative only. In other forms of spasmodic cough -V

as well as in spasmodic asthma, hemlock deserves farther trial. Ill

tetanus, conia or hemlock held out some hopes (fallacious, I am afraidl

of doing good. Mr. Curling has kindly furnished me with the notes <

a case which occurred in the London Hospital. A tincture of hemlocjl

seeds was exhibited on the eighth day of the disease, at first in doses < 1

«lxx. every hom*, which were increased in the course of the three follow

q

ing days to fsij. every quarter of an hour, until the patient (a man age
j

46) had taken, in all, two pints ! but without any decided effect on th*

spasms or brain. Morphia and laudanum were afterwards used, but th
^

man died. A small quantity of conia, obtained from three ounces of th

J
same tincture used in this case, killed a cat in less than four minutes.

J
a case of chorea, treated by Mr. Curling, no relief was obtained by th i

use of the above-mentioned tincture, given to the extent of three ounce R

in twelve hours. The patient (a young man) ultimately died, exhauste
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| the long-continued and violent convulsions of nearly all the volun-

t;
nuscles.

i unlock has been frequently employed as an anodyne
,
and often with

rent relief. As, however, conia does not appear to have the same

rtj yzing influence over the sensitive, that it has over the motor, nerves,

gj doubt has been raised on the real anodyne influence of hemlock.

} ever, in tender glandular enlargements
,
in painful ulcers

,
in scirrhus

a l
ancer, in rheumatism

,
and in neuralgia, hemlock has, at times, evi-

t)pv mitigated pain
;
and its power of allaying troublesome cough, is, in

instances, referrible to its diminishing the preternatural sensibility

of e bronchial membrane.

j

aphrodisiac properties have been ascribed to hemlock, and hence

tij i emedy has been used in nymphomania and satyriasis.

i • ^ministration.—Hemlock is used in the form of powder, tincture,

t ct, ointment, and. poultice*

Pulvis Conti.—The powder, when properly prepared from the

1 'S, has tlie peculiar odour of the plant, and a fine green colour : but

d er the odour nor the colour are absolutely indicative of activity. The
t of the presence of conia is caustic potash, and, as the Edinburgh

( ge properly observes, “ the powder triturated with aqua potassm,

ei les a powerful odour of conia.” But the odour of the volatile oil of

tii riant being very analogous to that of conia, creates some difficulty

^• experienced persons. The vapour of conia, evolved from powdered
h ock by potash, fumes with hydrochloric acid

;
but the same occurs

t ammonia, set free by the same agent. As the powder, however
v; prepared, quickly spoils by keeping, it is not a preparation which

ves confidence, and should never be used if it have been kept beyond
ft! ear. The dose of it is three or four grains twice or thrice daily, the

t itity being gradually increased until some obvious effect (nausea,

tf. jss of the throat, giddiness, headache, or disordered vision) in the

Mm is produced. As different parcels of the powder possess very

jjiual powers, it is necessary, when changing the parcels, to re-

xji nence with small doses. I have already (p. 1063) referred to the

Ration of Geiger as to the small quantity, or even entire absence, of

ip i, in the dried leaves of hemlock.

Tinctura Conii, L. E. D. (Hemlock leaves, dried, £v. [5ij . Z).] ;

4 amom seeds, bruised, *j.
;
Proof Spirit, Oij. [Oj. D .] Macerate for

ijjt een [seven D.] days, and strain. This formula of the Edinburgh
w?ge is as follows :

“ Fresh leaves of Conium, Sxij.
;
Tincture of Car-

4pm, f§x.
; Rectified Spirit, Oj. and f*vj. Braise the hemlock leaves,

4( express the juice strongly; bruise the residuum, pack it firmly in a
'olator

; transmit first the tincture of cardamom, and then the recti-

spirit, allowing the spirituous liquors to mix with the expressed

J as they pass through
;
add gently water enough to the percolator

4 lushing through the spirit remaining in the residuum. Filter the

4 >r after agitation.”)—The process of the Edinburgh College yields a
HI'h more energetic preparation than that of the London and Dublin

f 3ges, as it obviates the necessity of drying the leaves, and, therefore,

|
h deserves the preference. If, however, the percolation were dis-

I ed with, and the tincture prepared merely by adding spirit (not

I ure of cardamom) to the expressed juice, the process would be

|

dy improved. If the leaves have been sufficiently pressed, the
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percolation is scarcely necessary, and, therefore, only adds to the labd \

and expense of the process. Any active matter lost by omitting peJf
lation, may be easily compensated for, by increasing the quantity Mi
juice employed, the cost of which scarcely deserves notice. Theeli
ployment of tincture of cardamom is objectionable, since it prevents J t

apothecary from forming a judgment of the colour, taste, and smell of, am
the effect of potash on, this preparation. And lastly, if the percolatl/ 1

process be adopted, surely the directions of the Edinburgh College jp
too loose. The quantity of water which is to be employed “ for pushi V
through the spirit” should be accurately defined, or it will be impossil P
to have preparations made at different times, and by different persons ,)

*>

uniform strength. Good tincture of hemlock should evolve a stroll'

odour of coiiia on the addition of potash. An excellent tincture of heijM

lock, prepared by adding rectified spirit to the expressed juice, has lJp
shewn me by Mr. Bentley, Chemist, of Moorgate Street. In 1837 {Lola

Med. Gaz. xix. 770) I recommended the use of an alcoholic tinctured

the bruised fruit. More recently, Dr. Osborne {Dub. Journ. xvj.

has advised the same.

Tinctura conii, L- D. is given in doses of f3ss. or f5j. which
to be gradually increased until some effect is produced. Tinctura cotI
E. must be employed more cautiously; though the quantity of hemic) a

leaves used by the Edinburgh College would, if dried, be scarcely h|l!

that employed by the London and Dublin Colleges (as 1000 parts of if

fresh leaves yield only 185 parts when dried, according to Henrv aG
Guibourt, Pharm. Raison, i. 27). The drying, however, as I hd»
alreaclv noticed, greatly deteriorates the activity of the leaves.

3. Extractum Conii, L. E. Succus inspissatus Conii, D. (Fresh hetil

lock leaves, lb. j. ;
bruise them, sprinkled with a little water, in a stall

mortar; then press out the juice, and evaporate it, unstrained, to a pro]m

consistence, L. The Dublin College directs it to be prepared as the it

spissated juice of Aconite. The following are the directions of '

i

Edinburgh College

:

“Take of Conium any convenient quantity, beatiii

in a uniform pulp in a marble mortar, express the juice, and filter it. 1

this juice be evaporated to the consistence of a very firm extract, eiti^

in a vacuum with the aid of heat, or spontaneously in shallow vesaf

exposed to a strong current of air freed of dust by gauze skreens. T|i|

extract is of good quality only when a very strong odour of coniaii)

disengaged by degrees, on its being carefully triturated with aqil

potassse.”)—Most of the extract of the shops is inert, or nearly

“We were one day,” says Orfila (Toxicol. Gen. ii.) “in the shop of(^

apothecary, who had several times furnished us with the extract of kefl

lock, which we had administered to dogs -to the dose of teu draclnja

without producing any serious accident. We endeavoured to proved

him that the medicine was badly prepared; and, in order to com h '<

him effectually, we swallowed, in the presence of several persons w

happened to be in his shop, a drachm of this extract (seventy-two grai

dissolved in two drachms of water. We felt no effect from it, u bb

twenty or thirty grains of the extract, well prepared, would have p

bably proved fatal to us. Let it be conceived now what advantage

person is likely to derive from such an extract, who takes one or t

grains of it per day, or even thirty or forty, with the hope of get*-1 *

rid of a scirrhous tumour, or of any other disease.”

w
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HJ-

extract of hemlock contains very little conia
;
this has been

by Geiger and by Christison, and has been verified by myself,

iiv. of extract, procured from one ofthe most respectable drug houses

n, I was unable to procure any sensible quantity of this alkali.

1 what has come under my own observation,” says Dr. Christison,

extracts of hemlock may become feeble, if not even inert, in one

ways,—either by the heat being continued after the concentration

;en carried to a certain extent, or by long keeping. On the one

T have always observed, that from the point at which the extract

• the consistence of this syrup, ammonia begins to be given off in

ance, together with a modified odour of conia. And, on the other

I have found extracts, which were unquestionably well prepared

;, entirely destitute of conia in a few years,—a remark which ap-

ven to the superior extract prepared by Mr. Barry, of London, by
•ation in vacuo."

Brande [Diet, of Pharm. 1 95) observes that “ the most active

t is that which is procured by moderate pressure from the leaves

when the stalks and stems are used, and violent pressure em-

1, the extract is glutinous, dark-coloured, and viscid, and less

than in the former case, when it has a somewhat mealy con-

;y, and an olive-green colour. With every caution, however, on
art of the operator, the colour, odour, and efficacy of extract of

ck, will vary with the season, and with the situation and soil in

the herb has grown. The best method of preparing this and
r extracts, consists in gradually heating the expressed juice to a

e; rature of about 212° [by which the vegetable albumen coagulates,

ui* ffains, mechanically or chemically, a portion of the active prin-

ijj,, then to suffer it to cool, to strain it through moderately fine linen,

pLvaporate the strained liquor, and when it has nearly acquired a

>i!r - consistency, to add the matter which remained upon the strainer.”

H*wt. of hemlock yields from three to five lbs. of extract. If am-
Dj. . be evolved during the preparation of the extract, we may infer

hj t ecomposition of the conia is going on. However carefully extract

iffialock may be prepared, I prefer for medicinal use the tincture made
i he expressed juice as before stated. The dose of the extract should,

! commencement, be two or three grains, and gradually increased

b iome obvious effect is observed.

UPiLULJS Conii Composite, L. (Extract of Hemlock, 5v.
;
Ipeca-

cs a, powdered, 5j. ;
Mixture of Acacia, as much as may be sufficient.

Pj i them together until incorporated.)—Antispasmodic, slightly nar-

and expectorant. Used in spasmodic coughs, bronchitis, the in-

it stage of phthisis, &c. Dose, gr. v. to grs. x. twice or thrice daily.

Unguentum Conii
,
D. (Fresh leaves of Hemlock, Prepared Hogs'

of each lbs. ij.
;
boil the leaves in the lard until they become crisp,

fexpress through linen.)—It is employed as an anodyne application

I 1, painful, and cancerous sores, to glandular and scirrhous swell-

and to painful piles. An extemporaneous substitute may be pre-

with lard and the extract of hemlock.
? Cataplasma Conii, L. D. (Extract of Hemlock, ^ij.

; Water. Oj.
and add Linseed, bruised, as much as may be sufficient to make it

proper consistence, L. The formula of the Dublin College is as
-

r

s: Leaves of Hemlock, dried, 3j.; Water, Oiss. Boil down to a

*
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pint, and having strained the liquor, add as much of the same kindiif
powder as is sufficient to form a cataplasm.)—A poultice of hernlockUi
sometimes employed as a soothing anodyne application to cancerolE
scrofulous, venereal, and other foul ulcers. It is sometimes prepail
with the unstrained decoction and bruised meal; occasionally
bruised leaves, or the dried herb with hot water, is used. Hernia
fomentations (fotus conii ) is sometimes applied to painful swellings. V
is prepared with the herb (fresh when it can be procured) and 1

water.

Antidotes.—No chemical antidote is known for hemlock, though iv
not improbable that an infusion of galls might be serviceable, as muff
tioned for conia. The first object, therefore, is to evacuate the poiJf
from the stomach

;
this is to be effected by the same means as direcfll

for poisoning by opium. If the poison be suspected to have passjjl

into the bowels, a purgative is to be administered, unless diarrhoea ha a

come on. The subsequent treatment will depend on the syinptonjk

blood-letting is frequently required, to relieve the congested state of ij
cerebral vessels. Opium is generally prejudicial. Artificial respiratilfc

should not be omitted in extreme cases. As strychnia and nux-vomff
appear to produce a condition of the spinal cord opposite to thatjf

conia, would either of these agents be serviceable ?

Corian'clrum sativum, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Officinal Coriander.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Digynia.

(Fructus, Tj .

—

Fruit, E—Semina, D.)

)

History.—Coriander is mentioned by Moses (Exod. xvi. 31). It v*fc

used by Hippocrates [Opera, 359, 529, &c. ed. Fees.)
;
Dioscoricif

(lib. iii. cap. 71) ;
and Pliny [Hist. Nat. lib. xx. cap. 82, ed. Valp.) aj|

mentions it. The Greeks called it Kopiov or Koplawov.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Teeth of the calyx five, acute, unequal,
p|

sistent. Petals obvate, emarginate, with an indexed lobe, the extend

radiating, bifid. Fruit globose, ten-ribbed, scarcely separating. Met
j:

carps [half-fruits] with five primary, depressed, wavy ridges, and ^
secondary ones [besides the marginals] more prominent and keel<U>

Channels evittate. Commissure bivittate. Carpopodium in the midt|«

face, semi-bifid, adnate at the base and apex. Seed excavated in t

*

front, covered with a loose membrane.—Smooth herbs. Stem romi

Leaves (upper ones at least) manycleft. Umbel with three to five raj >

Involucre none. Involucella about three-leaved, halved. Flower-b <

sometimes roseate. Flowers white. Stylopodium conical (D. C.)

Sp. Char.—The only species.

Root tapering. Stem erect, twelve to eighteen inches high. Leal

scarcely stalked, all bipinnate and cut
;
the leaflets of some of the loin

most, wedge-shaped, or fan-shaped
; acute notched

;
of the rest, in fnl

linear segments. Flowers white, often with a reddish tint.

IIab.—Grows wild about Ipswich and some parts of Essex, but is ij

really indigenous. Native of the south of Europe. Cultivated

Essex.

Description.—The fruit, commonly termed coriander seeds [fruci

seu semina coriandri), is globular, about the size of white pepper, ot

greyish-yellow colon’*, and is finely ribbed. It consists of two hem
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J ical nlericarps, adherent by their concave surfaces. Each mericarp

a- five primary ridges, which are depressed and wavy; and four

yj ndary ridges, more prominent and carinate. The channels are

y out vittas, but the commissure has two. The odour of coriander is

liar and aromatic.

i
disposition.—The odour, taste, and medicinal qualities of the fruit

Ij nd on volatile oil.

Ill latile Oil of Coriander ( Oleum Coriandri).—Yellowish ;
smells strongly and pretty

g ably of the coriander.

HffvsTological Effects.—Aromatic stimulant, like the other carmi-

i *e umbelliferous fruits (p. 72).

1 -ses.—Dr. Cullen considered coriander as more powerfully correcting

jdour and taste of senna than any other aromatic
;
and hence it was

Lerly a constituent of the compound infusion of senna, though now
er is substituted for it. It is only employed in medicine as an aclju-

or corrigent. It is used, however, by the confectioners and distillers,

a constituent of the confectio sennce. The dose of coriander is 5ss.

Other Umbelliferce, Dieletical or Poisonous.

the important medicinal Umbelliferoe have been noticed. It remains now to

: .erate those plants in common use for dietetical purposes, or which are indi-

1 >us and poisonous.

the Dietetical Umbelliferce several have been already mentioned. To these may
1 ded Parsley (Petroseli'num sati'vum) and Chervil (Anthris'cus Cerefo'lium), used as

verbs and garnishings
; the Parsnip (Pastina'ca sati'va) and Skirret (Si'um Sis'a-

employed on account of their esculent roots ; Celery (
A'pium grave'olens), an

rrious plant, the blanched leaf-stalks of which are eaten raw as a salad ;
Common

')hire
(
Crith'mum marit'imum), which is pickled

;
Eryngo (Eryn'gium campes'tre),

>ot of which is preserved, and eaten as a candy
(
Candied Eryngo; Radix Eryngii

ta); and Lovage
(Levis'ticum officina'le), used by distillers for preparing a liqueur

:d lovage.

vie Poisonous Indigenous Umbelliferce are acro-narcotics. When swallowed they

: gastric irritation, giddiness, delirium, convulsions, and coma. The most im-
' nt (after Conium maculatum, before mentioned), are Fool’s Parsley (JEthu'sa

Ipium), which contains a peculiar alkaloid called cynapina; Hemlock Water-
'.vort

( (Enan'the croca'ta); Celery-leaved Water-dropwort ( (Enan'the apiifo'lia), and
:r Hemlock

( Cicu'ta viro'sa ).

Order 53. Cucurbita'ce^e, Jussieu.—The Gourd Tribe.

ntial Character.—Flowers usually unisexual, sometimes hermaphrodite. Calyx
e-toothed, sometimes obsolete. Corolla five-parted, scarcely distinguishable from
e calyx, very cellular, with strongly-marked reticulated veins, sometimes fringed.
amens five, either distinct or cohering in three parcels; anthers two-celled, very
,ng and sinuous. Ovary inferior one-celled, with three parietal placentoe

; style
ort; stigmas very thick, velvety or fringed. Fruit fleshy, more or less succulent
ccasionally dry, opening by valves], crowned by the scar of the calyx, one-celled

1 1 some Momordicas three- or four-celled], with three parietal placentoe. Seeds flat,

ate, enveloped in an aril, which is either juicy, or dry and membranous; testa
riaceous, often thick at the margin

;
embryo flat, with no albumen; cotyledons foli-

eous, veined
; radicle next the hilum.—Roots annual or perennial, fibrous or

berous. Stem succulent, climbing by means of tendrils formed by abortive leaves

3 z
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(stipules, St. Hit.) Leaves palmated, or with palmate ribs, very succulent cot JJ
with numerous asperities. Flowers white, red, or yellow (Lindley).

Properties.—Variable; suspicious. The roots and fruits of many species are drasi^
cathartics. The fruits of other species are employed as articles of food.

[ li

. Cu'cumis Colocyn'this, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Bitter Cucumber
,
or

btjjKvm
Colocynth.

"
’

' Sex. Syst. Monoecia, Syngenesia* (Linn.)

OitO (Peponum Pulpa Exsiccata, L.—Pulp of the Fruit, E.—Fructus pulpa, D.)

[STORY.—Colocynth is supposed to be the plant termed, in the Cj|

ament (2 Kings

,

iv. 39), the wild vine (literally the vine of the fid\\
^p^tament (2 lungs, iv. titJ), tiie wild vine (literally the vine of the fid\
"whose fruit the Sacred historian calls pakkoth, a word which in c oj

translation is rendered wild gourd. To understand the passage refenj ’!

to, it is to be remembered that different kinds of gourd are commoipi
used in the East for shredding into pottages (Picture Bible, ii. 22
Colocynth was employed by the Greeks at a very early period. Hipj
crates (263 & 265, ed. Foes.) employed ko\okw§\q aypm {cucurbita sylv

tris

,

or wild goui;d) only in pessaries for bringing on menstruati<

Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 178) gives a good description of colocynj

Pliny {Hist. Nat. xx. 8, ed- Valp.) calls it colocynthis.

Botany. Gen. Char .— Calyx tubular-campanulate, with subul

segments scarcely the length of the tube. Petals scarcely adherent

each other and to the calyx. Males : stamina five, triadelphous. Femah
stigmas three, thick, bipartite. Fruit (peponida) three- to six-cel

Seeds ovate, compressed, not marginate.

—

Floivers monoecious or hem
phrodite, yellow (D. C.)

Sp. Char.—Stem procumbent, somewhat hispid. Leaves cord

ovate, many-lobed, white, with hairs beneath; the lobes obtuse; the

tides as long as the lamina. Tendrils short. Floivers axillary, solih

stalked
;
females with the tube of the calyx globose, somewhat his

the limb campanulate, with narrow segments. Petals small. Fruit

hose, smooth, yellow when ripe, with a thin solid rind and a very bi

flesh (D. C.)

Root annual, white, branched. Stems herbaceous, angular, branch

Leaves bright green on the upper side, paler and clothed with whi

hairs underneath. Tendril filiform, branching, opposite each 1

* The followers of Linnaeus are by no means .agreed with their great mast

among themselves, as to the true order of Cuoumis, and some other cucurbitac

genera. The male flowers have, apparently, three stamina ; but of these two hav

anomalous structure, and are regarded by some botanists as stamina with dor

folded anthers
;
by others, as being composed each of two adherent stamina. H

some have regarded the flowers as triandrous , some as pentandrous ; the latter, t.-i

into account the adhesion of the stamina, consider them to be syngenesious, triadelp

(polyadelphous ), or monadelphous. So that while Linnaeus adopted Monoecia, Syn

^

sia
, as the class and order, Turton placed Cucumis in Monoecia, Triandria\ Smit

Monoecia, Pentandria
;
or Mon. Polyadelphia (see his Introd. to Botany

,
p.363, 4tb

Willdenow, Persoon, Loudon, &c. in Monoecia, Monadelphia j while Sprengel, m
formity with his modification of Linnaeus’s sexual system, places it in Monade[

Monandria.
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* D

The fruit is gathered in autumn, when

jj x five-toothed. Corolla yellow with greenish veins. Males: sta-

J • three, short, free
;
two of which have doubly bent anthers, or con-

k| oftwo anthers; in which case the number of stamens is really five.

j
lies: ovarium round, smooth, inferior; style short, cylindrical

;
stig-

7 :
three

;
filaments without anthers. Fruit (pepo) about the- size of an

ge, with a thin but solid rind.

ib.—Japan, the sandy lands of Coromandel, Cape of Good Hope,

<| i, Nubia, Egypt, Turkey, and the islands of the Grecian Archipelago.

(I ivated in Spain.

® REPARATION OF THE FRUIT
j- and yellow, and in most countries is peeled and dried, either by the

J or by stoves. \ >

q immerce.—

C

olocynth is imported from Spain (Almeria, Gibraltar,

.(! z, Malaga, &c.), Trieste, Malta, Smyrna, Alexandretta, Mogadore,

; It comes over in cases, casks, boxes, &c. In 1839, duty (2d. per

1 vas paid on 10,417 lbs.

Bj: escription.—The fruit called colocynth or coloquintida (colocynthis ;

« t colocynthidis) is imported either peeled (generally), or sometimes un-

f d. Its pulp (pulpa colocynthidis exsiccata
)
is nearly white, inodorous,

1 ,
spongy, porous, tough, intensely and nauseously bitter. The

>6: (sem.ina colocynthidisj are smooth, either white or yellowish white

Wtfe colocynth seeds), or brownish (black colocynth seeds), bitter (espe-

the dark-coloured ones) and inodorous. By digesting them in

ited portions of boiling water, and afterwards well washing them,

.rreater part of the bitterness may be extracted. Two kinds of colo-

l, distinguished as Turkey and Mogadore colocynth, are known in

if i nerce.

Turkey Colocynth : Peeled Colocynth.—This is imported from the

nt, Spain, &c. The usual size of each pepo is about two or three

[

3s in diameter
;
the shape is more or less globular, according to the

less with which the rind has been removed, and the degree of con-

ion in drying
;
the colour is white, or pale yellowish whiter One

ired parts by weight are said to consist of 28 parts pulp, and 72

; seeds.

Mogadore Colocynth : Unpeeled Colocynth.—The pepo of this kind

rger than the preceding, and is covered with a yellowish smooth,

: rind. It is' imported from Mogadore in small quantity only, and is

fipally used by druggists for shew-bottles.

e seeds of colocynth are usually described as white, perfectly bland, and highly

ious. Captain Lyon (Duncan, Edinb. Dispens.) states they constitute an impor-

irticle of food in Northern Africa. “ The seeds of Cucurbitaceae,” says Decan-

(Essai sur les Prop. Med. des Plantes
,
lt)l), “ do not participate in the qualities of

alp which surround them ;
they are bland, demulcent, of an oily nature, and sus-

ble of easily taking the form of an emulsion.” These statements do not apply to

•ynth seeds of commerce, which I never found devoid of bitterness; and Hillefeld

x, Lehrev. d. Giften. ii. 27) says a scruple of them purged a dog. Heise {Ibid. 34)

them poisonous.

imposition.—In 1817, Braconnot (.Journ . dePhys. lxxxiv. 337) ana-

i the watery extract. The pulp was analyzed in 1818 by Meissner
ffs Syst. d. Mat. Med. vi. 365). Vauquelin (Journ. de Pharm. x.

examined the active principle.
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Meissner's Analysis.

Bitter matter {Colocynthin) 14 4
Extractive 100
Bitter fixed oil 4 -2
Resin insoluble in ether 13 2
Gum . 9-5

Bassorin 3 0
Gummy extract (obtained from the

ligneous fibre by potash) 170
Vegetable jelly. 06
Phosphate of lime and magnesia . . . 5 7
Ligneous fibre 19 2
Water 50

Colocynth Pulp 10P8

Bruconnot's Analysis.

Bitter matter (Colocynthin)
, with

some resin 41.4 it

Resin *”
4 .

3
Vegetable jelly (pectin) *

ig.g
Azotic matter 21-4
Acetate of potash 5.7
Deliquescent salt of potash not

soluble in alcohol 7.5

Watery Extract of ColocynthT^l^f 5

./

Colocynthin ; Colocynthite j Bitter or Purgative Principle of Colocynth.—By digest
r'

ing the watery extract of colocynth in alcohol, and evaporating the tincture thus pr<| |t

cured, we obtain a mass, composed, according to Vauquelin, of a bitter principle an

6

acetate of potash. A little water readily dissolves the latter, leaving the bitter resinoL.
matter, to which the name of Colocynthin has been applied. It is a yellowish brown:
translucent, brittle substance, dissolving in water, but much more readily in alcoha !

The aqueous solution is precipitated by the tincture of galls, and by some metalll u

solutions (protosulphate of iron, sulphate of copper, and nitrate of mercury).

Chemical Characteristics.—The cold infusion is pale yellow, arj

very bitter; nitrate of mercury, sulphate of copper, and acetate of leaf

cause in it gelatinous- flocculent precipitates,
(pectates ?)

;

sesquichloricj

of iron and tincture of nutgalls do not render it turbid. Powdered c<i

locynth gives scarcely any evidence of the presence of starch, on mixirL.

it with tincture of iodine and water.

Physiological Effects.—(a.) On animals generally.—The animat .

on whom the action of colocynth has been examined, are horses, doc .

sheep, and pigs. On dogs its operation appears to be analogous to th

on man. Thus Viborg (Wibmer, Wirk. cl. Arzneim. u. Gifte. ii. 23(

states that two drachms caused in a dog violent vomiting and purging

and Orfila (
Toxicol . Gen.) has shown that three drachms introduced in

the stomach (the oesophagus being tied) are capable of causing deat

It is remarkable, however, that its operation on horses is comparative*

slight, at least according to the testimony of Viborg, Bourgelat, an

Moiroud (
Pharm . Vet. 274).. The last-mentioned writer says he h

given four drachms to a small horse without exciting the least disorde»

and he adds that another cucurbitaceous plant (briony) has likewise ve

little effect on the horse.

(,b .) On Man.—Thunberg (
Travels

,
ii. 171) tells us that, at the Cape

Good Hope, the colocynth fruit is said to be eaten when pickled, bo>

by the natives and colonists, although it is Very bitter. This statemei

however, is, d priori, so improbable, that we may fairly suspect soi

error, especially as Thunberg does not assert it on his own authority

Colocynth taken in small or moderate doses acts as a very safe &I,

useful purgative. Its operation is not limited to the acceleration of t

vermicular movements, but is extended to the secreting and exhali

vessels of the alimentary canal, whose functions it promotes. Moreov

it stimulates the other abdominal organs ;
and after the absorption of

bitter acrid principle, it not unfrequently proves diuretic. In full dos

it operates as a very active or drastic cathartic and hydragogue ;
bu

have never seen any ill effect from its use. These remarks apply to
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J lound extract, the only preparation of colocynth of which I have

jnal experience. It would appear, partly from observation in the

p.an subject, and also from the experiments of Orfila on dogs, that

J cynth is one of those purgatives which exert a specific stimulant

gj ence over the large intestines.

; t excessive doses, colocynth, both in powder and decoction, has on

t *al occasions operated as a mortal poison, causing violent vomiting

J purging, griping pain, and other symptoms of gastro-intestinai in-

jj mation. A tea-spoonful and a half of the powder (about ^iss.)

,} proved fatal (Christison, On Poisons ). In a case related by Orfila

(i acol. Gen.) there were, besides the preceding symptoms, dimness of

ejJ
, and slight delirium. In M. Carron d’Annecy’s case {Ibid.) the

ji ing was followed by extreme tension and tenderness of belly, sup-

hjj sion of stools and urine, retraction of the testicles, and priapism.

<i a post-mortem examination there were found, besides the usual

m ences of inflammation of the bowels, traces of inflammation of the

,
kidneys, and the bladder.

gji msidered in relation to other cathartics, colocynth will be found to

J near gamboge, from which it is distinguished by at least two cir-

IwBtances : first, its cathartic effect is not the mere result of its topical

; [ operation, but, in part, of its specific influence over the bowels
;

hi ndly, its action on the large intestine is more manifest than that of

Mlboge. In the latter property, colocynth approximates to aloes
;
but

i e it greatly exceeds the latter in its cathartic and hydragogue
|i ;ts, it is devoid of the tonic influence possessed by aloes, when used
itttnall doses.

H'SES.—Besides being useful as an ordinary purgative, .colocynth is

uj oted for acting as a stimulus to the abdominal and pelvic vessels and
B es in cases .of torpor or inactivity, and, on the principle of counter-

i ntion already explained (p. 45), for determining from other organs.

objections to its use are acute inflammatory affections of the alimen-

d canal, diseases of the large intestine, &c. The following are the

llccipal cases in which it is employed.

In Habitual Constipation.—As an ordinary purgative for keeping

P i oowels regular, the compound extract of colocynth is in common
1 1 both among the public and medical men. It operates mildly, cer-

|
by, and effectually. I am acquainted with individuals who have

*
;

i n this substance for years, without suffering any inconvenience

Iffefrom. The simple extract is sometimes employed as a substitute,

[
is less advantageous.

I . In Alvine Obstruction.—In some cases of obstinate constipation,

I- 1 sickness and other symptoms of an extremely irritable stomach, the

V pound extract of colocynth occasionally proves invaluable. Occu-

lt
ig but a small bulk, it is retained on the stomach, and succeeds in

y lucing alvine evacuations, where the ordinary liquid purgatives fail, in

sequence of being vomited up. Doubtful cases of intu$-susception and

t
iia, even with stercoraceous vomiting, I have seen completely re-

»
: ed by it. More than once have I known an operation averted by its

. in those who, in addition to the above symptoms, had old hernia?,

ch led the surgeon to suspect strangulation. A slight degree of ab-
5 i final tenderness is not to be considered as absolutely prohibiting its

i
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use. Occasionally the extract is nibbed down with soap and water an
administered as an enema (see Enema Colocynthidis.)

3. In Diseases of the Brain.—In apoplexy, or a tendency thereto
i

paralysis, insanity, violent headache, &c. colocynth is sometimes en
ployed with good effect, on the principle of revulsion or counted t

irritation.

4. In Dropsy.—In dropsical affections, colocynth has been used as i

'•

hydragogue. But in this country it is less frequently employed for till#

than for other purposes : various other hydragogues (especially elateriuil

and jalap) being usually preferred. It is sometimes employed as

diuretic
,
being given in the form of decoction. Hufeland regarded it d,

11

a most effectual diuretic in persons of a cold and sluggish habit of bodP
(Eberle, Mat. Med. i. 119, 2nd ed.)

5. In Amenorrhcea and Chlorosis.—In some cases of obstructed mefl
struation, benefit is obtained by the use of drastic purgatives, lift:1 :

colocynth, lvhich act on the rectum, and, by contiguous sympathy, affeff

the uterus.

Administration.—The powder
, which is rarely used, may be ad^

ministered in doses of from two to eight or ten grains, intimately mixd^
with some mild powder (gum, or starch). The decoction (prepared h*
boiling 3ij. of colocynth in Oj. of water for six minutes, and, accordiip

to Hufeland, adding to the strained liquor, f5ij. of the spirit of sulphurif

ether, and fsj. of syrup of orange peel) is given in doses of fSss. throf

times a day. The tincture (prepared according to the Prussian Pharma
copceia, by digesting 3j. of colocynth pulp and 3j. of star-anise in lb. j. f

rectified spirit) is given in doses of twenty drops. Colocynth has been eat

). 172 |ployed iatraleptically (see p. 48) by Dr. Chrestien (
Meth . Iatral. p.

The tincture of colocynth, or twenty grains of the powder mixed wit

f

hog’s-lard, were used by way of friction on the abdomen and inner sitp-

of the thighs, in disorders of the intellectual functions. Diuresis w;-

effect. The following are the officinal preparationsa common
colocynth.

1. Extractum Colocynthidis, L. E. D. (Colocynth pulp [in piece) if

L.] lb.j.; Water [Distilled, L.] Cong. ij. [ Cong, j . _D.] Mix and bof1

with a slow fire for six hours, frequently adding distilled water, that If

may always fill the same measure. Strain the liquor while hot
;

lastli

;

evaporate it to a proper consistence, L.—The directions of the Edinburg

College are essentially the same, except that the evaporation is directatt

to be effected by the vapour bath.—The Dublin College directs the mkjf

ture to be boiled down to four pints, and the liquor filtered while ho||

then evaporated to a proper consistence.)—When the decoction is vei 1

concentrated, it readily gelatinizes on cooling ;
hence it is necessary

:

strain it while hot. At Apothecaries’ Hall, the produce of 100 lbs.

pulp is about 65 lbs. of extract (Barker and Montgomery, Observ. on ti

>

Dub. Pharm .)
Extract of colocynth. is an objectionable preparation,

;

it is very apt to become either mouldy or tough and hard by keepinj

The dose of it is grs. v. to 3j.

2. Extractum Colocynthidis compositum, L. D. Pilula Colocy\

thidis, E. (Colocynth pulp, cut in pieces, Syj.; Purified Extract

Aloes [Hepatic Aloes, D.] ^xij . ;
Scammony, powdered, Siv.

;
Cardamn

Seeds, powdered, 3j. ;
Soap, 5iij. ;

Proof Spirit, Cong. j. [wine measure, P\



p
a >

V rate the colocynth in the spirit, with a gentle heat, for four days,

g 1 1 the spirit, and add to it the aloes, scammony, and soap
;

after-

*J i evaporate to a proper consistence, the cardamom being mixed

tc j

(Ls the end, L .—The process of the Dublin College is essentially

tj-j
me.—The process of the Edinburgh College is as follows :—“ Soco-

l,
-1 or East Indian Aloes, and Scammony, of each, eight parts; Colo-

,
four parts; Sulphate of Potash, and Oil of Cloves, of each, one
Rectified Spirit, a sufficiency. Pulverize the aloes, scammony,

sulphate of potash together
; mix with them the colocynth pre-

i iv reduced to fine powder; add the oil of cloves
;
and, with the aid

4 >mall rjuantity of rectified spirit, beat the whole into a proper pill

ipl which is to be divided into five-grain pills.”)—Compound extract

ocynth, made according to the London Pharmacopoeia, is an exceed-

i>f valuable preparation
;
but owing to carelessness, inattention, fraud,

Hwiorance, the preparation of the shops is very unequal in its powers.

m.iiloes used in the process should be purified (by straining) as directed

I e London College: the necessity of this will be obvious to any one

has ever seen a cwt. of aloes melted. Should the Cape variety be
rwi ituted for the finer kind of aloes, the odour would detect the fraud,

raj- scammony employed should be of the best quality (see p. 883). If

dii ommon [i.e. adulterated) kinds be used, the activity of the prepara-

Kft-is thereby deteriorated. If the compound extract, rolled into a ball

dropped into water, effervesce on the addition of hydrochloric acid,

iwjiiay infer that the scammony employed was adulterated with chalk.

:e filtered decoction, slightly acidified, become blue or purplish on
«i .ddition of tincture of iodine, the presence of some starchy substance

alap or adulterated scammony) may be inferred. The mode of

aii -ting gamboge will be described hereafter (see Gamboge). If colo-

•fi h seeds have been employed as a substitute for the pulp, the tenacity

ktii le extract, I am told, is greatly deteriorated. Some druggists sub-

wt te oil of cardamoms for the powder of the seeds, and by this means
ft 3ase the odour of the preparation

;
but unless some inert powder be

ftcd, to compensate for the powder of the seeds omitted, the strength of

ni
!

preparation would be somewhat greater than that intended in the

ftiTnacopoeia.

4 ompound extract of colocynth is a powerful, sure, yet safe cathartic.

V' ises are the same as those of colocynth before described. The dose

t is from five grains to a scruple. Calomel is frequently given in

If bination with it. The pilules cathartices composites
, U. S. (before

# ced, p. 472) contains the compound extract of colocynth, extract of

p, and calomel. Extract of hyoscyarnus is frequently given in con-

|
;tion with the compound- extract of colocynth. (See pilules colocyn-

r 'is et hyoscyarni
,
E.)

fin the shops a cheap substitute for the compound extract of colocynth

J'ften sold under the name o{pill cochies (pilules coccia. ,
ox pilules cochies

ores of Galen). The substance sold under this name at Apothecaries’

II, London, is the pilules colocynthidis, Ph. Ed. without the sulphate of
ash.

’olocynth is a constituent of Morisov's Pills. (See Frazer’s report of
Trial of Joseph Webb, at York Summer Assizes, 1834, p. 53.)

»• PiLulas Colocynthidis et Hyoscyami, E. (Colocynth-pill mass
,
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5ij. ;
Extract of Hyoscyamus, 3j. Beat them well together, adding a.J

drops of rectified spirit, if necessary
;
and divide the mass into thirtll

pills.)—Extract of hyoscyamus diminishes the pain and griping ftjj

quently experienced from the use of colocynth, but does not irijudji

evacuant properties. Both Sir H. Halford and Dr. Paris (Pharmacologl
i. *299, 6th ed.) bear testimony to this. The dose of this pill is gfsV
grs. xv

4. Enema Colocyntiiidis, L. (Compound Extract of Colocynth, Biji*.

Soft Soap, sj.; Water, Oj. Mix, and rub them together.)—A useir

cathartic enema in obstinate constipation, whether arising from colic, op
from other non-inflammatory conditions.

Antidote.—See Elaterium.

Momor'dica Elate'rium, Linn. L. E. D.

—

Squirting Cucumber.

Ecbalium officinale, Nees Ebermuier.

Sex. Syst. Moncecia, Syngenesia. Linn.*

(Pepones recentes, L.—Feculence of the juice of the fruit, E.—Fructus
; Fsecula, Folia

;
D.)

9

History.—The term eXarnpiov (from kXaww, I impel or urge forwarc
was employed by the Greeks to signify, not merely a medicine prepare

from the aticvQ uypioc, or vjild cucumber (Momordica Elaterium), but als

any purgative substance (Fcesius, CEconom . Hipp.) Hippocrates (Opere I

ed. Fees. pp. 418, 547, and 877) employed the root and leaves of tli

plant, as well as eXariipiov, in medicine. Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 15-:
,

minutely describes the method of preparing IXarripiov by drying the fecu
'

lence of the expressed juice of the fruit, and making it into trochei

Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib. xx. cap. 1 & 2, ed. Valp.) calls the plant cucurm

sylvestris
,
and gives a short account of the method of making elateriuns .

C. Bauhin (Pinax, 314) terms the plant cucumis asininus, or asse1 1

cucumber.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Flowers monoecious, yellow, or white
;

wii

a filiform peduncle having one bract (always ?). Males : calyx five-cle

with a very short tube. Corolla five-parted. Stamens triadelpho

anthers connate. Females: filaments three? (rather five, triadelphous

sterile. Style three-cleft. Ovarium bilocular. Fruit often (always

muricate, opening with elasticity when ripe. Seeds compressed, retie

lated when ripe (always ?). (D. C.)

Sp. Char .

—

Hispid, rough, glaucous. Stem short, without tendril

Leaves cordate, somewhat lobed, crenate-dentate, very rugose on Ion

stalks. Fruit ovate, obtuse, hispid-rough, with long peduncles. See*

chestnut-brown (D. C.)

Root annual. Stem thick, round, trailing, and branching. Lear

obtuse, grayish and strongly reticulated on the under side
;

petiol

long and bristly. Flowers axillary, the males form racemes of five *

six flowers. Calyx adherent, with five, lanceolate, acute teeth. Ct

rolla campanulate, yellow, reticulated with green veins. Male

Stamina three, two of which bear doubly-folded anthers [or five, for

* See the note to Cucumis Coloeyutbis, p. 1074.
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of which cohere, so as to form two

bundles of two anthers each]. Fe-

males: filaments three, sterile; ova-

rium inferior, one-celled (spuriously

three-celled) ;
style simple

;
stigmas

three, bifid. Pepo small, elliptical,

pedunculated, grayish-green, covered

with soft prickles; when ripe sepa-

rating from its stalk, and expelling,

with considerable violence, its brown
seeds, and a thin mucus through the

aperture at the insertion of the stalk.

The phenomenon of the expulsion of the

seeds of this plant has acquired, of late

years, increased interest, from the circum-

stance of Dutrochet (Nouv . Reck, sur VEnd.

p. 66, 1828) having- adduced it as one of the

effects of endosmosis. It is well known that

when two fluids of unequal density are se-

parated from each other by membrane (ani-

mal or vegetable), a double permeation of

fluids takes place,—that is, each fluid passes

through the membrane, and mixes with the

other fluid : the current in one direction is

called endosmosis, that in the opposite direc-

tion exosmosis. The instrument employed
byDutroihet in conducting his experiments

he called an endosmometer

:

it consists of a

bell- shaped glass vessel (a bottomless bottle,

for example), closed at the- lower end by
bladder, at the neck by a cork, through which
passes a straight tube; or we may have a
curved tube issuing from the side of the neck
(as in Fig. 198).

H'rup be put into the bell, and the bell then immersed in water, a portion of syrup

\cude through the bladder, while a larger quantity of water will pass in; and if

rry be placed in the curved portion of the tube (as in Fig. 198), the liquid metal is

dl up. If, on the other hand, the bell contain water, and be immersed in syrup,

•onger current is from within outwards. In other words, the stronger current is,

leral, from the lighter towards the denser fluid. Hence we comprehend why
js and plumbs shrivel when preserved in syrup, but remain plump in brandy: in

the first place exosmosis preponderates because the syrup

is denser than the juice of the fruit,—in the second,

endosmosis, because the juice is denser than the brandy:
the separating membrane is, of course, the skin or epicarp

of the fruit.

Now to apply these facts to the phenomena of the

Elaterium apple. In the centre of this fruit, and sur-

rounding the seeds, is a very singular variety of organic;

matter, which appears like thick mucus. It is called by
some botanists placentary matter (see Fig. 197, c). More-
external to this, that is, in the tissue of the pericarp, there-

is another organic liquid, whose density is less than that

of the placentary matter. Now these two fluids being
separated from each other by membrane, are in the exact
condition for the operation of endosmosis; consequently
the central cell gradually becomes very much distended
(at the expense of the liquid in the tissue of the peri-
carp), and ultimately gives way at the weakest point-

—

namely, where the peduncle is articulated with the fruit,

in

Momordica Elaterium.
Jepo expelling its seeds,

stalk.

’ransverse section of the pepo.

Fig. 198.

Endosmometer.
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and the contents of the cells are expelled with great violence, from the sudden
tion of the distended tissues.

Seat of elaterium .—Some years since

contraj I

. . , , .
.

D|\ Clutterbuck (Lond. Med. Rep. Vo l
•

ascertained that the active substance, elaterium, “ is neither lodged in the roots, leavj”
flowers, nor stalks, in any considerable quantity ; nor is it to be found in the bodr'li
the fruit itself, or in the seeds contained within it

;
it was only in the juice aroundtO

seeds therefore, that it could he looked for,” and here it was found.
The precise situation of it will be readily comprehended by inspecting a transrerLi

section of tbe elaterium pepo (see fig. 197, c ) We observe that the external portion
the pericarp (namely, the epicarp) is furnished with rigid hairs; within the epicarp

i J"*!
whitish sarcocarp, forming what Dr. Clutterbuck terms the body of the fruit Tilt

~ L' ^ ^1—i
• 4 1 ...ii i_ • /» .

J
. \ -Mrcentre of the fruit is divided into three cells, by projections of the three parietal pi

centre to which the seeds are attached. Between these projections, and surroundh
the seeds, is the pulp, the placentary matter, or the juice around the seeds (Clutu

)'

buck). It is paler than the sarcocarp, and is composed of a very lax tissue, which i

the fruit maturates, takes on, says Aug. St.-Hilaire, a gelatinous consistence, becomT
disorganized, and melts into water.
“ The centre of the fruit of Memordica Elaterium,” says Dutrocbet (op. cit. p. C >“ contains a very singular organic substance, and which has no resemblance toaiij

other vegetable tissue. It seems to be a green very thick mucus. Viewed by the wT
croscope, it appears to consist of an immense quantity of very small globules, a,i

glomerated sometimes confusedly, sometimes so as to form irregular strire Tl f

substance is penetrated by a whitish liquid, by a sort of emulsion, which is so much 1 1

more dense as we observe it at an epoch nearer maturity. This aqueous liquid escapj
immediately we open the green fruit. By the microscope we see some almost imps

‘

ceptible globules which swim in this liquid. At the epoch of maturity this whitB
liquid is much more abundant, and at the same time much denser; the globules, whiit
it holds in suspension, have become much larger.”

Hab.—South of Europe. Common on rubbish in the villages

Greece and the Archipelago. A few acres are annually cultivated

Mitcham.
Extraction of Elaterium.

Dr. Clutterbuck for obtaining elaterium :
—

“

Tbe following directions are given
jj

The cucumbers should

gathered when nearly as ripe as possible, and without violence tH&

might endanger their bursting. They should then be wetted by tlj

affusion of cold water, that less of the juice when they are cut may al

here to the external surface. In this state they should be cut throuj*

longitudinally, and the juice allowed to strain through a fine sieve, plaaf

in a large earthenware vessel. The seeds and surrounding pulp shoi|!

be scooped out upon the sieve, and washed with repeated affusions!

cold water, by which they will be freed from all adhering juice. Sonjr

thing will be saved also by afterwards rinsing the split cucumbers theji

selves in cold water, from which a portion of elaterium may be cit"

lected.

“After standing a few hours a sediment is formed, from which r|

clear liquor is to be poured off; it is then to be thinly spread on f H

linen, and exposed to the air to dry
;
a gentle warmth may be employ

without injury
;
but the access of sunshine destroys the fine green colE

which the substance otherwise acquires.” From forty fruits, Dr. Cluttt I

buck obtained only six grains of elaterium. The elaterium thus

Hence,cured is of the finest quality
;
but the product is very small,

increase the quantity, slight pressure is employed.

The directions of the British colleges are less explicit than th

The London and Dublin Colleges direct the fruit to be gathered wl

ripe. The Edinburgh College, “ before it is quite ripe.” All din

gentle pressure to be employed. But, as Dr. Clutterbuck has ju ;

observed, “ pressure is not at all necessary in order to obtain the el
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-jj.j
and can only serve to deteriorate its quality, and render the dose

-tain.” The Dublin College orders the elaterium to be received on

a j
en cloth, covered with another, and dried with a medium [i. e.

l^ji een 100° F. and 300° F.] heat. At Mitcham, women are usually

Htoyed in the preparation of elaterium.

: ter the elaterium has deposited from the juice, a mucilaginous

?r subsides, which greatly deteriorates the elaterium (if it has not

I previously separated), and renders it when dry, dark, gummy, and

M i curled.

Si ascription.—The Elaterium
(
elaterium : extractum elaterii, L. E. D.

A elaterium, D.) of commerce, is a very variable article. Two kinds

a! .istinguished, the English and the Maltese.

(A English Elaterium
(
Elaterium anglicum

)
is manufactured at Apo-

t ivies’ Hall, at Mitcham, and perhaps at other places. The finest (elate-

y-i album
,
Auct.) occurs in light, friable, thin, very slightly curled

p s, or flat cakes, or fragments, which frequently bear the impression

t le muslin on which the elaterium was dried. Its colour is pale,

$ ish green, which by exposure to light becomes yellowish. Its taste

Hi rid and bitterish
;

it has a faint animal odour (not very dissimilar to

t: of ergot of rye), but combined with a fragrancy which reminds me
*1 :nna or tea. By keeping nine or ten years, a sample of good elate-

]i! in my museum has assumed a sparkling appearance, as if it con-

ti :d very minute crystals.

m ferior kinds (elaterium nigrum
,
Auct.) are sometimes hard, break

V difficulty, or with a resinous fracture, are much curled, gummy, and
<i coloured (brown or olive-green). They are probably prepared from
t| uice, alter the finest elaterium has been separated. In. my museum,
live several varieties of this inferior kind, which were collected by
if (Clutterbuck. One is in the form of a brownish powder.
Irr. Clutterbuck states, that of the best specimens of elaterium from

itthecaries’ Hall, spirit dissolves more than half; while of inferior

«>.>, a fourth part only is dissolved. Mr. Barry (Paris, Pharmacol.)

that the solubility of elaterium, manufactured by Dr. Clutterbuck’s

ess, is as follows :

—

|on grains of Elaterium, manufactured according to Dr. Clutterbuck’s
process.

Dissolved in Spirit, of
Specific Gravity 0-809.

l.i Lr am ( 1st sample 5 -

5 grains.

G‘2 grains.

6.4 grains.

6 grains.

i> vlessrs. Allen j ~

and Co- j
2d samp e

f : pothecaries’ Hall
f 1

- . Maltese Elaterihm (Elaterium melitense).—This is imported from
' ta. It is in much larger flakes than the best English elaterium, and
uently has some adherent paper on which it has been dried

; its

>ur is much paler, sometimes with hardly a trace of green. Some
f flmens are more friable and softer, and occasionally are rather chalky
[die touch. My specimens are mixtures of chalk and starch, hence
t effervesce with acids, and become blue with iodine. I am assured
L Maltese elaterium is mixed, in this country, with buckthorn juice to
pen its colour, and promote its purgative operation.
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Composition.—Braconnot (.Journ . Phys. lxxxiv. 292) analyzed
expressed, boiled, filtered, and evaporated juice of the plant. S<Jr/
after Dr. Clutterb uck’s experiments on elaterium, Dr. Paris (PharmaAi
loyia) analyzed this substance. In 1831, Mr. Hennell [Journ. of Jj
Royal Institution

,
i. 532) published an analysis of it. In 1835 Lai*

derer [Pharm. Central-Blatt. fur 1835, 154) examined the juice of tfc
fruit growing in Nauplia (Napoli). Furthermore, the active principjfj
of elaterium was examined in 1831 by Dr. Morris [Ed. Med. and

;

Journ. xxxv. 339), and afterwards by Marquart [Pharm. CentralBlai l

fur 1833, S. 850).

Dr. Paris's Analysis.

Elatin .

.

Bitter matter
12

Extractive 2-6

Fecula 2-8

Gluten 0-5

Woody matter 25
Water

Elaterium 10-0

Mr. Hennell's Analysis.
K
f

i

Crystallizable substance
(Elaterin) 44 i

>

Crrp.pn rp«in i<* iGreen resin 17 j;

Starch g
Woody fibre 27 1<

Saline matters 7 ?

Elaterium 101 i I

1. Elaterin [Elaterine j Momordicine). Dr. Clutterbuck shewed, in 1819, that the ; i

tive principle of elaterium was insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol
; for he found

j

watery infusion of eight grains had no effect, whereas the alcoholic extract in the dej »

of one-sixteenlh of a grain produced considerable purging, and often vomiting; a -

when the dose was increased to a quarter of a grain the effect was more cousiderab I

and often took place in a very few minutes. The action of these liquids on elateriil

led Dr. Clutterbuck to believe that the active principle was of a resinous nature. Ej

the alcoholic tincture of elaterium contains three principles : elaterin, the green rer

and a bitter matter. By treating this alcoholic extract with boiling distilled water, t

bitter matter is dissolved: the residue (elaterin and green resin) was termed by Dr. Pa
elatin. Dr. Monies, in 1831, separated the green resin and isolated elaterin

;
tbou|

Mr. Hennell seems to have discovered it about the same time. Dr. Morries obtain*

it by evaporating the alcoholic tincture of elaterium to the consistence of thin oil, 1

then throwing it into boiling distilled water, a white crystalline precipitate w
formed, which increased as the liquor cools. This precipitate was afterwards puriff

1

by a second solution in alcohol and subsequent precipitation by water. Mr. Henneij

process was different. He separated the resin from the crystalline matter of t

alcoholic extract of elaterium by ether, which took up the resin and left the elateriu*

the latter was then purified by solution in hot alcohol and subsequent crystallizatid

Marquart’s process is less likely to yield pure elaterium, since he procured it from

>

extract prepared by evaporating the expressed juice. Another method (founded I p<

sume on the directions of the Edinburgh College, for the determination of the goodiw

of elaterium, see p. 1085) is to treat the alcoholic extract of elaterium with a solutil

of potash, which takes up the bitter matter and the resin, and leaves the elaterin.

quantity of elaterin in elaterium is thus stated by different authorities :

Quantity of Elaterin.100 parts of Elaterium.

Prepared according to the London College (Hennell

)

44

Best British Elaterium [Morries) 26

Worst ditto (Morries) 15

French Elaterium [Morries) 0 or 6

Elaterium (
Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia) 14-3 at least.

Best specimens (
Balmer ,

Lond. Med. Gaz. xxv. 909) 33

Fine sample, prepared at Apothecaries’ Hall in 1839,

and dried by steam heat (Pereira ) 26

These discrepancies must arise principally from the different degrees of goodness

samples examined
;
but partly also from different modes of proceeding. I found t

30. grs. of fine elaterium prepared at Apothecaries’ Hall in 1839, lost by drying 0

steam bath L5 grs. Boiled in repeated portions of rectified spirit, the dried mass 1
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Tlie concentrated green tincture poured into diluted liquor potass® (see pro-

\ Pharmacopoeia
,
below) deposited crystals which dried by steam

S) erin possesses the following qualities: it is crystalline, and has a silky appear-

_yj the crystals viewed by a magnifying glass, are observed to be rhombic prisms

riated sides; it is very bitter, but odourless; is neither acid nor alkaline, and is,

j„i de in water, but soluble in hot alcohol. Mr. Hennell says it is only very slightly

yj in ether; whereas Dr. Morries states it to be readily soluble in both ether and
, il. It is fusible, according to Mr. Hennell, at 350° F. The latter chemist states

is composed of Carbon 36 9, Hydrogen 23 9, and Oxygen 39 2, which nearly cor-

rfcj ds to the formula C 6 H 12 O 5
. Dr. Morries says, that at a high temperature it

jj pated in a thick, white, pungent vapour, having an ammoniacal odour: if so,

R ji m must be a constituent. But neither by the odour, nor by turmeric, can I

M ammonia in this vapour. The late Dr. Duncan, of Edinburgh, ascertained that

?s of one-twelfth or one-sixteenth of a grain it had all the effects of a dose of

ep um. “A tenth of a grain,” says Dr. Christison, “ as I have myself witnessed,

Mp nmetimes cause purging in man
;
and a fifth of a grain, in two doses, admiuis-

ij*ut an interval of twenty-four hours to a rabbit, killed it in seventeen hours after

tl! :ond dose.” Dr. Golding Bird thinks one-sixteenth of a grain a fair dose to

B»?nce with : he repeats it every two hours until some effect is produced. It

g;> e taken dissolved m spirit, and by this diffused through an aqueous vehicle.

fiOreen Resin (Chlorophylle ?)— Is insoluble in water, but dissolves in alcohol,.

Wl and caustic potash . It does not redden litmus, though from its ready solubility in

mty : potash its acid nature might be suspected. Some of it prepared by Mr, Hennell

isf ied at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, and found to act powerfully as a purgative in

d . of less than a third of a grain. Perhaps this might have arisen from the pre-

of elaterin
;

for twenty-one grains of the resin yielded four grains of elaterin.

Blitfer matter.—This is soluble both in water and alcohol. Its taste is intensely

w: ; its colour is brownish yellow.

fi iiARACTERiSTics.—Good elaterium is friable, has a pale greenish-

p colour, and an animal odour. Digested in rectified spirit it yields

green tincture. Thrown into water it swims. It does not effer-

l[- : in diluted hydrochloric acid: the acid liquor being digested on
E rrium, and subsequently rendered nearly neutral by ammonia, gives

3 ely any cloudiness on the addition of oxalate of ammonia. Touched
B tincture of iodine, it gives no evidence of the presence of starch

;

Kgh if it be boiled in water, the decoction, when cold, gives traces

laarch by the blue colour developed on the addition of iodine. If the

leer formed by the burning of elaterium in the air be ignited in the

if • cone of the flame of a candle, the presence of potash is indicated

line bluish or violet tinge.

altese elaterium has no odour, and scarcely any green tinge. Ex-
iled by the microscope, it is found to contain globules of wheaten
:h. It sinks in water, effervesces with diluted hydrochloric acid,,

ling a solution which, when nearly neutralized by ammonia, gives a

\
ous white precipitate {oxalate of lime

)

on the addition of oxalate of

lonia. Tincture of iodine stains it bluish or greenish black {iodide

I tarch). If the cinder obtained by burning Maltese elaterium in the

)e ignited in the outer cone of the flame of the candle, it communi-
s an orange tint to the flame. The adulteration of elaterium by

f
2h was known to Dioscorides. The Edinburgh College gives the fol-

mg characteristics of good elaterium:

—

Colour pale-gray : when exhausted by rectified spirit, the solution, concentrated,
poured into hot diluted aqua potass®, deposits, on cooling, minute silky, colourless
lals, weighing at least a seventh of the elaterium.”

these characteristics are not sufficiently accurate. Good elaterium
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is pale greenish-gracy
; and when treated as the College directs, sho >

yield 2(5 per cent, of crystals (i. e. elaterin).

Physiological Effects, {a.) On Vegetables.—Macaire found abram L
of the Momordica Elaterium was speedily destroyed by immersing

it

a solution of the extract of this plant [Mem. de la Soc. de Phy» L
Geneve, vnl ivAGeneve

, vol. iv.)

(b.) On Animals—Viborg (Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzneim. u. Gifte. B
iii. S. 29G) gave a pound of the fruit of Momordica Elaterium to

horse without any effect. Two and a half pounds of the whole pi
(roots, leaves, and stem) also appeared inert.

The only experiments made with the extract of elaterium that I

acquainted with, are those of Orfda ( Tox . Gen.) on dogs. They
three in number, and prove that this substance is a powerful local irri

producing death even when it has been applied to the cellular tissue

the thigh, in consequence, as he supposes, of the nervous system bei

sympatheticalty affected. Moreover, he concludes, from his observatioi

that elaterium exerts a special action on the rectum.

(c.) On Man.—The acridity of elaterium in its local operation is w
shown by various facts. Pliny truly observes that the juice of the ela

rium apple is dangerous when applied to the eye
; and Dr. Clutt

buck mentions that some of it “ getting accidentally into the eye

one instance, it occasioned severe pain and inflammation, with

erysipelatous swelling of the eyelids, that continued till the followi

day.” We have a further proof of its irritant properties in the infla

mation and ulceration of the fingers of those employed in its p?

paration.

When swallowed, therefore, it irritates the gastro-intestinal me
brane, and occasions vomiting and violent purging

;
hence, it is callei

drastic purgative. Fine elaterium, in the dose of 1 -8th of a gra

seldom fails to purge violently, and sometimes to vomit. This was lo

since noticed by Dr. Clutterbuck, and I can verify his statement fro

repeated observations. Even l-16th of a grain will generally exc

considerable purging.

The elaterium of the shops, however, is rarely so active as this, am

have known two grains given with no more effect than the pure ela

rium would excite in the dose of 1 -8th of a grain. Elaterium pow

fully excites the secreting and exhaling vessels of the alimentary c

and thereby occasions very watery stools
;
hence the term hydrago*

applied to it. In some dropsical cases I have known a single dose

charge several pints of fluid by the bowels. The gripings and the

creased number of evacuations prove that the irritation is not confir

to the mucous coat, but is extended to the muscular coat. Under t

influence of a full dose, the pulse is excited, the tongue becomes 4

and sometimes furred, and great thirst is produced. Occasionally t

skin becomes damp under the operation of elaterium.

Elaterium has been supposed to exert a specific influence over t

uterus. Thus Dioscorides and even later writers state that it provo
1

the menses, and is apt to produce the death of the foetus in utero.

uterine influence, however, is probably not greater, in proportion to

cathartic property, than that of other violent drastics, which act pow

fully on the large intestines.

Does elaterium become absorbed ? We have no stronger evidence
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tU in favour of the affirmative of this question than that mentioned
pii ippocrates (Etndryxiov, lib. vi. sect. 5) that the milk of women and

who have eaten elaterium, or the wild cucumber, possesses purga-

ii
roperties. Furthermore, the accident which occurred to Dr. Robert

p, .on, Lecturer on Botany at St. George’s Hospital, seems to prove that

o ption must have taken place by the skin (see Journ. de Chim. Med.

). Dr. Dickson carried a specimen of the plant in his hat to his

igs, in Paris, from the Jardin-du-Roi. In half an hour he ex-

iced violent headache, which was followed by colicky pain,

it purging, vomiting, and fever.

iisidered with respect to other cathartics, we find it pre-eminently

guished by the violence of its purgative effect. Croton oil alone

ximates to it. Its hydragogue operation exceeds that of most, if

v 1 other, ordinarily used drastics.

es.—The principal use of elaterium is to excite watery evacuations

lAjips?/, bv which a two-fold effect is to be hoped for ; viz. first ,
ab-

* on of the effused fluid
;
secondly, the stoppage of any further effusion

nsequence of the metastasis of vital action from the seat of the

y to the intestinal membrane. In dropsies dependent on, or accom-
d with, disease of the kidney, the evacuation of water by the bowels

ch to be preferred to the employment of stimulating diuretics which
idd to the severity of the renal malady. Of the violent hydragogue
.lives, elaterium I believe to be the most useful in dropsy. It eva-

'S more watery fluid than the others
;
while, if it be good, its opera-

may be relied on. It is objectionable where there is great debility,

where any inflammatory or other disease of the bowels exists. 1

'seen the fatal termination of dropsy apparently accelerated by the

if elaterium. A dropsical patient, much debilitated, took, by order

w physician, a dose of elaterium, which caused excessive alvine

laations, great exhaustion, sinking of the pulse, syncope and death.

::e no contra-indication to the use of elaterium exists, one or two
. of it should be given every other day, for a week or ten days. If

rnued longer than this, it might perhaps bring on an inflammatory

ition of the bowels. Dr. Darwall
(
Cyclop . Pract. Med. art. Anasarca

,

. p. 79) mentions a case in Avhich hypercatharsis and maniacal deli-

were produced by the prolonged use of elaterium
;
the delirium,

;ver, went off in a few hours. Some tonic (usually gentian) is com-

y conjoined with elaterium. Thus a pill composed of elaterium and
.ct of gentian is frequently employed

;
or we may exhibit infusion of

an on alternate days with the elaterium. Where there is a febrile

ition of system, and also where there is an irritable or inflam-

ry condition of the alimentary canal, elaterium is inadmissible,

best adapted for cold phlegmatic constitutions. Sydenham
( Works

>r. Pechey, p.393, 4th ed. 1705) recommended elaterium in dropsy,

'•wards Lister [De hydrope), Heberden
(
Comment . art. Dropsy), Fer-

[Med. Hist, et Reflex, vol. iv.), Clutterbuck (
Lectures in Lancet for

6th, 1826, p. 170), and other experienced practitioners, bore testi-

V to its exceeding great efficacy. But judging by the doses recom-
fed, all of them, except the last-mentioned writer, seem to have been
vare of the great activity of the medicine when pure.
In cerebral affections ,

such as apoplexy, or a tendency to it (mani-
d by sleepiness, stupor, or giddiness), mania, &c., elaterium, as a
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drastic purgative, sometimes jiroves serviceable on the principle of c
'

ter-irritation or revulsion (see p. 45).

3. In obstinate constipation from sluggishness of the intestinal tul]
elaterium is occasionally useful. But care must be taken to ascerta

«

that the constipation does not depend on any mechanical impediment f b
hernia, intersusception, &c.) to the passage of the faeces.

4. In gout.—A combination of elaterium and opium has been fouid

serviceable in gout (see p. 623. Also Sutton, Tracts on Gout
, p. 201).

]

Administration.—The dose of good elaterium is from one-sixteenth hi

one-half of a grain. I hear and read of practitioners giving this sup 1

stance to the extent of one, two, or even three grains; but this can owl''

be from the bad quality of the drug. I have repeatedly employed, alii

seen others exhibit elaterium, and have always observed that a quarter! II

a grain of good elaterium acted very powerfully, sometimes bringiUf

away several pints of fluid
;
and half a grain usually occasioning vomlf

Ing, as well as violent purging. I confess I should not venture to exhilj'

a grain of the same preparation. It is usually given in the form of piljjj

The basis of the pills may be extract of gentian.

As elaterin (the active principle of elaterium) is soluble in rectifij:

spirit, a tincture of elaterium [tinctura elaterii
)
may be emploved.

contains, besides elaterin, a bitter principle and green resin. Elatent

has been given either in powder (mixed with sixty-four times its weia

|

of bitartrate of potash), or in solution in rectified spirit [solutio elateriri*

by Dr. Golding Bird [fond. Med. Gaz. xxv. 908) in doses of one-sii:

teenth to one-eighth of a grain (see p. 1085).

Antidotes.—In the event of a case of poisoning by elaterium, the : ft

rnedies would be demulcent drinks and clysters, opium, the warm bai'.i

and fomentations to the abdomen
;
stimulants (such as ammonia ai*

brandy) if the circulation fail
;
bloodletting to subdue the infiammatqti-

symptoms, should the state of the general system not contra-indicate i it

Other Cucurbitacece, Dietetical, Medicinal, or Poisonous.
t:

The fruits of several eucurbitaceous plants are employed as articles of fond.

Cucumber ( Cu'-cumis sati'vus), the Melon (Cu'cumis Me'lo), the Water Melon
(
Cu'cu u

Citrul'lus), the Vegetable Marrow ( Cucur'bita ovif'era), the Pumpkin or Pumpion
(

f
?

cudbita Pe'po ), and the Melon-Pumpkin or Squash ( Cucur'bita Melo'pepo), are those)lj»

most frequent use. They contain a watery, sweet or acidulous cooling pulp, whic^fe*

slightly nutritious when taken raw, and in some habits proves laxative.

The fresh root of Bryonia dioica is sold by herbalists under the name of white hr

and mandrake root.* Fashioned into a rude representation of the human figure,

seen it exhibited at an herb-shop as a sign. Bryony root contains a peculiar

matter called bryonin. The root operates as a violent emetic and purgative. I hi

seen one case of poisoning by it. The symptoms were those of cholera. As the accidj*

occurred at the time when this disease was raging here, the practitioner who was cal 6

teM k
*

s, I hi
J*

ar bitv

in concluded it was a case of cholera, and mistook a piece of briony root shewn 1 B
as being part of what the patient had eaten, for a piece of turnip. The patient **

woman)
parts.

recovered. Bryony root is employed as a topical application to bruiR

* At p. 880, I stated, on the authority of an herb-dealer, that the root of BI

Briony
(
Tamus communis) is occasionally sold as Mandrake

;
but I have reason to

lieve the information to be erroneous.
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Order 54. Myrta'ce.®, R. Broivn.—The Myrtle Tribe.

, iacters.—Sepals four—six, generally five, concreted into a tube, which is adnate

the ovary, sometimes distinct at the apex, and as far as the margin of the ovary,

other times concrete at the apex, and as far as the throat. Petals inserted on the

yx, as many as the sepals with which they alternate, and quincuncial in aestiva-

n, very rarely absent. Stamens inserted with the petals, often in many rows,

ible, or generally many- times the number of the petals : filaments either free or

•iously all connected or polyadelphous, before flowering somewhat incurved
;

> 'hers ovate, bilocular, small, dehiscing by a double chink. Carpella four—six,

; aerally five, by abortion often fewer, concrete into a many-celled ovary, which is

0 ; : uate to the calyx. Style
,
composed of many partial styles concreted, and, there-

kj e, called single, with a simple stigma. Fruit various, many-celled, many-seeded.

°ds various; embryo exalbuminous (D. C.)

—

Trees or shi-ubs. Leaves generally

h 'oosite, rarely alternate, exstipulate, quite entire, dotted with pellucid glands, and
jally with a vein running parallel with their margin. Inflorescence variable

;

tally axillary. Flowers red, white, occasionally yellow, never blue.

erties.—Aromatic volatile oil and astringent matter (especially the former) are

principles to which the medicinal properties of Myrtacese are referrible. The
lucid dotting of the leaves and other parts indicates the volatile oil.

Melaleuca mi'nor, Smith, L. E.

—

The Lesser Melaleuca.

Melaleuca Cajuputi : Maton ; Roxburgh.
f

Sex. Syst. Polyadelphia, Icosandria.

(Oleum b foliis destillatum, L.—Volatile oil of the leaves, E.)

1 istory.—This tree was described by Rumphius {Herb. Amboin.

iii. p. 76) under the names of Arbor alba minor
,
Cajuputi

,
Daun

HI, and Caju-kilan. It has got its name from its colour kayu-puti

,

::h signifies ivhite wood
,
and hence its appellation, as given to it by

mphius, arbor alba [Mat. Indica, i. 261 ; and Crawford, Hist. Ind.

hhip. vol. i. p. 513).

tOTANY. Gen. Char.—Tube of the calyx almost hemispherical;

i> five-partite. Petals five. Bundles of stamens five, elongated, al-

;ate with the petals
;

anthers incumbent. Style filiform
;

stigma

se. Capsule connate with, and enclosed in, the thickened tube of

(calyx, which is adnate at its base to the branch : three-celled, many-
ed. Seeds angular (D. C.)

—

Trees or shrubs. Leaves alternate or

osite, quite entire, equal at the base. Flowers sessile, or somewhat
bate, spiked or capitate, white, yellowish, or purplish.

ip. Char .

—

Leaves alternate, elliptical-lanceolate, somewhat acute,

:atly falcate, three- five-nerved. Flowers spiked, rather distant. Rachis,

ix, and branchlets, villose (D. C.)

'runk tolerably erect, but crooked
;
bark thick, spongy, whitish ash-

ured, the exterior lamina peeling off in thin flakes. Branches scat-

id, often drooping. Leaves short-stalked, while young silky, when
-grown smooth, deep green, from three to five inches long, and from

I

to three-quarters of an inch broad, very aromatic when bruised.

'<es terminal. Bracts solitary, lanceolate. Calyx urceolate. Corolla
te. Filaments from thirty to forty, united into five portions at the
i : anthers with a yellow gland at the apex. Style rather longer
i the stamina

;
stigma obscurely three-lobed

;
ovary ovate, united to

4 A
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the calyx. Capsule three-valved. (Condensed fromRoxburgh, FI. l,l(i :• J

395 ;
and Trans. Med. Bot. Sac. April 11, 1828).

Hab.—Moluccas.
Ex)fraction of the Oil.—Rumphius (Herb. Amboin.) states thi|

the leaves are gathered on a warm clay, and placed in a sack, where thdij
become hot and damp. They are then macerated in water, and left ]k
ferment for a night, and afterwards submitted to distillation. Two sacl)
fuls of the leaves yield scarcely three drachms of oil, which is limpid pjjj
lucid, and volatile. Lesson (Journ. de Chem. Med. iii. 237) has describe
the method of obtaining the oil at Bourou, one of the Molucca island*

The leaves, he says, are gathered in the latter end of September, and pli?

into the cucurbit of a copper alembic, surmounted by a neck, terminated l|L

a capital without a refrigeratory, and a sufficient quantity of water is thii
added. By distillation, this liquid is made to traverse a worm irmnersdlj

in a hogshead filled with water, and is collected in a vessel
; the

(j|j.

which floats is very light, and of an herbaceous green colour, which
owing to chlorophylle, or perhaps a somewhat different resinous principal

j

By rectification it becomes colourless.

Description.—Cajuput or Kyapootie oil {oleum cajuputi) is usualjjj

imported in green glass bottles (in appearance similar to long-ne®|;}

beer bottles). Its colour is green, the tint being that of a strong soli
|

tion of chloride of copper. It is transparent, limpid, of a strong perji

trating smell, resembling the combined odour of camphor, rosemaa

and cardamom, and of an aromatic camphoraceous taste, succeeded

a sensation of coolness like that caused by oil of peppermint. In t

mass the odour is disagreeable, but in small quantity, as when rubb

on the hand, is much more fragrant. An apparently pure sample, whi

has been several years in my museum, has a sp. gr. of 0’925. I

Thomson (
Ory . Chem. 476) says, the sp. gr. varies from 0'914 to 0*927

while Mr. Brande {Bid. of Pharm.) states it to be 0 - 980. Oil

cajuput is soluble in alcohol. When carefully distilled with water, t

first portion of oil which passes over is very light, and quite colourle^

but towards the end of the process, a heavier and greenish oil distj

over.

Composition.—According to Blanchet (quoted by Thomson, op. c

the composition of oil of cajuput is as follows :

—

Atoms. Eq. Wt. Per Cent.

Carbon 10 00 77 92

Hydrogen 9 9 1169
Oxygen 1 8 10-39

Cajuputi Oil 1
. 77 100-00

Adulteration.—M. Guibourt {Journ. de Cliim. Med. vii. 612)

tected in several samples of oil of cajuputi, oxide of copper in solutieji

It is, he says, easily recognised by shaking the oil with a solution

ferrocyanide of potassium, when a red precipitate (ferrocyanide of ci

per) is formed. To this metal, derived as is supposed from the copf

vessels in which the oil has sojourned, M. Guibourt ascribes the gr

colour of the oil. This conclusion, however, is somewhat prematm

for all the samples of the oil which I have examined were, though gre
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i devoid of copper ; and Mr. Braude observes, that none of the

i es which he lias examined have contained even a trace of copper.

I
1831, oil of cajuputi was extolled as a remedy for cholera

(
Lond

.

d Gaz. viii.) In consequence of the great demand for it, which was

[]|
oy created, the price rose from two to fourteen shillings per ounce

;

d iarious imitations of it soon made their appearance in the market.

)i if these consisted of oil of rosemary flavoured with camphor and
J cardamoms, and coloured. Except on this extraordinary occasion,

111 of cajuputi met with in the shops of this country, I believe to be

j -is imported.

i 1 . vsiolog i

c

al Effects.—Cajuput oil is a powerful antispasmodic,

Sable stimulant and sudorific (see p. 76). From the ordinary dis-

gjj
.oils (as those of the labiate plants and umbelliferous fruits) it is

ULguished by its stronger influence over the nervous system (evinced

& .
antispasmodic qualities) and by the greater diffusibility of its

m ant operation. It is allied to valerian (p. 969) between which and
E*:ior (p. 791) it ought perhaps to be placed in a physiological classi-

(1 mi ;
but in large doses, it does not disorder the mental faculties

jl'se two medicines do.

i|-:s.— Cajuput oil has acquired considerable celebrity among the

n s ;
and has been more frequently employed in Germany than in any

European nation. By British practitioners its uses have hitherto

ji ery limited. As a diffusible stimidant it is useful where we wish
Body to raise the energy of the vital powers, especially when at the

lit time any spasmodic movements are to be allayed. With these

If it has been employed in low fevers, paralytic affections, and
a. In the last mentioned diseases it acquired an epheineral repu-

n. . in consequence of the favourable reports of Sir Matthew Tierney,

Withers [Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. viii. pp. 628, 683, 736, &c.) As an
Aiasmodic, it is a very efficacious remedy, in painful spasmodic affec-

jg of the stomach, and in flatulent colic; but of its uses in epilepsy,

Bu, hysteria, tetanus, spasmodic asthma, and some other spasmodic

ifi 3S, in which its efficacy has been extolled by oriental and conti-

|
practitioners, I have no experience. As a stimulating sudorific, it

HC occasionally useful in chronic rheumatism. As an external re-

4 :

it is probably scarcely superior to most other volatile oils. It has

m mes been applied to a carious tooth, to relieve tooth-ache
;
and

if with olive oil, has been used as a stimulating liniment in chronic

El! atism, painful affections, local paralysis, &c. As an anthelmintic,

1 used by Rudolphi.

I ministration.—The dose of it is from two to ten, or even more,

It may be taken on sugar, or in the form of an emulsion.

Caryophyl'lus aromat'icus, Linn. L. E.—Clove-Tree.

Euge'nia caryopliylla'ta. Thunberg. D.

Sex. Syst. Icosandria, Monogynia.

ondum explicati, exsiccati
;
Oleum e floribus destillatum, L.—Dried undeveloped flower; Vola-

j

tile oil of the undeveloped flowers, E.—Flores nondum explicati, et Oleum volatile, D.)

>tory.—The garyophyllon of Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xii. cap. 15, ed.

I cannot have been our clove, since that naturalist describes it as

|
like a peppercorn, but larger and more brittle. Indeed it is not
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Fig. 199.

quite certain who tirst speaks of the clove. Paulus ^Egineta (Be lu
Medico,

,
lib. vii. cap. iii.) notices k:apv6<pv\\ov, and I think probably refj.

to the clove; though Sprengel {Hist. Rei Herb. i. 217) regards SiineJkJ

Seth as the first who mentions cloves.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Tube of the calyx cylindrical; limb fouL
partite. Petals four, adhering by their points in a sort of calypjJ
Stamens distinct, arranged in four parcels, inserted in a quadrangullb

fleshy hollow near the teeth of the calyx. Ovary two-celled, each cd|

.

containing twenty ovules. Berry
,
when ripe, one- or two-celled, one-

two-seeded. Seeds cylindrical or semi-ovate: cotyledons thick, flesh#!}

concave externally, sinuous in various ways internally; radicle arisita

from the centre of the cotyledons, straight, superiorly hidden by fltt

cotyledons.

—

Trees. Leaves opposite, coriaceous, dotted. Cymes tdy

minalor in the forking of the branches; somewhat corymbose (D. C.) £

Sp. Char.—Leaves ovate-oblong, acuminate at both ends. Cynik

many-flowered (D. C.)

Trunk from 15 to 30 feet high. Leai if

about four inches long, with a strong midi(.

and parallel lateral nerves
;
footstalks sip

der, aromatic
;

almost two inches lonff

Flowers odorous. Calyx at first green, aftM

wards purplish-red. Petals four, larger thU

the calyx, imbricated into a globe in b<|

at length spreading, roundish, concave, fife,

lowish-red, very soon caducous. In
jjj;f

centre of the calyx, and occupying the tl

of the ovary, is a quadrangular elevated lji

(or gland) surrounding, but not embracij L

the base of the shortish, obtusely subuli
j

style. Filaments much longer than the petf|-

yellow: anthers ovate-cordate, yellow,

celled. Ovary oblong, or almost cylindrUj’.

Berry purplish, elliptical, one-seeded. STij

with a thin, soft integument ;
embryo ellac

tical, greenish, dotted.—(Condensed horn Bot. Mag. t. 2749).

Hab .

—

Molucca Islands
;
where, as well as at Sumatra, Mauri >>

Bourbon, Martinique, St. Vincent’s, &c., it is now extensively cultivau

The short-sighted and selfish policy of the Dutch, to limit the cultivaw

of the plant to the Molucca Islands, has, therefore, completely faijl

(See Marsden, Hist, of Sumatra
, p. 146, 3rd ed.; Smith, in Rees’ Cycif

art. Caryophyllus
;
Crawford, East. Archip. iii. 388; Hooker, Bot.

t. 2749).

Collection.— Cloves are collected by the hand, or beaten with rei

so as to fall upon cloths placed under the tree, and dried by fire, or
'

is better, in the sun.
j]

Commerce.—They are imported in casks or bags. Those prodn *

in the Molucca Islands usually come by way of Rotterdam. In 1

duty (6d. per lb.) was paid on 93,549 lbs.

Description.—The clove of commerce (
caryophyllus

)

is the unexpar

flower, the corolla forming a ball or sphere at the top, between the four t

of the calyx, and thus with the tapering, somewhat quadrangular tube ol|

calyx, giving the appearance of a nail (whence the word clove, froinf

Caryophyllus aromaticus.

J
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M ;h clou ,
a nail). The length of the clove is from five to ten lines

;

M ickness from one to one-and-a-half lines. Its colour is dark-brown

a yellowish-red tint
; the corolla somewhat deeper. Good cloves

g j
d be dark -brown, and perfect in all parts, have a strong fragrant

and a hot acrid taste, and when slightly pressed with the nail,

J out oil. They are distinguished in commerce by their place of

v i di. Those from the East Indies {Amboyna and Bencoolen cloves)

j he best: they are the largest, plumpest, and most oily. The Ben-

M i clove is the most esteemed. Cloves produced in the French

fll-ssions [Bourbon and Cayenne cloves) are smaller, more shrivelled,

Hiin less oil, and are of inferior value. The Cayenne clove is the least

jlmed.

I ler the name of Mother-cloves {matrices caryophylli sen anthophylli) are described,

lr| ?ral authors, the fruits of the clove
(fructus caryophylli aromatici) which have been

Jcroally introduced as articles of commerce, and a sample of which has been pre-

if| iu the collection of the East India House. They have the shape of an olive,

which they are smaller. Superiorly they are crowned with the four teeth of the

jq
with the remains of the style in the centre. Their colour is similar to that ofthe

I i
their odour and flavour similar, but much weaker. Internally we find the embryo

| |;-ts two sinuous cotyledons.

I broken peduncles of the clove {clove-stalks ; griffe de girojle
)
are sometimes sub-

il .d by distillers for cloves (Guibourl).

i
1 mposition.—Cloves were analyzed by Trommsdorf (Gmelin, Handb.

!

em. ii. 1272), who found them to consist of, volatile oil 18, almost

<ess resin 6, peculiar kind of tannin 13, difficultly soluble extractive

(tannin 4, gum 13, woody fibre 28, and water 18.

r
olutile Oil of Cloves (Oleum Caryophylli).—By distillation with, water, cloves

' wo volatile oils—one lighter, the other heavier than water. The oil of cloves of
:rce is a mixture of these two oils. When carefully and recently prepared it is

i less or light-yellow, but by keeping becomes brownish-red. It has a hot, acrid

nnd the well-known odour of cloves, and is soluble in alcohol, ether, concentrated

acid, and the fixed oils. Its sp. gr. is probably variable, though always greater

lhat of water. Lewis found it to be LOST. Bonastre {Ann. de Chim. et Phys.
‘.274) says, that of the unrectified oil is l 055, but by rectification part ofthe light

< ost, and the sp. gr. is then 1 -061. Ettling (Poggendorf’s Annul, xxxi. 526) says

imposition is, Carbon 74*6279, Hydrogen 8-1531, and Oxygen 17-2189. To sepa-

into the two oils he mixed it with potash ley, and distilled t a light oil passed

while a compound of the heavy oil ( clove acid) and potash remained in the retort,

jy distillation with phosphoric or sulphuric acid, gives out the heavy oil.

.light Oil of Cloves
(
Clove-Hydro-Carbon ).—Colourless. Sp. gr. 0918. Incapa-

combining with bases, but absorbing hydrochloric acid gas without yielding a
i lline compound. It consists of Cto H 8

; hence it is isomeric with oil of turpen-
• ee p. 710).

Heavy Oil of Cloves {Clove Acid; Eugenic Acid).— It is colourless when recently

'ed, but becomes coloured by age. Its sp. gr., according to Bonastre, is 1 079. It

: ncs with alkalies to form crystalline salts
(
alkaline eugenates; clove-oil alkalies).

i alt of iron be added to one of these, it yields a blue, violet, or reddish compound
ruginous eugenate), varying somewhat according to the nature of the ferruginous
sed : thus the protosulphate of iron yields a lilac, the persulphate a red, which
hes violet and afterwards blue; while the sesquichloride gives a vinous, which
•to red (Bonastre). Nitric acid reddens clove acid.
: composition of clove acid is as follows :

—

Atoms. Eg. Wt. Per Cent. Ettling. Boeckmann.
bon

. 24 .... 144 .... 72-36 .... 726327 .... 72-696
drogen

. 15 ... 15 ... 7-54 .... 7-4374 .... 7-434
ygen . 5 .... 40 .... 2010 .... 19-9297 .... 19 870

Clove Acid... • ^ * • • • 199 .... 100 00 .... 99 9998 .... L 004)00
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This statement does not
(Ann. de Chirn. et Phys. liii

r>t agree with that of Dumas, who, from his first analvi
ii. 164), gave the formula (J20 Hi3 Qs

; and from his secoffl
one (Pharm . Central-Blatt. Oct. 13, 1838, from Ann.der Pliurm. xxvii. 151), C 20 Hi 2 (j
But various reasons, not necessary here to enumerate, lead me to believe that EttliiJ

4
72-2 1

formula is the correct one, supported as it is by Boeckmann’s analysis and by Dumal
statement, that the sp. gr. of the vapour of clove acid is 6 4 (Ibid: also Thomson OJh
Chem. p. 1046).

2. Eugenin
(
Stearoptene of Oil of Cloves).—This was found in oil of cloves 1(:

Bonastre. It is in thin, while, pearly scales, which become yellow by keeping, it

very soluble in alcohol and ether
;
has the odour and taste of cloves, but weaker

is reddened by nitric acid. According to Dumas, its composition is Carbon 72
Hydrogen 7'64, and Oxygen 20TI

;
or C 20 Hi2 OF

3. Caryophyllin ( Clove sub-resin).—First described by Lodibert
(Journ . de Pharm.

: {•

101) and afterwards examined by Bonastre (Ibid. p. 103). It is extracted from clovi?

by alcohol. The Molucca cloves yield the largest quantity of it
; those of Bourbb1,

contain less; and the Cayenne cloves none. It is a satiny, crystalline, odourless, tasll

less, fusible and volatile substance; insoluble in water, soluble in alcohol and etheU-

slightly so in caustic alkalies. It is reddened by sulphuric acid. According A
Dumas (Ann. de Chem. et Phys. liii. 164) it is composed of Carbon 79 -

o, Hydrogen loj
j

Oxygen 10‘0; hence its formula is G’20 H 16 02; so that its composition is similarlji

that of camphor (p. 791).

4. Clove-tannin.—The tannin of cloves is less acerb than ordinary tannin, and

compound with gelatin has less elasticity.

Chemical Characteristics.—Nitric acid reddens infusion of clovtil

Tincture of sesquichloride of iron renders it blue. The oil of cloves alii

undergoes similar changes to the infusion. These facts deserve especi \

attention in relation to opium and morphia (see Opium) on account of ti

analogous phenomena presented by morphia when acted on by nitric an >

sesquichloride of iron (Journ. de Pharm. xi. 539 and 566). lnfusiql

and oil of allspice are also similarly affected.

Physiological Effects.—Cloves have a very agreeable flavour £u)jj

odour, and are devoid of the fiery taste and acridity which distingui||

pepper and ginger: in other respects their effects agree with those |L

other spices (see p. 72). Though volatile oil is by far the most import®
^

of their active principles, yet the tannin, extractive, and resin, must cot„i

tribute something to their operation.

Uses.—Cloves are principally used for culinary purposes, as flavoiqt

ing ingredients. They are not employed in sufficient quantity to nrojjj

of much importance as condimentary stimulants, yet they are applicable

as gastric excitants, in dyspeptic cases connected with relaxation of t|£

alimentary canal. In medicine cloves are rarely employed alone, or
' E

the basis or principal medicine, but usually as an addition to other n|S

dicines, the flavour of which they improve, or whose operation thlH

correct. When, however, they are given alone, it is merely as a slm

machic and carminative, to relieve nausea, vomiting, flatulence, or soiiu

allied stomach disorder. Distillers prepare. a liqueur called cloves. I’j

Administration.—In substance cloves may be taken in doses of fijjj

or ten grains, or ad libitum. ~ ^ 1ICII giailiOj C/I U/U/ vuisuu wuv I

M

1. Infusum Caryophylli, L. E. Infusum Caryophyllorum, D. CIM

Tea. (Cloves, bruised, 5iij. [5j., D.]; Boiling [distilled, L.] Water, M

[Oss. wine meas. D.] Macerate for two hours in a vessel lightly c

vered, and strain [through calico, E.J)—Aromatic, stimulant, and st|

machic. Employed in dyspepsia, flatulent colic, gout, &c.; generally

combination with other medicines. Ammonia increases its efficaq,

Dose, f§j . to foij
. __

2. Oleum Caryophylli, E. (Obtained by submitting cloves,
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J r, to repeated distillation).—No directions are given by the London

a!
Dublin Colleges for the preparation of oil of cloves, which is placed

m iem among tlie articles of the Materia Medica.

y
:

> extract the whole of the oil from cloves, they must be subjected to

y ited cohobations. On an average they yield from 17 to 22 percent.

(4 >latile oil (including the heavy and light oils). The physical and

H tical properties of this oil have been already described (p. 1093). It

metimes placed in the hollow of a carious tooth, to relieve tooth-

er ;
but itsmore frequent medicinal use is as an addition to purgatives

(|
pilulce colocynthidis, E.) to check nausea and griping. The dose of

i| two to six drops. Distillers and soap-makers extensively use oil of

|ss.

I Tinctura Caryophylli. (Cloves, sj.; Rectified Spirit, 5iv. Ma-
tt e for seven days, and then filter).—Though not contained in any of

’British pharmacopoeias, this is a very useful and elegant preparation,

llhas a place in the French Codex. A solution of the oil in spirit is

jj . igreeable, and becomes milky on the addition of water. Dose, ntx.

l |. It may be usefully employed as an addition to purgative, sto^

IT: lie, and tonic mixtures.

Eugenia Pimenta, Decandolle, E.

—

The Common Allspice

Myr'tus Pimen'ta, Linn. L. D.)

Sex. St/st. Icosandria, Monogynia.

(Baccffi immature exsiccatae, L.—Unripe berries, E.—Fructus, D.)

[iistory.—

I

t is scarcely probable that the ancients should have been

| ainted with allspice
,
which is a native of the West Indies, and there-

could not have been known to Europeans before the discovery of

irica. Yet Clusius (
Exotic

.

lib. i. cap. 17) thought it was the garyo-

lon of Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib. xii. cap. 15, ed. Valp.), an opinion,

?ver, which, for the above-mentioned reason, can scarcely be correct

ine’s Jamaica
,
ii. 77).

|otany. Gen. Char.—Tube of the calyx roundish; limb divided,

:ar as the ovary, into four segments. Petals as many as the lobes.

lens indefinite, free. Ovary two- or three-celled
;

cells containing

\y ovules. Berry nearly globose, crowned by the calyx
;
when ripe,

rarely two-celled. Seeds one to two, somewhat rounded, large

;

~ ryo spuriously monocotyledonous
; cotyledons very thick, combined

one mass; radicle scarcely distinct, very short (D. C.)

—

Trees or

bs.

p. Char.—Peduncles axillary and terminal, trichotomous-paniculate.

1 vers four-cleft, in the forks of the peduncle, nearly sessile, others pani-

tte. Leaves oblong or oval, pellucid-dotted, somewhat opaque,

nth. Branches terete
;
branchlets compressed; the younger ones, as

as the pedicels, pubescent (D. C.)

runk about 30 feet high. Leaves about four inches long, on short

•stalks. Flowers numerous. Sepals roundish. Petals reflected,

nish-white. Berry succulent, black or dark-purple when ripe
;
two-

led. Einbryo roundish, with the cotyledons consolidated.—(Con-
sed from Bolan. Mag. t. 1236).

^Ao .—West Indies. It is cultivated in Jamaica in regular walks
nento vmlks).
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Collection.—When the fruit has attained its full size, but is yet green fe
it is gathered and sun-dried on platforms and sheets. When nearly

<jr
^

it is frequently winnowed. Tt is afterwards put in bags of 100 cwt. e^'E
for the European market (Wright, Med. Plants of Jamaica; BrownJf
Nat. Hist, of Jamaica ,

248). Some planters kiln-dry it.

Description.'—Pimento ox Jamaica pepper (pimenta seu piper jumai\[
cense

)
commonly called allspice (because its flavour is considered

tr B
approach that of cinnamon, cloves, and nutmegs) is about the size of n
or somewhat larger than, a peppercorn. It is round, brown, dull, rou<di-|?

ish but not wrinkled, crowned with the segments of the calyx, and occall*

sionally, though rarely, has a short pedicel. It consists of an external)
(j

somewhat hard but brittle shell, which is paler within, and encloses two

«

dark brown COchleate Seeds. A 11 sniff* hoc nn arnmatip arrTODoKlnAllspice has an aromatic agreeable odoul
(intermediate between pepper and cloves) and a strong aromatic clovell

like taste.

Ovate Pimento (Brasilianischer oder Kron-Piment, Dierbacb, Berlin. Jahrbuch, Bd 1

, r

xxxviii. s. 296; Piment couronne «u Poivre de Thevet, Guibourt, Hist, des Dmj. if
351.)—This is the fruit of Myrtus pimentoides, Nees v. Esenbeck (leones Plant. Med)
called by Decandolle {Prodr. iii. 243) Myrcia pimentoides

,
a native of the West Indies

Except in shape, it strongly resembles the common allspice. It is ovate or oval, ter|
:

minated superiorly by a large crown, formed by the five-toothed limb of the calvx

It is usually two, more rarely three or four-celled, each cell containing one seed

Guibourt has always found three, four, or six seeds in each fruit. In the only sampl

I have seen, and which came from St. Vincent’s, there were in most of the fruits onl

two seeds.

Commerce.—Pimento is imported in bags, usually from the Wes I

Indies (almost entirely from Jamaica). In 1839, duty (9d. per lb.) wa
paid on 277,185 lbs.

Composition.—Pimento was analysed by Braconnot (Duncan, Edinb

Dispens.) and in 1825 by Bonastre (Journ . de Chim. Med. i. 210).

Bonastre's Analysis.

Volatile oil

Green oil ,

Solid fat oil

Astringent extract

Gummy extract

Colouring matter

Resinous matter

Uncrystallizable sugar

Malic or gallic acid

Lignin
Saline ashes

Water
Loss
Red matter, insoluble in water.

Pellicular residue

Brown flocculi „

Total.

Husks.

100
.. 8-4

.. 0-9

114
.. 3 0
..40
.. 1-2

.. 3 0

.. 0-6

50-0

.. 2*8

.. 3 5

.. 1.6

1000

Kernels.

.. 5'0

.. 2 5

.. 12
398

.. 7 2

8-0

1.6

.. 1-9

.. 3 0

.. 1-8

,. 8-8

160
. 3-2

100.0

Braconnot's Analysis.

Volatile oil

Amylum
Wax, with red colouring

matter

Gum
Nitrogenous matter

Citrate of Potash

Phosphate of Potash and

loss

Insoluble matter

Total.

1. Volatile Oil of Pimento (Oleum Pimento;).—By distillation with water, allspic<

like cloves, yields two volatile oils, the one lighter, the other heavier than water.

oil of pimento of the shops is a mixture of these. Except in odour, its property

are almost identical with those of oil of cloves (see p. 1093). By distillation wlt
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a ,,
potash, the light oil is separated ;

the residue, mixed with sulphuric acid and

u 1; ted to distillation, gives out the heavy oil.

;
ight Oil of Pimento (

Pimento-Hydro-Carbon).—Has not, to my knowledge, been

-isly examined. Its properties appear to be similar to those of the light oil of

It floats on water and on liquor potassee, and is slightly reddened by nitric

J Potassium sinks in, and is scarcely, if at all acted on by, it.

ti [eavy Oil of Pimento (Pimentic Acid).—Very similar to clove-acid. It forms

ie alkalies, crystalline compounds
(alkaline pimentates) which become blue or

T j

h on the addition of the tincture of chloride of iron (owing to the formation of

1 ginous pimentate). Nitric acid acts violently on and reddens it.

| reen Oil or Matter (Resin F) This substance, which has an acrid burning taste,

n |
utes to the activity of pimento. Its odour is rancid, but somewhat clove-like.

1 1 dves readily in alcohol and ether, to which it communicates a green colour.

A‘ 'imento-tannin.—Is soluble in alcohol, strikes a green colour with the persalts of

(jpad precipitates emetic tartar.

litEMiCAL Characteristics.—See Chemical Characteristics of oil of

111;, p. 1094.

ti rsioLOGiCAL Effects.—Allspice possesses the general properties of

b: tecies already noticed (p. 72). It holds an intermediate rank be-

4 PePPer and cloves.

.I. ES.— Its principal employment is by the cook, for flavouring. It

j >e taken with advantage by those troubled with relaxed or atonic

( dons of stomach. In medicine, its uses are similar to those of

I-;; viz. to relieve flatulency, to cover the flavour of nauseous re-

ls, and to promote the operation of tonics and stomachics, and to

]
vat the griping of purgatives.

' 'ministration.—

I

n substance, allspice may be taken in doses of

rp ten grains to a drachm or more
iOleum Pimento, L. E. D. (Obtained by submitting allspice,

*:d, with water, to distillation) .
j—Allspice yields, I am informed by

dwlnpple, about 4‘37 per cent, of volatile oil (heavy and light together).

Iptedical uses are very limited. It is sometimes employed to relieve

!

» ache, to correct the operation of other medicines, as purgatives

inics, and to prepare the spiritus and aqua 'pimentos. The dose

ss from two to six drops.

Spiritus Pimentje, L. E. D. (Pimento, bruised, *ijss. [Siij. D.]
;

Spirit, Cong. i.
; Water, Oj. [sufficient to prevent empyreuma, D.]

MAdinburgh College directs half a pound of bruised pimento to be
ii| and to proceed as for spirit of caraway [see p. 1035]).—Cannina-
U ! nd stomachic. Used in dyspepsia, and flatulent colic. Dose, f5j.

d ' v. In the shops, a spirituous solution of the oil is frequently sub-
tj sd for the pharmacopoeial preparation.

I.Aqua Pimento, L. E. D. (Pimento, bruised, lb. i. [lb. ss. D.
;
or

1’f Pimenta, 5ij. L.\
;
[Proof Spirit, fSvij. L.

;

Rectified Spirit, foiij.

Water, Cong. ij. [sufficient to prevent empyreuma, D.] Mix, and
d: gallon distil. The Dublin College macerates first for twenty hours.)
11hrminative Employed for its flavouring, carminative, and stomachic

(f erties, as a vehicle for stimulant, tonic, and purgative medicines,

•j ,
f3j. to foij. In the shops, it is usually prepared with the oil.
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Ollier Medicinal Myrtacece.

The substance called Botany Bay Kino is the astringent inspissated juice of

Fig. 200.

#
it

lyptus resinifera or Iron Bark, a native of Australia and V
Diemen’s Land. This tree, we are told (White, Journ.nl
Voyage to New South Wales, p. 231, 1790), sometimes vie
on incision sixty gallons of juice. Botany Bay kino is i

ported in boxes. That which I have met with came fr ,

Van Diemen’s Island. It occurs in irregular odourless mass
many of which are in the form of tears, somewhat rest
bling those ol cherry-tree gum in form, and as large as t

f

tears ol Senegal gum. The purer pieces are ^vitren.purer pieces are vitreoi

almost black in the mass, but transparent, and of a beauti
ruby-red in small and thin fragments. Some of the piec
however, are opaque and dull, from the intermixture of «r#K
and other impurities. When chewed it sticks to the tee

and has an astringent taste. Digested in cold water it swel
becomes soft and gelatinous (like red-currant jelly), and vie

a red liquid which reddens litmus, and yields precipita,

with lime water, gelatin, acetate of lead, sesquichloride
iron, and, if caustic potash or ammonia be previously add
with the chloride of calcium. Alcohol and emetic tai

occasion no precipitate. Digested in rectified spirit, BoP
Bay kino becomes gelatinous, as with water, and yield

similar red solution, from which water precipitates nothi

but which reddens litmus, and deposits a copious precipi

when potash, ammonia, or lime-water is dropped in. Fr
these and other experiments, I infer that Botany Bav k

consists principally of pectin and tannic acid. It has be

used in diarrhoea (White, op. cit.) Ainslie (Mat. Indica)

it is the only kind employed in India; but I suspect then

some error in this statement.

Eucalyptus resinifera.

Order 55. Lythraceae, Lindleij.—The Loosestrife Tribe.

Salicari.t., Jussieu .—Lythkaiiie/K, Dccandolle.

sot

Essential Character.—Sepals definite in number, coherent beyond the middle. Co

free, tubular or campanulate ; lobes valvate, or distant in aestivation
;

the sinu

being sometimes lengthened into conical lobes or external teeth. Petals inserted

the upper part of the tube of the calyx, between the lobes, various in number, s<

times none, generally very caducous. Stamens inserted into the tube of theca

below the petals; equal, double, triple, or quadruple the number of petals, sometii

fewer. Anthers oval, bilocular, adnate. Ovary free
;
style filiform

;
stigma usu;

capitate. Capsule membranous, covered or surrounded by the calyx ;
of two

four carpels; while young generally (always ?) two-celled by the slender margin

the carpels being indexed; but when ripe one-celled by the disappearance of

dissepimenta, either dehiscing longitudinally, or more rarely and irregularly wil

circumscissile dehiscence. Placenta central, adnate to the dissepiment when pres

or free, thick, either compressed-cylindrical or obscurely trigonal or tetragonal;

apex with some threads, conveyers of the seminal aura, continuous with the bas

the style. Seeds many, small, exalbuminous ; embryo straight; radicle tun

towards the hilurn ;
cotyledons flat, foliaceous. (D. C.)

Properties.—Variable. Except Lythrum Salicaria, which is astringent, the medici

properties of few species arc well known. Nesaea salicifolia is said to be diure

diaphoretic, and purgative.
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Lythrum Salicaria
,
Linn. D.

—

Spiked Purple-Loosestrife.

Sex. Syst. Dodecandrin, Monogynia.

(Herba, T>.)

pf story.—As this plant is a native of the Grecian Archipelago, it

!j]i have been known to the ancients
;
but hitherto it has not been

ictorily identified with any plant described by them,

u TANY. Gen. Char.— Calyx cylindrical, striated, toothed at the

ift • teeth eight to twelve, of which four to six are broader than the

M md erect, and the remaining four to six alternate ones, subulate, often

||shaped, sometimes not present, or very small. Petals four to six,

u| ..g from the apex of the tube, alternate with the erect teeth. Sla-
ni arising from the middle or base of the calyx, double or equal the

xih er of the petals, or by abortion fewer. Style filiform
;
stigma

rtj ite. Capsule oblong, covered by the calyx, two-celled, many-
jd id. Placentce thick, adhering to the dissepiment.

—

Herbs
,
or rarely

Leaves entire. Floivers axillary, purple or white. (D. C.)

•} Char.—

L

eaves lanceolate, cordate at the base. Floivers spiked,

fifti.t sessile. (D. C.)

mrms two to three feet high, four-sided. Spikes very long. Flowers
me. Petals oblong, cuneiform. Stamens usually twelve, of which
« ;e long and six short.

H b .—Ditches and watery places of this and other countries of Eu-

q west of Asia, New Holland, and North America.
' Lscription.—

T

he herb
(
Herba Salicarice seu Lysimacliia purpurea

)

tf dry, is inodorous, but has an herbaceous, somewhat astringent

4 and by chewing becomes very mucilaginous. Its infusion is

mcd by the ferruginous salts.

mposition.—

I

am unacquainted with any analysis of this plant.

Ibvious constituents are tannic acid
,
mucilage

,
chlorophylle, and

II fibre.
' ysiological Effects.—Demulcent and astringent.

ies.—Principally employed in diarrhoea and dysentery. In the

ir of these complaints, it was recommended by Bang (Act. Reg.

If Wed. Havn. vol. i. p. 100), De Haen (Rat. Med. iii. 196; and iv.

!' quoted by Murray, App. Med.) and others. In dysentery, it was
U favourably of by Gardane (Gazette de Sante

, 1773, p. 65, quoted
: un-ay) and others.
' ministration.—

D

ose of the powdered herb 5i. twice or thrice a

A decoction of the root, prepared by boiling 3j. of the root in Oj.

ding water, may be taken in doses of fsi. or f3ij.

Order 56. Granate.e, Don.—The Pomegranate Tribe.

tul Character.—

T

ube of the calyx turbinate ;
limb five- or seven-cleft, coria-

is
; lobes valvate by aestivation. Petals five or seven. Stamens indefinite

;
Jila-

ts free; anthers anteriorly two-celled, dehiscing by a double chink. Style

jrm
; stigma capitate, pimpled. Fruit large, spherical, crowned with the some-

•t tubular limb of the calyx, coated with the tube of the calyx, indehiscent,

qually divided into two chambers by a horizontal diaphragm; the upper one
- or nine-celled, the lower one smaller, three-celled; the dissepiments of both

nbranous. Placenta: of the upper chamber fleshy, spreading from the sides to

centre; those of the lower chamber irregular processes from its base. Seeds
umerable, mixed with a pellucid somewhat crystalline pulp, exalbuminous

; em-
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bryo oblong: radicle short, straight; cotyledons foliaceous, spirally convoluted]'
Trees or shrubs. Leaves deciduous, opposite, oblong, entire, w ithout dots. FUmJM
scarlet. (D. C.)

Properties.—See Punica Granatum.

Punica Grandturn,,
Linn. L. E. D .—The Common Pomegranate,

Sex, Syst. Icosandria, Monogynia.

(Fructus cortex, L.—Root-bark, E.—Baccae tunica exterior; Radicis cortex; Flores, Ij
)

History.—The pomegranate is repeatedly referred to in the Bibli

{Numbers xiii. 23 ;
Deut. viii. 8, &c.) Homer

(
Odyss . vii. 120) also meilt

lions it. The leaves, the flowers, and the fruit, were employed in

cine by the ancients (Dierbach, Arzneim. d. Hippo c. 00
; Dioscoriddj!

lib. i. cap. 151 to 154 ;
Pliny, Hist. Nat. xxiii. 57).

Gen. Chau.—Only one genus (See the characters of tM

Punica Granatum.

Botany.
Order).

Ciiar.—

L

eaves lanceolate. Stem arborescent (D. C.)
N Small tree, with a brownish bark. Leaves (

I

short stalks, smooth. Flowers terminal on til?

young branches. Calyx thick, fleshy, red. P t

tals much crumpled, membranous, rich scarl(l|

Stamina numerous, inserted on the calyx; a|E

thers yellow. Ovary roundish
;

style simpll |

.

stigma globular. Fruit larger than an orangj

with a thick coriaceous rind, and crowned 1!

the teeth of the calyx
;

cells several, arrangi

in two strata, one upper, the other lower, sep

rated by a transverse diaphragm
;
lower sir

turn of three, upper one of from five to nil

cells.—Some difficulty having been experienpfj
[

in comprehending the structure of this anom)

Ions fruit, Dr. Lindley {Nat. Syst. 2nd ed. p. 4

Introd. to Bot.) has explained it thus : with

the calyx are two rows of carpella, a lower ai

inner one, consisting of three or four carpel

surrounding the axis, and placed in the botto

of the calyx
;
and an upper and outer one, co

sisting of from five to ten carpella, surroundii

the lower, but adherent to the upper part of til f

tube of the calyx. The two strata or tiers

cells in the pomegranate are formed by the tv

rows or tiers of carpella ; the upper and out

row being forced to the top of the fruit by t

contraction of the tube of the calyx from whi<
(

they arise. The transverse diaphragm is fornu

by the adhesion of the upper to the low

stratum of carpella; and the outer part

the rind of the pomegranate is formed by the calyx which contar

the carpella.

Hail—Northern Africa,

Fig. 202.
I

Section of the fruit of the

Punica Granatum ,
shewing

the two strata of cells.

infrom whence it has been introduced

Europe, where it is now naturalized. Asia (Bengal, China, Persia).

Description.—The flowers,
called balaiistine flowers (

fores graM
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alaustiee), are odourless, of a fine red colour, and slightly styptic

They communicate a reddish colour to the saliva. The rind of

ruit [cortex granati; malicorium ), when dry, occurs in irregular

d, dry, brittle, odourless, very astringent, and slightly bitter frag-

which are brownish (more or less yellow or reddish), and paler

a. The seeds (semina granati) are each surrounded by a thin vesicle

with an acidulous styptic juice. The root [radix granati) is woody,

hard, heavy, of a yellow colour, and astringent taste. Its bark

x radicis granati) occurs in smallish fragments, of a yellowish- or

ray colour externally, yellow within, brittle, not fibrous ;
of an

Lgent, but not bitter taste. By its want of bitterness it may be dis-

ked from the bark of the box-tree [Buxus sempervirens), which is said

sometimes substituted for it. Moistened with water, and rubbed

.per, it leaves a yellow stain, which becomes deep-blue by the con-

>f sulphate of iron (Guibourt, Hist, des Drog. i. 501).

i mposition.—Reuss (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1272) examined
atery extract of the rind of the fruit. The bark of the root has

:

analysed by Wackenroder [Ibid.)
;
in 1824 by Mitouart [Jounyde

:.m. x. 352), and, in 1831, by Latour de Trie [Ibid. xvii. 503-601).

U .

i y extract of Pomegra-
nate Rind.

REUSS’S ANALYSIS.

0-92

n 27-78

?ed tannin.,

dive

tl

1019
21-76

34-26

5-09

if-aactof the rind 100 00

Bark of the Pomegranate root. O r,

wackenkoder’s analysis.

Rancid fat oil 2 46
Tannin 21-92

Starch with some
mucilage of lime. . 26 09
Woody fibre with

albumen 4545
Loss .... 4 -08

Dried bark ....10000

LATOUR DE TRIE’S ANALYSIS.

Fatty matter.

Tannin.
Gallic acid.

Granadin (Ma unite).

Resin (copious).

Wax.
Chlorophylle.

[Insoluble matters].

Bark of the root.

}llannite [Granadin).—The sweet substance which Latour de Trie considered to be

ar, and called granadin, has been satisfactorily shown (Journ . de Pliarm. xxi.

It to be mannite (described at p. 930).

I i. Tannic acid.—On this the astringency of the fruit and root almost solely depends.

his principle which enables the infusion, or decoction, of the rind and bark to

K ce precipitates [tannates) with a solution of gelatin, and with the ferruginous

: Resin.—Latour de Trie describes this as being without any remarkable odour and
It is insoluble in water, slightly so in cold alcohol, and more so in hot alcohol,

n small quantity in ether.

HYSiological Effects.—All parts of the plant (root-bark, rind of

ruit, juice surrounding the seeds, and flowers) possess astringency,

ig principally to tannic acid, and in some slight degree to a minute
itity of gallic acid. The bark of the root, taken in small quantities

,

•sions no remarkable effects. Infull doses, however, it causes nausea,

iting, and purging, and occasionally giddiness and faintness.

- ses.—Rarely employed in medicine. The root-bark has been occa-
lally used as a vermifuge. Celsus, Dioscorides, Pliny, and other
ent writers, speak of its anthelmintic qualities. The Indians, also,

acquainted with them at a very early period. Of late years atten-

has been again drawn to this bark as a remedy for tape-worm, by
recommendations of Dr. Fleming [Asiatic Researches

, vol. xi.). Dr.
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Buchanan [Ed. Med. and Sun/. Journ. vol. iii. 22), Mr. Breton (julf)
Cfar. Trans. \o\. xi. p. 301), Gomes [Journ. CompUm. den Sciene. j^f}!
xvi. 24), Deslandes, and others (Bayle, Bill, de Therap. i. 3]H
but in this country it has been almost entirely superseded by oil™
tilvnpnfl 11A rvn/Y\fl n-f* //)/> •Pnfiniftt lino ,-.1 dturpentine. The rind of the fruit has been employed, on 'accoji

ringency, in the form of decoction, as a gargle, in relaxed sJ)
ol its astringency, uuw^uun, a.-, a m relaxed soli

throat; as an injection, in leueorrhoea
;
and, internally, in diarrhoea dir

sentery, and colliquative sweats. The powder of the rind may be adijj
nistered as a tonic. The flowers are mild astringents, but are not er!
ployed in this country. The fruit may be eaten to allay thirst, and i

a refreshing refrigerant and astringent in febrile disorders, especially
those called bilious. It contains an acidulous styptic juice, winch!)
inclosed in a thin vesicle surrounding the seeds-

Administration.—The root-baric is given in decoction. This ispiBi

pared by boiling 3ij- of the fresh bruised bark in Oij. of water to Oj.
: tip

dose is a wine-glassful every half hour till the whole is taken. I?
1

usually occasions slight sickness, but seldom fails to destroy the wonlij

The patient should be prepared for the remedy by the use of a dose l|p

castor oil and a strict regimen the day previously. The rind of the fr\*
may be given, as an astringent and tonic, in doses of jss. to 5j.

Order 57. Rosacea, Jussieu.—The Rose Tribe.

Essential Character.— Calyx generally of five sepals, cohering at the base to form^
tube; therefore five-lobed, generally persistent, usually free, sometimes aclbereutf|;

the ovary. Petals as many as the sepals, rarely by abortion none, inserted on tli

calyx, quincuncial in aestivation, generally regular. Stamens inserted with t[ij

petals, mostly indefinite; filaments incurved in aestivation; anthers twocellajj

dehiscing by a double chink. Ccvrpels numerous, either solitary by abortion, T
having the appearance of a single ovary, from their union, either together or wit

^

the tube of the calyx. Ovaries one-celled : styles simple, dilated at the apex iijt

stigmas of variable shape, usually arising from the side of the ovary, either distinjl

or, more rarely, coherent. Seeds in each carpel usually one or two, seldom numeroujf

erector inverse, exalbuminous (Hirtella and Neillia excepted). Embryo straigh) :p

cotyledons either foliaceous or fleshy.

—

Herbs, shrubs, or trees. Leaves alternate

bistipulate at the base, simple or compound. Inflorescence various (D. C.)

Properties.—The prevailing quality of Rosaceae is astringency. This is especial!

I

obvious in the root. The tribe Amygdaleas is distinguished from other rosaceoiti

plants by the poisonous properties of the kernels and leaves, which yield hydrocyanic

acid when distilled with water, and by the gummy exudation from the stems.

Tribe I.

—

AmygdalejE.

Amyg'dalus communis
,
Linn. L. E. D .

—

Common Almond.

Sex. Si/st. Icosandria, Monogynia.

( Var. a. Nuclei. Amygdala amara. Var. /3. Nuclei. Amygdala dulcis. Oleum ab alterutriusque nucla t

expressum, L.—Var. a. Kernel; Bitter almond. Var. /3 and 7. Kernel; Sweet almond, Xurlf| It

Amygdalae amara;. Amygdala; dulces, D.)

History.—Almonds were well known to the ancients. They are niei '5

tioned in the earliest part of the Old Testament ( Genesis ,
xliii. 11

Hippocrates employed both sweet and bitter almonds, and their e>H

pressed oil, in medicine (
Opera

, pp. 484, 669, and 413). DioscoridtJ

(lib. i. cap. 39) describes the mode of expressing the oil.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Drupe pubescent, velvety ;
with a fibroir

juiceless cortex, which falls oft’ irregularly; putamen (shell) pitted c

smooth. Young leaves folded Hat (conduplicate). Flowers somewniN
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solitary or in pairs, earlier than the leaves, arising from scaly

Fruit woolly (D. C.)

vj Char-—Leaves oblong-lanceolate, serrulate- Floiuers solitary. Ca-
npauulate. Fruit ovoid-compressed, tomentose (1). C.)

nail tree. Leaves on glandular footstalks, acuminate. Flowers

itely large, rose-red or white, nearly sessile, appearing before the

Calyx reddish, campanulate, five-cleft
;

the segments blunt,

five, ovate, irregularly notched, rose-red. Stamens numerous
thirty), shorter than the petals, inserted into the mouth of the

Ovarium woolly
;

style simple
;

stigma round. Drupe ovoid,

ssed, leathery, marked with a longitudinal furrow, where it opens

b( ripe ;
epicarp greenish-gray, tomentose; mesocarp (or sarcocarp)

cracking and dropping off; endocarp (putamen )
woody or almost

J> 3,
oblong or ovate, acute, marked with pits or furrows. Seed one

i two) in each drupe.

I andolle {Prodr. ii. 530) admits five varieties of this species:

—

J ara. Bitter Almond.—‘Styles almost as long as the stamens, tomentose below,

efc: tter.—Flowers larger; petals white, roseate at the base. It varies with a hard

c|: tie putamen.

nilcis. Sweet Almond.'—Leaves ash -green. Floivers earlier. Styles much longer

*: stamens. Fruit ovate-compressed, acuminate. Seeds sweet. Putamen hard.

vmagilis. Tender-shelled.— Flowers coetaneous. Petals broader, quite emarginate.

-shorter; petioles thick. Fruit acuminate, sweet. Putamen soft.

—

Floivers

Mi at roseate.

St' crocarpa. Large fruited.—Leaves broader, acuminate, scarcely ash-coloured,

ees shorter, turgid. Fruit larger, umbilicated, acuminate at the apex. Putamen
ifi-FYoicers white- roseate, large, appearing before the leaves. Petals broadly obcor-

tb dulate. It varies— 1st. with a lesser fruit called the Sultana Almond; 2ndly,
•very small fruit termed the Pistachio Almond.
ip'-sico'icZes. Peach Almond.—Leaves like those of the peach. Fruit oval, obtuse.

'rp succulent. Putamen yellowish-black. Seeds sweet.—On the same branch
4\tt is sometimes ovate, obtuse, and somewhat fleshy

;
and dry, ovate-compressed,

hi minate.

; .— Barbary and Syria. Cultivated in the southern parts of

Fig. 203.

i cription.—Almonds in the shell {Amygdalce cum putamine) consist

sseed, or kernel (.Amygdala), enclosed in the endocarp {putamen or

which may be hard or soft. The seed is of an oval shape, com-
pressed, rounded at one end, and somewhat pointed

at the other. The outer covering of the seed {epi-

dermis seminalis, Bichoff
)
is glanduliferous, bitter,

of a reddish-brown colour, and veined by the

ramifications of the raphe. At the pointed extre-

mity of the seed is a small perforation {foramen),

and on one side of this, at the edge, is the rugged
line

(hilum

)

which constitutes, botanically, the base

of the seed. The seed is connected, at the hilum,

with the shell by the umbilical cord. The large

or round end of the almond is curiously enough
termed its apex. That part of the internal seed-

coat (iendopleura
,
Decandolle) which corresponds

blunt or rounded end of the almond, is dark-coloured, indicating
nation of the chalaza. By soaking almonds in warm water, the

$ Jats (pellicle or skin) are easily removed. Blanched almonds

>n of an almond.

of the cotyledons,

cle and plumule.

i*
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{amygdala decorticates

)

consist of the embryo only, composed of th L
large fleshy cotyledons

, between which, at the pointed extremity I

seed, we observe the plumule
,
with the radicle pointing toward w

foramen (see fig. 203).
‘ a*9

1

1

1. Sweet Almonds [.Amygdala dulces).—These are odourless J
have a bland, sweetish, agreeable taste. Three varieties are known
commerce:—“ 1. Jordan almonds

, which are the finest, come fr,

Malaga. Of these there are two kinds
; the one above an inch inW

flat, and with a clear brown cuticle, sweet, mucilaginous, and rati

**

tough
;
the other more plump and pointed at one end, brittle, but equa 1

sweet with the former.—2. Valentia almonds are about three-eighths
an inch broad, not quite an inch long, round at one end and obtuse
pointed at the other

;
flat, of a dingy-brown colour, and dusty cuticle

3. Barbary and Italian almonds resemble the latter, but are genen
smaller, and less flattened. Rancid, worm-eaten, and broken almoi
should be rejected” (Brande, Diet, of Pharm. 55). Sweet almonds
rarely employed for pressing, on account of their greater cost, and
less value of the residual almond cake

(placenta amygdala dul
Almond powder [farina amygdala) is the ground almond cake, and
employed as a soap for washing the hands, and as a lute.

2. Bitter Almonds [Amygdala amara).—These are brought chic

from Mogadore. In external appearance they resemble the sweet almo:

but are somewhat smaller. They are distinguished by their bitter

vour, and, when rubbed with a little water, remarkable odour. Thev
extensively used for pressing. Their cake [placenta amygdala am
is distilled with water to yield the volatile oil of bitter almonds

,
and*

afterwards employed to fatten pigs, and for other purposes.

Commerce.—

T

he following table shows the quantity of almo:

(bitter and sweet) on which duty was paid during the last two vt

[Trade List)
:

—

Quantity on which duty was pan

Duty per cwt. in 1839 .

~
in 1S3S.

Jordan 40s 1596 1098

NotJordan 20s 3576 2200

Bitter 4s 2145 1870

Almonds are imported in barrels, serons, boxes, bales, &c.

Composition.—Sweet almonds have been analysed by Proust (Gme* 1

Handb. d. Chem.)-, in 1817 by Boullay [Ibid. vi. 406), and in 18*251

Payen and Henry fils [Journ. de Chim. Med. i. 436 ).—Bitter almo\

were analysed by Vogel (Gmelin, Hand. d. Chem. ii. 1268).

Boullay's Analysis.

Gum

Sweet almonds 100 0

54-0

VogeVs Analysis.

Volatile oil and hydrocyanic' Quart i

240 acid J
undetet

60 Fixed oil .
284

30 Emulsion .. .
304

50 Liquid sugar .
65

40 Gum 3*C

35 Seed-coats .

05 Woody fibre •

1941Loss

1000 Bitter almonds 100Q

1. Fixed or Expressed Oil of Almonds [Oleum Amygdala).—Obtained by expr«l

from either sweet or bitter almonds, but usually from the latter, on account ol i)
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jtg less, as well as of the value of the cake which they yield. When recently ex-

n d it is turbid, but by rest and filtration becomes quite transparent. It usually
pj-ses a slightly-yellow tinge, which becomes somewhat paler by exposure to solar

It is inodorous, or nearly so, and has a purely oleaginous bland taste. It con-

, r l less readily by cold than olive oil. Braconnot states, that-at 14° F. it deposits 24
p,: nt. of margarin, which fuses at 43° F. The residual elain did not congeal at the

gi st degree of cold. The accuracy of these statements has, however, been called

stion. Its sp. gr. would appear to vary: Brandis found it 0-911, Brisson 0 917,

S| ire 04)20, at 53°6 F. Sulphuric ether dissolves it. Six parts of boiling, or

.--five parts of cold alcohol, are required to dissolve one part of this oil.

Proximate Composition.

BRACONNOT.
in 76
xgarin (Stearin of Braconnot). . 24

Almond oil 100

Ultimate Analysis.

SAUSSURE.
Carbon 77-403
Hydrogen 11-481

Oxygen 10828
Nitrogen [loss] 0 -288

Almond Oil 100-000

miitrogen mentioned in Saussure’s analysis is probably an error.

( Vegetable Albumen ofAlmonds).—This remarkable constituent of almonds
j*:te, and soluble in cold water: hence it is a constituent of almond emulsion. From
irntery solution it is precipitated in thick white flocks by alcohol

; these flocks dis-

:t in water, even if they have been previously dried. If the watery solution be
blU to 212° F. the emulsin coagulates, and the liquor becomes thick, like starch

Huge. From ordinary vegetable albumen, emulsin is distinguished by its produc-
in' e decomposition of amygdalin, and yielding, among other products, the volatile

It bitter almonds and hydrocyanic acid. When, however, emulsin has been coa-

jj
-d by heat, it loses its power of acting on amygdalin (Wohler and Liebig, Journ.

ilb arm. xxxiii. 391). The composition of emulsin, according to Mr. Richardson
jlbison, Organ. Chemistry

, 683), is as follows:

—

Atoms. Eq. Wt. Per cent. Richardson.

24 144 48-81 48835
23 23 779 ...... 7 732
4 56 18-99 18-911

9 72 24-41 24-722

I

Emulsin 1 295 100-00 100200

il with baryta, emulsin evolves ammonia, and yields a barytic salt containing a
ar acid, which has been termed emulsic acid. It is probable, therefore, that emul-
an amide of emulsic acid (i. e. emulsate of ammonia, minus an atom of water).

;uet {Journ. dePharm. xxiv. 196) regards the emulsin of Wohler and Liebig as
r complex product.

Amygdalin.—A crystallizable substance found in the bitter, but not in the sweet
id. It is a probable constituent of cherry-laurel leaves. From four lbs. of bitter

ds Liebig obtained one ounce of pure amygdalin (Handwort . d. Chem. p. 330).

'vhite, odourless, has at first a sw-eet, then a bitter taste, is. very soluble in boiling
,

d and in water, but is insoluble in ether. Crystallized out of an alcoholic solu-

! t is in pearly scales, and is anhydrous. The crystals obtained from a watery
on are colourless, transparent, and prismatic, and contain six atoms of water of
l.llization. The w atery solution has a feebly bitter taste. Submitted to distillation

nitric acid, it yields hydrocyanic acid, oil of bitter almonds, formic acid, and some
f ic acid. Heated with an alkaline solution it evolves ammonia, and yields an
ne salt, which contaius a peculiar acid, called amygdalic acid, composed of
[26 Q24; hence, perhaps, amygdalin is an amide of amygdalic acid (i.e. an amyg-
s of ammonia, minus an atom of water). By the action of a solution of emuisin
solution of amygdalin, we obtain, among other products, hydrocyanic a- id and
datile oil of bitter almonds (see Volatile Oil of Bitter Almonds). The following
composition of amygdalin, according to Wohler and Liebig {op. cit

. ;
also Journ.

arm. xxiii.)

4 B

iilarbon ...

Hydrogen
.

Witrogen .

bixygen ...
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Atoms.

Carbon 40
Hydrogen 27
Nitrogen 1

Oxygen 22

Amygdalin 1

Eq. Wt. Per cent.

240
27
14

176

457

In the crystallized state it consists of, 1 atom o i Amygdalin = 457, and G atoms i i

Water = 54.

4. Volatile or Essential Oil of Bitter Almonds (Oleum Amygdala; amarce deslillatuti

Essentia Amygdala).—Obtained by submitting bitter almond cake (left after the exprfu
sion of tbc fixed oil from bitter almonds) to distillation with water, either alone, or md*<
usually with salt. To increase the quantity of volatile oil, Geiger recommended th
cake to be macerated in the water for twenty-four hours before distillation.

The theory of this process is curious. Chemists formerly supposed that the volatU
oil resided in the bitter almond, and that by distillation it was merely volatilized, a|>r
subsequently condensed. But in opposition to this view may be urged the followis*
facts :

—

1. Neither bitter almonds, nor their residuary cake, yield any volatile oil bypressuiii
yet we know that the volatile oil is soluble in the fixed oil, and, therefore, when t /

latter was expressed it ought to contain traces of the volatile oil, if this existed in bitl5
;

almonds.
2. They yield no oil when digested in alcohol or in ether, though the volatile o2i.t

;

soluble in both of these liquids.

3. Alcohol extracts from bitter almond cake, sugar, resin, and amygdalin. When • 1

latter substance has been removed, the cake is no longer capable of furnishing
; b

volatile oil by distillation.

4. Ether extracts no amygdalin from bitter almond cake
;
and the cake left ai

\

digestion in ether, yields the volatile oil by distillation with water.
H

These facts, then, prove that the volatile oil does not reside in the bitter almond, 1 If

is formed by the action of water on some of the constituents of these seeds. Ntiit,

when bitter almonds are deprived of amygdalin, they are incapable of yielding ir

volatile oil : so that it is this principle which enables them to yield it. But amjfh

dal in, with water only, produces no oil : hence tbe presence of some other substance if

necessary. Wohler and Liebig (Journ de Pharm. xxiii.) have shown that this otih

substance is emulsin, and that, by tbe mutual reaction of amygdalin, emulsin, ;

water, we obtain the volatile oil of bitter almonds and hydrocyanic acid. But «

appears that sugar, and some other substance (probably a compound of formic acid t p

altered emulsin) are simultaneously developed. These ingredients are, probably, i in

yielded by tbe amygdalin, the operation of emulsin on which must, therefore, beaitji

logous to that of yeast on sugar and water. It will be seen by the following tafifi

(drawn up by Wohler and Liebig), that amygdalin contaius tbe elements of hyd
i

cyanic acid, volatile oil of bitter almonds, sugar, formic acid, and water :

—

Atoms of

Carbon,

1 atom of Hydrocyanic acid 2

2 atoms Volatile Oil of Bitter Alrnds. 28

1 atom of Sugar 6

2 atoms of Formic acid 4
7 atoms of Water 0

1 atom of Amygdalin 40

Hydrogen Nitrogen Oxygen.

1 l 0

12 0 4

5 0 5

2 0 6

7 0 7

27 1 22

Tbe essential oil' of bitter almonds of the shops possesses the following properties

It is highly poisonous, has a golden-yellow colour (by rectification it may be reude

temporarily colourless), an agreeable odour (usually compared to that of hydrocya

acid, but which, in fact, bears but little resemblance to it), and an acrid, bitter, ta*

It is combustible, and burns with a white flame. Its sp. gr.
,
though always gee?

than that of water, probably varies somewhat. 1 find that a sample, which had >'

prepared for about eight months, had the sp. gr. 1 0836. It is soluble in alcohol *

$

A
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Oil of vitriol {jives it a fine crimson-red colour. The presence of hydrocyanic

bitter almonds may be readily detected hy the usual tests, especially by potash

salt of iron (see p. 240). The quantity of this acid is differently stated by dif-

r
i authorities, and is, probably, not uniform. Schrader (quoted by Dr. Christison,

on Poisons) {jot, from an old sample, 8*5 per cent., and from a new sample, 10 75;
•ppert obtained, from another specimen, so much as J 4*33 percent. Water in

i

the oil has been washed {jives evidence of the presence of hydrocyanic acid by
ash and iron test before referred to.

|
/stalline matter is frequently deposited by oil of bitter almonds, when it ba3 been

i r some time. Exposure to the air, by which the oil is enabled to absorb oxygen,

,
u.*s, if, indeed, it do not always cause, the deposition. In 1822, Grischow and

I
ann {Bert. Jahrb. d. Pharra. 1822, p. 158), and, in 1823, Stange ( Buchner's

{
: xiv. 329; xvi. 82) declared the crystals to be those of benzoic acid (described

>37); a statement which was confirmed, in 1830, by Robiquet and Boutron (Ann.

a. et de Phys. xliv. 304). I have met with three kinds of crystalline deposit,

_g essentially from each other, and from benzoic acid. 1st. One of these is cha-

. ed by the emerald-green colour which it produces when dropped into oil of vitriol.

«iv minutes, however, the green changes to red. This deposit is orange-yellow,

in boiling water, alcohol, and ether : when the alcoholic or etherial solutions

iumerous white, light, pearly crystalline plates (resembling crystallized boracic

-e deposited. If these crystals be boiled in caustic potash, ammonia is evolved,

ars then lobe an amide

;

but it does not precisely agree either with benzamide or

de (bibenzamide).—2nd. A second crystalline deposit is characterized by the

red colour which it assumes when dropped into oil of vitriol, and by its not

_g ammonia when boiled with caustic potash. Its appearance resembles solid

nise. When dissolved in boiling alcohol and re-crystallized, it yields silky pris-

rystals, somewhat similar to those of nitrates of ammonia.—3rd. The third* kind
• sit I did not receive until after it had been digested in alcohol. A short notice

3 as been given by Mr. Letheby (Lmd. Med. Gaz. xxvi. 67). The crystals are

icicular, and lemon-yellow’ ;
they dissolve in oil of vitriol, forming a yellow or

coloured solution. They are insoluble in water and alcohol. When heated

ip se, hut, unlike the two preceding deposits, do not sublime. They ,do not evolve

ia when heated with a solution of caustic potash.

: istilling the oil of bitter almonds w itb caustic potash and a ferruginous salt, it

deprived of hydrocyanic acid. It is then a limpid, colourless oil, having a sp.

rjl 1-043, arid w hose odour and taste are scarcely different to those of the ordinary

ibiquet found it innocuous, but Vogel declared that it still retained its poisonous

ifi-ies. In some earlier experiments which I made on this subject, I found

lifted oil highly poisonous, though I could not detect an atom of hydrocyanic

i it. After the sample had been kept a few months, how-ever, I readily detected

I in it by the potash and iron test. By a second and third rectification I have

tely deprived it of all traces of the acid ;
and I then found that four drops of it,

) a small rabbit, bad no more effect than the same quantity of any other volatile

it is, the animal appeared dull for a few minutes, and the respiration was quick-

Tbe rectified oil is composed of C3 4 H 6 O2
. Now, certain changes which it

M>es are best explained by assuming that this oil is a compound of the base of

: acid and hydrogen. To this base, whose composition is C 14 II 5 02, the name
ule or benzoyl has been given

;
so that the oil is the hydruret of benzule, and its

ate and ultimate composition are as follow :

—

Proinmate Composition.

Att/ms . Eq. Wt.
' e 1 .... 105

•jen I .... 1

•uret of Benzule I .... 100

Ultimate Composition.

Atoms. Eq. Wt. Percent.

Carbon 14 84 7924
Hydrogen 6 6 5 66
Oxygen 2 16 1510

1 106 100 00

•r samples of this, as well as of the first kind of deposit, I am indebted to Mr.
le.
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The following- table explains the composition of benzule and some of its compounds. M

Benzule C 14 H 5 O 2

Hydmret of g“ g: g
Oxide of Benzide (Benzoic acid) C 14 1J5 O2

Chloride of Benzule C 14 H5 O 2

Bromide of Benzule CD 4 H 5 O2

Iodide of Benzule CD4 H5 O2

Sulphuret of Benzule C' 4 H5 O2

Cyanide of Benzule C 14 H5 O 2

H.
H.
0 .

Chi.

Br.

Iod.

S.

C 2 N.

Benzoine, shown above to be isomeric with oil of bitter almonds, is obtained bymixir
oil of bitter almonds with caustic potash, and exposing-

for some weeks to the air.

is a crystalline substance, and has been called camphoride, or the camphor ofoilofbitt]i

almonds. The conversion of oil of bitter almonds into benzoic acid will be readi
j.

understood by reference to the above table. One equivalent of the oil, and twoequiv
lents of atmospheric oxygen, yield one equivalent of benzoic ^acid and two equivalei:

of water. Chloride and bromide of benzule are obtained by the action, respectively,
1

!

chlorine and bromine 011 oil of bitter almonds. Iodide , sulphuret, and cyanide ofbetizu H
are procured by the action of chloride of benzule on iodide of potassium, sulphuret

lead, and cyanide of mercury, respectively.

Benzamide, composed of C 14 H? N* O 2 (or benzoate of ammonia, minus an atom

water), is obtained by passing ammoniacal gas through chloride of benzule. Benzim
or bibenzamide, composed of C 28 H 11 N 1 O 4 (or bibenzoate of ammonia, minus t\

atoms of water), was extracted by Laurent from a resinous substance, obtained

E. Laugier, by distilling oil of bitter almonds. Both of these amides evolve ammon
and are converted into benzoate of potash when boiled with a solution of caui

potash.

Physiological Effects, Uses, and Administration.

—

I. Of Swe
Almonds. 1. Effects.—Sweet almonds are nutritive and emollie:

but on account of the quantity of oil which they contain, they are so:

what difficult of digestion, at least if taken in large quantities, or 1

persons whose digestive powers are weak. When rancid they are s

more apt to disorder the stomach. The husk or pellicle of the almo

has been known to occasion nausea, uneasiness in the stomach

bowels, increased heat, oeclematous swelling of the face, followed

urticaria. Dr. Winterbottom {Med. Facts and Observ . vol. v. p. 60) st»

fered twice in this way from the use of unblanched sweet almon

but blanched almonds caused no inconvenience. Almond emuls\

agrees in many of its properties with animal milk. Thus it is whi

when examined by the microscope is seen to consist of myriads

oleaginous globules, suspended in water by the aid of an albumin

principle (emulsin) and sugar; and, lastly, it agrees with milk,

possessing nutritive and emollient qualities. Almond oil possesses t

dietetical and medicinal qualities of olive and other fixed oils (see
’

926-7). Thus its local action is emolliqnt (see p. 82) : swallowed

moderate doses it is nutritive, but difficult of digestion
;
in large dose.

operates as a mild laxative.

2. Uses.—For dietetical purposes, almonds are employed as a dessi

for puddings, cakes, &c. On account of the irritant qualities of the hu

almonds for the table should always be blanched. Blanched and roasl

they have been used as a substitute foi coffee (Murray, App. Med-
j

25). Medicinally they are used in the preparation of the confect

u

emulsion
,
and oil.

,
,,

1 . Confectio Amygdala, L. Conserva Amygdalarum, E-; Li
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/j i Amygdalarmn,T). (Sweet Almonds, Sviij.; Powder of Gum Arabic,

t, ?ugar, siv. The almonds being first macerated in cold water, and

{h pellicles removed, beat all the ingredients until thoroughly incor-

J ed.—The process of the Dublin College is essentially the same.

—

r

j, London College adds, that this confection can be preserved unal-

t
, for a longer time, if the almonds, gum arabic, and sugar, are sepa-

v I
t powdered, and afterwards mixed. Then, whenever the confection

j; be used, beat all the ingredients together until they are thoroughly

i;j
porated).—Almond confection, prepared without water, is not more

a i o spoil or become rancid than when the ingredients are separately

rldered, and subsequently mixed
;
but if, in order to soften the mass,

a, le water be added, it then soon becomes mouldy or rancid, or both

(i ide, Diet, of Pharm. 56). The only use of almond confection is in

R -reparation of the emulsion.

!

Mistura Amygdalae
,
L . Mistura Amygdalarum, E. D. Almond

Vision : Almond Milk. (Almond Confection, siiss.
;
Distilled Water,

Gradually add the water to the confection,
s
while rubbing, until

t are mixed
;
then strain through linen, L .—The Edinburgh College

e oys |ij. of the Confection to Oij. of Water, and strains the mixture

t tgh linen or calico
;
or they direct it to be prepared by the following

j
bss :

“ Sweet Almonds, sj. and 5ij.
;
Pure Sugar, 5v.

; Mucilage, f^ss.

;

1 ter, Oij. Steep the almonds in hot water and peel them, and proceed

i r the Mistura Acacice.”—The Dublin College prepares it as follows :

i pt Almonds, blanched, siss.
;
Bitter Almonds, 9ij.

;
Refined Sugar, gss.

;

Gsr, Oiiss. Rub the almonds with the sugar, adding gradually the

Bit; then strain.)—Notwithstanding that the formulae of the three Col-

1 f
, are different, none of them precisely agree with that whith is in com-
use. No one who wishes to procure good almond milk would prepare

i th the confection, on account of the changes which this preparation

irs by being kept. Powdered gum arabic is, for ordinary purposes,

c Dre convenient and ready ingredient than mucilage, and does not
‘ irgo any change by keeping. Lastly, the emulsion containing bitter

>nds, though agreeable to most persons, and perhaps useful in

cases, is not applicable to all the purposes for which the ordinary

I Ision is employed, and is apt to disagree with some individuals. The
' wing formula yields a preparation identical with that of the London
•ege: Sweet Almonds, 5iv.

;
Powdered Gum Arabic, 3j. ;

White Sugar,

Water, f^vjss. Having blanched the almonds, beat them with the

ur and gum, the water being gradually added.—Almond milk is used
demulcent and emollient in pulmonary affections, to appease cough
allay irritation; and in inflammatory affections of the alimentary

A1 or of the urinary organs. It is an excellent vehicle for other reme-
!

; as for the saline refrigerants (nitre, for example) in febrile cases,

expectorants and paregorics (squills, ipecacuanha, opiates, &c.) in
; nonary affections, for sudorifics (emetic tartar, for example) in febrile

inflammatory cases, for alkalies and their carbonates in affections of

urino-genital organs, and for hydrocyanic acid in gastrodynia and
nonary disorders. Acids and alcohol (hence tinctures) coagulate the

1 ilsin, and cause almond mixture to separate into a kind of curd and
iy; a change which also takes place spontaneously when the mixture
been kept, and which is accompanied with the development of free
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acid. In cases where the hydrocyanic acid is admissible (see p 24m
the bitter almond may be used, as in the formula of the Dublin ColW
The dose of almond emulsion is fsj. or f*ij., or ad libitum.

Oleum Amygdalae, L. Oleum Amygdalarum, D.; Almond Oil
7
- o

u

^
{Jil l

1

(Obtained by expression from bitter or sweet almonds).—The avera ['

produce of almond oil from bitter or sweet almonds is from 48 to 50 lb $
per civt.

(
Private information).—The physical and chemical propertie d

of almond oil have been already described. Gingilie or Teal oil (oil

™
Fig. 204.

the seeds of Sesamum orientale) is, I am informedln
’ "

moccasionally substituted for almond oil. By cola-
it more readily deposits margarin than ahnonjl!
oil.

The Sesamum orientale (Nat. Ord. Pedaliacese; Sex SvstDidyn ami a, Angiospermia) is a native of India. It is ai
annual, of about two feet high. The seeds are imported fron
Calcutta under the name of teel seeds (till Hindooie). The
are flat, cordate, and about the size of white mustard seed, ii
Eastern countries they are used for dictetical purposes (Ain'slie
Mat. hid. ii. 255). By expression they yield a fixed oil (gin
gilie oil), which may be used as a substitute for almond oil.

Sesamum orientale.

Almond oil may be employed for the same pur
poses as olive oil (see p. 927). Mixed with ai»

equal volume of syrup of violets, or syrup of roses

it is given to new-born infants as a laxative. It 1

sometimes used with gum (in the form of mucilage
alkalies, or yolk of egg, to form an emulsion, which is used in the sam
cases as the mistura amygdalae. To assist in allaying troublesome coug
it is not unfrequently administered in the form of linctus, with confectio

of dog-rose, syrup of poppies, &c.

II. Of Bitter Almonds. 1. Effects, (a.) On Animals generally.

-

Bitter almonds are more or less poisonous to all classes of animals. A
in the cases of other poisonous vegetable substances, the larger herbivor

are much less powerfully affected by them. Thus, three quarters of

pound of bitter almonds, given to a horse, caused merely dulness and
small pulse (Viborg, quoted by Wibrner, Wirk. d. Arzneim. ii. Gifte,

157). One drachm of bitter almonds has killed some of the small

animals, as pigeons (Wepfer, Hist. Cicut. aquat. p. 298, Lugd. 1733

Twenty seeds have killed a small robust dog (Orfila, Toxicol. Gen.) Th
symptoms which they induce in animals, are, trembling, weakness, pals)

convulsions (often of the tetanic kind), and, finally, coma. If vomitin

occur early, the animal in that way may escape.

(b.) On man.—In small doses bitter almonds sometimes act as irritan

to the digestive organs, and occasion nausea, vomiting, and purgin

Owing to idiosyncrasy, some individuals are remarkably affected by then

On the late Dr. Gregory they caused, “ first, sickness, generally tremor:

then vomiting, next a hot fit, with an eruption of urticaria, particular!

on the upper part of the body. At the same time the face and hea

swelled very much, and there was a general feeling like intoxicatioi

The symptoms lasted only a few hours. The rash did not alternate!

appear and disappear, as in common nettle-rash” (Christison). In Jar

doses bitter almonds have caused serious, or even fatal consequence
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er (quoted by Wibmer, op. supra cit.) mentions that three children

! ng eaten some of these seeds, were attacked in a few minutes with

s sea, vomiting, loss of consciousness and of speech, and convulsions.

(
Kennedy (

Lond. Med. and PhyS. Journ. lvii. 150) has noticed the

J of a stout labourer, who died after the use of a great quantity of

i ;r almonds. These, and other observations referred to by Wibmer
tir supra cit-), Coullon (Recherches ,

&c. sur Vacide Hydrocyan. 1819),

] others, prove that the poisonous effects of the bitter almond are

Liar to those of hydrocyanic acid (see p. 241).

he volatile oil of bitter almonds is a most potent poison, acting as

v
j
idly as the ordinary hydrocyanic acid of the shops, and giving rise to

-i lar symptoms. A single drop has killed a cat in five minutes (Brodie,

II,'. Trans. 1811, p. 178). Sir B. Brodie happening to touch his tongue

i a probe which had been dipped in the oil, suffered, almost instan-

ji ously, an indescribable sensation at the pit of the stomach, feebleness

i:, imbs, and loss of power over the muscles. These effects, however,

|;"3 quite transient. Several cases of poisoning with it are recorded.

M best detailed is that related by Mertzdoff (quoted by Dr. Christison)

:

. A hypochondriacal gentleman, 48 years old, swallowed two drachms
he essential oil. A few minutes afterwards, his servant, whom he

3 : for, found him lying in bed, with his features spasmodically con-

>i
j

i ted, his eyes fixed, staring, and turned upwards, and his chest heav-

convulsively and hurriedly. A physician, who entered the room

fj

i nty minutes after the draught had been taken, found him quite insen-
' ,e, the pupils immoveable, the breathing stertorous and slow, the pulse

le, and only thirty in a minute, and the breathing exhaling strongly

odour of bitter almonds. Death ensued ten minutes afterwards.”

other case of poisoning with this oil occurred a few years since in Al-

s ^gate-street:—A lady, intending to take beech-nut oil, for worms, swal-

t ed (by mistake) oil of bitter almonds, sold to her by a druggist, who
]
posed she inquired for peach-nut oil. Recovery has occurred, in one

t 3, after about half an ounce (?) of the oil had been swallowed {Journ.

im. Med. t. vi. II e
Ser. p. 92).

I '.’he distilled water of bitter almonds
(aqua amygdala amaree

)
possesses

ssonous properties, when either swallowed or applied externally (see

1 tz’s experiments, in Wibmer, op. supra cit.) Sommering states that

(fan ounce of concentrated bitter almond-water killed a dog (Buchner,

Hkolog.)

The emulsion of bitter almonds partakes of the properties of the

els. Pouzaire (quoted by Wibmer) states that a child of between four

s 1 five years of age suffered colic, head affection, grinding of the

Mth, trismus, insensibility, and death, from the use of a strong dose of
> > liquid.

Macaroons and Ratafia cakes, as well as Noyau, which owe their

udiar flavour to bitter almonds, may act injuriously when taken in

'ge quantities (see Virey, Journ. de Pharm. ii. 204, for the ill effects of

first of these).

- Uses.

—

The principal consumption of the bitter almond is for Ha-
iring and scenting. For the former purpose the seeds, or their essential

> are used by the cook and confectioner
;
but the employment of the

requires the greatest caution, as it is, at least, four times as strong as
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the strongest commercial prussic acid. The oil is extensively employ
for scenting soap, and for other purposes of the perfumer.
By the medical practitioners in this country, bitter almonds are rare! i

administered* They sometimes enter into the composition of the almond
Iemulsion (see Mistura Amygdalarum

,
Ph. D.), but usually as a flavourin t

ingredient only. They are applicable, however, to all the uses of hydro- I
cyanic acid (see p. 246) ;

as pulmonary affections, gastrodynia, hooping,
i

cough, &c.
;
but the objection to their use is their varying and uncertain! f

strength. Bergius (Mat. Med. i. 433), and subsequently Frank, Hufelanl
(Richter, Ausf. Arzneim. ii. 541-2), and others, have successfully admijf
nistered them against intermittent fever. They have also been used t<j I

expel tape-worm, and, it is said, with good effect (Hufeland’s Journ. Bdl ff

xi. St. 4, S. 179). Pitschaft (Dierbach, Neuest. Entd. in d. Mat. Med'
Bd. i. 387. 1837) prescribed bitter almond-water to relieve painful
menstruation. The emulsion has been employed as a wash to relieve) I

irritation in various skin diseases
;

as herpes, prurigo, acne, impef j

tigo, &c.

Administration.—Bitter almonds may be taken in substance or emul

sion. Kranichfeld (Dierbach, op. supra cit.) employed the powder of tlu

bitter almond cake (farina amygdalce amarce) in doses of one to six grs

The volatile oil of bitter almonds (oleum volatile amygdalce amarce) may
be administered in doses of a quarter of a drop to a drop and a half, in aij

emulsion. Its strength is somewhat variable, but in general it is at least fou

times that of the officinal hydrocyanic acid. The essence of bitter almondi

(prepared by dissolving f5ij. of the volatile oil in foyj. of rectified spirit!

is generally used by cooks, and others, for flavouring. As a substitute

for the distilled water of bitter almonds (aqua amygdalce amarce), wind

is of variable strength, Wohler and Liebig [Journ. de Pharm. xxiii. 415

recommend the following emulsion
(
emulsio amygdalce cum amygdaline

on account of its uniform strength:—Sweet Almonds, 3ij
. ;

Water, ant

Sugar sufficient to make ffij. of emulsion, in which, when strained, dis

solve Amygdaline, grs. xvij. This quantity of amygdalin, when acte<

upon by the emulsion, yields one grain of anhydrous hydrocyanic acici u

and eight grains of volatile oil. The dose of this emulsion is gtt. x. t<

foj. Almond paste is sold in the shops for softening the skin and pre

venting chaps. Dr. Paris (Pharmacol.) gives the following recipe fo

making it:—Bitter Almonds, blanched, Siv.; the white of an Egg; Ros

Water and Rectified Spirit, p. se., as much as may be sufficient.

Per'sica vulgalris
,
Miller.

—

The Peach.

Amyg'dalus Per'sica, Linn. D.

Sex. Syst. Icosandria, Monogynia.

(Folia, D.)

XisjoRV.—Both Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. 164) and Pliny [Hist. AflL

lib. xv. cap. 11
,
et seq. ed. Vtilp.) speak of the peach: the former term t

it 7vepcriKov gfjXov
;
the latter malum, persicum.

Botany. Gen. Char.—The same as Amygdolus

>

except that tn

drupe is very fleshy. Epicarp either velvety or quite smooth. Putam

(stone) extremely rugose, with furrows (D. C.)
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Chau.—Fruit tomentose (D. C.)

A small tree. Leaves lanceolate, serrate

or crenate, with or without glands. Flowers

roseate, large or small (see Loudon, Ency.

of Gardening). Both flowers and kernels

exhale the bitter-almond odour.

Two varieties of the peach are usually made.
These are admitted by Decandolle:—

a. Melters or Freestones.—Flesh separating from
the stone.

P, Clingstones or Pavies.—Flesh adherent to the

stone.

The Nectarine [Persica Icevis, Decand.) is distin-

guished from the Peach by its smooth fruit. This
trivial distinction leads many botanists to regard

them as varieties of the same species.

Cultivated in gardens. Flowers in April

aa-y-

ascription.— Peach leaves [folia persicce) have the peculiar odour
uaste of the bitter almond. The kernels

(
semina persicce

) closely

: tble the latter, both in appearance and properties, but are smaller.

flowers [fores persicce) lose the greater part of their odour by

'imposition.—The leaves have not been analyzed. They yield, by
.lation, a volatile oil [oleum folii persicce), which is yellow, heavier

! ’.water, and contains hydrocyanic acid (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii.

After eight years a crystalline substance was found on the water

,gnatelli, Ann. Chim. xcvi. 96). The non-ligneous extremities of the

of the peach-tree yielded Gauthier [Journ. de Pharm. xiii. 549) 1*92

tent, of very energetic volatile oil, which was heavier than water.

r :d (Thomson, Org. Chem. 890) analyzed the juice of the peach, both
[) ripe and unripe states: the constituents were, colouring matter,

' gum, vegetable fibre,
albumen

,
malic acid, lime, and water.

physiological Effects.—The highly palatable flesh of the peach is

rdous (on account of its sugar, gum, &c.), and slightly refrigerant

the free malic acid which it contains). Taken in moderate quan-
ta is wholesome, but if eaten too freely is apt to disorder the bowels.

'-kernels, the blossoms, the leaves, and the bark, possess poisonous pro-
‘ 3S. The flowers, as well as the leaves, in the form of infusion, have
used to purge and destroy intestinal worms, especially in children

»:e et Willemet, quoted by Murray, App. Med. iii. 245); but their

| oyment has sometimes been attended with fatal results. BcrtVatid

imer, Wirk. d. Arzneim. u. Gifte. Bd. iv. S. 190) says, that a child,'

een months old, experienced convulsions, vomiting, and bloody
hcea, from the use of a strong decoction of the flowers ; and Coullon
.stison, Treat, on Poisons, p. 726) states, that an elderly gentleman, -

f ig partaken ofa salad ofthe flowers, was seized with giddiness, violent

i

ng, convulsions, and stupor, and died in three days. The irritation of
1 limentary canal, manifested by vomiting and purging, and the slow
i, distinguish the operation of peach-flowers from that of hydro-
tc acid. The same author (Wibmcr, op. supra cit.) also states, that
oeach-bark proved injurious to a cock, and caused difficulty of
king, and. purging.

Fig. 205.

The Peach

b .—Native of Persia.
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Uses.—The fruit, both fresh and preserved, is employed as a de
Its use is objectionable in gouty persons, and in those whose bowels

861
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easily disordered. When stewed with sugar, it may be given as a
"

laxative to convalescents. The kernels may be used as the bitter almT
The blossoms are scarcely ever administered in this country; but th li
have been recommended as a vermifuge. The leaves are sometimes e
ployed by the cook and liqueur-maker, for flavouring. They have af
been used as a substitute for China-tea (Murray, App. Med.) They ha
been recommended as a vermifuge, and more recently to allay irritath

of the bladder and urethra.

Administration.—The dose of peach-blossoms is half an ounce of t) *

fresh, or a drachm of the dried, flowers, infused in water (Murray li
supra cit .) The dose of the infusion of peach-leaves (prepared by digeil
ing ass. of the dried leaves in Oj. of boiling water) is f5ss. three timji

a day.

Pru'nus domes
1

tica, Linn. L. E. D .—The Plum-Tree.

Sex. Syst. Icosandria, Monogynia.

(Drupse exsiccatae, L—Dried fruit, E.—Fructus siccatus, D.)

History.—Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. 174) calls this tree the KOKKvpijk

while the fruit he terms KOKKVfxgXov.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Drupe ovate or oblong, fleshy, quite smoo
covered with a pruinose powder. Putamen (stone) compressed, acute

both sides, somewhat furrowed at the edges, otherwise smooth. Youl

leaves convolute. Pedicels umbellato-fasciculate, one-flowered, erol

before or after the leaves (D. C.)

Sp. Char.—Flowers almost solitary. Leaves lanceolate-ovate, coirq.

Branches not spinous (D. C.)—A small tree. Flowers white. §lute.

Gardeners admit several hundred varieties (270, Don. Syst. of Gard. ii. 499).

candolle admits the following varieties:

—

Armenio'ides
,
including the Mirabelle Plum.

Clait,diana, including the Green Gage.

Myrobalana, including the Myrobalan Plum.

Damascena, including the Damask Plum.

Turonensis, including the Orleans Plum .

Juliana
,
yields the Officinal Prune.

Catherinea, including the St. Catharine Plum.

Aubertiana
,
including the Magnum Bonum, or Mogul Plum.

Prunealina, including the Damson.

a.

A
7-

5.

e.

r.

u-

e.

t.

Hab.—South of Europe.

Description.—The dried

Cultivated in gardens and orchards.

fruits of the Prunus domestica are call

prunes {fructus siccatus pruni; drupes siccatee pruni). In warm counti u

they are dried on hurdles by solar heat
;
but in colder climates, artiiu 1\

heat is employed. In France both methods are adopted ;
the fruit bo 3

exposed to the heat of an oven and to that of the sun, on alternate da a

Table prunes are prepared from the larger kinds of plum—as the Sfl

Catherine and the Reine-Claude (Green Gage) : Medicinal prunes ft

j

the Saint Julien (P. domestica, var. '( Juliana). The former have

agreeable, very sweet, taste
;
the latter are somewhat austere.

principally imported from Bourdeaux. The part employed in medic
|

is tho pulp {pulpa pruni).

i
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c a position*.—John (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1269) analyzed the

( |
i ,elle Plum, and Berard the Reine-Claudo (Green Gage), both in the

nj nd unripe state's (Thomson, Org. Chem . 890). The constituents of

m le fruit, according to the last-mentioned chemist, are, sugar 11*61,

J P85, albumen 0*93, malic acul 1T0, vegetable fibre P21, lime a
J water 80’24, [loss 0‘06].

—

Pectin is also a constituent of these

ra

H rsiOLOGiCAL Effects.

—

Fresh ripe plums, taken in moderate quan-

itI are wholesome and nutritive ; but in large quantities they readily

i er the bowels. The immature fruit still more easily excites ill

t| ;. The medicinal prune is a mild laxative.

jl js.—The finer kinds of plums are employed at the table as a deli-

i j)
dessert : the inferior qualities are used in pies, tarts, conserves, and

pimeats. The larger prunes are also employed at the table as a

t t. The medicinal prunes are employed as an agreeable and mild

i ve for children, and during convalescence from febrile and inflam-

aj sy disorders. They are sometimes added to cathartic decoctions

t! isions (as infusion of senna), to improve the flavour, and promote
Purgative effect. They enter into the composition of the confection

mma.

jj
Cerasus Lauro-cer' asus, Loisel.—Common or Cherry-Laurel.

Pm'nus Lauro-cer'asus, Linn.D.

Sex. Syst. Icosandria, Monogynia.

issTORY. — Belonius terms this plant the Cerasus trapezuntina

lgel, Hist. Rei Herb. i. 377). It was introduced into Europe, from
Sysonde, in 1576.

Iitany. Gen. Char .

—

Drupe globose or umbilicate at the base,

ir., quite smooth, not covered with a pruinose powder. Nucleus

if )
somewhat globose, smooth.—Young leaves conduplicate. Pedicels

I

towered or ramose (D. C.)

Char.—Racemes shorter than the leaves. Leaves ovate-Ianceo-

rremotely serrate, with two to four glands beneath. Fruit ovate,

(D. C.)

evergreen under-slirub. Smooth in every part. Leaves short-

i d, coriaceous, shining. Petals roundish, spreading white. Fruit

I. ,
the size of a small cherry.

b . —Trebizonde. Common in gardens everywhere.

scription.—Cherry-laurel leaves (folia lauro-cerasi) have scarcely

• dour until bruised, when they give out the characteristic or bitter

i id odour of the plant. Their taste is very bitter, aromatic, and
lly astringent. By drying they lose their odour, but retain their

i ir. Their watery infusion is rendered green by the sesquichloride

i>n.

'MPosition.—I am unacquainted with any complete analysis of

y-laurel leaves. They were imperfectly examined in 1797 by L. J.

'Jaw du Celliee (Pfaff, Mat. Med. Bd. v. S. 152). In 1802, Schrader
S. 151) discovered hydrocyanic acid in the volatile oil obtained
them. The recent researches into the origin of the volatile oil of
itter almond (see p. 1106), render it probable that the volatile oil of
herry-laurel does not pre-exist in the leaves. The supposed consti-
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tuents of cherry -laurelr -laurel leaves arc amygdulin (probable, according
toll*

ebig, though they failed to procure it), resin (SpandawW!Wohler and Li(

myricin (the shining appearance of the leaves is, perhaps, owing to tfiljf
chlorophylle or green colouring matter, extractive

, tannic acid
, ligneotdB

fibre, and water,

Volatile Oil of the Cherry-Laurel (Oleum Lauro-cerasi)

.

—By distillation with wate ili

cherry-laurel leaves yield a volatile oil and a distilled water (aqua lauro-cerasi) /
«i :i i:i,„ :i r u:.. i i_ i__.ii • .

.

•AST-
the oil, like the volatile oil of bitter almonds, contains both hydrocyanic acid and hv
rlrilrot nf hoiv/ltlp if 1C notliral to cnnnocn tliot tlio tino nllr. 1 • ./ll'druret of benzule, it is natural to suppose that the two oils are produced in a similalf
manner. And though they did not succeed in procuring amygdalin, yet MM. Wbblelr
and Liebig {Journ. de Pharm. xxiii. 411) think its presence in cherryTlaurel leavi fi

highly probable ; but what substance effects its decomposition has not yet been ascent
tained.

Cherry-laurel oil is pale yellow, and heavier than water. It attracts oxygen front;

the air, and deposits benzoic acid. Oil of vitriol colours it red. It containsTiydrocvlf
anic acid, which may be detected by an alkali and a ferruginous salt (see p. 240). Th .

1

quantity, according to Schrader, is 7'66 per cent.
; but Goppert declares it to be onU

2-75 per cent. (Christisoo, On Poisons, p. 722). It appears, therefore, to be a weake*
poison than the oil of bitter almonds, with which, according to Robiquet

(Joum.d
Pharm. viii. 304), it agrees in all its chemical properties.

:

Physiological Effects.—Most parts of the plant, but more espe*

cially the leaves and seeds, possess poisonous properties.

(a). On Vegetables.—The distilled water of the cherry-laurel destroy*

plants, like hydrocyanic acid. Goppert asserts, that its poisonous ope(

ration does not depend on the small quantity of this acid which it cor^

tains, but on some poisonous quality peculiar to it
;
for its activity i

greater than that of water containing the same quantity of hydrocyanii

acid (Decandolle, Phys. Veg. 1358-9). L:

(b.) On Animals.—The effects of cherry-laurel water on animals havt

been examined by a considerable number of observers (see Wibme:

Wirk. d. Arzneim. Bd. ii. S. 81). Of these it will be sufficient to men in

tion the names of Madden (Phil. Trans, for 1731), Browne Langrisj

(Phys. Ex]o. upon Brutes, &c. 1746), Fontana (Treat, on the Venom ofth

Viper, &c. 1787), and Orfila (Toxicol. Gen.) It appears, says Dr. Chris :

tison, that whether cherry-laurel water is introduced into the stomach dLt

into the anus, or into the cellular tissue, or directly into a vein, it occa*

sions giddiness, palsy, insensibility, convulsions, coma, and speed) fc

death ;— that the tetanic state brought on by the pure acid is not alway'

so distinctly caused by cherry-laurel water
;
and that tetanus is mo*

frequently induced by medium doses (Christison, op.cit. p. 723). Che:

laurel oil acts on animals as a powerful poison in the dose of a feip

drops
;
the symptoms which it excites being similar, if, indeed, th

be not identical, with those induced by the volatile oil of bitter alinoiK

(see p. 1111).

(c.) On Man.—Liqueurs, sweetmeats, creams, and puddings, flavoured

with the cherry-laurel, have oftentimes acted injuriously, and even proven-

fatal. Where death occurred, the symptoms were similar to those cause

by hydrocyanic acid; viz. painful sensation at the stomach, sudden »

sensibility, and death within a few minutes. Convulsions, however, hai

not been frequent. In the cases referred to by Dr. Madden (Phil. Trar

for 1731), in which brandy, mixed with a fourth part of cherry-laui

water, proved fatal, there was no vomiting, purging, or convulsions. B 1

in the instances mentioned by Fodere (Orfila, Toxicol. Gen.), the indi
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A
5 expired in convulsions. The effects of medicinal doses of cherry -

3:1 water are stated to be similar to those of small doses of hydrocy-

J acid.

Mes.

—

Cherry laurel leaves are not unfrequently employed by the

J for flavouring. Though the distilled water of the cherry-laurel is

cj;
lined in the Dublin Pharmacopoeia, yet it is scarcely ever, I believe,

€ j[toyed in medicine in this country. It is applicable to all the cases

f |
hich hydrocyanic acid has been used (see p. 246). It has been used

J. sedative narcotic in tic-douloureux, phthisis pulmonalis, spasmodic

J h, and in palpitations of the heart.

i
jUa Laujio-Cerasi, D. Water of Cherry-Laurel. Laurel Water.

(I$h Leaves of the Cherry-Laurel, lbj.; Water, Oiij. Distil a pint,

* j add an ounce of Compound Spirit of Lavender, instead of Rectified

lit).—The compound spirit of lavender is added, as a colouring ingre-

( ; t, to prevent the preparation being mistaken for common water.

0is fjSS. to f5j. The strength, and, therefore, the dose, is, however,

M e to considerable variation. Fouquier (Richard, Elem. cVHist. Nat.

;I7) has, in some cases, given twelve ounces during the day, without

• evident effect.

Tribe II.

—

Bryabeje.

Geum urbanum, Linn. D.

—

Common Avens. Herb Bennet.

Sex. Syst. Icosandria, Polygynia.

(Radix, D).

! istory.—Pliny (Hist. Nat. xxvi. 21. ed. Valp.) speaks, of the medi-

il properties of Geum.
otany. Gen. Char.—Tube of the calyx concave; limb five-cleft,

rnally five-bracteolate. Petals five. Stamens numerous. Carpels

dess, tailed, disposed in a head. Style, after flowering, articulate or

oed. Seed ascending.

—

Herbs. Leaves variously pinnatisect (D. C.)

ip. Char.—Stem erect, branched, hairy. Leaves radical quinate-

natisect; caulinar ones ternate-palmatisect, with ovate broadly

Ihed-crenate lobes
;
upper ones one-lobed, ovate. Stipules somewhat

icular, large. Petals obovate, as long as the calyx. Carpillary head

mlcal. Ovaries hairy, numerous. Styles smooth, with somewhat

;y appendices (D. C
)

’ oot of many brown fibres. Stem one or two feet high. Leaves grass-

n, veiny, hairy. Flowers terminal, solitary. Petals bright-yellow.
rAB.—Indigenous. Growing in woods, hedges, and dry shady places.

' 'escrii’TION.—The root (radix carophyllatw, seu gei urbani
,
vel sana-

' da) consists of a rootstock of from one to three inches long, from

ch issue a considerable number of cylindrical fibres. Externally it is

\ vnish; internally, reddish. When recent its odour is aromatic and
t e-like

;
but this is greatly diminished by drying. Its taste is aro-

1 ic, astringent, and bitterish. It should be gathered in the spring.

Imposition.—The root has been the subject of repeated chemical
eriment. Thus it was examined by Muehlenstedt (Murray, App.
1. iii. 123), Anjou (Ibid.), Bouillon-Lagrange (Ann.de Chim. liv. 287),
andri and Moretti (Bull, de Pharm. ii. 358), and Trommsdorf (Pfaff,

(. Med. vi. 255). The latter chemist found the constituents of the
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dried root to be as follows :—volatile oil 0-039, resin 4, tannin sol Li

alcohol and water 10, tannin insoluble in alcohol and ether, with t

6

of chlorides, SI, gum 15-8, bassorin 9-2, ligneous fibre 30 [excess O-fm
Physiological Effects.—Aromatic, tonic, and astringent.

Uses.—Scarcely employed as a medicine in this country. It h as l)e
used in chronic diarrhoea and dysentery, leucorrhoea, chronic hem
rliages, and intermittents. It is put into ale, to communicate an agreea !

clover-like flavour, and to prevent the liquor turning sour. Infused
wine it has been used as a stomachic.

Administration.—Dose 5ss. to 5j., in powder or decoction, three

four times a day.

. Potentil'la Tormeniil'la
,
Sibthorpe, L. E.—Common Tormentil 0rl

SepIfoil.
Tormentilla officinalis, Smith, D.—Tormentilla erecta, Linn.

Sex. Syst. Icosandria, Polygynia.

(Radix, /..—Root, E.)

History.—Sprengel {Hist. Rei Herb. i. 43, 93, and 176) considers ft i

plant to be the -KEvrcupvWov of Hippocrates, Theophrastus, and Dii;

corides. But Sibthorpe
(
Proclr . FI. Grcecce, i. 352) considers the lat|f

plant to have been the Potentilla reptans.

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Tube of the calyx concave; limb four- or fnj

cleft, externally four- or five-bracteolate. Petals four or five. StamF
numerous. Carpels numerous. Style lateral. Receptacle procumbe
persistent, juiceless, capitate. Seed appended.

—

Herbs or under-shru

Leaves compound. Stymies adnate to the petioles. Flowers white, v

low, rarely red (D. C.)

Sr. Char .

—

Multiform, hairy. Root tuberous. Stem ascending,

chotomous. Leaves ternate-palmatisect, the caulinar ones sessile
;

lot

obovate-wedge-shaped, more or less deeply toothed. Stipules none

three-toothed. Flowers axillary, solitary, with long peduncles. Bra

palmate-incised. Segments of the calyx lanceolate-linear, as long as t

corolla. Carpels rugose. Receptacles villose (D. C.)

Stems weak, slender, often procumbent, li^^ched. Leaves dark-gre^j [

somewhat hairy, especially the veins. Flowers bright-yellow.

Hab.—Indigeno^; growing on barren pastures, heaths, and bust'''

places. s

Description.—The root (radix tormentiUce) is large, compared vi «

the size of the plant. Its external form is very irregular : sometimes it it

more or less cylindrical, at others tubercujiated and knobby. Its colo

externally is dark red-brown, internally flesh-red or brownish. Its tasip

is astringent. Its watery infusion is coloured blackish-green (tamale y

iron) by the sesquichloride of iron. A solution of gelatine causes a pi S i

cipitate (tannhte of gelatine) in it. By iodine, starch is detected in t

root-
.

Composition.—Neumann (
Works by Lewis, p. 362) and Pfan (•»*

Med. ii. 210) submitted tormentilla root to a chemical investigate H

Meissner (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1269-70) made an analysis of i

and found the constituents to be as follows:—volatile oil a trace, tan
’

1 7*4, colouring matter 18-05, ditto altered 2 '57, resin 0*42, cerin

myricin 0*20, gummy extractive 4 32, gum (pectin?) 28"20,

7"70, woody fibre 15*0, and water 6*45 (excess 0"82).

S.

extracts
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v siological Effects.—Astringent and tonic (see pp. 79-80).

n3 .—Employed in chronic diarrhoea and dysentery, passive hemor-

,
and intermittents. The decoction is also used as an astringent

.nd injection ;
as in flabby ulcers, leucorrhoea, &c. In the dysen-

if cattle it is reputed efficacious. In the Feroe and Orkney islands

3d to tan leather ;
in Lapland as a red dye.

i inistration.

—

Dose 5ss. to 5j., in powder or decoction, three or

ties a day.

OCTUM Tobmentillje

,

L. (Tormentil, bruised, ~ij.
;

Distilled

Oiss. Boil down to a pint, and strain).—Astringent and tonic,

internally in chronic diarrhoea. Dose, fsj. to fsij. Sometimes

zed as an injection in leucorrhoea.

Tribe III.

—

Roseae.

Ro'sa cani'na, Linn. L. E. D .—Common Dog-Rose.

Sex. Syst. Icosandria, Polygyria.

i (Fructfts Pulpa, L.—Hip of R. canina, and of several allied species, E—Fructus, D.)

proRY.—The KwopoEov, or Dog-Rose

,

of Hippocrates (Opera, p. 587,

Iss.) is, perhaps, Rosa canina

,

Linn., which, according to Sibthorp

,j
YFl. Grcec. i. 349), is a native of Greece. Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib.

;|\ip. 6, ed. Valp.) speaks of Rosa sylvestris, which he says is called

jJiodon (i. e. Dog-rose); but as he describes the sponge as growing

r e probably referred to Rosa rubiginosa (Sweet Briar, ox Eglantine),

ich it is more frequently found than on any other specie?.

ayny. Gen. Char .—Apex of the tube of the calyx contracted

;

1! b five-parted
;
segments during estivation somewhat spirally im-

dd at the apex, often pinnatisect. Petals fivo. Stamens numerous.

u many, inserted on the calyx, subsequently baccate, inclosed

Gthe calyx, dry, indehiscent, somewhat crustaceous, bearing the

aa the inner side. Styles exserted ^om the narrowed tube of the

1 free or aggregated into a columnar style. Seed in an akenium,
1v, exalbuminou.s, inverted; embryo straight; cotyledons flat.

—

if or small trees. Leaves pinnate, with an odd one
; leaflets serrate,

adnate to the petiole (D. C.)

•I 'Char.—Prickles uniform, hooked. Leaves naked or slightly hairy

;

t
:
isk eglandulose. Calyx-segments fully pinnate, deciduous. Styles

>lited. Shoots assurgent (Hooker).

I}
' British Roses answering to these characters are subdivided by Hooker (British

Or- s follows :

—

4 canina Woods, Smith. Leaflets carinate; serratures simjde.

fy surmentacea YVoods, Smith. R. canina
,

Curtis. Leaflets naked, carinate;

W'!S compound.
‘Hf surculosa Woods. R. canina /3, Smith. Leaflets naked, flat

;
serratures simple.

dumetorum Woods, Smith. Leaflets more or less hairy, flat.

4 Forsteri, Smith. R. collina Woods. Leaflets more or less hairy, not flat.

q ldolle {Prodr. ii. 613) admits no less than nineteen varieties of R. canina, Linn.

ification variable in denseness. Shoots more or less arched or
P) tccording to the vigour of the plant. Prickles not very numerous,

in various degrees, and com] tressed
;

their base considerably

!

• Leaflets variable in width; their serratures, although scarcely
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compound, except in /3., are mostly irregular in size. Bracts variable
size. Peduncle and calyx-tube commonly naked

;
their setae, when pr! ]•

sent, feeble and not numerous
;
calyx-segments free from glands, or m0 ] J

or less copiously fringed with them. Styles hairy. Fruit coral-red
< d

more scarlet [usually oblong, elliptical or ovate, rarely somewhat
gl,

)'

bose]
,
soft and pulpy when ripe, with a pleasant somewhat acid ta» "

(Hooker).

Hab.—Indigenous. Thickets, hedges, &c.
;
very common. Flowe H

in June and July. Perennial.

Description.—The fruit used in medicine under the name of the hip
,

>

hep (fructus rosce canines seu f. cynosbatiJ, is oval, composed external
'*

of the persistent calyx, whose sides have become thick, fleshy, beautiful i r

red, and shining
;
and internally, of numerous, hard, hairy akenia (cor

monly called seeds, but which, in fact, are the carpels, or real fruiti*

containing each an exalbuminous seed. The pulp or fleshy matter of tl

persistent calyx is sweet, acidulous, and pleasant to the taste, especial

when mellowed by the frost. The hairs surrounding the akenia act

mechanical irritants, like the hairs of the pods of the cowhage, and wh
swallowed are apt to occasion gastric uneasiness, vomiting, and prurit

about the anus
; whence one of the French vulgar names for the fra

gratte-culs.

Composition.—According to Bilz (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chern. ii. 127< ;

100 parts of the dried ripe fruit, deprived of akenia and haras, consist

the following substances :

—

volatile oil a trace, fatty oil 0*065, myricin

the scale 0-05, soft resin of the pulp 1*419, reddish-yellow hard re,

0*463, tannin 0*260, incrystallizable sugar 30*6, gum 25*0, epider\

4*552, medullary fibre 14*0, citric acid 2*95, malic acid 7*776, citrat

malates
,
mineral salts, water (and loss) 12*865.

Physiological Effects and Uses.—The pulp is nutritive and sliglr

refrigerant and astringent. It is only employed in medicine in the p:

paration of a conserve.

Confectio Rosje Caninje, L. Conserva Rosce Fructus, E. Const

Cynosbati. Conserve of Hips. (Dog-Rose [Pulp of the fruit], lb

Sugar, powdered, §xx. Expose the pulp of the Rose to a gentle heat

an earthen vessel ;
then gradually add the Sugar, and rub together

they are thoroughly incorporated, L.—Take any convenient quantity

Hips, carefully deprived of their carpels
;

beat them to a fine pu

adding, gradually, thrice their weight of white sugar, E.) In the p

paration of this conserve the akenia or carpels (commonly termed seed

with their hairs, must be carefully separated, on account of the irritati

they are apt to occasion (see above).—It is probable that the fruit

several varieties (or species?) are employed indiscriminately in the p:

paration of this conserve. The observation of Sir J. E. Smith deser

notice, that the flavour of the fruits, casually gathered late in autur

present a great diversity of flavour {Eng. FI. ii. 395). This conser

being saccharine and acidulous, is nutritive and refrigerant. It is usua

employed as a convenient and agreeable vehicle for other remedies

;

for a pill-basis, or for the making of electuaries or linctuses. A n

agreeable pectoral linctus containing almond oil, and, sometimes, sy:

of poppies, is made with this conserve, acidulated with dilute sulpn 1

acid. A drawback to the use of this conserve is its tendency to can

or concrete by keeping.

i



RED ROSE.

Ro'sa gcil'lica

,

Linn. L. E. D.

—

French or Red Rose.

Sex. St/st. Icosandria, Polyg-ynia.

(Petala, L. D.—Petals, E.)

IS v

(is'a.

v:
jr

i i story.—Perhaps our red rose may be the Rosa Milesia of Pliny

[i . Nat. lib. xxi. cap. 10, ed. Yalp.), the colour of which, he says, was

r i
warm [ardentissimus]

,
and whose petals did not exceed twelve in

The Rosa Trachinia, he adds, stands next to this, but is less red.ier.

I tany. Gen. Char.—See Rosa canina.

I . Char.—Prickles unequal. Stipules narrow, straggling at the

) . Leaflets five to seven, coriaceous, rigid, ovate or lanceolate, de-

Flower-hud ovate-globose. Sepals spreading during flowering.

Pi somewhat globose, very coriaceous. Calyxes and peduncles more
)i-s very finely glandulose-hispid, somewhat viscous (D. C.)

shrub. Very variable in form.—Decandolle {Prodr. ii. 603)

[ : ;s twelve distinct varieties. Mr. G. Don
(
Syst . of Gard.) enumerates

fj than two hundred sorts cultivated by gardeners. And we are told

n. de Pharm. xii. 443) that the Dutch cultivators have more than

lundred varieties. The variety cultivated at Mitcham, where it is

ill l the Damask Rose, appears to me to be R. yallica, var. c. officinalis,

Ilmdolle.

b .—South of Europe. Common in gardens. For medicinal pur-

>1 cultivated at Mitcham.
Inscription.—The dried petals of the unexpanded flowers, deprived

i! ir white claws or heels {ungues), constitute the red-rose leaves {flores

y mibrce) of the shops. The flower-buds are brought to market when
t the size of a large nutmeg. The calyx and claws being cut off',

hnetals are speedily dried. At Mitcham this is effected in a stove.

>j desiccation impairs both their astringency and colour. The petals

1 3 buds are much more astringent than of the full-blown flowers:

they are preferred for medicinal use. When dried they are sifted

ennove the stamens, insect-eggs, &c. 2000 flowers yield about 100
l >>f fresh petals or 10 lbs. of dried ones. The dried petals have a
[i

’ y appearance : their colour is purplish-red
;
their odour, which is

jr pally developed during desiccation, is agreeable; their taste is

r i .sh and astringent. As they lose their fine colour when exposed to

i .*and air, and are apt to become mouldy or worm-eaten, they should

* r refully preserved in bottles or canisters.

' 'MPOsition.—The petals were analyzed by Cartier {Journ. de Pharm.
who found the following substances :

—

volatile oil, colouring matter
,

in, gallic acid, fatty matter, albumen, potash soluble salts, calcareous

* hie salts, silica, and oxide of iron.

Astringent Matter (tannic and gallic acid).—The presence of astringent matter is

P !> by the very dark colour (tannate and gallate of iron) produced in an infusion of red

' y the ferruginous salts, and by the slight precipitate {tannate of gelatine) caused

t ' addition of a solution of gelatine.

'olouring Matter.—Has not yet been isolated. A watery infusion of red-rose

1

1 has a pale yellowish red colour: the alcoholic tincture is also pale coloured.

addition of sulphuric acid an intense bright red colour is produced
(sulphate of

* Turing matter ?). Alkalies communicate a greenish tint to the watery infusion
f bly by neutralising the free acid to which, with the colouring matter, the red tint
* i-ig). Sulphurous acid destroys the colour of the infusion of roses {sulphite of
%

\

ug matter?); but on the addition of sulphuric acid the intense bright red (sulphate

*
j

o) is produced with an evolution of sulphurous acid gas. Dr. Clarke and others

4 c
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hurt supposed that the red colour was owing- to iron; but both Gay-Lussac and 0 -i
: !“ ‘ ‘ : ' Thus

J
000 grains of the white rose yieldj

j

found more iron in white than in red roses.

the latter chemist 99 grains of ashes containing 12-4 of iron
; while the like qua T-lf

of the red rose yielded 50 grains of ashes, in which w ere only 4 grains of oxide of ironl (

Physiological Effects and Uses.—Red-rose leaves are mild
astriiil.

gents and tonics; but their power is exceedingly slight, and scarce!

h

deserves notice. By the Arabian physicians Avicenna and Mesue,
well as by more recent writers, lliverius, Kriiger, and others, conserll
of roses was esteemed a valuable remedy in phthisis (Murray, aL
Med. iii. 168). At the present time red-rose leaves are principally usly
for their colour and flavour. They yield several officinal preparation i

which are valuable as forming elegant vehicles for the exhibition of otf]|

more active medicines. The full-blown flowers are said to be as laxatiiji

as those of R. centifolia. “ Poterius relates that he found a drachm It

powdered red roses occasion three or four stools, and this not in a few i ji

stances, but constantly, in an extensive practice for several years” (Lewii

Mat. Med.)

1. Infusitm Rosm compositum, L. Infusum Rosa, E. fofusm
Rosa acidura, D. Infusion of Roses.— (Petals of Rosa gallica [deprive

of their claws, Zb], dried, 5iij. [jss. Zb]
;
Diluted Sulphuric Acid, fji E

[f5iij. D .] ;
Sugar [pure, E. refined, Zb], 3vj. [Siss. Zb]

;
Boiling Wa I

[distilled, L.], Oj. [Oiij. Zb] Pour the Water upon the Rose petals ii

glass vessel
;
then mix in the Acid. Macerate for six hours [half

hour, D.], and strain the liquor [when cool, Zb]
;
lastly add the sugar

it, L. D.—The Edinburgh College infuses the petals in the water for ft

hours, in a vessel of glass or porcelain, not glazed with lead
;
then at

the acid, strains through linen or calico, and dissolves the sugar in v
j

strained liquor.) The lengthened maceration of six or even four hot L

is unnecessary. An hour, or perhaps even half an hour, is quite £

ficient. Infusion of roses is a mild but very agreeable refriger

and astringent, and is a very pleasant drink in febrile disorders, hem

rhages, diarrhoea, and colliquative sweats. It forms a very eleg

vehicle for other medicines, as for saline purgatives (especially sulpli

of magnesia, the unpleasant taste of which it serves greatly to cover),

disulphate of quinia (which is dissolved in the water by the free sulphu

acid, which also serves to prevent the tannic acid of the roses prec

tating the quinia), the mineral acids, bitter tinctures and infusii

alum, &c. It serves as a very useful gargle
;
for which purpose acij

nitre, alum, or tincture of capsicum, are usually conjoined. Of course

alkalies and the earths, as well as their carbonates, are incompatible w

it
;
they neutralize the acid, and change the colour of the preparation

green. Sulphate of iron communicates a deep olive colour, and a

some hours causes a precipitate. The sulphuric acid of the infusp

of roses decomposes and destroys the activity of acetate of lead,

forming sulphate of lead. It is a common practice, however, thougl

course among ignorant practitioners only, to administer, in hemorrhaj

a pill composed of acetate of lead and opium, and at the same time ii|>

sion of roses !
(see, p. 518). The dose of infusion of roses is f*j- to 1.

Each fsj. contains 4fni of dilute sulphuric acid, which are nearly e

valent to three-sevenths of a minim of strong sulphuric acid.

2. Confectio Rosie gallicje, L. Conserva Rosa, E. D. Cons

ofRed Roses.—(Petals of the Rosa gallica [petals of the buds, rejec
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j; laws, -D.],lb.j. ; Sugar [refined,!).] lb. iij. Beat the rose petals in a

8 i mortar, then, the sugar being added, beat them again until they are

H 'Ughly incorporated, L. D .—Beat the petals of the Rosa gallica to a

pj
gradually adding thrice their weight of white sugar, E.) This

pi iration is slightly astringent. It was formerly much esteemed in

ftj sis (see p. 1122). Its principal use now is as a vehicle for the ex-

tol
on of other medicines. Thus it is a common pill-basis for calomel,

d! ohate of quinia, &c. Pilules, hydrargyri (see p.455) are prepared

w it. Alone or conjoined with the confection of dog rose (see p. 1120)

[ij ms the bases of some elegant pectoral linctuses or electuaries, con-

t;
lg almond oil, diluted sulphuric acid, syrup of poppies, &c. Over the

c ction of dog rose it has the advantage of having no tendency to

t |ry. Furthermore it does not ferment or become mouldy. Dose 5j. to

H i/ r more.

Mel Rosje, L. E. D. Honey of Roses.— (Petals of Rosa gallica

f Is of the buds, deprived of their claws, D.], dried, Siv.
;
Boiling

I

r, Oijss. [Oiij. wine measure, !>.] ;
Honey, lb. v. Macerate the

petals in the Water for six hours; then add the Honey to the

tied [and decanted, E.'] liquor, and boil down to a proper con-

uce, in a water bath [removing the scum, E.D.]) A mildly astringent

ery agreeable preparation, principally employed in the diseases of

ren. It is used sometimes alone as a mild detergent in slight

ious affections, or inflammatory conditions of the mouth and throat

;

an agreeable vehicle for the exhibition of other more powerful

lies. It is occasionally added to detergent or astringent gargles.

,
for children, 3j.

Sfrupus Ros2e gallicje, E.—(Dried Red-rose petals, 5ij.
;
Boiling

r, Oj. ;
Pure Sugar, *xx. Proceed as for the syrup of damask rose),

syrup, though very slightly astringent, is principally valuable for

cd colour, on account of which it is sometimes added to mixtures and
uaries (as the Electuarium Catechu

,
E.)

centifolia
,
Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Hundred-leaved or Cabbage Rose.

Sex. Syst. Icosandria, Polygynia.

(Petala, L. L).—Petals. Volatile Oil of the Petals, E.)

story.—Theophrastus (Hist. Plant, vi. 6) speaks of a Rosa cen-

ci 2 ('Polov e/caro iA\a) which grew abundantly about Philippi,

dotus (
Urania

,
cxxxviii.) mentions a rose growing naturally in

i :donia, and which had sixty leaves, and more than ordinary fra-

•e. This perhaps was R. centifolia. Pliny (Hist. Nat , lib. xxi.

10, ed. Yalp.) also notices the R. centifolia.

‘ tany. Gen. Char.—See Rosa canina.

. Char.—Prickles nearly straight, scarcely dilated at the base.

'ets five to seven, ovate, glandular and flaccid at the margin, hairy

- ith . Flower-bud ovate, short. Sepals during flowering, spreading,

i leflexed. Fruit ovate, somewhat pulpy. Calyxes and peduncles

lulose-hispid, rigid, fragrant (D. C.)

ocandolle admits seventeen distinct varieties. In gardens are found

3 eighty sorts. One of the best known of them is the Moss Rose

luscosa). At Mitcham the sort cultivated for medicinal purposes,

r the name of the Provins or Cabbage Rose, appears to me to agree
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with the var. a. vulgaris *foliacea of Decandolle. Its leaflets are oval
or rounded-oval. The larger prickles slightly falcate.

Hab.—Asia. Cultivated at Mitcham and other places for medicinal
\

purposes.

Description.—The petals of the hundred-leaved rose
(flores rosa

centifolice seu paliidee) are commonly termed in the shops Proving
01

Cabbage-rose leaves. They should be gathered when the flowers arc

full blown, and before the petals begin to fall. Their odour is strongesi

when they are of a fine pale red, and before they begin to fade. AVher

freed from the calyx cups and stamens they are to be dried in the air

Unlike the petals of R. gallica

,

desiccation diminishes their fragrance

Their odour is said to be singularly exalted by iodine (Chereau, Journ

de Pharm. xii. 442.) Their taste is sweetish, though somewhat acidu

lous and bitter. To preserve them, rose leaves are frequently pickled o

salted
(
flores roses saliti) like elder flowers (see p. 1033). • J

Composition.—I am unacquainted with any analysis of the petals o

the Rosa cenlifolia. The following, however, may be regarded as tb

ascertained constituents:

—

volatile oil, gallic (and tannic ?) acid, colouring

matter, a saccharine matter (sweet extractive of Pfaff), woody fibre,
mi

neral salts, and oxide of iron.

1. Volatile Oil of Roses {Oleum Rosee,E. Attar ox Otto of Roses).—Obtained in tb

East by distilling roses with water. The attar concretes and floats on the distill

water when cold (Polier, Asiat. Research, i. 332 ;
Jackson, Ed. New Phil Journ. xxri

326). In Northern India, rose water and attar are distilled from R. damascena (Roy!

Illustr. 203). The precise species of rose used at Gbazeepoor, in Hindostan, where tl

attar is extensively distilled, as well as at Shiraz, in Persia, has not been satisfactorilj

ascertained. At the latter place a rose with white flowrers is said to he used (Fee, Hi:

Nat. Pharm. ii. 127). Is it R. moschata

?

In the manufacture of rose water

England, from R. centifolia
,
a crystalline volatile oil with the odour of the attar is fn

quently obtained (English attar of roses). Polier says, that to procure something le:

than three drachms of attar from 100 lbs. of rose leaves, in India, the season must
1|

very favourable, and the operation carefully performed. Jackson states, that from o

lac of roses it is generally calculated that 180 grains, or one tolah of attar, can 1

procured. Heber (Narrative, \. 266) says, 20,000 roses yield attar equal in weigl

to that of a rupee. According to Donakl Monro (Treat, on Med. and Pharm. Chym.

311) the attar is procured without distillation, merely by macerating the petals

water. But Trommsdorf (Martius, Pharmalcogn.) tried the method, and failed topn

cure any oil.

Attar of roses is imported from Constantinople and Smyrna. The duty on it

Is. 4d. per lb. In 1838, 973 lbs.
;
in 1839, 745 lbs. paid duty (Trade List.)

At temperatures below 80° F. attar of roses is a crystalline solid. It is usually aim

colourless, but Polier says, colour is no criterion of its goodness, quality, or countr

Undiluted, its odour is somewhat too powerful to be agreeable, hut, when properly di

fused through the air or some liquid, is most delicious. It is combustible, and wt

oxygen forms an explosive mixture. It fuses at between 84° F. and 86° F. Its sp.

at 90° F. is 0 832
;
water at 60° F. being TO. (Saussqre, Ann. Chim. et Phys. xiit. 33

At 57° F. 1000 parts of alcohol (sp. gr. 0-806) dissolve 7 parts, and at 72° F. 33 pa

of attar. , ik

Attar of roses has been analyzed by Saussure and Blanchett, but their results do n

accord.

Blanchett's Analysis.

A toms. Eq. wt. Per cent. Per cent.

82*053
Carbon 23 ... 138 . .

.

74-59 Carbon...

Hydrogen 23 ... 23 ... 12*43 Hydrogen .
13-12*

3-949

0-874
Oxygen - 3 ... 24 .... ... 12-98 Oxygen ..

Nitrogen

.

Attar of Roses 1 ... 185 ... 100 00 100000

Saussure's Analysis.
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}i idal-wood oil, oil of rhodium, some of the fixed oils, and spermaceti, have been said

occasionally employed for adulterating* attar of roses. But as far as my obscrva-

t i xtends the attar found in the shops of London is very pure.

ar of roses consists of two volatile oils: one solid, the other liquid, at ordinary

(i ratures, in the proportion of about one part of the first to two parts of the second.

jarate them the attar is to be frozen and compressed between folds of blotting*

.,1 ,
which absorbs the liquid and leaves the solid oil; or they may be separated by

a I >1 (of sp. g*r. 0*8), which dissolves the liquid, but takes up scarcely any thing of

[| ,
lid oil.

i ' Solid Oil of Roses (Rose- Camphor ,* Stearoptene of Oil of Roses).—Occurs in crys-

t;
plates, fusible at about 95° F. It is composed, according to Saussure, of carbon

s; >, and hydrogen 14*889; or an equal number of atoms of carbon and hydrogen.

E I
bet states its composition to be, carbon 85*86, hydrogen 14*46.

I yuiquid Oil of Roses (Eleoptene of Oil of Roses).—Has not been accurately exa-

"| . But from Saussure’s analysis of the ordinary attar and of its stdaroptene, it

appear to contain oxygen and nitrogen, in addition to carbon and hydrogen. By
ation the proportions appear to be, carbon 80*56, hydrogen 12*42, oxygen 3*92,

?n 1*3 (Dumas, Traite de Chim. i. 494).

I jaxative principle. (Sweet extractive of Pfaff.)—The nature of the laxative prin-

f the hundred-leaved rose has scarcely been examined. Pfaff (Mat. Med. Bd. iv.

ill) declares it to be sweet extractive.

i!

U ysiological Effects and Uses.—The petals are mildly laxative,

i t ire employed, on this account, in the form of syrup (see Syrupus
Ij !))•

ij account of its delightful fragrancy this rose is in common use for

l
,
;ays and scent-hags, and is employed for the distillation of rose

t
•

*. Its odorous emanations, however, are not always innocuous
;
hut

rme persons have acted as a poison (see Murray, App. Med. iii. 160

;

at, Toxicol. Gen.), ausing symptoms which, for the most part, are

indicating a disordered condition of the cerebro-spinal system

—

as headache, fainting, and hysterical symptoms
;
and occasionally

gg rise to local irritation, manifested by sneezing and inflammation
ee eyes.

Sfrupus Rosje, L. D. Syrupus Rosce centifolice, E. Syrup of
i *. (Petals of Rosa centifolia [Damask Rose, E.] dried, svij. [lb.j. E . ]

;

rr [pure, E.], lb. vj. [lb.iij., E .~\
;
Boiling Water, Oiij. [Oiv. wine

i ire, D .] Macerate the Rose Petals in the Water for twelve hours,

t train
.

[Evaporate the strained liquor, in a water-bath, to Oij . L. D.]
i add the sugar [dissolve with the aid of heat, E.] and strain).

—

by laxative. Used only for young children. Dose, f5ij- to fSj.

'*Bd colour is heightened by acids
;
alkalies change it to green or

\w.

Aqua Rosm, L. E. D. Rose Water. (Petals of Rosa centifolia, lb. x.

;

' Spirit, flvij. [Rectified Spirit, f oiij . E.)
;
Water, Cony. ij. Let a

mi distil.
—“ The petals should be preferred when fresh

;
but it also

ters well to use those which have been preserved, by beating them
twice their weight of muriate of soda,” E.—The Dublin College

ts lb.viij. of the petals of Rosa centifolia, and a sufficient quantity
‘iter, to prevent empyreuma. Distil a gallon).—Rose water is pre-
l both from fresh and pickled rose leaves, but of course the former
'referable. To prevent its becoming sour it should be preserved iu,

corked bottles, kept in cool places. Spirit of wine ought not to be
d with it, for if a sufficient quantity be added to preserve the water,
iders it unfit for some medicinal purposes. Rose water is employed,
‘count of its odour only, as an addition to lotions, collyria, &c.
Oleum Rohm, E. Attar or Otto of Roses. (Its preparation and
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chemical properties have been already described, see p. 1 124). it j s Ji
ployed for scenting only. In the shops various perfumes are sold,

ll
owe their odour to the attar. Thus oilfor the hair

,
sold as huile \ntio\

rouge a la rose
,
is merely olive oil coloured by alkanet (see p. 881) T

scented with the attar. Milk of roses also contains the attar. Sever] I

compound scents owe a portion of their fragrance to this oil, as lave’nd\\

water (see p. 826). The Edinburgh College has, very properly as!
conceive, introduced this oil into the pharmacopoeia; for, as scents ail
frequently required to be communicated to medicines, I cannot conceiT
why the most delicious perfume should be excluded from the Mated
Medica. It may be employed as an addition to unguents, spirit washes, &lt

Tribe IV.

—

Pomaces.

Cydo'nia vulgaris, Persoon, L.

—

Common Quince

.

Py'rus Cydo'nia, Linn.

Sex. Syst. Icosandria, Pentagynia.

(Semina, D.)
f

f'

History.—Hippocrates [Opera, 497, ed. Foes.) employed the quindl
apple (icvdavia) as an astringent in diarrhoea. The Romans called tl:

*

fruit malum cotoneum (Pliny, Hist. Nat. lib. xv. cap. 11, ed. Valp.)

Botany. Gen. Char.— Calyx five-cleft. Petals somewhat orbicul; i;

Stametis erect. Styles five. Pome closed, five- celled
;

cells many -seedd.it

cartilaginous. Seeds enveloped with mucilaginous pulp.—Small tre<

Leaves undivided, quite entire, or serrate. Flowers large, solitary or fell

somewhat umbellate (D. C.)

Sp. Char.—Leaves ovate, obtuse at the base, quite entire
;
their low;

surface, as well as the calyx, tomentose (D.C )—A small, much-branchttlu

usually crooked tree. Petals pale rose-colour or white. Pome varyin)

in shape, yellow, covered with a thin cottony down, very austere, dijfc

having a peculiar fragrance.

Decandolle admits three varieties:

—

a. Maliformis. Apple Quince.—Pome almost globose. Cultivated.

£. Lusitanica. Portugal Quince.—Leaves broader. Pome larger. Cultivated.

y, Oblonga. Oblong or Pear Quince.—Leaves oval or oblong. Cultivated and tM i

Hab .—South of Europe. Cultivated in gardens. Flowers in M|„

and June.

Description.—Quince seeds [semina cydonice
)
are ovate- acute, flat i .

one side, convex on the other, and of a reddish-brown colour,

most external coat (epidermis seminalis, Bischoff) is composed of vdl

fine cells, in which is lodged a large quantity of mucilage. When, thehi

fore, these seeds are thrown into water, the mucilage swells up, distenj

and ultimately bursts the tender cells (see Bischoff, Handb. d. bot. 71

min. tab. xlii. fig. 1859). h

Composition.—No analysis of either fruit or seeds has beenmaj!

The fleshy pulp of the fruit contains an astringent matter ,
malic a(U

sugar, pectine or vegetable jelly, a nitrogenous matter, probably vom
oil, water, and vegetablefbre. The seeds contain colouring matter? <

nic acid, a large quantity of a peculiar gummy matter in their ou

coat, probably amygdalin (as Stockmann obtained hydrocyanic ai

i.
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Llie seeds by distillation), emulsin, starch, fixed oil
,
and woody

#!
*

min (Peculiar gum of Quince seed; Bassorin; Mucus; Quince Mucilage).—One
Jf| quince seed forms, with forty parts of water, a thick mucilage, which produces,

^ibae following salts, gelatinous coagula or precipitates ;
acetate and diacetate of

]e ,i rotochloride of tin, nitrate of mercury, and sesquichloride of iron. Rectified

Spl roduces at first scarcely any effect; after some time partial coagulation is effected.

O f
i vitriol communicates a pinkish tint, and causes the separation of a frothy coa-

,n which floats on the mixture. Silicate of potash, infusion of nutgalls, and
,’

y of ammonia, produce no change in the mucilage. Quince mucilage, usually

te:
bassorin, appears to me to be a peculiar substance: hence I propose to call it

fyl [. It is distinguished from arabine (see gum Arabic) by the effect of alcohol, sili-

;

potash, sulphuric acid, and oxalate of ammonia ; from bassorin and cerasin (see

|K.
;

by its solubility in water, both hot and cold; from tragacantliin (see gum traga-

by the effect of sulphate of iron, oxalate of ammonia, and alcohol ;
from carra-

«fi' (see p. 564) by the effect of silicate of potash and acetate of lead.—(For some

f*; oents on mucilage of quiuce seed, see Bostock, in Nicholson's Journal, vol.

>• 31 ).

:
j' SfsiOLOGiCAL Effects.—The fruit is not eatable in its raw state.

S cd in pies or tarts, along with apples, it is much esteemed. The
jjhssed juice (

succus cydonue) is said to be cooling and astringent.

iVix icellent marmalade {miva cydonice) and syrup are prepared from the

]
e by the confectioner. The mucilage of quince seed is nutritive,

Iff! cent, and emollient. The whole seeds, if taken in large quantity,

1

1 . 1
,
perhaps, act like bitter almonds (see p. 1110), as they are said to

: ; hydrocyanic acid.

pss.—Quince seeds are employed in medicine only on account of the

age which they yifcld.

•' coctum Cydonue, L. Mucilage of Quince Seed. (Quince seed,

Oistilled Water, Oj. Boil with a gentle heat for ten minutes, and
).—Never used internally. Employed externally as an emollient

Sheathing application to cracked lips and nipples
;

to the inflamed

pnctiva; to the skin when affected with erysipelas; to painful

rrrhoidal tumours, &c. Hair-dressers use it, as a cement, for dressing

anr in braids.

Other Medicinal Rosacece.

f

n the stems of the Cherry ( Cerasus avium), Plum (Prunus domestica), aud some
rosaceous trees, there exudes a mucilaginous liquor, which coucretes into tears,

g the gummi nostras, cherry-tree gum (gummi cerasi), plum tree gum {gummi pruni),
i It may be employed in medicine as a substitute for tragacanth gum. It consists
1

» gummy principles: one called arabine (see gum Arabic), soluble in cold water;
» ler termed prunin or cerasin, iusoluble in cold, but soluble in hot water.

themilla arvensis, Field Ladies' Mantle, or Parsley Piert, is a small, indigenous,
:eous plant, with green Howers. It belongs to Tetrandria, Monogynia, in the

system. It is astringent (owing to tannic acid), and, perhaps, slightly mucila-
It was formerly eaten raw or pickled, and thought serviceable in cases of

or stone: hence it was called break-stone. Front ( Inq . into the Nat. and Treat.
ibetes, &c. pp. 14(J and 185, 2nd ed.) regards it as a diuretic, aud as producing, in
ular states of the system, a large secretion of lithic acid. A strong infusion of it,

frequently, sometimes gives great relief, he says, in the le3s severe cases of the
hatie or earthy deposit, where the source of irritation is chiefly confined to the

y organs, and where the constitution is sound, and the strength not remarkably
id.

various species of Rosa, perhaps most frequently on R. rubiginosa, the Sweet
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Fig. 206.

Briar or Eglantine, is found a remarkable gall, called tbe Sweet Briar Sponge (Bedeav i

sen Fungus Rosarum). Pliny terms it, in ouenL
(Hist. Nat. lib. xxi. cap. 73, cd. Valp.), a littleW <

(pilula), in another (Ibid. lib. xxv. cap. 6) a spunf! Li

(spongiola). It is produced by the puncture olseve* [j

ral insect species; viz. Cynips Rosce and Brundii c
(both of which are elaborately described by Ratze []

burg, Mediz. Zoolog. Bd. ii. S. 146, et seq.), aiJ(j
. ,

species of Mesoleptus. Other species (as those
o'

'

Diplolepis and Pteromalus) are also found in thesl
galls

;
but they are probably parasites, and not th!

• ’ v The Bedeguar is usually rounded! i
true inhabitants,

but of variable size, sometimes being an inch, oral
inch and a half, or more, in diameter. External]’ 1

it looks shaggy, or like a ball of moss, being col ;

vered with moss-like branching fibres, which are a I

_ , _ , _ . 0 first green, but become afterwards purple. The nui i

Bedeguar, or Sweet Briar Sponge.
c]eus j s composed principally of cellular tissue, wit] •

woody fibre; and where the fibres are attached i

bundles of spiral vessels are observed. Internally there are numerous cells, in each 3^
which is the larva of an insect: if opened about August or September, maggoti

(larvae) are usually found. It is inodorous, or nearly so
;

its taste is slightl

astringent, and it colours the saliva brownish. It has not been analyzed, butissu:

pected to contain tannic and gallic acids. Dried and powdered, it was formerly give

in doses of from ten to forty grains, as a diuretic and lithontriptic. More recently

has been recommended as an anthelmintic, and as a remedy against toothache. Plin

says, the ashes mixed with honey were used as a liniment for baldness. In anothi

place he speaks of the fungus beiug mixed with bear’s grease, for the same purpose.

Order 58. Legumino'sa:, Jussieu.—The Bean Tribe.

Fabace/s, Lindley.

Essential Character.— Calyx of five (rarely of four) sepals, more or less united

the base, and, therefore, five-toothed, five-cleft, or five-partite
;
sepals unequal, i

some cases almost equally coherent, in others concreted into two lips; the upper coi

Fig. 207.

sisting of two sepals, which are either free at tbe apex or united ; tbe lower of tbn

sepals generally distinct at the apex. Petals five, or, by abortion, four, three, tw

one, or none
;
generally unequal, inserted usually into the base of the calyx, rarely c

:

the torus; in general variously imbricated, rarely valved, almost always free, sometinn

united into a gamopetalous corolla. [In the sub-order Papilionacece , the petals for

a butterfly-shaped or papilionaceous corolla, con

posed of a large upper petal called vexillum

standard
,
two lateral ones termed alee or win

and an inferior keel-shaped one denominate

carina or keel, and which is, in fact, co'

posed of two petals adherent at their margi

Stamens inserted with the petals, general

double the number of tbe latter, rarely triple

quadruple or fewer; altogether free or t

filaments variously connected, being monad

phous, with the tube entire or cleft above,

diadelphous nine and one, or five and five, ve

rarely triadelphous : anthers two-celled. Carj.

generally one, the others being abortive; or tv

to five. Ovary oblong or ovate, sessile

stipitate, free, or, very rarely, adnate bv tl

stipe to the calyx. Style one, filiform, ansu

from the upper suture : stigma terminal

lateral. Legumes two-valved, membrauous; co

Papilionaceous flowers.
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I I Common Garden Bean.

i lumule.

;>tyledous or seed lobes.

. idicle bent on the cotyledons

rvembrice).

&j|e erbacb, Abhandl. u. d. Arzneikraft. d. Planzen J

mid.)

aceous, rarely fleshy or drupaceous, dehiscent

or indehiscent, one-celled
;
or by the folding in

ofone of the sutures, longitudinally two-celled

;

orby istbmi or articulations, transversely many-
celled. 'Seeds two, or many, or by abortion (?)

solitary, affixed to the upper suture, in-

serted alternately into each valve, frequently

oval or reniform
;

funiculus various, rarely

expanded into an arillus
;
testa smooth, fre-

quently very much so, and stony
; endopleura

often tumid, simulating- albumen. Embryo
sometimes straight

[
rectembrice], or curved

[curvembrice]
,
the radicle being inflexed on the

commissure of the lobes
(
homotropal or pleu-

rorhizous)’, in either case the radicle directed

towards the bilum : cotyledons foliaceous or

fleshy
;
the first exsert, the latter germinating

within the spermoderm, under ground.

—

Trees, shrubs, or herbs, with alternate, bistipu-

late, simple, or variously-compounded leaves .

—

(Condensed from Decandolle, with additions

within the square brackets).

Properties.—Exceedingly variable. Similar

organs of different, though often closely-allied,

species are frequently found to elaborate most
dissimilar principles; and, of course, the diete-

tical, medicinal, or poisonous properties vary

in a corresponding manner. (For details, con-

and Decandolle, Essai sur les

Sub-order 1.

—

Papilionacem.

VMyrosper'mum peruiferum, Decandolle, E.

—

The Quinquino

.

Myrox'ylon peruife'rum, Linn. L. D.

Sex. Syst. Decandria, Monogynia.

(Balsamum liquidura, L.—Fluid balsamic exudation, E.—Balsamum, D.)

Tory.—This balsam was first mentioned by Nicholas Monardes
' the name of balsamum (Clnsius, Exot. 303). No accurate notions

itree yielding it were entertained until 1781, when Mutis sent some
les of it to the younger Linnaeus (Murray, App. Med. vi. 111).

(Lambert, Illustr. of the Genus Cinchona
, p. 92) afterwards de-

d it.

'any. Gen. Char.—Calyx campanulate, five-toothed, persistent,

five, the upper one largest. Stametis ten, free. Ovary stipitate,

J, membranous, with two to six ovules
;

style towards the apex
n, lateral. Legume

,
with stalk naked at the base but winged

orly, samaroidal \legumen samaroideum D. C.], indehiscent, one-

, one or two-seeded, laterally pointletted by the style. Seed
ared with balsamic juice: cotyledons thick, plane (D. C.)

Char.—Leaves coriaceous, persistent, smooth as well as the
ies. Wing of the legume very thick, not veined. Style deciduous

iranching, elegant tree. Bark thick, very resinous. Leaves pin-

alternate
;
leaflets two to five pairs, alternate ovate-lanceolate.

ics axillary. Petals white. Legume somewhat coriaceous, straw-
"cd, about four inches long including the stalk. Seeds reniform.
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Hab.—Peru, New Grenada, Columbia, and Mexico. Grows in l

warm, and sunny situations.—Flowers from August to October. \w
Collection.—Monardes {op. cit. p. 302) says, that there are t id

modes of procuring the balsam; viz. incision into the bark of thetnJtf
and coction of the branches and trunk in water. The first method yield >

a white liquid balsam
,
the second a blackish red liquid. Ruiz {op J L

p. 95) states, that the white liquid balsam is preserved for years 111

bottles, in the fluid state; but when deposited in mats or calibashcJ

N

which is commonly done in Carthagena, and in the mountains of Tolj’W

it, after some time, condenses and hardens into resin, and is then denj'1

minated dry white balsam or balsam of Tolu

;

while the extract made ip:

boiling the bark in water is blackish, remains liquid, and is known Hi/

the name of black Peruvian balsam. There is, however, obviously son ^
confusion in this statement

;
and several reasons have led pharinacoljj

gists to doubt whether the black balsam of the shops is obtained life

coction. Ruiz does not speak from his own observation, but on tl 1
authority of Valmont de Bomare. Lastly, Hernandez {Rev. Med. Nojit

Hisp. Thes. p. 51, 1651) says, the balsam obtained by incision is yellowisjlf

black {e fulvo in nigrum ) . Professor Guibourt has received from M. Baziif

balsam of Peru, which he obtained in great abundance on the coast ft

Son Sonate, in the state of San-Salvador (the republic of Guatimala) 1 In

incisions into the stem of a Myrospermum, whose fruit is very differed

to that of M. peruiferum fHist. des Prog. ii. 590, 3me ed.) Th. Martijl

(Pharmakogn.) suggests, that the black balsam of Peru is procured by*}

kind of destillatio per descensum
;
but the absence of pyrogenous produtM

in the balsam seems to me to be averse to this opinion.

Commerce.—Balsam of Peru is imported in pear-shaped earthen-wa

pots, and in tin canisters, from Valparaiso, Islay, Lima, Truxillo, Calk

Iquique, Belize, &c. The duty (Is. per lb.) paid on it during the k

six years, is as follows (Trade List) :
—

I:

In 1834 1893 lbs.

1835 243
1836 1880

In 1837

1838
1839

1331 lbs.

1798

825

iI Jr

I:

Description.—Balsam of Peru {balsamum peruvianum

)

called al||i_

black or liquid balsam of Peru {balsamum peruvianum nigrum) is a traij li.

parent, deep, reddish-brown or black liquid, which has the consistent

of treacle, a powerful but agreeable odour, somewhat similar to that

vanilla and benzoin, and which is increased by dropping the balsam

a red-hot coal, and a warm, acrid, bitter taste. It is inflammable

burns with a fuliginous flame. It is soluble in alcohol
;
the solutif

j

however, is not clear, but lets fall after some time a deposit. To boili

water it yields its acid (usually stated to be the benzoic, but according

Fremy and others, it appears to be the cinnamonic acid). Its sp. gr.

1T50 to 1T60.
I have received from Professor Guibourt another balsamic substar

under the name of balsam of Peru in cocoa-nut shells {baume du Pa

en cocos)

.

The shell has the size and shape of a small lemon,

contained balsam is deep brown, and has an odour very similar to u

of balsam of Tolu. Guibourt says, “ it appears to be formed of t'

kinds of matter : one more fluid, another more solid, grumous, and as

were crystalline. Its taste is mild and sweetish. It has a strong ag
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;,1
our, between that of Tolu and soft liquidambar, but distinct from

01
;

'f
white balsam of Peru (balsamum peruvianum album) of Martins

11( fiber pharmacologists is said, by Guibourt (op. cit.), to be the solid

a ,i of liquidambar already described (p. 727).

J lteration.—Balsam of Peru is said to be subject to adulteration
;

ml 3 formulae given by Gray
(Suppl . to the Pharm.) for making as well

3 j

reducing
(
i . e. adulterating) it, lend support to this opinion. The

eji d for the balsam being very little, the supply quite equal to or

p(i xceeding the demand, and the price being moderate, are circum-

aM which appear to remove all motive for adulteration, which I do

t,i
nk is at present practised in this country. The characters to be

gtpd to in judging of its genuineness are, the purity of its odour, its

n ite solubility in, or miscibility with, alcohol (by which the absence

f III oil is shewn), and its undergoing no diminution of volume when
Eh with water (by which the absence of alcohol is proved). A
gj

its purity is, that 1000 parts of it should saturate 75 parts of pure

utilised carbonate of potash. (Th. Martius, Pharmakogn
.)

ip position.—Balsam of Peru has been elaborately investigated by
n chemists, and the results obtained are somewhat curious. In

ib it was examined by Lichtenberg (Berlin . Jahrb. 1806, S. 22)

Ut.! (Journ . de Chim. Med. i. 139), in 1825, published an analysis of

i f.chter (Pharm. Cent.-Blatt. fur 1838, S. 346), Plantamour (Ibid.

. i|. ,
and fur 1839, S. 601), and Fremy (Comptes-Rendus, 1838, Sec.

avfo. 20, and Ann. de Chim. et Phys. t. lxx. p. 180) have since exa-
ijntlie nature of its constituents.

Stoltze’s Analysis.

Slsslightly soluble resin 2’4

jm<?oluble resin 20'7

,:alsam of Peru [cinnameine] 690
5|i' : [

cinnamonic] acid 6 4
lli'oe 0 6
rpil moisture 0‘9

Idsam of Peru 100 0

Fremy's Analysis

.

1 . An oily matter
(cinnameine), fre-

quently containing in solution

a crystalline substance (meta-

cinnameine; hydruret of cinna-
myle).

2. Cinnamonic acid.

3. One or more resins (hydrates of
cinnameine).

Balsam of Peru.

1J

A of Balsam of Peru. Cinnameine of Fremy.—If an alcoholic solution of potash

J d to an alcoholic solution of balsam of Peru, a compound of resiu and potash
te of potash) is precipitated, while cinnamate of potash and cinnameine are left

i on. On the addition of water the latter separates, and floats on the surface. It

-
- purified by solution in petroleum. Cinnameine is a reddish-brown, acrid,

-is, oily fluid, heavier than water, soluble in alcohol and ether, insoluble in water,

lammable. Its composition, according to Fremy, is (taking the average of five

><ients), carbon 79 -

0, hydroyen 6‘26, oxygen 14 74. His formula for it, which,
r r, scarcely accords with this statement, is C 5* II 20 (X Caustic potash affects a

1 on it analogous to saponification, and converts it into two equivalents of cin-
1 icid (equal to C 38 H** 0G

)
and a light oily fluid, which Fremy calls peruvin,

^imposition is, carbon 79'6, hydrogen 9 3, oxygen 11*1, or C 18 H 12 O2
. Cinna-

1 frequently (but not invariably) contains in solution a crystalline substance,

metacinnameine
,
whose composition is, carbon 81 *9, hydrogen 6 0, oxygen 12 1

;

'jula being C 18 H9 O2
,
so that it is isomeric with hydret of cinnamyle.

"nnamic or Cinnamonic Acid.— This constituent has usually been mistaken for
: acid. It is obviously formed in the balsam by the oxidation of the hydret of
yle, just as hydret of benzole is transformed into benzoic acid (see p. 1 108). In
jlsams of Peru which contain no metacinnamline, this principle has been entirely
cd iuto cinnamic acid.
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3. Resin of Balsam of Peru. Hydrate of Cinnamiine .—The quantity of re • h
balsam of Peru augments daily. It is formed by the union of cinnam6ine with^h ’

elements of water; for its composition is, carbon 71-82, hydrogen 6 78, oxygen iluv
or C 54 H30 012. So that this resin consists of one equivalent cinnameine, and frlf!
equivalents of water. It is not, however, formed at once, but g-radually undeiW
different degrees of viscosity. Soft resin differs from the hard only in its eleineuMi
water. Sulphuric acid converts cinnameine into resin.

Such are the general results of Fremy’s analysis
;
but the correctness of some of tb

may be fairly called in question. His formulae do not always agree with his exnp|
mental results (see Cinnameine). Plantamour denies the accuracy of several

Fremy’s statements.

f-

Physiological Effects.—Stimulant, slightly tonic, expectorant, d f!

tergent, and epulotic. Its action is similar to other balsamic substancf/

(see p. 74), and is closely allied to that of storax (p. 934) and benzol!

(p. 938). Topically it operates as a stimulant and mild acrid; and whk
applied to foul indolent ulcers, often cleanses them, and promotes the l

cicatrization. Taken internally, in full doses, it creates thirst aid,
1

quickens the pulse. Its stimulant influence is directed to the secretiij|

organs, especially the bronchial mucous membrane. It is devoid of t

!'

powerful influence over the urinary organs, possessed by copaiva and l i

turpentines, and its tonic powers are not equal to those of myrrh.

Uses.—Its supposed efficacy in curing external ulcers and heali

wounds has led to its use in internal diseases, formerly apprehended

depend on ulceration, as in pulmonary affections supposed to be, or whi

really were, phthisis. But the observations of Dr. Fothergill (Med. 0
andlnq. vol. iv. p. 231) in part led to the discontinuance of the indiscrin

nate use of balsams and other heating substances in these cases. Yet?

proves serviceable in some old asthmatic cases, chronic pulmonary catarr.

winter coughs, &c. It seems to be principally adapted to old stand

chronic affections of the mucous membranes (especially the bronchi;

mucous membrane), particularly in persons of a cold and toipid hal »l

Its stimulant influence is calculated only to aggravate acute cases.

Many other uses of balsam of Peru are now obsolete : as its emphiti

ment in lead colic, as recommended by Sydenham
;
in gonorrhoea a

leucorrhoea, by Hoffmann (Opera omn. Suppl. p.736. Genev. 175

in convulsions from repressed perspiration, by Kirkland (Treat, on Chi

bed Fever
, p. 31, 1774); and externally and internally in trauma ii

tetanus, by Dr. Kollock (Thacher’s Dispensatory). It is said to be u a;

and then used in chronic rheumatism. The beneficial effects ascril $

by Trousseau and Pidoux to the balsams in chronic laryngitis have be

before (p. 74) referred to.

As a topical remedy, balsam of Peru is occasionally employed,

applied either alone, or in the form of oiiltment, to indolent, ill-con

tioned ulcers : it cleanses them, promotes healthy granulation, a

assists cicatrization. I have used it in some obstinate ulcerations ab<

the nose. Dr. Ainslie (Mat. Ind. i. 65 and 406) speaks very highly

its powers of arresting the progress of sphacelous and phagedenic ail

tions, so common and destructive in India. He recommends lint, soalj

in the balsam, to be applied night and morning. In offensive dischar

from the ear it is now and then dropped in after syringing. It is a c ‘

stituent of some lip-salves. It was formerly esteemed as a vainer

against wounds of the tendons and nerves. It is used by perfumers

scenting, and in the manufacture of fumigating pastiles.

1 <
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I

INISTRATION.—Dose, fjss. to fjj. It may be taken on sugar, or

nto pills with some absorbent powder, or diffused through w'ater

ns of sugar, gum, or yolk of egg.

isper'mum toluiferum
, Richard, E.—The Balsam of Tolu-Tree.

Toluif'era Bal'samum, Hiller, D.

Sex. Syst. Decandria, Monogynia.

(Concrete balsamic exudation, J?.—Resina, D.)

‘fi ory.—

T

he earliest notice of balsam of Tolu is that of Monardes
jl-s, Exot. 304). He tells us that the balsam had been recently

J:d.
I l.ny. Gen. Char.—See Myrospermum perdiferum.
A ’har .

—

Branches and leaves smooth. Leaflets oblong, acuminate,

y ;ral, rounded at the base (D. C.)

If ee which yields the balsam of Tolu was formerly called Toluifera Balsamum.
mj lard having carefully investigated the characters of the genus Toluifera, found
Mph the exception of those of the fruit, which Miller had imperfectly described,
w e identical with those of the genus now called Myrospermum

;
and as Ruiz

itfe it the balsams of Peru and Tolu are both obtained from one tree, the Myro-
wj peruiferum has been adopted by several writers, and by the London College, as
yi :e of both balsams.

H; rd (Ann. Scien. Nat. t. ii. p. 168) found specimens of the trees yielding these
Isji.in Humboldt’s herbarium

;
and though he at first mistook them for the same

m be has subsequently recognized them to be different. He therefore made a dis-

A ciesof the tree yielding the balsam of Tolu, and it is now called Myrospermum
b|; 7i. It differs from M. peruiferum in its having thin, membranous, obovate
iflv'rvhich are lengthened and acuminated at their summits. Moreover, the ter-

nji. iflet is larger than the lateral ones.

—Mountains of Tolu, Turbaco, and on the banks of the Magda-
W- itween Garapatas and Monpox.
nucnON.—Balsam of Tolu is procured by making incisions into

Bpk of the tree, and receiving the liquid balsam in vessels made of a
W'vax. It is afterwards transferred into proper vessels. It only

f from the tree during the heat of the day (Monardes, op. cit. 304).

'MERGE.—Balsam of Tolu is sometimes brought direct from Car-
le i, Santa Martha, and Savanilla; more commonly, however, it

W by way of New York or Jamaica. It is usually imported in cylin-

WUm canisters; now and then in earthen pots or jars, still more
li n small calabashes.

pRiPTiox.—Balsam of Tolu
(
balsamum tolutanum vel de Tolu),

first brought over, is generally soft and tenacious, but by age be-
I hard and brittle, somewhat similar to resin, and has a granular or

fihat crystalline appearance. Formerly it was imported in this

I* ed state, but is now usually met with in the soft state. It is

farent, has a reddish or yellowish-brown colour, a most fragrant

I though less powerful than that of storax or Peruvian balsam, and
Cant sweetish taste. It softens under the teeth

;
when heated rea-

|

cits, takes fire, and burns with an agreeable odour. It is very
in alcohol and ether, and gives out its acid to water. The soft

contains more oil but less acid than the diy balsam, the acid
1 2 resin being formed at the expense of the oil. Balsam of Tolu
1 s or resinifies with much more facility than balsam of Peru.

!

uni of Tolu in calabashes (balsamum tolutanum in cucurbitis par-
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vis, Dale) occurs in calabashes (the fruit of Crescenlia Cujete acco V
to Sloane, Hist. Nat. Jamaica, ii. 174) about the size of an orange - 111
large aperture by which the balsam has been introduced being ci

*'

with the rachis of the fruit of Zea Mays .

Composition.—According to Fremy {Ann. de Chim. et Phys. t. ]xx \\

201), tlie composition of balsam of Tolu is similar to that of balsam i

Peru, its constituents being cinnameine
,
cinnamic acid, and resin. Tlj 1

differ, according to the same chemist, from those of balsam of Peru 11^

the great facility with which they become resinified.

Resin of Balsam of Tolu .— Is essentially the same as that of balsam of Peru, aijl
like it, also forms a fine red colour with sulphuric acid ; but it is less fusible than til

resin of the last-mentioned balsam. It consists of carbon 708, hydrogen 64 a t

1

oxygen 23’1
;

so that it contains a larger proportion of the elements of water.

Physiological Effects and Uses.—The effects of balsam of Toti

are similar to those of balsam of Peru (see p. 1132), and the other bil
samic substances (p. 74). It is employed as a stimulating expectorant

> j,

chronic bronchial affections, unaccompanied with inflammatory acting

It is, however, more frequently used as an agreeable flavouring adjuiR

to pectoral mixtures. The vapour of the ethereal solution of the balsaqi

has been inhaled in chronic affections with benefit. Tolu lozenges

a popular and pleasant remedy for appeasing troublesome cough. T i

balsam is sometimes employed by confectioners to flavour sweetmecn^

as marmalade. It is also used in perfumery ; and is a constituent^

some fumigating pastiles (see p. 938).

Administration.

—

The dose of the balsam is from grs. x. to sss. ij

may be taken in the form of an emulsion, made with gum or sugar,

is a constituent of the compound tincture of benzoin
,
L. D. (pp. 938-

1. Tinctura Balsami Tolutani, L. D. Tinctura Tolutana,

Tincture of Tolu. (Balsam of Tolu, sij. [Sj. D., in coarse powder, $i|;
j

E.]; Rectified Spirit, Oij. [Oj. wine measure, D., f*xvj. E.] Digij

[with a gentle heat, E ., in a close vessel, D.] until the balsam is cl

solved [and filter, L. £).]).

—

A stimulating expectorant, principally usjjj

as a flavouring adjunct to other pectorals. Its use is, of course, objeq

tionable in inflammatory cases. Dose, f5ss. to fjij. When mixed

water the resin is precipitated
;
hence it should be rubbed with rniijo

lage, or some viscid liquor, before adding the water, to keep the resinoi

precipitate in suspension.
l;

2. Syrupus Tolutanus, L. D. Syrupus Balsami Tolutani, D. Syr\
h

Tolu. Balsamic Syrup. (Balsam of Tolu, 5x.; Boiling Water, C
j

I

of
Sugar, lbs. ijss. Boil the Balsam in the Water for half an hour in a ves

lightly covered, frequently stirring, and strain the cooled liquor ;
th

add the Sugar, and dissolve it, L .—Simple Syrup, Oij. [Oiss. D.]', Tii

ture of Tolu, 3j. When the syrup has been recently prepared, and 1

not altogether cooled, add the tincture of Tolu by degrees, agitatiB

briskly, E.D.)—Employed as an agreeable flavouring adjunct to p«.

toral mixtures. Dose, f5j. to f3iv.
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Cyt'isus scoparius, Decandolle, L. E .—Common Broom.

Spar'tium scopa'rium, Linn. D.

Sex. Si’st. Diadelphia, Decandria.

(Cacumina recentia, L.—Tops, E.—Cacumina, D )

. ;tory.—It is uncertain who first mentioned this plant. The airapnov

oscorides (lib. iv. cap. 158) is Spartium junceum or Spanish Broom
i, Prodr. FI. Grose, ii. 53). The Genista of Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib.

,cap. 40, ed. Valp.) was probably the same plant, though the Roman
dan was himself doubtful whether this plant was identical with

b|of the Greeks. Sprengel (Hist. Rei Herb. i. 80) considers that

ihrastus was undoubtedly acquainted with Common Broom.
I tany. Gen. Char.—Calyx two-lipped; the upper lip generally

til., the lower one somewhat three-toothed. Vexillum ovate, large;

*1
ery obtuse, enclosing the stamens and pistils. Stamens monadel-

>]•>.. Legume piano-compressed, many-seeded, without glands.

—

5.1 <s. Leaves trifoliate (D. C.)

/I Char.—Branches angular, smoothish. Leaves trifoliate, stalked.

F pimple. leaflets oblong. Flowers axillary, stalked, solitary. Le-
ri pf hairy at the margin (D. C.)

hrub, three to six feet high. Branches long, straight, and green.

j s deciduous
;
upper ones generally simple. Flowers large, bright

i,w; keel broad
;
vexillum and aloe much spreading. Legumes large,

[It brown, containing fifteen or sixteen seeds.

I n .—Indigenous - enrnwiner nn drv hills anrlgrowing on dry hills and bushy place's. Flowers

ascript ion.—Broom-tops (
scoparium ; cacumina scoparii

)
have

,, nauseous taste, and, if fresh, a remarkable odour when bruised.
' mposition.—The flowers of broom contain, according to Cadet de
ncourt (Journ . de Pharm. x. 448), concrete volatile oil

,
fatty matter

,

chlorophylle
,
yellow colouring matter

,
tannin

,
a sweet substance

,

• age, ozmazome, albumen, and woody fibre. The ashes amounted to

[
ler cent., and contained 29 per cent, of carbonate of potash, besides

i de of potassium, sulphate of potash, chloride of calcium, nitrate,

>hate, and sulphate of lime, carbonates of lime, magnesia, and iron,
’ ilica.

—

Salt of broom, or sal genistoe, is obtained by burning the whole
. It contains a large proportion of carbonate of potash. Hill

of the Mat. Med. 397) says, that a pound of the green twigs, with
' aves and flowefS, yields a drachm and a half of this salt.

ysiological Effects, (a.) On animals generally.—In some parts

; trope broom is employed as winter food for sheep
;
and Withering

that it prevents the disease called rot, and is salutary in dropsy, to

pi sheep are liable. According to Loudon, it is apt to produce dis-

of the urinary organs, to prevent which a plentiful use of water is

intended.

On man.—In large doses broom-tops are an emetic and purgative.

nailer doses they are diuretic and mildly laxative. As a diuretic

have been celebrated by Mead and Cullen.—“ Though very little in

says Dr. Cullen (Mat. Med.), “ 1 have inserted this in my catalogue
3 my own experience of it. I found it first in use among our common
fce

; but 1 have since prescribed it to some of my patients in the
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manner following :—I order half an ounce of fresh broom-tons o i

i i • _ i c i .... *:ii ii.:. • ,
10

I
;

<

„ « every secoiM
day, some dropsies have been cured.” Having very frequently enrnloviv
broom in dropsies, I can add my testimony to its powerful effects asl-i
diuretic: I cannot call to mind a single case in which it has failed

act on the kidneys. In some cases it produced a most marked and bem
ficial effect on the dropsical effusion. According to my experience, it U
more certain than any other diuretic in dropsies. Dr. Pearson [Olsen A
on Broom-seed, 1835) terms broom a tonico-diuretic

;

and says it iJj
proves the appetite, and invigorates the whole system.

Uses.—It has been principally or solely employed in dropsies, and ;

already mentioned, sometimes with great benefit. Of course its chant
>

of cure depends on the nature of the cause of the dropsical effusion. ]

;

acute inflammatory cases, as well as in diseased kidney, its use might 1

,

objectionable. It is said also not to be adapted to thoracic dropsy, esplj

cially when combined with pulmonary congestion, or any degree *

inflammatory affection of the chest.

Administration.—Broom-tops are usually given in the form of infusia

or decoction. The seeds, which keep much better than the tops, and c

that account have an advantage over the latter, may be used in the font

of powder, in doses of grs. x. to grs. xv. in mint water or cold ging<

tea
;
or in the form of tincture (see Spartium junceum). To promote tl t

operation of broom, diluents should be freely given.

1 . Infusum Scoparii, L. Broom Tea. (Scoparium, sj.; Boiling DiM
tilled Water, Oj. Macerate for four hours in a lightly covered vess#
and strain).

—

A decoction is to be preferred to the infusion. Dose, ast*

diuretic in dropsy, fsj. to f ij. Jr

2. Decoctum Scoparii compositum, L. Decoctum Scoparii, E. (See

parium, Juniper fruit, Dandelion, of each sss.; Distilled Water, Oist

Boil down to a pint, and strain, L.—Broom-tops, and Juniper-tops, (,

,

each §ss.
;
Bitartrate of Potash, *iij.; Water, Oiss. Boil them downtef

gether to a pint, and then strain, E.)—Diuretic and laxative. Dose, f5

to f: :

!h
3. Extractum Spartji Scoparii, D. (Prepared by the evaporatio

of the decoction of the tops)—Diuretic and laxative. Employed only a
p

a diuretic in dropsy. Dose, 5SS. to sj. Rarely used.

Glycyrrhiza glabra, Linn. L. E. D.

—

Common Liquorice.

Sex. Syst. Diadelphia, Decandria.

(Radix recens, L.—Root. Extract of the Root, E.—Radix, D.)

History.—The y\vKvfyi£a of Hippocrates and of Dioscorides (lib. iiji

cap. 7) are doubtless identical
;

the latter is supposed by Sprengd

(Hist. Rei Herb, i.) and others to be our Glycyrrhiza glabra-, by Dierj

bach
(
Arzneim . d. Hippocrates) to be G. glandulifera, but by Dr. Sibthoq

(Prodr. FI. Groecce, ii. 77) it is said to be the G. echinata, which is nov

termed in Greece y\vKigi{a. ^
Botany. Gen. Char.—Calyx naked, tubular, five-cleft, two-lipped

with the two upper lobes united more than the others. Vexillum ovate
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eolate, straight ;
keel two-parted or two-pctalous, straight, acute.

nens diadelphous. Style filiform. Legume ovate or oblong, compressed,
•celled, one- to four-seeded.—Perennial herbs with extremely sweet
s. Leaves unequally-pinnated. Racemes axillary. Flowers blue,

et, or white (D..C.)

p. Chau.— Leaflets ovate, slightly retuse, viscid beneath. Stipules

3 . Spikes pedunculated [i. e. racemes], shorter than the leaves.

vers distant. Legumes smooth, three- or four-seeded (D. C.)

tern erect, smooth, four or five feet high. Leaflets yellowish-green.

vers papilionaceous, bluish or purplish.

'ab.—South of Europe. Cultivated at Mitcham in Surrey and at

;*r places, for medicinal use.

•escription.—The underground stem is denominated liquorice-root

\ix glycyrrhizce seu liquoritice) or stick liquorice. It is in long cylin-

al pieces, about the thickness of the finger. Externally it is grayish -

vn, internally yellow. Its odour is rather sickly and earthy : its taste

: arkably sweet.

omposition.—Liquorice root (G
.
glabra) was analyzed by Robiquet in

I 9 [Ann. de Chim. lxxii. 143). Trommsdorf (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii.

il) analyzed the root of G. echinata. The constituents of the fresh

of G. glabra are, according to Robiquet, glycyrrhizin
,
starch

,
aspa-

n, resinous oil, albumen, woody fibre, and salts (phosphate and malate

:ime and magnesia).

Glycyrrhizin ( Glycion or Liquorice Sugar.)—Belongs to the uncrystallizable sugars

h are not susceptible of vinous fermentation (see p. 584). If. is characterized by

s r ffinity for acids, with which it unites to form compounds which are very slightly

bble only in water. It is yellow and transparent, and has the sweet taste of the

It is soluble in both water and alcohol. Acids precipitate it from its solution,

nmbines also with bases, as well as with salts. It causes precipitates vviLh many
illlic solutions.

Resinous oil.—To this constituent, liquorice root owes the slight degree of acridity

:1 h it possesses.

’ 'hysiological Effects.—Liquorice root and its extract are emollient,

i mlcent, and nutritive.

Jses.—Employed as an emollient and demulcent in catarrhal affec-

ts of the mucous membranes. It is also used as a flavouring adjunct

I

S

i.ther medicines. Its powder is employed in-the preparation of pills,

er to give them a proper consistence, or to prevent their adhesion.

administration.—For medicinal use the root should be decorticated

,

ihe epidermis possesses a slight degree of acridity.

. Decoctum Glycyrhhizje, D. (Liquorice Root, bruised, 3iss.

;

tier, Oj. Boil for ten minutes, and strain).—An agreeable demulcent:

d as a vehicle for other medicines.

. Extractum Glycyrrhizje, L. E. D. (Prepared as Extract of

ntian, L. D—Cut liquorice-root into small chips, dry it thoroughly with

entle heat, reduce it to a moderately fine powder, and proceed as for

ract of Gentian, E.)—Extract of liquorice is extensively imported

9
ler the name of liquorice juice, or, according to the countries from

2re it is brought, Spanish or Italian juice. Solazzi juice is most

:cmed. The Spanish extract is prepared in Catalonia from G. glabia ;

’ ile the Italian extract is obtained in Calabria from G. echinata (fte,

irs d Hist. Nat. ii. 24). In 1839 there were imported 4059 cwts. of

[!

4U
. .
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foreign extract of liquorice, the duty on which is £3. 15s. per cwt.
j \

comes in cylindrical or flattened rolls of five or six inches long, an j

about one inch in diameter, and enveloped in bay leaves. When pure I'

is black and dry, with a glossy fracture and a sweetish taste
; and is coni! ]

pletcly soluble in water. As met with in commerce, however, it is rareli »

pure. Neumann (Works, by Lewis, p. 425) obtained 460 of watery ejj. i

tract from 480 of Spanish liquorice. It contains the soluble principles
, £

the root, with some copper scraped off the boiler by the spatula enil
ployed to stir the extract during its preparation. Fee says, that f0l|.|

pounds of this extract yield two drachms and a half of metallic coppe« l

but I suspect there must be some mistake in this statement. If th 1|

foreign extract be dissolved in water and the solution filtered and inspilJ

sated we obtain refined liquorice. But I am informed that the yifi

refined liquorice of the shops is a very adulterated article. The Ponte'

fract lozenges are made of refined liquorice, and are much esteemed if

Another preparation has been recently introduced under the name of tHfi

quintessence of liquorice. Extract of liquorice is dissolved slowly in tlP

mouth, to appease tickling cough. It is a very agreeable flavouring acih

junct to other medicines. As it easily becomes soft by warmth it doth

not answer well as a pill-basis.

3. Tbochisci Glycyrrhizje
,
E. (Extract of liquorice

; Gum Arabia*’

of each *vi.
;
Pure Sugar, lb. i. Dissolve them in a sufficiency of boilia*i

water ;
and then concentrate the solution over the vapour-bath to

j

proper consistence for making lozenges.)—Employed in tickling coug)*

and irritation of the fauces.

Astragalus
, Decandolle.

—

Milk Vetch.

XJ> v' i l i

,

ri

A . ve'rus, Olivier, L.

A. ve'rus and other species, E.

A . cre'ticus, Lamarck, D. f-

Sex. Syst. Diadelphia, Decandria.

(Succus concretus, L.—Gummy exudation, E.—Gummi, D.)

History.— Dr. Sibthorp {Prodr. FI. Grace, ii. 90) states, that thP

rpaycLKavda of Dioscorides (lib. iii. cap. 23) is the Astragalus aristatufs

which in the Peloponnesus is still called rpayaKavda, and whose gum i :

annually sent to Italy.

Botany. Gen. Char.— Calyx five-toothed. Corolla with an obtusjf

keel. Stamens diadelphous. Legume two-celled, or half two-celled bp
the lower [dorsal] suture being turned inwards.

—

Herbs or shrubs (D.C]|

Species 1. A. verus.—Flowers axillary, in clusters of two to five

sessile. Calyx tomentose, obtusely five-toothed. Leaflets eight to ninin

pairs, linear, hispid (D. C.)—A small shrub. Branches covered witljj

imbricated scales and spines, the remains of former petioles. FlowenI

yellow, papilionaceous.—Persia. According to Olivier the Tragacant^

of Asia Minor, Armenia, and Northern Persia, forming the greater par)
|

of that of Europe, is yielded by this species.

2. A. GUMMIFER .

—

Flowers three to five axillary, sessile. Calyx fiv'ejjj

cleft, together with the legumes woolly. Leaflets four to six pairs, ob]

long-linear, smooth (D. C.)—Lebanon. According to La Billardicrc tliij

species yields Tragacanth.
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Fig. 210.

Astragalus creticus.

MILK VETCH. H39

A. creticus .
—Flowers axillary, sessile, clustered. Calyx five-

partite, with feathery, setaceous lobes
rather longer than the corolla. Leaflets
five to eight pairs, oblong, acute, tomentose

%ftf| r*SKs&t& &
CD. C.)— Mount Ida, in Crete, where it

yields Tragacanth, according to Toumefort.
Production.—Tragacanth is a natural

exudation from the stem of the before-

mentioned plants. The cause of the exu-
dation of this as of other gums, is thus

explained by Decandolle
(
Phys . Veg. t. i.)

The gummy matter of the stem resides in

the bark and alburnum
;

it is the nutritive

juice of the plant
;
and its escape, there-

B
,
is analogous to hemorrhage in animals : hence plants in whom it

ntaneously occurs are always in a sickly state. The mechanical

se of the expulsion of this juice is dependent on the unequal hygro-

ric properties of the different parts of the stem. The wood absorbs

ce moisture from the air than the bark, and hence it swells more. In

'Sequence of its enlargement, it distends the bark, which, by the

mal pressure of the wood, gives way, and the gummy matter escapes,

-s explanation is quite in conformity with facts mentioned by La Bil-

ithe,—that tragacanth flows only in abundance during the night, and

; ttle after sunrise. A cloudy night, or a heavy dew, is, he thinks,

3ssary for its production
;
for the shepherds of Lebanon only go in

ch of this substance when the mountain has been covered during the

it with thick clouds.

)escription.—Tragacanth
(
gummi tragacantlia) is frequently called in

shops gum dragon. It is white, yellowish, or yellowish-brown, hard,

;h, odourless, tasteless, swelling considerably in water, and forming a

Ik, tenacious mucilage. Two kinds of it are known.

Flaky Tragacanth : Smyrna Tragacanth (Martius) : Tragacanth

tthe Astragalus verus?—This is the tragacanth usually found in'

;lish commerce. It occurs in moderately large, broad, thin pieces,

iked with arched or concentric elevations.

. Vermiform Tragacanth : Morea Tragacanth (Martius) : Traga-

‘h of the Astragalus creticus ?—This variety is rarely met with in

country, but is common on the continent. It occurs in small,

'ted, filiform, spiral pieces. There is more starch in it than in the

; variety.

Commerce.—Tragacanth is imported in cases and chests from Smyrna

other ports of the Levant. In 1839, duty (6s. per cwt.) was paid

37 cwts.

Composition.—The ultimate analysis of tragacanth has been made

Hermann and by Guerin-Varry (journ. de Chim. Med. vii. 742).

Hermann's Analysis.

Atoms. Eq. Wts•

* arbon 10 .... 60
ydrogen 10 .... 10

'Xygen 10 .... 80

Tragacanth gum 1 150

Per cent.

4050
661

52-89

100-00

Guerin- Varry's Analysis.

Insoluble ditto.

35-79

7-11

Soluble part.

.. 42 01

.. 6 42

. . 54-57

10300

5710

100-00
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In 1805, Vauquelin {Ann. Chim. liv. 312) made an examination of tlu
j

f

•proximate constituents of tragacanth. In 1815, Bucholz (Gmelin, Handh\ ft

d. Chem. ii. 770), and in 1831 Guerin-Varry {op. supra cit) published

proximate analyses of this gum.

Bucholz's Analysis.

Cnmrmm n'nm t ,
57

Guerin Varry's Analysis

Arabin 53 30

Bassorin 43 Bassorin and starch 3310
Water 1 ITO
Ashes 2 50

Gum Tragacanth 100 Gum Tragacanth 100 00

%

1
I
¥

1. Tragacanthin. Adrugantin. Soluble gum or arabin of Tragacanth.—The soluble ’<

gum of tragacanth is usually regarded as similar to gum Arabic, and hence it is called *•

arabine ;
but it is distinguished by silicate of potash and percbloride of iron producing

no change in it, and by a peculiar appearance of the precipitate produced with alcoho
r

(the precipitate is flocculent, and collects in a simple opaque, and mucous mass.)—L
f

common with arabine it produces precipitates with diacetate of lead, protochloride off

tin, and protonitrate of mercury. Oxalate of ammonia detects in it a calcareous salt, f

2. Bassorin. Insoluble gum of Tragacanth.—The insoluble part of gum tragacantl

is similar to that of gum Bassora, and hence is called Bassorin. It swells up in wateiji

3. Starch.—Starch globules may be detected in the bassorin (when swollen up b«;

water) both by the microscope and by iodine.

According to Guibourt {Hist, des Drag. ii. 477) tragacanth contains neither arabin*

nor bassorine, but is essentially formed by an organized gelatiniform matter, very difj

ferent to gum Arabic both in its physical and its chemical properties, and which swell:

and divides in water, so as in part to pass through a filter. The insoluble part of tra

gacantb is, according to the same authority, a mixture of starch and lignin, which ha:

nothing in common with bassorine. Decandolle suggests that the insolubility ahJ
swelling of tragacanth in water may arise from the gummy matter being containe(j[|i

in cells.

Physiological Effects.—Like other gums, tragacanth is emollien

demulcent, and nutritive
;
but difficult of digestion.

Uses,—Tragacanth, in powder, is used rather as a vehicle for acliv

and heavy medicines (as calomel), than on account of its own prope:

effects. It is occasionally, however, taken as a sheathing or demulcen

agent in irritation of the mucous membranes.
Administration.—Dose of the powder, ^ss. to jij.

1. Pulvis Tragacanthje compositus, L. E. (Tragacanth, bruised

Gum Arabic, bruised
;
Starch, of each siss.

; Pure Sugar, Siij. Rub th

Starch and Sugar together to powder, then having added the Tragacantl

and Gum Arabic, mix them together).—Employed as a vehicle for tho

exhibition of active and heavy powders to children. Dose for an adult

5ss. to 5j.

2. Mucilago Tragacanthje , E. Mucilago Gummi Tragacantha, D
(Tragacanth, sij.; Boiling Water, f$ix. “.Macerate for twenty-foui

hours, then triturate to dissolve the gum, and express through linen oi

calico,” E.—The Dublin College directs the powdered gum to be used

and employs f§viij. of water. Maceration is to be effected in a close

vessel, until the gum is dissolved, and the mucilage then strained).

—

Employed in making pills and lozenges
;
also to suspend heavy powders

as the metallic oxides, in water. It has also been recommended as an

application to burns.
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i
f

[ucu na pru riens, Decandolle, L. E.—Common Cowhage or Cow-itch.

Dol'iclios pru'riens, Linn. D.—Stizolo'bium pru'riens, Persoon.

Sex. Syst. Diadelpliia, Decandria.

(Leguminum Pabes, /..—Hairs from the Pod, E .—Pubes Leguminis, V.)

History.—One of the earliest writers who mentions this plant is Ray
> j

dst. Plant, vol. i. p. 887). It was Ions/ confounded with the M. vrurita ,

k >oker.

r Botany. Gen. Char.—Calyx campannlate, two-lipped
;

the lower
trifid, with acnte segments, the middle one the longest

;
the upper lip

tader, entire, obtuse. Vexillum ascending, shorter than the alse and
d ;

alec oblong, as long as the keel
;
keel oblong, straight, acute. Sta-

ns diadelphous
;
anthers ten, of which five are oblong-linear and five

ite, hirsute. Legume oblong, knotted, two-valved, with cellular par-

ons. Seeds roundish, surrounded by a circularly linear hilum.

—

fining herbs or shrubs. Leaves pinnately trifoliate. Racemes axillary.

.gumes usually hispid and stinging, by the innumerable very brittle hairs

uch readily penetrate the skin (D. C.)

>Sp. Char.—Flowers in racemes. Legumes stinging, with somewhat

|
; 3led valves. Leaflets hairy beneath, acuminate; the middle one rhom-
lidal, the lateral ones dilated externally (D. C.)

—

Root perennial. Stem
rbaceous. Flowers with a disagreeable alliaceous odour

;
vexillum

sh-coloured
;

alee purple or violet
;
keel greenish-white.

IHab.

—

West Indies.

tfucuna prurita, Hooker
(Bot . Miscell. ii. 348).—A native of the East Indies

;
has

n usually confounded with the American M. pruriens; hut is distinguished by its

taller leaves, its more obtuse (not acuminated) leaflets, the middle one being more
! ly rhomboidal

; its flowers more constantly in threes, and by its legumes being greatly

ader, compressed, free from any raised line on the back of the valve; whilst in the

i lerican M. pruriens the pods are much narrower, terete, and keeled on the valves.

:Description.— Cowhage or Cow-itch (siliqua hirsuta

)

is the legume
the Mucuna pruriens (legumen mucunee, stizolobii, vel dolichos pruri-

'itis). It is of a brownish colour, is shaped like the letterJ

,

about four

five inches long, contains from four to six seeds, and is clothed with

"ong, brown, bristly, stinging hairs [pubes leguminis ; seta siliqua hir-

! tee), which, examined by the microscope, appear like porcupines’ quills,

ut are slightly notched or serrated towards the point,
1 Composition.—The hairs contain tannin (Martius, Pharmakogn.)

Physiological Effects.—A decoction of the root or of the legumes

said to be diuretic, and was formerly used in dropsy (Browne, Jamaica,

291). The set® applied to the skin produce intolerable itching, and

some persons pain, redness, swelling, and even an eruption. These

Meets, which are increased by rubbing, but diminished by the applica-

nt of oil, are referrible to the mechanical properties of the seta?.

Uses.—The set® have been celebrated for their anthelmintic properties,

f heir action is supposed to be mechanical
;
that is, they are supposed to

erce and torment intestinal worms, and thereby to oblige them to let

) their hold. In support of this explanation, Mr. Chamberlaine
(
Pract .

treat, on Stizolobium or Cowhage
, p. 57, 9th edit. 1804) tells us he

'rinkled some of the hairs in a calabash full of very large round worms
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(Ascaris lumbricoides), and that in a little time the animals began
i 4

writhe and twist about, evincing thereby extreme torture. On examin
ing them with a magnifying glass, the hairs were found sticking loosel v

in various parts of their bodies. Their usual want of action on th •«

internal coat of the intestines is ascribed to the mucous secretion whic ' <

defends the subjacent membrane from injury. In one case diarrhea

followed the use of a very large dose of the electuary, and in anothc

instance enteritis came on, after taking this preparation once; but it i

not certain that these were the consequences of the operation of th) *

hairs (Chamberlaine, op. cit. p. 65).

Cowhage has been principally celebrated for expelling the large rouni

worm (
Ascaris lumbricoides), and the small thread-worm (A. verrnicu

laris). It has not proved equally serviceable against the tape-won*

(Tania Solium).

Administration.—The best mode of exhibiting the setae is in breach

syrup, or honey. The quantity of hairs should be sufficient to give th

syrup, or treacle, the consistence of honey, or of an electuary; and c

this mixture a tea-spoonful may be given to children, and a table-spoonfi

to adults : this dose should be taken twice a day—namely, at going t

bed, and in the morning an hour before breakfast. Chamberlaine says i

usually operates more effectually where a gentle emetic has been prq

mised. After continuing the electuary for three or lorn- days, a bris

purgative of jalap, or senna, should be taken, which will in general brin

away the worms.

PterGcar'pus santali'nus, Linn. L. E. D.

—

Three-leaved Pterocarpus.

Sex. Syst. Diadelpliia, Decandria.

(Lignum, L. D.—Wood, E.)

History.—Avicenna (Canon, lib. ii. tract, ii. cap. 656) mentions re

sandal wood (sandalus rubeus). Gargias (Clusius, Exot. 173) thinks th

term sandal is a corruption of chandama, the name by which the wood i

known in Timor.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Sepals five, cohering to form a five-toothe

calyx. Petals five, forming a papilionaceous corolla. Stamens ten; th

filaments variously combined. Legume inclehiscent, irregular, somewh
orbicular, surrounded by a wing, often varicose, one-seeded. Cotyledon

thick, incurved
;
radicle somewhat indexed at the base of the embryo.

Unarmed trees or shrubs. Leaves unequally pinnated (D. C.)

Sr. Char.—Arboreous. Leaflets three (rarely four or five ?), roundish

retuse, glabrous. Racemes axillary, simple or branched. Petals long

clawed, all waved or curled on the margins. Stamens combined into

sheath, split down to the base on the upper side, and halfway down o

the lower. Legume long-stalked, surrounded by a broad, membranon:

wing, obtuse at the base, one- or rarely two-seeded (Wight and Amott).

A lofty tree. Flowers yellow with red veins.

Hab.—Mountains of Coromandel and Ceylon.

Description.—Red Sandal or red Sander's wood (lignum santali rubri

lignum santalinum rubrum) is imported in roundish or somewhat anguhi

billets, which are blackish externally, but of a blood-red internally. I

is compact, heavy, of a fibrous texture, but is capable of taking a fin*

polish
; almost tasteless, and inodorous, except when rubbed, when 1
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5 ,
its a feeble smell. It scarcely communicates colour to water. Alcohol

j;, well as alkaline solutions, readily extract the colouring matter. Tim
t

j
aline solution is violet-red, and forms a precipitate (santalin) on the

:
. lition ol acids. The alcoholic solution produces precipitates with

[i| eral metallic solutions: thus, violet with solutions oflead, scarlet with
i

hloride of mercury, and deep-violet with sulphate of iron,

i Composition.—Red sandal wood was analyzed by Pelletier
(Journ

.

Uf lxxix. 268), who found in it a peculiar colouring matter
, which he

11, led santalin (about 16*75 per cent.), extractive
,
gallic acid

,
and woody

We‘

I iattfalin is dark-red, with a resinous appearance; almost insoluble in water, but
• ible in alcohol, alkaline solutions, ether, acetic acid, and slightly so in some of the

>j idle oils (as the oil of lavender and rosemary), The effects produced on its alco-

n; ic and alkaline solutions by salts, &c. are similar to those above mentioned on the

9
i

lure of the wood. The composition of santalin is carbon 75-03, hydrogen Q-37,

j
gen I8'(j; or C 16 Hs O 3 .

HUJses.—It is employed in medicine as a colouring agent. (See Tinc-

ij •a Lavandula composita, p. 827).

‘j

5terocar'pus erinaceus, Lamarck, L. E.

—

The Hedgehog Pterocarpus.

Sex. Syst. Diadelphia, Decandria.

M :ractum, L.—Kino. Concrete exudation of this and other undetermined genera and species, E.~Kino
[plant yielding it unnamed], V.)

[

IHistory.—In 1757 Dr. Fothergill (Med. Obs. and Inq. i. 358, 4th ed.

'76) described an astringent gum, which he supposed (though on very

>se evidence) to have been brought from the river Gambia
;
and hence

termed it gummi rubrum astringens gambiense. In 1774 it was intra-

nced into the Edinburgh Phamacopoeia as gummi kino; and in 1787
ti 0 the London Pharmacopoeia as resina kino. It was described, under
i ;S designation, in the third edition of Lewis’s Exp. Hist, ofthe Mat. Med.,
Dr. Aikin, in 1784. In 1794, Schenck(Co//. Diss. med. Marburg, t. v.i

1 Wished an inaugural dissertation on it. I have not been able to ascer-

i m why it was called kino
;
nor can the precise nature of the substance

t hired to be now ascertained. Several years since I accidentally met
1 tli, in the warehouse of an old drug firm in London, a substance marked
mmi rubrum astringens

,
which I was told had formerly fetched a very

kgh price. It has subsequently proved to be Butea gum. I was at first

t dined to believe that it was the original astringent gum of Fothergill,

. id it has been described by Professor Guibourt (Hist, des Drog. ii. 428,
,e

ed.) as gomme astringente de Gamble. But a more attentive perusal
r ' Fothergill’s paper has led me to doubt their identity (see Butea gum).

is somewhat remarkable, however, that the Hindu name for Butea gum
kueni or kuenee. Is this the source of the European term kino?

Botany. Gen. Char—See Pterocarpus santalinus.

Sp. Char.—Leaflets alternate, elliptical, obtuse, smooth above, rufous-

ubescent beneath. Fruit with a very short, lateral, straight point

0. C.)

Middling-sized tree. Leaves deciduous. Flowers papilionaceous,

umerous, yellow.

Hab .

—

Woods of the Gambia
;
Senegal.
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Extraction of the juice of Pterocarpus erinaceus.

—

“ When aurf

incision is made” in the trunk and branches of the tree, “ the juice

out, at first, of an extremely pale-red colour, and in a very liquid staid'

but it soon coagulates, becoming of a deep blood-red hue, and so remark'
ably brittle, that its collection is attended with some difficulty” (Grajjj

Trav. in Western Africa, in Stevenson and Churchill’s Med. Bat.)

Commerce of Kino.—Two substances are met with in English conLi
merce under the name of kino,—one called Botany Bay Kino

, which £
the inspissated juice of the Eucalyptus resinifera (see p. 1098)—tb •-

other, apparently an extract, imported from Bombay and Telhcherr]

J

and which may be termed East Indian kino. The latter is presumed fM
be the substance referred to in the British pharmacopoeias, as it is alvvayll

regarded in commerce as genuine gum kino. It is imported in boxes.
: it

In my museum I have several other substances, apparently extracts, which I hav 1

received as kino, mostly from Professor Guibourt, who has described several of them i h'

his Hist, des Drog. ii. 428). One of these is, perhaps, Jamaica kino (see p. 824), J ft

second I received as Colombian kino. A third I believe to beforeign extract of rhatungf
I have never met them in English commerce, and therefore think it needless to

scribe them.

Description.—East Indian kino (kino indicum seu ostindicum
), somelp

times called Amboyna kino (kino amboinense), and usually known in th*y

shops as gum kino (kino, Ph. L. E. D.) occurs in small, angular, glistem
p.

ing fragments, the larger of which appear almost black, the smallem

being reddish. When entire they are opaque, but in thin laminae am. .

transparent and ruby-red. They are brittle between the fingers, soften iiiji

the mouth, stick to the teeth, and colour the saliva red. They are in

odorous, but have a very astringent taste. Both water and alcoho|e

acquire, by. digestion on kino, a deep red colour. The aqueous decoction
jj

becomes turbid on cooling. The mineral acids and solutions of gelatine!!,

emetic "tartar, acetate of lead, sesquichloride of iron, nitrate of silver, &c.ij{

produce precipitates with the watery infusion.

The tree yielding East Indian kino is as yet unascertained. It is pro-K

bably a native of the Malabar coast, for all the importations of Eastjjj

Indian kino which I can trace were from Bombay or Tellicherry
;
and!

an experienced East India broker assures me it is the produce of thejjj

Malabar coast. As Pterocarpus erinaceus is not known to grow in India!

|

there is no ground for ascribing East Indian kino to that species. Is itl^

the produce of Pterocarpus marsupium, which, Dr. Roxburgh (FI. Ind.m
iii. *235) says, yields an astringent inspissated juice exceedingly like Butea||

gum ? •.
If

Composition.—East Indian kino was analyzed by Vauquelin (Ann. de\
^

Chim. xlvi. 321), w*ho found its constituents to be as follows :

—

/amunl

and peculiar extractive 75, red gum 24 ,
insoluble matter 1 . A. W. Buchner

j

y

(Pharm . Central-Blatt.fur 1833, S. 629 & 652) has subsequently shown ij

that catechuic acid is a constituent of kino. To this acid, which has
j

been before (p. 1027) noticed, kino owes its power of communicating a

green colour to the salts of iron.

Physiological Effects.—Astringent (see pp. 79-80). Less effective,

and less readily dissolved in the alimentary juices, than catechu, to which
|
f

in its operation it is otherwise closely allied.
# ,

Uses.—Employed in medicine as an astringent only
;
principally in

,

obstinate chronic diarrhoea. In this disease it is usually given in com-
j
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I
ion with chalk, and frequently with opium. In pyrosis the com-

l d powder of kino (i. e. opium and kino) has been found serviceable.

1 3emberton (
Diseases of the Abdom. Viscera

)
ascribes to kino a power

(
j. straining the discharge of the mucous glands of the intestinal canal

v i they are secreting too much, and of contracting vessels already too

£2 i relaxed, without exerting any such power over the glands and

\i Is when they are acting naturally. It has been administered as an

j I
agent in leucorrhcea and sanguineous exhalations, and as a tonic in

}| nittents. As a topical astringent it has been applied to fleshy ulcers,

$j
ised as a gargle, injection, and wash.

|
(Ministration.—The dose of the powder is grs. x. to 3ss.

j

Tinctura Kino, L. E. D. (Kino, bruised, oiiiss. [3iij. D.]
;
Recti

-

jfp Spirit, Oij. [Proof Spirit, Oij. wine measure, D.] Digest for seven

(i [fourteen, L.], and strain.
“ This tincture cannot be conveniently

I
ired by the process of percolation, ’’ E.)—Astringent. Used in

c i:icea and hemorrhages, generally as an adjunct to the chalk mixture.

3 ., f5j. to f5ij.—It is said, that by keeping, this tincture has in some

i paces become gelatinous, and lost its astringency. Where this oc-

d probably the Botany Bay kino (inspissated juice of the Eucalyptus

ifera) had been employed.

Purvis Kino compositus, L. D. (Kino, 3xv.; Cinnamon, ^ss.;

Opium, 3j. Rub them separately to a very fine powder
;
then mix

i. Twenty grains of this powder contain one grain of opium.—This

- er is employed as an astringent in chronic diarrhoea, pyrosis, &c.

Hose of it is grs. v. to 3j. & tv:0*-

(f
*

imjto

-iji

\A
V,-

Sub-order II.—Mimoseje.

Acacia
,
Decandolle.— Various Species yielding Gum,

Aca'cia ve'ra, L.—Aca'cia arab'ica et A. ve'ra, D.

Sex. Syst. Polygamia, Monoecia.

(Gummi, L. D.—Gum, E.)

> story.—The Shitt,fili tree (
Isaiah

,

xli. 19), whose ivood is men-

11 in several parts of the Old Testament (as Exod. xxv. 5) is sup-

to be an Acacia. By some it has been thought to have been the

“a (Carpenter, Script. Nat. Hist.), by others, the A. horrida (
Picture

i.

ppocrates speaks of the Acacia (
yAK«v$a or Thorn

,

p. 508, ed. Foes.)

l he sometimes calls the Egyptian Acacia (

VA. alyvirria, p. 671), at

times, the White Acacia {'A. Xevnb p. 632). He is usually supposed

er to Acacia vera

;

but Dierbach {Arzneim. d. Hippok.) is of opi-

' that A. Senegal is meant ;
which, he observes, is distinguished

white bark, white wood, and wdiite flowers, and therefore the term

could apply to it only. Furthermore the white fragrant ointment

XevKov a'ryvTTTiov, p. 265) was probably prepared from the flowers of

!. Senegal

,

and not of A. vera, whose flowers would yield a yellow

> ent, and have not such an agreeable odour as those of the former

3s. Hippocrates (pp. 667 and 686) also mentions gum (icoggi), which

-d in medicine. Defile (
Flore d,'Egypte, p. 286, fob) considers the

hi o4«c
(
Thirsty Thorn) of Theophrastus {Hist. Plant, lib. iv. cap. 8)

Acacia Seyal
,
which Pliny {Hist. Nat. fib. xiii. cap. 1, ed. V alp.) calls

sitiens.
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Fig. 211.

Acacia vera.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Flowers polygamous. Calyx four to fill

toothed. Petals four to five, either free or cohering to form a fomi

five-cleft corolla. Stamens varying in number, ten to two hund n
Legume continuous, juiceless, two-valved.—Shrubs or trees. 'p

/a ,

stipular, scattered, or none. Flowers yellow, white, or rarely red, ci fl!

tate or spiked (D. C.)

Species. 1. A. vera, Willdeiij
L. D. Mimosa nilotica. Linn. Egypt h
Thorn.—Spines in pairs. Branches

itfit

leaves smooth. Pinnae two pairs; leak
eight to ten pairs, oblong-linear; y

a gland between the pinnae. Flo*
in globose heads; heads about
together, stalked, axillary. Legume j

niliform, (I). C.)—Middling-sized fit

Flower-heads bright yellow.—A nal

of Arabia, and of Africa from Senai

to Egypt. Its fruit, termed Egypt i

and Senegal bablali (bablah dEgypty
du Senegal

,
Guibourt), has been

ployed in tanning and dyeing.
'

succus acacias verce is the inspissa

juice of the unripe fruit, and was

merly used as an astringent. Acacia vera yields gum Arabic and ah

portion of the gum Senegal.

2. A. arabica, Willd. D. Acacia nilotica
,

Delile. Mimosa arab

Roxburgh.

—

Spines in pairs. Branches and petioles pubescent. Pi

four to six pairs
; leaflets ten to twenty p

oblong-linear, with a gland beneath the

ferior and often between the last pin

Flowers in globose, stalked, axillary, sub

nate heads. Legume monilifoina (D. C.)-

small tree. Flower-heads yellow.—Consid

by Ehrenberg to be a variety of the precei

species.—A native of Senegal, Egypt, Arab

and India.—Its fruit, termed Indian ba

(ibablah de ITnde, Guibourt), is used for tarn

and dyeing. Probably yields part of the y

Arabic and East Indian gum
3. A. Karoo, Hayne, Nees and Ebemr

—Cape of Good Hope.—Said to yield

gum.

4. A. gummifera, Willdenow.—Arabia’, Africa near Mogadore.

by Forskal (FI. /Egypt. Arab, cxxiy.) to yield a gum, which is colle

by the Arabs. Probably furnishes, in part at least, Barbary gum.
'

5. A. Seyal, Delile. Egypt and Senegambia. Yields a gum vli

forms part ofgum Senegal. The tears are white, hard, vitreous, and

miform.

6. A. tortilis, Forskal, Nees, and Ebermaier.—Arabia. Its gun

collected by the Bedouins of the desert.

7. A. Ehrenbergh, Ilayne, Nees, and Ebermaier.

Fig. 212.

A . arabica.

-Arabia. Its g

is collected by the Bedouins of the desert.
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is A. Senegal, M' illdenow
; A. Verek

,
Adanson.—Arabia and Africa,

^'Senegal to the Cape of Good Hope. Abundant in the forest of
near Senegal. A ields gum Senegal in vermilorm, ovoidal, or

j,i oidal tears, which are wrinkled externally, but are transparent

if
ially-

i

oduction of Gum.—The gum of the Acacia trees flows, in the
m 1 state, from the trunk and branches, and hardens by exposure to

t):
r. It usually exudes spontaneously (See some remarks on the cause

§j
exudation of gum, p. 1139). In some instances, however, the dis-

e is facilitated by incisions. In Barbary the largest quantity of gum
pLicured during the hot and parching months of July and August,
ffj ; more sickly the tree appears, the more gum it yields

;
and the

; the weather, the more prolific it is. A wet winter and a cool or

yj ; summer are unfavourable to the production of gum” (Jackson,

mmt of the Empire of Marocco, p. 137, 3rd ed.) In Senegal the

begins to flow when the tree first opens its flowers (Adanson, Mem.
(I Ac. d. Sc. d. Paris, 1773, p. 8); and it continues during the rainy

|j n till the month of December, when it is collected for the first time.

jH: ier collection of the gum is made in the month of March, from inci-

gi in the bark, which the extreme dryness of the air at that time is

s| : to render necessary (Demanet, Nouv . Hist, de VAfrique Francoise,

il ». 56, quoted by Woodville, Med. Bot. vol. ii. p. 188).

H mmerce.—Acacia gum is the produce of Africa principally, and of

It is imported from the Levant and other parts of the Medi-
fcj.nean, from Barbary, Senegal, the East Indies, the Cape, &c. It

Ci ss over in chests, casks, skins, serons, bags, &c. The duty on it is 6s.

vwt. The following are the quantities on which duty was paid in

pf (Trade List)
:

—

Gum from the East Indies 7,869 cwts.

Senegal Gum 24,698

Other sorts of Gum 7,759

Total 40,326 cwts.

ascription.—Acacia gum (
gummi acacia

)
occurs in variable-sized

w. which are inodorous, more or less coloured, have a slightly sweetish

K. , and a greater or less degree of transparency. Ehrenberg asserts

Mi the characters of gum of the same species of plant are liable to con-

i' able variation. Thus the same tree may yield a transparent or an

ue,—a light or a dark-coloured, gum. The following arc the most

tti rtant varieties of Acacia gum

:

—
i Turkey or Arabic Gum (Gummi turcicum seu arabicum ; Gummi

I ho8ce verum, Martius; Gomme arabique vraie, Guibourt). This is

lirrted from Leghorn, Malta, Trieste, Gibraltar, Smyrna, Alexandria,

I 1 out, Constantinople, &c. It is the produce of Acacia vera, and pro-

I 7 of other species, especially A. arabica. It occurs in rounded tears,

i i norphous or angular pieces, varying in size from a pea to that of a

?
j

; ut, or even larger than this
;
some of the pieces being transparent,

I ks more or less opaque, from innumerable cracks extending through

• It has a glassy lustre, is wdiite, yellowr

,
or wine-yellow*, and has

dour, or if any, an acid one. Its specific gravity varies from 1*316

482. It may be readily broken into small fragments. It is entirely
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soluble in water, the solution having the property of reddening litmi}

and being feebly opalescent. The latter property is said, by Guerin 1
be owing to a small quantity of insoluble nitrogenous matter presell!
The white pieces constitute the gummi electum of our druggists. OnJ#
continent they are called gum Turic

(gomme Turique), from Tor Jl
name of a seaport of Arabia, near the isthmus of Suez; while the rip
pieces are sometimes said to constitute the gum Gedda {gomme Jedd*
or Gedda), so called after another port. Gum Gedda is occasionally h ;

ported into this country unmixed with other kinds of gum. In all f j

entries of it which 1 have been able to trace, it came from Alexandria i*

:

barrels.

2. Barbary or Morocco Gum [Gummi Barbaricum). This is imports
from Mogadore and Mazagan. In 1830, there were imported from Ti i\

poli, Barbary, and Morocco, 2063 cwts. of gum [Pari. Return). Barba; I

gum is probably the produce of Acacia gummifera. Jackson says, it

obtained from a high thorny tree, called Attaleh. The best kind is prl

cured from the trees of Morocco, Ras-el-wed, in the province of Suse, ail i

Bled-hummer, in the province of Abda ;—the second qualities are tl i

produce of Shedma, Duguella, and other provinces. I have two varied; f
of Barbary gum : one (the Gomme de Barbaric of Guibourt) is in round!

or irregular tears, mixed with many impurities, imperfectly transparent;

and of a dull yellowish colour, with a faint tint of green.—It is impel ti

fectly soluble in water, and has some analogy to Senegal gum. T
other kind (called Mogadore gum) is in small angular broken, most :

yellow, pieces, which resemble fragments of Turkey gum.
3. Gum Senegal [Gummi Senegalense).—This gum is imported fro

St. Louis, St. Mary’s, the river Gambia, Senegal, and Bathurst. In 18:3)

duty (6s. per cwt.) wras paid on 24,698 cwts. Gum Senegal is probab

obtained from several species of Acacia

;

but especially A. Senegi

A. vera, A. Seyal, and A. Adansonii, are also said to produce it in pai

It occurs in larger tears than those of Turkey or Arabic gum. (

breaking them we frequently find large air-cavities in their centre

Occasionally we meet with whitish pieces, but for the most part they a

yellow, reddish-yellow, or brownish-red. More difficulty is experience

in breaking or pulverizing this gum than gum Arabic, and its fracture

more conchoidal. The taste of this gum is similar to that of the last.

Guibourt distinguishes two varieties of this gum, one of which heternj

Gomme du Bas du Fleuve, or gum Senegal, properly so called

;

the oth

the Gomme du Haut du Fleuve, or Gomme de Galam. The first is pr

bably the produce of Acacia Senegal, while the second is procured fro

A. vera. There is but little difference between them
:
yet gum Gala

has a greater resemblance to Turkey gum than Senegal gum has; tl

pieces are more broken, and therefore more brilliant than those of gn

Senegal, properly so called.

Those pieces of gum which have on some part of them a yellow

opaque skin or pellicle, constitute the Gomme pelliculee of Guibo

The Marrons de Gomme, or Gomme lignirode
,
of the same pharmacol

gist, is also found in the Senegal gum of commerce: it consists

yellowish, or dark-brownish pieces, which are difficult to break, opaqi

and rough. Treated with water it partially dissolves, leaving, sa;

Guibourt, a residue of gnawed wood [bois rouge). Guibourt states, th

in most of the marrons he has found a large ovoid cell, which had be
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»h
bitatlon of the larva) of some insect; from whence he concludes
lis substance is the work of an insect,

j

East India Gum
[Gummi indicum seu ostindicum).—This variety is

in ted principally from Bombay. In 1839, duty (6s. per cwt.) was
pd on 7,869 cwts. It is probably the produce of various species.

V!
pieces agree in their physical and chemical characters with

T y and Arabic gum, and are probably the produce of Acacia arabica
,

oil we allied species [yellow E. I. gum). Others, however, are larger’

rd brown, and more difficult to pulverize than Turkey or Arabic gum
(M n E- A gum). Are these the produce of Fcrania Elephantum?

,
ave received from Bombay three varieties of gum : one, marked

M Ma best gum Arabic
,
very similar to gum Galam

;
a second, marked

M"1 and Barbary gum
,
in large, reddish-coloured, rough tears; and a

m denominated Surat inferior gum Arabic
,
in smaller dark-coloured

^ ( Cape Gum [Gummi Capense).—This is imported from the Cape of
G Hope. In 1829 there was exported from the Cape 16,943 lbs.

-vo cases of gum (M cCulloch, Diet, of Comm.) In 1830 the quan-
u mported into the United Kingdom was only 1 cwt. 3qrs. 14 lbs.

. Ret.)-, but since then the importation has greatly increased. Mr.
Bli iell [Travels in the Inter, of South Africa

,
1822-4) says, Cape gum

ibit ained from a species of Acacia (which he has figured in vol. i. pp.
lijrnd 325), closely resembling A. vera, and which he calls A. capensis
Hiaroo, Hayne ?). It is most abundant on the banks of the Gariep,
U;' etween the Cape and the Gariep. Notwithstanding that he asserts

i

p uality of Cape gum as in no way inferior to that of A. vera, it is

i dered by our dealers as a very inferior kind.

iides the preceding gums, there are several others described by continental phar-
1 'gists, but which are unknown in English commerce. Such are the following :

—

Gum Bassora. Gummi Toridonnense .—This gum occurs in variable sized pieces,,

are whitish or yellowish, and opaque. When put into water it swells up, but
es only in part. The insoluble portion has been called bassorin. Its origin is

\vn. Virey thinks tbaL it is produced by a Mesembryanthemumj Desvaux and
r -t by a Cactus.

Gum Kuteera .—Considered by Guibourt as identical with the preceding ; but the
P2 given me by Professor Royle is very distinct. It has considerable resemblance

flaky tragacanth (p. 1139), for which it has been attempted to be substituted

I ilson's Journal
,
vii. 301). It is, probably, the produce of Sterculia urens, a plant

fifing to the family Byttneriacece (Roxburgh, FI. Indica, iii. 146).

Under the name of Hoy gum I have met with, in commerce, an unsaleable gum,
greatly resembles a sample sent me by Professor G uibourt, as gomme pseudo-

mnthe , or gomme de Sassa (see his Hist, des Drog ii.477, 3me ed.) It is in reddish-
' >, somewhat transparent masses, many of which are twisted like a snail or

nites. The Rhus Metopium yields a substance called Hog gum (see Brown’s Nat .

of Jamaica, p. 177), but I know not whether it be identical with the gum above
;d to.

alteration.—

T

he inferior and cheaper kinds of gum (as the Bar-

» East Indian, and Senegal gums) are not unfrequently substituted

he Turkey or Arabic gum, especially in the form of powder. Flour

:arch) is sometimes mixed with powdered gum : the adulteration is

ly recognized by the blue colour produced on the addition of a solu-

of iodine to the cold mucilage of suspected gum.
imi’ositpon.—

S

everal ultimate analyses of gum have been made,
most important are those of Berzelius [Ann. de Chim. xcv. 77),
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Prout [Phil. Trans, for 1827), Guerin (Journ . cle Chim. Med. vii. 7J4
and Mulder (Pharm . Ccntral-Blatt fur 1839, S. 137).

Gum Arabic.

BERZELIUS PROUT MULDER

41906 41-4 45-10

6-788 6-5 6-10

5L306 521 48-80

a trace 00 0 0

100000 100-0 100-00

Gum Senegal.

GUERIN MULDER

43-59
6-23

50-07
0-11

100-00

44-92

609
48-99

00

100-00

Soluble pt\
Gum Basso

OUKHIN '

43-46
|

.

6-26

50-28

0 0 H

100-00

The formula C 13 H 12 O 12 agrees with the analyses of Berzelius and Protj!

Mulder gives, as the formula for gum Arabic, C 12 H 10 O 10
. According^

the first formula the atomic weight will be = 186; according to tU
second, = 162.

The proximate analysis of gum has been made by Guerin (op. sum
cit.)

Gum Arabic. Gum Senegal. Gum Bassora.

Soluble gum (Arabin) 79-40 81-10 11 20
Insoluble gum (Bassorin )

0’00 0 00 61-31

Water 17-60 1610 21-89

Ashes 300 280 5-60

Total. 100-00 100-00 10000 r

1. Soluble Gum or Arabin.—Is a colourless, inodorous, insipid, uncrystallizab

solid, soluble in both hot and cold water, but insoluble in alcohol, ether, and oils,

combines with alkalies. Sulphuric acid converts it into a saccharine substance. I
1

parts of arabin treated with 400 parts of nitric acid, yielded Guerin 16 88 of mw
acid, with a little oxalic acid. From cerasin, or prunin (p. 1127), it is distinguished

its solubility in cold water. The characters by which it is distinguished from tragi

canthin (p. 1140), carrageenin (p.564), and cydonin (p. 1127) have been already point

out. According to Guerin, arabin consists of carbon 43 81, hydrogen 6-20, oxyg

49-85, ad nitrogen O’ 14.

2. Insoluble Gum ox Bassorin.—Is distinguished by its insolubility in water, both h

and cold. It absorbs in water, and swells up. It is insoluble in alcohol. 100 pan

treated by 1000 of nitric acid, furnished 22 61 of mucic acid, with a little oxalic ad

It consists, according to Guerin, of carbon 37-28, hydrogen 55-87, and oxygen 6-85.

c. Salts.—The ashes of gums Arabic and Senegal consist of carbonates of pota:

and lime, with minute portions of chloride of potassium, oxide of iron, alumina, sihcl

and magnesia. The carbonate of lime is formed by the decomposition of the malate

lime contained in the gum, while the carbonate of potash results from the decompoi

tion of acetate of potash.

Chemical Characteristics.—Gum Arabic is soluble in both hot an

cold water, forming mucilage. Alcohol precipitates the gum from ijjj

solution. Diacetate of lead causes a white precipitate (
gummate of leaf

with the solution. A solution of silicate of potash (prepared by fusmj

three parts of carbonate of potash with one part of silver sand) causes 1

white flaky precipitate. Oxalate of ammonia a white precipitate [ore

late of lime). When a concentrated solution of sesquichloride of iron

dropped into strong mucilage, the whole becomes, after some hours,

brown semitransparent jelly. Nitrate of mercury produces a precipitM

with a solution of gum.
Physiological Effects, (a.) On animals generally.—The effects

v

injecting solutions of gum into the veins of animals (horses and dogi
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JJ deen examined by Viborg, Scheele, and Hertwich (Wibmer, Wirk.

ifj
zneim. ii. Gifte. Bd. i. b. 3). From tlieir experiments it appears

(p mall quantities only can be thrown into the circulation with impu-
gn From half a drachm to one or two drachms of gum, dissolved in

0,1 r two ounces of water, disorder the respiration and circulation of

h ; ;
while five or six drachms of gum give rise to an affection of the

nil js system, manifested by stupor and paralysis, or convulsions,

g! of these effects (namely those on the pulmonary and vascular sys-

tej
way arise from the non-miscibility of mucilage with the blood, and

rt{ asequent mechanical influence in obstructing the capillary circula-

dl the lungs. Magendie {Ann. de Chim. et Phijs. t. iii. p. 66) has
i i that dogs fed on gum alone languish and die in two or three

w ;; and Tiedemann and Gmelin (Muller’s Phijs,, by Baly, i. 482)

ft-j
that a goose fed with gum died on the sixteenth day. These, with

H experiments, show that animals require more than one kind of ali-

Utto preserve them in health.

On Man.—Regnandot (Wibmer, op. supra cit. S. 6) injected three

ifrms of gum, dissolved in three ounces of water, into the veins of a
Miged twenty years. In half an hour the patient was very chilly, his

pi was small and quick, and he had three liquid stools. The chilli-

I

was succeeded by great heat, and after fifteen hours an eruption

ired on the skin.

e nutritive property of gum, when taken into the stomach, is

i by a variety of facts. In the first place, it constitutes a con-

ible portion of several well-known articles of food.* Secondly,

metimes forms the principal or only food of man. Hasselquist

iges and Travels in the Levant, p. 298, 1766) tells us, that a caravan

Dre than a thousand persons, travelling from Abyssinia to Cairo,

.vhose provisions were exhausted, supported themselves for two
is on the gum they were carrying as merchandize. Moreover, we

' Id that the Moors and Negroes live almost exclusively on it during

rum harvest
;
and the Bushmen Hottentots, in times of scarcity,

ort themselves on it for days together. Six ounces a day are said

sufficient to sustain life in a healthy adult. But though gum be

ive, it is difficult of digestion
;
and hence mucilaginous foods are

o disagree with dyspeptics.

e local action of a solution of gum is that of an emollient, and (by

iieathing properties) demulcent. It is not known to possess any

ii over remote parts, though some have supposed it to have the

;:r of diminishing irritation in the urinary organs,

i es.—Gum is employed in medicine as an emollient and demulcent,

i lore frequently as a vehicle for the exhibition of other medicines,

sometimes slowly dissolved in the mouth, to allay troublesome

A 1 1, and to diminish irritation of the fauces, by diluting the acrid

tions, and sheathing the parts from the action ot the atmosphere.

& iflammatory affections of the intestinal tube, as well as of the res-

>ory and urinary organs, gum is used as an emollient and demulcent,

^sheathing substance, a solution of gum may be employed in acrid

ning; but of course its efficacy is mechanical merely. Powdered

is occasionally applied to check hemorrhage from leech bites.

a vehicle for the exhibition of other medicines, it is employed

i form cither of powder or mucilage. The former is used to give
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bulk to active and heavy powders ;
as calomel, emetic tartar, &c., andt'

the preparation of lozenges. The latter is employed to suspend ini i

nr 4 J Isluble powders (as oxide of zinc, musk, &c.) in water, or to diffuse oil

and resinous substances through aqueous fluids, and to give form at-

tenacity to pills. Furthermore, the adhesive qualities of mucilage rdV
ders it exceedingly useful for various other pharmaceutical purposes.

Administration.—The dose of powdered gum is from 3 ss. to 3j. }

ad libitum.

1 . Mistura Acacije, L. Mucilago, E. Mucilago Gurnrni Arabici, u
(Acacia powdered, 5 x. ;

Boiling Water, Oj. Rub the Acacia with\
water gradually poured in, and dissolve it, L.—The Edinburgh Colie|f'

uses only 5ix. of Gum to Oj. of Cold Water, and directs the gum to

dissolved without heat, but with occasional stirring, and the solution

be strained through linen or calico.—The Dublin College employs siv. *

coarsely-powdered Gum to fsiv. of Hot Water, and directs the mucilam.

to be strained through linen).—The process of the Edinburgh Colle i<

is to be preferred, as being sufficiently strong, and made without he ft

(which causes gum to become somewhat acid, and thereby renders n

somewhat acrid). The Dublin process yields a mucilage too thick to
1

strained. By keeping, mucilage readily becomes sour by the develop

ment of acetic acid. The pharmaceutical uses of mucilage have

above referred to. To render different substances miscible with aquettf

vehicles, different proportions of mucilage are required. “ Oil,? will : !

quire about three-fourths of their weight, balsams and spermaceti eqm
parts, resins two parts, and musk five times its weight” (Montgomer
Observ. on the Dull. Pharm .)

2 . Mistura Acacije, Pi. (Mucilage, fgiij.; Sweet Amonds,oj. and-i|

Pure Sugar, 5V.; Water, Oij. Steep the almonds in hot water, and pa

them
;
beat them to a smooth pulp in an earthenware or marble mort ;

1

first with the sugar, and then with the mucilage; add the water gij

.

dually, stirring constantly; then strain through linen or calico).—Demur
cent and emollient. Applicable to the same purposes as Mistu|[
Amygdala (see p. 1109). Dose, f^j. to f*ij.

3. Trochisci Acacije,P. Gum Lozenges. (Gum Arabic, §iv.
;
Start!

!

3]. ;
Pure Sugar, lbj. Mix and pulverize them, and make them into!

proper mass with rose-water for forming lozenges). An agreeable per

toral. Employed to allay the tickling in the throat, which provobH

coughing.

Acacia Cat'echu, Willdenow, L. E. D :— The Catechu Acacia.

Mimo'sa Cat'echu, Linn.

Sex. Syst. Polygamia, Monoecia.

(Ligni extractum, L.—Extract of the Wood, E.—Extractuin ex ligno, D.)

History.—It is somewhat uncertain who first described Catccl

Garcias ab Orto
(
Clusii Exot. lib. i. cap. x. p. 163) was of opinion tli

it was the Avkiov IvSikov of Dioscorides (lib. i. cap. 132): but Dr. Rot

{Linn. Trans, vol. xvii. p. 83), in a very elaborate and learned paper

this subject, has apparently proved that the preparation referred to

the latter author is the produce of Berberis Lycium, Hoyle.

Botany. Gen. Char.—See Acacia (p. 1146).

Sr. Char.—Arboreous. Branches armed with stipulary thorns,
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asionally unarmed. Young shoots, petioles, and peduncles more or less
escent. Leaves bipinnated

;
pinna ten to thirty pairs

; leaflets thirty
ifty pairs

;
petiole sometimes armed on the under side with a row of

kies, with one large gland below the lowest pair of pinnae, and be-
en the extreme one to six pairs. Spikes axillary, one to four toge-

,
shorter than the leaves. Flowers numerous. Petals united. Stamens

inct, numerous. Legumes flat, thin, straight, linear, glabrous, four to
it-seeded (Wight and Arnott).

ree from fifteen to twenty feet high. Bark brown and scabrous.
id hard and heavy

;
the interior

(
duramen

)
brown, dark-red, or

kish ;
the exterior

(
alburnum) white, one or two inches thick. Flowers

itish or pale yellow,

pi: Iab -—^Various parts of the East Indies
;
now common in Jamaica.

;
[anufacture of Catechu.—The manufacture of Catechu from the

i cia Catechu, as practised in Canara and Behar, has been described
dr. Kerr {Med. Observ. and Inq. vol. v. p. 151) and Dr. F. Buchanan

t nilton
(
Journ . from Madras through Mysore, Canara, and Malabar,

, iii. p. 177, 1807), while Dr. Royle
(
Illustr

. p. 182) has explained the

I :ess followed in Northern India. According to the last-mentioned
leman, “ the Kutt manufacturers move to different parts of the

^
Intry in different seasons, erect temporary huts in the jungles, and

a
cting trees fit for their purpose, cut the inner wood into small chips.

>se they put into small earthen pots, which are arranged in a double
along a fire-place built of mud (choola) ;

water is then poured in

!1 the whole are covered; after a considerable portion has boiled

:y, the clear liquor is strained into one of the neighbouring pots, and
:sh supply of material is put into the first, and the operation repeated

11 the extract in the general receiver is of sufficient consistence to be
rred into clay moulds, which, in the Kheree Pass and Doon, where I

.3 seen the process, are generally of a quadrangular form. This Ca-
li is usually of a pale-red colour, and is considered there to be of the

quality. By the manufacturers it is conveyed to Saliarunpore

Moradabad, whence it follows the course of commerce down the

)
ges, and meets that from Nepal, so that both may be exported from

cutta.”

Description.—The term Catechu (from cate a tree, and chu juice) is

lied to several astringent extracts imported from India and the neigh-

rring countries. In the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia catechu is said to

1 he “ extract of the wood of Acacia Catechu, of the kernels of Areca

echu, and of the leaves of Uncaria Gambier, probably too from other

its.” A few years ago the terms Catechu, Terra japonica, and Cutch,

• e employed synonymously
;
they are now, however, for the most part,

ri in trade somewhat distinctively, though not uniformly in the same
;*>e. Two kinds only are largely imported into this country

;
one of

<;e (Gambier ; Terra japonica of tanners
;
Pale Terra japonica of the

de List
;
the Catechu in square cakes of Druggists

;
Catechu of Un-

a Gambier, Ph. Ed.) has been already described (see p. 1025) : the

r kind, termed Pegu Catechu or P. Cutch, is, as well as Colombo Ca-

u or Colombo Cutch, denominated Black Terra japonica in the Trade

-• I have not hitherto been enabled to identify the catechu of Areca

echu before referred to (see p. G15).

n 1839, the total quantity of Catechu or Terra japonica (of all sorts)

4 E
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on which duty (Is. per cwt.) was paid, was, according to the Trade Lil \ S

(Jan. 7th, 1840) 48,318 cwts.

Pegu Catechu or Pegu Catch ;
Cutcli.

(
Cachou en masse ; Cachei‘.(

lucide ; Cachou du Butea frondosa ,
Guibourt).—This variety is importel

:

from Pegu. According to Herbert do Jaeger (Miscellanea curiosa, Dec.il
(]

Ann. iii. p. 9) the catechu of Pegu is obtained from the Acacia Catechu

and, lie adds, it is celebrated throughout India. It is imported in lard

masses weighing sometimes a cwt. each. These masses are made up <

layers composed of prismatic pieces, each from six to ten inches lonJJ

and two or three inches broad and deep. Each piece is enveloped in tbif

leaves of Nauclea Brunonis, a native of Tavoy, Wallich, Cat. (not of Butee:

frondosa, as formerly supposed). When fractured, these pieces present \k

dark blackish-brown shiny surface, free from all impurities
; some of tHji

pieces, however, having a more reddish tint than the others. Their tasvc

is bitter and astringent. Fee states, though I know not on what authtjf

rity, that this variety contains 57 per cent, of tannic acid. Pegu cateclM

is largely employed, I am informed, for dyeing. The greater part of thJ|

brought to this country is exported for continental use.

I have a similar kind of catechu in round balls
(
Pegu cutch in balls ju

enveloped in leaves of (apparently) Nauclea Brunonis.

Brown Catechu in conical masses from Siam. —This variety has been*

recently imported from Siam in bags. It is in masses shaped like ff

betel-nut, or rather that of a mullar or truncated olive, each weighiij|

about a pound and a half. The flattened base is marked with the inj|

pression of the leaf of Nauclea Brunonis. Internally this catechu v

shiny and liver-coloured, strongly resembling hepatic aloes. In its otb
|

qualities it agrees with Pegu Catechu.

The following kiuds of catechu are of less frequent, some of them of rare, occurrenis

in commerce.
1. Dark-brown Catechu in circular flat cakes j Colombo or Ceylon Catechu or Cut

i

.

( Cachou brun
,
orbiculaire et plat. Guibourt). Imported from Ceylon. Cakes rouut

flat, covered on one side with paddy husks (glumes of rice), from two to three inches

diameter, scarcely one inch thick, and weighing from two to three ounces. Internal

they are dark, blackish-brown, and shiny, exactly resembling Pegu Catechu. Commo
Quality excellent.—A cooled decoction of this catechu produces a blue colour with

solution of iodine.

Under the name of Cutch I have received a catechu in flat cakes like the preceding

but unmixed with rice glumes. The cakes have a rusty appearance externally.

2. Dark brown Catechu in round balls.—Balls more or less flattened, not exceediijh

the size of a small orange, and covered with paddy husks (glumes of rice). In otbljj

respects identical with the preceding. It agrees with the kind referred to by Dr. 1 ji

Hamilton.
3. Black mucilaginous Catechu. (Cachou noir et ‘mucilagincux, Guibourt).—In pin

rallelopipeds of eighteen lines on the side, and an inch high. Internally black an

shiny, somewhat similar to extract of liquorice. Quality bad. I

4. Dark-brown siliceous Catechu
,
in flattened, circular, or quadrangular cakes. (Cacnt

brun siliceux
,
Guibourt).— Formerly called by druggists Terra japonica. Perhaps tl

Bombay Catechu of Sir H. Davy. It is in round or flattened masses, varying in weig

from two or three ounces to several pounds; externally it is of a dull dark-brown

rusty colour, internally being shiny and blackish-brown. It is very heavy, and coi

tains a large quantity of fine sand. Guibourt says, 100 parts of this catechu yielin

him 20 parts of earthy matter. But some of the specimens contain a much less portu

of earthy matter. Quality bad.
.

5. Dull reddish Catechu in balls. ( Cachou en boules, teme et rougcatre, Guibourt).-

Tn the collection of the Medico-Botanical Society of London, marked American Catec

Balls flattened, weighing three or four ounces, covered on one side with glumes 1

rice. Its fracture is dull, reddish, wavy, and often marbled. Quality good.
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•J °alc Catechu. Of this I have met with two kinds:

—

Ve Catechu in broken square cakes ; Bengal Catechu of Sir H. Davy ? ( Cachou

pj i parallelipipede, Guibourt ; Cachou en maniere cTecorce d'arbre, A. Jussieu)—

I

^
,is to be identical with Dr. Royle’s specimens of catechu, which he saw prepared
ia from the Acacia Catechu. It occurs in square cakes, usually about two inches

j( j

two inches broad, and one in thickness. Frequently these cakes are irregularly

i, so that it is difficult to trace their angular character. They are heavier than
Externally their colour is dark-brown, or blackish

;
internally we observe

and lighter layers, disposed in a schistose manner, like the bark of a tree. The
j| layers are brown and somewhat shiny, the lighter ones are dull reddish-white.

Hoction of one part of this catechu and twelve parts of water lets fall, on cooling, a

pi > s whitish precipitate (catechuic acid).

kz/eor Whitish Catechu in irregular lumps. {Cachou blanc, Guibourt)—I received

bni Bombay, under the name of Katha suffaid (i. e. pale ox white catechu). It is

j,J
ps, which vary in size from that of a walnut to that of a small apple. The ge-

„![. orm is rounded or oval, and somewhat flattened, the surface being very uneven,

a dark or blackish-brown colour. Internally this variety is dull, and of a very

p|
dour. Guibourt says, it is almost white

;
but it has a pale-yellowish or brownish

-

r it. Its taste is bitter, astringent, and sweetish, with a smoky flavour. Hence,

pi -is, the dark colour externally is derived from the masses being dried, or exposed

(cj-smoke of a fire.

' mposition.—Two kinds of Catechu were analyzed by Sir H. Davy

biiliar acid, which has been denominated Catechuic acid {Pharm.

\cal. Blatt.fiir 1833, 629).

Davy's Analyses.

[j an nip r ,

Bombay .

54'

5

Bengal .

48-5

Itsculiar extractive 34 0
‘

36 5

1. ucil age 6'5 8-0

i isoluble matter (chiefly sand and lime) 50 7 0

Catechu 1000 1000

\techuic Acid.—This has been already noticed (see p. 1027-8).

Wannic Acid. The general properties of this acid have also been before described

, 735) —It is this substance which renders catechu so valuable to the tanner. I he

i irities of the tannic acid of catechu have been studied by Berzelius {Traite de Chim.

hS8), but in cousequence of the subsequent discovery of catechuic acid they require

ruination, The tannic acid of catechu is easily soluble in water and alcohol, but

|1 lightly so in ether. The aqueous solution becomes coloured by exposure to the

‘
.ts combinations with acids are very soluble. Alkalies do not piecipitate it.

:emical Characteristics.—The brown, filtered, decoction of ca*

reddens litmus, yields a blackish-green colour and piecipitate

huate and tannate of iron) with the ferruginous salts, and a

loish-white one writh acetate ot lead. A solution of gelatine lenders

ooled decoction turbid {tannate of gelatine). Alkalies deepen the

ir of the decoction, but cause no precipitate. Sulphuric acid xendeis

ecoction slightly turbid.

> e filtered decoction of several kinds of catechu (especially pa e ca-

in broken square cakes) deposits, on cooling, catechuic acic

.

e decoction of dark-brovm catechu
,
in circular flat cakes, when co d

nes blue {iodide of starch) on the addition of a solution of iodine.

rity.—The Edinburgh College states, that “ the finest qualities [ot

hu] yield to sulphuric ether 53, and the lowest qualities 28 percent,

min dried at 280°.” This proceeding, however, is not to be relied on

estof the astringency of catechu, which can only be determined m the
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usual way by gelatine. The College errs in supposing that the eLherij j
extract is necessarily either wholly or in great part tannin

; for catechu]?]

acid, which constitutes a large portion of some kinds of catechu, is solub'i

in ether.
‘

Physiological Effects.—Catechu produces the local and generic
effects of the astringents before described (see p. 79). When of god ,'

quality it is more powerful than kino. In its operation it is closely allid 1

!

to rhatany root {Krameria triandra).

Uses.—Employed as an astringent in the following cases :

—

1 . In affections of the mouth and throat .—In various affections of til'

mouth and throat I have frequently employed catechu, and found it bf

convenient and efficacious astringent. Thus, in relaxed uvula, and i ^

that slight chronic inflammatory affection of the throat usually denom
nated the relaxed sore throat, and wdiich is especially observed in delica

females, catechu, chewed or sucked, is a most useful remedy. The pur

kinds of catechu should be selected, especially avoiding those that a

gritty. Or catechu lozenges maybe employed. The pale kinds of c

techu (as gambir
,
described at p. 1026), are usually sweeter and mo

agreeable than the dark varieties. For public speakers or singers also

is a useful remedy
;

it prevents or diminishes hoarseness consequent (

frequent use of the vocal organs. In slight ulcerations of the mouth al:

it is useful.

•2,^4.? a stomachic in dyspeptic complaints.—1 have known catecl

chewe&yith advantage in dyspeptic complaints. It should be used ju

1 faking food : it promotes the appetite, and assists digestion.

3. JjjkMn alvine astringent it may be employed in old-standing diaj

rhWas /did dysenteries, when there are no inflammatory symptoms p
sent. It is often conjoined with the chalk mixture, and not unusual

with opiates.

4. As an astringent in hemorrhages of an atonic character. A senr

of catechu, with grs. xij. of confection of opium, and a sufficient qua

tity of aromatic confection to make a bolus, wras a favourite prescripti

of Dr. Babington, sen. in immoderate flow of the menses (Ainslie,

Ind. i. 590).

5. In lead colic it was recommended by Grashius {De Colica Pic

num, Amsterd. 1752).

6. In mucous discharges
,
as gleets, fluor albus, chronic old-standi

cystirrhoea, &c.

7. As a topical application to ulcers.—“ An ointment composed of 51

of catechu, six. of alum, 3iv. of white resin, and fsx. of olive oil, wi

a' sufficient quantity of wrnter, is in great repute in India as an applicant

to ulcers” (Thomson, London Dispens.)
• Administration.—Dose, grs. x. to 5j. It may be administered in t

form of bolus, or of mixture with sugar and gum Arabic. For gradu

solution in the mouth, I have found a lump of the purer kinds of coi

mercial catechu more agreeable than catechu lozenges
,
which I reques

a manufacturer of lozenges to prepare for me.

1. Infusum Catechu compositum, L. D. Infusum Catechu

(Catechu, powdered, 3vj. [siiss. Z).]
;
Cinnamon, bruised,

5

j. [5ss. Z?

[Syrup, fSiij. E.]
;
Boiling [distilled, Z.] Water, Oj. [fSxvij. E. 0

wine measure, D.~\ Macerate the Catechu and Cinnamon in the IN at'

in a lightly-covered vessel, for an hour [twro hours, Zk], then stra

1
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M ougli linen or calico, and add the syrup, E.]—Astringent. Adapted
iarrhcea. Dose, loj. or f3ij. three or four times a day. Frequently

I] n in conjunction with opiates. Sometimes used in the form of
na.

Tinctura Catechu
,
L. E. D. (Catechu [in moderately fine pow-

E.], Siiiss. [§iij. E. Z).]
; Cinnamon, bruised [in fine powder, E.],

•
[5ij* E. D .] ;

Proof Spirit, Oij. [Oj. and f3xvj. E. Oij. wine mea-
, D.] Macerate for fourteen [seven, E. D.] days, and strain [and
igly express the residuum

;
filter the liquors, E.] “ This tincture

be also prepared by the process of percolation, the mixed powders

g put into the percolator without being previously moistened with

spirit,” E.).—Astringent. Usually employed as an adjunct to chalk

;ure in chronic diarrhoeas and dysentery; or occasionally to Port

with some aromatic (nutmeg or cinnamon). Dose, f5j. to f5ij.

Electuarium Catechu
,
E. Electuarium Catechu compositum,

(Catechu, siv.; Kino, Siv. [Siij. D .] ;
Cinnamon, oj. [sij. D.]; [Nut-

,
sj. E.]; Opium, diffused in a little Sherry, 5iss.; Syrup of Red

ees [Syrup of Ginger, Z).], boiled to the consistence of honey, Oiss.

ij|. D.] Pulverize the solids; mix the Opium and Syrup, then the

ders, and beat them thoroughly into a uniform mass).—Astringent,

iloyed in chronic diarrhoea, dysentery, and hemorrhages. Dose, 9j

j. One ounce of this electuary, prepared according to the D
r. macopoeia, contains two grs. and a half of opium.

Audi ra iner'mis
,
Kunth.

—

The Cabbage-Bark Ti'ee.

Geoffroy'a iner'mis, Swartz, D.

Sex, St/st. Diadelpliia, Decandria.

(Cortex, D.)

istory.—The medicinal properties of the bark of this tree were first

i ted out by Mr. Duguid
(
Edinb . Phys. and Lit. Essays, vol. ii.) The

botanical description of the tree was published by Dr. Wright {Phil,

us. vol. lxvii. pt. ii. p. 507).

otany. Gen. Char .— Calyx turbinate-campanulate, five-toothed;

1 almost equal, acute, erect. Corolla papilionaceous; the vexillum

i idish, emarginate, larger than the keel. Stamens diadelphous (nine

one). Ovary containing three ovules. Legume stalked, somewhat

cular, rather hard, one-celled, one-seeded ;
when ripe divisible into

'valves, according to Swartz (D. C.)

JP. Char.—Leaflets thirteen to fifteen, ovate-lanceolate, acute, smooth

jl joth sides. Flowers paniculate, with very short pedicels. Calyx

' olate, ferruginous-pubescent (D. C.)

ree of considerable height. Leaves pinnate. Flowers reddish-lilac.

ab.—West Indies.

,

’Escription.— Cabbage bark or Worm bark {cortex andircc inermis,

yeoffroya jamaicensis) occurs in long, thick, fibrous pieces, having a

vnish-ash colour, a resinous fracture, a disagreeable smell, and a

! Jtish, mucilaginous, bitter taste,

inam bark {cortex geoffroycc Surinamensis) is the bark of Andira retusa
,
var. P- Su-

msis, Decandolle. lliUtenscbmidt (op. infra cit.) found in it a white crystalline

ince, which he called Surinainin. Surinam bark has been used as a vcimilugc,
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;
•

but I am totally unacquainted with it (Goebel, Pharm. Waarenk. i. 201
; ]q uri

/lpp. Med. ii. 402).

Composition.—Cabbage-baric was analyzed in 1824 by Iluttenschmp

(Gmelin, Hcinclb. d. Chem. ii. 1264), who found in it the following sJj

stances:

—

Jamaicina, yellow colouring matter, yum, much starch, we

i

brown resin, a small quantity of mouldy matter

,

a nitrogenous substaif

soluble in carbonate of soda, oxalate of lime, and woody fibre.—

\

,

ashes contained carbonate, phosphate, and sulphate of potash, chlorif •

of potassium, carbonate and phosphate of lime, with magnesia, silica, a *7

oxide of iron.

Jamaicina is a brownish-yellow crystalline, fusible, very bitter substance, compo|i'

of carbon
,
hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. It is soluble in water and alcohol, and J }]

sesses alkaline properties. Its watery solution forms, with tincture of nutgalls, a yelMj

precipitate. Two grains of the aceiate of jamaicina, given to pigeons and sparroi u
caused restlessness and trembling, and in half an hour violent purging.

Physiological Effects.—Cathartic, emetic, and narcotic. In do

of thirty or forty grains the powder of this bark purges briskly, lil

jalap. In larger quantities it causes vomiting, fever, and delirium. Fa-,

accidents are said to have resulted from its imprudent use.

Uses.—Formerly employed as an anthelmintic, especially against t p
large round worm (

Ascaris lumbricoides)
,
but its use is now obsolete

(For further particulars respecting the uses of Cabbage-bark, consult 1

Wright’s paper above referred to).

Administration.—Dose of the powder, 3j. to sss. As an anthelmin

the bark is usually given in the form of decoction.

Decoctum Geoffroym, D. (Bark of the Cabbage-tree, bruised, \

Water, Oij. [wine measure]. Boil down to a pint, and to the strain

liquor add 5ij. of Syrup of Orange Peel). Cathartic and narcotic. Ej

ployed as an anthelmintic. Dose, f3ss. to f5ij. for an adult.

Antidotes.—In the event of an overdose, wash out the stomach, adi

nister vegetable acids, and evacuate with castor oil.

Hamatox ylon campechia num, L. E. D.—The Common Logwood.

Sex. Syst. Decandria, Monogynia.

(Lignum, L. D.—Wood, E.)

PIistory.—

M

onardes (
Clusii Exot. cap. xxvii. p. 324) calls the wo

of this plant lignum ad renum ajfectiones et urince incommoda. H
nandez (Rev. Med. Novce Hisp. Thes. 119) -terms the wood lignum nef

ticum; and describes the plant under the name of coatli.

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

-Sepals five, united at the base into a son

what persistent tube ;
the lobes deciduous, oblong-obtuse. Petals fi

scarcely longer than the sepals. Stamens ten
;
filaments hairy at

base
;

anthers without glands. Style capillary. Legume compress

flat, lanceolate, acuminate at both ends, one-celled, two-seeded
;

j

sutures indehiscent
;
the valves bursting in the middle longitudinal

Seeds transversely oblong
;
cotyledons two-lobed.

—

Tree, with bram '

unarmed or spinous below the leaves. Flowers racemose, hennaph’

dite (D. C.)

Sr. Char.—The only species.
. .

Tree forty or fifty feet high. Leaves pinnate or somewhat bipinB8
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§ ‘fTVe
T
i0n llle

,

Io"'est of leaflets into two pair of pinna: •

l| its obovate or obcordate. Flowers yellow.
1 ’

I
ab . Campeachy. Introduced into Jamaica, where it now grows inII t abundance, wild. b

3MMERCE.—The stems of the Logwood-trees are cut into logs or
s; ot about 1 hrpfi tppf mm. 1 •„ ,

b
U
|>sof about three feet long, the bark and white sap (alburnum) of

tLss heart
<d—) -nt to

land (Wright, Med. Plants of Jamaica). It is imported from Cam-
j

Honduras, and Jamaica. In 1839 duty (.3s. if from British
essions, 4s. 6d. if Irom other places) was paid on 15,867 tons

( Trade

Esc ii ip 1

1

ox. Logwood
(lignum luematoxyli seu campechianum), as

urted, consists only ol the heartwood or duramen. The logs are ex-
ally of a dark colour; internally they are red. The wood is dense,
a sp. gr. of 1 057

;

admits of a fine polish, has a sweetish taste and
ot 0111 ' -Large crystals of haematin are sometimes found in the

:1 (Thomson, Org. Chem. 407).
OMPOSITION.—Logwood was analyzed in 1812 by Chevreul {Ann.
i. lxxxi. 128), who found its constituents to be volatile oil

,
luzmatin,

/ oi i esinous matter
,
brown substance containing tannin

,
glutinous

er, acetic acid
,
woody fibre, various salts (phosphate, sulphate, and

l
ate of lime, acetate of potash, and chloride of potassium) and the

« es aluminum, silicium, manganese, and iron.

vnatin or H&matoxylin is a red crystalline substance, of a slightly bitter, acrid, and
igent taste.^ It is soluble in alcohol and ether, and slightly so iii water. Acids

;;r the solution yellowish or red
; alkalies give it a purple or violet colour. Alum

s a violet precipitate, and several metallic solutions (as of tin and lead) a blue one.
1 tine produces a flocculent reddish precipitate.

i hemical Characteristics.—The decoction of logwood is deep-red.
Us render it paler and brighter coloured. The alkalies give it a pur-
ln or violet-blue colour. Acetate of lead causes a blue, alum a violet,

ipitate. The salts of iron make it dark violet-blue. Gelatine forms
i ddish precipitate with it.

hysiological Effects.—Logwood is a mild astringent (see the
cuts of astringents, p. 79). It does not so readily disorder the diges-

organs as some other astringents, and hence its use may be conti-

d for a longer period. Its colouring matter becomes absorbed, and
i

r be detected in the urine. Dr. Percival (Works, vol. iv. p. 386) states,

. under the use of extract of logwood the urine of a female suddenly
uuired a purplish-red colour, which Avas deepened by the sulphate of

1 • After some hours the secretion returned to its natural colour. The
»ls sometimes acquire a purplish-red colour from the use of logwmod.
Jsks.—In medicine logwood is employed as an astringent in old

j

'rhceas and dysenteries, in hemorrhages (from the uterus, lungs, and
'els), and in leucorrhcea. It is well adapted to the diarrhoeas of chil-

1 1. Dr. Percival employed it to restrain profuse sweating in phthisis.

administration.—It is employed in the form of decoction or extract.

• jDecoctum Hmmatoxyli, E. D. (Logwood, in chips, 3j. [5iss. D .\

;

ter, Oj. [Oij. wine measure, D .] ;
Cinnamon, in powder. 5j. Boil the

'wood in the water down to ten fluidounces [Oj. D.\, adding the cin-
1 non towards the end, and strain). Employed as an astringent in

orhcea. Dose, for adults, f3j . to f5ij.
;

for children, f5ij. to f'3ss.
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2. Extractu.u Hjematoxylt,
L. E. D. (Logwood, powdered [ijff

chips, E . ;
raspings, L>.], lb. ijss. [lb. j- E.]

;
Boiling [distilled, L.] Water :

Cong. ij. [a gallon
,
ZL] Macerate for twenty-four hours, then boil dowH

to a gallon [Oiv.E.], and strain the liquor while hot; lastly, evaporati 1
'

[in the vapour-bath, EJ] to a proper consistence).

—

1“ For preparing thjS

extract the logwood should not be powdered, but rasped, and it shoull
1

be so far evaporated as to become brittle and pulverulent when cold

One cwt. of the wood yields about twenty lbs. of extract” (Braude, Man
of Pharm.)—Astringent. Employed in old diarrhoeas, dysenteries, &cr

Dose, grs. x. to 5ss. By keeping extract of logwood becomes exceed V

ingly hard, and pills made of it are said to have passed through th|
^

bowels undissolved. It is employed, I am informed, to colour snuff.

Tamarin clus in'dica, Linn. L. E.

—

Common Tamarind-Tree .

Tamarin'dus ind'icus, D.

Sex. Syst. Monadelpliia, Triandria.

(Leguminis pulpa, L. V—Pulp of the pods, E.)

History.—The tamarind does not appear to have been known to thu

ancient Greeks
;

at least no mention is made of it in their writings. W
;

are indebted for its introduction to the Arabians, who probably derive* jf

their knowledge of it from the Hindus. Mesue, Avicenna, and Serapiomq

are the earliest writers who mention it. It is said to have derived itjj-t

name from Tamar (which, in Arabic, signifies dates or fruit), and Indus,?

in reference to its Indian origin.

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Calyx tubular at the base; limb bilabiate, reh

flexed
;
upper lip three-partite

;
lower broad, two-toothed. Petals three*

alternating with the segments of the upper lip of the calyx
;
two of then* 1.

ovate, the middle one cucullate. Stamens nine or ten
;
seven very shor|ji

and sterile, the others (two or three) longer, monadelphous, bearing^

anthers. Style subulate. Legume stalked, linear, more or less curved)/'

slightly compressed, one-celled, three to twelve-seeded, the sarcocaqo

pulpy. Seeds compressed, bluntly four-angled, obliquely truncated a|jj

the hilum.

—

Trees. Leaves abruptly pinnated; leaflets many pair) v

Flowers racemose (Wight and Arnott).

Sp. Char.— The only species. — Tree
,

thirty to forty feet high' ;

Branches spreading. Leaves alternate; leaflets twelve to fifteen pairiu

small, oblong, obtuse, entire, smooth. Petals deciduous, yellow, veined!

with red.

There are two varieties, considered by Gsertner, Roxburgh, and Decandolle, as dis| I

tinct species. The only difference between them is in the pod.

a. Orientalis. T. indica , Decandolle. East Indian Tamarind.—Legume elongated^

six or more times longer than broad, six- to twelve-seeded.

/3. Occidentalis. T. Occidentalis,. Decandolle. West Indian Tamarind.-— Leguma\

abbreviated, scarcely three times longer than broad, one- to four seeded.

Hab.—East and West Indies.

Preservation of the Fruit.—The usual mode of preserving tamal
rinds in the West Indies is, to remove the shell or epicarp from the nptjj

fruit, and to place layers of the shelled fruit in a cask, and pour boiling!

water over them. But Dr. Wright {Med. Plants of Jamaica) says, a betted

method is, to put alternate layers of tamarinds and powdered sugar in a)'
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v }
jar. The drier and dark-coloured East Indian tamarinds are said

j-jj * preserved without sugar.

escription.—Tamarinds are imported both raw and preserved. Ta-

j
nd pods are from three to six inches long, more or less curved,

(i posed ofa dry, brittle, brown, external shell (
epicarp), within which

jl
e acidulous, sweet, reddish-brown pulp [sarcocarp) penetrated by

(1 jg fibres. Still more internal is a thin membranous coat
(
erulocarp

)

ij-»sing the oval brown seeds. Preserved tamarinds
(
tarnarindi conditi

)

,
ist of the same parts, the shell

(
epicarp

)
excepted. The 2m^P (pulpa

1- \rindi) is the officinal part.

||
imposition.—Tamarind pulp was analyzed, in 1790, by Vauquelin

A i.Chim. v. 92), who obtained the following products:

—

citric acid

,
tartaric acid 1*55, malic acid 0*45, bitartrate of potash 3 "25,

J r 2*5, gum 4*7, vegetable jelly (pectin) 6*25, parenchyma 34*35,

: ! rr 27*55.

5 j.
eiysiological Effects.—Tamarind pulp allays thirst, is nutritive

! j
: refrigerant, and, in full doses, laxative. From this combination of

Bggerant and laxative properties it is commonly denominated a cooling

\:tive.

u ses.

—

Tamarinds are adapted for febrile and inflammatory cases: in

cornier it is often taken with the double purpose of operating as a

l ( .gerant and acting gently on the bowels. An infusion of tamarinds

sji-.s a very pleasant, cooling drink, as does also tamarind whey. Ta-

ti rinds are a constituent of several mild purgative preparations. It is

[fluently given in conjunction with senna (as in the confection of senna

j
the infusion of senna with tamarinds, Ph. D.) It is said, though I

jiw not with what truth, that the addition of tamarinds to senna and

i h ious cathartics diminishes the operation of the latter.

? r ; dministration.—The dose of tamarinds is from 5ij. to sj. or more.

% arind whey [serum lactis tamarindatum) is prepared by boiling 5ij. of

iliirind pulp with Oij. of milk.

Cassia
,
Linn.

—

Several Species yielding Senna.

Cassia lanceolata, Dec. and C. obovata, Dec. L.

i arious Species of Cassia, probably C. lanceolata, Forskal, C. acutifolia, Dclile, and C. obovata,

Colladon, E. Cassia elongata, Lemaire-Lisancourt, E.

C. Senna, Linn. D.

Sex. Syst. Decandria, Monogynia.

(Folia, L. D.—Leaves, E.)

History.—Reiske (Diss . inaug. exhib. miscell. aliquot observ. Med. ex

ibum Monumentis, Lugd. 1746) states, on the authority of an oriental

• k [De Medicina Propheta Arabici),
that senna was employed by

! ‘hornet. If this be correct (and we may reasonably entertain some

bt, since the Arabic word which he translates senna has been by other

i; ;uists, as Golius and Warner, rendered cumin), this purgative was in

i
|

some centuries before any mention of it is made in the works of phar-

icological writers. Among the Arabians I may quote Mesue, Serapion,

!j l Avicenna, who notice senna (sene), but they refer to the fruit, and

!

to the leaves. Mesue, in speaking of the decoction of senna, quotes

i
len, and from this, as well as from other circumstances, it has been
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imagined that Dioscorides and Galen, and probably even Theophrastij 1

were acquainted with senna ;
but their known writings do not warraF

this opinion, and hence the quotation is presumed to he erroneous. • tJj
earliest Greek writer, in whose works senna is mentioned, is Actuariu] >

but he, like the Arabians, referred to the fruit.

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Sepals five, scarcely united at the base, mob
or less unequal. Petals five, unequal. Stamens ten, free, unequal; t

>

three lower ones longer, the four middle ones short and straight, the thrw

upper ones with abortive anthers. Anthers dehiscing at the apeM
Ovary stalked, frequently arched. Legume various.

—

Trees, shrubs, >

herbs. Leaves simply and abruptly pinnate. Petioles frequently glandit

liferous. Leaflets opposite.

Species.—Some confusion still exists as to the species yielding f /

senna leaves of commerce. Linnaeus made but one species, which .

termed Cassia Senna

,

and considered the acute and obtuse-leaved plants nr

mere varieties. This error has been adopted by the Dublin College . T3f

usually-accurate Woodville [Med. Bot. vol. iii. p. 446) has published! ;o

plate representing the leaflets of the acute-leaved Cassia, and the fruit tf.

the blunt-leaved species. The following perhaps are distinct specis#

but their specific characters are not in all cases accurately ascertained:

1. C. obova'ta, Colladon
,
Hist, des Casses, 92. C. Senna var. ft. Lira

C. obtusa, Roxb. FI. Ind. ii. 344. Sena belledy (Wild Senna) Egyptia

and Nubians. Sene de la Thebaide; Cassia Sena, Nectoux, Pl.i.-jfe

Leaflets six to seven pairs, obovate, obtuse
;
petiole glandless. Legum\

piano-compressed, curved, tumid by the crests on the middle of ea«
valve (D. C.)—Perennial herb, one to two feet high. Leaves smooth

leaflets mucronate, unequal at the base. Stipules lanceolate, linear

spreading. Flowers yellow in racemes. Legumes oblong, falcate, smooife

rounded at each end, with an equally interrupted ridge along the midcu

of each valve.—Egypt (Bassa-Tine at the entrance of the valley of Egan

;

mont, two leagues from Cairo
;
Karnak

;
Thebes; on the eastern bah

of the Nile opposite Hermonthis; Esneh; Edfou
;
Daraou; Assouajf

Nubia; Desert of Suez; Syria; India. Cultivated in Italy, Spai*

Jamaica, &c.—Its leaflets form Aleppo, Senegal, and Italic Senna, as*

one of the constituents of Alexandrian Senna.

Nees and Ebermaier
(Handb . d. Med. Pharm. Bot. ii. 207) follow Hayne, in admittiiii

two species of blunt senna, viz. C. obovata, Hayne, with obovate very shortly point*

leaflets, and C. obtusata, Hayne, with more remote, obovate, truncated, emarginjfl

leaflets. I think, with Th. Martius, (Pharmakogn .) that the latter are merely olt)

leaflets than the former.

2. C. acutifo'lia, Delile, FI. ASgypt. PI. 27, fig. 1.

—

Stem suffruticosjl

Leaves pinnate
;
petiole glandless

; leaflets five to seven pairs, lanceolap

acute. Legumes flat, elliptical, naked on both sides, somewhat bent < :

the upper margin (Delile).—An undershrub

,

about two feet high. Leac\

when young slightly silky or pubescent. Flowers yellow, in axilEjj

racemes, at the top of the branches. Petals obovate. Legumes somM

what swollen by the seeds. Seeds six or seven in each legume.—Egyij

in the valleys of the desert to the south and east of Assouan.

—

Collectjj

by the Arabs, and sold by them to merchants who convey it to Cairo,
j

3. C. elonga'ta, Lemaire-Lisancourt, Journ. de Pharm. vii. 34-

j

Fee
, Journ. de Cliim. Med. vi. 234 ;

C. lanceolata, Royle Illustr. t. 3

Perhaps identical with the preceding species. Dr. Iloyle’s spccinic *
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; raised horn seeds picked out of M^ecca Senna. L)r. Eindley tlius de-
>es the plant. “ An annual

,
but, with care, it may be made to live

ugh the year, and to assume a suffruticose habit. Stem erect, smooth.
ies narrow, equal pinnated

; leaflets four to eight pairs, lanceolate,
ly sessile, slightly mucronulate, smooth above, rather downy beneath,
the veins turning inwards, and forming a flexuose intramarginal

;
petioles without glands

; stipules softly spinescent, semihastate,
ading, minute. Racemes axillary and terminal, erect, stalked, rather

•er than the leaves
;
pedicels without bracts. Sepals linear, obtuse.

its bright-yellow. Of the stamens the five lowest sterile and small,

|
two next large, curved, and perfect, the three uppermost minute and
d-like. Ovary linear, downy, falcate, with a smooth recurved style.

f.

'lines pendulous oblong, membranous, about an inch and half long,

five-eighths broad, quite straight, tapering abruptly to the base, and
ided at the apex, deep-brown, many-seeded.”—Grows in India, but
>ably only naturalized.—Yields Tinnevelly and Mecca Senna.

. . C. iETHiop'iCA, Guibourt, Hist. desDrog. 3rd ed. ii. 219; C. ovata,

at, Diet. Mat. Med. vi. 31 1 ;
Sene de Nubie

;
C. lanceolata, Nectoux,

. dans la Haute Egypte
,

t. ii.
;

C. Senna, Stevenson and Churchill,

l. Bot. i. fig. 30.—Leaves of three to five pairs of leaflets; petioles

1

1

a gland at their baser, and another between each pair of leaflets
;

ets oval-lanceolate, pubescent. Legumes flat, smooth, not reniform,

ided, naked on both sides, containing from three to five seeds.

—

>ut eighteen inches high. Leaflets from seven to nine lines long, and
i i three to four broad, consequently less elongated and less acute than

;e of the two preceding species. Legumes from eleven to fifteen lines

of a pale or fawn colour.—Nubia, Fezzan, to the south of Tripoli,

probably in Ethiopia. Yields Tripoli Senna. I think I have de-

ted the leaflets in Alexandrian Senna.

C. lanceola'ta, ForsJcal, FI. JEgypt. Arab. 85 ;
Bindley, FI. Med. 259.—Dr.

dey, who met with this species in a collection of Arabian plants made by Dr. S.

i her, says, “the leaflets are in four or five pairs, never more ;
oblong, and either

> e or obtuse, not at all ovate or lanceolate, and perfectly free from downiness even

i a young; the petioles have constantly a small round brown gland a little above the

. The pods are erect, oblong, tapering to the base, obtuse, turgid, mucronate, rather

i ite, especially when young, at which time they are sparingly covered with coarse

i ered hairs.”—This species is therefore distinct from both C- acutifolia, Delile, and

|

longata, Lemaire. Forskal says it grows about Surdud, Mor, and Abuarish
;
and

it is the true Mecca Senna.

C. marilan'dica, Linn.—Leaflets eight to nine pairs, ovate-oblong, mucronate,

il, with an ovate gland at the base of the petiole. Racemes axillary, many-flowered,

ter than the leaves. Legumes compressed, linear, hispid, subsequently smoothish

l (J.)—prom three tosix feet high. Flowers golden-yellow.—United Mates; common

j|. 11 parts south of New York.—Yields the American Senna.

Commerce.—

S

enna is imported from the Mediterranean (either directly

n Egypt, or at second hand from Italy), and from the East Indies (Ma-

s and Bombay), usually in bales. The duty is 6d. per lb. 1 he quan-

•?s on which duty was paid, during the two last years, are as follows .

1838. i
1839.

From East Indies 72,575 lbs.

From other places 09,5.18 lbs.

110,409 lbs.

63,766 lbs.

Total imported 142,1 14 lbs.
|

174,175 lbs.

Inscription.—Senna
(
folia sen?ue) has a peculiar, agreeable, tea-like
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odour, and a nauseous, bitter taste. Its colour should be bright ajj"

fresh. If largely mixed with extraneous matter, if it be much broken] !

very dusty, it should be rejected. Boiling water extracts about a tliil-

of its weight. Proof spirit yields a brown—alcohol or ether a grep
tincture.

1. Alexandrian Senna (Senna Alexandrina ; Folia Senna Alextk.\

drince).—Called by the French Sene de la Falthe (i. e. Tribute Senm'
'

because it is obliged to be sold to the Egyptian government, who resM
it to Europeans. It is imported in bales from Alexandria and othjf

Mediterranean ports. It consists of the leaflets of two or more specilU

of Cassia (C. acutifolia ,
C. obovata, and, I think, sometimes, C. cethii

pica) mixed always with the leaves of Cynanchum Aryel (see p. 944). atlF

sometimes with those of Teplirosia Apollinea. The flowers and ffub I

of these plants are usually present in greater or less quantity. Alexam
drian senna is collected in Nubia and Upper Egypt, and is convey^
down the Nile to the great depot at Boulak.

j;

For the following particulars I am indebted to the writings of Delile (Mim. s, . .

VEgypte, vol. iii. p. 315,1799, and FI. AZgypt.), Rouillure (Ann. Chim.Ui. 161), Nail
toux (Phil. Mag. xv. 55, and Voyage dans la Haute Egypte, 1808), and Burckharoi

(Travels in Nubia, pp. 22 and 49, 2nd ed.)

Senna is collected by the Arabs of tbe tribe of Abaddeh. They may take two croia

annually,— tbe most productive one is that alter the rain in August and September; l 9
second takes place about tbe middle of March. When cut the plants are spread out i h
the rocks, and dried in tbe sun (Nectoux).

Assouan is tbe first entrepot for senna. It receives all that is gathered in C
neighbourhood. Esneh is another entrepot. It receives tbe acute-leaved senua froi«:

Abyssinia, Nubia, and Sennaar, from whence it arrives by the caravans which convtK

negroes to Egypt, and blunt- leaved senna, gathered in Upper Egypt (Rouillurd

Daraou, between Assouan and Esneh, is also an entrepot; but tbe great depot is I

Boulak, tbe port of Cairo. Here tbe monopoly of senna is farmed out by Mahommo
Ali to Rosetti, an Italian, for about £3,500 per annum (Burckhardt). Tbeseni '

arrives at Boulak from Assouan, not only by the Nile, but also by way of Cossier, tl

Red Sea, and Suez. As, however, the latter is a more expensive route, it is not so fr

quently followed (Nectoux). Lastly, some senna is carried to Boulak by the carava

from Mount Sinai. The follow ing are said by Rouillure to be tbe quantities broug

from these places :

—

Quintals.

Acute-leaved Senna. Obovate ditto. Ethiopic ditto. Argel leaves.

From Assouan
From Esneh
From Suez &MountSinai

7,000 to 8,000

• • •

• • •

500 to 600
800

1200 to 1500

m • • •

2,000

• • • •

2,000 to 24<

• • • •

• • • •

Total of each kind.. 7,000 to 8,000 2,500 to 2,900 2,000 2,000 to 2,4(|—
So that tbe total amount of all kinds is, according to this statement, 13,500 to 15,3(1*

quintals.

The mixture of the different leaves takes place at tbe entrepots. Nectoux mention

those of Keneh, Esneh, Daraou, and Assouan, where it is effected. Rouillure say

that at Boulak, 500 parts of acute leaves are mixed with 300 of obtuse leaves and 2( >

of Argel leaves.

From Boulak the senna is sent to Alexandria, and from thence is shipped to Europ

Alexandrian senna has a greyish-green colour, an odour which sonu

what resembles that of tea, and a viscid taste. It presents a broke

appearance, and on examination is found to consist of the leaves, flower^

and fruits of the above-mentioned plants mixed with various extraneou
|
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,
jrs (as seeds, date-stones, rabbit-dung, stones, &c.) The latter are

j
'eat part separated by hand-picking, sifting, &c. before the senna is

f|
1 for use. It then constitutes picked Alexandrian senna {folia senna:

J mdrince electee).

Cassia leaflets, flowers, and legumes—The leaflets of Cassia are readily distin
Fig. 213. - -

Fig. 212.

I Legume and leaflet of

-leaved Alexandrian senna
Legume and leaflet of

C. obovata.

guished from those of other
genera found in senna, by
being unequal-sided

; that
is, by the two sides of the
leaflet being unequal in
size, shape, or length, and
by the veins or nerves of
their under surface being
very conspicuous. The
acute-leaved are very rea-

dily distinguished from the
blunt-leaved species, by
their shape. The dried

flowers of Cassia may be
easily detected; they are
dull-yellow. I have not
been able to make out
their species. The legumes
of the obovate and acute-auu auuic*

d Cassia are also found
;

they are distinguished by the botanical characters
ee described.

IFig. 214.

? I Argel leaves, flowers, and fruit.—The Argel plants are collected by the Arabs, in

the valleys of the desert to the east and south of Assouan
(Delile). The leaves' found in Alexandrian senna are distin-

guished from the senna leaflets by their being equal-sided,

—

by the absence, or imperfect development of the lateral nerves,

—by their paler colour, thicker and more coriaceous texture,

—

by a yellowish exudation frequently found on them,— and gene-
rally, though not invariably, by their greater length. By care-

ful picking the flowers may be detected : they are white, and
in small corymbs. The fruit, as found in Alexandrian senna,

seldom exceeds in size that of a good-sized orange-pip. It is

an ovoid follicle, tapering superiorly, brown, shrivelled, and
contains several seeds.

I leaves andfruit.

Fig. 215.

)) Tephrosia leaflets and pods .—The Tephrosia Apollinea {Galega Apollinea, Delile,

pi. 53) grows in cultivated fields near the Nile, at Hermonthis,

at Edfou, and in the Elephantine island, opposite Assouan.

The leaflets have a silky or silvery aspect; they are obovate-

oblong, somewhat cuneiform, emarginate, equal-sided, tapering

towards the base
;

its lateral veins parallel, regular, and

oblique to the midrib. These leaves are usually found folded

longitudinally, and are very apt to be overlooked. The legume

is from an inch to an inch and a half long, not exceeding two

lines broad, linear, slightly ensiform, and contains six or seven

brownish seeds.

2. Tripoli Senna. Senna Tripolitana ; Folia Senna:

Tripolitanae .— It is carried to Tripoli in caravans,

which go from Fezzan. In general appearance it

unuTand leaflet of resembles Alexandrian senna
;

but the leaflets are

ohrosia apollinea. more broken, smaller, less acute than the acute-

leaved Alexandrian senna, thinner, greener, and of a
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less herbaceous odour. They are the produce of C. sEl/iiopica, uz\ia)!u

unmixed with any other species. But 1 have a sample which contaijuy

also the leaflets of C. obovata and Argel leaves.

Tunis senna agrees with that of Tripoli.

3. Aleppo Senna.—Consists of the leaflets of C. obovata.

4. Senegal Senna. (
Senna Seneyalensis).—Is a blunt-leaved senri|C.

having a rougher and more glaucous appearance than the leaflets ,1

C. obovata. Some years since a small bale of it was sent by the Fren|t v
[

ministre de la marine to M. Henry for examination
(
Journ . de P//arwfi

xiv. 70). I am indebted to the kindness of Professor Guibourt fori; <

sample of it.

5. Smyrna Senna .—Very similar to Tripoli senna, but some of fill

leaflets resemble the acute-leaved Alexandrian senna.

6. Mecca Senna. {Senna Meccensis ; Inferior or Second East Indi\i\

Senna; Sene Mo/ca, Guibourt; Sene de la Pique or Pike Senna; Suv
,

Muklcee
,
Boyle.—Imported into England from India. It is the produuf

of Arabia, and finds its wav into the interior of India by the ports
!

«

Surat and Bombay. Dr. Royle was informed that it was grown somi

where in the Agra and Muttra district, but was never able to prove til

fact
(
Illustr

.

187). It occurs in long narrow leaflets, of from one inch
;

an inch and a half long, narrower than those of Tinnevelly senna, ait

of a yellowish colour
;
some of the leaflets being brownish, or ev<ff

blackish. This change of colour is probably the result of the action oft -

moist atmosphere. Legumes are occasionally intermixed : they are frol
: one and a half to three inches long, and from seven to eight lines broad,

slightly curved, greenish in their circumference, blackish in their centifi

with a smooth surface.

7- j
Tinnevelly Senna. (Finest East Indian Senna; Sene de VinaI

Guibourt).— Cultivated at Tinnevelly, in tl|’

southern part of India, by Mr. G. Hughes, it

is a very fine unmixed senna, which is exten

sively employed, and fetches a good price. I

consists of large, thin, unbroken leaflets, of

fine green colour, from one to two inches, < s

more, long, and sometimes half an inch broaM

at their widest part. When exposed to a dainj

atmosphere they are very apt to change colouj

and to become yellow or even blackish. I hadl

!\ never seen legumes? intermixed.

/ 8. American Senna.— Is the produce i

Cassia Marilandica, but never reaches this com

v\i/ try as an article of commerce. That which i

\|

7

have received Avas prepared by the Shakers <

b
the United States, and has been compressej

a. Legume^of Tinnevelly into an oblong cake. The leaflets arc oblonj

Senna (C. elongate.) lanceolate, from one and a half to Iavo inche

b. Leaflet of ditto {Royle.) long, and from a quarter to half an inch broac

thin, pliable, and of a pale-green colour. They have a feeble odor

and a nauseous taste, like the other sennas.
.

Adulteration.—Senna is not, to the best of my belief, adulterated i

this country. The leaflets of Colutca arborescens or Bladder Senna havt

on the continent, been occasionally intermixed. They are elliptica
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r, and Their regularity at the- base w ould at once db.liri-

jJt*m froij

.

the leaflet* of C. obotata.

f.) lea- es, mixed w it;; a few' leaflet* of C. acutifolw, I have known
ecently sold a.s picked nerma. It via- fame rather from ignorenee

I aud-

A adulteration has been sometimes practised

ou the continent, by the substitution of the leave* of CV
riaria myrtifolia fijrtijw; ofsenna 'JtMm.de Cfd/n. Mtd.
2-4,. They are ovate-lanceolate, grayish-green with a

bluish tinge, three-nerved, with a strongly marked mid-

rib ; the tw o lateral nerves disappear tow ard- the summit
ofthe leaves- Chemically these leaves are distinguished

by tljeir inhesion yielding, with gelatine, a whitish pre-

cipitate tannute of yelatirce , arid with sulphate of iron,

a very abundant blue precipitate tanruUe of iron). Fur-

thermore, it form* precipitates with bichloride of mer-

z myrtfolv.**cary, emetic tartar, and chloride of barium.

[POSITION-—Three analyses of senna have been made; viz- one in

bv Bouillon La Grange {Ann. Cfdm. xxiv. 3, ;
a second by Bra-

. 'Journ. Phya. Ixxxiv- 281), arid a third, in 1*21, by La^saigne

;neulle h4r<ft. C7rim. e/ F/tyr. xvi- lb,:—

£<*»a bearer. SCKM Pod*.

it BraeoKKot. isitxftt/fM ond Yeuetdbt. YeecnJdc.

uv.ter of senna 33 7

•i-f-". g -sa 31 >

idaiUr to arn-
1 bocm, preeipi-

byadd* b~2

oflime ..... ^7
(or some other

|i‘able salt; of

of i»Usb )if jpoU

of Vyd : y r/j (

extract of
tasdrian ser.r.i 105~2

Caiharun,
felW eokmnog matter.

Volatile oil.

Fixed oil.

Albumen.
Mueos.
3Ialie acid.

Malate and tartrate oflime.

Acetate of potash,

ifineral sab*.

'insoluble matter (lignin.

3-7

Catbartin.

Velio'* colouring ms

Volatile oil.

Fixed oil.

Albumen.
Gum.
italic acid. " .“S,

Malate* ofpotash and lime*

Mineral saJte-

Silieic acid,

lignin.

Alexandrian eenrja-

priacyvfe or Fokrffle 00 '/ Obtained by

distilUtioa. It r.as a nauseeus odour and taste. The d

legumes of Cassia aeuti-

folia.

the leaves,

ater ofdnr'Au

Hater, to utstiiiatton. u »a» » uauw™-- w-*». ,

* Irish contain* v'/tne oii in v/Iution, a‘ * msld purga
*

, -aith
9thartimc or PmryaJite Principle <f Semna.

juj^ ,|rnfc r|
iar fydour, and a fritter, nauseous Ute ;

very soluble br,.u '
* - . reerit>i-

wloble in ether; it attract* water fr»/m tbeair.
tAvrtm rrr1

f infusion of galUand diaeetate oHead- The
the colour of the infusion:

It appears to consist of cario.,
*d emetic tartar. cause no precipitate* w,U* it. It aPrr*y , ^rMwiaev
s», arid cayyeu only. Three grains caused nauvea, gnpi „* * P £'

imfcal Characteki sTics.—By boiling
^
rmia

«rc of infusion of senna to the air, as well as >y

r/rocured.
‘ al acirl* and of chlorine on the infusion,—a jnecip

Ion U Gran,.0 redded .hi* ay a ypccc, of rcin, fcrmed b* the

of oxvgen with a peculiar kind of extractive found n> senna. Th -s

-rs
»

'

rr, *- zrir
i and hence, the cold infusion, accor iirig
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colic, but rarely purges: The carbonated alkalies, lime water, nitrat m
silver, the acetates of lead, sulphate of iron, &c. form precipitates vj'/i

the infusion of senna.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On animals.—In doses of five or

ounces it purges horses. Courten (Wibmer, Wirk. Arzneim. u. Gifu

67) threw an infusion into the veins of a dog; it quickened the resp,.

tion, and caused vomiting. The animal appeared weak, was dull,

had no inclination to eat.

[b.) On man.—Rcgnandot (Wibmer, op. supra cit.) injected hai

spoonful of weak luke-warm infusion of senna into the left median ;.u

of a young man affected with an herpetic eruption. The onlyef .l

produced was a slight temporary headache. Some days afterward i

spoonful was injected: in half an hour violent shivering andvomiii

came on, which were followed by heat and purging. The febrile sy
i

toms continued for several hours. Taken by the stomach senna act q
a sure and safe purgative. Its ill effects are nausea, griping, flatulent

and, at first, depression, afterwards excitement of the pulse. It apptJ

to stimulate the abdominal and pelvic vessels, thereby having a tende i

to promote the hemorrhoidal and menstrual discharges. It is one of .

mildest of the drastic purgatives. Unlike scammony, gamboge, ja|j

and most other drastics, it does not rank among poisons, even when gif:

in large doses. It is distinguished from the saline purgatives by

stronger and more irritant operation, by the heat, gripings, and incre^

frequency of pulse, which attend its purgative action. From rhubarl

differs in being more powerful and irritant in its operation, in ben

nearly or quite devoid of any tonic operation. It acts more speedily i

powerfully than aloes, and in a less marked manner on the large iru^

tines. In its operation it appears to rank between jalap and aloes.

The petioles and stalks possess similar properties to the leaflets. Bi

merly the griping quality of senna was ascribed to the stalks, but b

Bergius [Mat. Med. i. 354) and Schwilgue
(
Traite de Mat. Med. ii.

have proved the error of this notion. The legumes are much milde

their operation than the leaflets.

Good East Indian Senna is almost, if not quite, as active as the A1

andrian. Mr. Twining [Trans. Med. and Phys. Soc. of Calcutta

,

voj

p. 433), after extensively trying it, declared it equal to the best he!

ever seen. The obovate senna appears to be milder than the acute-leav)

The Senegal senna, before referred to, was found to possess less acti'i

than ordinary senna. Part of the acrid and griping qualities of All

andrian senna are referrible to the Argel leaves, which, according to

observations of Rouillure, Delile, Nectoux, and Pugnet (quoted by Del
j

possess greater activity than the true senna leaves. Rouillure says tl|j|

purge and gripe, and are used by the Arabs of Upper Egypt, without
j

addition of senna. These effects might be expected from the known
]

.!

perties of Asclepiadacem (see p. 903.) “ American senna is an effici J

and safe cathartic, closely resembling the imported senna in its actijjl

and capable of being substituted for it in all cases in which the latte}J
employed.” [United States Dispensatory.)

If infusion of senna be given to the nurse, the suckling infant becoijj

purged—a satisfactory proof that the cathartic principle of senna «
comes absorbed, and is thrown out of the system by the excretory

Furthermore, as purging results from the injection of infusion of seiji
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, ,
veins, ibis cathartic would appear to exercise a specific influence

r the bowels, independent of its local action on these when it is

v; fllowed.
I

[SEs.—Senna is well adapted for those cases which require an active

certain purgative, with a moderate stimulus to the abdominal and

I vie viscera. Thus, in constipation and inactivity of the alimentary

I I a l requiring the continued or frequent use of purgatives; in ivorms

;

] i
etermination of blood to the head

,
and many other cases which readily

I crest themselves, senna answers very well. The circumstances contra-

ieating its use are,—an inflammatory condition of the alimentary

I . „i o tpndencv to hemorrhoids or menorrhagia, threatening abortion,
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rinds and sugar. This preparation is cathartic and refrigerant. It ,

employed as a cathartic in febrile disorders. Dose, fgij. to f'3iv.

3. Enema Catharticum
,
E. (See p. 1048).

4. Tinctura Sennas composita, L. E. D. Elixir Salutis.—(Senni 'e

3iijss.
;
Caraway, bruised, Siijss. ;

Cardamoms, braised, $j. ; Raisins, 5\i ?

Proof Spirit, Oij. Macerate for fourteen days, and strain, L.—Senni®
lb. i.

;
Caraway, bruised, iss.

;
Cardamom seeds, bruised, Jss. ; ProeJ

Spirit, Cong. i. (wine measure). Macerate for fourteen days, and filuljj

D.—Sugar, lb. iss. ;
Coriander, bruised, Svj.; Jalap, in moderately-fiill

powder, -ivss.
;

Senna, lb. ij|.; Caraway, bruised
;
Cardamom seed) \

bruised, of each sivss.
;
Raisins, bruised, lb. ij 4. ;

Proof Spirit, Cong. 3

and Ovjss. Digest for seven days, strain the liquor, express strongly til; i

liquor, and filter the liquids. This tincture may be more convenient! J.

and expeditiously prepared by percolation, as directed for the compound
tincture of cardamom [p.696].—If Alexandrian Senna be used for the <

preparation it must be freed from Cynanchum [Argel] leaves by piclij

ing, E.)— Carminative, cordial, stomachic, and purgative. Usually enj-

1

ployed as an adjunct to the infusion of senna. If given alone as 1

purgative the dose should be f*ss. to fSj. It is useful in costiveness ais?

tended with flatulence.

an
l:

5. Syrupus Sennas
,
L. E. (Senna, oijss.

;
Fennel, bruised, 5x

Manna, siij.
;
Sugar, kv.

;
Boiling Water, Oj. Macerate the Senna

Fennel in the Water with a gentle heat, for an hour. Mix the Mannu-
and Sugar with the strained liquor

;
then boil down to a proper consif

tence, L.—Senna, *iv.
;

Boiling Water, Oj. and fgiv.
; Treacle, sxlviijl

Infuse the senna in the water for twelve hours
;

strain, and expres|j

strongly through calico, so as to obtain a pint and two fluidounces at leaj

of liquid. Concentrate the treacle in the vapour-bath as far as possible

or till a little taken out upon a rod becomes nearly concrete on cooling
‘

and, while the liquor is still hot, add the infusion, stirring carefully, an
'

removing the vessel from the vapour-bath as soon as the mixture is com
plete.—If Alexandrian Senna be used for this preparation, it must L

carefully freed of Cynanchum [Argel] leaves by picking it, E)—Ca
‘

thartic. Given to children in doses of f3j. to fSiij.

6. Confectio Sennie, L. Electuarium Senna, E. D. Electuariun

Lenitivum ; Lenitive Electuary.—(Senna, Sviij.
;
Figs, lb. i.

;
Tamarint

pulp
; Cassia pulp

;
Prune pulp, of each, lb. ss.

;
Coriander, Siv.

;
Li

quorice, oiij.
;
Sugar, lb. ijss.

;
Water, Oiij. Rub the Senna with tin

Coriander, and by a sieve separate ten ounces of the mixed powdci

Then boil down the Water, with the Figs and Liquorice added, to hal

Evaporate the strained liquor in a water bath, until of the whole twenty

four fluidounces remain; then the sugar being added, let a syrup b

made. Lastly, gradually rub the Pulps with the Syrup, and bavin;

thrown in the sifted powder, mix them all, jC/.—

T

he Edinburgh Colleg

omits the Tamarind and Cassia pulps, but employs lb. i. of Prune pulp

and Oiij i. of Water. The Dublin College employs, Senna leaves, h

a very fine powder, siv. ;
Pulp of Prunes, lb. i. ;

Pulp of Tamarinds, *ij-

Treacle, Oiss.
;
Essential Oil of Caraway, 5ij. Boil the pulps in the.synq

to the thickness of honey, then add the powder, and when the mixtim

has grown cold, add the oil
;

lastly, mix them all together, D.)

The preparation of this compound being troublesome and expensive

and sophistications of it not being readily detectable, it is rarely pre
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nred, in commerce, as directed by the London and Edinburgh Colleges
dap is frequently substituted partially or wholly, for the senna and calsia
dp. Di. 1 ans mentions walnut liquor as a colouring ingredient in use •

,d adds, that a considerable quantity of this confection is made in
affordshire, m which unsound and spoilt apples enter as a principal

-
gredient. When properly prepared, it is a pleasant, mild, and very

dectual purgative, and is frequently employed by pregnant women, per-
ns afflicted with hemorrhoids or diseases of the rectum. When <nven
one in a full dose it is apt to gripe. Dose, 5j. to 5vj. It is frequently
uployed as a vehicle for the exhibition of other cathartics

; for example
tartrate of potash. 1

I Cassia Fistula
, Linn. L. E. D .— The Pudding-Pipe Tree or Purging

Cassia.

Cathartoear'pus Fis'tula, Persoon.

Sex. Syst. Decandria, Monog-ynia.

(Leguminura Pulpa, Z,.—Pulp of the Pods, £.-Pulpa Leguminis, D .)

History.—The earliest writers in whose works we find the fruit of
yassia Fistula mentioned, are the Arabians, Mesue, Serapion, and Avi-

: nna. The first Greek writer who notices it is Actuarius, who terms it

-<r<Tia peXcuva, or black cassia (lib. v.)

Botany. Gen. Char.—See Cassia (p. 1162).

• Sp. Char.—Leaflets four to six pairs, ovate, somewhat acuminate,
i lootli

;
petioles glandless. Racemes lax, without bracts. Legumes

rrete, straight, somewhat obtuse, smooth (D. C.)

Tree from twenty to thirty feet high. Leaves alternate, pinnate, from
elve to eighteen inches long; leaflets from two to six inches long,

i d from one and a half to three inches broad. Stipules minute. Ra-
mes one to two feet long. Flowers large, briglit-yellow, fragrant, on

i ag footstalks. Legume cylindrical, ligneous, one to two feet long, ex-

r.nally blackish-brown
;
with three longitudinal bands or seams extend-

-g the whole length, two of which by their contiguity appear to form a
ingle one, the third being on the opposite side of the legume

;
internally

wided into numerous cells by thin, transverse partitions or phragmata,
< rraed by the distension of the placenta, and therefore called spurious

'ssepiments. Seed one in each cell, surrounded by a soft blackish pulp,

ihich appears to be a secretion of the endocarp or inner coat of the pod.

Hab.—East Indies, Egypt. Introduced into the West Indies.

Description.—The pods of Cassia Fistula (<cassia fistula; legumen

ssia fistula) are imported from the East Indies (Madras and Ceylon),

im the West Indies (Barbadoes), and from South America (Carthagena

id Savanilla). Their botanical description has been above given,

heir pulp
(pulpa cassia fistula; pulpa leguminis cassia fistula) is

oldish-black, with a sweetish taste. By exposure to the air it becomes
•id, in consequence of undergoing the acetous fermentation. Those
ids yield the most pulp which are heavy, and do not rattle when shaken.

1 Cassia pulp is directed by the London College to be prepared as

Hows :
—“ Four boiling water upon the bruised Pods of Cassia, that the

-dp may be washed out, which press first through a coarse sieve, and

terwards through a hair one
;
then evaporate the water in a water-

ith, until the pulp acquire a proper consistence.”
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Small American Cassia Fistula. Petite Casse d'Amerique, Guibourt .—Pods twelve
eighteen inches long, and six lines in diameter, pointed at the extremities. Pericar
thinner than the ordinary Cassia fistula. Pulp reddish-brown, acerb, astringent, sweel I

Is this pod the fruit of Cathartocarpus bacillaris, a native of the Caribsean I 6landi i

depicted in Jacquin’s Fragm. Bot,. Tab. 85?

The pulp of Cassia brasiliana lias been employed in America. The pods are from 1

to 24 inches long, ligneous, and rough, with very prominent sutures.

Composition.— Vauquelin {Ann. Chim. \i. 275) and N. E. Henri

(.Journ . Chim. Mecl. ii. 370) have analyzed Cassia pulp.

Vauquelin's- Analysis.

Pericarp. .

.

Phragmata
Seeds

r,

35-15
7-03

13-28

Pulp

Sugar
Gum
Extractive
Vegetable jelly .

.

Glutinous matter
Woody fibre

Water

14-85
1- 56
0-51

0-13

0-79
2-35

21-35

Cassia pods 97'00

N. E. Henry's Analysis.

Sugar

Common or
African.

61-00
6-75

13-25

traces
small quan>'

19-00

Gum
Matter possessing many properties?

of tanning substances S

Do. having some properties of gluten
Colouring matter soluble in ether
Loss, principally owing to water

Watery extract of Cassia pulp.. 100-00

Americat

69-25! I
2-COt l

3-90 H

traces i -t

nonet W
24-25

1 ft

100-00

Physiological Effects.—Cassia pulp in small doses is a mild lax

tive, in larger ones a purgative
;
but it is apt to occasion nausea, fla

lence, and griping. Manna is said singularly to exalt the purgative effe

of Cassia pulp (see Paris, Pharm. i. 271, 6th ed.) Thus Valisnieri state;

that Py^lve drachms of this pulp are about ecpiivalent in purgativ

strength to.,four ounces of manna
;
but that if we give eight drachms

Cassia pulpf^TU combination with four drachms of manna, we obtai

double th(?]e^bqw! But the correctness of such an incredible statement i

not to be admitted on any evidence yet adduced in support of it.

Uses.—-It is purely or never given alone
;
but the cases for which it ii

\well adapted. are febrile and inflammatory affections. On account of it|

peasant taste ii would be a convenient purgative for children.

Administration.—Dose, for an adult, of the pulp, as a mild laxativ

3j. to 5ij.
;
as a purgative, *j. to sip

Confectio Cassije
,
L. Electucirium Cassia, D.— (Cassia pulp [r

cently expressed, D.] lb. ss.
;
Manna, sij. ;

Tamarind pulp, 5j. ;
Syrup

Rose, fsviij. [Syrup of Orange Peel, lb. ss. D.] Bruise the Manna, the

dissolve it in the Syrup
;
afterwards mix in the Cassia and Tamarin

pulps, and evaporate the moisture until a. proper consistence is a

tained).—Laxative. Occasionally used for children, or as a vehicle f<

some more active substance. Dose, 5ij. to sj. for adults.

Copaifera, Linn.— Various Species, E.

Copaifera Langsdor/fii, Decandolle, L.—Copaif'era officinalis, Linn. I).

Sex. Si/st. Decandria, Monogynia.

(Resina liquida, L. D.—Fluid resinous exudation, E.)

History.—The first notice of Copaiva balsam, as well as of the trci

yielding it, was given by Piso {Med. Bras. lib. iv. cap. 4, in Hist. Nat

Bras. Lugd. 1648). Hayne (Duncan, Suppl. to the Edinb. New Disp

p. 45) is of opinion that the Copaifera bijuga is the species observed bj

Piso. I

Botany. Gen. Char.— Calyx ebracteolate, of four spreading, small
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)I
I

9

J!
9 !

jf |

:

ual sepals united at the base. Petals none. Stamens ten distinct,
arly equal

;
anthers oblong. Style filiform. Legume stalked, obliquely

lptical, coriaceous, somewhat compressed, two-valved, with two ovules
e-seeded. Seed elliptical, inclosed in a baccate aril. Embryo
aight; radicle somewhat lateral.— Trees. Leaves abruptly pinnate
aflets coriaceous, somewhat unequal, ovate. Floioers paniculate
'• C.)

'Species. 1 . C. multi.tuga, Hayne.—Leaflets six to ten pairs, ovate-
nceolate, acuminate, mucronate, with pellucid dots. Petiole slightly
lirJ-—In t

‘.
ie province of Para the greatest quantity of the balsam is fur-

shed by this species (Hayne) .

-• C. Langsdorfii, Desk L.—Leaflets three to five pairs, ovate or oval,
unt, equal-sided, with pellucid dots. Petioles and peduncles slightly
uvny. This and the following species furnish the balsam collected
the natives of Santa Paulo.

I’3 - C. coriacea, Mart.

—

Leaflets two to three pairs, elliptical, equal-
1 led, emarginate, coiiaceous, not dotted, reticulated, smooth on both
nicies, somewhat glaucous beneath. Petioles and peduncles almost
h: 100th.—Bahia—It yields balsam of copaiva in Santa Paulo.

[
4. C. officinalis, Linn. D.

;
C. Jacquini, Desf.

—

Leaflets two to five
I’-irSj incurved, ovate, unequal-sided, obtusely acuminate, with pellucid
(As.—Venezuela, near Calaboso, West Indies.—An inferior kind of

:

lsam is said to be obtained from this species.

IThe following are species of Copaifera described by Hayne :

—

5. C. Beyrichii, Hayne.—Mandiocca, in the Brazils.
6. C. guianensis, Desf.—Guiana, near Rio Negro.
7. C. Martii, Hayne.— Para.
8. C. bijuga, Willd.—Brazils.
9. C. Jussieui, Hayne.—Brazils.

10. C. nitida. Mart.—Brazils (Minas Geraes).
11. C. laxa, Hayne.—Brazils.
12. C. cordifolia, Hayne.—Brazils.
13. C. Seli.owii, Hayne.— Brazils.

14. C. ob long 1folia, Mart.— Brazils (Minas Geraes).

: Extraction of the Balsam.—The balsam is obtained by making
icisions into the stems of the trees. It exudes so abundantly that, at

*e proper season, twelve pounds are sometimes obtained in the space of
ree hours (Piso, op. supra cit. p. 56). If, however, no balsam should

1 nv, the wound is immediately closed with wax or clay, and re-opened
a fortnight, when an abundant discharge takes place. Old trees some-

mes furnish balsam two or three times in the year.

Commerce.—Balsam of Copaiva is principally obtained from Para and
.aranham. This probably is yielded, for the most part, by C. multi-

gu. Carthagena, Maracaibo, and Savanilla, also furnish some. Is this

'•im C. officinalis ? Occasionally it is brought from Rio Janeiro, and is

•ere probably procured from C. Langsdorfii and coriacea. Now and
'en some comes from the West Indies. But a considerable quantity is

sported, at second hand, from New York. It is usually brought over
• casks holding one cwt. or one and a half cwts. In 1830 duty (4s.

3r cwt.) was paid on 643 cwts.

Description.—Balsam of Copaiva (
balsamum copaivee sen copaiba:) is

clear, transparent liquid, having for the most part the consistence of
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olive oil. It has a pale yellowish colour, a peculiar, not disagreeabt*
odour, and a bitter somewhat acrid and nauseous taste. Its sp. <rr.

less than that of water, but is not constant. It is 0415 according
t\]m

Schonberg, while Stoltze says it is 0 966. By keeping it becomes coif y
siderably denser. Balsam of copaiva is insoluble in water, but is coil *

pletely soluble in alcohol, ether, and the oils, both fixed and volatilTj

When acted on by alkalies it yields a kind of soap, which is insoluble I,

water.

Considerable variation exists in the colour, consistence, and sp. gr. of, as well as ;i!

the relative quantities of volatile oil and resin yielded by, balsam of copaiva. Even tlJ
odour and taste vary somewhat. The differences doubtless depend in great part upli

!

the balsam being procured from different species. The smaller species, which groju l

in the interior of the Brazils, as in Bahia and Minas, yield, as we are told, less balsatt.a

but it is more resinous and sharper. Brazilian Copaiva is thin, clear, and pale-coloured

West Indian Copaiva (produced probably by C. officinalis) is thick, goIden-yelloi?|

not transparent, and has a less agreeable smell, which is somewhat like that of tujyj

pentine.

Adulteration.—There is no reason to suppose that balsam of copaiy?

;

is adulterated in this country now
;
though the fact mentioned by

Paris (
Pharmacologia

,
ii. 183, 6th ed.) proves that formerly it wajj,

“ A curious trial took place some time since, between the owners i

certain premises that were burnt down, and the Governors of the Sill

Fire-Office, in consequence of the latter refusing to indemnify the pril

prietor for his loss, because the fire had been occasioned by his making

Balsam of Copaiba.”—Gray
(
Suppl . to the Pharm.) has published forinulj!

for making a balsamum copaiba reductum
,
as well as copaiba factitia

The Edinburgh College gives the following characters of its purity:

—

“ Transparent : free of turpentine odour when heated : soluble in two parts ofalcoh^:

it dissolves a fourth of its weight of carbonate of magnesia, with the aid of a gent|i

heat, and continues translucent/’
*

The turpentine odour may be recognized by dropping the suspectol

balsam on a heated iron (as a spatula).—The mixture of magnesia anji

copaiva here referred to, acquires, in several hours, the translucencj

aspect, and consistency of very thick mucilage of gum arabic. This tesij

is due to Blondeau
(
Journ . de Chim. Med. i. 560 : and ii. 41).— If one cj

two drops of suspected balsam be placed on unsized paper, and carefulll

heated over a lamp to expel the volatile oil, an homogeneous translucil

spot is left, if the balsam be pure, but if it have been mixed with castcj

oil, the spot of resin is surrounded by an oily areola (Chevallier, Journ

de Chim. Med. t. iv. p. 619). Planche {Journ. de Pharm. xi. 228) In
j

recommended ammonia as a test. If pure balsam be shaken wit

liquor ammoniac (sp. gr. 0*965) it becomes clear and transparent in a fe'

instants
;
not so when castor oil is present. Ebullition with water (l 1

expel the volatile oil and obtain the hard resin);—and the action <J

potash, and of sulphuric acid, have also been proposed as tests.

Composition.—F. Ploffinann (
Obs. Phys . Chym. lib. i. obs. vi. Op.omt

t. iv. p.454. Gen. 1748) submitted copaiva to a chemical examinatioi I

Afterwards Schonberg (Pfaff, Mat- Med. iv. 1*2) analysed it. In 18*2(11

Stoltze [Berl. Jahrb. xxvii. 2, 179), and, in 18*29, Gerber [Journ. djl

Pharm. xvi. 79 and 367) submitted it to analysis.
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Stoltze's Analysis. Gerber's Analysis.

Volatile oil ... 38-00
Fresh Balsam

41
Old Balsam

31-70

Yellow hard resin {copaivic acid) . . . 52-75 51-38 53-68

Brown soft resin l -66 218 1115
Water and loss . . .

7-59 5-44 4-10

Balsam of Copaiva ... 100-00 10000 100-63

-is copaiva does not contain benzoic acid, it cannot be correctly termed a balsam,

j
ordinsr to the modern definition of this word (see p. 74).

I '. Volatile Oil of Copaiva
(
Oleum Copaibce).—Obtained by submitting- the balsam to

j

illation with water in the ordinary still. The quantity of oil procured varies some-

S
at with different samples of balsam, but the average produce, lam informed, is 40 to

;
per cent. Ader (

Journ . de Pharm. xv. 95) has published a method for procuring- the

without distillation ;
but the process is more expensive, while the oil obtained by it

; mpure, owing to the presence of a little resinous soap.

- Vhen oil of copaiva has been rectified, and afterwards freed from water by digesting

i n chloride of calcium, it has a specific gravity of 0'878. It is colourless, and has
'

racrid taste, and an aromatic peculiar odour. Sulphuret of carbon and sulphuric

, er dissolve it in all proportions ; absolute alcohol dissolves two-fifths its weight of it;

inary rectified spirit takes up less than this. Potassium may be preserved in it un-

i-.no-ed, showing the absence of oxygen. It dissolves sulphur, phosphorus, and

ine (by the latter it is coloured), and absorbs chlorine, with which it becomes turbid

1 viscid. When dropped on iodine, heat and hydriodic acid are suddenly produced.

\ Sulphuric and nitric acids convert it into a resinous substance. When hydrochloric

iid gas is passed into this oil, crystals of the hydrochlorate of the oil of copaiva (or

ificial camphor of the oil of copaiva) are deposited, while a fuming oily product,

urated with acid, remains. Hence, therefore, it is probable that oil of copaiva, like

oil of turpentine (see p. 710), consists of at least two isomeric oils: oue which forms

crystallizable compound with hydrochloric acid ;
the other, which does not form

hr crystalline matter. ... . t-mous
I Oil of copaiva is isomeric with oil of turpentine,—that is, it consists of C W •

IL Resin of Copaiva (Resina Copaibce).-After the balsam has been deprived ot its

atile oil by distillation, a brownish resinous mass is left behind. Plus, when gently

Mited to expel the residual water, is sold as resin of copaiva. It consists of two resins

i. me called copaivic acid
,
the other the viscid resin of copaiva. They are separated by

-t tified spirit, which dissolves the acid resin, but leaves the viscid one.

a.) Copaivic Acid: Yellow Brittle Resin of Copaiya.-Onc hundred pai ls of balsam

;ld, on au average, fifty parts of this acid. Copaivic acu is an am ei .’ ,

,
crystallizable resin, soluble in alcohol, rectified smut, e h i

,
an

. ‘

^
ed oils It is decomposed by sulphuric and nitric acids. Its acid properties a

}

its alcoholic solution reddening litmus, and by the definite c

t

°

'

11 (

^d ,opped
lich it forms with bases. Thus, if an alcoholic solution of nitrate

« ^,3 a
to the alcoholic solution of this resin, we obtain, on the addition of aAitlie amm

file crystalline precipitate (
copaivate of silver), slight y so u e ’

sed of one atom copkivic acid, and one atom ox.de of silver. In the “me we

ay form the analogous copaivates of lead and lime. \c p
easily de-

ia are soluble, and have a bitter taste and a disagreeab e ot om . y
^ ^ j>ut not

mposed by acids. The copaivate of ammonia is solub e in ether a A
^ gul _

water. The copaivate of magnesia is prepared by addm0 i‘

mte of magnesia.
. .. , 717V that is, its composition is

Copaivic acid is isomeric with pimc acid (see p. ) >

10 H32 °4
- 0 ,, tj •, nf Cnnaiva —When a hot alcoholic

(M Viscid Resin of Copaiva ; Brown Soft R in
described, but de-

lu.ion of copaiva cools, it retains in soluiiton
copaiva. As it is

One liuudred

irLs of balsam contain from 165 to 213 per cent, of this lesin.

Physiological Ejects.—

C

opaiva produces the general ami topical

imulaat effects of the oleo-resins, already described (see p. iS).
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in moderate doses it creates a sensation of warmth in the stomach,

rise to eructations having the odour of the balsam, and not unfrequenj*
occasions nausea, or even actual vomiting. The continued use oi'ljif

often impairs the appetite, and disorders the digestive functions. Tint.,

may be regarded as the local effects on the stomach. The constitutional

effects, or those which result from the absorption of the balsam, or of jm
active constituent, the oil, are those of a stimulant whose influence (il

principally directed to the secreting organs, more especially to the

cous membranes and to the urino-genital apparatus. The oil passes ck*

of the system in part by the lungs, and the odour of its vapour is readlti

detectable in the breath of persons taking it. The urine is increased

quantity, and altered in quality : thus its colour is heightened, its odoi

becomes balsamic, and its taste bitter
;
moreover, not unfrequently ittjl

turbid, as if containing mucus. The influence of copaiva over the n: i

cous membrane lining the urethra, is shown even in the healthy state, ji

the warmth and tickling sometimes experienced in this part, both befc^dl

and after evacuating the urine, as observed by Kdnig, a medical studqif

(Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzneim. u. Gifte. Bd. i. 184), in his experiments wiiS

this medicine
;
and also by the marked influence which the balsam

in mucous discharges from this membrane—an influence familiar a
every tyro in medicine. Furthermore, it is said occasionally to have pua
duced unpleasant irritation of the testicles, though I have never observjisl

this. It also acts as a stimulant, but in a less marked manner, to otlV

mucous membranes
;
namely, the bronchial and gastro- intestinal mena

branes. The greater influence of copaiva over the urethral than oqjj

other mucous membranes is by some explained thus :—Besides the iufll*

ence which this receives in ' common with the other membranes of tlw.

same class, by the general circulation, it is exposed to the local action ^
copaiva contained in the urine as this fluid is expelled from the bladdom

If this hypothesis were correct, the influence of copaiva over the mucotil

lining of the bladder would be greater than that over the urethral men

c

brane. Not unfrequently it gives rise to an eruption, usually of a scarf

colour, referrible to either urticaria or erythema, though some describe i il

as being miliary. Vesicular eruptions are also spoken of, but I hall

never seen them. Mr. Judd
(
Tract . Treat, on Urethritis and Syphilu

Lond. 1836) has depicted two eruptions caused by the balsam:—one lit

calls small puniceous patch eruption

;

the other was a papular eruptvm

Rheumatism has also been ascribed to the use of the balsam
and For. Med. Rev. vol. viii. p. 280; and Lancet, vol. ii. for 18S7-1

p. 826).

Large doses of copaiva irritate the gastro-intestinal canal, and occ;u

sion a sensation of heat at the pit of the stomach, nausea, vomiting, Ion

of appetite, and purging, with, not unfrequently, griping pains of tin

bowels. The whole system becomes powerfully stimulated, the pulse
||

fuller and more frequent, the skin hotter, and thirst and headache are prclj

duced. Occasionally, hamiaturia and dangerous ischuria are brought oij.

“
I saw,” says Kraus

(
Iieilmittellehre, 621, Gbtt. 1831), “ a very dan

gerous case, of thirty-six hours standing, almost instantaneously relieve!

by the application of a warm poultice (made of four ounces of the hyos|

cyamus plant) over the genital organs.” The same author also says tlujj

the repeated use of large doses occasions, <c
in young marriageable siun

jects, a measlc-likc eruption over the whole body, which I have man.li
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\\ s seen treated by pretended great diagnosticians (Diagnostikern) as
; j

measles.”

I
i one case (Brit, and For. Med. Rev. vol. ix. p. 270) pain at the sto-
ii, general uneasiness, and epileptic convulsions, followed, and were
ibed to, the use ot copaiva. But the correctness of ascribing the
ulsions to the use of the copaiva appears very doubtful,
hen we compare the operation of copaiva with that of other agents

I* Lessing powers of a somewhat similar kind, we observe that both in
i and constitutional effects it is more powerful than the balsams pro-

y so called (that is, the native oleo-resins which contain benzoic

.), while its operation on the urino-genital organs is much more
vied (see pp. 74 and 938). It forms an intermediate substance be-
in the balsams and the turpentines, being less powerful, but more
:iatic, than the latter: yet, observes Ribes (quoted by Bayle, Bibl.

'ap. i. 363), the turpentines are less successful in gonorrhoea. The
author considers it to be less powerful than balsam of Mecca, but
so than balsam of Canada.

ses. —The principal employment of copaiva is in mucous discharges

i the urino-genital organs
,
more especially in gonorrhoea. There are

methods of treating this disease by copaiva : one is, not to exhibit

balsam until the inflammatory symptoms have subsided,—the other

.
give it at the very outset, in order to cut short or suppress the disease,

he first method is that followed by the best English, and German
eons. It consists in employing, during the violence of the inflam-

rry stage, antiphlogistic and soothing measures
;
and when the in-

u mation has quite or nearly subsided, or is of a very mild character,

mg copaiva with the view of diminishing or stopping the discharge,

i is the plan recommended by Hunter (Treat, on the Vener. Dis.), and
mame practice is recommended in the published lectures of Sir Astley

iper
(
Lancet

,
vol. iii. p. 199) and Mr. Lawrence (Lond. Med. Gaz.

'v. p. 813). It is undoubtedly the safest method of treatment; for

> mgh copaiva may sometimes, or even frequently, be exhibited during

i acute or inflammatory stage of gonorrhoea, not only with impunity,

even with advantage, there is no denying the fact that it has, occa-

ally at least, exasperated the symptoms. This, indeed, is admitted

Ansiaux (Mem. sur le Traitem. de la Blennorrh ., quoted by Bayle, op.

iOfdt. p. 348), one of the principal supporters of the other plan of

tment. Many practitioners judge of the propriety of exhibiting the

am by the quality of the discharge only, and refrain from adininis-

lg this medicine until the discharge lias acquired what is called a

ty character. I believe most prudent surgeons consider the existence

iiuch pain or scalding in passing the water an irritable condition of

Ider, or violent chordee, as contra-indicating the use ol copaiva

;

le the absence of these symptoms may be regarded as permitting or

eating it. •

he second method of treating gonorrhoea by copaiva consists in exili-

ng this medicine in large doses at the commencement of the disease

,

is, in its acute stage, usually without adopting any preliminary anti-

rgistic or soothing measures. In America the practice is not new
;

in Europe it has been recommended or adopted to any extent, only

e the commencement of the present century, and principally by the

•mmendations of Ansiaux, Ribes, and Delpech (Bayle, op. supra cit.)
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Ansiaux candidly admits that in some cases the practice has beenlfk
jurious

;
in one instance he saw it produce acute pain, irritable bladd e

and discharge of blood by the urethra. The second of these \vri|f

seems to regard copaiva as a specific for gonorrhoea and all its

quences, including swelled testicle, dysury, ischury, cystitis, nephrifi r

&c.! Delpech speaks of its use in a much more guarded manner
;||

employs leeches and the usual antiphlogistic measures, when the infli t

matory symptoms are very severe
;
but when the inflammation is

excessive, he commences at once with the balsam. In fact, his praclii

approximates very much with that usually followed in this country L
Germany. The partisans of this second method of treating gonordl
say, that both copaiva and cubebs cure more easily and promptly, ;i

with less chance of relapse, the sooner they are exhibited after the c(j<

mencement of the disease
;
in other words, old claps are less read

cured by them than recent ones.

It has been stated by Delpech and Ricord, and I believe the ex|i

lienee of most practitioners bears out their statement, that copaiva is i d
successful in the gonorrhoea of females than in that of males. TroussB
and Pidoux [Traite de Therapeut. t. i. p. 494) have endeavoured®
account for this by saying, that, in the female, gonorrhoea is not confnir

to the mucous lining of the urethra (on which the influence of copafj

is principally exercised), but extends to that of the vagina.

Velpeau (
Rech . sur VEmploi du Baume de Copahu) employs lavemoij.

of the balsam in gonorrhoea. By this mode of exhibition the nauii^

and vomiting which copaiva is apt to occasion, when taken by the moui.

are entirely obviated. Velpeau asserts, that by this mode of admin#

Ration, blennorrhagic discharges of both males and females are aim#
always diminished, and frequently completely stopped. He found §
same practice useful in non-venereal puriform discharges from otltj

mucous membranes. Indeed, he asserts that copaiva lavements mayn
all cases be substituted for the administration of this liquid by If

mouth.
In chronic inflammation of the bladder (commonly termed cystirrhim

or catarrhus vesica.
)
copaiva has at times been found beneficial |

Roche, Am. Journ. of the Med. Sciences, vol. xiv. p. 13) . Delpech relat&lj

case of acute vesical catarrh cured by it. But catarrhus vesicas is for H

most accompanied with considerable irritation, which is in gemijL

greatly increased by stimulants like copaiva.

In leucorrhoea copaiva has been employed with some advantage, Ji

vourable reports of this practice have been published by Cuttet a#

Lacombe (Bayle, op. supra cit.), Armstrong [Bract. Illustr. of the See-!#

Fever, &c. 1818), and others.

In chronic pulmonary catarrh its employment has been spoken favrijl

ably of. Armstrong [op. supra cit.), llalle, Bretonneau, and La Rojfl

(quoted by Bayle), have borne testimony to its good effects. It is ofi

adapted for chronic, old-standing cases, and for torpid habits. Its 1

mulant influence is calculated to be very injurious where there il

inflammation or febrile disorder. Dr. Fothergill [Med. Obs. and Inf. jl

iv. 231) has very properly reprobated the practice of administering iu#

pulmonary consumption, as recommended by Fuller and others.

In chronic inflammation of the mucous membrane of the bowels, esjjl

cially of the colon and rectum, copaiva has been used (La Roche, Lem
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-\s.

Gaz. vol. n. p. 31. N. S.) Dr. Cullen Mat. Med.) spoke favourably
5 use ill hemorrhoids. “ I have learned from an empirical practi-
r,” he says, “ that it gives relief in haemorrhoidal affections; and 1
frequently employed it with success. For this purpose it is to be

i [in doses of
]

from 20 to 40 drops, properly mixed with powdered
once or twice a day.”

was formerly employed as a topical application to wounds and

|i ^ministration. Dose, from gtt. xx. to f3p, or even more. It is

nj times taken on sugar, and this is said to be the most efficacious

H|
od ot giving it, in affections of the urinary organs

; but its nauseous
» is a great objection to its employment in this way. Some take it

|i on half a wine-glassful of water
,
to which a few drops of some

i i t tincture have been added. Many persons employ it in the form of

Ij

'

sion (made with mucilage, yolk of egg, or alkalies). If mucilage be
li.oyed, it should not be very thick, otherwise it will not mix well.

:.t of nitric ether is frequently added to cover the unpleasant flavour,

is sometimes conjoined to counteract purging, and acids (espe-
dvy the sulphuric) to check nausea. Syrup of copaiva (prepared by
* ing oiv. of balsam with 32 grs. of calcined magnesia, and then add-
144 drops of oil of peppermint and 62 ozs. of simple syrup) has been
mijamended [Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. ii. p. 864. N. S.) Balsam of copaiva
liilso been taken in the form of pills

;
various powders (starch, gum,

laarb, magnesia, &c.) being employed to give it a proper consistence,

laagnesia be employed (as recommended by Mialhe), the copaivic acid

j “:s with it, and thereby forms copaivate of magnesia, which has consi-

m ble consistence, and absorbs the volatile oil. In some cases the balsam
ff ires, by magnesia, a pilular consistence, but frequently it does not

"line thicker than honey. Bordeaux turpentine also possesses this

nerty of solidifying with magnesia (see p. 706). The following is a
[t ula for copaiva pills (Soubeiran, Traite de Pharm. i. 523):—Balsam
[npaiva, 5j . ;

Calcined Magnesia, 5vj. or 3yij. (or common Carbonate of

rmesia, gj.) Several hours are frequently required to effect the solidi-

lion of the balsam.—Velpeau’s copaiva lavement is thus prepared:

—

wain of Copaiva, 5ij.; Yolk of one Egg; Distilled Water, fsviij.

•:e an emulsion, and to which add Tincture of Opium, gtt. xx. or gtt.

j

.

—

Gelatine capsules of balsam of copaiva (small olive-shaped gela-

tins capsules, each containing about ten grains of balsam) are now
unon in the shops. They have been introduced with the view of

[Iding the nauseous odour and taste of the balsam. When swallowed

['gelatinous capsule dissolves in the gastrointestinal juices, and allows

balsam to escape. Ratier (Diet. prat, de Med. t. xv. 288) has pro-

< d to introduce them into the rectum. For this purpose they are to

1 onveniently greased. These capsules were the invention of a Frencli-

of the name of Mothe. They are now manufactured in London by

^Wildenow, whose agent informs me that the capsules are made ol a

!
pound of gelatine, gum, and sugar. In very hot weather some diffi-

< y is experienced in making them. Desfontenelles (Journ. de Chim.

!. t. vi. p. 103, 2nd. Ser., and Lancet
,
March 7, 1840) has described

fcthod of making the capsules. It consists in coating the distended

greased swimming bladder of the tench (or other small fish) with

line, and afterwards withdrawing the air and the membranous mould.
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Manufacturers, however, must have some cheaper and more readily jql

curable mould than a fish’s swimming bladder. Gelatinous capsuleh *<v

cubebs
,
containing the oil of cubebs, are also prepared by Mr. WildenojJ

The resin of copaiva, which was much extolled a few years since (ThjJ •

Observ. on the Treatm. of Gonorrh. by a new Prep, from the Balsl d
Copaiba

, 1827), is the least active part of the balsam.

Oleum Copaibje, E. (Copaiva, sj.; Water, Oiss. Distil, preserv

the water
;
when most of the water has passed over, heat it, retuiil

into the still, and resume the distillation
; repeat this process so lonjjl

a sensible quantity of oil passes over with the water). The direction}

the Edinburgh College make the process of obtaining the oil appeal

more operose one than it really is. Mr. Whipple informs me, that fr

249 lbs. of balsam he obtained 128 lbs. of volatile oil and 120 lbs

resin.— The physical and chemical properties of the oil have bl*

already described (p. 1175).—I prefer the oil of copaiva to any ol i

preparation of the balsam. The usual dose is from ten to twenty drJ
which may be gradually increased; but I have known f 5ij . taken at :

dose without any ill effects. It may be taken on a lump of sugar.

Other Medicinal Leguminosce.

,
.

/WpySpar'tium jun'ceum or Spanish broom
,
die o-wapTiov of Dioscorides, is occasion)

employed in medicine. The seeds, in large doses,

emetic and purgative
;

in small quantities, diuretic. I

have been employed by Dr. Eccles (Pearson, Observ

Broomseed, 1835, Lond.) in dropsical affections. T
advantage over other diuretics is their tonic operation

consequence of which they may be persisted in for an

definite length of time (Pearson). They may be take)

the form of powder
,
in doses from grs. x. to grs. xv., t

times a-day, in cold ginger-tea or mint- water; but

tincture (prepared by digesting gij . of the bruised seed

f^viij. of proof spirit) is the best form of exhibition,

dose is f3j . to f 3 iij-

The Bu'tea frondo'sa is a middling-sized tree, conimo)

Bengal and in the mountainous parts of India. “ From)

turai fissures and wounds made in the bark of this

during the hot season, there issues a most beautiful red jt

which soon hardens into a ruby-coloured, brittle, astrin<!

gum” (Roxburgh, FI. India, vol. iii. p. 245). This is i

butea. It has been recently brought over by Mr. Beck

by whom samples were given to Dr. Royle (Proceedings

the Committee of Comm, and Agricult, of Royal -dsil

Son. 1838, )). 50, Loud.) On examination, 1 found ;

gum to be identical with a substance which I had
|

viouslymet with in an old drug firm of this city, mar
j

gummi rubrum astringens
,
and samples of which I

j

sent to Professor Guibourt, who has described it uii

the name of gonime astringente de Gambie {Hist.
\

Drog.ii. 428, 3mc ed.), believing it to be the kind I

scribed by Fothergill (Med. Obs. and Inq. i. 358, 4th cj

but which I have already expressed my opinion that *1

not (see p. 1 143). Butea gum (called Kuenee in North!

India, and Kin-suka in Sanscrit) is in small eloOgag

tears, which are blackish externally, and have piecesj

bark adhering to them. Small fragments examined P

transmitted light, are observed to be ruby-red- Rst*

is astringent. It contains from 15 to 25 per cent, of >

purities (wood, bark, small pebbles, and sand). Accol

Spartium junceum.

Fig. 219.

Butea frondosa.
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Mr. E. Solly, the gum, when purified by simple solution of water, so as to
te the impurities, consists of tannin 73 26, difficultly soluble extractive 5-05
vith gallic acid and other soluble substances

)
21 -(57. It is used by the natives*

rtb-Western India, for precipitating their indigo, and in tanning.

go (
pigmentum indicum ; ivSikov, Dioscorides

;
indicum

,

Pliny) is a blue
obtainable from various plants by fermentation. The ancients also

P'ff-

. . applied
m ivSikov, or indicum, to some other substances (Beckmann, Hist, of Inv. and
iv. 118). The indigo of commerce is procured from the

Fig. 220.

ligofera tinctoria.

indigo or commerce is procured from the genus Indigofera.
In India, I. tincto'ria is commonly cultivated for this pur-
pose. During the fermentation, the indigo deposits as a
feculent matter. Lime-water promotes its separation.
Blue indigo does not exist in the plants previous to fermen-
tation : it is, therefore, a product, not an educt, of them.
Commercial indigo is principally brought from the East
Indies, but a considerable quantity is imported from
Guatemala, and. other places. It usually occurs in cubical
cakes of an intense blue colour. Rubbed with a smooth
hard body (as the nail), it assumes a coppery or bronze hue.
This distinguishes it from Prussian blue, the coppery hue of
which is removed by friction with the nail. It is insoluble
in water, cold alcohol, ether, diluted sulphuric or hydro-
chloric acids, weak alkaline solutions, and cold oils (both
fixed and volatile). When heated to about 550° F. it

s a reddish violet vapour (vapour of indigotin ) which condenses in minute
Is. Deoxidizing agents (as protosulphate of iron, sesquisulphuret of arseni-
the process of fermentation, &c.) destroy its blue colour by abstracting
n from the indigotin, and converting it into indigogenj which, by exposure
i air, attracts oxygen, and becomes blue. Chlorine and the hypochlorites

\y the blue colour of indigo. Rubbed with oil of vitriol it yields a deep blue

,
commonly termed sulphate of indigo, Saxon blue, or liquid blue. Commercial

> consists of indigo-blue (indigotin), indigo-brown, indigo-red, and a glutinous

nee. Indigotin consists, according to Dumas, of CIS H5 N 1 O 2
. Indigo, has,

,
of

'ears, bpen employed as a medicine. Its physiological effects, according to Dr.

(Biss . Inaug. de Indico, 1834, Berol., and Brit, and For. Med. Rev. vol. ii.

t), are as follows:— Shortly after taking it, the patient experiences a sense of con-
3n at the fauces, and the impression of a metallic taste on the tongue. These *

Mowed by nausea, and frequently by actual vomiting. The intensity of these

:oms varies in different cases. In some the vomiting is so violent as to preclude

nber use of the remedy. The matter vomited presents no peculiarity except in

;e colour. When the vomiting has subsided, diarrhoea usually occurs: the stools

lore frequent, liquid, and of a blue or blackish colour. The vomiting and
cea are frequently accompanied by cardialgia and colic. Occasionally these

oms increase, and the use of the remedy is in consequence obliged to be omitted.

epsia and giddiness sometimes succeed. The urine has a brown, dark, violet colour

;

r. Roth never found the respiratory matter tinged with it. After the use of indigo

ew weeks, twitching of the muscles sometimes were observed, as after the use of

mia. It has been employed principally in spasmodic affections—viz. epilepsy,

Isions of children, chorea, and hysteria. In epilepsy it has been tried by Lon
)’, Lenhossek, Grossheim, Ideler, Wolf, Leineweber, Doepp (Roth, op. cit.

;

ach, Neuest. Entd. in d Mat. Med. Bd. 1, S. 222, 1837), and Noble ( Lond Med

.

vol. xvii. p. 1038), with good effect. Some of the successful cases were of very

standing. Roth says, that at the commencement of the treatment, the frequency

i paroxysms was invariably increased. Idiopathic epilepsy is said to have been

benefited by it than the symptomatic epilepsy. The dose of indigo should be as

as the stomach can bear. At the beginning it may he a few grains; afterwards

uantity should he increased to drachms, or even an ounce or more in the day.

of the patients above referred to, took from ^ss. to Jj. daily, for three or more

hs. The best mode of exhibiting it is in the form of an electuary, composed of

art of indigo and two parts of syrup, with a small portion of water. 1 he powder

to cause spasm of the fauces. Aromatics, mild tonics, astringents, and opiates

he compound powder of ipecacuanha), may be conjoined, according to circum-
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Order 51). Terebintiia'cejs, Jussieu.—The Terebinth TribI
'

BURSERACEAJ, XaNTHOXYI.ACE.®, CANNARACE®, AmyRIDACE® and AnACARDIACK®, Lindas ',

Essential Characters.— Flowers hermaphrodite, polygamous, or dioecious. <

three to five, more or less united at the base, imbricated in {Estivation, very rareii A
herent to the ovary. Petals rarely none, generally distinct, as many as, and alul

with, the sepals, very seldom united at the base
; imbricated orvafvatein aslivlk

Stamens, as well as the petals, arising from the lower part of the calyx, or fron
calycine disk, rarely from the torus surrounding the ovary

;
either equal in miff

to, and alternate with, the petals, or double (very rarely quadruple) the nutnl)*

the petals, and then placed alternately before and between the petals. Carp^fe

some, numerous, distinct, with one style,— in others many, united by the ovlJ
in either case some of them are frequently abortive, and hence the carp(LI

many appear solitary, one-celled, hut the number of the styles and stigmasfltl

usually indicates abortion. Fruit capsular or drupaceous. Seeds few, u4

solitary, commonly exalbuminous. Embryo straight, curved, arched, or folded I ,J
cotyledons various

;
radicle usually superior (D. C.)

Properties.—The principles common to all the Terebinthacese, are :— 1st. Fix»\f

in the seeds
;
2ndly. Volatile oil combined with resin in the turpentine of the i.

cias ;
3rdly. Resin which flows either naturally, or from artificial openings i

stems of many of the species; 4thly.* Gum usually combined with resin—as i >r

banum, myrrh, tacamahaca, &c. (Fee, Cours d'Hist. Nat. i. 619).

Pistacia Terebin'thus, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Turpentine Pistacia ^

Sex. Syst. Dicecia, Pentandria.

Fie. 221.

(Resina liquida, L.—Liquid resinous exudation, E.)

IIistora'.

—

This tree is the TepyivOoc or TepefiivOoQ of the Gr4«

Hippocrates employed the fruits, the buds, and the resin medicinally
j

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Floivers dioecious, apetalous. Males: d
cemes amentaceous, with one-flowered scales [bracts]. Calyx five-(i

Stamens five
;
anthers almost sessile, four-cornered. Females : IFiirJt

more lax. Calyx three- or four-cleft. Ovary one- to three-celled. (S/iyj

three, rather thick. Drupe dry, ovate, with a somewhat osseous 4

usually one-celled, one-seeded, sometimes bearing two abortive cell **

the side. Seeds solitary in the cells, affixed to the side of the cell, e ll

buminous. Cotyledons thick, fleshy, oily, with a superior lateral radical

Trees with pinnate leaves
(
D . C.)

Sp. Char .

—

Leaves pinnate, with an odd one
; leaflets about set

jf

ovate-lanceolate, rounded at the base, a*:|

mucronate \D. C.)

A tree of thirty or thirty-five feet in lied

Young leaves reddish, old ones dark-green.
|

cemes compound. Fruit almost round, purpjj

Hab.—Syria and the Greek Archipelago!

Extraction.—Tournefort (
Voyage into*

Levant
,

vol. ii. p. 62, Lond. 1741) says, I

the turpentine harvest in Scio is made, froujj

end of July to October, by cutting cross|jj

with a hatchet the trunks of the largest tur)

tine trees. The turpentine runs down op

stones placed under the trees, where it hare)

The quantity yielded by each tree is small)

exceeding eight or ten ounces.

Properties.—Chian or Cyprus turpeii

(
Tercbinthina Clua seu Cypria) has the geij

Pistacia Terebinthus (the fe-

male plant).
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the mastic tree.

:rties of the coniferous turpentines already described (see d 7051
onsisteney IS that of honey, but more glutinous. Its colon, isish-yello". It has an agreeable turpentine-like odour combined
the Odour of fennel or according to some, of citron and jasmine

taste is very m,Id By keeping it resinifies, and acquires 1 some
less agreeable odour. Genuine Chian turpentine is scarce

; the
irons turpentines being usually sold for it.

[imposition.- I am unacquainted with any analysis of it
; but its

itosition is doubtless similar to the coniferous turpentines.
\biological Effects, Uses, and Administration.— Exactly
ir to the other coniferous turpentines (see p. 708).

Jsta'cia Lentiscus, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Mastic or Lentisk Tree

.

Fig. 222.

Sex. Syst. Dicecia, Pentandria.

(Resina, L. D.—Concrete resinous exudation, E.)

RSTORY. This tree is the 'Lyivoq of the Greeks. Hippocrates em-
d the leaves, the resin {mastic)

,
and the oil prepared from the fruit,

dieme.

tany. Gen. Char.—See Pistacia Terebinthus.
Sp. Char.— Leaves abruptly pinnate

;

leaflets about eight, lanceolate. Petiole
winged, D. C.—A mere bush. Leaves ever-

green. Floivers very small. In var. fi. an-
gustifolia the leaflets are somewhat linear:

in var. y. Chia they are ovate.

Has .—South of Europe, North of Africa,

Levant.

Extraction.— Tournefort
(
Voyage into

the Levant
,
vol. ii. p. 60, Lond. 1741) says,

that in Scio the extraction of mastic com-
mences on the first of August. The bark is

cut crosswise with huge knives. The mastic

exudes and hardens partly on the stem,

partly on the ground. The same incisions

furnish mastic towards the end of Sep-

tember, blit in lesser quantities. The mastic

which concretes on the stem is called mastic
? tear

,
while that which falls to the earth constitutes common

i istacia Lentiscus.

a. The male plant.

b. The female plant.

f jperties.—Mastic {mastiche) occurs in small spherical, flattened,

fpgular, pale-yellow tears, which are externally farinaceous, owing
ir mutual attrition. Their fracture is vitreous. They have a mild,

' lble odour, and an aromatic taste.

[imposition.—Mastic consists of a minute portion of volatile oil
,

j

90 per cent, of resin soluble in alcohol, and 10 per cent, of a resi-

hubstance (masticine) insoluble in alcohol.

! lasticine

ucl

icine, or that resinous portion of mastic which is insoluble in alcohol, is tena-

ile, soluble in ether and oil of turpentine. To this principle mastic owes its

r toughness.
1

fustic resin

,

according to Unverdorben, possesses acid properties similar to those

(non rosin (see p. 717).
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Physiological Effects.—Analogous to rosin and the turpentino* i

pp. 708 and 717).

Uses.—Mastic is rarely employed as a medicine. It has 1 .

used to check excessive discharges from the mucous membranes]
leucorrhcea, gleet, chronic pulmonary catarrh, old diarrhoeas, &c. 1
tists occasionally employ it for filling up the cavities of carious tqJi
The Turkish ladies chew it to sweeten the breath, and preserve the t< |l

and gums. Dissolved in alcohol it forms a very useful cement and j

nish. A solution of it in oil of turpentine is a common varnish.

Administration.—It is exhibited as an adjunct only to other mt

cines. It is a constituent of the dinner pills (composed of aloes.;

mastic and red roses, aa Sij • ;
syrup of wormwood, q. s.), as which it se

to divide the particles of the aloes. It is a constituent of the tine:

ammonia composita
,
Ph. L.; formerly called eau de luce or spin

ammonia succinatus
,
which I have before (p. 234) referred to, butjf

formula of which I omitted to give.

Tinctura Ammonije composita
,
L. Spiritus Ammonia succindk

Eau de Luce. (Mastic, 5ij.*; Rectified Spirit, f3ix.
;
Oil of Laverti

»lxiv.
;
Oil of Amber, ifliv. ;

stronger Solution ofAmmonia, Oj. Macejl

the Mastic in the Spirit, that it may be dissolved, and pour off the tji

tincture
;
then add the other ingredients, and shake them all together ;

Milky, owing to the separation of the mastic from its spirituous a
tion by the ammonia.—Stimulant and antispasmodic (see p. 234). E
gtt. x. to gtt. xxx.

Rhus Toxicoden!dron, Linn. L. D.— Trailing Poison-oak or Sumach

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Trigynia.

(Folia, L. D.)

History.—The attention of medical practitioners of this country

first drawn to the medical properties of this plant, in 1793, by
Alderson, of Hull (Essay on Rhus Toxicodend. 3rd ed. 1804). It

first described by Cornutus, in his Plant. Canad. Hist. Paris, 1

(Busse, Biss. Inaug. de Rhoe Toxicod. Berol. 1811, p. 10).

Botany. Gen. Char.—Calyx small, five-partite, persistent. P\

five, ovate, spreading. Stamens five, all fertile in the male and hei|

phrodite flowers. Ovary one, somewhat globose, one-celled. S\

short, three, ox stigmas three sessile. Drupe almost juiceless, one-cel

nut bony, perhaps by abortion one-seeded, and sometimes two- or tl

seeded. Seed exalbmninous, invested by the funiculus arising from*

base of the nut; cotyledons foliaceous; radicle incumbent on the u;

edge of the cotyledons (D. C.)

Se. Char.—Leaves pinnate with an odd leaflet, trifoliate
;

lecA

angularly incised, pubescent (D. C.)

Shrub, one to three feet high. Stems many, branching, covered w
brOwn bark. Floivers greenish-white. Fruit a round drupe, abou

lame as g. pea .—Juice acrid, milky, becoming black by exposure to

aiiyiyid .forming an indelible ink when applied to cotton or linen.

By a typographical error in the Pharmacopoeia, ounces are substituted for drad
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trl.

, kns Toxicodendron is considered by some botanists as a variety only of Rhus radicans
f ye followed ^suttall and Decandolle in considering it a distinct species.

Tab.—United States of America.
omposition. I am not acquainted with any detailed analysis of this
it There are at least two substances in it worthy of investigation

;

the volatile
,
acrid [narcotico-acrid?) 'principle

,
and the substance

:k blackens by exposure to the air. Tannic and gallic acids are said
e constituents of it.

HYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS. 1. Of THE EMANATIONS •

—

When not ex-
>d to the sun’s rays, as when it grows in shady places, and during the
it, this plant evolves a hydrocarburetted gas, mixed with an acrid

|
our, which acts most powerfully on certain individuals exposed to its

Hence, and produces violent itching, redness, and erysipelatous swell-
vof the face, hands, or other parts, which have been subjected to its

r raration
;
these effects are followed by vesications, and desquamation

i lie cuticle. In some cases the swelling of the face has been so great
m have almost obliterated the features; but all persons are not equally
leptible of its poisonous operation; so that some peculiar condition
jiae cutaneous organ seems necessary for the effect to be produced
ila, Toxicol. Gen.)

Of the Plant.
(a .) On animals.—Orfila made several experi-

;ts with the watery extract of the Rhus radicans (whose operation is

vably quite similar to that of R. Toxicodendron
), and concludes that

Itemally administered, or applied to the cellular texture, it produces a
1 1 irritation, followed by an inflammation more or less intense, and

it exerts a stupefying action on the nervous system after being
urbed.” Lavina gave a few drops of the milky juice of Rhus Toxi-
ndron to guinea-pigs and birds, who were at first stupefied by it,

^gradually recovered, without any other deleterious effect.

..) On man — In the human subject small doses of the leaves increase

n secretions of the skin and kidneys, act slightly on the bowels, and,

paralysed persons, are said to have produced a return of sensibility

( of mobility, with a feeling of burning and prickling, with twitchings,

1 he paralysed parts. Large doses occasion pain in the stomach,

-<;ea, vomiting, giddiness, stupefaction, and an inflammatory swelling

it.e paralysed parts. These effects show that the poison-oak possesses

< ofold operation, of an acrid and narcotic.

-ses.—

I

t has been employed in old paralytic cases depending on a

i id condition of the nerves. It has also been given in chronic rheu-

'Sm, obstinate eruptive disorders, in some cases of amaurosis, and
rr nervous affections of the eyes.

dministration.—The powder of the leaves is given in doses of from

a grain or a grain, gradually increased until some obvious effect is

vuced.

Boswel'lia thurif'era
,
Colebrooke.

—

Olibanum- TYeev 'pfj%
Eoswel'Iia serrata, L. D.

Sex. Syst. Decandria, Monogynia. vU* ji -

(Gummi-rcsina, L. D.) < „
v

f

rstory.—

O

libanum was the frankincense used by the ancients in
' religious ceremonies. It is the Lebonah of the Hebrews, the Lubdn

4 G
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of the Arabs
;
from either of which terms the Greeks, probably, deri

I

their names for it, Aifiavoc,
Ai(3aviori>Q (Colebrooke, Asiat. Research. .1

377). The earliest notice of it is by Moses (Exocl.'s.x.x. 34). Dioscoricj
!

(lib. i. cap. 81) calls it Aifiarog.

Botany.—Flowers bisexual. Calyx small, five-toothed, persiste j

Petals five, obovatc-oblong, very patent, acute at the base, inserted und j

the margin of the disk; aestivation very slightly imbricative. Siam
; V

ten, inserted under the disk, alternately shorter
;
filaments subulate, p | jj)

sistent
;
anthers caducous. Torus a cup-shaped disk, fleshy, larger tli ' i

the calyx, crenulated on the margin. Ovary oblong, sessile
; style oiS

the length of the stamens, caducous
;
stigma capitate, three-lobed. Fr\ *

capsular, three-angled, three-celled, tliree-valved, septicidal : valves hal:

Seeds solitary in each cell, surrounded by a broad membranaceous wiifl

Cotyledons intricately folded, multifid.

—

Trees producing balsam aj

/

resin. Leaves deciduous, alternate towards the top of the branch!}

unequally pinnated
; leaflets opposite, serrated. Stipules none. Race

terminal or axillary. Flowers on short pedicels, white (Wight ajj

Arnott.)

Sp. Char.—Leaflets oblong, obtuse, serrated, pubescent. Racem\
axillary, single, shorter than the leaves (Wight and Amott).
Hab.—Mountainous parts of Coromandel.
Description.

—

Olihanum
,
Indian Olibanum, or Olibanum of the B \\

wellia serrata
( gummi-resina Olibanum

;
gummi Olibanum ; Olibant

indicum seu ostindicum) is imported from India in chests. It consists*;

round, oblong, or ovate pale-yellowish, semi-opaque, fragile tears, haviic

a balsamic resinous odour.

The substance called on the continent African or Arabian Olibanum, ( Olibanum i

bicum) is rarely met with in this country. It consists of smaller tears than those of

Indian variety. They are yellowish or reddish, and intermixed with crystals of cy

bonate of lime. Some have supposed it to be the produce of a Juniperus,—some of*

Amyris,—others of Boswellia glabra, which Roxburgh says yields a substance usedl

an incense and a pitch in India.
I

Composition.—Olibanum (Indian?) was analysed by Braconnot (A/,

de Chim. lxviii. 60) who found the constituents to be as follows
:J

volatile oil 8, resin 56, gum 30, matter like gum, insoluble in water
alcohol 5*2

; loss 0'8.

Physiological Effects.—Olibanum is regarded as a stimulant off

same kind as the resins or oleo-resins (p. 73).

Uses.—It is rarely employed internally. Formerly it was used

restrain excessive discharges from the mucous membranes. Thus it w

given in chronic diarrhoea, old catarrhs, but more especially in leucorrlu

and gleet. It was also administered in affections of the chest
;
as ha3iuo

tysis. It has been used as an ingredient of stimulating plasters. M
fumigating agent it is employed to overpower unpleasant odours, and I

destroy noxious vapours.

Administration.—Dose, 5ss. to 5j., formed into an emulsion by

aid of the yolk of an egg.
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Balsamoden dron Myr'rha, Nees, L.—The Myrrh-Tree.
Balsamodendron (Protium?) Myrrha, E.

Sex. Syst. Octandria, Monogynia.

(Gummi-resina, L.—Gummy-resinous exudation, E.—Myrrha, D.)

rllSTORY.—The earliest notice of myrrh occurs in the Old Testament
en. xxxvii. 25), from which it appears that this gum-resin was an
ject of trade with the Eastern nations more than 3,500 years ago. In
Hebrew language it is termed Mur, in allusion to its bitterness. The

eeks, who were well acquainted with it, called it or, in the

olic dialect, mvpfa. Hippocrates (see Dierbach, Arzneim. des Hippok.

11224) employed it in medicine in several diseases; and Dioscorides

it ). i. cap. 77) describes several kinds of it, the most esteemed being the

d oglodytica. Some of the ancient poets tell us that the name of this

;j
;m-resin was derived from Myrrha, the daughter of Cinyras, King of

1 prus, who fell in love with her own father, and after having had cri-
:

aal intercourse with him, fled to Arabia, where she was changed into

;
i: ree which still bears her name.

:i ''Notwithstanding the early knowledge of, and acquaintance with, the

Isis of myrrh, we had no accurate account of the tree which yields it

: til the return of Ehrenberg from his travels with Hemprich, during

: 20-25, in various parts of Africa and Asia, and who brought with him

-specimen of the tree, which has been described and figured by Nees

In Esenbeck (Beschr . Offic. Planz.) under the name of Balsamodendron

l -rrha. The first notice of this discovery of these travellers which I

I ve met with, is in Alex. Humboldt’s “ Bericlit ilber die naturhisto-

\ ""hen Reisen der Herren Ehrenberg und Hemprich,” &c., published at

prim in 1826.

j

PBotany. Gen. Char.—Flowers irregular. Calyx four-toothed, per-

titent. Petals four, linear-oblong ;
aestivation induplicate-valvate.

|

nmens eight, inserted under the annular disk
;
elevated warts between

stamens. Ovary one. Style one, short, obtuse. Berry or drupe

ute, acute, with four sutures, one- to two-celled; cells one-seeded.

Oriental trees giving out balsam. Leaves pinnated
;
leaflets three to

, sessile, without dots (D. C.)

''Sp. Char. — Stem shrubby, arborescent; branches squarrose, spi-

ncent. Leaves temate
;

leaflets obovate, obtuse, obtusely tooth-lette

; the apex, the lateral smooth. Fruit acuminate (Nees). w ,

Fig. 223 . Baric pale ash-grey, approaching white. H ood

yellowish white ;
both it and the bark have a pecu-

liar odour. Leaves on short stalks. Flowers unknown.

Fruit ovate, smooth, brown, somewhat larger than a

pea; surrounded at the base by a four-tootlied calyx,

and supported on a very short stalk.

Hab.—Gison, on the borders of Arabia I elix.

This suecies is considered by Lindley (FI. Med. It 0) to be

identical with the Amyris Kataf of Forskal (FI. yEgypt. Arab.

80) the Balsamodendron Kataf, Nees; Protmm Kataf,

Lindley. But the identity of the two plants is by no means

satisfactorily demonstrated. A. Kataf is distinguished, 1st,

by the absence of thorns; 2dly, by the leaves being lour

times larger, and the lateral leaflets agreeing both in form and

!», r
- ”

with the terminal ones; 3dly the fruit (according to

MjrtZ^
011

Forskiil) is round, with a depressed umbilicus at the point.

Hear. b. The fruit.
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Exudation of Myrrh.—Myrrh, according to Ehrenherg, exudes, hi,]
cherrytree gum, from the bark of the tree. It is at first soft oily/ aii ]

of a pale-yellow colour
;
but, by drying, becomes darker and redder.

Description. — Myrrh {gummi-resina rriyrrha; gummi myrrha
)

di-

imported from the East Indies in chests, e?ich containing from one to tv i

hundred weight. Formerly the finest kind was brought from TurkiijS
{Turkey myrrh), and an inferior one from the East Indies (East Inti-,

myrrh)
;

but at the present time nearly the whole is brought fro>
:|

India. In 1839, duty (6s. per cwt.) was paid on 216 cwt. Somj
\

times the same chest contains myrrh of' all • qualities, which is th*

termed myrrh in sorts [myrrha naturalis seu myrrha in sortis)
; but coil)

;

monly it is brought over more or less sorted.

Myrrh is only partially soluble in water, alcohol, or ether : the first
j

these liquids takes up the gum principally, the two latter the resin ail:]

oil. Water takes up more of the myrrh than alcohol does. Alkalii®

solutions are good solvents for myrrh. A few drops of nitric acll

dropped on a small fragment of myrrh, or on a concentrated tinctinlij

developes a red colour.

1. Myrrh of first quality ; Turkey myrrh {Myrrha turcica; M. vein

seu rubra vel pinguis).'—It occurs in pieces, of irregular forms and
variable sizes, and Avhich consist of tears (either distinct or agglomi a

rated), usually covered with a fine powder or dust. In a chest of it fl

few pieces of fine quality may sometimes be met with, nearly as large $
a man’s first. The colour varies, being pale reddish yellow, red, h
reddish-brown. The pieces are fragile, semi-transparent, with a dull, I

part splintery, fatty kind of fracture. In consequence of imperfect dll

siccation the largest and finest pieces often present internally, opaqia*

whitish or yellow striae, or veins, which have been compared II

Dioscorides, Pliny, and many others, to the white marks on the nail ,

The odour of myrrh is aromatic and balsamic, peculiar, but to most pc

sons pleasant
;
the taste is bitter, acrid, and aromatic. The purei]

palest, and most odorous pieces are sold as picked myrrh {myrrha eleci
{

seu selecta).

2. Myrrh of second quality ; Myrrh in distinct small tears or graiii I?

Imported from the East Indies in chests. It consists of distinct tears

grains, which are rounded or irregular, and vary in size from that of

pin’s head to a pepper-corn, none of them in my specimen being so larg

as a small pea. They are somewhat shiny, more or less transparent

and vary in colour from pale or whitish yellow to reddish-brown,

consists of tears of myrrh intermixed with fragments of gum-arabic, arjj

of some resin very like mastic, or juniper. Many druggists in thl

country regard it as merely the siftings of the finest kind, but I cannl

agree with them in this opinion.

3. Mijrrh of third quality ; East India Myrrh {Myrrha indica sd

ostindica). Formerly this was the only kind imported from the Eaj

Indies. I occurs in pieces, which are darker coloured than those of tli

so-called Turkey myrrh, and whose average size does not exceed that
|

a walnut. It is often mixed with other substances, particularly wit,

Indian Bdellium (the produce of Amyris Commiphora), and with a sill
j

stance of similar appearance to dark red-coloured Senegal gum {Opoca i

pasum ?)

Composition,—Myrrh was analyzed, in 1816
,
by Pelletier {Am. <*
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him. Ixxx. 45), and in 1819 by Braconnot {Ibid. Ixviii. 52) and by
randes {Berl. Jahrb. xxii. 275).

- 1 Vi f
,V. o i V J ,

l •

5 V % s O • •:

Volatile oil •••«••

. Ssoft
*sm Hard

.....

S
soluble (Arabine?)

um
\ insoluble

Its (benzoates, rnalates, phosphates, sulphates,?

and acetates of potash and lime) )

iipurities

^ss

Brandes. Braconnot. Pelletier.

2-60 2-5 I

22-24 I

5-56 i
23 0 ^

34

54-38 400 1 66
9-32 120 5

1-36 — —
1-60 — —
2-94 16-5 —

10000 100-0 100

1

1. Volatile Oil of Myrrh.—Colourless, though by age it becomes yellowish. It is

: thin fluid, heavier than water, having the odour and taste of myrrh, and being

j
iuble in alcohol, ether, and the fixed oils. It partially evaporates in the air, the

fi iudue being a glutinous varnish-like substance. It readily distils over with water,

|i : t not with spirit. With sulphuric, nitric, and hydrochloric acids, it forms red solu-

,
i ns.

•-’2. Resin of Myrrh.—According to Brandes, this is of two kinds, both of which are

liluble in alcohol.

(a.) Soft resin.—.-Odorous, soft at ordinary temperatures, and soluble in ether,

naverdorben regards it as a mixture of hard resin and volatile oil.

(
(b.) Hard resin {Myrrhic acid?)—Inodorous, hard, insoluble in ether, soluble in

uustic alkalies, forming resinates (myrr/tafes f). The resinate of baryta is soluble in

auter, but not in alcohol.

33. Gum of Myrrh.—Is also of two kinds, {a.) Soluble in water : the solution form-

;g precipitates with alcohol and the salts of lead, silver, the protosalts ol tin, and of

:ercury. (6.) Insoluble in water.

Physiological Effects.—In small or moderate doses
,
myrrh promotes

1 e appetite, creates an agreeable warmth in the stomach, and occasions

i ight constipation. Its continued employment in these quantities assists

'.e assimilative functions, increases the muscular activity, gives greater

rmness to the solids, and diminishes excessive secretion from the

1 ucous membranes.
In large doses (as from half a drachm to a drachm) it excites a dis-

ir preeable sensation of heat in the stomach, and in irritable conditions ol

iis viscus may even bring on a slight inflammatory state ;
it acceleiates

’ ie frequency and increases the fulness of the pulse, gives rise to a febrile

1 mdition of the body, and creates a feeling of warmth in the mucous

membrane (especially in the membrane lining the air-passages). It lias

een supposed to have a specific stimulant operation on the uteius, anc

1 as, in consequence, been termed emmenagogue ;
but it does not appeal

) have any title to this appellation.
< .

.

The local operation of myrrh is that of a mild astringent anc a

moderate stimulant. Kraus (
Heilmittellehre)

says it is very snnilai to

;

iat of cinchona. In its remote effects myrrh partakes of both the tonic

nd stimulant characters, and hence some have denominated it a tonico-

imulant

;

and as its stimulant powers are analogous to those of the

alsams, it has also been called a tonico-balsamic.
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Myrrh differs from the fetid gum-resins (asafoetida, galbanum, &c .) }r
resins ^asaiceuua, gaioanum, &c.) iij/j

not possessing that influence over the nervous system which has led td M
in rli r* rlicooenc’ ovwl fa 4-h d •

the use of the latter in various spasmodic diseases, and to their denomma-i '•

tion of antispasmodics. From the balsamic substances it is distinguished

by its tonic influence. It has some relation to cascarilla, but is more *

stimulant.

Uses.—The employment of myrrh is indicated in diseases characi

terised by feebleness of the vascular action, by weakness of the musculai

fibre, and by excessive secretion from the mucous membranes. Relaxed J

and leucophlegmatic constitutions best admit of its use. It is frequently >.

associated with tonics, especially the chalybeates, or with aloes. Indeed .
!

it is rarely used alone. It is contra-indicated in inflammatory diseases!
;

and in plethoric individuals. It is used in the following cases :

—

1. In disordered conditions of the digestive organs arising from or con; \

nectecl with an atonic condition of the alimentary canal, as in some form}!

of dyspepsia, apepsia, flatulence, &c.

2. In disordered states of the menstrual functions characterised by ; [

lax and debilitated state of the system, as in many cases of amenorrhce^i

and chlorosis.

3. In excessive secretionfrom the mucous membranes unconnected with

!

inflammatory symptoms, and accompanied by marks of debility. Mr
chronic pulmonary catarrh, for example, it is sometimes admissible ancj,

useful. It has also been used to check puriform expectoration in phthisic i.

pulmonalis, though it is now rarely employed for this purpose, as iiil-

most cases it proves either useless or injurious. In mucous discharge!!

from the urino-genital organs, as well as from the alimentary canal, it hast,,

also been administered.

4. As an external application
,
myrrh is employed for various purposes) c

Thus it is used as a dentifrice
,

either alone or mixed with other sub-)

stances
;
and in caries of the teeth, and in a spongy or ulcerated con-i

dition of the gums, is very serviceable. As a gargle in ulcerations of the)

throat, tincture of myrrh, diluted with water, is frequently employed.!

In foul ulcers, myrrh has been used to destroy unpleasant odour, to pro-)

mote granulations, and to improve the quality and diminish the quantity)

of secreted matters: for these purposes it has been applied in a pulveru-t

lent form, as an ointment, or as a wash.

Administration.—Dose, gr. x. to 5ss. It is given in the form ol

powder, pill, or emulsion. The aqueous infusion and extract, which)

have been recommended for their mildness, are seldom employed, and

very rightly so, as I conceive. Myrrh is a constituent of several phar-

macopoeial preparations ;
as mistura ferri composita (p. 553), piluk

ferri composites (p. 554), pilulce aloes cum myrrhd (p. 649), decoctum

aloes compositum (p. 650), pilulce rhei composites (p. 821), and pilulcR

galbani composites (p. 1048).

Tinctura Myrrhje, L . E.D. (Myrrh, bruised [in moderately fine l

powder, E.], siij. ;
Rectified Spirit, Oij. [Oj. and f^xiij. E . ;

Oss. and

,Pnoof Spirit, Oiss. D.] Macerate for fourteen days [seven, D.], and

filter, L. D. “ Pack the myrrh very gently, without any spirit, in a per-

colator
;
then pour on the spirit

;
and when thirty-three fluid ounces

have passed through, agitate well, to dissolve the oleo-resinous matter

which first passes, and which lies at the bottom. This tincture is niuc

less conveniently obtained by the process of digestion for seven days, <**•/
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fonic and stimulant. Seldom employed internally, and then usually
m adjunct. Dose, sss. to 5j. It is applied as a stimulant to foul and
blent ulcers. Diluted with water (which renders it slightly milky by
' separation of the resin, but no precipitate is formed), it is used as a
h for the mouth in ulceration and sponginess of the gums, and as
irgle in affections of the throat.

Other Medicinal Terebinthacece.

he history and origin of Elemi is involved in great obscurity. It appears that the

i ious products of various terebinthaceous trees have been described under this name.
Edinburgh College correctly, as I conceive, declare elemi to be the “ Concrete

rnous exudation from one or more unascertained plants.” The London and Dublin
eges, on the other hand, call it the resin of Amyris elemifera of Linnaeus (see his

V. Med.) But this distinguished botanist has confounded, under one name, two dis-

tt plants; viz. Idea Icicariba, Decandolle (Icicariba, Pison), a Brazilian tree (yield-

.
according to Pison, a resin similar to the so-called yum elemi), and Amyris Plumieri,

[
andolle, a native of the Antilles, which also yields a resin. To assist in determin-

; the origin of elemi, I have taken much pains to ascertain its commercial route

;

I find that all the importations of it, which I can trace, were from Amsterdam or

i! nburgh. Pomet also states, that true elemi was brought from Hollaud : whence I

dude that it is the produce of a Dutch settlement. But one of the importers ex-

vised to me his belief (in which I do not coincide), that the elemi brought from Hol-
i 1 was spurious, being made of common frankincense (p. 707), It would appear

t: formerly it came from Ethiopia by way of the Levant. It ' is possible that

may be the produce of the Canarium Zephyrinum sive sylvestre primum Canari

•at of Rumphius (Herb. Amb. lib. iii. cap. ii. p. 153), which he says yields a resin

i ike elemi that it may be taken for it, and he puts a query, whether this tree may not

t .he source of it. I have met with three kinds of elemi :— 1st. Elemi in flay leaves

;

'l ine elemi en pains, Guibourt
;
Resina Elemi orientalis, Martius. This is imported

mn Holland in triangular masses, weighing from one to two pounds each, enveloped

u palm-leaf. It agrees in most of its properties with the next variety. Martius

ribes it to Amyris zeylanica (Balsamodendron zeylanicum, Ivunth). But if this were

rect, it would doubtless be imported direct from Ceylon to England, which it is not.

!nd. Elemi in the lump. This differs from the following kind -only in its much paler

low colour.—3rd. Brazilian Elemi ; Resine elemi du Bresil, Guibourt. I his variety I

> eived from Professor Guibourt. If it be really brought from the Brazils, it is doubtless

ained from Idea Idcariba (Decandolle) by incisions into the stem, and is gathered

mty-four hours afterwards. “ It is imported in cases containing two or three bun-

id pounds each. It is soft and unctuous, but becomes hard and brittle by cold and

£. It is semi-transparent, of a yellowish-white, mixed with greenish points; its

)ur is strong, agreeable, analogous to that of fennel, and owing to a volatile oil

icb may be obtained from it by distillation. As it owes its properties to this oil, it

>uld be selected recent, not too dry, and strongly odorous” (Guibourt.)
.

It is soluble in

ohol, with the exception of its impurities, and a white, opaque, insipid, inodorous,

'stallizable substance, called elemine, which is soluble in boiling alcohol. Martius

icribes African Elemi (the genuine elemi of the ancients) as being in small pieces like

1 immony, and having an acrid taste. Bonastre analyzed elemi, and found its consti-

jnts to be, volatile oil 12*5, resin soluble in both hot and cold alcohol (50 0, lesin soluble

hot but not in cold alcohol (elemine)
24‘0, bitter extractive 2d), impurities 15.

The physiological effects of elemi are similar to those of the terebinthmates. it is,

wever, never employed internally. Its principal or sole use is as a constituent of the

rjuentum elemi, L. D., which is composed, according to the London Colleye, ol Elemi,

j.; Common Turpentine, 3x.; Suet, lb.ij. ;
Olive Oil, taj. 1 be Elemi and Suet

3 melted together and then removed from the fire, and the turpentine and oil imme-

ately added: the mixture is then expressed through linen. I be Dublin Lot/eye

l lploys lb.j. of Elemi, Ib.ss. of White Wax, and lb.iv. of Prepared Hogslard.—Elemi

I utment is stimulant and digestive. It is applied as a stimulant to old and indolent

1 cers, and to promote the discharge from issues and setons. It is an imitation of the

liment recommended by Arcicus, in 1574 (De recta curand, I ulner. Rattone, Amst.

p68).
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Fig. 224.

Balm of Gilead ( Balsamum gileadense ; B. de Mecca ; Opobalsamm ; Balm of t],i ;

Old Testament; 'Qo.xaayov of Theophrastus and Dioseorides) is procured from Balsam \

dendron gileadense ,
a middling-sized tree growing in Arabia

Mr. Bruce says it is obtained by cutting the bark of the tre< j

with an axe, and receiving the juice in a small earthen bottle l

The quantity obtained in this way, is, however, very small; am
none of it, it is said, reaches this country, that which occa 1

sionally comes here being obtained by boiling the branches anejr

leaves in water. It is a whitish, turbid, thick, very odorouii
,

liquid, which resinifies, and becomes yellow by keeping
Trommsdorf (Thomson, Org. Chem. 523) analyzed it, and fouiu

it to consist of volatile oil 30 -

0, soft resin insoluble in alcoho
'

4 -

0, hard resin soluble in alcohol 640; extractive 04-

1

loss 1*6. Bonastre
(Journ . de Pharm. xviii. 95) also aualyzet i

it. Its physiological effects are believed to be similar to balsan
*

of copaiva and the liquid turpentines. The most wonderfu (I

properties were formerly ascribed to it. It is rarely or never i

employed by Europeans, but is adapted to the same cases as that.

708). The Asiatics use it for its odoriferous, as well as its;

gileadense.

terebintbinates (see p.

medicinal, qualities.

The term Bdellium iis applied to two gummy-resinous substances. One of thes»

is Indian Bdellium, or false Myrrh (the Bdellium of Scripture), which is obtained ^

from Amyris (Balsamodendron ?) Commiphora. Dr. Roxburgh (FI. Ind. ii. 245 !

says, that the trunk of this tree is covered with a light-coloured pellicle, as ir k
the common birch, which peels off from time to time, exposing to view a smootl

green coat, which in succession supplies other similar exfoliations. This tree dif
[

fuses a grateful fragrance, like that of the finest myrrh, to a considerable distance V
around. Dr. Royle (Ulustr

.

p. 176) was informed that this species yielded bdellium |i

and in confirmation of his statement I may add, that many of the pieces of this bdelj

lium in my museum have a yellow pellicle adhering to them, precisely like that pro.

cured from the common birch, and some of the pieces are perforated by spiny branches

—another character serving to recognize the origin of this bdellium. Indian bdellium

has considerable resemblance to myrrh. Many of the pieces have hairs (of the goat?'

adhering to them. The other kind of bdellium is called African Bdellium, and is ob-

tained from Heudolotia africana (Richard and Guillemin, FI. de Senegambie). It is a

native of Senegal, and is called by the natives, who make toothpicks of its spines!

Niottout. It consists of rounded or oval tears, from one to two inches in diameter, of a

dull and waxy fracture. By age they become opaque, and covered, externally, by a

white or yellowish dust. It has a feeble but peculiar odour, and a bitter taste. Pelle-t

tier (Ann. de Chim. t. lxxx. p. 39) found it to consist of resin 59’0, soluble gum 9’2.i

bassorin 30 6, volatile oil and loss 12.

Order (50. Rhamna'cea:, Lindley .—The Buckthorn Tribe.

Rhamni, Jussieu.—Rhamne^e, Decandolle.

Essential Character.—Tube of the calyx adherent to the ovary, lobes valvate in

aestivation, definite in number, four or five. Petals' as many as (rarely none), and

alternate with, the lobes of the calyx; often squamiform with a concave limb.

Stamens as many as the petals, and opposite to them; anthers two-celled. Ovary

either adnate to the whole of the calyx, or adherent at the lower part or middle, two-

or four-celled ; cells with one ovule each. Style one; stigmas two to four. Pericarp

usually indehiscent, baccate, drupaceous, or saraaroideous, rarely capsular. Seei

erect, destitute of aril ;
albumen none, or usually fleshy; embryo straight in the axis

of the seed, with an inferior radicle and somewhat foliaceous cotyledons.—Shrubs o r

small trees. Leaves simple, alternate, rarely opposite, often with stipules. Flowers

small, often greenish (D. C.)

Properties.—Require farther examination. The fruit of Rhamnus contains purgative

and colouring matters: that of Zizyphus is acidulous, saccharine, and alimentary
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Rham'nus cathar'ticus, Linn. L.E. D .—Common Buckthorn

.

iSTORT.—According to Dr. Sibthorp {Prod. FI. Graces, i. 155), the

|

of Dioscorides is Lycium europaum. The earliest notice of Rhara-
‘catharticus is in Tragus (see Sprengel, Hist. Rei Herb. ii. praef. xi.)

3TANY. Gen. Char.—Calyx four- or five-cleft, often circumscissile

ee middle after flowering
;
the base persistent under, and adherent

,
the fruit. Petals alternate with tire lobes of the calyx, or none.

nens inserted opposite the petals. Style two- to four-cleft. Fruit

-st juiceless, or baccate, two- to four-celled
;

cells in the juiceleSs

,
separable, one-seeded (rarely two-seeded), dehiscing inwards by a

itudinal chink. Seeds oblong, marked at the external side by a deep

,ve, which is broader towards the base (D. C )

w Char.—Ereot. Leaves ovate, toothed. Flowers fascicled, poly-

rus-dicecious. Berries four-seeded, somewhat globose (D. C.)

\
- spreading shrub with terminal spines. Leaves with four or six strong

al nerves parallel with the margin or rib. Stipides linear. Flowers

"•wish-green : the males with broader petals, four stamens and one

it style, without either ovary or stigma: the females smaller, with four

nas projecting beyond the calyx, and rudimentary stamens. Fruit

kk, four-celled.

’ ab.—Indigenous ;
in hedges, groves, and thickets.—Flowers in May.

I

fruit is ripe in September.
'}escription.—Buckthorn berries (

baccce rhamni cathartici) are about

s;ize of the fruit of juniper. They are black externally, and contain

seeds, surrounded by a deep violet-red juicy parenchyma. The juice

< ddened by acids, and rendered green by alkalies. The berries are

acted in September. „ .

( omposition.—The expressed juice of buckthorn has been examined,

i nically
,
by Vogel {Bull, de Pliarm. iv. 64), and by Hubert {Journ. de

in. Med. vi. 193).

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Baccai, L. D.—Fruit, E.)

Vogel's Analysis. Hubert's Analysis.

Peculiar colouring matter.

Acetic acid.

Mucilage.
Sugar.

Nitrogenous matter.

Green colouring matter.

Acetic and malic acids.

Brown gummy matter.

Sugar.

Bitter substance (cathartine ?).

Buckthorn juice. Buckthorn juice.
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Physiological Effects.—The berries, as well as their expressed juiijj

arc powerful hydragogue cathartics
;
usually griping and causing gJjf

thirst, and sometimes operating with considerable violence. “ SyrupM
buckthorn,” says Sydenham {Works by Dr. Pechey, p. 391, 4th ed1
“purges in a manner only water, and evacuates a great quantity ofit

and does not disturb the blood, nor render the urine high coloured
,

m

other purges usually do
;
and this syrup has but one ill property—v i

that whilst it is working, it makes the sick very thirsty. But if you g J
the greatest dose of it to those that are difficultly purged, it will not g p
many stools, nor bring away so much water from them as it ought.”

Uses.—Buckthorn berries were formerly employed as cathartics, If

their violent operation, and the sickness, griping, and thirst occasioijji

by them, have led to their disuse. “ They be not meete to be ministered

says Dodoens (
New Herbal

, by Lyte, p. 501, Lond. 1619), “ butlf

young and lustie people of the countrie, which doe set more stored'

their money than their lives.” The syrup is the only preparation nowhi

use.

Administration.—Dose of the recent berries, 3j.; of the dried om|
5j.; of the expressedjuice, fSss. to fsj.

Syrupus Rhamnt, L. E. D. (Fresh Juice of Buckthorn Berries, 0
[Oijss. D.]

;
Gingdr sliced, Allspice bruised, of each, 5vj. [5iij. D [.

Pure Sugar, lb. iv. [*xxix. D.] Set by the juice for three days, that 1

dregs may subside, and strain. To a pint of the clear juice add i

Ginger and Allspice
;
then macerate for four hours with a gentle ha

and strain
;
boil down the residue to a pint and a half

;
mix the liquo:

add the sugar, and dissolve).—Cathartic. It is employed as an adjui

to purgative and occasionally to diuretic mixtures. Sydenham found

in one case, most beneficial in dropsy
;
and “ with the juvenile confideil

of an experienced man, verily believed,” as he tells us, that he “ had
;

a medicine that would cure any manner of dropsy ;” but he found
“ mistake in a few weeks.” Dose 5ss. to sj.

Order 61. Simaruba'ceae, Lindley.—The Quassia Tribe.

Simarube.-e, Richard.

Essential Character. — Flowers hermaphrodite, or rarely by abortion unisext

Calyx four- or five-partite, persistent. Petals four or five, hypogynous, erect, deci

ous. Stamens equal in number, or twice as many as, the petals, inserted on

hypogenous disk, free. Ovary with lobes as numerous as the petals; style (

filiform, enlarged at the base. Carpels as many as the petals, articulated on

axis, capsular, bivalved, dehiscing inwardly, mouospermous. Seeds exalbumiw

pendulous; cotyledons two, thick; radicle short, superior.— Trees or shrubs wit

very bitter bark and milky juice, l.eaves alternate, pinnate, without stipules (D.(

Properties.—Bitterness is the prevailing quality of the order (see Quassia).

Simaru'ba amara, Aublet, E .—Bitter Simaruba or Mountain Damsi

Simaruba officinalis, Decandolle, L.—Quassia Simaruba, Linn. D.

Sex. St/st. Decandria, Mouogynia.

(Radicis cortex, L.—Root, E .—Cortex radicis, D.)

History.—Simaruba bark was first known to Europeans in 17

when some of it was sent to Paris, from Guiana, as the bark ol a t

called by the natives Simarouba, which they employed with great si
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f
u dysentery. The first authentic botanical account of the tree was

g
by Dr. Wright {Trans. Royal Soc. of Edinb. vol. ii. part ii. p. 73).

i
tany. Gen. Char. — Flowers unisexual. Calyx small, cup-

J -d, five-toothed or parted. Petals five, longer, spreading. Males :

cj -ns nearly equal to the petals, arranged around a receptacle bearing

J apex five very minute lobes (rudiments of ovaries) or sometimes

Females : Ovaries five, placed on an even disk, surrounded at the

y by ten short hairy scales (rudiments of stamens). Styles the same

j! oer, short, distinct at the base
;
there united into one, crowned by a

p ler five-lobed stigma. Fruit five drupes (Lindley).

y . Char.—Male floivers decandrous. Stigma five-partite. Leaves

Hotly pinnate
; leaflets alternate, somewhat stalked, pubescent be-

ll (D.C.)

3 very tall tree. Roots long and creeping. Stem thick ;
bark bitter,

finally white, fibrous and tough, externally blackish and fimrowed in

ti lid trees, but smooth and grey, with yellow spots, in the young ones.

j es alternate ; leaflets alternate, two to nine on each side, oval, firm,

of onate. Floivers small, yellowish-white, some male, others female,

i d, in panicles. Fruit of five, ovate, black, smooth capsules, placed

si : fleshy disk.
_

.

Bi sscription.—The simaruba bark (
cortex simarubce) of the shops, is

:t; 1 bark of the root {cortex radicis simaruba),
and is brought from

_ — • i i i 1 • i j 1 « n / 1 t s~\ I rl n /I
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and intermittents. It is a remedy, however, which I

pepsia
,
anorexia

,

seldom Used.

Lxfusum Simarubje
,
L. E. D. (Simaruba bark, bruised -A

[3ss. D.]
;

Boiling [distilled, L.] Water, Oj. [Oss. D.] Macerate^ ;

two hours in a lightly covered vessel, and strain [through linen 13
calico, £?.]).—Tonic; in large doses emetic. Dose, as a tonic ftt

to fsij-

Picrce'na excel'sa, Lindley, E.

—

The Lofty Bitter-Wood Tree.

Quassia excelsa, Swartz, L. D.—Picrania amara, Wright.—Quassia polygama, Lindsay.

Sex. Syst. Decandria, Monogynia.

(Lignum, L. D.—Wood chiefly of Picrama excelsa, seldom of Quassia amara, E.)

History.—The wood of this tree has been introduced as a substitija

for that of Quassia amara, with which it has often been confounded.
Botany. Gen. Chajr.—Flowers polygamous. Sepals 5, minute. fl

‘

tals 5, longer than the sepals. Stamens 5, about as long as the petajo

rather shaggy; anthers roundish. Ovaries 3, seated on a round, turJI
receptacle. Style 3 -cornered, bifid : stigmas simple, spreading. Fruit\\

globose, I -celled, bivalved drupes, which are distant from each otlu

and placed on a broad hemispherical receptacle (Lindley).

Sp. Char.—The only species.

A tall, beautiful timber tree, sometimes 100 feet high: Leaves pinna

;

with an odd one ; leaflets 4- 8 pairs, opposite, stalked, oblong, acun|5

nate, unequal at the base. Racemes towards the ends of the branchleu

axillary, very compound. Flowers small, pale yellowish green. Druf
size of a pea, black, shining, round (Lindsay, Trans: Roy. Soc. EdiuL
iii. 205.)

Har.—Jamaica.

Description.—Quassia wood
(
lignum quassice),—sometimes calle''

Jamaica quassia wood
(lignum quassice jamaicensis

)
in order to distilt

guish it from the wood of Quassia amara,—is imported from Jamaica

billets of various sizes (sometimes a foot in diameter, and several feet V

length), covered externally with a smooth brittle bark. The wood

white, but by exposure to the air becomes* yellowish
;

it has no odoof

but a most intensely bitter taste. Floors made of quassia wood retail

for many years their bitterness. An efflorescence of nitrate of potash ;Sj

frequently observed on it (Planche, Journ. de Pharm. xxiii. 542).

Adulteration.—Quassia wood has recently been somewhat scardi

and, in consequence, its chips have been adulterated with the chips M

other woods
;
but the intense bitterness of the genuine wood readily 4114

tinguishes it.

Composition.—Though quassia wood has been the subject of repeatjj

chemical investigation, I am unacquainted with any complete analysjr

of it. But from the experiments of Pfaff (Syst. d. Mat. Med. ii. 21) ai

others, the following appear to be the principal constituents of it: vol

tile oil a minute trace, a bitter principle (quassite), gummy extractiv

pectin, woody fibre, and various salts (as oxalate, tartrate, and sulpha

of lime, chlorides of calcium and sodium, an ainmoniacal salt, and ultra

of potash).

Quassite j Bitter Principle of Quassia j Quassin .—Obtained by adding lime
^

to a concentrated aqueous decoction of quassia (to separate the pectin and others
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9j -s), evaporating
1 and treating- the residue with alcohol, which takes up the quas-

ii i brown colouring matter, and some salts. By repeated solution and evaporation
•1 ohol with a little ether the quassite is obtained pure. Quassite occurs in small,

, ,
prismatic crystals, which are fusible, odourless, intensely bitter, readily soluble

(ij ohol, but very slightly so in water or ether. Its solubility in water is increased

ij. reral salts and vegetable principles. Its watery solution is precipitated (white) by

;,j u, but not by iodine, chlorine, corrosive sublimate, salts of iron, acetate, or diace-

tr i lead. It is a neutral body, though soluble in sulphuric and nitric acids. It

i

1

- ;ts of carbon 66.912, hydrogen
, 6.827, and oxygen 26.261

; or C 10 H6 O 3
( Wiggers

,

1 1 d. Pkarm. xxi. 40; Brit. Ann. of Med. for 1837, p. 561).

j
j

iysiological Effects, {a.) On animals.—From recent experiments

H 'pears that quassia wood acts on animals as a narcotic poison. Dr.

J ght [Med. Plants of Jamaica
)
tells us that no insect will live near

) net work made of it. It has been long known that an aqueous

i 'sion of this substance was an excellent fly-poison
;
but Hartl, one of

l hner’s pupils, has lately shown that it also possesses poisonous pro-

j i ies with respect to the larger animals (Buchner, Toxikol. s. 266).

[ s he found that a rabbit, into a wound of whose thigh a grain of the

|

holic extract of quassia had been introduced, lost his power and

iness, and died on the third day. A second experiment made on an

:r and stronger animal was attended with the same results. No pain

|

t' 3ared to be experienced, nor were there any marks of irritation or

i .mmation observable after death. Kurtz (G. A. Richter, Ausf.

/ neimittell. Suppl. Bd. s. 42. 1832) mentions that complete paralysis

ae hind extremities of a dog affected with the mange (Fettr'dude), was

ught on by washing the ulcers with decoction of quassia : in seven

res, however, it disappeared.

These experiments seem to show that the bitter principle of quassia

messes properties somewhat like those of the Amer of Welther.

On man.—In the usual medicinal doses, quassia operates as a sto-

] hie and tonic—that is, it is bitter to the taste, promotes the appetite,

assists the digestive functions. It is devoid of all irritant, stimulant,

astringent properties; and has been, therefore, sometimes taken as a

-
: of the simple or pure bitters. It is more powerful than, but in

;r respects analogous to, gentian in its operation. “We can find

i ling in this wood,” says Dr. Cullen [Mat. Med.) “but a pure and

|

pie bitter —and he goes on to observe that he believes it to be an

eclient substance, capable of doing all that any pure and simple bitter

I

do, but no more.

<>oes it act as a narcotic on man, as on other animals ? 1 have era-

sed, and seen others administer quassia most extensively, but never

grounds for suspecting any effect of the kind alluded to. Yet some

ie observed effects which certainly seem to favour the notion that

-ssia possesses a specific influence over the cerebio-spinal system. n

ales endowed with extreme susceptibility, I have seen, says Baibier

mite Elem. deMat. Med. i. 250. 2nd ed.), involuntary movements of the

•ts and legs, produced by the aqueous infusion of quassia. Kiaus

ilmittell. s. 412. 1831) says that the continued use of quassia brings

amblyopia (dimness of sight); and Kurtz asserts that the long-con-

ied use of quassia has brought on amaurosis.

jike many other substances, quassia mixed with dead animal matter

cks putrefaction ;
and hence it is termed antiseptic. Ebelmg (8 chle-

, Thes. Mat. Med. t. ii.) many years ago, performed some experiments
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to determine its power in this respect, compared with other bitters j
'<

h superior to several of them.found it much superior

Uses.—Quassia is employed in the same cases as several other simr
bitters, some of which have been already noticed (see p. 79 and 89p<
Though I am not disposed to place much confidence in the above qu0B
statements of Barbier, Kraus, and Kurtz, yet a cautious practitioi

,

would avoid employing it in amaurosis and cerebral affections. Quai
is principally employed in dyspepsia, anorexia

,

and other stomach dll

orders of a functional kind of an atonic character, more especially wl

U

occurring in a gouty subject. Though it has been beneficially employ,
in intermittents, few practitioners will, I suspect, use it, when they [ ^
procure cinchona, quina, or arsenic.

Kraus suggests that it may be useful in intolerance of light, and ot

diseases of the eye, accompanied with great sensibility without fever

congestion
;
yet only (he adds) as an adjuvant to hyoscyamus and belt

donna.

An infusion of quassia has been proposed as a wash in compound fr.

tures, wounds, and ulcers, to keep off insects. In its use, however,

should bear in mind the effect which Kurtz states was produced on i

dog by a wash of this kind.

1. Infusum Quassias, L. E. D. (Quassia wood, in chips, 9ij. [sj.

3j. D.]
;
Boiling [distilled, T.] Water, Oj. [Oss. D.] Macerate fort

hours in a lightly covered vessel, and strain [through linen or calico, E
—Tonic. Generally employed in dyspeptic and other stomach aff

tions. It has an advantage over some other vegetable bitter infiisio

that chalybeates can be combined with it, without changing its colo

Dose, fsj. to fsiij. It is in common use as a fly-poison.

2. Tinctura Quassias, E. D. (Quassia in chips, sj.; Proof Spin

Oj. and f *xvij. [Oij. wine measure, D.] Digest for seven days,

filter).—Dose f5ss. to foij. This tincture possesses all the bitterness

the wood.
3. Tinctura Quassiae composita, E. (Cardamom-seeds bruisi

Cochineal bruised, of each5ij.; Cinnamon, in moderately fine powde

Quassia in chips, of each 5iij
. ;

Raisins, siv. ;
Proof Spirit, Oj . and f

i

Digest for seven days, strain the liquor, express strongly the residuu

and filter. This tincture may also be obtained by percolation, as direct!

for the Compound Tincture of Cardamom [see p. 696], provided 1

quassia be rasped or in powder).—An aromatic tonic. Dose, fsj- to f:

ai

the root

-dealer

Other Medicinal Simarubacece.

The wood of Quassia amara (Linn. E.) has been employed in medicine under

name of Surinam quassia wood
(
lignum quassia: surinamense).

Fermin mentions that about the year 1714 the flowers of this shrub were nig*

valued at Surinam on account of their stomachic properties. In 1730,

said to have been found in the collection of Seba, a celebrated spice-

Amsterdam. Haller tells us that a relative of his took quassia for an epidemic fever

1742, and that it was then a well-known medicine. In 1763 Linnaeus publish*

dissertation on this medicine, in which he states that he received specimens of the

from one of his pupils, C. U. Dahlberg, a military officer and counsellor at*, unn*

who had become acquainted with the medical qualities of the root through a blac "

*
^

named Quassia, who employed it as a secret remedy in the cure of endemic ma 'g l '‘

fevers of that place. From this circumstance Linnaeus named the tree in hono
^

the slave, Quassia. Rolander, who returned from Surinam in 1756, tells us

and conversed with this black, who was almost worshipped by some, and suspec
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by others. Rolamler found him to be a simple man, better skilled in old women’s

tan in magic (Murray, App. Med. iii. 433). All parts of the plant are intensely

The wood, as I have received it, is in cylindrical pieces (covered by a thin,

-i-white, and bitter bark), not exceeding two inches in diameter, very light,

t odour, but having an extremely bitter taste. The chemical aud medical pro-

are similar to the wood of Simaruba amara.

Order 62. Ruta'ce^e, Decandolle.—The Rue Tribe.

jji hal Character.— Sepals three, four, or five ; more or less adherent at the base,

I iat the calyx is dentate, cleft, or partite. Petals, very rarely none, usually as

Hevas the sepals, frequently unguiculate, distinct. Disk fleshy-glandular, sur-

3« iding the ovary, arising from the receptacle external to the petals, and bearing

Kiitamens on tbe'upper part. Stamens usually twice as many as the petals, and

I i either all fertile or the alternate ones barren. Carpels as many as the sepals,

jl etimes fewer by abortion, either distinct or united at the base, or perfectly connate.

4 e arising from'the centre of the ovary, single, divided into as many stigmas as

five are ovaries. Carpels, when ripe, generally distinct, one-celled, dehiscent,

Hil.lved, cocculose within. Seeds affixed to the inner angle, inverse; embryo

4 ight, compressed
;
radicle superior.

—

Herbs or shrubs, with opposite oi alternate

B . jlate leaves (Condensed from Decandolle).
.

It ;rties.—Volatile oil and bitter matter are the predominating constituents of this

|nr. These confer stimulant, tonic, and, in some cases, narcotic qualities.

Ruta grave olens, Linn. L. E. D .—Common or Garden Rue.

Sex. Syst. Decandria, Monogynia.

(Folia, L. D .—Leaves and unripe fruit, E.)

'Story.—

T

his plant was highly esteemed by the ancients ;
and is

ently mentioned by Hippocrates under the name of ITiyyavov. Pliny

..Nat. lib. xx. cap." 51, ed. Valp.) says that Pythagoras (who died in

t ear 489 before Christ) fancied that me was hurtful to the eyes : but,

Pliny, he was in error, since engravers and painters eat it with bread

esses to benefit their eyes. The ancients had a curious> idea that

i me flourished the best
;
just as, says Pliny, it is said that stolen

thrive the worst. _ . ,
~

OTANY. Gen. Char .— Caliyx persistent, four-, rarely three- to flve-

ite. Petals as many as the segments of the calyx, ungiucu a e, some

, cochleate. Stamens twice as many as the petals. i\ ectanferous

19 at the base of the ovary, as many as the stamina. Ovary on a

thick stalk. Style one. Capsule somewhat globose, divider

lany cells as there are petals. Seeds affixed by the internffi angle

,

fleshy; embryo curved; radicle long; cotyledons huear. Pe

or suffruticose, fetid herbs, of a sea-green colour. Leaves altei

vers corymbose, yellow, central, often_five-clc t (
. •)

. ,

r
>. Cijar.—

L

eaves supradecompound ;
lobes o ong,

obovate. Petals entire or somewhat toothed (
•

•)
, f t

i

small, branching, hairless undershrub, with t e °^er H
Flowers

being woody. Leaves dotted, glaucous or bli^h gn

^

mbellate racemes. Petals four or five, ungiuci .

,

^
’

i t is

The first flower has usually ten stamina the o^ei® «gbt IUs

irkable that the anthers move in turns o e
1 four lobed

ng shed their pollen, retire. Fruit roundish, waited, foui-lobed,

t lobe opening into two valves.
,

... , i • „orj-nt,

r

Aii —South of Europe. Commonly cultivated in gardens.

•escription.—The herb (
herbaruU ; herba ruta hortensis

)

is readily
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recognised by its strong disagreeable odour, which it owes to volatile
(

1

!

Its taste is bitter and nauseous. 100 lbs. yield by drying about 22 ] r

The dried herb is greyish-green, and lias a less powerful odour. T ’

unripe fruit (
fructus immaturus rutce

)
is also officinal in the E dinbun m

Pharmacopoeia.
Composition.—Rue was analyzed, in 1811, by Mahl (Pfaff, Mat. Mi

iv. 339), who found in it the following constituents:

—

Volatile oil
, bitf

extractive
,

chlorophylle, peculiar vegeto-animal matter precipitable $
tincture of nutgalls, malic acid

,
gum

,
albumen

,
starch

,
and woody fibre.

1. Volatile Oil of Rue (Oleum Rutce).—Is obtained by submitting tbe herb, w,'
water, to distillation. It is pale-yellow, has a bitterish acrid taste, and a sp. gr.'

q

0 91 1. It is somewhat more soluble in water than tbe other volatile oils.

2. Bitter Extractive.—Very bitter, insoluble in alcohol and ether.

filI

Physiological Effects, (a.) On Animals generally.—Orfila (Toxicfi

Gen.) found that eighteen grains of oil of rue injected into the veins of a dal.

acted as a narcotic, and caused staggering and feebleness of the posterafr

extremities
;
but in a few hours the animal had recovered. Six ounces fl

the juice of rue introduced into the stomach of a dog, killed him witb&
twenty-four hours. The mucous membrane of the stomach was fou *

inflamed.

(b.) On Man.—The topical action of me is that of an acrid. Whit
much handled it is apt to cause redness, swelling, and vesication of t||

skin. The following is an illustrative case from Buchner (Toxikologft

265) :—After some very hot days in June 1823, Roth, an apothecary

Aschaffenburg, cut down a considerable quantity of me while in

bloom, and separated the leaves from the stalks. The next morning bo ft

his hands were very red and hot, and, on the third day, appeared as r

they had been exposed to hot aqueous vapour. They were besmear^
with oil. Towards evening vesication commenced, and was most copio* (

at the points of the fingers. On the fourth day the parts were still muo
[

swollen
;
and between the blisters the skin had assumed a dark red •

purplish hue. On the fifth and sixth days the swelling extended up tl *

back part of the arms as far as the elbow. Poultices (of chamomile ai||

elder flowers) were applied, and the blisters cut. Within four weeks tlu

skin had gradually peeled off. His children, who had played with th

rue, suffered with swelling of the face and hands.

The constitutional effects of rue are those of a stimulant and narcotil

It has long been celebrated as an antispasmodic in epilepsy, hysteril

and flatulent colic. It is a very popular emmenagogue, especially :

hysterical cases, and is sometimes resorted to for the purpose of procul

ing abortion. Its narcotic and reputed uterine influence seems to li

proved by three cases of poisoning with it, taken for the purpose q
causing miscarriage, published by Helie (Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xxit

p. 171). In these cases the rue produced the effects of an acro-narcotj

poison—viz. epigastric pain, violent and continued vomiting, inflamimi

lion and swelling of the tongue, salivation, colic, fever, thirst, disordj

of the muscular system (manifested by tottering gait, and irregular anj

convulsive movements of the body and limbs), giddiness, confused visio*

contracted pupil, delirium, or rather reverie, somnolency, and, after sonli

days, miscarriage. During the stupor the pulse was feeble, very smal

and slow (in one case beating only thirty times in the minute) ;
there wei

great debility, faintness, and coldness of the skin. The general appeal
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:e was that of an intoxicated person. The ill effects lasted several

ys. In one case a decoction of three fresh sliced roots, as big as the

ger, had been taken
; in the second, a decoction of the leaves

; in the

rd, a large dose of the expressed juice of the fresh leaves.

Uses.—Rue is comparatively but little employed by the medical prac-

H oner. It formerly enjoyed great celebrity as an antispasmodic and
menagogue ;

a celebrity which it still retains among the public. The
nervations above made on the effects of rue prove that it is a much
:>re active agent than is commonly supposed, and its remedial powers

s-serve to be more carefully examined than they have hitherto been.

the flatulent colic
,
especially of children, it is an exceedingly valuable

uedy, and may be administered either by the stomach or, in infants, by
(

* rectum, in the form of clyster. It may also be employed with benefit

-some cases of infantile convulsions. It has been employed in hysteria

,

enorrhcea
,
and epilepsy. In the two first of these maladies it will pro-

bly at times prove serviceable, and in them it deserves further trials,

has likewise been used as an anthelmintic. In former times it was

;en as a condiment, and was regarded as an universal antidote to

isons. It has been employed topically as an antiseptic in gangrene

d foul ulcers, and likewise as a local stimulant, rubefacient, and

cutient, in cold swellings, contusions, &c.

Administration.—Dose of \h.e poivder from 3j. tosss.; but this is not

eligible mode of preparation, as rue loses part of its activity (by the

1 latilization of its essential oil) by drying. An infusion (prepared by

jesting an ounce of the fresh herb in Oj. of boiling water), called rue

t, is a popular remedy. It is given in doses of fsj. to f-sij. Rue water

'ua rutee) may be prepared with the oil, as mint water (see p. 828) : its

sse is faj. to fsij.

T. Confectio Rutje, L. Conserva Rutce, D. (Rue, dried; Caraway;

i ly Berries, of each, sjss. ;
Sagapenum, *ss.; Black Pepper, 5ij.; Clari-

( d Honey, Sxvj. Rub the dry ingredients into a very fine powder. The

ndon College directs the honey not to be added until the confection is

be used : the Dublin College, however, mixes it with the diy ingie-

?nts at once).—Carminative and antispasmodic. Employed in flatu-

; it colic and infantile convulsions. Objectionable in inflammation of

3 intestinal mucous membrane. Dose 3j. to 5j. Sometimes employee

the maladies of children in the form of enema, composed of gruel and

-scruple of the confection.

2. Oleum Rutm, D. E. (Obtained by submitting the herb, with water,

• distillation). From 12 lbs. of the leaves, gathered before the plant had

•wered, Lewis [Mat. Med.) obtained only about 3nj. of oil
;
but the

me quantity of herb, with the seeds almost ripe, yieldec a oveop

$ stimulant, antispasmodic, and emmenagogue. Used m spasmodic and

nvulsive diseases, and in amenorrheea. Dose, gtt. ij. to vp, rubbed

»wn with sugar and water.
. r

3. Sfrupus Rutje.—Though syrup of rue is not contained m any of

e British pharmacopoeias, it is a useful preparation, and is always kept

the shops. It is usually prepared extemporaneously by adding eight

ten drops of the oil to a pint of simple syrup. It is used by nurses to

lieve the flatulent colic of children. Dose, one or two teaspooniuls.

4. Extractum Rutm, D. (A watery extract).—A very useless pie-

iration. The volatile oil, on which the stimulant and antispasmodic

4 H
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properties of the herb depends, is driven off in the process, leaving r.

the bitter extractive. It is tonic, but inferior to extract of chamomiletl
Dosfe, grs. x. to Bj.

Baros'ma, Willdenow .— Various Species
,
E.

Dios'ma crena'ta, Dec. L. D.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Folia, L. D.—Leaves, E.)

History.—The natives of the Cape of Good Hope employ several «
species of Barosma, on account of their odoriferous and medicinal prop
perties. The Hottentots employ a powder, composed of the leaves oil

various odoriferous plants (principally Barosmas), under the name oil

Bookoo or Buku, for anointing their bodies (Burchell, Travels in Southern I

Africa
,

vol. i. p. 479, and vol. ii. p. 59). Barosma crenata was introju.

duced into the botanical gardens of this country in 1774, but it was nop
employed in medicine until 1823.

Botany. Gen. Char.— Calyx live-cleft or parted; dotted. Dish

lining the bottom of the calyx, generally with a short, scarcely promi-

nent, rim. Petals five, with short claws. Filaments ten ; the five oppo-t

site the petals sterile, petaloid, sessile, ciliated, obscurely glandular at thq

apex
;
the other five longer, smooth or hispid, subulate, with the anthers

usually furnished with a minute gland at the apex. Style as long as thej|

petals. Stigma minute, five-lobed
;

ovaries auriculate at the apex.;

usually glandular and tuberculated. Fruit composed of five cocci covered

with glandular dots at the back {Bindley).—Shrubs. Leaves opposite.*

flat, smooth, dotted. Flowers stalked, axillary.

Species. — The leaves of several species of Barosma constitute*

Buchu or Bitchi.

1. Baros'ma crenula'ta, Willd.; Diosma crenulata, Linn.-, D. odorata,

Decandolle-, D. lafifolia, Loddiges-, D. serratifolia, Burchell. — Leaver

ovate-oblong, crenate, smooth, glandular. Pedicels solitary, with two

bracts immediately; under the flower {Dec.)—Upright shrub
,
between two

and three* feet in height; branches brownish-purple. Leaves about an

inch long, oval-lanceolate, on very short petioles, very obtuse, delicately

and minutely crenated, quite glabrous, rigid, darkish-green, and quite

smooth above, with a» few very obscure oblique nerves, beneath paler

dotted with glands which are scarcely pellucid, while at every crenature

is a conspicuous pellucid gland : there is also a narrow pellucid margin

round the whole leaf. Peduncles about as long as the leaf. Calyx of

five ovate-acuminate leaflets, green, tinged with purple. Corolla of five

ovate petals, purple in bud, blush-coloured when fully expanded.—(Con-

densed from Hooker, Bot. Mag. t. 3413).—Cape of Good Hope.

2. Baros'ma crena'ta, Ec/clon and Zeyher, Enum. PI. Afr. austr.

i. 102, 1805; Dios'ma crena'ta, Decandolle
,
Loddiges, L. D.

—

Leaves

ovate [or obovato] acute, dotted, glandulose-serrate at the margin.

Pedicels solitary, somewhat leafy {Decand.)—Floivers pink, terminal, on

short leafy branches.—Cape of Good Hope.

3. Baros'ma serratifo'lia, Willd., Decandolle, Loddiges.

—

Leaves

linear-lanceolate, serrulate, smooth, glandular. Pedicels solitary, bearing

two leaflets above the middle {Decand.)—Leaves acuminate, three-nerved.

Florvers lateral, white.—Cape of Good Hope.
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Description.—The leaves of several species of Barosma are known in
shops as Buchu

(
Bucku

, E.; Folia Barosma sen Diostria). They
intermixed with stalks and fruit. They are smooth, somewhat

i
j,

ling, sharply or bluntly serrated or crenated, and beset both on the
k ;-es, especially between the teeth, and on the under surface, with glands

[ cd with essential oil. Their consistence is coriaceous
;
their colour

||
e or yellowish-green; their odour strong and rue-like (though some

i
j
npare it to rosemary, others to cumin, or cat’s urine), and their taste is

nn and mint-like. They present considerable variety in shape. The
st common are the following :

—

. Ovate or obovate Buchu. Leaves of Barosma crenata, Eckl. and Zeyhar.—Leaves
te, oval, oblong1

,
or obovate.

. Ovate-oblong Buclm. Leaves of Barosma crenulata
,
Willd.—Leaves ovate-oblong

bbovate-oblong or oval-lanceolate, obtuse.

Linear-lanceolate Buchu. Leaves of Barosma serratifolia
,
Willd.—Leaves linear-

ceolate or lanceolate, acuminate.

Composition.-

—

Two analyses of buchu have been made: one, in

27, by Braudes (Gmelin, Handb. de Chem. ii. 1258); the other, in the

ae year, by Cadet de Gassicourt (Journ . de Chitn. Med. iii. 44).

Cadet's Analysis

.

;mn
rnn

Braudes's Analysis .

ee yellow volatile oil 088
mu 234
iter extractive (

Diosmin
) .. .. 3’78

1 lorophylle .. 477
nm 12-71

4500
substance extracted by

otash 1*56

.rogenous matter extracted by
i 'Otash 2‘42

lumen 0’58

.lie acid, and matter precipi-

table by tannin 1'56

‘ssorin, with oxalate and phos-

phate of lime ... 4-53

rious salts of potash and lime. . 3 07

iter 12-94

etic acid and loss 3 86

Leaves of Diosma crenata 100 00

Volatile oil 0-665

Gum . 2L170
Extractive > 5-170

Chlorophylle 1*100

Resin 2" 151

[Lignin, &c 69"744]

Leaves of Diosma crenata 100-000

11. Volatite Oil of Buchu {Oleum Barosma seu Diosma).—Yellowish-brown, lighter

I

inn water; odour that of the leaves*

22. Bitter Extractive: Diosmin.—Brownish-yellow, bitter and somewhat pungent,

luble in water, but neither in alcohol or ether.

! Physiological Effects.—Buchu is an aromatic stimulant and tonic,

i iken in moderate doses it promotes the appetite, relieves nausea and

.tulence, and acts as a diuretic and diaphoretic. Its constitutional

< ects appear rehorrible— first, to its action on the stomach ,
and, se-

brtdly, to the absorption of the volatile oil, which is subsequently thrown

’it of the system by the secreting organs, on which it appears to act

pically in its passage through them. Buchu seems to lui\e a specific

fluence over the urinary organs.
.

Uses.—The natives of the Cape of Good Hope prepare a spu it

' buchu (which they term buchu brandy ), by distilling the leaves

ith the dregs of wine, which they employ in chronic diseases of the

emacli and bladder.
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In this country biichu lias been principally employed in chronb v

maladies of the urino-genital organs. Dr. Reece [Gaz. of Healt 1'

for 1821, 1822, 1823, < and 1824) first drew the attention of prac -

titioners and the public in this country to it in these cases; anc i

in 1823, Dr. M‘Dowell [Trans, of the King and Queen's Coll of Phy
vol. iv. p. 131, Dubl. 1824) gave a most favourable account of iy
good effects. It has since been employed by a considerable nunji

ber of practitioners, and its remedial powers fairly tried. It seem/-

to be principally adapted to chronic cases attended with copious

secretion. In chronic inflammation of the mucous membrane of tl\k

bladder, attended with a copious discharge of mucus, it frequently checM
the secretion, and diminishes the irritable condition of the bladder

J

thereby enabling the patient to retain his urine for a longer period
; bi|j

I have several times seen it fail to give the least relief, and in some case*

^

it appeared rather to add to the patient’s sufferings. In irritable coni it

tions of the urethra
,
as spasmodic stricture, and in gleet

,
it has occyij

sionally proved serviceable. In lithiasis, attended with increased secret

4

tion of uric acid, it has been given with considerable benefit by Dii

Carter
(
Lond. Med. Rep. Apr. 1826, p. 348), and others, and has appearetii

to check the formation of this acid. For the most part it should be give»lj

in these cases in combination with alkalies (as liquor potassae). Ijfi

prostatic affections,
in rheumatism

,
and even in skin diseases

,
it has akU

been employed; and, it is said, with occasional good effect. In dys-

pepsia Dr. Hulton has found it serviceable (M‘Dowell, op. cit.)

Administration.

—

The dose of buchu, in powder
,
is 3j. or 5SS. It .

usually taken in wine. But the infusion and tincture are more eligibli,

,
preparations.

1. Infusum Buchu
,
D. Infusum Bucku

,
E. Infusum Diosma, ij

1,

(Buchu, §j. [5SS. D.]
;
Boiling [distilled, L.~\ Water, Oj. [Oss. Z).] Mai

cerate for four [two, E.~\ hours in a lightly-covered vessel, and strain*

[through linen, D. E., or calico, E.] — Tonic, sudorific, and diuretifjjS

Dose, fsj. to fsij.

2. Tinctuba Buchu, D. Tinctura Bucku, E. (Buchu, Siiss.; Proa j

Spirit, Oj. Digest for seven days, pour off the clear liquor, and filter ih

This tincture may be conveniently and quickly made also by the process

of percolation, E .—The proportions used by the Dublin College aiii

essentially the same, and the tincture is directed to be prepared by

ceration).—Dose, fsj. to fsiv.

1

Galipe'a officinalis, Hancock, E. and G. Cusparia, Decandolle, L. t

Bonplan'dia trifolia'ta, Willd. D.

Sex. Syst. Diandria, Monogynia.

(Cortex, L. D.—Bark, E.)

History.

—

Mutis is said to have employed angostura bark in 17a0

but it did not come to England until 1788, and was first publicly notice'

in the London Medical Journal for 1789. Mr. A. E. Braude [Exp. an

Observ. on the Angustura Bark, Lond. 1793) says, that, in 1791, 40,000 lbs

or upwards had been imported. It was called Cortex Angustura, fi'oi^l

Angostura, a place in South America, whence the Spaniards fin

brought it.
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t
{

otany. Gen. Char.— Calyx short, five-toothed. Petals five, united

1
1

a salver-shaped corolla, or closely approximating
; tube short, pen-

[ nal ;
lobes spreading, acute. Stamens four »to seven, liypogynous,

[j. evvhat adherent to the petals, unequal, sometimes all fertile, commonly
antheriferous, two to five shorter, sterile. Nectary cupuliform.

i I ’es five, afterwards combined into one, and forming a four- or five-

i i >ved stigma. Carpella five, or by abortion fewer, containing two

J es, obtuse, cocculiform, sessile, with a separable endocarp. Seeds

ri :ary by abortion
;
cotyledons large, corrugated, biauriculate.—Smooth

,i| \bs. Leaves alternate, simple, or plurifoliate
;
leaflets oblong, acurni-

f| :. Peduncles axillary, many flowered (D. C.)

•A pecies .—Humboldt and Bonpland {PI. JEquinoct. ii. 59, t. 57) state

Galipea Cusparia, Dec. yields Angostura bark
;

whereas Dr.

ft icock {Trans. Med. Bot. Soc. 1829, p. 16) asserts that it is a species

Bi. ch he calls Galipea officinalis. But it appears to me not improbable

l both species may yield a febrifuge bark.

. Galipe'a Cuspa'ria, Decand. L. Bouplandia trifoliata, Willd. D.

paria febrifuga, Humb. and Bonpl. — Leaves trifoliate. Racemes

Lied, almost terminal. Calyx five-toothed. Sterile stamens three

I \eand.')—A majestic forest tree
,
sixty or eighty feet high. Leaves two

ti dong, gratefully fragrant; petioles one foot long, or nearly so ;
leaflets

\ : ile, unequal, ovate-lanceolate, acute. Flowers white, with fascicles

1 1|| iairs seated on glandular bodies on the outside. Stamens monadel-

ILus (Ivunth); fertile ones, two; sterile ones, three, according to

I inner—four, according to Kunth ;
anthers with two short appendages.

I
1,-mas five. Seed solitary.—Forests of tropical America. Yields

t
i ostura bark (Humboldt and Bonpland).

Galipe'a officina'lis, Hancock
,
E.—Leaves trifoliate. Racemes

ied, axillary, terminal. Stamens two. Nectaries (sterile stamens ?)

{Hancock).—A tree
,
usually twelve or fifteen feet high, never exceed-

i twenty feet. Leaves
,
when fresh, having the odour of tobacco ;

leaf-

obloim, pointed at both extremities, from six to ten inches long, on

short stalks
;
petioles as long as the leaflets. Flowers white, hairy

mens distinct ;
fertile ones, two ;

sterile ones, five
;
anthers without

endages. Stigma simple, capitate. Seeds two in each capsule
;
one

ally abortive. Neighbourhood of the Orinoko (Carony, Alta Gracia,

) Yields Angostura or Carony bark (Hancock).

Description.—Angostura or Cusparia bark {cortex angos urce

larioe
)
is imported directly or indirectly from Sout i

- mcuca.

- -:;t of what I have seen,” says Mr. A. E. Brande, has been £ut into

ks in the West Indies; but where the original package lemains

T curious, and formed carefully of the large leaves of a species of j^alm

< minded by a kind of net-work made of flexible sticks.
>

It occms m
pieces and quills, of various sizes, the longest pieces bemg iiom six

inches in length, covered w.ft a^ 1‘he internal surface is

fibrous or .splintery, easily

arable into ?aminre ;
the fracture is short and

-ng but peculiar, and somewhat animal ;
the taste biftei, annual ,

.

hmsTiTtiTioN.—I have already (see p. 906-7-10) noticed the serious

idents which have resulted in consequence ol the bark ol the nux-

seu

The
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vomica tree being substituted, either from ignorance or commerci
r

cupidity, with angostura bark. Hence arose the distinction into true <

West Indian angostura, and false, spurious, or East Indian angostur ]l

Though the characters of the latter have been fully described (see 2
906-7), it may be as well to place them in contrast with those of tl]2

genuine angostura. In drawing up the following table of characteristic}J
I have been greatly assisted by the tables of Guibourt {Hist, des DrouL

ii. 6. 3me ed.) and Fee
(
Cours d'Hist. Nat. Pharm. i. 588).

Form

Odour

Taste .

Hardness and Density - . .

.

Fracture

Epidermoid crust

Inner surface

-g 'u [
rind, of Litmus

Sesquichl. Iron.

.

C3 <D C3
.

rO bCJO
gj

0J '3''S ^
*-» o

o
i=s '

r* OJ 0) C3

O £ fl a
M ft

°
p U btl

<N

Ferrocyanide of
Potassium

Nitric Acid

Angostura Bark.

Quills or flat pieces, straight or
slightly bent. .

Disagreeable.

Bitter, afterwards somewhat acrid,

persistent.

Bark fragile when dry, easily cut,

light, tissue not very dense.

Dull and blackish.

Whitish or yellowish, insipid, un-
changed, or rendered slightly
orange-red by nitric acid.

Separable into laminae
;
deepened

by nitric acid.

Blue colour destroyed.

Flocculent dark greyish-brown pre-
cipitate.

No change : hydrochloric acid
caused a yellow precipitate.

A small quantity makes the liquor
cloudy

;
a large quantity renders

it transparent deep red.

Quills or flat pieces, short, often vetjif

much twisted like dried horn, arch fl
backwards.

None, or very slight.

Intensely bitter, very persistent.

Broken or cut with difficulty,

tissue compact.

Resinous.

Variable : sometimes a spongy
coloured layer

; at other times whitii

prominent spots, more or less scattei

or approximated. Nitric acid mal
it intensely dark green or blackish.

Not separable into lamina;
;

renden I

blood red by nitric acid.

Slightly reddened.

Clear yellowish-green liquor.

Slight turbidness not augmented by 1

drochloric acid
;
liquor greenish.

A small quantity makes the liquor cle

and paler
;
a large quantity transpa

red.

Composition.'—Angostura bark has been the subject of repeated cho

mical investigation. Notices of the earlier attempts to analyse it a:

given by Meyer {Diss. Inaug. de Cort. August. Gotting. 1790) and t

Pfaff {Syst. der Mat. Med. ii. 58). The analyses which deserve quotin

are those of Pfaff [Ibid.) and Fischer (Gmelin, Hand. d. Chem. ii. 1258)4

Pfaff's Analysis.

Volatile oil.

Bitter extractive.

Bitter resin.

Acrid oily resin.

Tartaric acid (free).

Salts (sulphate and tartrate of potash,

chloride of potassium, and sulphate

of lime).

Lignin.

Angostura bark.

1. Volatile Oil of Angostura j Odorous
milting the bark to distillation with water,
has the peculiar odour of the bark, and an

• Fischer's Analysis.

Volatile oil 0
-

3

Peculiar bitter principle 3 7

Bitter hard resin 1‘7

Balsamic soft resin 1‘9

Elastic resin 0 2

Gum 5 7

Lignin N9T

Angostura bark 102’6

Princijde of Angostura.—Obtained by sul

It is yellowish-white, lighter than wale

acrid taste. To this, as well as to the resit
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bark owes its acrid, aromatic taste (PfafF, op. supra cit. Bd. ii. 61 and 69; Bd. VI.

. Angostxirin ; Cusparin, Saladin
;
Bitter Extractive ,

PfafF; Peculiar Bitter Prin-
j'—A neutral principle obtained by Saladin

(
Journ . de Chim. Med. ix. 388) in the

i of tetrahedral crystals, by submitting- the alcoholic tincture of the bark (prepared

i iout heat) to spontaneous evaporation. When heated it fuses, loses 23 09 per cent,

t .ts weight, and subsequently inflames, without giving any evidence of its being

tile or nitrogenous. It is insoluble in the volatile oils and in ether ; but dissolves

litly in water, more so iu alcohol. Alkaline solutions also dissolve it. Nitric acid

lers it greenish-yellow; sulphuric acid reddish-brown. Tincture of nutgalls pre-

lates it from its aqueous and alcoholic solutions.

Resin.—The hard resin brown, bitter, soluble in potash, alcohol, and acetic

_, r
.r ;

but insoluble in sulphuric ether and oil of turpentine. The soft resin is acrid,

k mish-yellow, soluble in alcohol, ether, oil of turpentine, and almond oil
;
but

luble in a solution of potash. It is coloured red by nitric acid (Pi'aff, op. supra cit.

Mo-
3hysiological Effects.

—

A powerful aromatic or stimulant tonic

3 the effects of the aromatic bitters
, p. 80). Its aromatic or stimulant

perties depend on the volatile oil and resin
;

its tonic operation on the

k
;er principle. In its tonic and febrifuge powers it approximates to

i chona bark, but is devoid of astringency. It is less likely to irritate

stomach or to cause constipation than cinchona ;
but usually keeps

bowels gently open. In lull doses it is capable ol nauseating and

,-ging. Dr. Hancock says the warm infusion causes sweating and

resis. In its combination of tonic and aromatic properties, it is most

,ted to cascarilla. In its stomachic qualities it approaches calumba.
_

Uses.—Angostura bark i-s but little employed by practitioners of this

i intry. We mav fairly ascribe this in part to the serious consequences

liich have resulted from the use of the false angostura, and m part to

belief that we have other remedies of equal, if not of superior,

i, cacy to it. In some of the continental states, its employment has

m prohibited (see p. 907). It may be administered as a febrifuge m
ermittents and remittents ,

especially in the worst forms o^ t le 1 10US

raittents of tropical climates. Dr. Williams {Lend. Mai and Phys

urn. 1798, part ii. p. 158), Wilkinson ylbid. 171)0, part iv. p. 331),

nterbottom {Med. Facts and Obs. vol. vu. p. 41), and, more recently, Di.

i incock, have' spoken in the highest terms of its efficacy In somet of

*se cases it is said to have proved greatly superior to cmclio a. It sits

re readily on the stomach, and does not cause constipation like the

ter but keeps the bowels gently open In ad,jna^
occially when complicated with great disorder of the digestaei organs

Manifested by vomiting or purging) ,
it has been usedin* good efiect (Win

Ibottom; also Lettsom, Mem. of the Med. Soc. ofLond . 1 •

;

an aromatic tonic and stomachic, m general

,mtv ,
and in atonic conditions

™ f0™^rZTeTS«« to Check prlfuse mucous dis-

Thus in the ^ex^
iirrhcea, and m chronic bionchn

< ,• i i p to !inv 0f qle

cretion of mucus. In fine, angostuia is n
jq calumba

rposes for which other vegetable tdnics (especially cascanlla, calumba,

gS 'in powder in doses of from grs

5ss. But the injusion and tincture are more elegant populations.

ecess.

"irges.

x.
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1. Infusum Cusparije, L. E. Infusum Angustura>, D. (CuspariGR

bruised, 5v. [
3ij. D.]

;
Boiling [distilled, L.] Water, Oj. [Oss. wine rnebl

sure, D.] Macerate for two hours in a lightly covered vessel, and stra 4
[through linen or calico, E.])—Tonic, stomachic, and stimulant. Use

in low fever, bilious diarrhoeas and dysenteries, muscular debility, dy
t

pepsia, &c. Dose fsj.. to fsij. Tincture of cinnamon is an agreeab A
addition to it.

2. Tinctura Cusparise, E. Tinctura Angusturae
,
D. (Cusparia,

;
\.i

moderately fine powder, *ij. and 3ij. [§ij. D.]
;
Proof Spirit, Oj. [OM

wine measure, D.] Macerate for fourteen days and filter, D.—This tin. n
ture is to be made like the tincture of cinchona, and most expeditious)

4

by the process of percolation, E.) Tonic, stimulant, and stomachic

Generally employed as an adjunct to bitter infusions. Dose fsj. to f3ij.

Other Medicinal liutaceec.
A

The root of Dictamm'nus Fraxinel'la, or Bastard Dittany, was formerly employed
i

medicine, but of late }
rearshas fallen into almost total disuse. There are two varietim

of this plant: a. purpurea with purple flowers; and fl. alba with white flowers. ItisifJ

native of the South of Europe. The root contains volatile oil, resin, bitter extracting

and probably gum. It is an aromatic tonic, and is reputed to possess antispasmodiof
diuretic, and emmenagogue properties. It was formerly employed in intermittent^

epilepsy, hysteria, amenorrhcea, chlorosis, and worms. The dose of it is from 3j. t mE

Attention has been recently drawn to it by Dr. Aldis (Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xi: £

p. 142), who states that it has been employed, during- forty years, with great success, i<|

the cure of epilepsy, by Baron A. Sloet van Oldruitenborgh and family (see Lond. Me «
)•

and Phys. Journ. vol. xlvi. p. 605). I am acquainted with one patient (a young ladjd

who took it for six months without receiving any ultimate benefit from it.

1
Order 63. Zygopiiylla'ce^e, Lindley .

—

The Bean Caper Tribe. t|

Zygophylle^e.—R. Brown. i

3Essential Character.—Sepals five, distinct, or scarcely coherent at the base._ Petai„

five, alternate with the sepals, inserted on the receptacle. Stamens ten, distinct, hjp

pogynous, five opposite to the sepals, and five to the petals. Ovary single, fivtjl

celled
; styles five united into one, sometimes rather distinct at the apex. Capsule c

|

five carpels, which are more or less aduate to each other and to the central axisfj

cells dehiscent at the superior angle, usually many-seeded, o^oue-seeded, neither

cocculiferous nor arilliferous. Seeds albuminous, or commonly exalbumiuous ;
erm

bryo straight
;

radicle superior ; cotyledons foliaceous.

—

Herbs, shrubs, or tree$

j

Leaves with stipules at the base, usually compound. (D . C.)

Properties.—The Guaiacums are resinous, and possess stimulant properties.

Guaiacum officinale, Linn. L. D.— Officinal Guaiacum.

Sex. Syst. Decandria, Monogynin.

(Lignum. Resina, L. D.—Wood. Resin obtained by beat from the wood, E.)

History.—The Spaniards derived their knowledge of the medical

uses of Guaiacum from the natives of St. Domingo, and introduced tlu^i

remedy into Europe in the early part of the sixteenth century (abouil

1508.) The fir«t importer of it was Gonsalvo Ferrand, who, heind*

infected with the venereal disease, and not obtaining any cure for it inj|
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f'
ipe, went to the West Indies to ascertain how the natives in that

l
of the world treated themselves, as the disease was as common with

Lj 1 as small-pox with Europeans. Having ascertained that Guaiacum
n employed, he returned to Spain, and commenced practitioner him-

“ I suppose,” says Freind {Hist, of Physick, part ii. p. 365,
I ed.) “ he might make a monopoly of it

;
for it appears that some

j' » after it was sold for seven gold crowns a pound.”

h otany. Gen. Char.— Calyx five-partite, obtuse. Petals five. Sta-

lls ten; filaments naked, or somewhat appendiculate. Style and
ssj na one. Capsule somewhat stalked, five-celled, five-angled, or by
bj rtion two- or three-celled. Seeds solitary in the cells, affixed to the

a,., pendulous ;
albumen cartilaginous, with small chinks; cotyledons

I ewhat thick.

—

Trees with a hard wood. Leaves abruptly pinnate,

u uncles axillary, one-flowered (D. C.)

i p. Char.—Leaves bijugate : leaflets obovate or oval, obtuse (D. C.)

|j tree rising thirty or forty feet high. Stem commonly crooked;

c furrowed
;
wood very hard and heavy. Leaves evergreen, Floivers

Sr to ten in the axilla of the upper leaves. Peduncles an inch or an

i and a half long, unifloral. Sepals five, oval. Petals five, oblong

Hkomewhat wedge-shaped, pale blue. Stamens somewhat shorter than

.petals. Ovary compressed, two-celled
;
style short, pointed. Cap-

obovate, coriaceous, yellow.

I'll Far.—St. Domingo and Jamaica.

h> Ascription and Composition.—In this country the wood and the

i/tt only are officinal ; but on the continent the bark also is used.

":y are imported from St. Domingo.
Guaiacum Wood {.Lignum Guaiaci). This is commonly termed

I' um vitce.—It is imported in large logs or billets, and is extensively

Biil for making pestles, rulers, skittle-balls, and various other articles of

Bniery ware. On examining the transverse sections of these stems,

[f :lly any traces of medulla or pith are observable, while the annual or

I centric layers or zones are extremely indistinct. The wood is remark-

i 3
,
says Dr. Lindley {Nat. Syst. of Bot. p. 134, 2nd ed.),

u
ior the di-

I ion of its fibres, each layer of which crosses the preceding^ diago-

1 ly
;
a circumstance first pointed out to me by Professor "V oigt. This

If ., however, was noticed by Brown {Hat. Hist, of Jam. p. 226)

r ve fifty years ago. The distinction between the young and the old

lod is very remarkable. The young wood (called alburnum oi sap-

Le?) is of a pale yellow colour
;
while the old wood (called duramen pi

J rtwood) which forms the central and principal part ol the stem is o a

i enish brown colour, in consequence of the deposition of lesmous mat-

! first in the ducts and subsequently in all parts of the tissue. By

ling a thin shaving of the wood in nitric acid, the whole o t it ( rpo

"d matter is destroyed, and the tissue restored to its original colourless

^havings, turnings
,
or raspings of guaiacum {lignum guaiaci raspalum

!
rasum ; rasura vel scobs guaiaci) are prepared b> tumeis oi muse o

I

'-.ggists and apothecaries. They are distinguished from the raspings

other woods by nitric acid, which communicates to them a temporal

y

ish-green colour. A decoction of the shavings is yellowish, and does

t change colour in the air, and very little even by nitric acid, though

?r some time it becomes turbid. Neither a solution of emetic tartar
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nor the tincture of nutgalls cause any precipitate. The ferruginous s;» ti

deepen its colour.

Trommsdorf
(
Journ . de Chim. Med. vii. 430) analyzed the wood, qi

found it to consist of resin 20 '0, bitter
,
piquant extractive 0*8, rnucuA

extractive with a vegetable salt of lime 2*8, colouring matter (?) similaifi
that of the bark TO, and woody fibre 69*4.

Guaiacum baric ( Cortex Guaiaci ) is gray, compact, very hard, heavy, and resimhf
Its internal surface sometimes presents numerous, small, brilliant, apparently cry*j
line points, which Guibourt supposes to be benzoic acid. Trommsdorf

(
Journ de

Med. vii. 429) analyzed this bark, and found it to consist of tbe following substandl
—peculiar resin different from that of tbe wood 2'

3, peculiar
,

bitter, piquant extracia

precipitable by acids 48, gum 0 8, brownish yellow colouring matter, 41, mucous J

tractive with sulphate of lime, 120, and lignin 760.

2. Guaiacum Resin (Resina Guaiaci). This is commonly, thouj^

very erroneously, denominated gum guaiacum. It is obtained from t «
stem of the tree by the following methods :—

•

a. By natural exudation.—It exudes naturally from the stem, and rata

be seen on it at all seasons of the year (Brown, op. supra cit. p. 22)jj

b. By jagging.—If the tree be wounded in different parts, a copidjl

exudation takes place from the wounds, which hardens by exposure j§

the sun. This operation is performed in May. c. By heat.—Anotljfj

method of obtaining it is the following :
—“ The trunk and larger lin<§

being sawn into billets of about three feet long, an auger hole is bor|$

lengthwise in each, and one end of the billet so placed on a fire thafti

calabash may receive the melted resin which runs through the hod

as the wood burns.”— (Wright, Med. Plants of Jamaica), d.

boiling.—It is also obtained in small quantities by boiling chips .

sawings of the wood in water with common salt. The resin swims at tjti

top, and may be skimmed off (Wright, op. supra cit.) The salt is us*$

to raise the boiling point of the water.

Guaiacum occurs in tears and in masses. Guaiacum in tears (Guah

cum in lachrymis) occurs in rounded or oval tears, of varying size, son

being larger than a walnut. Externally they are covered by a greyil

dust. They are said to be produced by Guaiacum sanctum (Journ. \

I

Pharm. xx. 520). Lump Guaiacum (Guaiacum in massis) is the ord:

nary kind met with in the shops. These masses are of considerabl

size, and are ordinarily mixed with pieces of bark, wood, and otln

impurities; they are of a brownish, or greenish brown colour, and hav

a brilliant, shiny, resinous fracture. Thin laminae are nearly Iransparer!

and have a yellowish green colour. The odour is balsamic, but vea

slight, though becoming more sensible by pulverization. When chewed

guaiacum softens under the teeth, but has scarcely any taste, though
;

leaves a burning sensation in the throat. Its specific gravity

1.2289. When heated guaiacum melts and evolves a fragrant odou

The products of the destructive distillation of guaiacum have been ex;

mined both by Mr. Brande and Unverdorben. Among the new. sul

stances obtained by the latter are two empyreumatic oils of guaiacu^

(one volatile, the other fixed) and pyro-guaiacic acid.

In 1805, Mr. Brande (Phil. Trans, for 1806, p. 89) analyzed guaiacuu

In 1806 it was examined by Bucholz (quoted by Sclnvartze, 1 liorit'

Tabell. 293, 2 tc Ausg.), and in" 1828 by Buchner (Gmelin, Handb. d. then,

ii. 571). Dr. Ure (Diet, of Chem.) has made an ultimate analysis of it-
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Brande's Analysis. Buckner's Analysis. Ure's Analysis.

tance sui generis

uaiacum properly so

Pure resin 79 8 Carbon 67-88

r>, i
(
Woody fibre ... 16 5

‘?nY i

Tasteless gum .
1’5

(Extractive 2.1

Hydrogen .

.

7-05

called) 91 Oxygen . ... 2507
tractive 9

uaiacum 100 Guaiacum 99 9 Guaiacum .. 10000

Guaiacic Acid ; Guaiacin. Is insoluble in water, but is readily dissolved by

iol, and is precipitated from its alcoholic solution by water, sulphuric and nitric

and chlorine. Ether dissolves the resin, but not so readily as alcohol. Solu-

i of the caustic alkalies (potash and soda) dissolve it, forming alkaline gua{a-

(
guaiacum soaps j sapones guaiacini). The mineral acids precipitate it from,

dkaline solution. Various salts (as acetate of baryta, acetate of lime, acetate of

,
nitrate of silver, and chloride of gold) occasion precipitates (guaiacates)

with the

line solution. Guaiacic acid is remarkable for the changes of colour it un-

does by the influence of various agents. Thus its powder, and paper moistened

its tincture, become green in air or oxygen gas, but not in carbonic acid gas. This

ige, which seems connected with the absorption of oxygen, is influenced by the

i. isity and colour of the light. Various substances give a Hue tint to guaiacum

n in contact with air: thus gluten, but not starch. Hence powdered guaiacum has -

i proposed as a test of the goodness of vvheaten flour (which contains gluten), and

he purity of starch. Gum Arabic, dissolved in cold water, has the same effect as

en, but tragacanth gum has not. Milk, and various fresh roots and underground

is (for example, those of the horseradish, potato, carrot, colchicum, &c.), also pos-

: this property. Certain agents change the colour of guaiacum successively to green,

, ,
and brown

:

thus, nitric acid and chlorine. Nitric acid colours the. tinctme of

iacum green, then blue, and afterwards brown. If a piece of paper moistened wit 1

tincture be exposed to the fumes of the acid, its colour is immediately changec to

. Spirit of nitric ether usually gives a blue colour-to tincture of guaiacum (see

116). Mr. Brande has conjectured, and I think with great probability, that these

:rent coloured compounds are combinations of oxygen with guaiacum, t e green

r pound containing the least, the brown the most, while the blue is intermediate. JY r.

inson (Proceed . of the Royal Soc. June 18, 1840) says guaiacum resin consists of

H23 O 10
;

its equivalent, therefore, is 343. According to Unverdoiben the resin of

: iacum is of two kinds : one readily soluble in a solution of ammoma,-and ano her

t cb forms with ammonia a tarry compound. Pagenstecher has s iown P®

p'daiacum with hydrocyanic acid and sulphate of copper pro uces an m

Extractive. ^This is extracted from guaiacum by the agency of water. The pro-

Ion of it present is liable to variation. It is a brown acrid substance.

1 These observations, then, show that guaiacum is essentially ^peculiar

i.in, mechanically mixed with variable but small quail i tes o ex i«.

jb and other impurities. , , , • „
'Adulteration.—Various adulterations are descn e as u o P

id on guaiacum. Though I have found this substance m the shops of

•s country of unequal degrees of impurity, 1 have "evc
' ™.e5ence 0f

qiect that sophistication had been practised on
.

\ ,

in might be suspected by the peculiar odour evolved when the sus

cted resin is heated. Another mode of detecting thisi fiaudl is tc.add

* ter to the alcoholic solution of the suspec e
, n’dded until

Iky liquid thus fonned a solution of caustic P° as
nrecipi-

) liquor becomes clear. If now an excess o •
'

. gobble in
e, no resin is present ;

for while guaiaca e / p
com.

liter, the salt produced by the union of potash and its

y so.
TTrri r’Tc 1 Of the Resin. Guaiacum resin is

acrid stimulant. Its acridity depends in a great measure on the ex
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tractive with which the resin is mixed, or which resides in the fragnieil
of bark contained in the resin.

Under the use of small and repeated doses of guaiacum, various citJ
stitutional diseases sometimes gradually subside, and a healthy conditio
of system is brought about with no other sensible effect of the remJ|
than perhaps the production of some dyspeptic symptoms, and a sli<U

tendency to increased secretion. We designate this inexplicable, thout a

not less certain, influence over the system, by the term alterative.

When we give guaiacum in moderately large doses
,
or to plethoric j

I

easily-excited individuals, we observe the combined operation of an acifl

and stimulant. The local symptoms are, the dryness of the mouth, 1

sensation of heat at the stomach, nausea, loss of appetite, and a relax)/!

condition of bowels. The stimulant operation is observed partly in t A
vascular system, but principally in the exhaling and secreting organ!
especially the skin and kidneys. Dr. Cullen justly observes that it seejH

to stimulate the exhalents more in proportion than it does the heart aift

great arteries. If diluents be exhibited, and the skin kept warm, gulj#

acum acts as a powerful sudorific
; whereas, when the surface is kcifl

cool, perspiration is checked, and diuresis promoted. By continued ii&

it has caused a mild salivation (Burdach, Syst. d. Arzneim. Bd. d

S. 283.)

The stimulant influence of guaiacum is extended to the pelvic vessnw
and thus the hemorrhoidal and menstrual discharges are somewhat
moted by it. But there is no reason for supposing that the pelvic orgaiff

are specifically affected by it. In very large doses guaiacum causes lid

and burning in the throat and stomach, vomiting, purging, pyrexia, a;i

headache.

In its operation on the system guaiacum is allied to the balsams (^i

pp. 74 and 398). Dr. Cullen considered its resinous part to be v0l

analogous to the balsams and turpentines.

2. Of the Wood.—The operation of the wood is similar to, thou,

milder than, that of the resin. Any activity which the wood commuflj
cates to boiling water must depend on the extractive, as the resin is rij

soluble in this fluid.

Pearson (
Observ . on the Effects of various articles of the Mat. Me*\

p. 8. Lond. 1800) says, that the decoction excites a sensation of warm!
in the stomach, produces dryness of the mouth, with thirst, increases tj

natural temperature of the skin, renders the -pulse more frequent, and,

the patient lie in bed and take the decoction warm, it proves moderate}

sudorific
;
but if he be exposed freely to the air, it acts as a diureti

Continued use occasions heartburn, flatulence, and costiveness. Krad

(Heilmittellehre
, 612) mentions a measle-like eruption over the wlioj

body, as being produced by large doses of the wood.

3. Of the Bark.—The bark acts in a similar way to the wood. Re|

nandot (Wibmer, Wir/c. d. Arzn. u. Gifte. Bd. ii. S. 411) injected, i

eight in the morning, three ounces of an aqueous infusion of it into tH

veins of a young man of twenty years of age. In half an hour a shive

ing fit came on, with colicky pains, followed by two stools
;
this shiverin

remained till five o’clock in the evening.

Uses-—In the employment of guaiacum the acrid and stimulant pr<ij

perties of this resin are to be remembered. The first unfits it for use ij

cases of impaired digestion, where there is irritation or great susccptibjl
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Ij of, or inflammatory tendency in, the alimentary canal : the second
If ers it improper in plethoric individuals, in all states of excitement
l; ‘iite inflammation, and in persons whose vascular system is easily

ll ted, and who are disposed to hemorrhages. It is admissible and
•

j
il, on the other hand, in atonic or chronic forms of disease, with

w ned secretions, expecially in relaxed and phlegmatic constitutions.

>.j he following are some of the diseases in which it has been em-
Kj ed :

—

il In chronic rheumatism
,

especially when occurring in scrofulous

K ects, or in persons affected with venereal disease, guaiacum may be
fl. mistered with considerable advantage under the conditions before

L tioned. In cases of great debility, with coldness of surface, and in

|j j
persons, the ammoniated tincture may be employed.

In gout.—As a preventive of gout it was introduced by Mr. Eme-

I

lnn, of Martinico (Journ. de Med. t. xlvii. p.424). His remedy (the

A ificum antipodagricum Emerigonis
,
as our German brethren term it)

l asted of two ounces of guaiacum digested for eight days in three pints

Irrdupois of rum. The dose was a tablespoonful, taken every morning

I ng for a twelvemonth. Its stimulant qualities render it inadmissible

i:ng a paroxysm of gout
;
and with regard to its use in the interval, it

Iff course, adapted for chronic atonic conditions only.

1. . In chronic . skin diseases

,

where sudorifi.es and stimulants are indi-

S

L d, guaiacum may be serviceable, especially in scrofulous and syphi-

|

subjects.

. . In obstructed and painful menstruation not arising from any ple-

I

iic, inflammatory, or congested state of system, the volatile tincture

juaiacum has been employed with advantage. Hr. Dewees {Treat,

‘the Diseases of Females, p. 81, 2nd ed. 1828) states he has long been in

1 habit of employing it in painful menstruation writh good effect. Drs.

rcleod and Jewell have also borne testimony to its emmenagogue

lllities.

i. . As a remedy for venereal diseases, guaiacum wood was at one time

1 he greatest repute. Nicholas Poll (quoted by Pearson, op. supra cit.)

us, that within nine years from the time of its introduction into

r

-

ope, more than three thousand persons had derived permanent benefit

i a its use. Experience, however, has taught us the true value of this

it.edy, and we now know it has no specific powers of curing oi alle-

ging syphilis. It is applicable, as an alterative and sudorific, for the

tef of secondary symptoms, especially venereal rheumatism and cuta-

rus eruptions, more particularly of scrofulous subjects. Mi. Pearson

i,ad it serviceable after the patient had been subjected to a mercurial

r rse. Under its use, thickening of the ligaments or periosteum sub-

‘id, and foul indolent sores healed. During its administration the

lient should adhere to a sudorific regimen.

!. In scrofula, especially that form called cutaneous, guaiacum is used

hh occasional advantage. . . ,

r

. In chronic pulmonary catarrh, especially of gouty subjects, it has

o been used. . . .

Administration.—The powder of guaiacum resin may be given in

nes of from grs. x. to 3*s. It may be administered in the form oi pill

us, or mixture (see Mistura Guaiaci). The resin is a constituent ol

pilulce hydrarayri chloridi composite, Ph. L., commonly termed
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Plmnriicr's Pills (sec p. 472), and of the pulvis aloes compositus (sec

dSO). The resin is also given in the form of alcoholic and ammonia
tincture. The wood is exhibited in decoction only. It is a constitui-l

'of the' infusum sarsaparilla compositum, D

.

(see p. 669), and of decoct J
savUa compositum

,
L. (p. 670).

1. Mistura Guaiaci, L. E. (Guaiacum, siij.; Sugar, 3ss.
; Mucilij

of Gum Arabic, fSss.; Cinnamon Water, f*xix. Rub the Guaiac

with the Sugar, then with the Mucilage, and to these, while rubbing,

gradually the Cinnamon Water).—Dose, fsss. to f*ij. twice or thijjl

a-day.

2. Tinctura Guaiaci
,
L. E. D. (Guaiacum, in coarse powder, $1-3

[*iij. E., §iv. D.]
;

Rectified Spirit, Oij. [Oj. and f|xvj. E., Oij. wj|
measure, D.] Digest for fourteen [seven, E. D .] days, and then filt4$

—Stimulant, sudorific, and laxative. Dose, fsj. to fsiv. As it is deccm
posed by water, it should be administered in mucilage, sweetened wati
or milk, to hold the precipitated resin in suspension.

3. Tinctura Guaiaci composita, L. Tinctura Guaiaci Ammonia
E. D. Votatile Tincture of Guaiacum. (Guaiacum, in coarse powd
Svij. [siij. E ., 5iv. D.]

;
Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia, Oij. [lb.iss

Spirit of Ammonia, fgxviij. E.] Digest for fourteen [seven, E. D.] dJj

[in a well-closed vessel, E.], and then filter).'—A powerfully stinmlat!

sudorific and emmenagogue. Dose, f-ss. to fsij. May be taken as

preceding.

4. Decoctum Guaiaci. E. D. (Guaiacum turnings, siij.
;
[Raisins,

!

E.]; Sassafras, sliced, 3j. [5X. D.]
;
Liquorice Root, bruised, Sj. [Sil

D.]
;
Water, Oviij. [Ox. wine measure, D.] Boil the Guaiacum [a

Raisins, E.] with the Water, gently down to Ov., adding the Liquon

and Sassafras towards the end. Strain the decoction).—This is the

Decoction of the Woods. The resin of guaiacum being insoluble

water, the extractive alone dissolves in this menstruum. The sassafl

can confer but little activity to the preparation. Taken in doses of%
four or five times daily, and continued with a sudorific regimen, it acts

the skin, and has been thought to hue useful as an alterative in old vet

real, rheumatic, and cutaneous diseases.

i

Order 64. Oxalida'ce^e, Lindley.—The Woodsorrel Tribe.

OxalidevK, Decandolle.

Essential Character.—Sepals five, sometimes slightly cohering at the base, |

sistent, equal. Petals five, hypogynous, equal, uuguiculate, with a spirally-twil

aestivation. Stamens ten, usually more or less monadelphous, those opposite

petals forming an inner series, and longer than the other ;
anthers two-celled inni

Ovary with five angles and five cells; styles five, filiform; stigmas capitate or soj

what bifid. Fruit capsular, membranous, with five cells, and from five to ten vahj

Seeds few, fixed to the axis, enclosed within a fleshy integument, which curls bacl

the maturity of the fruit, and expels the seeds with elasticity. Albumen betn

cartilaginous and fleshy. Embryo the length of the albumen, with a long rad

pointing to the hilum, and foliaceous cotyledons.

—

Herbaceous plants,
under-shr

or trees. Leaves alternate, compound, sometimes simple by abortion, very sell

opposite or somewhat whorled (Lindley).

Properties—Acidulous and refrigerant.
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Oxa lis Acetosel la, Linn. L .—Common Woodsorrel.
Sex. Syst. Decandria, Pentagynia.

/&'
r • * i>
,

v!,

,
/*•

a

$
(story.—Mr. Bicheno {Phil. Mag. vol. vii. p. 288, N. S.) drapes

'

'

I to be the genuine shamrock.
itany. Gen. Char .

—

Sepals five, free or united at the base. Petals
Stamens ten

; filaments slightly monadelphous at the base, the five
nal alternate ones shorter. Styles five, pencilled at the apex or
ate. Capsule pentagonal, oblong, or cylindrical {D. C.)—Perennial

.*. Leaves never abruptly pinnate.

Char. Leaves all radical, temate
; leaflets inversely heart-shaped,

-. Scape single-flowered. Root [rhizome] scaly (Hookerh
1 elegant little plant. Leaflets delicate bright green, often purplish
e back, drooping at night. Footstalks slender, purplish. Bracts

' scaly. Floivers drooping, white, with purplish veins.

ME.—Indigenous
;
woody and shady places. Flowers in May.

description.—Woodsorrel
(
herba acetosellcc

)
is odourless. Its taste

rreeably acidulous.

imposition.— I am unacquainted with any analysis of this plant,

xpressed juice yields by evaporation binoxalate of potash. Payen
m. de Chim. Med. t. i. p. 260 N. S.) analyzed Oxalis crenata. From
terns he obtained ivater

,
lignin

,
oxalate of potash

,
albumen, soluble

ngenous matter
,
chlorophylle, oxalate of ammonia

, free oxalic acid,
’s

,
salts, gum, aromatic substance, and sugar. The quantity of

ite of potash was from P06 to L23 per cent.

noxalate of Potash ; Salt of Woodsorrel.—In Switzerland and some parts of
So any this salt is obtained on the large scale from woodsorrel, by evaporating the

>ssed juice, redissolving the residue, and crystallizing. 500 parts of the plant

four parts of the crystallized salt. In this country it is usually obtained, I

:t, by the addition of potash or its carbonate to oxalic acid. It crystallizes in

rhombic prisms. It consists of

Atoms. Eq. Wt.

Oxalic acid 2 72
Potash I 48

Water 2 18

Crystallized binoxalate potash 1 138

i ;s employed, under the name of essential salt of lemons, to remove ink-stains and

rnoulds from linen. When heated with oil of vitriol, carbonic acid and carbonic

:
gases are evolved, while bisulphate of potash is formed. Hence it may be used

He experimental chemist, to furnish the latter of these gases
;
the carbonic acid

r removed by lime or potash.

ihysiological Effects and Uses. — Woodsorrel is refrigerant,

in as a salad, it is considered a good anti-scorbutic. Infused in milk,

’ nn whey, or in water, it furnishes a grateful drink in fevers. A solu-

of the binoxalate of potash has been employed as a substitute for

made.

Order 65 .—Vita'ce/e, Lindley .—The Vine Tribe.

Ampelide^e, Kunth, Decandolle.

‘Ntial Character — Calyx small, nearly entire at the edge. Petals four or live,

! erted on the outside of the disk surrounding the ovary
;

in aestivation turned

vards at the edge, in a valvatc manner, and often inflected at the point. Stamens
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equal in number to tlie petals, and opposite lliem, inserted upon the disk, soim ti

sterile by abortion
;
filaments distinct, or slightly cohering at the base

; anthers ov
versatile. Ovary superior, two-celled

;
style one, very short; stigma simple; ov

erect, definite. Berry round, often by abortion one-celled, pulpy. Seeds four or
or fewer by abortion, bony, erect; albumen hard

; embryo erect, about one* half I

length of the albumen; radicle taper; cotyledons lanceolate, piano-corn

— Scrambling climbing shrubs, with tumid separable joints. Leaves with stipule

the base, the lower opposite, the upper alternate, simple or compound. Pedun '

racemose, sometimes by abortion changing to tendrils often opposite the lea

Flowers small, green (Lindley).

Properties.—Acid leaves, and a fruit like that of the common grape, is the u^*

character of the order (Lindley).

. \ LcUAi
Fig. 225.

fO&O

Vi'tis vinif'era, Linn. L. E. D.— Common Grape-vine.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Baccae exsiccata; demptis acinis, L—Dried fruit, E.—Fructus siccatus, D.)

History.—The grape-vine has been known and cultivated from
\

most remote periods of antiquity. The Sacred Historian tells us tl

Noah (Gen. ix. 20) planted a vineyard and made wine. This was ml
than 2000 years before Christ. Among the most ancient of the prof;|

writers, Homer (
Od. vii. 121, and xxiv. 342), Hippocrates, and Herodoj

(Euterpe, lxxvii.), may be referred to as speaking of the vine.

Botany. Gen. Char. — Ca
somewhat five-toothed. Petals fi

cohering at . the point, separating

the base, and dropping off like

calyptra. Stamens five. Style no

Berry two-celled, four-seeded

;

cells or seeds often abortive. (D. C.)

Sp. Char .

—

Leaves lobed, sinuat

toothed, smooth or downy (D. C.)

A hardy, exceeding variable shr

Leaves more or less lobed, smoo

pubescent or downy, flat or crisp, p
or intensely green. [ Tendrils op]

site to each footstalk, solitary, spira

Branches prostate, climbing or ere

tender or hard. Racemes loose or co

pact, ovate or cylindrical. Fruit ra

pale, or white, watery or fleshy, globo

ovate or oblong, sweet, musky or aa

tere. Seeds variable in number,

sometimes the whole of them ab

tive (D. C.) No less than 1400 Vi

rieties are cultivated at the Luxe

bourg gardens.

Description.—Grapes (C/we), considered with respect to their sha

and colour, may be thus arranged (Thompson, in Loudon’s Encycl

Garcl.)

:

—

Vitis vinifera.

1. Round, dark-red, purple, or black grapes.—The most remarkable variety of t

division is the black Corinthian grape, which, when dried, constitutes the cun an o

grocer.

2. Oval, dark red, purple or black grapes .— To this division belongs the favour

black Hamburgh grape.
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I. Round and ivhite grapes.

.1. Oval and white grapes .—The Portugal grape comes under this division. It is

jorted, packed in saw-dust and contained in earthen jars, from Portugal and Spain,
a berries are large, fleslij^ sweet, and slightly acidulous. They keep a long time
r they have ripened. In 1822, the ad valorem duty of 20 per cent, on these grapes
'faced 1720 1. (M‘Culloch, Diet, of Commerce). The white Cornichon grape is

iarkable for its elongated elliptical berry,

i. Red, rose-coloured, greyish, or striped berries.

\Various parts of the vine, some of which were formerly employed in

dicine, are distinguished by peculiar names : thus the leaves are

ined pampini

;

the cirrhi or tendrils, capreoli

;

the tender shoots,

'mites

;

the juice or sap, lachryma; and the juice of unripe grapes,

phacium, or commonly cigresta (Murray, App. Med. i. 444). The twigs

cuttings of the vine are used for flavouring vinegar (see p.219).

Composition.—The juice of unripe and ripe grapes has been examined
several chemists. The following are the most important results

melin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1255) :
—

Juice of the Unripe Grape.

Proust. Geiger.

hcactive.

iric acid, a little,

l ie acid, much,
rrtrate of potash,
bhate of potash,
bhate of lime.

1. Deposit
from the
juice.

f
Wax.

1 Chlorophylle.
Tannin.

{ Glutinous matter.

^Tannin.
Extractive.
Sugar (uncrystallizable).

Gallic acid.

Tartaric acid (free) about 1*12

per cent.

Malic acid (free) about 2‘19

per cent.
Bitartrate of potash.

Maiate, phosphate, sulphate,

^
and muriate of lime.

»r ripe Grape juice.

2. Filtered
{

juice.

Juice of White Grape of good quality.

Juice of the Ripe Grape.

Proust.

Extractive.
Sugar(granularand
uncrystallizable).

Gum.
Glutinous matter.
Malic acid, a little.

Citric acid, a little

(tartaric, Bracon-
not).

Bitartrate of po-

tash.

Ripe Grape juice.

Be'rard.

Odorous matter
Sugar
Gum.

. . ,

->-^7*

Glutinous mat-
ter.'

,

Ialicacid. -M.
Maiate of fflhJUi Jt
Bitartrate ofpot-

ash.- »-

Supeptartfatj

lime'.'

Ripe Grape juice.

. Grape Sugar. — This is one variety of the granular or crumbling sugars

mmelzuchers) of the Germans. It agrees with common sugar in its most essential

iperties (see p. 584), but is less soluble in water and in alcohol than the latter, and

'S not sweeten so effectually. From its boiling alcoholic solution it is deposited, on

I ling, in the form of an irregularly crystalline mass. It consists, according to

issure, of carbon 3671, hydrogen 6 -

78, and oxygen 5651 ;
or C 6 H? 07.

!.!. Bitartrate of Potash.—The impure bitartrate of potash, called crude tartar or

ol, which is deposited during the fermentation of grape wine, and the purified

irtrate, have been already described (see p. 305).

i Dried Grapes or Raisins.—Grapes, when properly dried, are de-

minated Raisins ( XJvee passce). Of these there are two principal

ids :

—

t. Raisins commonly so called ( Uva: passce majores ; Passulce majores). Tn Gia-

la the finest kinds of raisins (viz. the Muscatels and the Blooms) are sun-dried;

ile the Lexias (so called from the liquor in which they are immersed) are dipped in

lixture of water, ashes, and oil, and afterwards sun-dried (Inglis, Spam tns_l* 30

. ii. p. 193). By this treatment the juice exudes and candies on the fuiit. O'llon

rav. through Spain, p.376) states that the sun-dried raisins have their stalk ha I cu

ough while the bunch remains on the vine. The raisins of \ alentia are piepared

steeping them in boiling water to which a lye of vine stems has been added (La-

de, A View of Spain, vol. iv. p. 99). Some raisins are said to be dried by the heat of

oven. Raisins are imported in casks, barrels, boxes, and jars. I lie best come u

s and quarter boxes weighing twenty five lbs. The varieties known m the market

• distinguished partly from their place of growth, as Valentias and Smymasj partly

4 I
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from the variety of grape from which they are prepared, as Sultanas, Blooms
,
and Mu.4 j

catels

;

and partly from the mode of curing1 them, as Raisins of the Sun. Muscatel i|

are the finest. Sultanas are stoneless.

2. Corinthian Raisins or Currants ( Uvce passa: minores ; Passulce rninores\
(

Passulce Corinthiacce). These are obtained from a remarkably small variety of grau y
called the Black Corinth. They were formerly produced at Corinth (whence they J i

ceived their name), but are now grown in Zante, Cephalonia, Patras, &c. At Zant! 1

they are gathered in August, disposed in couches on the ground to dry, cleaned, am J

laid up in magazines (called seraglios), where they eventually adhere so firmly as |
require digging out (Spoil and Wheler, Voyage d’ltalie, &c. t. i. p. 85-7). They r<ll

quire eight, ten, or fourteen days for drying (Holland, Travels in the Ionian Isles, p. 21
j

and Williams, Travels in Italy
,
&c. vol. ii. p. 182). For exportation they are trod inti J

barrels.

Physiological Effects.—Fresh grapes
, when ripe, are wholesomijl

nutritious, refrigerant, and, when taken freely, diuretic and laxativrfl

The skin and the seeds are indigestible, and should be rejected. “ I thins ..

we may assert,” says Dr. Cullen [Mat. Med. i. 253), “ that grapes whic

contain a large quantity of sugar, are, if taken without their husks, th
.]

safest and most nutritive of summer fruits.” Raisins are somewhat morj i

nutritive, and less refrigerant; for they abound more in sugar, andle.^|

in acid, than the fresh grape
;
but if eaten too freely they are apt to disfl

order the digestive organs, and cause flatulence. They possess demuli t

cent and emollient qualities.

Uses.—Both grapes and raisins are employed at the table as a desseri

.

They are apt to disagree with dyspeptics and children. Raisins are also]

used in various articles of pastry. Considered medicinally, fresh grapes •

prove valuable in febrile and inflammatory complaints. They allat

thirst, and diminish febrile heat. They have been found serviceable ii :*

dysentery (Zimmerman, Treat, on Dysent. p. 87, 2nd ed. Lond. 17741 i

and in phthisical complaints (Moore, View of Society
,
&c. in Italy •

vol. ii. p. 254).

Raisins are employed in medicine principally as flavouring agents >

They enter into several officinal preparations (as Decoctum Hordei coins

positum, p.588; Decoctum Guaiaci, p. 1214
;
Tinctura Cardamomi com’

posita, p. 696 ;
Tinctura Senna composita, p. 1 170 ;

and Tinctura QuassiM

composita, p. 1198), the flavour of which they improve, though they

contribute nothing to the efficacy of these compounds.

1. Acidum Tartaricvm, L. E. D.—First procured in the separatlf

state by Scheele in 1770. Is peculiar to the vegetable kingdom. In thi

free state it exists in tamarinds, grapes, the pine-apple, and pepper. I)

is found in combination with a base
;
as in the form of bitartrate or

potash, in tamarinds, grapes, mulberries, &c., and as tartrate of lime ib

the fruit of Rhus typhinum. The following directions for preparing it aty

given in the London Pharmacopoeia of 1836 :

—

Bitartrate of Potash, lb. iv.
;
Boiling distilled Water, Cong. iiss.

;
Prepared Chall

j

3xxv. and Jvj.; Dilute Sulphuric acid, Ovij. and f^xvij.; Hydrochloric acid, fjxxvisil

or as much as may be sufficient. Boil the Bitartrate of Potash with two gallons of disl

tilled water, and add gradually half the prepared Chalk; then, the effervescence having

ceased, add the remainder of the Chalk, previously dissolved in the Hydrochloric acij

with four pints of distilled water. Lastly, set aside, that the Tartrate of Lime may silty

side; pour off the liquor, and wash frequently the Tartrate of Lime, with distillei

water, until it he void of taste; then pour on it the diluted Sulphuric acid, and boil fofl

a. quarter of an hour. Evaporate the strained liquor by a gentle heat, that crystals mat

be formed.

Dissolve the crystals, that they may be pure, again, and a third time, in water, am|

strain the. liquor as often ; boil down, and set it aside.
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REAGENTS.
Jialk =

'he tartrate of lime obtained by the above two operations is then decom-
osed by sulphuric acid, which forms the almost insoluble sulphate of
•me, and sets free the tartaric acid.

REAGENTS. . . , • ...
: Tartr. Lime = 94 \

Tartanc Acid = 66-
1 1 Lime = 28 £

Sulphuric Arid = 40 <,

The theory of the process is as follows : -By the mutual action of
tartrate of potash and carbonate of lime (chalk), we obtain tartrate of
jtask in solution and tartrate of lime precipitated, while carbonic acid
.cape*. 1 he following diagram explains the changes :

—

50 5 1 Carbon Acid 22
? 1 Lime 28

ivBitartr. Potash = lSojj S£-Jfd
tesh

;

;

to the solution of tartrate of potash we add chloride of calcium (ob-
uned by dissolving chalk in hydrochloric acid), double decomposition

! isues, taitiate of lime is precipitated, and chloride of potassium remains
i solution.

RESULTS.
-1 Carbon. Acid = . . .

.

22

1 Tartr. Potash = 114
1 Tartr. Lime= 94

REAGENTS.
Debtor. Calcium = =6 ....... .... 36

:Tartr. Potash . 114
j

1 Potash 48
J |

l 1 Tartaric Acid 66

RESULTS.
1 Chlor. Potass"'.

.

76

1 Tartr. Lime = . . 94

RESULTS.
-1 Tartaric Acid 66

-1 Sulphate Lime = 68

The processes of the Edinburgh and Dublin Pharmacopoeias are essen-
i; ally the same as that of the London one.

The properties of tartaric acid are as follows

:

—It crystallizes in
l ongated, colourless, inodorous, very sour, imperfectly transparent
rrystals, whose primary form is the oblique rhombic prism. They are
p ermanent in the air. When heated they fuse, and undergo chemical
Changes varying with the degree and continuance of the heat. Fremy
inn. de Chim. et Phys. Aout 1838) states that they gradually lose their

ater and become successively tartralic, tartrelic
,
and anhydrous tar-

mric acids. By distillation tartaric acid yields pyrotartaric and pyruvic
ccids. Strongly heated in the air it evolves the odour of caramel, and
nmishes a carbonaceous mass which eventually disappears by com-
bustion. Cold water dissolves crystallized tartaric acid: boiling water
ukes up twice its own weight of the acid. The aqueous solutions be-
< ome mouldy by keeping. Alcohol sparingly dissolves the acid. Heated
'ith either nitric acid or potash it yields oxalic acid. By the action of

1 ulphuric acid on it acetic acid is formed.

The following are the characteristics of this acid:—Its solution is very

our
; with lime water it yields a white precipitate

(
tartrate of lime

)

1 oluble by either excess of acid or the addition ol a little sal ammoniac.
With acetate of lead it also forms a white precipitate (tartrate of lead)

oluble in excess of acid. Dropped into a solution of sulphate of lime it

: nmishes no precipitate. Heated with a solution of chloride of platinum

artrate of potash occasions a black precipitate (
metallic platinum). It

xccss of the acid be added to a concentrated solution of a potash salt,

ft) all granular crystals (
bitartrate ofpotash) are deposited. With nitrate

silver tartrate of potash furnishes a white precipitate [tartrate of silver),

vliieh, when heated, does not deflagrate, but becomes brown, froths up,

•volves white fumes, and leaves pure silver.
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Tartaric acid is thus composed :-

Atoms. Eq. wt. Per ct.

Carbon 4 ... 24 .... . 36 36

Hydrogen 2 ... 2 ... .303

Oxygen 5 ... 40 ... 60-61

Dry Tartaric acid 1 ... 66 ... 100 00

Atoms.

Dry Tartaric acid 1 .

Water i

Eq. wt.

...66 ...

.. 9 ...

Percent: \

.. 88

.. 12

Crystd Tartc acid 1 75 100

The only adulteration practised on this acid, that I have heard of, idl

the mixture of its powder with bitartrate of potash. This fraud may be* I

detected by the difficult solubility in water of the bitartrate, and its*
]

yielding, on incineration, carbonate of potash (known by the tests de-j

scribed at p. 301). The tests for the purity of the acid, given by the*

London and Edinburgh Colleges, are as follows :

—

“ Totally soluble in water. The solution throws down bitartrate of potash from any

neutral salt of potash. Whatever is precipitated from this solution by acetate of lead,1

is dissolved in diluted nitric acid.”

—

Ph. L.

A precipitate insoluble in nitric acid would indicate the presence ol

sulphuric acid or a sulphate.

“ When incinerated with the aid of the red oxide of mercury, it leaves no residuum

ora mere trace only.”

—

Ph. Ed.

This test is devised to detect any fixed substance, and might be use'

to recognise the potash if bitartrate of this alkali had been present.

The physiological effects of tartaric acid, when taken in small doses and

properly diluted, are those of a refrigerant (see p. 84). It reduces febrile

heat, diminishes excessive vascular action, allays thirst, checks excessivd

perspiration, and perhaps also a too copious secretion of bile. It appears

to promote the action of the absorbents, to increase the secretion ol

urine, and to act gently on the bowels. It possesses the tonic propertied

of the mineral acids (see p. 80) in a very slight degree only, if at all. Its

continued use very readily disturbs the digestive process. Some doublli

exists as to the effects of large doses of the acid. According to Dr.

Christison [Treat, on Poisons, p. 208, 3rd ed.) it may be taken in very

considerable quantities without injury. Six drachms have been taken in

twenty-four hours without inconvenience. Pommer, however, asserts that}

when it is injected into the veins, it is scarcely less poisonous than

oxalic acid.

Tartaric acid maybe used as a cheap substitute for citric acid or lemoni

juice, in the formation of acidulous refrigerant drinks, for febrile and in-

flammatory disorders. It is, however, rarely employed for this purpose

Its common medicinal use is in the preparation of effervescing com-

pounds, with the alkaline carbonates, especially with bicarbonate of

soda. The relative proportions of acid and alkali have been already given

(see pp. 175, 302, 303, 325, and 329). It is extensively employed by

calico-printers.

2. Vinum.—The necessarily confined limits of this work, as well as

the great extent to which the preceding subjects have run, compel me to

devote a much smaller space to the consideration of wine than its in-

terest and importance otherwise demand.
The history of wines is a topic of no slight interest, but one which

must be very briefly noticed here. Noah (Gen. ix. 21) is the first on
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-.s clifleient kinds; the sophistications practised on it; wine cellars
:ind the ill consequences of drunkenness. He states there are 195 princi-
al kinds of wine, though, if the varieties are enumerated, almost

bouble that number (cap. xxix.) But in another place (cap. xiii.), he
pays that the good wines may be reduced to eighty.—(For further in

-

ormation on the history of wines consult Barry, Obs. on the Wines of the
ilncients, 1775 ;

and Henderson, Hist, ofAnc. and Mod. Wines, 1824).
The manufacture of wine deserves a passing notice. Grape juice does

ot ferment in the grape itself. This is owing, not as Fabroni [Be VArt
vefaire le Vin

,

Paris 1801) supposed, to the gluten being contained in
.1 istinct cells to those in which the saccharine juice is lodged, but to the
\xclusion of atmospheric oxygen, the contact of which, Gay Lussac
{•Ann. de Chim. lxxvi. 245) has shewn, is necessary to effect some change
i i the gluten, whereby it is enabled to set up the process bf fermentation.

. he expressed juice of the grape, called must (mustum ), whose compo-
i ition has been already stated (see p. 1217), readily undergoes the vinous
irmentation when subjected to the temperature of between 60° and
iO°F. It becomes thick, muddy, and warm, and evolves carbonic acid
as. After a few days this process ceases, the thick part subsides, the

' quid becomes clear, and is then found to have lost its sweet taste and
o have become vinous. I have already explained the theory of the
rrocess (seep. 194; also, for some remarks respecting yeast, p. 589).
.'he wine is now drawn off into casks, where it undergoes further changes.

( t is then racked off into other casks, where it is subjected to the opera-

Fon of sulphuring
(
i . e. exposed to sulphurous acid, either by burning

1 ulphur matches in the cask or by the addition of wine impregnated with
; bis acid), to render the glutinous matter incapable of re-exciting fermen-

tation. After this, the wine is usually clarified, or fined (i. e. deprived of

those matters which render the wine turbid, and dispose it to undergo

deteriorating changes). Isinglass or white of egg
(
i e. gelatine or albu-

men) is commonly employed for this purpose. The first forms with the

tannic acid—the second with the alcohol, reticulated coagula, which en-

> elop and carry down the solid particles that endanger the safety of the

[
vine.— (For further details consult Chaptal, VArt defaire le Vin, 2

e ed.
’ J
aris, 1819

;
also Ann. de Chim. t. xxxv. xxxvi. and xxxvii.

;
and Dr.

dacculloch, Remarks on the Art of Making Wine, 1816).

The peculiar qualities of the different kinds of wine depend on
‘ everal circumstances ;

such as the variety and place of growth of the

ine from which the wine is prepared,—the time of year when the vill-

age is collected,—the preparation of the grapes previously to their being

rodden and pressed,—and the various manipulations and processes

adopted in their fermentation.
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The wines of different countries are distinguished in commerce bv 3

various names. The following is a list of the wines most commonly men j

with, arranged according to the countries producing them :

—

1. French Wines.— Champagne (of which we have the still, creaming
, or slightl\\

sparkling ,—the fall-frothing,— the white,—and the pink)-. Burgundy (red and wAi7e)TJ

Hermitage; Cotie Rbtie ; Roussillon; Frontignan ; Claret (the most esteemed beioj
the produce of Lajitte, Latour, Chateau Margaux

,
and Haut-Brion)-, Vin de Grave

J

Sauterne ; and Barsac.

2. Spanish Wines.—Sherry (Keres); Malaga or Mountain ; and Alicant.

3. Portugal Wines.—Port (Oporto) and Lisbon.

4. German Wines.—Rhine and Moselle Wines. The term Hock (a corruption of

Hochheimer
)

is usually applied to the first growths of the Rhine. The term Rhenis/i

commonly indicates an inferior Rhine wine.

5. Hungarian Wines.

—

Tokay.

6. Italian and Sicilian Wines. — Lachryma Christi ; Mazzara ; Marsala
Syracuse; Lissa.

7. Grecian and Ionian Wines.— Candian and Cyprus wines.

8. Madeira and the Canary Islands.— Madeiraz.uA Canary (Tenerife).

9. Wines of the Cape of Good Hope.— Cape
(
Constantia is the best kind).

10. Persian Wines.—Shiraz.

1 1. English Wines.— Grape and Raisin.

Wines are also designated, according to their colour, red or white

according to their taste and other properties, sweet, acidulous, dry, strong
or generous, light, rough, sparkling, &c.

The constituents of wine are, according to Grnelin
(
Handb . d. Chem. ii'f

1255), as follows:

—

Alcohol, an odorous principle (volatile oil?), blu\*\

colouring of the husk (in red wine), tannin, bitter extractive, suga>

(especially in l^he sweet wines), gum, yeast, acetic acid (from the comiO

mencement of the acetous fermentation), malic acid, tartaric acid, bitar li

trate of potash, bitartrate of lime, sulphates and chlorides, phosphate oj|

lime, carbonic acid (especially in the effervescing wines), and water. T<
*

these may be added parcttartaric or racemic acid.

1. Bouquet of Wine; Odoriferous Principle of Wine.—Every wine has a peculia*

odour, which depends, doubtless, on a small quantity of volatile oil. The oil obtained

from corn and potatoe spirit ha^ been already noticed (see p. 196). Liebig aud Pelouzf

(Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. lxii. 438) have examined the oily liquid procured in tin

distillation of wine, as well by submitting wine lees to distillation, and found it to bl

cenanthic ether (Cis H 13 O3
)
mixed with oenanthic acid (CR H 13 O2

). From 22,000 lbs|

(about 2200 imperial gallons) only two lbs. and one-fifth of oily liquid were procured.

2. Alcohol.—Mr. Brande {Phil. Trans, for 1811, p. 337, and for 1813, p. 82) ba

shewn that alcohol exists ready formed in wine. He also ascertained the quantity c

this substance which exists in different wines. The latter point has also been exj

amined by several other chemists
;
as Geiger (Grnelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1256}

Fontenelle (Journ. de Chim. Med. iii. 332), Prout and Ziz (Henderson, op. cit. p. 363)

Wines which contain a comparatively small quantity of spirit are denominated ligm

wines; while those which have a much larger quantity are denominated strong ol

generous wines.
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Cable of the proportion of Alcohol (sp. gr. 0-825 at GO* F.), by measure
, contained in

100 parts of Wine.*

Brande. Others. Brande. Others.

Lissa 15-90 P. 24. White Hermitage 17-43
Raisin ...A. 25-12 25. Rousillon A. 1813
Marsala 18-40 P. 26. Claret A. 15-10
Port ... A. 22-96 20-64 P. 27. Zante 17-05
Madeira ...A. 22-27 21-20 P. 2S. Malmsey-Madeira 16-40
Currant 29. Lunel 15-52 18-01 V.
Sherry 23-80 P. 30. Sheraaz 15-52

t Tenenfte 19-79 31. Syracuse 15-28 30-00 P.
Colares 19-75 32. Sauterne 14-22
Lachrvma Christi . .

.

19-70 33. Burgundy A. 14-57 12-16 P.
Constantia, white . .

.

19-75? 34. Hock A. 12-08
Constantia, red 18-92 S 35. Nice 14-63
Lisbon 1S-94 36. Barsac 13-86
Malaga 37. Tent 13-30
Bucellas 18-49 38. Champagne A. 12-61 12-20 F.
Red Madeira ... A. 20-35 39. Red Hermitage 12-32
Cape Muschat 18-25 40. Vin de Grave 1 13-94
Cape Madeira ... A. 20 51 41. Frontignac (Rivesalte) 12-79
Grape W ine 18-11 42. C6te R6tie 12-32
Calcavella ...A. 18-65 43. Gooseberry 11-84

Vidonia 19-25 44. Orange A. 11-26

Alba Flora 17-26 45. Tokay 9-S8
Malaga 46. Elder 8-79

I
(

3. Free Acids .—All wines are more or less acidulous, as determined by litmus. They
e this property principally to malic acid, but in part also to citric and tartaric acids.

Bine Rhenish and Moselle wines and claret are termed acid wines. The brisk, frothing-,

Baarkling, or effervescent wines (as Champagne), which are bottled before fermentation is

nmplete, owe their peculiar properties to the retention, and subsequent escape when the

unfining force is removed, of the developed carbonic acid gas. They are apt to become

mioy, a change which is prevented by pure tannic acid or powdered nutgalls. The
Bionic acid of some wines, especially the red wines (as Port), is derived, in great part,

» . >m the husk of the grape, but partly, perhaps, from the seeds. It gives to these wines

edr astringency and pow-er of becoming dark-coloured with the ferruginous salts.

M -4. Sugar .—This constituent varies considerably in quantity in different wines. Those

I which it is abundant are denominated sweet wines, as Tokay, Tent, and Frontignac.

R o. Extractive.— Exists in all wines, hut diminishes (by deposition) with their age.

II
i 6. Colouring matter .—All wines contain more or less colouring matter. When grape

|J : ice, without the husks of the fruit, is fermented, the wine is pale, and is denominated

B
Mite wine-, but if the husk be present duriug fermentation, the wine is deep-coloured,

iid is usually called red wine. Except in the tintilla or teinturier grape the pui pie

Nil louring matter resides in the husk, and is dissolved by the new ly-formed alcohol, and

| ! reddened by the free acid. In the exception just mentioned, the colouring matter is

|
i' ffused through the pulp. According to Nees von Esenbeck, the purple colouring

1 1 atter of the grape resides on the inner side of the husk (epicarp). By exposure to the

I

iiin, as well as by age, the colour of w-ines is diminished ;
the colouring matter being

-'ecipitated. It may be artificially removed by milk, lime w-ater, or charcoal.

7. Tartar (Bitartrate of Potash).—The most important saline constituent of wine is

r rtar. It deposits, along with colouring and extractive matters, both in the cask and

> >ttle, constituting argol (see p. 305) and the crust. The deposition increases with the

rrtnation of alcohol. Red wines (especially the youngest, roughest, and most co-

| ured) contain more than white w-ines.

Various impositions are said to be practised by dealers on the con-

ii tmers of wines. Inferior kinds are sometimes substituted for the finer

Lues. Unequal qualities of the same variety are often mixed. Brandy

!
i added to some (as to Port) to give artificial strength ;

kino, to commu-

nicate a rough taste. Colouring matters, of various kinds, are also cra-

:
loyed to deepen or change the tint: as the juice of the elderberry, or

lack cherry, for the red wines,-burnt sugar, to give the admired brown

;

nt to Sherry. Artificial mixtures, even, are said to have been sold as

* A. means average, F. lonlcncllc, P. Pruut.
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genuine wines. Lead, formerly used to sweeten wine (see BeckmanlJ
Hist, of Invent, vol. i. p. 396), may be occasionally detected, in vej/i

minute quantity, in wine (by sulphuretted hydrogen, see p. 505). It ..j

usually to be traced to shot in the bottle, and rarely to fraud (see a cab I

in the Phil. Mag. liv. 229).

The physiological effects of wine next deserve our attention. TakaJ
in moderate quantities, wine operates as a stimulant to the nervous aij

vn ftp.nl av Rvctfirnc a.iifl the secretin cr orerans. Tl. nuiekens the action of tllilvascular systems, and the secreting organs. It quickens the action of tlj«5

heart and arteries, diffuses an agreeable warmth over the body, promote
the different secretions, communicates a feeling of increased musculj

force, excites the mental powers, and banishes unpleasant ideas. In t

state of perfect health, its use can be in no way beneficial, but, on tl

contrary, its habitual employment is calculated to prove injurious, b
exhausting the vital powers, and inducing disease. The actual amount

of injury which it may inflict will of course vary with the quantity an

quality of the wine taken, and according to the greater or less predispdil

sition to disease which may exist in the system. Maladies of the digest

tive organs, and of the cerebro-spinal system, gout and dropsy, are thoi

most likely to be induced or aggravated by it. Intoxication in its variq

forms is the effect of excessive quantities of wine. It is remarkabl

however, that though the effects of wine mainly depend on the alcoh

contained in this liquor, yet they differ in several circumstances fro

those of the latter (described at p. 200 et seq.) In the first place, win

possesses a tonic influence not observed after the use of ardent spiri

Common experience proves to every one, that the stimulant influent

communicated by wine is slower in its production and subsidence that

that developed by spirit. In the second place, the intoxicating influent

of wine is not equal to that of mixtures of ardent spirit and water

corresponding strengths, nor proportionate, m different wines, to tb

relative quantities of alcohol which they contain. This null be obvioi

from the following table:

—

Average quantities of Ardent Spirit and of Wine, containing four fluidounces of Alcoh

(sp. gr. 0 825 at 60° F.)

Brandy, about ' 8 fluidounces.

Port wine 18£ ditto.

Claret 26£ ditto.

Champagne 32 ditto.

Now it is obvious from this -table that if. the intoxicating power q!

vinous liquids was in proportion to the spirit contained in them, that

pint of Port wine would be almost equal to half a pint of brandy, an

that Claret would exceed Champagne in its influence over the nervou

system
;

all of which we know not to be the case. It is therefore obvious

that the other constituents of the wine possess the power of modifyin

the influence of the alcohol. Furthermore, it is probable that they ar

enabled to do this by being in chemical combination with the spiri

For it is asserted by connoisseurs, that a brandied wine ( i . e. wine t

which brandy has been added) is more intoxicating than a non-brandiei

wine equally strong in alcohol. Hence dealers endeavour to obviate thi

by the operation o{fretting in, and which, in a scientific point of view, nia;

be regarded as effecting the chemical combination of the foreign spin

with the constituents of the wine, by a second or renewed fermentation

A third distinction between the operation of wine and ardent spirit
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greater tendency of the latter to induce disease of the liver. “ It is

known,” observes Dr. Macculloch {op. cit.),
“

that diseases of the
are the most common, and the most formidable of those produced

1 ue use ot ardent spirits
;

it is equally certain that no such disorders
w the intemperate use ot pure wine, however long indulged in. To
concealed and unwitting consumption of spirit, therefore, as con-
'd in the wines commonly drank in this country, is to be attributed
excessive prevalence ot those hepatic affections which are compara-
vy little known to our continental neighbours.”
he uses ot wines are threefold—dietetical, medicinal, and pharma-
ical. To persons in health, the dietetical employment of wine is

sr useless or pernicious. The least injurious are the light wines,

cially Claret.

<5 a medicinal agent, rvine is employed principally as a cordial, sti-

mt, and tonic
;
but some of the wines possess astringent and acid

'erties, for which they are occasionally resorted to. In the latter

3S of fever, when languor and torpor have succeeded to a previous

: of violent action, and in the low forms of this disease, wine is at

s undoubtedly useful. It supports the vital powers, and often re-

3s delirium and subsultus tendinum, and promotes sleep. But it is

I h less frequently and copiously employed than formerly. As a sti-

i iting tonic and invigorating agent, it is given in the convalescence

t fever, and from various chronic non-febrile diseases. In extensive

r ration, copious suppuration, gangrene of the extremities, and after

insive injuries or severe operations, or profuse hemorrhages, when the

i ers of life appear to be failing, wine is administered often with the

effects. It has been liberally employed in tetanus, and at times

I

I

apparent alleviation of the disease. If in any of the preceding

>s it causes dryness of the tongue, thirst, quick pulse, restlessness, or

r ium, it should of course be immediately laid aside. And it is ob-

is that in acute inflammation, especially of the brain or thoracic

ns, in tendency to sanguineous apoplexy, and in the first or acute

'e of fever, the employment of wine is objectionable, and calculated

r rove highly injurious. Port-wine (Vinum Lusitanicum seu 1 oitugal-

m) is applicable to most of the purposes above mentioned for which

mulant and tonic is required, and is the wine ordinarily employed in

:
public hospitals of this metropolis. On account of its astringency,

particularly useful in those cases w'hich are attended with a lelaxcd

s lition of the bowrels ;
but it is apt to disagree with weak stomachs,

mixture of two-thirds Port-wine and one-third water is used as an

ition for the radical cure of hydrocele. Burgundy (Vinum Bmgun-

m) is a stimulant, and somewhat astringent wine; but is rarely used

lis country for medicinal purposes. Sherry ( Vinum Xencum ,
1 h. L.

,

rm album, Ph. Ed.; Vinum album Hispanum ,
Ph.D.) is peculiarly

able, on account of the small quantity of free acid w hich it contains ,

it is, therefore, the wine best adapted for patients troubled with gout,

aving acidity of stomach, or a deposition of htlnc acid m the urine.

1 is a more stimulating w'ine than cherry,

etic and a speedy intoxicator. It excites lively and agreeable feel-
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ings, and, in consequence, is adapted for hypochondriacal cases.
I
if

account of the evolution of carbonic acid, it may be occasionally
(
^

ployed to allay vomiting. It is objectionable in gouty subjects. r
'S

Rhine wine (Vinum Rhenanum), of which Hock (Vinum Hochheimensejm
the most familiar example, and the Moselle wine (Vinum Mosellanuti

are refrigerant and light wines. They prove diuretic, and slightly 3A
fidnt. Their acidity adapts them for use where phosphatic sedim<||

are observed in the urine. They are used also in low fever, with '

]£ast less likelihood of doing harm than the stronger wines. Ch\
(Viniinuritbellum) has been already mentioned as one of the least in J

rio,us of wines. It is adapted for the same cases as the Rhine t

Moselle wines. Both are, of course, objectionable in gouty cases t

lithic acid deposits, on account of their acidity.

As a. pharmaceutical agent
,
wine is employed for the preparation ofji

medicated ivines (vina medicata). Sherry is the kind employed by I

British colleges
;
but for economy druggists often use Cape wine,

efficacy resides essentially in the alcohol which it contains. In s<> i

cases, however, its acidity may increase its solvent power. But asi

quantity of alcohol which it contains is variable, and as it is more liij

to undergo decomposition than a tincture containing the same prof

tion of spirit, the medicated wines are objectionable preparations.

3. Spiritus Vjni Gallici, L.

—

Brandy. An ardent spirit obtai

in .France by the distillation of wine. A British Brandy is manufacti

in this country. To the account of brandy and other ardent sp

already given (see pp. 196—206) I have nothing now to add.

strength of brandy, as ascertained by Sykes’s hydrometer, should be

per cent, under proof.

4. Mistura Spiritus Vini Gallici
,
L. Egg-Flip.—(Brandy, Cii

mon Water, of each, foiv.
;
the Yolks of two Eggs

;
Purified Sugar, 3

Oil of Cinnamon, rqij. Mix). Stimulant and restorative. Exceedin

valuable in the last stage of fever, and in extreme exhaustion fl

uterine and other hemorrhages. Dose, foss. to fsiss.

Order 66. Guttif'er^e, Jussieu.—The Mangosteen Tribe.

Clusiace^e, Lindley.

Essential Character.

—

Sepals two to six, usually persistent, round, frequenth

equal and coloured
;
aestivation imbricated. Petals hypogynous, four to ten. Sta

Fig. 226.
hypogynous, indefinite, or rarely definite, dis

or variously united at the base
;
filaments unec

anthers adnate, introrse or extrorse, somet

very small, sometimes unilocular, and somet

opening by a pore. Torus fleshy, occasioi

five-lobed. Ovary solitary, one- or matiy-ce

ovules solitary, or several in each cell, ere<

ascending, or numerous and attached to ser

placentae; style usually none or very short,

dom conspicuous; stigmas peltate or radiate, j

capsular or fleshy, or drupaceous, one- or ni

celled, valvular and septicidal, or indehis

Seeds definite, in a pulp, apterous, often aril

testa thin and membranous; albumen none; en

straight; radicle small next the hilum; coiyh

large, thick and fleshy, often cohering. Tre

shrubs
,

sometimes parasitical. Juice resn

Leaves exstipulate, always opposite, coriao

Garcinia Mangoslana.
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GAMBOGE HEBRADENDRON.

1 1
parallel leaves - «"«" articulated

IJ. ,Tj UiJ
h

rLSi^LmI« V't.Xf - i‘"
w

!
ac™'t an<I purgative g„m .

vi | le fruits. The fruit G. Manqosiana (fio- oor\ i , 1

°™ sPeci<
r
s 0 ®arc*m’o yield

IL,a„t, is .. the only fruit

madendron cambogioides
, Graham, E .—The Gamboge Hebradendtgk'^

Cambodia Gutta, Linn.—Stalagmitis cambogioides, Moon.

f * -
‘ vl

l '*-*3

iv

VSex. St/st* Monoecia, Monadelphia

(Gummy-resinous exudation, E.)

jissTORA'.—The first notice of gamboge is by Clusius {Exoiv?]b. IVi
V

|f.
hi. p. 8_) in 1605. He received this gum-resin in 1603, front Ptjter

Garet, of Amsterdam. It had been brought
from China by Admiral van Neck and his com-
panions, and its oriental name was said to be
Ghittaiemou.

Hotany. Gen. Char.— Flowers unisexual.
Males : sepals four, membranous, permanent.
Petals four. Stamens monadelplious, with a
quadrangular column

;
anthers terminal, with

an umbilicated circumscissile operculum. Fe-
males unknown. Berry many- (four) celled

;

cells one-seeded
; surrounded by a few abortive

distinct stamens, and crowned by a sessile-

lobed muricated stigma. Cotyledons thick,

consolidated
; radicle central filiform.

—

Trees
with entire leaves (Graham, Comp, to Bot.

••adendron cambogioides. Mag ii 199)
^ lale flowering branch. Sp. Char.—Male flowers axillary, fascicled.

Sepals when young nearly equal. Leaves
obovate-elliptical, abruptly subacuminate
(Graham).—A tree of moderate size. Leaves
opposite, stalked. Male flowers : sepals four,

imbricated, concave, yellow on the inside,

yellowish-white on the outside. Petals spa-

’ruit-bearing branch.
3. Section of fruit with

l.Back view ofaflower.
'2. Side view of the ca-

lyx and column of
stamens.

its four sides.

I to-elliptical, crenulate, yellowish-white, red on the inside. Berry
!t the size of a cherry, round with a firm reddish-brown external coat,
' uveet pulp. Seeds large in proportion to the berry, reniform ellip-

(condensed from Graham).
ul—Ceylon.

II n Gamboge, tbe Gamboge of the shops, is a “ gum-resin from an unascertained
inhabiting Siam, probably a species of Hebradendron,” E. The Stalagmitis

>ogioides
, Murray (Comm. Gotting. ix. 169). L. ; S. Ccimbogia, Persoon, D. does

ally exist. The specimen, which has been described as such, is in the Banksian
1 irium, and was found by Mr. Brown (Graham, op. supra cit. p. 197) to consist of

ft I O Vl 1 a'f I IT ^ J Z. 7 _ - / _ X* 7 .... 1 [ / . .. 1 . m —
- 1 — . . .. ^1 II I

.

m . . ' — 1 > . y, a. n .. . . . /. 7

* ur. V/nnsuson (uomp. w me not. mag. voi. n. p. woj, mai me gamboge
as nearly as possible identical in composition and properties” with that of

As the female flowers have not yet been examined, the true place of this plant in
;xua| system must at present be doubtful. Linnaeus put his genus Ccimbogia in
'idria, Monoggnia.
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Ceylon, it is probable that both are obtained from the same, or some nearly a
species. Indeed it has been suggested that the plant may have been carried from a
to Ceylon : for the Bhoodist religion is supposed to have passed from the former J >1

latter country, and with it the practice of painting1 the temples and holy dresses I

J

gamboge.

Preparation.—The only account which we possess of the methok *

obtaining Siam gamboge, is that given to Konig by a Catholic priesf J
siding at Cochin-China (Murray, App. Med. iv. 656). According to ^
statement, when the leaves or branclilets are broken, a yellow milky

j
1

issues guttatim (hence the origin of the term Gummi Guttee appliqj

gamboge), and is received either on the leaves of the tree, or in cocoa|i|

shells, and from thence is transferred into large flat earthen vessels, wiJ
it is allowed to harden during the summer season, and is afterwards* jit

veloped with leaves. The cylindrical or pipe variety receives its forrtjj

being run into the joints of the bamboo, while it is in the liquid ifl

(White, Voyage to the China Seas, Boston, 1823, p. 250, quoted byjfl

A. T. Thomson in the Lond. Dispens.) A few years since there wall
importation of gamboge in the bamboo cylinders {gamboge in the barred

Each cylinder or stem was about twenty-one inches long and one
|

and a half in diameter, closed at the lower end by the transverse posj|

of the nodus, and at the upper by a piece of oil skin.

In Ceylon, gamboge is obtained lay wounding the bark of the tail:

various places with a sharp stone, when the flowers begin to apjjj

The cream-like juice which exudes, hardens in the sun (Murray, opt',

pp. 108 and 657). According to Mrs. Walker, the Cingalese metholjf

collecting it is “ by cutting pieces of the bark completely off, aboutj|

size of the palm of the hand, early in the morning. The gamboge oj§

out from the pore of the bark in a semi-liquid state, but soon thiclbi-

and is scraped oft' by the collectors next morning, without injury ton

tree, the wounds in the bark readily healing and becoming fit to undji

the operation again” (Graham, op. supra cit. p. 196).

Description.—Two kinds of gamboge
(
cambogia

;
gummi-gutta)

jj

described by pharmacological writers—viz. the Siam and the Cew
Of these the first only is known in commerce.

1. Siam Gamboge {Cambogia Siamensis, Ph. Ed.) — This is
jj

gamboge of the shops. It is brought to this country sometimes d|g

from Siam, at other times indirectly by way of Singapore, Penan.
jj

Canton. It comes over in boxes, cases, or chests. In 1839, dutvfl

per cwt.) was paid on 15 cwts
;
in 1838, on 40 cwts. It presents i)B

in commerce in three forms :— 1st, in rolls or solid cylinders; 2dll

pipes or hollow cylinders

;

3dly, in cakes or amorphous masses. BotlJ

solid and hollow cylinders are known in commerce as pipe gami\

What is called coarse gamboge consists of the commonest pieces ot) -

above.

a. Pipe gamboge consists of cylindrical pieces, varying in size from*

to three inches in diameter. Some of them appear to have been foil

by rolling, but many of them are striated, from the impression of) -

bamboo stems into the hollow of which the gamboge juice has been*

and not unfrcquently portions of the stems are still adherent
;

an<j

one occasion, as above mentioned, the gamboge was imported ii

stems {gamboge in the bamboo). The gamboge cylinders are somet

distinct, and covered externally with a dirty greenish-yellow dust

others agglutinated, or even folded, so as to form masses of varying •*
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irms. Pipe gamboge occurs of all qualities,—the finest and the
!' specimens of gamboge which I ever saw having this form. Fine
ge is brittle and odourless

; it has very little taste at first, but
ome time, it causes a sensation of acridity in the throat. Its frac-

|

conchoidal : its fractured surface is opaque, reddish-yellow, with
.mering lustre. It is completely dissolved by the successive action

ler and water. Mixed with a sufficient quantity of water, it forms
pw emulsion, the films of which are excellent microscopic objects
-serving the active molecules described by Mr. R. Brown {Phil.
for Sept. 1828 and 1829). The powder of fine gamboge is bright

1 The Edinburgh (college gives the following characters of pure
{ ige

iicture somewhat conchoidal, smooth, and glistening : a decoction of its powder,
! *s rendered green by tincture of iodine, but merely somewhat tawny.”

i iodine is employed to prove the absence of starch. Inferior
ytes °f gamboge are harder, more earthy in fracture

;
the fractured

f e is brownish- or greyish-yellow, frequently with black spots, from
r. esence of foreign bodies which are intermixed. It is not completely
iwed by the successive action of ether and water. Iodine readily
'S, in the cooled decoction, starch, by the green colour which it gives

LLump or Cake Gamboge occurs in masses of several pounds weight,
t.ality is inferior to the finest pipe kind. Internally we observe
onts of wood, twigs, and air-cells. In most of its characters it

with the inferior qualities of pipe gamboge, and like this contains

(Ceylon or Cingalese Gamboge
(
Cambogia Zeylanica, Ph. Ed.)

in unacquainted with this kind of gamboge, which is unknown in

>sh commerce. Dr. Christison says, that, as he has seen it, it

dually in small irregular fragments, but as originally collected, is in

i.i round masses, as if moulded in shallow bowls, weighing about a

or upwards
;
and it appears to be composed of aggregated irregu-

lars, with interspaces and cavities, which are lined with a dark

*ry matter, or with a powder of an earthy appearance. Altogether

ii ns a very coarse article.” It forms, “ with great ease, an emulsion

inferior in smoothness, and very little, if at all, in liveliness of

) that of the very best Pipe Gamboge of Siam.”
1

>f position.—Gamboge was analysed, in 1808, by Braconnot {Ann.

iim. lxviii. 33) ;
in 1813, by John (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii.

and in 1836, by Dr. Christison {Comp, to the Bot. Mag. ii. 233).

Siam Gamboge.

Ceylon Gamboge.
Cylindrical or

Pipe.
Cake or Lump. Coarse.

First. Second. First. Second. First. Second. First. Second. Third.

742
21-8

trace.

71-6
24-0

trace.

64-3
20-7
4-4
6-2

4-0

65.0
19-7
6-2

50
4-2

61-4

17-2
7-8

7-8

7-2

35-0
14-2

19-0

22-0

10-6

C8-8
20-7
6-8

71-5
18-8

5-7

72-9

19-4

4-3

‘ 2 Kuin
' Fibre .

.

ire 4-8 4-8 4-6 1 not ascer-

( tained.

not ascer-
tained.

bogc .... 100-8 100-4 99-6 100-1 101-4 100-8 100-9 9G-0 96-6
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1. Gambogic Acid ; Gcimbodic Acid, Johnson
; Resin, Christison.—Obtained

1 V i|><

f

iorating to dryness the etherial tincture of the pure gum-resin. It is brittle inii
ayers of a deep-orange colour, in thicker masses of a cherry-red tint. It is insoH^

in water, but soluble in alcohol, and still more so in ether. It communicates an an l
ciable yellowness to 10,000 times its weight of spirit. It is soluble in the caustic ! r
lies, forming dark-red solutions (

alkaline gambogiates), which yield, with acii

yellow precipitate (gambogic acid)-, with acetate of lead, a yellow [gambogiate of /j'i

with the salts of iron, a dark-brown
(
gambogiate of iron), and with sulphate of col|

a brown one (gambogiate of copper). The composition of gambogic acid, accordii j'

Johnson
(Proceed. of the Royal Soc., June 20, 1839), is C40 H23 08.—

I

n dosd'
five grains, gambogic acid occasioned profuse watery discharges without pain, on d
uneasiness. If the activity of gamboge depended solely on the resin, five, or fiveJ
a half, grains of the resin should be equal to seven of gamboge; but, according td' ?i

Christison, this is not the case. Hence, either it is not the sole active ingredient
becomes somewhat altered in the process for procuring it

;
the latter supposition Isil

more probable.

2. Gum [Arabine ?)—The gum of gamboge is soluble in water, like gum arabic.i J
3. Starch or fecula.—This substance, which is found in common gamboge, is dttu

less an adulterating substance.

Chemical Characteristics.—Gamboge emulsion becomes tranj*

rent and deep-red on the addition of potash, forming gambogiate
potash. Digested in alcohol or ether, gamboge yields orange-red tjfc

tures [solutions of gambogic acid). The etherial tincture dropped r-

water, yields, on the evaporation of the ether, a thin, bright-yelff

opaque film or scum (
gambogic acid), soluble in caustic potash, u

alcoholic tincture dropped into water, yields a bright, opaque, ye||

emulsion, which becomes clear, deep-red, and transparent, on the ail:

tion of caustic potash. The gambogiate of potash (obtained by ani

the above processes) gives, if the alkali be not in excess, with acidui

yellow precipitate [gambogic acid)
;
with several metallic salts, as acqf

of lead, nitrate of silver, &c., yellow precipitates [metallic gambogian\\

with sulphate of copper, brown [gambogiate of copper)-, and withifi

salts of iron, dark-brown [gambogiate of iron).

The detection of gamboge in pills has become, on some occasions, an impot

object of medico-legal research [Trial of Joseph Webb, at York Summer Assizes, 1

taken by Mr. Frazer. Lond. 1834). Spurious extractum colocynthidis composition if

th e pill cocliice of the shops, sometimes contain gamboge (see p. 1079). The mo*

detection, in all these cases, is simple:—Digest one portion of the suspected substi

in alcohol, and another in ether. Then subject the alcoholic and etherial tinctun

the tests above-mentioned.

In external appearance the resin of Xanthorrcea hostile (see p. 658) is the only!

stance that could, by a remote possibility, be ednfounded with gamboge. Buj

above chemical characters readily distinguish gamboge. They would also prevenj

yellow colouring matter of saffron (p. 675), of turmeric (p. 686), and of rhubarb (p

being confounded with that of gamboge.

Physiological Effects, [a.) On animals generally.—The anni

on which the effects of gamboge have been tried, are dogs, horses, of

sheep, and rabbits. From his experiments on dogs, Orfila [Toxicol. £!l

inferred that it is a powerful local irritant; and that when applied toil

of the animal tissues, its fatal operation depends, not on its absorptti

but on its powerful local action, and on the sympathetic irritation ol

nervous system. It appears to be an uncertain and dangerous medi

for herbivorous animals, and is, therefore, rarely or never employee

veterinarians. Daubenton states, that two drachms killed a sheep (A

de la Soc. Roy. de Med. de Paris, t. iv. p. 2G1). Two ounces and a I

have been found to produce very little effect on a cow; while twice
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Y tity caused dysentery, which continued seventeen days. On the

jljj
from six to t\\el\c diachms have merely rendered the stools somc-

I

softer and more frequent, although shivering, loss of appetite, irre-

i
ity of pulse, great anxiety, and other alarming constitutional symp-

I ,
were brought on (Moiroud, Pharm. Vet. p. 267-8). On the other

,
Viborg (Wibmer, Wirk. der Arzneim. ii. Gifte. ii. 389) has given

'.i mce to the horse without any remarkable effect.

I
)
On man .—Taken in small doses, gamboge promotes the secretions

*<j
e alimentary canal and of the kidneys, and causes more frequent

I liquid stools than natural. In larger doses it occasions nausea,
times vomiting, griping pains of the bowels, watery stools, and in-

tied discharge of urine. When the action is very violent, there is

; depression of the vascular system. In excessive doses it acts as

:
aid poison. A drachm caused horrible vomiting and purging, fol-

d'd by syncope and death (Paullini, Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. i. Ann. viii.

; ;9). The deaths which have occurred from the use of enormous
. titles of Morison’s pills (see Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xiv. 612 and 759;

357, 415, and 623; xviii. 75 and 927; and xix. 976) are mainly

bable to the gamboge contained in these medicines. In these

i the symptoms were, violent vomiting and purging, abdominal pain

tenderness, cold extremities, and sinking pulse. On post-mortem

iiination, inflammation, ulceration, and mortification of the intestines,

found.

aimboge belongs to the active hydragogues and drastic purgatives,

cctivity is inferior to elaterium and croton oil. In acridity it exceeds

scammony, and even colocynth. In its mode of operation it is

il to, though scarcely so acrid as, euphorbium. It is exceedingly

o irritate the stomach, and to occasion nausea and vomiting. This

'S from its ready solubility in the gastric juices. As this action on

stomach is exceedingly objectionable, vre sometimes endeavour to

in it by conjoining aloes, or some other substance which diminishes

1 olubility of gamboge in aqueous fluids, and by giving the medicine

:ie form of pill. Sundelin (.Heilmittell

,

ii. 28, 3
tc
Aufl.) ascribes to

:)Oge an especial power of exciting the vascular system (arteries and

s) of the pelvic organs, in virtue of which, he says, it readily gives rise

e hemorrhoidal flux and uterine hemorrhage. Furthermore, he re-

'S it as povverfullv irritating and exciting to the abdominal neives,

icially the sacral and pelvic divisions.
. .

'SES.—From the foregoing account of the effects of gamboge, it is

evident that it is a remedy well adapted for acting as a stimulus to

ibdominal and pelvic viscera, either to rouse them when in a torpid

,, or to give them preternatural activity, and thereby to relieve some

tnt organ, on the principle of counter-irritation. On the other banc

,

i lse of gamboge is highly objectionable when there is an irritable or

i minatory condition of the stomach or bowels, a tendency to abor-

or to uterine hemorrhage, and also when we do not want to promo e

icrease the hemorrhoidal discharge. The following are some of the

s in which we employ it :— . .. , „ . . ,

In constipation, where an active cathartic of small bulk is required,

boge is employed. It is, however, not given alone, as the necessary

would be very apt to create nausea and vomiting. It is, therefore,

lly conjoined with other and milder purgatives, the operation of
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which it increases and quickens, while they, by diminishing its solubili

a

in the juices of the stomach, lessen its tendency to create nausea i
vomiting. The pilules cathartics composite, Ph. U. S. (see p. 472), all

the piluls cambogis composite, L. D. (p. 1232), may be referred to
i

!

preparations in which these objects have been kept in view.
2'. In cerebral affections ,

as apoplexy, or a tendency thereto, gambojj
usually associated with other purgatives as above stated, is a higH '

valuable counter-irritant purgative. By stimulating and rousing if

nerves, blood-vessels, and secretory apparatus of the abdomen, it is of< ;

calculated to relieve determinations of blood to other parts.

3. In dropsies gamboge has been employed, on account of {

hydragogue operation, where the use of drastic purgatives is indicate

To its efficacy numerous practitioners have borne testimony. It is, hof

ever, rarely given alone, but usually in combination with other and milJ

remedies (as jalap and bitartrate of potash) of the same class. If it j'

desirable to act also on the kidneys, an alkaline solution of gamboge Hi

been recommended. Gamboge has been thought more especially servb:?

able in those forms of dropsy connected with hepatic obstruction.

4. As an anthelmintic.—Gamboge has been frequently employed ai^

remedy for tape-worm, and not unfrequently with considerable slicca

Several empirical anthelmintic remedies (see Murray, App. Med. iv. l|

et seq.) are said to owe their efficacy to this substance. It is an imp*

tant constituent of Madame Nouffer’s
^
specific (see p. 578).

Administration.

—

On account of its tendency to occasion vomiting at

griping, gamboge is usually given in small doses
,
as from one to three or fd

grains, in the form of pill, and repeated every four or six hours. In t

way it may be given with safety and without inconvenience. The 1

dose of it is said to be from ten to fifteen grains. An alkaline soluti

of gamboge has been long known on the continent under the name!

tincture of gamboge
(
tinctura gummi guttee, in Yoigtel’s Arzneim. Bd..l

Abt. ii. S. 203) and has been employed as a powerful diuretic in drop!'

It consists of gamboge, in powder, ass.; carbonate of potash, aj. (id

mately mixed with the gamboge)
;
and brandy, -xij. Digest with a geu)

heat for four days. Dose f^ss. to fqj.

PiLULJE Cambogijr composite, L. D. Pilules Cambogice, E.—(Ga

boge, bruised, 5j. [aj- E.~\
;
Aloes bruised, siss. [East Indian or Barbado

Aloes, aj. E.—Hepatic Aloes, 5iss. D.]
;
Ginger, bruised, 5SS. [Aromai

powder, sj. E.]
;
Castile Soap, $ij. [§ij. E.]

’ Mix the powders togethj

then add the soap [and then a sufficiency of syrup, E. treacle, D.] a|

beat them into one mass). Cathartic ;
considerably more active th

the pilules aloes composites (p. 649). Employed in obstinate constipate

Dose, grs. x. to grs. xv.—The aloes, by diminishing the solubility of 1

1

gamboge, renders the latter less likely to irritate the stomach, 'll

formula is said to be a simplification of one proposed by Dr. Geoi

Fordyce.

Antidote.

—

In poisoning by gamboge our chief reliance must

placed on the palliatives already mentioned for poisoning bv euph

bium (p. 775) and elaterium (p. 1088). I am acquainted with

well-ascertained antidote, though the alkalies (carbonate ol pota

according to Hahnemann, Uufeland's Journ. Bd. v. S. 12.) have beenss

to diminish the violence of the topical action of gamboge.



WILD CINNAMON.

CaneVla ai'ba, Murray L E. D.-Laurel-leaved CandlaMWild, Cinnamon.
*

Sex. Syst. Decandria, Monogynia.

(Cortex, L. D.—Bark, E.)

btoev. The bark of this tree lias been frequently confounded wit^—
l a T l . T’ ,

ClusI
,

us iv. cap. i. p. 75, and cap.iii.
descnbes both baiks, and notices two kinds of canella bark.

OTany. ea. Char. Sepals five. Petals five. Somewhat coria-
•is, glaucous-blue, contorted in aestivation. Stamens united to form a

; anthers fitteen, resembling furrows. Stigmas three. Berry three-
id, or by aboition one-celled

; cells one- or two-seeded. Embryo
oiding to Gaeitner, but perhaps an error) surrounded by fleshy

i men, curved, with linear cotyledons
(Decandolle).

p. Char.—The only species.

ti ee glowing fioni ten to fifty feet high. Leaves alternate, shining,
• ate, cuneate at the base, coriaceous and opaque when old, dotted
n y oung. Flowers small, clustered purple. Berry the size of a pea,
ijysmooth, blue or black (Swartz, Trans. Linn. Soc. i. 96).
Lab.—West Indies and continent of America.

I

* ’escription.—The canella bark of the shops
(
cortex canellce alba),

•.etimes termed, on the continent, costus dulcis, or costus corticosus, is

unner bark of the stem and branches. It occurs in quills or broken
t es, which are hard, somewhat twisted, of a yellowish-white or pale
ige-colour, somewhat lighter on the internal surface, and have an
latic clove-like odour, an acrid peppery taste, and a white granular

tture.

.. Bauhin and others have confounded it with Winter's bark

:

hence it

i been denominated spurious Winter’s bark [cortex Winteranus spurius).
• pale colour of its inner surface is one out of several physical cha-
fers by which the two barks maybe distinguished. Chemically, they
be distinguished by nitrate of baryta and sulphate of iron, both of

ch cause precipitates in the infusion of Winter’s bark, but not in that

Janella [Journ. de Pharm. t. v. p. 481).

omposition.—Canella bark was analyzed, in 18*20, by Henry [Ibid.),

in 1823 by Petroz and Pobinet [op. cit. vol. viii. p. 197).

Henry's Analysis.

Volatile oil.

Aromatic resin.

Brownish yellow colouring-matter.

Extractive.

Gum.
Starch.

Albumen.
Lignin.

Salts.

Canella bark.

Petroz and Robinet's Analysis.

Volatile oil.

Resin.

Bitter extractive.

Canellin.

Gum.
Starch.

Albumen.
Lignin.

Salts.

Canella bark.

Volatile Oil of Canella bark.—According to Cartheuser it is dark yellow, fluid,

heavier than water. It has an acrid taste.

Resin .— Henry found this constituent to be aromatic, but not acrid.

4 K
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3. Bitter Extractive.—Brown, very bitter, not crystallizable. Soluble in aleoh
ether, and slightly in water.

4. Canellin (Mannite ?). — A crystallizable, saccharine substance, incapable
undergoing the vinous fermentation.

Physiological Effects.—Canella bark is an aromatic stimulant aij
:

l

tonic. Its aromatic qualities depend on the oil and resin
; its tonic prjj

perties on its bitter principle. As an aromatic it ranks between cinnid
mon and cloves.

Uses.—In this country it is employed principally as an aromatic a||

dition to purgatives and tonics (see pulvis aloes cum canella, D., and vinu\
aloes, p. 650 ;

and tinctura genhance composita, E.p. 897, and vinumg%
J|

liana

,

E.)
;
and is well adapted for debilitated conditions of the digestiiij

organs.

By the Caribs (the ancient natives of the Antilles) and the negroes .)

the West Indies, it is employed as a condiment. It has been consider^

useful in scurvy.

Administration.—Dose of the powder, grs. x. to 3ss.

Vinum Gentians, E. (Gentian, in coarse powder, Sss.
; Yelltjli

Bark, in coarse powder, sj.; Bitter-Orange peel, dried and sliced, 5ij
fj

Canella, in coarse powder, 5j.; Proof-spirit, f*ivss.
;
Sherry, Oj. ajn

fyxvj. Digest the root and barks for twenty-four hours in the spir?§

add the wine, and digest for seven days more
;
strain and express the ] st

siduurn strongly, and filter the liquors). This formula should have bem
introduced at p. 897.—Wine of gentian is an aromatic tonic, useful 0
dyspepsia and anorexia. It is apt to become acetous by keeping. T rr

dose of it is f3ss. to fgj.

Order 67. Aurantia'ce^e Correa.—The Orange Tribe.

Essential Character.— Calyaj urceol ate or campanulate, somewhat adhering tow
disk, short, three- or five-toothed, withering. Petals tbrdfe to five, broad at the bau
sometimes distinct, sometimes slightly combined, inserted upon the outside oil

hypogynous disk, slightly imbricated at the edges. Stamens equal in number to |
petals, or twice as many, or some multiple of their number, inserted upon*,

hypogyuous disk
;
filaments flattened at the base, sometimes distinct, sometirtl:

combined in one or several parcels ; anthers terminal, innate. Ovary many-cellaM

style one, taper; stigma sligntly divided, thickish. Fruit pulpy, mauy-celled, witlfl

leathery rind replete with receptacles of volatile oil, and sometimes separable from I

cells
; cells often filled with pulp. Seeds attached to the axis, sometimes mimerot*

sometimes solitary, usually pendulous, occasionally containing more embryos than orj J|-

raphe and chalaza usually very distinctly marked
; • embryo straight

;
cotyledons thnji

fleshy; plumule conspicuous .—Trees or shrubs
,
almost always smooth, and filin

every where with little transparent receptacles of volatile oil. Leaves alternatl

often compound, always articulated with the petiole, which is frequently wingjrt

Spines, if present, axillary ( Lindley).

Properties.—In the bark, leaves, flowers, and rind of the fruit, are numerous vesicujjl

or rounded reservoirs, which contain a highly fragrant volatile oil. Pulp of the flirt

acidulous and refrigerant.

Citrus med'ica
,
Risso, E.*

—

The Citron-Tree.

Sex. Syst. Polyadelphia, Polyandria.

History.—The fruit of this species is supposed to be the pijXov

of Theophrastus {Hist. Plant, i. 22, and iv. 4). Pliny {Hist. Nat. 31

* In the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia, 1839, Lemons arc referred to Citrus medica, RiHf

This is obviously a mistake.
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Fig. 228 .

if

1235

ed. "V alp.) calls it malum citreum. It is probable that the citron is

red to in the Old Testament on several occasions {Cant, ii., vii., and
;
Joel i.) where, in our translation, the word apple has been em-

ed (Carpenter, Script. Nat. Hist.)

otany. Gen. Char.—Floivers usually with a quinary proportion of
Calyx urceolate, three- to five-cleft. Petals five to eight. Stamens

lty to sixty
;
filaments compressed, more or less united at the base,

adelphous ;
anthers oblong. Style terete

;
stigma hemispherical.

it baccate, seven- to twelve-celled
;

cells many-seeded, pulpy. Sper-

°rms (seed coats) membranous
;
auricles of the cotyledons very short

C.)

—

Trees or shrubs, with axillary spines. Leaves reduced to one

; inal leaflet at the apex of the petiole, often winged. The rind of the

fruit is regarded by Decandolle as a hind of

torus, by Dr. Lindley as the union of the epicarp

and sarcocarp. In the external yellow portion

{flavedo or zeste) of it are the rounded or vesi-

cular receptacles containing volatile oil
; the

inner white portion is spongy. The cells of

the fruit are filled with small pulpy bags, readily

separable from each other, and containing the

acid juice. Seeds exalbuminous, marked exter-

nally with the raphe ;
inner coat stained at one

extremity, indicating the place of the chalaza.

Sp. Char.—Petioles naked. Leaves oblong,

acute. Flowers with forty anthers, often without

pistils. Fruit oblong, rugous, with a thick

rind and acidulous pulp {D. C.)—Tree, ^oung

branches violet. Leaves subserrate. Petals ex-

ternally purplish. Fruit large, violet-red when

i<r, fine yellow when mature ;
its rind adherent, with an agreeable

it. Risso {Ann. du Mus. d'Hist. Nat. xx.) enumerates three varieties.

r

AB.—A native of Asia. Cultivated in the South of Europe.

'escription, &c.—The fruit of this tree is the citron {malum

mm). It' sometimes attains a weight of more than 20 lbs. Those

s which preserve their pistilla are called pitima. Risso says t icy aie

:;ht after by the Jews, who suspend them to palms at the feast of the

rmacle. the flavedo of the citron abounds in volatile oil, which

be obtained either by expression or distillation. The leaves, as

the flowers, of the citron-tree, yield a volatile oil by distillation

ybaud, Journ. de Pharm. Aout 1834, p. 437). The leaves are mter-

:d between linen, to which they communicate a fragrant odour

.

eover they are said to keep away insects.

>.o volatile oils, known respectively as the essence or ^entialc

ce or essential oil ofcedra ”eera£°£
d
‘x^TrcTl'istinuuishea by their odour:

ue usually confounded by pharmaco lo£'™
distillation. The composition

w
Citrus medica.

le

with that of the essential oil of lemons—viz. C™ H».

'hysiological Effects and Uses.—

A

nalogous^ to those of the

tgeand lemon. TOtUrita brought to the table in the raw
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state, but it yields some excellent preserves and sweatmeats. The jui

.

is employed to flavour punch and negus. It forms, with sugar and watJl

a refreshing, refrigerant beverage. The essential oil is used in perfumer
-j

and may be employed in medicine for scenting.

Citrus Berga'mia, Risso .—The Bergamot Citrus.

Citrus Limetta Bergamium, z,.—Citrus Limetta, E.

J

Sex. Syst. Polyadelphia, Polyandria.

(Oleum e fructus cortice destillatum, A.—Volatile oil of the rind of the fruit, E.)

Botany. Gen. Char.—See Citrus Medica.

Sp. Char.—Leaves oblong, more or less elongated, acute or obtus

under-side somewhat pale. Petiole more or less winged or margined
Flowers usually small, white. Fruit pale yellow, pyriform or depresse jl

rind with concave receptacles of oil
;
pulp more or less acid (Wight aiS

Arnott).

Hab.—Cultivated in the South of Europe.

Description.—The volatile oil or essence of bergamot
(oleum bergam\\

oleum bergamotce), imported from the South of Europe, is procured frq I

the rind of the fruit. It may be obtained either by expression (as t|«

volatile oil of lemons) or by distillation (Raybaud, Journ de Pharti

Aout 1834). It is pale greenish yellow, with a remarkable odour, ancj§

sp. gr. of O'SSS. Its composition is identical with that of oil of lemoi
~

being C 10 H8
.

Uses.—Oil of bergamot is employed as a perfume only. It is a use: u

odoriferous adjunct to unguents.

Citrus Limo'num, Risso, L. E .—The Lemon-tree.

Ci'trus med'ica, D.

(Fructus. Fructus cortex exterior. Oleum 6 fructus cortice exteriori destillatum. Succus, L.—Fni*
Rind of the fruit. Volatile oil of the rind of the fruit, A’.—Fructus succus, tunica exterior et a*
oleum volatile, D.)

Fig. 229.

History.'—It is supposed that the Greeks and Romans were una|
quainted with the Orange and Lemon, which only became known
Europeans at the time of the Crusades (Macfadyen, in Hooker’s B
Miscel. vol. i- p. 299). This supposition receives confirmation from ti

fact, “ that the Persian and Arabian authors do not, as is their won

give any Greek synonyme of either, but

the citron, which is supposed to have bet

known to the Romans” (Royle, Illus

p. 130).

Botany. Gen. Char. — See Cit

Medica.
Sp. Char.— Young branches flexib

Leaves oval or oblong, usually toothe

Petiole simply margined. Flowers whi

tinged with red. Fruit yellow, ovoid

rarely globular; terminated by a more

less elongated knob; rind with conv<

vesicles of oil; pulp acid (Wight ai

Arnott).

IIab.—A native ofAsia (Himalaya, 2?oy<

Persia, Risso). Cultivated in the South

Europe.

TRl

Citrus Limonum
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Description.—Lemons
(limones)

are imported from Spain, Portugal,

!
ly, Rnd the Azores, packed in chests, each lemon being separately
.ed in paper. The Spanish lemons are most esteemed. We employ

£ J

medicine both the rind and the juice.

I !. Lemon Peel ( Cortex Limonum).—The flavedo [flavedo corticis

|j
onum) is pale-yellow and rough. By drying its colour deepens. Its

tv Le is aromatic and bitter; its odour, which is owing to the volatile oil

I ged in appropriate receptacles, is strong and peculiar. The inner por-

n i of the cortex is white, spongy, and almost both odourless and taste-

11- i. The flavedo yields, both by distillation and expression, a volatile

;j (
essential oil of lemons). A watery infusion of lemon peel becomes

k| enish-brown on the addition of the sesquichloride of iron.

Jj.h Lemon Juice [Succus Limonum).— A slightly turbid, very sour

Buor, with a grateful flavour, obtained from lemons by expression and

i ; lining. Owing to the mucilage and extractive which it contains, it

h dily undergoes decomposition, though various methods have been pro-

|
r sed of preserving it. On this account an artificial lemon juice has

(
:n proposed as a substitute. It consists of Water, fsxvj.

;
Citric Acid,

c ijss.
;
Oil of Lemon, a sufficient quantity to communicate the proper

jfvour. The juice both of lemons and limes (the fruit of Citrus Lima
,

ucfadyen, or C. acida, Roxburgh) is extensively imported. In 1839,

Ley of one halfpenny per gallon was paid on 37,338 gallons of these

tees. In the West Indies lime juice is preferred to lemon juice.

Pomposition.— 1. Lemon Peel has not been regularly analyzed,

buugh some of its constituents have been examined. It contains vo-

iile oil, hesperidin, a bitter principle, and gallic acid.

C

. Volatile Oil of Lemons ; Essence of Lemon (Oleum Limonum) —This oil is usually

cured by expression, as follows :—The flavedo of the lemons is removed by rasping,

is afterwards expressed in hair sacks. The oil which is thus procured is leceived

lasks, where it deposits some of its impurities, and is then decanted and filtered

mry and Guibourt, Pharm. Raison, t. i. p. 284, 2me ed.) Baume (FZm. de Pharm.

p. 486) says the rasped flavedo is pressed between'glass plates. Expressed oil of

oils is somewhat turbid, and liable to undergo change by keeping, owing to the

cilaginous matter which it contains in solution. Oil of lemons may >e procurec a so

distillation; and the oil thus procured is pure, not disposed to undergo change y

;
ping, and is employed, under the name of scouring drops, for removing gi ease spo s

i n silks and other textures
;
but its flavour is less pleasant and sweet. 1 he grea er

:t of the oil of commerce is brought from Portugal and Italy ,
some, i ’

‘

cured from France. When quite pure, it is colourless, limpid and of I a <a it

our, like that of lemons. Its sp. gr. at 70° F. is 0 847. 1 is so u e ‘IP
. is in anhydrous alcohol, and it. boils at about 345° F. When the commere

^

»>1

ed to a temperature of -4* F. it deposits white cry stals, whose nature is not known .

rectified oil remains perfectly liquid and transpaient a ns e
p Blanche!

ions is composed of two isomeric oils, one (
citrene ,

umas , y . ,

I Sell) capable of forming, with hydrochloric acid, a crystalline cm“P°“
J d

1 ed of C I0 H 8 + HChl.l; tile other (citryle) not lormniir an.y cr, c I

l h this acid The composition of oil of lemons is CO I s n e *JU«I «***
' the oil of turpentine (p. 7

s^imhnteTstiEg observations on this and
wgamot (p. 1236), and citron (p. 12.3._>) (I or some n _ »

, xxv j t j & 6G).
i ie other oils of this order, see Sonbetran and Capi ain ®»

. vvhieh resides in the
: 1. Hesperidin .—A crystallizable neutral, resume (?)

,'

h

‘

s The fom of silky

: aS"“fflriCX.
1

»ndjheju Mb fixed

(“d snbslauccs v.*Uc.,
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denominated extractive. It is the presence of this substance which enables an aque<
solution of impure hesperidin to form a reddish-brown precipitate with the persalts!*
‘— It frequently contains traces of gallic acid.iron

2. Lemon Juice.—According to Proust, lemonjuice consists of cit
\

j

acid, 1*77
;
malic acid, gum, and bitter extractive, 0*72

; and wat\
97*51. Lime juice contains the same ingredients, in somewhat differd-

proportions : the quantity of citric acid in it is larger, while that 1

mucilage, &c. is less.

It

Citric Acid (Acidum Citricum).— First procured in the solid state, in 1781, by Schell
is found in many acid juices of fruits usually free, but sometimes in combinat|j^

with either potash or lime. Besides the fruits of the genus Citrus, it is found, wpi
little or no malic acid, in the fruits of Dulcamara, Dog-rose, Cranberry, Bird Chei3
and Whortleberry. Mixed with an equal quantity of malic acid, it is found in :

Gooseberry, Red Currant, Strawberry, Raspberry, Cherry, &c. In the Tamarin|i§
exists with both malic and tartaric acids (see p. 1161).

Citric acid crystallizes in colourless, odourless, very sour, transparent, short, rhita
boidal prisms, whose extremities are terminated by four trapezoidal faces, and whir
primary form is the right rhombic prism. Crystallized citric acid becomes damp h
exposure to a moist atmosphere, though Dumas and other French chemists state itlftg

be unalterable by the air. According to Vauquelin it is soluble in seventy-five

of cold and fifty of boiling water. The solution is strongly acid, and becomes mou>P
by keeping. Crystallized citric acid is much less soluble in alcohol than in water,

sp. gr. is 1-617. When heated to about 212° F. it fuses into a limpid liquor,

distillation it gives two pyrogenous acids. One of these, called pyrocitric or cilrrt

acid, was discovered by Lassaigne, and consists, according to Dumas, of C5 H2 m
the other, termed citricic acid, was discovered b^ Baup, and is isomeric with the fijj

During the operation, acetone (pyroacetic spirit) and much carbonic oxide are product*

Heated with potash to about 390^, it is converted into oxalic acid. Treated with t

of vitriol, it evolves sulphurous acid, carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, and acetic at:

Heated with nitric acid, it becomes oxalic acid.

The characteristics of citric acid are as follows:—It yields, when added in excess,,

precipitate with lime-water. It does not yield a crystalline precipitate when an e.xcil

of it is added to a solution of carbonate of potash. It yields, w,ith barytic wateij

white precipitate ( citrate of baryta). With a solution of acetate of lead it also furniif

a white precipitate
(citrate of lead), soluble in ammonia, which forms with it a doud

salt (ammoniacal citrate of lead). With a solution of nitrate of silver it produces 4
white precipitate

( citrate of silver), which, when heated, becomes brown, froths k

deflagrates, discharges white fumes, and leaves an abundant, ash-grey, coarsq

fibrous, crumbly residue, which by beat becomes pure silver.

Citric acid has the following composition :

—

Atoms.
Carbon 4 ...

Hydrogen .2
Oxygen .. 4

Eq.Wt. Per Cent.
.. 24 41-38

.. 2 3-44

.. 32 55-18

Anhydrous f

citric acid $
1 * * .. 58 100-00

Crystals by cooling a Solution

saturated at 212°.

Atoms. Eq.Wt. PerCent.
Anhydrous ? . ,a
citric acid £

1 aa "
Water 1 9 ..

Crystallized? .

citricacid S
*“ ...100-00

Commercial Cystai

Atoms. Eq.Wt. PerCf

1 58 .... 82$

i£ i2.... ni

70 ... 100 »

Physiological Effects and Uses. 1. Of the Lemon Peel.,

Lemon peel is a grateful stomachic and aromatic. It is employed nu

as a flavouring ingredient than for its own proper effects. It is a co

stituent of the ivfusum gentiance compositum (p. 896), and of the infusi

aurantii compositum. Candied lemon peel (cortex limonum conditus) is

agreeable stomachic, and is employed as a dessert and in confectionary

2. Of Oil of Lemons.—Oil or essence of lemons possesses the stiiflf

lant properties of the milder volatile oils, and is denominated carmir

tive and diaphoretic. In full doses it is said to be apt to occasion heal
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e and giddiness. Its principal use is for communicating(Ul« U.W1U iu. wmmainv/»wug ail agl’Ce-

» odour and flavour to other medicines. It may be taken as a car-
. • • 1

1

j _ _ _ _ _ r. _ i / .7 7 7 • \

, ative, in the dose of a few drops, on sugar (elceosaccharum limonum).

i a perfume, it is an exceedingly useful adjunct to sulphur ointment,

to evaporating lotions. To this, as to some other volatile oils (see

1, m I'osmarini, p. 831), has been ascribed the power of promoting the

i l'wth of the hair, and, in consequence, it has been added to pomatum.

; re recently it has been employed as a stimulant application in various

i, ernal inflammations of the eye. It was first used in these diseases

mDr. Worlitz (Dierbach, Neuest. Entd. in d. Mat. Med. Bd. 1. S. 78,

(i ;;7
;
also Land. Med. and Phys. Journ. for 1830, vol. viii. N. S. p. 366),

lf>D applied it by squeezing the little drops of oil from the rind of the

: j, on into the eye. He used it with good effect in rheumatic, catarrhal,

,
.

.

scrofulous inflammations of the eye, in pannus and pterygium, and in

« ,citv and some other consequences of inflammation of the cornea. It

i since been tried by ]VIr. Foote (
Trans . of the l\Ied. Pot. Soc. 1832-33,

? '3), at the Ophthalmic Hospital, who dropped the oil into the eye in

same way that the vinum opii is applied. In some cases it caused ex-

ssive pain. He thinks it preferable to the vinum opii, in all cases

vsre a stimulant is required.

j Qp Pemon Juice.—Lemon juice furnishes a most agreeable and

•< eshing beverage, and proves refrigerant and antiscorbutic. It is em

vyed for several purposes, as follows : ...
:

(fl ) In the preparation of refrigerant drinks.—It may be either added

barley-water or mixed with sugar and water, to form lemonade The

t, er may be extemporaneously made, by adding two lemons sliced, and

n ounces of sugar to two pints of boiling water and digesting until

a A similar beverage is called, by Mr. Brande (Dwt. of Pharm.

Kt Kirin's Cup. These acidulated drinks are exceedingly useful tor

wing thirst, and as refrigerants in febrile and inflammatory complaints,

fin hemorrhages. In the latter maladies teed lemonade should be

ferred. Where there is nausea or a tendency to sickness, effervesem

.onade is useful. “ Lemonade, as a beverage in putrid diseases was

t introduced bv the French physicians in the beginning of the seven

nUi cerhury ;
and about the year 1660, an Italian from Florence,

, 1D „ iearnt
'

a process of freezing confectionary, conceived the happy
'mVearn a P °

. ,1PVPTa„e into ice. This found a ready sale, and
a of converting such

number of sellers of
s the occasion of so gieat an mere

. formed

Ta
a

company,' and Sred^apatentfrom
the Government” (Dr. Paris,

aught, made with lemon juace
>

( ^ allLng sickness and vomiting
one of the best remedies we po* - 7

is a mild diapho-

p. 303). The citiato 1
..estlessness and watchfulness m fever,

and diuretic, and °^en allay ^ other remedies of the same
i is adapted for lithic acid depos ,

’Posits (see p. 329). When our
iss, is objectionable in ph°sp a

'
fl

P
scing draught, composed of

ject is to determine to the ^n, » tfLmmolia, is to be pro-

non juice or citric acid and sc. q ^ ^ oorimnntps. and ol

: -S

e

ic

is — and of
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lemon juice or citric acid, for the formation of effervescent draughts,)*

as follows :

—

Effervescing draughts are exceedingly valuable vehicles for the exHJ
bition of other remedies.

c. As an Antiscorbutic .—Lemon juice has long been regarded as ; *

invaluable antiscorbutic; but on account of the difficulty of preserving

it, crystallized citric acid is usually substituted. “ Those only,” says

Gilbert Blane ( Select Dissert, p. 8, 1822
;
see also Observ. on the DA ;

eases incident to Seamen),
“ who have made themselves acquainted wif i

the early part of the naval history of this country, or those who hap -

perused the interesting, popular, and eloquent narrative of Commodo\jk

Anson’s voyage, can duly appreciate the value of this simp;:;

remedy.” Yet, on hypothetical grounds, Dr. Stevens {On the Blood!<

ventures to assert that citric acid induces scurvy !

d. As an Antidote.—In poisoning by the alkalies and their carbonatdi

the vegetable acids are the antidotes, and the most convenient and easitjf

procurable acidulous substances are, in general, vinegar and lemon juiaij

e. As an Anti-narcotic.— In poisoning by narcotic substances, •:

opium, lemon juice may be administered, after the poison has been re:

moved from the stomach, to counteract the effects.

f Other Uses.—Several of the medicinal uses of lemonjuice can onu,

receive a passing notice. Such are the employment of it, with commaili

salt, in dysentery
,
remittent fever,

bellyache
,
and putrid sore-throat, ; ft

recommended by Dr. Wright {Mem. of the late Dr. Wright
, p. 322) ;jl

its use in cardialgia, by Dr. Dewees
;
and in syphilis

,
by Dr. Hollo, .rlf,

a topical remedy for uterine hemorrhage after delivery, Dr. Evratt [Arc.
|

Gen. de Med. Janv. 1825, p. 141) recommends that a cut peeled lemon liii

introduced into the uterus, and the juice there expressed. It causes tHo

uterine contractions by which the juice is expelled, and the hemorrhaal

stopped. In hospital gangrene
,
Dr.Wemeck (Dierbacli, Neuest. Entd in il

Mat. Med.2 te Abt. S. 512, 1828) applied, with good effect, in the first stagl

of the disease, either lint soaked in lemon juice, or segments of lemons, i

Administration.

—

The mode of employing lemons will be obvioif)

from the preceding remarks.
.

1 . Acidum Citricum. L. E.D.—(Lemon Juice, Oiv.
;
Prepared Challj

Sivss. ; Diluted Sulphuric Acid f^xxviiss.
;
Distilled Water, Oij. Adi

the Chalk gradually to the Lemon Juice made hot, and mix. Set bi

that the powder may subside
;
afterwards pour off the supernatant liquoj

Wash the Citrate of Lime frequently with warm water. Then pour upoj

it the diluted Sulphuric acid and the distilled Water, and boil for
J

quarter of an hour. Press the liquor strongly through linen, and straij

it
; evaporate the strained liquor with a gentle heat, and set it by, thd

crystals may be formed. Dissolve the crystals, that they may be pur«

again and a third time in water, and strain the solution as often ;
bo

down and set it aside, L.—The processes of the Edinburgh and Dublt

Colleges are essentially the same. The Edinburgh College boils the juic

Citric Acid. Lemon Juice.

Grs. 14 or f'^iiiss. ..

Grs. 17 or fjiv.

Grs. 24 or f3vj

.

A scruple of the Alkali.

Bicarbonate of Potash.

Carbonate of Potash.

Sesqnicarbonate of Ammonia.
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ce, and allows it to rest once before the chalk is added. After the
rhuric acid has been added, the filtered liquor is directed to be tested
a nitrate of barytes, and if the precipitate thereby obtained be not
most entirely soluble in nitric acid,” more citrate of lime is to be
ed [to saturate the great excess of sulphuric acid].—The Dublin Col-

. employs diluted sulphuric acid equal in weight to eight times the
lk employed).

Che juice of lemons and limes is imported for citric acid manufac-
ers, in pipes and hogsheads. It is saturated with chalk or whitino-
i large vat. By this means a citrate of lime is formed. This is pre-

; itated, while the carbonic acid of the chalk escapes, and the mucilage
|

he juice for the most part remains in solution.

Ingredients.

-u- -n f 1 Carbonic acid 22
ualk _ oO

£ x Lime 28

„„„ 5 Water, mucilage, &c.mon Juice ^ Citric
’

acid 58

Products.

-1 Carbonic acid gas 22

-Water, mucilage, &c.
-1 Citrate of lime . . S6

The supernatant liquor is then drawn off, the citrate of lime passed
augh a sieve and frequently washed with warm water, until the muci-
and other soluble impurities are for the most part got rid of, and

pphuric acid diluted with water then added : sulphate of lime separates,

l citric acid remains in solution.

Ingredients.

1 Citrate of lime = 86^ gjj?
acid 58.

1 Sulphuric acid= 40

Products
-1 Citric acid 58

=1 Sulphate of lime . . 68

Hie clear solution is then evaporated (manufacturers use for this pur-

sue leaden boilers) and the concentrated solution set aside to crystallize,

te crystals are afterwards purified by re-solution and re-crystallization,

or further details respecting the manufacture of this acid consult

rrkes, Chem. Essays,

x

oh i. p. 539,2nd ed. 1823.)

1 Powdered citric acid is sometimes adulterated with powdered tartaric

d. The fraud may be readily detected by dissolving the suspected

d in a small quantity of water, and adding cautiously to it a solution

carbonate of potash, taking care that the acid be in excess. If any

ntaric acid be present, a white crystalline precipitate ( bitartrate of

ash) is formed. The directions of the London and Edinburgh Col-

>;es for ascertaining the purity of the acid are as follows

:

I L’his acid is soluble in water ;
what is precipitated from the solution, by acetate of

>1 J is dissolved by nitric acid. No salt of potash, except the tartrate, is precipitated

solution of citric acid. It is totally dissipated in the fire
(
Ph • Lond.)

iThe solubility of the plumbeous precipitate in nitric acid is to show

' i absence of sulphuric acid or a sulphate.

f t solution, in four parts of water, is not precipitated by carbonate of potash : when

inerated with the aid of the red oxide of mercury, no ash is left, or a mere trace

i. Ed.)

'The elements of citric acid (viz. oxygen, hydrogen, and cat bon) aie

»sipated by a red heat. But this dissipation is promoted by an agent

?. red oxide of mercury) capable of supplying oxygen without leaving

y fixed residuum.
.

.

Orfila
(
Toxicol . Gen.) ranks citric acid among the irritant poisons; but
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Drs. Christison and Coindet (Christison, On Poisons, p. 208, 3rd e<j$
gave drachm doses to cats without observing that the animals suffer)

J

any inconvenience therefrom. The effects of large doses of this acid •

man I am not acquainted with. Small quantities dissolved in waflJ
allay thirst, diminish preternatural heat, check profuse sweating, atf|
promote the secretions of urine. Vogt (Pharmakodyn . Bd. ii. S. 7^
2

te
Aufl.) says it acts, more than tartaric acid, on the skin (in this respiJ

being similar to acetic acid), and less on the alimentary canal and uj

nary organs. The continued employment of it causes disorders of t;
»'

digestive organs.

The uses of this acid are analogous to those of lemon juice (p. 123'

as a substitute for which it is applied in medicine. Dr. Porter,

Bristol, has proposed a solution of it as a solvent for opium (see Opiums
2. Syrupus Limontjm, L. E. D.—(Lemon juice strained [and fre

from impurities by subsidence, E. D.], Oj.
; Sugar, lb.ijss. [slviii. P

Dissolve the sugar in the lemon juice, by the aid of a gentle heat, th<

set aside for twenty-four hours
;
afterwards remove the scum, and shout

there be any dregs, pour off the clear liquor).—Refrigerant. An agreeab

adjunct to diluent drinks, as barley-water, in febrile and inflammato:

complaints, and to gargles. Dose, f3j. to f5iv.

Citrus Aurantium, Risso, L. E. D .—The Common or Sweet Orange-Tre\

Sex. Syst. Polyadelphia, Polyandria.

Fructus. FructAs cortex exterior. Flores. Oleum e floribus destillatum, L .—Distilled water of i
j

flowers. Volatile oil of the flowers, E .—Fructfts succus et tunica exterior. Flores. Folia, V.)

somewhat uncertain when the sweet orange becarHistory.—It is

known to Europe. The bitter orange, as well as the lemon, was knot*

during the middle ages, but the sweet orange is supposed not to ha

been introduced until a period after this (Macfadyen, Bot. Miscell..

302).

Botany Gen. Char.—See Citrus medica.

Fig. 230.

Sp. Char.—Leaves oval, elongated, acute, sometimes slightly toothed

petiole more or less dilated and wingei

Flowers white, large. Fruit oraug

coloured, roundish or ovoid, usual,

depressed, rarely terminated by

small knob
;
rind with convex vesicht

of oil
;

pulp sweet (Wight an

Arnott).—A great number of sorts

known to gardeners. The Chit

orange is the common orange of til

markets and of the Portuguese. T1

St. Michael's orange is a small see<

less variety. The blood-red oraty

has a reddish-yellow fruit, with a pul

irregularly mottled with crimson.

ILab. — Asia; probably Chin;

Cultivated in the South of Europ 1

Citrus Aurantium.

the Azores, and the West Indies.

Description.— Orange leaves
(
folia aurantii

)
are feebly bitter. The

watery infusion is greenish and somewhat bitter. They contain a fra
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nt volatile oil, which is procured by distillation, and is called, in the
ps, essence de petit grain. Orange flowers (flares aurantii seu napha?),

I en fresh, are white. They are sometimes exported from the South of
I rope, stratified with common salt, inbarrels (Risso). Dried orange flowers
I

I

yellowish, and have an agreeable odour, which is less powerful than
|fj tot the fresh flowers. By distillation, orange flowers yield a fragrant
ftjkiatile oil {oleum Neroli ; oleum aurantii). The small green fruits

immaturus aurantii) which fall during the great heats of the
iiamer, are carefully collected and dried. They, as well as the unripe

l it ot the next species, then form the orange berries (baccce aurantii)

Dt the shops. Their size does not exceed that of a cherry
;

their

our is dark greyish or greenish brown
;

they have an aromatic
>ur and a bitter taste. They are used for flavouring Curaqoa.

: len smoothed by a lathe, they constitute the issue peas of the

»ps : they are preferred to ordinary peas for keeping up the discharge

fcj . an issue, on account of their pleasant odour. An infusion of orange

Ij Ties is rendered green by the sesquichloride of iron. By distillation,

E"se berries yield a fragrant oil (the original essence de petit grain).

(j e ripe fruit, or the orange {aurantium
;
poma aurantiorum), is im-

•ted in chests and boxes, each orange being separately packed in paper.

; e best come from the Azores and Spain; very good ones are also

b >ught from Portugal, Italy, Malta, and other places. The rind is some-

Bnes employed as a substitute for the rind of the bitter orange. It yields

I distillation a fragrant volatile oil (
essential oil of sweet orange).

(Composition.— Orange Flowers were analyzed by Boullay [Bull.

R.PAam. i. 337), and found to contain volatile oil, bitter extractive,

U/; n, acetic acid, and acetate of lime.

^Orange Berries were analyzed, in 1828, by Lebreton (
Journ . de

Lm. xiv. 377), who found their constituents to be as follows

pL latile oil, sulphur , chlorophylie,fatty matter, hesperidin, bitter astrin-

matter, with some traces of gallic acid, citric and malic acids,

/ra/es and malates of lime and potash
,
gum, albumen, lignin, mineral

K ts, and traces of iron and silica. Widemann {Ibid. xvi. 707) obtained

l
f crystalline substance analogous to, but yet different from, hesperidin.

< Orange Peel has not been analyzed; but its composition is, doubt-

s, analogous to that of lemon peel (p. 1237). Orange Juice consists

citric acid, malic acid, mucilage, albumen,
sugar, citrate of lime, and

Uer.

1. Volatile Oils from the Sweet Orange Tree.—The volatile oils obtained from the

bves, flowers, and fruit-rind of the sweet orange tree agree, in their essential chemical

mracters, with each other, with the corresponding oils obtained from the bitter g*.

I I with the volatile oil of lemons (see p. 1237). They differ pruic.naHyu hen odour

The oil of sweet orange kept in the perfumers shops is obtained by distillation

liter, from the rind of the fruit.
. . . . . ^ r ,

[iThe other volatile oils of this species are not distinguished in English commerce fiom

•seof the next species (see p. 1244).

[-2. Hesperidin l Described at p. 1237.

& from unHpeoran^ Isdi«cd
m Hesperidin by its very distinct pnsmat.e .crystaHization by * s i^ 1” 1

^
* ohol, by its solubility in water, and by its not forming oxalic acid with nitric acid.

Physiological Effects and Uses.-Sweet Orange-peel is an aro-

tic stomachic and tonic analogous to lemon peel, and is occasionally
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employed as a substitute for the bitter orange peel. “ Large quantiti f

of it are sometimes productive of mischief, especially in children
whom colic, and even convulsions, are sometimes induced by it. \i<

have known the case of a child, in which death resulted from eating t
rind of an orange”

( United States Dispensatory). Orange Juice h\->
refreshing and grateful beverage, and is extensively used at the tab /

In febrile and inflammatory complaints it is a valuable refrigerant
allaying thirst and diminishing preternatural heat.

Citrus vulgaris
,
Risso, L. E.

—

The Bigarade or Bitter Orange Tree. 1
Sex. Si/st. Polyadelphia, Polyandria.

(Fructfts cortex exterior, L.—Distilled Water of the flowers, Rind of the fruit, Volatile oil of the '

flowers, E.)

Fig. 231.

J : Oh

r ip. P S ‘

u. )U ! r 1
•

Citrus vulgaris.

History.—The bitter orange became known to Europe during til
Middle Ages. All the old established orange groves of Spain, as thobl

at Seville, planted by the Moors, are u;

the bitter orange. (Macfadyen,
: t

Hooker's Bot. Miscel. i. 302).

Botany. Gen. Char.— See Citr\ i

medica.

Sp. Char .
—Leaves elliptical, acu|^

or acuminated, slightly toothed. PetidM

more or less winged. Flowers largjfc

white. Fruit orange-coloured, roundi®
or slightly elongated or depressed

;
rial

with concave vesicles of oil
;
pulp acn ;

and bitter (Wight and Arnott).

Numerous varieties of this are cultjtt

vated. One of these yields the fhi

known in the English market as tll»

Seville Orange.

Hab.—Asia. Cultivated in Europe!
Description.—The leaves of this species, when nibbed, emit a veij

agreeable odour. Distilled with water they yield a bitter aromatic
water, known in Languedoc as eau de naphre (aqua naphce). At tli

same operation is procured a volatile oil, called the essence de petit grair^

of finer quality than that obtained from the
-

leaves of the sweet orangi

The flowers yield, by distillation with water, orange-flower water (aqu*

aurantii, Ph. Ed.) and oil of Neroli (
oleum aurantii, Ph. Ed.) of finer qua

lity than the corresponding preparations obtained from the flowers of tin

sweet orange. The unripe fruits ,
like those of the sweet orange, an

called orange berries
,
and are employed for the purposes before mer

tioned (p. 1243). The Seville orange is round and dark, and has a

uneven, rugged, very bitter rind (
bitter orange-peel ; cortex aurantii

,
PI

L. and Ed.), which is employed for medical purposes as well as in tli

preparation of candied orange-peel
,
and for flavouring the liqueur calle

Curaqoa.

Composition.—The composition of the leaves, flowers, and fruit c

the bitter orange is doubtless analogous to that of the correspondinj

parts of the sweet orange.
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Oil of Orange-leaf; Essence de petit grain —The term essence de petit grain was
innlly applied to the volatile oil of the orange berry, which, however, readily un-
ent decomposition. It is now used to indicate the volatile oil obtained from the
es both of the bitter and sweet orange. That procured from the bitter orange is of
r quality than that from the sweet.

Oil of Orange-flower ; Oil of Neroli (Oleum Aurantii).—Procured from the flowers
<>th the bitter and sweet orange; but that from the former is preferred. It is ob-
ed by submitting the flowers, with water, to distillation

;
and it is found floating

he water in the receiver. It has an aromatic and fragrant odour, somewhat different

1 that of the flower. “ It appears to me,” says Soubeiran
(
Nouv . Traite dePharm.

>4),
“ to be a product of the alteration of the natural essential oil. The latter is

e soluble than the neroli oil, and remains in solution in the water. Its presence
• be demonstrated by agitating the distilled water with ether deprived of alcohol. By
itaiieous evaporation the etherial solution leaves behind an essential oil, which has

[Mutely the same odour as the flowers, and which dissolves in water.” Oil of neroli,

1 ished me by one of the most respectable importers as genuine oil, has a reddish

§uur. I am informed that the essence de petit grain is frequently substituted for it.

Oil of the Rind of the Bitter Orange.—This is sold by perfumers as essential oil

itter orange. It has a considerable resemblance to the oil of the sweet orange.

3hysiological Effects and Uses.—The rind of the Seville orange
’ ng considerably more bitter than that of the sweet orange, is to be

arded as more stomachic and tonic. Its uses are the same. Its prin-

al value is as a flavouring agent.

11. Infusum Aurantii compositum, L. D. Infusum Aurantii, Dri1JJM:
tter Orange-peel, dried, 3ss. [*ij. D.]

;
Fresh Lemon-peel, sij. [3j . D.]

;

Bbives, bruised, 5j. [5ss. D .] ;
Boiling [distilled] Water, Oj. [Oss. Bf]f !\

.

Merest for a quarter of an hour in a vessel lightly covered, and strain

ii rough linen or calico, E .~]
)—An agreeable stomachic. It is an exAi£0

1 lent vehicle for the exhibition of various other medicines, as saline

gatives, ammonia, bitter tinctures, &c. Dose, foj. to f$ij.

h Confectio Aurantii, L. Conserva Aurantii,E. (Fresh Orange-pe€

•arated by a rasp, lb. j. ;
Sugar, lb. iij. Beat the rind in a stone mortar,

h a wooden pestle
;
then, the sugar being added, again beat them until

; y are thoroughly incorporated, L. Grate off the rind of bitter oranges,

i)>

11 beat it into a pulp, adding gradually thrice its weight of white

'jar, jB.)—

A

n agreeable stomachic. Employed as an adjunct to bitter

'll purgative powders, which are to be formed into electuaries. 1 is a

'id vehicle for the exhibition of the sesquioxide of iron.

33. Syrupus Aurantii,
L. E. D. Syrup of Orange-peel. (

ies i i er

aange-peel, riiss. [Sviij. D.] ;
Boiling Water, Oj. [Ovj. wine mea-

'•e, D.]
; Pure Sugar, lb. iij. [lb. xivss. D.) Macerate the peel m the

tter for twelve hours, in a vessel lightly covered; then strain the liquor

necessary, E.] and add the sugar [and dissolve with the aid o

t^t, £.]).-To avoid the volatilization of the essential oil as little heat

' possible should be employed in the process. An equally ag

1fl efficacious syrup may be prepared by adcing
-fl-

. machic
uige-peel to Oj. of simple syrup. Syrup of orange-peel l . ’

1 its principal use is for flavouring. Dose, 3j. i> 3n.b
/ Ritter

4 T Tf AubantIt L. E. Tincture of Orange-Peel. (Bitter
lisc ruRA Aii. , _ Macerate for fourteen

ange-peel, dried, Snjss. ,
1 roof bpint,

1 i; nr
wen E] days [and express strongly, E.], and filtu t

1
*

Hiis tincture maybe prepared by percolation by eutuug the pjd mto

all fragments, macerating it in a little of the spirit for ue e ours,

d beating the mass into a coarse pulp before putting
:
tt into the pe co

” E.) This preparation was accidentally omitted from the Dubli
or.
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Pharmacopoeia- It is an agreeable stomachic, and is principally employe
]
i

as a flavouring adjunct to decoctions and infusions (tonic or purgative .«

effervescing mixtures, &c. Dose, f5j . to f3iij.

5. Aqua Florum Aurantii
,
L. Aqua Aurantii, E. Orange-flow <j.|

Water. (Orange-flowers, lb. x. ; Proof Spirit, fSvij.
;
Water, Cong.

Let a gallon distil, L.)—Orange-flower water is usually imported. Th;i|

prepared from the flowers of the bitter orange possesses the most fragraii.

odour, but it is sometimes prepared from the flowers of the sweet orang
;

It contains free acetic acid, derived from the flowers
; hence, if kept in

vessel of lead or copper, it acquires a metallic impregnation. T1
presence of lead in it has recently been pointed out by Mr. Squire [Bn
Ann. of Med. Jan. 1837, p. 15). The following are the characters of tlj/f

pure orange-flower water :

—

“ Nearly colourless: unaffected by sulphuretted hydrogen.”

—

Ph. Ed.

Sulphuretted hydrogen produces, with either lead or copper, a darlb

coloured precipitate. Orange-flower water is employed in medicine,

well as in perfumery, on account of its agreeable odour.

Aqua Coloniensis
; Eau de Cologne ; Cologne Water .

—

A much admired perfumr.,1

Two varieties are known in the shops— the French and the German: the latter fetch.

^

the highest price. Both profess to be made by Farina. The recipes for making it aix

numerous. I subjoin one, which is said, by Trommsdorf (Journ .d. Pharm. xviii. 7£

to be followed in the Cologne manufactories:—Oil of Neroli; Oil of Citron
; Oil

Bergamot; Oil of Orange; Oil of Rosemary: of each twelve drops; Malabaj

Cardamoms, 3j. ;
Rectified Spirit, Oj. Distil.—Eau de Cologne forms an agreeabts

evaporating lotion in headache, fever, &c. It should be applied by means of a smg;(

layer of linen.
,

Other Medicinal Aurantiacece.

If

te

The Fero'nia Elephan'tum
,
a large tree growing in most parts of India, yields

gum which is used for medicinal purposes by the practitioners of Lower India. It

an exudation of the stem, and closely resembles gum Arabic (Ainslie, Mat. Ind. i. 16111

It is not improbable, therefore, that part of the East India gum brought to this counti ..

(see p. 1149) may be the produce of this tree.

Order 68. Ternstromia'cEjE, Lindley .

—

The Tea Tribe.

Fig. 232.

Though unable to do more than bestow a passing notice on Tea
,
I could not wboll

omit all reference to this important and interesting suH

stance. Two kinds of Tea plant are cultivated in our green

houses; the one called Thea viridis or Green Tea, the otba

Thea Bohea or Black Tea. Great discrepancy of opiniot

exists as to whether the different varieties of tea of com

merce are obtained from one or from two species (sc

Royle’s Illustr. p. 109; and Hooker, Bot. Mag. t. 3148

The well-known differences between green and black tea

lend great support to the assertions of those who conten

that these teas are obtained from different plants, growin

in different provinces of China. Mr. Reeves’s observation

on this point (see Royle, op. cit .) appear to me to 1

exceedingly apposite, in commerce, two principal kind

of tea are distinguished,—the Black and Green: to tb

first belong Bohea, Congou, Campoi, Souchong ,
Capet

and Pekoe; to the latter, Twankay, Hyson-skin, Hysor

Imperial, and Gunpowder. Frank (Gmclin, Handb. <4

Chem. ii. 1252) analyzed both black and green teas, an

obtained the following results :

—

Thea Bohea.
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Black. Green.
Tannin 40-6 34-6
Gum 6-3 59
Woody fibre 44-8 ... 51-3
Glutinous matter ... 63 ....
Volatile matter, and loss.. 20 .... .... 2 5

Tea 1000 .... 100-0

!j

H. Davy (Phil. Trans. 1803, p. 268) also found more tannin in black than in green

{
j

n the proportion of 48 to 41. But these results are opposed to our daily expe-

[1 e, as derived from flavour, which indicates the greater astringency in the green
Band to the experiments of Mr. Brande (Quart. Journ. xii. 201). The difference

j.
j

e quantity of tannin in the two kinds of tea, is, however, not very great. A few
U- . ago, Oudry (Thomson, Org. Chem. p. 295) announced the existence in tea of a
•i

j
l alline, salifiable base, to which he gave the name of theina

;

hut more recently,

lit ; (Ann. d. Pharm. xxv. 63, 1838) has asserted its identity with caffein ,
already no-

Sri (p. 1031). Notwithstanding the extensive employment of tea as an article of diet,

K3< : is no easy matter to ascertain correctly its precise effects on the constitution. Its

si agency is proved by its chemical properties ; and hence tea may be resorted to as an

y accessible antidote in cases ofpoisoning by substances containing vegetable alka-

y.see p. 70), or by emetic tartar. Another quality possessed, especially by green tea,

[ 1 at of diminishing the tendency to sleep. Hence, like coffee (see p. 1031) tea is

i resorted to by those who desire nocturnal study. Moreover, it may he employed

Efti i antisoporific to counteract the effects of opium and intoxicating liquors ;
and Dr.

B terbuck (Inq . into the Seat and Nat. of Fever, 2nd ed. p. 434) has suggested its

Hi cation to the relief of the stupor of fever, which he considers to be nearly allied to

vacation. Tea appears to possess a sedative influence with regard to the vascular

[f m ;
and in this, as well as in the watchfulness which it produces, tea somewhat

H':'.ables foxglove. On account of its sedative powrer, Dr. T. Percival (Essays

,

vol. i.)

mil nmends its use in feverish and inflammatory diseases, and I can speak from frequent

Brrvation of its good effects in these maladies. To this power should also be referred

K't elief of headache experienced by the use of tea. In colds, catarrhs, rheumatism,

livwarm infusion of tea is frequently employed as a diluent, diaphoretic, and diuietic.

I

nner green tea taken in large quantities is capable, in some constitutions, of pro-

r.jg most distressing feelings (Dr. E. Percival, Dubl. Hosp. Rep. vol. i. p. 219)

;

< of operating as a narcotic. Dr. Lettsom (Nat. Hist, of the Tea Tree, 1772) found

: a slroncr infusion of tea introduced into the abdomen of a frog, caused paialysis of

i ind extremities of the animal. (For some interesting information on Tea, see Dr.

imond’s work, entitled Tea, its Effects, Medicinal and Moral. 1839).

) Irder 69. Diptera'ceas, Lindley.—The Dipterocarpus Tribe.

Dipterocarpe^e, Blume .

-ryobalanops aromatic, Gutter (D. Camphora, Colebrooke ;
Star* camphori^ra

lb) is a larcre tree growing in Sumatra and Borneo. From its stem are obtained

ipiid called "Camphor oil
,
and a crystalline solid denominated Sumatra oi Borneo

jphor

Camvhor Oil Is obtained by making deep incisions into the tree with an axe.

>il gushes out and is received in bamboos or other convenient utensils (Prince,
m gusnes oui, anu is i

. . ,
•

. f rmintrv in tin canisters.oil gushes out, ana is receiveu m
. , . . • .•

:h. FI. Ind. ii. 616). It is occasionally imported into this count y

i sometimes perfectly limpid, transparent, and colourless. But moic usually it is

SliSe?Sin? yel owish or brownish. Its odour is somewhat analogous
e or less coiourea, uemg y , nf camphor and cardamoms. Some
.at of oil of cajuputi, combined with the odour

^ ^.P^ ana , d hy Marlins
pies have a strong odour of turpentine. I - - . -unlvses gave him for

fz/sssf* iii uid oii -
;md

nds of crystalline camphor.
natives of Sumatra it is termed Kapur-

Sumatra or Borneo Camjffiom By ^h
^ ^ nalural fissures or crcv ices of the

“/and ifobuinSTyTuUing down the tree, dividing it transversely into several
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blocks, which are split with wedges into small pieces, from the interstices of which t

camphor, if there be any, is extracted (Marsden, Hist, of Sumatra
, p. 150, 3rd ei

'

j

Afjer being separated from impurities, it is packed in catties. Being much esteem k

by the Chinese, it fetches a very high price. According to Mr. Crawford (Hist, of t
,

'

Jnd. Archip. vol. iii. p. 41 8) its value is 78 times lhatofJapan camphor! It rarely com ! ij

to this country as a commercial article. For some of the samples in my museum I j §
indebted to Mr. Gibson (of the firm of Howard, Jewell, and Gibson, of Stratford), w

,
>

says, “ they are part of two very small boxes imported about twenty years ago, whilff

j

were bought by me at the common price of camphor at the time, but which, it « .

afterwards discovered, were invoiced at an enormous price. Our firm gave them upili;

the importers, reserving samples, and they were re-shipped for India. I never, (l
any other occasion, except one, saw a small specimen of what I have named nati

.

camphor.”

Sumatra camphor occurs in small crystals, which are readily distinguished frr||tl

those of ordinary camphor (see p. 790). Thus they are heavier than water, givejsJ

ringing sound when shaken in a bottle, and do not so readily sublime and condense ij

crystals in the upper part of the bottle.

As a medicinal agent it is highly esteemed in the East. It is probable, howevHI'

that it is not superior in this respect to ordinary camphor, notwithstanding the mu I

greater price paid for it by the Chinese.

Order 70. Byttneria'cea:, Decandolle.—The Cacao Tribe.

Fig. 232.
«

The Theobroma Cacao is a native of the West Indies and of Continental America.
seeds (nuclei cacao) when torrefied, and with varici

additions (sugar, and usually either cinnamon
vanilla), made into a paste, constitutes chocolt

|j^
(chocolata), which furnishes a very nourishing betff-

rage, devoid of the ill properties possessed by bdP(

tea and coffee, but which, on account of the cofr

tained oil, is apt to disagree with dyspeptics. (fl
j

particulars respecting the manufacture of chocnla|!g

see Ure, Diet, of Arts, 292; and Soubeiran, Trcn\

de Pharm. i. 447). Cocoa is another preparation

these seeds. It is said to be made from the fragment)

of the seed-coats mixed with portions of the kernq!{

It is somewhat astringent, and is adapted forperscl

with relaxed bowels.
Theohroma Cacao.

Order 71. Malva'cea:, R. Brown.—The Mallow Tribe. ij

Essential Character.— Calyx of five (rarely three or four) sepals, more or la

coherent at the base, valvate in aestivation, often with bracts or external sepi

forming an involucre or outer calyx. Petals as many as the sepals, and altemi

with them; hypogynous, equal; spirally contorted in aestivation, generally adna|

to (but sometimes distinct from) the lower part of the tube of the stamens. Stama '

equal in number, or more commonly a multiple of the petals; generally indefini*

(rarely definite), hypogynous. Filaments united into a tube, and unequal in lengljl

the outer ones being shorter. Anthers one-celled, uniform, dehiscing by a transveifi

chink. Ovary of many carpels, generally verticillated round the axis, and cohereji

(sometimes free). Styles as many as the carpels, either distinct or united. Stiyrrm

as many as the carpels, more or less distinct. Carpels either one- or two-seeded, a*

dehiscing inward by a chink, or polyspermous, with a loculicidal dehiscence,
j

having a septum in the middle which bears the seeds on the inner side; in soijl

cases nearly free, in others united into a many-celled capsule or an anomalous berip

Albumen none. Embryo straight. Radicle terete. Cotyledons twisted like t

chrysalis.

—

Herbs, shrubs, or trees. Leaves alternate, generally petiolate, and w*li

stipules (D. C.) J

Properties.—“ The uniform character is to abound in mucilage, and to be total

destitute of all unwholesome qualities” (Lindley).
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MaVva sylves'tris, Linn. L. E .—Common Mallow.
Sex. Si/st. Monadelphia, Polyandria.

(Herb, E.)

I

-i ~y »» iiiuuj vvnoj V/CiV/il \ y ILXl
ovule‘ My™ as many as the cells. Carpels several (rarely only

>), capsular, indeliiscent, one-seeded, circularly arranged around the
'S. Radicle inferior {Wight and Arnott).
'
5

p

- Char. Stem erect. Leaves five- to seven-lobed, acute. Pedicels
i 1 petioles hairy (D. C.)

Boot perennial, tapering, branching, whitish. Stem two or three feet
more high, branched. Leaves deep green, soft and downy. Flowers

r three or four together, axillary. Petals obcordate, purplish-rose
cured, with deeper veins, combined by the base of their claws.

(Bab.—Indigenous
;
hedges and road sides. Flowers from June to

l.^gust.

I Description.— Common Mallow (herba malvce sylvestris) is odourless,
il has merely a mucilaginous herbaceous taste. Its watery infusion is

opened in colour by the sesquichloride of iron, and forms a precipitate
1 h acetate of lead. Dwarf mallow {herba malvce rotundifolice

)

pos-
hes similar properties.

. Jomposition.—I am unacquainted with any analysis of this plant,

t e constituents are probably similar to those of Althaea officinalis

1250). Mucilage is the prevailing principle. Extractive also is

) other constituent. The colouring matter of the flower is an exceed-

C;ly delicate test of the alkalies, which render it green.

3 Physiological Effects and Uses.—Emollient and demulcent. Em-
>, >yed in the form of decoction, in irritation of the alimentary canal and

Uhe pulmonary and urinary organs. In tenesmus the decoction is used

; the form of enema. In external inflammations, emollient fomentations

1 d cataplasms of mallow are sometimes employed.

DecoctumMalvje compositum, L. (Mallow, dried, sj.
;
Chamomiles,

tied, 5ss.
; Water, Oj. Boil for a quarter of an hour, and strain).

—

nployed for fomentations and enemata as above mentioned.

IHistouv.— According to Dr. Sibthorp {Prodr. FI. Grac. ii. 42) this

Althaea officinalis,
Linn. L. E. D .—Common Marsh-mallow.

Sex. Syst. Monadelphia, Polyandria.

(Folia. Radix, L. D^-Leaves. Root, E.)

Hvered, much shorter than the leaf {D. C.)

4 L
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Root perennial, tap-shaped, rather woody. Stem two or three fe |||
high. Leaves hoary green, peculiarly soft and downy, with a line starj I

pubescence. Floivers three or four together, on axillary stalks, larch
I

pale rose coloured.

Hab.—Indigenous
;
marshes, especially near the sea.

Description.—The leaves of Marsh-mallow [folia althoece) are odour-
less, and have a mucilaginous taste. The root [radix althoece

)
is lonl,

cylindrical, branched, about the thickness of the finger, plump, mucilbi
ginous, white internally, and covered with a yellowish epidermis. Th||
which is imported from France has been deprived of its epidermiji

and is white [decorticated root of marshmallow). Its odour is feeble, iU
taste sweet and mucilaginous. Iodine colours it dark blue. Sesqu^
chloride of iron forms with the concentrated decoction a brown sen|^

transparent gelatinous mass.

Composition.— Marsh-mallow root has been analyzed by Bacd
[Joarn. de Chim. Med. ii. 551); by L. Meyer (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chei\i

ii. 1251); by Wittstock [Pharm. Central-Blattfur 1831, S. 277), and tj.

Buchner [Ibid, fur 1832, S. 511). The results of the latter chemist atj

as follows :
—Fatty oil T26, glutinous matter T81, uncrystallizable sugdI

and altliein 8-29, mucilage 35‘64, starch 37 -

51, phosphate of lime 8'2tl

vegetable medulla 11-05, and woody fibre 7'50 [excess 11*35].

Asparagin ; Asparamide j Althein.—The substance which has been called althein l

identical with asparagin. It is crjstallizable, odourless, and almost tasteless. It

soluble in water, ana in alcohol, sp. gr. 0-837; but it is insoluble in absolute alcohj

and in ether. It consists of C 8 B7 N2 O5
. Acted on by the watery solutions of 0

alkalies, it evolves ammonia, and is converted into aspartic acid (C8 H5 N O 6): henl

it is called asparamide
,
as it is an aspartate of ammonia (C8 H5 N O 6 + H3 N), miiv

an atom of water. It has no influence on the therapeutic properties of the root.

Physiological Effects and Uses.— Similar to those of comma
j|

mallow, already stated (p. 1249). On the continent it is a favouril

demulcent. The pastilles and pate de guimauve are used as pectoral) t

The powder of marsh-mallow root is used in France to envelope pilli

“ The simple decoction is recommended as an injection, to be throw

into the vagina, in cases of difficult labour, arising from rigidity of tit

soft parts” (Montgomery, Obs. on the Dub. Pharm.)
1. Mistura Althaeje, E. Decoctum Althoece, D. (Boot [and her!

D .] of Althaea, §iv.
;
Raisins stoned, oij.

;
[Boiling, E.~\ Water Ov. [Ovis

wine measure, Zb] Boil down to three [five-, Zb] pints; strain [througj

linen or calico, Zb], and when the sediment has subsided, pour off th

clear liquor for use).—An agreeable diluent and demulcent. Employe!

in visceral inflammation and irritation; as nephritis, calculous affection:

gonorrhoea, strangury, &c. From one to three pints may be taken in tl|

course of the day.

2. Syrupus Alttueje
,
L. E. D. (Althaea root, fresh and sliced, *vii

[lb. ss., Zb]
;
Pure Sugar, lb.ijss. [lb.ij. Zb]; Water [boiling, E.], Oi'

Boil down the water with the root to one half [strain, E.], and expres

[strongly through calico, E.] the liquor [when cold, L. Zb] Set asicljf

for twenty-four hours, that the impurities may subside
;
then pour off' thj

liquor, and the sugar being added, boil down to a proper consistence)

Demulcent. Employed as an adjunct to cough mixtures, and as a pec

toral for children. It readily ferments, and becomes ropy. Dose, f3

to f5ss.
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Gossypium herba'ceum, Linn. E .—Common Cotton.

Sex. Syst. Monadelphia, Polyandria.

(Hairs attached to the seed, E.)

!!• Iistory.—

I

t is somewhat doubtful who first mentioned cotton. There

| ome reason for supposing that cotton cloth is referred to in the Old

J

lament (Harris, Nat. Hist, of the Bible

;

Carpenter, Script. Nat.

' t.) Cotton is certainly mentioned by Herodotus (
Thalia

,
cv.) ;

but

ir translators arc in p.vror. in st.a finer ( Kufp.rne. lvxxvi.'or his translators are in error, in stating
(
Euterpe

,

lxxxvi.) that the

kyptians, in embalming, wrapped the body, in cotton cloth; since all

n n n va +Annr a la o vni ni’Annatm a av An TA I

7 £ , j

mmy cloths are found, on a microscopic examination, to be linen,

jny (Hist. Nat. lib. xix. cap. 2, ed. Valp.) speaks of the cotton plant

i> ssypion), and of the cloth (Xylina) made of the -woolly substance

i ch envelopes the seeds.—(For further details see Royle’s Illustr

.

p, 84,

[t eg.)

Botany. Gen. Char.— Calyx cup-shaped, obtusely five-toothed,

Ir rounded by a three-leaved involucel, with the leaves united and cor-

3 at the base, and deeply cut or toothed irregularly. Stijle simple,

[irked with three or five furrows towards the apex. Stigmas usually

tee, sometimes five. Capsules three- to five-celled, three- to five-

red at the apex, loculicidal. Seeds numerous, imbedded in cotton,

ang branches and leaves more or less conspicuously covered with little

cck dots
;
nerves below usually with one or more glands (

Wight and

wiotf)

.

Sp. Char. — Bi-triennial
;
young parts hairy.

Leaves hoary, palmate, with sub-lanceolate,

rather acute
‘

lobes. Stipules falcate-lanceolate.

Leaves of the exterior calyx dentate. Capsides

ovate pointed. Seeds free, clothed with firmly

adhering white down under the long white wool

(Roxburgh).— Petals of a lively yellow colour,

with a purple spot near the claw. Dr. Roxburgh

(FI. Ind. iii- 184) particularly distinguishes three

varieties cultivated in India—viz. the Dacca, the

Berar, and the China cottons.

Hab. Asia. Cultivated in India, Syria, Asia

Minor, the Mediterranean, and America.

Description. — The filamentous substance,

led cotton (gossypium), consists of tubular hairs, which

surface of the seed-coat. By drying, they become flattened ,

1 in this state, if they be immersed in \\ a ei an
.. .

the microscope, they appear like distinct, a
,
nan ’

h only occasional appearances of joints, which are ndicated

a line at a right angle, or nearly so, to the aide of the tube,

tton is distinguished (under the microscope) horn
t n Ap,s

ich constitutes linen by the tubes ol t ie a
.

el* »
. , i-

’

.ml, tapering at the extremities, and, when J“n^, having oblique

iculations. Cotton which has undergone no .PjH 1

regarding
lated raw cotton.— (For much interesting mformatio legaiding

tton, but which is unsuited to tins work consult Royle, op. at.,

Culloch’s Diet, of Comm.-, and Ures Did. of Arts.)

Fig. 233.

s ssypium herbaceum.
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^Composition.—

C

otton is a modification of lignin
,
and consists, the*.

1

, ./forp, df carbon
,
hydrogen

,
and oxygen; but the precise relative propi-

1

irons :o.f its constituents have not been ascertained. In all its essentj 2

r .
chemical properties it agrees with ordinary woody fibre. It is coii

'piet^ly insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, oils, and vegetable acid./

gS/rirng alkaline leys dissolve it. The strong mineral acids decompose !|(

vAAVitli nitric acid it yields oxalic acid.

Physiological Effects and Uses.—Paw cotton, or cotton-wool, hji

been employed with apparently good effect in the treatment of bui jtf

(Anderson, Ed. Med. and Sarg. Joarn. vol. xiii. p. 215, 1828). It alia i

pain and irritation, apparently by forming, with the discharges, a subs if

tute for the epidermis, under the protection of which the process for t $
formation of the new cuticle takes place, undisturbed by external irritu?

tion. The exclusion of the air seems to be a most important part of t|j|

treatment; and, of course, to effect this, many other agents (as lint) win
answer in the place of cotton. The following is the method of empltM
ing cotton :—The cotton should be carded in narrow fleeces, thin enoujlj

to be translucent, and applied in successive layers, so as completely!
protect the injured parts from the effects of motion and pressure. TVhffl

the skin is severely scorched, a spirituous or turpentine wash may J
applied previously to the application of the cotton. As complete repji

of the partis necessary, the first dressing should be allowed to remain - A

long as possible undisturbed.

Cotton-wool impregnated with nitre or chlorate of potash has bek

;

employed as moxa (see p. 957).

The well-known superiority of linen to cotton, as a dressing .

:

wounds and ulcers, is usually ascribed to the triangular shape of tjJ

cotton fibres, the sharp angles of which are supposed to cut and irrittfi

the fiesli. But this shape of the fibres exists only in the imaginations

those who have never examined them by the microscope. Raspf:

[Chim. Organ.) ascribes the superiority of linen for surgical purposes!

the hollow condition of the tubular fibrillac, by which they are enabled!)

absorb into their interior the blood or purulent secretion. The tubes!

cotton, on the other hand, are filled with an organizing substance, ai|j

therefore, can imbibe nothing into their interior.

Order 72. Lina'ce,e, Lindley.—The Flax Tribe.

Line.*, Decandolle.

Essential Character.— Calyx three- or four-, generally five-sepaled. Sepals coy

rent only at the base, imbricate in aestivation, continuous with the peduucle, tj

therefore persistent. Petals as many as the sepals
;
hypogynous, unguiculate at

base, slightly united together, and to the ring of the stamens ;
alternate with !

with

live fill

sepals, twisted in aestivation. Stamens equal in number, and alternate

petals, cohering into a monadelphous ring at the base, and having an abortiv

ment, or tooth, between each. Anthers innate, bilocular, bi-rimose. Ovaries subt;

hose, with as many cells as there are sepals, rarely fewer. Styles as numerous

the cells of the ovary. Capsule globose, crowned by the permanent bases of

styles, composed of carpels haring induplicate margins and dehiscing at the apex

two valves, and which are divided into two partial cells, by an incomplete disse

ment arising from the centre. Seeds in each cell, two inverted. Albumen genera

none, but in its stead there is a tumid fleshy endopleura. Embryo straight, with

radicle turned towards tiie liilum.

—

Herbs or shrubs with entiree.xstipulate leaves (0-

Properties.—The fibres of Linacecc have great tenacity. The seeds abound in oil *

mucilage, and are in consequence emollient.

t



COMMON FLAX.
1M3

Li'nnm mitatu'nmum, Linn. L. E. D-Common to*. ./% ***
Sex. St/st. Pentandria, Pentagynia

. raina. °'"m •"‘“te ££=6a-j!s -a* *?*
xZh

Fig. 234.

by expression. 2!)

Iisto ry. From time immemorial flax has been employed in'Wou actme of cloth
; and it appears from our most ancient records that

'(erpe, cv.)

Ce ebrated for lts production {Exod. ix. 31. - Herodotus,

3otany.—Sepals five, distinct, quite entire or serrated. Petals five.mens five. Styles three to five, distinct from the base, or combined
die middle or apex {Wight and Arnott.)

Sp. Char.' Smooth, erect. Leaves lanceolate or
linear. Panicle corymbose. Sepals ovate, acute, with
membranous margins. Petals somewhat crenate,
larger by three times than the calyx (D. C.)—Annual.
One or two feet high. Leaves distant. Flowers large,
puiplish-blue. Capsule globular, about the size of a
small pea.

Hab. Indigenous; corn fields; not unfrequent.
Extensively cultivated in this, as well as in other
European countries, both for its fibre for making
thread, and for its oil obtained from the seeds.

Description.—The seed of the flax, commonly
termed linseed or lintseed {semina Uni) is small (about
a line long), oval, oblong, flattened on the sides with
acute edges, pointed at one extremity, smooth, glossy,

brown externally, yellowish-white internally, odour-
less, and has an oily mucilaginous taste. The seed

. coat is mucilaginous ;—the nucleus oily. The cake
h’acenta Uni

)
left after the expression of the oil, is usually denominated

' cake
;

it forms, when ground to a fine powder, linseed, meal
(farina

d). Its colour is grayish-brown. It abounds in mucilage. The meal
spared by grinding the impressed seeds yields a considerable quantity

; oil.

Il'The substance termedflax is prepared from the fibrous portions of the

rk of the plant (See Ure’s Diet, of Arts, p.482). The short fibres

lich are removed in heckling constitute tow [stupa], which is employed
t th in pharmacy and surgery* Of flax is made linen {lintcum), which

ien scraped constitutes lint [linteum carplum ; linamentum

)

an impor-

f'
uni usitatissimum.

V .

(bit agent to the surgeon.
1 Composition.—Linseed has been analyzed by L. Meyer (Gmelin,

mdb. d. Chem. ii. 1*251). Its constituents he found to be as follows

t oil (in the nucleus) 1T205, vmx (in the husk principally) 0*140, acrid

ft resin (in the husk principally) 2*488, resinous colouring matter 0*550,

llow extractive with, tannin and salts (nitre and the chlorides of po-

ssium and calcium) 1*917, sweet extractive with malic acid and some

Us 10*884, gum (in the nucleus) 0*154, nitrogenous mucilage with acetic

id and salts (in the husk principally) 15*120, starch with salts (in the

isk) 1*480, albumen (in the nucleus) 2*782
,
gluten (in the nucleus) 2*932,

sk with emulsin (?) 44’382. The ashes contained oxide of copper.
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1. Fixed Oil (Oleum Lini).—To prepare this oil the seeds are first bruised or crushei r

then ground, and afterwards subjected to pressure in the hydraulic press. (See Ure is

Diet, of Arts, p. 899). Cold- drawn linseed oil
(
oleum lini sine igne) is paler coloured, le < <

odorous, and has less taste than linseed oil prepared by the aid of a steam heat of aboi
f

200° F. ( oleum lini
,
offic.) ; but, according- to Mr. Braude (Diet, of Pharm.) it “ soon bi fcjj

comes rancid and more disagreeable than that expressed at a higher temperature.” Tl $
seeds yield by cold expression 18 or 20 per cent, of oil ; but by the aid of beat from 2 i
to 27 per cent. Linseed oil is usually amber-coloured; but it may be rendered quii

1

colourless. For a fine sample of colourless oil I am indebted to Mr. Whipple. Linseel
oil has a peculiar odour and taste

;
it is soluble in alcohol, but more readily so in ethefB

When exposed to the air it dries into a hard, transparent varnish. This change is greatlt d
accelerated by boiling the oil either alone or with litharge, sugar of lead or common whiiji 4
vitriol. The resulting oil is called drying oil or boiled oil. The efficacy of the proceatl

is ascribed by Liebig (Journ . de Pharm. xxvi. 193) to the elimination of subslancdfl

which oppose the oxidation of the oil. The ultimate composition of linseed oil, accorq»

ing to Saussure, is carbon 76-014, hydrogen 11-351, and oxygen 12-635. Its proxiinaipj

constituents are oleic acid (chiefly), margaric acid
,
and glycerin.

2. Mucilage of linseed.— Has been examined by Bostock (Nicholson's Journ. xviij. 31 j j.

by Vauquelin (Ann. de Chim. lxxx. 314), and by Guerin-Varry (Journ. de Chim. Mea 4

vii. 739). Resides in the seed-coats. Is extracted by hot water. When the solution i

mixed with alcohol, white mucilaginous flocks are precipitated. Diacetate of lead formh

a precipitate in it. Neither infusion of nutg-alls nor chlorine have any effect on i)j
,

It is not coloured blue by iodine. It reddens litmus (owing to the free acetic acid). I;

consists of two parts: one soluble, the other insoluble in water. Its ashes contain caid

bonates of potash and lime, phosphate of lime, chloride of potassium, sulphate of potasHl

oxide of iron, alumina, and silica.

Proximate Analysis. Ultimate Analysis.

Soluble part . . . .
52-70 Carbon . . .

34-30
.

Insoluble part . . . . 29-89 Hvdrop-en 569
Ashes .... 711 Nit.roP-en 7 27

Water .... 10-30 Oxygen ... 52 74

Mucilage of Linseed .... 10000 Mucilage of Linseed . .

.

... iooook

a. Soluble part (Arabine?) soluble in cold water. Treated with nitric acid yieldij

14-25 per cent, of mueic acid, besides some oxalic acid.

/3. Insoluble part. A nitrogenous substance, not soluble in water, and not yielding

mucic acid by the action of nitric acid. Properly speaking, therefore, it is not a gunmrt
substance.

Physiological Effects.—Linseed is emollient and demulcent. II

also possesses nutritive qualities
;

for, in the form of a thick mucilage (o|

jelly, as it is termed), it is employed for fattening cattle : Linseed calo

is also employed for a similar purpose. Linseed oil is a mild laxative.

Uses.—Employed, to allay irritation, in the form of infusion or tea\

expressed oil, and meal.

1. Infusum Lini compositum, L. D. Infusum Lini, E. Linseed Tea.—

(Linseed, bruised, 3yj. [sj. Z).]
;
Liquorice-root, bruised, 5ij. [sss. D]

Boiling [distilled, L.~] Water, Oj. [Oij. Z).] Digest [near the fire, L. E.

in a lightly-covered vessel, and strain [through linen or calico, E.]

Employed as an emollient and demulcent in irritation and inflammatioi

of the pulmonary and urinary organs, and of the mucous membrane!

generally : as gonorrhoea, dysentery, alvine irritation, and pulmonan

affections. It is rendered more palatable by the addition of sliced lewor

aud sugar-candy. Dose, f5i j . to f5iv. or ad libitum.

2. Oleum Lini, L. E. D.—(The preparation and properties of this

oil have been already described). Rarely employed internally. Its most

ordinary use is for the preparation of linimentum calcis, already (p. 34f>

described.
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b l1ariaa Linz, lii. Linseed l\Tpni /npi i

;heir fixed oil by expression E ) F,n r
°* * ie S€

;

eds deprived

ion of the linseed-meal poultice It N T* .

mP%ed m the prepa-

aplasmate, U. already
(p . 590) noticed ,y?

nS
^!

tuent ot
Jhe pulvispro

.seed is to be preferred to tl e no^W the massed
jy oleaginous quality.

1 ° mseed-cake, on account of

I. Cataplasma Lini. L.-—film l i n n- wrc * ,, rv r • ,

ich as may be sufficient to make It of .

J ’ ’ Lmsee?’ powdered, as

valuable emollient poultice.
piopei consistence. Mix).

Li'num cathar'ticum, Linn. E.—Purging Flax.
Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Pentagynia.

(Herb, E.)

“e°ti
.

onec‘ by ThaUus in the sixteenth century
i Drengel, Hist. Rei Herb. 1. 35).

7

aB°taay. Gen. Char.— See Linum usitatissimum.

f
p - Smooth, erect. Leaves opposite, obovate-lanceolate. Stem

ove dichotomous
(.D . C.)

.Annual Stem slender, two to six inches high. Flowers drooping
!!iore expansion, white, small.'

p °

iHab. —Indigenous
; pastures

; common.
^Description. Purging flax [herba lini cathartici

) is odourless, but
t'S a very bitter taste.

(Composition.— I am unacquainted with any analysis of this plant,
obably its purgative principle is bitter extractive.
Physiological Effects and Uses.—Cathartic and occasionally diu-
ac

; but somewhat uncertain in its operation. Formerly used in rheu-
matism. Now almost obsolete. Dose, 5j. of the dried plant; or an
fusion of a handful of the fresh plant may be employed.

t

Order 73. Caryophylla'ce^e.—The Chickweed Tribe.

Caryoph ylleas, Jussieu ; Decandolle.

Lsextial Character.— Calyx generally persistent, of four or oftener five sepals,
' which are continuous with the pedicel, and either free or coherent into a four- or five-

‘ dentate tube, imbricate in aestivation. Petals as many as the sepals (very rarely
1 none), inserted on the torus, which is more or less elevated on a pedicel (anthophorus),
; alternate with the sepals, unguiculate, having the fauces sometimes crowned with

[
petaloid scales. Stamens as many as, or double the number of, the petals, inserted in

1 the torus. Filaments subulate, sometimes submonadelphous at the base. Anthers
! two-celled. Ovary simple, two- to five-valved, inserted at the apex of the torus, and
1 crowned by an equal number of styles. Capsule of two to five valves, united at the

base, dehiscing at the apex, generally one-celled, sometimes two- to five-celled.

Septa protruding from the middle of the valves, incomplete or continuous to the axis.

IPlacenta central. Seeds numerous (very seldom few or definite) ; albumen farina-

ceous, generally central
;
embryo usually peripherical, more or less incurved (seldom

central and straight); radicle directed towards the hilum.—Herbs or under-shrubs,

with opposite entire leaves. Stems jointed (D.C.)
koperties.—Remarkable, for the most part, for their insipidity and consequent inac-

tivity.
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T,

Dicin'thus Caryophyl'lus, Linn. D .—Clove Pink; Carnation
, or Clove

Gillyflower

.

Sex. Syst. Decandria, Digynia.

(Flores, D.)

History.

—

First noticed by Manfredus de Monte Imperiali (Sprengel
Hist. Rei Herb. i. 298).

Botany. Gen. Char.—Calyx tubular, five-toothed, imbricated at thet

base with two to four opposite scales. Petals five, with long claws .

\

Stamens ten. Styles two. Capsule one-celled. Seeds compressed, con-

vex on one side, concave on the other
;

peltate. Embryo scarcely

curved (D. C.)

Sp. Char.—Stem branched. Flowers solitary. Scales of the calvx
four, very short, ovate, somewhat mucronate. Petals very broad, beard-

less. Leaves linear-awl-shaped, channelled, glaucous (D. C.)

K perennial plant; the origin of the fine carnations of the gardens.

Flowers pink, purple, white, or variegated; double, semi-double, or

single.—(For horticultural information respecting them, consult Loudon’s
Encycl. of Gard

.)

Hab.—Indigenous. Cultivated in gardens.

Description.

—

The red or deep crimson gilliflowers (flores diantld

caryophijlli
; flores caryophylli rubri; flores tunica) were formerly em-

ployed in medicine on account of their colour. They have a pleasant

aromatic smell, and a bitterish sub-astringent taste. They communicate
to water their smell and colour (Lewis, Mat. Med.)

Composition.—

I

am unacquainted with any analysis of them. They
obviously contain a volatile oil

,
colouring matter

, and an astringent prin-

ciple.

Physiological Effects and Uses.

—

Formerly supposed to have an

influence over the nervous system, to raise the spirits, &c. Simon Pauli

(Quadrip . Bot. p. 241) recommended them in various nervous and spasmo-

dic affections, and in malignant fever. They have also been used as

flavouring and colouring agents; and a syrup of them was formerly con-

tained in the British pharmacopoeias. Though still retained in the

Dublin pharmacopoeia, their medical use is obsolete.

Order 74. Polyg'alej®, Decandolle .

—

The Milkwort Tribe.

Polygalaceas and Kkameriace^e, Lindley.

Essential Character.—Sepals five, imbricate in aestivation, the two interior gene-

rally petalifnrm, the three exterior smaller; two of them are interior and sometimes

united, the third is posterior. Petals three to five, hypogynous, more or less united

by means of the tube of the stamens (rarely distinct). Filaments of stamens adherent

to the petals, monadelphous, divided at the apex into two opposite equal phalanxes.

Anthers eight, one-celled, innate, dehiscing by pores at the apex. Ovary one, free,

two-celled, rarely one- or three-celled. Style one. Stigma one. Pericarp capsular

or drupaceous, two- or one-celled. Valves septigerous in the middle. Seeds pen-

dulous, solitary, often with a carunculate arillus at the base; embryo straight, gene-

rally in the axis of a fleshy albumen, (or rarely) exalbuminous, in which case the

cndopleura is tumid.

—

Herbs or shrubs. Leaves entire, generally alternate, articu-

lated on the stein (D . C.)

Properties.— Leaves and roots for the most part bitter and astringent.



THE SENEKA.

Polyg'ala Sen!ega, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Seneka.

Sex. Syst. Diadelphia, Octandria.

A/ fS

/•r „
B.

,

:Q
:4

ft BO?
(Radix, L. D—Root, E.)

History.—The root of this plant was introduced into medicine as^^
nedy for the bites of venomous animals, in the early part of the last

ltury, by Dr. Tennant, a Scotch physician, residing in Pennsylvania

n Epistle to Dr. Mead. 1742).

• Botany. Gen. Char.—Sepals persistent, the two inner ones wing-

e. Petals three to five, adnate to the tube of the stamen; the inferior

<e keel-shaped (perhaps composed of two united). Capsule compressed,

iptical, or obcordate. Seeds pubescent, carunculated at the hilum,

'Stitute of a coma (D. C.)

:Sp. Char.—Stems several, somewhat erect, simple, terete. Leaves

, ate-lanceolate, the upper ones acuminate. Racemes somewhat spiked.

ings orbiculate. Capsule elliptical, emarginate (D. C.)

Root perennial, branching. Stems annual, from nine to twelve inches

_gh, occasionally tinged at their lower part with red or purple. Leaves
• ernate, sessile, or on very short stalks, paler beneath. Flowers small,

lite. Alee of the calyx white, with green veins. Capsule small, con-

fining two blackish seeds.

Hab.—United States of America: most abundant in the southern and
istern parts.

Description.—Senega or Seneka root
(
radix senegee seu senecce

),

imetimes called the seneka-snakeroot or the rattlesnake root, is imported

)in the United States in bales. It varies in size from that of a writing

ill to that of the little finger
;

it is contorted, presents a number of

linences, and terminates superiorly in an irregular tuberosity, which
hibits traces of numerous stems : a projecting line extends the whole
mgth of the root. The cortical portion is corrugated, transversely

acked, thick, of a greyish yellow colour. The central portion [medi-

llrum) is woody and white. The taste of the root is at first sweetish and
1 ucilaginous, afterwards acrid and pungent, exciting cough and a flow

saliva : its odour is peculiar and nauseous.

Composition.—Senega root has been repeatedly made the subject of

lemical investigation. In the last century it was examined by Burck-
ird, by Keilhorn, and by Helmuth (Murray, App. Med. ii. 564). In
304 it was analyzed by Gelilen (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1249) ;

id in 1811 by Fougeron (Journ . de Chim. Med. ii. 549). Peschier

luoted by Goebel and Kunze, Pharm Waarenk.) also published an
lalysis of it. In 1826, Feneulle [Journ. de Chim. Med. ii. 431),
i 1827 both by Dulong d’Astafort [Journ. de Pharm. xiii. 567) and

y Folchi [Journ. de Chim. Med. iii. 600), in 1832 by Trommsdorf
°harm . Central-Blatt fur 1832, S. 449), and in 1836 by Quevennc
r
ourn. de Pharm. xxii.) I subjoin three of these:

—
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Trommsdorf. Dulong. Quevenne.

Volatile oil a trace.

Acrid resin 4 1552
Sweetish-hitter ex-? .,Q r „n

tractive $
33 o70

Pectic acid 10 444
Wax 0 746
Soft resin 5 222
Mucus 5 -968

Volatile oil, traces.

Acrid extractive.

Yellow extractive.

A substance reddened by sul-

phuric acid.

Pectic acid.

Wax.
Resin.

Gum.
Woody fibre.

Malates of potash and lime.

Mineral salts and iron.

Polygalic acid.

Virgineic acid.

Tannic acid.

Pectic acid.

Cerin.

Fixed oil.

Yellow colouring-matte:

Gum.
Albumen.
Woody fibre.

Salts, alumina, silic;

magnesia, and iron.

Woody fibre ..34-316
Malates, potash, and ? 0

lime S

Dried Senega root . . . .97 354 Senega root. Senega root.

1. Polygalic Acid, in the impure state, was first procured by Gehlen, who called i,

Senegin. It is the active principle of the root, and resides in the cortical part of tin

root. When pure it is a white odourless powder, which is at first tasteless, but after

wards communicates an acrid feeling1

to the mouth, and a sense of constriction to thi

fauces. It irritates the nostrils, and excites sneezing1

. It is volatile, and, when det

composed by heat in a glass tube, evolves no ammonia, and hence contains no nitrot

gen. It is soluble in water and in alcohol, especially when aided by heat
;
but is in)

soluble in ether, acetic acid, and the oils. Its solution forms white, precipitate

(
polygalales) with diacetate of lead and protonitrate of mercury. Sulphuric acid has
characteristic effect on polygalic acid : it renders polygalic acid yellow, then rose-rec

and afterwards dissolves it, forming a violet-coloured solution, which becoma
decolorized in twenty-four hours. The alkaline polygalates are not crystal lizablt

Polygalic acid consists of carbon 55‘701, hydrogen 7 -

529, and oxygen 36-767; o

C 22 H 1 ® O 11
. It has considerable resemblance to esculic acid

(
Journ . de Pharm. xxii

270). Given to dogs, in doses of six or eight grains, it causes vomiting, embarrasses

respiration, and death in three hours. Two grains thrown into the jugular vein cause)

vomiting, and, in two hours and a half, death.

2. Virgineic Acid.—A volatile fatty acid, analogous to valerianic, pbocenic, any.

butyric acids. It is an oily liquid, of a reddish colour, a strong, penetrating, disagreed

able odour, and an acrid taste. It is soluble in alcohol, ether, and caustic potash, bu '

scarcely so in water.

Physiological Effects.

—

Senega possesses acrid and stimulant pro

perties. In small doses it is diaphoretic, diuretic, and expectorant
;

in

large doses, emetic and purgative. Sundelin (
Handb . d. Spec. Heilmittelfi

ii. 176, 3 te Aufl.) took a scruple of powdered senega root every two

hours, for six hours : it caused irritation of the back part of the tongu<

and throat, and gave rise to an increased flow of saliva. These effect:

were soon followed by considerable burning in the stomach, nausea ant

vomiting. The skin became warmer and moister; there was gripim

pain of the bowels, followed by watery evacuations; the secretion o

urine was increased, and a feeling of heat was experienced in the urinanj

passages. For some days after there was gastric uneasiness, with loss o

appetite. In larger doses it caused burning pain in the stomach ant

bowels, violent vomiting, purging, anxiety, and giddiness.

It appears to excite moderately the vascular system, to promote the

secretions (at least those of the kidneys, skin, uterus, and bronchial mem-

brane), and to exert a specific influence over the nervous system. It has

been principally celebrated for its expectorant effects.

In its operation on the nervous system it has considerable resemblance
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: 11

jt .Arnica (see p. 060*). But its influence over the secreting organs is

I: .ch greater. It is somewhat analogous to Helenium (p. 951) in its

|
ion.

I Uses.—In this country senega is comparatively but little employed,

i >is an exceedingly valuable remedy in the latter stages of bronchial or

monary inflammation, when this disease occurs in aged, debilitated,

1 torpid constitutions, and when the use of depletives is no longer ad-

f ssible. It appears to re-establish a healthy condition of the secreting

Jans, to promote the resolution of the morbid deposits, and to give

3ngth to the system. I usually administer it in combination with

rnonia, which appears to me to promote its beneficial operation. Fre-

I
3ncy of pulse, and a febrile condition of the system, are by no means
be regarded as impediments to the use- of this medicine.

< I[n chronic catarrh and humoral asthma it has also been used. It has

:n extravagantly praised by Dr. Archer, of Maryland, as a remedy for

It nip (Eberle, Mat. Med.) He represents it as being capable, without the

. of any other means, of removing this alarming disease. Few practi-

ners, I suspect, would venture to trust it. Yet it might be a useful

lition to emetics. As a stimulant and promoter of the secretions, it

;; been used with advantage in the latter stage of low fever accom-
laied with torpidity. It has also been used as an emetic, purgative, and
iphoretic, in rheumatism, as a diuretic in dropsy, and as an emmena-

3gue in amennorrhoea. It was introduced into practice as a remedy
tiiinst the bite of venomous animals,—as the rattlesnake.

-Administration.—The dose of the powder is from grs. x. to 3j. But
infusion or decoction is the best form of exhibition.

iDecoctum Senegal, L. E. D. (Senega root, 5x. [5iij. Z).]
; Water

stilled, L.~), Oij. [Oiss. B.) Boil down to a pint [sviij. 1).], and
cain).—Stimulating, expectorant, and diuretic. Dose, fsj. to fsiij. three

ifour times daily. Ammonia is often a valuable addition to it.

Krameria trian'dra, Ruiz and Pavon, L. E. D.

—

The Ratanhy.

Sex. Syst. Tetrandria, Monogynia, Willd.

(Radix, L.—Root, E.—Radix et extractum, V.)

'History.—This plant was discovered by Ruiz and Pavon, in 1779, in

uth America. It was introduced to notice into this country, as a medi-
le, by Dr. Reece, in 1808. In 1813, Ruiz’s dissertation on it appeared
an English dress (Eckard, Biss. Inaug. de Rad. Ratanhice. Berol.

.22 ).

(Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Sepals four or five, irregular, coloured, spread-

er, deciduous. Petals four or five, irregular, smaller than the calyx, the

rqe inner unguiculate. Stamens one, three, or four, hypogynous, unequal.

'ary one-celled, or incompletely two-celled
;

style terminal
;

stigma

nple
;
ovules in pairs, suspended. Fruit between hairy and leathery,

obose, covered with hooked prickles, by abortion one-seeded, indc-

scent.— Spreading many-stemmed undershrubs. Leaves alternate,

nple, entire or three-foliate, spreading. Racemes simple, spiked
indley).

* By a typographical error at p. 260, 1. 7 from the bottom, Arnica is said to be
ied in operation to “ vinegar.” For vinegar, read “ senega.”
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Sr. Char.—Leaves oblong, somewhat acute, villous-silky. PedicelIlf
somewhat longer than the leaf, bitracteate, forming a short raceme (D.C.it

Suffruticose. Root long, branching. Stem procumbent, branching
Leaves sessile, covered on both surfaces with long, silky leaves. Flowerb
solitary, lake-coloured. Stamens three. Drupe round, beset with stifi

reddish hairs.

Hab.—Peru
;

growing abundantly in Huanuco, Huamalies, and!)

Canta.

Description.—Ratanhy root (radix Icramerice seu rhatanhice) ij|j

brought from Peru. It consists of numerous, woody, cylindrical, lon<i;|

branches, varying in thickness from that of a writing quill upwards
These pieces consist of a slightly fibrous, reddish-brown bark, having ai

intensely astringent and slightly bitter taste,—and of a very hard, lig

neous, meditullium, of a yellowish or pale red colour. 'The larges

quantity of astringent matter resides in the bark, and therefore the

smaller branches (which have a larger proportion of bark) are to b<||

preferred.

Foreign or South American extract of rhatany [extractum Icramerice sei

rhatanhice americanum) is occasionally imported.
Composition.—Rhatany root has been analyzed by Trommsdori

Vogel, C. G. Gmelin, and Peschier (L. Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii

1250).

C. G. Gmelin.

Tannin 38-3

Sweet matter

Mucilage

6-7

8-3

Nitrogenous ditto

mu ••«•••••••«•••••••••
[Loss

25
43 3
0-9]

Rhatany root lOtrO

Peschier.
_

m

Dried watery extract 3P2-1

Insoluble matters 68-74

Rhatany root 1000U

Tannin 42 f

Gallic acid (K

I

Gum, extractive and colouring matter... 56 c

Iirameric acid O’d

Dried watery extract of rhatany root... 100'

1. Tannic acid.—To this, as well as in part to a minute portion of gallic acid

i

rhatany root owes its astringent qualities. It is this acid which enables an infusiotj j

of rhatany root to form, with a solution of gelatine, a precipitate {tannate ofgelatine)
|

and with sesquichloride of iron a brownish grey precipitate {tannate of iron). Tb<j

properties of tannic acid have been already described (see p. 735).

2. Krameric acid .—Peschier ascribes the stypticity of rhatany to this acid, the pro-

perties of which are at present imperfectly known.

Physiological Effects.—

A

powerful astringent, and, like othci

agents of this class, tonic also. (See the effects of astringents, p. 71).

)

Uses.—

R

hatany root is adapted to all those cases requiring the em-

ployment of astringents : such as profuse mucous discharges (as humic

catarrh, old diarrhoeas, fiuor albus, &c.), passive hemorrhages (especially

metrorrhagia), and relaxation and debility of the solids. It is sometimes

used as a "tooth powder (as with equal parts of orris root and charcoal).

Dentists sometimes employ tincture ol rhatany diluted with water as an
|

astringent mouth wash.

Administration.—The powder may be given in doses ol from grs. xjl

to 5ss. The infusion or extract is more commonly employed. Compound
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icture of rhatany is prepared by digesting *iij. of bruised rhatany root,

d Sij. of orange peel in Oj. of proof spirit. Sometimes 3SS. of serpen-

•y root and 5j. of saffron are added. It is an efficacious astringent and
•inachic. Dose, fsj. to f5iij.

11. Infusum Kramerim, L.—(Krameria, sj.
;
Boiling distilled Water,

Macerate for four hours in a lightly covered vessel, and strain),

iiitringent and tonic. Dose, fsj. to fsij.

2 . Extractum Kramerije, E. D.—(Prepared as extract of liquorice

1137] E.) Astringent. Dose, grs. x. to 9j.

Order 75. Viola'cE/E, Lindley.—The Violet Tribe.

ViOlari E/E. Decandolle.

'SENTiAL Character.—Sepals five, persistent, with an imbricate aestivation, usually

(.elongated at the base. Petals five, hypogynous, equal or unequal, usually withering,

aand with an obliquely convolute aestivation. Stamens five, alternate with the petals,

occasionally opposite them, inserted on a hypogynous disk, often unequal
; anthers

bilocular, bursting inwards, either separate or cohering, and lying close upon the

ovary
;
filaments dilated, elongated beyond the anthers

;
two, in the regular flowers,

(.generally furnished with an appendage or gland at their base. Ovary one-celled,

imany-seeded, or rarely one-seeded, with three parietal placentae opposite the three

< outer sepals; style single, usually declinate, with an oblique hooded stigma. Capsule

<of three valves, hearing the placentae in their axis. Seeds often with a tumor at

: their base ; embryo straight, erect, in the axis of fleshy albumen.-^-Herbaceous plants

1 or shrubs. Leaves simple, usually alternate, sometimes opposite, stipulate, entire, with

an involute vernation. Inflorescence various.

k ioperties.—Roots more or less emetic.

Viola odorata
,
Linn. E.D.— The Sweet Violet.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria, Monogynia.

(Flowers, E.—Flores, D.)

History.—According to Dr. Sibtliorp (Prod. FI. Grate, i. 147) this is

ne rf

Iov nopcpvpoEv
(
purple violet

)

of Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 1*22). It

as employed in medicine by Hippocrates.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Sepals five, unequal, prolonged into appen-

dages at the base. Corolla unequal, two-lipped, of five petals, the lower

ulcarate. Capsule bursting with elasticity, many-seeded, three-valved.
--Herbaceous plants (Lindley).

Sp. Char.—Stigma uncinate, naked. Leaves rounded-cordate. Sepals

vatc, obtuse. Spur very blunt. Capsule turgid, hairy. Seeds tur-

i in ate, pale. Runners flagellifonn (D. C.)

Perennial. Flowers fragrant, deep purple, often white, occasionally

’lac. Bracts inserted above the middle of the scape.

Hab.— Indigenous. Flowers in March and April. Cultivated on
' ccount of the odour and colour of the flowers.

Description.—Violets (fores viola* odorataj

)
should be gathered im-

nediately they are expanded, as they subsequently become purplish,

heir delightful fragrance is well known. The root of the violet (radix

iolce odorata) has been used in medicine.

Composition.— In 1822, Pagenstecher (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii.

249) detected the following substances in an infusion of the flowers:

—

dorous principle ,
blue colouring matter

,
sugar both crystallizable and
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uncrystallizable, gum
,
albumen, and salts of potash and lime. BoullaiS

[Jour/i. de Pharm. x. 23) obtained from the root, leaves, flowers, and!
seeds, an acrid principle, which he has termed violine.

1. Odorjrons principle.—This has not been isolated. It is supposed, however to
of the^ture of volatile oil. By digesting violets in olive oil, the latter dissolves tl )tJ
odorous/matter, and acquires the smell of violets

;
this preparation is the oil of violets, i—th e- huile de violette of perfumers. The eau, or esprit de violelte, is nothing- more than!

, <
ap-al'coholic tincture of the rhizome of the Florentine orris (p.677), which has an odoui :

similar to that of the violet.

2. Colouring matter.—It is soluble in water, but not in alcohol. It is chano-ed to red?
by the strong- acids, and to green by the alkalies : hence the expressed juice and syriq i

are valuable as tests for discovering- the existence of either acids or alkalies. An iufu )

sion of violets has been said to contain three kinds of colouring- matter
; namely, a 6/ad

colouring matter, not precipitable by the acetate of lead, but which is completely deco*
lorized by sulphuretted hydrogen

; secondly, a bright-red acid colouring matter, which
causes a bluish-green precipitate with the solution of acetate of lead

; thirdly, a violeti

red colouring matter

,

which does not precipitate the neutral acetate of lead, but throws
down a greenish-yellow precipitate with the subacetate of lead.

3. Violine (Endtine indigene).—It was at first mistaken fo r emetina (p. 1019). ltd
nature requires further investigation. It is a white powder, of a bitter, acrid taste*

slightly soluble in water, soluble in alcohol, and insoluble in ether. It is precipitated
from its solution by infusion of nutgalls. Its operation is similar to that of emetine. 1

Physiological Effects.—The odorous emanations of violets, like)

those of some other flowers, are said to have occasionally proved dan-

gerous, and in one case were supposed to have brought on apoplexy!
(Triller, quoted by Murray, App. Med. i. 778) . Dr. Lindley {FI. Med.

)
has

known them cause faintness and giddiness. Taken internally, violets*

act as laxatives. The seeds possess similar properties. The root, in

doses of from 5ss. to 5j., proves emetic and purgative.

Uses.—Violets are employed in the preparation of the officinal syrup

They are useful as a test for acids and alkalies, and- are 'much sought}

after for bouquets. The root might be employed as a substitute fon

ipecacuanha.

Syrupus Violte, E. D. Syrup of Violets. (Fresh Violets [the petals

X).] lb. j. [lb. ij. D .] ;
Boiling Water, Oijss. [Ov. D.]

;
Pure Sugar, lb. vijss.

[lb. xij. and Sj. D.] Infuse the flowers for twenty-four hours in the

water [in a covered glass or earthenware vessel, E .] ;
strain [through fine

linen, D.] without squeezing, and dissolve the sugar in the filtered

liquor).—The colour of this preparation is improved by making it in a

tin or pewter vessel. No satisfactory explanation of this has been offered.

The Edinburgh College, fearful, I presume, of a metallic impregnation

direct glass or earthenware vessels to be employed.—Genuine syrup of

violets is readily distinguished from any counterfeit by its being reddened

by an acid, and made green by an alkali. Hence it is employed as a

test.—As a medicine it is used as a mild laxative for new-born infants.

Thus, a mixture of equal parts of oil of almonds and syrup of violets is

often administered, in the dose of one or two tea-spoonfuls, for the pur-

pose mentioned.

Other Medicinal Violacem.

The roots of several species of Ionidium possess emetic qualities, and have been em-

ployed as substitutes for our officinal ipecacuanha ( Cephac/is Ipecacuanha).

The root of Ionidium Ipecacuanha, a native of the Brazils, is termed fa Isfalse Brazilian
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acuanha. It yielded Pelletier five per cent, of emetine. The dose of it, as an

•tic, is 5SS to 3j. infused in water.

'he root of Ionidium microphyllum, or the Cucliunchully ,
a native of Quito, possesses

ilar properties. /g‘ ~

[L:

Order 76. Cista'ce/E, Lindley.—The Rock-Rose Tribe r\, ' ; V

Cisti, Jussieu. Cistoide.®, Ventenat. Cistine^e, Decandolle.

be substance called Ladanum is a resinous exudation from the Cistus cretic,

•wing, as its name implies, in Crete. In the lime of Dioscorides it was collected

by combing the beards of the goats
Fig. 236.

Cistus creticus. Ladanum, Whip.

which browse on the plant. Accord-

ing to Tournefort ( Voy . into the Le-
vant, i. 79, 1741) and Sieber, it is

now collected by a kind of whip or

rake, with a double row of leathern

thongs. With this the countrymen
brush the plants, and when the whips
are sufficiently laden with the juice,

it is scraped off by knives, and made
into cakes. Pure ladanum consists of

resin and volatile oil 86, wax 7, aque-
ous extract I, and earthy matters and
hairs 6 (Guibourt). Pelletier found

72 per cent, of sand in it. It possesses

stimulant properties, and was for-

merly a constituent of some plasters.

Its use is now obsolete.

(Order 77. Crucif'eRjE, Jussieu.—The Cabbage or Cruciferous
Tribe.

Bbassicace.®, Lindley.

^ ential Character.— Sepals four, deciduous cruciate. Petals four, cruciate, alter-

h the sepals. Stamens six, of which two are shorter, solitary, opposite the

epals, and occasionally toothed ;
and four larger, in pairs, opposite the ante-

posterior sepals, generally distinct, sometimes connate, or furnished with a
i the inside, Disk with various green glands between the petals and the

stamens and ovary. Ovary superior, unilocular, with parietal pla-
1 • centre usually meeting in the middle, and forming a spurious dissepi-

ment. Stigmas two, opposite the placentm. Fruit a silique or silicule,

one-celled, or spuriously two-celled; one- or many-seeded; dehiscing

by two valves separating from the replum ; or indehiscent. Seeds
attached in a single row by a funiculus to each side of the placentae,

generally pendulous. Albumen none. Embryo with the radicle folded

upon the cotyledons .—Herbaceous plants, annual, biennial, or peren-

nial, very seldom suffruticose. Leaves alternate. Flowers usually

yellow or white, seldom purple {Lindley).

Properties.—Pungent stimuli. They furnish nutritive, condimentary,
and antiscorbutic substances. Their pungency depends on an acrid

volatile oil, composed of carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, sulphur, and oxygen.
This oil becomes absorbed, and in some cases is detectable in the secre-

tions. The nutritive properties of cruciferoe arise from their mucilagi-
nous, saccharine, and extractive constituents. Ca/cile maritima is pur-
gative. Cheiranthus lividus is said to be dangerous to goats; while
Lepidium piscidium we are told stupefies fish. These statements,

however, require further proof. With these doubtful exceptions none
of the cruciferte are poisonous.

1 Silique.
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Cardamine praten'sis, Linn. L. D.

—

Cuckoo-flower.

Sex. Syst. Tctradynamia, Siliquosa.

(Flores, L. D .)

History,—Brunfels and Tragus are the earliest writers in whon 1

works an undoubted notice of this plant appears. (Sprengel, Hist.
Herb.)

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Silique linear, with flat, nerveless valve j

which often separate elastically. Seeds ovate, not bordered (0 =). JJm
bilical cords slender (

D . C.)

Sp. Char .

—

Leaves pinnatisect; segments of the radical ones soimj?

what rounded—of the cauline ones, linear or lanceolate, entire. Sly
} i

very short, scarcely more slender than the silique; stigma capita it1

(D. C.)

Root perennial. Stem about a foot high. Flowers light purpM
flesh-coloured, or white.

Hab .

—

Indigenous ;
meadows and moist pastures. Flowers in Apy 1

and May.
Description.—The flowers (flores cardamines

)
are somewhat bitti

and pungent, and have a slight odour. By drying they become inod<j

rous and almost insipid. The leaves possess a flavour analogous t!

though less agreeable than, the common water-cress.

Composition.—I. am unacquainted with any analysis of the plaid

worth quoting. The pungency depends on volatile oil
,
the bitterness cj|

extractive matter. A few experiments on this plant are mentioned b
Gronhert (Spec. Inaug. Resiomonti. 1785).

Physiological Effects and Uses.—The flowers of Cardamine at

said to be stimulant, diaphoretic, diuretic, and nervine. They wej

formerly used in epilepsy, especially when it occurred in children, bn :

have now fallen into almost total disuse. They were recommended by SI

George Baker (Med. Trans, i. 442) in chorea and spasmodic asthim

Dose of the dried flowers, 5ij. or 5iij.

I h

Cochlea'ria Armora cia, Linn. L. E.D.

—

Horse-radish.

Sex. Syst. Tetradynamia/.Siliculosa.

(Radix recens, //.—Fresh root, E.—Radix, D.)

History.—Sprengel (Hist. Rei Herb. i. 182) considers this plant to U

the panaris aypia of Dioscorides (lib. ii. 138) ;
and Dierbach (Arzneim .

«

Hippok. 125) suggests that it was known to Hippocrates. But thea

opinions are by no means well established.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Silicule sessile, ovate-globose or oblong, wit

ventricose valves. Seeds many, not bordered. Calyx equal, spreadin

Petals entire. Stamens not toothed.—(O =). Flowers white. Learn

often somewhat fleshy (D. C.)

Sp. Char.— Silicules ellipsoid. Radical leaves oblong, crenatej

cauline ones elongated, lanceolate, dentate or incised. Root flesh]

large (D. C.)

Root perennial, long, cylindrical, white, very pungent. Stems two fetj

high Leaves much veined Flowers white.

Hab.—Indigenous
;
extensively cultivated. Flowers in May.
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( Description.—Horse-radish root [radix armoracice ; radix raphani

||
isticani

)
evolves, when scraped into shreds, a highly penetrating, acrid

LJ ipour. Its taste is very pungent. It is coloured blue by tincture of

U dine. An infusion of it is tinged reddish yellow by the sesquisalts of

a on.

I h Composition.—Horse-radish root was analyzed by Gutret (Gmelin,

Wandb. d. Chem. ii. 1248), who found its constituents to be

—

acrid volatile

L /, bitter resin, extractive
,
sugar

,
gum, starch, woody fibre ,

vegetable

\
\ bimen, acetic acid, and acetate and sulphate of lime.

Ejj Volatile Oil ( Oleum Armoracice).—Obtained by distillation without water. It is pale

How, heavier than water, and very volatile. Its odour is exceedingly powerful, and
Le that of horse-radish. One drop is sufficient to infect a whole room. Its taste is

|
j

first sweetish, then burning and acrid. It causes inflammation and vesication when
>: plied to the skin. It is slightly soluble in water, easity so in alcohol. The watery
Ii lution yields, with acetate of lead, a brown precipitate [sulphuret of lead) ;

with nitrate

j

I -silver, a black one (sulphuret of silver).

" Physiological Effects.—Horse-radish is a well-known pungent,

|
rid stimulant, capable of producing vesication when applied to the

ii in, and of causing vomiting when taken, in the form of infusion, into

e stomach. Its odorous emanations readily excite a copious flow of

ars. On the general system it operates as a stimulant, and promotes
v)th urine and perspiration. .

Uses.—Scraped into shreds, it is used at the table as a condimentary
companiment to roast beef. It is not much employed as a medicine.

1 hewed, it serves as an excellent masticatory. Taken in this way, or in

ie form of syrup, it may be serviceable in some forms of hoarseness. An
! fusion of it may be taken to excite vomiting, or to promote the opera-

on of other emetics, as in poisoning by narcotic substances. As a

uneral stimulant, diaphoretic, and diuretic, it has been used in palsy,

1 ironic rheumatism, and dropsy. It is one of the remedies deemed
ntiscorbutic.

Administration.—Dose, 5ss. or more, scraped into shreds.

1. Infusum Armoracije compositum, L. D. (Horse-radish, sliced
;

ustard-seeds, bruised, of eachoj.; Compound Spirit of Plorse-radish,

j. ;
Poiling [distilled, L.] Water, Oj. Macerate the root and seeds in

<e water for two [six, D.] hours, in a lightly covered vessel, and strain,

i lien add the compound Spirit of Horse-radish).—This preparation soon

udergoes decomposition. It is stimulant and diuretic, and has been
iployed in chronic rheumatism, paralysis, dropsies, and scurvy. Dose,.

lj- to f3ij.

2. Spiritus Armoracije compositus, L. D. (Horse-radish, bruised

;

rried Orange Peel, of each, 3xx.
;
Nutmegs, bruised, 5v.

;
Proof Spirit,

<mg. i.
;
Water, Oij. Mix [macerate for twenty-four hours, D.\, and

: a gallon distil. The proportions of ingredients used by the Dublin
>llege are not essentially different from those of the London College).

—

•sually employed as a stimulating adjunct to other medicines, especially

diuretic infusions. Dose, f sj. to f3iv.

Cochlea'ria officinalis, Linn. D.

—

Common Scurvy-grass.

Sex. Syst. Tetradynamia, Siliculosa.

(Ilcrba, J).)

History.—This plant does not appear to have been known to the-

cients.

A A/T
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Botany. Gen. Char .— See Cociilearia Armoracia.
Sp. Char .

—

Silicules ovate-globose, twice as short as theirpedicels.il
Radical leaves stalked, cordate; cauline ones ovate dentate-angular

[|
[D. C.)—Annual. Stem about a foot high. Flowers pure white.

Had.—Indigenous; on the sea-coast, and in watery places on the is

Welsh and Scottish mountains. Cultivated in gardens.—Flowers ini;

April and May.
Description.—Scurvy-grass

(
herba cochlearice) evolves, when rubbed,!

a somewhat pungent odour. Its taste is penetrating and acrid.

Composition. — The inspissated juice was examined by Braconnotl ;

(
Journ . Phys. lxxxiv. 278), and the fresh herb by Gutret (Gmelin, Handb.

\

d. Chem. ii. 1248). The latter obtained the following constituents:—

c

volatile oil
,

bitter resin
,

bitter extractive, gum, green fecula, vegetable

albumen, hydrochlorate and sulphate of ammonia, nitrate and sulphate oft
lime.

Volatile Oil (Oleum Cochlearice).—This is yellow, heavier than water, very volatile,,!

and soluble in alcohol. Its odour is strong, and its taste acrid.
•

Physiological Effects and Uses.—A gentle stimulant, aperient, andig

diuretic. It has long been esteemed as an antiscorbutic (see Valentinus*
j.

Cociilearia curiosa, by Shirley. 1676). It has also been used in visceral) i

obstructions. It is occasionally eaten with bread and butter, like tliei

)

water-cress.

Sina'pis nigra, Linn. L. E. D .—Common or Black Mustard.

Sex. Syst. Tetradynamia, Siliquosa.

(Semina, L .—Flour of the seeds, generally mixed with those of Sinapis alba, and deprived of fixed

oil by expression, E.—Seminum pulvis, X>.)

[

!
•

I.

Fig. 238.

History.—Mustard (vanv) was employed in medicine by Hippocrates..^

Botany. Gen. Char—Silique somewhat terete
;
the valves nerved,

j

Style small, short, acute. Seeds in one row, somewhat globose. Calytnk

spreading
(
D . C.)

Sp. Char.—Siliques smooth, even, somewhat tetragonal, pressed closer

to the peduncle. Lower leaves lyrate
;

uppeuj

ones lanceolate, quite entire, stalked.

—

Annualm

Stem three or four feet high. Flowers yellow, t

Hab.—Indigenous
;
hedges and waste places*

Cultivated in fields, especially in Durham and;

Yorkshire.

Description.—Black mustard seeds (semindI,

sinapis nigra
)

are small and roundish. Exter-|

nally they are beautifully veined, and of a reddish

or blackish-brown colour, though sometime:

whitish. Internally they are yellow. They arojj

inodorous, but have an acrid, bitter, oleaginous

taste.

Manufacture of Mustard.

—

The following

method of preparing flour of mustard (
farinc I

sinapis) was kindly furnished me by a largt— ' ’ ’ ’ ’ —iC
a. Sinapis alba.

b. Sinapis niyra.
manufacturer :—The seeds of both black an

white mustard are first crushed between rollers.)
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id then pounded in mortars. The pounded seeds are then sifted-

he residue in the sieve is called dressings or siftings : what passes

.rough is impure flour of mustard. The latter by a second sifting yields

ire flour of mustard, and a second quantity of dressings. The com-

mon flour of mustard of the shops is adulterated with flour (wheaten),

t doured by turmeric, and rendered hot by pod pepper. By pressure the

F -essings or siftings yield a fixed oil
(fixed oil of mustard), which is used

r mixing with rape and other oils. The whole seeds are never pressed,

j
! Custard cake is employed as a manure, being too hot for cattle.

Composition.— Black mustard seed was analyzed by Thibierge

i ourn. de Pharm. tom. v. p. 439). Some of its constituents have subse-

lently been examined by Henry his and Garot
(
Journ . de Chim.

j
f led. i. - 39 and 467 ;

and Journ. de Pharm. xvii. 1) ;
by Pelouze [Journ.

i ? Chim. Med. vi. 577) ;
by Robiquet and Boutron [Journ. de Pharm.

wii. 296); by Faure (Ibid.)
;

by Simon (Ibid. xxv. 366); by Bussy

|
bid. xxvi. 39); and by Boutron and Fremy (Ibid. p. 48). From their

Tours we learn that black mustard seed contains myronate of potash,

yrosyne, fixed oil, a pearly fatty matter, gummy matter, sugar,

'louring matter, sinapisin, free acid, peculiar green matter, and some
utlts.

1. Myronic acid.—So called by Bussy, its discoverer, from glpov, an odorous oil. It

an inodorous, non-volatile, bitter, non-crystallizable acid. It is soluble in water and
ceobol, but not in ether. It is composed of carbon, sulphur

, hydrogen, nitrogen, and
ygen. The alkaline myronates are crystallizable. Myronate of potash yields no pre-

pitate with nitrate of silver, nitrate of baryta, acetate of lead, bichloride of mercury,
chloride of calcium. The characteristic property of myronic acid is, to yield the

llatile oil of mustard when mixed with a solution of myrosyne.
2. Myrosyne; Emulsin of black mustard.—Bussy called it myrosyne, from pivpov,

Vorousoil, and aw, with, because it yields, with myronic acid, the volatile oil of mustard.

has considerable resemblance to vegetable albumen and emulsin, but as it cannot be

[placed by either of these substances, in the development of the volatile oil, it must
regarded as a substance sui generis. It is soluble in water; but is coagulated by
at, alcohol, and acids, and in this state it loses the power of acting on the myronates
d of yielding the volatile oil.

3. Sinapisin.—This term has been given, by Simon, to a substance which he pro-

red from black mustard seeds, and which he states possesses the following proper-

's :— It presents itself in the form of white, brilliant, micaceous, volatile crystals,

bhich are soluble in alcohol, ether, and the oils, but are insoluble in acids and alkalies,

hen mixed with the albumen of the mustard-seed, it yields the volatile oil of mustard,

ussy ascribes this last property to myronic acid ; but it is highly improbable that two
instituents of mustard should possess it. Analogy would lead us to suppose that the

11 is generated by non-acid substances. Simon says sinapisin contains no sulphur.

4. Volatile Oil of Mustard.—This does not pre-exist in the seeds
;
but is formed when

uteris added to the farina, by the mutual action of the contained myrosyne and myronate
potash (sinapisin ?) ;

just as the volatile oil of bitter almonds is generated by the mutual
ttion of emulsin, amygdalin, and w ater (see p. 1106). Alcohol extracts from the fa-

na no volatile oil, and by coagulating the myrosine renders the farina incapable of

veloping the oil by the subsequent action of water. Sulphuric acid and the other

Mineral acids, as w-ell also as carbonate of potash, check the formation of the oil. But
>hen the oil is once formed, the acids have no power to prevent its effects. Volatile

'

I ofmustard is colourless or pale yellow ; it has a most penetrating odour, and a most
rid burning taste. Its sp. gr. at 68° F. is I '015. It boils at 290° F. It is slightly

luble in water, but readily so in alcohol and ether. By the action of ammonia on this

I, an odourless, crystallizable substance (an amide) is produced, which consists of one
om of the oil and two atoms of ammonia (Dumas and Pelouze, Journ. de Chim. Med. ix.

15). These crystals are decomposed with the greatest facility by binoxidc of mercury
lobiquet and Bussy, Journ. de Pharm. xxvi. 119). Volatile oil of mustard consists of
rbon 49-84, hydrogen 5 09, nitrogen 14-41, oxygen. 10-18, and sulphur 20-48

; or C3G II 10
2 02J S2I. It is a pow-erful acrid, rubefacient, and vesicant. It has been proposed as
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The distilled water of mustard has
:

de Chim. Med. i. 131).

a rubefacient in paralysis, and as a vesicant.

employed against the itch (Fontanelle, Joum. de Chim. Med. i. 131).
6. Fixed Oil of Mustard.—Usually procured from the dressings or siftings of mustard] i«

above referred to. It constitutes about 28 per cent, of the seeds. Its colour is reddish!!
or brownislyellow

; it has a faint odour of mustard, and a mild oily taste. JtdoeJr
not readily “ecome rancid.

T ‘ l'~~ - 1 •

(Fontanelle, op. supra cit. 131).

It has been used as a purgative and anth elnn mid]}

Physiological Effects.—Mustard is an acrid stimulant belonging tod
the group of the volatile pungent stimuli (see p. 71). It holds an interJl
mediate rank between horse-radish and pepper. Its topical action id a

that of a powerful acrid, and depends on the volatile oil developed bp
the action of water. The irritant operation on the eyes of the vapour! ji

arising from a mixture of hot water and flour of mustard, is familiarly* •

known. Mustard cataplasms cause redness and burning pain, which, il

the application be continued, becomes almost insupportable. A pro
longed application causes vesication with even ulceration and gangrene]!
Compared with those of cantharides, the topical effects on the skin olf

mustard sooner subside when the application is discontinued. When!*
swallowed, mustard evinces the same stimulant operation on the stomacty
and bowels. Taken in moderate quantities

,
with the food, it promoted

the appetite, and assists the assimilation of substances which are difficult

of digestion. In someivhat larger doses (as one or two tea-spoonfuls) it!

rouses the gastric susceptibility, and operates as an emetic. In excessive

quantities it gives rise to vomiting, purging, and gastro-enteritis. Thq

s
effects of mustard on the general system are those of a stimulant,

quickens the pulse, and promotes the secretions (especially the urine) am
the exhalations.

Uses.—The dietetical uses of mustard are well known. It is well

adapted for cold, phlegmatic individuals, with a torpid or atonic condi-

tion of the digestive organs. It is an excellent condimentary adjunct to

heavy and difficultly digestible foods, as fatty matters.

As a medicinal agent, mustard is employed for several purposes. Aa
an emetic it is useful where we want to rouse the gastric sensibility, asj

in narcotic poisoning, malignant cholera, and some forms of paralysis!

(On the use of mustard emetics in cholera, see Lond. Med. Gaz. voi. ix

pp. 519, 592, and 795).

As a stimulant to the digestive organs it is applicable in atonic oil

torpid conditions of these parts, with dyspepsia, loss of appetite, andi

.A ""hepatic torpor. As a diuretic it has been employed with some benefit ii

df%y (Mead, Works, p. 514, 1762). As a febrifuge in intermittents

Jt bas been employed either alone or in conjunction with cinchona (Ber

giusfMat. Med. ii. 618, 2nd ed.) But the principal use of mustard is as

a rubefacient (see Cataplasma Sinapis). Flour of mustard is sometime:

- added to pediluvia.

, Administration.—As an emetic the dose is from a tea-spoonful to

table-spoonful of the flour of mustard in a tumblerful of water. As
diuretic in dropsies and for some other purposes mustard ichey (senm

lactis sinapinum) is a convenient form of exhibition. It is prepared b

boiling half an ounce of the bruised seeds or powder in a pint of milk

and straining ! the dose is fSiv. twice or thrice a-day.

Cataplasma Sinapis, L. D. Sinapismus. Mustard Poultice o

Sinapism. (Linseed
;
Mustard-seed, of each, powdered, lb.ss. ;

Boil

ing Vinegar, as much as may be sufficient to make them of the consis-
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ncc of a cataplasm [which may be made more stimulating by adding

. of the scrapings of horse-radish root, IX] ). Crumb of bread may
often conveniently substituted for linseed meal. Vinegar and other

ids check the formation of the acrid oil. Boiling water also has an
jurious effect. Hence water whose temperature does not exceed
•0° F. is to be preferred for making the mustard poultice. Aetius

(
Sermo

cap. 181) was acquainted with the injurious influence exercised by
negar on mustard

;
and he observes,—“ Sed et hoc noscendum est : si in

eto maceretnr sinapi inefficatus redditur : Acetum enim sinapis vim
'scutity Several experiments 'on this subject have been made by
fousseau and Pidoux (

Traite de Therap. i. 692). They found that a

lapism made with flour of black mustard and water produced as much
ifect in six minutes as one made with the flour of black mustard and
negar did in fifty. Curiously enough, however, they state that vinegar

d not diminish the activity of English flour of mustard. This, perhaps,

referrible to the fact that common English flour of mustard contains

>d pepper, the active principle
(capsicin)

of which is soluble in vinegar

ie p. 878).—The mustard cataplasm is a powerful local irritant. It

adily excites inflammation, and, when allowed to remain applied

ffieiently long, causes vesication. It proves, m many cases, a

most painful application. In various affections of the brain (as

e stupor and delirium of low fever, in apoplexy, and in poisoning by
>ium) it is a most valuable application to the feet and ankles. In
ulmonary and cardiac diseases it is occasionally applied to the chest

ith excellent effects. Dri Blackall
(
Observ . on Dropsies, p. 339, 4tli ed.

>24) speaks in high terms of the mustard cataplasm, quickened with
l of turpentine, in typhoid pnetimonia. Of course, in all these cases,

operates on the principle of a blister, over which its speedy effect

tves it a great advantage. It is applied spread on linen or calico,

ireat caution is necessary in its application to persons who are in-

nsible to pain
;
for if it be continued too long it may occasion ulce

tion and sloughing, though no pain be manifested. Hence its effects

ould be examined at short intervals. In one case death had nearly

suited from the neglect of this caution. Four sinapisms were applied

the wrists and insteps of a female lying in a comatose condition fol-

uving puerperal convulsions. As no manifestation of pain occurred,

e application was continued for three hours. Sloughing followed,

Inch had nearly proved fatal (Trousseau and Pidoux, op. supra

700 ).

Sinpis al'ba, Linn. E.D.

—

White Mustard.

Sex. Syst. Tetradynamia, Siliquosa. 'JgJ j~ ..

\ vi xi ET
(Seinina, D.— Flour of the seeds of Sinapis nigra, generally mixed with those of Sinapis alba,\mW

deprived of fixed oil by expression, 25.)

Botany. Gen. Char .—See Sinapis nigra.

Sp. Char.—Siliques hispid, spreading, somewhat narrower than the

isiform beak. Leaves lyrate, and, as well as the stem, nearly smooth
). C.)

Annual. Stem one or one-and-a-half foot high. Flowers large, ycl-

w. Beak longer than the pod.
Had.—Indigenous; in waste places. Cultivated in both fields and
trdens. Flowers in June.
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Description.*—White mustard seeds [semina sinapis albce
) are largerjfc

and somewhat less acrid to the taste than the black ones. They consistll
of rounded-elliptical yellow grains, composed of a yellow nucleus enve-| It

loped in a thin semi-transparent shell. The hilum is at one extremity oflf
the ellipse.

Composition.—According to the analysis of John (Gmclin, Ilundb.
Chem . ii. 1247), white mustard seeds consist of an acrid, volatile oilM
yellorv fatty oil

,
broivn mild resin, extractive (very small quantity), guiwk

(small quantity), icoody fibre, albumen, free phosphoric acid, and salts, r

liobiquet and Boutron [Journ. de Pharm. xvii. p. 279), however, havej:

proved that white mustard contains neither volatile oil nor any substance}

:

:

capable of producing it
; but owes its activity to a non-volatile acrid\

;

substance which does not pre-exist in the seeds, but is readily formed ini
1

them under certain conditions. Another chemical peculiarity of whiter
mustard is, that it contains sulpho-sinapisin (Henry and Garot, Journ. dd
Chim. Meet. i. 441). Hence, while sesquichloride of iron strikes a deep
red colour in an infusion of white mustard, it merely communicates an
orange tint to the infusion of black mustard. Moreover, the thick muci-j

i

laginous liquor obtained by digesting the seeds of white mustard in cold!

water is peculiar to them (Cadet, Journ. de Pharm. xiii. 191). Simon
[Journ. de Pharm. xxv. 370) has announced the existence of a new prin-

ciple, which he calls erucin.

1. Sulphosinapisin.—It was at first supposed to be an acid, and was in consequenca
called, by Henry and Garot [Journ. de Chim. Med. i. 439), sulphosinapic acid. But)

they subsequently established its non-acid properties. It is a white, crystallizablei

odourless, bitter substance, soluble in water, alcohol, and ether. Under the influence}

of various agents (acids, oxides, and salts) it readily yields hydrosulphocyanic acid„ f

To this acid is probably to be ascribed the red colour developed when a persalt of iron!

is added to an aqueous infusion of black mustard. Its aqueous solution forms, with}

nitrate of silver, a white precipitate. Boutron and Fremy state that sinapin, under the}

influence of emulsin, is converted into an acrid substance and hydrosulphocyanic}

acid. Sinapin consists of carbon 57 ,

920, hydrogen 7*795, nitrogen 4*940, sulphur 9*657.,

and oxygen 19*688
;
or C 2*i H22 N S 2 07.

*2. Non-volatile acrid principle.—This does not pre-exist in white mustard, but ia

readily developed in it by cold water. As before mentioned, Boutron and Fremyl

[Journ. de Pharm. xxvi. 50) ascribe its formation to the action of the emulsin of the}

seed on the sinapin, by which hydrosulphocyanic acid and this acrid matter are produced.*

The latter substance is an unctuous, reddish, odourless liquid, which has the puug*eut}

hot taste of horse-radish. It contains sulphur as one of its constituents.

3. Erucin.—A yellowish-white substance which is very soluble in ether, carburet ofl

sulphur, and turpentine. It dissolves in boiling alcohol, but is insoluble in water and)

solution of ammonia. It does not redden the salts of iron, and contains no sulphur.

Physiological Effects.—Similar to, though milder than, those pro^

duced by black mustard. Swallowed whole, the seeds prove stomachic,!

laxative, and diuretic. But their use, in the large quantities in which

they have been recommended, is by no means free from danger. Gastro-

enteritic inflammation of a fatal kind has been induced by them. The

danger of their accumulation in the appendix cteci is obvious. Mr.

J. L. Wheeler [Cat. Rat. Plant. Med. Lond. 1830) has known them re-

tained in the bowels for seven weeks.

Uses.—

D

r . Cullen [Mat. Med. ii. 171) first mentions the practice off

giving half an ounce, or an ordinary table-spoonful, of entire and un-

bruised mustard-seed. A few years ago it was again brought forward,

as if new (C. T. Cooke, Ohs. on the Efficacy of White Mustard-seed,

3d cd. 1820). Their employment has been advocated in a long list ofl
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*
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Fig. 239.

leases attended witli torpor or atony of the digestive organs
;
and at

le time their use was fashionable and popular. Sir John Sinclair

,ancel, Jan. 25tli, 1834, p. G69) recommended them for the preservation

the health of old people especially. The seed-leaves of white mustard
ul of Lepidium sativum are used at table under the name of mustard
id cress or corn salad.

Administration.—From two or three large tea-spoonfuls to a table-

loonful of the whole unbruised seed have been recommended to be
vallowed three or four times daily.

Order 78. Papavera'ce/e, Jussieu.—The Poppy Tribe.

essential Character.— Sepals two, deciduous. Petals hypogynous, either four or

some multiple of that number, placed in a cruciate manner. Stamens hypogynous,
either eight, or some multiple of four, generally very numerous,
often in four parcels, one of which adheres to the base of each

petal
;
anthers two-celled, innate. Ovary solitary

;
style short

or none ;
stigmas alternate with the placentae, two or many ; in

the latter case stellate upon the flat apex of the ovary. Fruit

one-celled, either pod -shaped, with two parietal placentae, or

capsular, with several placentae. Seeds numerous; albumen

(

i \ between fleshy and oily
; embryo minute, straight, at the base

1 of the albumen, with plano-convex cotyledons.—Herbaceous
*

" plants or shrubs, with a milky juice. Leaves alternate, more or

less divided. Peduncles long, one-flowered; Jlowers never
blue CLindley).

Properties. — The plants of this order possess narcotic and
acrid properties. At the head of the narcotic papaveraceae

stands the genus Papaver, from which opium is procured.

(Capsuleof the Poppy Th e acr'd papaveraceae usually possess narcotic properties

also. Sanguinaria canadensis is one of the best known
acro-narcotics of this order (Bird, An Inaug. Dissert, on Sang, canad. New York,
1822). In doses of from ten to twenty grains it operates as an emetic. In larger

doses it causes depression of pulse, faintness, vertigo, dimness of vision, and alarming
prostration of strength. Its active principle is an alkali called sanguinarina • Cheli-

donium majus is another acrid of this order.

Papa'ver Rhoe'as, Linn. L, E. D.

—

Common Red or Corn Poppy.

Sex. Syst. Polyandria, Monogynia.

(Petala, L. D.—Petals, E.)

History.—Theophrastus {Hist. Plant, ix. 13) calls the red poppy
''Ota*. Dr. Sibthorp {Prod. FI. Grate, i. 359) considers the uvuuv (>oias of

IDioscorides (iv. G4) to*be the red poppy.

Botany. Gen. Char.—Sepals two, convex, deciduous. Petals four.

Stamens numerous. Style none. Stigmas four to twenty, radiating,

'sessile upon the disk crowning the ovary. Capsule obovate, one-celled,

icomposed of from four to twenty carpels inclosed in a membranous pro-

duction of the thalamus, dehiscing by short valves under the crown of

(the stigmas. Placentat between the valves, produced internally, forming

incomplete dissepiments (D. C )

—

Herbs with a white juice. Peduncles
i inflexed at the apex before flowering.

Sr. Char.— Capsule smooth, obovate. Sepals hairy. Stem many-
flowered, rough, with spreading set®. Leaves pinnatipartite

; lobes

elongated, incised-dcntate, acute (D. C.)

Annual. Petals rich scarlet. This plant is distinguished from
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Papaver dubium by, 1st, the wide spreading liairs of the flowerstalks m-

2ndly, a shorter capsule
;
3rdly, its stigma of eight to ten rays.

Hab.—Indigenous. A troublesome weed common in fields. Flower! H
in June or July. ' •

Description.—The petals of the red poppy (petala rhceados seip
papaveris erratic

i)
have a rich scarlet colour, a slightly opiate odour, and!

a bitterish taste. By drying they become violet red, and odourless.

Composition.—The flowers of the red poppy have been analyzed bjil ;

Beetz and Ludewig (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 12461, and by RiffanlS

(Journ. d. Pharm. xii. 412). The latter chemist obtained yellow fatbijf
matter 12, red-coloured matter 40, yum 20, lignin 28. It is not impro-Bp

bable that this plant may contain morphia in very minute quantity.

Red Colouring Matter .—Riffard obtained it, in the impure state, by first macerating!

the petals in ether to remove a fatty matter, and then in alcohol. By distilling thdi

alcoholic tincture to dryness, a dark-red colouring matter was obtained, which in lhiiit

layers was bright red. It was deliquescent in the air, soluble in alcohol and in water.) I

but insoluble in ether. Acids diminished the intensity of its colour. Chlorine de4

colorized it. The alkalies blackened it. By the last character it is distinguished from 1

the colouring matter of the red cabbage, &c. which becomes green by alkalies. Sesqui-

chloride of iron gives it a dark violet or.brown tinge.

Physiological Effects and Uses.—The red poppy is valued medici-

nally as a colouring ingredient only. It probably possesses a narcotic! L

property in a very slight degree, but which is scarcely sensible in the!

ordinary doses in which this medicine is employed. Navier (Wibmeri
Wirk. cl. Arzneim. u. Gifte. Bd. iv. S. 47) says that the continued use)

'

of the tincture or syrup by dogs, gave the stomach a bluish-red tinge.

Syrup us Pikeados, L. E. D. Syrup of Red Poppies ; Syrup off
Corn Poppy. (Petals of the Red Poppy, lb. j. ;

Boiling Water, Oj.
;j

Pure Sugar, lb. ijss. [lb.iij.U] Add the petals of the red poppy gra-

dually to the water heated in a water-bath [vapour-bath, E.], frequently

stirring them
;
then, the vessel being removed, macerate for twelve hours;

afterwards [strain and, E.] express the liquor [through calico, E.], and

[after the dregs have subsided, L .] add the sugar and dissolve [with the

aid of heat, E .]
)—Employed only as a coloiuing ingredient, especially

in conjunction with acids, which brighten it. It readily ferments and

spoils.

Papa'ver somniferum, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Somniferous or White Poppy.
’

Sex. Syst. Polyandria, Monogynia.

(Capsula: mature. Cansulse immaturae Succus concretus, L.—Capsules not quite ripe. Concrete juice

from the unripe capsules, E.—Capsularum succus proprius concretus. Capsulie maturae, V.)

History.—This is one of the most anciently known and described

plants. Homer speaks of the poppy (p/vwu) growing in gardens (//. viii.

306) ;
so that it appears to have been in cultivation even in that early

period. It was employed in medicine by Hippocrates, and is mentioned

by Theophrastus, Dioscorides, and Pliny. Hippocrates (De vict. rat.

lib. ii. p. 357, ed. Foes.) speaks of two kinds—the black and white

poppy : the former, he says, confines the bowels more than the latter.

It is uncertain at what period opium was first known or intro-

duced into medicine. Hippocrates [De Morb. Mul. lib. ii. p. 670)

recommends the yg^Mviov, or poppy juice
,

in a disease ol the

uterus
;

and Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 65), on the authority of
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isistratus, tells us that Diagoras (who was contemporary, it is sup-

ed, with Hippocrates) condemned the use of opium. These are, I

ieve, the most ancient Greek authorities who speak of this substance;

I: ! it is impossible? I think, to arrive at any accurate conclusion from
ir remarks, whether opium had or had not been known long before

ir time, though Alston {Led. on the Mat. Meet. ii. 456) infers, from the

he use made of it by Hippocrates, as well as from Diagoras condemn-
its use in diseases of the eyes, that its virtues were not known

g before him. Dioscorides and Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xx. cap. 76,

Valp.) mention that the expressed juice of the heads and leaves is

:ned Meconium, and that it is much weaker than opium. Theodore
inger, Sprengel {Hist. Rei Herb. i. 25), and others, have supposed

; t the nepenthes {rgireydig) of Homer {Od. iv. 220) was opium. Dr.

\yle {Illustr. p. 334), however, has suggested that the substance re-

reed to by Homer may have been a preparation of Cannabis sativa

.i p. 749), the remarkable effects of which have been recently pointed

by Dr. O’Shaughnessy {On the Prepar. of the Indian Hemp
, Cal-

ita, 1839).

The word opium is derived from ottos, the juice, and signifies that it is

juice par excellence ;—just as the flower of the rosemary has been
led anthos, or the flower {

see p. 831),—and the cortex cinchonae,

—

the

k.

3otany. Gen. Char.—See Papaver Rhgeas.
0>. Char .

—

Capsules obovate or globose, and, as well as the calyxes
,

Doth. Stem smooth, glaucous. Leaves amplexicaul, cut-repand,

itate, somewhat obtuse (D. C.)

An annual herb. Root white, tapering. Stem two to six feet high,

ct, branched, leafy, glaucous green. Leaves alternate, sessile, ovate-

ong, glaucous beneath. Peduncles terminal, leafless, with bristly

irs. Seeds numerous, small, roundish or reniform, oily, sweet, and
ble.

"here are two well-marked varieties, which by some botanists are considered to be

inct species :

—

. . nigrum. P. somniferum, Gmelin.

—

Capsules globose, opening by foramina under

‘Stigma. Seeds black. Peduncles many. Flowers usually violet or red, of different

<s, though sometimes white.

.album. P. officinale, Gmelin.

—

Capsules ovate-globose
;

foramina under the

ma either none or obliterated. Peduncles solitary. Seeds aud petals white.

IHar.—Asia and Egypt. Grows apparently wild in some parts of

gland, but has probably escaped from gardens. Cultivated in Hin-

tan, Persia, Asia Minor, and Egypt, on account of the opium ob-

ned from it. According to Dr. Hoyle, var. /3. album is cultivated in the

'ins of India
;
and var. a. niyrum in the Himalayas. In Europe the

opy is cultivated for the capsules, either as medicinal agents or for the

(|
poppy oil

)
obtained from the seeds, and which is employed in paint-

'. The London market is principally supplied with poppy heads from

neighbourhood of Mitcham, in Surrey'.

Description. 1. Of Poppy Heads.— Poppy heads (Capsulcc seu

pita Papaveris) are usually collected when quite ripe, as ordered by
: London and Dublin Colleges, but they would be more active as

dicinal agents if they were gathered while still green
;
and the Edin-

•gh College very properly direct the immature capsule to be employed.
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As met with in commerce, poppy heads vary somewhat in size, from thU
of a hen’s egg to that of the fist. Their texture is papyraceous : on tlfn
top of them is the star-like stigma. They are yellowish or yellowislIS
brown, and if they have been collected before they were quite ripe, havi?
a bitterish taste. When fresh they have a slightly opiate odour, wlficM
they lose by drying. A decoction of the dried poppy capsule is rendered
by the sesquichloride of iron, brownish red (meconate of iron). Nitrj
acid renders it transparent, and communicates a slight orange-red tina
indicative of the presence of morphia

2. Opium, (a.) Preparation.—The mode of extracting opium is

a ceitam extent similai m all countries, and consists m making incision
into the half-ripe poppy capsules, and collecting the exuded juice. Ai
cording to Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 64), Kaempfer (Amoen . Exot. p. 643)

'

Kerr [Med. Obs. and Inq. vol. v. p. 317), and Texier, this juice is work
up into a homogeneous mass : whereas Bellonius

(
Observ

.

lib. _

cap. 15) and Olivier
(
Voy . dans VEmpire Ottoman), speak of the jin,

concreting on the poppy
;
and the first of these writers describes opluj

as consisting of agglomerated granules. Now Guibourt {Hist. Abreg.i
3me ed. 1836), by examining the opiums of commerce by means of
magnifier, thinks he has discovered that the Smyrna and Persian

(

Trebizon) opium is composed of small agglutinated tears {opium toil

a grain)
;
whereas the Egyptian, and I would add the Indian, opium,

a homogeneous mass, and therefore must have been worked up in tH

manner described by Dioscorides, Kmmpfer, and others [homogeneo
opium). One of the latest accounts of the method of obtaining* opiu

*

is that given by M. Ch. Texier {Journ. de Pharm. xxi. 196) of the pri

cess followed in Asia Minor:—“ A few' days after the flower has fallen

men and women repair to the fields and cut the head of the pop
horizontally, taking care that the incisions do not penetrate the intern

cavity of the shell. A white substance immediately flows out, and c

lects in tears on the edges of the cuts. In this state the field is left f<

twenty-four libers, and on the following day the opium is collected

large blunt lum%s. Each head furnishes opium once only, and that t:

an extent of a few grains. The first sophistication which it receives

that practised by the peasants who collect it, and who lightly scraped
epidermis from the shell to augment the weight. This operation ad(

about one-twelfth of foreign matters. Thus collected, opium has

form of a glutinous and granular jelly. It is -deposited in small earthe

vessels, and beat up with saliva. When asked why water was not eu

ployed in the place of saliva, the answer was that water caused it

spoil. It is afterwards enveloped in dry leaves, and in this state it

sold. The seeds of those poppies which have yielded opium are equal

good for sowing the following year.”

Some little variation will be found in the descriptions of other writer

of the methods practised in other parts of the East. Kcempfer says th

in Persia the incisions are made cross-wise by a five-edged knife. Ke

states that in the province of Bahar “ two longitudinal double incision?

are made “ upon each half-ripe capsule, passing from below upwards’

care being taken that the internal cavity of the capsule is not pen

trated.

(b.) Description.— In commerce several varieties of opium ai

known. The principal kind, however, is that brought from Smyrn
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the recent events which have occurred in China will probably throw

rasiderable quantity of Indian opium into European commerce.

. Smyrna Opium (Opium Smyrnceum)
.—This is the Turkey or Levant

'm of commerce. It occurs in irregular rounded or flattened masses

|
arious sizes, rarely exceeding two lbs. in weight, enveloped in leaves,

usually surrounded with the reddish capsules of some species of

\nex (
R . orientalis, according to Koch, in T. W. C. Martius’s Phar-

y ogn. S. 322 ;
but R. Patientia, according to Merat, Diet. Mat. Med.

I
. p. 50). Some of the flat cakes are without these capsules, and

I Lewhat resemble Constantinople opium. When first imported, the

'-;ses are soft, and of a reddish-brown colour
; but by keeping they

ome hard and blackish. Its lustre is waxy ; its odour is strong and un-

cusant ; its taste is bitter, acrid, nauseous, and persistent. M. Guibourt

irds the masses as being made up of agglutinated tears, and on this

j.ount as being the purest met with. It is, however, frequently met
a largely adulterated. In one sample weighing 10 ounces I obtained

drachms of stones and gravel. Notwithstanding occasional frauds

;;his kind, Smyrna opium forms the best commercial opium.

tmyrna opium yields more morphia and meconic acid than either Constantinople or

ptiau opium (Berthemot, Journ. de Pharm. xxiv. 444). The quantity of morphia

cell can be obtained from this kind of opium is perhaps, on the average, about

nt per cent. Pelletier {Journ. de Pharm. xxi. 572), in an operation on about two
cees of this opium, procured a quantity of morphia equal to 7 08 per cent. From
>und he calculates eight or nine per cent, could be obtained. On an average, 12
cceut. of hydrochlorate of morphia may be procured from it. Dr. Cbristison obtained

drachms of narcotine from half a pound of the best Turkey opium: hence we
•

• estimate the quantity at about four per cent. Hydrochlorate of morphia, prepared

(Gregory’s process from Turkey opium, contains, according to Dr. Gregory {Journ.

fPharm. xxi. 246), one-twelfth of codeia. Merck {Pharm. Centr. Blatt.fur 18:36,

(91) examined five kinds of Smyrna opium : from the worst he procured from 3 to

•r cent, of morphia; from the best 13 to 13‘5 per cent. In the latter variety he
i id 0 -25 per cent, of codeia.

It. Constantinople Opium {Opium Byzantinum seu Ccnstantinopolitanum).

am indebted to Professor Guibourt for an authentic sample of this.

.'> description of it is as follows :
—“ There are two sorts of it : one in

'V voluminous irregular cakes, which are flattened like the Smyrna
i am. This is of very good quality. The other is in small, flattened,,

ttilar cakes, of a lenticular form, from two to two and a half inches in

: meter, and covered with a poppy leaf, the median nerves of which
iide the disk into two parts. It has an odour similar to the preceding

d, but more feeble
;

it blackens and dries in the air. It is more mu-
uginous than Smyrna opium.” To this account I may add, that the

«es are never covered with the Rumex capsules, as those of Smyrna
urn are. Berthemot describes two kinds of it : one soft, the other

rd and brittle. Constantinople opium is inferior to the Smyrna kind,

: superior to Egyptian opium.

’rofessor Guibourt says that this kind of opium yields only half the morphia pro-

lable from the Smyrna opium. Berthemot also states that though it yields more
•pliia than the Egyptian opium, it gives less than the Smyrna kind. This, however,
s not agree with the experience of Mr. Duncan, of Edinburgh, who has never failed

ibtain an extraordinary quantity of hydrochlorate of morphia from it. From an cx-
iment of Dr. Cliristison’s, he calculates the quantity ol hydrochlorate of morphia ob-
lable from it at 14 per cent. {Journ. de Pharm. xxi. 517). Merck {Pharm. Centr.
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Blatt. fur 183G. 8. 491) procured 15 per cent, of' pure morphia, but scarcely a trace i
codeia. It is obvious, therefore, that Constantinople opium is of unequal quality,
is probable that opium of unequal qualities, and produced in several parts <,'f t|I
Turkish Empire, is carried to the capital, and, being- exported from thence, bears tJl
name of Constantinople opium.

3. Egyptian Opium (Opium Egyptiacum).— It occurs in round flatteini|

cakes of about three inches diameter, covered externally with tljlj

vestiges of some leaf. It is usually very dry. It is distinguished froU
the two preceding varieties by its reddish colour, analogous to that li
soccotrine or hepatic aloes. Some very inferior qualities are sometimeji

offered. for sale, and which appear to the sight and touch as if largeljf

adulterated. By keeping it does not blacken like the other kinds; in
odour is less strong and somewhat musty. Guibourt says, that by eJi
posure to the air it becomes Soft. Egyptian opium is for the mostpaW
inferior to either of the preceding kinds

;
but its quality is by no meaitfc

uniform. Some kinds become damp by keeping.

Guibourt tells us it yields only five-sevenths of the morphia obtained from Smyrul
opium. Berthemot also states that it contains less morphia than either of the pre-
ceding kinds of opium, and that the morphia is more mixed w ith narcotine. He furthai

adds, that the morphia which it yields is purified with great difficulty. The watertl

infusion of Egyptian opium has a distinct odour of acetic acid. Dr. Christison obtaineil

about 10J percent, of pure white hydrochlorate of morphia from it, which, he says,:;!

about the quantity procured from good Turkey opium. Merck [op. supra cit .) procureq

only from 6 to 7 per cent, of morphia, but much meconic acid.

4. Trebizon Opium
(
Persian Opium).—Some years since a quantity of

opium was imported into this country from Trebizon, in the form c|[

cylindrical sticks, which by pressure have become somewhat angular*

Their length is about six inches
;
their diameter about half an inch, l

little more or less. Each one is enveloped in a smooth shiny paper, ani

tied with cotton
;

its colour is similar to that of soccotrine aloes. It hal

the opiate odour stronger than that of the Egyptian kind, but less tha\ -

Smyrna opium, and mixed somewhat with a musty odour; its taste ill

intensely bitter. It is commonly termed in commerce Persian opiurwi

but the specimens I received came from Trebizon. It is a very inferioj

;

kind.

Merck (Pharm . Centr -Blatt
. fur 1836, S.493) could obtain no morphia from it bj

the ordinary mode of proceeding. He, however, afterwards succeeded in obtaining about

1 percent. It gave only a trace of narcotina. There must, I suspect, be some error in

these statements, as this opium is certainly richer in morphia than is here stated.

5. Indian Opium [Opium Indicum).—Three varieties of Indian opium

are known in commerce, viz. :

—

Malwa
,
Benares

,
and Patna Opium. As

the two latter kinds are undistinguishable 1 shall include them under

one head of Bengal Opium.

a. Bengal Opium (
Benares and Patna Opium).—A few chests of this

kind have been recently imported. Its preparation is fully described b\|

Dr. Butter [On the Prepar. of Opium for the China Market ; in Journi

Asiat. Soc ofBeng. v. 165, 1836). I have been kindly furnished witlj

samples of the Benares and Patna kinds, of the growth oi the years

1835-36, and 1837-38, by Mr. Maitland, of the India House.

Bengal opium is imported in balls, each weighing about three lbs. ant i

a half, and packed in chests, each containing about forty balls. The I

balls are hard, round, like cannon-balls, and about the size ol a child s I

head. Externally each ball is made up of poppy petals, lirmly aggluti-B
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d by a paste called leiva, to form a firm but laminated envelope

i
Thing about 14 oz. On cutting through this, the opium is found to be

I e soft, homogeneous, apparently quite pure, and to have the con-

ii jnce of a soft extract. Its colour is blackish-brown. Its odour
taste are strong and pure opiate. On exposure to the air this

im speedily becomes covered with mouldiness. Both Bahar or

na and Benares Opium are exported from Calcutta. Bahar and
ares are the only districts of Bengal where opium is produced,

•lares is most valued by the Chinese (Butter).

irther experiments are required ere we can' speak with confidence as to the per-

uge quantity of morphia and narcotina obtainable from Bengal opium. Dr. Smytten
ns. of the Med. and Phys. Soc. of Calcutta, vol. vi.) procured only 2| or 3 per cent,

mrpbia. But from some experiments which I have made, I consider this quantity
j considerably below the truth. Mr. Morson inTorms me that Benares opium con-

s» rather more than half the quantity of morphia contained in good average
kKey opium.

. Malwa Opium.—A few years since this ranked among the inferior

i:ls of Indian opium, but it has been gradually rising in value, and is

- highly esteemed. I have received three samples of opium under
denomination. Two of these (which I shall call inferior Malwa

urn) were brought me from India by old pupils. The third [fine Malwa
am) was kindly given me by Dr. Christison.

inferior Malwa opium is in flattened cakes without any exterior cover-

. . It is dull, opake, blackish-brown externally
;
internally somewhat

kker and soft. Its odour is somewdiat like that of Smyrna opium, but

powerful, and combined with a slight smoky smell.

uibourt says it yields as much extract as Levant opium
;
hut its insoluble residue

tts the virous odour and glutinous consistence of the latter. It furnishes only one-

ill the quantity of morphia yielded by Smyrna opium.

,7ine Malwa opium
,
given me by Dr. Christison, is in square cakes,

> ut three inches in length and breadth, and one inch thick. It has the

oearance, as Professor Guibourt describes it, of a well-prepared, shiny,

., pharmaceutical extract. Its colour is blackish-brown. Its odour
• ess powerful than that of Smyrna opium.

his I presume is the opium employed by Merck
(
Berl . Jalirb. xxxvii. 289, 1837,

Brit. Ann. of Med. July 21, 1837) under the name of Bengal opium. In 100 parts

found morphia 8, narcotin 3, codeia 0'5, thebaina 1, meconine traces, and porphy-
n 0-5. Another sample of Indian opium, in round balls of half a pound each, and
>ne consistence of Calabrian extract of liquorice, yielded him 10 per cent, of morphia
carm. Centr. Blutt.fiir 1836,493).
Or. Christison procured 9£ percent, of hydrochlorate of morphia from this fine kind
lalvva opium. Dr. Smyttan, in two experiments, procured respectively 7| and 8 per

M. of morphia
;
whereas in common Malwa opium he obtained only from 3 to 5 per

0. The hydrochlorate of morphia, prepared by Gregory’s process from this opium,
Mains, according to Dr. Gregory, one-tenth part of codeia.

y. Cutch Opium .—Under this name I have received from Bombay a

all cake of opium, rather more than an inch in diameter, and appa-

tly enveloped with the remnants of leaves. Its odour is much less

werful than that of Smyrna opium.

3. English Opium (Opium Anglicum).— It is in flat cakes or balls,

/eloped with leaves. It resembles fine Egyptian opium more than any
ter kind

;
its colour is that of hepatic aloes

;
it has a moderately strong
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opiate odour. I must refer those interested in the cultivation of theponn
and production of British opium, to the papers of Mr. Ball, in Trans.
Soc. of Arts, xiv. 253 ;

of Mr. Jones, Ibid, xviii. 1G1
;
of Mr. Youn

Ibid'j xxxvii. 23; of Messrs. Cowley and Staines, Ibid. xl. 9; and of til
Rev. G. Swayne, Quart. Journ. vols. viii. and ix.

sai

Mr. Hennell procured from 700 grains of English opium, prepared by Mess.
Cowley and Staines, 53 grains, or 7'57 per cent., of morphia; while from' the sai

quantity of Turkey opium he obtained only 48 grains, or nearly 7 per cent., of morpl
{Trans. Soc. Arts, xliii. 57). Mr. Morson (Ibid. 1. 25), from 20 oz. avoird. of the sai

British opium, procured only 384 grains, or about 4 -

4 per cent, of morphia, and 2:

grains, or about 2 53 per cent., of narcotina, Probably the morphia obtained by A'

Hennell was not freed from narcotina. Mr.Young declares British opium to be strong

than the commercial opium; six ounces of the former being equal to eight of the latts

(Duncan, Suppl. to the Ed. Disp. p. 81.)

7. French Opium (Opium Gallicum).—I have not seen any samples

this. Pelletier (Journ. de Pharm. xxi. 570) describes it as being det

reddish-brown, and brittle when dry. Its taste was somewhat differe:

to that of Smyrna opium. It left a less insoluble residuum than Easlei

opium.

Pelletier procured more morphia from it than from Smyrna opium. In an experime

on about two ounces of each he obtained 1038 per cent, from the former, and only 7-0

per cent, from the latter. It contained no narcotina. He obtained sensible traces

codeia
,
but none of narceine

,
meconine, or thebaina

,
perhaps because the quantity

opium experimented on was too small. The disappearance of one immediate princip

(narcotina), and the aug-mentation of another (morphia), caused by climate, are interes

ing facts. Petit (Journ. de Pharm. xiii. 183) got from 16 to 18 per cent, of morpbid

and Caventon (quoted by Christison) obtained from 22 to 28 per cent, from Frenc

opium
;
but I presume the morphia was very impure.

8. German Opium (Opium Germanicum).—I am unacquainted with tliiif

Biltz, of Erfurt, got from indigenous German opium 16£ and even 20 per cent

morphia
,
where the opium had been procured from the P. somniferum a. nigrum

;

ar

between 6^and 9| narcotina. But from opium made from P. somniferum fi. album

got conversely 6*8, per cent, of morphia, and 33 per cent, of narcotina.

Commerce of Opium.—The quantities of opium on which duty w
paid during the last six years, are as follows (

Trade List)
:

—

In 1834 27,253 lbs.

1835 30,398

J836 38,553

In 1837 36,833 lbs.

1838 30,824
1839 40,784

Since August 13, 1836, the duty has been Is. per lb.
;
previous to thfi

and from 1828 it was 4s. per lb. Of the above quantities the greatet

part was imported from Turkey.

The quantity of opium produced in Hindostan is enormous. I

Patna and Benares its cultivation is a monopoly in the hands of govern!

ment
;
and a revenue is derived from the Malwa opium, by a system c

passes on shipment from Bombay. Of the whole quantity raised i

Hindostan, it is calculated that about two-thirds have been sent 1

Canton, and the remainder to the Eastern Islands (Evid. taken before th

Committee of the House of Lords on the Afairs of the East India Com

pany, No. 646, 1830, p. 25). The following table is from Mr. B

Montgomery Martin’s Statistics of the Colonies of the British Empire

Lond. 1839 (p. 366).
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uate of Quantity and Total Value of Indian Opium consumed in China d

the Years ending- in 1832-33:— /il-v W

k :ars.

I
'7-28

'8-29

1)3-30

3-31

11-32

.2-33

Patna. Benares. Malwa. Total. \i&

Chests. Chests. Chests. Chests (of one pecul, or
about 133J lbs. avoird.)

Amount in Spanish

4006 1128 4401 9535 10,425,075
4831 1 130 7171 13132 12,533,215
5564 1579 6857 14000 12,057,157
5085 1575 12100 18760 1 2,904,263
4442 1518 8265 14225 11,501.584
6410 1S80 15403J 23693| 15,352,429

1 the world knows that these enormous quantities of opium were smug-gled into China
: .he connivance of the local authorities) for the purpose of smoking-

. The vessels

I ored at Lintin, about 70 miles from Canton, and delivered the opium to the boats of
Chinese buyers. “ Malwa opium is considered by the Chinese as having a higher

: a, but not so mellow nor so pleasant in flavour as the Patna opium. The smokeable
ict which each quantity ofopium contains is thus intimated by the Chinese,— (who
opium as we do wine or spirits) :—Patna and Benares opium 45 to 50 touch ;

aage 48; Malwa 70 to 75; average 72£ ;
Turkey 53 to 57

;
average touch 55.”

?M. Martin, op. supra cit. p. 366). The smokeable extract here referred to is an
'ous extract of opium prepared by the Chinese. A detail of the important events
:h have resulted from the active and extraordinary steps taken by this remarkable

tide to put a stop to the trade in opium, would be out of place in this work. Suffice

say, that, in 1839, no less than 20,283 chests of opium, valued at nearly 3,000,000/.

ling, were delivered up to the Chinese, and by them destroyed by immersing the

:m in water with lime and salt, and, when the whole had become a fetid mud,
I'.ving it to escape into the river (see Asiatic Journal

,

vol. xxx. part ii. p. 310). Also
ll. Rep. on the Trade with China, No. 359, 1840; and Corresp. relating to China, 1840).

Composition.—Few substances have been so repeatedly submitted to

imical investigation as opium. The mere reference to the different

tours, which have been bestowed on it, would occupy more space than

am devote to the subject. I must, therefore, content myself with brief

iices of the most important epochs in its chemical history,- and a

-:rence to some of the analyses which have been made of it.

n 1803 Derosne [Ann. de Chim. xlv. 257) discovered narcotina. In
04 Sertiirner (Trommsdorf's Journ. 1805, Bd. xiv. 1, S. 47) announced
existence of meconic acid and morphia. Seguin (Ann. de Chim. xcii.

>> ;
and Ann. de Chim. et Phys. ix. 282) appears to have discovered

im about the same time. Robiquet (Ibid. v. 275) confirmed these

ccoveries in 1814. In 1826 meconine was discovered by Dublanc
me, and again in 1830 by Couerbe (Ibid. 1. 337). In 1832 Pelletier

iid. 1. 262) discovered narceina

:

and in the same year Robiquet (Ibid.

259) announced the existence of codeia. In 1837 Merck
(
Pharm .

'jntral.-Blatt. fur 1837, S. 342) announced the existence in opium of a
' v substance which he called porphyroxin,

but his statement requires

nfirmation.

'Analyses of opium have been published, in 1800, by Bucholz
Commsdorf's Journ. viii. S. 24), in 1804 by Sertiirner, in 1814 by
-gum, in 1817 by Braconnot (Journ. de Phys. lxxxiv. 225), in 1818 by
chner (quoted by Schwartze, Pharm. Tab.), in 1819 by John (Gmelin,
mdb. d. Chem. ii. 1244), in 1823 by Pfendler (Chem . Abhandl. ii. d.

ium. Wien 1823), in 1824 by Lindbergson (Gmelin, op. supra cit.),

1826 by Merck (Ibid.), in 1826 by Geiger (Ibid.), in 1831 by Biltz
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(
Pharm . Centr.-Blatt. far 1837, S. 757), in 1832 by Pelletier {Ann. i

Chim. et de Phys. 1 . 240), in 1834 by Schindler {Pharm. Centr-Blatt.fi

1834, S. 950), and in 1836 by Mulder {Ibid, fiir 1837, S. 574).

The following substances may be regarded as the constituents

opium :

—

Morphia, narcotina
,

codeia, narceia
,
meconine

, thehaina

paramorphia, pseudo-morphia ?, meconic acid, brown acid extracAiv

sulphuric acid, resin,fat oil, gummy matter, caoutchouc, albumen, odoro

principle (volatile oil ?), and lignin.

Mulder's Analyses.

1. Morphia
2. Narcotina
3. Codeia
4. Narceine
5. Meconine
6. Meconic acid
7. Fat
8. Caoutchouc
9. Resin

10. Gummy extractive ...

11. Gum .’.

12. Mucus
13. Water

Loss

Smyrna Opium.

Smyrna Opium. i

1 2 3 4 5

10-842 4-106 9-852 2-842 3-800

6-808 8-150 9-360 7-702 6-546

0-678 0-834 0-848 0-858 0-020
6-662 7-506 7-684 9-902 13 240
0-804 0-846 0-314 0-380 0-608

5-124 3-968 7-620 7-252 6-644

2-166 1-350 1-816 4-204 1-508

6-012 5-026 3-674 3-754 3-206

3-582 2-028 4-112 2-208 1-S34

25-200 31-470 21-834 22-606 25-740

1-042 2-896 0-698 2-998 0-896

19-086 17-098 21-068 18-496 18 022
9-846 12-226 11-422 13-044 14-002

2-148 2-496 0-56S ^
2-754 3-332

100-000 100 000 100-870 99-000 99-998

—
Schindler's Analyses.

Smyrna Constants
Opium. nople Opium.

Morphia 10-30 4-50

Narcotina 1-30 3-47

Codeia 0-25 0-52

Narceine 0-71 0-42

Meconine 0-08 0-30

Meconic acid .... 4-70 4-38

Resin 1093 8-10

Bassorin, caout-

chouc, fat, and
17-18lignin 26-25

Salts and volatile

oil 3-60 3-60

Lime and magnesia 0-47 0-42

Alumina, oxide of

iron, silica, and
phosphate of

0-24 0-22lime
Brown acid, so-

luble in alcohol
1-04 0-40and water

Brown acid, so-

luble in water;
56-49gum, and loss.

.

40-13

Egyptian
Opium.

7-00

2-68

[90-32]

100-00

Biltz's Analyses.

Oriental

Opium.

Morphia 9’25

Narcotina 7"50

Meconic acid (im-
pure) 13-75

Bitter extractive. . 22'00

Deposit 7"75

Albumen 20'00

Balsamic matter . . 6'25

Caoutchouc 2'00

Gum with lime .. 1"25

Sulphate of potash 2'00

Lime, iron, alu-

mina, and phos-
phoric acid 1 "50

Woody fibre— .. 3
-

75

Ammonic volatile

oil, and loss— 3 -00

Total ....100 00

Indigenous Opium.

From
a, nigrum

20-00

6-25

18-00
8-50

4"75

17"50
7-65

10-50
0-85

2-25

1-85

0S0

1-10

From
fi, album

6"S5
33-00

15-30

11-00

2-20

13-00

6-SO
4"50

1-10

200

1-15

1-50

1-60

100-00 100 00

1. Volatile Odorous Principle ( Volatile Oil ?). The distilled wafer of opium b.

the peculiar odour of this drug, and by keeping deposits a ropy substance. Hitherto

however, all attempts to isolate the volatile odorous principle of opium have failed an

its nature, therefore, is as yet unknown. Nysten (Orfila
a I k

ounces of the distilled water without any sensible effect; and Orfila njopted ah

quantity of it into the jugular vein of a dog without apparently caus,n» a
"{

’ C

-J

venience to the animal. The volatile principle cannot, therefore, possess much ac vi J

but Nysten concludes that “ the distilled water of opium, strongly saturated w tli I

aromatic principle, is capable of producing drunkenness and s cep, w ,en

strong dose.”
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.2. Morphia (Morphina ; Morphine; Morphium). So called from Morpheus, the god
sleep. Wedelius, Fr. Hoffman, and Neumann, speak of a crystalline salt obtained

om a solution of opium
;

but they formed no correct notions of its nature. Tbe
lb ugistery of opium, noticed by Ludwig, in 1688, may, perhaps, have been morphia.

Morphia is peculiar to tbe poppy tribe. It exists in opium in combination with

econic and sulphuric acids. Doubts, indeed, have been expressed with respect to its

istence in opium, some chemists having suggested that it was a product rather than

f net; but the accuracy of these views has been satisfactorily disproved.

I Pure morphia presents itself under the form of transparent crystals, whose primary

rrm is the right rhombic prism. On turmeric paper, as well as on reddened litmus

per, morphia has an alkaline reaction. Notwithstanding that it is insoluble, or nearly

,, in cold water, it has a distinctly bitter taste. Boiling water dissolves a little more
an one-hundredth part of its weight of morphia. It dissolves in 40 parts of cold

’ hydrous alcohol, and in 80 parts of boiling alcohol
;
hut it is insoluble, or nearly so,

ether. It is soluble in the oils (fixed and volatile), in solutions of potash and soda,

d also, hut in much smaller quantity, in solution of ammonia: lastly, it readily dis-

Ives in sulphuric, hydrochloric, and acetic acids. When heated, the crystals lose

•eir transparency and water of crystallization ; a strong heat causes them to enter into

>sion, in which state they form a yellow liquid similar to melted sulphur, and which
comes white and crystalline on cooling. Heated in the open air, it burns like resin',/

d leaves a carbonaceous residuum.

The following are the chief characteristics of morphia:

—

1st. Nitric acid reddens morphia or its salts (the chlorate excepted, according to

umas), and forms with them an orange-red solution, which is much darkened by
< cess of ammonia, and which becomes yellow after a little time. By the prolonged

rarestion of morphia in nitric acid, we obtain oxalic acid.

—

Fallacies. Nitric acid pro-

ves a red colour with several other bodies, as brucia, commercial strychnia, several

latile oils (as oil of pimento and oil of cloves), some resinous substances, infusion of

>ves or of pimento, &c.
.2nd. Iodic acid is deoxidized by morphia, iodine being set free. Hence, when this

<ali is added to a solution of iodic acid, the liquor becomes reddish brown, and forms

iblue compound (
iodide of starch) with starch.— Fallacies. Sulphuretted hydrogen,

Iphurous acid, phosphorous acids, and some other agents, have a similar effect on
i lie acid.

3rdly. Sesquichloride of iron dropped on crystals of morphia renders them blue. The
me effect is produced on the acetate and oxalate, and slightly on the sulphate of

irphia. No obvious effect is produced on the hydrochlorate of morphia until an alkali

added. The nature of the blue compound is not completely understood. Possibly,

irt of the morphia is oxidized, and the compound thus produced unites with some
ide of iron

(
morpliite of iron). If water in excess, or acids, or alkalies, he added to

S3 blue compound, the colour is destroyed.

—

Fallacies. Tannic and gallic acids with

it tie w’ater, and infusion of cloves or of pimento, also form blue compounds with

-quichloride of iron.

4thly. The alkaline carbonates occasion a white precipitate {carbonate of morphia) in

lutionsof the soluble morphitic salts.

5thly. Solution of ammonia precipitates morphia from its solution in acids. A con-

ilerable excess of ammonia redissolves the precipitate. In very dilute solutions,

inmnia occasions no precipitate until heat he applied to drive off the excess of alkali.

6th ly. Infusion of nutgalls, or a solution of tannic acid
,
causes a precipitate {tannate

morphia
)
in neutral solutions of the morphitic salts. The precipitate is soluble in

etic acid.

7thly. An alcoholic solution of carbazotic acid causes no precipitate in an alcoholic

ution of morphia.
1*8

1

lily. If a solution of chlorine be mixed with a solution of morphia, or its salts, and
m ammonia added, a dark brown colour is developed.

JThe composition of morphia is as follows :-

Atoms. Eq. Wt. Per cent.

Carbon 35 210 7191
Hydrogen 20 20 085
Nitrogen 1 14 480
Oxygen 6 48 16‘44

Morphia 1 292 100-00

/Homs.
Morphia 1 ..

Y\ ater 2

Eq. Wt.
.. 292 ...

.. 18 ...

Per cent.

. 94‘2
5‘8

Cryot. Morphia 1 310 100-00

The morphitic salts arc, for the most part, crystallizablc. When pure, they

4 N
are
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me t

colourless. They have a bitter taste. Those of them which arc employed in medicii
will be described hereafter.

3. Codeia (Codeine).—So called from icdSeLa, a poppy head. It is a white, crystalline ij

solid, slightly soluble in cold, and still more so in boiling- water. It is soluble in ether I
1

It is insoluble in a cold weak solution of potash. If more codeia be added to boiling |water than this liquid can dissolve, the excess melts and forms an oily layer at the ji;

bottom of the vessel
;
and, by cooling, a crystalline mass is obtained. It reacts as an p

alkali on test papers, and unites with acids to form crystalline salts.

From morphia, codeia is distinguished by its not becoming blue on the addition oft

sesquichloride of iron. It is also said not to redden nitric acid like morphia. All the

specimens of codeia which I have met with became orange-yellow on the addition of

nitric acid. Moreover, ammonia does not precipitate it from its very diluted solution in

hydrochloric acid, on account of its solubility in water; and this affords a means oil

separating morphia from codeia. The separation may be more easily effected by ether,

which readily dissolves codeia; or by alkalies, (potash or soda,) which dissolve mor-
phia, but leave codeia.odeia. From meconine it is distinguished by its aqueous solution posJ

sessing marked alkaline properties, as manifested by its action on test papers. Tinc-i

;ia.
(

ture of nutgalls produces a copious precipitate (tannate of codeia) in solutions of codeia

Anhydrous codeia consists of €35 H 20 N 1 Os. It, therefore, contains an atom less oij

oxygen than morphia does. Its atomic weight is 284.

Crystallized in ether it contains no water. But crystallized in water it retains two
atoms of water of crystallization.

The salts of codeia have not been much studied. The nitrate readily crystallizes.

The tannate is insoluble in water. The double hydrochlorate of morphia and codeia i

the salt at one time sold as hydrochlorate of morphia, by those who prepared it bp
Gregory’s process. Hence it has been termed by the French pharmacologists sel di

Gregory.

The effects of codeia and its salts have been imperfectly examined by Kunkel, Gre
gory, Barbier, and Magendie; but the results are very contradictory. Kunkel (Journ

de Chim.-Med. ix. 223) says it is a local irritant, becomes absorbed, excites the circula

tion, and produces convulsions; but that none of the animals on which the codeia wa
tried were either stupified or paralyzed. Magendie (Formulaire, 87, 8me ed.), however
says it causes sleep, and, when exhibited in large doses, stupor. He considers on
grain of codeia equivalent to half a grain of morphia: two grains excite nausea an

vomiting. Barbier (Journ. de Cliim.-Med. x. 214, & 337) also states it produces sleep

Dr. W. Gregory (Ibid. p. 219) says that, in doses of five or six grains, it causes a

excitement like that of intoxication, followed in a few hours by depression, nausea, an

sometimes vomiting'. 1

Mag-endie proposes to use it as a substitute for morphia, to procure sleep and allay

pain, in doses of from one to three grains. A syrup of codeia (composed of codeia.,

grs. xxiv.; distilled water, fjiv.
;
sugar, ^viij.) has been used in booping-cough. The

dose for a child, of about seven years of age, is a tea-spoonful. It has been given ir

irritation of the gastric mucous membrane (Journ. de Pharm. xxiv. 144.)

4. Narcotina (Narcotine).— So called from vapicuriKos, narcotic. The greater par;

of the narcotina of opium is in the free state, as it is removable by ether withoul

the aid of either acids or alkalies. It is a white, inodorous substance, crystallising

in prisms,—distinguished from morphia by being insipid, very- soluble in ether

insoluble in alkalies, by its not becoming blue on the addition of the scsquichloridcl

of iron, by its not decomposing iodic acid, and, when quite pure, by its not yield-

ing a brown colour when treated by chlorine and ammonia. Nitric acid dissolves

it, and acquires an orange tint. It does not affect vegetable colours, and by this

character is readily distinguished from both morphia and codeia. It is insoluble in

cold water, but dissolves in 400 parts of boiling water,—in 100 parts of cold alcohol,—

or in 24 parts of boiling alcohol. The volatile oils also dissolve it. It consists 0

C48 PJ24 jsj Oi5. Its atomic weight, therefore, is 446. The salts of narcotina have

been but little examined. They are more bitter than those of morphia, redden litmus

and are precipitated from their solutions by infusion of nutgalls and by the alkalies. |

The hydrochlorate is crystallizable. Both this and the sulphate are very soluble in water.

Narcotina is extracted from the residue of the opium which lias been subjected to f

action of cold water. This is treated with water acidulated with either acetic or hyd

chloric acid, and to the filtered solution ammonia is added. 4 he precipitate treated

with boiling alcohol yields narcotina, which deposits as the liquor cools. Narcotina

may be separated from morphia, by ether, which dissolves the narcotina, but leaves the

morphia, or by a solution of potash, which dissolves the morphia, but leaves the*
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rcotina, or by the cautious addition of weak acetic acid, which dissolves the

S i orphia, and, unless the acid be greatly in excess, doesnot dissolve the narcotina.
' When narcotina was first discovered, it was said to be the stimulant principle of

ium ;
and Magendie states a grain of it, dissolved in olive oil, produced the death

a dog in twenty- four hours, while twenty-four times this quantity was given, dissolved,

l acetic acid, with impunity, Orfila, at one time, declared it was inert, then that it

r ted like morphia, and subsequently that its operation was remarkable and peculiar,

ally asserts that, in a solid state, it is inert ; for 129 grains may be given, at one dose,

itithout exciting any obvious effect. The truth is, I believe, that narcotina possesses

t little activity ; and I presume, therefore, that the first experimenters with it em-
i*oyed an impure substance. Dr. Roots gave gradually increased doses of it, up to a
ruple, without the least injury. The bitterness of its sulphuric solution led him to

nploy it in intermittents, as a substitute for disulphate of quina. More recently at-

ntion has been drawn to it in India, by Dr. O’Shaugbnessy (Brit, and For. Med. Rev.
II. viii. p. 263), as an Indian indigenous substitute for quina; and nearly 200 cases

intermittent and remittent fevers, treated by it with success, have been published.

• 5. Narceine (Narceina).—So called from pupur), stupor. It is a white, inodorous

lid, crystallized in long, fine, silky needles, with a slightly bitter, and even some-
f b a t metallic, taste. It dissolves in 230 parts of boiling- water, or 375 parts of water
60°. It fuses at about 198°, and at a higher temperature is decomposed.
'Narceine has several very striking properties by which it is distinguished from other

distances. The first of these deserving of notice is the action of mineral acids on it.

bus the sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic acids, so diluted with water that they cannot
tier the elementary composition of narceine, give this substance a fine light-blue co-

uar, immediately on coming in contact with it. This alteration of colour does not

(pear to depend on any change in the elementary composition of narceine, since, by
tturating the acids with ammonia, the narceine is precipitated unchanged. When
inch water is added, the blue colour disappears.

Another remarkable trait of narceine is, that it forms a bluish compound
(iodide of

rceine) with iodine: heat and alkalies destroy the colour. So that iodine is not an
>solute test for starch.

The characters now mentioned are sufficient to distinguish narceine from all other

i own substances. In addition, I may add, that it does not form a blue colour with

a sesquichloride of iron, as morphia does.
*

.'Narceine was at first supposed to be a vegetable alkali; but as it does not affect

Lgetable colours, nor combine with nor saturate acids, it is now regarded as a neutral

iinciple. Narceine is composed of C 28 H20 N O 12
.

Two grains have been several times thrown into the jugular-vein of a dog, without
i iducing any appreciable effect. It is presumed, therefore, to be inert.

»6. Meconine.—So called from
j

u.t)kwp

,

a poppy

.

It is a white, crystalline, odourless

iiid. Its taste, which at first is scarcely perceptible, is afterwards sensibly acrid. The
\ystals are six-sided prisms, with dihedral summits. It fuses at 194°, and becomes a
llourless, limpid fluid. At a higher temperature it may be distilled. It dissolves in

5 parts of cold water, or in eighteen parts of boiling water. It is soluble in alcohol

d in ether. It is distinguished from morphia and codeia by its not possessing- alkaline

eoperties. From morphia it is further distinguished by its greater fusibility, its

ceater solubility in water, and its not becoming blue on the addition of sesquichloride

iron. Cold sulphuric acid dissolves meconine, the solution being limpid and
llourless. Tf heat be applied, the liquid becomes dark. If the quantity of sulphuric

lid be small in proportion to that of meconine, the liquid assumes a green colour. If

Horinegas be passed over fused meconine, the latter becomes blood-red, and on cooling-

•ms crystals. The compound thus formed is composed of chlorine and some organic
-se : if the first be removed by oxide of silver, a white acid is obtained, which Gouerbe
ills mechloie acid (C 1 * H 7 Oib). By the action of nitric acid on meconine we obtain

iponitromeconic acid
,
composed of one atom of meconine and half anatom of hypo-

trous acid. Meconine is remarkable for not containing nitrogen. Its composition
'Cio Hj CM.

A grain dissolved in water, and injected into the jugular vein of a dog, produced no
markable effect. Further experiments, however, arc required before we can positively

1 clare it to be an inert substance.

7. Thebaina
(
Paramorphia).—So called from Thebes

,
an ancient city of Egypt. It

a white, crystalline, fusible solid, having an acrid, styptic taste, very soluble in
tohol and ether, but hardly at all soluble in water. It possesses alkaline properties,
d dissolves in weak acids. From these solutions it is precipitated by alkalies. An
cess of alkali cannot dissolve it, uuless, iudecd, the alkaline solution be very conccn-
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trated. It fuses at 302°, but does not volatilize at any temperature. It is distin-H
guished from morphia by not becoming- blue on the addition of the perchloride of iron'll
and by not forming crystallizable salts with acids. From codeia it differs in not crysjj
tallizing in large crystals, and in not forming crystallizable salts. With meconine and!
narceine it has no analogy, and from them it is distinguished by the peculiar properties!
which characterize these bodies. It resembles narcotina more than any other substance

| ?

but is distinguished by the crystals being shorter or granular, and wanting the pearlv|lj

morphia hence he called it paramorphia.
tin

| ia. According to Dr. Kane’s analysis it con-t f

sists of C25 H14 N O 3 ;
and its atomic weight is 202. Couerbe’s analysis gives anothert

atom of oxygen. The last-mentioned chemist says that, by fusion, the crystals lose!

two atoms of water. Magendie says that one grain injected into the jugular vein, ort*

placed in the pleura, acts like brucia or strychnia, and causes tetanus and death in a| r

few minutes.

8. Pseudo-morphia.—This is a substance which Pelletier has occasionally met with
in opium. It is a whitish solid, which, like morphia, dissolves in caustic alkalies, is

reddened by nitric acid, and made blue by contact with the sesquichloride of iron. Bud
it does not decompose iodic acid, and cannot form salts with acids. It consists of

C27 H 18 N OW It is not poisonous; at least, nearly eight grains, given to a rabbit, pro-
duced no effect. Pelletier thinks that pseudomorphia must be some combination of mor-
phia, in which this substance has lost its poisonous properties

9. Porphyroxin P

—

This name has been given by Merck
(Pharm . Central- Hiattfun

1837, S. 342; and Brit. Ann. of Med. ii. 82) to a supposed new principle found ini

Bengal opium. It is described as crystallizable, fusible, soluble in alcohol, ether, antb !

weak acids. Alkalies precipitate it from its acid solution. Further experiments arq

required to determine its existence and precise nature.

10. Resin.—Brown, insipid, inodorous, softened by heat, insoluble iu water and ether,

but soluble in alcohol and in alkaline leys. Nitrogen is a constituent of it.

11. Extractive.—The substance usually denominated the extractive of opium ia

probably a heterogeneous body. It is brown and acid
;
and has been supposed to be one

of the active principles of opium. The reasons for this opinion are the following
In th e first place, it is asserted that after the morphia has been separated from an irifu

sion of opium by magnesia, the filtered liquor gives by evaporation an extract whichj

produces the same kind of narcotic effect that opium does (Berzelius, Traite de Chim.

t. v. p. 136
;
and t. vi.p. 152). Secondly

,
the effects of the known active principles oi

opium are not sufficiently powerful to authorize us to refer the whole of the active pro-

perties of opium to them. Thus on an average 100 parts of opium yield from 8 to if

parts of morphia (the most active of the known constituents of opium), and, therefore

if this alkali were the only active principle, it ought to be 10 or 12 times as powerfu

as opium is. Now we know that morphia is but little, if at ail, more active than opium
and, therefore, this last-mentioned substance either contains some other active prin-

ciple, or the activity of morphia is surprisingly increased by the principle or principles

with which it is naturally in combination. Butter (o/». supra cit.) says the iusolublq

residuum possesses considerably narcotic qualities.

12. Fatty Matter.—Yellow or brownish. Probably colourless -when pure. Itl •

reddens litmus, and unites with alkalies to form soaps, from which acids disengage ia •

apparently unchanged.
13. Meconic Acid.—Hitherto found in the poppy tribe only. It is usually procure

from meconate of lime by acting on it, in hot water, with hydrochloric acid. The me
conic acid crystallizes on cooling. When pure it is in the form of while, transparent

micaceous scales, which are soluble in four times their weight of boiling water. Bu
at this temperature water decomposes it ; carbonic acid is evolved, and a solution o

metameconic acid (C 12 H l O 10
)

is obtained. Cold water dissolves a smaller quantity o

meconic acid. Alcohol is also a solvent for meconic acid. By the dry distillation of meco-

nic acid, it loses carbonic acid and water, and becomes pyromeconic acid (C 10 113 O5
)

The composition of meconic acid is C7 II 2 07; and its atomic weight, therefore, is 100.

The characteristics of meconic acid are as follows ;— 1st. It reddens the sesqutsalts of

iron
,
forming the meconate of the sesquioxide of iron. Alkalies, protochloride of tin, and

nitric acid, assisted by heat, destroy this red colour. 2ndly. It forms, with a weak solu-f

tion of ammoniated sulphate of copper, a green precipitate (
meconate of copper ). 3rdly

It yields white precipitates (meconates) which are soluble in nitric acid, with acetate of

lead
, nitrate of silver, and chloride of barium. 4thly. It is not reddened by chloride

of yold.
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It deserves especial notice that many substances enjoy equally with meoonic acid the
power of communicating1 a red colour to the sesquisalts of iron. The following are
some of them :— the acetates

,
hydrosulphocyanic acid, and the sulphocyanides, the salica

of man and of the sheep, infusion of white mustard, metameconic, pyromeconio, and indi-
gotic acids, the liquid obtained by the action of hydrochloric acid on detonating silver

the decoctions of Cetraria islandica (p. 5(38) and Gigartina Hclminthocorton (p. 565).
Meconic acid is an inert substance. Sertiirner swallowed five grains of it without

observing any effect. Sommering gave ten grains to a dog ; Feneglio and Bleno-ini

eight grains to dogs, crows, and frogs, and four grains to various men : in all cases no
effects were observed (Richter, Ausf. Arzneim. Bd. ii. S. 6L6). Combined with bases,

it doubtless modifies their action. Meconate of soda, however, is not active, as Ser-

tiirner asserted. It is supposed that the effect of the morphia on opium is modified by its

combination with meconic acid. I have already mentioned that this acid is said to be
an antidote in cases of poisoning by bichloride of mercury (see p. 479). If, however,
the statement be true, the fact is of little practical value, on account of the scarcity of

the acid
;

for neither opium nor laudanum can be given in quantity sufficient to neutra-

lize the effect of this salt, without proving deleterious. Moreover, we have other good
and easily accessible antidotes. Anthelmintic properties have been ascribed to the acid

and some of its salts.

i

0

1

Chemical Characteristics.

—

Litmus paper is reddened by a watery

infusion of opium (or tincture of opium diluted with water), owing to a

free acid [meconic). Sesquichloride of iron gives it a deep red colour

[meconate of iron). Acetate and diacetate of lead occasion a copious

grey precipitate [meconate ancl sulphate of lead
,
with colouring matter

),

which, treated by sulphuric acid or sulphuretted hydrogen, yields free

meconic acid, known by its reddening the persalts of iron. Chloride qf

barium also causes a precipitate [meconate and sulphate of baryta).

Ammonia renders the infusion turbid [precipitated morphia and narcotina).

Tincture of nutgalls causes a precipitate [tannates ofmorphia and codeia). 1

Nitric acid communicates to the infusion a red colour (
oxidized' ? mor-

phia). Iodic acid and starch cause, after some hours, a blue precipitate

(iodide of starch). This last test does not always succeed. Chloride of,

gold causes a deep fawn-coloured precipitate.

Application to Medico-legal purposes.—On examining the alimentary canal of

persons destroyed by opium, it not unfrequently happens that no traces of the poison

can be obtained. I have met with several instances of this, and others are referred to

by Dr. Cbristison [On Poisons). Either, therefore, opium is rapidly absorbed, and its

unassimilated parts thrown out of the system by the excretories', or the constituents of

this substance are digestible and assimilable.

The characters available for the detection of opium" are two-fold,—physical and

chemical. , ;£)
1. Physical Characteristics.—Whether in the s6lid state or dissolved in water

or spirit, opium possesses three physical properties, by one or more of which it may be

frequently recognized. These are, a more or less brown colour, a remarkable and peculiar

odour, and a bitter taste. Of these the odour is' the only characteristic one. In the ali-

mentary canal it is strongest when the stomach is just opened, or when the oniate liquor

is just reaching the boiling point. Other odours, however, frequently mask it. The

analogy between the odours oflactucarium and opium deserves notice.

2. Chemical Characteristics.—The chemical tests of opium are those for me-

conic acid and morphia, above mentioned. In a case of suspected poisoning, tie

stomach and duodenum (cut into small pieces), with their contents, are to be digested

in distilled water, and the solution filtered successively through a sieve, muslin, and

paper. A little acetic acid added to the water coagulates any caseuni, and is tlmug

to facilitate the solution of the morphia. Its presence is objectionable, on account o

the red colour produced by the action of the acetates on the ferruginous salts, am m nc

simulates that developed with these salts by meconic acid.

[a.) Application of trial tests .—To u small portion of the filtered liquid appy tie

following- tests

:

—
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5: I

1. A few drops of tincture of chloride of iron, winch produces a red colour

[meconate of iron) in an opiate solution.—The fallacies of this test have been before

stated.

2. Apply excess of strong nitric acid, 'which also reddens (oxidizes ? morphia)

opiate liquors.—The fallacies of this have also been pointed out.

3. Add iodic acid and starch, and set aside for twenty-four hours. Blue iodide of

-starch is sometimes formed if morphia be present (unless, indeed, the quantity be very
minute).—Thefallacies of this have likewise been stated.

The success or failure of these tests is not to be considered as absolutely decisive as

the presence or absence of opium.

6. Separation of the Morphia and Meconic Acid.—Add to the filtered liquor a con-

erable excess of a solution of acetate of lead, and set aside in a tall vessel for the

icipitate (meconate and sulphate of lead, with colouring matter) to subside, leaving- a
:ar liquor (acetates of morphia and lead

,
&c.) Pour off the latter, and collect the

ecipitate on a filter.

Before adding- the acetate of lead, it may be sometimes necessary to evaporate the

I

uor, in a water-bath, to the consistence of syrup, which is to be dig-ested and boiled

alcohol, and the alcoholic tincture evaporated, and the residuum dissolved in water.

> the filtered solution add the acetate of lead. This complication of the process is not

ually necessary. Furthermore, by boiling with water, meconic acid is decomposed.
The above-mentioned clear liquor and the lead precipitate are then to be tested (the

-st for morphia, the second for meconic acid), as follows :

—

Proceeding with the lead precipitate

(meconate and sulphate of lead, and
colouring- matter).

Suspend the lead precipitate in water
ntained in a conical glass (see fig. 60,

380), and pass a stream of sulphuretted

rvdrogen through it, to convert the lead

r to a sulphuret, which is to be removed
r filtration. The clear liquor is then to

:
gently heated (to expel the excess of

Iphuretted hydrogen), and, if necessary,

: ncentrated by evaporation. Boiling de-

imposes the meconic acid. The tests for

econic acid (p. 1284) are then to be ap-

ied, viz. :

—

a. Tincture of chloride of iron.

b, Ammoniacal sulphate of copper.

a,

b,

2. Proceeding with the clear liquor (solu-

tion of the acetates of morphia and
lead).

Place the clear liquor in a conical glass

(see fig. 60, p. 380), and pass through it a

stream of sulphuretted hydrogen, to pre-

cipitate the lead, and then filter. Then
boil the filtered liquor, and, if necessary,

concentrate by evaporation. To the clear

liquor apply the before-mentioned tests for

morphia (see p. 1281), viz.:

—

Strong nitric acid in excess.

Iodic acid and starch (several hours

may be necessary for the success of

this test).

Tincture of chloride of iron (this test

will only succeed with solid mor-

phia, or very concentrated solutions).

Ammonia.
Infusion of nutgalls (this test will

not answer if much free acid be in

the liquor).

?? j-- - i- it "6/ ^ h 1 orin e ,
and afterwards ammonia.

Instead of sulphuretW^yd'rbgenVdi^cttn to be used in the above proceedings, it

lay be sometimes moreveunvenient to effjfdoy a few drops of diluted sulphuric acid,

'hich converts the lead iiito an inspIhMe sulphate.

Dr. Christison observes, that “ irtfull often happen, in actual practice, that the only

idication of opium to he procured by the process consists in the deep red colour struck

y permuriate of iron with the meconic acid. Now, will this alone constitute sufficient

roof of the presence of opium ? On the whole, I am inclined to reply in the affirma-

I regret I cannot agree with him in this conclusion, since several other substances

Chloride of gold.c, i^nioriue or goui.

d. Acetate of lead. \ * *****h/'X d,

e,

ve

reduce the same colour, and three of these are very likely to be met with in the

Iimcntary canal, namely, the acetates, (thus acetate of ammonia or acetate of potash

dministered medicinally,) mustard, and saliva. In regard to the latter substance,

e remarks, “ it is seldom possible to procure a distinct blood-red coloration from
ic saliva, except by evaporating a large quantity to dryness, and redissolving the

csidue in a small quantity of water; and I question whether it can be separated at all

fter the saliva is mixed with the complex contents of the stomach.” I am sorry again
a be at isSlic with so high an authority, but our results being discordant, it is but right

should state my experience. In a large majority of cases I find saliva is distinctly
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ami unequivocally reddened by the persalts of iron. In some few cases only have I If
observed this test indistinct. I have several times obtained from the stomach of
subjects in the dissecting-room a liquor which reddened the salts of iron.

Estimation of the Purity and Strength of Opium.—

O

pium is
brought into the market of very unequal degrees of purity, in consequence
of its having been subjected to adulteration

;
and partly, perhaps, from the

employment of different methods of preparation. Moreover, its consist-
ence is by no means uniform

;
that of some kinds being quite soft (as the

Patna and Benares), and of others quite hard (as some of the Egyptian
opium). As this difformity depends on the presence of unequal quanti-
ties of water, an obvious variation of strength is the consequence. - More-

1

over, the quantity of morphia in good opium of different or even of the
same localities is by no means constant. Furthermore, opium, from|
which the morphia has been abstracted, has been fraudulently introduced
into commerce (Journ . de Pharm. xxiv. 325, 446

;
xxv. 297

;

also

Journ. de Chim. Med. iv. 2nd? Ser. pp. 335, 432). It is highly desirable,

therefore, to have a ready, easy, accurate, and precise method of deter-

1

mining the purity and strength of opium. I regret that such a method isi

still a desideratum. li

1. Of the Estimation of the Water.— This will be readily judged of by the consistence,!
|

but still better by observing the loss on drying a given weight of-the opium.
2. Of the Detection of Foreign Bodies.—A physical examination of opium will fre-i|

quently detect impurities (as leaves, bullets, stones, fruits, &o.) If a decoction of tbeq
suspected opium be made and strained, various foreign matters are often left on thell

sieve. In this way I obtained 10 drachms of small stones and gravel from 10 ounces#
of opium. On another occasion I detected a gelatiniform substance, which was inso-l*:

luble in both water and alcohol, in an opium (Egyptian?), the tincture of which could l

not be rendered clear by filtration. A decoction of opium, when cold, should not give j.

a blue precipitate (iodide of starch) on the addition of tincture of iodine : if it do, the I

presence of starch or flour is obvious.

3. Of the Estimation of the Quantity of Morphia in Opium.
(
Morphiometry.)—This l

is a subject of no slight difficulty. A remark connected with it, which deserves no- I

tice, is, that there is no constant ratio between the quantity of morphia in a given l

sample of opium and that of any other constituent. Berthemot (Journ. de Pharm.
xxiv. 445), hou'ever, is of opinion that it is in the ratio of that of the meconic acid.

The correctness of this opinion is not borne out by my own observation, and was posi-

tively denied by Robiquet (Ibid. p. 43S). It follows, therefore, that the extraction of

;

the morphia is the only true rnorphiometrical method of proceeding. Several methods

of effecting this have been proposed.

a. Process of the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia.—“ A solution of 100 grains, mace-

rated 24 hours, in two fluidounces of water, filtered, and strongly squeezed in a cloth,

if precipitated by a cold solution of half an ounce. of carbonate of soda in two

waters, and heated till the precipitate shrinks and fuses, will yield a solid mass on

cooling, which weighs, w hen dry, at least 1
1
grains, and, if pulverized, dissolves en-

tirely in solution of oxalic acid.”—Ph. Ed. 1839. This is a modification of the process

for procuring disulphate of quina (see p. 1013), and of estimating the qualityof yellow’

bark (see p. 999), The fused mass obtained by the process is morphia, narcoline, and

resinous extractive. From the trials I have made of this process, I am inclined to

speak very doubtfully of its value. Morphia is soluble in a solution of carbonate

of soda, and, therefore, variations in the degree of heat applied to the liquor, as well

as in the time to which it is subjected to heat, w ill be attended with corresponding

results. Nay, if the heat be maintained too long, the whole of the morphia will be

dissolved ! Hence, therefore, to prove successful, this process requires more prccau-
;

tions than the directions of the College would lead one to imagine.

b. Thiboumary’s process.—Prepare an aqueous extract of the opium to be examined,

and dissolve it in water. Add ammonia to the boiling liquor, [taking care not to

add much excess] and, when cool, filler. Wash the precipitate on the filter first

with cold water, then with proof-spirit, and afterwards dry it. Then boil it

with animal charcoal in rectified spirit, and evaporate the filtered liquor, by which
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rjstals of morphia are procured
(
Journ . de Chim.-Mkd. iv. 406, 2c Ser.)—The fol-

»v\ in**- modifications of the process will he found valuable. After the precipitate on

lie filler has been washed with water, dry it, mix it with proof spirit, and add drop

y drop acetic acid until the solution slightly reddens litmus. By this means the

lorphia, and not the narcotina, will be dissolved. Precipitate the morphia from the

ltered solution by ammonia.—This perhaps is the best process for determining the

oodness of opium, at present known.
c. Bertkemot’s pj'ocess.—To a filtered infusion of opium add chloride of calcium,

oil, filter (to get rid of the meconate and sulphate of lime) and evaporate to the con-

istence of syrup. The residuum should form a granular crystalline mass (princi-

a 1 1 v hydrochlorate of morphia), which is to be separated from the mother water and
u rifled by resolution in water [Journ. de Pharm. xxiv. 448). .This is an application

:f Gregory’s process hereafter to be described. It appears to be an objectionable me-
"liod

;
as a considerable portion of the morphia will be left in the mother-liquor.

d. Couerbe's process.— Boil an infusion of opium with lime (which dissolves the

lorphia), and filter through paper. Saturate the filtered liquor with an acid, and
recipitate the morphia by ammonia. This, perhaps, is the most speedy process for

he detection of opium.

IPiiysiological Effects, (a.) On vegetables.—The effects of opium
plants have been principally examined by Marcet {Ann. cle Chim.

|
iPhys. xxix. 20) and Macaire {Ibid, xxxix. 213). The latter states.,

at the stamens of the barberry
(
Berberis vulgaris) and the leaves

the sensitive plant lost their contractility, and soon died, when
ins of these vegetables were immersed in an aqueous solution of

iium (see some remarks on this subject at p. 384). In one experi-

: nt which I have been making on this subject, I immersed a flower-

stem of the barberry in water, to which tincture of opium had
;n added. In thirty hours I could not perceive any effect on the

nt. The stamens, even in the overblown flowers, still retained their

itractility. Charvet states that he watered a sensitive plant with a

i derately strong infusion of opium for forty-eight days, without effect-

;; the irritability of the plant.

b.) On animals generally.—The operation of opium on animals has

eatedly been the subject of physiological investigation. An abstract

a considerable number of experiments made by various individuals

been published by Wibmer {Wirlc. cl. Arzneim. u. Gifte
,
Bd. iv.

|
74, et seq.) The most complete and extended series of experiments

l.hat made by Charvet {De VAction comp, de VOpium, Paris, 1826), on

different classes of animals, for the purpose of determining its com-
rative action. While on all it has been found to act as a poison, its

: 3cts are observed to vary somewhat, according to the degree of deve-

[i'inent of the nervous system.

ITn the invertebrated animals opium causes weakness or paralysis of the

utractile tissues, with gradual sinking, and death. Thus in the polygas-

ca and the annelides, it first accelerates the animal movements, but after-

iTds paralyses them. Now in the lower invertebrata, a central nervous

joaratus is altogether wanting, while in the higher animals of this class,

-s not sufficiently developed to exercise that influence over the whole
iividual which we observe it to possess in the vertebrated classes.

In the verlebrated animals we have a high development of the central

;ans of the nervous system, and a consequent increase in the number
symptoms caused by opium. Thus in fishes, amphibia Is, and reptiles,

observe, in addition to the weakened and paralytic condition of the

itractile tissues, convulsions. In the fish the convulsive contractions

)d the body laterally ;
whereas, in the other vortebrata, the superior
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dorsal muscles are affected, and lienee the head and tail are elevatet
These differences obviously depend on the disposition of the muscle
Proceeding in the ascending order, we observe in birds and mammal
besides the paralysis and convulsions, stupor. The last-mentione'
symptom, however, is principally manifested in the highest of tli

mammals, man, that is, in that animal which has the most high]
developed brain, while, in some of the lower mammals, as the rumi
nants, it is scarcely observed

; and even in the carnivora, as dogs, it j;

very slight. It is somewhat remarkable that the stupor is more manifel
in birds than in the lower mammals. Moreover it is not undeserving ij

notice, that the operation of opium on the different races of man is ni|

uniform, as already noticed (see p. 39). On the Negro, the Malay, an>
the Javanese, it more frequently acts as an excitant, causing furioi
madness, or delirium and convulsions. Are we to ascribe the less fr<

quent occurrence of these symptoms in the Caucasian variety, to tl

greater development of his brain ? In conclusion, then, it appears tha
the effects of opium on the animal kingdom have a relation to the degra
of development and influence of the nervous system.

(c.) On man—1 propose to examine the effects of opium under thro
heads or subdivisions:

—

-first, the effects of one or a few doses enqffoyt
medicinally; secondly, the effects of the habitual employment of opiur
either by chewing or smoking it ; and thirdly, its effects on the differe;

systems of organs.

1. Effects of one or a few doses .—We may consider these under thru

degrees of operation.

First degree of operation .-—In small doses, as horn a quarter of a gra

to one grain, opium generally acts as a stimulant, though in this respa
the symptoms are not uniform. Usually the vascular system is somewH!
excited, and a sensation of fulness is experienced about the head. E
Crumpe (Inq. into the Nat. and Prop, of Opium, p. 33, 1793) took oi

grain of opium when his pulse was at 70, and the alteration in tJ

number of beats was as follows :

—

In 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 minutes.

Pulse beat 70 74 76 76 74 74 74 72 72 70 70 70 70 „

The excitement in the cerebral vascular system is accompanied
alterations in the condition of the nervous functions. The mind
usually exhilarated

;
the ideas flow more quickly

; a pleasurable or co:

fortable condition of the whole system is experienced, difficult to

scribe
;
there is a capability of greater exertion than usual. Th

symptoms are followed by a diminution of muscular power, and of sijlJJj

ceptibility to the impression of external objects; a desire of repose I

experienced, with a tendency to sleep. While these effects are taki

place, the mouth and throat become dry, and hunger is diminish

though the thirst is increased
;
and slight constipation usually follov

Such are the ordinary effects of a small dose of opium on persons una

customed to its use. By repetition, however, its influence becoir

considerably diminished
;
and those, therefore, who resort to it for t

purpose of producing a pleasurable excitement, arc obliged to augrne

the dose to keep up an equal effect (see pp. 30-37).
V
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\yecond degree of operation .—Given in a full medicinal dose (as from

to four grains)
,
the stage of excitement is soon followed by that of

ession. The pulse, which at first is increased in fulness and fre-

ucy, is afterwards reduced below the natural standard. The effects

t w vo grains and a half on Dr. Crumpe (when his pulse was beating at

vwere as follows (op. supra cit. p. 35.) :
—

i j.
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 75 90 minutes.

i'Se beat 7-1 74 74 70 78 80 72 70 64 64 66 70 70 70 „

skin becomes hot ; the mouth and throat dry
;
the appetite dimi-

i ed ; the thirst increased
;
and frequently nausea, or even vomiting,

i induced. The symptoms of excitement soon pass away, and a state

lorpor succeeds: the individual feels indisposed to exertion; the

icular system appears enfeebled
;
the force of external impressions on

organs of the senses is diminished; and the ideas become confused.

S3 state is followed by an almost irresistible desire of sleep, which is

uently attended by dreams—sometimes of a pleasing, at others of a

ltful nature.

hese effects are usually succeeded by constipation (which may continue

nseveral days), by nausea, furred tongue, headache, and listlessness.

'third degree of operation : poisonous effects of opium.—Dr. Christison

-so briefly summed up the effects of a poisonous dose of opium, that

innot do better than quote his statement :
—“ The symptoms of poison-

nvith opium, when it is administered at once in a dangerous dose,

in with giddiness and stupor, generally without any previous stimulus,

stupor rapidly increasing, the person becomes motionless and insen-

to external impression
;
he breathes very slowly, generally lies quite

,, with the eyes shut and the pupils contracted; and the whole ex-

'sion of the countenance is that of deep and perfect repose. As the

i oning advances, the features become ghastly, the pulse feeble and
tsrceptible, the muscles exceedingly relaxed, and, unless assistance is

dily procured, death ensues. If the person recovers, the sopor is suc-

ked by prolonged sleep, which commonly ends in -twenty-four or

i y-six hours, and is followed by nausea, vomiting, giddiness, and

laing of food.”

. Habitual Use of Opium.—Of those who habitually employ opium as

i otoxicant, some chew, or eat it
;
others smoke it.

{

pium-eating.—The ill effects of opium-eating have been described by
tt travellers in Turkey and Persia, where this practice is carried to a

ter extent than in any other part of the world. In the writings of

.Ilussell (Nat. Hist, of Aleppo, i. 126, 1794), Chardin (Voy. en Perse

‘itres Lieux de V Orient.), the Baron de Tott (Mem. sur les Turcs et les

T 1785), Pouqueville (Voy. enMoree, en Constant, t. ii. p. 123, 1805),

Madden (Travels in Turkey, &c. vol. i. p. 23, 1829), will be found

ices of these effects. The following extract is from one of the latest

-unt’s, that of Dr. Oppenlieim (Ueber d. Zust. d. Heilk. u. liber d. Volk-

<nkh. in d. Europ. u. Asiat.-Turkei. Hamb. 1833. Also Brit, and

Med. Rev. vol. iv. p. 394) :

—

The causes leading to tlie use of opium are many, and among them maybe reckoned

dlowing:—long-continued diarrhoea, as a remedy for which opium is used in the
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first instance, and its use afterwards continued from habit; chronic coughs, in ,vhi It
opium is also used as a popular medicine; habitual drunkards also frequently

}, ;uJ
recourse to opium as a new stimulus, after they have abjured wine in some fit ,

'

repentance. Persons holding high offices or dignities in the state also have recourse
'

J

opium, when the preservation of their character forbids them the use of wine: sonif
very strict believers also take opium as a restorative in cases of great exertion, as till
Tatars (couriers), who travel with astonishing celerity.
“ Opium-eaters generally begin with doses of from half a grain to two grains, aiji.

gradually increase the quantity till it amounts to two drachms and sometimes m’oreli
day ; they usually take the opium in pills, but avoid drinking any water after haviilf
swallowed them, as this is said to produce violent colic : to make it more palatable 1
is sometimes mixed with syrups or thickened juices; but in this form it is lei

intoxicating and resembles mead
;

it is then taken with a spoon or is dried in srna

cakes, with the words * Mash Allah,’ ‘ the work of God,’ imprinted on them.
“The effect of the opium manifests itself one or two hours after it has been taken, an

lasts for five or six hours, according to the dose taken and the idiosyncrasy of tl|

subject. In persons accustomed to take it, it produces a high degree of auimatioj
which the Theriaki (opium-eaters) represent as the acme of happiness.
“The habitual opium-eater is instantly recognised by his appearance. A totj

attenuation of body, a withered, yellow countenance, a lame gait, a bending of ti;

spine, frequently to such a degree as to assume a circular form, and glossy, deepsunku
eyes, betray him at the first glance. The digestive organs are in the highest degrj
disturbed, the sufferer eats scarcely any thing, and has hardly one evacuation in a weej i

his mental and bodily powers are destroyed,—he is impotent. By degrees, as t|

habit becomes more confirmed, his strength continues decreasing, the craving for tt

stimulus becomes even greater, and, to produce the desired effect, the dose must col

stantly be augmented.
“When the. dose of two or three drachms a day no longer produces the beatii

intoxication so eagerly sought by the Opiophagi, they mix the opium with [corrositf .

sublimate, increasing the quantity till it reaches to ten grains a day
;

it then acts asj .

stim ulant.

“After long indulgence the opium-eater becomes subject to nervous or neuralaj

pains, to which opium itself brings no relief. These people seldom attain the agei l

forty, if they have begun to use opium at an early age. The fasts in the month' •

Ramasan are for them fraught with the most dreadful tortures, as during the whole
j

1

that month they are not allowed to take any thing during- the day. It is said that,

assuage their sufferings, they swallow, before the morning- prayer, besides the usij

dose, a certain number of other doses, each wrapped up in its particular paper, have
previously calculated the time when each envelope shall be unfolded, and allow thep .

to produce the effects of their usual allowance. When this baneful habit has becoj

confirmed, it is almost impossible to break it off
;

the torments of the opium-eat
when deprived of this stimulant, are as dreadful as his bliss is complete when he II ,

taken it; to him night brings the torments of hell, day the bliss of paradise. Th« :

w ho do make the attempt to discontinue the use of opium, usually mix it with w:

and daily diminishing the quantity of the opium, the pill at last contains uotbii

but wax.”

For an account of tlie effects produced on "English opium-eaters I m
refer to the well-known confessions of Mr. De Quincey [Confessions of
English Opium-eater) and of the late Mr. S. T. Coleridge, (Cottl

Early Recollect, of the late S. T. Coleridge, vol. ii. p. 149, et seq. Lou
1837). Numerous instances of the enormous quantities of opium whi

by habit may be taken with impunity have been published. One
these I have already referred to (see p. 36). Dr. Chapman (

Elem

.

Therap. ii. 199) tells us that he knew a wine-glassful of laudanum to

given several times in the twenty-four hours. “ But what is still more £

traordinary,” says this author, “ in a case of cancer of the uterus, whi

was under the care of two highly respectable physicians (Drs. Moin
and La Roche) of Philadelphia, the quantity of laudanum was gradual

increased to three pints, besides a considerable quantity of solid opii -j

in the same period.” Pinel mentions a lady who required 120 grains

opium to give her case in cancer of the uterus.
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omc doubt has been recently began to be entertained as to the al-

d injurious effects of opium-eating on the health, and its tendency
[i horten life ; and it must be confessed that in several known cases

i ch have occurred in this country, no ill eflects have been observable.

Christison [Treat, on Poisons
)
has given abstracts of eleven cases,

general result of whose histories “ would rather tend to throw doubt

vr the popular opinion.” A few years ago, a Life-Assurance Company,
ng on this general opinion, resisted payment of a sum of money, on
ground that the insurer (the late Earl of Mar) had concealed from
m a habit which tends to shorten life. But the case was ultimately

ipromised. Dr. Burnes (Sketch of Hist, of Cutcli
, p. 9, Edinb.

;9) asserts that the natives of Cutcli do not suffer much from opium-

fc\ng.

n those cases of disease (usually cancerous) in which enormous doses

opium are taken to alleviate pain, I have invariably observed consti-

ion produced. But Dr. Christison says, “ constipation is by no means
leneral effect of the continued use of opium. In some of the cases

lationed above, no laxatives have been required
;
in others, a gentle

ative once a week is sufficient.”

^plum-smoking.—I have already referred to the enormous quantities

i opium consumed in China and the islands of the Indian Archipelago

ssmoking. The smokeable extract (see p. 1279) is made into pills about

size of a pea. “ One of these being put into the small tube that pro-

-:s from the side of the opium-pipe, that tube is applied to a lamp, and
pill being lighted, is consumed at one whiff or inflation of the lungs,

ended with a whistling noise. The smoke is never emitted by the

ith, but usually receives vent through the nostrils, and sometimes, by
pts, through the passage of the ears and eyes ” (Marsden, Hist, of
matra

, p. 278, 3rd ed.) The pipe employed is not like that of an or-

aary tobacco-pipe (see a figure of it in Mr. Davis’s work, entitled The

nese, vol. ii. p. 459). That the immoderate practice of opium-smoking

sst be highly detrimental to health, cannot for one moment be doubted,

tt there is at present no evidence before us to prove that a moderate

loyment of it is injurious. On the contrary, the statements of Botta

foriep’s Notizen, xxvi.) seem to negative such a supposition. And
vrsden [op. supra cit. p. 278) observes that “ the Limun and Batang

>?ei gold-traders, who are an active and laborious class of men, but yet

ulge as freely in opium as any others whatever, are, notwithstanding,

most healthy and vigorous people to be met with on the island.”

re ill effects ascribed to this practice, by Medhurst [China, 1838) apply

Ibably merely to cases where opium-smoking has been carried to

ess. In conclusion I would observe that a good account of the effects

i opium-smoking, by an unbiassed and professional witness, is still a

iideratum
; and until we obtain this we should be cautious in adopting

statements of over-zealous anti-opium partisans. And we should be

her careful not to assume hastily, because opium in large doses, when
en by the mouth, is a powerful poison, and when smoked to excess is

irious to health, that, therefore, the moderate employment of it is ne-

sarily detrimental. Tobacco is an instance in point. Either swallowed

smoked to excess it is a violent poison
;
yet as I have before remarked

'871) I am not acquainted with any well-ascertained ill effects arising

a the moderate enjoyment of tobacco-smoking.
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4. Action of Opium on the different organs.—In discussing this sul |
jeet., it will be convenient to consider the organs arranged in groups Jfl
systems devoted to some common functions.

a. On the Cerehro-spinal System.—Taken in small or moderate doseif
opium first produces excitement of the vascular system of the braiilf
accompanied with corresponding excitement in the cerebro-spinal fund#
tions, as already stated. This state, however, is succeeded by that 3
depression. In large or poisonous doses the leading symptom is sopor-4
that is, a state analogous to profound sleep, from which the patient ct

%

be roused, though with difficulty. In the latter stage of poisoning thi

symptom is succeeded by coma— that is, by profound sleep, from whicj
the patient cannot be roused. Sopor is usually accompanied either wit}

actual paralysis of the muscular fibres, or with a diminished powi
almost amounting to it

;
both of which states doubtless arise from tl

same condition of the cerebro-spinal system which produces sopor
coma. This state is usually supposed to be sanguineous (venous) coij

gestion. The pupil is usually contracted,— a circumstance deserving 3

especial notice.

But in some cases we have delirium in the place of sopor or coma, anj

convulsions instead of paralysis. These are to be regarded as exceptior

to the general rule, and are accounted for, pathologically, by supposin

they depend on a state of irritation or excitement set up in the nervoi

centres, and which usually, though not invariably, terminates i

congestion.

Another effect of opium is diminished sensibility. Tlius the who'

body becomes less susceptible of painful impressions
;
in dangerous am

fatal cases, the eyes are insensible to light,—the ears to sound. Hr
state has been accounted for by supposing that the functions of the sens

live nerves are diminished or suspended by the congested condition

the brain.

From these effects of opium on the cerebro-spinal system the following inference

may be drawn :

—

(a.) That it is an objectionable agent in apoplexy, phrenitis, and paralysis.

(b.) That under proper regulations it is a remedy which may be used to stimulate ti

cerebro-vascular system, to promote sleep, to diminish inordinate muscular coutracdo;

to diminish the sensibility of the body, and thereby to alleviate pain.

(

I

ft. On the Digestive System.—The usual effects of opium on the orgar

of digestion are the following:—It diminishes secretion and exlialatio

from the whole canal
;
thus it causes dryness of the mouth and throa

and diminishes the liquidity of the stools : it excites thirst, lesser

hunger, checks the digestive process (for in some animals poisoned b

opium, food which they had taken a short time previously has been foun

in the stomach unchanged) : and in some cases it excites vomiting. M
Kerr {Med. Ohs. and Inq . vol. v. p. 321) tells us, that in the famine whic

prevailed in the East Indies, in the year 1770, opium was purchased b

the unhappy sufferers, at extraordinary prices, to allay the cravings <

hunger, and to banish the dreadful prospect of death. The Tatf

couriers, who travel immense distances in a short period of time, lab

opium only during the journey, to support them. It diminishes tl

sensibility and contractility of the digestive organs : hence the difficult;

in severe cases of poisoning, of producing vomiting. The constipatio

which follows the use of opium depends partly on the same cause, an
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G
j

iart also on the diminished excretion of bile, and diminished secretion

[j
l the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane. — Sprcegel (quoted by

risten, Opium hist. chem. and pharm. invest, p. 66, 1820) found the

|
Medic ducts of animals, to whom opium had been given, filled with

; yet it had not passed into the intestines, for the faeces were scarcely

j . ed by it, but had the same appearance which we observe them to

;
<e in jaundiced patients.

fom these effects of opium on the digestive organs, we may draw the following

vences :

—

.) That in diminished secretion from the gastro-intestinal membrane, in extreme
•; t, in loss of appetite and weak digestion, in obstinate costiveness, and in diminished
tetion of bile, opium is an objectionable remedy.

..) That under proper regulations, opium is an admissible remedy for the following
oses:—To diminish excessive hunger ;

to allay pain, when accompaniedTy inflam-.

: on
; to diminish the sensibility of the digestive organs, as in cases of acrid poisoning,

i in the passage of biliary calculi
;
to produce relaxation of the muscular fibres of

.alimentary canal (as in colic and diarrhoea), and of the gall ducts (as in the passage
alculi), and to diminish excessive secretion from the intestinal canal, as in

rrhoea.

. On the Vascular System.—Opium certainly influences the move-
nts of the heart and arteries

;
but the effect is by no means uniform,

e in some cases we observe the pulse increased, in others diminished

(rrequency
; and a like variation is noticed in its fulness. Moreover,

ne variations occur in the same case at different stages. From Dr.
inpe’s experiments, before referred to, it appears that after the use of

; oderate dose of opium the frequency of the pulse is first increased,

;i decreased. The diameter of the artery, and the force and regularity

I i which the pulsations are effected, are properties of the pulse readily,

by no means uniformly, affected by opium. To a certain extent we
eerve a relation between the condition of the pulse and that of the

nbro-spinal functions. Thus, when convulsions occur, we usually

<e a hurried pulse,—whereas, when sopor or coma supervenes, the pulse

iomes weaker or slower, or both, than natural. But these conditions

by no means uniform. A frequent pulse, with a feverish condition of

y, are common consequences of the use of small or moderate doses

opium
;
and in poisoning by this drug, a quick pulse, even though no

wulsive movements are observed, is by no means rare. A poisonous

13 of opium usually enfeebles the pulse, sometimes makes it fuller, often

lers it irregular, and towards death always renders it feeble, and often

erceptible. We can easily believe that the muscular fibres of the

rrt must experience, from the use of a large dose of opium, a diminu-

of power in common with other muscular fibres, and hence the edi-

tions become weaker. It is also probable that the contractile coat of

arteries and capillaries equally suffers. Now Wirtensohn (quoted by
Tier, Traite Elem. de Mat. Med. f. ii. 2mc ed.) supposes that the ful-

u of the pulse sometimes observed in poisoning by opium, arises from

insufficient power of the heart to propel the blood through this para-

d or weakened capillary system. The accumulation of blood ob-

ed in the large venous trunks and cavities of the right side of the
* rt, is supposed to arise from the obstruction experienced to its passage
•ugh the pulmonary vessels.

attempting to lay down indications and contraindications for the use of opium as
nedy for morbid conditions of the circulation, two difficulties present themselves :

—
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first, the same condition of the vascular system may be induced by various and eve *

opposite causes, for sonic of which opium may be an appropriate remedy, while nl
others it may prove au injurious agent.; secondly, the effects of opium on the circuit]
tion are not uniform, and hence not to be relied on. The following conclusions, thertl
fore, are submitted with considerable hesitation as to the universality of their apn|l
cation :

—

(a.) That in increased activity of the vascular system with considerable power,
fi

with diminished secretions and exhalations, and in morbid conditions of the vascullf
system with a tendency to sopor or coma, opium is an objectionable remedy.

(b .) That in vascular excitement with great diminution of power, as aftlf

hemorrhage ;
in rapidity of pulse with nervous excitement, but without febrile or inflanf

matory symptoms, as in some forms of hysteria
;
and in various morbid conditions {

the pulse attended with acute pain, spasm, or profuse secretion and exhalation, bit

without visceral inflammation, opium often proves a serviceable agent.

S. On the Respiratory System.—In studying the effects of opium d
i

respiration, we must remember that the mechanical part of this functicj •

is effected by muscular agency
;
and as the contractility of the musculs

fibre is powerfully influenced by opium, so the respiratory movements ai

also necessarily modified. Occasionally the primary effect is a sliglj r

increase in their frequency
;
but the secondary effect is almost always S

an opposite kind, the respiration being slower than usual; and wha j

coma is present, the breathing is usually gentle, so as scarcely to be pej

ceived; but in some cases it is ‘stertorous. In fact, a paralytic conditic

of the respiratory muscles takes place, in consequence of which inspirt

tion becomes gradually more and more difficult, until eventually asphyxj i.

is induced, which is usually the immediate cause of death.

Another effect ascribed to opium is, that it checks the arterializatiq
;

of the blood, by diminishing the supply of nervous agency, without whid

the decarbonization or oxygenization of this fluid cannot take place,

is difficult, however, to distinguish the consequences of this effect frot

those of asphyxia produced by paralysis of the respiratory muscles.

The third point of view under which we have to examine the influence
s

opium on the respiratory system is, its effect on the membrane lining til
j

trachea and bronchial tubes and cells. In the first place, it diminish*

the sensibility of this in common with other parts of the body; an

secondly, it checks exhalation and mucous secretion.

A knowledge of these effects of opium on the organs of respiration leads to the fa

lowing conclusions :

—

(a.) That this agent is contra-indicated in difficulty of breathing arising from a dej

cicnt supply of nervous energy, as in apoplectic cases; that it is improper where t

venous is imperfectly converted into arterial blood; aiid, lastly, that it is improper

the first stage of catarrh and peripneumony, both from its checking secretion, and frd|

its influence over the process of arterialization.

(b.) That in cases of poisoning by opium, artificial respiration is indicated to prevel

asphyxia.
. .

(e.) That opium may, under proper regulations, be useful to diminish the contra

tility of the muscles of respiration, or of the muscular fibres of the air tubes, as in sprj

modic asthma; to diminish the sensibility of the bronchia, in the second stage!

catarrh, and thereby to allay cough by lessening the influence of the cold air; at

lastly, to counteract excessive bronchial secretion.

e. On the Urinary System.—Authors are not agreed as to the effect

opium on the kidneys; some asserting that it increases, others that

diminishes, the quantity of urine secreted. Thus, Dr. Michaclis (Me

Comm. i. p. 307, 1784) asserts, that in giving opium in venereal cases,

has sometimes found the secretion of urine exceeding in quantity all tl

fluids drank. It cannot, however, be doubted, that in most cases a mi
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crate quantity of opium diminishes the excretion, while at the same
i
noe it makes this fluid turbid and thick. This does not, however, prove

u e kidneys to be the part affected. Sprcegel (cited by Christen, op. supra

t . p. 68) tells us, that when he gave two scruples of opium to dogs, no
ine was passed for two days

;
and, under the influence of two drachms

this medicine, the urine was retained for three days. But dissection

.towed that the kidneys had not ceased to secrete urine, since the blad-

t was found distended with this secretion, and its parietes without the

.<ast sign of contractility on the application of nitric acid
;
so that it

could appear the non-evacuation of the urine was referrible to the insen-

ible and paralysed condition of the vesical coats, and not to the dirni-

'shed urinary secretion. Cliarvet {op. supra cit. p. 221) has also rio-

ted, in dogs, cats, and hares, that the urinary bladder was distended.

'S, however, in man, opium usually increases the cutaneous exhalation,

Ihile in other mammals this effect was not observed, we must be careful in

ansferring our conclusions with respect to the influence of opium on one
der of animals to another order. But I ought to add, that Welper, of

terlin, always found the bladder filled with urine both in man and ani-

mals. In some morbid conditions of system, opium certainly checks the

inary secretion. This is decidedly the case in diabetes, (see Prout,

q. into the Nat. and Treat, ofAffect, of the Urin. Org. p. 74, 2nd ed.)

The ureters and bladder have their sensibility and contractility dimi
sshed by opium. With respect to the effect on the first of these parts,

he statement seems proved by the well-known beneficial influence of

nium in cases where calculi are descending along these tubes. The
ute pain is frequently relieved, and the ureters relaxed, so that large

lculi are sometimes allowed to descend from the kidneys along them.

Besides the observations of Sproegel, before referred to, we have other

idence of the paralysing and benumbing effect of opium on the bladder,

i some cases of poisoning by this substance, the bladder has been found

be unable to contract on its contents. In some other instances, the

fhincter of the bladder has been paralysed, and in consequence the

iine was voided involuntarily. (See Lond. Med. and Phys. Journ. vol.

nviii. 80; and xxxi. 193; and Lond. Med. Rev. for 1811, p. 371).

urbier has also noticed the same thing, and quotes the experience of

rr. Bally to the same effect. The effect of morphia on the bladder is

iore marked than that of opium.

'These remarks on the effect of opium on the urinary organs lead to the following

i iclusions :

—

{{a.) That in diminished sensibility or contractility, or both, of the ureters or bladder,
* use of opium is objectionable.

'b.) That., under proper regulations, opium maybe a valuable remedy to dull the sen-

ility of the pelvis of the kidney, in cases of renal calculi
;

to allay pain and produce
aaxation of the ureters when calculi arc passing along these tubes; and lastly, to di-

t.nish irritation of the bladder, whether produced by cantharides or other causes.

On the Sexual System, {a.) Of men.—Opium has long been cele-

iialed as an aphrodisiac ;
and we are told that the Japanese, Chinese,

dians, Persians, Egyptians, and Turks, use it as such. Among other

imptoms of excitement produced by the habitual use of large doses of

ium, it is not improbable that there may be a heightened condition of
e venereal feelings, in consequence of an increased determination of
ood to that part of the brain supposed to be devoted to the sexual

4 o
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function, which part the phrenologists assert to be the cerebellum.
I

Moreover it is said to produce erection
;
and in support of this statement

I

the following strange story is told

“

Turcse ad Lcvenzinum, 1GG4
contra Comitem Lud. Souches pugnantes, o])io exaltati, turpiter caesi eti
octo mille numero occisi mentulas rigidas tulere” (Christen, op. supra cit

'

p. 53). Cabanis {Rapp, du Phys. et du Morale de VHomme) adopts this I

story, and ascribes the above-mentioned condition to the convulsive!
movements which affect the body in articulo mortis

,
and not to an aphro-

disiac operation. The effect alluded to, if it really do take place, is}

probably to be referred to the accumulation of blood in the erectile}

tissues, arising from a disordered state of the circulation. Impotence}
is ascribed by some to opium-eating, and is a more probable effect. I ami
unacquainted with any facts on wdiich to ground any well-founded!
opinion as to the power of opium to diminish or increase the spermatic}
secretion.

(A) Of ivomen.—We have little positive information as to the effects!

of opium on the reproductive organs of Avomen. It is said that the cata-
menia, lochia, and secretion of milk, are unaffected by it, but that itl

causes intumescence of the nipples. Under its use the milk acquires ai

narcotic property (see p. 1299). Furthermore, at times it has appeared!
to have an injurious effect on the foetus in utero (F, H. Ramsbotham.
Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xiv. p. 84). Opium appears to act on the uterus
as on most other contractile parts of the body : that is, it diminishes
the contractility and sensibility of this viscus.

From these observations it follows:

—

(a.) That wet nurses and pregnant women must employ opium with great caution, a?

its use by them may endanger the life of the child.

(
b .) That opium may be employed to allay pain, spasm, and morbid irritation of th<

sexual organs in either sex; and that its use in the female is not likely to be attended
with retention of the uterine or mammary secretions.

(c.) That the influence of opium on the venereal appetite is not sufficiently and satis}

factorily determined to permit us to make any practical application of it.
*

'It X

r). On the Cutaneous System .

—

Considered as an organ of sense, th«

cutaneous system is affected by opium in an analogous way to the othei

organs of sense; that is, its sensibility' is diminished. But the skin ha}

.

another function—that of excretion, and which does not appear to be at

all diminished, nay, to be increased, by the use of opium
;
one of tin

usual effects of this medicine being perspiration, which is in some case •

attended with a pricking or itching of the skin, and occasionally Avitli a!
1

eruption. In fact, taken medicinally, opium is a powerful sudorific, am ls

often proves so even Avhen acting as a poison. “ In a fatal case, AA
rhicJ it

I examined judicially,” says Dr. Cliristison, “the sheets AA’ere complete!; 1.

soaked to a considerable distance around the body.”

From these remarks it follows;

—

(a.) That opium is not likely to relieve loss of feeling or excessive perspiration; bi |
may, on the other hand, under some conditions of the system, prove injurious.

(b .)
That opium is adapted to the relief of pain or excessive sensibility of the ski*

and for provoking perspiration
;
but the propriety of its use for these purposes must U i

determined by reference to the condition of the system generally. Experience prova

that when the skin is very hot, and especially if it be also dry, opium is seldom beneficia

but often hurtful.

J *
6. Topical effects .

—The local effects of opium are, compared with tH

general ones, very slight. Applied to the eye, internal membrane of th
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ose, urethra, cutis vera, wounds or ulcers, it first causes pain, a sense of

oat, and inflammation
;
but these effects subside, and are followed by a

sakeued or a paralytic condition of the sensitive and motor nerves,

‘veral physiologists have proved that opium causes a local paralysis of

<e nerves; and Muller
(
Phys

.

by Baly, vol. i. p. 030) has shewn that

. e narcotic action is not propagated from the trunk of a nerve to its

ranches. Crumpe (op. supra cit.) shewed, that, at the end of thirty

mutes, the eye to which opium had been applied was somewhat less

'Sceptible of the action of alcohol. Scarcely any obvious effect results

nin the application of opium to the ordinary integument, on account of

te barrier presented by the cuticle. Employed endermically the effects

e much more powerful.

Post-mortem Appearances.—The most important appearances are

i ose observed in the nervous system; such as turgescence of vessels,

fusion of water or of coagulable lymph, and occasionally, though
rely, extravasation of blood.

Whenever redness of the digestive canal is observed, I believe it is re-

:ible to the use of some irritants (such as spirits, ammonia, or emetics)

ken either with, or after the use of, opium.

Modus Operandi.—Under this head I propose to examine several

ints not hitherto noticed, and which involve the theory of the operation

opium on the system.

1. The Odorous and Active Principles of Opium, are absorbed.—This
'Sertion is proved by the following facts :

—

[a.) The odour of opium is sometimes recognizable in the secretions and exhalations:

is it is well known that the opiate odour is frequently detected in the breath ofpersons
soiled by this drug

;
and Barbier ( Traite Elem. de Mat. Med • ii. 732, 2de ed.) states,

may be also noticed in the urine and sweat.

b. ) The secretions, in some cases, appear to possess narcotic properties. Barbier
ntions the case of an infant who was thrown into a state of narcotism of several

irs’ duration, in consequence of having sucked a nurse who had previously swal-
'ed a dose of laudanum, to relieve a cramp of the stomach.

c.
)
Meconic acid was detected, by two of my pupils, in the urine of a rabbit de-

ayed by opium.
d. ) Barruel asserts that he detected morphia in the blood and urine of a person under

: influence of a poisonous dose of laudanum. As, however, these results have not
:n obtained by Dublanc or Lassaigne, the statement is not to be absolutely relied on.

2. The Constitutional Effects of Opium depend in great part
, if not

\olly, on the absorption of its active principles .—The facts on which
:s assumption rests, are :

—

a. ) The active principles of opium are absorbed.

b.
)
The constitutional effects of it are found to be proportionate to the absorbing

‘ ers of the part.

c. )
The effect of opium, when thrown into the jugular vein, is similar to, though

ire powerful than, that produced by its application to other parts of the body.
d. ) “ The narcotic action does not re-act from a particular point of a nerve on, the
in.’' (Muller, Phys. by Baly, i. 631.

3. The Essential and Primary Operation of Opium is on the Nervous
'Stem (the Brain and Spinal Cord chiefly ).—This axiom is proved by
’erence to the already described effects of opium. An examination of
^se shews that

—

a) The most important effects of opium arc direct and obvious lesions of the ner-
is functions.
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(b.) The other effects of opium appear, for the most part, to be secondary,—that is

they arise out of the nervous lesions just referred to.

4. Opium acts on the Nervous System as an Alterative .

—

There are buti
three kinds of changes, compatible with life, which medicines can effect!

in the vital actions of an organ,—viz. an increase, a diminution, or ani
alteration of activity. A change in the intensity or energy merely of the
vital actions of the nervous system, would not give a satisfactory expla-

nation of the effects of opium. We are obliged, therefore, to assume!
that opium changes the quality of the actions. This is what is meant! I

by the term alterative.

The inquiry into the nature and kind of influence exercised by opium over the|

system, presents an extensive field for speculation and hypothesis. Galen {Be Simpl.l

Med. Facult. lib. viii.) declared opium to be cold in the fourth degree, and his authority
long prevailed in the schools. It was first opposed by the iatro-chemists , who declared]

opium to be of a hot nature, (Wedelius, Opioloyia, cap. vi. p. 26, 1682). Some, how-
ever, adopted a middle course, and asserted that it possessed both hot and cold par-

ticles (see Crumpe, op. supra cit. p. 91). The iatro-mechanists endeavoured to explain]

the operation of opium on mechanical principles. By some expansion, by other-*

condensation of the blood, was supposed to be produced by the mechanical properties

of the opiate particles acting on the nerves (see an account of these opinions by Trallesi

TJsus Opii, Sect. 1, 1757). Dr. Cullen {Mat. Med. ii. 225) considered opium to be 4
sedative, and referred its effects to its power of“ diminishing the mobility, and in a

certain manner suspending the motion, of the nervous fluid.” Several later writers*

Barbier {Traite Elem. de Mat. Med. ii. 2nde ed.) for example, also call opium a sedative}

Brown {Elementa Medicines) declared it to be a stimulant, and his opinion has been

adopted by Crumpe {op. supra cit.), Murray {Syst. of Mat. Med. and Therap. Edinb.))

and Dr. A. T. Thomson {Elem. of Mat. Med. and Therap.) in this country, and ot

course by the continental Brunonians, as well as by the partisans of the Italian theor"

of contra-stimulus. (See some remarks on the modus operandi of opium by Mr. Ward]
in Bond. Med. and Phys. Journ. vols. vii. viii. and ix.) Fontana {Treat, on the Venori

of the Viper, iii. 199) ascribed the operation of opium to changes which it induces in thy

blood. Mayer (quoted by Orfila, Toxicol. Gen.) declared opium to be both stimulant ana

sedative,—viz. stimulant to the nerves and vascular system, but sedative to the musclet

and digestive organs. Lastly, Orfila {Ibid.) asserts that “ opium, employed in strong

doses, ought not to be ranked among the narcotics or the stimulants; it exerts a peculiat

mode of action which cannot be designated by any of the terms at this moment eim

These examples, selected out of many opinions, wilployed in the Materia Medica.”
be sufficient to prove how little is really known of the real action of opium ; and I bejj

lieve we shall save ourselves much time and useless speculation by at once confessiujl

our ignorance on this point.

5. The operation of opium ,
compared with that of other cerebrospinanm

or narcotics
,
is distinguished by both positive and negative characteristics

The symptoms whose presence constitute the positive characters art

relaxation or paralysis of the contractile tissues, a tendency to sleep

stupor, a contracted pupil, and constipation. The symptoms whoi
absence furnish the negative characters are tetanic convulsion, deliriuii

or inebriation, dilated pupil, syncope, gastrointestinal irritation, ani

topical numbness.

These are the general characteristics of the opiate medication. To some of thed

occasional or perhaps frequent exceptions exist.

I have already pointed out thedistinguishing effects of hyoscyamus (p. 851), belld

donna and stramonium (p. 856). The topical numbness caused by aconite distinguish

j

its operation from that of opium. Moreover, in three cases of poisoning bv this sul(

stance, which came under my notice, there was no stupor. Tobacco and foxglov

enfeeble the vascular system, causing syncope
;
and they also produce gastro-intestinj

irritation. Furthermore they have not that tendency to induce sleep which we ol

serve after the use of opium. The speedy operation, short period of influence, aid

usually, the presence of convulsions, distinguish the operation ol hydrocyanic aci|
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M dian hemp induces a cataleptic state (see Dr. O’Shaugbnessy, On the Prej). of the

Mj dian Hemp, Calc. 1839), Vinous liquids cause their well-known peculiar inebriation.

Hoeir effects in small doses agree, to a certain extent, with those of small doses of
pi ium; but they are not equally available as antispasmodics. The peculiarities of

Hce operation of conia have been pointed out (p. 1063-4).

Uses.—Opium is undoubtedly the most important and valuable

medy of the whole Materia Medica. We have, for other medicines,

te or more substitutes
;
but for opium we have none,—at least in the

rge majority of cases in which its peculiar and beneficial influence is

quired. Its good effects are not, as is the case with some valuable

medicines, remote and contingent, but they are immediate, direct, and
ivious ;

and its operation is not attended with pain or discomfort,

arthermore, it is applied, and with the greatest success, to the relief

maladies of every day’s occurrence, some of which are attended
iith the most acute human suffering. These circumstances, with others

»t necessary here to enumerate, conspire to give to opium an interest

>t possessed by any other article of the Materia Medica.
We employ it to fulfil various indications

;
some of which have been

ready noticed. Thus we exhibit it, under certain regulations, to miti-

ute pain, to allay spasm, to promote sleep, to relieve nervous restless-

:-3Ss, to produce perspiration, and to check profuse mucous discharges

com the bronchial tubes and gastro-intestinal canal. But experience
us proved its value in relieving some diseases in which not one of these
i dications can be at all times distinctly traced.

1. In Fevers.— The consideration of the use of opium in fever pro-

mts peculiar difficulties. Though certain symptoms which occur in

i e course of this disease, are, under some circumstances, most advan-

geously treated by opium, yet, with one or more of these symptoms
•esent, opium may, notwithstanding, be a very inappropriate remedy,
ihe propriety or impropriety of its use, in such cases, must be
fetennined by other circumstances, which, however, are exceedingly

fficult to define and characterise. It should always be employed with
•eat caution, giving it in small doses, and carefully watching its effects,

(he symptoms for which it has been resorted to are, watchfulness
,

••eat restlessness
,
delirium

,
tremor

,
and diarrhoea. When watchfulness

id great restlessness are disproportionate, from first to last, to the dis-

"der of the vascular system or of the constitution at large
;
or when

1’iese symptoms continue after excitement of the vascular system has
een subdued by appropriate depletives, opium frequently proves a highly

uluable remedy: nay, the safety of the patient often arises from its judi-

' ous employment. (See some interesting observations on this subject, by
'r. P. M. Latham, Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. x. pp. 11-12). The same
tmarks also apply to the employment of opium for the relief of delirium;

it it may be added, that in patients who have been addicted to the use

’spirituous liquors, the efficacy of opium in allaying delirium is greatest,

•et I have seen opium fail to relieve the delirium of fever, even when
ven apparently under favourable circumstances

;
and I have known

oium restore the consciousness of a delirious patient, and yet the case

ns terminated fatally. If the skin be damp and the tongue moist, it

.rely, I think, proves injurious. The absence, however, of these favour-

lie conditions by no means precludes the employment of opium
; but

s efficacy is more doubtful. Dr. Holland [Med. Notes and, Refect.

427, 2nd cd. 1840) suggests that the condition of the pupil may serve
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as a guide in some doubtful cases ;—where it is contracted, opium being t|

contra-indicated. A similar suggestion with respect to the use of bella-!|

donna was made by Dr. Graves (see p. 859), to which I have offered

some objections. When sopor or coma supervenes in fever, the use of i

opium generally proves injurious. Recently the combination of opium 1

1

and emetic tartar has been strongly recommended in fever with much
I

cerebral disturbance, by Dr. Law [Loud. Med. Gaz. xviii. 538 and 694),, j

and Dr. Graves {Ibid. xx. 538).

2. Inflammatory diseases.— Opium has long been regarded as and
objectionable remedy in inflammation

;
but it is one we frequently resort:

»

to, either for the purpose of palliating particular symptoms, or even as ad
powerful auxiliary antiphlogistic remedy. The statement of Dr. Youngij

[Treat, on Opium
,
p. 169. Lond. 1753), “ that opium was improper in allii

those diseases in which bleeding was necessary,” is, therefore, by nod
means correct in a very considerable number of instances. The objectsd

for which opium is usually exhibited in inflammatory diseases, are to: \

mitigate excessive pain, to allay spasm, to relieve great restlessness, ton

check excessive secretion, and to act as an antiphlogistic. In employing!

it as an anodyne, we are to bear in mind that it is applicable to those!

cases only in which the pain is disproportionate to the local vasculan

excitement
;
and even then it must be employed with- considerable cau-

tion
;
for to “ stupify the sensibility to pain, or to suspend any particulait

disorder of function, unless we can simultaneously lessen or remove the!

causes which create it, is often but to interpose a veil between our judg-

ment and the impending danger” (Holland, op. supra cit. p. 424). As am

antiphlogistic, it is best given in conjunction with calomel, as recom-

mended by Dr. R. Hamilton, of Lynn [Ed. Med. Comment, ix. 191).

The practice, however, does not prove equally successful in all forms oil

inflammation. It is best adapted for the disease when it affects mem-
branous parts (see Brachet, De VEmploi de I Opium, dans les Phlegm, des

Membr. muq. ser. et fibr. 1828) ;
and is much less beneficial in inflamma-

tion of the parenchymatous structure of organs. In gastritis and e?iteriti$

the use of opium has been strongly recommended by the late Dr. Armstrong

[Transactions of the Assoc, of Apothecaries
,
1823). After bleeding the

patient to syncope, a full opiate (as 80 or 100 drops of the tincture]

or three grains of soft opium) is to be administered, and if the

stomach reject it, we may give it by injection. It acts on the skin,

induces quiet and refreshing sleep, and prevents what is called the}

hemorrhagic reaction. If the urgent symptoms return when the pa-

tient awakes, the same mode of treatment is to be followed, but com-

bining calomel with the opium. A third venesection is seldom re-

quired. In peritonitis
,
the same plan of treatment is to be adopted ;

bul

warm moist applications are on no account to be omitted. Of the greal

value of opiates in puerperal fever abundant evidence has been adduces

by Dr, Ferguson, (
Essays on the most Import. Diseases of Women. Part i«

1839). In cystitis
,
opium, preceded and accompanied by blood-letting

and the warm bath, is a valuable remedy : it relieves the scalding painj

by diminishing the sensibility of this viscus to the presence of the uiinej

and also counteracts the spasmodic contractions. In inflammation of thA

walls of the pelvis of the kidney
,
and also of the ureters

,
especially when

brought on by the presence of a calculus, opium is a most valuablq

remedy
;

it diminishes the sensibility of these parts, and prevents spasm ••
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rthennore, it relaxes the ureters, and thereby facilitates the passage of

e calculus. In inflammation of the gall ducts, produced by a calculus,

)iura is likewise serviceable
;
but, as in the last-mentioned case, blood^

ttiug and the warm bath should be employed simultaneously with it.

i inflammation of the mucous membranes
,
attended with increased secre-

jn, opium is a most valuable remedy. Thus, in pulmonary catarrh,

hen the first stage of the disease has passed by, and the mucous secre-

m is fully established, opium is frequently very beneficial : it dimi-

:
shes the sensibility of the bronchial membrane to cold air, and thereby

•events cough. In severe forms of the disease, blood-letting ought to

; premised. Given at the commencement of the disease, Dr. Holland

V- supra cit. p. 421) says, that twenty or thirty drops of laudanum
dll often arrest it altogether. In diarrhoea, opium, in mild cases,

often sufficient of itself to cure the disease : it diminishes the in-

eased muscular contractions and increased sensibility (thereby re-

3ving pain), and at the same time checks excessive secretion. Aro-

atics and chalk are advantageously combined with it. In violent

ises blood-letting should precede or accompany it. Mild or English

lolera, the disease which has been so long known in this country, and
ihieh consists in irritation or inflammation of the mucous lining of the
1 omach, is generally most successfully treated by the use of opium :

wo or three doses will, in slight cases, be sufficient to effect a cure.

i'.Tien opium fails, the hydrocyanic acid is occasionally most effective,

u dysentery, opium can only be used beneficially in the latter stages,

id then with great caution : it is best given in combination with either

uecacuanha or calomel. I have already stated that in inflammation of
e parenchymatous tissue of organs the use of opium is less frequently

emeficial, but often injurious. Thus in inflammation of the cerebral sub-

ance it is highly objectionable, since it increases the determination of

Hood to the head, and disposes to coma. In peripneumonia it is for the

i .ost part injurious
;
partly by its increasing the febrile symptoms, partly

yy its diminishing the bronchial secretion, and probably, also, by retarcl-

ug the arterialization of the blood, and thereby increasing the general

iisorder of system. It must be admitted, however, that there are cir-

tumstances under which its use, in this disease, is justifiable. Thus, in

cute peripneumonia, when blood-letting has been carried as far as the

ufety of the patient will admit, but without the subsidence of the disease,

have seen the repeated use of opium and calomel of essential service,

gain : in the advanced stages of pneumonic inflammation, when the

iifficulty of breathing has abated, opium is sometimes beneficially cm-
lloyed to allay painful cough, and produce sleep. In inflammation of
hie substance of the liver, opium is seldom beneficial : it checks the ex-

rretion, if not the secretion, of bile, and increases costiveness. In rlieu-

natisrn, opium frequently evinces its happiest effects. In acute forms of

ue disease it is given in combination with calomel, as recommended by

>)r. R. Hamilton,—blood-letting being usually premised. From half a

rrain to two grains of opium should be given at a dose. Dr. Hope (Loud,

lied. Gaz. xix. 815) recommends gr. vij. or gr. x. of calomel to be com-

ined with each dose of opium. It is not necessary, or even proper, in

rrdinary cases, to affect the mouth by the calomel
;
though to this state-

uent exceptions exist. The use of mercury may even, in some cases, be

ibjectionable; and in such, Dover’s powder will be found the best form
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of exhibition. This plan of treatment is well adapted for the diffuse or i

fibrous forms of acute rheumatism
; but it does not prove equally suc-

cessful in the synovial forms of the disease. It is also valuable in chronic >

rheumatism.
3. In Diseases of the Brain and Spinal Cord.—In some cerebro-spinal

I

diseases great benefit arises from the use of opium
; while in other cases

I

injury only can result from its employment. The latter effect is to be
expected in inflammation of the brain, and in apoplectic cases. In other

;

words, in those cerebral maladies obviously connected with, or dependent
on, an excited condition of the vascular system of the brain, opium acts in-

1

juriously. But there are many disordered conditions of the cerebro-spinal
I

functions, the intensity of which bears no proportion to that of the de-

;

rangement of the vascular system of the brain
;
and there are other devia-

:

tions from the healthy functions in which no change in the cerebral cir-

culation can be detected. In these cases opium or morphia frequently i

evinces its happiest effects. In insanity its value has been properly in-

.

sisted on by Dr. Seymour, {Bond. Med. Gaz. vol. ix. p. 114 ; and Med.
|

Chir. Trans, vol. xix. p. 167). Ide, as well as Messrs. Beverly, and
Phillips, employed the acetate of morphia. Its good effects were mani-
fested rather in the low, desponding, or melancholic forms of the disease, l

than in the excited conditions. Opium is sometimes employed by
drunkards to relieve intoxication. I knew a medical man addicted to

drinking, and who, for many years, was accustomed to take a large dose

of laudanum whenever he was intoxicated and was called to see a patient.

On one occasion, being more than ordinarily inebriated, he swallowed an

excessive dose of laudanum, and died in a few hours of apoplexy.

In delirium tremens the efficacy of opium is almost universally ad-

mitted. Its effects, however, require to be carefully watched
;
for large

doses of it, frequently repeated, sometimes hasten coma and other bad

symptoms. If there be much fever, or evident marks of determination

of blood to the head, it should be used with great caution, and ought to

be preceded by loss of blood, cold applications to the head, and other an-

tiphlogistic measures. Though opium is to be looked on as a chief!

remedy in this disease, yet it is not to be regarded as a specific. Dr.

Law {Bond. Med. Gaz. xviii. 538 and 694) speaks in high terms of its

association with emetic tartar. I have before noticed the use of opium in

alleviating some of the cerebral symptoms which occur during fever.

In spasmodic and convulsive diseases opium is a most importaut re-

1

medy. In local spasms produced by topical irritants, it is a most valuable

agent, as I have already stated : for example, in spas?n of the gall ducts

or of the ureters
,
brought on by the presence of calculi

;
in colic, and in

painful spasmodic contractions of the bladder, or rectum, or uterus. In

spasmodic stricture opium is sometimes useful. In genuine spasmodic

asthma, which probably depends on* a spasmodic condition of the mus-

cular fibres investing the bronchial tubes, a full dose of opium generally

gives temporary relief; but the recurrence of the paroxysms is seldom

influenced by opium. There are several reasons for believing that one

effect of narcotics in dyspnoea is to diminish the necessity lor respiration.

Laennec [Treat, on the Diseases of the Chest, by Forbes, p. 77 and 99,

1827) states, that when given to relieve the extreme dyspnoea of mucous

catarrh, it frequently produces a speedy but temporary cessation of the

disease
; and if we explore the respiration by the stethoscope, we find it
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I, same as during the paroxysms,-:—a proof that the benefit obtained

sists simply in a diminution of the necessity for respiration. That
necessities of the system for atmospheric air vary at different periods,

from different circumstances, is sufficiently established by the expe-
ents of Dr. Prout (Ann. of Phil. ii. 330 ;

and iv. 331) ; and it appears

tc they are diminished during sleep, at which time, according to Dr.

wards (De VInfl . des Agens Physiq. p. 321, 1824), the transpiration is

reased. Moreover, the phenomena of hybernating aimals also bear

this point ; for during their state of torpidity, or hybernation, their

)iration is proportionally diminished.

u the convulsive diseases
(
chorea

,
epilepsy, and tetanus), opium has

m used, but with variable success: in fact, the conditions of system
Her which these affections occur, may be, at different times, of an op-
hite nature

;
so that a remedy which is proper in one case is often im-

pel’ in another. In tetanus, opium was at one time a favourite

edy, and is undoubtedly at times a remedy of considerable value.

1 1 it is remarkable that the susceptibility of the system to its influence

.greatly diminished dining tetanus. I have already (p. 37) referred to

enormous quantities which may, at this time, be taken with impunity.

128 cases of tetanus noticed by Mr. Curling (Treat, on Tetanus,

151, 1836), opium in various forms, and in conjunction with other

ledies, was employed in eighty-four cases
;
and of these, forty-five

covered. Notwithstanding, however, the confidence of' the profession

iits efficacy is greatly diminished.

vastly, opium occasionally proves serviceable in several forms of

dache, especially after loss of blood. I have seen it give great relief

iome cases of what are commonly termed nervous headaches
;
while

others, with apparently the same indications, it has proved injurious,

omel (
Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. i. p. 156) applied, with good effect, opium

ate to a blistered surface of the scalp, to relieve headache.

. In Diseases of the Chest.—In some affections of the heart and of

organs of respiration opium is beneficial. I have already alluded to

employment in catarrh, peripneumonia, and spasmodic asthma. In
first of these maladies caution is often requisite in its use. “ In an

d person, for example, suffering under chronic bronchitis or catarrhal

uenza—and gasping, it may, be under the difficulties of cough and ex-

toration—an opiate, by suspending these very struggles, may become
cause of danger and death. The effort here is needed for the recovery

free respiration
;
and if suppressed too long, mucus accumulates in

bronchial cells, its extrication thence becomes impossible, and
athing ceases altogether.” (Holland, op. supra cit. p. 425).

. In Maladies of the Digestive Organs.—I have already referred to

use of opium in gastritis, enteritis, peritonitis, diarrhoea, dysentery,

\c, the passage of gall-stones, and in hepatitis. With respect to the use

opium in hepatic affections, I am disposed to think with Dr. Holland,

t, with the exception of the painful passage ol a gall-stone through

ducts, there is scarcely a complaint of the liver and its appendages

here opium may not be said to be hurtful, though occasionally and
irectly useful when combined with other means” (op. supra cit. p. 429).

poisoning by acrid substances opium is used with advantage to lessen

susceptibility of the alimentary canal, and thereby to diminish the

cnce of the operation of these local irritants. Cantharides, all the
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drastic purgatives, when taken in excessive doses, (as elaterium, coloj
cynth, gamboge, scammony, and croton oil or seeds) and Arum ’

macu\
latum, may be mentioned as examples of the substances alluded tjBesides the above-mentioned beneficial operation, opium allays the spas|
modic contractions of the bowels, relieves pain, and checks inordinaj
secretion and exhalation.

In poisoning by corrosives

,

(the strong mineral acids, and alkalies, f0
example), diminishing the sensibility of the alimentary canal by the usj
of opium, cannot, of course, alter the chemical influence of the poisonl
yet it may prove useful by allaying the consequences of inflammation.
As meconic acid is said to be an antidote in cases of poisoning by coij

rosive sublimate, opium, in full doses, may perhaps be administered will
some advantage, when other antidotes cannot be procured.

In poisoning by the preparations of arsenic, of lead, and of coppeij

opium is sometimes found useful.

- 6. In Maladies of the Urino-genital apparatus opium is a most valu»

able remedy. It mitigates pain, allays spasmodic action, checks copiom
mucous secretion, and diminishes irritation. Its use for one or more a

these purposes in nephritis
,
cystitis

,
the passage of urinary calculi

,
am

spasmodic stricture

,

has been already pointed out. In irritable bladdei

it is an invaluable remedy., especially in conjunction with liquor potassi

(see p. 279). In irritation and various painful affections of the uterui

and in chordee, the value of opium is well known. In the treatment of th|

phosphatic diathesis it is the only remedy that can be employed, accord

ing to Dr. Prout, to diminish the unnatural irritability of the system.

Of all remedies for that hitherto intractable malady, diabetes
,
opiini

has been found to give the most relief (see Prout, Inq. into the Treat, q
Diabetes

,

&c. p. 74, 2nd ed. 1825). Under its use the specific gravity

saccharine quality, and quantity of urine, have been diminished. It ha

not, however, hitherto succeeded in permanently curing this diseas*

Dr. Prout has also found it serviceable when there is an excess of ura

in the urine (Ibid. p. 54).

7 .As an anodyne.—To relieve pain by dulling the sensibility of tbj

body, opium is, of all substances, the most useful, and the most to t

.

relied on for internal exhibition. We sometimes use it to alleviate tl;

pain of inflammation, as already mentioned
;
to diminish spasm and tl

sensibility of the part in calculi of the gall ducts, in the ureters, an

even when in the urinary bladder; to relieve pain in the various form

of scirrhus and carcinoma, in which diseases opium is our sheet anchoi

to allay the pain arising from the presence of foreign bodies in wounds

to prevent or relieve after-pains ;
to diminish the pain of menstruatioi

;

and, lastly, as an anodyne in neuralgia. As a benumber or topical an

*

dyne it is greatly inferior to aconite. Hence in neuralgia the latter
j

much more successful than opium. (See Aconitum .)

8. In hemorrhages.—Opium is at times serviceable to obviate ccrtai

ill effects of hemorrhages-, as when there is great irritability attendu

with a small and frequent pulse, and also to relieve that painful throbbii

about the head so often observed after large evacuations of blood. In <i

immediately after uterine hemorrhage the use of opium has been objectq

to, on the ground that it might prevent the contraction of the womb ;
b

where the employment of opium is otherwise indicated, this theoretic

objection deserves no weight. In bronchial hemorrhage it is at times
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|j rable remedy, and may be associated with acetate of lead (notwith-

I aiding the chemical objections to the mixture) with good effect.

•>. In mortification.—When mortification is attended with excessive

n, opium is resorted to. In that kind of mortification called gan-

, ma senilis, which commences without any visible cause, by a small

ij ;ple spot on the toes, heels, or other parts of the extremities, and

tch sometimes arises from an ossified condition of the arteries, Mr.

t (
Chir . Obs. 1775) strongly recommended opium, in conjunction with

’timulating plan of treatment, and experience has fully proved its

at efficacy.

|
0. In venereal diseases.—Opium is frequently employed in venereal

eases to prevent the action of mercurials on the bowels during saliva-

n; also to allay the pain of certain venereal sores, and venereal

eases of the bones. By some it has in addition been employed as an

i i-venereal remedy ;
and, according to Michaelis (Med. Communications

,

. i.) and others, with success. Moreover, it is stated by Dr. Ananian,

-o practised at Constantinople, that those persons who were in the

fit of taking opium rarely contracted the venereal disease. But opium
-sesses no specific anti-venereal powers (Pearson, Observ. on the Effects

vvarious Art. of the Mat. Med. in Lues Ven. p. 57. 1800). It has ap-

i .red to me, on several occasions, to promote. the healing of venereal

ees.

HI. In various forms of ulcers, and in granulating wounds, the efficacy

opium has been satisfactorily established by Mr. Skey,
(
On a new Me-

i< cl of Treatment employed in the Cure of various forms of Ulcer and

tanulating Wounds. Lond. 1837). Richter [Comm. Soc. Scient. Gott.

.. xv.) and others (see Ploucquet’s Lit. Med. iv. 214, 1809), had already

iced its good effects
;
but their statements had attracted little atten-

n. Mr. Grant [Lond. Med. Journ. vi. 5. and 130), in 1785, pointed

the efficacy of opium in the treatment of foul ulcers, attended

h a bad discharge, and much pain. He ascribed these symptoms to

lorbid irritability,” which the opium removed. Its use is prejudicial

iiilcers attended with inflammation, in the florid or sanguineous tem-

' ament, and in childhood. But in the chronic or callous ulcer, in the so-

led varicose ulcer, in recent ulcers (from wounds) in which granulation

"Ceeds slowly, or in other cases, the efficacy of opium, administered in

aall doses, (as ten drops of laudanum three times daily), is most mani-

t.
,
especially in elderly persons, and in those whose constitutions have

n debilitated by disease, labour, spirituous liquors, &c. It appears

promote the most genial warmth, to give energy to the extreme arte-

u, and thereby to maintain an equal balance of the circulation through-

. every part of the body, and to animate the dormant energies of

ulthy action.

12. The external application of opium is comparatively but little re-

tted to, and for two reasons: in the first place, its topical effects are

qht
;
and, secondly, its specific effects on the brain and general system

not readily produced through the skin. Aconite and belladonna

iatly exceed opium in their topical effects. Ihe following are some of

local uses of opium In ophthalmia, the wine of opium is dropped

5 the eye when there is excessive pain, (see Vinum Opii). In

nful and foul sores, opiates are used with occasional good effects.
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Mr. Grant (op. supra cit.) applied the tincture twice a-day, in an oatmei
poultice, to irritable sores. Opiate frictions have been employed as topi
cal anodynes, and to affect the general system. Thus, in chronic rheJ
matism and sprains, the opium liniment proves a useful application, pi
maniacal delirium

,
as well as some other cerebral disorders, Mr. Ward

(Med. and Phys. Journ. vol. i. p. 440, 1799) employed, with apparentlfi
beneficial effects, opiate frictions

;
for example, sss. of opium, mixed witif

gr. iv. of camphor, 9iv. of lard, and 3j . of olive oil . In neuralgic affection*

,

an opiate cerate, or finely powdered hydrochlorate of morphia applied to
jj

blistered surface, occasionally gives relief. In gastrodynia, it may bi

applied in the same way to the epigastrium (Holland). In gonorrhoeI

and gleet, opiate injections have been used. In spasmodic stricture, h
diseases of the prostate gland, and in gonorrhoea to prevent chordee

, at

opiate suppository is a useful form of employing opium, especial!

where it is apt to disagree with the stomach. In nervous and spasmodi
affections (as some forms of asthma), the endermic application of opiun
or morphia, applied along the course of the spine, is often singularly bq
neficial, when all methods of depletion and counter-irritation have prove
utterly unavailing (Holland). In tootli-aclie

,

opium is applied to tin

hollow' of a carious tooth. Hr. Bow (Lancet, March 18, 1837) speaks i

the highest terms of the efficacy of the external application of opium
inflammatory diseases, but especially bronchitis and croup.

Administration.

—

Opium is given, in substance, in the form of pil)

powder, lozenge, or electuary. The dose is subject to great variation

depending on the age and habits of the patient, the nature of the disease

and the particular object for which we wish to employ it. In a genera

way, we consider from an eighth of a grain to half a grain a small don

for an adult. We give it to this extent in persons unaccustomed to i'

use, when we require its stimulant effects, and in mild catarrhs and dia;

rliceas. From half a grain to two grains we term a medium dose, an|

employ it in this quantity as an ordinary anodyne and soporific. Fro*

two to five grains wre denominate a full or large dose, and give it to relief

excessive pain, violent spasm, in some inflammatory diseases after blooc

letting, in tetanus, &c. These are by no means to be regarded as tli

limits of the use of opium. Opium pills (pilules opii) may be prepare

either with crude or powdered opium. The latter has the advantage of’

more speedy operation, in consequence of its more ready solution in til

gastric liquor. Employed as a suppository, opium is used in larger dost!

than when given by the stomach. Five grains, made into a cylindrica

mass with soap, may be introduced into the rectum, to allay irritation i

.the urino-genital organs.

In noticing the preparations of the poppy employed in medicine,

shali arrange them under three heads :—1st, Preparations of the popjJ

Tr&uls/j 2ndly, Of opium
;
3rdly, Of morphia, and its preparations.

a. Preparations of Poppy Heads.

1 Decoctum Papaverts, L. E. D. Poppy Fomentation. (Poppy-head

sliced, Siv
;
Water, Oiv. [Oiij E . ;

Oij D], Boil for a quarter ol an hou

and strain). The seeds contribute, by their oleaginous properties, to tl

emollient quality of the decoction. This preparation forms a connno

fomentation, which is applied to bruised, inflamed, excoriated, tender, <
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lien parts; to the eye in ophthalmia, to the abdomen in enteritis,

:
iitonitis, & c. to tender ulcers, &c. In cancer and other painful affec-

ts of the uterus, it is thrown into the vagina as a soothing remedy.
!. Sfrupus Papaveris, L. E. D. Syrup of White Poppies. (Poppy
>ds [without the seeds, E . ;

dried, bruised, and deprived of seeds, 1)
]

iij. [lb. iss. E. *xvij. Zb]
;
Sugar [pure E. I).], lb. v. [lb. iij. E. Sxxix.

;
Boiling Water, Cong. v. [Oxv. E. Cong. ii. U\. Boil down the cap-

3s in the water to two gallons, [Ov. E. Cong. j. Z>], and strongly ex-

'ss the liquor while hot [through calico, E]. Boil down the strained

nor to four pints [Oijss, E. Oij. D
] ;

[and filter while hot. Set it by for

'hours that the dregs may subside
;
then boil down the clear liquor to two

its, L. ;
one pint, D], add the sugar and dissolve it [with the aid of heat,

)
—Syrup of poppies, especially if too thin, is very liable to ferment;

il then contains spirit or acetic acid, or both, and is of course ill adapted

medicinal use. To check these changes, it should be carefully made
ording to the directions of the College, taking care that it has the pro-

consistence, and keeping it in a cool place. Occasionally a mixture

reacle and laudanum, or of syrup and extract of poppies, has been
stituted; but this fraud is highly dangerous, and has on several occa-

ms proved fatal to children, (See the cases referred to by Dr. Montgo-
rry, in his Obs. on the Dubl. Pharm. 472). Syrup of poppies is narco-

sedative, and anodyne, and is commonly employed as the infant’s

; ate. It mitigates pain, allays spasm and troublesome Cough, and pro-

ites sleep. Even in the adult it is sometimes used for these purposes,

forms a useful adjunct to pectoral tinctures. Over ordinary opiates it

> the positive advantage of a less disagreeable taste, and the supposed

; of being less likely to create nausea and headache. Even when pro-

•ly prepared its administration to infants requires the greatest caution,

account of their known susceptibility to the influence of opiates. “ I

?e been informed,” says Dr. Montgomery, “ of more than one instance

which a tea-spoonful lias been known to prove fatal to a healthy child.”

e dose of it, for an infant of three or four months old, is fbss. ;
for adults

m fjij. to f’siv.

1. Extractum Papaveris, L. E. (Poppy-heads, without the seeds,

iised, 5xv.; Boiling [distilled, Z.] Water, Cong . j.; Macerate for twenty-

r hours
;
then boil down to four pints, and filter the liquor while hot

:

tly, evaporate to a proper consistence, [by the vapour-bath, E] ). Ano-

ae and soporific. It appears to me to produce effects similar to those

opium, for which it is frequently substituted, on the supposition that,

ile it allays pain and promotes sleep, it is less liable to occasion nausea,

istipation, headache, or delirium. If it be prepared from a decoction^

tead of an infusion of the poppy-heads as directed in the plvaiVia-

>ocias, it will contain a considerable quantity of inert mucil^ruo^
i.tter. Dose, gr. ij. to 3j.

b. Preparations of Opium. Yj.V •

l. Pilulje Opii sive Thebaicm, E. (Opium, gr. xxiv.
; Sulphate of

tass, gr. lxxii.
;
Conserve of Red Roses, gr. xxiv. : beat them inft&aj..

iper mass, which is to be divided into twenty-four pills.— It is to be

served, that this pill contains twice as much opium as the opiate pill

the last edition of this pharmacopoeia). Employed as an anodyne and
>orific. Dose, one or two pills (i. e. gr. v. to gr. x). The sulphate of

r-
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potash serves to divide the opium. One pill or live grains contains onll
grain of opium.

2. Pilulje Sapoxis composite, L. Pilules Saponis cum Opio, nl
(Hard Opium, powdered, Sss.

;
Hard Soap, 5ij. Beat them together until I

incorporated).—Employed as an anodyne and soporific. Dose, gr. iii. t|f

gr. x. Five grains contain one grain of opium. The soaj) enablestlijt

pills to dissolve readily in the juices of the stomach. From gr. v. to 3)^
are sometimes used as a suppository.

3. Pilulje Calomelanos et Opii
,
E. Calomel and Opium pilLM

(Calomel, gr. xxiv.
;
Opium, gr. viij.

; Conserve of Red Roses, a sul !

ficiency
;
beat them into a proper mass, which is to be divided inu i

twelve pills).—Each pill contains two grains of calomel and two-thirdil

of a grain of opium. A valuable compound in rheumatism and varioulf

other inflammatory diseases. Dose, one or two pills.

4. Pilulje Plumbi Opiatje
,
E. (Acetate of Lead, gr. lxxii.i

Opium, gr. xij.
;
Conserve of Red Roses, about gr. xiv. Beat them intjj

a proper mass, which is to be divided into twenty-four pills.—This pil [

may be made also with twice the quantity of opium). I have alreadlj

(see p. 518) stated, that notwithstanding a mutual decomposition ij|

effected between acetate of lead and opium, the resulting compound is I

most efficacious one. The Edinburgh College, therefore, has done wiselli

in countenancing the combination, but the permission to vary tin?

strength of the pill is highly objectionable. In haemoptysis, profusj

secretion of bronchial mucus, obstinate diarrhoea, and dysentery, it)

effects are most valuable. Dose, one to three pills. Each pill contain)

three grains of acetate of lead, and half a grain (or one grain) of opium..

5. Trochisci Opii, E. Opium Lozenges. (Opium, 5ij.
;
Tincture a

Tolu, 5ss
;
Syrup, f5viij.

;
Powder of Gum-Arabic, and Extract cj

Liquorice, softened with boiling water, of each sv. Triturate the Opiun
with the Tincture of Tolu, add gradually the Syrup and Extract, tliei

sprinkle the gum by degrees into the mixture, and beat the whole into
:

proper mass, which, when sufficiently dried, is to be divided into lozenge!

of ten grains).—In London the manufacture of lozenges is practised a)

a distinct trade. The opium lozenges of the shops usually contain eacJ

about one-eighth of a grain of opium
;
those of the Edinburgh Pharma)

copceia about one-seventh of a grain. Lozenge-makers substitute powt

dered sugar for the syrup of the pharmacopoeia, and employ a muc]

smaller proportion of gum. The tincture of Tolu which they use is muej

more concentrated than that of the shops, the spirit of which is objection

able. Opium lozenges are used to allay troublesome cough.

(». Pulvis Cretje compositus cum Opio, L. D. Pulvis Cretce opid

tus
,
E.—(Compound Powder of Chalk, svjss. [Svj. E]

;
Powder of liar'

Opium, 9iv. Triturate them together thoroughly—Astringent and nail

cotic. Employed in diarrhoea. Dose for adults, 3j. to 3ij.
;
for children

gr. ij. to gr. x. according to their age. Forty grains of this powdei

prepared according to the London or Dublin Pharmacopoeias, or thirty!

seven of the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia, contain one grain of opium.

7. Coxfectio Opii, L. D. Electuarium Opii
,
D. (Hard Opium

powdered, 3vj.
;
Long Pepper, 3j. ;

Ginger, 5ij. ;
Caraway, Siij.

;
Tragi!

cantli, powdered, 5ij.
; Syrup, Pjxvj. [lb. j . D.] Rub the opium wit

the syrup previously heated, then add the other ingredients in powdei

and mix, D.—The London College directs the dry ingredients to lie ke]
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tj ed in the form of a very fine powder, and the syrup to be added when
m confection is to be used. The Edinburgh College adopts the follow-

[|

.'formula :
—“Aromatic Powder, Svj.; Senega, in fine powder, 3iij

;

, um diffused in a little Sherry, 3ss.
;
Syrup of Ginger, lb. j. Mix them

f.
ther, and beat into an electuary”). Aromatic and narcotic. Em-

i ed in flatulent colic and diarrhoea
;
in the latter complaint usually as

adjunct to the chalk mixture. Dose, gr. x. to 5j.—The Dublin pre-

ution contains gr. j. of opium in about twenty-five grains of confection.

London preparation is somewhat weaker, and contains gr. j. of opium
< erhaps thirty-six grains. The Edinburgh preparation is still weaker

;

17-three grains of it containing about one grain of opium.

. Emplastrum Opii, L. E. D. (Hard Opium, powdered, *ss.
;

in of the Spruce Fir, powdered, oiij.
;
Plaster of Lead, lb. j. ;

Water,
ij. Add the Resin of the Spruce Fir, the Opium, and the Water, to

melted Plaster, and with a slow fire boil down until all unite into a
[per consistence, L.— The Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges omit the

ter, and, for the Resin of the Spruce Fir, substitute Burgundy Pitch),

ployed as a topical anodyne in rheumatism, lumbago, and neu-

:
;ia. Its powers are very slight, or even equivocal.

Extractum Opii purificatum, L. Extractum Opii, E. Extrac-
i. Opii aquosum, D. (Opium sliced, sxx. [Oj. E.

;
sij. D.]

;
Water

stilled, L . ;
boiling, D.], Cong. j. [Ov. E.

;
Oj. D.] Adda little

eer to the opium, and macerate for twelve hours, that it may soften
;

n, the remaining water being poured in gradually, rub them until they

very well mixed, and set by, that the dregs may subside
;
afterwards

in the liquor, and evaporate to a proper consistence,L .—The Edinburgh
liege digests five times, in successive pints of water, and for twenty-four

irs each time. The evaporation is directed to be effected by a vapour

-

ta.—The Dublin College exposes the infusion to the air for two days

ore evaporation). When opium is digested in water, this fluid takes

ithe odorous principle
, the salts of morphia and codeia

,
the narco tina,

gum
,
the extractive

,
and some of the resin. A portion of morphia is

[luently found in the dregs. Moreover, a portion of the oil is found in

solution. By concentration, the odorous principle is dissipated, and

resin and the oil combined with, and in part saturating the narcotina,

separated. These matters would be more completely got rid of by
dissolving the extract in water. The removal of these inert prin-

lles, as well as the impurities of opium and the consequent concentra-

a of the active constituents of this substance, must, of course, render

extract a more powerful preparation than ordinary opium. Good
mm yields more than half its weight (from GO to 70 per cent.) of

rract, which, therefore, should be at least one-third more active than

de opium. It is usually believed to operate with less disturbance to

general system than the ordinary preparations of opium. It is em-
\yed as an anodyne, sedative, and soporific, in cases where crude

mm or its tincture disagrees. The dose of it is from gr. | to gr. iij.

.gr. iv.

Or. Battley, some years since, assured me that the only ingredients employed in the

taralion of his liquor opii sedativus were opium, water, and heat. It appears to

ain somewhat less meconic acid than the ordinary tincture of opium. Probably
and some other principles of opium are got rid of by successive evaporations and
tions. Perhaps an aqueous solution of the watery extract of opium, with the addi-

of a little spirit to preserve it, would be a convenient substitute.
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ST1
The

10. Tinctura Opii, L. E. D. Laudanum. (Hard Opium, powdered!
Proof* Spirit, Oij. Macerate for fourteen days, and filter, L.J
proportions used by the Dublin College are 3x. of Opium anJ]

Oj. [wine measure] of spirit. The Edinburgh College directs—“ OpimJ
sliced, §iij.; Rectified Spirit, Oj. and f^vij

. ; Water, fSxiijss. Digel
the opium in the water at a temperature near 212° for two hours]
break down the opium with the hand; strain and express the infusion ji

macerate the residuum in the rectified spirit for about twenty hours, and
then strain and express very strongly. Mix the watery and spirituouH

infusions, and filter.—This tincture is not easily obtained by the procesjl

of percolation
;
but when the opium is of fine quality, it may be prejj

pared thus :—Slice the opium finely; mix the spirit and water
; let th|

opium macerate in fourteen fluidounces of the mixture for twelve hour]!

and then break it down thoroughly with the hand; pour the whole pulp}

mass and fluid into a percolator, and let the fluid part pass through, ad]

the rest of the spirit without packing the opium in the cylinder, am
continue the process of percolation till two pints are obtained,” E .)—Tbs

percolation process of the Edinburgh College is unnecessary and troii

i

blesome, and will, I suspect, be rarely, if ever, adopted by laudanui

preparers. Tincture of opium is of a deep brownish-red colour, with th

peculiar odour and taste of opium. Its sp. gr., according to Mr. Phillip

(Transl. of the Pharm.), is (V952. Nineteen minims of it contain abou

one grain of opium. Proof spirit dissolves the same constituents a

water does (see p. 1311), but it takes up a larger proportion of narcotin

resin, and oil. I have repeatedly prepared morphia from the insolublj

residue left behind in the preparation of the tincture. Tincture of opira

is a powerful and valuable anodyne and soporific. Its employment is b

be preferred to that of solid opium where a more immediate effect

required. Moreover, in administering ophates to children, the facility qi

adjusting small doses of it presents a great advantage over solid opium

The dose of it, like that of solid opium, must vary according to severa

circumstances. For an adult it varies from npx. to f5j. To children

must be given with the greatest caution. I have seen a powerful effecj

produced in a very young infant by one drops.

1

11. Enema Opii, L. I). Enema Opii vel Anodynum, E. Opium Cly.

ter .—(Decoction of Starch, f$iv.
;
Tincture of Opium, ntxxx- Mix,L.-

The Dublin College employs svi. of water instead of the Starch Muc
lage, and 5j. of Tincture of Opium.—The Edinburgh College uses 5ss.

<

Starch
;

f'5ss. to f
5]

- of Tincture of Opium ;
and t'^ij. of Water. Tlj

starch is boiled in the water, and the tincture added when the mucilad

is cool enough for use.)—The formula of the London College is, in in

opsinion, to be preferred to those of the other British colleges; bull

may be sometimes necessary to double or ti’eble the quantity of tin eta

employed. In the passage of renal calculi, in nephritis, irritation «

inflammation of the bladder, uterus, or prostate gland, in dysenter,

and painful affections of the large intestine, the opium clyster is mo

valuable.

12. Linimentum Opii, L. E.— (Soap Liniment, flyp; Tincture

Opium, f3ij. Mix.) Employed as an anodyne in rheumatism, ncuralgH

plains, sprains, &c.

* The London Pharmacopoeia erroneously directs rectified spirit.
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:i 13. Vinum Opii, L. E. D. Laudanum Liquidum Sydenhami, Pli. L.

)
"20. Tinctura Thehaica

,
Pli. L. 1745. (Opium [Purified Extract of

i rpium, L.~\, §j. [siiss. L.~\
;
Cinnamon, bruised

;
Cloves, braised, of each,

I sss. [5j. E.
; -ss. D.~\

; Sherry Wine, Oij. [sxviiss. E.
;

Oj. wine

[
reasure, D.] Macerate for fourteen [seven, E.

;
eight, D.

]

days, and
;ter).—Its effects are similar to those of the tincture of opium, but its

'Ste and smell are more agreeable. It was recommended by Mr. Ware

liemarks on Ophthalmy, p. 29, 1780) as an application to the eye inoph-
almia; and experience has fully proved its efficacy where there is much
aiding pain, lachrymation, and intolerance of light. When first ap-

iied it causes a sharp pain and a copious flow of tears, but these effects

|

on subside, and are followed by a considerable abatement of the former

;
fferings. For internal use the dose is gtt. x. to f‘5j-

; 14. Tinctura Opii Ammoniata, E.—(“Benzoic Acid; and Saffron,

uopped, siij. of each
;
Opium sliced, -ij.; Oil of Anise, sss. ;

Spirit of

immonia, Oj.
;
Digest for seven days, and filter”).—Employed as apower-

1 1 diffusible stimulant and antispasmodic in hooping-cough and other

asmodic affections. Each drachm and a quarter contains about a

ain of opium. Dose, f5ss. to fsj.

15. Acetum Opii, E. D. Vinegar of Opium. (Opium, siv.
;
Distilled

iinegar, f sxvj .
“ Cut the Opium into small fragments, triturate it into

I
pulp with a little of the vinegar, add the rest of the vinegar, macerate

a closed vessel for seven days, and agitate occasionally. Then strain

nd express strongly, and filter the liquors”). Vinegar dissolves all the

iinciples of opium soluble in water, and is better adapted for holding

solution the narcotina and the resinous matter of opium. It cannot,

course, effect any change in the sulphate of morphia contained in

i liurn. Whether any acetate of morphia is formed at the expense of

te meconate of morphia has not been satisfactorily proved. The effects

vinegar of opium do not appear to be precisely those of ordinary

) ium. It is believed to possess the anodyne, sedative, and soporific

ualities of opium, without being apt to excite the disagreeable effects

; ausea, headache, constipation, and general disorder of system) which
metimes result from the ordinary preparation of this drag. Hill (Hist.

the Mat. Med. p. 784, 1751) says that Le Mort observed a very odd
t ect from this preparation, “ which was, that it often brought on sup-

essions of urine.” Dr. Montgomery (Observ. on the Dubl. Pharm.

451, 1430) has seen one instance of this effect ;
and Dr. Thos. Beattie

> htibl. Hosp. Rep. vol. v. p. 185) has remarked the same result from the

"ack Drop. This paralyzing effect on the bladder is doubtless refer-

))le to the morphia, which seems to acquire, in this preparation, in-

teased activity. Vinegar of opium is employed as an anodyne, sedative;

d soporific. Dr. Montgomery observes, that he has found this prepa-

ition of opium decidedly superior to every other in relieving the agony
cancer uteri, and procuring rest at night.”—The same authority states,

fat twenty drops are equivalent to thirty of the common tincture of

ium. Dose, gtt. vi. to gtt. xxx.
Acetum Opii may be regarded as the officinal substitute for a celebrated quack medi-
e called the Black Drop, or The Lancaster or Quakers' Black Drop, the method of
sparing which has been described by the late Dr. Armstrong*. In this preparation

Tjuice ( juice of the wild crab) is employed instead of vinegar. But there arc several

irees of uncertainty in the process.

Dr. Porter’s solution ofopium in citric acid has never come into general use.

4 I’
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16. XJnouentum Gallje compositum. See p. 737.
17. Tinctura Campiiobae composita. See p. 797.
18. Pilzjlje Styracis COMPOSITE. See p. 934.
19. Pulvis Ipecacuanhas composjtus . See p. 1024.
20. Pilulje Ipecacuaniije composite, L. (Compound Powder of

Ipecacuanha, 3iij.; Squills, recently dried
; Ammoniacum, of each, sj.

-

'

Mixture. of Acacia, q. s. Beat them together until they are incorporated). L

—Narcotic, sudorific. Employed in chronic mucous catarrh, &c. Dose
to Sr - x -—'The formula for the Pilules Ipecacuanha et Opii, Ph. Ed.

|

has Already been given. (See p. 1025).
- 2i. Pulvis Kino compositus. See p. 1145.

$2 Electuarium Catechu. See p. 1157.

.0 c. Morphia and its Preparations.

1. /Morphia, L.—The following are the directions for preparing ii

morphia, given in the London Pharmacopoeia :

—

Take of Hydrochlorate of Morphia, -§j.; Solution of Ammonia, fjv .

;

Distilled 1

Water, Oj. Add the Hydrochlorate of Morphia, first dissolved in a pint of water, to
f

the solution of Ammonia with an ounce of water, shaking- them together, Whatisl
thrown down wash with distilled water, and dry it with a gentle heat.

In this process the ammonia unites with the hydrochloric acid, and the

morphia being set free is precipitated.

The physical and chemical properties of this substance have been,

already (p. 1281) described. The following characters of morphia are j

given in the pharmacopoeia.

Very little soluble in cold water, little in boiling water, but very readily in alcohol.

This solution exhibits alkaline properties when tried with turmeric ;
and, when the

spirit is distilled from it, it yields crystals, which are totally destroj-ed by heat. On the

addition of nitric acid, morphia becomes first red, and afterwards yellow. Tincture of

sesquicbloride of iron gives it a blue colour. Chlorine and [afterwards] ammonia being

added to its salts, they are rendered of a brown colour, which is destroyed when more

chlorine is added. Morphia is also precipitated from its salts by solution of potash,

which added in excess re-dissolves it.

2. Morphia: Acetas, L. E.—This salt is thus directed to be pre-- 1

pared by the London College :

—

Take of Morphia, 3yj.; Acetic Acid, fjiij.; Distilled Water, f^iv. Mix theAcidi

with the water, and pour them upon the morphia to saturation. Let the liquor evapo-
|

rate with a gentle heat, that crystals may be formed.

In this process the acetic acid saturates the morphia, and the solution

by evaporation yields crystallized acetate of morphia.

The following are the directions of the Edinburgh College :

—

ii

“ Take muriate of morphia, any convenient quantity. Dissolve it in fourteen times

its weight of warm water, and, when the solution is cool, add aqua ammonias gra-

dually, and with constant agitation, until there is a permanent but faint odour of am-

monia in the fluid. Collect the precipitate on a calico filter, wash it moderately with

cold water, and dissolve it by means of a slight excess of pyroligneous acid, in twelve

parts of warm water for every part of muriate of morphia that was used. Concen-

trate the solution over the vapour-bath, and set aside to crystallize. Drain and

squeeze the crystals, and dry them with a gentle heat. More acetate of morphia may

be obtained on concentrating the mother liquor.”

4

In this process the ammonia decomposes the muriate of morphia,

and the precipitated morphia is afterwards dissolved in diluted pyro-

ligneous (acetic) acid.
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W~phia.

—

Ph. L.

ITt is less soluble in alcohol than in water.

The Edinburgh College gives the following characters of the purity of

Acetate of morphia is usually prepared by evaporating its solution to

/ness by a gentle heat. Obtained in this way it is amorphous. It is

ifieult to obtain pure, as it readily undergoes decomposition, when its

ution is evaporated, and is converted into a mixture of morphia, neu-

1 acetate, and the super-acetate of morphia. Hence, as met with in

nmerce, it is imperfectly soluble in water, unless a few drops of acetic

d be added. It is usually slightly coloured. Its crystals, when pure,

i colourless and radiating. The following is the composition of tins

ft:

—

Atoms . Eq. Wt. Per Cent/ff
Y1 K

Morphia I

Acetic acid 1

Water 1

292
51

9

8295
14 %5

2 -55'

Acetate of Morphia 1 352 100 00 BOB
Crystallized acetate of morphia is,

—

rery readily dissolved in water, fits other properties are such as have been stated of
* * — f

ss salt

))ne hundred measures of a solution of ten .grains in half a fluid ounce of water and
minims of acetic acid, heated to 212°, and decomposed by a faint excess of am-

nia, yields by agitation a precipitate which, in twenty-four hours, occupies 15 -5
nsures of the liquid.

31. Morphije Hydrochloras, L. Morphia Muricis. In the London
t armacopoeia this salt is directed to be prepared as follows :

—

'ake of Opium, sliced, lb.j.; Crystals of Chloride of Lead, |ij., or as much as may
ufficient

;
Purified Animal Charcoal, *iijss.

;
Hydrochloric Acid ;

Distilled Water

;

ujtion of Ammonia, each as much as may be sufficient. Macerate the opium in four

Us of distilled water for thirty hours, and bruise it; afterwards digest for twenty
irs more, and press it. Macerate what remains again, and a third time, in water,

t it may become free from taste, and as often bruise and press it. Evaporate the

; :ed liquors, with a heat of 140°, to the consistence of a syrup. Then add three

ttsof distilled water, and, when all the impurities have subsided, pour off the super-

dint liquor. Gradually add to this two ounces of chloride of lead, or as much as

ii be sufficient, first dissolved in four pints of boiling distilled water, till nothing
iher is precipitated. Pour off the liquor, and wash what remains frequently

n distilled water. Then evaporate the mixed liquors as before, with a gentle

tt, that crystals may be formed. Press these in a cloth, then dissolve them in a pint

: istilled water, and digest, with an ounce and a half of animal charcoal, in a heat of
and strain. Finally, the charcoal being washed, evaporate the liquors cautiously,

t

.

pure crystals may be produced. To the liquor poured off from the crystals first

urated, previously mixed with a pint of water, gradually drop in as much solution of
inonia, frequently shaking Lt, as may be sufficient to precipitate all the morphia. To
., washed with distilled water, add hydrochloric acid, that it may be saturated : after-

ds digest it with two ounces of animal charcoal, and strain. Lastly, the animal
rrcoal being thoroughly washed, evaporate the liquors cautiously, that pure crystals
’ be produced.”

Water extracts from opium the meconate and sulphate of morphia and
leia

;

a part of the narcotin
,
of the meconine, of the narceine

,
and of

thebaina

;

the brown acid extractive

;

and a part of the resin, and of

fat oil. When chloride of lead is added to infusion of opium, meco-
e, with a little sulphate of lead, and some resinous colouring matter,

precipitated, while the hydrochlorates of morphia and of codeia are

in solution. A solution of the impure crystals is then decomposed by
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ammonia, by which the morphia is' precipitated, while codeia and hydro-
chlorate of ammonia are left in solution. The morphia is dissolved in

hydrochloric acid, and the solution of the hydrochlorate decolorized bv
charcoal.

The Edinburgh College follows Gregory’s process. Their directions for

preparing this salt are as follows :

—

“ Take of Opium, sxx.; Water Oviij.
;
Muriate of Lime, §j. or a slight excess.—

Macerate the opium in fragments for twenty-four hours in two pints of water, and se-

parate the infusion, squeezing well the residue. Repeat the maceration successively
with two pints more of the water till the whole is made use of. Concentrate the whole
infusions over the vapour-bath to the consistence of thick extract

;
which is to be dis-

solved as far as possible in warm water. Decant the clear liquid, boil it, and add the

muriate of lime dissolved in four fluidounces of water. Set the whole aside to settle •

f

tour off the liquid ; wash the sediment with a little water, adding the washings to the

iqtiid. Evaporate the liquid sufficiently in the vapour-bath for it to solidify on cooling.

Subject the cooled mass to a very strong pressure in a cloth; redissolve the cake in^a
sufficiency of warm distilled water

;
add a little powder of white marble, and filter;

acidulate the filtered fluid with a very little muriatic acid; and concentrate a second
time in the vapour-bath for crystallization. Subject the crystals again to very strong
pressure in a cloth. Repeat the process of solution, clarification by marble and murn
atic acid, concentration, and crystallization, until a snow-white mass be obtained.

“ On the small scale, trouble and loss are saved by decolorizing the solution of mu-
riate of morphia by means of a little purified animal charcoal after two crystallizations.

But on the large scale it is better to purify the salt by repeated crystallizations alone,

and to treat all the expressed fluids, except the first, in the same way with the original

solution of impure muriate of morphia. An additional quantity of salt may often be goti

from the first dark and resinous fluid obtained by expression, on merely allowing it to

remain at rest for a few months, when a little muriate of morphia may be deposited in

an impure condition.
“ The opium which yields the largest quantity of precipitate by carbonate of soda.,

according to the formula in p. 27 [p. 1288], yields muriate of morphia not only int

greatest proportion, but likewise with the fewest crystallizations.”

In this process the changes are analogous to those before described fou

the process of the London Pharmacopoeia, except that meconate and

sulphate of lime, instead of meconate and sulphate of lead, are produced;

Pure hydrochlorate of morphia crystallizes in plumose, aciculan

crystals. It is colourless, odourless, bitter, soluble in from 16 to 2

parts of cold water, but less of boiling water. When its saturated boilin

solution is allowed to cool, it congeals to form a crystalline mass. It b

soluble in alcohol. By heat it is decomposed and totally dissipated

Nitric acid reddens it. Sesquichloride of iron with an alkali colours i

blue.

The air-dried crystals are thus composed :

—

Atoms. Eq. Wt. Per Cent.

Morphia ... 1 . . 292 76*24

Hydrochloric acid . 1

Water 6

37 9 60

54 14*10

Crystallized Hydrochlorate of Morphia 1 383 100*00

According to the London College, crystallized hydrochlorate of morj

phia should be,

—

Soluble in water. What is precipitated [i. e. chloride of silver] from the solution b;

nitrate of silver, is not totally dissolved either by ammonia, unless added in excess, o

by hydrochloric or nitric acid.

The Edinburgh College gives the following characters of its purity

“Snow white; entirely soluble; solution colourless; loss of weight at 212° no

above 1 3 per cent. ; one hundred measures of a solution of 10 grains in half a fluid ounce o
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’ er heated near to 212°, and decomposed with agitation by a faint excess of ammonia,
b Id a precipitate which, in twenty-four hours, occupies 12-5 measures of the liquid/’

i it On the above I would merely observe, that Mr. Sandall
(Lond. Med*

I iz. xxii. 186,) found that the quantity of water which this salt loses by
t ring varies from 9-20 to 14’33 per cent.

i ^ 'JLPHATE OF Morphia, though not contained in the British pharmacopoeias, is

r i .-asionally used in medicine. It is crystalline, and readily soluble in water. It con-
b ks of 1 atom sulphuric acid = 40, 1 atom morphia — 292, and 6 atoms water = 54.

o e of these atoms of water is an essential constituent of the salt, and cannot be re-

v. wed without destroying1 the salt. The other 5 atoms are the water of crystallization.

Physiological Effects of Morphia and its Salts.—The precise relation

. rich the effects of this alkaloid and its salts bear to those of opium is

;

point on which the profession is by no means agreed. Some recent

iters (Trousseau and Pidoux, Traite de Therap. i. 164. 1836) declare

ait, after having carefully compared the effects of the morphia salts

ith those of opium, they can discover no difference between them; but
it own limited observations of the effects of these salts induce me to

ree with those who admit the similarity, but not the identity, of the

ects of these substances. Charvet (De VAction Comp, de V Opium,
26) could observe no difference between them in their action on the

ciertebrata. But on the higher classes of the vertebrata there were
vvious differences. The effects of morphia on man are in several

wpects different from those of opium, but they appear- to want unifor-

ty ;
that is, the same results have not been arrived at by different expe-

menters. This may, in some cases at least, be ascribed to the employ-
;nt of morphia contaminated with some other principles of opium. In

i all doses
,
as from a quarter of a grain to one grain, acetate of morphia

( uses a feeling of distension or fulness about the head, some disturbance

vision, oftentimes headache, giddiness, and somnolency or actual

;:ep, which, however, differs from ordinary sleep, and is often more or
; s disturbed. The pupils are usually contracted. Orfila says this

• curs in nineteen out of twenty cases. However, in some instances

liatation has been observed, and in others the pupil was natural. The
i lse is generally slow and small, though sometimes it is more frequent,

d occasionally is soft and full. Itching of the skin is frequently

idiced, or even a cutaneous eruption is by no means uncommon. Grain

-ses readily excite gastric uneasiness, nausea, and vomiting. One
i markable symptom often caused by acetate of morphia, especially in

; m, is a difficulty in voiding the mine, and which appears to depend
a weakened or paralytic condition of the bladder. • Bally {Mem. de

I lead. Roy. de Med. i. 99) lays great stress on this last-mentioned

unptom, especially when a full dose of morphia has been taken. When
cese effects subside, loss of appetite, muscular feebleness, and consti-

tion, are left behind. When the dose is increased, the effects become
unewhat alarming. Great cerebral excitement is produced, vision is

Bordered and obscured, there is singing in the eiirs, and the patient,

uen lying horizontally, experiences sudden convulsive movements,

:e those produced by the electric shock. When a fatal dose has been
'allowed, the stomach sometimes manifests irritation, but this is soon

lowed by great disorder of the cerebro-spinal system, which ultimately

Bumcs an apoplectic character. The sight becomes dim, excessive

iakness is experienced, gradually all consciousness is lost, and coma
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supervenes, attended usually with contracted, though sometimes with
! I

dilated pupils, coldness of the surface, frequent and small pulse, hurried
i

stertorous respiration, and occasionally with convulsions. Before insen-
j

sibility comes on, as well as when it is subsiding, there is itching of the
shin. Difficulty in passing the water is also experienced, in consequence

1

1

of the paralysed state of the bladder. Not unfrequently, lividity of skin i i

is observed.

The effects of morphia and its salts appear to be identical in tlieir
i

nature. The soluble salts (as the hydrochlorates) are more constant and
j j

certain in their operation than uncombined morphia, in consequence
1

f

probably of the difficult solubility of the latter.

In comparing the morphitic salts with opium, we observe that they ,

are less stimulant, and less disposed to cause sweating, constipation,,!

headache, and dryness of the tongue. The feelings which they excite (I

are less agreeable, and hence they are not adapted to be substituted for
)

opium by the eaters of this drug. They more readily affect the bladder ?

than opium.

Uses .—We employ morphia or its salts in preference to opium whenij

our object is to make applications to the denuded dermis, (endermic me-
j

dication, see p. 49). They are employed in this way for the purpose ofij

alleviating violent neuralgic pains
;
and to relieve the excessive endermic

operation of strychnia (see p. 921). Gastrodynia and obstinate vomit-*

ing are sometimes relieved by the endermic application of morphia to thet

epigastrium
;
and violent headache by the application of this remedy tod

the temples. Occasionally this mode of administration is adopted, whenij

we wish to bring the general system under the calming and sedative in-

4

fluence of morphia, and where from some cause its exhibition by the:
j

mouth is objectionable. Some cases of maniacal delirium may be treated;
j

with advantage this way.
The morphia salts are given internally in cases where we wish to ob-*

,

tain the anodyne, soothing, sedative, soporific, and antispasmodic quali-

ties of opium, and where this drug is objectionable on account of its*

tendency to excite certain injurious effects already referred to (see p. 1313).,
j

In all cases where both opium and the morphia salts are equally admis-

sible, I prefer the former, its effects being better known and regulated:!

moreover, opium is to be preferred as a stimulant and sudorific, and lor

suppressing excessive mucous discharges.

Administration.—The salts of morphia are given internally, in sub-

stance or solution, in doses of from one-eighth to one-fourth of a grain..

For endermic use they are to be finely powdered, and applied to the ex-

tent of a grain or a grain and a half at a time.

4. Morphia Muriatis Solutio, E. (“ Muriate of Morphia, 5iss.

Rectified Spirit, f3V.
;
Distilled Water, frjxv. ;

Mix the Spirit and Y\ ater„

and dissolve the muriate of morphia in the mixture with the aid of al

gentle heat”).—16(51 minims of this solution contain one grain of mu-

riate of morphia. The dose is from rqx. gradually increased to I5SS.

5. Trochtsci Morpiiije, E. Morphia Lozenges. (Muriate of Mor-
t

phia, 3j. ;
Tincture of Tolu, *ss. ;

Pure Sugar, 3xxv. Dissolve the
,

muriate of morphia in a little hot water ;
mix it and the tincture ol 1 oluj

,

with the sugar
;
and, with a sufficiency of mucilage, form a proper massl

.

for making lozenges; each of which should weigh, about fifteen giains).j

Each lozenge contains about one-fortietli oi a grain of muriate of moiphia.1
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i ie morphia lozenges of the shops usually contain each one-twenty-fourth

I

a grain of muriate of morphia.—This is an agreeable mode of employ-
jug morphia, especially in pectoral affections.

1(6. Tiwchtsci Morphia et Ipecacuanha?, E. Morphia and Ipe-

I izuanha Lozenges . (Muriate of Morphia, 9j. ;
Ipecacuan, in fine

f vwder, 3j. ; Tincture of Tolu, fsss.
;
Pure Sugar, sxxv. Dissolve the

I lariate in a little hot water; mix it with the tincture and the ipecacuan
: d sugar

;
and, with a sufficiency of Mucilage, beat the whole into a

|( toper mass, which is to be divided into fifteen-grain lozenges).—Each
n - enge contains about one-fortietli.of a grain of muriate of morphia, and
I t e-thirteenth of a grain of ipecacuanha. Useful to allay tickling cough.

: Antidotes.—In a case of poisoning by opium, the first indication is

; remove the poison from the stomach, the second is to neutralize any
it which may be retained in the system, and the third is to obviate its

iiurious effects.

11. Use of evacuants.—Until other and more powerful evacuant means
ra be obtained, we should have recourse to tickling the throat with the

gers, or with a feather dipped in oil. As domestic emetics, mustard
salt may be exhibited. A dessert-spoonful of flour of mustard, or a

ole-spoonful of salt, may be taken, stirred up in a tumblerful of water.

He stomach-pump is, however, the best means of evacuating the cou-

nts of the stomach, and when it can be procured, should always be
inferred. The emetics usually resorted to are the sulphates of zinc and

ipper: the first is preferred. It should be given in doses of from one

two scruples. The dose of sulphate of copper is less,—from five grs.

fifteen. Ipecacuanha or tartar emetic may be resorted to when the

oer means are not at hand. Clysters, containing fifteen or twenty grs.

tartar emetic, may be administered
;

or, in extreme cases, a solution of

<e or two grs. of this salt may be injected into the veins, taking care

prevent the introduction of air.

2. Use of chemical antidotes.—There are no known agents which com-

etely destroy the activity of opium by their chemical properties, and

lich can be resorted to in these cases. Infusion of galls, however, is

j.garded as the best, though an imperfect antidote. Magnesia, as well

iodine and chlorine, have also been recommended.
3. Use of therapeutical means to obviate the effects .—The following

(3 the principal means which have been found efficacious :

—

(a.) Rousing the patient
,
by exercising him up and down a room

'tween two men. It may sometimes be necessary to continue this for

weral hours, {b.) Cold affusion.—Dashing cold water over the head

d chest is an exceedingly valuable agent. It oftentimes assists the

eeration of emetics, (c.) Irritants.—The application of irritants to the

< dy is also sometimes a useful practice: thus blisters and sinapisms to

• e feet, {d.) Venesection.—Blood-letting is sometimes necessary
;
but

-can be only safely practised after the opium has been withdrawn from

ee stomach. Orlila says, under these circumstances it never increases,

Ht in most cases materially relieves, the symptoms. (<?.) Stimulants.

nmonia, camphor, musk, coffee, and other stimulants, are sometimes

• ed with advantage. (/.) Vegetable acids.—Orlila has found the vege-

'ble acids to be the best anti-narcotics. For this purpose, drinks of

:iegar and water, lemon juice, or cream of tartar and water, should be

ven every ten minutes. These agents, however, should not be resorted
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to till the poison has been evacuated from the stomach.
(y .) Artificial

I

:

Respiration.—As a last resource this is on no account to be omitted.
Death has on several occasions been apparently averted by it. An inte-

resting case, in which it was successfully practised, was published many I

years ago by Mr. Whately, {Med. Obs. and Inq. vi. 331). Natural respi-

ration was extinct when it was begun. In another successful case, related
I

by Mr. Smith {Med. Chir. Trans, xx. 80), artificial respiration was kept
up for four hours and a half, (with an interval of an hour). When it was .

commenced there was no pulse at the wrist, and only a slight irregular

action of the heart, indicative that lif^ was not quite extinct. A third

case, also successful, is that of an infant ten days old, who had taken
twenty-five or thirty drops of laudanum intended for the mother, and had .

lost the power of deglutition, was comatose, and had several convulsions.

Artificial respiration was sustained for two or three hours,
(
United States

Dispensatory).

Order 79. Menisperma'ce^e, Decandolle .

—

The Cocculus Tribe.

Menispermeae, Jussieu.

Essential Character.—Flowers (by abortion P) unisexual, usually dioecious, very

small. Floral integuments in one or several rows, each of which consists of three or

four parts, hypogynous, deciduous. Petals sometimes absent. Males: stamens mo-
nadelpbous, or rarely distinct ; sometimes equal in number and opposite to, the

petals; at other times three or four times as many; anthers adnate, turned outw’ards,

or inserted on the apex of the filament. Females : ovaries sometimes numerous, each

with one style cohering slightly at the base; sometimes solitary, crowned with many
stigmas, internally many-celled, and, therefore, consisting of many carpels soldered

together. Drupes usually berried, one-seeded, oblique or lunate, compressed. Seed

of the same shape as the fruit
;
embryo curved or turned in the direction of the cir-

cumference; albumen none, or small and fleshy; cotyledons flat, sometimes lying face

to face, sometimes distant from each other, and lying in two cells of the seed!;

radicle superior, but sometimes appears inferior when the apex of the fruit is, by the

mode of growth, contiguous with the base.—Sarmentaceous, flexible, tough shrubs.

Leaves alternate, simple or rarely compound, mucronate. Flowers small, usually

racemose (D. C.)

Properties.—The roots of several species are bitter and tonic; the seeds of some of

them are narcotic.

Coc'cuius palma'tus
,
Decandolle, L. E.

—

The Calumba Plant.

Menispermum palmatum, Lamurck.

Sex. Syst. Dicecia, Hexandria.

(Radix, L. D.—Root E.)

History.—Franciscus Redi {Exp. circa varias res nat. p. 179) in 1675,

is the first writer who mentions the root of this plant: he praises it as an.}

alexipharmic or antidote for poisons. Cartheuser afterwards examined
|

it; but Dr. Thomas Percival {Med. Essays, vol. ii. p. 3, 1773) gave the

best account of it. This root has been known by various names, such as

Calumba
,
Colombo, Calomba, and Colombo. Its native country and his-

tory were long involved in obscurity. In 1830, Dr. Hooker {Bot. Mag.

2970-71) published a complete description of both the male and female

plants. The root was at first supposed to come from Colombo, a town of

Ceylon, and from which it was said to derive its name. But it is now
known to be the produce of Mozambique. Its English name Calumba

j

is derived from the Portuguese word Kalumbo, the o in which is mute

(Ben-y, As. Research, x. 385.)

Botany. Gen. Chau.—Flowers unisexual, (always ?) dioecious. Calyx
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Fig. 240.

twelve sepals in four series, with two, three, or more close-pressed

eteoles. Males : stamens six, or rarely three, opposite to the inner

ils, distinct; anthers two-celled, terminal, dehiscing vertically; fila-

ts either filiform with the anther cells horizontal, approximate, and
I externally two-lobed, or thickened at the apex with the cells diva-

iting downwards, and separated by the connective. Females : ovaries

ous. Drupes one to six, or numerous, one-celled,

-seeded. Peduncles axillary or rarely lateral
;
males usually many-

r'ered
;
females generally few-flowered, without bracts, or with very

II ones if present (Lindley).

'p. Chap,.—Leaves cordate at the base, five- to seven-lobed; lobes

quite entire, acuminate, somewhat hairy. Stems
and ovaries clothed with glandular hair (D. C.)

Root perennial, of several fasciculated, fusiform,

fleshy tubers, with a brown, warty epidermis
;
in-

ternally deep-yellow, odourless, very bitter. Stems
annual, herbaceous, twining, beset at the lower
part with long glanduliferous hairs : of the males,

simple
;
of the females, branching. Leaves alter-

nate, nearly orbicular, wavy on the margin, with
long hairy footstalks. Racemes axillary, solitary

;

in the male plants compound. Flowers small, green.

Fruit drupaceous or berried, about' the size of a

hazel-imt, densely clothed with long spreading

hairs, tipped with a black oblong gland (Bojer, in

Hooker’s Bot. Mag. tt. 2970-71).

Hab.—Thick forests on the shores of Oibo and
Mozambique, as well as inland for 15 or 20 miles.

reparation of the Roots.—The natives never cultivate the plant,

spontaneous produce being sufficient. The roots are dug up in

:ch (the hot season), the offsets from the main root are cut in slices,

ng on cords, and hung up to dry in the shade. It is deemed fit for

unerce, when, on exposure to the sun, it breaks short
;
and of a bad

ility when it is soft or black.

Description.—Calumba or Colombo root {radix calumbce) is met with

[flat circular or oval pieces, of from half an inch to three inches

neter, and from one to three or four lines thick. It occurs also in

ndrical pieces of from one to two inches long. The epidermis cover-

the sides of the pieces is of a yellowish-gray or brownish colour,

oth or irregularly rugous. The transversal surfaces are of a greenish

.greyish-yellow colour, depressed in the middle from the great

inking of the medulla in the drying process, and consist of three or

concentric layers. The outer or cortical portion varies in thickness,

is usually about two or three lines thick. It is separated from the

teous portion by a dark-coloured layer, not exceeding a hair in thick-

i. The internal or medullary portion is light, spongy, and shrunk.

odour of calumba is faint, but somewhat aromatic : the taste aro-

ic, and very bitter. In the larger and thicker pieces small holes are

isionally observed, which have been made for the convenience of

ng. On account of the starch which it contains, the root is readily

eked by insects.

am indebted to Mr. N. 13. Ward for a sample of calumba root culti-

)cculus palmatus.

(Male plant.)
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^ tlie Mauritius. It is deficient in the bright greenish-yellow tiJ
oi the Mozambique calumba.

' un"

Commerce. In the year 1 838, duty (2d. per lb.) was paid on 1.9,800 11JS iand in 1839 only on 9384 lbs. of calumba. ™
Composition.—The more recent analyses of Calumba root are those oi“e, (.Bull. de Pharm. iii. 189), and Buchner, (Pharrn . Centr.-Blatlfur 1831, S. 429).

Planche. Buchner.

Bitter matter 13 10 to 12 2
Animal matter, soluble in water 1

and not in alcohol
J

6 0

Yellow resinous extractive 0 5-0
Volatile oil a trace 00
Wax o
Gum 9

U'Z
Q.Q !a a n

Starch 33
o o to *± /

30 to 35
Vegetable medulla (pectin ?] 0 17-4
W oody fibre 39 12 6
Water 0 98
Loss ?

Calumba root 100 100

1. Odorous Principle ( Volatile Oil?)—The odour of the root is supposed to depeno
on a volatile oil, traces of which were procured by Planche. The distilled water oi

the root possesses the odour of the latter.

2. Calumbin— (Bitter Principle).—A crystallizable, odourless, very bitter, neutral subi

stance extracted from Calumba root by Wittstock, (Pharm. Centr.-Blat. fur 1830, s. 517'

Its crystals are rhombic prisms. It is fusible; very slightly soluble in water, alcohol,

ether, and volatile oils. Boiling- rectified spirit dissolves about l-40th of its weio-fit. II

dissolves in acids and alkalies; its best solvent being- acetic acid. It is unaffected b<

metallic solutions, and by infusion of nutgalls. Sulphuric acid dissolves it, assuming!
first a yellow, then a red colour. Its composition, according- to Liebig-, is carbon 65}4q
hydrogen 618, oxygen 28 -37 ; or Cl 2 H7 OL

Blanche describes the active principle of calumba as a yellow bitter matter soluble ii

water and alcohol, and yielding no precipitate either with the salts of lead or infusioi

of galls.

3. Starch.—This constitutes about one-third by weight of the root. It renders tb

root an easy prey to insects.

!iChemical Characteristics.—If the root be moistened with water

and then touched with tincture of iodine, it becomes black. A decoctioi

of the root when cold forms with a solution of iodine a blue colour (iodid

of starch). Sulphate of iron, emetic tartar, and gelatine, produce no ob

vious change in an infusion of calumba, shewing the absence of tanni

and gallic acids. Litmus detects no free acid. Infusion of nutgall

causes in the infusion of calumba a precipitate (tannate of starch ?)

Adulteration.—The root of Frasera Walteri, called the American o

false calumba
,

(see p. 901), has been occasionally substituted for calmnb

root on the continent. Such a fraud would not- be practicable in Eng
land, at least to any extent, as the appearance of the root is quite dis

similar to that of the genuine calumba. It is distinguished chemicaSl; Pv

from the latter by three characters : 1st, It undergoes no change of colou

when touched with tincture of iodine, shewing that it contains nostarcht

2ndly, It becomes blackish-green on the addition of sulphate of iron

3rdly, It yields a precipitate with a solution of gelatine. The two las

characters indicate the presence of tannic acid.
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i’HYSIOLOGICAL Effects.—Calumba is an excellent tonic
;
promoting

appetite, assisting the digestive process, and improving the quality of

< secretions from the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane. It is not a

mlant ;
for Dr. T. Percival took a scruple of it on an empty stomach,

d did not observe that it had the least effect on the regularity, fulness,

I ivelocity of the pulse. In another experiment he swallowed half a

ichin : in ten minutes his pulse was fuller, and slower by three beats,

H continued so for three-quarters of an hour. In consequence of the

. ntity of starch and gum which it contains, it is sometimes termed a

nlaginous or demulcent tonic. Cetraria islandica and Simaruba bark

I tee with calumba in this circumstance. But from them, as well as

in Quassia, it is distinguished by its aromatic properties. In some
oects ( i . e. in its tonic and aromatic qualities) it approximates to rhu-

j;

lb, but is devoid of the purgative and astringent properties of the latter,

i
want of astringency distinguishes it from the astringent tonics (as cin-

i

na). Full doses of it, in the form of powder, given when the stomach
tery initable, cause vomiting. It does not appear either to constipate

elax the bowels. We are not acquainted with the effects of excessive

tes of it. Poisonous properties have been assigned to it by Buchner
xikol. s. 229), who states, that Hartl, one of his pupils, applied a grain

:he etherial extract of calumba, deprived of wax by repeated solution in

ter, to a wound in the leg of a rabbit, and that it proved fatal in ten hours.

'Jses.—Calumba is one of our most useful stomachics and tonics. Its

art value consists in its not being apt, like other and more powerful

i cs, to create nausea, sickness, febrile disorder, or headache, so that it

olerated when other remedies of this class would be immediately re-

ted. Indeed on many occasions it evinces a positive power of check-

vomiting. Scliwilgue [Mat. Med.Xx. 374), in order to test its anti-

;tic qualities, gave it when vomiting had commenced after the use of

otic tartar and ipecacuanha. It frequently arrested the vomiting. He
)

i

gave it in conjunction with these emetics, and observed that the vo-

ung occurred more slowly than usual, and was milder. Probably it

:s these valuable properties to a combination of circumstances ;
such as

:freedom from acidity and astringency, the large quantity of starch

ch it contains (from which it acquires demulcent properties), and the

mliar operation of its bitter principle. The following are the principal

•j to which it has been applied :

—

. In a languid state of the stomach
,
with general debility

,
attended

l want of appetite, indigestion, nausea, and flatulence, experience has

\y established the value of calumba, and has proved the justice of the

omiums passed on it by Dr. T. Percival. It is of all tonics the least

Uy to disagree with the stomach. In the stage of convalescence after

attack of fever, the infusion of calumba is an excellent preparative for

more powerful tonics, (infusion of cinchona and disulphate of quina).

hose forms of dyspepsia attended with great acidity of stomach, it may
given with advantage in combination with bicarbonate of potash.

. To allay vomiting, when not dependent on inflammatory conditions

ae stomach, calumba is often highly serviceable ;
as in bilious vomit-

in the sickness which so frequently attends pregnancy, and dentition.

;n vomiting arising from renal calculi or diseased kidney has been

ewhat palliated by calumba. I have seen the most satisfactory rc-

ss from the combined use of infusion of calumba and effervescing
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draughts (composed of citric acid and bicarbonate of potash) in those!
occasional attacks of vomiting especially observed in delicate females]
and which are commonly termed bilious attacks. By this treatment thj
violence and continuance of the vomitings have been diminished, and tho
continued employment of calumba has reduced the frequency, and in somd
cases prevented the occurrence, of future attacks.

3. In diarrhoea and dysentery where tonics are admissible, as in tho
later periods of these diseases, when the inflammatory symptoms hard
subsided, and in habitual diarrhoea, calumba often proves serviceable]

In Germany it is denominated Ruhrwurzel
,

(i. e. dysenteric root).

Administration.—Calumba is administered in the form of powderi
infusion, or tincture. The dose of the powder is from gr. x. to 3ss. The
infusion is the most eligible form of exhibition.

1. Infusum Calumbm, L. E. Infusum Colombo, D. (Calumbaj
sliced [in coarse powder, E.]

,
3v. [5ss. E.; 5ij. D.]

; Boiling [distilled!

L. ] Water [Cold Water, E.], Oj. [Oss. DJ Macerate for two hours in ;

lightly covered vessel, and strain, L. D.—“ Triturate the Calumba witl'

a little of the water, so as to moisten it thoroughly
;
put it into a perco

lator, and transmit cold water till ffxvj. of infusion be obtained,” E.

—The facility with which this preparation undergoes decomposition

is ascribed by Planche to the substance which he terms animal matter)

Dose of the infusion, fSj. to foij. It may be conjoined with alkalies ot

chalybeates, without injury or obvious change.

2. Tinctuba Calumbje, L. E. Tinctura Colombo, D. (Calumbd
sliced [in small fragments

;
if by percolation in moderately fine powdeu

A.], 3iij. [oijss. D.]; Proof Spirit, Oij. Macerate for fourteen days, am
filter. “ Digest for seven days, pour off the clear liqour, express thl

residuum strongly, and filter the liquors. This tincture is much morl

conveniently prepared by the process of percolation, allowing the powdd
to be soaked with a little of the spirit for six hours before putting it int|

the percolator,” E.)—An excellent adjunct to bitter infusions and cffeij

vescent medicines, when given to check vomiting. Dose, f5j. to f5ij.

Anamir'ta Coc cuius, Wight andArnott, E.

—

The Cocculus Indicus Plant'

Coc'culus subero'sus Decandolle, D.

Sex. Syst. Dicecia, Monadelphia.

(Fruit, E.—Fructus vulgo Cocculus indicus, V.

History.—“ According to Sprengel (Berl. Jalirb. xxiij. 1822, S. 70

lire fruit now usually called Cocculus indicus was introduced by the Ara

bians, and was described by Avicenna and Serapion under the nans

of Makeradsch” (Sehwartze, Pharm. Tabell. S. 388, 2te Ausg.) In in

• copyv luWever, of the Latin translation of Avicenna (Vcnet. 1504) tli

‘ word Im^heradsch does not occur : but Mahezeheregi or Maheizher

(1% m, tr.
2"“us

,
cap. 488) is said to intoxicate fish. Nor can I find

HR ’ /NK 7 / / 1 /

m nerapion. Cocculus indicus is sometimes termed the Levant nut, t

bacHu' orientalis.

Botany. Gen. Char .

—

Flowers dioecious. Calyx of six sepals in

double series, with two close-pressed bracteoles. Corolla none. Mali

stamens united into a central column dilated at the apex ;
antica

numerous, covering the whole globose apex of the column. Female

flowers unknown. Drupes one to throe, oue-celled, one-seeded, fits
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>ose, deeply excavated at the hilum
;
albumen fleshy

;
cotyledons very

|
u, diverging.—Twining plants, with a corky bark. Leaves more or

cordate-ovate. Flowers in lateral compound racemes ( Wiqht and
viott).

p. Char.—The only species.

I

ll strong climbing shrub. Bay'h deeply cracked, ash-coloured. Leaves
ked, large (from eight to twelve inches long)

;
petiole a little shorter

: 1 the leaves.

{Tab.—Malabar, and Eastern islands, &c. of India.

(Description.—As met with in commerce, Cocculus indicus (also called

cuius levanticus seu piscatorius) has considerable resemblance to the

berry
(
bacca lauri

,
see p. 799), but is scarcely so large as the latter,

onsists externally of a dried, thin, blackish-brown, rugous, acrid and
ter layer, which envelopes a thin, bivalved, white, ligneous shell

ilocarp). In the middle of this shell arises a central placenta, which
ontracted at its base, but enlarged and divided into two cells supe-

i ly. Between this placenta and the shell is an oleaginous, yellowish,

\j bitter nucleus {seed) of a semilunar form. This nucleus never

oily fills the cavity of the shell,—at least in the Cocculus indicus of

amerce
;
Tor by keeping it gradually becomes atrophied, and in old

nples it is not uncommon to find the shell almost empty. This change
Ibserved also in other oleaginous seeds. By this character alone, Coc-
i is indicus may be instantly distinguished from the bay berry. The
i Inburgh College requires that,

—

The kernels should fill at least two-thirds of the fruity

Commerce.—Cocculus indicus is imported in bags from Bombay,
dras, and Ceylon. I am not acquainted with any official returns of

quantity annually brought over. From a druggist’s private books I

11, in 1834, about 2500 bags entered
;
and this probably is much be-

the quantity imported. The greater part is consumed for illegal

i

poses,—principally for adulterating beer and ale; though this prac-

is prohibited by the legislature, under a penalty of 200/. upon the

'wer, and 500/. upon the seller of the drug.

composition.—Cocculus indicus was examined in 1811, by Boullay

n. de Chim. lxxx. 209), and in 1834 by Pelletier and Couerbe {Ann.

dm. et de Phys. liv. 181). The results obtained by the last-mentioned

: mists were as follows :

—

Analysis of the Nucleus.

11. Picrotoxin.

12. Resin.

4. Gum.
it. A fatty acid substance.
r>. An odorous matter.
14. Malic acid.
'7. Mucus.
4. Starch.
(’9. Lignin.

). Waxy matter.

II. Inorganic substances (nitrate and

hate of potassa, and chloride of potas-

n) by incineration carbonates of potash,

of lime, manganese and iron.

Analysis of the Shell

1. Menispermim
2. Paramenispermin.

3. Yellow alkaline matter.

4. Hypopicrotoxic acid.

5. Wax.
6. Starch.

7. Chlorophylle.

8. Resinous matter.

9. Gum.
10. Fatty matter.

11. Inorganic substances (as those of

the nucleus with the addition of copper.)
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1. Picrotoxin (Pierotoxic Acid).—At first it was supposed to be an alkaline substance!!
and was termed picrotoxia. It is a white, crystalline, intensely bitter substance!!
usually crystallizing- in needles, but sometimes in silky flexible filaments or transnaJ!
rent plates, or granular crystals. It is soluble in 150 parts of water at 57° F., in 2.1
parts of boiling water, in a third of its weight of alcohol, and in less than half itl
weight of ether. It is insoluble in the fixed and volatile oils, but is soluble in acetic]
acid. It does not combine with acids, but forms combinations with alkalies. 1|{
seems, therefore, to be an acid, though a feeble one. It consists of Ci2 H7 O5. Thdj
poisonous properties of the nucleus (seed) of cocculus indicus depend on picrotoxin.

[]
2. Menispermia (Menisperminaj Menispermine.)—This is an opaque, white, crystal!

line substance, soluble in alcohol and ether, but insoluble iu water. It fuses at 248° 1' I

and at a higher temperature is decomposed, leaving an abundant charcoal. It dissolves!
in, and saturates acids; and from these solutions alkalies precipitate it. Concentrated*

i

sulphuric acid has little action on it : hot nitric acid converts it into a yellow resinousi
substance, and oxalic acid. It is composed, according to Gay-Lussac, of Ci8 H 12 N O2 •

It does not appear to have any marked action on the animal economy.
3. Paramenispermia (Paramenispermina ; Paramenispermine).—This is a crystalling

solid, insoluble in water, scarcely soluble in ether, but dissolving readily in alcohol]
It is fusible and volatile, and may be sublimed unchanged. It does not saturate acids]

and, therefore, differs in this respect from the preceding substance. Notwithstanding
this, however, its composition is the same.

4. Hypopicrotoxic Acid.—This acid is an amorphous, brown, solid, insoluble in water f

(cold or boiling), insoluble in ether, soluble in alkalies, and precipitable from its solu-

tion in them by the mineral acids. It is composed of, carbon 64T4, hydrogen 6-09)

oxygen 29-77. This composition approximates to that of picrotoxin.

The yellow alkaline matter of the shell has been scarcely examined.
Boullay (Journ . de Pharm. xiv. 61) mentions a crystalline substance which he calli

menispermic acid-, but its properties require further examination. (See Casaseca, Army
Chim. et Phys. xxx. 307).

Chemical Characteristics.—Iodine colours the nucleus brown. The
cold watery infusion of the whole fruit is slightly acid, and produces 3

dark precipitate with the sesquichloride of iron. Infusion of galls alscj

occasions a precipitate.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On vegetables.—A solution of tha

aqueous extract of Cocculus indicus killed a haricot plant in twenty-foul

hours (Mareet, Ann. de Chem . et de Phys. xxix. 215).

(1b .)
On animals generally.—It is poisonous to all animals

;
at least i

has been found to be poi^nous to dogs, goats, cows, crocodiles, birds!

and insects. Goupil (quoted by Orfila, Toxicol. Gen.) considered it to b«

a local irritant
;
but the correctness of this opinion is denied by Orfila

(Ibid.) When introduced into the stomach its irritant effects were con.

fined to the production of nausea and vomiting. It acts on the cerebro*

spinal system, causing staggering, trembling, tetanic convulsions, and

insensibility. Goupil states, all fish who eat it die,—roach being killeq

very easily, barbel with more difficulty. “ The barbel,” we are told, “ is

of all fish, that whose flesh the most frequently occasions accidents in

those animals who eat it, probably because these fish, taking a longej

time to die, the poison is longer subjected to the action of the digestive

juices, and a considerable quantity of it is consequently absorbed., a

Orfila says, Cocculus indicus acts like camphor on the nervous system!

and principally on the brain. 1
1

(c.) On man.—Its effects on man have not been accurately ascertained:

Hill (Hist, of the Mat. Med.) says, three or four grains of it have broughl

on nauseas and faintings. It is frequently added to malt liquors, for thj

purpose of increasing their intoxicating powers
;
but, from some account 1

which I have received from an Excise officer, who has been repeated!;
j

subjected to the influence of beer thus adulterated, its action ap
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: red to be rather on the voluntary muscles than on the intellectual

, 'ers.

'he operation of Picrotoxine is analogous to, though stronger than,

i of Cocculus indicus. Ten or twelve grains, given by the mouth,
-sufficient to kill a dog. A grain and a half, injected into the jugular

u of a dog, killed the animal in twenty minutes.

,'JseS.—

C

occulus indicus is rarely employed in medicine. It has,

ever, been used as an external application, in the form of powder or

ment, to destroy pediculi (hence the Germans call these fruits

sekorner
, or Louse grains.) It has also been employed in some

::inate skin diseases, as porrigo
;

but its use requires caution,

eecially where the skin is not entire, on account of the danger of ab-

otion. Notwithstanding the severe prohibitory statutes against the

iloyment of Cocculus indicus in brewing, I have reason to believe

. it is extensively used
;
but being employed in the form of a solution

:ie extract, the fraud is not easy of detection. Morrice [Treat, on Brew-
gives full directions for its employment. In the manufacture of

i.er, this author directs three lbs. of Cocculus indicus to be added to

•y ten quarters of malt. “ It gives,” says he, “ an inebriating quality,

cell passes for strength of liquor;” and he adds “ that it prevents

imd fermentation in bottled beer, and consequently the bursting of the

les in warm climates.

Unguentum Cocculi, E. (“ Take any convenient quantity of Coe-

ns indicus, separate and preserve the kernels; beat them well in a

itar, first alone, and then with a little axunge, and then add axunge
it amounts, altogether, to five times the weight of the kernels.”)

—

id to destroy pediculi.

iiager (Rust’s Mag. Bd. xiv. St. i. S. 105) has an ointment of picro-

,n) composed of gr. x. of picrotoxin and sj. of lard) in obstinate forms

worrigQ.

ntidote.—In poisoning by Cocculus indicus, or picrotoxin, remove

j

poison from the stomach as speedily as possible. No chemical anti-

is known, though acetic acid has appeared to give relief. The
ptomsmust be combated on general principles, no peculiarities in the

itment being known. As a last resource, try artificial respiration.

rJissam'pelos Parei'ra, Linn. E. D.—Pareira brava or Velvet Leaf.

Sex. Syst. Dicecia, Monadelphia.

(Radix, L.—Root, E.)

ISTORY.—The root of this plant was first mentioned by Piso (Hist.

.. Brasil, 94) in 1648, under the name of Caapeba. It was introduced

Paris, in 1688, by M. Amelot, the French ambassador at Portugal

rrray, App. Med. i. 499).

is usually termed Pareira (Parrcyra) brava, which means, literally,

vine, on account of its supposed resemblance to the root of the wild

. The Germans call it Grieswurzel (l e. gravel root), on account of

<encficial effects in stone or gravel.

'Otany. Gen. Chau.— Dioecious. Male: sepals four, in a double

-fS. Petals four, united into a cup-shaped corolla, with usually an

e, margin. Stamens united into slender columns dilated at the apex,
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bearing two two-celled anthers opening horizontally
; cells placed end t<t

end, and forming a four-lobed, four-celled annulus round the top of th]|
column. Female: calyx of one ! lateral sepal. Corolla of one! petal J
front of the sepal. Ovary solitary. Stigmas three. Drupe obliqueljl
reniform; but compressed, wrinkled round its margin. Seed solitaril

uncinate
;
embryo long, terete, inclosed in a fleshy albumen (Wight anii

Arnott).

Sp. Ci-iar .

—

Leaves peltate, subcordate, ovate-articulate
; silky-pubes*

cent beneath. Female racemes larger than the leaf. Berry hispii

(Z>. C.)

A climbing shrub. Root woody, branching. Stem round, smooth, o)

with close-pressed down. Leaves aristate at the point, when full- grow:

smooth above, underneath covered with silky pubescence (hence called

velvet leaf), but not truly downy. Flowers small, yellow. Berry scarlej

round or reniform, hispid.

Bab.—West India Islands and Spanish Main.
Description.—The root of Cissampelos Pareira, commonly termei

pareira brava (radix pareirce braveeJ, is sometimes imported under thl

name of abuta or butua root (radix butuce)

.

Von Martius says, thati

the Brazils, Cissampelos Pareira is called Butua or Capeeba. Pareir

brava occurs in more or less cylindrical pieces, sometimes flattened q
bluntly angular. Some of the pieces are as thick as a child’s ann,->

their length often a foot or more long. Externally they are covered wit

a dark-brown rind or cortex, which is furrowed longitudinally, an

wrinkled transversely. The wrinkles have very much the appearance (

large, transversely elongated lenticelke. The surface of the transvera

section of the root is of a yellowish-gray colour, and presents a numqa
of concentric circles (the annular layers), traversed by numerous radial

ing lines (medullary rays); between these lines are triangular bundles «

woody fibres and ducts,—the latter are large, and being cut transversely

constitute the numerous holes or apertures presented by the cut surface

The circles or layers occasionally assume a very excentric appearance.

The number of concentric circles varies with the age of the root. Th

fracture of the root is coarsely fibrous. The taste is sweetish—aromati

afterwards bitter and unpleasant. The root has no odour.

Substitution.—The pareira brava of commerce yields most uuequs

quantities of extract. This circumstance, as well as some variation ii

the appearance of the pieces, leads to the belief that the roots (art
1

stems ?) of more than one plant is sold under this name. A sample of

supposed spurious root (see Bond. Med. Gaz. vol. xviii. p. 992 ;
and vt

xix. p. 835) yields “ only a very minute quantity of the extract; an

the decoction prepared from it, according to the usual formula, has on*

a slightly bitter taste, instead of the strong bitter of the decoctions” \

11

the true root. A piece of this supposed spurious root presents an a] 1

pearance of medulla, and is covered externally with a lichen, whence :

would appear to be a portion of a stem.

Composition.—Pareira brava has been analyzed by Fenuelle (Jour

de Pharm. vii. 404), who found the constituents to be, a soft resin,

yellow bitter principle
,
a brown colouring principle, vegcto-animal matte

fecula, supermalate of lime, nitrate of potash, and some ammoniacal at •

mineral salts. More recently, Wiggers (Berl. Jahrb. x l. 223. 1838) In >
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mounced the discovery of a new vegetable alkali, which lie calls cis-

mpelin
, in this root.

Feneulle considers the yellow bitter matter to he the active principle of the root. It

described as being- soluble in both alcohol and water. From its solution it was pre-

dated by tincture of mug-alls as well as by subacetate of lead. In these properties

appears to agree with cathartiue (see p. It67); but it is, probably, a mixture of

fj
l 'eral substances.

The properties of cissampelin have not been described. Wiggers says it is a strong
ine base, soluble in ether and in acetic acid. From its acetic solution it is precipi-

l i ed by carbonate of soda.

i
|

^Chemical Characteristics.—The presence of starch in the root is

l
own by iodine. An infusion of the root yields a precipitate on the

I

dition of infusion of galls, and is rendered brown by the sesquichloride

iron.

IPhysiological Effects.—I am unacquainted with any experiments

aide to determine the effects of this root in the healthy state of the

"dy- From its taste, botanical affinities, and effects in diseases, it

pears to possess a tonic power, and occasionally to act as a diuretic.

: irthermore, its efficacy in certain maladies of the urinary organs in-

ces us to ascribe an almost specific influence to this root over the

iicous membrane lining the urinary passages. It certainly does appear

have the power of altering the quality of the urinary secretion. Large
sses prove aperient.

iUses.—It was originally introduced into medicine as a lithontriptic.

;

;

powers in this way were at one time highly vaunted, and Helvetius

een went so far as to assert that calculi, the size of an olive, had
^appeared under its use, and that the operation for lithotomy was
longer necessary! We now employ it almost solely in discharges

vm the urino-genital mucous membrane.— It has been used in

morrhoea, leucorrhoea, and chronic inflammation ofthe bladder. In the

tter of these diseases Sir B. Brodie
(
Lond . Med. Gaz. i. 300) states,

it he has seen more good done by this root than by the Uva-ursi.

[ am satisfied,” says this eminent surgeon, “ that it has a great indu-

ce over the disease which is now under consideration, lessening very

Serially the secretion of the ropy mucus, which is itself a very great

1, and, I believe, diminishing the inflammation and irritability of the

idder also.” He recommends it to be taken in the form of a concen-

ited decoction, to which may be added some tincture of hyoscyamus
;

1 in these cases, in which there is a deposit of the triple phosphates,

triatic or dilutee! nitric acid may be added.

Administration.—The powder has been given in doses of from half

irachm to a drachm. But the infusion or decoction
,
to which some

tract has been added, is to be preferred. A tincture or essence has

;n prepared by digesting one part of the root in five parts of rectified

:rit. It is reputed diuretic and anticatarrhal. Its dose is f5j-

11. Infusum Pareirje, L. E. (Pareira, 5vi.
;
Boiling Water, Oj. Ma-

ate for two hours in a lightly covered vessel, and strain [through

ico, E.] Dose, f3j. to fSiij. It will be advisable to increase the

ength of this decoction by the addition of some extract of pareira to it.

rthermore, narcotics (as opium or hyoscyamus) or acids may be eon-

led according to circumstances. Sir B. Brodie employs a decoction

nareira (prepared by boiling half an ounce of the root in three pints

4 Q
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of water down, by gentle simmering, to one pint)
;
of this eight or twelve!

ounces should be taken daily.

2. Extractum Pareirje , L. E. (Prepared as Extract of Gentian [asjl

Extract of Liquorice -root, E.~]) Dose, gr. x. to 3ss. It is usually givenlj

in conjunction with the infusion or decoction.

Other MedicinalMenispermacece.

The student must not confound pareira brava with the pereira bark belonging tod

Strychnacere, and before noticed (see p. 922), nor with the Pereiria medica, Limlley)|

(FI. Med. 370), a menispermaceous plant, whose root is employed by the Cingalese a
J

a stomachic.

Order 80. Magnolia'ce^e, Decandolle .

—

The Magnolia Tribe.
Magnoliace^: and Wijjteraceaj, Lindley.

Essential Character.—All the parts of the flower disposed in ternary number. SepalA

three to six, deciduous. Petals three to twenty-seven, in many series, hypogynousl

Stamens numerous, free, inserted on the torus beneath the ovaries; anthers adnateji

elongated. Ovaries numerous, inserted on the torus above the stamens, generally

disposed like a spike, monostylous ;
styles short; stigmas simple. Carpels as manj

as the ovaries, one-celled, one- or many seeded ;
capsular, and dehiscing by a superio*

chink; or capsular and bivalved, dehiscing by an inferior chink; or follicular ; oi)

somewhat fleshy and iudehiscent; or, lastly, samariform, aggregate, or partialljl

united into a loose or dense strobile. Seeds attached to the internal angle of the car-i

pels; albumen fleshy; embryo straight, small, inferior.—Elegant trees or shrubs^

Leaves alternate, pinnatinerved. Flowers conspicuous, often powerfully odorife|

rous (D. C.)

Properties.—Bark tonic and aromatic. The same properties are possessed by som<

of the fruits. The flowers by their odour readily occasion nausea, headache, antji

faintness.

Drimys Win'teri
,
Decandolle, D.

—

Winter s Baric Tree.

Wintera aromatica, Murray.

Sex. Syst. Polyandria, Tetragynia.

(Cortex, D.)

History.—William Winter, captain of one of the ships which accom

panied Sir Francis Drake, in the year 1578, to the Straits ot Magellan!

returning in 1579, brought the bark oi some trees, which he had cut

down there, to Europe. From this circumstance Clusius (
Exot

.

lib. id

cap. 1, p. 75) called it Winter's bark ( Winteranus cortex). It n as after;

wards confounded with Canella bark (see p. 1233). 1

Botany. Gen. Char.— Carpels congested, baccate, many-seeded

Filaments thickest at the apex; cells of the anther separate (D. C.)
J

Bp. Char. — Leaves oblong, obtuse, glaucous beneath. Peduncle
|

simple, approximated, or very short, divided into elonj

gated pedicels (D. C.)

A large forest tree. Branches often tuberculatej

from the scars of the old footstalks. Sepals two tj

three, green. Petals seven, milk-white. Fruit ovata

(See Solander’s Med. Observ. and Inq. vol. v. p.
41)-J

Had.—Straits ofMagellan,Chili, Peru,Ncw Grenada
Description.—Winter’s bark (

Cortex Winten sejjjj

Winteranus) occurs in quills or rolled pieces, coin!

monly a foot long, one or two inches in diameter, anj

two or three lines thick. Its colour extern all} is pa h

yellowish, or dull reddish-gray, with icd < iptica|

spots ;
internally it is reddish-brown. Its odour i|

Fig. 241.

jDrimys Winteri.
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omatic, its taste warm and pungent. The characters by which it is

tinguished from Canella bark have been already pointed out (see

11233). Its infusion is darkened by the salts of iron.

Composition.—Winter’s bark has been analyzed by M. Henry
(
Journ

.

Pharm. t. v. p. 489), who found its constituents to be resin, volatile

,
colouring matter, tannin, acetate of potash, chloride of potassium,

lohate of potash, oxalate of lime, and oxide of iron.

. Volatile oil (Oleum corticis Winter!).—Pale-yellow, lighter than water, with a

vy hot and acrid taste. By standing it is separated into two parts : one (the most
ndant part) a greenish-yellow liquid

;
the other heavier (but lighter than water),

itte, and of a fatty consistence.

. Resin —Reddish-brown, and almost odourless. Its taste is at first feeble ;
then

d and persistent.

Physiological Effects and Uses.—Stimulant, aromatic, and tonic,

uses are similar to those of cinnamon and canella alba. Winter em-
;yed it in scurvy. It is seldom employed. Dose, 3ss. or 3j.

Other Medicinal Magnoliacece.

illicium anisatum is an evergreen tree, growing in Japan and Cochin-China. Its

: t constitutes the star-anise (anisum stellatum) of the shops. It consists of a variable

mber (usually six to twelve) of hard woody follicles, disposed in a star-like form,

I i containing an oval reddish seed. It has the odour of common. anise (Pimpinella

>sum), but somewhat sweeter. By distillation it yields the oil of star-anise (
oleum

iani) which closely resembles, and is often substituted for, the oil of common
...e (see p. 1036) ;

hut it congeals less readily than the latter. Star-anise is aromatic

carminative. Both the fruit and the oil are employed by liqueur-makers. As
nrds its effects it might be substituted for common anise.

irder 81 . Ranuncula'cea:, Decandolle.—The Crow-Foot Tribe.

iential Character.

—

Sepals, three to six, hypogynous, deciduous, generally

lubricate in aestivation, occasionally valvate or duplicate. Petals three to fifteen,

vypogynous, in one or more rows, distinct, sometimes deformed. Stamens definite or

idefinite in number, hypogynous ;
anthers aduate. Carpels numerous, seated on a

>rus, one-celled or united into a single many-celled pistil; ovary one or more
needed, the ovules adhering to the inner edge; style one to each ovary, short,

i mple. Fruit either consisting of dry akenia, or baccate with one or more seeds,

rr follicular with one or more valves. Seeds albuminous
;
when solitary, either erect

r

•
pendulous; embryo minute; albumen corneous.

—

Herbs, or very rarely shrubs.

Heaves alternate or opposite, generally much divided, with the petiole dilated and
wming a sheath half clasping the stem. Stipules occasionally present. Hairs, if

i iy, simple. Inflorescence variable (Lindley).

’PERTIES.

—

Mostly poisonous. Acridity is the prevailing quality, conjoined, in a

'onsiderable number of instances, with a narcotic quality. Several of the species

r
-

e topical benumbers.

Ranurt!cuius a'cris, Linn. D.— Upright Meadow Crowfoot.

Sex. Sy.it. Polyandria, Polygynia. 1

(Folia, D.)

Jotany. Gen. Char .— Calyx of five sepals
;
sepals not separate at

base, deciduous. Petals five, rarely ten, with nectariferous scales at

base. Stamens and ovaries numerous. Caryopsides ovate, some-
lt compressed, terminating in a short rnucro or horn, scarcely larger

nthe seed, smooth, striated or tuberculated, arranged in a globose or

ndrical head (D. 0.)
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Sp. Char.— Calyx spreading. Flower-stalks round and even. LeavesI

in three deep-lobed and cut segments
; those of the uppermost linear and!

entire. Stem erect, covered with close hairs (Smith, Eng. FI.)

Perennial. Floivers yellow. Petals with a scale at the base.
Hab .—Indigenous

;
very common in meadows and pastures. Flowers!

in June and July.

Composition.—Not analyzed. Its acrid principle is either very vo latieii

or readily undergoes decomposition, as, by drying, the plant loses its»|

acridity.

Physiological Effects.—A powerful acrid. Inflammation of theti

palm of the hand has been produced by pulling it up and carrying it a!

little distance (Curtis, FI. Lond. vol. i.) Withering
(Arrang . of Brit!

I

Plants, iii. 681) says it easily blisters the skin. Orfila {Pox. Gen.) had
shewn, by experiments on animals, its power of causing inflammation oil

the tissues to which it is applied.

Uses.—It has been applied as a rubefacient and epispastic, but is fan!

inferior to cantharides and mustard, on account of the uncertainty of its

operation.

Ranun'cuius Flam'mula, Linn. D.

—

Lesser Spear-wort Crowfoot.

Sex. Syst. Polyandria, Polygynia.

(Herba recens, D.)

Botany. Gen. Char.—See R. Acris.

Sp. Char.—Leaves ovate-lanceolate, bluntish stalked. Stem reclim
ing. Root fibrous. Seeds smooth (Smith).

Perennial. Leaves nearly entire, subserrate. Flowers bright gold

colour.

Hab.— Indigenous; sides of lakes and ditches abundant.
Physiological Effects and Uses,—Similar to those of Ranunculu\

acris. .

Helleb'orus ni'ger, Linn. E. D.

—

Black Hellebore
,
or Christmas Rose.

Sex. Syst. Polyandria, Polygynia.

(Root, E.—Radix, D.)

31

History.—According to Sprengel {Hist. Rei Herb. i. 226) this is thj

plant called by the Abbess Hildegard, Christiana.

It must not be confounded with the kWe/jopoc yeXac {blaclc hellebore) c

Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 151), which, according to Dr. Sibthorp {F>

Grcecce), was the plant which he has described and figured under the nara

of Helleborus officinalis. Hippocrates employed hellebore in medicine

flampus employed it with great success in the treatment of madnes:

irs before Christ. His use of it is the earliest instance on recor

of a purgative, (Le Clerc, Hist, de la Med. p. 27, 1729).

balled after him melampodium
, a term which has also bee|

t^tlelleborus niger.

* jftE understand what circumstance can have induced the Londo\

CmlPfJei^f adopt the Helleborus officinalis, Sibth. as the source of thl

-Jjpllfc^pro root of the shops. That it is an error cannot be for a mome
doubted.

Botany. Gen. Char.— Calyx persistent, of five sepals
;
sepals roundisl

obtuse, large, usually green. Petals 8 to 10, very short, tubular, narro

of the 3

has )}$

appliei
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d nectariferous beneath. Stamens 30 to 64. Ovaries 3 to 10. Stigmas
• minal, orbicular. Capsules coriaceous. Seeds in a double row, ellip-

j

al, umbilicated, (D. C.)

'Sp. Char.—Leaves radical, pedatisect, quite smooth. Scape leafless,

i3- to two-flowered, bracteate (D. C.)

Rhizome several inches long, tuberculated, horizontal, scaly, blackish

own externally, white internally, with many dependent, long, simple
ot-fibres. Leaves on cylindrical stalks from 4 to 8 inches long

;
lobes

ate-lanceolate, serrate near the point. Scape shorter than the petiole.

pals ovate or roundish, large, white, slightly tinged- with pink, even-

illy becomiug green. Petals green, tubular, shorter than the stamens.

Hides many seeded. Seeds black, shining.

Hab.—Subalpine, woodland regions in the midland and southern parts

lEurope.

(Commerce.—Hellebore root is imported in barrels and bags from
imburgh usually, sometimes from Marseilles.

Description.—The root met with in commerce under the name of

nek hellebore root (radix hellebori nigri; seu radix melampodii

)

consists

two parts,—the rhizome or rootstock, and the fibres which arise from

The rhizome is half an inch or less thick, several inches long, hori-

natal or contorted, knotty, with transverse ridges and slight longitudinal

iise. The fibres are numerous, cylindrical, dark brown externally,

ernally whitish or yellowish white, with central paler cord. The
iour is very feeble and scarcely perceptible, but has been compared to

lit of senega root. Its taste is slight at first, then bitterish, acrid, and
mseous.

Substitution.—It is probable that the roots of Helleborus viridis and
lulus are sometimes substituted for, or intermixed with, black hellebore

>t. This practice certainly occurs on the continent. The root oi' Acteea

I cata (sometimes called radix hellebori nigri falsi

)

is also said to be

cuasionally substituted for the genuine root : its stronger fibres, when
it transversely, present the form of a cross. As far as I have observed,

[3 roots, sold in this country as black hellebore, have a very uniform

pearance, and from this I have not had reason to suspect any inter-

xture of other roots.

'Composition.—Vauquelin (Ann. de Museum ,
viii. 87) analysed the root

Helleborus hiemalis. This analysis is quoted by Soubeiran
(
Nouv .

aite de Pharm. i.) as the analysis of black hellebore root. Feneulle

d Capron (Journ. de Pharm. viii 503) analyzed the black hellebore

Vauquelin's analysis. Feneulle and Capron's analysis,

Sugar.
Lignin.

Very acrid oil.

Extractive.

Starch.

Vegeto-animal matter.

Volatile oil.

Fatty oil.

Volatile acid.

Resinous matter.

Wax.
Bitter principle.

Ulmin
Gallate of potash.

Ammoniacul salts.

Root of Hellcboris hiemalis. Root olTIellcborus niger.
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Acrid Oil, Yauquelin
;
{Soft Resin, Gmelin

; Hetteboriri).—This substance is odour-
1

1

less, lias an acrid taste, and is soluble in spirit. Yauquelin ascribed tbe activity ofhel-i
lebore to it. Fencullc and Capron, on the other hand, ascribe it to a combination of t|le

j

fatty oil and the volatile acid. Probably the two latter correspond to the acrid oil 0 f|
Vauquelin.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On animals.—Given by the mouth to >!

the carnivora (as dogs), it causes vomiting, frequently purging and grip- i

ing. In excessive doses it produces gastro-enteritis. If the oesophagus!

be tied, to prevent the ejection of the root from the stomach, it causes

staggering, weakness or paralysis of the hind extremities, insensibility, '

and death. Similar effects result from its application to a wound (Orfffa,,
{

Toxicol. Gen.
;
Schabel, quoted by Wibrner, Wirk. d. Arzneim. u. Gifte\

Bd. iii. 11). Orfila states, when the animals survive a few hours, inflam-

mation of the rectum is a constant occurrence
; whereas Vicat {Hist. des\

Plant. Veil, de la Suisse, p. 69) says it causes inflammation of all the intes-

tines, except only the rectum : the latter statement is entirely erroneous.
[

(ib .) On man.—Black hellebore is a local irritant, drastic, purgative,*

emmenagogue. Given in small doses it increases the secretion and peris-*

taltic motion of the intestines, and acts as a stimulant to the pelvic circu-*

lation, thereby promoting the menstrual and hemorrhoidal discharges,)

and by its influence over the portal circulation contributing probably to}

increase the hepatic secretion. Large doses act as a drastic purgative,;

and frequently also occasion sickness. They produce a more mani-j

fest influence over the pelvic vessels, often cause cold sweats, and loweij

the strength of the pulse. Excessive or poisonous doses act as a narco-*

tico-acrid poison, and cause vomiting, purging, binning pain in tliej

stomach and intestines, cramps of the lower extremities, cold sweats^

faintness, paralysis, insensibility, and death. The flesh root applied tti

the skin produces rubefaction and vesication.

As a drastic purgative it is allied to colocynth (p. 1077), from which!

its narcotic operation and its greater influence over the pelvic organ^

distinguish it.

Uses.—Black hellebore, though greatly esteemed by the ancients, i^

but little employed by the moderns. It is adapted for torpid, phlegmatic)

individuals, especially where the pelvic circulation is languid. On the

other hand, in easily-excitable persons, and where any irritation of the

pelvic organs (especially the uterus and rectum) exists, it proves inju-i

rious. •

[
|

1. In affections of the nervous system, especially mania, melancholia!

and epilepsy, it has long been celebrated, and under the above-mentionec

conditions, at times proves serviceable.
^

l

2. As an emmenagogue it was greatly esteemed by Ur. Mead {Porks, j

p. 563, 1762), and is still much valued by some practitioners. Ih

gave two teaspoonfuls of the tincture in a glass of warm water twice a day

The remarks already made will readily suggest the class ol cases to
,

which it is applicable.

3. In dropsy its drastic operation renders it useful. Furthermore

when this disease depends on, or is connected with, a languid state of fht

portal circulation, black hellebore proves further useful by the stimuli
,

which it communicates to the hepatic vessels. "i, i;

4. Lastly, black hellebore has been used in chronic skin diseases, ant ,

as an anthelmintic.
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!. Administration.—The dose of powdered hellebore is from grs. x. to

J . as a drastic purgative. When we require a milder effect, we may give

!

in doses of grs. iij. to grs. viij. It has also been given in decoction
;

i t the tincture is the most frequently employed preparation.
' Tingtura Hellebori, L. (Hellebore bruised, sv.; Proof Spirit, Oij.

acerale for fourteen days, and strain). Dose l‘5ss. to f5j . Principally

Liployed as an emmenagogue-

Delphin'ium Staphysa'gria, Linn. L. E. D.

—

Stavesacre.

Sex. Syst. Polvandria, Trigynia.

(Semina, L. D.—Seeds, E.)

History.—Hippocrates employed stavesacre in medicine. Sibtliorpe

kj
’ rod. FI. Greecce

,
i. 372) found the plant growing in Crete and Zante,

; d identified it with the araepig ’aypia of Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 156).

t
Botany. Gen. Char. — Calyx deciduous, petaloid, irregular ;

the

oals elongated at the base into a spur. Petals four, the two upper ap-

ndiculated within the spur (D. C.)

Sp. Char.—Spur very short. Bractlets inserted at the base of the

* dieel. Petioles pilose. Pedicels twice as long as the flower (D. C.)

A stout herb
,
one or two feet high. Stem and petioles hispid, with soft

irs. Leaves broad, palmated, stalked, five- to nine-cleft. Racemes lax.

Givers bluish or purplish. Capsules three, large.

Hab.—South of Europe, Levant, and the Canaries.

Description.— Stavesacre seeds (semina staphisagrice seu staphiclis

rice) are irregularly triangular (sometimes quadrangular), slightly

iched, blackish-brown, and wrinkled. They contain a white and oily

icleus. Their odour is slight but disagreeable
;
their taste bitter, very

rid, hot, and nauseous. Iodine colours the seeds brown. Their watery

fusion is darkened by sesquichloride of iron. Infusion of nutgaUs

laders it turbid.

Composition.—Stavesacre seeds were analyzed in 1820 by Brandes
fmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1240), and in 1821 by Lassaigne and Fe-

ulle (Ann. de Chim. ei de Phys. xii. 358).

Brandes's Analysis.

SDelphinia 8' 10

JFatty oil 19- JO

'Waxy substance 1
'40

•Gum 3' 15

^Starch 2'40

'Woody fibre ]7
-20

iPhytocol with salts 30437

Vegetable albumen 3*70

''Sulphates and phosphates of

hme, potash, and magnesia 5'77

'Water lO'OO

Stavesacre seeds 100'49

Lassaigne and Feneulle’s Analysis.

Malate ofdelphinia.

Volatile oil.

Fatty oil.

Brown bitter matter.

Yellow ditto.

Uncrystallizable sugar.

Gum.
Woody fibre.

Aniiual matter.

Albumen.
Mineral salts.

Stavesacre seeds.

Hofschlager (
Jonrn . de Pharm. xiii. 365) discovered in these seeds a volatile acid.

1. Delphinia (Dclphina ; Delphine ; Delphimm).—As usually met with, this is a

litc, odourless powder. Its taste is extremely acrid and very bitter. It fuses at
'8Q F. It is scarcely soluble in water whether hot or cold, but dissolves in ether, and
11 better in alcohol. Its alcoholic solution reacts as an alkali on test paper. It is
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not crystallizable, though its texture is said to be crystalline, when the powder i, jmoistened. It saturates acids, forms salts which are acrid, very hitter, and difficultly
crystallizable. From its solution in acids it is precipitated by alkalies. Its composi'.

'

tion is C27 Hi9 N 02. Its atomic weight, therefore, is 211. Couerbe {Ann. Chim. et
dePhys. 1. ii.)saystbat, as usually procured, it is not absolutely pure, butcontainsa resinous
matter, and an acrid resin which he calls staphysain.

2. Volatile Acid {Delphinic Acid ?)—Discovered by Ilofschlager, is white, crystalline
volatile at a low temperature, and in small doses is a powerful emetic.

Physiological Effects.—The activity of stavesacre seeds depends
partly on the delphina and partly on the volatile acid. The powder of

!

the seeds readily excites nausea, vomiting, and purging. Orfila
( Toxicol.

I

Gen.) has shown that, on dogs, it acts first as an acrid, and afterwards as a J

narcotic poison. Its operation appears to be similar to cebadilla (see

p. 635).

Uses.

—

Stavesacre seeds have been used to destroy pediculi, whence i

one of their names among the Germans of Ldusesaamen, or louse-seeds. I

For this purpose they are employed in the form of ointment or acetous infu-

sion. They have also been administered internally (in doses of from three if

to eight grains) against worms, and externally in the form of decoction
j

(prepared by boiling of the seeds in Oij. of water) in inveterate itch.

Delphjnia .

—

Four grains of delphinia dissolved in a drachm of recti-

fied spirit produce, when rubbed on the skin, a sensation of burning and

prickling, with tingling, and slight redness. Taken internally, in doses

of half a grain, it sometimes acts slightly on the bowels, and increases

the flow of urine. In larger doses, as a few grains, it gives rise to sen-

sations of heat and tingling in various parts of the body (Turnbull, Treat.
}

on Painful and Nerv. Diseases
, p. 78, 1837). The diseases in which it

is chiefly successful are neuralgic cases. It has also been used in rheu-

matic affections with some benefit. It is employed externally in the form

of ointment or alcoholic solution. The unguentum delphinice consists of
|

5ss. of delphinia, 5j. of olive oil, and Sj. of lard. The solutio delphinice,

composed of 9j. of delphinia dissolved in fgij. of rectified spirit, is an ex- '

cellent embrocation. Internally, delphinia is given in the form of pills. I

;

The pilules delphinice consist of gr. j. of delphinia; gr. xij. extract of!

hyoscyamus ;
and the same quantity of extract of liquorice : divide the

mass into twelve pills, one of which may be taken every three hours.

(Turnbull.)

Antidote.—See Veratrum Album, p. 6*33.

Aconi'tum Napel'lus
,
Linn. E.—Common Wolfsbane or Monkshood.

Sex. Syst. Polyandria, Trigynia.

(Leaves, E.) 0 k

History.—The ancient history of Aconite is involved in great obscu-

rity. The Greeks make frequent reference to a most virulent poison

which they term dkovItov. Theophrastus {Hist. Plant, ix. 16) is the eai*

best writer who speaks of it. As Aconitum Napellus is a virulent poisou>

and is a native of Greece, where it is known at the present day as atcovlrov

{Prod. FI. Graces, i. 372), it would at first appear probable that our

common aconite was the plant referred to by the ancient Greeks. Hu

the characters of it as given by Theophrastus quite preclude this suppo-

sition
;
and 1 believe no one has been able to identify satisfactorily the

plant described by this ancient naturalist. (Consult J. F. F. Schultze,

1

)
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xicol. Vet. p. xiii. 1788). Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 77 and 78) has

ticed two kinds of clkovItov.

i
Botany. Gen. Char . — Calyx petaloid, irregular, deciduous or

thering; upper sepal concave, helmet-shaped. Petals two, superior

ctaries), on long stalks, expanded at the apex into a bag hidden be-

; ith the helmet (D. C.)

Nip. Char .

—

Flowers densely spiked or loosely panicled. Helmet semi-

cular, rarely boat-shaped. Bag of the petals somewhat conical.

ur short, thick, inclined. Wings of the stamens cuspidate or evanes-

it. Lobes of the leaves cuneate pinnatisect. Ovaries three, rarely five,

i ooth or pilose (D. C.)

i Perennial herb. Root tapering. Stem simple. Flowers blue.—This
secies is subject to great variation in the dense or loose condition of the

Morescence, in the form of the helmet, the colour and size of the

vver, the breadth and the number of slashes of the leaves, the downi-
sss of the parts of the plant, and the condition of the stem. Decan-
Flle {Prodr. i. 62) admits no less than twenty-nine varieties.

Hab.—Europe. It is placed among indigenous plants, but it is a

tubtful native.

[The Dublin College has adopted Aconitum paniculatum Decandolle, as the officinal

ocies, and direct the leaves (folia ) to be used.

[The London College has followed the Dublin College, except that they direct the

t {radix) as well as the leaves {folia) to be employed.
. confess myself unacquainted witli any just grounds for this preference. The

oonitum Napellus is one of the most active species of the genus, and no good evidence

i yet been adduced to prove its inferiority to the A. paniculatum, var. 7. Storkianum,

i ich Stork published as A. Napellus officinalis. Moreover, the roots of A. paniculatum
not found in commerce, nor is the plant grown (except in botanical gardens) in this

intry; so that druggists and apothecaries cannot, if they would, obey the directions

i.he London and Dublin Colleges.

] Description.—Aconite root {radix aconiti), when fresh, consists of a

Dering rootstock, placed perpendicularly, or nearly so, in the earth, and
numerous, cylindrical, fleshy fibres arising from it. At its upper and
ckest part, the rootstock seldom exceeds the thickness of the finger

;

•eriorly it is attenuated and filiform. Sometimes two or three rootstocks

:: conjoined. In the latter case the root has a palmated appearance.

; total length is three or four or more inches. Its colour, as well as that

tthe fibres, is externally coffee brown
;
its odour is earthy. Internally it is

: fite and fleshy. Its taste is bitter
;
but after a few minutes a remark-

ile numbness and tingling is perceived on the lips, tongue, and fauces.

drying, the root shrivels, and becomes darker coloured. The root

ould be gathered in the spring, just before the leaves appear. The
ves {folia aconiti), when chewed, have the same taste, and produce

i same feeling of numbness.
(Composition.—No complete analysis either of the root or the leaves

Aconitum Napellus has been made. The following are the consti-

•nts of the root of A. Lycoctonum, according to Pallas {Journ. de

nm.-Med. i. 192) :
—A black oil

,
a greenfatty matter

,
a substance hav-

" some analogy with the vegetable alkalies [impure aconitina?], vege-

de albumen
,
starch

,
lignin

,
and some salts.

The leaves of Aconitum medium Schraderi were analyzed by Bucholz
melin, Handb.d. Chern. ii. 1241).

Both Brandcs and Peschier announced the existence of a peculiar
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alkali
(aconitina

)

in aconite. Their statement was confirmed, in 1825 i

by Pallas (op. supra cit.), and, in 1832, by Geiger and Hesse
(Jourmdl

Chim.-Med. yi. 464). Pesckier also asserted that aconite contained af
peculiar acid

(
aconitic acid). His assertion has been substantiated by*

L. A. Buchner, jun. (Pharm. Central-Blatt. fur 1838, S. 439). Most
chemists have admitted the existence of a volatile acrid principle in(

aconite
;
but it has not hitherto been isolated.

1. Aconitina {Aconite).—As prepared by Mr. Morson, this substance presents the)

following- properties :—It is a white, odourless solid, either dull and amorphous or*

somewhat sparkling, and apparently crystalline. As it is usually described as being);

uncrystallizable, I have carefully examined a supposed crystalline mass with the micro-j

scope, but I could not detect distinct crystals. The fragments appeared like thin plated]

of chlorate of potash, and, though they varied greatly in shape, the triangular form)

seemed predominant. Heated in a tube, aconita readily fuses, and forms a pale amber-i
coloured liquid

; and at a higher temperature decomposes. It is not volatile. HeatedJ
on platinum, or over a spirit-lamp, it is speedily and entirely dissipated. It is soluble*

in alcohol, ether, and the acids. From its acid solution it is precipitated by ammoniat
A minute portion of it mixed with lard, and applied to the eye, causes contraction oil

the pupil, as I have repeatedly seen. Geiger and Hesse state that the aconitina whiclJ

they obtained produces dilatation of the pupil. Mr. Morson’s aconitina is so powerful!

that one-fiftieth of a grain has endangered the life of an individual. It is the mos|
virulent poison known, not excepting hydrocyanic acid.

2. Volatile Acrid Principle.—This, though admitted by several chemists, has not been
isolated. Geiger {Pharm. Central-Blatt. fur 1831, 491 )

submitted the fresh herb o!>

Aconitum Napeilus, with water, to distillation, and obtained a liquor having an acrid

taste, an unpleasant odour, and whose emanations affected the eyes. May not this

volatile principle he the product of the decomposition of the aconitina? The following*

circumstances favour this suggestion :— 1st. The fresh herb aud root have little odour

2dly, the local effect of aconitina is similar to that of the root and leaves
;
3dly, acouii

tina, when mixed with the other constituents of the plant, readily undergoes decompot

sition, so that considerable nicety of manipulation is required in the extraction of it

and Mr. Morson tells me he has sometimes failed to obtain it.

3. Aconitic Acid.—In the evaporation of the juice of aconite, octahedral crystals ot

aconitate of lime are frequently deposited. From these L. A. Buchner obtained tb*

acid. The acid is scarcely crystalline, merely forming warty elevations. It is white*

permanent in the air, odourless, very sour, and is very soluble in water, alcohol, an«

ether. When heated it fuses, but at the same time undergoes decomposition
;

bu

does not yield fumaric acid. From the latter acid it is distinguished by its greater fusil

hility and solubility
;
front maleic acid by its forming indistinct crystals, and not yield

ing fumaric acid by heat. The anhydrous acid, as found in aconitate of silveit

consists of C4 H 1 03. i

Physiological Effects.—Hitherto I have met with no clear anq

accurate account of the effects of aconites, and some of them appeal

to me to have been entirely overlooked.

(a.) On animals .—If a small quantity of the soft alcoholic extract o

the root of aconite be introduced into a wound (as into the cavity of tli

peritoneum) in a dog, it usually causes vomiting (sometimes of a stereo

raceous character), diminishes the force ol the circulation, weakens tb

muscular system so as sometimes to cause the animal to stagger ii

walking, and destroys common sensibility or feeling, without causin

stupor. A dog under the influence of not too strong a dose, will some

times follow its owner around the room, recognize him by wagging jh|

tail when called, and yet be totally insensible to pinching, pricking wit

needles, &c. Convulsions do not usually occur until a short period be

fore death, and they are then commonly slight, and rather to be terme

spasmodic movements. 1 have repeatedly demonstrated tuese effects
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|
o pupils attending my lectures; and they have also been witnessed by
Adams, assistant-surgeon to the London Hospital. If the dose be

> large, the effects are too rapid ;
and death succeeds in so short a

: dod of time that the loss of feeling, as distinguished by the insensi-

I itv immediately preceding death, is not well observed. For the same
uson, rabbits do not answer well for demonstrating these effects

;
and

weakness (paralysis?) of the hind extremities, and spasmodic move-
nts, are much more marked in them than in dogs. I can distinguish

difference between the effects of Aconitum Napellus on rabbits and
>se of Aconitum ferox on the same animals (see the results of my ex-

rriments on the latter plant, in the splendid work of my friend Dr.

allicli, Plantce Rariores Asiatic®

;

also a detail of my experiments in

Edinb. Joarn. of Nat. and Geogr. Science
,
July 1830, p. 235). On

tening the bodies of dogs killed by aconite, immediately after death, no
llsations of the heart are visible.—Want of space compels me to

sstain from entering into any details respecting the experiments made
animals with aconite by Wepfer {Hist. Cic. Ag. 1733), Sproegel

hbmer, T'Virk. d. Arzneim. u. Gifte. Bd. i. S. 33), Viborg {Ibid. S. 34);

odie {Phil. Trans, for 1811, p. 178), and Orfila {Toocicol. Gen.)

\b.) On man.—The topical effects are peculiar and most remarkable,

aa leaf or a small portion of the root be chewed, or a few drops of the

:oholic tincture of the root be applied to the lips, there are produced in

iew minutes numbness and a remarkable tingling sensation. These
iects endure for many hours. If the quantity taken into the mouth be
mewhat larger, the palate and throat are affected. To me the sensation

]
pears as if the velum and soft palate were elongated, and rested on the

i rsum of the tongue. To relieve this, frequent attempts are made to

.allow.

'When small and repeated doses of the alcoholic tincture of the root are

uen internally, they cause a sensation of heat and tingling in the extre-

tties, and occasionally slight diuresis.

The extract of aconite of the shops is but little to be relied on. Many
mples produce neither numbness nor tingling when rubbed on the lips

cl gums. Stbrck
(
Essay on the hit. Use of the Thorn-Apple

,
Henbane

,

cd Monkshood
,
Lond. 1763) states that it acts as a diaphoretic and

iiretic. These symptoms, however, are by no means constantly pro-

ceed, and, when they occur, are not always clearly referrible to the

mite used.

Jin poisonous doses the effects of aconite are most remarkable. The
1 lowing details of the effects produced on a family of three persons

;re furnished me, a few days after the accident, by one of the sufferers

irs. Prescott), and her account was confirmed by a very intelligent

ghbour who witnessed the progress of the symptoms

»

n December 1836, Mr. Prescott, aged 57, residing in the City Road, planted in bis

den a few pieces of horse-radish. On February 5th, 1837, he observed some green

ots, which he supposed to be those of horse-radish. He dug up three of them. The
Us (samples of which were given me, and have yielded me thriving plants of Aconitum
ipellus) were tap-shaped and small. Perhaps a very small walnut would exceed in

k that of the whole root. These roots were washed, scraped, placed on a plate

h some vinegar, and eaten at dinner (at 2 o’clock) with roast beef, by Prescott, his

e (aged 57), and child (aged 5). It was remarked at dinner that the root was very

d, and had not the pungency of horse-radish. After the family had dined, about one
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root was left
;

so that two had been eaten at dinner, the greater part (perhaps one orom* Iand a half roots) by the husband. About three-quarters of an hour after dinner I
Prescott complained of burning and numbness of the lips, mouth, and throat, and which
soon extended to the stomach, and was accompanied with vomiting. The
matters ejected were first his dinner, and afterwards a frothy mucus; but at no 1time was any blood brought up. The vomiting was very violent and constant
for an hour, and continued more or less until within half' an hour of his death IAn emetic was swallowed at a quarter past four o’clock

;
and, therefore, the subsequent I

vomiting may be ascribed, in part at least, to this. His extremities were cold, but his
chest was warm : the head was bathed in a cold sweat. His eyes, to use the expression
of his neighbour, were “ glaring.” He complained of violent pain in the head, and!
trembled excessively. The last symptom might, perhaps, be in part owing to his terror of (

the mistake he had committed. The lips were blue. His mental faculties’were not disor-
j

dered: on this point I made particular inquiry, and I was assured that he was neither de-
lirious nor sleepy, but was quite conscious until within two minutes of his death. He hadil
no cramp, spasm, or convulsion : the only approach to it was trembling. He frequently

j

I

put his hand to his throat. Though exceedingly weak he did not lose bis power over the M
voluntary muscles

;
for within a few minutes of his death he was able, with the assistance!

of his neighbour, to walk to the water-closet. His bowels were acted on once only after)

dinner, and that on the occasion just mentioned, which was about an hour after he had f
j

taken the emetic and some castor oil. His breathing was apparently unaffected. Onil
his return from the water-closet he was put to bed, and within a few minutes expired,.!
apparently in a fainting state. Death occurred about four hours after dinner.

Mrs. Prescott was affected in a similar way. She had the same burning and numb-l
ness of the lips, mouth, throat, and stomach, and violent vomiting. She experienced ai

curtous sensation of numbness in the hands, arms, and legs; and” she lost the power of|

articulating, so that she was unable to tell the address of her son. Her attempts to»

speak were attended with unintelligible sounds only. She experienced great musculan
debility, and was unable to stand. In this respect her condition differed from that of her)

husband, who could both stand and walk. She felt stiffness of, and difficulty in moving]
her limbs. She had no cramps, spasms, or convulsions. The only approach thereto!

was the stiffness of the muscles when she attempted to put them in action, as in herf

attempts to wipe her face. Some of the external senses were disordered : thus, to use!

her own expression, though her eyes were wide open, her sight was very dim, and sur-,

rounding objects were seen indistinctly. The hearing was unaffected. The sensibility!
’

of the body was greatly impaired ; her face and throat were almost insensible to touch, t

She felt very giddy, but was neither delirious nor sleepy. For the most part she was
conscious, but at times scarcely knew what was passing around her. Her body and
extremities were cold. She was frequently pulling her throat about, but she knew uo|

why. Five or six hours after dinner she began to recover, and her natural warmth re-i

turned. The remedies employed were an emetic, castor oil, pediluvia, rum and water)

and some “ warm” medicine given her by a neighbouring practitioner.

The child was similarly but more slightly affected, except that she evinced a slighlj

tendency to sleep. Like the others she was constantly putting her hands to her throat.

Mr. Shervven [Lancet, March 25, 1837, p. 13) has published a mosth.

interesting case of a female poisoned by the alcoholic tincture of tlia I

root. About fiye minutes after swallowing it, she was -seized with s

pricking and tingling down her arms and fingers, and a painful numb- ip

ness across the wrists ;
the tongue and mouth next felt the same, ther

the legs and feet
;
and in less than ten minutes her face seemed to hei ®

feelings to be swelling and the throat growing tight. She felt sick, mad<

many efforts to vomit. Her legs failed, she was almost blind, but was

conscious of her plight. When seen by Mr. Sherwen her eyes were fixec it

and protruded, with contracted pupils; countenance livid; jaws ant
iI;]

fauces rigid
;
arms and hands quite cold and pulseless

;
the legs ant ^

trunk much in the same state
;
breathing short, imperfect, and laborious

while the heart fluttered feebly.. She was sufficiently sensible to tel

how the accident occurred. In an attempt to administer an emetic

Mrong convulsion occurred. Copious vomiting afterwards took place

q hours after she had taken the poison the pulse was becoming fullfull
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I ty 58 per minute, and intermitting. There was less oppression at the

ecordia, and the pupils were larger. She eventually recovered.

The cases now recorded agree with the one detailed in the Philoso-

cal Transactions (vol. xxxviii. p. 287). Pallas (quoted by Christison)

1 Degland (Journ . de Chim.-Med. iii. 344) have published cases in

rich violent vomiting, purging, colic, and abdominal tenderness, are

; d to have been produced by aconite [?].

[ In comparing the operation of aconite with that of other cerebro-

.nants we observe that its most characteristic topical effect is numbness
I'd tingling. Applied to the eye it causes contraction of the pupil. When
n root, or its tincture, is swallowed, the most marked symptoms are nurnb-

m and tingling of the parts about the mouth and throat
,
and of the ex-

•mities, vomiting, contractedpupil, and failure of the circulation. The
,-art appears to be weakened or paralyzed, and a state approaching to

ohyxia is produced. Convulsion or spasm is not constantly present,

d when it does take place, is probably a secondary effect arising

j
m the incipient asphyxia. In neither of the cases that I have re-

rrded, nor in that of Mr. Sherwen, did stupor occur. Yet in some
;orded instances it has happened. In such it probably depends, as

it. Sherwen suggests, on the congested condition of the venous system
tthe brain brought on by the failure of the heart’s action, and the con-

quent accumulation of blood in the right side of the heart.

Uses.—A knowledge of the physiological effects of aeonite suggests

?3 therapeutical uses of this medicine. A benumber is obviously the

ysiological remedy for increased sensibility {i. e. pain) of the nerves.

.As a topical remedy

,

aconite is most valuable for the relief of neural-

and rheumatic pains. In neuralgia
,
no remedy, I believe, will be

imd equal to it. One application of the tincture usually produces some
Melioration, and, after a few times’ use, it frequently happens that the

ttient is cured. In some cases the benefit seems almost magical. In
ners, however, the remedy entirely fails to give any permanent relief,

i .ought the pathology of this disease be but little understood, yet we
tow that the causes of it, and the conditions under which it occurs, are

no means uniform. We are, therefore, easily prepared to believe, that

aile in some cases aconite may prove beneficial, in others it may be use-

's. I do think that in any it proves injurious. The causes of neuralgia

a, however, usually obscure, and therefore we are, in most cases, not

lie to determine ci priori the probability or the reverse of the beneficial

cency of aconite. Hence its employment must be, for the most part,

i pineal. I have observed, that when it succeeds, it gives more or less

fief at the first application. When the disease depends on inflamma-
in, aconite will be found, I think, an unavailing remedy. In a painful

tection of the nerves of the face, arising from inflammation of the

aketof a tooth, it gave no relief. In rheumatic pains
, unaccompanied

tth local swelling or redness, aconite is frequently of great service. In
i mful conditions of the intercostal and other respiratory muscles, oc-

*ring in rheumatic individuals, I have found this remedy most valu-

e. In one case of sciatica it gave partial relief. In lumbago I have
: tried it. Dr. Turnbull states that,, a lady was cured of it by the
onite ointment. In acute rheumatism its application has not proved
ncessful in my hands

;
but I have been informed of cases occurring to

ters in which it has been of great service. In all the maladies here
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referred to, I am inclined to think that any good effects obtainable from}
aconite may be procured by its topical use. Dr. Turnbull has employed!
it internally also (see his Treat, on Pain/, and Nerv. Bis. 1837). 1

Aconite has been administered internally in various diseases, princiJ]
pally on the recommendation of Storck ( Essay on the Int. Use of Thorn-

ij

Apple and Monkshood
,
1763). It has been employed as a narcotic (ano-jj

dyne), sedative, sudorific, resolvent, and diuretic. The diseases in which)
it has been employed are rheumatism

,
gout, scrofula

,
phthisis, syphilis,,

some skin diseases, scirrhus and cancer, intermittents, dropsies
,
paralysis

epilepsy, amaurosis, uterine affections, and hypertrophy of the heart.

In the large majority of these maladies scarcely any practitioner now
believes in its efficacy. Fouquier gave it very extensive trials without

obtaining much relief from it, except as a diuretic in passive dropsies. In

rheumatism it has frequently proved serviceable when combined with a

sudorific regimen. In hypertrophy of the heart it has been recommended
by Dr. Lombard [Brit, and For. Med. Rev. i. 249), on account of its

decidedly sedative effects on the heart.

Administration.—The only preparations of aconite, whose activity

may be relied on, are the tincture (made with rectified spirit), the a/co-i

holic extract, and Morson’s aconitina. The powder is given in doses ol

one or two grains, gradually increased, until some effects are produced.

But no reliance can be placed on it. When of good quality, it causes

numbness and tingling of the lips and tongue a few minutes after its)

application to these parts.

1. Tinctura Aconiti, (Root of Aconite, recently dried and coarsely

powdered, lb. j. ;
Rectified Spirit, Oiss. Macerate for fourteen days and|

strain). This formula is very nearly that given by Dr. Turnbull
(
Treat1

on Painf. and Nerv. Bis. p. 91, 1837). Its dose is five drops three timeg

a day. It should be employed with great caution. As an embrocation

in neuralgia and rheumatism it is invaluable. It is applied by means ol

a sponge tooth-brush, or a small piece of sponge attached to the end of a»

stick.

2. Extractum Alcoholicum Aconiti. (Prepared by distilling the

spirit from the tincture, until the consistence of an extract has been ob-+

tained). It has been employed internally in doses of one-sixth of a grain

every three hours.-—It should be given in the form of pills
(
pilules aconiti',

made of liquorice powder and syrup. It may be also employed exter-

nally in the form of ointment (
unguentum aconiti), composed of one par

of the extract, and two parts of lard (Turnbull)-

.

3. Extractum Aconiti, L. E. Succus Spissatus Aconiti, D. (Fresl

Aconite Leaves, lb. j. Having moistened the leaves with water, bruiri

them in a stone mortar; then press out the juice, and evaporate it, un •

strained, to a proper consistence. L. B.—“ Take of the leaves of monks

hood, fresh, any convenient quantity
;
beat them into a pulp ;

express thd

juice; subject the residuum to percolation with rectified spirit, so long a-

the spirit passes materially coloured ;
unite the expressed juice and tin

spirituous infusion
;

filter ;
distil off the spirit, and evaporate the iesi-

duum in the vapour bath, taking care to remove the vessel from the lica

so soon as the due degree o( consistence shall be attained, E.) Ai

uncertain preparation. When of good quality it causes numbness ant

tingling, a few minutes after its application, in the mouth and lips. Tk<

tincture or alcoholic extract are, in my opinion, greatly to be preferred ti
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variable preparation. Dose, one or two grains at the commcnce-
lt, and to be gradually increased until some obvious effect is pro-

ved. *

. Aconitina
,
L. The following directions for making this alkaloid

given in the London Pharmacopoeia :

—

Root of Aconite, dried and bruised, lb.ij.
;
Rectified Spirit, Cong, i

i
j

. ;
Diluted

ohuric Acid ;
Solution of Ammonia

; Purified Animal Charcoal, each as much as

be sufficient. Boil the Aconite with a gallon of the Spirit for an hour, in a retort

i.i a receiver adapted to it. Pour off the liquor, and again boil the residue with

her gallon of the Spirit and the Spirit recently distilled, and pour off the liquor

. Let the same be done a third time. Then press the Aconite, and all the liquors

.g mixed aud strained, let the Spirit distil. Evaporate what remains to the proper

istence of an extract. Dissolve this in water, and strain. Evaporate the liquor

i a gentle heat, that it may thicken like a syrup. To this add of dilute Sulphuric '

II, mixed with distilled water, as much as maybe sufficient to dissolve the Aconitina.
’n drop in solution of Ammonia, and dissolve the Aconitina precipitated, in diluted

ihuric Acid and water, mixed as before. Afterwards mix in the Animal Charcoal,
uuently shaking them during a quarter of an hour. Lastly, strain, and solution of

unonia being again dropped in that the Aconitina may be precipitated, wash and
, it.

\ aconitina exists in the plant in combination with a vegetable acid

untie acid?). Alcohol extracts this salt with some other matters.

?3 alcoholic extract yields this salt to the water, and on the addition

'Sulphuric acid a sulphate of aconitina is formed, which is decomposed
;ammonia, and the aconitina precipitated. It is then again dissolved

sulphuric acid, the solution decolorized by charcoal, and the aconitina

iin precipitated by ammonia.
die physical and chemical properties of aconitina have been already

ccribed (p. 1338).

Tie following are the notes appended to it in the London Pharma-
iceia :

—

An alkali prepared from the leaves and root of aconite. It is very soluble in sul-

r ic ether, less in alcohol, and very slightly in water. It is totally consumed in the

no salt of lime remaining. This substance possessing strong power, is not to bo
ily employed.”

il spurious aconitina is found in the shops. It is imported from France,

bears the stamp and label of a celebrated French chemical firm,

colour is greyish-yellow. It is inert or nearly so
;

at least I have
-in one grain of it without perceiving the least effect of it on the

..pie or otherwise. It is not completely soluble in either ether or al-

<ol. When burnt on platinum foil it leaves a calcareous residue. The
sr genuine aconitina which I have met with is that manufactured by
Morson, of Southampton-row; and Dr. Turnbull informs me that lie

found none other to possess any medicinal value. Mr. Skey also found

to be the case (see Land. Med. Gaz. xix. 185).

Tie effects of this alkaloid arc similar to those of aconite root, but, of

irse, much more powerful. If the ointment or alcoholic solution of

substance be rubbed into the skin, it causes intense heat, tingling,

numbness, which continue for more than twelve or eighteen hours,

linute portion of an ointment, composed of a grain of the alkaloid to

drachms of lard, applied to the eye, causes almost insupportable heat
tingling, and contraction of the pupil. This last effect was shewn
by Dr. Turnbull, in some amaurotic cases of several years’ standing,
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and whose pupils underwent no change when the eye was exposed
tc

strong; day-light. In very minute closes it has caused heat and tingliiu
upon the surface of the body, and sometimes diuresis; but it cannot be
administered internally with safety. In one case (an elderly lady), one.
fiftieth of a grain had nearly proved fatal. Satisfied that great insecurity
attends its internal use, Dr. Turnbull tells me he has long since ceased &
employ it in this way, as the slightest inattention on the part of the dis
penser may be attended with fatal results.

The enormous cost (3s. 6d. per grain!) of Morson’s aconitina limit*

its use. I believe that the alcoholic tincture is a perfect substitute
for it

;
and the experience of others confirms my own observation. 01

the great efficacy of aconitina in neuralgic and rheumatic affections, nc

one can entertain any doubt who has submitted the remedy to trial (set

Dr. Turnbull, op. supra cit.; Mr. Skey, Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xix. p. 181)
The following are Dr. Turnbull’s formula) for using aconitina exterr

nally:

—

1. Unguentum Aconitince. Aconitine Ointment. (Aconitina, gr. xvj.
;
Olive Oil, yss.,

Lard, §j. Mix).—It is employed by friction, with the finger, during several minutes.,
2. Solutio Aconitince. Aconitine Embrocation. (Aconitine, gr. viij.

;
Rectified Spi

rit, ^ij. Dissolve).—Used by friction-sponge (as a sponge tooth-brush). Care rn us
be taken not to employ it where the skin is abraded.

Antidotes.—See the treatment for poisoning by tobacco, p. 875. In

Mr. Sherwen’s case {Lancet, March 25, 1837) great benefit was obtains

by the abstraction of ten ounces of blood from the jugular vein.

Other Medicinal or Poisonous Ranunculacece.

JH
The leaves of Helleborus fcetidus are emetic and purgative. They have been em

ployed as a vermifuge against the large round worm (Ascaris lumbricoides)

.

Helleborus viridis possesses similar properties.

Aconitum ferox is, perhaps, the most violent of the ranunculaceous poisons. It is !i

Nepal plant, and constitutes the Bish or Bikh poison of that country. Three years sina

I undertook, at the request of Dr. Wallicb, to examine the effects of this plant on ani
j

mals. My experiments were made with plants which had been ten years in Di

Wallich’s possession, and which, therefore, had doubtless lost part of their activity
'

yet their effects were most energetic (see Wallich’s Plantce Asiuiicce rariores

;

and thl

Edinb. Journ.of Nat. and Geogr. Science, July 1830, p. 235). Sj

4

f 0(

lit'

II,
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II. SUBREGNUM ANIMALE.—THE ANIMAL SUB-KING^M.';bc
j

Division I. Invertebrata.—Invertebral Animals.

Animals destitute of a vertebral column and an internal skeleton. Skin sometimes os-

lied, and thereby forming an external skeleton. Nervous system not always evident.

Subdivision 1. ACRITA, Macleay.

Nervous system indistinct, diffused, or molecular, (Owen, Cyclop. ofAnat. art. Acrita.)

Class 1. Poriphera, Grant .
—Poripherous Animals.

SSimple, soft, aquatic animals
,
with a fibrous axis, without perceptible nerves or

scalar filaments, or organs of sense, or any circulating or glandular organs. Their
Uy is composed of a soft gelatinous flesh, traversed internally with numerous,
inose, auastomosing canals, which commence from superficial minute pores

,
and ter-

i;oate in larger, open vents (Grant, Brit. Annual, for 1838, p. 267).

Spongia officinalis,
Linn. E. D.—The Officinal Sponge.

(Sponge, E.)

HHistory.—Aristotle {Hist, de Anim. lib. i. cap. ix. p. 16, Tolosae,

119) was acquainted with the sponges, and notices the popular but
voneous opinion of their shrinking when attempted to be plucked.

uZoology. Gen. Char.—Body soft, very elastic, multiform, more or

fs irregular, very porous, traversed by numerous tortuous canals which
ten externally by very distinct vents (

oscula), and composed of a
nd of subcartilaginous skeleton, anastomosed in every direction, and
t irelv without spicules (De Blainville, Man. d'Actinol. p. 529, 1834).

'Sp. Char.—Masses very large, flattened and slightly convex above,

it, tenacious, coarsely porous, cracked and lacunose, especially be*-

iiith. Vents round, and for the most part large (Lamouroux, Hist, des

dyp. Corail. p. 20, 1816).

Sponge adheres to rocks by a very broad base. When first taken out

the sea it has a strong fishy odour. Its colour varies from pale to

:p brownish yellow. It often contains stony or earthy concretions

iAides spongiarum) which Bley (
Pharm . Centr.-Blatt. fur 1834, S. 273)

ind to consist principally of the carbonates of lime and magnesia.
t;lls also are found in sponges. Various marine animals pierce and
uw it into irregular holes. The animal nature of sponge is by no
ans universally admitted

;
indeed a considerable number of the na-

ailists of the present day regard it as of vegetable origin (see Mr.
.gg’s observations on this subject, in the Linn. Trans, vol. xviii. p.363
il368). If vegetable, its position, in a natural classification, will be
ween Algoe and Fungi.

'Tab .

—

In the Red and Mediterranean Seas. Chiefly collected about
islands of the Grecian Archipelago.

Collection.

—

The inhabitants of the Greek islands collect sponge by
mg for it. In their submarine operations they carry with them a
fe. Practice enables them to remain a considerable time under water

4 R
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(Savary, Letters on Greece

,

p. 109, Lond. 1788). As soon as the sponge

is brought on shore, it is squeezed and washed to get rid of the gelatinous

matters, otherwise putrefaction speedily ensues. I

Description.—Commercial sponge (spongia)
is the dry skeleton of die

animal, from which the gelatinous flesh has been removed, as just men-,

tioned. When deprived of stony concretions, &c. found in the interior

of the mass, it is soft, light, flexible, and compressible. When burnt

it evolves an animal odour. It absorbs water, and thereby swells up.

Nitric acid colours it yellow. Liquor potassae dissolves it : the solu-

tion forms a precipitate on the addition of an acid. The finer sponges

are those which have the greatest firmness and tenacity.
.

Turkey sponge

is the most esteemed kind : Bahama sponge is of very inferior quality.

To whiten sponge it is sometimes bleached.

Composition.—Well-washed sponge, freed as much as possible from

earths and salts by dilute acids, was analysed, in 1828, by Homemann

(Berl. Jahrb. Bd. xxx. Abt. ii.), who found it to consist of e substana

similar to osmazome ,
animal mucus, fat oil, a substance soluble in water}

a substance only soluble in potash, and traces of chloride of sodium, iodine

sulphur, phosphate of lime (?), silica
,
alumina, and magnesia. M®

Hatchett {Phil. Trans, for 1800, p. 327) found sponge to consist o.

gelatin, (which it gradually gave out to water), and a thm, brittle

membranous substance, which possessed the properties of coagulate

Uses —The extensive economical uses of sponge are familiar to ever

one To the surgeon it is of great value on account of its softness, poro

sitv elasticity, and the facility with which it imbibes fluids. Its use atSt a ions is well known. It has also been apphed to wound

Sid’ulcers for imbibing acrid discharges. The sponge-lent (spongia ca

rata) rreoared by dipping sponge into melted wax, and compiessinl

betWeen^wSiron plates^till the wax hardens, was formerly much use

for dilating sinuses and small openings, but it is seldom lesoited to now!

Spmgia usta. Pulvis spongia usUe, D. Calcined or burnt sponge.-

fHavkm cut sponge into pieces, beat it to free it from little stones ;
bur

it in a closed iron vessel until it becomes black and friable, and reduce

The residue consisted of carbon and siliceous^lubkmattc™ 32/-0

chloride of sodium, 112-08; sulphate of lime 16 430 ”*
,„%0 .

‘

•21-422- bromide of magnesium, 7-570
;
caibonate of Ivme, .

nelfif protoxide of iron, 28-720 ;
and phosphate of hme,io0

Tm S).
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Class 2. Polypiphera, Grant.—Polypipherous Animals.

The polypipherous animals have received their name from

the circumstance of’ their bearing tithes called polypes. They
consist of two parts, a skeleton and a fleshy portion. The
skeletons vary in their consistence, and also in their position

relatively to the soft parts. They are soft and flexible, or

hard and calcareous. They are external and tubular, or in-

ternal and solid. The fleshy portion may be, with respect

to the skeleton, either external or internal. It gives origin

to fleshy tubes {polypes), each of which, at its external

orifice, is surrounded by tentaculce.

The calcareous internal skeleton of Corallium rubrum
,

Lamarck ( Isis nohilis
,
Pallas; Gorgonia pretiosa, Ellis), is

the Red Coral of the shops. It consists of carbonate of lime

principally coloured with oxide of iron. It was formerly used

in medicine, but it presents no advantage over chalk. Its

powder, obtained by levigation, or an imitation of it, is still

kept in the shops, and is occasionally employed as a dentriflce.

Corallium rubrum.

Subdivision 2. RADIATA, Lamarck.—RADIATE ANIMALS.
T
ervous system distinct, composed of filaments and rudimentary ganglia

;
the fila-

nts arranged circularly around the buccal orifice
(
Cyclo-neura ).

Afo officinal substance is obtained from the Radiata.

Subdivision 3. MOLLUSCA, Latreille.—MOLLUSKS or SOFT ANIMALS.

Malacozoa, Blainvi/le.—Cyclo-gangliata, Grant.

{articulated animals with a soft not annulated skin. Cerebral ganglia arranged cir-

arly around the oesophagus.

Class 3. Conchifera, Lamarck.—Conciiiferous Mollusks.

Acephalous, aquatic mollusks, with a bivalve or multivalve shell. Organs of respira-

i four pectinated laminae. Heart simple. Impregnation effected without the assist-

e of a second individual.

Ostrea edu'lis, Linn. L.

—

Common Edible Oijsler.

(Testae, L.)

.History.—Oysters were greatly admired by the Romans as a most
licious article of food (Pliny, Hist. Nat. lib. xxxii. cap. 6, ed. Valp.)

iose of Britain were much esteemed (Juvenal, Sat. iv.) • though

:y were said to be inferior to those of Cyzicena (Pliny).

Zoology. Gen. Char.—Body compressed, more or less orbicular.

Iges of the mantle thick, non-adherent or retractile, and provided with
lotible row of short and tentacular filaments. The two pair of labial

oendices triangular and elongated. A subcentral, bipartite muscle,

ell irregular, inequivalved, inequilateral, coarsely laminated. Left or
derior valve adherent, largest and deepest; its summit prolonged,
age, into a kind of heel. Right or upper valve smallest, more
less operculiform. Hinge oral, toothless. Ligament somewhat in-

nal, short, inserted in a cardinal pit, growing with the summit. The
scalar impression unique and subcentral (Blainville).

Sp. Ciiar.— Valves ovate-roundish or obovate; the upper one flat*

mellce of both valves, imbricated and undulated (Brandt, Med. Zool.)
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Brandt [Ibid. Bd. ii.) has given an elaborate account of the anatomy!
of the oyster, to which I must refer the student interested in thesJ

details.

Hab.—European and Indian Seas. Our own coasts furnish some oil

the finest kinds. Those found at Purfleet are said to be the best.

Oyster Fisheries.—Oysters are caught by dredging. In order td

improve their flavour and size they are laid on beds in creeks alondi

shore, where they rapidly improve. Colchester and other places o|

Essex are the nurseries or feeding grounds for the metropolis. (For del

tails respecting the treatment of oysters in beds, see Spratt’s Hist, of thu\

Royal Society
, p. 307).

Description.—The officinal parts of oysters are the shells (testci

ostrea). The hollow valves are preferred, as they contain more carbonatfj

of lime. These, when freed from impurities, by washing, boiling, anc)

crushing, are dried and ground to an impalpable powder, which, aftei

being submitted to the process of elutriation, is usually made up intd

small conical masses, called in the shops prepared oyster shells
(
teste)

preeparata, Ph. L
;

testce ostrece preeparatee). When calcined, oyster shelj

yields a quicklime formerly much esteemed as a lithontriptic.

Composition.— Oyster shells have been analyzed by Bucholz aiJ

Brandes (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1477), and by Rogers (
Silliman

'

Journ. vol. xxvi. p. 361).—The flesh of the oyster has been analyzed bj

Pasquier (Gmelin, op. supra cit
.)

Bucholz and Brandes's Analysis.

Carbonate of lime 98’6

Phosphate of lime .... 12
Alumina 02
Albuminous matter 0 5

Oyster shells 10.05

Pasquier's Analysis.

Osmazome ^
Gelatine I

Mucus \ 12-6

Albumen (

Fibrine j
Water 87-4

Flcsb of the oyster 1004)

Physiological Effects and Uses.'—Prepared oyster shells consij

almost solely of carbonate of lime, and possess the same medicinal pro

perties as prepared chalk (see p. 356), which is now almost universal!

substituted for them.

The flesh of the oyster furnishes a delicious article of food. It is mol

digestible in the raw state than when cooked (by roasting, scolloping,

stewing) ;
for the heat employed coagulates' and hardens the albumei 5

which is then less easily soluble in the gastric juice
;
and the lieato

1

butter adds still more to the indigestibility of the dish. As far as n|

own observation extends, the finest raw oysters of the London mark

(usually called natives) rarely disagree even with dyspeptics ;
and ]

Cullen [Mat. Med.) declares oysters easy of digestion. Very differei

however, are the statements of some writers (Pearson, Pract. Synops. oft

Mat. Alim. 1808). Poisonous effects even have been ascribed to oyste

(Christison, Treat, on Poiso?is). Considering the enormous consumptu

of those animals, their supposed ill effects must be of extremely ra

occurrence. The statement of Dr. Clarke [Trans, of the Loud. Colic,

of Plays, vol. v. p. 109), that oysters taken immediately after delive

are apt to occasion apoplexies or convulsions, appears highly P

probable. An aphrodisiac property is usually ascribed to oysters, lh

H
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mals have been recommended in phthisis, and also in some abdominal
.actions.

during the spawning season (May, June, and part of July) oysters are

i it to be used as articles of food.

Class 4. Cephalopoda, Cuvier.—Cepitalopods.

Uody inclosed in a bag-

(mantle). Head protruding- from the bag-

,
crowned with in-

sulated arms, furnished with cups or suckers, and surrounding- the mouth. Eyes
i

,
sessile. Mouth with two horny mandibles. Hearts three. Sexes separate.

;EPIa or Cuttle Fish. The substance called os sepice or cuttle-fish bone is an oval

tblong- calcareous bone (sometimes termed a shell) deposited in the mantle of the

inaal. The common species of sepia is S. officinalis, Linn.
;
but S. elegans

,

Blainville,

yields part of the cuttle-fish bone of the shops (Brandt and Ratzeburg-

,
Med.

"log. ii. 299).

)s sepice has a cellular texture, and is so light as to float on water. It is cast in con-
rable quantities on the shores, and is collected for commercial purposes. It was

ilyzed by John, who found the contituents to be as follows :

—

Carbonate (with a trace of phosphate) of lime
Non-gelatinous animal matter, soluble in water with
some common salt

Gelatinous membrane, not soluble in water
Water, with a trace of magnesia

Hard,
Upper or Outei

Portion.

Porous
Part.

80 85

7 7
9 • 4
4 4

100 100

deduced to powder it is used as a dentrifice. It is employed for several purposes in

arts, as for polishing, for forming moulds for small silver castings, and as a pounce.

Subdivision IV. ARTICULATA, Cuvier .—ARTICULATED ANIMALS.

kin annulated. Muscles attached to the inner surface of the skin. Nervous system
vwo cords extended along the ventral surface of the body, with ganglionic enlarge-

: its at intervals (diplo-neura)

;

the anterior ganglion (brain) placed over the oeso-

i gus.

Class 5. Annulosa, Macleay .

—

Annulose Animals.

Annelides seu Annelida.

f
Jody more or less elongated. Skin soft, segmented and annulated. Articulated

mbers and wings absent. Blood red.

Sanguisuga
,
Savigny .—The Bloodsucking Leeches,

Iatrobdella, Blainville.

1 History.—We have no accurate knowledge as to the exact period

en leeches either became known to, or were employed by, man
; but

'S deficiency of information is not necessarily referrible to their dis-

irery preceding the date of our historical documents. It is true that in
1

! common version of our most ancient record, the Bihle (Prov. xxx.

), this passage occurs, “ The horse-leech hath two daughters, crying,

e, give but critics are not agreed as to the correctness of

s translation. The word ‘ Olukeh ,” or “ Aluka,” here interpreted

torse-leech,” means, according to Bochart, destiny or fate, either of
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which terms should, according to this writer, he substituted for that of
horse-leech

;
the daughters alluded to being Eden and Hell. But the

Vulgate, Greek, and Lutheran translations, are all against his opinion.
Brandt {Med. Zool. ii. 231) has entered into a very elaborate discussion
of this subject, from which it appears that, in Arabic, the term Aluka

j

indicates a leech, while Alulc signifies fate
;
the latter being derived from

|

Alukci, to attach or hang to, because every man’s late is supposed to be
j

appended to him, just as a leech affixes itself to the body
; so that from

i

this it appears probable the word “ Olukeh,” of the Old Testament
,

really refers to leeches. Nay, I think there is some reason for suspect-
ing that the Sanguisuga cegypiiaca is the species referred to. The leeches

j

referred toby Herodotus {Euterpe, lxviii.) are Bdella nilotica (Savigny).
j

But admitting that these animals were known at this early period, it
j

does not appear that they were employed in medicine : for Hippocrates!
makes no mention of them, though he notices other modes of drawing!
blood. Aristotle also is silent with regard to them. In the extracts

i

which CaDlius Aurelianus has made from the writings of Diodes,

j

Praxagoras, Herophilus, Heraclides, Asclepiades, and other ancient;

physicians, who lived between the time of Hippocrates and Themison,,
no mention is made of the employment of leeches; a remarkable fact ini

favour of the opinion that they were not at this period in use. In fact,,

the founder of the methodic sect, Themison, is the first person in whose)
works we find mention of leeches being employed therapeutically (Lei

Clerc, Hist, de la Medic, p. 442, Nouv. ed. 1729). However, it does)

not follow that he was the first who prescribed them, though our do-t

cumentary evidence fails in tracing back their use beyond him.

In the Latin and Greek languages, the animal has received its name)

from its sucking or drawing qualities. Thus the Greeks called it /3U\\a»

from /3SeXXco, to suck
;
the Romans hirudo, probably from haurio, to draw

out; or sanguisuga
,
literally signifying “ a blood-sucker,” from sanguis

and sugo. It would appear, however, that the latter of these two Latim

terms is the more modem
;
for Pliny {Hist. Nat. viii. 10. ed. Yalp.) ini

speaking of elephants, says, “ Cruciatum in potu maximum sentiuntj
.

hausta hirudine, quam sanguisugam vulgo ccepisse appellari adverto.”

Zoology. Gen. Char.—Jaws with two rows of pointed, numerous

teeth, which are mutually inclined at an acute angle, (Brandt, Med. Zooll

ii. 231.)

Bodij elongated. Back convex. Belly flat. Extremities somewha

narrowed, furnished with disks or suckers
;
the anterior extremity some-i )

what narrower than the posterior one. Rings from ninety to a hundred!

Eyes represented by ten blackish points. Mouth tri-radiate. Jaws carti-

laginous, armed with numerous cutting teeth. Anus small, placed on tilt

dorsum of the last ring.

Cuvier
(
Reyne Animal ,

t. iii. ]). 212, nouv. ed. 1830) includes all leeches in the genus

Hirudo

;

but later naturalists have found it necessary to arrange them in several genera

The leeches employed in medicine have been formed into a distinct genus, called by Blflin

ville (Diet, des Scien. Nat. t. 47, art. Sunysus) latrobdella (from larpbs and 08t\\a,a leech)

by Savigny (Desc. de VEgypte, Hist. Nat. t. l er - part. 3°- p. 1 14), banyuisuya. 1 he latte

classical term, so expressive of the blood-sucking properties of the genus, I have adojjted

All Ieecbes.it appears, are not provided with an apparatus for perforating the skin of ver

tebrate animals. In consequence of the numerous complaints addressed to the Prefetdi

Police, in 1825, that of the leeches sold in Paris some would not bile, while other)

caused painful and obstinate wounds, he consulted the Conseil de Salubrite, who de

puted MM. Pelletier and Huzard fils, to inquire into the accuracy of the statements
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I a of the results of the investigation was, that the animal called in France horse-

1, k, and which had been particularly charged with causing painful wounds, could not

j-; forate the human skiu, the teeth of the animal being quite blunt, (Journ . de Pharm.

I. . i). The horse-leech referred to, the reporters declared to be Hcemopis sanguisorba,

I i igny
;
but Blainville sa_ys it is Hcemopis nigra.

Species.— 1. Sanguisuga officinalis, Savigny. Hirudo provincialis

, rena, Mem. della Reale Accad. di Torino, xxv. 282 ;
Sanguisuga meri-

malis, Risso, Hist. Nat. de l’Europe merid. iv. 428 ;
the Green Leech .

—

ck greenish or blackish -green, with six rusty red, bandlike [longitu-

:ial] stripes. Belly olive-green, unspotted (Brandt).—South of Europe,

lose brought to England come from Bourdeaux, Lisbon, and Ham-
rgh.

' Sloquin-Tandon
(Monogr . de lafam. des Hirud. p. 1 12) admits three varieties:

—

:t. Dorsal bands interrupted at intervals.

Dorsal bands reduced to blackish spots.

)/. Dorsal bands united by transverse ones.

.2. Sanguisuga medicinalis, Savigny. Hirudo medicinalis
,
Linn. L. D.

me English or Speckled Leech.—Back greenish or olive-green, with six

ssty red longitudinal stripes, which are mostly spotted with black,

'lly greenish-yellow, spotted with black (Brandt .)—Spots very variable

size and number
;
in some cases they are but few

;
in others are so

i merotis as to form the almost prevailing tint of the belly, the inter-

ming spaces appearing like greenish yellow spots.—Europe, especially

es northern parts. A native of England, but rare. Imported from Ham-
urgh.

I'Several varieties of this leech have been described and figured. One of the most re-

iarkable of these is th e flesh-coloured medicinal leech [Sanguisuga medicinalis carnea
)

> scribed by Guillez of Paris. The anterior half of its body is flesh-coloured; while

is posterior half is of the usual colour. The spotted or piebald leech is flesh-coloured

:th olive-green spots (see Brandt aud Ratzeburg, Med. Zool.)

These are the only species employed in medicine in this country.

I hers have been described and figured by Brandt (Med. Zool. ii). The
Mowing is a short sketch of the anatomy of the medicinal leech :

—

The Cutaneous System of the animal consists of a transparent epidermis (which

thrown off from the body every four or five days) and the corium. The latter

nsists of condensed cellular tissue, composed, according to Brandt, of globules,

i ke the epidermis, it shews the partitions into rings. It contains a number of globules

impregnated with a pigment, varying in colour in different places, and which is the

mree of the colours presented by the surface of the animal.

It is asserted that the predominant or base colour is, in part at least, owing to the

Hour of the soil in which the animals are fourid. Dr. J. R. Johnson [Treat, on the

ed. Leech
, p. 42, 1816) says, “ Mr. Baker, a man of some intelligence, residing in

Uastonbury, and who for the last twenty years has been in the habit of collecting large

iiantities of leeches for sale, informs me that at the Black River, near Glastonbury,
• ey are black, from the peat being of that colour

;
at Cook’s Corner, they are of a

ddish cast, from the red peat ; while at Aider Moor, where, from a deficiency of peat,

ey penetrate the clay, they are yellow.”

The Muscular System has been elaborately described by Brandt, but can scarcely
; comprehended without the aid of drawings. The muscles of the trunk are arranged
rrcularly, longitudinally, and obliquely: of these, the circular fibres are the most ex-

rnal, and the longitudinal ones the most internal.
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Fig. 243.

to-

C&'

1 lie Digestive System consists of a mouth, alimentary tube, anus, salivary gland*
and liver. The mouth is placed in the mid-'
die of the oval or buccal disk

;
its shape is tri-

radiate,— that is, of three equidistant lines or rays
meeting in a centre. Within it are three white sub.
lenticular jaws ( dentiferous tubercles or piercers)
which in appearance are cartilaginous; but Brandt
says they consist of a strong firm skin, inclosing a
muscular mass. On the free-curved sharp margin of
each jaw are about sixty small, finely-pointed teeth,

The oesophagus is a muscular tube, and dilates as it ap-
proaches the stomach

;
but at its termination it con-

tracts into a small circular aperture, its whole length
not exceeding a quarter of an inch. The stomach
occupies two-thirds of the length of the animal, and
is divided into about eleven compartments or cells,

each of which, from the second to the eleventh,

gives off on each side a ceecal sac, those of the last

cell being far the largest, and extending down by the

side of the intestine as far as the commencement of

the rectum. The stomach consists of three coats,

—

a cellular, a muscular, and a mucous one. Its

eleventh cell terminates by a funnel-shaped projec-

tion in the intestine. The intestine is about an inch

in length
;

at its upper orifice is a valve, and at its

lower end a sphincter: on either side of it, for the

greater part of its length, is one of the sacs of the

last compartment of the stomach
;
on its inner sur-

face are several folds. It is divided into small and
large intestine, the lower part of the latter being

called a rectum. The anus is not, as we might an-

ticipate, in the posterior disk, but on the dorsal sur-

face of the last ring. Salivary organs have been de-

Alimentary Canal of the Leech. scribed; they consist of whitish granular masses

placed around the oesophagus, into which tube the

common salivary duct opens. De Blainville, Carus,

and Brandt, speak of a liver. It is a brownish mass

placed on the alimentary canal, the ducts opening

into the stomach and intestine. The best mode of

displaying the cells of the stomach is to immerse a

leech, fully gorged with blood, for a week in a satu-

rated solution of corrosive sublimate.

The Vascular System consists of four great

pulsating vessels, giving off numerous ramifying

branches
;
but without any heart, commonly so called.

Two of these are placed laterally, a third in the

median line of the dorsal surface, and a fourth on the

abdominal surface. AJ1 these vessels pulsate (John-

son). We know very little about the manner in which the blood circulates. Brandt

thinks that the lateral vessels must be arteries, on account of their very distinct

transverse and longitudinal muscular fibres
;

the dorsal and venous vessels he terms

veins, {Med. Zool. t. ii. 249). Does not the dorsal vessel correspond to the vena cava,

and the abdominal vessel to the vena porta of higher animals? Grant (Outl. of Comp

•

Anat. 440), however, terms the dorsal vessel of the annelides an artery. (Some interest-

ing observations on the vascular system of leeches arc contained in Knolz’s Nat. AbhandL

ii. d. Bluteqelj Wien, 1820).

it

t

A
‘

CEsophagus.

c, d, e,f,g, h, i, Jc, l, m, Cells

of the stomach.

Csecal sacs.

Funnel-shaped pylorus.

Irregularly expanded com-
mencement of (q) the small

intestine.

r, Csecal sac of the last cell of

the stomach.

s, Large intestine.

t, Rectum.

a
,

b ,

n,

o,

P >
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’he Respiratory System consists of small apertures (called stigmata or spiraculce

)

arranged in two rows on the abdominal surface, and

Fig. 244. occurring at everj fifth ring. They lead into little

„ cavities liued by mucous membrane, and which have

been called air sacs, pulmonary vesicles., mucous bags,

cryptce, or lateral vesicles, containing usually a

whitish fluid. They are placed on each side of the

alimentary canal, in the spaces between the ceecal

sacs of the stomach, and are usually regarded as or-

gans of respiration. Brandt, however, asserts that

the respiratory function is effected solely by the skin,

and that these vesicles are, in fact, receptacles for

mucus secreted by a neighbouring glandular appa-

ratus, which has a whitish appearance, and in form
represents a folded intestine. This notion, however,
is not new, but was held by De Blainville and
Johnson.
The Nervous System consists of two parts:

one (which we may compare to the cerebro-spinal

axis of the vertebrata) consists of a chain of gan-
glia (usually about twenty-three in number) occu-

pyingtbe mesial line of the abdomen, and connected

by a double nervous cord
; the first ganglion (brain)

is placed on the oesophagus, and supplies the eyes

and neighbouring muscles. The second part of the

nervous system is that lately discovered by Brandt,
and may be regarded as a kind of sympathetic sys-

tem. It consists of three ganglia (connected to the

brain by filaments, and supplying 'the jaws), and a
single nerve connected to them, and running along
the abdominal surface of the stomach in the mesial

line.

Of the External Senses three only have been
recognized : feeling, which resides in the external

surface of the body ; taste , apparently indicated by
the fondness of leeches for certain fluids (as blood,

milk, &c.)
;
and vision, effected by ten eyes (in the

form of black spots) arranged in a crescent form at

the anterior or cephalic extremity of the animal.

The Sexual System is double,—that is, each
animal is androgynous, or possesses both male and
female organs. There is, how-ever, no power of self-

regnation (the contact of two individuals being requisite, each acting to the other
double capacity of male and female). The male ORGANS consist of several pairs

esticles, two vasa deferentia, two vesiculce seminales, two ejaculatory ducts, and a
s surrounded at its base by what some have termed a prostate gland. The penis
•ects from the abdominal surface at about one-third distant from the anterior extre-

jy. The female ORGANS consist of two ovaries, two oviducts (which subsequently
e into one), a hollow organ (uterus)

w'hich opens by a contracted aperture (vagina)

rnally, at about the twenty-ninth ring, or five rings below the penis,

hat leeches are essentially oviparous admits of no doubt ; and we have now an admi-
e account of their development by Professor Weber (Mechel's Archiv for 1828, p. 366).
jppears that soon after copulation an unusual activity pervades the ovaries, in con-
lence of which some ova (termed by Weber germs, by Carus yelks) are separated,

pass along the oviduct to the uterus, where they stop, in order to obtain the matters

"ssary for their development, and their proper coats. They here become invested

a serous-like membrane, on the inner side of which is produced (either by secretion

i the uterine cavity or from the membrane itself) an albunuhous whitish mucus,
ing in part for the nourishment of the ova, and which is regarded as a kind",of
or amnii. Subsequently a glutinous fluid is deposited on the’ outside of (life serejas

. When the ova are expelled from the uterus, part of this flbid.gives a coaffliffjyo

i, while part is expelled before and after them. But this coat seems now distcmftjcl

air vesicles, and has the frothy appearance of well-bcatciis^'bUe of egg, probably
uced by the violent contraction of the uterus. •• ?

’ rentral Surface of the Leech.

Anterior disk.

Posterior disk.

Penis.

Vaginal orifice.

Stigmata.

a,

b,

c
,

d,

e.
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Fig. 245.

The animals usually deposit their ova (in their own native waters) in holes or moist

places on the shore, usually from May to the end

of September. When first expelled, they are

somewhat cylindrical in their form, and have a

brownish appearance. The frothy layer adheres

very slightly; but after lying in the water fora
|

quarter of an hour, the outer surface becomes i

somewhat hardened, forming a kind of pellicle or
' j

fine skin. After some days a portion of this frothy 1

covering is converted into a spongy tissue {spongy
j

coat of the cocoon),
covering the capsule of the

\

ova
(
cocoon

)
wholly or partially. In this state the

1

cocoon has a brownish, fibrous appearance, similar!

to fine sponge, and varies somewhat in its size and)

weight; its longest diameter being from six to-

Diagram illustrative of the internal

anatomy of S. medicinalis.

a, Brain.

b, Last ganglion.

Between these will be ob-

served the chain of gauglia

of which they form portions.

c, Lateral or branchial vessels.

d, Folded mucous glands; each

is connected by a duct to an

air vesicle.

e, Penis, the rounded enlarged

base of which is supposed to

contain the prostate gland.

/, Vesiculee seminales.

g, Yasa deferentia.

k, Testicles.

i. Uterus.

k ,
Ovaries.

of the diseases of leeches.

n ’ o
t

twelve lines, its shortest from five to eight, and its|

weight from twenty-four to twenty-eight grains!

(See figures of the cocoon in Dr. J. R. Johnson's*

Furth. Observ. on the Med. Leech, 1825).

The ova or germs, which have a lenticular form,,

enlarge, and evince vital movements ;
and very

soon °we perceive on each a funnel-shaped tube,
t

extending from their surface inwards, and which

appears to absorb the albumen of the cocoon. Tbe|

ovum goes on enlarging, and becomes somewhatt

elongated, and subsequently the young leech be-,

gins to be developed on the exterior part of then

ovum, the aperture of the funnel being the spot)

where the mouth of the young animal is observed.!

The abdominal surface is the first, the dorsal tbe»

last, to become developed. When the youngj

leeches have attained a considerable size they)

pierce their cocoon.

Diseases of Leeches.— The natural

duration of the life of leeches is not easily

determined ;
but judging from the slow ness

of their growth, and the length of tim<

full-grown leeches have been pieserv ed

we may necessarily infer that they ara

long-lived animals. Dr. Johnson thinks

that in their native waters, if they cai

always meet with an abundant supply o»

food, they may live at least twenty years

But they are subject to several diseases

some of which are epidemic, and of

very destructive kind. Although the stud

of the pathology of this animal is of cor

siderable interest in a commercial and eve

scientific point of view, yet no practical!

useful results have hitherto been arrived a

in regard to the prevention and treatniei

Dr T °R Johnson mentions three diseast

of the“s o!

J

®};
t

J'£2er, seated in various parts
1

as common to this animal. 1 si. ’
. T 1 t Hfe m

the bodv but more generally affecting the side. It destiojs 1

fe® davT 2dly A rigidity and narrowing of one part.whilst anoth

portion is studded with tumors of putrid coagulated blood.

flaccid appearance of the whole body, except the lip^, v nc ‘

swollen(purplc ,
and frequently bloody. These d.seases are particular
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icvalent during the summer months. Brostat (
Brandes’s Archiv. Bd. v.)

.-scribes three epidemic disorders.

(Collection and Commerce of Leeches.—Leeches may be caught
:lh the hand, or by a kind of net (described by Derheims), or by the

iherers going into the ponds with naked feet, to which the leeches ad-

re ; or by baits, especially the liver of animals. The two latter

tliods are objectionable,—one because it is not free from danger to the

itherers, and the other because the bait is apt to injure the health of

a animal. An interesting and graphic account of the leech fishery at

Brenne, and of the miserable appearance of the fisherman who collects

: i leeches, by allowing them to attach themselves to his legs and feet,

'5 been published in the Gazette des Hopitaux. A translation of this

per is given in Macculloch’s Diet, of Commerce.
All our leeches are imported from Hamburgh. The Hamburgh dealers

iiw their supplies from the Ukraine. “Having exhausted all the lakes

Siberia, Bohemia, and other more frequented parts of Europe, the

\yers are now rolling gradually and implacably eastward, carrying

ith and desolation among the leeches in their course—sweeping all

ore them, till now they have got as far as Pultava, the pools and
amps about which are yielding them great captures.” (Bremner, Ex-
's. in the Interior of Russia, vol.ii. p. 408, 1839.)

i ILeeches are sometimes imported in bags, but more usually in small

rnrels, each holding about 2000, the head being made of stout canvas

iadmit the air. The best vessels for preserving these animals are un-

i .zed brown pans or wooden tubs. The dealers have a notion (and

-isibly a correct one) that the leaden glazing is injurious. These pans
ould be very little more than half filled with soft water (pond, river, or

in water). This does not require changing so often as is commonly
oposed. In very hot weather, or when the water has become bloody,

otherwise much discoloured, it should be changed every day or so

;

uerwise, in summer every four or five days or a week
;
in winter, once

i lonth is believed, by large dealers, to be sufficient.

The consumption of leeches must be enormous. Some years ago it

ss stated that four principal dealers in London imported, on the average,

1 4,000 monthly, or 7,200,000 annually (Price, Treat, on Sanguisuct.

120, 1822). Fee
(Cours d'Hist. Nat. t. i. p. 21) says, “ itis estimated

,t 3,000,000 are annually consumed in Paris
;
and as the population

Paris is to that of the whole of France as one is to thirty-three, itfol-

ivs that, independently of exportation, 100,000,000 are consumed an-

ully, which is equivalent to three leeches annually for each person,

vv, if we estimate the average price at fifty francs per thousand, we
‘

111 have the enormous sum of five millions of francs paid for this one
i icle of our materia medica.”

IMode of biting.

—

Having fixed on a suitable spot, the animal applies

oval disk, and firmly fixes it (at first, perhaps, by atmospheric pres-

>e
; then by intimate contact), so that the anterior end forms an angle

h the other portions of the body. The three cartilaginous jaws bearing

sharp teeth are now stiffened and protruded through the tri-radiate

tilth against the skin, which they perforate, not at once, but gradually,

a saw-like motion. Dr. Johnson [Treat, p. 112), says, “ The jaws
carried from side to side in an oblique direction and adds,

leir action may be seen by presenting to the leech a coagulum of
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blood, and when the leecdi is in the act of suction, cautiously removing it.

For a few seconds it appears unconscious of its removal, which presents
a fair opportunity of observing the oscillatory movement of each piercer.”

J

The wound is not produced instantaneously, for the gnawing pain con- i

tinues for two or three minutes after the animal has commenced opera- !;

tions. Thus, then, it appears that the leech saws the skin : hence the
j

irritation and inflammation frequently produced around the orifices. I

The flow of blood is promoted by the suction of the animal, who swallows
j

the fluid as fast as it is evolved. During the whole of the operation the ;

jaws remain lodged in the skin. In proportion as the anterior cells of!

the stomach become filled, the blood passes into the posterior ones
; and

j

when the whole of this viscus is distended, the animal falls off. On exa-
j

ruination it will be found that not a particle of blood has passed into the

intestine.

Physiological Effects.—There are two classes of phenomena ob-

served in all modes of drawing blood
;
one of which has been termed heal,

j

the other general. In phlebotomy and arteriotomy, the first is trifling, and
i

of no therapeutic value
;
and we resort to these operations only as means

j

of affecting the general system. On the other hand, we obtain topical
|[

effects, both powerful and useful, from cupping and leeching
;
hence these

j

are termed local, while the former are denominated general blood-lettings.
J

It must, however, be remembered, that constitutional or general effects i

are also frequently obtained from both cupping and leeching.

1 . Constitutional or general effects of leeching are the same in kind as.i

those caused by the loss of blood from other means. A moderate quantity of|l

blood may be abstracted without any obvious effects on any of the func- i

tions
;
but if the amount taken be increased syncope results. The quan-fj

tity necessary to produce this varies, however, considerably, and will!

I

depend on the mode of drawing it, (whether rapidly, or otherwise)
;

tliejl

position, constitution, and age of the patient; the nature of the disease

and many other circumstances not necessary to enumerate. It is well!}

known that a small quantity will, if taken rapidly, and the patient be ins
j

the erect posture, cause this effect
;
whereas a considerably larger amountlj

may be abstracted, if taken gradually, and the patient in the recumbent: j,

position, without giving rise to it. The usual explanation of this is, that!

when the blood is drawn faster than the vessels can contract, the circular

tion is temporarily stopped, and fainting ensues. Several reasons, howd
,

ever, lead me to doubt the sufficiency of this explanation. Leeching*

then, as being a slower mode of abstracting blood, is less likely to cause!

syncope than venesection, or even cupping. As the patient recovers fronu

the fainting state, hysterical symptoms sometimes manifest themselves*

Throbbing headache, and sleeplessness, are by no means uncommon con-t
7

sequences of loss of blood. In some cases I have seen febrile excitement!

of several hours’ duration, brought on by blood-letting. (For further dej

tails respecting the effects of loss of blood, see Dr. Clutterbuck, On thQ .

proper Administ. of Blood-letting, 1840).

Dr. Marshall Hall {On the Morh. and Curative Effects ofLoss ofBlood.

1830) has directed attention to the disorder of the cerebral functions
J(

(marked by convulsions, delirium, or coma) caused by blood-letting. 1 maj

observe, that convulsive movements are by no means uncommon in syn-

cope from general blood-letting, and I think are not always to be con

sidered as denoting that the remedy has been used beyond the san
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r gree. I have on several occasions been told by patients about to

I Lse blood, that they are apt to faint and struggle when bled; and I

|
Lve, in consequence, been requested to prevent them from injuring

I emselves. Delirium and coma are less frequently met with. Great

fcj
pression of the vascular system, followed by sudden dissolution, is

s other occasional effect of loss of blood, (see an illustrative case in the

i ameet, vol. xi. p. 94).

As might be expected, an operation so powerfully affecting the vital

nctions cannot be passive in its influence over morbid action ; but the

; lenomena vary so much in different diseases, and even in the same
'Sease under different circumstances, that it becomes extremely difficult

ofler any general results. That loss of blood is sometimes beneficial,

other times hurtful, is well known. Its immediate beneficial effects

e best seen in pneumonia and ophthalmia. In the first of these diseases

e respiration sometimes becomes easier, and the pain removed, while the

ood is flowing; and from this time the amendment progresses. In oph-

i
alinia, the redness of the conjunctiva disappears during the syncope
)m blood-letting, and sometimes never returns with equal intensity. A
rudency to hemorrhage has been thought by some experienced practi-

rners to be engendered or increased by the application of leeches,

haus the return of the menses, the aggravation of menorrhagia, hae-

< aptysis, and apoplexy, have been found to follow, and apparently to

>sult from, the employment of leeches, (see the observations of Laennec
i d Sir James Clarke, in Forbes’s translation of Laeimec’s Treat . on Dis.

the Chest, p. 193, 1827).
: The effects of blood-letting are considerably influenced by disease,

'very practitioner is acquainted with the fact, that in certain morbid
»' nditions patients bear the loss of larger quantities of blood than in

filers. I need only mention apoplexy, inflammation of the serous mem-
;anes, peripneumony, and phrenitis, as examples of increased tolerance

;

bile chlorosis and cholera may be cited as instances of diminished tole-

nce. On this point there cannot be, I think, two opinions.

I confess I am not prepared to assent to the inferences Dr. Hall has
awn from these facts, nor to the rules he has laid down in the diagnosis

id treatment of disease founded on the circumstances just mentioned,

be susceptibility to syncope is so great in some persons, that wre should,

suspect, be often led into error, if we were to infer the absence of inflam-

aition merely from the occurrence of fainting after the loss of a few
i nces of blood. Besides, it not unfrequently happens, that a patient
i nts on the first, but not on the second or third bleeding. I have more
an once seen this. Neither do I think it would always be safe to bleed
! deliquium

,
even if we were satisfied that inflammation be present

; for

some it is difficult to occasion syncope, although the quantity of blood
•>t be so great as to endanger the safety of the patient. The practice of
rr. Hall, however, is much to be preferred in this respect to that of Mr.
ardrop {On Blood-lettiny)

;
for, although both recommend bleeding to

rncope in inflammation, the former places his patient in the erect, the
t.ter in the recumbent posture. And here I cannot help remarking, that
i*3 practice of ordering patients to be bled to syncope in the recum-
nt posture appears to me a highly dangerous one. That fainting will

metimes occur in the erect position, before a sufficient quantity of blood
s been drawn, we all know

;
and, to prevent this occurrence, it is fre-
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qucntly proper to bleed in the. recumbent posture : but f must protest
against bleeding patients to syncope in this position.

I have yet to notice another class of the general effects of the loss of
j

blood, which may be denominated secondary or remote, and which are in I

no way useful in the treatment of disease. In some cases excessive re-

action occurs, attended with throbbing of tire vessels of the brain, pablj
and disorder of the cerebral functions. Examples of this are seen in

(

women who have suffered severely from uterine hemorrhage. Exhaustion, i

with insufficient re-action, is another remote effect of loss of blood. In
j

two cases of infants, I have seen this effect consequent on hemorrhage
f

after a leech bite, terminate fatally. Other secondary or remote effects of I

blood-letting are mentioned: they consist principally in disorder of the

sensorial functions, marked by delirium, coma, or even amaurosis (Dr.
j

M. Hall, op. supra cit.).

Having hitherto described the consequences of bleeding generally, I

must now refer more particularly to leeching. The constitutional or' ge-l

neral effects caused by the application of leeches are best observed in i

children and delicate females—more especially the former. I have, on t

several occasions, seen infants completely blanched by the application of!

one or two leeches. Pelletan mentions the case of a child, six years old,

{

who died from the hemorrhage occasioned by six leeches applied to the j

chest. Leeching, then, is here, to all intents and purposes, a mode of

general blood-letting, arising in part from the powerful influence which a

small quantity of blood produces in infants
;
and secondly, because one

leech will cause the loss of more blood in them than in adults, owing to

the greater vascularity of the cutaneous system. It is apparent, there-

fore, that in the diseases of infants, leeching may, in most cases, he

substituted for venesection. But in disorders which are rapidly fatal, as

croup, opening the jugular vein is undoubtedly to be preferred, since it

is necessary to produce an immediate and powerful effect. As children

advance in years they become capable of bearing larger evacuations oil

blood
;
and, therefore, leeching excites a less influential effect. It isi

quite impossible to say at what age venesection ought to be substituted,
(

or, in infancy, what number of leeches should be applied
;
since they

take away such unequal quantities of blood. These are points that must

be decided by the practitioner in each case. Here is a tabular statement) -

of the amount of blood which Dr. James Blundell [Lancet, Sept. 20,

j

1828, p. 773) has taken from children at different ages :

—

Ages. Quantities.

2 months 1 oz. to 1§ oz.

4 months 1£- oz. to 2 oz.

8 months o oz. to 3 oz.

12 months 3 oz. to 4 oz.

18 months 4 oz. to 5 oz.

a years 8 oz. to 10 oz.

6 years 10 oz. to 12 oz.

But the quantities are exceedingly large, and in most instances greatei •)

than you will find it prudent to abstract. Guersent says, that id

infants up to two years of age, we ought never to draw more than thre*

or four ounces of blood in twenty-four hours. (On the sensible effects o

leeches on man, see Vitet, Traite de la Sangs. Med. 1809).

2. The local effects of leeching must now be noticed. The jaws of th£
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i. ch may be compared to three saws, each armed with sixty teeth. It

> therefore, not surprising that pain and afflux of blood to the wounded
I let should be occasioned by the laceration of the skin by a single leech,

r ave sometmes seen one of these animals produce intense redness to

I extent of an inch around the bite. This is best observed when the

i
;

u is delicate, as that covering the mammae of the female. Now when

I
I lumber of these animals are applied, their united local effects must

|
vre some influence over a neighbouring disease. There are also certain

r: >ical effects which occur subsequently, such as ecchymosis
;
the irrita-

j
in and inflammation of the mouths of the punctures; the diffused red-

I '>s and the soreness in the parts intervening between the bites, which
i mot be without influence over morbid action. They act on the prin-

»le of counter-irritation. In taking into consideration the beneficial

fluence of leeches, we must, therefore, not forget these, nor the fomen-
i ions and poultices subsequently employed.
When leeches are applied to the temples, especially if they fix close

i the external canthus, a diffused swelling frequently arises, similar to

it caused by erysipelas. This is not referrible to any noxious qua-
i es of the animal, for it happens when the finest and most healthy are em-
>yed

;
nor to the teeth of the animal being left within the wound, since

nave frequently seen it when the leech has fallen off spontaneously,

din concluding these remarks on the local effects of leeches, I have
1 ly to add, that independently of the local irritation caused by the punc-
ve, I believe the evacuation of blood from an inflamed part may be
>re beneficial than the same quantity taken by the usual operation of

lesection. In other words, I am disposed to admit what were formerly

imed the •derivative effects of local bleeding. The amount of benefit

Lained by the application of leeches to parts that have been injured by
Us, &c. as in fractures and dislocations, has frequently appeared to me
uch greater than could be referred to the combined influence of the

rantum of blood lost, and the local irritation of the punctures
;

so, also,

t h respect to the good effects of leeching hemorrhoidal tumors. Mr.
;ardrop thinks more benefit is in some cases obtained by the applica-
i n of leeches at a distance from the affected organ, constituting what
>s been termed a revulsive operation.

il trust the remarks now offered will be sufficient to prove, that in esti-

i ting the therapeutic influence of leeches, the quantity of blood drawn
inot the only element in the calculation

;
and I think, in practice, con-

:nt proof will be found that leeching is more beneficial than can be
counted for by the mere quantity of blood drawn.
IUses.—The following are some of the uses of leeches :

—

11. In Children and delicate Adults [as females and aged persons) leeches

en form an excellent substitute for general blood-letting
,
where the

iject is not to occasion any immediate or sudden effect on the disease.

children it is necessary to avoid applying them to the neck, or other

irtswhere compression cannot be conveniently made.
-2. In local determinations of blood, unattended with febrile symptoms,
al blood-letting, when it can be resorted to, is generally, though not
ariably, preferred to phlebotomy. The advantages of leeching over
pping are, the less pain, and the ease with which blood may be pro-
ved

;
for it is evident that in swelled testicle, in inflammation attending

ctured limbs, and in acute inflammation of the mammary gland,
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patients could not, in most cases, bear the necessary pressure of thei
cupping-glass

; and in some parts of the body, as the abdomen, blood
can only be procured from cupping by a very dexterous manipulation.

3. In internal and other inflammatory affections, accompanied with
constitutional disorder, the rule is to employ general in preference to local

blood-letting. But circumstances occasionally render the reverse prac-
tice justifiable and proper, as where the disease is not active, and the!

patient delicate and weak. In many instances you will find it most ad-'

vantageous to combine both modes of drawing blood : for example, m
abdominal inflammations

,
the application of leeches, preceded by venesec-

tion, will sometimes do more good than the same quantity taken by thef

lancet alone. During the progress of fever with determination to the)

brain, the application of leeches to the temples, after the use of blood-

letting, is often attended with the best effects.

4. There are some diseases in which no substitute of equal efficacy!

can be found for leeches. Such, I conceive, are hemorrhoidal tumors
, andi

prolapsus of the rectum. In these cases general is not equal to local

blood-letting, and cupping is out of the question.

5. In various organic diseases leeches will often be found an exceed-

ingly useful palliative means. I would particularly mention as examples,*

affections of the heart and lungs.

There are few diseases in which loss of blood is required, where

leeching is positively objectionable
;
indeed, erysipelas is the only onet

that can be named. Here it has been supposed that the local irritation

caused by leeches would add to the severity of the malady
;
but I believe

that even in this case the objections are more imaginary than reali

There are, however, numerous instances in which leeching is negatively

objectionable : in some the quantity of blood drawn by these animals is

insufficient to make much impression on the disease, as in visceral inflam-

mation of robust persons
;
in others, where the disease is very rapid andl

fatal, the effects of leeches are too slow, as in croup. Venesection isf

the remedy in all those instances. (For a more extended account o»

|

the uses of leeching, see Dr. R. Price, Treat, on the Utility of Sanguisuc-'

tion, 1822).

Mode of Applying Leeches.—Let the part be well cleansed (some

times it may be necessary to shave it) : then dry the leeches, by rolling

them in a clean linen cloth : place them in the lid of a pill-box, and

apply to the affected part. This is a preferable method to applying

them by the fingers, or in a wine glass. A harrow tube (called a leech\

glass) will be found useful when we wish to affix one of these animals to

the inside of the mouth, or any particular spot.

Several circumstances influence the fixing of leeches
;
as the conditioij

of the animal, whether healthy or otherwise
;
the nature and conditioij

of the part to whieh it is applied
;
thus, leeches will not readily attacl

themselves to the soles of the feet, or the palms of the hands, or to th*

hairy parts—the presence of grease, vinegar*, salt, and some other sub

stances, will prevent them from biting
;
whereas milk, sugared-water, an

blood, are said to have the contrary effect. Scarifying the part has bee

advised to promote their attachment. The condition of thc^ patient als

affects the fixing of the animal. Derheims [Hist. Nat. et Med. des Banff*

p. 134. 1825), says that leeches will not bite those under the influenc

of sulphur, on account of the evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen by tn
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i
in. The effluvia, or vapours of the room, as the fumes of tobacco,

I
lphur, vinegar, &c., will prevent them biting, or even cause them

, ddenly to fall off.

The quantity of blood a leech is capable of drawing varies consider-

ly. I believe four drachms to be the maximum. On an average I do
t think we ought to estimate it at more than one drachm and a half.

1

‘ course this has no reference to that lost after the animal has fallen
-

',
and which varies according to the vascularity of the part

;
in children

ing oftentimes very considerable. When the leech has had sufficient

drops off; but it is said that if the tail be snipped, the animal will

mtinue to bite, the blood passing out posteriorly as fast as it is taken in

the mouth. 1 have tried several, but they usually let go their hold
to instant the tail is cut H. Cloquet {Diet, de Medec. art. Sangsue

,

'83) has made the same remark.

lln order to disgorge the leech of the blood, the usual practice is to

IP 1)' alt to its body ; but it is objectionable (if you wish to preserve

l’J animal), since the surface is frequently thereby blistered, and several

\ys elapse ere the creature regains its former activity. Some advise

xeezing the blood out by the mouth
;
others the application of diluted

egar to the head. If no kind of emetic be employed, the blood re-

ins for a considerable time in the stomach of the leech undigested,

tt without putrefying.

Vfter-Treatment.—When leeches have fallen off it is generally

arable to promote the sanguineous discharge. This is best done by
use of warm fomentations or cataplasms

;
or even, in some cases, by

)ping-glasses. Great caution is necessary in the case of children,

me years since, the application of a leech was ordered to the chest of

Lhild labouring under pneumonia; it was at the same time mentioned
t the bleeding should be encouraged. The directions were literally

tilled—the discharge of blood was assiduously promoted—until so large

luantity had been lost, that death was the result. No attempt was
' de to stop it, nor notice sent to the Dispensary, in the practice of

;ich the case occurred. The child being illegitimate, and the mother
'dently careless of its recovery, led some to suspect that this did not

ee place through mere ignorance. In another instance, two leeches

e ordered for a child aged about eighteen months, suffering with
1 umonic inflammation, a consequence of measles. The following day
poor little creature was found in a fainting, or rather dying state,

111 face and lips completely blanched. On inquiry it appeared the

•h-bites were still bleeding, and no attempt had been made to stop

discharge, the mother thinking it would be beneficial, more especially

Uhe pneumonic symptoms had considerably abated. As predicted,

little sufferer died within twenty-four hours.

in some persons there appears to be an hereditary predisposition to

uorrhage, so that very slight wounds are attended with serious and
i fatal effects. Mr. Wilson, quoted by Mr. Wardrop [op. svpra cit.

• 3), has related the case of a child where one leech had nearly caused
i:h, by the serious hemorrhage. When about three or four years old,

child bit its tongue, and notwithstanding that every attempt was
e to stop the discharge, death took place from loss of blood,

have been called to many cases of hemorrhage after leech-bites, and
ier failed in stopping it by compression. Sometimes mere exposure to

4 s
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the air will be sufficient
;

or, if this fail, we may apply a dossil of lint

and a bandage. In other instances this will not succeed. I usually
employ compression, thus: roll a piece of lint into a fine cone, and
introduce it into the bites by means of a needle or probe

;
over this lay a

compress and bandage. Sponge may be substituted for the lint. Various
other modes have been proposed

;
some, I think, exceedingly cruel, since

I do not believe them ever necessary. I allude, now, to the application

of a red-hot needle
;
and to passing a needle through the orifice, and

wrapping thread round, just as a farrier stops the discharge of blood

from the vein of a horse. Some employ absorbing powders, as gum-
arabic

;
or styptic washes, as a saturated solution of alum. One very

effectual means is to apply a stick of lunar caustic scraped to a point, or

the nitrate of silver. Sir C. Bell, in one case, stitched up the wound.
Accidents from Leeches in the Mucous Cavities.— The an-

cients were very apprehensive of the ill consequences likely to arise from

swallowing leeches. That their fears were not groundless is proved

from the following circumstance, related by the celebrated Baron Larrey.

When the French army entered upon the deserts which separate Egypt
from Syria, the soldiers, pressed by thirst, threw themselves on their

faces, and drank greedily of the muddy water, and which, unknown to

them, contained leeches (Sanguisuga cegyptiacci), having the form of a

horse-liair, and the length of a few lines only. Many of them felt imme-
diately stings, or prickling pains, in the posterior fauces, followed by

frequent cough, glairy spots, lightly tinged with blood, and a disposition

to vomit, with a difficulty of swallowing, laborious respiration, and

sharp pains in the chest, loss of appetite and rest, attended with great

uneasiness and agitation. On pressing down the tongue of the indi-

vidual first attacked, a leech was discovered, which was with difficulty

removed by the forceps. Little or no hemorrhage followed, and the

patient recovered. Those which had attached themselves to the posterior

fauces were removed by the use of gargles composed of vinegar and salt

water. The Chief of Brigade, Latour-Mauberg, commander of the 22d

regiment of chasseurs, swallowed two in the deserts of St. Makaire, a

day’s journey from the Pyramids, which so much weakened him, that his

convalescence was long and difficult.

Derheims (op. supra cit. p. 140) relates a case where a young man

who had leeches applied to his anus, was so unfortunate as to have one

enter his rectum unnoticed. The animal made several punctures ;
and

was not expelled until some hours after, when salt water injections were

used. The wounds caused by the bites, however, did not heal for several

months, during which time the patient suffered considerably, and con-

stantly passed blood with the fames.

Whenever practicable, salt-water injections should be resorted to. I®

the following case, related by Derheims (p. 140) this practice could no

be adopted. Two small leeches were applied to the gums of an infan

during the period of dentition, and bv the inattention of the nurse tl.df

fixed themselves at the back part of the mouth, and becoming gorget

with blood, caused great difficulty of respiration. The infant, ft'

strongly closing the jaws, prevented the removal of the animals, "h<

onlv ceased their hold when they were filled with blood. 1 he honor

rliage continued for two hours. .

Ill effects have resulted from swallowing leeches. A lady accidental!'
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i| vallowed a leech she was applying to lier gums. Acute cardialgia soon

ime on, with a feeling of erosion, and creeping in the interior of the

[ j! omach ;
sometimes convulsive movements in the limbs and muscles of

|ue face; frequency and irregularity of the pulse; universal agitation

h id paleness of the countenance. The physician who was called in,

J collecting the fact ascertained by Bibiena, that leeches could not live

ji wine, administered half a glass every quarter of an hour. The symp-
I
ms were soon alleviated

;
and the fourth dose caused vomiting, by

ihich the dead leech was evacuated, with much glairy matter, mixed
i ith clots of black blood. By a proper subsequent treatment the patient

covered in eight days (Recueil Periodique).

Class 6. Insecta, Goldfuss .

—

Insects.

J Articulated auimals with six feet (hexopoda), one pair of antennce, a dorsal vessel Cor

I ’dilation, respiring by trachea, and undergoing metamorphosis (being successively
I uum, larva, pupa, and imago). Head distinct from the thorax.

Order 1 . Coleoptera, Linnaeus.—Beetles.

lFour wings, of which the two upper or anterior
(
elytra or wing cases

)
are horny or

u.thery, united down the back by a straight suture; lower or posterior wings folded

ugitudinally. Mandibles and
jlaws for mastication.

Canth'aris vesicato'ria, Latreille, L. E. D.

—

The Blister Beetle or

Spanish Fly.

Lytta vesicatoria, Fabricius.—Meloe vesicatorius, Linnceus.

(The whole fly, E.)

History.—Hippocrates employed in medicine an insect which he

Ills (uavdapig), whose effects were similar to those of. our Cantharis vesi-

doria. Hence it has been erroneously inferred by some writers that our

stering beetle is identical with that employed by the ancients. That
i s inference is incorrect is proved by the following facts. In the first

ace, many beetles agree in their effects on the system with those of Can-
iris vesicatoria

;
secondly, the word KavOctplg merely signifies a small

utle or scarabceus parvus ; thirdly, both Dioscoricles (lib. ii. cap. 65)

d Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xxix. cap. 30, ed. Valp.) refer to several kinds

cantharides, but remark that the most powerful are those with trans-

rse yellow bands on the wings, and that those which are homogeneous
i colour are weak and inert. It is tolerably clear, therefore, that neither

these ancient writers were acquainted with Cantharis vesicatoria.

>w the characters assigned to the ancient blistering insect agree pre-

-ely with those of two species of Mylabris. Burmeister [Man. of En-
mol. by Shuckard, p. 562, 1836) suggests that Mylabris Fiisselini

, a

[rive of the South of Europe, was the species used by the ancients.

/labris Cichorii is employed as a blistering beetle at the present day
(China and some parts of Ilindostan, and may, perhaps, have been
:d by the Greeks and Romans.
'Zoology. Gen. Chau.—Antennae elongate, simple, filiform. Maxil-

y palpi with terminal joint somewhat ovate. Head large, heart-
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shaped. Thorax small, rather quadrate, narrower than the elytra, which
are as long as the abdomen, soft, linear, the apex slightly gaping, jWings
two, ample (J. F. Stephens, Man. of Brit. Coleopt. p. 334, 1839).

Sp. Chap,.

—

Bright glossy brass-green or bluish, glabrous
; beneath

more glossy, with a few hairs. Breast densely pubescent, finely punc-

tured. Head and thorax with a longitudinal channel. Elytra with two

slightly raised lines. Tarsi violaceous. Antenna black, with the basal

joint brassy (J. F. Stephens).

Form elongated, almost cylindrical. Length six to eleven lines. Breadth

one to two lines. Colour brass or copper green. Odour nauseous, un-

pleasant. Body covered with whitish grey hairs, which are most nume-

rous on the thorax. Head large, subcordate, with a longitudinal furrow

along its top. Eyes lateral, dark brown.
Fig. 246. Thorax not larger than the head, nar-

rowed at the base. Elytra from four to
J

six lines long, and from 3-4ths to 1|

lines broad; costa slightly margined.
,

Wings ample, thin,membraneous, veined,
;

transparent, pale brown
;

tips folded.

Legs stout, from four to six lines long,

the hinder ones longest : tibiae clavate,

in the female all terminated by two

small moveable spurs; in the male the

two hinder pairs of extremities alone
[

have this arrangement, the anterior ones
{

having but one spur ; last joint of the
j

tarsi with a pair of bifid claws. Abdo-

men soft, broadest in the female. In the i

female, near the anus, are two articu-

lated, caudal appendages.

The internal organization of these animals lias

been elaborately studied by Audouin {Ann. des

Scienc. Nat. t. ix. p. 31). and by Brandt {Med.

Zool. ii). The Nervous System consists ofa

cerebro-spinal axis, and of a double and single

sympathetic system. The cerebro-spinal axis con-

sists of a double nervous cord, and nine ganglia

(two cephalic, one of which is the brain, three

thoracic, and four abdominal). The single sym-

pathetic system commences at the brain by two

branches, which unite at the ganglium frontalc,

from which a single nerve proceeds along the

oesophagus to the stomach, where it divides into

two, forming at its division a small ganglion.

The double sympathetic system consists of four

ganglia placed on the oesophagus, two on either

side of the single nervous cord just described,

with which, as well as with the brain, they are

connected by nervous twigs. The Vascular

System consists of a simple pulsating dorsal

vessel, which extends from the head to the extre-

mity ofthe abdomen. The Respiratory System

consists of ten pair (three thoracic, seven abdo-

minal) of stigmata, which open into the trachea.

.
Digestive Organs of the Cantharis

vesicatoria.

a. The head, wWcli supports the an-

tennae, the eyes, a transverse cly-

afeirs, hr which is united ante-*

norly the labrum: on the sides

-of the latter are the mandibles
' " a'nd maxillary palpi.

b. The oesophagus.

c. The stomach.
d d d. The biliary vessels.

e. The intestine.

f. The caicum.

g. The rectum.
h. The last ring of the abdomen.

The Digestive System consists of the mouth
,
which terminates in th e pharynx. Tlif

latter contracts into a long muscular (esophagus, which ends in an elongated fusiform
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mack. The latter is marked transversely by bands formed by the muscular coat

I 'tween the stomach and intestine is a valve (pylorus) formed by four small, floating-

,

Iney-shaped bodies. The small intestine forms two curvatures, and then proceeding'

; ectiy backwards terminates in the swollen ccecum, which ends in the very short,

I "row rectum. The biliary vessels consist of six very long, filiform, convoluted tubes,

I
ich terminate anteriorly at the stomach near the pylorus, and posteriorly at the in-

1 tine near the ccecum. The Sexual System of the Male consists of a pair of

nerical testicles, having externally a granulated appearance; two vasa deferentia,

iich have a ringed appearance
;
three or four pair of tubes (seminal vesicles or epi-

lymoid vessels'), the functions of which are imperfectly known; a common spermatic

cot

;

and a penis which has three barbs or hooks at its extremity, and is enveloped
a sheath. The Female Organs consist of two large, hollow, egg-shaped ovaries,

cavities of which are called calyces. On their external surface is an immense num-
• of pyriform egg tubes. From each ovary or calyx arise an oviduct, and the two
ducts by tbeir junction form the common oviduct, the lower portion of which is

led the vagina. Into the common oviduct passes a tube from a vesicular bag,

i
led spermatheca (vesicule copulatrice, Audouin), and also of other appendages
baceous glands, Audouin).

Fig. 247.

Male Genital Organs of Cantharis vesi-

catoria.

a a, Testicles.

|

b b, Vasa deferentia.

I c c,c c, cc, c, c, The four pair of vesi-

culte seminales, or epididymoid
vessels.

I
d, The common spermatic tube,

i
e, Portion of the intestinal tube in-

verted.

f. Last abdominal ring.

Fig. 248.

Female Organs of Cantharis vesica-

toria.

a a, The ovaries covered by the egg
tubes. Each ovary sends out

an oviduct, b . The two ducts

unite to form the common ovi-

duct, which receives the excre-

tory tube of the spermatheca, c,

and of other appendages, d d.

e. Portion of the inverted intestine.

/, Last abdominal ring.

{Zjj*

A

[[ must refer to Audouin’s paper for an amusing account of the amours of these

mals.

IIHab.

—

Europe. Originally, perhaps, a native of the southern parts,

loecially Italy and Spain. Now found in France, Germany, Hungary,
iussia, and England. With us they are rare. In the summer of 1837
1 iy were abundant in Essex and Suffolk (Westwood, Intr. to the Mod.
massif, of Insects, vol. i. 1836). They are found on species of Oleacece
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(as the ash, privot, and lilac), and of Caprifoliacecz (as the elder and
Lonicera).

Mode of catching Cantharides.—In the south of France these ani-

mals are caught during the month of May, either in the morning or

evening, when they are less active, by spreading large cloths under the

trees, which are then strongly shaken, or beaten with long poles. The
catchers usually cover their faces, and guard their hands by gloves,

(Richard, Diet. des. Drog. i. 550). Various methods have been recom-
mended for killing the insects

;
such as exposing them to the vapour of

vinegar (the practice mentioned by Dioscorides), or of hot water, or of

spirit of wine, or of the oil of turpentine. Geiger states, that if destroyed

by dropping oil of turpentine into the bottle in which they are contained,

they are not subject to the attack of mites; but I believe they are more
frequently destroyed by immersing the cloths containing them in hot vine-

gar and water, and then drying on hurdles covered with paper or cloths.

Preservation.—Cantharides should be preserved in well-stoppered

glass bottles, and to prevent them from being attacked by mites
(
Acarus

domesticus), a few drops of strong acetic acid should be added to them.

I have found this a most successful mode of preservation. Besides mites,

they are subject to the attacks of a moth ( Tinea flavifrontella) and

two coleopterous insects (
Anthrenus muscorum and Hopliafarinosa.)

Commerce.—Cantharides are imported from St. Petersburgh, in cases,

each containing 160 or 170 lbs.; and also from Messina, in barrels or

cases, holding each about 100 lbs. They are principally brought over

towards the end of the year.

In 1839, duty (Is. per lb.) was paid on 16,376 lbs.

The cantharides from St. Petersburgh are the largest and most

esteemed. They are somewhat more copper-coloured than the French

or English varieties, which have rather a brassy than copper tint.

Characteristics for Medico-legal purposes.—There are no che-

mical tests for cantharides to be relied on. Orfila (
Toxicol . Gen.) has

published the effects of various reagents on tincture of cantharides ;
but

they are unimportant. Cantharides are rarely met with in a sufficiently

perfect form to enable us to recognise them by their zoological characters.

'Then physical characters are much more important. In all powders of

cantharides you may distinguish golden-green particles ;
these may be

separated from the other contents of the stomach by immersing them in

boiling water: the fatty matter rises to the surface, while the cantharides

powder falls to the bottom. Orfila has recognised these particles in a

body nine months after interment; so that they do not readily decom-

pose, even when mixed with decaying animal matters. Some other

insects, however, have the same golden-green colour, but are without

vesicating properties
;
and vice versa, there are many insects which vesi-

cate, but which have not a golden-green colour. The physical charac-

ters of the particles, aided by their physiological effects, together fon%

tolerably conclusive evidence of the presence of cantharides. lo judge

of the effects of cantharides, and their preparations, we should proceed

as follows :—If the suspected matter be a liquid, evaporate it to the con-

sistence of an extract
;
then digest in repeated quantities of sulphuric

ether. The etherial solutions are to be mixed, and allowed to evaporate

in the air: the vesicating properties of the residuum may be determine®

by applying it to the inside of the lip or lo the arm. II the suspecte
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. |
-liter contain solid particles, these are to be digested in ether, and the

•

|

ncentrated tincture applied to the inner surface of the lip (see Ann.

I

Hygiene Publique, 1835, xiii. p. 455). Dr. Hastings {Trans, of the

'ovine . Med. and Surg. Assoc, vol. i. p. 402.) has published an interest-

g fatal case of inflammation of the alimentary canal and urinary organs.

ic symptoms simulated those caused by excessive doses of cantharides ;

it the moral and other evidence seemed to negative the suspicion that

|
ese insects had been taken.

Adulteration and Goodness.—The goodness or quality of eantlia-

les may be recognised by their odour, and freedom from other insects,

^ pecially mites. Sometimes the powder, but more commonly the plaster,

adulterated with powdered euphorbium. I have been informed, by

rsons well acquainted with the fact, that it is a common practice, amongst

rtain druggists, to mix one pound of euphorbium with fourteen pounds

powdered Spanish flies.

Composition.—Cantharides were analyzed, in 1803, by Thouvenal

inn. de Chim. xlvii. 230), in 1804, by Beaupoil {Ibid, xlviii. 29), and in

110, by Robiquet {Ibid, lxxvi. 802).

Thouvenal’s Analysis.

'Watery extract 37-50

^Subsequent alcoholic extract... ] 0 42
^Subsequent etherial extract ... 2 08
Husoluble residuum 50-00

Total 100-00

Beaupoil’s Analysis.

ack matter insoluble in alcohol,

but soluble in water 12-94

..-flow matter soluble in water,

alcohol, and ether 12-94

rreen oil soluble in alcohol and
ether 13-99

i renchyma, salts, Ik oxide of iron GO- 13

nosphoric acid ?

Total 10U-00

Robiquet’s Analysis.

1. Cantharidin.

2. Green fixed oil, soluble in alcohol.

3. Fatty matter, insoluble in alcohol.

4. Yellow viscid substance, soluble in

water and alcohol (osmazome ?)

5. Black matter, soluble in water, inso-

luble in alcohol

6. Yellow matter, soluble in ether and
alcohol.

7. Free acetic and uric acids.

8. Phosphate of lime, and phosphate of

magnesia.

Cautharis vesicatona.

1. Cantharidin {Vesicatorin ; Cantharides- Camphor)

.

—Has been found in Cantharides
> sicatoria , Lytta vittata, Mylabris Cichorii, and other vesicating insects. Probably
ists in all the blistering beetles. Toprocure it, concentrate an alcoholic tincture (pre-

red by percolation) and set aside: the cantharidin slowly crystallizes. It is purified

washing with cold alcohol, and boiling with alcohol and animal charcoal. Its proper-
's are as follows:—It crystallizes in the form of micaceous plates, which are fusible,

•ming a yellow oil, which by a stronger heat is vaporizable, forming white vapours:
esse subsequently condense into acicular crystals of cantharidin. Dana regards it as an
Lganic alkali, but without any just grounds

;
for it will not restore the blue colour of

i rnus paper reddened by an acid. Gmelin’s opinion, that it is a solid volatile oil, seems
be correct. When isolated, it is not soluble in water, but becomes so by combination
th the other constituents ofcantharides

;
the yellow matter probably being the principal

ent in rendering it so. This, then, is the reason why an aqueous infusion of the insects
utains cantharidin in solution. Cold spirit, digested on cantharides, extracts cantha-
lin; which it can only do by the agency of some of the other principles of the flies,

is easily soluble in ether, oils (volatile and fixed), and hot spirit of wine
; and from

latter it separates as the liquid cools. Concentrated boiling sulphuric acid dissolves
utliaridin : the solution is slightly brown; when diluted with water, it deposits small
edle-like crystals of cantharidin. Boiling nitric and muriatic acids dissolve it wiih-
l changing colour

;
the solutions, by cooling, deposit it. Cantharidin is dissolved by
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potash and soda; but when concentrated acetic acid is added to the solution, the can-
tharidin is precipitated. Ammonia is without action on it. According' to Regnaud it

consists o ['carbon, 6TG8 ; hydrogen
,
6‘04; and oxygen

,
3228.

2. Volatile Odorous Oil?— Orfila asserts, that volatile odorous oil is one of the consti-
tuents of the insects. The distilled water of cantharides is strongly odorous and milky;
and its vapour affects the eyes and kidneys like cantharides.
The active and odorous principles of cantharides reside principally in the sexual or-

gans of the animals. Both Farincs and Zier tell us, that the soft contain more active
matter than the hard parts. It appears, also, that the posterior is much more acrid than
the anterior portion oi' the body; and Zier says the ovaries are particularly rich in this

active matter. If so, it is evident we ought to prefer large female to male insects. It

is a well-known fact, that the odour of these animals becomes much more powerful at

the season of copulation than at other periods; and that persons sitting under the trees,

in which these insects are, at this season more particularly, are very apt to be attacked
with ophthalmia and ardor urinse.

Robiquet thus describes the effects of cantharidin:—The l-100th part of a grain,

placed on a slip of paper and applied to the edge of the lower lip, caused, in about a

quarter of an hour, small blisters. A little cerate being applied, served only to extend

the action over a larger surface, and both lips were in consequence covered with blisters.

Some atoms of cantharidin, dissolved in two or three drops of almond oil, were rubbed

over a small piece of paper and applied to the arm
;
in six hours a blister was formed,

the size of the paper. The volatility of cantharidin at a comparatively low temperature,

and the action of the vapour on the conjunctival membrane, are shown by the accident

which happened to one of Robiquet’s pupils, who was watchiug its crystallization, and

felt acute pain in the conjunctiva, which was followed by inflammation, accompanied
with small phlyctenae and loss of sight for several days. Robiquet, who was not so near

the liquid, suffered but slightly. I have suffered once in preparing this substance. I

applied one drop of an etberial solution of impure cantharidin to the inside of the lower

lip; but immediately afterwards, repenting of my temerity, I wiped it carefully off. In

about an hour a blister had formed on the inside of the lip, and it was five or six days be-

fore the part had completely healed. Bretonneau, iirhis experiments on animals, has

not found any marked aphrodisiac effect produced by cantharidin. He found that it ren-

dered the circulation slower, and caused fatal lethargy.

Physiological Effects, (a.) On Animals.—The principal experi-

ments with cantharides on animals (dogs) are those of Orfila (
Toxicol

Gen.) and Schubarth (Wibmer, Wirk. d. Arzneim. u. Gifte, Bd. iii. s. 262).

It results from their investigations that these insects cause violent inflam-

mation in the parts to which they are applied, and an affection of the

nervous system, (spinal cord principally). Injected into the jugular vein,

the oleaginous infusion caused tetanus ;
introduced into the stomach, the

oesophagus being tied, the tincture produced insensibility, (Orfila). In-

flammation of the inner coat of the bladder was observed when the poison

had remained in the stomach for a few hours before death.

(b.) On Man.—The topical effects of cantharides are those of a most

powerful acrid. When these insects are applied to the skin, the first effects:

noticed are, a sensation of heat accompanied by pain, redness, and slight

swelling. These phenomena are soon followed by a serous affection be-

tween the corium and epidermis, by which the latter is raised, forming

what is commonly termed a blister
,
or, in the more precise language of

j

the cutaneous pathologist, an ampulla or bulla. The effused liquid ha> a

pale yellow colour, with a very feeble taste and smell. T wo analyses of

it have been made :

—
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'KlltS.

Analysis by Dr. Bostoclc. Analysis by Brandes and Reimann.

6.00 Albumen .. 5-75

014 Animal matter, with muriate 2

too of ammonia, potash salts, ( 026
92-86 carbonate, lactate, muriate f

and sulphate of soda j

Water .. 9399

100-00 100-00

l[f the cuticle be removed, the subjacent corium is seen intensely reci-

ted, and, by exposure to the air, oftentimes becomes exceedingly pain-

. . If irritants be applied, a secretion of pus takes place, and sometimes

whitish-looking false membrane is formed. Long-continued irritation

•asionally causes tubercular granulations. Not unfrequently I have

iced ecthymatous pustules around the blistered surface
;
and in one

. larkable case, which fell under my notice, the whole body, but more
lecially the pectoral region, (to which the blister had been applied),

ss covered with them. Sometimes the vesicles of eczema occur. Ulcera-

a and gangrene are not uncommon : the latter effect is occasionally

served after exanthematous diseases, especially measles. I have seen

ith result therefrom in two instances. The constitutional symptoms
quently produced are excitement of the vascular system (as denoted

the increased frequency of pulse, heat of skin, and furred tongue),

! 1 irritation of the urinary and genital organs (marked by heat and
in in passing the urine, which is usually high coloured, or there may
complete suppression). It not unfrequently happens, that the part

which a blister has been applied remains considerably darker coloured

n the surrounding skin. Layer states, that the disappearance of these

colorations is hastened by the use of sulphurous baths.

iWlien swallowed, cantharides act topically on the gastro-intestinal
nbrane; in poisonous quantities exciting inflammation of the mucous
ng of the alimentary canal, accompanied with constriction and diffi-

ty of swallowing, which is sometimes so great, that not a particle of

d can be got into the stomach without the most inexpressible anguish ;

I lent and burning pain, nausea, vomiting, frequently of bloody matters,

netimes with flakes like the inner lining of the alimentary tube, and
at tenderness to touch. These phenomena sufficiently indicate the

trie inflammation. Ptyalism is not an uncommon occurrence. The
s critic symptoms are, abundant and frequent evacuations, sometimes of
i >d, with horrible griping and burning pain, and exquisite sensibility

'he abdomen.
I ’he volatile odorous matter evolved by these insects is a local irri-

; ; for it causes itching and even inflammation of the eyelids and con-

itiva, irritation of the air-passages, marked by epistaxis, convulsive

ezing, &c. If it be inhaled, as is done when persons sit under
•s on which the animals are found, or by breathing the vapour
ae decoction of cantharides, an affection of the urinary organs may be
ught on. The same remote effects may also be excited by blisters,

handling the insects, by applying them to wounds, by swallowing
n, or by injecting solutions of their active principle into the veins,

may classify the remote effects of cantharides into those observed in

urino-genital, the nervous, and the vascular systems.
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(a.) Action on the urino-genital system.—The pain in the loins, and I

the alteration in the quantity and quality of the urine, are the symptoms I

indicative of the inflamed condition of the kidneys. The burning nainridneys. The burning pain
and tenderness in the hypogastric region, and the constant desire to pass I

the urine, with the inability of doing so except drop by drop, are evidences

of the vesical inflammation. The action on the genital organs in the
j

male is proved by priapism, which is sometimes accompanied by saty-

riasis, sometimes not
;
and by the occasional inflammation and mortifica-

tion of the external organs. In the female, the action on the sexual sys-

tem is shewn by the local heat and irritation, and by the occasional
j

occurrence of abortion.

(

b

.) Action on the nervous system.—The affection of this system is

!

proved by the pain in the head, disordered intellect, manifested in the
j

form of furious or phrenitic delirium, convulsions of the tetanic kind, and
!

subsequently coma. It is deserving of especial notice, that sometimes t

several days elapse before the nervous symptoms show themselves : thus,

in a case related by Giulio, they appeared on the third day
;
in another 1

instance, mentioned by Graaf, on the eighth
;
and in a case noticed by

Dr. Ives, they were not observed until the fourteenth day (see Christison,

Treat, on Poisons).

(c.) Action on the vascular system.—The pulse becomes hard and fre-

quent, the skin hot, and the respiration quickened ;
diaphoresis is occa-

sionally observed.

The susceptibility to the influence of cantliarides is by no means uni-

form. Werlhoff mentions the case of a lad who used to be attacked with

priapism and involuntary emission by merely smelling the powder. Amo-

reux says, in one case a pinch of the powder caused death
;
while in

another a spoonful occasioned only slight heat in the throat and ardor

urinae. Dr. ITosack has mentioned an instance in which a man took

nearly six ounces of the tincture with the view of self-destruction, yet no
j

dangerous symptoms followed. In contrast with this, I may instance a i

case that came within my own knowledge, where one ounce of the tinc-

ture produced serious symptoms. Orfila has seen twenty-four grains of

the powder prove fatal.

1. Action in small or medicinal doses.—In very small quantities there are

no obvious effects. If we increase the dose, a sensation of warmth is felt

in the throat, stomach, and respiratory passages, with increased secretion

from the alimentary tube. By continued use, a tickling or burning sen-

sation is experienced in the urethra, with frequent desire to pass the

urine, which may or may not be altered in quality and quantity.

some cases diuresis is observed, in others not : in the latter the urine is

generally higher coloured than usual. Occasionally the sexual feelings

are excited.

2. Action in larger doses : Subacute poisoning.—The symptoms are,

heat in the throat, stomach, intestines, and respiratory passages ;
pain

in the loins, burning sensation in the bladder, with frequent dcsirn

to evacuate the urine, which is sometimes bloody, and passed "iffi

difficulty. Painful priapism, with or without satyriasis. Pulse more

frequent, skin hot, and the respiration quickened : the nervous system

is frequently excited. ^ ,

3. Action in still larger doses : Acute poisoning.— I be symptoms o
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if ed are, in part, common to other irritant poisons
;
in part peculiar to

vesicating insects. Violent burning pain in the stomach, with ex-

cite sensibility and constant vomiting
;
extreme thirst, dryness, and

: d odour of the mouth, and not unfrequently ptyalism. Burning pain

spasmodic contraction of the bladder, giving rise to the most excruci-

-g agony. Notwithstanding the incessant desire to void urine, nothing-

drops of blood are passed, and with great pain. The constriction of

throat and difficulty of deglutition are most distressing and alarming:

unfortunate sufferer is constantly tormented with violent gripings,

filing, generally of blood, extreme tenderness of the whole abdominal
ace, faintings, giddiness, convulsions, and an almost hydrophobic

'i

'

’sion to liquids, with delirium terminating in coma.
’lie mode, and the immediate cause of death, are various : sometimes
nervous symptoms kill before gangrene makes its appearance; but

i: e usually the patient dies from the inflammation and subsequent mor-
:ation of the alimentary tube or of the genital organs.

Vost-mortem Appearances.—On opening the bodies of persons

>;oned by cantharides, inflammation and its consequences have been
?i i irved in the alimentary tube, and the urinary and genital organs. The

‘bral vessels have been found in a congested state. It is deserving of

d ee that inflammation of the urino-genital organs is more likely to be
ji with in patients dying within a few days after poisoning.

Tses.—Hippocrates used vesicating insects (under the name of can-
v -ides) internally

;
but the practice was subsequently regarded as dan-

ms ;
and, so lately as the year 1693, the President of the College of

sicians committed Dr. Greenfield to Newgate for daring to employ
m !

!
(Greenfield, Treat, on Cantharides, transl by Martin, 1706).

.. Local uses.—Cantharides are frequently used as topical agents;
h etimes as stimulants, sometimes as rubefacients, at other times as

:( cants.

u.) To stimulate topically.—Tincture of cantharides with water (in

proportion of three or four drachms of the tincture to a pint of water)

been employed to stimulate ulcers ; more especially sinuses and
ulous sores. It is used on the same principle that stimulant and
ant applications are made to the eye in ophthalmia

;
that is, to excite

nw action, which shall supersede the old one. Matthew’s once cele-

t ed injection for fistula in ano is a wash of this kind (Dr. Paris, Phar-
oloyia). In alopecia or baldness, when this is not the result of old

unguents of cantharides have been employed to promote the growth
iiair. Powdered cantharides have been advised as an application to

t
parts bitten by rabid animals.
h.) To produce rubefaction.—For this purpose the tincture may be
•ed with soap or camphor liniment; or, when it is desirable to limit

'effect to a particular spot, and especially if friction be objectionable,

'common blistering plaster may be applied, allowing it to remain in

liaet with the part for an hour or two only. Rubefacient liniments

employed to excite the sensibility of the skin in numbness and para-
n; as also to promote local irritation in neuralrjic and rheumatic pains.
he inflammatory affections of children it will be occasionally found
hi to employ the plaster as a rubefacient merely.

?.) To excite vesication.—A considerable number of substances (mine-
vegetable, and animal) cause vesication when applied to the skin.
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Horse-radisli, mezereon, liquor ammoniac, and acotic acid, may be men I

lioned as examples. To these may be added beat, applied in the form I

of hot water or a hot metallic plate. For facility of application, cer-

,

tainty of effect, and slightness of pain, no agents are equal to cantharides
j

and these are now almost solely used.

It was formerly supposed that the efficacy of blisters was in proportion
1

1

to the quantity of fluid discharged. But the truth is, that the therapeutic

influence is in proportion to the local irritation, and has no more relation

to the quantity of fluid discharged, than that the latter is frequently (not i

invariably) in the ratio of the former. Stoll’s axiom is therefore correct:
I—“ Non suppuratio sed stimulus prodest.” As to the precise manner in

which blisters, or, indeed, any remedies, influence diseases, ,we are quite

in the dark. We are accustomed to refer their operation to the principle!

of counter-irritation (see p.4-5). I must refer those who feel interested!

in the question, whether blisters ought to be applied in the neighbour-
j

(

hood of, or at a distance from, the affected part, to a paper by Barthez,

,

in the Recueil cle la Societe Medicate de Paris. In this country we gene-

1

rally apply them near to the morbid part ; to which practice Barthez i

assents, with some exceptions.

We employ blisters in inflammatory diseases, both acute and chronic
;f

in the former, however, preceding their use by blood-letting. In chronic
j

inflammatory diseases we often employ what is termed a perpetual blis-

1

ter—that is, the cuticle is removed, and the blistered surface dressed wilht

savine or cantharides ointment. This practice is advisable in chronic!

diseases of the chest, of the joints, of the eyes, &c. Blisters are some-j

times useful in erysipelas; thus to localize the disease when disposed toi

spread, and as a revulsive, applied to the feet, in erysipelas of the head.!

A blister to the perineum has been sometimes found beneficial in gleet.

It is hardly safe to apply blisters to children immediately after exan-

•

thematous diseases, sloughing being not an unfrequent result. If it be |

required to produce in them counter-irritation, the best plan is to dilute!

the common blistering plaster, by mixing it with three times its weight oh

soap cerate. 1 have seen this compound frequently employed, but never!

observed any unpleasant results from it. Another plan, sometimes

i

adopted, is to appljP a common blister, lor an hour or two only, so that I

it shall merely produce rubefaction.

2. jRemote uses.—These will require examination under distinct heads,

according to the particular object we have in view in employing cantHB

rides.

(a.) To act specifically on the urinary organs .—In dropsy they haj

been used to excite diuresis, though they frequently fail in producing this

effect.—In diabetes
,
cantharides have been employed, but without ap-

parent benefit.—In paralysis of the bladder they are frequently useful)

when there are no marks of local irritation. Two opposite condition*!

may be the result of paralysis of this organ; namely, retention or iucotp
j

tinence of urine. The latter condition is not unfrequently met AviuW,
if

children, and is very likely to be relieved by cantharides. It is usua y f

stated that they are particularly serviceable in that species of inc0
®g|

‘

nence which occurs during sleep only; but I have seen them ciueig ;

disease during day, and fail in giving relief at night. The case at u
t

to was that of a boy, 14 years old, who had been subject to incontme
,

of urine since his infancy. He was a robust lad, and apparently in ***
>
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1
perfect health. I put him under the influence of gradually increased

ii pas of tincture of cantharides, and within two months he was enabled

p retain his urine by day, but it still passed involuntarily at night
;
and

i; igli he continued the remedy for a considerable time, no further bene-

B was obtained. In incontinence of urine which occurs after lingering

3 airs, from the long-continued pressure of the child’s head, cantharides

jt -sometimes serviceable. But their use must not be commenced until

i Ithe symptoms of local irritation have subsided.

[ ').) To act on the organs of generation.—In consequence of the spe-

i stimulus communicated by cantharides to the bladder, it has been

!
;

posed that the same influence might be extended to the uterus
;
and

I s s these insects have been employed as stimulating emmenagogues, in

I

I

e cases with apparent benefit, but frequently without any obvious

S

ect. Abortion has occasionally happened from their employment, as

save myself witnessed in one case.

I

'antharides are also employed as an aphrodisiac
,
both in man and

t

•3r animals (as horses, heifers, and asses). In man, if given in suf-

;nt quantity to affect the sexual feelings, it endangers the patient’s

tty. Most of the cases in which we are requested to administer

rodisiacs, will be found, on examination, to require moral rather than
irmacological treatment. In discharges from the genital organs

,

teficial effects are frequently obtained by the internal use of cantha-

s. In gleet it has been often found serviceable. Mr. Roberton
tact. Treat, on the Powers of Cantharides

, 1806), explains their efficacy

aying that they excite a mild inflammatory action on the urethra (shewn
ithe discharge becoming thick, opaque, and puriform), which super-

?ss the previous morbid one. I have frequently found equal parts of

iture of chloride of iron and tincture of cantharides a successful

i bination in old standing gonorrhoeas. The dose is twenty drops at

i commencement.

.) In chronic skin diseases.—Pliny states that cantharides (.Mylabris
)

( 3 employed in a disease which he terms lichen. At the present time,

iture of cantharides is not unfrequently employed in lepra, psoriasis,

eczema. Having found other remedies very successful in lepra and
•iasis, I have rarely had occasion to try cantharides

; but Rayer
eases of the Skin, translated by Dr. R. Willis) saj-s, “ Of all the

getic and dangerous remedies that have been used in lepra, the tinc-

of cantharides is, perhaps, that which has the most remarkable in-

: ice over the disease. The great objection to its employment is its

iiility to excite inflammation in the digestive organs and urinary pas-

s, especially among females, which necessitates the immediate sus-

;ion, and occasionally the entire abandonment of the medicine.”

t has found it successful in chronic eczema, as well as in the scaly

ases.

il.) In diseases of the nervous system, cantharides were at one time in

t repute. The cases in which they were employed were hydrophobia,
ipsy, chorea, tetanus, and mania. Experience has shewn they de-

ee little attention in any of these complaints.

.) In obstinate sores, Mr. Roberton recommends cantharides on the

3 principle that he uses them in gleet.

DMINISTJRATION.

—

Powdered cantharides are not frequently employed
nally. The dose is one or two grains in the form of pill. The
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tincture is the safest preparation, and should, therefore, always bo i

preferred.

1 . Acetum Cantuartdis (Epispasticum ), L. Acetum Cantharidis, K.
j

(Cantharides, rubbed to powder, fiij . ; Acetic Acid, Oj. Macerate the I

Cantharides with the Acid for eight days, occasionally shaking. Lastly
express and strain, L .

—“ Cantharides, in powder, siij.
;
Acetic Acid, fjv. •

j

Pyroligneous Acid, fsxv.
; Euphorbium, in coarse powder, §ss. jNlix the I

acids, add the powders, macerate for seven days, strain and express!
strongly, and filter the liquors,” E).—Not fitted for internal employment.
Applied to the skin as a convenient and prompt vesicant. In the formula

|

of the London College, eight times as much cantharides are employed as
j

in the tincture.

2. Tinctura Cantuartdis, L. E. I).—Tinctura Lyttce. (Cantharides,
[

in powder, 5iv. [51] • D .] ;
Proof Spirit, Oij. [Oiij. E. Oiss. wine measure,

D]. Macerate for fourteen [seven, E. D .] days, [strain and express

strongly the residuum, E
. ] and filter.

—“ This tincture may be obtained

much more conveniently and expeditiously by percolation, provided the <

cantharides be reduced to coarse powder, and left with a little of the
[

spirit in the state of pulp for twelve hours before the process of percola-

tion is commenced,” E).—It is to be regretted that the strength of this

preparation is not uniform in the three British Pharmacopoeias. Dose, ujx. 1

gradually increased to fsj. Its effects on the bladder must be carefully 1

watched. It should be given in some demulcent liquid, as barley-water

or linseed tea. It is sometimes employed externally as a rubefacient, i

3. Ceratum Cantharidis, L. Unguentum Cantharidis
,
E. (Cantha-

ridis, in very fine powder, 3j. ;
Spermaceti Cerate, [Resinous Ointment, £.] I

Svj
.
[svij. E] . Add the cantharides to the cerate, softened by heat, audf

mix). This preparation must not be confounded with the next one, than 1

which it is more irritant. The uses of the two are the same. From the I

greater activity of the cerate more danger of the absorption of the active 1

principle of the cantharides is to be apprehended. When this occurs the I

bladder becomes affected, and, in severe cases, inflammation of the ab-
j

sorbents and fever are produced. I

4. Unguentum Infusi Cantharidis, E. Unguentum Cantharidis,DH
D.—(Cantharides, in very fine powder, §j ;

Distilled Water, fsiv ;
Resinous

Cerate, ^iv. Boil the water with the cantharides down to one half, and

strain. Mix the cerate with the strained liquor, then evaporate the mixture

to a proper consistence, L. D.—“ Cantharides, in moderately fine powder.

Resin, and Bees’ Wax, of each 5) ;
Venice Turpentine and Axunge, of

each sij ;
Boiling Water, fgv. Infuse the cantharidis in the water for one

night, squeeze strongly, and filter the expressed liquid. Add the axunge,

and boil till the water is dispersed. Then add the wax and resin
;
and

when these have become liquid, remove the vessel from the fire, add the

Turpentine, and mix the whole thoroughly,” E.)—~A milder and less cer-

tain preparation than the preceding. Used to excite a purulent discharge

from blistered surfaces, and to stimulate issues and indolent ulcers.

5. Emplastrum Cantharidis, L. E. D. Emplastrum Lytta. Bits-

m
tering Plaster. (Cantharides, in very fine powder, lb. j. ;

Plaster

Wax, lb.jss. ; Lard, lb ss. L.— Cantharides, in very fine powder;

Resin
;
Bees’’Wax, and Suet, of each sij. E.—Cantharides, in very fine

powder; Yellow Wax, of each lb. j . ;
Yellow Resin, siv. ; Mutton SiMSp

Hogs Lard, of each lb. ss. D .
—“ Liquefy the fats, remove from flic
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sprinkle in the cantharides in very fine powder, and stir briskly, as

mixture concretes on cooling,” E.)—Dishonest druggists sometimes

t a portion of the cantharides here ordered, and substitute powdered

< 'horbium. In making blistering plasters, care must be taken not to

the cantharides while the melted lard is quite hot, as the heat

itly injures the vesicating power of the insect. For a similar reason

plaster should be spread by the thumb, a heated spatula being ob-

ionable. To prevent the blister moving after its application to the

i.i, its margin should be covered with adhesive plaster. In order to

: rrd against any affection of the urinary organs, place a piece of thin

|
k-muslin or silver (tissue) paper between the plaster and the skin.

; efficacy of the blister depends on the fatty matter dissolving the

tharidin and transuding through the muslin or paper. Some recom-

ld the paper to be soaked in oil, which is supposed to dissolve the

ttharidin. Now oil, not being miscible with the blood, is not readily

orbed ;
and hence, it is supposed, arises its protective influence. The

al time requisite for a blistering plaster to remain in contact with the

1 is twelve hours
;
the vesicle is then to be cut at its most depending

:t, and dressed with a spermaceti ointment. When the irritation

'sed by these plasters is excessive, it is sometimes necessary to substi-

a poultice for the ointment. When we wish to make a perpetual

ter, the cerate of cantharides is employed as a dressing
;
or if we

ih to excite less irritation, and prevent the possibility of the urinary

ms being affected, the cerate of savine. The danger of applying

ters to children after exanthematous diseases, especially measles, has

in already noticed (see pp. 1368 and 1372). *

. Empla.strum Cantharidis compositum, E. (Venice Turpen-

,
oivss.

;
Burgundy Pitch and Cantharides, of each Siij.

; Bees’ Wax,
Verdigris, Sss. ; White Mustard Seed and Black Pepper, of each 5ij.

uefy the wax and Burgundy pitch, add the turpentine, and, while the

iture is hot, sprinkle into it the remaining articles previously in fine

xler, and mixed together. Stir the whole briskly, as it concretes in

iling, E.)—“ This is supposed to be a most infallible blistering plaster,

certainly contains a sufficient variety of stimulating ingredients”

mean, Edinb. Dispens.)

lntidote.

—

In poisoning by cantharides, remove the poison as

edily as possible from the stomach. If sickness have not commenced,
, may be effected by the stomach-pump, emetics, or tickling the throat

: treatment of poisoning by Opium, p. 1319). Assist the vomiting

mucilaginous and albuminous demulcent liquids,— as linseed-

milk, white of egg, with water, &c. No chemical antidote

known. Oil was at one time thought to be an excellent

edy
;

but since the discovery of its being a solvent for the

tharidin, suspicion has been entertained that it is calculated to

•ease, rather than decrease, the patient’s danger. This theoretical

plausible objection, first broached, I believe, by Pallas, seems sup-
ped by experience. Orfila found that cantharides macerated in cold

and afterwards given to dogs, killed them in a few minutes
;
and Dr.

•istison says, “ The case mentioned in the Genoa Memoirs was evi-

tly exasperated by the use of oil.” I confess, however, I think far-
• experience is required to determine the hurtful consequences of du-
ring oil

;
for as the editors of the “ Didionnaire de Matiere Mcdicale”
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very properly observe, on the same principles that oil is prohibited, muci- i

laginous drinks ought also to be proscribed, since cantharidin, aided bv
the yellow matter, dissolves in water; and on the other hand oil, in some
cases, has appeared to be beneficial. To counteract the effects of can-
tliarides, blood-letting, both general and local, opium, and the warm-
bath, must be resorted to. Camphor was at one time highly esteemed
for counteracting the effects of cantliarides (see p. 795). Oleaginous
and mucilaginous injections into the bladder are recommended to I

relieve the vesical symptoms.

Other Coleopterous Vesicants.

In Europe, tlie ordinary vesicating insect is the Cantharis vesicatoria

;

but in some
,

other parts of the world other blistering insects are employed. Thus, Cantharis vittata,

or the Potatoe-fly, C. atrata
, marginata

,
and cinerea, are used in North America. In’

the Brazils, C. atomaria has been employed. C. rvficeps, a native of Sumatra and Java,
,

is said to possess extraordinary blistering properties. C. gigas (Lytta ccerulea, Pfaff)’
j

is a native of Guinea and the East Indies. C. violacea (Lytta gigas mas
,
Buchner) is

a native of the East Indies. In Arabia, C. syriaca
(
Lytta segetum), is said by Forskal

to be employed. Mylabris Cichorii is used in China and some parts of the East Indies.

Meloe proscarabeus is an indigenous vesicating insect which has in two instances caused
death. M. majalis or true Mayworm possesses similar properties.

Order 2. Hemiptera, Linnaus.

Two wings covered by elytra. Mouth formed for suction; the rostrum composed of a

tubular articulated sheath, including four scaly setae, in place of mandibles and jaws.

Elytra in some crustaceous, with the posterior extremity membranous; in others almost

similar to wings, but more extended, thicker, and coloured (Stark, Elem. of Nat. Hist.

vol. ii. p. 318.)

Coc'cus Cac'ti, Linn. L. E. D.— Cochineal Insect.

(Cocci, L.—Tlie entire insects, E.)

History.—The Spaniards, on their first arrival in Mexico, about the

year 1518, saw the cochineal employed (as it appears to have been done

long before) by the native inhabitants of that country, in colouring some

parts of their habitations, ornaments, &c. (Bancroft, Experim. Researches,

vol. i. p. 413; and Beckmann, Hist, of Invent, vol. ii. p. 192).

Zoology. Gen. Char.—Tarsi with one joint, and terminated by a

single hook. Male destitute of a rostrum,
,
with two wings covering the

body horizontally
;
abdomen terminated by two seta. Female apterous,

furnished with a rostrum. Antenna, of eleven joints, filiform and seta-

ceous.

Sr. Char.—Male very small, with the antenna shorter than the body:

body elongated, of a deep red, terminated by two long diverging seta;

wings large, white, crossed over the abdomen. Female nearly twice as

large as the male, bluish red, covered with a white farina; antenna short;

body flattened below, convex
; feet short.

Wings of the male beautifully snow white. The females fix themselves

firmly on the plant, which serves them as a habitation, and never quit this

spot : here they couple, and increase considerably in size. Each insect

lays several thousand eggs, which proceed from the body through an

aperture placed at the extremity of the abdomen, and pass under th®

belly to be there hatched. Death then ensues; the body of the mother!

i
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Fig. 249.

Opuntia cochinillifera.

es up ;
its two membranes become flat, and form a sort of shell or

30011
,

in which the eggs are inclosed, and from whence the little

ihineals soon proceed. The female only is of commercial value.

Hab.—Mexico.
(Cultivation.—The cochineal insects feed on the Nopal (Opuntia co-

chinillifera). Mr. Ward
(.Mexico in 1827, vol. i.

p. 84) says, the planta-

tions are confined to the

district of La Mlsteca, in

the state of Oaxaca, in

Mexico. The animals are

domesticated and reared

with the greatest care.

Plantations of these are

cultivated for the nourish-

ment of the insects. Here
the impregnated females

are placed
;
this operation

ing denominated sowing them. Young ones are soon developed ; and

me months afterwards, when the females have become fecundated and

1 larged, the harvest commences. The insects are brushed off with a
1 uirrel’s tail, and killed by immersing them in hot water, and afterwards

ring them in the sun, or by the heat of a stove.

Three harvests are made annually
;
the first being the best, since the

ipregnated females alone are taken : in the second the young females

,o are collected
;
and in the third both old and young ones, and skins,

;j collected indiscriminately. Before the rainy season commences,
(inches of the nopal plant, loaded with infant insects, are cut off and
bserved in the houses of the Mexicans, to prevent the animals being

stroved by the weather.

(Commerce.—In 1839, the quantity of cochineal on which duty (Is.

rr cwt.) was paid, was 489,997 lbs. In 1838, it was only 204,74*8 lbs.

is said that, on the average, one pound of cochineal contains 70,000

.ed insects.

Description.—Cochineal
(
coccus ; coccinella) consists of the dried

nale insects, which are about one or two lines long, wrinkled, of an ir-

pilar figure, convex on one side and flat or somewhat hollow on the

ler. They are inodorous, have a bitterish warm taste, tinge the saliva

>let red, and yield a dark red powder. In burning, they evolve an ani-

d odour, and leave a greyish white ash. By infusion in water they

ell up, show their ringed character, and even their feet, giving the

uid a red colour. Both the Honduras and Vera Cruz kinds are dis-

.guislied into the silver and black varieties. Silver cochineal (cochinilla

rpeada of the Spaniards) has a purplish gray colour
;
but in all tbe fur-

ws and depressions we observe a whitish powder, which, examined by
) aid of a lens, appears like fine wool. Black cochineal

(
cochinilla rene-

\da or grana nigra of the Spaniards) is reddish or purplish black, and
void or nearly so of the silvery character. Granilla

(cochinilla sylvestre

grana sylvestra), consists of very small cochineal insects, and smaller,

inkled, globular or ovate masses, (cocoons and new-born insects?)

4 T
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somewhat like fragments of the cochineal insect (see Granillo,
in

Bancroft’s Exp. Research, vol. i. p. 435).
An extensive system of adulterating cochineal, by a mercantile house

in London, was discovered a few years ago. The genuine article was
moistened with gum-water, and then agitated in a box or leathern-bag
first with powdered sulphate of baryta, then with bone or ivory-black*
to give it the appearance of black cochineal. By this means the specific-

gravity of the cochineal was increased from 1*25 to 1*35, and 12 per
cent, of worthless heavy spar sold at the price of cochineal, (Ure, Diet,

of Arts and Manuf. p. 305-6). Powdered talc and carbonate of lead
have been used to give the silvery appearance. But a lens will readily

distinguish these powders from the real wool which gives the true silvery

character.

Composition.-—Two analyses of cochineal have been made
;
one by

John
(
Grnelin

,
Handb. der Chem. ii. 1474), the other by Pelletier and Ca-

ventou (Ann. de Chim. et Phys. viii. 250). The latter chemists found the

constituents to be carmine
,
peculiar animal matter

,
fatty matter, (com-

posed of stearine, olein, and an odorous acid), and salts, (viz. phosphate
and carbonate of lime, chloride of potassium, phosphate of potash, and a

salt of potash, containing an organic acid).

Cochenillin [Carmine).— Obtained by digesting cochineal in ether, to extract the

fatly matter, and then in alcohol, which dissolves the carmine. This colouring matter

is a brilliant purplish red substance, with a granular or crystalline appearance; unalter-

able in the air, easily soluble in water and alcohol, but insoluble in ether. It fuses at

112°, F. Chlorine renders it yellow. Acids change its colour. The concentrated mineral

acids decompose it. Alkalies render the watery solution of carmine violet. Lime-water
forms a violet precipitate with it. The affinity of hydrate' of alumina for it is most re-

markable: the compound formed by their union is called a lake.

The pigment sold in the shops as carmine, and which is one of the most valuable co-

lours employed by the painter in water-colours, is a compound, of which cochenillin is

one of the constituents. Pelletier and Caventou regard it as consisting of cochenillin,

animal matter, and an acid. Some mystery is attached to the manufacture of it. A fine

clear day seems essential to the formation of a pigment of the most esteemed quality.

Physiological Effects and Uses.—Diuretic, diaphoretic, antispas-

modic, and anodyne qualities, have been assigned to cochineal, but

without the least evidence of their existence. A mixture of carbonate

of potash and cochineal is a popular remedy for hooping-cough. The

only real value of cochineal is as a colouring-matter, and as such it is

used both in powder and solution. In the arts it is extensively em-

ployed in dying scarlet and crimson, and in the manufacture of carmine

and lake.

Order 3. IJymenoptera, Linnceus .

Four naked veined wings of unequal size. Mouth composed of jaws, mandibles, and

two lips. Lip tubular at its base, terminated by a labium, eilber doubled or folded in.

and forming a kind of sucker. Females with a compound ovipositor or sting at the

anus (Stark).

A'pis mellif'ica, Linn. L, E. D.

—

The Hive Bee or Honey Bee.

(1. Humor d floribus decerptus et ab Ape prasparatus, L .—Saccharine secretion, E. Mel. D.

2. Cera; Concretum ab ape paratum
;
Cera alba; Idem dealbatum, L.—Cerallava; M axy sccredonJl

Cera alba; Pleached Rees’ Wax, E.—Cera alba. Ceraflava, U.)

History.

—

This animal was very anciently known, and is frequently
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i
erred to in the Old Testament. In all ages it has been an object of

I] miration and attention, on account of its industry, curious economy,

(I d policy.

l| Zoology. Gen. Char.—Labium filiform, composing with the jaws a

Hid of proboscis, geniculate and bent downwards. First joint of the

'Sterior tarsi large, much compressed. No spines at the extremity of the

t two legs. Upper icings with one radial and three cubital cells (Stark).

Sp. Char.—Blackish. Abdomen of the same colour, with a trans-

rrse greyish band, formed by the down at the base of the third and fol-

ding segment (Stark).

The honey bee lives in societies, called swarms
,
consisting of from

een to thirty thousand individuals. Each swarm is composed of three

usses of individuals—viz. a female, males, and neuters. The female,

illed the queen bee
,
is narrower, and longer than the others. The males,

med drones
,
are smaller than the female, and are devoid of stings. In

uh hive there are from 800 to 1000 drones. Towards autumn, when
: :y can be of no further use, they are destroyed by the neuters. The
.iters are termed working bees

,
and are by far the most numerous, since

each hive there are from fifteen to thirty thousand. They are in

lity females whose ovaries are not developed, in consequence, as some
we supposed, of the nature of the aliment with which they are supplied

idle in the larva state.

f
"he digestive system of the animal consists of highly developed salivary organs

imunicating with the proboscis, of an oesophagus (which enlarges atone part, forming

crop , sucking stomach

,

or honey bag), a proper stomach, small and large intestines ,

i biliary vessels. The latter open into the alimentary canal immediately behind the

nach. The sexual system, in the male, consists of a pair of testicles
,
each having

'S deferens, which terminates in a vesicula seminalis. From the conjoined extremities

he vesiculie proceeds a common duct terminating in a penis. The female genital

ms consist of two ovaries made up of tubes, each containing about twelve ova j

two oviducts from these ovaries terminate in a vagina, into which also opens a duct

n a roundish vesicle. The poison apparatus is found in the females and neuters

{. It consists of two thin convoluted secreting organs, opening into a pyriform

ptacle, from which a stnall duct passes to the sting, which consists of two portions

:ed side by side, barbed at the extremity and contained in a sheath. The poison is

II to be hot and acrid to the taste. The consequences produced by the sting of a bee

ipain, redness, swelling, and hardness of the part; and might prove fatal if a swarm
e to attack an individual. The removal of the sting (if left within the wound), and

l ion with saliva, or w ith oil and hortshorn,is all the treatment usually required.

f Lab.—Old continent (Latreille.) In a state of nature they reside in

llow trees
;
but they are almost universally domesticated, and are pre-

wed in hives. Curtis (Brit. Entomol. xvi. pi. 709) has described and
> acted a remarkable instance of the nest of some hive bees attached to

arm of a tree. It was discovered in 1838 by Lord Malmesbury in

plantation near the river Avon.

dees furnish two products useful in medicine,—viz. honey and wax.

u. Honey.

Production.

—

Honey (mel) is secreted by the nectariferous glands of

vers, and is collected by the working or neuter bees, who take it up

-suction or lapping, and pass it into the dilatation of the oesophagus

ominated crop, sucking stomach
,
or honey-bag; beyond which, we

«ume, the honey does not pass, as it has never been found in the

stomach. When the animal arrives at the hive, the honey is dis-
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gorged by a kind of inverted peristaltic motion, and is probably some-
what altered in its properties by the secretions of the crop. It is used
by the animal as food.

Physical Properties.—Honey varies in its taste and odour according
to the age of the bees, and the flowers on which they have fed. A hive
which has never swarmed is considered to yield the best, which is, there-
fore, called virgin honey. The flavour of Narbonne honey, which is so
much admired, is said to arise from the labiate flowers on which the
animals feed

;
to imitate this, a sprig of rosemary is sometimes added to

the honey obtained from other places.

Clarified honey (mel despumatum, D.) is prepared by melting honey in

a water-bath, and removing the scum.
Purity.—Flour, it is said, is now and then mixed with honey. It

may be readily distinguished by its insolubility in cold water, and by the

blue colour produced by the addition of'iodine.

The London College directs that honey,

—

Is not to be employed without being despumated. Dissolved in water, iodide of potas-

sium and acid being added, it does not become of a blue colour.

Cpiemical Properties.—The constituents of honey vary somewhat
according to the food of the bees, the season, the age of the animals, the

mode of extracting it from the combs, &c. It must, however, be regarded

at all times as a concentrated solution of sugar
,
mixed with odorous

,

colouring
,
gummy

, and waxy matters. The saccharine matter is of two

kinds : one crystallizable, and analogous to the sugar of grapes
;
the other

incrystallizable, and similar to the uncrystallizable brown syrup of the

sugar-cane. Guibourt has found also mannite, which differs from sugar

in not fermenting when mixed with water and yeast.

Physiological Effects.—Honey is emollient, demulcent, nutritive,

and laxative. When fresh it is apt to occasion indigestion and colic.

Collected from poisonous plants it has been found to possess deleterious

qualities. The honey of Trebizond has long been notorious for its dele-

terious qualities. Mr. Abbott (
Lond. and Edinb. Phil . Mag. vol. v. p.

313, for Oct. 1834,) says it causes violent headache, vomiting, and a

condition like that of a tipsy man. A larger dose produces deprivation of

all sense and power for some hours afterwards. These effects agree with

those assigned to this honey by Xenophon (Anabas . lib. iv.) in his

account of the “ retreat of the ten thousand.” Pliny (Hist. Nat. xxi.

44, ed. Yalp.) also speaks of this poisonous honey. Toumefort (Hist,

de VAcad. Roy. des Sciences
, 1704, p. 351) ascribes its venomous proper-

ties to the bees feeding on the Azalea pontica. Many other instances of

poisonous honey are on record (see Barton, Phil. Mag. vol. xii. p. 121

;

and in Beck’s Med. Jurisprud.)

Uses.—Mixed with flour, and spread on linen or leather, it is a popular

applicaion to promote the maturation of small abscesses and fiunnculi.

It sometimes forms a constituent of gargles, partly on account of its taste,

partly for its emollient operation. It is also used as a vehicle for the

application of other more powerful agents to the mouth and throat, espe-

cially in children. It is sometimes employed as an emollient and de-

mulcent in inflammatory affections. In troublesome coughs, barley-

water, mixed with honey and sharpened with slices of lemon, and taken

warm, forms a very agreeable and useful demulcent to allay troublesome

coughs.
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ribbons of wax are here lifted out, and conveyed in baskets to the bleach-
ing grounds, where they are exposed to the air for one or two weeks
(according to the state of the weather), being turned every day. The
wax is then re-melted, re-ribboned, and re-bleached

;
it is subsequently

refined by melting in water acidulated with sulphuric acid.

Properties of Wpiite Wax.—White wax
(
cera alba; cera deal-

batmn) is yellowish-white
;

I have never met with pure wax per-

fectly white. The circular cakes of commerce, as well as wax candles
always contain spermaceti, which the dealers add to improve the colour.

Pure wax is solid, brittle, inodorous, or nearly so, insipid, fusible, and at

a much higher temperature decomposable. Its specific gravity varies

from O’8203 to O' 96 5.

Composition.'—According to John, wax is a compound of two other

waxy substances ;—the one called cerine
,
the other myricine. These have

been examined by Boudet and Boissenot
(Journ . de Pharm. xiii. 38).

1. Cerine .—This constitutes at least 70 per cent, of wax. It fuses at 143| F. It

dissolves in 16 parts of boiling alcohol. By saponification with potash it yields mar-
garic acid, a minute portion of oleic acid, and a considerable quantity of a uon-saponi-

fiable fat called ceraine.

2. Myricine .—It fuses at 149° F. It dissolves in 200 parts of boiling alcohol ofsp.

gr. of 0 833. It is not saponifiable by potash.

Ettling says that cerine, ceraine, and myricine, are isomeric*- and composed of

G18 H19 0. (Thomson, Org. Chem.)
More recently Hess (Pharm. Central-Blatt. fur 1838, p. 332) asserts that pure wax is

homogeneous,and possesses the properties of myricine
; its composition being C20 H 2<>0 .

The difference between cerine and myricine he ascribes to the presence of ceric acid

formed by the oxidation of myricin.

Physiological Effects and Uses.—Wax is an emollient and demul-

cent. It has been administered internally, in the form of emulsion (pre-

pared with melted wax and soap, yolk of eggs, or mucilage), in diarrhoea

and dysentery
,
especially when ulceration of the alimentary canal is

suspected. In these cases it has been used by Hufeland and Wedekind.

It has sometimes been employed as a masticatory
,
but its action is me-

chanical only. Its principal use, however, is externally
,
sometimes as a

mild sheathing or protecting application, sometimes as a basis for the

application of other agents. It is a constituent of all cerates
,
which take

their name from it. The vapour evolved from wax placed on red-hot

iron has been inhaled in phthisis.

1. Emplastrum Cerje
,
L. Emplastrum simplex

,
E. Emplastrum

attrahens. (Wax
;
Suet, of each, lb.iij.

;
Resin, lb.j. L.—Bees’-wax, siij.

Suet, and Resin, of each, sij. E.—“ Melt them together with a moderate

heat, and stir the mixture briskly till it concretes on cooling.” E.)

Employed in the preparation of Emplastrum Cantharidis* . Sometimes

used to promote discharge from a blistered surface.
’

2. Emplastrum Aromaticuai,T>. (Prankincense {Thus)
,

oiij.
;
A ellow

Wax, oss.
;
Cinnamon Bark, powdered) ;

Essential Oil of Allspice,

Essential Oil of Lemons, of each, 5ij. ..
JVfelt the Frankincense and

together, and strain
;
when they are beginning to thicken by cooling,

* The following preparation of capt ha rides was omitted at p. 1375:

—

Emplastrum Calefaciens, D . (Plaster of Cantharides, one part ;
Burgund)

Pitch, seven parts. Melt them with a medium heat [between 100° and 200° F.] ;
»)l*

well and make a plaster). Employed as a useful stimulant and rubefacient in sligh

colds, headaches, local pains, Ac. In some persons it produces vesication.
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. in the powder of cinnamon rubbed up with the oils, and make a

-ster”). By keeping, as well as by the application of heat in spreading,

volatile oils of this preparation are dissipated. “It is used as a

i mlant, applied over the region of the stomach, in dyspesia and in-

i used irritability of that organ, to allay pain and nausea and expel

is” (Montgomery, Observ. on the Dublin Pharm.)

i . Ceratum
,
L. Unguentum Simplex, E. Unguentum Cera alba,

Simple Cerate. Simple Dressing. (Olive oil, foiv. [fSvss. E.~\
;
Wax

t.eached Bees’ Wax, E.~\, oiv. [sij . E.~\. L. E.—White Wax, lb.j.
;
Pre-

I ed Hog’s Lard, lb.iv. D. Add the oil to the melted wax, and mix

5 1 stir the mixture briskly while it concretes on cooling, E.]). A mild

;;l cooling dressing. Sometimes used as a basis for more active pre-

ilutions.

.. Unguentum Cerje flavje, D. (As the preceding, except that

low Wax is substituted for White Wax). Effects and uses as the last,

i. Linimentum Simplex, E. (Olive Oil, four parts ; Bleached Bees’~

\x, one part. Dissolve the wrax in the oil with a gentle heat
;

and

ate wnll as the fused mass cools and concretes). Differs from the

guentum simplex in its greater liquidity. Used to soften the skin,

to promote the healing of chaps, &c.

Other Hymenopterous Insects.

hie tribe of hymenopterous insects, called Gallicolce or Diploleparlm, contains the

i ts which produce those excrescences on plants commonly denominated galls (see

U ;. rail
, p. 734, and Bedeguar, p. 1128). Latreille (in Cuvier’s Regne Animal

,
t. v.

Ini, 1829) comprehends all the insects of this tribe in one genus,—viz. Cynips.

Class 7. Crustacea, Cuvier.

Fig 251.

the stomach of the Crawfish (Astacus Jluviatilis) are found, at the time the animal
is about to change its shell, two calcareous concretions,

commonly called crab's eyes or crab's stones ( lapilli cancro-

rum), which were formerly ground and employed in medi-
cine, as absorbents and antacids. They consist of carbonate

of lime and animal matter principally, with a little phos-

phate of lime. Their use is now obsolete. In the shops,

imitations of them (prepared with chalk and mucilage, or

size) are still met with.

The black-clawed or large edible Crab (Cancer Pagurus) was
atone time an officinal animal. Its claws (chelce cancrorum)
when prepared by grinding, were used for similar purposes

to the crab’s eyes. Their composition is similar.

/gf %
5. boro ?

Istacus fiu iuli/is.
' X
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Division II. Vertebrata.—Vertebral Animals.

Animals furnished with a skull and vertebral column for the protection of the hi-.;-
and spinal marrow. din

Class 8. Pisces.—Fishes.

fiVertebrated Animals with cold red blood

,

respiring by gills or branchial

,

and moving
in the water by the aid ofJins. *>

v Xoi- article of the Materia Medica contained in the British Pharmaco-
poeias is derived from this class of animals. But it would be unpardon-
able tb- omit all notice of Isinglass

,
and the Oil of the Liver of the Cod

Fish. The important uses of the first substance are well known; and
t£ie extraordinary efficacy in various diseases, assigned by some writers
to the last-mentioned substance, demands a short notice here.

(I.) ACIPENSER, Linn. The Sturgeons. — The term Acipenser is applied by
modern naturalists to designate a particular genus of cartilaginous fishes commonly
called Sturgeons, and which are thus characterized:—“ Body elongated and angular
defended by indurated plates and spines, arranged in longitudinal rows; snout pointed*
conical

;
mouth placed on the under surface of the head, tubular, and without teeth,”

(Yarrell, Hist, of Brit. Fishes, ii. 360). The species are badly determined. Brandt
i

(Med. Zool. ii. I & 349) has described and figured eight. Acipenser Sturio
, or the

Common Sturgeon
,

is occa-

sionally caught in the river

Thames. The species from

which Isinglass (Ichthyocolk,

from iydvs a fish, and tcoWa

glue
;

Colla Piscium
)

is pro-

cured, are the following:

—

1. A. Huso, Linn. The
Beluga or Bieluga.— Inhabits

the Caspian Sea and its tribu-

Its swimming bladder, when
properly prepared, yields leaf isinglass of three qualities, fine firsts, firsts, and seconds.

2. A. Guldenstadtii. Brandt and Ratzeburg. The Ossetr or Osseter.— Inhabits
i

the Caspian and Black Seas and their tributary rivers. Caviare is prepared from its

roe (ovary.) From its swimming bladder are obtained both staple and leaf isinglass. i|

The varieties of the staple are, the Patriarch Astrachan, and Astrachan firsts, seconds.

and thirds. The leaf varieties are firsts, seconds, and thirds (T. W. C. Martius, Lehrb.

d. Pharm. Zool. S. 76. 1838).

3. A. Ruthenus, Linn. The Sterlet.—Inhabits the Black and Caspian Seas and

their tributary rivers; and the Arctic Ocean. Its roe yields caviare. Leaf and book

(first and second
) isinglass are obtained from the swimming bladder.

4. A. Stellatus, Pallas. The Sewruga.—Inhabits the Caspian and Black Seas, and

their tributary rivers. Yields caviare and leaf isinglass.

The Sturgeons are not the only fishes which yield the substance known in commerce
as Isinglass. In New York it is obtained from the Labrus Squeteague of Mitchill; in

New England ribbon isinglass is procured from the intestines of the Morrliua vulgaris*

or Common Cod (Journ. of the Philadelphia College, vols. iii. and vi.) In the Brazils it

is obtained from some large fish (Silurus?) In Iceland it is obtained from the Cod

(Morrhua vulgaris) and the Ling (Lota Molva).

The organ from which isinglass is usually procured is the air bag, or sicimming

bladder, sometimes termed the sound. It is a membranous sac filled with air (containing

from 69 to 87 per cent, of oxygen), and placed under the spine, in the middle of tbe

back, and above the centre of gravity. In most fish it communicates with the oesopha-

gus, or stomach, by the ductus pneumaticus. In others it is an imperforate sac. Occa-

sionally there are two sacs, one anterior to the other, and communicating with each othdT

by a short tube.

T he air-bag consists of an external or peritoneal coat, a middle, tendinous, or, insoin$4

cases, a muscular coat, and an internal highly vascular membrane. In the pipe or parse

kinds of isinglass the sac is dried unopened. The fishermen of the Caspian prepat*

Fig. 251.

Acipenser Sturio.

tary streams. Its roe (ovary) is esteemed as caviare.
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lass thus:— the fish are placed on rafts and gutted. The roes are removed to make

i IFig. 252.

( c.

nd.

<e.

Jf.

9-

h.

z.

k.

The liver.

The gall-bladder.

The gall duct, opening into

The duodenum.
The proventriculus.

The stomach.
The pylorus.

The pancreas: the duct of which ter-

minates close to the pylorus.

The spleen.

\^B0R0 ?
Abdominal Viscera of Acipenser Ruthenus.

l. The swimming bladder.

m. The ductus pneumaticus.

and o. The intestines.

The anus.

The ovaries.

The oviduct and ureters, forming
The common tube, which terminates

at t.

The free opening of the oviduct in the

abdominal cavity.

n.

V
<7

•

r.

s.

u.

li tre, and the air-bags to y
rield isinglass. The latter are slit open, washed, and placed

||jue air with the inner lining upwards. The latter is then scraped off, and the sac

!

;t dried unfolded constitutes leaf isinglass. Sometimes, however, before it is quite

it is rolled and bent like a horse-shoe or a lyre, and is then termed staple, (of which
kinds are distinguished, the long and the short). Sometimes it" is folded up into

square packages, forming book isinglass.

Ibbon isinglass is prepared from the intestines of the cod. It is imported from America
d up like a ribbon.

i; 1836, I was indebted to a dealer (now deceased) for the following list of the kinds-

glii nglass, with their prices at that time, known in the London market:

—

:Form.

nple .

r.af ...

ook . .

.

• 'rse . .

.

ipe ...

i ,bbon

eked ..

Designation. Price per lb-

s. d.

I Long staple (finest) from Ural 13 6-

J Short staple (Patriarch), from Astrachan, very scarce and dear.

^
Short staple (finest), ditto 14 6

( Samovey short staple 6 0
( Astrachan leaf (finest) 13 6

) Belugaleaf 11 6
\ Brazilian leaf, from Para 5 0
(.Samovey leaf (finest), from the Caspian 4 6
f Samovey book (finest), ditto 4 6
\Ural book 12 0

5
Siberian purse 9 0

\ Hudson’s Bay purse 7 0
...Pipe isinglass, from Maranham, Brazils '. 4 6
. .Ribbon isinglass, New York 4 0

!

Picked Astrachan leaf from l Is. to 14 6
Picked Brazilian leaf 6 6
Pickings (the brown ends) 8 6

nglass was formerly picked into shreds by women and children. It is now usually

y steam-power. When reduced to small threads, it is scarcely possible to distin-
i the finest from some of the inferior kinds. The best criteria are its whiteness, its

om from any unpleasant odour, and its complete solubility in water. The sub-
e called patent gelatine is frequently employed as a substitute for isinglass,

i nglass of fine quality was analyzed by John (Gmelin, Handb. de Chem. ii. 1468),
found the constituents to be gelatine 70-0, osmazome 16*0, membrane insoluble in
ig water 2‘5, free acid (lactic ?) with salts of potash and soda, and some phosphate
me, 4-0, and water 7-0. These results, however, can scarcely be accurate

;
for

flesh, as Berzelius
(
Truite de Chim. t. vii. p, 668) observes, does not contain
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more than 8 per cent, of osmazome; and if isinglass contained 10 per cent it I

could not be kept dry when exposed to the air.

Isinglass is emollient, demulcent, and nulrilive. It is employed, dissolved in water I

or milk, and rendered palatable by acid and sugar, as a nutritious substance for invalids I

and convalescents. Though highly nutritious and easily digestible, gelatine is inferior '

in both of these qualities to fibrine and albumen.
A solution of isinglass with some tincture of benzoin is brushed over black sarcenet

1

to form Court Plaster. It is also employed as a clarifying agent (for coffee, wines, beer

&c
)

Some of the constituents (as the colouring matter) of these liquids unite with

the gelatine to form insoluble compounds, which precipitate, and in the act of precipi-

tating the gelatine incloses within its parts the matters which rendered the liquid turbid.

II. MORRHUA VULGARIS. The Common Cod.—A well-known inhabitant of 1

the Northern Ocean. Its flesh forms a valuable article of food. From its liver is <>b. |

tained Cod Oil, sometimes termed Cod's Liver Oil (Oleum Jecinoris Aselli), w hich has

of late years acquired considerable reputation on the continent for its remedial powers.

••-.‘jiLt. was strongly recommended, in 1782, by Dr. T. Percival (Loud. Med. Journ. I

v'qOu. p. 393), and in 1807, by Dr. Bardsley (Med. Reports, p. 18), as a remedy

for chronic rheumatism ;
for wdiich disease, lie states, it was in high repute in Lanca-

shire.' According to Pennant (Arctic Zoology
,

vol. iii. p. cccv. 1792) it is obtained

as follows “ They take a half tub, and, boring a bole through the bottom, press hard

down jnto a layer of spruce boughs; upon which they place the livers, and expose the

... - 4 w hple apparatus to as sunny a place as possible. As the livers corrupt the oil runs from

thehyyaiid, straining itself clear through the spruce boughs, is caught in a vessel set under i

the hole in the tub’s bottom.” A w holesale dealer in oils informs me that cod oil is now

procured by boiling the livers of the fish. The German pharmacologists describe two

kinds of cod oil,—the one pale (oleum jecinoris aselli album), the other reddish brown

(oleum jecinoris aselli fuscum seu ernpyreumaticum)

.

Only one kind is known to dealers

in this country. Its colour is chesnut brown
;

its odour peculiar, like that of boiled !

cod’s liver. A dealer suggests to me that the so-called pale cod-oil must be the southern

whale oil. Cod oil has been analyzed by Harder (Pharm. Central-Batt fur 1837,

S. 536). In 200 parts of the red kind (cod oil of English commerce) he found green
|

soft wax 0130, brown hard resin 0-56, gelatine 0 - 93I, oleic acid 95 -

0, margaric acid !

8 00, glycerin 18*00, colouring matter 25-00, chloride of calcium 0-2092, chloride of

sodium 0 1883, and sulphate of potash 0-0614 (total 147-6809). Herberger (Ibid, fur

1839, S. 855) has since obtained 2 586 parts of iodide of copper, and 0 441 parts of
j

bromide of potassium, from 1000 parts of brown cod oil. Cod oil is extensively-

employed by curriers in dressing leather. Of late years it has acquired considerable
j

reputation in Germany, as an antiarthritic and antiscrophulous remedy. Taken in

the dose of a table-spoonful three times daily it sometimes acts as a laxative,

diaphoretic, and diuretic (Schenk, Hufeland's Journ. Bd. xxii. 1822). But

Taufflied (Lond. Med. Gaz. xxv. 846) declares that he never found the oil, in doses
|

of from two to four spoonfuls a day, “exert any appreciable influence upon the urine or

perspiration, or produce any disturbance in the economy.” The disagreeable flavour of

the oil sometimes creates nausea and sickness, but wbeu habit has surmounted the |

repugnance to it these effects cease. Dr. Bardsley found that most patients were

disposed to get fat under the use of it. The diseases in which this oil has been most

esteemed are the following:— lstly. In Chronic gout and rheumatism its efficacy lias

been asserted by Gunther, Katzenberger, Beckhaus, Spitta, Knod v. Helmsireit, RdscjjL

and others (Dierbach, Neuest. Entd. in d. Mat. Med. Bd. i. S. 352, 1837). TaufflijH

found it useless in gouty arthritis. 2udly. In Rachitis it is said to have been used wits

distinguished success by Schenk, Schiitte, Osberghaus, De Roy, &c. 3dly. In Scrofula

Schiitte, Gumpert, Liiders, and Taufflied, speak in high terms of its efficacy. It some-

times succeeds where iodine fails. Even in tubercular phthisis benefit has been saidJE

have been gained by its use. 4tbly. In Paralysis, Schupmann found it beneficial-

5thly. In Chronic Ophthalmia, Von Ammon used it with excellent results. 6thly. W,
Obstinate Skin Diseases, Richter found it useful. (For further details concerning Wy
use of this oil consult Richter, Ausf Arzneim. Bd. 1, S. 235; Dierbach, op supra cwf

and Neuest. Enid, in Mat. Med. 1828, p. 270). The dose of this oil for an adult is »

table-spoonful three or* four limes a day, for several weeks, and in some cases ^
several months ! One patient consumed thirty-six lbs. of oil in two years and a hal .

(Taufflied). Dr. Bardsley gave from Jss. to ^iss. twice or thrice a day, in warm table-

beer. For children affected with rickets the dose is one or two tea-spoonfuls HtjW

and morning. It is usually taken nnmixed, but is sometimes exhibited in the forinjw

an emulsion. Peppermint water and lozenges have been recommended to remove
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asant taste of the remed y. Some have ascribed the efficacy of the oil to the iodine

tains; but Taufflied denies that the properties of the two are identical, for the one

i| ?ds where the other fails. Is bromine the active agent ? Oil of the Liver of the

(Lota Molva) lias been used in the same cases as Cod Oil (Percival, op. supra

i id Works

,

vol. iv. p. 354, 1807).

Class 9. Aves.—Birds.

ktebrated animals, with red and warm blood

,

respiring by lungs, and the young of

jfl are produced from eggs. Body covered with feathers, and general conformation

i| ized for flying.

Order 1. Gallin.e, Linnaeus .

—

Gallinaceous Birds.

' short, convex, in some genera covered by a cere. Upper mandible bending fronju^

se or only at the point; nostrils lateral, covered by a membrane, naked or feather’d. ,*

>

Three toes before, united at their base by a membrane, hind toe a

WSLSB
t 'S long.

on the tarsus above the junction of the anterior toes.

Gal'lus domes'ticus, Temminck.

—

The Domestic Cock and He

Phasianus Gallus, Linn. L. E.

(Ovum, L .—The Egg, E.)

v
«£0&<.|m_

III':STORY.—No mention is made of this animal in the Old Testament,
the male and female are referred to in the New Testament (Matthew
and xxiii.) Aristotle (Hist, de Animal.) calls the cock'aXeKrpvwi',

—

ten aXexTopiQ.

ology. Gen. Char .

—

Bill of medium size, strong, base naked.

2r mandible arched convex, bent towards the point. Head sur-

led by a crest or plume. Ears naked. Three toes before, united

3 first joint
;
the hind toe raised from the ground. Tarsus with a

Haand bent spur. Middle feathers of the tail arched. Wings short,

il.. Char .

—

Comb dentated. Throat wattled. Feathers of the neck
||r and elongated. Body variegated with beautiful colours. Tail com-

id and ascending. Comb and wattles of the female less than those

male.

Fig. 253.

n
ia

lie

ct

e doubt exists as to the origin of our domestic cock and hen. Sonnerat ( Voy

.

d. Orient, ii. 148) affirms, that all the varieties originate from the Jungle Fowl
s Sonnerati ); while Temminck refers them to the Javan Fowl (Gallus banchiva).

IUCTURE OF THE OVARIUM AND DEVELOPEMENT OF THE EGG.—The OVARIUM
(racemus vitellorum) or egg-organ, consists of a cluster of ova,

in a hen beginning to lay about 500 in number. The
stalk by which each ovum is attached to the ovarium is

called the petiolus. The size of the ova is exeedingly
various: when quite ripe, they are as large as the yelk of
an egg ; the smaller ones are white, the larger ones yellow.

Each ovum, when ripe, is composed of a calyx, the yelk-

bag, and the yelk. The calyx constitutes the outer coat or

covering of the ovum, and consists of two layers—an outer
one, derived from the peritoneum, and an inner one, which
is somewhat thicker. Between these two coats the vessels

ramify. The petiolus is merely a prolongation of the
calyx: it is studded with a number of small ova resem-
bling vesicles. On that part of tlufcalyx of a ripe ovum
which is opposite the petiolus, is a whitish curved stripe,

called the stigma, indicating the spot where the calyx
bursts, to allow the escape ol the yelk. The yelk bag, or
membrana propria vitclli, is within the calyx, and closely
invests the yelk. It is a flocculent, delicate, fine coat.

7merit of the Yelk.

division has been
n the direction ftom

icatricula to the
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In the early state of the ovum, the yelk is constituted of a pellucid fluid lymph, and ig i

hardly distinguishable from the vesicula cicatricula. It then becomes whitish, and
subsequently yellow

;
globules of oil making their appearance. In a ripe ovum, it i 8

viscid, tenacious, and of an orange-yellow colour; and lies in the calyx, with its loner

axis towards the petiolus. It is composed of three layers, the middle one having ti,e
deepest colour; the inner most enclosing a white fluid called the albumen centrale{or
substantia alba vitelli), from which passes a little canal to that part of the surface

of the yelk called the cicatricula.

The internal surface of the yelk-bag is lined with a very thin stratum of globules, in

form and figure like those of the blood, but arranged organically. The cicatricula, or

tread (as it is improperly called), is formed by an accumulation of these globules form,

ing a mammiform heap, the convexity of which is towards the centre of the

yelk, and is usually situated nearer the petiolus than the stigma. In the top of this

is the so-called pellucid pore , which is occupied by a small vesicle discovered by

Purkinje (
Symb . ad ovi avium histor. ante incub. Lipsiae, 1830), and called by him the

vesicula germinativa
,
or vesicula cicatricula. It is found in all the ovarian ova, and

Fig. 254.

Cumulus cicatricula.
Section of the Cicatricula, shewing

The convex portion faces the yelk. the vesicula in situ.

On the top is a small crater, the inner

opening of the pore.

seems to be a natural organ, since it is found in the ova of fowls which have never had

access to the male. When the yelk falls into the infundibulum, this vesicle disappears.

The Oviduct has some resemblance to a convoluted intestine. It is situated on the left

side of the animal. Its superior expanded free extremity is called the infundibulum, the

edges of which are fimbriated. Inferiorlj, the oviduct

Fig. 256. opens into the cloaca. It is attached to the spine by

the mesometrium. The infundibulum ,
or expanded por-

tion of the tube, receives the ovum as it escapes from

the calyx of the ovarium. The upper part of the ovi-

duct is lined by a fine villous membrane, covered with

follicles secreting the albumen, or glaire, and thrown

into a number of longitudinal folds. The first lavero

albumen which the ovum receives forms the membrm

chalazifera of Dutrochet; at either end of which is a

soft, pellucid, albuminous nodule, which maybe regarded

as the rudimentum chalazarum. During the descent

the ovum in the oviduct, it receives fresh deposits ot

albumen ;
and, as it undergoes spiral rotations in

'

passage, the above-mentioned processes become curv

Fig. 257.

Yelk, and its Appendages.

The spiral chalaza are seen at

the extremities of the yelk
;

the circular cicatricula in the

middle
; and the zona albicans

extending from one chalaza to

the other.

Polygonal pieces (crystals?) of Chalk, farming the

meats of the Shell of the hgg.
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iL lly, and in the perfect egg constitute the chalazce, grandines
,
appendices albuminis,

1
1 e poles or treddles. From one chalaza to the other are observed, in many eggs, one

i| ore white strise, formed by a thickening of the membrana chalazifera. Vicq d’Azyr

i| d this appearance the zona albicans.

i

ie albumen, glaire or white of the egg, is not uniform in its consistence. The

icest portion is that which is first deposited around the yelk. Proceeding from

|L out inwards, the three layers of albumen are denominated albumen primum, a. se-

;
rum, and a. tertium. Just before the egg arrives at that part of the oviduct called

i! aerus.it receives its outer coat, the pellicula ovi. In the middle, or so-called uterine

Icon of the oviduct, is formed the calcareous shell. Some eggs are expelled without

these are termed oon eggs. The chalk is first deposited in small polygonal pieces,

It ng a crystalline appearance
;

but, when the deposit has attained a certain thickness,

ii -aces of crystallization are lost.

[Tab .

—

Domesticated in all the four quarters of the globe.

;
Description.—Eggs {ova) are too well known to need much descrip-

f

. Their specific gravity varies from T080 to T090. By keeping
r become lighter, by the evaporation of a portion of the water. Dr.

. ut (
Phil. Trans, for 1822, p. 377) found, that in two years an egg lost

f
-

t
3
j

j

grains. The relative weights of the different parts of the egg are,

i Lording to the same authority, as follows :

—

shell and membrane
,
1 06*9

;

Hitmen, 604*2
;
yelk, 288*9

;
(total, 1000). By boiling in water an egg

It'S two to three per cent.

Egg-shell (Testa Ovi j Putamen Ovi).—This consists, according to Prout, of car-

U
ite of lime, 97

;
phosphate of lime and magnesia, 1 ;

animal matter
,
with traces of

nur and iron
,
2. The chalk renders the egg absorbent and antacid ; hence its use

utralize the acidity of wines.

Pellicula Ovi {Membrana Putaminis).—An albuminous membrane which lines

hell. It is soluble in alkalies, and from its solution is precipitated by acids. It

hs about 2 -

35 grains (the whole egg being supposed to be 1000 grains). At the

i ;r end of the egg it forms the follicula ceris

;

the air of which, according to

!boff, contains 23 475 per cent, of oxygen.
White or Glaire {Albumen seu Album Ovi) consists of two or three laminse,

hare not homogeneous, as two parts at least are discernible,—viz. a solid, probably
inized albumen, having the appearance of a very fine delicate membrane, forming
riiesof cells, in which is contained the liquid albumen. Glaire or white of egg
sts, according to Gmelin, of albumen 12 0, mucus 2 7, salts 0'3, and water 85 -

0.

coagulability of albumen by heat distinguishes it from caseum. Albumen or glaire

valbumen) is distinguished from albumen of the serum of the blood {seralbumen)

s being coagulated by ether.

Yelk {Vitellus Ovi) is a kind of yellow emulsion, consisting of oil suspended in

r by means of albumen, and inclosed in a sac called the yelfc bag. On its upper
ce is seen the cicatricula. At the extremities are the twisted flocculent chalazce.

yelk consists of yellow oil, with crystallizable fat, 28‘75, albumen containing
ohorus 17-47, water 53 8. The yellow oil {oleum ovi) may be obtained by boiling
elk hard, and digesting in alcohol, which dissolves the oil. By distilling off the

ml from the filtered tincture, the oil is left behind.

hysiological Effects and Uses-—Both the glaire and the yelk are

ily nutritive
; the latter, on account of the oil which it contains, is

ewliat less easy of digestion than the white. Both are more readily

milated when in the soft state than when hardened by heat. Con-
tred as medicinal agents, they are emollient and demulcent. The
re is a valuable agent in the treatment of poisoning by bichloride of
cury (see p. 479), sulphate of copper (see p. 494), and the bichloride
in. Its efficacy in these cases depends on its chemical properties,
glaire is also used as a demulcent or sheathing agent in all cases of
sive or acrid poisons. The yelk is a constituent of the mistura
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spiriMs vini gallici (see p. 1220). It is also used for preparing emulsions
Its oil has been applied to cracked nipples.

The white or glaire is employed as a clarifying agent for wines and
some other liquids. Its efficacy depends on its coagulation, by which
it entangles in its meshes the impurities, with which it either rises to the
surface or precipitates. When the liquid to be clarified does not spon-
taneously coagulate the albumen, it is necessary to apply heat. Booh-
binders use the glaire as a varnish.

Class 10. Mammalia, Linnaeus.—Mammals.

Vertebrated animals with red and warm blood
,
breathing through lungs, viviparous

and suckling their young with milk formed iu their breasts or mamrnce.

Order 1. Cetacea, Linnaeus.

Body pisciform, terminated by a caudal appendage, cartilaginous, and horizontal.

Two anterior extremities formed like Jins, having the bones which form them flattened
j

and very soft. Head joined to the body by a very short thick neck. Two pectoral or

abdominal mamma. Ears with very small external openings. Brain large. Pelvis >

and bones of the posterior extremities represented by two rudimentary bones lost in the
j

flesh.

Fig. 258.

Pliyseter macroceph'alus, Linn. L. E.

—

Great Headed Cachalot.

(Concretum in propriis cellulis repertum, L.—Cetine nearly pure, E.—Cetaceum, D.)

History.— Cuvier
(
Rech . sur les Ossemens Foss. t. v. p. 328) is of

opinion that this animal is perhaps the Pliyseter of Pliny (Hist. Nat.

ix. 3, and xxxii. 53, ed. Valp.),—the Orca of some other Latin writers.

Zoology. Gen. Char.—Inferior teeth eighteen to twenty-three on

each side of the jaw. Upperjaw broad, elevated, without teeth, or wit'll

these short and concealed in the gum; lowerjaw elongated, narrow, cor-

responding to a furrow of the upper, and armed with thick and conical

teeth entering into corresponding cavities in the upper jaw. Spiracular

orifices united at the upper part of the snout. A dorsal fin in some

species, a simple eminence in others. Cartilaginous cavities in the

superior region of the head, filled

with oily matter.

Sp. Char.—Lower teeth twenty to

twenty-three on each side, re-

curved and’ pointed at the extremity

Small conical teeth concealed m

upper gums. Tail narrow and co-

nical. A longitudinal eminence on th6

back above the anus. Upper part ot

the body blackish or slate blue)

a little spotted with white. Belly

whitish. Length forty-five to sixty

feet. .
<1

The snout of the cachalot, notwith-

standing its prodigious length, ®

formed only by the maxillae on the

sides, by the intermaxilla: towards

Lateral view of the skull of the Pliyseter

macrocephalus

.

a. Maxilla.

b. Iutermaxilla.

c. Vomer.
d. Parietal bone.

e. Zygomatic apophysis.

f. Jugal bone.

(j. Occipital hone.
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median line, and by the vomer on this line. The intermaxillm project

[
mn the anterior part of the snout. Posteriorly the right one ascends

!• ier than the left. The spout hole is single (in most cetacea it is

1 tie)
,
and directed towards the left side, so that whenever the animal

j
its water, it is to that side only.

I at of Spermaceti. — Spermaceti is found in several parts of the body of the

Lai, mixed with the common fat. The head, however, is the grand reservoir

it. Here it is found (mixed with oil) in a large excavation of the

r jaw, anterior to, and quite distinct from, the true cranium which contains

lorain. Mr. Hunter (Phil. Trans, vol. lxxvii. 390) states that the spermaceti and

ire contained in cells, or cellular membrane, in the same manner as the

ji.i other animals; but that besides the common cells there are larger ones, or

iisi ientous partitions going across, the latter to support the vast load of oil, of which

lli ulk of the head is principally made up.

I

ere are two places in the head where this oil lies; these are situated along its

l*rr and low'er part : between them pass the nostrils, and a vast number of tendons

jig to the nose and different parts of the head. The purest spermaceti is contained

sits smallest and least ligamentous cells. It lies above the nostril, along- the upper

llrjf the head, immediately under the skin and common adipose membrane. These

||' resemble those which contain the common fat in the other parts of the body nearest

jlUin. That which lies above the roof of the mouth, or between it and the nostril, is

T intermixed with a ligamentous cellular membraue, and lies in chambers whose
ions are perpendicular. These chambers are smaller the nearer to the nose, be-

j !

;

ig larger and larger towards the back part of the head, where the spermaceti is

pure.

. Hunter discovered about the nose, or anterior part of the nostril, a great many
Ms having the appearance of a plexus of veins, some as large as a finger. On
ining them, they were found loaded with spermaceti and oil; and some had
pponding arteries. They were most probably lymphatics, whose contents had been
bed from the cells of the head.

iB .—Pacific Ocean, Indian and Chinese Seas. Especially off New
tea and parts adjacent, Timor, Australasia, Polynesia, Peru, &c.
^traction of Spermaceti.—In the right side of the nose and upper
ce of the head of the whale is a triangular-shaped cavity, called by
dialers “ the case.” Into this the whalers make an opening, and
out the liquid contents (oil and spermaceti) by a bucket. The dense
of cellular tissue beneath the case and nostril, and which is tecli-

ijjly called “junk,” also contains spermaceti, with which and oil its

II* 3 is infiltrated. The spermaceti from the case is carefully boiled

a| !, and placed in separate casks, when it is called “ head matter
”

fe, Nat. Hist, of the Sperm Whale
, p. 186, 1839).

I trification. — The substance called “ head matter'
1
'
1

consists of
i|| aaceti and sperm oil. Its colour is yellow. Its consistence varies

the temperature. In cold weather it consists of a congealed mass
s maceti) surrounded and infiltrated by oil. To separate the latter as

ii as possible, it is put into filter bags. The solid thus obtained is

submitted to compression in hair bags, placed in an hydraulic press.

Then melted in water, and the impurities skimmed off. Subsequently
emelted in a weak solution of potash. It is then fused in a tub by
gency of steam, ladled into tin pans, and allowed slowly to concrete
urge, white, translucent, crystalline masses.
operties.—Commercial spermaceti (

cetaceum ; sperm,a ceti) usually
ins a minute portion of sperm oil, which is best removed by boiling

il ohol. Absolutely pure spermaceti (called cetine) is a white lami-
substance, without taste, and almost odourless. By the addition of
drops of alcohol or almond oil, it may be reduced to powder. It is

T
t

ii
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insoluble, in water, and slightly soluble only in alcohol, even at a boiling

temperature. By saponification with potash, 100 parts of spermaceti
yield GO’96 parts of margaric and oleic acids, 40’64 parts of ethal, and
O’O parts of a yellow extractiform substance.

Ethal is a crystalline solid, composed of CR> H 17 O. By distillation with phosphoric
acid, it yields an oily substance called cetene, composed of C it* H 1 ^. So thatethal may
be regarded as a hydrate of cetene.

Composition.—The ultimate analysis of pure spermaceti or cetine was
made by Chevreul (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 440). The proximate

composition of the same substance has been ascertained by Dumas
and Peligot (Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. t. lxxii. p. 5).

Chevreul's Analysis. Dumas and Peligot's Analysis.

Carbon 81 ’660

Hydrogen 12-862

Oxygen . . .
.' 5 -478

At. Eq.Wt.
Margaric acid ... . 2 1064 '

Oleic acid 2 1040
Cetene 3 .... 336

or

At. Eq.Wt.

Margarateof Cetene.. 2 .... 1288

Binoleate of Cetene .. 1 1152

Water 3 27

Cetine 1 2467 or 1 .... 2467

Physiological Effects and Uses. — Emollient and demulcent.

Internally it has been employed in irritation and inflammation of the
i

alimentary canal (as diarrhoea and dysentery) and of the bronchial mem-

brane (catarrh)
;
but its internal administration is now nearly obsolete. Its i

principal medicinal use is in the preparation of cerates and ointments.

Administration.—When employed internally it is generally exhibited

in the form of an emulsion (.spermaceti mixture
)
made with the yelk of

' d$g. Or it may be made with mucilage.

1. Cbjiatum Cetacei, L. Ceratum simplex, E. Unguentum Cetacei,

T). (Spermaceti, Sij.
;
White Wax, sviij.

;
Olive Oil, Oj. L .—Olive Oil,

6 parts
;
Bleached Bees’-wax, 3 parts

;
Spermaceti, 1 part, E.—White

Wax, lb.ss.
;
Spermaceti, lb.j.

;
Prepared Hogslard, lb.iij. “ Heat the

oil gently, add the wax and spermaceti, stir the whole briskly when it is

fluid, and continue the agitation as it cools,” E .)—If cold oil be added to

the melted wax and spermaceti, the preparation is apt to be somewhat

lumpy. As the white wax of commerce is always largely mixed with

spermaceti, this preparation has never the precise composition intended

by the College. Practically, however, this is of no consequence.—Thi|,

preparation is employed as a mild and simple dressing for blisters and

excoriated surfaces.

2. Unguentum Cetacei
,
L. (Spermaceti, 5vj.

;
White Wax, 5ij

; ;|

Olive Oil, fsiij. Having melted them together with a slow fire, stipi

assiduously until they become cold).—A softer preparation than the pre-,

ceding, but used in the same cases.

The substance called Ambergris (Ambra grisea) is procured from the Cachalot*

Sperm Whale (Phil. Trans, vol. lxxiii. p. 226, for the year 1783). In this country k

used as a perfume only : on the continent it is employed in medicine. It appear-'

the indurated faeces (perhaps somewhat altered by disease) of the animal. Mr. Bea

supra cit. p. 135) collected some of the semi-fluid faeces, and found that the driec

had all the properties of ambergris. It is a solid, opaque, greyish, striated su s

^
having a pleasant musk-like odour, and which is supposed to be dented ro

Squid (Sepia moschata) on which the animal feeds ;
and in support of this opin

must be mentioned that the horny beaks of this animal are found imbedded
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I

-.sses. Its sp. gr. is 0 908 to 0 92. John analyzed it, and found it to consist of a

ntliar non-saponifiablefat (ambreine) 85, sweet balsamic alcoholic extract
,
'with benzoic

d, 2 5, aqueous extract, benzoic acid, and chloride of sodium 1*5. Ambreine is

ubie in alcohol, and by the action of nitric acid furnishes a peculiar acid called

breicacid. The effects of ambergris on the system are said to be analogous to those

musk. In the shops is kept an alcoholic tincture (called essence of ambergris) which
•mployed as a perfume only.

Order 2. Ruminantia, Cuvier .

—

Ruminants.

Pecoka, Linnaus.

\Vo incisors in the upper jaw
; in the lower usually eight

;
a vacant space between

: incisors and molars, but in which, in some genera, are found one or two canines.

hdars twelves in each jaw, the crown marked with two double crescents of eilamel,

which the convexity is outwards in the lower jaw, and inwards in the upper. No
i vicles. Extremities disposed for walking. Two toes furnished with hoofs;
tacarpal and metatarsal bones united. Four stomachs

;
intestines long. Two or

: r inguinal mammae. Horns in the males, and often in the females of most species.

Fig. 258.

vis*
The four Stomachs of the Sheep.

a, The gullet.

—

b, The paunch.— c, The honeycomb.

—

d, Themanyplrte^
e, The reed.—f, The commencement of the duodenum.

Mosc'hus moschif'erus, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Musk Animal.
(Humor in folliculo praputii secretus, L—Inspissated secretion in the follicle of the prepuce, E.—

Concretum Moschus dictum, L>.)

[History.—Aristotle. Pliny, dElian, and Oppian, make no mention of

s animal. riEtius
(
Serm

.

xvi. t. ii. cap. cxiii.) is the earliest writer

10 notices the perfume. None of the etymologies hitherto given for

B3 word Musk (poa^og) are satisfactory.

/Zoology. Gen. Char.—Incisors Canines \
—

5. Molars\— jr =34.
nines wanting altogether in the females; superior canines large in the

males. Ears long, pointed. Body slender,

Feet with hoofs, separated and enveloping
the last phalanges. Tail very short. Two
inguinal mamrnce.

Sp. Char. — Fur of a gray-brown
; hair

coarse. A pouch before the prepuce of the
male, filled with an unctuous
stance. Size of the roebuck.

The absence of horns and the presence of
canine teeth distinguish the animal from the
Deer ( Cervus). The Stylocerus moschatus is

4. u

Fig. 259.

Mosckus moschiferus.
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Fig. 200. Fig. 261 .

3v
8S

n

Skull of Moschus moschiferus.

nectmg link between the deer

f&fiti tlie musks. It has the horns of the

onefold the canine teeth of the other.

The most interesting part of the musks
is the preputial musk sac. Cuvier (Regne
Animal

,
i. *259, nouv. ed. 1829) says no

other species of Moschus possesses a

musk sac
; but this statement is not

correct. M. Altaicus Eschscholtz (M.
Moschiferus Altaicus Brandt), M. Napu,
and M. Javanicus, are are also said to

possess musk sacs.

Anatomy of the Musk Sac.—The sac is

peculiar to the male animal. It he be supposed
to be laid on his back, and the belly examined,
we observe behind the navel, and immediately in

front of the preputial orifice, a small aperture

(external aperture of the musk sac
)
leading into

the musk canal
,
which terminates in the cavity of

the musk sac. This aperture is about halfan inch

from the umbilicus, and usually about a line, or

a line and a half, from the preputial orifice. In
some preparations in my possession the distance

is much greater. The preputial orifice is some-
what more prominent, and has a number of

longish hairs projecting from it, in the form of a

brush or hair-pencil; whereas the external musk
aperture is placed in a depression, and is smooth. The relative position of the

parts is shewn by the subjoined sectional view of the musk-sac in situ (from Brandt):

Fig. 262.

Belly of Moschus moschiferus.

(From Pallas.)

a. Tail. b. Anus. c. Scrotum.

d. Preputial orifice, e. Abdomen.
h. Orifice of the musk sac.

a. The penis.

c. Urethra.

d. d, d. The hide.

e. Glaus penis.

f. Scrotum.

(j. Spot where the sper-

matic cord is cut off

Aperture of the
j

musk-sac.

Preputial orifice. A*
k. Muscular coat of

the sac.

Position of the anus-

h
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he musk sac is of an oval form, rather broader at the anterior than at the posterior

|
. It is flat and smooth above where it is in contact with the abdominal muscles,

t convex below, (supposing- the animal standing-

). Its breadth is from to If inches

;

I mgib from 2 to 2£ inches; its depth varies, being- greatest anteriorly, where it is

$ i it one-half or 3-4ths of an inch. The external aperture of the musk sac is placed in

i nedian line, but nearer to the anterior than the posterior extremity of the sac. The
IpeGnaZ is about 1 or lines long-

, its diameter being- about one line. The internal

i hire of the musk sac is surrounded by fine hairs, which readily fall off, and are

I Ld in the musk of commerce.

Fig. 263. Fig. 264. Fig. 265.

Fi

Musk Sac.

Truncated penis.

BOR

Musk Sac, deprived of its

hairy coat, to shew its

muscular coat.

Musk Sac, deprived of its

hairy coat and circular

muscularfibres,

c. Aperture of the Musk Sac.

a. Portion of the truncated Penis.
v. Aperture of the Musk Sac.

ie following are the parts of which the musk sac consists:

—

Outer or hairy coat or skin.—This is a continuation of the hide, and covers the

ex portion of the sac. Its hairs are stiff but smooth, and disposed in a circular

mer around the external musk orifice.

Muscular coat.—This consists of two strata of fibres which surround the sac in a
lar form. Pallas (Spicileg . Zoolog. fasc. xiii.) states, that they arise from the

l and unite anteriorly with the panuiculus carnosus. He regards them as the com-
jan islors and retractors of the follicle and of the prepuce when the genital

,

- it out. The same naturalist has described two retractors of the penis.

Fig. 266.

A

?tween the two strata of muscular fibres is placed the penis, which is remarkable
from the circumstance of the urethra projecting beyond the extre-

mity of the glans. In its usual state the penis lies rolled up within

the belly.

On the inner surface of the muscular fibres is a number of small

oblong or roundish glands (see Fig. 265), compared by Pallas to

the meibomian glands of the palpebroe.

3. Fibrous coat.—This is the most external of the proper coats

of the musk sac. On its inner surface are numerous depressions or

cells, surrounded by ramifying folds, within which the blood-vessels

ramify. This coat is continuous (through the musk orifice) with

the corium.

4. Pearly coat.—A soft delicate membrane, shining like mother-
of-pearl. It lines the cells, and covers the folds of the fibrous coat.

5. Epidermoid coat.—It is the inner lining of the sac. Its ex-

ternal layer is silvery white ;
its internal one yellowish or reddish-

brown.
6. Musk glands—In each of the depressions observed on the

nal coat of the musk sac, are found two or more irregular shaped bodies of a
wish or reddish-brown colour. These bodies consist of a central brownish mass
utosed to be glandular), covered by a fine membrane.

' Contents of the Musk Sac.—Pallas found, that, in young animals, the sac was

y and contracted. In the adult animal it contained about a drachm and a half of
.

:,
and in old animals more than two drachms. But these quantities must be below

verage, since the dried pods of commerce contain on the average more musk than
Mr. Campbell (

Joum . of the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, vol. vi. p. 119, Calcutta,

I describes the musk found in the sac as soft, reddish-brown, granular, and having

of the Mos-
is moschiferus.

rrepuce.

I Ians penis,

retbra.
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the appearance of soft gingerbread. (For further details respecting the structure of ihmusk sue consult Brandt and Ratzeburg, Med. Zool. Bd. i.)

IIab.—Asia, between 16° and 58° north latitude, and 92° and 155° 0f
east longitude. Especially on the Atlas and Himalayan ranges. China
Cochin-China, Tonquin, Tartary, and Siberia, have all been celebrated
for the musk. The animal is timid, and dwells in cold mountainous dis-

tricts, where coniferous plants abound.
Capture of the Animals.—

V

arious methods of catching the animals
are adopted. Sometimes they are taken by snares or gins, sometimes by

pitfalls, sometimes by shooting them. The Tungouses, one of the native

tribes of Siberia, employ the bow and arrow only.

Description.—

T

hree kinds of musk are described, viz. China
, Russian

(or Kabardine), and Bucharian. I am acquainted with the two first only.

1 . China
,
Tonquin, or Thibet Musk,

(
Moschus tunquinensis seu

tibetanus). This is imported in small rectangular boxes {catties), about

7 £ inches long, 4§ inches broad, and 44-deep
;
covered externally by silk,

and lined with sheet-lead and paper. These boxes contain about twenty-

five sacs, or pods, each wrapped separately in paper. On the outside of

the lid of some of the boxes is marked “ Lingchong Musk and on the

inside of the lid is a rude Chinese representation of the musk hunters,

some shooting the animal, others cutting out the musk-bag. On the

paper, which envelopes each pod, are similar rude representations in blue

or red ink.

Pod musk
(
moschus in vesicis

)

consists of roundish, or somewhat oval,

pods, which are generally broader at one end than at the other. The

hairs are brownish-yellow, or greyish, or whitish, bristle-like, and stiff;

arranged in a concentric manner around the orifice of the sac. A careful

examination will always discover the remains of the penis. The pods

are about 2-4 inches long, and 1 1 inches broad. The weight of each pod,

as well as of the contained musk, is very variable. I am indebted to Mr.

Noakes, druggist, of Snow Hill, for the following account of the weighu

of six pods, and of the grain musk obtained therefrom :

—

Pods of Musk. Weight. Contents.

1 5VSS

1 5ivss

1 3 v i
i
j

.
grs. xxxvijss....

1 jix. grs. xlvijss

1 5V. grs. xx
1 1 ijss

Grain Musk, 5xvj. grs. xv.

Total 6 gxxxvij. grs. xv 5xvj. grs. xv.

Average 1 5vj. grs. xijss- 5fi.
grs. xliiss.

Grain musk [moschus in granis ; moschus ex vesicis
)

is granular)

unctuous to the feel, mixed with hairs, of a dark reddish-brown colour, a

bitter aromatic taste, and a strong, remarkable, very persistent sin
<

[musky odour). Its odour can scarcely be called peculiar, since it_

common to several animals and vegetables. Thus the musk-ox &
the musk-cat evolve it. The submaxillary gland of the croco

secretes an unctuous musky substance. Among plants, l^roch
-g

moschatum, Malva moschata, and Cenlaurea moschata, may- be refel®
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ti -3 possessing a musky odour. When mixed with other scents, musk

ij the remarkable property of augmenting and improving their smell,

v lout much imparting its own: hence it is extensively used by

i[. timers. A few drops of potash added to musk increases its odour,

If etting free, it is supposed, ammonia.
'[ . Siberian, Russian, or Kabardine Musk (Moschus sibiricus,

i icus, seu cabardinus) . This is an inferior kind. The pods are said

U e more oblong or oval than those of the China kind
;
the hairs longer

si whiter. But I have examined large quantities of Siberian musk, the

4|'S of which were not distinguishable from those of the China kind by
s; of these characters. The only invariable distinction I have observed

dt n the scent, which is remarkably different : it is much less powerful,

si. more nauseous and disagreeable, being somewhat empyreumatic.

ILger says, it is sometimes accompanied by an odour similar to that

file sweat of a horse. This kind of musk is imported in wooden boxes,

, I all the pods that I have examined were in a good state of preser-

II on ; but frequently, I am told, this is not the case.

II ucharian Musk
(
Moschus bucharicus) is described by some pharmacologists, but I

nf> ; never met with it. The hairs are said to be yellowish or reddish-brown. The
ulikb has a weak odour, and is of very inferior quality.

AlDULTERATIOn.—

T

he great sophisticators of musk are the Chinese. I

lee seen several artificial pods of musk which had been imported from

Inton. T. W. C. Martins (Lehrb . d. pharm. Zool. S. 39, 1838) calls this

iificial kind Wampo Musk, and says that, for some years past, it has
lu extensively introduced into commerce. The hairy portion of the

> is formed of a piece of the skin of a musk animal, (readily distin-

shed by its remarkable hairs), coarsely sown at the edges to a piece of

nbrane, which represents the smooth or hairless portion of the sacs.

3se pods are distinguished from the genuine ones by the following

raeters:—the absence of any aperture in the middle of the hairy coat

;

hair not being arranged in a circular manner
;
and the absence of all

n tains of the penis (found in every genuine musk sac). These false sacs,

wdl as the genuine ones, are sometimes enveloped in papers marked,
Husk collected in Nankin by Jung-then-chung-chung-keeH The odour
die musk of the false sacs is ammoniacal.

i xrainmusk is sometimes imitated by dried blood, and perhaps by other

-'Stances. The fraud is to be detected by a careful examination of the

wearance and odour of the particles, and by their chemical characters,

infusion of genuine musk gives no precipitate with a solution of bi-

oride of mercury, but does with tincture of nutgalls, and acetate of
:1. By incineration genuine musk leaves behind a greyish white ash,

ereas blood yields a reddish one. Artificial musk is said to be pre-

ed by rubbing in a mortar dried bullock’s blood with caustic ammonia,
d mixing the half-dried mass with genuine musk.
Commerce.—“ At an average of the three years ending with 1832, the
oorts of musk, from all places eastward of the Cape of Good Hope, with
exception of China, amounted to 4,965 ounces a-year,” (McCulloch’s

'.t. of Commerce). In 1839, duty (6d. per ounce) was paid on 2,389
ices.

Composition.

—

In 1803, Thiemann
(
Berl. Jalirb. 1803. S. 100) ana-

3d musk. In 1805, Bucholz (Pfaff, Mat. Med. Bd. iv. 401) examined
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it. In 1820, Bloncleau and Guibourt (.,Tourn . de Pharm.vi. 105) pUb_
lished an analysis of it. Afterwards, Westler (Buchner’s Rep. Bd.xvi"
S. 222. 1824), Buchner [Ibid. Bd. xxii. S. 152. 1825), and Geiger and
Reinmann (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 1449), submitted it to chemical
investigation.

Guibourt and Blondeau.

1. Volatilized by $ Water .... 46 925
drying l Ammonia . . O'325

2. Extracted by ether— Stearine,

oleine, cholesterine, fatty

acid with ammonia, traces

of a volatile oil — 13 000
3. Extracted subsequently by

alcohol—Cholesterine, fatty

acid with ammonia, sal

ammoniac, chlorides of po-

tassium, sodium, and cal-

cium, and an undetermined
acid combined with the

same bases 6 -000
4. Extracted subsequently by

water— Gelatine, carbona-
ceous matter soluble in

water, the preceding chlo-

rides, and an undetermined
combustible acid 19 000

5. Extracted subsequently by
ammonia — Albumen and
phosphate of lime 12 000

6. Fibrous tissue, carbonate and
phosphate of lime, hairs,

and sand 2750

100000

Geiger and Reinmann.

1. Peculiar volatile substance. Quan-
tity undeterminable.

2. Ammonia Ditto
3. Peculiar, fixed, uncrystalliza-

ble acid Ditto
4. Stearine and oleine ]-l

5. Cholesterine (with some
oleine and resin) 4 0

6. Peculiar bitter resin 5-0
7. Osmazome (with sal ammo-

niac, chlorides of sodium
and calcium, and the above
acid, partly free, partly

combined with the bases) 7‘5

8. A mouldy-like substance, in

part combined with ammo-
nia, by which it is made
soluble in water, with small
quantities of phosphates of
lime and magnesia, sul-

phate of potash, chlorides

of potassium and sodium,
carbonate of potash or soda,

and trace of iron 36-5

9. Sand 0 -4
10. Water, some volatile odorous

matter, the above acid in

part combined with ammo-
nia, and loss 45‘5

1000

Odorous Principle.—Has not hitherto been isolated. The strong and diffusive odour
of musk would lead us to expect that its odorous matter was highly volatile. Yet such
is not the fact; for we cannot deprive musk of its peculiar odour by distillation, though
the distilled liquid has a musky smell. As it is destructable by heat, it is obviously
organic. It is not peculiar to musk, since many other substances exhale an analogous
odour. Some have suggested that it is the result of putrefaction of one or more of the

constituents of musk
;
and in support of this statement It is asserted that, by Leslie’s

method of desiccation, musk may be dried and rendered odourless. I have repeatedly

S
erformed this experiment with every care, but without obtaining odourless musk.
Lobiquet was of opinion that many odorous substances owed their odour to a certain

quantity of ammonia, which, being disengaged, carried off with it substances not other-

wise volatile, which masked the ammoniacal smell. In applying this hypothesis to

musk, it must be admitted that it harmonizes well with several of the circumstances

observed. Thus musk evolves ammonia
;
water distilled from musk contains ammonia

;

and potash added to a solution of musk heig htens its odour (by facilitating the evolution

of ammonia?).

Physiological Effects.—Musk disturbs the functions of the stomach,

acts as a stimulant to the vascular system and brain, and afterwards

proves narcotic. Jorg
(
Material. zu einer Argneiniittell. Leipzig

,
1825;

and Land. Med. Gaz. vol. xxvi. p. 952), and his pupils submitted them-

selves to its influence in doses of from 2 to 15 grains in water or mixed
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ith magnesia. Its primitive effects were eructation, weight at the

i romach, diminution or increase of appetite, dryness of the oesophagus,

aviness of the head, vertigoes, and headache. The secondary effects

it 3re more marked on the encephalon than on the digestive canal : dis-

position to sleep, faintness, and a feeling of heaviness in the whole body,

istly, deep and long-continued sleep. In very large doses the action

,i the nervous system was very marked
;
trembling in the limbs, and

ten convulsions, were observed. The pulse was increased in frequency

id somewhat fuller. These effects show that musk belongs to the

rebro-spinants (see p. 66). It is a stimulant to the nervous and vas-

ilar systems, and an irritant to the stomach. Its effects are by no

l eans uniform. Trousseau and Pidoux (
Traite de Therap. t. i. p. 25),

offered from its use neither excitement of the vascular system nor sleep,

ss influence is more manifested in some constitutions (those, for example,

nnmonly termed nervous, in whom there is a very sensible or excitable

ondition of the nervous system), than in others (as the phlegmatic).

1 Moreover, its effects are more marked in some morbid conditions of the

•rebral functions (of the hysterical kind) than in the healthy condition
!

' these functions. In some persons the nervous system appears to be

eculiarly susceptible of the odour of musk
;

for it is reported that head-

bhe, giddiness, and even fainting, have been induced by it. When the

li.gestive apparatus is previously in a state of irritation, musk increases

lie local disorder, giving rise to pain, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhoea,

ometimes the stimulant influence of musk is directed to the sexual

rrgans. Trousseau and Pidoux [op. supra cit.) experienced from it

une assez vive excitation des organes genitaux.” In the female it has
ccasionally provoked the catamenial discharge. In persons disposed to

|

ristaxis it has at times appeared to bring on the haemorrhage. Occa-
i onally diaphoresis or diuresis has seemed to result from its use.

The odorous principle of musk is absorbed, and subsequently thrown
int of the system by the excretories. Barbier

(
Traits Elern de Mat.

iled. ii. 143, 2nd ed. 1824), observes that the urine and the sweat of

•ersons who have taken this substance are powerfully impregnated with
s odour—now and then so strongly, that the hand applied, for the pur-
mse of feeling the pulse, retains the odour for some time. On post-

mortem examination, the brain, and the cavities of the chest and abdomen,
i those who have taken it during life, sometimes emit a strong smell of
musk. Tiedemann and Gmelin [Vers. ii. d. Wege. auf welch. Subst. ins

' Uut gelang. S. 63, 69, 71, 73. 1820), recognised the odour of musk in

le blood of the mesenteric, splenic, and portal veins
; but they failed to

1 elect it in the contents of the lacteals. Trousseau and Pidoux men-
! on that, in their experiments, the excretions acquired a feeble odour of
musk. Jorg, however, denies that the excretions of those who have
liken musk have the smell of this substance.

Uses.—The effects of musk, already alluded to, show that it is a
i emedy which will be useful where we want to excite the nervous system

;

nd, vice versa
,
that it will be hurtful where there exists a determination

1 f blood to the brain, and in those constitutions denominated plethoric,

’he cases in which experience seems to have shown that musk is some-
iimes useful, are the following:

—

1. Those diseases which are attended with convulsive movements, and
hich, therefore, are called spasmodic. Such, for example, as hysteria,
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epilepsy (especially of children, and where the disease does not depend
on organic changes, or on plethora), chorea, and even in some cases of 1

tetanus. The employment of musk here has led to its denomination of
antispasmodic.

Dr. Cullen {Mat. Med.), on whose practical information I place great i

reliance, says, “ I maintain that musk (when genuine) is one of the most il

powerful antispasmodics that we are acquainted with. I have found it,

with Dr. Wall, to be a powerful remedy in many convulsive and spas- 1

modic affections, and in some of a very peculiar kind. I had once a

gentleman affected with a spasm of the pharynx, preventing deglutition

and almost respiration. This, when other remedies had failed, was
relieved by the use of musk, which often shewed its power

;
for the

disease continued to recur at times for some years after, and was only

obviated or relieved by the use of musk.”
2. In low fevers which are accompanied with delirium, twitchings of

the muscles, a small contracted pulse, and convulsions, musk has been

occasionally employed, and with benefit. Like opium, its use in these

cases is always uncertain—in one instance relieving, in another increasing

the malady, though the cases may be to all appearances parallel.

3. In retrocedent gout, as where gout attacks the stomach or the head,

giving rise to headache or delirium, musk has been found beneficial.

Cullen relates a case where immediate relief was obtained by the exhibi-

tion of fifteen grains of genuine musk.
4. In the delirium which sometimes occurs in pneumonia, but bear no

relation to the intensity of the latter, and is accompanied with adynamia,

Recamier (Jacquet, Biblioth. Med. t. lix.) has found it beneficial.

5. Lastly, during the late severe visitation of medignant cholera, musk

was one of the remedies tried. I saw it employed several times, but

without obvious relief. The experience of others was various
;
but the

result is, that the profession has formed a very low estimate of its power

in this disease.

Administration.—Musk should be given in substance, either in the

form of boluses, or suspended in water by means of saccharine or mucila-

ginous substances. Its dose is from eight to fifteen grains. In children

it may be sometimes used in the form of enema.

1. Mistura Moschi, L. (Musk ; Gum Arabic, powdered
;
Sugar, of

each, 3iij.; Rose Water, Oj. Rub the Musk with the Sugar, then with

the Gum, the Rose Water being gradually added).—One fluidounc.e

of this mixture contains nine grains of musk. In practice it will be
|

sometimes found convenient to employ twice as much gum, and half as

much again of musk. Dose, fSj.tofoij.
_

2. Tinctura Mosci-ii, D. (Musk in powder, 5ij.
;
Rectified Spirit,

Oj. Digest for seven days, and filter).—Principally valuable as a per-

fume. Each f 5 j. is prepared with only gr. viijss. of musk; or each I5j-

with somewhat -less than one grain. It is obvious, therefore, that a dose I

of the tincture which contains a medium dose of musk, would be dan- >

gerous, from the large quantity of alcohol it would contain.

Essence of Musk, used as a perfume, is ordinarily prepared from the musk po s

from which the grain musk has been extracted. The following formula has been or

|
nished me, as in common use:— Grain Musk, 5X ' V - (

or Musk Pods, 3 vij.)
;

1><» n,o

Water, Oss. Digest until cold
;

then add, of Rectified Spirit, Ovjss.
;
Carbonate o

^
Potash, 5ss. Digest.
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Cer'vus El'aphus, Linn. L. E.

—

The Stag.

(Cornu, L.—Horn, S.—Cornua Cervina Ramenta, D.)

.Iistory.—Both the hart and the hind (the male and female stag) are

eatedly mentioned in the Bible (ex. Deut. xiv. 5, and Psalms xvm.

. The stag is also noticed by Hippocrates, Aristotle, lhny, Galen,

ill Avicenna.
0 1 1

/Zoology. Gen. Char.—Incisors f,
canines q

— o> or -5 o> m0~

s 1 — - = 3*2 or 34. Canines
,
when they exist, compressed and bent

;ok. Head long, terminated by a muzzle. Eyes large, pupils elon

;ed transversely. A lachrymal sinus in most. Ears large and pointed-

ague soft. Body slender. Four inguinal mamma. Horns solid, deci-

ous, palmated, branched, or simple, in the males ;
females, with one

cception, without horns.

'Sp. Char.—Horns with three anterior antlers, all curved upwards, the

1 umit forming a crown of snags from a common centre. Lachrymal

uses. Fur red-brown in summer, brown-grey in winter. A pale disc

the buttocks.

Fig. 267. The stag usually

begins to shed his

antlers in February

or March, immedi-
ately after which their

reproduction begins,

and by July he has

completely renewed
them. The first sen-

sible phenomenon of

the formation of these

parts is the vascular

excitement about the

frontal bone. The
arteries are observed
to be enlarged, and to

pulsate more strongly

than usual
;
the heat

is increased, and, in

tt, all the symptoms of active inflammation come on. Very soon

: perceive two cartilaginous tubercles, one on each side
; these enlarge

d elevate the skin, by which they acquire, from the distension of the

ter, a velvety covering. These tubercles are soon converted into real

ne
;
but the deposit of ossiflc matter does not stop here

;
it continues

mnd the base of the antlers, thus giving rise to what has usually been
rmed the burr. These osseous prominences, the antlers, are supplied

th two sets of vessels—-an external or cutaneous, which is the most
icient, and an internal. By the pressure made on the former by the

it, they are obliterated : the covering of the antlers no longer receiv-

a supply of blood, soon ceases to live, dries up, and falls off. The
,ernal vessels continue to keep up the life of the bone for a few months
iger, when death takes place. This occurrence may be in part owing

Skull and Antlers of Cervus Elaphus.

a. Crown of the antlers with the velvety covering.
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to the imperfect nutrition, and partly, perhaps, to the exposure of the bone
to the air without any envelope

;
but it arises principally from some un-known changes in the vital actions. The antlers being now dead, nature

soon sets about their separation. To effect this, the living parts’ at the
base are rapidly absorbed, so that the antlers, being left but very slightly
adherent to the frontal bone, readily fall off by a gentle knock. A few
hours only elapse before the irregularity on the surface of the os frontis
is covered by a thin pellicle, and shortly afterwards the formation of a
fresh pair of antlers is commenced.
Ha^—Europe, Asia, and North of Africa.

'S^JsGitiPTiON AND Composition.—The antlers of the stag are com-
monly called hartshorn {cornu cervi vel cornu cervinum ). Though

. simply ..designated cornu {horn) in the London and Edinburgh Phanna-
copoeia, their composition is very different to that of the horns of the ox
or the sheep, and which are sometimes called true horn. The latter con-
sists principally of coagulated albumen

; whereas hartshorn has the

same composition as bone. According to Merat-Guillot (quoted bv
Berzelius, Traite de Chim. vii. 643) it consists of soluble cartilage

{gelatine) 27*0, phosphate of lime 57-5, carbonate of lime TO, water and
loss I T 5.

Hartshorn shavings or raspings {rasura vel ramenta cornu cervi)

readily give, out their gelatin by boiling in water.

Physiological Effects and Uses.—Decoction of hartshorn is nutri-

tive, emollient, and demulcent. It does not possess any superiority over

calfs-foot or other gelatinous liquids. It has been used in intestinal and

pulmonary irritation. It is generally taken flavoured with sugar, lemon

or orangejuice, and a little wine.

Hartshorn shavings are directed to be used in the manufacture of

Antimonial Poivder (see p. 404), but manufacturers generally substitute

bone sawings.

Brewers and others employ decoction of hartshorn for fining beer and

other liquors. It is preferable to isinglass on account of its cheapness-

The gelatinous matter of bones being less soluble than that of antlers,

bone sawings or shavings do not answer as a substitute for hartshorn.

Cornu Ustum, L. Pulvis Cornu Cervini Usti
, D. (Burn pieces of

Plorn in an open vessel until they become perfectly white
;
then powder

and prepare them in the same manner as directed with respect to chalk).

Burnt hartshorn is similar in its composition to bone-ash (see. p. 359).

It has been used in the same cases ;
but its employment is now nearly

obsolete. Its dose is 3j. to 5j.

O'vis Aries, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Sheep.

(Sevum, X,.—Fat, E.-~Adeps ovillus, D.)

History.—The sheep is one of the anciently known animals. It i*

mentioned by Moses ( Genesis ,
iv. 2), by Herodotus (

Thalia
,

cxiii- 1,

Aristotle, and other ancient writers. ^
Zoology. Gen. Char.—Incisors canines ~ —

-5, molars
g %

= 32. Horns common to both sexes, sometimes wanting in the

female, thick, angular, wrinkled transversely, pale coloured, turned 5,

laterally in a spiral form. Ears small. Legs slender. Hair of two

kinds. Tail more or less short. Two mamma;.
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Ap. Char. [0. Musimon.'] Horns very strong, arched backwards,

i L curved downwards, and towards tlie point. General colour fawn,

re or less brown, white on the face and legs, and under the belly ;
a

ker streak on the dorsal line, on the flanks, and often black about the

k.

The immense number of races of this animal in cultivation are well

uvn
;
and it is now difficult, perhaps impossible, to determine its

ive condition. Modern zoologists, however, ascribe our domesticated

ep to Ovis Ammon
,
called the Argali of Siberia, or to Ovis Musimon

,

ned the Mouflon or Mujlon of Sardinia.

Fig. 268. Fig. 269. &

Ovis Ammon.

Hab.—Domesticated every where.

Description.—Mutton suet (sevum ; serum ovillum ; adeps ovillus) is

fat from the neighbourhood of the kidneys of the animals. It is pre-

ed (sevum praparatum
)
by melting it over a slow fire, and straining

i nigh linen or flannel in order to separate the membranous portions.

Composition.—The ultimate analysis of mutton suet has been made
(Chevreul and by Berard (Gmelin, Handb. d. Chem. ii. 439.) The first

t .hese chemists also ascertained its proximate composition.

Ultimate Analyses.

Chevreul. Birard.

arbon 78996 .... 650
lydrogen 11-700 .... 21‘5

xygen 0304 .... 135

Proximate Analysis.

Stearin 1 . .

Elaine )
Marg-arin, a little.

Hircin, a little.

lutton Suet lOO’OOO ....lOO’O Mutton Suet.

’hysiological Effects and Uses.—Like other fatty bodies, mutton
tt is nutritious, but difficult of digestion. Its local effects are

illient and demulcent. In medicine it is used as a basis for ointments,

ites, and some plasters
;
being preferred, in some cases, to hog’s lard

account of its greater consistence.

Bos Tau'rus, Linnaeus.

—

The Ox.

(Lac.)

\

Iistory.—An animal very anciently known and highly valued. It is

eatedly mentioned by Moses.
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Zoology. Gen. Char.—Incisors 5, canines
5
—

5, molars ? — 5 = g2Body large. Members strong. Head large
; forehead straight

; muzzle
square. Eyes large. Ears generally funnel-shaped. A fold of the skiu
or dew-lap 011 the under-side of the neck. Four mamma:

;

tail long, tufted •

horns simple, conical, round, with different inflections, but often directed
laterally, and the points raised.

Sp. Char.—Horns round, lateral, arched, with the point turned out-
wards. Face flat, or a little concave. Occipital crest in the same line
as the base of the horns. Mamma - disposed in a square form. Hair
fawn-coloured, brown, or black, not sensibly longer at the anterior than
the posterior parts. About seven feet long.

Fig. 270. Mammary Glands two, placed close too-e.

ther, and constituting the udder. Each gland
consists of a number of lobes, made up of

yellowish or reddish soft granules, which consist

of very fine blood-vessels, nerves, and the com-
mencement of the milk or lactiferous duett

{ductus galactophori) which unite to form 8 or

10 principal ducts, which open into the large

duct, or duct of the teat. This tube is conical,

and has a number of folds on its internal

surface.

Hab .

—

Domesticated every where.

Description.

—

Milk (lac), or, to be

more precise in our description, cow's

milk (lac vaccinum), is an opake, white,

emulsive liquid, with a bland sweetish

taste, a faint peculiar odour, and a

sp. gr. of about 1‘ 030 : the latter pro-

perty is subject to considerable varia-

e tion. When recently drawn from the

Longitudinal Section of a Teat. animal it is slightly alkaline. Sub-

a a a. Principal milk ducts. jected to a microscopical examination,

c c c. Granular glandular substance, milk is observed to consist of myriads of

d d. Duct of the teat. qlobular particles floating in a serous
e. Apeituie 0 1 ie teat.

liquid. These globules are exceedingly

minute • according to Raspail
(
Chim . Organ.) the diameter of the largest

does not exceed in size the 0-0003937 (about 1 -2500th of an inch). They

instantly disappear by solution on the addition of a drop of caustic alkali.

Both Donne (
Loral Med. Gaz. xxv. 302) and Sir A. Cooper {On the

Anatomy of the Breast
, 1840) have separated the globules by repeated fil-

tration : the filtered liquid was transparent. The milk globules consist

essentially of butter. Donne denies that they contain any caseum, since

they are soluble both in alcohol and ether, which do not dissolve easeiuSJ

Being specifically lighter than the liquor in which they are suspended,

they readily separate by standing. They, therefore, rise to the surface^

carrying with them some caseum, and retaining some of the serum
;
thus

forming what is called cream. The milk from which the cream is sepa-

rated is termed skimmed milk.

Cream {cremor lactis ;
jlos lactis) has a variable sp. gr. The average,

perhaps, is T0244. The upper stratum of cream is richest in butter,

the lowest in caseum. By agitation, as in the process termed churning,

the fatty globules unite to form butter (
butyrum) ;

the residue, called
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ter-milk (lac butyratum), consists of .caseum, serum, and a little

; ter.

'Skimmed milk, like cream, has a variable sp. gr.
;
perhaps the average

\y be taken at 1-0348. If left to itself, it readily acquires acid proper-

;
while white coagula, commonly termed curds, separate from it. If

acid or rennet (an infusion of the fourth stomach of the calf) be added

it, this change is immediately effected. The curd separated by rennet

.called caseum. But after rennet has ceased to produce any more

igula, acetic acid will cause a further quantity to be formed. The
cd thus separated by the acid is termed zieger or serai. The ivhey

rum lactis
)
left after the separation of the caseum and serai, yields, on

iporation, sugar of milk, one or more nitrogenous substances, lactic

;

id, and some salts.

(.Composition.—Milk has been the subject of repeated chemical inves-

ation (see Berzelius, Traite de Chim. vii. 583). The following is a

eent analysis of several kinds of milk, published by MM. O. Henry
id Chevailier (

Journ . de Pharm. t. xxv. p. 340).

Milk of the

Constituents. Cow. Ass. Woman. Goat. Ewe.

iDaseum 4-48 .... 1-82 .... 1-52 .... 402 .... 4-50
Butter 313 .... Oil 3 55 .... 3 32 .... 4-20

SSugar of Milk .. 4-77 .... 608 .... 650 .... 5-28 .... 500
(Various Salts .... 060 .... 0-34 .... 0 45 ... 0 -58 0-68
’.Water 8702 .... 91-65 .... 87-98 .... 86-80 .... 85-62

'Total 100-00 .... 10000 .... 10000 ... 10000 .... 100 00
SSolid substances.. 1298 8-35 .... 13 00 .... 13-20 .... 14 38

Caseum or Casein j Albumen of Milk j Lactalbumen.—An albuminous substance dis-

.guished from the albumen of the egg and of blood by its not coagulating when heated,
d by the products of its spontaneous decomposition. When dried it is yellowish and
nsparent, like gum : it is odourless, and has a very slight taste. It is soluble in

iter. If its solution be boiled in contact with the air it becomes covered with a white
Hide insoluble in water. The acids unite to form with it, when they are in excess,
soluble compounds. Various salts (as sulphate of copper, bichloride of mercury,
.rate of silver, bichloride of tin, &c.) form insoluble compounds with it. According
Gay-Lussac and Thenard, caseum consists o {'carbon 59 -

781, hydrogen 7-429, nitrogen
•381, and oxygen 11 409. These numbers are about equal to C7 H 5 N O.
2. Butter.—This well-known substance consists of three fatty bodies, stearine, elaine,
d butyrine. The latter substance is characterised by yielding, by saponification, three
latile, odorous, fatty acids, viz. butyric, capric, and caproic acids. A small quantity
these acids exists in ordinary butter, especially when it has been exposed to the air,

d gives butter its peculiar odour.
3. Sugar of Milk ; Lactin; Saccholactin. Obtained from whey by evaporation,
i used in commerce it occurs in cylindrical masses, in the axis of which is the cord
lich serves as the nucleus for the crystals. It is extensively made in Switzerland,
has been usually described as being incapable of undergoing the process of vinous
•mentation (see p. 584); but the fact that the Tartars prepare a vinous fluid, called
rmmiss, from mares’ milk, was always an objection to the statement. Recently
. Hess {Journ. de Pharm . xxiii. 498) has shown that, under certain conditions, it is

sceptible of fermentation. It is gritty under the teeth, and is very slightly soluble
alcohol. It is much less sweet, and less soluble in water, than common sugar. By
e action of nitric acid it yields, like gum (see p. 1 150), saccholactic or mucic acid*;
that it forms, as it were, a connecting link between sugar and gum. It consists,
cording to Berzelius, of C5 H* 0°.
4. Lactic Acid.—This, though stated by Berzelius to be a constituent of milk, is
obably a product of its decomposition. Some chemists consider it to be. a compound
acetic acid and animal maiter.

5. Salts.—Some of these are soluble in alcohol, as the lactates (acetates ?) of potash
rincipally) soda, ammonia, lime, and magnesia; others are soluble in water, but not
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in alcohol, as sulphate of potash and the phosphate of potash and soda; lastly th
salts insoluble in water are the phosphates of lime, magnesia, and iron. The latter

*

held in solution in milk by the caseum principally; Berzelius says by the lactic acid
also.

Characteristics of Good Milk.—The changes produced in the
quality of the milk by diseased conditions of the cows has recently attracted
considerable attention in Paris, owing to the prevalence of a malady
called the cocote, among the cows in that capital (see Journ. de Pham.
vol. xxv. p. 301-318). The following are the essential morbid changes
which have been recognised in milk :—want of homogeneousness, imper-
fect mobility or liquidity, capability of becoming thick or viscid on the

addition of ammonia, and presenting, when examined by the microscope,
certain globules (agglutinated, tuberculated, or mulberry-like, mucous or

pus globules) not found in healthy milk. Hence, then, good milk should
be quite liquid and homogeneous

; not viscid
;
and should contain only

spherical transparent globules, soluble in alkalies and ether
; should not

become thick when mixed with ammonia
;
and should form a flocculent

precipitate with acetic acid, but not be coagulated by heat. The relative

quantity of cream afforded by milk is estimated by a graduated glass tube,

called a lactometer.

Physiological Effects.—Milk is highly nutritive;- It owes this

property to the sugar, the butter, and the caseum which it contains!

Being furnished by nature, as the aliment for mammals during the first

period of their existence, its constituents have been taken by Dr. Prout

(Elliotson’s Human Physiol, part i. p. 65) as the basis for a division of

all alimentary substances into the saccharine, the oily, and the albu-

minous. Perhaps the phosphate of lime found in milk ought to be

considered as an aliment for young animals
;
inasmuch as it is necessary

to the developement of their osseous system. For the most part milk is

readily digestible ;
but with adults this is by no means universally the

case. In some dyspeptics it proves heavy and difficult of digestion. I

find that those with whom it disagrees are obnoxious to the use of butter,

whence I infer that the injurious qualities of milk are ascribable to the

oily constituent
;

and, with such patients, ass’s milk (which contains

little butter) usually agrees.

The quantity of nutritive matter contained in milk varies not only

with the species but with the individual,—nay with the same individual

under different circumstances. The quality of the milk is affected by

constitution, age, food, period after parturition, mental emotion, disease,

the use of medicines, &c.

Dr. Young (quoted by Cullen, Mat. Med.) found that a bitch fed on

vegetable aliment yielded an acescent and spontaneously coagulable

milk
;
but when animal food Avas employed, the milk was alkaline, and

did not spontaneously coagulate.

Dr. Cullen says, “ I allege it to be a matter of experience, that sup-

posing the quantity of liquid to be the same, nurses living entirely, or for

the greater part, upon vegetable aliment, afford a greater quantity of

milk, and of a more proper quality, than nurses living upon much-

animal food. This I venture to assert, from the observations of fifty

years.”

The influence which many medicines taken by the mother have over

the sucking infant, is a circumstance known to every nurse, though

a
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lien denies it. We can modify the colour of the milk by mixing

Iron or madder with the food
;
the odour may be affected by various

iciferous and alliaceous plants
;

the taste may be altered by the use of

ters, as wormwood; and lastly, the medicinal effect may also be

iuenced. Children may be salivated by sucking nurses under the

tuence of mercury, or purged by the exhibition of drastics, or narcotised

the administration of opiates to the nurse. These facts are so

liliar to every one, that further evidence of them is scarcely requisite,

is curious, however, that Simon (,Journ . de Pharm. xxv. 354.) failed to

ognise various salts in the milk, which were found abundantly in the

ne. Mental emotions also affect the quality of the milk. I have fre-

3ntly seen the bowels of the child disordered in consequence of some
Iden emotion on the part of the mother. It is al£o not improbable that

• eased conditions of the parent may render the milk unhealthy,

ibillardiere {Diet. Mat. Med. iv. 23.) states that the milk of a cow,

acted with a kind of tuberculous phthisis (pommeliere)
contained seven

les more phosphate of lime than usual. Dupuy, (quoted by Andral,

eat. on Pathol. Anat.; by Townshend and West, vol. i. p. 675) also

:aks of the large quantity of calcareous matter in the milk of cows,

whose lungs abundant deposits of the same substance were found,

her morbid changes in the milk have been observed by Donne,
Ibiquet, and Lassaigne, and have been already alluded to. Now these

facts of the greatest moment, not only in reference to the frequency of

ease in cows, and, therefore, to the possible morbific character of their

k, but it is of considerable importance in reference to the milk of the

[i.:nan subject. I think, with this statement before us, it is highly improper
allow a female with any trace or suspicion of tuberculous disease to

;kle. Not that a few grains, more or less, of phosphate of lime in the

k, can probably do any injury to the child, but the fact once
ablished, that the milk may be thus altered by disease, leads to the

• picion that some other substances not yet recognised by their

ysical or chemical characters, may be in the milk of diseased nurses,

i l which may have an injurious influence on the child; and the sus-

ion does not confine itself to those affected with tuberculous diseases:

i .er hereditary or constitutional affections may also be attended with
» ered conditions of the milk. This suspicion is strengthened by the com-
i n observation that the milk of any nurses will not equally suit children,

child quite healthy, and in good condition, will sometimes, without
• r evident disease, fall off, and get into what is commonly called a bad
edition, apparently from a change of the nurse. I am aware that we
unot always refer this to any positively hurtful matter in the milk,

e quantity of nutritive matter in the same quantity of milk of two
•ses, may be very different: according to Payen {Journ. de Chim. Med.
v. p. 118), milk with too much nutritive matter in it may disagree
h the child. Another point worthy of attention is the quantity of
k yielded in a given time. Payen says it varies in different women as
ch as from one to ten and a half.

Uses.—We take advantage of the nutritive qualities of milk, and
:

ploy this substance either as an article of diet or as a ready means of
reducing a large quantity of nourishment into the system in a short
iod of time. For example, after violent uterine haemorrhage milk is

excellent restorative. A milk diet has been strongly recommended in
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consumptive cases and in gout
;
and in some cases it has appeared tot

act beneficially. Its efficacy is probably rather negative than positive-
that is, it is nutritive without being stimulating. Where the stomach is

’j

very irritable, ass’s milk is preferable to cow’s milk, on account of the
small quantity of butter, and large quantity of sugar of milk which it

contains.

As a demulcent milk is an exceedingly valuable substance in irritation

of the pulmonary and digestive organs. It is an excellent sheathingl
agent in poisoning by caustic and acrid substances, and in some of these
cases it acts as a chemical antidote; for example in poisoning by

t

bichloride of mercury, sulphate of copper, bichloride of tin, the mineral!
acids, &c. Milk is further employed on account of its demulcent qualities

in the preparation of the bread and milk poultice, which requires to bei

frequently renewed on account of the facility with which it undergoes
|

decomposition, and acquires acrid qualities.

Milk is a constituent of the Mistura Scammonii, E. (see p. 888).
Whey is an excellent diluent and nutritive. Wine whey (serum lactis

j

vinosum
)
taken warm, and combined with a sudorific regimen, actss

powerfully on the skin, and is a valuable domestic remedy in slight colds i

and febrile disorders. I have already referred to the uses of cream of'

tartar wliey (see p. 306), alum whey (see p. 373), and tamarind whey (seei

p. 1161).

Gelatine
(
Gelatina) is extracted from the bones of the ox and the sheep. It is obtained I

by boiling bones in water under pressure. It is more readily procured by employing
(

bones which have been previously digested in hydrochloric acid to extract the phosphate i

of lime. In this wav a nutritious soup is prepared in Paris, for the hospitals and other

pauper habitations. (Consult M. Edwards’ Recherch. Statist, sur VEmploi de la Gelatine,
j

Paris, 1835). The patent gelatine of the shops is obtained, I presume, from bones. It

is sold either plain or coloured
;
and is used as a substitute for isinglass. Gelatine has <

been extracted from antediluvian bones. A soup was prepared from the bones of the

great mastodon by a Prefet of one of the departments of France. Gelatine is useful in

medicine as a nutritive substance, as a chemical test, as an adhesive matter (ex. black

sticking plaster), as a fining for some liquids, and to form a soluble envelope for

nauseous medicines (see gelatine capsules, p. 1179). Seguin (see p. 992) used it

as a febrifuge. (For some remarks on the best method of extracting the nutritious
|

portion of bone, and its economical application, see Quart. Journ. of Science, April,
(

1827).

Ox Bile (Fel Bovinuyi seu TauriJ. Formerly extract of ox bile (fel tauri inspissa-

tum) was employed in medicine as a tonic. It consists of biliary matter, mucus, alimentary

extract, chloride of sodium
,
lactate and phosphate of soda, and phosphate of lime. The

dose of it is a few grains in the form of pills.

Order 3. Pachydermata, Cuvier.

Three kinds of teeth. Four extremities, with the toes variable in number, and furnished

with strong nails or hoofs. No clavicles. Organs of digestion not disposed for rumi-

nating.

Sus Scro'fa, Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Bog.

(Adeps preeparatus, L.—Fat, E.—Adeps ovillus, D.)

PIistory.—The hog is an animal very anciently known. By the Le*

vitical law the Jews were forbidden to eat its flesh, (
Levit

.

xi. 7) ;
on

account of either the filthy habits of the animal, or its supposed tendency

to engender skin and other diseases, more especially leprosy. The

Mahometans are also interdicted from eating it.
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Zoology. Gen. Char.—Incisors

,

£ or £ ;
canines, \ — £ ;

molars,

\— £ ;
= 42 or 44. Canines bent upwards and laterally

;
molars tuber-

i colons
; lower incisors bent forwards. Four toes on all the feet, the two

middle ones only touching the ground, armed with strong hoofs. Nose

I
elongated, cartilaginous. Body covered with bristles. Twelve teats.

Sp. Char.—

T

usks strong, trian-

gular, directed laterally. No 'protu-

berance under the eyes. Colour

blackish-gray in the wild animal,

but varying much in the domes-

ticated races.

The varieties of this animal are almost

innumerable. They are most conveniently

reduced to the following:

—

a. S. Scrofaferus • The wild hog, or wild

boar.

P, S. Scrofa domesticus. The domesticated

hog
,
which varies in its form and co-

lour.

r. S. Scrofa pedibus monungulis- The hog- with solid and undivided hoofs. This
variety was noticed by Aristotle and Pliny.

Hab.—The temperate parts of Europe and Asia; the northern parts

of Africa
;
America

;
the Islands of the South Sea, &c.

Preparation.—The fat of the animal is employed in medicine. That
about the loins being firmer and denser than the fat of the other parts of

the animal, is selected for medicinal use. In order to separate it from

the membranes in which it is contained, it is melted over a slow fire,

then strained through flannel or linen, and poured while liquid into a

bladder, where it solidifies by cooling. Occasionally salt is added to

preserve it
; but unsalted lard should be employed for medical purposes.

By melting in boiling water, lard may be deprived of any salt which
may have been mixed with it. While solidifying, lard should be kept
stirred, to prevent the separation of the stearine and elaine.

Properties.—Hoy’s lard (adeps suillus vel porci) or axunge
(
axungia

,

so called from the use anciently made of it, namely, greasing the axle of

a wheel,

—

unguendi axem) is at ordinary temperatures a white or yel-

lowish white solid. Its melting point varies from 78’5 F. to 87-5° F.

In the liquid state it should be perfectly clear and transparent
;
but if it

be intermixed with water it has a whitish or milky appearance. It

should have little or no taste or odour. By exposure to the air, however,

it acquires an unpleasant odour and acid properties. In this state it is

said to be rancid. This condition is induced by the oxygen of the air,

part of which is absorbed, while a small portion of carbonic acid is

evolved. As stearine does not become rancid in the air, while elaine

does, the rancidity of lard is referred to the latter constituent. But it

has been found that the purer the elaine the less readily does this change
occur

;
whence it is assumed that some foreign substance in the elaine

is the primary cause of rancidity, either by undergoing decomposition
or by acting on the elaine.

Composition.

—

The ultimate composition of lard was ascertained by
Chevreul (Gmelin, Ilandb. d. Chem. ii.), as well as by Saussure and Bcrard.
The first of these chemists also made a proximate analysis of rancid lard

;

and Braconnot determined the composition of fresh lard.

4 x

Fig. 271.

Skeleton of Sus Scrofa.

a. Foot with five hoofs.

b. Undivided hoof.
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Ultimate Analysis.

Chevreul.

Carbon 79-098

u 11*146

0xyg&fiSy 9-756

looooo

mc&jt]Analysis of Fresh Lard.

Braconnol

.

- Steafi^' ? 38
'Margarine i

Elaine 62

Lard.... 100

Proximate Analysis of Rancid Lard.

Chevreul.

Stearine and Elaine.

Volatile non-acid matterhaving a rancid

odour.

Caproic (?) acid.

Another volatile acid.

Oleic, margaric, and perhaps stearic acids.

Yellow colouring matter.

Non-acid, non-volatile matter, soluble in

water.

Rancid lard.

Physiological Effects.—Lard, like other animal fats, is nutritious,

but very difficult of digestion. Its topical effects are demulcent and
emollient. Both the flesh and fat of the hog have been long supposed
to dispose to cutaneous disease

;
but it is no easy matter either to prove

or disprove this opinion.

Uses.—In medicine lard is principally employed as a basis for

unguents. It has been used, by friction, as an emollient
;
but the prac-

tice is now obsolete. In pauper establishments it is sometimes em-
ployed, as a substitute for spermaceti ointment, to dress blisters

;
but the

salt which lard sometimes contains, as well as the facility with which

this fat becomes rancid, are objections to its use. I have seen it occasion

considerable irritation.

Order 4. Bodentia, Cuvier.

Glires, Linnceus.

Two large incisors in each jaw, separated from the molars by a vacant space. No
canine teeth. Molars with flat crowns or blunt tubercles. Extremities

,
the posterior

longest, terminated by unguiculated toes
,
the number varying according to the species.

Mammae variable in number. Stomach empty, intestines very long.

Cas'tor Fiber Linn. L. E. D.

—

The Beaver.

(Concretum in folliculis praeputii repertum, T,.—A peculiar secretion from the preputial follicles, E.—
Castoreum, D.)

History.—Castoreum was employed in medicine by Hippocrates, who

considered it to possess the power of acting on the uterus. It was an

ancient opinion that the castor sacs were testicles, and that when closely

pursued by the hunter, the animal tore them off, leaving them behind

him as a ransom (Juvenal, Sat. xii. v. 34). Hence, it was said, arose

the name of the animal, a castranclo. This absurd notion seems to have

been long ago disbelieved
;
for Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib. xxxii. cap. 13 cd

Valp. (tells us that Sextius derided it, and said that it was impossible the

animal could bite them off, since they were fastened to the spine. Thus

was one error confuted by another ;
the truth being, the testicles are so

placed in the inguinal region, on the external and lateral part of the os

pubis, that they are not discernible until the skin be removed. More-

over, female beavers also have castor sacs.
^ ^

Zoology.—Gen. Char.—Incisors f, canines 7
}— o> m°lars 1 T ==^‘

Molars composed of flat crowns, with sinuous and complicated ridges 0

enamel. Five toes on each foot, the anterior short and close, the posterior
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ingcr and palmated. Tail broad, thick, flattened horizontally, of an oval

Drm, naked, and covered with scales (Stark).

Sp. Char.—Fur consisting oftwo sorts of hair, one coarse and
ne other downy, more or less gray. About two feet long.

Fig. 272.

Fig. 273. B03K.0

Castor Fiber,

b. Scales of the tail.

Skeleton of the Castor Fiber,

a. Molars of the upper jaw.

The ordinary colour of the animal is brown ;
but yellow, black, spotted,

ind white beavers are met with. The two latter are very rare.

Richardson (Fauna Boreali-Americana,) has never seen either of them,

tough he has met with black beavers which were kept as curiosities,

'he tail is remarkable for its scaly appearance. Its great breadth (often-

i mes 5 inches) depends, not on the width of the caudal vertebrae, but on
umerous strong tendons inserted into these vertebra?. Incisor teeth

,

r.mooth, orange-coloured anteriorly, white posteriorly.

There is some reason for supposing that the European and American
cavers are distinct species. The former are burrowers, the latter builders.

Anatomy of the Castor Sacs.— It has been before stated, that both male and
male beavers are furnished with castor sacs: hence it will be convenient to consider

)*em in the two sexes separately.

1. Of the Male Castor Sac.—

I

f the animal be placed on bis back, we observe,

• ear the tail, a hollow (called by some a cloaca) inclosed by a large wrinkled, some-
hat hairy, cutaneous protuberance, which according to Perrault (Mem. for a Nat. His.

f' Animals, p. 85. Lond. 1701,) is easily contracted and dilated, not by a sphincter as

te anus, but simply like a slit. In this hollow the anus, the prepuce, and the oil sacs open.
When the skin of the abdomen is removed, four eminences, covered by their ap-

r*opriate muscles, are brought into view. They are placed between the pubic arch
i id the so called cloaca. The two nearest the pubes are the castor sacs, while those

ixt the cloaca are the oil sacs. Between the two castor sacs, in the male, lies the
’ mis with its bone (os penis ) ;

it is lodged in a long preputial canal
,
which terminates in

e cloaca, and has some analogy to a vagina
; so that there is some difficulty to deter-

i ine, until the skin he removed, whether the individual be male or female.

The penis points towards the tail, not towards the navel, as in the

dog. Its surface is covered with longitudinal wrinkles and pits: in each
of the latter is found a dark-coloured warty . like body. The testicles,

vasa deferentia , and vesiculcc seminales, present nothing remarkable.

There is no scrotum. Like most other Rodcntia, the beaver has vesiculcc

accessorice, or blind ducts, which open into the urethra near its com-
mencement. Just at the point where the urethra joins the penis are

observed .Cowper's cjlands. The castor sacs open by a common aperture
into the preputial canal. This aperture is about one inch in width, and
is placed opposite the extremity of the plans penis in the relaxed con-
dition of the organ, and about one inch from the orifice of the prepuce.
Between this common orifice of the castor sacs and the glans penis is a
semilunar fold. There is also a second, similar, but thicker, fold cover-

s penis of the ing the rectum. The castor sacs are pyriform and compressed. They
'ustor Fiber, communicate with each other at their cervical portion; but their fundi

rr-
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Fig. 275.

a, Under portion of the tail.

b, Rectum.
c, Anus.
dd and k, Opening’s of the anal glands,
e e. Anal glands.

f, Common openingof the two castor sacs.

h h, The' castor sacs.

i, Gians penis.

j, Magnified view of a portion of the

epidermis of the glans.

I, Penis.

nn, Cowper’s glands.
o, Urethra laid open.

P

,

Left vesicula seminalis.

q, Left vas deferens.
r, Opening of the left vesicula seminalis.
s, Opening of the left vas deferens.
u, Right vesicula seminalis.
v, Portion of the bladder, showing the

opening of the ureters.

ww, Tesiclcs.

xx, Vesicuhe accessorise.

y, Right vas deferens.

z, Spermatic cord.

Fig. 27G.

Castor and oil sacs with their appropriate

muscles.

a, Spermatic vessels.

c, Anus.
d d, Openiugs of the anal glands,

e e , Anal glands.

g g. Castor sacs.

h, i, ll,n, Compressor muscles of the cas-

tor sacs and anal glands.

k, Penis.

m m
,
Cowper’s glands.

o, Urethra cut off.

p, Lobes of the prostate gland,

r. Testicle.

The figures refer to the probes passing

from the caput gallinaginis to the

vesiculce seminalcs and vasa de-

ferentia.
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liverge outwards and towards the pubes. Each castor sac is composed of an external

>r cellular coat which incloses muscular fibres. The latter are a continuation of the

>anuiculus carnosus: their function appears to be to compress the sac. Within these

ibres lies a very vascular coat, which covers the scaly or glandular coat, and sends pro-

I esses in between the convolutions of the latter The scaly or glandular coat forms

uunerous folds or convolutions, which are largest and most numerous in the fundus of

he sac. Externally, it is shining, silvery, and iridescent. Internally, it presents

mmerous, small, lanceolate, oblong, or semilunar scales, which are mostly toothed at

heir margin, and envelope each a brown body, supposed to be a gland, and which is

odged in a small cavity. The inner surface of the castor sacs is lined with epithelium

a continuation of the epithelium of the prepuce), which invests the glands and scales of

he scaly or glandular coat. In the cavity of the castor sac is found the casloreum ,

vhich, when recent, is thin, fluid, highly odorous, yellow or orange coloured, becoming
leeper by exposure to the air. The quantity of this secretion is liable to great variation.

The oil sacs are conglomerate glands, placed one on each side between the castor sac
ind anus : their ducts terminate in the cloaca. The secretion of these sacs is a fatty

i natter, having the consistence of syrup or honey, a peculiar odour, and a yellowish
colour. It was formerly used in medicine under the name of pinguedo seu axungia
•astoris. (For further details respecting the structure of the castor sacs consult Brandt
md Ratzeburg, Med. Zool. i.)

Fig. 278.

Fig. 277.

Castor and oil sacs laid open.

j

e, Anal glands.
vi g, Castor sacs.

mm, Cowpcr’s glands.
t, Probe passing into the rectum

beneath a semilunar fold which
separates the common aperture
of the castor sacs from the
penis.

nuand vv, Two probes passing into
the right castor sac, behind a
second semilunar fold.

i

-
e

Relative position of the castor and oil &
andpelvis.

a a. Os pubis.

b, Bladder.
c c. Castor sacs.

dd. Oil sacs.

f, The false cloaca.

g, The commencement of the penis.
hh, The epididymides.
i i, The testicles.

k k, The spermatic cord.
1 1, The vasa deferentia.

m m, The cremaster muscles.

The relative position of the castor and oil sacs, with respect to the pelvis of the ani
uals, is shewn in fig. 278, taken from Perrault (op. supra cit.)

2. Of the Female Castor Sac.—

W

e arc less perfectly acquainted with thenatomy of the female than of the male beaver. Indeed 1 am acquainted with three
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dissections only of the former; viz. one by Gottwaldt, a second by Hegse (both referred
to by Ratzeburg, op supra cit), and a ‘third by Mortimer (Phil. Trans, vol.xxxviij.
1735). The subjoined description and figure is from the memoir of the last-mentioned
authority.

Fig. 279.

Sexual organs of afemale heaver,

a. The two ureters.

h b. The ovaria.

c. The uterus lying under the bladder.
d. The bladder contracted and empty of

urine.

e. The meatus urinarius, above two
inches long.

ff. The castor sacs.

g g. The oil sacs.

h h. Common orifices of the castor ducts
and oil sacs.

i. The vagina cut off.

Jc. The anus.

1. Part of the tail.

He says the animal had two ovaria, and
an uterus dividing into two horns (uterus
bicorn is), as in the bitch. The bladder lay

exactly over the body of the uterus. The
meatus urinarius ran upon the vagina above
two inches in length. Just below the ospubis,

on each side of the vagina, above the meatus
urinarius (supposing the animal laid on her
back), a pair of pyriform bags were found,

about If inches long, and I inch broad
diverging at their fundi or broad ends, but

approximating almost closely at their necks
or narrow extremities, which were canals

communicating with the adjoining glands.

The membranes which formed these bags
were tough, wrinkled, and furrowed, of a

livid dirty colour. They were hollow, and

capable of containing about an ounce of

water. Upon opening them a small quantity

of dark-brown liquor, like tar, was found,

having an odour like castoreum, and in

addition a smell of ammonia. It is probable

the emptiness of the sacs, and the unusual

quality of their contents, arose from the

youth of the animal. About an inch lower,

on each side of the vagina, were a pair of

glands (oil sacs), each about inches long,

and \ inch broad. Their form was oblong,

but irregular, and having several protu-

berances externally ;
their colour was pale

flesh, like the pancreas. They seemed to

communicate with the castor sacs, the sac and

gland on each side opening externally by

one common orifice, around which were long

black hairs.

If,m. — North America, from 67

or 68° to about 33° north latitude 5

Europe, from 67° to 36° north lati-

tude, but becoming very scarce. It

appears to have been indigenous.

Capture of the Beaver.—The

beavers are caught in various ways;

sometimes in traps, sometimes in nets. But the usual method is to break

up the beaver houses when the animals retreat to their bank holes, in

which they are easily taken.

Commerce.—Castoreum is imported from North America by the

Hudson’s Bay Company. The greater part of that brought over is sold

for exportation. In 1839 duty (6d. per lb.) was paid on SOllbs.

Description.—Two kinds of castor (
castoreum

)

have long been

known, viz. Russian and American. The latter, however, is the 9111/

one now nipt with in English commerce.
1. American Castor. ( Castoreum Americanum .)—It usually consists

of two isolated sacs, frequently wrinkled, and which are connected so as

to form two parts, like a purse, or like two testicles connected by the
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icrmatic cords. The size of the sacs is liable to considerable variation,

hey are elongated and pyriform. The penis or the oil sacs, or both,

> e sometimes attached to them. The colour and other external characters

e variable. In December, 1834, I examined between three and four

ousand pounds of castoreum, which was offered for sale by the Hudson’s

ay Company. A considerable quantity of it was covered externally

ith a bluish white mouldiness, while the remainder was of a brownish

dour. The brown colour, however, varied considerably
;

sometimes

ring dark, in some cases yellowish, or even reddish. Some castor sacs

•e found nearly empty, and present, in their dried state, a very fibrous

laracter : these are of inferior quality. Others are found gorged with

ictuous matter, and, when quite dry, break with a resinous character,

rresenting no fibres until they have been macerated in spirit of wine. In

t any well-filled sacs the castoreum is quite soft.

In English commerce, two varieties of American castoreum are made :

le called the Hudson's Bay, the other the Canadian. Both are imported

\y the Hudson’s Bay Company. The Hudson's Bay castoreum is usually

msidered the finest variety. The specimens of it which I examined at

ie house of the Company, in December, 1834, came from York Fort,

md Moose River. The finest samples were superior to any of the Cana-
iian kind, though the average quality was much the same.
2. Russian Castor.

(Castoreum Rossicum).—This is exceedingly
i:arce. When met with it fetches a very high price. I have paid for a
uuseum sample <£2 per oz., while American castor fetched only twenty
lillings per lb. There are at least three kinds of castor sold as Russian.
'halky Russian castor occurs in smaller and more rounded sacs than the

merican kind (see Bond. Med. Gaz. vol. xvii. p. 296, fig. 41). A pair
If sacs in my museum weighs 557 grains. The specimens which I have
peen had neither penis nor oil sacs attached. The colour is ash-brown,
i s odour is peculiar, empyreumatic, and readily distinguishable, from
hat of the American kind. Under the teeth it breaks down like starch,

as at first little taste, then becomes bitter and aromatic. It is readily

iistinguished from all other kinds by dropping it into diluted hydro-
Ihloric acid, when it effervesces like a lump of marble. I have seen
mother kind of castor from Russia which may be termed Resinous Russian
'astor. The sacs were large, well-filled with resin, did not effervesce

ith hydro-chloric acid, and had an odour very similar to that of
merican castor. The Russian castor described by Guibourt {Journ. de

"-him. Med. t. viii. p. 602) appears to have been subjected to some pre-
aration (see Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xvii. p. 297, fig. 42.)

Composition.—Castoreum has been subjected to chemical analysis by
jveral chemists. Those whose results deserve especial reference are
'•onn (quoted by Gmelin, Hand. d. Chem. ii. 1449) and Brandes (quoted

y T. W. C. Martius, Lehrb , d.pharm. Zool. 19, and 27).
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Brandes's Analyses.

Volatile oil 1*0

Resin 13*85

Castoriu 105
Albumen 005
Osmazome 0*20

Carbonate of lime 33 60
Other salts 2*82

Mucus 2 30
Animal matter like horn 2*30

Membrane 19.20

Moisture and loss 22*93

Canadian Castor 100 00

Volatile oil __ 2*0
Resin.... 58 (>

Cholesterine 1.2
Castorin 2*5
Albumen i-6
Gelatine 10 4
Osmazome 2*4

Matter soluble in alcohol 1-6

Carbonate of lime
. 2*6

Other salts 2-4
Membrane 30
Moisture and loss ] 17

Russian Castor 100*0

These analyses do not agree with my experiments and observations. The quantity
of carbonate of lime assigned to Canadian castor is much too large. By incinerating

60 grains of good American castor in a platinum crucible I found only 1*2 grs. of

ashes, which if the whole were lime would be equal to little more than 3*57 per cent, of

chalk.

1. Volatile Oil of Castoreum.—This is obtained by distilling the same water several

times with fresh portions of castor. It is pale yellow, and has the odour of castor,

with an acrid bitter taste. Bonn says he obtained 34 per cent, of oil, but there must
be some error in this statement.

2 . Castorine ; Castoreum Camphor
,
Gmelin.—A crystalline, fatty, non-saponifia-

ble substance. It is fusible, and in the liquid state floats on water. When pure it is

quite white. It is soluble in ether and boiling alcohol. By long ebullition with nitric

acid, it is converted into a yellow crystallizable acid, called castoric acid. The super-

castorate of ammonia is crystallizable, and forms white precipitates with the salts of

silver, lead, and protoxide of iron, and greeu precipitate with the salts of copper,

Castorine is obtained by boiling castor in alcohol
;

the castorine deposits when the

liquor cools. Scarcely any can be got from American castor.

3. Resin. This is dark brown, has an acrid and bitter taste, and a slight odour of

castor. It is insoluble in pure ether, but dissolves tgadily in alcohol. Water precipi-

tates it from its alcoholic solution.
,

Physiological Effects.—Castor ik ii^ally denommated a stimulant

and antispasmodic. Since the time of Hippocrates it has been regarded

as endowed with a specific influence overlhe-uterns.

In 1768, Mr. Alexander
(
Experimen . Espaijs, p. 83) took it in various

doses to the extent of two drachms
;
and the only .effect he experienced

from it was disagreeable eructations. I11 1824, Jbrg and his pupils,

males and females
(
Material . zu einer kunft. Arzneimittell. Leipzig, 1824, v

Lond. Med. Gaz. vol. xxvi. p. 952) submitted themselves to its influence

;

but the only effects were a slight uneasiness in the epigastric region, and

disagreeable eructations having the odour of castor, and which were not

allayed by breakfast or dinner, and only ceased at night when sleep

came on.

These facts seem to shew that castoreum possesses but little medicinal

power
:
yet Dr. Cullen (Mat. Med.) declares that on many occasions it

is certainly a very powerful antispasmodic. Its odorous particles become

absorbed, for they have been recognized in the urine by their smell.

Uses.—Castoreum was formerly in great repute in those affections of

the nervous system denominated spasmodic
,
such as hysteria, epilepsy,

and catalepsy, more especially when these diseases occurred in females,

and were attended with uterine disorder. In those kinds of fever called

nervous
,

this medicine has also been recommended. In the northern

parts of Europe it is used lor its supposed uterine influence ,
as, to pro-
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>te tlie locliial discharge, and the expulsion of retained placentae. It

however, little employed here, partly, perhaps, in consequence of its

^agreeable taste and smell, its variable quality, and its high price;

t, for the most part, I believe, because practitioners consider it an

most inert remedy.

Administration.—It is best given in substance, either reduced to

wder or in the form of pills. The dose should be at least 3ij.

1. Tinctura Castorei, L. E. (Tinctura Castorei Rossici, D.)

astor [Russian, D.], bruised, sijss. [sjss. E., oij . Z>.] ;
Rectified Spirit, Oij.

Sxyj. jE., Proof Spirit, Oij. wine measure, l).] Macerate for fourteen

wen, D.) days, and filter. “ This tincture may be prepared either by
gestion or percolation, like the tincture of Cassia” [p. 788], E .)

—

ictified spirit, used by the Loudon and Edinburgh Colleges, is a better

vent for castor than proof spirit, employed by the Dublin College.

; ie quantity of castor used in all the processes is much too small. A
iidounce of the Edinburgh tincture contains three-fourths of a drachm,
.file the London preparation contains only half a drachm; so that to

e a medium dose of castor (5j.), it would be necessary to administer fSij.

the tincture (rectified spirit) of the London Pharmacopoeia ! Dr. Paris

iharmacol.) says the dose of this tincture is ttjxx. to f3ij
.'

2. Tinctura Castorei Ammoniata, E. (Castor, bruised, Sj.
; Asa-

tdda, in small fragments, 5ss. ;
Spirit of Ammonia, f§xvj. Digest for

wen days in a well-closed vessel; strain and express strongly the

;iiduum ;
and filter the liquor. “ This tincture cannot be so conve-

wntly prepared by the method of percolation,” E.)—Stimulant and
^spasmodic. Spirit of Ammonia is a good solvent for both castor and
ufoetida. Dose f5ss. to f5ij.
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Axunge 1409
Azote 154
Azoturetted hydrogen 164

B.

Bacca orientalis 1324
Baker’s salt' 173
Balm common 834

of Gilead 1192
fir 704

Balsam, Canada 707
Commander’s 939
Friars 939
Hungarian 702
mercurial 488
sea-side 764
wound 939
for cuts 939
of copaiva 1173

liquid amber 727
Peru 1130
sulphur 260
Tolu 1133

Balsams 74
Balsama naturalia 74
Balsamace® 727
Balsamodendron gileadense 1192

Kataf .... 1187
Myrrha .. 1187

Balsamum carpathicum 703
filicis 578
gileadense 1192
Libani 703
peruvianum 1130

album 1131
tolutanum vel de

Tolu 1133
traumaticum 938

Barbadoes nuts 777
tar 232

Barbary gum 1148
Barii chloridum 339

cliloridi solutio 342
Barilla 323, 824
Barium, compounds of 338
Bark, Angosturu 1205—1206

Caribtenn 992
cascarilla or elutheria 765
culitlawan or clove. . . . 800
Ilnnmalics or rusty .. 983
IIuanuco,Lima,orgray 981
Jaen or ash 9S2
Loxa or crown 97;)
massoy 800
pie 979
Pitaya 992
red 987
St. Lucia 992
sintoc 801
yellow or Regia, or Ca-

lisaya 985
Barks, false 992
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Tage
Barley, common or long-eared 686

sugar 583
water 588

Barm 588
Barosma 1202

crennta 1202
crenulata 1202
serratifolia 1202

Baryta, carbonate of. 338
muriate of. 339

Baryta: carbonas 338
Basilicon ointment 717
Bassora gum 1149
Bassorin 1150
Bastard Dittany 1208

Bate’s alum water 374
Bath, nitro-muriatic 164

Baths, medicated vapour— 48
history of 133

liquid 134

shower 141

sulphur 269
vapour 134 136

Baume du Pfirou en cocos . . 1130
Bay salt 309

the sweet 799
Bdellium 1192
Bean of St. Ignatius 921
Bear-berry 943
Beaver 1410
Bedeguar, or sweet briar

sponge 1128, 1383
Bee 1378
Beetle blister 1363
Beguin’s sulphuretted spirit 271

Belladonnin 854
Belladonna 853
Benjamin tree 935
Benzoic acid 934, 937
Benzoin 935

flowers of. 937
Benzoine llo8

Benzamide 1108—1109
Benzoinum in laclirymis .... 936
Benzule or benzoyle 938
Bergamot, essence or volatile

oil of 1236
Berlin or Prussian blue — 546
Berthollet’s neutral carbonate

of ammonia 176
Beta vulgaris 824
Betel nut 616
Betle Piper 758
Bibenzamide 1107
Biborate of soda 318
Bicarbonate of ammonia 176

potash 302
soda 327

Bicyanide of mercury 486
Biferrocyanide of potassium. 236
Bigarade, or bitter orange

tree 1244
Bindweed tribe 882
Binoxalate of potash 1215
Binoxide of manganese 557

mercury 482
Bismuth 501

magistery of 501
subnitrate of 501
tetartro-nitrate of. . 501

Bismuth! trisnitras 501
Bismuthuin 501
Bistort, great 823
Bisulphate of copper 495

peroxide ofmer-
cury 465

potash 290
Bisulphuret of mercury .... 484
Bitartrate of potash 305
Bitter almonds 1103

cucumber 1074
earth 360

Bittern of salt-works 365
Bitters 79
Bittersweet 875
Bitumen liquidum 231
Black bone 187

-boy gum 658

Black drop 1373
ivory 1S7
lead 185
salts 299
sticking-plaster 939

Bladder-podded lobelia 946
fucus 562

Blanquinine 997
Bleaching powder 348
Blende, or black jack 521
Blessed thistle 962
Blister, perpetual 726
Blue copperas 495

or Neapolitan ointment 456
pills 455
Prussian 235, 240, 546
stone 495
vitriol . ... 495

Boletus igniarius 574
purgans 574

Bone ash 359
¥ack 187
harth of 359

Boiqilandia trifoliata. . 1204—1205
Bofacic acid, native 319

rough or Tus-
cany 319

Boraginaceae 881
Borate or sub-borate of soda 318
Borax 318—319

crude or native 319
glass of 319
mellite of 321

Bos Taurus 1403
Boswellia serrata 1 185

thurifera 1185
Boyle’s fuming liquor 271
Bran 594
Brandy 195
Bread-fruit tree 748
Brimstone 255

horse 257
Bromide of potassium 286
Bromine 122
Brominium 122
Bromus catharticus 4

mollis 3
purgans 3

Brooklime 848
Broom, common 1135
Broom, Spanish 1186

tea 1136
Brown sugar 584
Brucia or brucine . . 908, 915, 921

ferruginca or ai.ti-

dysenterica 907
Brunonian theory 32
Bryonia dioica 1088
Bryony, white 1088
Bubon Galbanum '. . 1054
Buchu 1203
Buckbean 900
Buckthorn 1193
Buck-wheat 824
Buena hexandra 992
Burgundy pitch 718
Buteafrondosa 1180
Butter 1405
Buttercup (Crowfoot) 1331

Byttneriacea: 1248
Butua root 1328

Butyrum 1405

C.

Cnapdbn 1327

Caballinc aloes 644

Cabbage-bark tree 1157
Cadmia fornacumseufnctitia 525

Cadmium 381

Condemn Borussicum sen
Berlinense .’ 546

Cafteic acid 1031

Caflein 1031

Caju-kilan 1089
Cajaput 1089
Cajaputi oleum 1090

Calamina pnnparata
g||

electric 521, 530
'

prepared 531
Calamus Acorns fiOg

aromaticus, 580, 609, Mjr
Draco C17 1

petrams 6)7
:

rotang 612
Calcareous soap 345 I

spar 355 1

Calcii cliloridum 346
Calcined magnesia 359 :

mercury 459 ;

Calcis carbonas 355 [

durus 356
:

friabilis 355
j

praecipitatum 356
i

prseparatus 356
'

chloridi liquor 34 .

cliloridum 346 i

hypochloris 348
niurias 346

j

Calcispliosplias 359 [

praecipitatum
Calcium, compounds of.

oxide of
Calisaya bark
Callicocca Ipecacuanha
Calomel
Calomelas
Calotropis gigantea
Calumba, false

plant
Calumbin
Calx

chlorinata
extincta
usta
viva

Cambogia gutta
siamensis
zeylanica

Camphor

359

342

342

985

1016

464

464

903

901

1329

1322

342

348

343

342

342

1227

1228

1229

790

Borneo 791

Japan or Dutch .. 789

liniment 797

compound 798

mixture 796

nitrate of 791

oil 791, 1247

Sumatra or Borneo 1247

tree 78S

Campliora officinarum 788

Camphorated acetic acid.. .. 798

spirits of wine 797

tinctureofopium 797

Camphoric acid 791

Canada balsam fir 704

Canarium zephyrinum sive

sylvestris primum canari

Barat 1121

Cancer Pagums 1383

Candles, mercurial I+8

Canella alba 1233

Canellin (Mannite?) 1234

Canna coccinea
Cannabis sativa JS&
Cantharides 13®*

Cantharadin 1367

Cantharis ntomaria 13<®

atrata 13<®

cinerea 137®

gigns 137®

marginate 1*'®

ruficeps 13 <®

Syriaca 1*|~

vesicatoria 13j*j

violacen l*t,

vittata 13

Caper spurge 1 '1

Caphopicrite
Caprifolincerc

Capsicin JT-
Capsicum nnnuum ' i-

commnn
friitescens "L

Capsula: seu enpita papavens
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Page
el 583
mclia 4

;llo 4

;ay 1034

animalis 187
puriticatus .. 18S

.ligni 186

n and its compounds. . 184

mas ammonia; 172
baryta; 338
calcis 355

durus 356
mollior 356
pneparatus. . 356

ferri prscipitatus. . 538
plumbi 513
potass® 299
soda; 322

zinci impura 530
impurum pne-
paratum. ... 531

nate of iron 552
mated waters 146

chalybeate waters 554

nic acid 189

water 191

: nicum, natrum 322

nium 184
ir ret or percarburet of

i 185

a mine pratensis 1264
: mines, flores 1264

iiimom, black 699
Ceylon 697
cluster or round

687-688
greater Java 693
greatest or Ma-

dagascar 693
Malabar 695
ovoid China .... 698
round China 698
true or officinal. 694

n.momum Amomum 687
rotundum . . 688

rean bark 992
« e 745
line 1378
r.tion 1256
na pink 901

aa 1058
iin 1059
igeenin 564
.geen, or Irish moss 563
n oil 346

tt 1058
aagena barks 989—990
?amin or carthamic acid 963
:amus tinctorius 963
r ncarui 1034
phyllace® 1255

I
phyllin 1094
phyllus aromaticus 1091
•taurens 612
d’Anta 922

r rilla or eleutheria bark 764
de Trinadad de Cuba 777

nm 1409
va or tapioca plant 775

•i 1161
acutifolia 1162
/Ethiopica 1163
buds 787
clongata 1162
fistula 1171
lanceolata 1163
lignea 787
Marilandica 1163, 1166
obovata 1162
pulp 1171
purging 1171
senna 1162

is, purple of 424
munar root 098
c soap 334
r 1414

Fiber 1410
oil 769, 770, 771

Page
Castor oil plant 767

seeds 768, 771

Castoreum 1414

Castorin 1416

Cutaplasma aluminis 374
carbonis ligni . . 187

conii 1071

dauci 1059
fermenti 598
lini 1255
simplex 590
sinapis 1268

Cataputia minor 759

Catechu, Acacia 1152

Areca 615
cubical resinous . . 1026

in square cakes. . . . 1026
manufacture of . . . . 1153
palm 615

Catechuic acid 1027

Cathartic clyster 1048

Cathartics or purgatives 90
Cathartine 1167, 1193

Cathartocarpus Fistula 1171

Caustic potash: 273
lunar 427
or quick lime 342

Caustics (caustica) 95

Cauteries, potential 95

Cauterium, potential 273

Caviare 1384

Cayenne, essence of 881

lozenges 881

pepper 881

Cebadilla 633-634
Cedar, essence or essential

oil of 1235

red 727

Cellulares 561

Centaurea benedicta 962
Centaurium 899

Centaurin 899
Centaurite 899
Centaurv, common 899

Cephaelis Ipecacuanha 1016

Cera alba 1382

tlava 1381

Ceraine 1382

Cerasin 1127

Cerasus Avium 1127
Lauro-cerasus 1115

Cerate, Turner’s 531

simple 1383

Ceratum 1383
arsenicum 396
calamin® 531

cantharidis 1374
carbonatis zinci

impuri 531

cetacei 1392
epuloticum 531

hydrargyri compo-
situm 458

plumbi acetatis. . . . 518
compositum 520

resin® 717

Sabin® 726
saponis 520, 337

simplex 1392

Cerebro-spinants 66

Cerevisia 195, 588
abietisseucerevisia

pini 727

Cerevisi® fermentum 588

Ceric acid 1382

Cerine 1382

Ceroxylon Andicola 617
Ceroxyline 617
Ceruse or cerussa 513

Cerussa acetata 515
citrina 410

Cervus Elaplius 1400
Cetaceum 1391
Cetin 1391
Cetraria Islandica 567
Cetrarin 568
Cevadilla 634
Chabert’s oil 235

Page
Chalcanthum 550

Chalk 356
mercury with 454
mixture 358
prepared 356

Chalybeated tartar 554

Chalybeate waters, carbonated 554
ferruginous or mar-

tial waters 145

Chalybeates, acidulous 145
carbonated 145

aluminous 145
carbonated 145
sulphated 145

Cham®drys 835
Cham®melum 952

Chamspitys 835
tea 953

Chamomile, common 952
wild 953

Chamomilla, Matricaria 953
Charcoal, animal 187

cataplasm 187
vegetable or wood. 186

Chel® cancrorum 356, 1383

Chelidonium majus 1271

Chemical classifications 61

Chenopodiace® 824
Cherry-laurel, common 1115

Chian turpentine 1182

Chicory, or wild endive 968
coffee 968

Chimapliila, corymbosa 941
umbellata 941

China root 672
Cbinoidine 997
Chiretta, or Chirayta 898
Chironia Centaurium 899
Chive 658
Chlorate of potash 296
Chlorates 106
Chlori, liquor 108
Chloride of barium 339

calcium 346

S
old and sodium. 424
me 348

as a disinfec-

tant 351
mercury 464, 472
soda 314
sodium 308

Chlorides 105
Chloridum, calcii 346
Chlorinated lime 348
Chlorine 104

water 108
Chlorinum 104
Chlorite of lime 348
Chlorohydric acid 148
Chloruret of the oxide of cal-

cium 348
sodium 314

Chocolate 1248
Choke-damp 189
Cholagogues 92
Chondrus crispus 563
Cichorace® 963
Cicliorium Intybus 968
Cicuta maculata 106I

virosa 1073
Cicutine 1063
Cinchona 972

acutifolia 975
alba 988
alkaloids 1003
alkalies 994
angustifolia 973
aurnntia de Santa

F6. 991
harks 976, 1000
Bergeniana 975
botany of 973
brasiliana 992
caduciflora 975
California 992
calisaya seu llegis 985
carib®a 992
cava 975
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Page
Cinchona chemical charac-

teristics 997
ditto of the good-
ness of 998

composition 992
condaminea 973
cordifolia 974
corome 979
crassifolia 975

casco 997
de Sancta Lucia . . 992

cusco 990
Carthagena dura 989

fibrosa 990
Rio Janeiro 992

dichotoma 975
falsa 992
flava 984
glandulifera 974
gray 979
hii-suta 974
huamalies 983
huanuco 981
Humboldtiana 974
Jaen 982
Lambertiana 975
lanceolata 974
lancifolia 973
Loxa 979
Loxa alba 989
lucumaefolia 974
macrocalyx 975
macrocarpa 975
macrocnemia 975
magnifolia 975
micrantlia 973
muzouensis 975
nitida 973
nova 991
oblongifolia 974
officinalis 979
orange 974
ovalifolia 974
ovata 974
pallida 979
Pavonii 975
pelalba 975
peruviana 992
physiological effect

of 1000

pitaya 992
preparations of .. 1010
pubescens 974
purpurea 974
red 986, 992
rotundifolia 974

rubra 987
scrobiculata 973

stenocarpa 975

uses of 1005

villosa 974

white loxa 988
yellow 974, 984

Cinchonace® 971

Cinchonia 996
disulphate of 996
kinate of 996
sulphate of 996

Cinchonic, red .... 994, 996
Cineres clavellati calcinati . . 299
Cinis antimonii 407

Cinnabar 484
Cinnam6ine . 1131

Cinnamomum cassia 786
Culilawau 800
Sintoc 801

zeylanicum .. 782

Cinnamon 782
Cinnamon cassia 786
Cipipa 776
Cistacem 1263
Cistus Creticus 1263

Cissampelos I’nreira 1327
Citric acid 1238
Citrine ointment 488
Citron, essence, or essential

oil of 1235

tree 1234

Page
Citrus Aurantium 1242

Bergamia 1236
Limetta 1236

Bergamium.. 1236
Limonum 1236
medica 1236, 1234
vulgaris 124-1

Cladonia rangiferina, or rein-
deer moss 571

Claret 1222-3—6
Clarified honey 1380
Clove hark 800

pink 1256
tree 1091

Club-moss, common 575
Clyster of carbonic acid gas 193

opium 1312
turpentine 716

Clysters containing vinegar 225
or lavements 53

Cneorum tricoccon 805
Cnicin 962
Cnicus benedictus 962
Coagulated mercury 460
Coccoloba uvifera 824
Coccinella 1377
Cocculus Indicus plant 1324

levanticus seu pis-

catorius 1325
palmatus 1320
suberosus 1324

Coccus Cacti 1376
Cochineal 1376
Cochin ilin 1378
Cocliinilla 1377
Cochlearia Armoracia 1264

officinalis 1265
Cocoa-nut oil 617
Cocos butyracea 616

nucifera 612
Codeia 1279—1282
Codein 1282
Codfish oil 1386
Cod’s liver oil 1386
Coffea arabica 1030
Coffee 1030

chicory 968
green 1031

Colchicina, colchicia or col-

chicine 620
Colcliicum autumnale . . 618—628

bulbocodiodes . . 628
byzantinum 628
illyricum 628
variegatum 628
montanum 62S

Colcotliar 538
Cold bath 134
Coleoptera 1363

Collapiscium 1384

Collyrium 50

Colocynth 1074

Colocynthidis, poma 1075

Colocynthin 1076
Colocynthis 1074

Colomba 1320

Colombin 1322

Colophonic acid 717

Colophonium succini 233

Colophony 716

Coltsfoot 950
Colubrinum lignum 921—

2

Columbo 1320

American 901

Colutoria or gargarismata . . 50

Comitiss® Palmaj pulvis 362

Composit® 949

Concnifera 1347

Confectio amygdala; 1108

aromatica 358

aurantii 1245

cassia; 1172

opii 1310

piperis nigri 752

ros® 1122

caninm 1120

gallic® 1122

ruta; 1201

Confectio scammonii jja
senna;

j
jj-J

Conia
; conicine

; conein
;

dentine ’ jLr
Conifer®

,

'

' 3BB
Conium maculatum 3

,

Conserva amygdalarum uti
aurantii

cynosbati
if*,'

rosa; jjg
fructus liji

rut®. ij,

Conserve of hips
Contra-stimulus, theory of—

|new Italian doctrine 33 !

Contra-stimulants or sedative* 32 I

Coutrayerva fj-’l

Contrefeyn
521

Convallaria polygonatum .. 65;,
Convolvulace®
Convolvulin gg
Convolvulus jalapa gg

scammonia
, #2

Copaiba I11J3

Copaifera hij;

Copaifera Beyrichii lij,

bijuga 11s
- cordifolia 1173

coriacea 1173

Guianensis 1173

Jacquini 1173

Jussieui 1173

Langsdorfii 1173

laxa 1173

martii 1173

multijuga 1173

nitida 1173

oblongifolia 1173

officinalis 1175

Sellowi . .
.'

1173

Copaiva 1173

Copalche bark '777

Copper 493

acetate of 1500

ammoniated ‘437

bisulphate of 495

diacetate of «499

rust of. 1499

subacetate of 4499

sulphate of ,
49*

Copperas J55
1

blue 495

Coral 1347

Corallium rubrum 1317

Coriander 1073

Coriandrum sativum 1072

Coriaria myrtifolia 1107

Cork oak 533

Cornu Cervi Elaplii 1402

ustum 359, HO;

Corrosive muriate of mercury si-

sublimate 4;-
1

Corsican moss g*
Corticin ®
Cosmetic mercury

J7:
Costus arabicus 9
Cotton, common ®
Cotyledone® S
Counter-irritation A
Court plaster 1®?

Cowhage, common Sfi
Crabs’ claws

eyes
Crab stones
Crawfish
Cream

of tartar
soluble
whey .

.

Creasoton .

.

Creasote , ...

CrSine d’anise
Cremor lactis

Cremor tartari solubilis

Crcta
alba
pr®pa rata

Crithmum maritinnun. .

1383

1383

ISSS

1383

1405

305

306

300

2jfi

j2fi

1037

1405

300

330

356

350

10"3
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Page
cus antimonii 407

martis 538
sativus 673

>ton cascarilla 765, 777
Eleuteria 764
oil 761
pavana 759
pseudo-China 777
seeds 759
Tiglium 759, 761

I'tonic acid 760
•>tonin 760
"\vfoot 1331

•>wn or Loxa bark 979
imperial i . .

.

657
n zophora tinctoria 777
tadferae 3, 1263
isstacea 1383

i
ptogamia 561

a stallized pyretine 233
substances, clas-

sification ofthe 60
•>eba, Piper 754
r>ebs, volatile oil of 757

essential oil of. 755
>ebin . . . 755
ifera thebaica 612

'huncully 1263
koo-flower 1264
.umber, bitter 1074

squirting 1080
wild 1QS0

:umis colocynthis 3, 1074
melo 3, 1088
sativus 1088
citrullus 1088

urbita melopepo 1088
pepo 1088

- urbitacea; 1073
urbita ovifera 1088

1 bear 570
iitlawan 800
rain 1057
r ninum cyminum 1057
ri acetas 500
ammoniati aqua 499
ammoniaretum 497
ammonio-sulphas 497
subacetas 499
sulphas 494

iro-sulphate of ammonia 497
rum 492

ammoniatum 497
ammoniacale .... 497

> uliferae 731
cuma angustifolia 686

leucorrhiza 687
longa 685
rotunda 685
rubescens 687
Zedoaria 698

rcumin 686
e, fundamental methods
of 42
ry powder and paste 686
co cinchonia 997
conin 997

:
paria febrifuga 1205
parin 1207
Ntle-fish bone 1349
nide of silver 435

zinc 531
nodide of silver 435

or cyanuret of
mercury 486

f nuret of gold '. 425
iron 546
mercury 486
potassium 238
silver 435
zinc 531

nuretum sen cyanodidum
lydrargyri 486
‘idacea! 700
iscircinalis 700

inermis 700
revoluta 700

anin 1127

Page
Cydonia vulgaris 1126
Cynanclium Monspeliacum. . 904

Argel. . . . 904, 1164—5
Cynapina 1073
Cynane 961
Cynips Gallic tinctoriae 734
Cynodon dactylon 580
Cytisus scoparius 1135

D.

Dadvl 710
Dandelion 963
Daphne Gnidium 807

laureola 807
mezereum 805
oleoides 805

Daphnin 805
Dates 617
Datura arborea 880

fastuosa 880
ferox 8S0
metel 880
Stramonium 861
tatula 880

Daturia 862
Daucus Carota 3, 1058
Daun kitsjil 1089
Deadly nightshade 853
Decoction of woods 1214
Decoctum aloes compositu m 650

althaea; 1250
amyli 593
avena 590
Cetrariae 568
chimaphil* 942
Chondri 564
cinchona; 1010

cordifoliae. . 1010
lancifolia; 1010
oblongifolia 1010

cydoniae 1127
dulcamara; 877
ergotse 608
geoft'royse 1158
glycyrhizae 1137
guaiaci 1214
hsematoxyli 1159
hordei 588

compositum 588
lichenis 568
malva; compositum 1249
mezeri 806
papaveris 1308
pyrolae 942
quercus 733
sarsaparilla; 670

compositum 669
sarza; 669
sarzie compositum 670
secalis cornuti . . 608
senegae 1259
scoparii composi-

tum 1136
taraxaci 964
tormentilla: .... 1)19
ulmi 740
uva; ursi 945
veratri 632

Delcroix’s poudre subtile. . . . 395

Delphinium stapliysagria .. 1335
Demulcents 83
Deplilogisticated air 101

muriatic acid 104
nitrous air 155

Derivation and revulsion . . 47
Diachylon or diachylum .... 520
Dianthus caryophyllus 1256
Diaphoretica calida 75
Diaphoretics 84
Diatoma vulgaris 97
Dicotyledons 700
Dictamnus albtis 1208
Dictamnus Fraxindla 1208
Diefl'enbachia seguina oil

4 Y

Page
Digitalina 837
Digitalis purpurea 836
Dill 1054
Diosma crenata 1202
Diosmin 1203
Diploleparia; 734, 1383
Dippel’s animal oil 234
Dipteracea; 1247
Dittany, bastard 1208
Diuretics 93
Diuretic salt 304
Dock, great water 822
Dog rose 1119
Doliclios pruriens 1141
Dolomite 365
Dorema Ammoniacum 1050
Dorstenia brasiliensis 746

Contrajerva 746
Doubles 366
Douche, the 141

Dover’s powder 1024
Dracaena Draco 658
Draconin 618
Drago Mitigatus 464
Dragon’s blood 617, 658
Dressing, simple 1383
Drop, black, or the Lancaster

or quaker’s black 1313
Drops, Jesuit’s 939

nitrej 215
Droppings of sweet oil 925
Dryadeae 1117
Drymis Winteri 1330
Drymyrhizeae 681
Dryobalanops aromatica 1247

campliora— 1247
Duke of Portland’s powder

for the gout 781
Dulcamara 875
Dyer’s madder 1028

Orchil or Orchella . . 569

E.

Earth of bones 359
Eau de Cologne 1246

iavelle 315
luce 234, 1184
medicinal d’Husson. 622
naplire 1244

Effects of medicines 5
Egg flip 204
Eglantine 1128
Elaeosaccliarum mentha; pi-

perita; 829
Elaidine 163, 925—6
Elain 926
Elais Guineensis 616
Elaterin 1084
Elaterium Momordica. . 1080, 1082
Elatin 1084
Elder berries 1032

common 1032
flower water 1032
ointment 1033

Elecampane .' 951
-camphor 951

Elecampin 951
Electrical diugnometer 926
Electuarium cassine 1172

catechu 1257
compositum 1157

lenitivum 1170
opii 1310
piperis 752
scamtnonii .... 887

.
senna; 1170

Elemi nni
Eleoptilne 77
Elettarin cardamom 11m 694

medium 692
•

. „ .
zeylanicum 696

Elixir of vitriol 267
proprietufis 650
sacrum 650
sa lut is 1170
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Page
Ellagic acid 736
Elm bark surgery 740

common small-leaved.-. 739
Embryonat* 578
Emetina or emetine 1019
Emetic, tartar 407
Emetics (emetica) 89
Emmenagogues (emmenagoga) 95
Emollients 82
Empirical arrangements 57
Emplastro-endermic method 49
Emplastrum arlhaerens 338

adhsesivum — 521
Anglicum 939

ammoniaci .... 1053
cum liydrar-

gyro..458, 1053
aromaticum 1382
asafmtid* 1049
at raliens 1382
belladonn* 861
calefaciens .... 1382
cantharidis 1374

compositum 1375
cer* 1382
cumini 1058
epispasticum . . 1374
galbani 1056
gummosum 1056
liydrargyri 458
lithargyri cum
resinU 521, 718

lythargyri 520
opii... 1311
oxidi ferri nibri 540
picis 718

burgundic* 718
plumb i 520
resin*.. 338, 521, 718
resinosum. . 521, 718
roborans 540
saponis 521

compositum 338
simplex 13S2
thuris 540

Empyreal air 101
Emuisin 1105

of black mustard .. 1267
Emulsio amygdalae c. amyg-

dalina 1112
campliorae 796

Enantiopathic or palliative

method 42
Endermic or emplastro-en-

dermic method. . . 49
Endogene* 579
Enema catharticum 1048, 1170

colocynthidis 1080
foetidum 1048
opii 1312

vel anodynum . . 1312
tabaci 875
terebinthin* 716

Enemata 52
Enepidermic method 48
Epispastics 96
Epsom salts 365
Ergot, or spurred rye 595
Ergotaetia abortifacicns 572
Ergotin 599
Ericaceae 942
Errhines 86
Erucin 1270
Eryngium campestre 1073
Erythraea Centaurium 899
Erythrin 569
Erythronium americanum . . 658
Escharotics 95
Escnbeckina. . . : 992
Espnoic medicine 48
Essence de petit grnin 1245

of ambergris 1392
bergamot 1236
Cayenne 881
cedra 1235
citron 1235
ginger 684
lemons 1237

Page
Essence of musk 1400

peppermint 929
spearmint 828
spruce 727

Essentia amvgdalae 1106
Ethal 1392
Ether, compound spirit of

sulphuric 215
double sulphate of .. 212
hyponitrous 216
nitric, spirit of 215
nitrous, spirit of 215
oil 212
rectified sulphuric 208
sulpliatic 212
sulphuric 206

Ethereal oil 212
Ethereo-sulphuric acid . . 206, 208
Ethereum 199

protoxide of 209
Etherification, theory of— 206
Etlierine 198

hydrate of 209
Ethiops mineral 485
Etliule 199
Eucalyptus resinifera logs
Eugenia caryophyllata : . 1091

Eugenia Pimenta 1095
Eugenin 1094
Eupatoriace* 950
Euphorbia 772

antiquorum .... 758
canariensis 772
gummi-resina . . 772
Ipecacuanha . . . .- 777
Lathyris 777
meloformis 758
officinarum 772

Eupliorbiace* 758
Euphorbium - 772
Euphrasia officinalis 848

European flowering ash — 928
olive 923

Evacuants S4

Excitants,volatile 76

Exogense ' 700

Exogens 700
Exosmose and endosmose . . 17

Exostemma caribaeum 992
floribundum 992

Expectorants 88
Extract, Goulard’s 518
Extractive 82

Extractum aconiti 1342
alcoholicum — 1342

aloe shepaticffi . . 650
purificatum 650-

anthemidis 953
artemisi® absin-

thii 956
belladonn* 860
chamaemcli 953
cinchonas 1012
colchici cormi. . . . 627
(cormi) colchici

aceticum 627

colocynthidis 1078
compositum 1078

conii 1070
digitalis 840
elaterii 1083

filicis jethereum. . 578
gentian* 897
glycyrrhiz* 1137

h*matoxyli 1160

humuli 743
hyoscyami 852
jalap* 892
krameri* 1261

lupuli 743

nucisvomic* 919
opii 1311

papaveris 1309

quercus 733
rliei 821
rut* 1201

sabadill* alcoho-
licum 636

Page
Extractum sarz* 671

compositum 672
fiuidum 671

sarsaparill* 671
fiuidum 671

saturni 518
scammonii 887
spartii scoparii .

.

1136
strarnonii 865
styracis 934
taraxaci 964
uvae ursi

Eyebright, common 848

F.

Faba Sanct® Ignatii 921
F*x sacchari 584
False angustura bark . . . . 90£ -907
Farina lini 1255

sa^u 614
sinapis 1206

Fel bovinum 1408
tauri 1403

Fennel, common 1037
seeds, sweet 1033
sweet 1033

Fermentation, saccharine .

.

194
vinous 194

Fern, male 576
Feronia Elephantum 1246
Ferri acetas 557

acetatis tinctura 557
ammonio-chloridum .

.

543
carbonas 552

pr*cipitatus.

.

533
cvanuretum 546
et potass* tartras 554
ferrocyanas 546
ferro-sesquicyanidum . 546
iodidum 544
oxydum rubrum 538
oxydi squam* 540
oxvdum nigrum 540
percvanidum 546
potassio-tartras 554
rubigo 538
sesquioxydum 53S
subcarbonas 538
sulphas 550
tartarum 554

Ferro-cyanate of iron 546
potash 547

cyanide of potassium.

.

547
potassio-tartras 554
prussiate of iron 546
sesquicyanide of iron 546
tartrate of ammonia .

.

556
tartrate of potash 554

Ferroso-ferric oxide 540

Ferrum 532

nmmoniatum 543

tartarizatum 554
vitriolatum 550

Ferula Asafcetida 1041

persica 1043

(sagapenum) 1049

Festuca quadridentata 4

Fever powder of Dr. James . 403

Ficus Carica 745

Fig, common 745

Figwort, knotty-rooted 847
575

Filix Mas 576

Fishery salt 309

Fixed air 189

nitre 299 f

sal ammoniac 346 1

Flag, sweet 609 1

Flake, white 501

Flax, common 1258
j

purging 1 255

Flesh-preserver 226

Flies, potato 1376
j

Spanish 1363

Florentine orris 677
1

Fiores martiales 544
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Page
lores salis ammoniaci mar-

tialis 543

seu calx zinci 523
R lour 591

of mustard 1266

f:
lowers of arsenic 374

benzoin 937
sulphur 257
zinc 523

: luiJ extract of sarsaparilla. 671

luor albus 306
niger 306

lux, black 306
white 301, 306

ft reniculum dulce 1038
vulgare 1037

1 bliated earth of tartar 304
’'ossil salt 309
bowler’s solution 395
^Oxglove, purple 836
' rankincense 707, 1185

'rrasera Walteri 901
' raxinella, white 1208

: raxinus excelsior 928
Ornus • 928
parviflora S28

' riar’s balsam 939
rritillaria imperialis 657
rructus rosaj canina: (seu cy-

nosbati) 1120
I ueus, various species of 566

helmiDcothorton 565
vesicidosus 562

niton’s decorticated pepper 750

culminating gold 424
uumigation 448

by nitric acid . . 163
unigationes nitriae Smy-

thianse 163
turning sulphuric acid of

Nordhausen 264
'.rndamental methods ofcure 42
fungi 572
nangic acid 572
cingin 572
n irfur tritica 594
furnace cadmia 525
irjselol 196

G.

I; adns Morrhua 1386
s alangal root 698
aalbanum officinale 1054
italena 505
a alipea cusparia. 1 205

officinalis 1204— 1205
Gallic acid 81

lallicoliE 1383
aallina: 1387
arils 754
i rllus domesticus 1387
aambir 1025, 1026
arlvanism, agency of 55
urmboge 1228

Ilebradendron .. 1227
a irden angelica 1039
purgarismata 50
i< irlick 650
itimene 1028
r datina chondri 564
Hdatine animal 1384, 1408
» :mrna! seu turiones abietis 727

pini . . 727
rneva 196

; mtian, common or yellow 893
f :ntiana Chirayita 898

lutea 893
•ntianacea; 893

1 uitianin 897
ntianite 894, 895

ntisin 895

•offroya inermis 1157

offroyie jamaicensis cortex 1157
' 'Offroya surinamensis 1157

Hgn&nder 835
ruin urbanuin 1117

Page
GigartinaHelminthocorton. . 564

Gilla Theophrasti 527

Gin 196

Ginger beer powders 329
black ,

683

lozenges 684

narrow-leaved 681
powdered 684

preserved 684
white 682

Gincilie oil 1110
Ginseng 1033

Glauber’s salt 317
spirit of nitre 157

Glires 1410
Gluten 592
Glycerine 520, 584
Glycion, or liquorice sugar. . 1137
Glycyrrhiza echinata 1137

glabra 1136
Glycyrrhizin 1137

Gold", ammoniuret of teroxide
of 424

and its compounds— 421

fulminating 424
iodide of. 425
peroxide of 424
terchloride of 422
tercyanide of 425
teroxide of 424

Golden marcasite 521
sulphuret of antimo-
ny 401

Gossypium herbaceum 1251
Goulard’s extract ;.. 518
Gratiola officinalis 848
Grains of paradise 688
Gramineie 3, 580
Grana dilla, or grana tilla . . 759

jaspeada 1377
nigra 1377
paradisi 688
Sagu 614
sylvestra 1377
tiglia 759

Granate* 1099
Granadin 1101

Granatum Punica 1100
Granilla 1377
Graphite, or black lead — 185

Grass-oil of Namur 580
Gratiola officinalis 848
Gravel-root 1327

Gray cinchona 979
oxide of mercury 459

Green tea 1246
vitriol 550

Grenadin 930
Griffith’s mixture 553
Groats 590
Ground liverwort 571

pine • 835
Gruel, water 590
Guaiacin 1211

Guaiacum 1208
officinale 1208
resin 1210
sanctum 1210
wood 1209

Guinea pepper 881

Gum Arabic 1147
Barbery or Morocco .. 1 148
Bassora 1149
Cape 1149
East Indian 1149
Gedda 1 148
lozenges 1 152
resins, foetid or anti-

spasmodic 75
Senegal 1148
Turic 1H8
Turkey 1147
yellow 658

Guinmi juniperi 727
rubrum astringens. . 1 180
nostras 1127

Gutti ferae 1226
Gyrophora 571

1427

H. Page

Haematin, or haematoxylin . . 1159
Haemapthus toxicarius 677
IlajrnatoxylonCampechianum 1158
Hair dye 511
Hartshox-n 1402

burnt 359, 1402
Head matter 1391
Hebradendron cambogioides 1227
Hedge hyssop 848
Hedgehog pterocarpus 1143
Helenin 951
Helenium Inula 951
Hellebore black 1332

white 629
Helleborin 1334
Helleborus foetidus 1344

niger 1332
orientals 1332
viridis 1344

Helonias officinalis 633
Hematin 1159
Hemisdesmic acid 904
Hemidesmusindicus 904
Hemiptera 1376
Hemlock 1059

cataplasm 1071
spruce 704
water drop-wort . . 1073

Hemp, Indian 1301
plaVit 749

Henbane, common 849
Henry’s aromatic vinegar . . 226
Hepar sulphuris 288
Hepatic aloes 643
Hepatized ammonia 271
Herb bennet 1117
Iiermodactylus 628
Hesperidin 1237
Heteropathic method 45
Heudolotia Africana 1192
Hippomane mancinella 758
Hirudo 1349
Hoffman’s anodyne liquor . . 215
Hog 1408
Hog’s lard 1409
Hollands 196
Homberg’s pyropliorus 369
Homoeopathia . . . . 43
Honey ’. 1379

clarified 1380
of borax 321

roses 1123
Hop common 740
Hordein 587
Hordeum distichon 588

liexastichon 587
mundatum 587
perlatum 587
vulgare 587
zeocitron 587

Ilorehound candied 835
syrup of 835
tea 835
white 834

Horn 1402
silver, or luna cornea. . 105

Horseradish 1264
Hot bath 136
Huamalies bark 933
Huanuco bark 931
Hume’s test 379
Humulus LupUlus 740
Hundred-leaved roses 1123
Hungarian balsam 702
Huxnam’s tincture of bark. . 101

1

Hydrargyri acetas 490
ammonio chlori-
dum 479

bichloriduin .... 472
bicyanidum 486
bimodidmn 4S2
binoxydum .... 460
bisulp'huretum.

. 484
cum sulphure 485

chloridum 454
corrosivum. . 472

cyanurctum 486
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Page
Ilydrargyri iodidum 481

• nutrias corrosivus 472
nitrico oxydum 462
oxidam cinereum 459
oxydum 459

nigrum 459
nitricum 462
rubrum 460

oxymurias 472
prussias 486
submurias 464

ammoniatum 479
sub-sulpbas flavus 491
sulphuretum cum
sulphure 485

nigrum. . 485
rubrum. . 484

Hydrargyro—iodides 483
iodide of potas-
sium 474

iodo-cyanide of
potassium 239

Hydrargyrum 436
ammoniatum. . 479
borussicum 4S6
calcinatum 460
cum calcis car-
bonate 454

cum creta 454
magnesia. . 455

muriaticum mite 464
prsecipitatum

album 479
Ilydrargyrosis seu liydrar-

gyriasis 441
Hydrargyrus 436
Hydrate of cinnameine 1132

potasb 273
sulphur 260

Hydrated peroxide of iron.. 396
sesquicarbonate of
ammonia 173

Hydrated chloride of calcium 347
hyponitrite of ethe-

rine 217
oxide of lead 510

Hydrates 128
Hydriodate of iron 544

potash 279
Hydriodic acid 121
Ilydrobromate of potasb 286
Hydrocarbon, double sulphate

of ether and 212
sulphate of.. 212

Hydrochlorate of ammonia. . 177
soda 308

or muriate of
mercury .. 472

Hydrochloric acid 148
Hydrocyanate of silver 435
Hydrocyanic acid 235
Hydrogen 125
Hydrogenium 125
Hydrolats 143
Hydroles 143
Hydrometer, Sykes’s 199
Hydrosulphate ofammonia. . 271

Hvdrosulphuret of ammonia 271
Hydrosulphuretuin ammonite 271
Hydrous prussic acid 235
Hvgrusin 77
Hymenoptera 1379
Hyoscyamia 850
Hyoscyamus albus 880

niger 849
Hypnotics or soporifics 67
Hypochlorite of lime 348

|

soda 314
Hypochloris sodicus aqua so-

lutus 314
Hyponitrite of ether 217

the oxide of
ethereum.. 217

Hyponitromeconic acid 1283
Hyponitrous ether 216
Hypopicrotoxic acid 1326
Hyssop, common 835
llyssopus otlicinulis 835

I. Page

Iatraleptic method 48
Iceland moss 567
Ichthyocolla 1384
Icica Icicariba 1191
Illicum anisatum 1036, 1331
Imbibition 17
Imperial 307

Crown 657
Incitants or Excitants 71
Indian Arrow-root 678

hemp 1301
tobacco 946

Indigo 1181
sulphate of. 1181

Indigofera 1181
tinctoria 1181

Indigotin 1181
Inebriants or intoxicants . . 67
Infernal stone 427
Infusion of roses 1122
Infusum angusturas 1208

anthemidis 953
armoraceae compo-

situm 1265
aurantii 1245

compositum 1245
buchu 1204
calumbaS 1324
caryophylli 1094
caryophyllorum 1094
cascarillae 766
catechu 1156

compositum 1156
chamamieli 953
chirettse 899
cinclionre 1010
colombse 1324
cusparise 1208
digitalis 845
diosnne 1204
ergotae 608
gehtiaiiDe composi-
tum 896

kramerhe 1261
lini 1254

compositum . . 1254
lupuli 743
menthse compositum 827

piperitie .. 829
simplex .. 827

quassiae 1198
rhei 820
rosa: 1122

acidum 1122
compositum.. 1122

sarsaparilla; compo-
situm 669

secalis cornuti 608
scoparii 1136
senna; 1169

compositum 1169
cum tama-

rindis 1169
serpentaria; 779
simarouba; 1196
spigelia; 903
tabaci 875
Valeriana: 970

Injection of medicines into
the veins 54

Insecta 1363
Inspissated juice of elder 1033

Invertebrata 1345
Inula Helenium 951

Inulin 900, 951

Iodic acid 112

Iodide of potassium, com-
pound solution of 284

of starch 121, 539
sulphur,ointment of 271

Iodidum arsenici 397
auri 425
ferri 544
hydrargyri 481

plumbi 512
potassii 279
sulphuris 270

T Page
Iodine my

compound tincture of 284
ointment of. j 22
tincture of 121

Iodinii composita, tinctura. . 284
Iodinium mg
Iodism ns
Ioduret of potassium 279
Ioduretted baths 118, 285

cataplasm 285
iodideof potassium 284
mineral water 118, 284
ointment 285 i

lonidium 1262
Ipecacuanha 1202
microphyllum 1263

Ipecacuanha 1016
black or Peru-

vian 1030
brown annulated 1018
cepliaelis 1016
gray annulated 101S
striated 1030
undulated 1033
white 1030

Ipomaea jalapa 888
}

ptirg;a 888
turpethum 491 S93

Iridacese 673
Iridaea edulis 566
Iris Florentina 677

tuberosa 628
Irish moss 563
Iron 532

acetate of 557
I

ammoniated 543
ammonio-cliloride of .

.

543
black oxide of. 540
carbonate of 552 1!

carburet or percarburet
of 185

cyanuret of 5.46

ferrocyanate of 5 5
ferrop'russiate of 5" :

ferrosesquicvanide of .

.

5 .1
hvdriodate of. 54

1

544iodide of
liquor 557
percyanide of 546
precipitated carbonate of 531

red or peroxide of. 538
rust of 53J
sesquioxide of 533

j

sulphate of 55(

vitriolated 558

Isinglass 1381

Isis noliilis 1347

Italian or Spanish juice 1 137

Itcli insect 25f
Ivory-black 178, 187

J.

Jaen bark
Jalapa:, radix
Jalapic acid
Jalapa Iponuea
Jalapin
Jamaica pepper
.Tamaicina
James’s powder
Jatroplia Curcas

Alanihot
Jervin
Jesuit’s drops

powder
Jewell’s process for making

calomel
Juniper common

berries
Juniperus communis

Sabina
virginiana

9S|
SS9

SiO

888

890

1098

1158

403

775

630

939

973

466

72J

722

722

724

727

II

K.

Kali purum .

.

tartarized.

273

307
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!i or vegetable alkali. .

.

Page
. . . 273

vitriolated

ip 111, 323
rmes mineral . . . 401

native
nao, Botany Bay . .. 1098

East Indian . .. 1144

Jamaica
nic acid
aovic acid . . 994

i kland’s neutral cerate. . .. 521

iameria triandra . .. 1259

lameric acid
-eosote or creosote . . 226
mpootie oil .. 1090

L.

I oarraque’s soda disinfect-

ing liquid 314
bodanum 1263
I jiatae /. 3, 824

\ >rus Squeteague 1384

c: 1404

ammoniaci 1053
assafoetid* 1048
sulphuris 260
vaccinum 1404

>:e bark-tree 807
i mus (litmus) 570
•talbumen 1405
•tic acid 1405

rutin 1405
tuca sativa 964

virosa 967
pttucarium 965—966
rt tucin 966
i.anum 1263
lilies’ mantle, field 1127
tretta lintearia 807
ii .linaria digitata 566

saccharina 566
3 npic acid 209
3 aphilosophica 523
n illi cancrorum 1383
|ois calaminaris 530

infernalis 427
sive septicus 273

• pa minor 961
- ch, or Venice turpentine 704
’ d 1409
n ix communis 704

Europ*a 704
!• er or' Persia 1 041
•erpitium 1041
sania borbonica 612
danuin 1263, 1312

liquidi Sydenhami 1313
ghinggas 155
r race* 781
a rel-leaved canella 1233

common cherry 1115
water 1117

rrentia pinnatifida 566
rrin 800
rruscamphora 788

cassia 786
cinnamomum 782
nobilis 799
sassafras 798

andulaspica 825
vera 825, 835

i-ements 52
ender, common or garden 825

oil of 825
water 820

atives or lenitives 91
i and its compounds 505

acetate of 515
carbonate of. 513
chloride of 511
colic 507
hydrated oxide of 510
iodide of. 512
magistery of. 513
oxide or protoxide of.. 510
solution of diacetate of 518

Page
Lead, subcarbonate of 513

sugar of 515
superacetate of 515
white 513

Lecanora tartarea 570
Lecca gum 923
Leeches 1349
Leek 658
Leguminos* 3, 4, 1128
Lemerv’s white precipitate. . 479
Lemon and Kali 303
Lemon tree 1236

essential salt of. 1215
juice 1237, 1239
peel 1237
juice as an antidote. . 1240

Lemons, oil of. 1238
Lenitive electuary 1170
Lenfisk tree 1183
Leontodon Taraxacum 63
Lettuce opium 965

strong-scented 967
Levant nut 1324
Levisticum officinale 1073
Lichen Islandicus 567
Lichenes 566
Lichenin, feculoid substance

of lichens 568
Lichenic acid 568
Light oil of wine 214

wines 1222
Ligna colubrina 921—2
Lignum quassi* 1196

jamaicensis 1196
santali rubri 1142
vit* 1209

Liliace* 640
Lilium candidum 657
Lily, common white 657
Lima bark 981

Lime 348
burned 343
carbonate of. 355
chlorite of 348
chloride of 348
hydrate of 343
hypochlorite of 348

juice 1238
"muriate of 346
oil of 347
oxymuriate of. 348
oyster-shell 356
slaked 343
water 343

Limonum oleum 1237

Linace* 1252

Liniment, anodyne 337

of ammonia 176
sesquicarbonate

of ammonia.. 176
soap 337
volatile 176

Linimentum *ruginis 500
ammoni* 176

compositum 798
subcarbonatis 176

anodynum 337
calcis 346
camphor* — 797

compositum 798
hydrargyri com-

positum 458
opii 1312
saponis 337

cum opio 337
simplex 1383
terebinthin* .. 716

Linseed 1253
tea 1254

Liqueur de Labarraque 314
Linuin catharticum 1255

usitatissimum 1253
Liquidambar styracillua 727
Liquid balsam of storax 727

oxymuriatic acid 108
Liquor aluminis composites 374

ammoni* 166
acetatis 182

Page
Liquor ammoni* fortior 167

sesquicarbonatis 174
subcarbonatis . . 174

anodynus mineralis 215
anti-podagricus 272
argenti nitratis 434
arsenicalis 395
barii chloridi 342
baryt* muriatis 342
Boyle’s fuming 271
calcii chloridi 348
calcis 343

muriatis 348
clilori 108
cupri ammonio-sul-

phatis 499
hydrargyri bichloridi 478

oxymuriatis 478
of muriate of iron . . 541
opii sedativus, Batt-

ley’s 1311
plumbi diacetatis . . 518

dilutus 519
subacetatis 518

dilutus 519
potass* 273—274

arsenitis 395
carbonatis, 301—2
effervescens 304

potassii iodidi com-
positus 284

pyro-oleosus e linteo 229
saccliari tosti 586
sod* chlorinate . . 314—15

effervescens .. 329
tartari emetici 420

Liquorice 1136
sugar 1137

Lisbon diet drink 670
Litharge, or silver stone 510

gold 510
silver 510
plaster 520

Litliargyrum 510
Lithozoa, or stone animals. . 97
Litmus 570
Liver, structure of the, Kier-

nan’s view 92
Lobelia inflata 946

siphilitica 949
Lobeliace* 945
Lobelianin 946
Lobelic acid 947
Lobelina 946
Lofty bitter-wood tree 1196
Logwood, common 1158
Loliuin temulentum 3
Long pepper 753
Lota Molva 1384—

7

Lotio Hava 462
nigra 460
phaged*nica 462

Lovage 1073
Loxa bark 979
Lozenges, morphia 1318

and ipecacuanha 1318
opium 1310
peppermint 829
Pontefract 1138
(trochisci) or mas-

ticutories 50
Luna cornea 105
Lunar caustic 427
Lupulin, or Lupulite 742
Lupulina 744
Lupulinic glands or grains . . 741
Lycium Europ*um 1193
Lycoperdon 574
Lycopodiacc* 575
Lycopodium 575

clavatuin 575
Lythrncere 1098
Lythruin salicaria 1099
Lytta c*rulea 1375

gigas mas 137c
segetum 1376
veicatoria 1363
vittaia 1376
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Mace (Macis) 803
Mad apples 733
Madar 903
Madder, Dyer’s 1028
Madeira wine 1222, 1225
Magisterium plumbi 513
Magistery of bismuth 501

lead 513
Magnesia 3G0

alba 362
calcinata seu usta 360
calcined or burnt 360
carbonate of 362
citrate of 362
heavy 363’

Indian calcined . . 362
light 363
mercury with 455
ponderosa 363
subcarbonate of . . 362
sulphate of 365
vitriariorum 557
vitriolated 365
water 364

aerated 364
Magnesiae carbon as 362

subcarbonas 362
sulphas 365

Magnetic oxide 540
Magnoliaceae 1330
Majorana hortensis 833

onites 835
Mala insana seu poma sodo-

mitica 733
Malaguetta pepper 688
Male shield fern 576

orchis 699
Malicorium 1101
Malt 588

liquor 588
vinegar 218

Maltum 588-

Malvaceae 1248
Malva rotundifolia 1248

sylvestris 1249
Mandragora officinalis 880
Mandrake 880
Manganese 557

binoxide of 557
native black or
peroxide of . . 557

Manganesii binoxy.dum 557
Mammalia 1390
Manna 928—929

Briancon 704
cannulata 929
metallorum 464
Silician Tolfa 929
sugar 930

Mannite 930
Marantaceae 678
Maranta arundinacea 678

Indica Tuss(ic 679
Marble 355
Marbled soap 334
Marcasita 501
Margarine 926
Marine acid 148
Marjoram, common 832

sweet 833
Marmor album 356
Marrubium 834

vulgare 834
Marshmallow 1249
Marsh trefoil 900
Martini Ethiops 540
Massicot 510
Massing 137
Massoy bark 800
Masticatories (Masticaria). . 50, 87
Mastich, or lentisk tree 1183
Mastiche 1183
Masticine 1183
Materia Medicn 1

Matricaria chamomilla 954
Meadow-saffron, common .. 618
Mechloic acid 1283

Page
Meclioacan ' S93
Meconic acid 1284
Meconine 1283
Medicated vinegar 226
Medicinal substances obtain-

ed from coniferous plants 704
Medicines, absorption of. . . . 14

active force of 7
circumstances which mo-

dify the effects of 34
classification of 56
Eberle’s classification of 65
effects caused by the ap-
plication of, to the ani-
mal body 5

examination of the phy-
sical and chemical pro-
perties of 1

means of ascertaining the
operation of 1

natural historical classifi-

cation of 97
operation of by nervous
agency 27

parts to which they are
applied 48

pathogenic effects 7

physiological cla sses of. . 66
effects of. . 12

remote effects of. 13

therapeutical effects of. . 41

topical or local effects .. 12

Mel 1379
boracis 321

despumatum 1380

rosae 1123

Melaleuca minor 1089

Melampodium 1332

Melanthaceae 4, 618

Melissa officinalis 834

Mellite of borax 321

Meloe proscarabaeus 1376

majalis 1376

Menispefmaceae 1320

Menispermine, or menisper-
mia 1326

Menispermum palmatum . . 1320

Mentha piperita 828

Pulegium 830

viridis 826

Menyanthes trifoliata 900

Menyanthin 900

Mephitic air 154

Mercurial balsam 488
candles 448
compounds 439
disease 441*

fever 441

pills 455
plaster 458
vapours, injurious

effects ot' 439

Mercurius alcalisatus 454
cosmeticus 479

dulcis 464

pnecipitatus ruber
per se 460

pnecipitatus ruber 462
sublimatus corro-

sivus 472

Mercury 136
acetate of. 490
ammonio-cldoride 479

ammoniated 479
submuriate of 479

bichloride of 472
bicyanide of 486
bimodide of 482
binoxide of 460
bipersulphate of . . *65

bisulphuret of with
Sulphur 485

bisulphuret of. 484

bisulphate of 465

black oxide of 459
sulphuret of. . 485

calcined 460
chloride of 464, 481

rage
Mercury,corrosive muriate of 472

cyanuret of 486
cyanodide of 486
dichloride of 464
gray oxide of 459
liydrocyanate of . . 486
iodide of 481
metallic 438,447
muriate of 472
nitric oxide of 462

of life 400
ointment of 456

nitrate of 488
oxide of 459
persulphate of 465

preparations of 447
protochloride of . . 464
protiodide of 481

Prussian 486

prussiate of 486

red precipitated . . 462

oxide of 460*

sulphuret of . . 484

subchloride of 464

submuriate 464

sulphuret 484—5.
theory of the action

ot

.

white precipitated.

.

with chalk 454

magnesia .'.

.

yellow sulphate of.

Metagallic acid

455

491

36

Metaphosphate of soda 321

Mezereon, common
Mezereum, Daphne 805

Mild mineral or fossil alkali

vegetable alkali . . .... 299

1404Milk
albumen of 1405

butter HQ5
sugar of. 1405

of sulphur 259

vetch 1138

Mimosea; 1145

Mimosa catechu 1152

Nilotica . . ._. 1146

Mindererus, spirit or liquor of 1S2

Mineral, Ethiop’s 485

kermes 401

solution 395

turpetli 491

waters 143

Minium 448

Mistura acacias 1153

altliaeae 1250

ammoniaci 1053

amygdalae 1109

amygdalarum H09
assafoetidae 1048

calcis carbonatis
camphone 796

cum mag-
nesia. .

casrarillte composita
creta; 358

ferri composita
gentiante composita
Griffithii 553

guaiaci

.

1214

moschi I*?®

S88

1226
srammonn
spiritus vini Gallici

Molasses 582,.^
Mollusca K’Jn
Molybda-na _ ’'t

Momordica Elaterium l®?

Momordicine !l1”
Monkshood '“5

Monocotyledones
Montanin
Morbus oryzeus
Morcbelln esculenta
Morel, common *!

Morphia 1279, 1281, 13 |4

and ipecacuanha lo-

zenges 1

acetate of
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Tage
rpliia and its preparations 1314

salts, physiolo-
gical effects of 1317

hydrochloras 1315
lozenges 131S
muriate of 1315
sulphate of 1317

rphiaj acetas 1314
hydrochloras 1315
murias 1315
muriatis solutio .. 1318
sulphas 1317

rrus nigra 744
-schus 1396

moschiferus 1393
ss, caiTageen, or Irish . . 563

club 575
Corsican 564
cup 571
Iceland 567
reindeer 571
tartareous 570

antain Arnica 959
damson 1194

ussache 775
\xa 956

weed 956
vxibustion 956
.cilage 1152

of gum Arabic 1152
• linseed 1254

quince seeds 1127
starch 593
tragacanth 1140

ccilago 1152
amyli 593
gum Arabic 1152

tragacantha: 1140
tragacanthas 1140

ccunaprurita 1141
pruriens 1141

i cns 1127
i darine 903
dar or Madar 903

I i berry7

, common 744
111 1028
injeet 1028
rrias ammoniae 177

baryta 339
hyd’rargyricorrosivus 472
soda; 308

rriate ofammoniaand mer-
cury 479

antimony 399
baryta 339

solution of 342
barytes 339
iron, tincture of. . 541
lime 346

solution of. . 348
mercury 472
morphia 1315
soda 308

riatic acid H8
gas 149

riatis ferri liquor 541
ride 122
sacece 678
sa pnradisiaca 678

sapicntum 678
‘scovada sugar 584
shroom, common field or

cultivated 573
sugar 572

sk 1396
mixture 1400

st (mu8tuin) 589
stard 1266

black 1169
poultice 1268
white 1166

labris Cichorii 1363—76
rica cerifera 1381
ricinc 1382
risticacea; 801, 1089
ristica moschata 801

officinalis 801
ristica: adeps 803

Page
Myristicin 803
Myronicacid 1267
Myrosine 1267
AI yrospermum peruiferum . . 1129

toluiferum . . 1133
Myroxylum peruiferum 1129

toluiferum 1133
Myrrha turcica 1188
Myrtacece 1089
Myrtle wax 1381
Myrtus pimentoides 1096

N.

Nannari 904
Namur, grass oil of 580
Naphtha 231

black 231
vitrioli 206

Narceina 1283
Narcissus odorus 677

pseudo-narcissus 677
Tazetta 677

Narcotics 67
Narcotin, or narcotina 1282
Nardostachvs Jatamansi 971
Native black, or peroxide of

manganese 557
Natron 325

vitriolatum 317
Natrum carbonicum 322
Natural-historical classifica-

tions 59
Nauclea Gambir 1025
Neatsfoot oil 489
Nephrodium Filix mas 576
Neroli, oil of 1244—1245
Nervinia volatilia 75
Nervines, volatile 75
Nervines 67
Nervino-alterantia 68
New Italian doctrine 33

medical doctrine 64
Nicotiana persica 867

repanda 867
rustica 866
tabacum 865

Nicotianin 869
Nicotin, or nicotina 869
Nightshade, black 880

deadly 853
woody 875

Nihil album 523
Nitras argenti 427

potassas 292
Nitrate ofcamphor 791

potash 292
silver 427

Nitrates 160
Nitre 292

drops 215
fixed 299
sweet spirit of 215
walls 294

Nitric acid 157
oxide of mercury 462

Nitrieres artificial 293
Nitrogenium 154
Nitrogen, protoxide of 155
Nitroinuriatic acid 163

oxide of anti-
mony .... 407

Nitrous acid 158
ether, spirit of .... 215
oxide 155

Nitrum 292
tabulatuin, or sal pru-

nele 294
Nopal 1377
Nordhausen, fuming sulphu-

ric acid of 264
Nullipora 97
Nutgalls 734—735
Nutmegs 802

butter of. 803
Nux barbadensis 777

cathartica americana . . 777

Page
Nux mechil 905

moschata 802
vomica, Strychnos 905

O.

Oak, common British 731

cork 738
dyer’s 733

Oat, common 589
Oatmeal 590
Ocimum basilicum 835

minimum 835
CEnanthe crocata 1073

apiifolia 1073
Oil 76

cajeput 1090
camphor 1247
carron 346
castor 769, 771
Chabert’s 235
croton 761

Dippel’s 234
etherial 212
ether 212
fixed 1254
Florence 925
Gallipoli. \ 925
Genoa 925
gingilie- 1110
Lucca 925
neatsfoot 489
olive 924
or butter of antimony . . 399
palm 616
paper 229
rag 229
rock 237
Sicily 925
sweet, droppings of .... 925
of almonds, fixed or ex-

pressed 1104
amber, volatile 233

rectified 234
anise 1036
balm 834
balsam of Peru 1131

bergamot 1236
bitter almonds 1106
caraway 1035
cassia 788
cebadilla 634
cedra 1235
cherry-laurel 1116
cinnamon 784

leaf 784
citron 1235
cloves 1093
copaiba 1180
cubebs 757
dill 1054
fennel 1038
garlic 656
gentian 897
grain 196
hartshorn 234
hemlock 1062
hops 742
juniper 723
lavender 825
laurel 800
lemons 1237
lemon grass 580
lettuce, empyreumutic 966
mace 803
male fern 578
marjoram 833
mustard 1267
myrrh lisg
Namur 580
neroli 1245
nutmeg 803
nutmegs, expressed . . 803
onions 657
orange (lower 1245
orange leaf 1245
pennyroyal 830
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Pape
Oil of peppermint 829

pimento 1096
potatoes 881
roses 1124
rosemary 831
sarsaparilla 664
savine 724
senna 1167
spearmint 827
spike 825
star-anise 1331
sweet marjoram 833
sweet orange 1243
tar 721
tobacco, concrete S69
tobacco, empyreumatic 869
the rind of the bitter

orange 1245
thyme 833
turpentine 709

rectified .. 710
vitriol 261, 263, 264
vitriol, sweet 212
wine 212

concrete 214
heavy 212

/ light 214
Oinomania 203
Ointment, blue or Neapolitan 456

citrine 488
of ammonia 176

Olea Europaea 923
latifolia 923
longifolia 923

Oleaceae 922
Olefiant gas, dihydrate of . . 209
Oleo-margarate of lime 346

resinse 73
terebinthinae 705

saccharum 77
Oleum absinthii 956

aethereum 212
amygdalae 1104, 1110

destillatum 1107
anethi 1054
animale 234
anisi 1036, 1037
anthemidis 953
anthos 831
armoraciae 1265
asari 780
aurartii 1245
badiani 1036, 1331
barosmae seu diosmae 1203
bergamii, or oleum
bergamotae 1236

cajuputi 1090
calcis 347
camphoratum 797
carui 1035
caryophylli 1093—1094
cassiae 788
cinnamomi 784, 786
copaibae 1175, 1180
cornu cervi 234
croci 675
crotonis 761
cumini 1057
cubebae 757
fixum coci butyraceae
ex nucibus 616

foeniculi 1039
dulci8 1038

filicis 578
Gabianum 231

jatroplia: curcadis 777
jecinoris aselli 1386
juniperi 723
limonum 1237
lini 1254

cum calce 346
lauri 800
lauro-cerasi 1116
lavatidulae 825—826
inacidis 803
majoranae 833
ineiissa: 834
menthae piperita: 829

Page
Oleum menthae pulegii 830

menthae viridis 827, 828
myristicae 803
nucis moschatae 803
origani 833

marjoranae . . 833
Olivas 925
palm® 616
phosphoratum 252
picis liquid® 721
pimentae 1096—1097
pini rubrum 721
piperis 751
provinciate 925
pulegii 830
riciiii 769
ros® 1124
rosmarini 831
rutas 1200—1201
sabinae 726
sambuci 1032
sassafras 799
sesami 1110
seu butyrum antimonii 399
spicae 825
succini 233—234

rectificatum. . 234
sulphuratum 260
tanaceti 959
tartari per deliquium 301

terebinthinae 709
rectificatum 710

thymi 833
tiglii 76l

vitrioli dulce 206
volatile 76

Olibanum, African or Arabian 1186

tree 1185—1186
Olivae 924

oleum 925

Olive gum 924
oil 924

Olivile 924

Ombro 1028

Onion 657

Opium 1274
clyster 1312

and calomel pills 1310

Bengal 1276
Constantinople 1275

Cutch 1277

Dr. Porter’s solution

of in citric acid . . 1314

eating 1291

English 1277
Egyptian 1276

French 1278

German
India
lozenges
Malwa
Persian
plaster
preparations of .

smoking
Smyrna
Turkey
Trebi/.on
vinegar of

Opobalsamum
Opodeldoc
Opoi'dia gallanifera

Opoponax Chironium . .

.

Opuntia cochinillifera . .

Orange
berries

Orchideae
Orchil
Orchis mascula
Organism, relating to the.

Origanum heraeleoticum
majoran®
vulgare

Ornus Europcea
rotundifolia

... 1278

. .. 1276

. .. 1310

. .. 1277

. .. 1276

... 1311

. . 1309
, . . 1293
. .. 1275
. .. 1275
. .. 1276
. .. 1313

. .. 1192

. . . 337

... 1055

. .. 1040

. .. 1377

. .. 1242

. .. 1243

. . . 699

. . . 570

. . . 699

. . . 35
. . 835

. . . 833

832, 835
, . . 928
.. 928

Orpimcnt 374

Orris, Florentine 677

Oryza sativa 608

Oscillaria

Os sepia:

Ossa usta
Ostrea edulis
Otto of roses
Ourari poison
Ovis Ammon

Aries
Musimon

Ovum
Ox ’

Oxalate of potassa . .

.

Oxalidace®
Oxalis Acetosella ...

Ox gall

Oxeoles
Oxide, nitrous

of manganese,
mercury. .

.

zinc

Page
. . . . 08
.... 1349
. . . . 359
356, 1347
.... 1124
. . . . 922
.... 1403

.... 1402

.... 1403

.... 1388

.... 1403
... 1215
... 1214
... 1215
... 1408

. . . . 226

. ... 155

. . . . 557

. . . . 459

. . . . 523
Oxidum antimonii cum cal-

cis phosphate 4, 404
nitro muriaticum 407

arsenici 374
ferroso-ferricum . . 540
ferri nigrum 540

~ rubrum 538
hydrargyri cinereum 459

rubrum 462
plumbi semivitreum 510
zinci 523

impurum 525
Oxy-chloruret of antimony. . 398
Oxygen and its aqueous solu-

tion 101

water 104

Oxygenated fat 163
muriatic acid . . 104
water 104

Oxygenium 101

Oxymel 226, 1381

cormi colchici 627
cupri subacetatis 500

scill® 655

simplex 226

Oxymuriate, or hyperoxymu-
riate of potash 296

of lime 348
soda 314

Oxymuriatic acid liquid 108

Oxysulphuret of antimony . . 401

Oyster 1347

shell 1348

prepared 1348

P.

Pacliydermata 1408

Pale cinchona bark 979

Palma Christi 767

Palm® 612

Palm oil 616

wine 196,612

Panax quinquefolium 1033

scliin-seng 1033

Pancliymagogum minerale. . 464

Panis triticeus 593

Papaverace® 1271

Papaveris capsul® 1273

Papaver 1271

officinale 1273

Rluras 1271

somniferum 1272

Papilionace® H29
Paradise, grains of. 683

Parallinic acid <>65

Paramenispermin 1326

Paratartaricacid 1326

Paregorics. Ij”

Paregoric elixir 797
j

Pareira brava 1327

Pariglin .. . .... 665

Parsley, common beaked iooj

fool’s 166*

piert **?
Paste, IVarde’s 75®
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Page
istinaca Opoponax 1044

sativa 1073
iach 1112

leaves 1113
- ;arl asli 300

barley 587
white 501

»ctic acid 1059
- jllitory of Spain 954
rtltidea canina 571
enny royal 830
eepper, black 749—750

Fulton’s decor-
ticated 750

Cayenne 881
cubeb 754
Guinea 881
Jamaica 1096
long 753
malaguetta 688
volatile oil of 751
white 750

'vjppermint 828
oil of 829

Perchlorates 106
Percolation 625
rereira bark 922
Pereiria medica 1330
tereirin 922
Perennial worm grass 901
eeriploca indiea 904

secamone 904
ceroxide of gold 424
t eroxide of inanganese 557

mercury 460
Persian opium 1276
tersica vulgaris 1112
e ersio (cudbear) 570
p ersulphate of mercury 465
e eruvian bark 972

ipecacuanha 1030
petroleum 231

Barbadense 232
B etroselinum sativum 1073
ucyl 710

Uianerogamia 578
L larmacognosia 1

Aarmaco-dynamics 1

I aarmacologia specialis 97
piarmacology 1

Aarmacy : 1

.aasianus Gallus 1387
ticenix dactylifera 612

farinifera 612
Aosphas, sodse 321
iaosphate of lime 359

soda 321
nosplioric acid 253
nosphorized oil, aromatic . . 252
nosphorus 250

ethereal, solu-
tion of 252

mlogisticated air 154
i eyseter macrocephalus 1390
nysicnuts 777
: lyto/.oa 97
crania excelsa 1196
rcrin 838
croglycion 876
crotoxic acid 1326

1 crotoxin 1326
Igmentom indicum 1181
lls, aloetic 049

blue 455
lulae aloes 649

et ferri 049
cseruleae 455
compositae 649
cum myrrha 649
et assafoetidae 649, 1048

ammoninreti cupri . . 498
assafeetida: compositae 1048
calomelanos compo-

sita: 472
calomelanos et opii .. 1310
cambogise compositae 1232
catharticae compositae 472

Page
Pilulae colocynthidis 1078

et hyoscyami 1079

conii compositae 1071

copaibae 1179
digitalis et scillse 846

ferri compositae 554
galbani compositae 1048

gambogiae 1232

hydrargyri 455
chloridi compo-

sitae 403, 472

iodidi 482
submuriatis com-

positae 472
ipecacuanhas et opii . . 1025

opii sive thebaicae 1309

plumbi opiatae 1310

rhei 821

compositae 821

et ferri 821

sagapeni compositae . . 1050
saponis compositae .. 1310

cum opio 1310
scillae compositae 655
styracis 934

compositae . . 934
veratriae 640

Pimentic acid 1096
Pimento 1096

hydro-carbon 1097
Pimpinella Anisum 1035
Pinaster or cluster pine 701
Pinic acid 717
Pink Carolina 901

clove 1256
root 901

Pinus 701
abies 703
balsamea 704
canadensis 704
cembra 703
Larix 704
maritima 701
nigra 704
palustris 702
Picea 704
Pinaster 701

pinea 702
pumilio 702
sylvestris 701

taeda 702
Piperaceae 749
Piper album 75o

betel 758
Cubeba 754
longum 753
nigrum 749, 750

tnoicum 750
Piperin 751

Pipsissewa 941
Pisces 1384

Pisselaeum Indicum 232

Pistacia Lentiscus 1183

Terebinthus 1182

Pitaya bark 992
Pitch, black 721

Burgundy 718
plaster, Burgundy— 718

Pix abietina 718
arida 721
Burgundica 718
liqnida 719
nigra 721

solida 719
Plaster, adhesive 338, 521

blistering 1374
Burgundy pitch 718
strengthening 540

Plum-tree 1114
Plumbi acetas 515

carbonas 513
chloridum 511
iodidum 512
oxidum 510

hydratum.. 510
semivitreum 510

subacetatis liquor . . 518
compositus 519

Page
Plumbi superacetas 515
Plumbum 505
Plummer’s pill 403
Poison-oak 1184

flour 374
nut, the 905

Polychroite 675
Polygala Senega 1257
Polygaleae 1256
Polygalic acid 1258
Polygonaceae 807
Polygonum Fagopyrum 824

bistorta 823
Polypodium caliguala 575
Polypiphera 1347
Polyporus fomentarius 574

igniarus 574
laricis 574

Pomaceae 1126
Pommade d’Alyon 163
Pompholyx 523
Pontefract lozenges 1138
Poppy, black 1272

fomentation 1308
heads 1273

preparations of 1308
red, or com 1271
white 1272

syrup of 1309
Poriphera 1345
Porphyra laciniata et vulga-

ris 566
Porphyroxin 1284
Porrum
Portland powder 781

sago 611
Port wine 1222, 1225
Potash 273

acetate of 304
acidulous tartrate of 305
antimony, tartrate of 407
bicarbonate of 302
binoxalate of 1215
bisulphate of 290
bitartrate of 305
carbonate of 299
caustic 273
ferro-cyanate of 547

prussiateof .. 547
hydrate of 273
hydriodate of. 279
hydrobromate of 286
nitrate of 299
oxymuriate of 296
prussiate of 547
soap 334
subcarbonate of 299
sulphuret of 288
supertartrate of 305

Potassa 273
cum calce 273
impura 300

Potassae acetas 304
alumino-sulphas .... 368
antimonio-tartras .. 407
bicarbonas 302
bisulphas 290
bitartras 305
carbonas 299
chloras 296
ferro-tartras 554
fusa 273
hydras 273
mtras 292
sodio-tartras 330
subcarbonas 299
sulphas 291
super-sulphas 290
super-tartras 305
tartras 307

Potassii, bromidum 286
ferro-cyanidum 547
iodidum 279
sulphureturn 288

Potassio-tartrute ofantimony 407
Potassium, cyanuret of 238

biferrocyanide of 236
ferrocyanide of.. 547
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Page
Potassium, hydrargyro-iodo-

cyanide of . . .. 239
iodide, or ioduret 279

. ioduretted iodide
of 284

Potatoe 880
dies 1376
oil of 8S1
sago 881
spirit 881
starch 881
wine . , 881

Potentilla reptans 1118
tormentilla 1118

Potio carbonatis calcis 338
Poultice, mustard 1268
Powder, antimonial 404

aromatic 785
of antimonii, com-

pound 403
of Algaroth .... 398, 400
Duke of Portland’s . 781
Dr. James’s 403
Tennant’s bleaching 348

Powders, giuger-beer 329
Seidlitz 329
sodaic 329

Precipitate per se, red 460
white 460

Proof spirit 199
vinegar 220

Protiodide of mercury 481
Protochloride of mercury . . 464
Provence oil 925
Prunes 1114
Prunus domestica 1114

lauro-cerasus 1115

Prussian,orBerlin blue, 235.240,546
mercury 486

Prussiate of iron 465
mercury 486
potash 547

Prussic acid 235
Pseudomorphia 1284
Pseudotoxin 854
Psimmythium 513

Psychotria emetica 1030

Ptarmics 87
Pterocarpus Draco 617

erinaceus 1143

santalinus 1142

Pudding-pipe tree 1171

Pulvis aloes compositus 650
cum canella 650

antimonii compositus 403
antimonialis 404
aroinaticus 785
asari compositus 781

basilicus 887
capucinorum 636
carbonatis calcis com-

positus 358
cinnamomi compositus 785

cornitissae 973
contrajerviecompositus 747

cornu cervini usti 1402

cret® compositus 358
cum opio 1310

opiatus 1310

febrifugus Jacobi 403

ipecacuanhaj composi-
tus 1024

jalap® compositus, 307, 892
jesuiticus. 973
kino compositus .... 1145

pro cataplasmate 590
rhei compositus 821

sal inus compositus .. 1440
scammonii compositus 887
spongi® ust® 1402
stanni 504
tragacanth® composi-
tus 1140

Punica granatum 1100
Purgatives 90

mercurial 92
milder acrid .... 91

Page
Purgatives, saline or anti-

phlogistic 91
strong acrid or

drastic 91
Purging croton 759

dax 1255
nuts 760

Purple of Cassius 424
foxglove 836

Purpura mineralis Cassii.. . . 424
Purpurin 1029
Pyrethrin 954
Pyretlirum 954
Pyretine, crystallized 233
Pyro-acetic spirit 222
Pyro-gallic acid 736
Pyrolace® 940
Pyrola umbellata 941
Pyroligneous acid 221

Pyrophosphate of soda 321
Pyrotartaric acid 1219
Pyrotlionide 229
Pyroxilic spirit 221
PyrusCydonia 1126

Red sandel or Sander’s wood 1 142
wines 1223

Refrigerants or Temperants 83
Regnum inorganicum 101

organicum 531
Remedies

1

Resins 73 , 77
Resina 77, 716

dava 716
Resinas nigne 716

terebinthi rue 71 6
Resinigomme 635
Resinous extract of Peruvian

bark 1012
Reussite. 365
Revulsion and Derivation .. 47
Rex metal lorum 421
Rhabarbaric acid 817
lthabarbarin 817
Rhabarbarum : 808
Rhamuace® 1192
Rhamnus 1193

catharticus 1193
Rhaponticin 817
Rhatanhy 1259

Q.

Quassia amara 1198
excelsa 1196
Simaruba 1194

Quassin 1196
Quassite 1195
Queen of Hungary’s water . . 832
Quercitron 738
Quercia 739
Quercus /Egiiops 739

coccifera 739
falcata 739
infectoria 739
marina 562
pedunculata 731
robur 731
Suber 738
tinctoria 738

Quicklime 342, 343
Quicksilver 436
Quince, common 1126

seeds 1126
Quina blanca, or ccpalche . . 777

do Campo 922
Quin® disulphas 995, 1012
Quinia 995

disulphate of 1012, 995
kinate of. 996
monosulphate of 996
preparations of. 995
sulphate of. 995, 1012

Quinquino 1129
Quinometry 999

R.

Racemic (paratartaric) acid

.

305

Radiata 1347

Rafflesia Arnoldi 579
Rafdesiaee® 579
Raisins 1217
Ranunculace® 4, 1331

acris 1331

Flammula 1332

Ratanliy, the 1259
Rauwolda 922
Realgar 374
Rectified spirit 199

sulphuric ether 208
Red antimony 401

bark 987
cedar 727
coral 1347

lavender drops 826
oxide of mercury 460
or peroxide of iron 538
poppy 1271

precipitate 462
per se 400

roses 1121

Rheum 807, 815
|

Australe 810
j

bardanifolium 815 !

bullatum 815
j

caspicum 815 1
compactum 809, 815 J

conduens 815 1
crassinervium 810,815 I

Emodi 810,815 ]
Fischeri 815 I
hybridum 815 1
leucorrhizon 810 1

Woorcroftianum 810 J
palmatum . S09, 815 1
Rhaponticiun 810, 815 J
spiciformf 810 1
tartaricum 815

. undulatum.. 808, S09, 815 1
Webbianum 810 I

Rhein S17l
llheumin 817 I
Rhodomenia ciliata 566*

palmata(or dulse) 566M
Rhoeados petala 1272 f
Rhombic phosphate of soda . 321

Rhubarb, Batavian, or Dutch
trimmed 813

China, or East In-
dian 813

common stick,Eng-
lish S14 7

French S14
Himalayan 814

Rhapontic 1272 J
Russian or Bucha-
rian Sll

Turkey 8U
white, or imperial 812

Rliusmetopium 1149

radicans 1185

Toxicodendron 1184
Rice 608 1

Richardsonia Brazilicnsis .. 1030 *

scabra 1030

Ricini oleum
Ricinic and elaiodic acids ..

Ricinus Africanus
communis
leucocarpus
lividus

viridis
Rhizanthem
Rocella tinctoria
Roche alum
Rochelle salt

Rodentia
Roman alum

vitriol

Rosa canina
centifolia
Gallien
rubiginosa

Rosace®

769

769

768

767

768

768

768
578
569
369
330

1410
369

495

1119

1123

1121

1127
1102
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Page
osea; 1)19

rose, do?, common 1119
water 1125
hundred-leaved,or cab-

bage 1123
red, or French 1121

cosemary, common 831
oil of. 8*1

ooses, attar of. 1124
cosin, brown 716

Fiockton’s patent 716
transparent 716
yellow 716

[eosmarinus officinalis 831, 835
|i otula; menthaj piperitas 829
, ubefacients 96
luubia munjista 1028

Tinctorum 1028
abiaceas 971
abigo ferri 538
ue, common, or garden 1199
am 196
amex acetosa 822

hydrolapathum 822
uminantia 1393

uust of iron 538
uuta graveolens 1199
utacea; 1199

;
ye, common 594

spurred . . . . 595

S.

ftbadilla 633
fiibadillina 635
rbina 724
i< ccharum 584

officinarum 580
Saturni 515

i ccholactin. .
.' 1405

i fllower 963
! fl'ron of antimony 407

cake 674
crocus 673
bastard 963
hay 674

Lgapenum 1049
i- go 6)3

Japan 700
manufacture of. 614
palm, ltumphius’s wine 614

the Malay, or
Rurnphius’s.. 613

the unarmed 613
Portland 611

-gnerus Rumphii 614
i.gus Iaivis 613

Rumphii 613
ii int Lucia bark 992
ii 1 ammoniac 177

fixum 346
anglicum 365
auri philosophicum .... 290
catharticum 365
catharticus Glauberi 317
deduobus 291
enixum 158, 290
fossilis, or sal gemma; . . 309
martis 550
mirabile Glauberi 317

pcrlatum 321
polychrestum 291

Seignetti . 330
prunelle 294
rupellensis 330
Senllitzense 365
vitrioli 527

1 ep 699
I icacete 728
h icin 730
I icornia 824
i ine treatment 312

waters 147
ix 728

nlba 729
raprea 729
fragilis 729

|

Page
i
Salix pentandria 729

purpurea 729
Russelliana 729

Saloop 799
Salseparine 665
Salsola 824
Salt bakers 173

bitter purging 365
black 299
common 308
culinary 308
diuretic 304
Epsom 365
fossil 309
Glauber’s 317
hair 365
of Mars 550

Seignette 330
tartar 299, 300
wood sorrel 1215

Rochelle 330
rock 309
tasteless purging 321
vegetable 307

Saltpetre 292
Salts, smelling or volatile .. 173
Salvia officinalis 835

sclarea 835
Sambucus nigra ........ 1032
Samphire, common 1073
Sandaraca germanica 722
Sandaracli 727
Sanguinaria Canadensis 1271
Sanguinarina 1271
Sanguis draconis 617
Sanguisuga medicinalis 1351

officinalis 1351

Santalin 1143
Santalum 1142

Sap green, or vert de vessie 1193

Sapo 333
amygdalinus 334
albiis 333
Castiliensis 334
durus 333

ex olivse oleo et soda
confectus 333

guaiacinus 77
jalapinus 77
mollis 334
potassicus .' 334
sodaicus 333

vulgaris 334
Saponification, theory of 334

Sarsaparilla 659
Brazilian, Lis-
bon, Portugal,
or Rio Negro 662

Caraccas 663
country. 904
Indian,or scented 904
Jamaica 661
Honduras 663
Lima 662
Vera Cruz 663

Sarcoptes liominis 259
Sassafras nuts 801

officinale 798
radicis cortex 799
tea 799

Satureja montana 835
Saturn, extract of 518
Saunders’s red 1142
Savine, common 724
Savon de t6r6binthine 77
Scales of the oxide of iron .. 540
Scammonium gallicum .... 904

Smyrneum . . 904
Scammony 882

Aleppo 883
factitious 885
Indian 885
Montpellier . . 885, 904
resin 886
Trebizon 885

Virgin, orlachry-
ma 883

Page
Scaptin 838
Scilla maritime 651

Scillitin (scillitite) 652
Scitamineas .. . . . 681
Scrophularia nodosa 847
Scrophulariacea; 836
Scurvy-grass, common .... 1265
Scyphophorus pvxidatus 571

Sea-onion, or officinal squill 651

ware, common 562
wrack 562

Secale cereale 594
cornutum 595

Secamone Alpini 904
Sedatives 32, 67
Seidlitz powders 329
Seignette’s salt 330
Semen contra 961
Senecionideaj 952
Senega, Polygala 1257
Senegiu 1258
Seneka, the 1257
Senna 1161

Aleppo 1166
Alexandrian 1164
American 1166
bladder 1166
India 1166
Mecca 1166
Smyrna 1166
tea 1169
Tinnevelly 1166
Tripoli 1165
wild 1162

Sepia officinalis 13-19

Septfoil 1118
Serai 1405
Serpentaria 778
Serum lactis 1405

tartarizatum . . 307
aluminosum, seu se-
rum lactis alumina-
tum 373

tamarindatim 1161
vinosum 1408

Sesamum orientate 1110
Sesquicarbonate of soda 325
Sesquisulphuret of antimony 397
Sevum 1403

ovillum 1403
prasparatum 1403

Shallot 658
Shampooing 137
Shells 1348
Sherry wine 1225
Shower-bath 141
Shoemaker’s black 550
Sialogog 87
Sialagogues 87

local 87
Siliqua hirsute 1141
Silver • 425

cyanide of 435
cyanuretof 435
litharge 510
nitrate of 427
stone 510

Simnrubacea; 1194.

Simarubu amara 1194
officinalis 11 94

Simple syrup 586
Sinapis alba 1269

.
nigra 1266

Sinapism 1267
Sinapismus 1208
Singles 366
Sintoc bark 801
Smelling salt 173
Sineltinghouse smoke 374
Smilacece 659
Smilacin 665
Smilasperic acid 904
Smilax c.

r
»9

aspera 672
root of 904

China 672
medica 659
ollicinalis 659
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Smilix sarsaparilla 660
sipliilitica 659

Snakeroot Seneka 1257
Virginian 778

Snalce-weed 823
wood 921—922

Soap 333
almond oil soda 334
animal oil soda 334—335

potash . . 334—335
calcareous 346
Castile 334
cerate 337
common yellow 334
hard 333
liniment 337

camphorated 337
marbled 334

olive oil soda 333
potash 334

plaster 338
compound 338

soda 333
soft, common 334
Starkey’s 77
transparent 335
white 333

Soaps, ammoniacal 176
guaiacum 1211
insoluble 333
resiuous 77
soluble 333

Soda, acetate of 332
biborate of 318
bicarbonate of . . . . 326—327
borate of . . 318
carbonate of 322
chloride of. 314
chlorite of 314
dried carbonate of 324
hypochlorite of 314
liquid, Labarraque’s . . 314
metaphosphate of 321
muriate or liydrochlo-

rate of. 308
oxymuriate of 314
pyrophosphate of 321

rhombic phosphate of 321
sesquicarhonate of . . . . 325

soap 333
animal oil 334
olive oil 333

subcarbonate of 322
sulphate of 317
tartarizata seu natron
tartarizatum 330

tartarized 330

water 191, 329
bottled 191

from the fountain
or pump 191

Sodas acetas 332
bicarbonas 327
biboras 318
carbonas 322

exsiccata . . 324

chloridum 308
liypochloris 314

murias 308

phosphas 321

potassio-tartras 330
sesquicarbonas 325
sulphas 317

Sodaic powders 329
Sodii auro-terchloridum 424

chloridum 308
Sodio-tartrate of potash 330
Sodium, auro-terchloride of 424

chloride of 308
cldoruret of the

oxide of 314
Soft soap 334
Solanncca; 848
Solaneae 4, 848
Solanina 867
Solanum Dulcamara 875

nigrum 880
tuberosum 880

Solazzi juice 1137
Solid arsenious acid 377
Solomon’s seal 658
Sol, or rex metallorum 421
Soluble cream of tartar 306

tartar 307
Solutio acetatis zinci 530

arsenicalis 395
sulphatis cupri com-

posita . . 497
zinci 529

Solution of diacetate of lead. . 518
mineral 395
Fowler’s 395
ofopium,Dr. Porter’s 1314

Solutive water 157
Soporifics 67
Sorrel, common 822
Spanish broom 1180

flies 1363
juice 1137
white 501

Spartium junceum 1180
scoparium 1135

Spearmint 826
oil of 827

Species ad suiliendum 938
Specificum purgans Paracelsi 291
Speltre, Spelter, or Speltrum 521
Spermaceti 1391

cerate 1392
ointment 1322

Spianlter 521
Spices 72
Spigelia anthelmintica 903

Marilandica 901
Spigeliaceae 901
Spike-flowered Asagrcea 633
Spiked purple loosestrife 1099
Spikenard 971
Spinacia oleracea 824
Spina sitiens 1145

Spirit, Beguin’s sulphuretted 271

corn 196

of alum 369
nitrous or nitric

ether 215
sulphur by the bell 268
sal volatile 173
salt 148

tin 381

turpentine 709
wine...# 195

camphorated 797
proof. 199
pyro-acetic 222

pyroxilic 221

rectified 1996

Spiritus ictheris nitrosi 215

aetheris nitrici 215
nitrosi 215

sulpliurici com-
positus 215

ammonia; 172
aromaticus. . 1 73

foetidus. . 173, 1048

succinatus.. 1184

anisi 1037
compositus . . 1037

ardens .. 195

armoraciae composi-
tus 1265

camphoratus 797

carui 1035

cassia: 788
cinnamomi 786

frumenti 196

colchici ammoniatus 626

juniper compositus 724

lavandulae 826
compositus 826

j

mentha: 829 I

piperita?.. . . . 829
pulegii .... 830
viridis 829

Mindereri 182

myristic® 804

nitri dulcis 215

a • •.
1>age|

Spiritus oryzae 196
pimenta: 1097
pulegii 8301
rectificatus 199
rosmarini 632®
sacchari 196
salis ammoniaci

causticus 167
seu liquor Mindereri 182
sulphuris per campa-

nam 268
tenuior 199
vini gallici 195, 1226

'

Sponge 1346 ^
burnt 1346 1

Spongia 1346?
officinalis 1345 a
usta 13461

Sponging or washing 141
Spruce beer 727 J

essence of 727

1

Spunk 574 f
Spurge, olive 805 1
Spurred rye 595

1

Squilla maritima 651

1

Pancration 658 $
Squirting cucumber 1080 *

Stag’s horn 1402
Stalagmitiscambogioides .. 1227
Stanni limatura 504
Stanni, pulvis 504 .

Stannum 503'

Indicum 52ll
Staphisagria 1335 i

Star anise 1036, 1331 ?

Starch, iodide of 593 -t

manufacture of 592 ;

Starchy matter (lichenin) 568
Stavesacre •. .. 1335 1

Stearic acid 334?
Stearin 334 «

St6aroptene 77

Stephen’s receipt for the stone
and gravel 345

Sternutatoria S7

Sternutatories S7

Stibiated tartar 407

Stibium 397

Sticta pulmonaria
St. Ignatius’s bean 921

Stimulants 32, 71

and contra-stimu-
lants, table of. . 33

Stimuli, volatile pungent 71

Stone animals 97

Stone, the infernal 427

Storax, black 932

common 931

in the tear 931—932
liquid 933

reddish-brown 932

the officinal 931

white 932

Stramonium 862

Strengthening plaster 540

Strychnia 907, 915, 919

Strychnic, or igasuric acid . . 909

Stryclmos colubrina . . .• 922

Ignatia 921

ligustrina 922

Nux vomica 905

potatorum 922

pseudo-quina . . 909, 922

tieut6 92V

toxifera 922

Sturgeon 13j»

Styraceae 930

Styracine TJM
Styracina, scobs — ^

9*|

Styracis balsamum 727, 933

Styrax albus 932

benzoin 98W
colatus 93M
officinale 93*

Styzolobium —
Subcarbonate of ammonia . .

potash .... 29Bff

Subchloride of mercury 464

J
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Page
>xide of mercury 459
muriate of mercury .... 464
-sulphas liydrargyri flavus 491

inated spirit of ammonia 1184

ini, colophonium 233
oleum 233—234

•:':inic acid 233
rinum 232

album 233
>:ory, wild 968
us cvrenaicus 1041

inspissatus conii .... 1070
limonum 1237

spissatus aconiti 1342
belladonna: 860
conii 1070
hyoscyami . . 852
sambuci 1033

irifics or diaphoretics . . 84
1403

ur, brown 584
candy, white 583
cane 580
liquorice 1137
manufacture of 580
muscovado 582
of grapes 1217

lead 515
milk 1404

purified 584
white 584

ihhas cupri 494
ferri 550

exsiccatus 551
magnesiae 365
potassse 291
sodse 317
zinci 527

11 hate of baryta 340
chirayitine 898
cinchonia 996
copper 494
hydrocarbon 212
indigo 1181
iron 550
magnesia
morphia
potassa
quinia . . 995, 996,
soda
zinc

r hatic ether
1 ho-sinapisin

vinic acid of Hennel
i:hur, balsam of

caballinum
common native
crudum
flowers of
griseum
hydrate of
iodide of
liver of
lotum
milk of
native or virgin .

.

ointment
compound
of the iodide of

precipitated
pra:cipitatum
refined
roll, stick, or cane
spirit of, by the bell

sublimatum
sublimed
vivum
volcanic
washed

luratedoil
mreons or hepatic waters
rnret of ammonia

antimony, golden .

.

mercury, with sul-

phur
potash
potassium

luretted waters

365
1317
291
1012

317
527
212
1270
206
260
257
255
256
257
275
260
270
288
257
259
255
259
260
271

259
260
257
257
268
257
257
257
255
257
260
145

271

401

485
288
288
145

Page Page
Sulphuretum antimonii — 397 Tartar crude 305

praeparatum 398 emetic 407
liydrargyri nigrum 485 ointment . . . . 420

rubrum 484 red 305
Sulphuratum oleum 260 salt of 299
Sulphuric acid 261 soluble 307

ether 206 stibiated 407
Sulphuris hepar 288 vitriolated 291

iodidum 270 whey, cream of . 306—307
Sulphurous acid 268 white 305

volatile 268 Tartareous moss 570
Sumach 1184 Tartari terra foliata 304
Super-acetate of lead 515 Tartaric acid 1218

sulphate of potash 290 Tartarized antimony 407
tartras potassa* 30:5 iron
tartate of potash 305 kali 307

Suppositories 52 soda 330
Suppurants 96 tartar 307
Surinam bark 1157 Tartarus albus vel tartarus
Sweet almonds 1104 ruber 305

bay 799 boraxatus 306
briar 1128 chalybeatus seu

sponge 1128 ferratus 554
fennel 1038 crudus 305
flag, common 609 emeticus 407
marjoram 833 stibiatns .... 407
spirit of nitre 215 Tartras potassa: 307
toddy 612 et ferri.

.

554
wood 764 of iron and ammonia 556
wines 1223 p6tash 307

Sylvie acid 717 and soda .

.

330
Syrup of copaiva 1179 antimony 420
Syrupus 586 iron . .

.

554
althese 1250 Tasteless purging salts . . .

.

321
aurantii 1245 Tectum argenti 501
balsami tolutani .

.

1134 Teel seeds 1110
croci 677 Temperants or refrigerants 83
empyreumaticus .

.

584 Tendaridea Pollux 98
ipecacuanha: 1024 Tepid bath 136
limonum 1242 Terebinthacese 1182
mori 745 Terebinthina 704
papaveris 1309 argentoratensis 707
rhamni 1194 canadensis 707
rheeados 1272 chia 1182
rosae 1125 venetia— 706, 709

centifolise 1125 factitia 706
gallic<e 1123 vulgaris . 705, 709

rutae 1201 Terebinthina:, oleum 709
sarsaparilla: 670 Terebintliinate oleo-resins .

.

705
sarzae 670 Terebinthinates 73
scillae 655 Terebinthine de Boston .... 705
sennse 1170 Ternstromiaceae 1246
simplex 586 Terra foliata tartari 304
tolutanus 1134 foliata tartari crystalli-

viola: 1262 sata or terra foliata

zingiberis 684 mineralis 332
merita 685
ossium 359

T ponderosa 338
solita .

.

339
Terra japonica 1026

Tabacum 865 black 1153
Talc earth (Talkerde) 360 pale 1153
Tamarind-tree, common 1160 Test, Hume’s 379

whey 1161 Marsh’s 381
Tamarindus Indica 1160 Testa: 1347
Tamils communis 880 prreparatie 356, 1348
Tanacetic acid 959 Teucnum clianuedrys .

.

835
Tanacctum vulgare 958 Marum 835
Tanghicin 922 Scordium 835
Tanghiniavenenifera 922 Tetanies 66
Tangin camphor 922 Tetanine 907
Tanghicin 922 Tilupsin Silphion.

.

inn
Tanguine 922 Then boliea* 1246
Tannic acid 81, 735 viridis 1246
Tannin 785 Thebaina 1283
Tnnningensaure 1027 Theina 1247
Tansey 958 Thenardite 317
Tapioca plant
Tar 719 Theory, Brunonian 32

Jlarbadoes 232 of acetification .

.

219
oil of 721 contra stimulants 33
ointment 721 etherification 206
water 720 saponification 334

Taraxacum dens-lconis 963 Therapeia 1

lartar 305 Therapeutica 1
chalybeated 554 Therapeutice 1

cream of 305 Therapeutics 1
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Page
Therapeutical effects of Medi-

cines 41

Thieves or Marseilles vinegar 226

Thistle, blessed 962

Thorn-apple, common 861

Thridace seu lactucarium . . 965

Thus 718

Tliymelaceee 804

Thymus citriodorus 838
vulgaris 835

Tiglii oleum 761

Tin 503
filings and powder 504

Indian 524
spirit of 381

Tincal 319
Tinctura acetatis ferri cum

alcohol 557

aloes 650
et myrrh* . . 650
composita . . 650

amara 897
ammonias composita 1184
angustune 1208
assafcetid* 104S
aurantii 1245
balsami tolutani .. 1134
belladonnas 861

benzoini composita 938
bucliu 1204

calumbas 1324
camphor* 797

composita 797
cantharidis 1374
capsici 1 879
cardamomi 696

composita 696
caryophilli 1095
cascarillae 766
cassi* 788
castorei 1416

ammoniata 1416
catechu 1157
cinclion* 1011

composita 1011
cinnamomi 785

composita 785
colomb* 1324
conii 1069
cubeb* 757
cuspari® 1208
digitalis 846
elaterii 1088
ergot® 608
etherea cum phos-

phoro 252
euphorbii 775
ferri ammonio chlo-

ridi 544
muriatis 541
sesquichloridi 541

galbani 1056
gallarum 737
gall® 737
gentian* composita 897

t
guaiaci 1214

ammoniata 1214
composite 1214

hellebori 1335
humuli 743
hyoscyami 852
iodinii composita. . 284
jalap® 892
kino 1145
lavandul® composite 826
lobcli® 948

®therea 949
lupuli 743
lupulin* 744
lytt® 1374
moschi 1400
myrrh* 1190
nucis vomic® 919
opii 1312

ammoniata 1313
camphornta . . 797

piperis cubeb®.... 757
pyrethri 955

Page
Tinctura quassi® 1198

composita 1198
rhei 820

composita .... 820
et aloes 820
et gentian® . . 820

sabadill® 636
sacra 650
saponis camphorata 337
scill® 655
secalis cornuti 608
seminum colchici. . 625

composita 626
senn® composita . . 1 1 7o
serpentari* 779
stramonii 865
thebaica 1313
tolutana 1134
valerian®. 970

ammoniata 971
composita 971

veratri® 640
veratri albi 632
zingiberis 684

Tinctur® ®there® 212
Tincture of gamboge 1232

litmus 571
Tikor 687
Tisan de Feltz 399
Tisana imperialis 307
Tobacco, concrete volatile oil

of 869
empyreumatic oil of 869
camphor 869
smoke 869
Virginian 865
Indian 946
ointment 875

Tolu, balsam of 1133
Toluifera balsamum 1133
Tonics 6878

acid 80
metallic 81
alkaloids 81

Tormentil, common ills
Tormentilla erecta 1118

officinalis Ills
Touchwood 574
Tous les mois 680
Toxicodendron 1184
Tragacantlia 1139
Tragacanthin 1140
Trailingpoison-oakorsumach 1184
Transfusion 54
Tremor mercurialis 68
Treacle 584>

Tripe de roche 571
Triphosphate of soda and ba-

sic water 321

Triticum 591
compositum 591
liybernum 591
nionococcum 591
polonicum 591
spelta 591
turgidum 591

compositum 591
repens 5S0
vulgare ®stivum . . 591

liybernum 591
Troches of liquorice 1138
Trochisci acaci® 1152

calcis carbonatis. . 1440
glvcyrrhiz® 1138
lactucarium 1440
magnesi* 1440
opii 1310
morphi* 1318

et ipecacnanh* 1318
acidi tartarici 14-10

sod* bicarbonatis 1440
spongi* ust® 1346

Trona 326
Truffle 574
Tuber cibarium 573
Turkey gum 1147

opium 1275
rhubarb 811

m .
1>ase

Turmeric 685
paper 686

Turner’s cerate 531

;

Turpentine 704
Bordeaux 706
Canadian 707
Chio 1182
American or white 705
common 705

oil of 709
j

pistacia 1,821
larch or Venice 706
Strasburgh 707

Turpetlium minerale 491
Turpeth or turbith mineral. . 491

Tussilago farfara 950 I

Tutia seu tuthia 525

pr®parata 525
Tutty 525

ointment 525
prepared 525

;

U.

Ulmace® 739 j
Ulmin. 740 *

U Imi c Acid 740

Ulmus campestris 739

fulva 740 >

Ulva latissima 656
'

Umbellifer* 3, 1033

Uncaria Gambir 1025 v

Undulated ipecacuanha .... 10301
Unguentum acetatis plumbi 518

acidi nitrici 163 -

sulphurici 268 i

aconitin* 1344
antimonii potas-

sio-tartratis 420

1

basilicum nigrum 721 §
belladonn® 861 I
calamin* 531 «
cantharidis — 1374
carbonatis plumbi 515

cer® alb® 1383

1

flav® 1383 S
cetacei 1392 £
citrinum 4S8 1

conii 1070 ?

creasoti 230 *
cupri sub-acetatis 500

j

elemi 1191

gall* composi-
tum .. 737 I

et opii . . 737

1

gallarum 737 ^
liydrargyri — 456 i

1

amniooio-
chloridi 4S1

1

liiniodidi 484
chloridi . . 472
fortius.... 456
iodidi 482
mitius .. 458
nitratis .. 488;'

nitrico-

oxydi . . 464
oxydi 460
prsecipitati

albi. . 481

infusi canthari-
dis 1374

iodinii composi-
tum 285

o.xidi liydrargyri
rubri .. 464 II

zinci 525

impuri 525

picis liquid* .. 721

nigr* .... 721

piperis nigri 753

plumbi acetatis 518

carbonatis.. 515

compositum 521

iodiui 513
potass* liydrio-

datis 284

resin* alb® ... . 717
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Page
uentum resinosum 717

sahin® 726
sambuci 1033
scrophulari®— S48
simplex 1392
subacetatiscupri 500
sulphuris 259

compositum 260
iodidi 271

tabaci 875
tartari emetici. . 420
tuti® 525
veratri 633
veratri® 640
zinci 525

oxydi 525
i\s tieute, or upas radja . . 921

poison-tree of Java 747
: ri poison 922

> ne. substances which pass
off by the 14
icacete 740

]

uebaugh 1037
’?pass® 1217

1 1 ursi 943

V.

cinium vitis Id®a 943

; erian, great wild 968
• eriana Dioscoridis 971

jatamensi 971
officinalis 96S

eerianace® 968
/erianic acid 969
Iresia 922
uilla 699

aromatica 699
Pompona 699
sativa 699
sylvestris 699

>our bath 136

culares 578
i quelina 907

•etable alkali 273
mild 299

etliiops 563
salt 307
sub-kingdom 561

sulphur 575
tar 719
wax 1381

i lice turpentine 706

[fatria (veratrine) 636
embrocation 640
ointment 640
pills 640
sulphate and tartrate

of 640
"•atrin 637
r /atrum album 629

sabadilla 640
' •bascum Thapsus 846
idigris 499

distilled or crystal-

lized 500
b’milion 484
t onica Beccabunga 848
f-t de vessie 1123
f'tebrata 1384
tiicants 96
iicatorin 1367
;sels affecting absorption. . 15

ia medicata 1226
proof 220

: egar 218
aromatic 226
distilled 222
of opium 1313
thieves, or Marseilles 226

I ous fermentation 194

liquor, production of 194

l urn 195, 1220

album Hispanum .... 1225

aloes 650
antimonii potussio-

tartratis 420

Page
Vinum antimonii 420

colchici (cormi) 626
(seminum) . . 626

gentian® 1234
rpecacuanh® 1023
opii 1313

rhei 821

tabaci 875
veratri 632
xericum 1225

Violace® 1261
Viola odorata 1261

Violine 1262

Virgin sulphur 255

oil 924
Virgineic acid 1258
Virginia snakeroot 778
Virginian tobacco 865
Vitace® 1215
Vital air 101

Vitellus ovi 1389
Vitie vayz 580
Vitis vinifera 1216
Vitriolated iron 550

* kali 291
magnesia 365
tartar 291

Vitriol, blue 495
green 550
of Mars 550
Roman 495
white 521, 527

Vitrioli, sal 527
Vitriolic naphtha 206
Vitriolum c®ruleum 495

Mart is 550
viride 550

Volatile alkali 164
Volcanic sulphur 255
Vomicina 908

W.

Ward’s paste 753
Warm bath 136
Wash 196

black 460
yellow 462

Washed sulphur 257
Washing or sponging 141

Water 172
distilled 12S
dock, great 822
elder flower 1033
hemlock 1073
of ammonia 166
orange flower 1246
oxigenated 104
pharmaceutical uses of 143
siliceous 141

solutive 157

tar 720
triphosphate of soda
and basic 321

Waters, acidulous or car-

bonated 146
acidulo alkaline 146
alkaline 148
aluminous chalybeate 145
carbonated chalybeate 554
calcareous 147
carbonated chaly-

beate 145, 554
chalybeate, ferrugin-

ous or martial . . 145
mineral 143
purging saline 147
saline mineral 147

or brine 147
siliceous 148
sulphated chalybeate 145
sulphurous or hepatic 145

Wax, myrtle 1381
palm of the Andes .... 617
plaster 1382
vegetable 1381

Page
Wax, white 1381

vellow 1381

Wheat-flour 593
Whey, imperial 306
Whiskey 196

White arsenic 374
bryony root 1088
flake 501
flux 301, 306
fraxinella 1208
ginger 682
hellebore 629
horehound 834
ipecacuanha 1030
lead 513'

lily 657
mustard 1269
of eggs 1389
pearl 501
pepper 750
poppy 1272
precipitate 479
precipitated mercury. 479
Spanish 501
sugar 584
vinegar 218
vitriol 521, 527
wines 1223

Wild carrot 1058
cinnalnon 1233

Willow 728
Wine 195

acid 1223
antimonial 420
astringent 1223
light 1222
Madeira 1225
of different countries. . 1222
oil of 212
palm 196
port 1225
red 1223
sherry 1225

' sparkling 1223
sweet 1223
table of the strength

Of 1223
whey 1408
white 1223

Wintera aromatica 1330
Winter-green, umbellated . . 941
Winter’s bark 1330
Witclimeal 575
Witherite 338
Wolfsbane 1336
Wood charcoal 186

distillation of 220
snake 921
sorrel, salt of 1215

Woody nightshade 875
Wooraly poison 922
Worm bark :... 1157

seed ; 961
tea 903

Wormwood, common 955
Wort 589
Wound balsam 939

X.

Xanthin 4029
Xanthochymus ovalifollits .. 1227
Xanthorrcea arborea 658

hastile 658

Y.

Yeast sgg
cataplasm 589

Yellow bark 935
gentian 893
gum 658
resin 717
sulphate of mercury. . 491
wax 1381
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Z. Page

Zea Mays 609
Zedoary root 698
Zerumbet root 698
Zieger 1405
Zinc 521

acetate of. 529

Page
Zinc flowers or calx of 523

hydrochlorate of 525
impure oxide of. 525
muriate of 525
oxide of 523

Pilp-a

Zinci carbonas praiparatum.
. 531

Zinci chloridum
cyanidum 53J

impurum 525

prepared carbonate of. . 531
red 521

sulphas 597

butter 525
carbonate of 530
chloride of 525
cyanide of 531
cyanuret or hydrocya-

nateof "
531

silicate of 530
sulphate of 527

Zinci acetas 529
acetatis tinctura 530
carbonas 530

Zingiberaceae
Zingiber cassumuniar 098

officinale 081
Zootic acid 035
Zumin ggj

impurum 530 ZygophyDaceae 1208

ADDENDA et CORRIGENDA.
Part I.

Page, line.

156, 19, for 63-7, read 36*7.

182, 16, for 3ss. read 5ss.

208, 6
, for Hydrogen 1 ,

read Hydrogen 5 .

208, 12, for 198, read 196.

226, 38, for two, read ten.

254, 20, for 1^, read 2£.

256, 14, for sulphur, read metals.

263, 6
,
transpose the words loses and gains.

286, 11
, after pour in, add gij. and 5j-

333, 19, for Galls, read Gauls.

Page, line.

396, 12, for one-sixteenth, read one-ninth.

405, in table.—The figures 57, 56 -

0, and 66,
should stand opposite to Antimonious acid(instead
of sesquioxide of antimony)

;
and 43, 42% and 33,

opposite to Subphosphate of lime (instead of anti-
monious acid).

481, 40, for ten, read five.

506, 36, for lead mills in Lancashire, read

lead lulls in Lanarkshire.

527, dele lines 18, 19 (“The zinc— sulphate.”)

545, 10, for sesquioxdide, read sesquiodide.”

Preparations omitted.

At p. 330.

—

Trochisci Som® Bicarbonatis, E.— (Bicarbonate of Soda, ~j. ;
Pure Sugar,

^iij.
;
Gum Arabic, *ss. Pulverize them, and then, with mucilage, beat them into a proper

mass for making lozenges.)

At p. 359.

—

Trochisci Cr.et.e, E.— (Prepared Chalk, ~iv.
;
Gum Arabic, §j. ;

Nutmeg, 5j.»
Pure Sugar, §vj . Reduce them to powder, and beat them, with a little water, into a proper

mass for making lozenges.)

At 23 . 364 .

—

Trochisci Magnesibe, E.—(Carbonate of Magnesia, ~vj. ;
Pure Sugar, siij.jf

Nutmeg, 3j. Pulverize them, and, with mucilage of Tragacanth, beat them into a proper mass

for making lozenges.)

At p. 367, bottom line, add—u Pulvis Salinus compositus, E.—(Pure Muriate of Soda,

and Sulphate of Magnesia, [of each] §iv.
;
Sulphate of Potash, giij. Dry the salts separately

with a gentle heat, and pulverize each
;
then triturate them. well together, and preserve the

mixture hi well-closed vessels.”) Cooling laxative. Employed in habitual costiveness. Dose*

a tea-spoonful in half a pint of water before breakfast.

Part II.

562, 15, for marinus, read marina.

783, 39, insert after the word “ imported,” the following :
—“ in bales of 3 feet 6 inches long,

enveloped in coarse cloth, called gunny. In the shops it is frequently made up

26, insert after the word “made,” the following:—

“

Pulvis aromaticus, E.D. Cinna-

mon; Cardamom Seeds; Ginger, of each equal parts, E.— Cinnamon, 5 ij.

Seeds
;
Ginger, of each §j. ;

Long Pepper, 5j. D.”
8

, for Lauracete, read Thymelacese.

13, insert—“Trochisci Lactucarii, E.— (Prepared with Lactucarium

proportion and in the same manner as the opium-lozenge.

43, insert—“Trochisci Acini Tartarici, E. — (Tartaric Acid, 3'j

•

*viij.
;
Volatile Oil of Lemons, lT|x. Pulverize the sugar and acid, add the oil, mix

them thoroughly, and, with mucilage, beat them into a proper mass for making lozenges.,)

line 8 of explanation of woodcut, for sides, read seeds.

785,

807,

967,

1220,

1227,

Cardamom

in the same,

Pure Sugar,

o'
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